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DUBLIN REVIEW ADVERTISER.

March, 1846.

(PROVISIONALLY REGISTERED.)
'

THE CATHOLIC, LAW, AND GENERAL

Offices—No. 8, New Coventry-street, Leicester-square.

Capital One Million, in 50,000 Shares of 201. each.

Deposit 1/. per Share.

The Company is Provisionally Registered under the Act of Parliament of 7
and 8 "Vict., cap 110, Avhich provides "for opening Subscription Lists, to allot

Shares, and receive Deposits thereon, at a rate not exceeding \0s. for everyJlOO/.
on the amount of every Share in the capital of the intended company," conse-

quently, '2s. a Sliare becomes a necessary payment on allotment of each Share,
and the remaining 18^'. is to be paid on the execution of the Deed of Settlement,
to complete the Registration.

TRUSTEES.

The Right Hon. the Earl of Shrewsbury, Alton Towers, Cheadle, Staffordshire
j

The Right Hon. the Earl of Traquair, traquair House, Peebleshire, N.B.
The Right Hon. the Lord Staiford, Cossey Hall, Norfolk
A. H. Lynch, Esq., Master in Chancery, 33, Queen-square
Thomas Barnewell, Esq., 15, York -terrace. Regent's-Park
Thomas Eyre, Esq., 6i, Pulteney-street, Bath

DIRECTORS.
"^

The Right Rev. Bishop Morris, D.D., Chairman, Acton, Middlesex
The Hon. Edward Petre, 26, Wilton-crescent
Sir Richard Jenkins, G.C.B., 7, Mansfield-street, director of the Hon. the E. I.

Company, and of the London Joint-Stock Bank
Major-General Sir Burges Camac, K.C.S., Charles-street,' St. James's
The Very Rev. A. Magee, D.D., Romney-terrace, Westminster
Rev. Thomas Doyle. D.D., London-road, Southwark
Henry Clark Duppa, Esq., Quarry-house, Boughton
William VVentworth Fitzwilliani Hume, Esq., Hume Wood, Ireland, and 4, Park-

place, St. James's
Francis M'Donnell, Esq., Usk, Monmouthshire
James Reade, Esq., 13, Lower Berkeley-street, director of the National Bank of

Ireland
William Seymour, Esq., Montague place, Russel-square
Major White, 105, Pall-mall.

AUDITORS.

Edmund Jerningham, Esq. |
James Marshall, Esq.

CONSULTING PHYSICIAN—James Copland, M.D., F.R.S., 5, Old Burlington-street^
CONSULTING SuRGEON —William Teevan, Esq., 23, Bryanstone-square.

STANDING COUNSEL.

rMr. Sergeant Shee,, Sergeants' Inn
England < William Carpenter Rowe, Esq., Recorder of Plymouth, Temple

(Edmond Beales, Esq., Stone-buildings, Lincoln's Inn.
Ireland—Sir Colman O'Loghlen, Bart.,Merriou-square, Dublin. >
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SOLICITORS.

England—Messre. Norris anrl Sons, 2, Bedford-Row, London
Ireland—Messi-s. P. and D. Mahony, 23, William-street, Dublin.

CoNSCLTiNG Actuary—William Lewis, Esq.

the London Joint-stock

BAXKERS.

Loudon—The Commercial Bank of London, Lothburj'
Bank, CO, Pall-mall

Dublin—The National Bank of Ireland, College-green
Liverpool—A, Heywood, Sous, and Co.

Secretary—William Norris, Esq.

The business of the Company commenced on the 1st. of January, 1846, at the

Company's Offices, No. 8, New Coventry-street, Leicester-square, London, and
comprises asstirances on lives in every form, the purchase oflifa interests, and
reversions, the sale of immediate and deferred annuities, the endowment of
•widows and children, and the advance of money upon real property, upon
approved and undoubted personal securities.

A Scale of Rates adopted by the Company for assuring? 100/. for the whole term
of life, with or without profits:—

Age.
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Under the Patronage of Royalty and the Authority of

the Faculty.

KEATING'S COUGH LOZENGES.

A remedy for all the disorders of the Pulmonary Organs—in
^

diffi-

culty of Breathing—in Kedundancy of Phlegm—in Incipient

CoxsuMPTioN (of which Cough is the most positive indication) they

are of unerring efficacy. In Asthma, and in Winter Cough, they

have been seldom known to fail.

K eating's Cough Lozenges are free from every deleterious ingre-

dient
; they may, therefore, he taken at all times, by the most

delicate female and by the youngest child; while the Public

Speaker and the Professional Singer will find them invaluable in

allaying the hoarseness and irritation . incidental to vocal execu-

tion, and consequently a powerful auxiliary in the production of

JIELODIOUS enunciation.

Prepared and sold in Boxes, Is. l^d., and Tins, 2s. 9d., 4s. 6d.,

and 10s. 6d. each, by THOMAS KEATING, Chemist, &c.. No. 79,

St. Paul's Church Yard, London.

Sold Wholesale by Barclay & Sons, 95, Farringdon Street;

Edwards, 67, and Newberry, 45, St. Paul's Church Yard; Sutton

and Co., Bow Church Yard; and Retail by all Druggists and

Patent Medicine Venders in the kingdom.

RECENT TESTIMONIALS.

Dear Sir,—Having been for a considerable time during the winter afflicted

with a violent coughs particularly at laying down in bed, which continued for

several hours incessantly, and alter trying many medicines without the shghtest
effect, I was induced to try your Lozenges; and by taking half a Box of

tliem, in less than twenty-four hours the Couyk entirely left me, and I have beeu
})erfectly free from it ever since.

9, Claremont Terrace, Pentonville, I am, dear Sir, yours very respectfully,
Feb. 17, 1845. JAMES ELLIS,

Mr. Keating. (Late Proprietor of the Chapter Coffee House, St. Paul's.)

The following Testimonial of a cure of Congh of twenty years' standingy
and recovery

of strength, will be read ivilh much interest:—
Sir,
—I beg to inform you that for the last twenty years I have suffered severely

from a cougli, and have been under medical treatment with but little relief, and
have not for many years been able to walk more than half a mile a day. After

taking three boxes of your Lozenges my cough entirely left me, and I have this

day walked to Ross, a distance of four miles: for this almost renewal of life I am
solely indebted to your Lozenges. You are at liberty to make what use you
l)lease of this letter, and I shall be happy to auswer any enquiries respecting my
cure.

I remain. Sir, your obedient and obliged Servant,
Pencrais, July 16th, 1845. (Signed) MARY COOKE.
To Mr. Keating, St. Paul's Church Yard, London.
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Cheetham Hill, July 22nd, 1845.

Dear Sir,—Having been for a long time troubled with a bad Cough, which at
times was so bad that when I went to bed I could get no rest the night through;
1 tried a great variety of medicines, from which I received but very little relief,
until I made a trial of Keating's LozE^GES, which, 1 am happy to say, have been
of great benefit to me; for with taking one or two during the day, and one at bed
time, I can rest better thani have done for several years. As they have been of
so much service to me, I think it my duty to make this known to.tlie Public, and
hope those who are similarly afflicted will make a trial of so valuable a remedy.

.,

I remain, dear Sir, yours respectfully.

To Mr. Walmsley, Cheetham Hill. W. T. HESKETH.

Sir,—I should feel extremely obliged to you if you would send me a Tin of

pour most excellent Lozenges, for having tried them, I find they are the best

remedy for Cough that can possibly be had; this I can testify from experience,
for I have been troubled with a most violent Cough for many years; and have
tried many things, but without any benefit, until I met with your Lozenges
and they afforded me instant relief.

1, North Feltham Place, near Hounslow, I remain. Sir, yours truly,

Feb. 12, 1845. HENRY WOODERSON.

To Mr. Keating, St. Paul's.

New Gas and Coke Company, Liverpool, 6th Month 7, 1845.

Sir,—Your incomparable Cough Lozenges have caused me to become your
debtor; and the only means I possess of cancelling the obligation is to tender you
my sincere thanks for the wonderful as well as efficient benefit I have received.
A few months ago I had an extreme hoarseness, which I tried in vain, for

about six weeks to eradicate, and noticing your Lozenges recommended, I imme-
diately bought some—commencing with two or three at a time during the day,
and three or four at bed time—when, to my great astonishment, within three or
four days, I was restored to my usual health. I have since taken them occasion-

ally, and now enjoy better health, if possible, than I ever did before.
I beg also to inform you that my aged mother (7ioiv nearly seventy) has been

affected with a difficulty in breathing for upwards of ten years, especially in the

morning and early part of the day, and was induced to try the Lozenges. She
accordingly commenced taking them about six weeks ago, and has already
experienced such incalculable relief in the part affected, as well as from the

healing principle evinced in the regulation of the digestive organs, that she feels

it her incumbent duty, and great pleasure, to convey her testimony of esteem,
admiration, and gratitude for the change that has taken place; again, Sir, I beg
to thank you,

and remain your friend sincere,

W. F. ARNITT.
Mr. Thomas Keating, Chemist, &c., 79, St. Paul's Church Yard, London.

These Lozenges contain neither Opium nor any preparation of that Drug.

Just Published, 8vo. 24 pages, price 2d.: per Post, 4d.

4«nOUNTING-HOUSE INSTRUCTION:" Being^^ remarks on the ordinary modes of teaching WRITING and

BOOK-KEEPING. Addressed to Parents, Merchants, and Men of

Business. By B. F. Foster; Author of "Pencilled Copy Books;"
"Prize Essay on Penmanship;" "Double Entry Elucidated, &c.

London: Souter and Law; or at the Author's Class Rooms, IGl

Strand, adjoining King's College Entrance. Also, "Foster's Double

Entry Elucidated," 4 to. 8s. Gd.
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New Editions are just out of the

REV. T. WILSON'S CATECHISMS-
Just Published, Price 9 c?.

THE CATECHISM OF ENGLISH GRAMMAR.
AlsOj New Editions of the following Catechisms, hy the

Rev. T. Wilson, Price dd. each.

First Lessons in Natural PniLosoPHr.

Second Lessons in Natural Philosophy.

Third Lessons in Natural Philosophy.

First Catechism of Common Things.

Second Catechism of Common Things.

Third Catechism of Common Things.

Catechism op Bible History.

Catechism of English History.

The First Catechism of Geography.
The Catechism of Music.

*jj.* The great success which has attended the First, Second, and Third

Mother's Catechism of the Rev. D. Blair, has induced the Publishers

to farther extend the utility of this system, by a continued Series on the

most important subjects, under the superintendence and editorship of

the Rev. T. Wilson. The want of such a series skilfully executed has

long been felt.

London : Darton and Clark, Holborn Hill.

Just Published, 2^rice Is. Gd., in royal 32mo, very neatly printed and

superbly bound.

DIPROSE^S
COMIC SONG BOOK, with a splen-

did Portrait of the Editor, Mr. ROBERT GLINDON, the well

known Author and Singer. Containing a iirst-rate Collection of Comic

Songs, now being sung at the London and Provincial Theatres, Con-

certs, and Public Entertainments, by the most eminent Comic Singers
of the day.

Now ready, price 2s. M., Fifth Edition of

DIPROSE'S ROYAL SONG BOOK, elegantly bonnd
and beautifully printed, containing 416 pages, and nearly 500 New
and Popular Songs, with directions where to obtain the Music.

Also, just published, price Is.,

DIPROSE'SIMODERN SONG BOOK, in which will
be found 250 of the most admired songs of the day. N.B. An ap-

propiate Companion to the above.

DIPROSE'S QUARTERLY MAGAZINE ON
SONG, Part I. Price Is.

LONDON: J. DIPROSE, 312, Strand, and may be had (by order)
of all Booksellers.
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THE METROPOLITAN
IRISH CATHOLIC BOOK WAREHOUSE, AND

STEAM-PRESS PRINTING OFFICE,

45, CapeU Street, Dublin.

Sepository for all Catholic Publications,

RICHARD GRACE AND SONS,
PRINTERS, BOOKSELLERS, AND PUBLISHERS,

T:>ESPECTFULLY acquaint the CLERGY and Public that they ^

supply erery description of English and Foreign Catholic Works, Nati(

can
itional

Books, «&c. Christian Brothers', Chambers' School and Miscellaneous Books,
Paper, Stationary, and Account Books, Printiug, Writing, and Maiking Inks of
the best description, ou the lowest terms.

RELIGIOUS PRINTS.

Just received, a Fresh Supply of the following Standard and esteemed Works:—

BAKER'S LENTEN MONITOR, 2s.

ENTERTAINxMENT FOR LENT, Is. 6d.

LESSONS FOR LENT, 8d.

HOLY WEEK, 2s. 6d.

Small-Edition, Is.

THE TREASURE OF PATIENCE, Is.

THE SPIRITUAL CONSOLER, Is.

HUBY on Divine Love, New Edition, 2s.

LANIGAN'S Excellent Works on Penance, and the Eucharist, Is. each.

THE BOOK OF INDULGENCES, Improved, Is.

THE HOLY DESIRE FOR DEATH, Is.

THE SACRED HEART BOOK, 12mo. 3s.

THE SACRED SONGS, to Irish airs, Gd.

FREQUENT COMMUNION, 3s.

GAHAN'S Sermons. New Edition, 8s,

THE GLORIES of the ANGELS, Is.

THE SCRIPTURAL MANUAL, in various bindings, 23.

BUTLER'S LIVES of the SAINTS, 2 vols, plates, at Reduced Prices.

DOUAY BIBLE, 6s.

LIGUORI'S SERMONS, Ss. 6d. (New Series.)

HORNIHOLD on the Commandments, 3s. Gd.

COCHIN on the MASS, 3s.

THE SPIRIT OF PRAYER, in various bindings.
TEMPORAL and ETERNAL, 4s.

SINNER'S GUIDE, 48. ^
MANNING'S MORAL ENTERTAINMENTS, 4s.

JOURNAL OF MEDITATIONS, 4s.

WAY OF SALVATION, 18mo., Is. Gd. New Edition.
THE MEMORIAL OF A CHRISTIAN LIFE, Is. 6d.

IJONAVENTURE'S LIFE OF CHRIST, 12mo. Is. 6d.

REEVE'S HISTORY of the BIBLE, 12mo., 536 pages, cheapest work
published, 3s.

RICHARD GRACE AND SONS
Have tlie pleasure of annoimcing their intention of immediately publishing
a number of valuable CATHOLIC WORKS on Irish Paper, JrhhTi^pe, -dud by
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Irishmen^ in regular order, and at prices to suit the ai-dent zeal of the Catholics of

Ireland, and solicit a perusal of their Catalogue, consisting of npwai-ds of 500

Select Catholic Works, comprising those of Liguoui, Butler, Gahan, Manning,
GOTHEU, MiLNER, LlNGARD, VVlSEMAN, HaYS, ArCHEK, MaSSILLON BoURDALOUE;
Doyle, Walsh, Miley, &c.; as also the Avorks of.Frencli divines in demand;
which, with an extensive assortment of Breviaries, Riluals and Altar ISIissals,

Bibles, Prayer Books in the greatest variety, will he found not undeserving
of inspection.

Liberal allowances made to the Trade, Public Institutions, Repeal, and

Temperance Reading-Rooms, &c. &c.

Every New Work of merit supplied to order.

All description of Printing Work done at their Steam-press Office on the

cheapest terms.

Country and Export Orders liberally attended to*

%* Licensed to sell Stamps.
Dublin, March, 1846.

MARY ANDREWS,
(Daughter of the late W. E. Andrews),

Being compelled by the dispensation of Divine Providence to resume
the Catholic Book Business, respectfully informs the Catholic Clergy,

Nobility, Gentry, and Public, that she has taken premises situate

No. 13, DUKE STREET, LITTLE BRITAIN,

(Ten doors nearer Smithjield than her former residence),

where she hopes for a return of that kind and liberal patronage with

which she was honoured at her previous shop.
All the various editions of Catholic Prayer Books and other works

constantly on sale.

A liberal allowance to the Clergy, and purchasers for Charitable dis-

tribution.

Dolman's Magazine, the Dublin Review, Tablet, and Catholic

Instructor, regularly supplied.

Plain, and Fancy Stationary books, plain or elegantly bound.

Now in course of publication, in Weekly Numbers, price One Shilling,

beautifully illustrated.

The lives of the saints. Written anew
from Ancient Documents and Traditions, by a Society of Catholic

clergymen and writers, under the direction of a committe, appointed by
his Grace the Archbishop of Paris, translated from the French under the

superintendence of M. 0. Sullivan. Each page illustrated with numer-
ous engravings, representing the principal incidents in the life of each
saint.

The first page contains a splendid steel engraving, and all the other

pages are embellished with wood-cut illustrations. Each number, print-
ed upon superfine vellum paper, contains the life of a saint, in eight 4to

pages, in a neatly stitched ornamental cover.

London.—C. Dolman, 01, New Bond-Street.

^^* A Prospectus can be had on application to C. Dolman.
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CUSTOM-HOUSE AGENCY.
JOHN WILSON,

0/12, Harp Lane, Lower Thames Street, LOJSfDON,

LICENSED CUSTOM-HOUSE AGENT,
BY AUTHORITY OF

HER MAJESTY'S HONOURABLE COMMISSIONERS OF

CUSTOMS,

Begs to intimate that he will be happy to receive Consignments of

Works of Art, '-'Vertu," Merchandize, Wine, Baggage, &c. for clearance

through the Custom-House; and to assure those who may honour him
with their Patronage, that his best exertions shall be used to secure dis-

patch in forwarding the same to their destination.

He also solicits the forwarding of Goods abroad, and, from hav-

ing Agents at the principal Foreign Ports, is enabled the better to

insure dispatch, and secure their safe delivery to the respective con-

signees.

N. B. Letters containing instructions to clear packages of Presents,

Baggage, &c. and accompanied by a Bill of Lading or Delivery Order,
will meet with prompt attention.

STILTON-HOUSE, 147, HOLBORN-BARS, CITY.

(^NE of the largest and best selected assortments of STILTON
^^CHEESE in London, is now offered for sale at STILTON-HOUSE, as above.
The Cheese is selected with care as it respects quality, flavour, and ripeness, and
are purchased of factors in the country, and not of London agents, and are con-

signed direct per railway to R. CROSSLE Y, thus ensuring him the first selection
from the Dairies in the country.
The prices are from lOd. to 13d. per ft.; the latter is R. C's highest price.
R. CROSSLEY'S celebrated NEW MILD ENGLISH BREAKFAST BACON,

received from the Curing Stores in the country weekly. It is particularly mild,
and of a most superior quality and flavour, being highly smoked. The price, by
the side or half side,°is 7d. per ft., or extra smoked at 7id.

Highly smoked BATH CHAPS, an excellent accompaniment for fowl, game,
&c.; or eaten cold for breakfast, at 6.->d. per ft.

Superior OLD WESTPHALIA HAMS imported by R. C.

Fine OX TONGUES, cured upon the premises, and in the Yorkshire manner,
from 3s. 6d. each, and upwards.
OLD CHESHIRE CHEESE for household use, 7d. per ft.

RICH AMERICAN CHEESE selected expressly for the English market.
A Dairy of the finest SAGE CHEESE the country produces, varying in shapes

and sizes, ripe and ready for use^bout the middle of November.

Fine Old and New DOUBLE GLOSTER, rich
CHEDDER, Pale DERBY BERKLEY (for toasting) and most other descriptions
of cheese at moderate prices.

All articles (except Stilton Cheese, on which the charge is only eight-pence
for the basket), purchased for the country are packed and forwarded to any of
the London coach offices, or railway termini, free of exti*a expense.

RICHARD CROSSLEY, Proprietor, 147, Holborn-hars, Cifv.

N. B. Top of Holborn-hill.
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CATAZiOGUE OF GOOBS^
SOLD BY

P. CLAYTON,
HIGH-STKEET, GALWAY,

Wholesale and Retail, at his General Assorted Warehouse for the Impor-
"tation. of Foreign and Fancy Goods of every description.

BOOKS,
Annuals and Almanacs,
English, French,
Italian, Latin and
Greek School Books.

Douay Bibles (latest edition)

Prayer Books in every variety of

Binding,
Periodicals, Reviews,
Cliambers' Publications, with a large

collection of Books of acknowledged
merit, too numerous for insertion.

STATIONARY.

Letter and Note Paper, Laid and
Wove, Gilt and Tinted, with orna-

mented Lace Edges, and English
and Irish Views.

Post, Foolscap, and Pott Papers, Laid
and Wove ; Copy Demy, Medium,
Royal and Super Royal. Lined

Foolscap, Galway manufactured

Paper in Quarter Reams sold at mill

prices. Tea-lapping, Blue and
Brown do. ;

White and Coloured
Tissue do. ; Whatman's Drawing
Papers ; White and Tinted Bristol

Boards.

Ackerman's, Newman's, and Reeve's
Colours

; Mordaii's, Brookman and
Langdon's, Reeve's and Crabb's
Pencils.

Printers', Message, and Visiting Cards
of every quality and size ; Playing
Cards, coloured and gold backs.
Card Markers. Sealing Wax, Red

.
and Black, Gold spangled. Bronze,
and variety of Colours. Initial, Me-
dallion, and Gum Wafers ; Gold and
Fancy Papers and Borders ; Enve-
lopes of every size and pattern.

Arnold's, Stephen's and Manganese
Inks, Steel Pens and Holders, Quills
and Pens from Is. a hundred up-
wards

; Bronze and Patent Filter

Inkstands ; Portfolios Blotters and
Writing Cases ; Patent Writing

Pads or Block Blotters ; Maps,
Charts, and Mathematical Instru-
ments.

Account-Books, Plain and Spring
Backed, of every size and descrip-
tion

; Memorandum Books and Tab-
lets

; Scrap and Sketch Books, Bill

Cases, Card Cases, and Pocket
Books, an infinite variety.

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.'
Piano Fortes, Harps, Guitars, Violins,

Violincellos, Flutes, Accordions, &c.
for sale and hire

;
Vocal and Instru-

mental Music ; Music Books of every
size and binding. Music Paper white
and Tinted ; Harp, Guitar, and Vio-

lincello Strings ; Roman and English
Violin Strings ; Violin Pegs, Bridges
and Bows ; Bow Hair ; Clarinet

Reeds, Tuning Forks and Keys,
Brass, Steel, and Covered Piano
Wire

;
Piano Forte, Harp Guitar

Violin, Flute and Accordion Instruc-

tion Books.

PERFUMERY.
From Atkinson, Hendric, Delcroix,
and Patey, Sole Agent to Dr But-

ler, 45, Lower Sackville Street, Dub-
lin, for the sale of every Patent
Medicine of known character and
repute, from whom he has a constant

supply of Farina's Genuine Eau de
Cologne, imported direct.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Indian Rubber Cloaks, Jackets, Fish-

ing Boots, Suspenders, Garters, and
Glove springs ;

Lambs' Wool and
Cotton Drawers, Vests and Stock-

ings ; Doe, Kid and Winter Gloves ;

Worsted Mitts, Children's Boots and
Mufflers

; Silk, Gingham, and Wa-
terproof Umbrellas ; Hair, Tooth,
Nail Shaving, Cloth and Flesh

3
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Brus?ie9, House, Floor, Plate and Travelling Bags; Gig and Carriage
Crevice do.; Fine and Superfine Rugs; Cocoa and Heinp Mats; Rose-

Ivory and Box Combs, Tortoiseshell wood and Mahogany Writing Desks,
and Buffaloe Dressing do.. Tortoise Dressing Cases, Work Boxes and
and French Shell, Braid and Side Tea Caddies; Toilet Glasses; Back-
do. from One Penny a pair up: gammon. Pope Joan and Cribbage
Reticule, Carriage and Fancy Bas- Board; knee Hip, Slipper and Foot

kets, Wicker Cars and Cradles; Baths; Patent Dish Covers; Doileys
Irish, English, French and German and Dish Mats; Snaffle, Pelham,
Toys, Wax, Dntch, and Leather Bitt, and Bradoon Reins, Martin-
Dolls

; Ivory Handle Dinner and gales, Girths, Sheets and Rollers;
Dessert Knives and Forks, Balance Chamois and Sponges; Plain and
and Plain, Jones' Patent Dinner and Silver Mounted Thong and Cutting
Dessert do. and Carvers, Bone Buf- Whips, Driving do.

faloe, and Cocoa Handle do. ;
Rod- Wax, Spermaceti, Composition and

gers' Razors, Penknives, and Scis- Palmer's Candles at manufacturers*

sors; German Silver Spoons, Fprks, prices; Palmer's Lamps; Pickles and

Fish-slices, Ladles, Butter Knives Sauces; Marmalade, Wine Biscuits;
and Cheese Scopes; Britannia Metal a variety of Foreign Snuffs; :real
Tea and Coffee Pots; Perculators, Havannah Cigars, Kanaster Tobac-
Baird's Patent Coffee Machine; cos, Meerscliauin and Fancy Pipes,
Victoria, Japanned, and Paper Cigar Tubes and Cases; Snuff Boxes;
Trays; Bronze and Prince's Metal Fishing Rods, Landing Nets and

. Candlesticks: Watch and Taper Fishing Tackle of every description ;

Stands; Milner's Fireproof Deed Shot Pouches, Powder Flasks, Dram
Boxes; Solid Leather Portmanteaus do., and Game Bags,
and Hat Cases.

P. C. also supplies the following,

DUBLIN REVIEW, one pound per year.

CATHOLIC INSTRUCTOR in monthly parts, 4s. 4d per year.

CATHOLIC RELIGIOUS ILLUSTRATED LETTER and NOTE
PAPER, the former los. and the latter 10s. 6d. per ream.

Royal 4^0., Imitation Morocco, gilt edges, 21s. cloth extra, gilt edges. 16s.

pANTICA SACRA; or, GREGORIAN MUSIC:
\J Consisting of Masses, Graduals, Offertories, Hymns, and Motetts,

arranged, and partly harmonized for the use of Catholic Choirs, with
full Organ Accompaniments, By J. B. BENZ, Esq., lately Director of
the Choir at St. Mary's College, and at St. Chad's, Birmingham.

SACERDOS SANCTIFICATUS; or Discourses on
the Mass and Office, with a Preparation and Thanksgiving before

and after Mass, for every Day in the Week. Translated from the
Italian of St. Alphonsus Liguori, by the Rev. James Jones, imitation

morocco, extra gilt edges, 3s. 6d.: cloth extra gilt edges, 2s. 6d.

HISTORY
OF ENGLAND, For the use of Schools

and Young Persons, by W. F. Mylius, new edition, beautiful

frontispiece on steel, bound in leather, gilt lettered. Price 4s.

And all the Cheap Catholic Works published by MESSRS.
RICHARDSON AND SON, DUBLIN.
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M. A. NATTALI'S
ANNUAL CATALOGUE OF SIX THOUSAND

BOOKS,
may be had GRATIS by applying PREPAID.

CHEAP, ELEGANT, AND VALUABLE BOOKS.
The J\'ational Gallery of Pictures, a magnificent Series of Twenty-nine
Plates from the Finest Pictures in the World, engraved by Finden, Dog,
BuRXET, GoLDiNG, &c. Imperial folio, half bound morocco elegant, with gilt

leaves, by Mackenzie and Son, 61. \6s. 6d.; published at 16/. 16s., or in Seven
Parts, each part in a portfolio, 5/. 5s.; published at 14/. lis.

*»* This work is printed uniformly with the celebrated " Musee Francais."
and in respect to the engravings as works of Art they may be considered as

chefs-d'oeuvre of the eminent Artists employed on the work.

The ^^

Forget.me-Not,''' an elegant Literary Souvenir and Keepsake,
containing Prose and Poetry by the best Authors of the day. Exquisitely
illustrated Avith 210 Plntes, from the best Pictures and by the first Engravers.
18 vols. 12mo, bound, cloth elegant, gilt leaves, 3/. 12*.; published at 10/. \%s.

*»* Each volume is sold separately, price 4*. M. in cloth, or in morocco, hs.

Gallery of Pictures ; Seventy-three Plates, from Pictures by the First

Masters of the English and Foreign Schools. By Allan Cunningham. 2 vols,

royal 8vo, elegantly bound in cloth, gilt, and top edges gilt, 1/. 65.; published at
3/. 3*.

Liverseeges WorJcs, in 37 Plates, in mezzotinto, by Cousens, &c. Folio,

half-bound, morocco elegant, with gilt leaves, 21. V2s. 6d.; pubhshed at 6/. Qs.
.

•' As an artist he was excellent in expressing character."

Mrs. S. C. HalVs Sketches of Irish Character. Five Plates, by Maclise,
and fifty-nine Woodcuts. Imperial 8vo, elegantly bound, cloth gilt, 14*,

published at 1/. 5s.; half-bound, morocco elegant, Ms.

Coope7-''s Groups of Cattle, drawn from Nature. 26 plates, royal folio,
half-bound morocco elegant, gilt leaves, 21. 16s.; published at 4/. 4s.

Proufs Hints on Light and Shadow, 25 plates, 4to, cloth, 11. 5s.; pub-
lished at 2/. 2s.

Proufs Sketches at Rome and Abroad, 48 plates, imperial 4 to, half-bound
morocco elegant, gilt leaves, 2/.; published at 3/. 13s. 6d.

Pugin's Specimens of Gothic Architecture, 114 plates, 2 vols. 4to, half-

bound morocco, for 3/. 13s. 6rf.; published at 6/. Qs.

Pugins Architecture of Normandy, 80 plates, by Le Keux, 4to, half-

bound, morocco, 21. 12s. M.\ published at 6/. 6s.

Pugins Ornaments of the Fifteenth and Sixteenth Centuries, 102 plates,
4to, half-bound morocco elegant with gilt leaves 2/, 12s. 6rf.; published at
4/. Us.Qd.

Brittons Cathedral Antiquities of England, 322 plates, 5 vols. 4 to, half-
bound morocco elegant, with gilt leaves, for 12/. 12s.; published at 35/. Each
Cathedral is sold separately.

Britton's Architectural Antiquities of Great Britain, 360 plates, 5 vols.

4to, half-bound morocco elegant, \^ith gilt leaves, for 12/. 12s.: published at
31/ 10s.
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BrittorCs Ancient Ecclesiastical Architecture cf Great Britain^ 80 plates,
4to, half-bound morocco elegant, 21. 12*. 6rf.; published at 6/. 15*.

Brittons and Le Kenx's Antiquities of English Cities, 60 plates and
24 wood-cuts, 4to, half bound morocco elegant with gilt leaves, 1/. ]6«.; published
at 71. 4s.

Ackermann's History of Westminster Ahhey and its Monuments, 80
plates, coloured, 2 vols. 4to, half-bound morocco elegant, 4/. 4«.; published at 1 61.

Ackermann's History of Oxford, 114 plates, coloured, 2 vols. 4 to, half-
bound morocco elegant, 4/. 4*.; published at 21/.

Ackermanns History of Cambridge, 97 plates, coloured, 2 vols. 4to,
half-bound morocco elegant, 4/. 4s.; published at 21/.

Ackei^mann's History of the Public Buildings of London, 104 plates,
coloured, 3 vols. 4to, half-bound morocco elegaut, 61. I5s.; published at 15/. 15».

Coney's Beauties of Continental Architecture, 28 plates and bQ vignettes,
imperial 4to, half-bound morocco elegant, gilt leaves; reduced to 1/. 16i.;

published at 4/. 4*.

Cotman's Architectural Antiquities of Normandy, 100 plates, 2 vols, in

1, folio, half-bound morocco elegant, 4/. 14*. 6rf.; published at 12/. 12*.

Foshrohes Encyclopcedia of Antiquities and Archceology, enlarged
edition, with 107 plates and cuts, 2 large vols, royal 8vo, cloth lettered;
published at 21. 12*. 6rf.; reduced to 1/. 15*.

FosbroJce's British Monachism; or, the Manners and Customs of the

Monks and Nuns of England. Fifteen Plates and Cuts. New edition,

enlarged, royal 8vo, cloth lettered; published at 1/. 1*.; reduced to 16*.

Flaxmans Compositions from Dante, 111 plates, oblong 4 to, half-

bound morocco, for 2/. 2*. ; published at 4^. 4*.

'* Flaxraan has translated Dante best, for he has translated it into the universal

language of nature."—Lord Byron.

M. A. NATTALI. 23, Bedford Street, Covent Garden.

Just Publishedf Price Is.

CANON SCHMID'S TALES.
PART VIII.

ONTAINING—^a^EWIS, THE LITTLEc EMIGRANT, "and "THE DUMB GIRL."

Parts I. to IV. may be had in One Volume, post 8vo., fancy cloth,

Seven Illustrations, 4s. 6d.

On Ist April, Parts V. to VIII. will be ready, bound in One Volume,
to match the above, price 4s. 6d., with Eight Illustrations.

*^* The Series will be completed in Twelve Parts, Is. each; or, in

Three Vols., price ISs. 6d.

Dublin: Published by JAMES DUFFY, 10, Wellington-quay.
London : by Richardson and Son, 172, Fleet-street, and Derby.
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G
NEW EDITIONS OF

REEK AND LATIN CLASSICS,
Just Published.

I.

Q. HORATH FLACCI OPERA. The Works of Horace:—The
Odes on the basis of ANTHON; the Satires and Epistles by
M'CAUL, with copious notes, partly original and partly selected frohi

Bentley, Doering, Mitcherlich, Jahn, Heinrich, Dillenberger, and

Orellius, By George B. Wheeler, A. B., Ex-Schol. and Sen. Class.

Mod. T. C. D., Editor of "Pindar," "Virgil," "Ccesar," &c. 2 vols,

bound in one, price 12s.

Vol. I. (sold separately), containing TPIE LIFE OF HORACE;
a Treatise on the METRES; the ODES, EPODES, and CABMEN
S^CULARE, 12mo., bound, 6s.

Vol. II. (sold separately), containing an ESSAY on Roman Satire;

the SATIRES, EPISTLES, and ART OF POETRY, with Appendix
and Index. 12mo. bound, 7s.

^Sy* In tlie present edition of Horace, the Editor has given the text according
to t)ie best uuthoiities, and has ilhistrated it by a Commentary, explanatory as

Avell as critical. No readings ate admitted upon conjecture alone, and without
collateral authority. The present annotiition, as far as the Odes ai-e concerned,
is based upon that of Anthoii; but wherever his views appear to be very incor-

rect, his note is given in full, the objection follows, as well as what appeared to

be the preferable mode of explanation. The well known excellent edition by
AVCaul has been the basis of the notes on the Satires and Epistles.

n.

PUBLII TERENTII AFRI COMMCEDIiE SEX.

The Comedies of Terence : with Text metrically arranged through-
out, and copious English Notes, original and selected from the best

Commentators, ancient and modern, with Prolegomena, <fec. By J. A.

Phillips, A.B., T.C.D. 8vo. cloth lettered, 12s.

^' The edition by Zeune {Londini 1820) has been taken as the basis of the

present work. A Sketch of the Terentiau Metres has been prefixed; as also a
Memoir of Terence ; ixud Remarks on the Drama, winch it is hoped will be accep-
table to the Student. On the typogi aphical accuracy of this Volume, the utmost
care has been bestowed by the Editor.

m.
LUCIAN (Selections from), with a Latin Translation and English

Notes; to which are subjoined a Mythological Index and a Lexicon.

By John Walker, F.T.C.D. Eighth Edition, with a Memoir of

Lucian, and very copious additional Annotations, by G. B. Wheeler,
A.B. 12mo. bound. (Nearly ready.)

DUBLIN: Published hy GUMMING and FERGUSON, 17, Lower

Orviond-quay. Sold by all BooTcsellers.

4
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WORKS PUBLISHED BY

W. J. BATTEESBY,
10, ESSEX-BRIDGE, DUBLIN.

Those marked * are new works or newly published.

THE IMITATION OP ST. JOSEPH, Tmnslated from the French bv A. B..
with a PANEGYRIC ON THE EVER GLORIOUS VIRGIN MARY, by
"VKltY 'RfF'V I)t?. ^PRATT Is

THE NOVENA *0F St! PATRICK, preparatory to his Feast; with his

Life, 3d.

NOVENA OF ST. JOSEPH, 2d.

NOVENA OF ST. FRANCIS XAVIER, 2d.

THE FIVE NOVENAS OF THE BLESSED VIRGIN MARY, 4d.
ALL THE NOVENAS OF THE YEAR, in One Vohime, Neatly Bound, 2s.

THE PRACTICAL EXHORTATIONS of Rev. Dr. O'Connell, in Numbers,
each, 2d.

THE TEETOTALLER'S CATECHISM, recommended by Father Matuew,
2d.A LECTURE ON TEETOTALISM, also recommended by Father Mathew,
4d.

Battersby's Catholic Controversial Tracts,
From No. 1 to No. 13, just completed in one Volume; the whole bound,

at 2s.; or each number, separately, 2d. viz.;—

Two Numbers, Two-Pence each, or entire, Four-Pence.

A perfect account of all the late CONVERTS to CATHOLICISM in England
and Ireland, contrasted with the past and present Apostates from her

saving bosom.

Four Numbers, each Two-Pence, or entire, Eight-Pence.

•THE IMMORTAL CHALLENGE OF THE REV. EDMOND CAMPIAN,
to the Protestant Universities of Oxford and Cambridge, and his TEN
REASONS for abandoning Protestantism and professing the Catholic faith.

Three Numbers, Two-Pence each, or Six-Pence for all.

THE PAPIST MISREPRESENTED AND REPRESENTED, by the Rev.
J. Gothkr, truly stating and defending all points of Catholic Faith.

Four Numbers, each Two-Pence, or complete, Eight-Pence.

THE WANDERINGS OF THE HUMAN MIND IN SEARCHING THE
SCRIPTURES; or, a complete History of the Heresies wliich have op-

Sosed,
and have been condemned by the Catholic Church. By Very Rev.

. M'Encrok.

The whole collection makes a most Instructi^ie, Interesting, and

Cheap Wo?'k.

REVIEW OF CHARGES AGAINST THE JESUITS, in answer to the
Slanderer Sue, 6d.

FIRST COMMUNION BOOK, Is.

SUFFERINGS OF CHRIST, 2 vols. 33. 9d.
CLOCK OF THE PASSION, Is.

MEDITATIONS ON THE PASSION, 3d.

RUTTER'S do. do. Is. 3d.
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PUBLISHED BY W. J. BATTERSBY.

*SOUL ON CALVARY, lar^je and best Edition, full bound, Is. 6d.

THE IMITATION OF CHRIST, 8d.

Do. OF BLESSED VIRGIN MARY, Is.

DEVOUT LIFE, by St. Francis, Is.

GLORIES OF JESUS, Is.

GLORIES OF BLESSED VIRGIN MARY, Is.

GLORIES OF ST. JOSEPH, Is.

HOLY WEEK BOOK, Latin and Encflish, large type, bound, Is. 6d.

HORNIHOLD ON THE COMMANDMENTS AND SACRAMENTS, 4s.

*DEVOUT COMMUNICANT, 8d.

MEMORIAL OF CHRISTIAN LIFE, Is. 4d.

TREATISE ON THE MASS, 5d.

*GLOVER ON THE MASS, 6d.

*A VOICE FROM PRUSSIA TO THE PEOPLE OF IRELAND, on Edu-

cation, 6d.

*REV. P. COOPER'S LETTERS ON EDUCATION, 5d.

SINNER'S GUIDE, 4s.

SINNER'S CONVERSION, reduced to principles with the Exercises of St.

Isrnatius, 8d.

LANIGAN ON PENANCE, Is.

Do. ON HOLY EUCHARIST, Is.

GOTHER ON CONFESSION, COMMUNION, and CONFIRMATION, 3Ad.
LESSONS FOR LENT, 6d.

ENTERTAINMENT FOR LENT, Is. 6d.
LENTEN MONITOR, Is. 8d.

GOSPEL BOOK FOR LENT, &c. 2s.

STATIONS FOR LENT, Id.

Do. OF THE CROSS, 2d.

Do. OF JERUSALEM, 4d.
THREE HOURS' AGONY, 3d.

*BATTERSBY'S COMPLETE CATHOLIC REGISTRY, DIRECTORY and
ALMANAC of the whole Catholic world, 650 pages with 4 plates, only 2s. 6d.

All the works of St. Alphonsus Liguori; all kinds of Prayer Books, and
Missals, in plain, neat, and elegant bindings: all the Catechisms, Bibles,

Testaments; all new Catholic works. Printed in Ireland and England by
Coyne, Grace, Duffy, Dolman, Jones, &c., at their Cheapest rate.

All Catholic. School, Classical, and approved Historical Works, Stationary,
Pictures, Beads, Medals, Crucifixes, &c., at the Lowest Prices. Printing,
Publishing, and Binding with neatness, accuracy, and despatch, at the most
modei-ate charges.

THE ANNALS OF IRELAND,
TRANSLATED FROM THE ORIGINAL IRISH OP

THE FOUR MASTERS.

BY OWEN CONNELLAN, ESQ.,
Irish Historiographer to their late Majesties George IV., and William IV.^ and

Author of a Grammar of the Irish Language, &e.

/^N this day is Published, Price Is., the Tweniy-
^-^ Second Number of this invaluable Work. It is printed in

the best manner, on the finest paper, containing 24 pages, 4to.,

embellished with a fac simile of one of the ancient Irish illuminated

letters, neatly done up in a fancy cover.

Dublin: Published by BRYAN GEBAGHTY, 8, Anglesea Street.

London: J. Ringrose, 11, Sherrard Street, Golden Square. Liverpool:
Thomas Connolly, Park Lane.
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Just PublisJied, 8yo., price 3s. Gd.

PROTECTIOiSr
TO HOME INDUSTRY; some

Cases of its advantages considered. The Substance of Two
Lectures delivered before the University of Dublin, in Michaelmas

Term, 1840
;

with an Appendix, containing Dissertations on some

points connected with the subject. By Isaac Butt, Esq. L. L. D.

Formerly Professor of Political Economy in the University of Dublin.
" The subject of these Lectures is very apposite to the discussions which now

occupy the English LegisUiture, and particuhirly in regard to Ireland and Irish

Famine.—There is not one word in the whole Book iu which we do not heartily
concur."—Natio7i.

" Mr. Butt's reasoning is sound and accurate, and his mode of communicating
Ills views is lucid and felicitous."—Saunder^s Newsletter.

" This is a very remarkable Publication.—We strongly recommend its pei'usal
to every student of political Economy."—Freeman's Jou7-nal.

Just Published, 4:to., price 7s. Qd.

Edited by SIR ROBERT KANE.

HORIZONTAL WATER-WHEELS, especially
TURBINES, or WHIRL-WHEELS; their History, Con-

struction, and Theory, illustrated for the use of Mechanics, by Moritz

RuHLMANX. Edited with an Introduction and Notes, by Sir Robert

Kane, with Six Plates, and Tables of Calculations.

" The Editor was induced to publish this Woi'k from the numerous enquiries
as to the mode of construction and practical results of the Turbine, caused by
the mention of that new machine in the Industrial Resources of Ireland, as well
a^^ from a wish to facilitate the extension of mechanical industry in this country,
and to assist in the diffusion of more accurate ideas regarding the economy of

Water-power, and the construction and application of the machines best adapted
for its use."

Lately PublisJied, by the same Author,

THE INDUSTRIAL RESOURCES ofIRELAND,
Second Edition, carefully revised and corrected, with Maps, illus-

trating the Geological and Industrial Structure of the Country, pose
8vo. cloth, price 7s.

HODGES and SMITH, Boohsellers to the University, 104,

Grafton-street.

Just Published,

BY C. M. WARREN,
8, TIGHE STREET, DUBLIN,

Price \s.,

A PROTESTANT CONVERTED TO CATHO-
-^ LICITY BY H]:R bible and PRAYER BOOK. Dedi-

cated to the Right Rev. Dr. Gillis, Bishop of Limyra, Coadjutor
Vicar Apostolic of the Eastern District of Scotland.
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BOOKBINDING ESTABLISHMENT,

PAPER AND STATIONARY WAREHOUSE,
JVo. 97, GRAFTON-STREET, DUBLIN.

Superfine LETTER PAPER at the following prices:—
s. d.

5 Quires of good Letter, for ... ... 1 6

5 Quires ditto, very mwcA /ifc^d, for ... 2
5 Quires Large Commercial ditto, for ... 2 6'

5 Quires Superfine ditto, for ... ... 3
5 Quires Extra Superfine ditto, for ... 3 6
5 Quires Note Paper, for ... ... ... 10
5 Quires good ditto, for ... ... ... 1 6

5 Quires Extra Superfine ditto, for ... 2

Five Quire Packages of Note Paper, from 8d. and upwards.

Briefing Post, Patent Lined,, and Plain Foolscap, and Pot, at such

Prices as no other House can undersell.

Account Boohs Manufactured, and all kinds of Engraving and

Printing executed with neatness and despatch.

CTat^oUc iPrafier 23oofe^»

A Large and Splendid Assortment of Prayer Books, in elegant

Bindings, at such Prices as no other House can undersell.

THE CIRCULATING LIBRARY
shall be supplied with every New Work of merit, as soon as published.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION ;

Yearly
Half-yearly
Quarterly
Montlily ...

Weekly ...

TERMS FOR READERS OF A SINGLE VOLUME OR WORK.

For New Works, Three Pence per Volume, to be returned in three

days; for Works published previous to the last six months. Two Pence

per volume, to be returned in four days.

All the Magazines and Periodicals sent on the day of publication.

A large assortment of Second-hand Literature, and Illustrated Books,
in rich bindings, for the Drawing-room.

Agent for the Sale of Morocco and other Leathers for Coach-makers,

Upholsterers, and Bookbinders.

G. BELLEW, Bookbinder,

79, Grafton-street.

(One Door from Johnson 's-court.)

1 1
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PMishing in Monthly PaHs, royal %vo., Price Sd.

THE MODERN ORATOR; being a Collection of

the most Celebrated Speeches of the most distinguished Orators of

the United Kingdom, comprising the Speeches of Chatham, Sheridan,
Lord Erskine, and Burke

;
to be followed by those of Pitt, Fox, Grat-

tan, Curran, Canning, (fee.

" The Speeches are accompanied with short explanatory NoteSj and the whole
will form a convenient and valuable repertory of the masterpieces of English
eloquence."—Morning Chronicle.

ALREADY PUBLISHED.
In royal Svo,, Price 3s. 4cZ. in a wrapper ; 4s. GJ. cloth.

THE MODERN ORATOR. A Collection of the
most Important Speeches of the Right Hon. Richard Brinsley

Sheridan.

In royal 8i'o
,
Price 2s. in a wrapper ; 3s. cloth.

THE MODERN ORATOR. A Collection of the
most celebrated Speeches of the Earl of Chatham.

In royal Svo., Price 5s. in a wrapper ; 6s. cloth.

THE MODERN ORATOR. A Collection of the
most celebrated Speeches of Lord Erskine. Exhibiting some of

the finest examples of power, of argument, and beauty of expression to

be found in the Prose Literature of any age or country, serving as

models of eloquence for all aspirants after senatorial, forensic, or lite-

rary eminence.

On the 1st of April, 1846, ivill he published, Part II. of

THE MODERN ORATOR. A Collection of the
most celebrated Speeches of the Right Hon. Edmund Burke.

OPINIONS OF THE PUBLIC PRESS.
"
It has always been a source of wonder and indig-nation that the two Houses of

Parliament, for so long a period, should have afforded no assistance to the accu-
rate reporting of the speeches of their members. Nay, they absolutely threw
impediments in the way of all correctness, by excluding st)angers from the gal-
lery who were taking notes, and occasionally, consigning them to the custody of
the serjeant-at-arms. Hence we have no tolerable reports of the speeches of Lord
Chatham, Mr. Pitt, Fox, Sheridan, &c. Some few meagre sketches of their

speeches have been handed down, but they are to the vigour of the original, what
the shapeless skeleton of a dead body would be to the being in healthy life and
spirits. Fortunately, Mr. Burke's speeches have been preserved and given to

l)0sterity by himself. With this exception the past is irremediable, but luckily,
the Parliament within these few j'ears has been more just to the public and toit-

seF, and the reports of speeches at present leave nothing to desire in the way of

correctness, of vigour, and eloquence. We really have before us, in reading the
fipeeches, the very member himself. These remarks have been drawn from ns
by a cheap work called

' The Modern Orator.' Beginning with the Earl of Chat-
ham, they go through his career to the period of his death. It will extend to the

speeches
of his contemporaries, and will present a body of valuable speeches of

tlie most distinguished orators of the United Kingdom."—iV/o7win^ Herald.

London: AYLOTT and JONES, 8, Paternoster Row.
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PROSPECTUS OF

aUDY;' THE DUBLIN CHAEIVARI.
A NEW WEEKLY BURLESQUE PUBLICATION,

PRICE THREE-PENCE.

To he Published next Saturday,

AT THE

OFFICE, IG, FLEET-STREET, DUBLIN.
Dearest Public—Our reasons for appearing under such an effeminate title are

—first, it beiui,' a legitimate one; next, owing to the ill-treatnieut we have lately-

experienced from
OUR HUMPY LORD AND MASTER AND HIS PUG. But we have had
a divorce;—we shall start upon our own merits—our sex will command support—
more esi)ecially as we are in that delicate condition in which "ladies wish to

be," and our proudest boast shall be, our giving birth (with speedy assistance)
to a race of geuuine Punches in our native city. Our object shall be, to give
entertaiument to all—information to many—OFFENCE to NONE.
At a very heavy expense we have secured the assistance of eminent Artists,

who will occasionally embellish our columns with elegant and appropriate
WOOD-CUTS.
Juni' is intended to supply what has been long looked upon as an extra-

ordinary deficiency in the cheap literature of this country. Unfortunately here-
tofore the generality of Cheap Publications in Dublin were but panders to the
morbid sensibilities of the depraved—indulging in personal attacks upon private
individuals, as a means of extorting (what they termed) hush-money—substi-

tuting the discord of the passions for the harmony of a well-informed mind.
The aim of JUDY (Edited by The Ecckntuic Clujj) is to turn aside the

current of this evil tendency, by giving to the woild a Broad Sheet arranged
with the strictest regard to the feelings and tastes of such as read for information
as well as amusement, and at a Price which will allow the humblest to partici-

pate iu the blessings of The Press, and which its giant ally, The Steam Engine,
could alone render possible.

TO ADVERTISERS.
By the 6/A ^ 1th Wm. IV., c. 76, s, 73, WE (although Unstamped) have the

privilege of inserting Advertisements—provided they shall not exceed half the

space of the Paper, and that the Stamp Duty be paid within six days, (not

quarterly), under a penalty of £25. And we shall feel grateful to our Advertising
friends in General if, when next dispensing their tavours, they will think
of JuDv, and bear in mind, that as we are compelled by the above Act to pay imme-
diate Cash to the Stamp Office, they will not deem US (through mere Irish)
(STIFF hi expecting a similar favour at their hands.

The Scale of Charges for advertisements will be:—For the first 12 Lines,
or under, 3s.

;
and 2d. per Line for every succeeding Line, for each insertion.

AGENTS.
ALREADY APPOINTED.

Belfast—Mr. Henderson, Castle-place; Clonmel—Mr. Fitzhenry, Bookseller;
DiioGHEDA— Messrs. Hamilton, ditto; Enniskillkn—Mr. W. Trimble, ditto;
Galway—Mr. Clayton, ditto; Kilkenny—Mr. Doimlas, ditto; Limeiuck—Mr. J.

Campbell, 21, Patrick-street; Navan—Mr. C. H. Barret, Post-office; Parsons-
town—Mr. J. D. O'Leary, Duke-square.
London -Mr. W. Clarke, Warwick-square; Mrs. Burton, Tobacconist, Fleet-

street.

^
Paris—MM. Galignani, Rue Sainte Honore.
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EDUCATION
AT

SIENNA CONVENT BOARDING SCHOOL.
The Community of Sienna Convent receive Young Ladies for educa-

tion in the usual branches of English, the French and Italian Lan-

guages, and Needle-works, at the annual sum of Twenty-five Guineas

each while the Pupil is under the age of Twelve years, and Thirty
Guineas when above that age. Washing Two Guineas a-year. All

payments to be made in advance, quarterly or half-yearly.

EMINENT MASTERS ARE IN ATTENDANCE.

Piano, Six Guineas a-year.

Harp, Eight Guineas a-year.

Guitar and Singing, Four Guineas a-year.

Painting, in Oils, <kc. &c

Drawing, Four Guineas a-year.

Dancing, Two Guineas the Season.

The resident Chaplain gives religious Instruction.

The Convent, healthfully situated on a height outside the Town of

Drogheda, affords all facilities for Sea Bathing, Baths, <kc. <fcc.

Each Young Lady will require two pair of sheets with Bolster cases ;

six Towels
;

four Table Napkins ;
a Knife, Fork, Tea-spoon and

Table-spoon; b, furnished Work-Box and Drcsbing-Case j all which

will be returned when she leaves the school.

The Dress is a Blue Uniform, provided by the Parents, or, if they

please, at the Convent.

N. B.—THERE IS NO VACATION.

Application to Mrs. Douvellan at the Convent
;
and to Very

Rev. Dr. Harold, 0. P. DENMARK STREET, DUBLIN.

ELECTRO
SILVERED DEANEAN PLATE.

GEORGE and JOHN DEANE have just completed a variety of

articles in this beautiful metal, comprising TABLE and DESSERT
SPOONS and FORKS, TEA and GRAVY SPOONS, SOUP LADLES,
TEA and COFFEE POTS, CANDLESTICKS, TOAST-RACKS,
Sets of TABLE CRUETS and LIQUEURS, and, in fact, every article

usually manufactured in silver.

They have al«o produced a COMMUNION CUP, enriched with

appropriate symbols, and which has been approved by a distinguished
Catholic Prelate of England. It is copied from a chalice wrought in

one of the precious metals by an eminent Italian artist, and is univer-

sally admired.

GEORGE and JOHN DEANE'S General Furnishing and Deanean
Plate Warehouse, 46, King William Street, London Bridge.
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CHEAP AND DURABLE ROOFING.

BY HER !&• ^ "^ ROYAL LETTERS

MAJESTY'S €C«^^^»JI^5 PATENT.

R MCNEILL & CO.,

(OF LAMB'S BUILDINGS, BUNHILL-ROW, LONDON,)

Manufacturers and only Patentees of Improved Patent Asphalted
relt.

Thv^elt has been exhibited at the Great National Agricultural Shows

of England, Scotland and Ireland, and obtained a prize for being
the best and cJieapest article for roofing.

HOUSES, COTTAGES, VERANDAHS, OUTBUILDINGS, SHEDS, and
every other description of Building, in lieu of Slates, Tiles, Thatch. Zinc, &c.,
and for lining Granaries and Storehouses, for covering Garden Sheds and
Frames, and Corn and Hay Ricks. It is also a protection to Ceilings under
flooring, from wet and damp, at the same time deadening sound; and is particu-
larly adapted for exv)ortation to the Colonies, where it is now extensively used;
and, when used under Slates or Tiles, adds gi-eatly to the warmth and durability
of the building.

The Felt is perfectly impervious to rain, frost, and snow, and resists the heat
of the sun; and its great superiority over every other description of Roofing con-
sists in its CHEAPNESS, LIGHTNESS, ELASTICITY, WARMTH, aud DURABILITY—advan-
tages which no other description of Roofing combines, and which have been
tested and fully proved by several years' experience.

*^^* Samples, with full directions as to its uses, and manner of applying it, with
Testimonials from Noblemen and Gentlemen, members of the Royal Agricultural
Society, who have extensively used it, some for seven years and upwards, sent
free to any part of the town or country, and, orders by post immediately
executed.

The price of the Roofing Felt is only ONE PENNY PER SQUARE FOOT,
which is considerably less than half the expense of Tiles and Slates; besides

which, there is an immense saving effected in the expense of carriage and
laying on, and particularly in the Timber necessary to support the Roof, as the
weight of the Felt is only about 25 lbs. to the 100 square feet.

Patent-Felt Manufactory,
Lamb's Buildings, Bunhill-row, ,

London, March, 1844.

Messi-s. Drummond and Sons, Dawson- street. Agents for Dublin; at whose
premises a Pattern Roof, covered with Asphalted Felt may be seen.

AGENTS.

Cork: Messrs. Mullan and Co.—Limerick: Messrs. Ryan, Brothers.—C/onTT?^/;

Mr. Joseph Higgins.—-row^/ia/; Mr. Joseph Yish&r.—Roscrea: Mr. Atkinson,
Abbey ^L—Dublin: Messrs. Drummond and Sons, Dawson St.
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AINSLIE'S
PATENT DRAINING TILE MACHINES,

AND

DRYING PROCESS. % ^ ^^^
These Machines are of two sizes. No. 1. worked by hand, DyTne

man or two bojs, and capable of producing from 5,000 to 7,000 drain-

tiles, lo inches in length, and 2i by 3 inches interior diameter, or pipes
of 2 1 inches interior diameter, per day. Price of the machine, at the

manufactory, including moulds for tiles and pipes, <^30. No. 2. To be

worked by one horse, or by steam or water power, and capable of pro-

ducing from 14,000 to 20,000 drain-tiles and pipes, of the above dimen-

sions, per day. Price of the machine, at the manufactory, including
moulds for tiles and pipes, £35. The machine slightly altered, also

makes bricks equally well.

By these machines, draining tiles and pipes of the most perfect form

are produced at a much cheaper rate than by any other process hitherto

invented. The cost of making tiles of 2 ^ by 3 inches, of 15 inches in

length, including royalty, varies from 2s. to 3s. or 3s. 6d. per 1,000 ac-

cording to circumstances. All stones in the clay are crushed to pieces
without retarding the movement, and these are the only machines

hitherto offered to the public for which, with most clays, no previous

preparation of the clay is required, an expense generally greater than

the cost of making.

The Patentees are now ready to grant licenses for the exclusive use of

the machines, in localities to be agreed upon.

PATENT DRYING PROCESS.

Licenses will also be granted for Ainslie's Drying Process, by which
the above articles can be effectually dried, during cold seasons of the

year, in a few hours.

A machine may be seen at work at Alperton ;
also at Messrs. Howe's

Factory, 119, Great Guildford-street, Southwark ;the Polytechnic Insti-

tution, Regent-street ;
at Mr. Slight's, Curator of the Highland Society,

Leith-walk, Edinburgh ; and Mr. Lawrence Hill, Jun., Civil Engineer,
Buchanan-street, Glasgow.

Application for further information and licenses, to be made to the

subscriber,

JOHN AINSLIE.
Alperton Tile-works, Acton, Middlesex.
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AGRICULTURIST CATTLE INSURANCE
COMPANY,

8, CHATHAM PLACE, BLACKFRIARS, LONDON.
Capital £500,000, in 25,000 Shares of £20 each.

Registered pursuant toJ ^ 8 Vict. c. 110.

^HIS Extensive Proprietary Company has been
-*- established for the purpose of Protecting Farmers and Agri-

culturists against Loss by Disease or Accident among their

Live Farming Stock.

In this Company, Insurers incur no risk of Partnership, nor

any Liability beyond the Annual Premiums, and in case of Loss,
receive Three-Fourths of the Value.

Four Thousand Policies have already been issued.

Directors.

Lieut.-Gen. Sir JOHN FORSTER FITZGERALD, K. C. B., Montague Streeb
Portman Square.

Sir JOHN HARE, Knt., Langhatn Place.
WILLIAM KING, Esq., Director of the Freemasons* Life Assurance Company.
EDWARD KNIGHT, Esq., M. D., Stafford.

J. MEE MATHEW, Esq., Assistant Tithe Commissioner, Gray's Inn.
HORACE WM. METEYARD, Esq., B. C. L., Managing Director.
Sir GEORGE WM. PRESCOTT, Bart.. Rutland Gate, Hyde Park.
JOHN RAWSON, Esq., Stouey Royd, Deputy Lieutenant of the West Riding of

Yorkshire.
Col. the Hon. LEICESTER STANHOPE, Ashburnham House, Chelsea.

Major WALLER, K. H., St. James's Square.
JOSEPH LOXDALE WARREN, Esq., Market Drayton, and Consall Hall,

Cheadle.

Prospectuses, and every other Infonnation may be obtained on application to
the Office, or to any of the Local Agents.

WM. FENTON,
Superintendent and Secretary.

STAINED GLASS.
The Bishops and Clergy of Ireland are respectfully informed that they
can be furnished with Stained Glass, of Native Marivfacture, (similar
to the productions of the Ancient Artists, as seen in the Great Eccle-

siastical Edifices of the middle ages), which for correctness of style,

brilliancy of colouring, and general effect, will be found to equal any
Ancient Specimens.
The Stained Glass of the Great South, or Cloncurry Window, in the

new Catholic Church, at the Black Rock, near Dublin, designed and

executed by John Casey, may be referred to as a specimen.

N. B.—Modern Stained Glass furnished to Order by

JOHN CASEY, Artist,

16, MOORE STREET, DUBLIN.



NEW, VALUABLE,

AND MOST IMPORTANT

BOOKS,
OFFERED

AT VX2ZtV RXSBUCEB FZIZCES.

ARRANGED IN CLASSES, viz.

I. FINE ARTS, Architecture, Sculpture,

Painting, Heraldry, Antiquities, Topo-

graphy ; Sporting, Pictorial, and Illus-

trated Works

ir. NATURAL HISTORY, Agriculture,
13

:il. MEDICINE, Surgery, Anatomy, Che-

mistry, Physiology, &c. . . .21

[V. MATHEMATICS, Mechanics, Phy-

sics, Natural Philosophy, Engineering,

etc. etc 24

VL
VII.

VllL

IX.

FOREIGN LANGUAGES AND
LITERATURE, including Classics

and Translations
;
Dictionaries ; Col-

lege and School Books . . .25

JUVENILE'BOOKS, Gymnastics, &c. 31

MUSIC, and Musical Works . . 35

THEOLOGY* Morals, Ecclesiastical

History, &c

MISCELLANEOUS ENGLISH
LITERATURE, History, Biography,

Voyages and Travels, Poetry, &c.

X. NOVELS, Fiction, and Light Reading

37

51

81

With a General Index.

*»* The Books are all quite new, in extra cloth boards, unless described as bound;

warranted perfect, and in every respect as good as when sold at full prices.

HENRY G. BOHN,
4, 5, 6, YORK STREET, COVENT GARDEN.





NEW BOOKS AT REDUCED PRICES,
CONSTANTLY ON SALK iJV

HENRY G. BOHN,
4 & 5, YORK STREET, COVENT GARDEN.

Soofes; tin ti)t fim arte, 9ivd)itttt\m^ ^nilptmt, ^auttma,

SeralUrj), antiquittesJ, Cdposrapfii?, sporting, pictorial

anU bifffilp Jllus^tratea aSMorfe^, ^r. ^r.

AGES of FEiVIALli BEAUTY, a Series of 10 most

beautiful Engravings after Chalon and others,

with Illustrative Text by BaiTy Cornwall,

Miss Porter, Hon. Mrs. Norton, &c. 4to. richly

gilt cloth, gilt ed^es (pub.at £l.)red. to 12s 1838

ANGLER'S SOUVENIR, by P. Fisher, Esq. fcap.

^vo. embellished with npuards of 60 beautiful en-

gravings OH steel by Beckwith and Topham, and

hundreds of engraved borders, every page being

surrounded by appropriate wood-cut devices ; a

MOST ELEGANT Bijov , richly bound in gilt cloth,

(pub. at 18s) reduced to 9s Tilt, 1835
_- the same, elegantly bound in green morocco,

appropriately tooled on back and sides, (pub. at

£1. 4s) reduced to i4s

. the same, India proof impressions^ gilt

cloth, (pub. at £1. lis 6d) reduced to 15s

the same, India proofs, morocco, (pub. at

BEWICK'S SELECT FAB LfeS, with a Memoirand
descriptive Catalogue of the Works of Messrs.

Bewick, 8vo. with several portraits of Bewick,
and upwards of 350 engravings on wood, original

impressions, bds. (pub. at 15s) reduced to 10s

l^ewcastle, 1820
the same, royal 8vo. Large Paper, bds.

(pub. at £1. Is) reduced to i2s

the same, imperial 8vo. Largest Paper,
bds. (pub. at £l. lis 6d) reduced to £1. Ij

BEWICK'S Edition of JESOP'S FABLES, 8vo.
with upwards of 350fine wood cuts, Ms. (pub. at

18s) reduced to 12s
_ JVeM;cast/e, 1818

the same, impl. 8vo. Largest Paper,

£1. Us 6rf) reduced to £1.
" A beatltiful volume, and one which we can cordialJj

recommend. Its embellishments are chahmlrig.''

ARABIAN NIGHTS, Pictorial Edition
;
anew

and improved translation, with very copious

Notes, illustrative of the Language, Manners,
And Customs of the Egyptian Arabs, by E. W.

Lane, Esq, many years Resident in Arabia and

Egypt, 3 vols. impl. 8vo. upwards of 1000 beau-

tiful wood engravings of Architecture, Costume,

and Scenery, 6i/ the most eminent artists, after de-

signs by W, Harvey and others, bound in richly

gilt cloth, (pub. at £4. 4s) reduced to £2. I2s6d
—— the same, 3 vols. impl. 8V0i richly bound in

green morocco, gilt edges, £4. 4s 1840 !

This book is thf, most complete manual ok i

Eastern manners ever published. Mr, Lane has
|

availed himself of numerous manuscripts brought from

Egypt, to perfect many tales which had been either

garbled or abridged by former tl-anslatlons. These
valuable notes throw more light on the mys-
tery OP Arab life than perHaPs aLl other
works in odr language,"—Athenteutn.

ARMES et ARMURES, Meubles, et autres Objets
du Moyen Age et de la Renaissance, par Asseli-

neau, containing \4i finely executed lilhogmphic

Engravings of Armour, Furniture^ Sculpture, 6^c.

of th6 Middle Ages, folio, 24 parts, sd. (piib. at

£7. 4s) reduced to £5. 10s Paris, 1844

ARTIST'S BOOK of FABLES, comprising a Series

of Original Fables, Illustrated by 280 exqui-

sitely beautiful engravings on wood by Harvey
and other eminent Artists, after Designs by the

late James Northcote, R.A. post 8vb.

portrait ; elegajitly bouyid in red turkey cloth, full

gilt, (pub. at £1. Is) reduced to 9s 1845

AUTHORS of ENGLAND, by Chorley, royal 4to.

16 large and beautiful portraits, engraved in higli

relief, by the patent process, accompanied by Bio-

srraphical Sketches, richly gilt cloth, (pub. at
|

£1. lis Cjd) reduced to 18s 1833 i

bds. (pub. at £2, 2s) reduced to £].Us 6d
BEWICK'S Large Woodcuts, viz. Portrait, Lion,

Tiger, Elephant, and Zebra, struck
off oh 4to.

paper (pub. at £1 .,5s) reduced to 7s Qd
the same, on India PAPER,(pub. at £2* 10s)

reduced to 15s

——: the same, on vellum, (pub. at £5.) re-

duced to £1. 10s
"The Matchless, Inimitable Bewick. The delight

of childhood, manhood, decaying age !
—a moral in

fetery tdil-piece
—a sernion in evei-y vignette,"

Pnofessor Wilson tn Blackwood's Magazine,
BOOK OF GEMS, or the Modern Poets and Artists

of Great Britain, 8ro. 50 exquisitely beautijhl
line erigi'dvings after Turner, Bonington^ &;c. &^c.

cloth, elegajitly gilt, (pub; &i £L Hi 6d) re-

duced to 15s . 1844
or in morocco extra, £1; Is

" A work which, fbr beauty of illustration and ele-

gance of arrangement, has seldom, if evef, been sur-

passed."—John Bull.

BOOK of RAPHAEL'S CARTOONS, by R.

Catteriiiole, 8vo. with ah dxquislle portfdic oj

Raphael, a View of Hatripton Court, and seven

very highly finished steel engravings of the cele-

brated Cartoons at Hampton Court; superbly bound
in red turkey cloth, full gilt back, gilt sides, and

gilt edges, (pub. at 15s) reduced to 7s 6d 1845—-^—^— the same, royal 8vo. large paper, proofs,
red tul'key clolk, richly gilt, (piib. at £l» Is) re-

duced to 12s . 1845
the same, printed in folio, Engraver's

proofs on India paper, cloth bds. (pUb. at

^£2. 2s) reduced to 15s

BOOK of SHAKSPEARE GEMS, a Series oi

Landscape lUilstrations of the most interesting
localities of Shakspeare's Dtamas; with Histori-

cal and Descriptive Accounts, by Washington
Irving, Jesse, W. Howitt, Wordsworth, Inglis,
and others

;
8vo. with 45 highly finished steei

engrdvirigs by Radcliffe, Woods, Hlnchliff, Vatralt,

Winkles, and other eminent artists ; elegantly
bound in red turkey cloth, very richly and appro-

prlaiehi gilt on back and sides, (pub.at £l.lls{){/]
reduced to 14s , 184iJ



BOOKS ON THE FINE ARTS, ARCHITECTURE, ETC.

BOYS'S PICTURESQUE ARCHITECTURE of

Paris, Ghent, Antwerp, Rouen, &c. folio, 26

beautifully coloured lithographic plates, elegantly

hf. hd. red morocco, (pub. at £6. 6s) reduced to

£3. 3s . . 1839

BREES'S GLOSSARY of CIVIL ENGINEER-
ING, comprising the Theory and Modern
Practice

;
and the subjects of Field and Office

Work, and Mechanical Engineering connected

with that Science. Second edition, 8vo, nume-
rous wood-cuts, extra cloth, (pub. at IBs) reduced

to Bs . . 1844
This was published as a companion to the Glossary

of Architecture.

BRITTON'S CATHEDRAL CHURCH of LIN-

COLN, 4to. 16 Jine plates by Le Keux, cloth,

(pub. at £3. 3s) reduced to £1. 5s 1837

royal 4to. Large Paper» c/rif/i, £1. Ils6d
This volume was publishtd to complete Mr. Britton's

Cathedrals, and is wanting in most of the sets.

LRITTONS Edition of Ferrey's Antiquities of the

Priory of CHRIST CHURCH, HAMP-
SHIRE, 4to. 10 Jine engravings, cloth (pub. at

£2, 2s; reduced to 15s . 1841
•

royal 4to. large paper, cloth (pub. at
j

£3. 3s) reduced to £1. 5s

BROCKEDON'S ITALY, Classical, Historical,

and Picturesque ; accompanied by histor'cal

and Descriptive letterpress, impl. 4to. coiitnin-

ing 62 highly Jinished line engravings, by Will-

more, Couseiis, &^c. after drawings by Turner,

Stanfeld, Roberts, Harding, Prout, and others,

complete in 20 parts, (pub. at £5.) reduced to

£3. 10s . 1842, &c.——. the same, handsomely hf. bd. morocco extra,

full gilt back (pub. at £5. 15s 6d) reduced to

£4.
the same, India proofs, impl. 4to. complete

in 20 parts (pub. at £8. IBs 6d) reduced to

£5.
the same, Ij^dia proofs before letters,

complete in 20 parts, rare, {only three copies

/<«• sale) (pub. at £13. 2s 6d) reduced to £8. Bs

BROCKEDON'S (VV.) PASSES of the ALPS,
2 vols, medium 4to. containing 109 beautiful

engravings by Finden, Willmore, and other eminent

artists, including maps of each Pass, and a general

map of the Alps by Arrowsmith, hf. hd. morocco,

gilt edges, (pub. at £10. 10s in bds.) reduced to

£4. 4s . 1828

the same, large paper, India proof im-

pressions, 2 vols. impl. 4to. extra cloth bds.

(pub. at £20.) reduced to £6. 6s

the same, 2 vols. hf. bd. morocco, top edges

gilt, £6. 16s 6d
"One of the most valuable and interesting works

of modern times. We have no hct-iialion in stating
that a volume of more uniform excellence has never

been published in England. As the ornament of a

library, a practical guide over the scene (lescribed, or a

pleasing fiieside associate it will be found all that can

be desired."

BULWER'S PILGRIMS of the RHINE, 8ro.

embellished with 27 exquisite line engravings after

David Roberts, MacClise, and Harris, by Goodall,

Willmore, and other first-rate Artists; richly

bound in red Turkey cloth, full gilt on back and

tides, with appropriate devices, (^puh. at£l. Ilj6(i)

redyced to 1 4s

— whole bound in morocco, gilt edges, £1. 4s

BULWER'S LEILA, or the Siege of Granada, royal

Bvo. with 16 highly finished line engravings, ^ilt

cloth, (pub. at £1. ils6d) reduced to I6s 1838

«— the same, royal Bvo. 1ni>ia phoois, gilt

cloth {i>uh. at £2. 12j 6(i)rr'duced to £1. 5«

BURROWS' ELGIN MARBLES, with an His-
torical and Topographical Account of Athens
Bvo. illustrated with 40 outline

plates, extra cioth,

(pub. at £1.) reduced to 6s 6d 1837

CARTER'S ANCIENT ARCHITECTURE of

ENGLAND, including the Orders during the

British, Roman, Saxon, and Norman Eras ; also

under the Reigns of Henry III. and Edward
III.

;
illustrated by 103 large copper-plate en-

gravings, comprising upwards of two thousand

specimens, shewn in plan, elevation, section,
and detail, by John Bkitton, Esq. royal folio,

hf. bd. morocco, (pub, at £12. 12s) reduced to

£4. 4s . 1837

"One of the most useful books the architec-
tdral student can possess."
Mr Pugin says of Carter, "We ne'er shall

LOOK upon his like AGAIN."

CARTER'S ANCIENT SCULPTURE and
PAINTING NOW remaining in England,
from the earliest period to the Reign of Henry
VIII. consisting of Statues, Basso-relievos,

Sculptures, &:c. Brasses, Monumental Effigies,

Paintings on Glass and on Walls; Missal Or-
naments

; Carvings on Cups, Croziers, Chests,

Seals; Ancient Furniture, &c. &c., with His-

torical and Critical Illustrations by Douce

Gough, the Rev. J. Milner, Meyrick, Dawson,
Turner, and John Britton, royal folio, with

120 large engravings, many of which are beauti-

fully coloured, and several illuminated with gold,

hf.bd. morocco, (pub. at £15. 15s) reduced to

£8. Ss . 1838
CARTER'S GOTHIC ARCHITECTURE and

Ancient Buildings in England, with 120 Views,
etched by himself, 4 vols, square 12mo. hf. mo-

rocco, (pub. at £2. 2s) reduced to IBs 1824
CATLIN'S Illustrations of the Manners,

Customs, and Condition of the NORTH
AMERICAN INDIANS: in a Series of Let-

ters and Notes, written during Eight Years
of Travel and Adventure among the Wildest
and most Remarkable Tribes now existing,
2 vols. impl. Bvo. fifth edition, containing
360 engravings from the Author's Original

Paintings, extra cloth, emblematically gilt, (pub.
at £2. I2s 6d) reduced to £1. 10s 1845

CATLIN'S New Work. The NORTH AMERI-
CAN INDIAN PORTFOLIO, containing

Hunting Scenes, Amusements, Scenery, and

Costume of the Indians of the Rocky Moun-
tains and Prairies of America, from Drawings
and Notes of the Author made during Eight
Years' Travel among 48 of the wildest and most
remote tribes of Savages in Nortli America.

A Series of 25 magnificent lithographic Plates,

printed in tints by Day and Haghe ;
accom-

panied by full and interesting letterpress de-

scriptions ; impl. folio, ///.
bd. mor. £5. 5s 1845

the same, with the plates beautifully

COLOURED, in the style of drawings ; mounted on

tinted cards; enclosed in a handsome portfolio,

£10. 10s
" A unique work J a work of extraordinary intereit

and value ; we need not recommend it to the world, for

it is beyond all praise."
—Atheneeum.

CAULFIELD'S Portraits, Memoirs, andCharac-

TERs, of REMARKABLE PERSONS, from

the Reign of Edward III. to the Revolution,
3 vols, royal Bvo. 109 curious plates, illustrating

Granger, 6^c. bds. (pub. at £4. 4$) reduced to

£1. 8s . 1813

the same. Large Paper, 3 vols, 4to. bdt.

(pub. at £6. 6s) reduced to £2. 2s



BOOKS ON THt: FINE ARTS

CHAMBERLAINE'S IMITATIONS of DRAW-
INGS from the Great Masters, in tlie Piojal

Collection, engraved by Bartolozzi and others,

impl. fol.lO plates, hf. bd. mor. richly gilt back and

gilt edges, (pub. at £12. 12s) reduced to £.5 5s

CHRISTIAN SOUVENIR, edited by the Rev. T.

Dale, 8vo. embellished ivith 12 large and extremely

beautiful plates, elegantly bound in gilt cloth, gilt

edges, (pub. at 16s) reduced to 10s 6d 1842

CLAUDE'S LIBER VERITATIS, a collection of

300 engravings inimitation of the original Draw-

ings of Claude, by Earlom, 3 vols, folio, elegantly

hf. bd. morocco, gilt edges, (pub. at £31. lOi)
reduced to £10. 10s

COESVELT'S PICTURE GALLERY, with an In-

troduction by Mrs. Jameson, royal 4to 90 plates

beautifully engraved in outline, India Proofs, hf.

7nor.eatra,(pub.at £5. 5s) reduced to £3. 3* 1836

CONEY'S FOREIGN CATHEDRALS, Hotels

de Ville, Town Halls, and other remarkable

Buildings in France, Holland, Germany, and

Italy, 32 fne large plates, impl. folio, hulf
morocco extra, gilt edges, (pub. at £10. lOs^)

reduced to £3. 13s 6d 1842
COOKE'S SHIPPING axd CRAFT, a Series

of 65 brilliant Etchings, comprising Picturesque
but at the same time extremely accurate Repre-
sentations of the principal varieties of Shipping
and Craft met with in the British Seas and

Rivers, from a Thames Wherry to a first-rate

Man-of-war, royal 4to. elegantly hound in gilt

cloth, (pub. at £3. 13s 6i) reduced to £1. 1 Is 6c/

ihe same, India proofs, impl. 4to.
/;/.

hd.

mor. gilt edges, (pub. at £5. 5«) reduced to £3. 3s

COOKE'S LONDON and its VICINITY, 50 beau-

tiful etchings after drawings by Culcott, Stanfield,

Frout, Roberts, Harding, Stark, Havell, and Cot-

man, royal 4to. gilt cloth, (pub. at £5.) reduced

to£l.lls6d
impl. 4to. India Proofs, hf. bd. mo-

rocco, (pub at £6. 16s 6d) reduced to £3. 3s

COOKE'S THAMES SCENERY, 15 fine plates,
PROOF IMPRESSIONS, sm. folio, with the 8vo.

volume of letter-press, 2 vols. hf. bd. morocco

extra, (^pub. at £10. 10s) reduced to £2. 12s 6d
the same, India proof impressions, small

folio, with the 8vo. volume of letter-press, 2 vols.

hf bd. morocco extra, (pub. at £15. 15s) re-

duced to £3. 3s

Tlie Etcliinu;s of W. B. Cooke have long maintained
tiie liii^hest tank among llieartislical prodmiions or" iliis

country. His associations wiihTnrnerin tlie
"
Scenery

of the Southern Coast," and other graphic works, lias

given the public so tine an example of his powers, and
lias so thoroughly established his reputation as an artist
of taste, feeling, and execution, that further eulogium
mnst be nnnecessary.

CORONATION of GEORGE the FOURTH, by
Sir George Nayler, in a Series of above 40 mag-
nificent Paintings of the Procession, Ceremonial,
and Banquet, comprehending faithful portraits
of many of the distinguished Individuals who
were present ;

with historical and descriptive

letter-press, atlas folio, splendidly hf. bd. morocco.,

^It edges, (pub. at £52. 10s) reduced to £12. 12s

COTMAN'S SEPULCHRAL BRASSES in NOR-
FOLK and SUFFOLK, tending to illustrate the

Ecclesiastical, Military, and Civil Costume of
former ages, with Letter-press Descriptions,
&c. by Dawson Turner, Sir S. Meyrick, &c.
173 plates, the enamelled Brasses are splendidly
illuminated, 2 vols. impl. 4to. hf. bd. morocco,

gilt edges, £6. 6s . 1838
- the same, large paper, imperial folio,

hf. morocco, gilt edges, £8. 8s

ARCHITECTURE, ETC. 3

COTMAN'S ETCHINGS of ARCHITECTURAL
REMAINS in various Counties in England,
with Letter-press Descriptions by Rickman,
2 vols. impl. folio, containing 240 highly-spirited

etchings, half morocco, (pub. at £24.) reduced to

£8. 8s . 1838

CROWQUILL'S PICTORIAL GRAMMAR,
16rao. with 120 humorous illustrations, extra cloth,

gill sides, (pub. at 5s) reduced to 2s 6d 1844

CRUIKSHANK'S Illustrations of Fielding,

Smollett, and Goldsmith, 41 very humorous

and clever etchings, with Letter-press Descrip-

tions, 12mo. extra cloth, gilt, (pub. at 12s) re-

duced to 6s

DANIELL'S ORIENTAL SCENERY and AN-
TIQUITIES, the original magnificent edition,

150 splendid coloi'red Views on the largest scale,

of the Architecture, Antiquities, and landscape
Sceiieru of Hindoostan, 6 vols, in 3, elephant folio,

elegantlij hf. bd. morocco, with full gilt hacks, and

gilt edges, (pub. at £210.) retlticed to £52. 10s

DANIELL'S OIllENTAL SCENERY, 6 vols, in

3, small folio, 150 plates, handsomely hf. bd.

morocco, (pub. at £18. 18s) reduced to £6. 6s

This is rtdnced from the preceding large work, and
is uncolouied.

DANIELL'S ANIMATED NATURE, being Pic-

turesque Delineations of the most interesting

Subjects from all branches of Natural History,
125 engravings, with letter-press descriptions, 2

vols, small folio, half morocco, [unijorm with the

Oriental Hcenerif,) (pub. at £15. 15s) reduced to

£3. 3s

DIBDIN'S Bibliographical Tour in France and Ger-

many, 11 plates to, including portrait, engraved

for the second edition, not contained in the first,

India proofs, impl. 8vo. (pub. at 15s) re-

duced to 1 Os 6d

Cotman's Illustrations of Dr. Dibdin's

Bibliographical Tour in France and Normandy,
'61 plates, impl. 8vo. India proofs, with printed
directions for placing them, in Dibdius Tour,
£1.7s

DILETTANTI SPECIMENS of SCULPTURE,
Egyptian, Etruscan, Greek, and Roman,
selected from different Collections in Great

Britain, with Descriptions, by R. Payne Knight,
impl. folio, 75 most beautiful engravings of
Statues, (S)C, half morocco eiti'a, gilt edges, (pub.
at £18. 18s) reduced to £5. 5s

fcON QUIXOTE, Pictorial Edition, translated

by Jarvis, carefully revised, with a copious
original Memoir of Cervantes, illustrated by up-
icards of 820 beautiful wood engravings, after the

celebrated designs o/ Tony Johannot, including 16
new and beautiful large cuts, by Armstrong, now
first added, complete in 2 handsome vols, royal
8vo. cloth gilt, (pub. at £2. 10s) reduced to

£1. 8s . 1843

a revised translation, formed on those of

Motteux, Jarvis, and Smollett, in 1 vol. 8vo.
with 18 fine large cuts, by Armstrong, and a
selection of32 of the larger subjects, by Tony Jo-
hannot ;

in all 50 ivoodcuts ; cloth gilt, (pub. at

£1. 8s) reduced to 15s 1842

the same, mi/i only the usually cuts, by
Armstrong, cloth gilt, (pub. at 18s) red. to 9s

DODWELL'S VIEWS in GREECE, 30 beautfully
coloured plates, royal folio, hf. morocco extra, gilt

edges, (pub, at £18. 18s) reduced to £6. 6s
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BODWFXL'S Views and Descriptions of Cyclo-
|

PIAN OR PKL.ySpiC UeM.MNS I^• GuEFCE AND
j

Italy, inclvj^^hig Architectural Constructions
j

01 a later perioc}, roytil folio, 131 large litho-
]

graphic engravings, with 34 pagei of letter-press,

half bound, uncut, (pub. at £6. IQs 6(/) re-

duced to £1.8s
"

. 1834

j:qYPT AND THE PYRAMIDS.—Col, Vyse's Great

Wqrk on the Pyramids of Gizeh, containing a

detailed account of his extraordinary Operations
.".nd Discoveries on the opening; of these inte-

resting iNIonuments of Antiquity, with an ac-

count of his Voyage into Upper Fgypt ;
to

which is added an Appendix, by J. S. Perring,

Esq. (the Engineer) on the Pyramids at Abou
Roash, the Fayoum, &c. &c. 3 vols. impl. Bvo.

with 125 plates, lithographed by Haghe, cloth

boai'ds, (pub. at £4. 4s) reduced to £2. 2s

1840-2

EGYPT.-^PERRTNG'S 58 LARGE VIEWS and
ILLUSTRATIONS of the Pyramids of Gizeh,
Abou Roash, and to the Southward, &c., also

CampbeU'sTonib.the Rock at Gizeh, &c., drawn
from actual Survey and Admeasurement

;
with

IVotes and References to Col. Vyse's great

"Work, also to Denon, the great French Work
on Egypt, Rosellini, Belzoni, Burckhardt, Sir

Gardner "Wilkinson, Lane, and others
;
accom-

panied by Remarks on the Hieroglyphics by
S. Buck, Esq. of the British Museum, 3 parts,

elephant folio, (the size of the great French

*'Egypte,") in printed wrappers, (pub. at

£16.''l5s)reduced to£3. 3s 1842

— the same, hf. hd. morocco (^either in full
or rediiced to half the size by folding and

'^

"4s6dguarding the plates) £4

EGYPTIAN ANTIQUITIES in the British Mu-
seum, drawn by Arundale and Bonqmi, with

Letter-press Descriptions by S. Birch, of the

British Museum, royal 4to. containing several

hundredfigures of interesting subjects, represented
on 57 elaborate plates, many coloured; gilt cloth,

with Egyptian JJlevices in gold on back and sides,

(pub. at £2. 12s 6d) reduced to £1. Ij 1844

A very elegant and interesting volnmp.

FARINGTON'S VIEWS of the LAKES of West-
moreland and Cumberland, with Letter-press by
the Rev. T. H. Home, folio, map, and 43fne
plates by Landseer qnd icott, peoofs, cloth, let-

tered on sides, (pub. at £12. 12s) reduced to

^l.A* . 1816

• FISHER'S WARWICKSHIRE ANTIQUITIES.—A Series of Ancient Allegorical, Historical,
and Legendary Paintings in Fresco, discovered

on the walls of the Chapel of tlie Holy Cross,
at Stratford-upon-Avon ;

ancient Seals
j
Stained

Glass, inc. ; 56 elaborate engravings, 7nosll^^ co-

loured in imitation of the originals ; also, a view
of the Guild Chapel, and the adjoining house in

which Shakspeare lived. Edited by .John Gough
Nichols, Esq. royal folio, hf. hd. morocco, (pub.
at £10. 10«; reduced to £3. 10s 1836

"The»c ancient fresco paintinps arc especially pyrj-
onR, a« having been executed in Hiifiland in an at;e of

which, acconling to ttie opinion of Wal|i»le, in IiIb

llittvry of I'ainliPi;> no rpi-cimcnx i<( the Art exided.''

FISHER'S BEDFORDSHIRE ANTIQUITIES
entitled Collections Historical, Genealogical
and Topographical, for Bedfordshire

;
1 17 platen

8m. folio, hf. hd. morocco, (pub. at £8. 8s) re

duced to £2. 2s .

'

183t—— the same, laroe papeu, royal folio, hf. bd

morficco, (pub. at £10. 10s) reduced to £2. 12s 6d
The object of these engravings is to illastrate th

Antiquities, rattier than the Scenery of the Countj
The subjects arp for the most part ineditedjan^ PPHSU
ot Oiiiirche», Pfiories, Castles, Old Houses, Door-way'f
Muntimenis, Brasses, Tombs, Fonts, Crosses, Ancieii

Sculpture, and miscellaneous Antiquities.

FI^AXMAN'S HOIVjER—A Series of Seventy-fiv.
beautiful Compositions to the Iliad ani

Odyssey, engraved under Flaxman's in

spection, by Piroli, Moses, and Blake, 2 vols

oblong folio, extra bds. (pub. at £5. 5s) reducet

to £2. 2s . 180.'
'

^SCHYLUS, 36 beautiful Composition
from, obi. folio, extr^ bds. (pub. at £2. 12s 6d

reduced to £1. Is' . 183.

f— HESIOp,37 beautiful Compositions from

oblong folio, extra b^s, (ppb. at £2. 12s 6d

reduced to£l. 5s . 18 1 1

FI^AXMAN'S CLASSICAL COMPOSITIONS
viz. Homer, Hesiod, and ^schylus, 4 parts ii

1 vol. folio, morocco extra, richly gilt, £6. 16s 6f

"Flaxman's unequalled Compositions from Homer
i^lschylus, and Hesiod, have long been the admiratioi
of Europe ; of tlieir simplicity and beauty the pen i:

quite incapable of conveying an adequate impression.'
iStr Thomas Lawrence

FLAXMAN'S ACTS of JMERCY.—A Series o

Flight beautiful Compositions, in the man-
ner of Ancient Sculpture, engraved in imitatioi

of the original Drawings, by F. C. Lewis, obi

fol. hf. bd. mor. (pub. at^£2. 2s) red. to 16s 18.31

FLAXMAN'S Eight Illustrations of tiii

LORD'S PRAYER, dravyn on stone, by R
Lane, royal 8vo. reduced to 3s 183c

FLAXMAN'S LECTURES ox SCULPTURE, as

delivered by hjm ^t tlip Royal Academy, witl

a brief Memoir of the Author, 52 plates ; neu

edition, enlarged, 8vo. cloth, (pub. at £2. 2s~

reduced to 16s . 183£

FUSELI'S LIFE, LECTURES on PAINTING,
&c. the former written, the latter edited, bj
John Knowles, Esq. f.R.S. 3 vols. 8vo. port,

extra cloth, (pub. at £2. 2s) reduced to 15$ 1831

the same, 3 vols. 8vo, elegantly hound in

tree-marbled calf, marbl. $dges,by Clarke, £1. 8.'

" Fnseli's l>ectures have been stamped as the noblest

criticism extant on A n."~I\^ew Monthly.
GALLERY of ENGLISH and FOREIGN POR-

TRAITS ; published by the Society of Useful

Knowledge, 7 vols. impl. 8vo. 168_/ikc portraits,

engraved on steel, with Memoirs, ^xtra cloth, top

edges gilt '(Tau]>. at £7. 7s) reduced to £3. 13s 6d

1833-7

the same, 7 vols, half morocco, gilt edges

(pub. at £9.) reduced to £5.

CELL AND GANDY'S POMPEIANA, or the

Topography, Edifices, and Ornaments of Pom-

peii, Original Series, containing the Result of the

Kxcavatious previous to 1819, 2 vols, royal 8vo.

best edition, uith tipwardi of 100 beautiful line

engravings by Goodutl, Cooke, Heath, Fye, &;c. in

the original sfjle of boarding, (pub. at £7. 4s)

rfcdqced to £3. 3j . 1824

This ch.-irmin|; boi.k has long been very scarce, and

only procurable by chance, and at a laree price. The

presfiit cooies (only a ^mall number) have been locked

tip since the lime of piiblic;iiion| ip th<' possession ol

the author, who h:td di-iirmined that the work should

i.i>t be Fold i)iuler the full price.
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GIL BLAS, translated by Smollett ; Pictorial

EDITION, ilhislrated by npioards of 500 beautiful

irood engravings, after the celebrated designs of

Gifoux, 2 vols, royal 8vo. extra cloth bds. (pub.

at £2. 2.) reduced to £ 1 . 4s . 1 836

"It is impossible to notice without nnreservert ad-

miration, this beanlitiil edition. It will be, without

doubt, THE EDITION OF GIL BLAS ; there is a spirit and

lorce in the groups of figures which have rarely been

excelled."—Atheiueum.

GILPIN'S WORKS on the PICTURESQUE in

Landscape Scenery and Gardening, viz, 1. Nor-

thern Tour—2. Southern Tour.— 3. Western

Tour— 4. Eastern Tour— 5. Scottish Tour—
6. River Wye—7. Forest Scenery— 8. Five

Essays
—

9, Essay on Prints, Picturesque Travel,

Landscape Painting, &c.—together 12 vols.

8vo. with 187 aquatinta engravings, hds. (pub. at

^10. lOi) reduced to £3. 3s 1808, &c.

" No man should write a tour, or fashion a £;arden,

without reading the works of Giipin. His object was

to examine tlie face of nature by the rules of pictu-

resque beauty : to adapt the description of natural

scenery to the principles of artificial landscape, and to

open the sources of those pleasures which are derived

from the comparison ; and his design is executed with

the hand of a master."—Price on the Picturesqit^.

GOETHE'S FAUST, Illustrated by Retzsch, in 26

beautiful outlines, royal 4to. gilt cloth, (pub. at

£1. Is) reduced to 10s 6ri

This edition contains a translation of the original

poem, with historical and descriptive notes.

GOODWIN'S DOMESTIC ARCHITECTURE,
a Series of New Designs for Mansions, Villas,

Rectory-Houses, Parsonage-Houses ; BailifTs,

Gardener's, Gamekeeper's, and Park-Gate

Lodges : Cottages and other Residences, in the

Grecian, Italian, and Old English style of Archi-

tecture, with estimates, new edition, with 12 sup-

plementary plates, 2 vols, royal 4to. 96 plates,

cloth, (pub. at £5. 5s) reducedno £2. 12s 6d 1835

. the same, with the plates coloured,
cloth, (pub. at £8. 8s) reduced to £4. 4s

GRINDLAY'S (Capt.) VIEWS in INDIA,
Scenery, Costume, and Architecture, chiefly
on the Western side of India, atlas 4to. consisting

of 36 most beautifully coloured plates, highly

finished in imitation of drawings, with descriptive

letter-press, richly hf. bd. morocco, gilt edges,

(pub. at £12. 12s} reduced to £8. 8s 1830

This is perhaps the most exquisitely coloured volume
of landscapes ever produced." A work of the highest class—its illustrations ex-

ceedingly beaiitifnl—they are admirable specimens of
art."—John Bull.

GULLIVER'S TRAVELS, by Dean Swift, Pic-
torial Edition, with Notes, Life of the Author,
&c. by Dr. W. C. Taylor, royal 8vo. illustrated

by upwards of 400 beautiful woodcuts, cloth gilt,

(pub. at £1. Is) reduced to 12s . 1841

HANSARD'S ILLUSTRATED BOOK of

ARCHERY, being the complete History and
Practice of the Art

; interspersed with numerous

Anecdotes, forming a complete Manual for the

Bowman. 8vo. illustrated by 39 beautiful line-

engravings, exquisitely finished by Engleheart,

Portbury, &^c. after Designs by Stephanoff, gilt

cloth, (pub. at £1. lis 6d) reduced to 10s 6d
— the same, India proofs, gilt cloth, (pub. at

£2. 12s 6ci) reduced to 15s

the same, India proofs, morocco extra, full

gilt, £1. 5s

"The pictorial embellishments are some of the most
beautiful we have ever seen."—4rf Union,

A UTS, ARCHITECTURE, ETC. 5

HAMILTON'S VASES.—Collection of Engravings
from Ancient Vases, mostly of pure Greek

Workmanship, now in the possession of Sir

William Hamilton, with Letter-press in English
and French, 3 vols, super-royal folio, C(i;j/«jttn(^

upwards of 200 fine large engravings, capitally

executed in Outline by Tischbein, Director of the

Academy of Painting in Naples ; stiff covers,

with leather backs, (pub. at £15. 15s) reduced to

£2. 2s . Naples, 1791

HEATH'S CARICATURE SCRAP BOOK, on

60 Sheets, containing upwards of 1000 Comic

vSubjects after SEV.MOun, Cru^kshank, Phiz,
and other eminent Caricaturists, oblong folio,

bound in cloth, wnth htimqrous device^ in gold,

(pub. at £2. 2s) reduced to 15s

This clever and entertaining; volume is now en-

larged by tea additional sheets, each containing niinie-

rons subjects. It includes the whole of Heath's Om-
nium Gatlii'ium, both Series; Illustrations of Denion-

ology and Witchcraft; Old Ways and New Ways;
^'autipal Dictionary; Scenes in London ; Sayings and

Doings, &c.
I
a series of humorous illustrations of Pro-

yerbs, ^c. As a l;irge and almost infinite storehouse oi

huiTipur it stands alone. To the young artist it would
be t"oiind a mo-t valuable collection of studies; and ti

the family circle a constant source of unexceptionable
amusement.

HEATH'S Belgium, Pictcresque and Roman
TIC, in a Tour by Thomas Roscoe, roy. 8vo. con

taining 16 beautiful line-engravings, embossa

cloth, gilt edges, (pub. at £1. 4s) 12s 184^

HOGARTH'S WORKS ENGRAVED by HIM
SELF, 153 fine plates, (including the two well

hiown " suppressed plates,") with elaborate letter

press descriptions, by J. Nichols, atlas folio

elegantly hf. bd. morocco extra, full gilt back an<

gilt edges, with a secret pocket for the suppresse

plates, (pub. at £50.) reduced to £7. 7s 182
The copies now offered for sale consist of an o!

stock found in the publisher's warehouse, in very fin

condition, and are greatly superior to those which hav
of late years been seen in the market. Beside the tw

suppressed plates, every purchaser will be entitled to

small snuff-box engraving of the same character, whic
is not yet in any of the Hogarthian collections. It wi
not be sold separately.

HOLBEIN'S PORTRAITS of the Court of Henr
the Eighth, a Series of Eighty exquisitel
Beautiful Plates, engraved by Bartolozz

Cooper, and others, and printed on tinted pap(
in imitation of the original and very highl
finished Drawings preserved in the Royal Co
lection at Windsor, with Historical and Bic

graphical Letter-press by Edmund Lodge, Es(

Norroy King of Arms, F. S. A. etc. publishe

by John Chamberlaine, Esq. late Keeper <

the Royal Collection of Drawings and Medal

impl, 4to. elegantly hf. bd. turkey morocco,fu
gilt, edges gilt all round, with glased papei' to i)

pkies,(^xih. at £15. 15s) red. to £5. IbsQd 181

HOLBEINS PORTRAITS of the COURT (

HENRY the eighth, the large editioi

with eight additional and unpublished portraits ,

the French Court, likewise engraved by Bart(
L0Z7,i

; proofs, beautifully finished in colourt

tints; mounted on stout drawing pape
RULED with gold LINES, atlas folio, hf. bi

morocco extra, gilt edges, (pub. at £52. 10s) r

duced to £14. 14s

another similar set, with an addition of
duplicate set of tincoloured engravi7tgs, proofs, v

eluding the eight additional portraits,'! vols, foli

splendidlu bound in morocco extra, (pub. ;

£73. lOi) reduced to £31. 10s
A similar set to the present, but without the exl

French portraits, was lately sold by public auction f

fifty guineas.
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HOPE'S Historical Essay on ARCHITECTURE,
|
KENDALL'S GOTHIC ARCHITECTURE, 8vo.

'ivols.roy. 8vo third edition, -whh General Index, 1 23 vlatfs bu Stoier. cbth. fnub. at 15s) reduced5. roy.
99 plates, cUnh, (pub. at £2.) red. to £1. 8$ 1840

-plates

to 5s
xver, cbth, (pub. at I5i) reduced

1842
HOPE'S COSTUxME of the ANCIENTS, illus- i KENNION'S EXAMPLES of TREES in LAND

trated in upwards of 320 beautifully engraved
Plates, containing representations of Egyptian,
Greek, and Roman Habits and Dresses, 2 vols,

royal 8vo. new edition, with nearly 20 additional

plates, bds. reduced to £2. 5s 1841
An indispensable book to artists.

HOWARD (Frank) on COLOUR, as a Means of

Art, being an adaptation of the Experience of

Professors to the Practice of Amateurs, illus-

trated 61/ 18 coloured plates,'poBt 8vo. extra cloth

gilt, 8s . 1838
In this able volume are shewn the ground colours in

which ihe most celebrated painters worked. It is very
valuable to the connoisseur as well as the student in

painting and water colour drawing." A pretty book, which we may recommend as giving
the keys of harmony in which different artists

wrought."—AthencBum.

HUGHSON'S LONDON amd WESTMINSTER,
describing all the Public Buildings, &c. 2 vols,

in 1, 12mo. upwards of 100 »ieat topographical

engravings, by Storer and Greig, extra cloth gilt,

(pub. at £1. 8s) reduced to 9s 1817

HUNT'S Examples of TUDOR ARCHITEC-
TURE, adapted to JNIodern Habitations, roy.
4to. 37 plates, Italf morocco, (pub. at £2. 2s) re-

duced to £1. 4s 1836
HUNT'S Designs for PARSONAGE HOUSES,

Alms Houses, &c. royal 4to. 21 plates, half
morocco, (pub. at £1. Is) reduced to 14s 1841

HUNT'S Designs for GATE LODGES, Game-

keepers' Cottages, &c. royal 4to. 13 plates, half
morocco, (pub. at £1. Is) reduced to 14j 1841

HUNT'S Architettura Campestre ;
or Designs for

Lodges, Gardeners' Houses, &c. in the Italian

style, 12 plates, royal 4to. half morocco, (pub.
at £1. Is) reduced to 14s 1827

ILLUSTRATED FLY-FISHER'S TEXT BOOK,
a Complete Guide to the Science of Trout and

SalmonFishing, by Theophilus South, Gent.

(Ed. Chittv, -Barrister) with 23 beautiful en-

gravings on steel, afterPaintings by Cooper, Newtan

Fielding, Lee, &; others, 8vo. richly bound in extra

green cloth, emblematically tooled in gold on back Sf

i ;(ies,( pub. at £1. lis 6c/) reduced to I0s6d 1845
." The Fly-Fisher's Text Book is a splendid volume,

o'bviou&ly written by a practical as well as a theoretical

aufiler, and is. moreover, an original treatise."

ILLUSTRATIONS of the Royal Progress to-

Scotland in 1842, 4to. embellished with 13 ex'

tremely beautiful steel engravings by Willmore, <Sfc.

and 34 jine wood engravings by Lundells, &;c. extra

gilt cloth, (pub. at £1. Is) reduced to 7s 6(/

Edinb. Constable, 1844
the same, India proofs, extra gilt cloth,

(pub. at £1. 1 Is 6d) reduced to 9s

ILLUSTRATED COMMENTARY on the Scrip-
tures, see Divinity.

ITALIAN SCHOOL or DESIGN, consisting of

100 Plates, chiefly engraved by Bartolozzi, after

the original Pictures and Drawings of Guercino»
Michael Angelo, Domenichino, Annibale, Lu-

j

dovico, and Agostino Caracci, Pietro da Cor- 1

tona, Carlo Maratti, and others, in the Collection ;

of her Majesty, impl. 4to halt morocco, gilt
j

edges, (pub. at £10. 10s) reduced* to £3. 3s 1842 |

JACKSON'S HISTORY of WOOD-EN'GRAV- ;

ING, including a Treatise on Wood Engraving, j

Historical and Practical, with upwards of 300

beautiful wood-cut illustrations, including fac-
similes from the works of Albert Diircr, 1 large vol

imnl. 8vo. hnlfbound nwocco, £2. 12* 6d \'<]39

SCAPE, with Essays shewing the Propriety
and Importance of Characteristic Expression in

this branch of Art, and the means of producing
it, tcith many large additional plates, in all 60 large

engravings of the various Trees grown in Great

Britain, including numerous details and elemen-

tary Lessons on their Foliage and Branches, irapl.
4to. eitra cloth boards, (pub. at £3. 13s 6J)
reduced to 18s 1815

Very useful for drawing; schools.

KNIGHT'S (Henry Gaily) ECCLESIASTICAL
ARCHITECTURE of ITALY, from the

time of Constantine to the Fifteenth Century,
with an Introduction and Text, impl. folio,

FIRST SERIES, Containing forty beautiful and

highly interesting views of Ecclesiastical Buildings
in Italy, several ofwhich are expensively illuminated

in gold and colours, elegantly half bound morocco,

£5. 5s
"

1843
the same, second and concluding Series,

centai)nng 41 beautiful and highly interesting views

of Ecclesiastical Buildings in Italy, arrangea m
Chronological Order, with descriptive letter-press,

impl. folio, hf. bd. morocco, £5. 5s 1844

KNIGHT'S (Henry Gaily) SARACENIC and
NORMAN REMAINS, to illustrate the Nor-
mans in Sicily, impl. folio, 30 largeand very beau-

tiful engravings, several of which are coloured, con-

sisting of Picturesque Views, Architectural Re-

mains, hiteriors and Exteriors of Buildings, with

descriptive letter-press now Hrstadded, half morocco,

(pub. at £5. 5s) reduced to £3. 13s Qd 1840
Of all the numerous Lithographic folios of Architec-

tural and Scenic subjects which have of late made Iheir

appearance, this is not only one of the best executed,
but also the most interesting, especially to the lovers of

Architecture, on account of the accuracy of drawine,
which is evident in every detail, and the judgment
used in the selection of objects. Too many travellers

have passed over this interesting ground without dis-

covering its riches in the Architecture of the Middle
apd Saracenic ages.

KNIGHT'S PICTORIAL LONDON. 6 vols,

bound in 3 thick handsome vols. impl. 8vo.

illustrated by 650 wood e7}gravings, extra cloth,

gilt backs, very elegant, (pub. at £3. 3s) reduced

to £2. 12s 6d 1841-44

the same, 6 vols, in 3, elegantly hf. bd. mo-

rocco extra, gilt backs atid gilt edges, £3. 13s 6d

KNIGHT'S Antiquities of the British Museum,
containing 112 engi'avings of all the most remark'

able Statuary and Sculpture, Egyptian An-

tiquities, Vases, &c. with letter-press on the

reverses, ^^unted on curds, foolscap 8ro. in a

cloth case, Uttered, (pub. at 9s) reduced to 4s 6d

LAUDER'S (Sir Thomas Dick) MEMORIAL op

THE ROYAL PROGRESSES in SCOTLAND
IN 1842, a thick and aitlendidvolAio. embellished

with 50 7nost beautiful engravings on steel and wood

by the frst artists, elegantly bound in gilt cloth,

(published by Royal Authority), (pub. at £2. 2$)

reduced to £1. 1$ Edinburgh,lQ43
the same, large paper, royal 4to. India

PROOFS, (very i'ew printed), gilt cloth, (pub. at

£4. 4s) reduced to £1. 16s

LAWRENCE'S (Sir Thos.) Life and Correspon-

dence, by Williams, 2 vols. 8vo. fine portraits,

cloth, (pub. at £1. 12s) reduced to i6s 1831

LUMISDEN'S ANTIQUITIES OF ROME and its

Environs, 4to. n.i.trsTRATED by above fifty

coiTEiiPLATE ENGRAVINGS, cloth Uttered, (fnxh. at

£3. 3s) reduced to £1. Is . 1812
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'ESPAGNE ARTISTIQUE et MOiNUMEN-
TALE ;

Vues ei Descriptions des Sites et des

Monumens artistiques les plus notables de I'Es-

pag^ne,
2 vols. impl. folio, complete in 24 parts,

comprising 96 large and extremely beautiful lithO'

graphic plates of the most interesting specimens of

Spanish Architfxture and Ornament of the

Middle Ages, (pub. at £25. 4s) reduced to

£14. 14s Pur. 1843-45

the same, 2 vols, splendidly hf. bd. morocco^

gilt edges, £16. 16s

Mr. Boliii having bought a large quantity of the

above celebrated work on a<lvantageoiis terms, is

enabled to otler them at the low price affixed. The

impressions are in the finest possible stale.

LONDON.—WILKINSON'S LONDINA IL-

LUSTRATA ;
or Graphic and Historical Illus-

trations of the most interesting and Curious

Architectural IMonumenis of the City and
Suburbs of London and Westminster, e. g.

Monasteries, Churches, Charitable Foundations,

Palaces, Halls, Courts, Processsions, Places of

early Amusements, Tlieatres, and Old Houses,
2 vols. impl. 4to, contami7ig 207 copper-plate en-

gravingSy with Historical and Descriptive Letter-

press, hf. bd. morocco, uncut, the top edges gilt,

(pub. at £26. 5s)reduced to £5. 5s 181 9-25

the same, large paper, 2 vols, elephant
4to. hf. bd. morocco, uncut, the top edges gilt,

(jiub. at £37. 16s) reduced to £6. 6s

The most interesting and curious i;raphic ^vork of

Old London extant.

LYSONS' GLOUCESTERSHIRE ANTIQUI-
TIES, 110 Etchings (many of which are

coloured) of Churches, Castles, Old Houses,

Ruins, Tombs, Effigies, Sculpture, Stained

Glass, Seals, &c. kc. with Letter-press De-

scriptions, 1 vol. royal folio, half mm-occo, (pub.
at £6. 6s) reduced to £2. 5s 1803

LYSONS' MAGNA BRITANNICA, or County
History of Great Britain, 10 vols, in 8, 4to.

plates, boards, (pub. at £27. 4s) reduced to £5.
LYSONS' ENVIRONS of LONDON, being an

Historical Account of the Towns, Villages, and
Hamlets in the Counties of Surrey, Kent, Essex,

Herts, and Middlesex, within Twelve Miles of
that Capital, including the Middlesex Parishes,

interspersed with Biographical Anecdotes, 5
vols.4to. p/a(cs, Cpub. at £10. 10s) red. to £2. 10s— the same, Large Paper, 5 vols, royal 4to.

(pub at £15. 15s) reduced to £3. 3s

MARRYAT'S(Capt.) POOR JACK.illustratedwith
46 beautiful wood-cuts, designed bij Stanfikld,
Svo.gilt cloth, (pub. at 14s) reduced to 6s 6d 1842

MARTIN'S CIVIL COSTUME of ENGLAND,
from the Conquest to the present period, from

Tapestry, MSS. &c. royal 4to. 61 plates, beauti-

fully illuminated in gold and colours, richly hound
in cloth, with the Arms of Prince Albert gilt on the

sules, £2. 12s 6d . 1842
MAXWELL'S LIFE of the DUKE of WEL-

LINGTON, 3 handsome vols. 8vo. embellished

with numerous highly Jinished line engravings by

Cooper and other eminent
artists, co7isisting of battle

pieces, portraits, military plans, and maps ; besides a

great number offne wood en^ravino's ; elegant in

gilt cloth, (pub. at £3. 7s) red. to' £1. 16s 1841
" — the same, Large Paper, India proofs, gilt

cloth, (pub. at £5.) reduced to £3. 3s
"iMr. Maxwell's Life op the Duke ofWellivc-

TON Hasnobival. It istrecfrom fliitlery and bombast,
succinct and masterly. The type and mechanical exe-
cution are admirable; the plans of battles and sieges
numerous, ample, and useful; (he portraits many and
faithful ; the battle pictures animated and brilliant ;

and the vi-^neltes of costumes and manners worthy of
Horace Veruet himseil."— '7'j7/!e*.

ARCHITECTURE, ETC. 7

MEYRICK'S PAINTED ILLUSTRATIONS op
ANCIENT ARMS and ARMOUR, a Critical

Inquiry into Ancient Armour as it existed in

Europe, but particularly in England, from the
Norman Conquest to the Reign of Charles II.,
with a Glossary, &c. by Sir Samuel Rush Mey-
rick, LL.D. F.S.A. &cc., new and greatly im-

proved edition,corrected and enlarged through'
out by the Author himself, with the assistance of

Literary and Antiquarian Friends, (Albert Way,
&c.) 3 vols. impl. 4to. illustrated by more than
100 plates, splendidly illuminated, mostly in gold
and silver, exhibiting some of the finest specimens

eiisting in England, also a new plate of the Tour-
nament of Locks and Keys, neatly hf. bd.mm'occo,

gilt extra, full gilt backs and edges, (pub. at

£21.) reduced to £10, 10s 1844
the same, 3 vols, superbly bound in crimson

turlxcy morocco, emblematically touled on the back,
broad gold borders, and gilt edges, by Wright,
£14. 14$
Sir Walter Scott justly describes this collection

as "the incomparable armoury."
" This most superb Arch.eological work is animated

with numerous novelties, curious and historical di^qui-
si'.ions, and brilliant and recondite learning

—Learn-
iuij going to Court in the full, rich costume of the
Order of the Garter.— I'lates as fine as the monuments
of \Vestminster Abbey. Really and truly the work is

admirably executed, and deserves every eulogy."
Edinburgh Review.

MEYRICK'S (Sir S. R.) ENGRAVED IL*
LUSTRATIONS of ANCIENT ARMS and
ARMOUR, a Series of One Hundred and

Fifty-four very highly-finished Etchings of the

Collection at Goodrich Court, Herefordshire,

engraved by Joseph Skelton, and accompanied
by Historical and Critical Disquisitions by
the possessor, Sir Samuel Rush Meyrick, LL.D,
&c. in 2 vols. imp]. 4to. withfne portrait, 7ieatly

hf. bd. morocco, uncut, top edges gilt, (pub. at

£11. lis) reduced to £4. 14s 6d
" We should imagine that the possessors of Dr. Mcy-

rick's former great work would eagerly add Mr. Skel-
ton'sas a suitable illustration.* In the first they have
the History of Arms and Armour; in the second work,
beautiful engravings of all the delaWt."—Gent's. Mag.

MILLINGEN'S ANCIENT UNEDITED MO-
NUMENTS

; comprising Painted GreekVases,
Statues, Busts, Bas-Reliefs, and other Remains
of Grecian Art, 62 large and beautiful engravings,

mostly coloured, with letter-press descriptions,
impl. 4to. half morocco, (pub at £9. 9s) reduced
to £4. 14s 6d . 1822

MOSES' ANTIQUE VASES, CANDELABRA,
Lamps, Tripods, Paterae, Tazzas, Tombs, Mau-
soleums, Sepulchral Chambers, Cinerary Urns,
Sarcophagi, Cippi : and other Ornaments, 170
plates, several ofwhichare coloured; with historical
and descriptive letter-press, by Hope, small 4to.

cloth, (pub. at £3. 3s) reduced to £l. 5s 1814

M0YEN..4GE MONUMENTALE et ARCHEO-
LOGIQUE, Vues, Details, et Plans des Monu-
mens les plus remarquables de I'Europe, depuis
le Vie. jusqu'au XVIe. Siecle, lithographies
par les Artistes les plus distingut^s de la Capi-
tale, d'apres les Dessins de M. Chapuy, avec
I'Histoire de I'Architecture au Moyen-Age, par
Daniel Kamee, containing 282 finely executed

lithographic engravings of Architectural Monu-
ments and Sculptures of the Middle Ages, folio.
48 parts, (pub. at £14. 8s) reduced to £10. lOj

Paris, 1844

•,* This is a different work from the Moven Aee
Pittoresque, published in 1837, with 180 Plates: but
it is of the same character.
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MOYEN AGE PITTORESQUE, a new and fine

lithographic work on the Architecture and Orna-

ments of the Middle Ages, 2 vols, folio, 180

plates, India Proofs, (pub. at £15. 16s) reduced

to£8. 18s6rf . 1837

the same, hf. mor., top edges gi7t, £10. 10s

MURPHY'S ARABIAX ANTIQUIT1J:S of

SPAIN, representing, in 100 very highly
finished line Engravings by Le Keux, Finden,

Landseer, G. Cooke, &c. the most remark-

able Remains of the Architecture, Sculp-
ture, Paintings, and Mosaics, of the Spanish

Arabs, now existing in the Peninsula, in-

cluding the magnificent Palace of Al-
the celebrated Mosque and

the Royal Villa of

Bridge
Gene-

HAMBRA
AT Cordova

;

raliffe; and the Casa de Carbon: accom-

panied by Letter-press Descriptions, in 1 vol.

atlas folio, original and brilliant impres-

sions OF THE PLATES, half moTocco, (pub. at

£42.)reducedto^l2. 12s 1813

MURPHY'S ANCIENT CHURCH of BATAL-
HA, IN PORTUGAL, Plans, Elevations, Sec-

tions, and Views of the, with its History and

Description, and an Introductory Discourse on

GOTHIC ARCHITECTURE, impl. folio, 27

fine copperplates, engravedhy Lowry, halfmorocco,

(pub. at £6. 6s) reduced to £2. 8s 1795
" The Royal Monastery of Bataiha is one of the most

celebr.ited edifices io Europe. Jts beaiititui arches are

freitfd and pinnacled and crocketed in the best style of

Gothic at its best period, and tlie graceful arching of

the roof, unsupported by con^oie or colninn, is un-

equalled. The Plantagenet cast of the wliole building

conveyed home to my bosom a feeling so interesting, so

(ccngeolal, that I could hardly persuade myself to move
away."—Beckford.

NOLLEKENS and his Times, comprehending his

Life and Memoirs of Contemporary Artists, by
J. T. Smith, second edition, 2 vols. 8vo. portrait,

cloth, (pub. at £1. 4s) reduced to 12s 1829

NICOLAS'S (Sir Harris) HISTORY of the
ORDERS of KNIGHTHOOD of the
BRITISH EMPIRE; with an Account of

the Medals, Crosses, and Clasps which

h^ve been conferred for Naval and Mili-

tary Services ; together with a History of the

Order of tlie Guelphs of Hanover, 4 vols, impl,
4to. splendidly printed and illustrated by numerous

fne wood-cuts of Badges, Crases, Collars, Stars,

Medals, Ribbands, Clasps, etc. and many large

plates, illuminated in gold and colours, in-

cluding Ft'LL-LENCTH PORTRAITS OF QuEEN
Yictorja, Prince Albert, the King ofHa-
noveb, and the dukes of cambridge and

Sussex, strongly boarded in cloth, with morocco

bach, (pub. at £14. 14s) reduced to £7. 7« 1842

• the same, with the plates richly coloured but

not illuminated, and without the extra portraits,

extra cloth, £A. Us (id 1842
" Sir Harris Nicolas has produced the first comprt-

bensive lli»t(>ry ot the Briiish Orders of Knichthuod ;

^nd it i* one qf the most elaborately prepared and
ipUndidlff printed tvorkt that ever issued from the \

press, i'lie Author appears to us to have neglected no 1

•uorces of itiluimation, and to have exhuusied them, as |

far as regiirds the general scope and purpose of the
|

inquiry. Tlie Graphical lilustriiiions are such as become
a work of this character upon surli a subjt^'ct; at, of

coarse, a lavish cost. The resources of the recently
revived art of wood-engraving have been combined
with the new ait of piiuting iii ci)lour*, so as to pro-
duce a rich cfTect, almost livalling that of the tiiona!>tic

iihiminations. Such a booh is sure ofa place in every

great library. It contiius matter calculated to interest

exten>ive clai-ses of readir?. and w<- liopi' by our *pc-
ciui' n to excite their curiosity.'*— (Juarlirl'i Jievirtv.

ARCHITECTURE, ETC.

NICOLAS'S SIEGE of CARLAVEROCK, by
King Edward I., a.d. MCCC, a Norman French

Poem, with the Arras of the Earls, Barons, and

Knights who were present on the occasion
;
4to.

illustrated by vpuards of tico hundred armorial

bearings, cloth, (imh. at£2.2s)i-ed. to £l.ls 1828
the same, with all the arms most beau-

tifully ILLUMINATED ?i Mr. DoWSE, THF
Herald Painter, 4to. hf. bd. morocco extra.

uncut, £4. 4s

NICHOLSON'S ARCHITECTURE, Principle?
and Practice of, 3 vols. Svo. fourth edition,2\i,

plates by Lowry, cloth hoards, (pub. at £3. 3s^

reduced to £1'. 16s .

'

1841

The text book of the Profession, the most usefti

Guide to the Architectural Student, and the best com
pendium for the Amateur. This work has always beei
so highly appreciated, and its reputation is no\y so we!
established, that quotations in its praise would seen

superfluous, but it may be permitted to adduce thi

opinion recently given of it by an eminent Architect
who declared it to be " not only the mosi useful boo!
of the kind ever published, but absolutely indispensabl.
to the student,'' and added, that ''he always kept
copy on his own table, as well as another in the Olfic

for the use of his pupils."

NORTHCOTE'S LIFE of TITIAN, with Anee
dotes of the Distinguished Persons of hi^ time

2 vols. 8vo./ne portrait, cloth, (pub. at£l. Is

reduced to 10$ 6d . 183i

NUMIS:MATA.—Eckhel Doctripa Numorum Vete

rum, 9 vols. 4to. complete, portrait and plates o

coins, bds. (pub. at £13.) reduced to £7. 17s 6
Fjndoft. 1792-182

The best and most complete work on Ancient Coins
BO Collector can do without it.

O'NEILLS DICTIONARY of SPANISI
PAINTERS, 2 vols. roy. 8vo.

ciot/j, (pub. a

£2. 2s) reduced to 16s 183

ORAM'S PRECEPTS in the ART of COLOUR
ING in Landscape Painting, 4to. plates, clot

lettered, (pub. at 15s) reduced to 6s 181

ORNEMENS des ANCIENS MAITRES des XV
XVI. XVII. et XVIII. Siecles, recueillis pc
Ovide Reynard, et graves soussa direction pa
ies meilleurs Artistes, containing lOd Jinely exi

cuted lithographic engravings of Ornaments, Cup
Vases, 'Candelabra, Mosaics, 6)C. of the Anciei

iiai.ter$, folio, 18 parts, sewed, (pub. at £5. 8.*

reduced to £4. 4s Paris, 184
PHILLIPS'S (Portrait Painter) LECTURES o

PAINTING delivered at the Royal Academe
Bvo. cloth, (pub. at 13s) reduced to 6s 6d 183'

PHILLIPS'S PRINCIPLES of EFFECT an
COLOUR in Landscape Painting, illustrate

by Examples for the Amateur and Profession;

Student, third edition, oblong 4to. 10 coloure

plates; hf. bd. (pub. at £1. 1*) reduced to J

183

PICTORIAL HLSTORY of PALESTINE, th
HOLY LAND, AND THE JEWS, by John Kitt
editor of the Pictorial Bible, 2 vols, super roy
8vo. with above 300 fine wood-cuts, elegantly bout,

in cloth, with new devices in gold on back and side

(pub. at £1. 15s) reduced to £1. 6« 184
A woik which no family should be wilhonl. It w

interest the child, and instruct the philosopher." The engravings are beautiful little pictures, repr
Renting actual scenery, costimie, manners, monument
and objects of Natural Hi^lory."—Spectator. ^

PICTORIAL HISTORY or NAPOLEON, byll
M. Bussey,2 vols. impl. 8vo. illustrated by ne^
600 beautiful engravings by Uirrace Vernet ; gi

cloth, (i)ub. at £2. 2*) red. to £ 1 . 1 s Thomas, 184«

the same, hf. bd. morocco,full gUt, £l.fl
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CTORIAL HISTORY of FRANCE, from the POULSON'S History and Antiquities of tlie Sgig.

establishment of the Franks in Gaul to the

period of the French Revolution. By G.

M. Bussey and T. Gaspey, 2 large thick

vols. impl. 8vo. handsomely printed, and illus-

trated by upwards of 500 'beautiful engravings

on wood, elegantly bound in cloth, full gilt,

(pub. at £2. 16s) reduced to £l. 5s 1843

the same, hf. bd. morocco, full gilt, j^\. 8s

ICTORIAL HISTORY of GERMANY during

the RuiGN of Fbederipk the Great, including

^ cqraplete History of the Silesian Campaigns
and the Seven Ykars' War, by Francis Kug-
ler, ILLUSTRATED BY AdQI-ph Menzel, royal 8vo.

with above 500 wood-cuts, extra clgth^ gUt, (pub.

at £ 1 . 8s) red uced to 1 2s 1845

ICTORIAL GALLERY of RACE-HORSES,
containing Portraits of all the Winning Horses

of the Derby, Oaks, and St. Leger Stakes during
the last Thirteen Years

;
and a History of the

principal Operations of the Turf, illustrated by
Portraits of some of its most distinguished
Members. By Wildrake, (Geo. Tattersall,

Esq.) One large handsome volume, royal 8vo.

containing 75 beautiful illustrations, chiefly steel

engravings af Horses, after Pictures by Cooper,

Herring, Hancock, Aiken, &;c. engraved by Scott,

Cook, and other eminent Artists; also full-length

characteristic portraits of celebrated living Sports-
men C Cracks of the Day") by Seymour

;
scarlet

cloth, elegantly gilt 07i back and sides with appro-

vriate devices, (pub. at £2. 2s) red. to 18s 1844

i'lCTORIAL FRENCH DICTIONARY, royal

8vo. illustrated by 760 wood-cuts, extra cloth,

richly gilt,
10s 6^"^ , Tilt, 1841

PICTURESQUE TOUR of the RIVER
THAMES, in its Western Course, including

particular Descriptions of Richmond, Wind-

sor, and Hampton Court. By John Fisher

Murray. Illustrated by upwards of 100 very

highly -finished wood engravings by Orrin Srnith,

Brqnstpn, Landells, Linton, and other eminent

urti^ii ; to which are added several beautiful

copper and steel plate engravings by Cooke and

others, one large handsome volume, royal 8vo.

elegantly boundin gilt cloth,{p\ih. at £1. 5s) re-

duced to 10s 6d . 1845

PINELLI'S ETCHINGS of ITALIAN MAN-
NERS AND COSTUME, including his Car-

nival, Banditti, &:c. 27 plates, impl. 4to. hf. bd.

morocco, 15s , Rome, 1840

yiNELLPS AND COOKE'S VIEWS in ROME,
royal 8vo. containing 27 pretty plates, gilt cloth,

(pu|). at 10s 6d) reduced to 7s 6d 1834

PLOOS VAN AMSTEL'S IMITATIONS of

DRAWINGS by the principal Dutch and

Flemish Masters, consistmg of 100 beautiful

Engravings, executed in exact Imitation of

the Originals, many beautifully Coloured, ac-

companied by Historical and Descriptive Letter-

press, by C. Josi, of the British Museum, 3 vols,

in 2, imperial folio, elegantly halfbound morocco,

(pub. at £63.) reduced to £16. 16s

PLUTARQUE FRANCAIS.—Vies deg Hommes
et Femmes Illustres de la France, avec leurs

Portraits en pied, publie par E. Mennechel,
8 vols, imperial 8vo. containing 192 spirited full-

length portraits, etched on copper, cloth, ( pub. at

£12. 12s) reduced to £4. 14s 6d Far. 1838-41

thessime,hf.bd. red mor. gilt edges, £5. 15s 6d

niory of HOLDERNESS, in the East Riding of

the COUNTY of YORK, including theAbbies

of Meux and Swine, -with the Priories of Nun-

keeling and Burstall, compiled from authentic

Charters, Records, and the unpublished Manu-

scripts of the Rev. William Dade, remaining in

the Library of Burton Constable, toith above 200

copper-plate engravings and wood-cuts, consisting of

Views, Churches,Monumental Effigies and Brasses,

Fonts, Ground Plans, Facsimiles of Charters,

Deeds, Armorial Bearings, Seals, &:c. &^c. 4 parts,

or 2 vols. 4to. boards, (pub. at £3.) reduced to

£l.ls . 1841

Large Paper, 4 parts, or 2 vols, royal

4to. boards, (pub. at £4.) reduced to £l. 15s
"

Tliis is one of the most pain.«-takiii^ Topographical
works of modem limes, full of Pedigrees, Monmuental

Iriscriptiqns," &c. &c.

PRICE (Sir Uvedale) on the PICTURESQUE
in Scenery and Landscape Gardening, with

an Essay on the Origin of Taste, and much
additional matter, by Sir Thomas Dick Lauder,
Bart. 8vo. with 60 beautiful icood engrfivings by

Montagu Stanley, extra gilt cloth, (pub. at

£1. Is) reduced' to 12s 1842

PUGIN'S GLOSSARY of ECCLESIASTICAL
ORNAMENT and Cpstume, setting forth

the Origin, History, and Signification of

the various Emblems, Devices, and Symbo-
lical Colours, peculiar to Christian Design
of the Middle Ages, with especial reference

to the Decoration of the Sacred Vestments

and Altar Furniture formerly used in the

English Church, illustrated by nearly eighty

plates, splendidly printed in gold and coloursby tlie

new Lithochromoiographic process, containing Ex-

anxples of the Ecclesiastical Costume of the

Roman, English, French, and German Bishops,

Priests, and Deacons; Altar Furniture; Em-

broidery ; Diaperings ;
Bordures

;
Powder-

ings ;
Floriated Crosses ; Holy Emblems

;

Holy Monograms ; Examples of the Nimbus;
Conventional Forms of Animals and Flowers

for Heraldic an4 Church Decoration
;
Funeral

Palls, &c. &c. &c. also a variety of Ornamental

Alphabets of Church Text of various dates, the

details of many of the Ornaments are given of

the full size, the tvhole drawn, coloured, adapted,
and described from Ancient Authorities, by A.
Welby Pugin, Architect, Professor of Ecclesias-

tical Antujuities at St. Maries College, Oscott, one

magnificent vol. royal 4to. half morocco extra,

top edges gilt, the back and sides orriamented with

appropriate devices in gold, £7. 7s 1844

PUGIN'S ORNAMENTAL TIMBER GABLES,
selected from Ancient Examples in England
and Normandy, royal 4to. 30pUites, cloth, £1. Is

1839
PUGIN'S EXAMPLES of GOTHIC ARCHI-

TECTURE, selected from Ancient Edifices

in England, consisting of Plans, Elevations,

Sections, and Parts at large ;
with Historical

and Descriptive Letter-press, illustrated by 225

engravings by Le Keux, 3 vols. 4to. cloth, (pub.
at £12. 12s; reduced to £7. \ls6d 1838

PUGIN'S GOTHIC ORNAMENTS, 90 fine

Plates, drawn on Stone by J. D. Harding and

others, royal 4to. half morocco, £3. 3s 1844

PROUT'S CASTLES and ABBEYS of MON-
MOUTHSHIRE,imperial folio, 30 lithographic

plates, with letter-press, half morocco, (pub. at

£5. 5s) reduced to £2. 12s 6d 1838
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SCOTT'S (Sir Walter) MARMION.illustrat
EDITION, 50 beautiful uood-cvts ; splendu

printed on, superfine drawing papei', 8vo. rid

gilt cloth, (pub. at 16s) reduced to 8s 18

the same, 8vo. mor. extra,for presents^ 1

SEYMOUR'S RtJMOROUS SKETCHES, co

prising Q6exceedingly clever andamusing caricati

etchings, ON steel, illustrated by Alfred Cro-

PROUrS SKETCHES in FLANDERS and

GERMANY, irapl. folio, 50 Jine lithographic

plates, India proofs, hf. bd. (pub. at £6. 6s)

reduced to £3. 13s 6d 1833

RADCLIFFE'S NOBLE SCIENCE of FOX-
HUNTING, for the Use of the Rising Gene-

ration of Sportsmen, royal 8vo. nearly 40 beau-

tiful wood-cuts of Hunting, Hounds, &^c. extra

cloth, elegantly gilt, (pub. at £1. 8s) reduced to

12s . . 1839

Thi« handsome volume is printed uniformlj- with

Scrope's Deer Stalking, to which it is a suitable com-

panion.
•' A book which ought to be in the hands of every

fox-hunter, and of every man who loves the ' Noble

Science.' "—Bell's Life.

REYNOLDS' (SIR JOSHUA) GRAPHIC
WORKS, 300 beautiful engravings, (comprising

nearly 400 subjects)'after this delightful painter,

engraved on steel by S. IV. Reynolds, 3 vols, folio,

eleganiUi half bound morocco, gilt edges, (pub. at

£36.) reduced to £12. 12s .

REYNOLDS' (SIR JOSHUA) LITERARY
WORKS, comprising his Discourses, delivered

at the Royal Academy, on the Theory and Prac-

tice of Painting, also his Journey to Flanders

and Holland, with Criticisms on Pictures—Du

Fresnoy's Art of Painting, in English Verse,

with the original Latin Text subjoined, and

]S[otes—A Tabular View of Painters, from the

revival of the Art to the beginning of the last

Century—To which is prefixed, a Memoir of

the Author, with Remarks on his Professional

Character, illustrative of his Principles and

Practice, by Henry William Beechey, new

EDITION, 2 vols. fcap. 8vo. with portrait, gilt

cloth, (pub. at 18s) reduced to 10s 1846
" The precepts of Sir Joshua Reynolds will equally

enlighten the connoisseur and the practical student

He Teaches how to look at pictures, as well as to de-

sign and colour them."—Mo7ithly Review.
" His admirable discourses contain such a body of

just criticism on an extremely difficult subject, clothed

in »uch perspicuous, elegant, and nervous language,
that it is no exaggerated panegyric to assert, that they
will last as long as the English tongue, and contribute,

rot less than the productions of his pencil, to render

his name immortal."—Northcoie.

RIGAUD, Vues de Palais, Chateaux, et Maisons

Royales de Paris, et de ses Environs, containing

121 large and curious plates of the old Palaces and

Gardens of Paris and its Environs, (a great num^

ber of which no longer exist), royal folio, hf. bd.

red morocco, (interesting to Architects), (pub. at

£8. 8s) reduced to £4. 4s Paris,

ROBINSON'S HISTORY of TOTTENHAM, 2

vols. 8vo. 41 plates and 2 large maps, second

edition, cbth, (^ pub. at £2. 2s) red. to 18s 1840

ROBINSON'S RURAL ARCHITECTURE, being
a Series of Designs for Ornamental Cottages,
in 96 plates, with Estimates, fourth greatly im-

ptiovED edition, royal 4to. (pub. at £4. 4s)

half morocco, £2. 5« 1837

NEW SERIES OF ORNAMENTAL
CO'ITAGES and villas, 56 plates, by Hard-

ing and Allom, royal 4to. half mor. £2. 2s 1838
• ORNAMENTAL VILLAS, 96 plates,

hf. mor. (pub. at £4. 4s) reduced to £2. 5s 1836
.. FARM BUILDINGS, 56 plates, hf. mor.

(pub. at £2. 2s) reduced to £1 . 1 Is 6d 1837

LODGES and PARK ENTRANCES,
48 plates, hf mor. (pub. at £2. 2s) reduced to

£1. \\s6d . 1837

VILLAGE ARCHITECTURE, fourth

edition, witli addition/ilptate,4\ plates, half bound,

u»it/t;rm,(pub. at £1.165) reduced to£l. 4s 1837

quill, 2 vols, in 1, royal 8vo. cloth extra, gilt edg
18s 18

SHAKSPEARE PORTFOLIO
;

a Series of

Graphic Illustrations, after Designs by t

most eminent British Artists, including Smirl

Stothard, StephanofF, Cooper, Westall, Hiltc

Leslie, Briggs, Corbould, Clint, &cc. beautifui

engraved by Heath, Greatbach, Robinson, P;

Finden, Engleheart, Armstrong, Rolls, a

others, in a case, with leather back, impl. 8\

(pub. at £8. 8s) reduced to £1. Is

the same, French Proofs, folio, in

portfolio, (pub. at £12. 12s) reduced to £2.
the same, India Proofs, folio, in a po

folio, (pub. at £16. 16s) reduced to £3. 3s

SHAW and BRIDGENS' DESIGNS forFURN
TURE, with Candelabra and interior Decoi

tion, 60 plates, royal 4to. half bound, wnci

(pub. at £3. 3s) reduced to £1. lis 6d IB:

— the same, Large Paper, impl. 4to. f

plates coloured, hf bd. uncut, (pub. at £6. (

reduced to £3. 3s

SHAW'S LUTON CHAPEL, its Architecture ai

Ornaments, illustrated in a series ofiOhighl

finished line engravings, impl. folio, half moroci

uncut, (pub. at £3. 3s) reduced to £1. 16s 18:

tlie same, India proofs, hf. bd. moroci

uncut, (pub. at £5. 5s) reduced to £3. 3s
" Luton Chapel was an exquisite specimen of t

most tlorid period of Gothic architecture. Mr. Sha\

elaborate history is now rendered doubly valuable by t

deslructiou of the magnificent original."

Morning Po
SMITH'S (C.J.) HISTORICAL and LITERAR

CURIOSITIES, consisting of Fac-.similes

interesting Autographs, Scenes of remarkab

Historical Events and interesting Localitit

Engravings of Old Houses, Illuminated at

Missal Ornaments, Antiques, &c. Scccontaini.

100 plates, some illuminated ; with occasional lette

press, in one volume, 4to.
/)/.

olive morocco, unci

Roxburghe style, reduced to £3. 18-

STARK'S PICTURESQUE VIEWS on the Eas

ern Coast of England, comprising the R
mantic Scenery of the NORFOLK RIVEF
Yare, Wavency, and Bure, consisting of £

splendid Engravings by George Cooke, W.
Cooke, E. Goodall, John Burnet, and oth

eminent Engravers, with short descriptii

letter-press, royal 4to. extra cbth, (original

pub. at £4. 14s6<i) reduced to 15s
" An exceedingly beautiful and interesting volun

The paintings combine in subject, composition, ai

detail, the united excellencies of Ilobbima, Ruysda<
and Vandcr Velde, and exhibit the known talents

Mr. Stark, an<l of the able engravers employed, lot

greaiei-t possible advantage."— Literary Gazette.

STOKER'S CATHEDRAL ANTIQUITIES <

ENGLAND and WALES, 4 vols. 8vo. wi

2:J6 beautifully finished engravings, extreme

accurate in Architectural Detail, hf. morocc

(pub. at £7. 10s) reduced to £2. 12s 6d
the same. Large Pai>er, 4 vols, roy

8vo. hf morocco, (pub. at £10. 10s) reduc(

to £3. 13s 6d
Tliis very pretty work contains 28 Cathedrali, beii

double the number published by Briilon. Pugin sa

it is by far the most correct work on English Cath



BOOKS ON THE FINE ARTS,

)THARDS MONUMENTAL EFFIGIES of

GREAT BRITAIN, 147 beautifully finished

etchings^ all of which are move or less tinted, and

some of them highly illuminated in gold and

colours, with historical descriptions and Intro-

duction, by Kempe, folio, /)/. morocco, (pub. at

£19.) reduced to £8. 8s

the same, Large Paper, imperial folio,

ARCHITECTURE, ETC. 11

VISCONTI, Musee Pie-Clementin, 7 toIs.—Musee

Chiaramonti, 1 vol.—Iconographie Grecque et

Romaine, ou Portraits authentiques des Erape-
reurs, Rois, et Hommes Illustres de I'Antiquit^,
4 vols.—together 12 vols. 8vo. containing up-
wards of 1000 plates pf highly interesting subjects,

neatly engraved in outline ; hf. bd. uncut, (pub.
at £20.) reduced to £5. 15s Gd Milan, 1818-26

VVATTS'S PSALMS and HYMNS, Illustrated
EDITION complete, with Indexes of "

Subjects,'*"
first lines,'' and a Table of Scriptures, 8vo.

printed in a very large and beautiful type, em-
bellished with 24 beautiful woodcuts by Martin,

Westall, and others; elegantly bound ingiltclpth,

(pub. at £1. Is) reduced to 7s 6d
the same, embossed roan, gilt edges, 10s
the same, vwrocco, elegantly gilt, 16s

illuminated ivith extra splendour, (pub. at £28.)
reduced to £12. 12s

RUTT'S DRESSES and HABITS of the

PEOPLE OF ENGLAND, from the Establish-

ment of the Saxons in Britain to the present
time

;
with an historical and critical Inquiry

into every branch of Costume : new and greatly

improved edition, with critical and explanatory
notes .by J. R. Planche, Esq. F.S.A., 2 vols.

royal 4to. 153 plutes, cloth, £4. 4s _ 1842
j WHISTON'S JOSEPHUS-Illustrated Edition

OF, complete ; containing both the Antiquities
and the VVarsof the Jews, 2 vols. 8vo. handsomely

printed, embellished with 52 beautiful wood en-

gravings, by various Artists^ cloth bds. elegantly

the same, the plates coloured, half morocco,

top edges gilt, £7. 7s

the same, the plates splendidly illu-

minated IN GOLD, silver, AND OPAQUE COLOU nS,

IN THE MissAL STYLE, 2 vols. Toyal 4to. half

morocco, top edges gilt, £20.
No more than U5 copies have been execnted in this

expensive manner, and but few of these remain unsub-

scribed for.

RUTT'S REGAL and ECCLESIASTICAL
ANTIQUITIES of ENGLAND, containing
the most authentic Representations of all the

English Monarchs from Edward the Confessor

to Henry the Eighth ; together with many of

the Great Personages that were eminent under
their several Reigns : new and greatly improved

edition, by J. R. Planche, Esq. F.S.A., royal 4to.

12plates, cloth, £2.2$ .

'

1842

the same, the plates coloured, half morocco,

top edges gilt, £4. 4s

the same, the plates splendidly illu-

minated, (exactly uniform with the dresses)

royal 4to. half morocco, top edges gilt, £12. 12s

RUTT'S SYLVABRITANNICAetSCOTICA,
or Portraits of Forest Trees distinguished for

their Antiquity, Magnitude, or Beauty, compris-

ing 50 very large and highly finished painter's

etchings, impl. folio, hf. morocco extra, gilt edges,

(pub. at £9. 9s) reduced to £4. 10s

Proof Impressions on India P.

1826
Aper, hf.

reduced to £7. 17s 6d
rUBBS' ANATOMY of the HORSE, 24 fine

large copper-plate engravings, impl. folio, in bds.

with leather bach, (pub. at £4, 4s) reduced to

£l.lls6rf . 1766
The original edition of this fine old woric, which is

indispensable to artists. It has long been considered
rare.

AYLOR'S HISTORY of the FINE ARTS in

GREAT BRITAIN, 2 vols, post 8vo. wood-

cuts, cloth, (pub. at £1. Is) reduced to 9s 1841
" The best view of the state of modern art."

United States Gazette.

OD'S ANNALS and ANTIQUITIES of RAJA-
ST'HAN, or the Central and Western Rajpoot
States of India (commonly called Rajpootana).
By Lieut.-Colonel James Tod, many years resi-

dent in Rajpootana as Political Agent, 2 vols,

impl. 4to. embellished with above 50 extremely

beautiful line engravings by Finden, and capital

large foldmg maps ; extra cloth bds. (pub. at

£9. 9s) reduced to £6. 6s . 1829-32
the same, with Proof Impressions of the

paper, (pub. at £15. 15s)
Plates on Ism/
reduced to £7. 17s 6d

gilt, (pub. at £1. 4s) reduced to 14s 1845
WIGHTWICK'S PALACE of ARCHITEC-

TURE, a Romance of Art and History, impl.
8vo. with 211 illustrations, steel plates and ivood-

cuts, cloth, (pub. at £2. r2s 6d) reduced to

£1. 5s 1840
the same, impl. 8vo. India Proofs, cloth,

(pub. at £5. 5s) reduced to £2. 2s

the same, mor. extra, reduced to £2. 12s 6^

Intended as a popular Introduction to all the varieties

of Arcliitecture.

WILD'S ARCHITECTURAL GRANDEUR of

Belgium, Germany, and France, 24^nc plates

by Le Keux, S^c. impl. 4to. hf. morocco, (pub. at

£1. 18s) reduced to 18s 1837
WILD'S FOREIGN CATHEDRALS, 12 plates,

impl. folio, coloured and mounted tike drawings, in

a handsome portfolio, (pub. at £12. 12s) reduced
to £5. 5s

WILD'S CATHEDRAL of WORCESTER, its

Architecture, Ornament, and Sculpture, 12

highly finished line engravings, impl. 4to. (pub.
at £3. 3s) bds. reduced to 14s

WILLIAMS' VIEWS in GREECE, 64 beautiful
line engravings by Miller, Horsburgh, and others,

2 vols. impl. 8vo. hf. bd. morocco extra, gilt edges,

(pub. at £6. 6s) reduced to £2. 12s 6d 1829
or 2 vols, in 1, whole morocco, super extra

f

gilt edges, reduced to £2. 16s

India Proofs, 2 vols, royal 4to. in 12

parts, (pub. at £12. 12s) reduced to £5. 5s

the same, 2 vols, royal 4to. elegantly hf
bd. morocco, gilt edges, (pub. at £12. 12s) re-

duced to £5. 15s 6d
the same, 2 vols, in 1, royal 4to. whole

morocco, richly gilt, reduced to £6. 6s

WOODS ARCHITECTURAL ANTIQUITIES
AND RUINS OF PALMYRA and BALBEC,
2 vols, in 1, imperial folio, containing 110 fine

copper-plate engravings, some very large and fold-
ing, half morocco, uncut, (pub. at £7. 7s) reduced
to £3. 13s 6d . 1827

YOSY'S COSTUME of SWITZERLAND, 50

plates, beautifully coloured, 2 vols, super-royal
8vo. gilt cloth, (pub. at £3. 13s 6d) reduced to

£1.8s . 1815
the same, 2 vols, in 1, stout 8vo. half

morocco, richly gilt back and gilt edges, (pub. at

£4.) reduced to £1. 13s
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ADDITIONS.

BECKER (G. G.) AUGUSTEtlM ;
6u DeScrip-

tions des Monumens Antiques qui se trouvent

a Dresde, 3 vols, folio, 144 beautiful plates of
the celebrated collection of Statues in the Dresden

Gallery, half morocco, gilt edges, (pub. at j£21.)
reduced to £10. 10s Leipzig, 1804-12

CATHERWOOD'S VIEWS OF ANCIENT
fe . MONUMENTS IN CENTRAL AMERICA,

CHIAPAS, AND YUCATAN, royal folio,

containing 25 beautiful lithographic drawings,
with letter-press descriptions, Map of Central

America, and illuminated title page, half morocco,

(pub. at £5. 5s) reduced to £3. 13s 6d 1844

CORNWALL.—An Illustrated Itinerary of

THE County OF Cornwall, including Historical

and Descriptive Accounts, with Statistical Re-

lations, by Cyrus Reddiilg, impl. 8vo. illiistratBd

by \\8 beautiful engravings on steel and wood by

handelb, Hinchcliffe, Jacksoii, Williams, Sly, etc.

after Drawings by Creswick and Sargent, half

morocco, cloth sides, (pub. at 16s) reduced to 8s

1842
For sublime scenery, and pictnresqae antiquities,

Cornwsll is undoubtedly the ino3l jnteiresting County in

England." In the popular form of a tour, this delightfully

gossiping work leads us along from town to village,
from CromlSch to abbey, through the most remarkable

English county, and one which lays claim to the

higlie*t antiquity."
—Athenceum.

KNIGHT'S (HENRY GALLY) 'SARACENIC
AND NORMAN REMAINS IN SICILY,
imperial folio, containing 30 beaItiful

PLATKS, COLOURED LIKE DRAWINGS, hulf bouud

fnorocco, £8. 8s . 1846
—— the same, mounted on card board, atlas fulio, in

a handsome portfolio, £10. 10s
But very few copies are now first 'e:&ecoted ib this

expeuEive manner.

NAPOLEON GALLERY, or llluBttations of the

Life and Times of the Emperor, in a Series of

Sketches by some of the most distinguished

authors, with 89 I'eifa&i'lcably clever etchings 6

steel by Reveil, and other ertiinent artiste, froi

all the most celebrated pictures produced i

France during the last forty years, thick pbf
8vo. extra red Turkey cloth, full gilt, with ap

propriate devices, gilt edges, (pub. at £1. Is) n
duced to 10s 6d . 184

JONES (OWEN) AND GOURY'S SCENER'
OF THE NILE, from Cairo to the Second C:

taract, from Drawings made on the spot ;
wit

Historical Notices of the Monuments, b

Samuel Birch, Senior in the Department i

Antiquities in the British Museum, and Hoi

Mem. of the Egyptian Societies of Cairo, roy;

folio, containing 30 large arid vei'y fine tintt

engravings, drawn on Stone by George Moor

(the Artist of Gaily Knight's Woi-ks) and

coloured frontispiece^ half morocco, (pub. ;

£4. 4.s) reduced to £2. 16s 184

SPORTSMAN'S REPOSITORY; comprising
SeHes of highly finished Line Engraving

represedtitig the Horse and the Dog, in a

their varieties, by the celebrated engrav(
Joiik BdOTt, froifi original paintings by Reii

agle, Gilpin, Stubbs, Cooper, and Landsee

accompanied by a comprehensive Descriptic

by the Author of the " British Field Sports
4to. with 37 large copper-plates, and nuiheroi

woodcuts by Bur7iett and others, green cloth, rich

gilt, with devices, (pub. at £2. 12i 6d) reduct

to £1. Is . 184

WALKER'S ANALYSIS OF BEAUTY 1

WOMAN
; pt-eceded by a critical A'iew of tl

general Hypotheses Respecting Beauty, by Lfe'

ndrdo da Vinci, Mengs, Winckelmann, Hum
Hogarth, Burke, Khight, Alison, and other;

•n^w edition, royal 8vo. illustrated by 22 beautif

plates, after drawings from Life by H. Howar

1 by GaxLci and Lane ; elegantly bound in gilt clot

I (ptib. at £2. 2s) reduced to £1. Is 18^

I



Natural ?gi§torp, affttnilture, ^u $cl

rnitEWS' FIGURES OF HtATtiS with Sci-

entific Descriptions, second impi-oved edition,

e vols, royal Bvo, ivixH 300 beautifuLl^- co-

louRED PLATES, Jiiiished equal to draioikgs, extra

doth, gilt backs, (pub. at £15.) rediiced to

£1. 10s . 1845

LtlS'S (E. T.) ANTEDILUVIAN PHY-
TOLOGY, illustrated by a Collection of the

t*ossiL Remains of Plants, peculiar to the

Coal Eorinations of Great Britaiii, selfected for

their Novelty and Interest, from upwards of a

Thbusand Specimens now in the possession of

the Authdr, and systematically described, with

the view of facilitating the Study of this im-

portant Branch of Geology : including Re-
marks on the Systems of Count Sternberg,
Ii(iro7i Schlothebn, Professor Martins, and Mons.

Brongniart ; also Communications from Pro-
fessor BucKLAxi), and other eminent Geolo-

gists, 4to. with 25 plates, cloth boards, (pub. at

£2. 10s) reduced to 1 5s 1838
"

I CANNOT BUT WISH THAT STUlJIOtJS ATTENTION
WERE GIVEN TO THE ACCURATE AND BEiUTIFUL
FIGURES ix Mr. Artis's Antediluvian Phtto-
IA)GY."—I)r. J. Pye Smith's Geology.
ETON AND CASTLE'S BRITISH FLORA
iMEDICA, or History of the Medicinal Plants
of Great Britain, 2 vols. 8vo. illustrated by
vpwards of 200 coloured Jigtires of plants, extra

cloth, (pub. at £3. 3s) reduced to £1. 16s 1845
UER AND HOOKERS ILLUSTRATIONS
OF the GENERA of FERNS, in which the

characters of each Genus are displayed in the

most elaborate manner, in a series of magnified
dissections and figures, highly finished in

COLOURS, after the beautiful Drawings of
Francis Bauer, Esq. Botanical Draughtsman
to Her Majesty ;

with descriptive letter-press

by Sir William Jackson Hooker, complete in

12 parts, imperial 8vo. reduced to £6. 1838-42
— the same, 12 parts bound in one large volume,
imperial 8vo. half morocco extra, top edges gilt,

2ECHEY.—BOTANY of CAPTAIN
BEECHEY'S voyage, comprising an Ac
count of the Plants collected by Messrs. Lay
and Collie, and other Officers of the Expe-
dition, during the Voyage to the Pacific and
Behring's Straits, performed in her IMajesty's
ship Blossom, under the command of Captain
F. W. Beechey, by Sir William Jackson
Hooker and G. A. W. Arnott, Esq. illustrated

by 100 plates, beautifully engraved, complete in
10 parts, 4to. (pub. at £7. 10s) feduced to £5.

1831-41— the same, the 10 parts done up in one volume,
4to. extra cloth, £5. 5s

-- ZOOLOGY OF CAPTAIN BEECHEY'S
VOYAGE, compiled from the Collections and
Notes of Captain Beechey and the Scientific

Gentlemen who accompanied the Expedition—
the Mammalia, by Dr. Richardson

;
Orni-

thology, by N. A. Vigors, Esq. ; Fishes, by
G. T. Lay, Esq., and E. T. Bennett, Esq.;
Crustacea, by Richard Owen, Esq. ; Reptiles,

by John Edward Gray, Esq. j Shells, by W.
Sowerby, Esq. ;

iand Geology, by the Rev. Dr.
• Buckland, 4to. illustrated by 47 plates, containing

many hundred figures, beautifully coloured

hU Sowerhn, extra cloth bds. (pub. at £5. 5s)

reduced t"o £3. 13s 6d 1839

BOLTON'S NATURAL HISTORY of

BRITISH SONG BIRDS, illustrated with

Fio-ures, the size of Life, of the Birds, both

I\Iale and Female, in their most Natural Atti-

tudes
;
their Nests and Eggs, Food, Favourite

Plants, Shrubs, Trees, &c. &c. new edition,

revised and very considerably augmented,
2 vols, in 1, medium 4to. containing 80 beauti-

fully coloured plates, half bound morocco, gilt

backs and gilt edges, (pub. at £8. 8s) reduced to

£3. 3s . I84d

BROWN'S BOOK of BRITISH BUTTER-
FLIES, SPHINGES, AND MOTHS, oom-

plete in 3 vols. 18mo. illustrated by l44 coloured

plates, in extra red cloth, ridhly gilt, (ptib. at l5s)
reduced to 7s Gd .

"

1834

BROWN'S ILLUSTRATIONS of the LAND
AND FRESH WATER COi^fCHOLOGY of

GREAT BRITAIN and IRELAND, with

Figures, Descriptions, and Localities of all

the Species, royal 8vo. containing on 27 large

plates, 330 figures of all the known British

Species, m their full size, accurately drawn

from nature, extra cloth, (pub. at ISs) reduced

to 10s 6cZ . 1845
the same, with the plates BEAtJTiFULLv co-

LoiJRED, extra doth, (pub. at £1. 5s) reduced

to 15s
This is !lie only work which gives all tlie British

species in their lull size.

BURMEISTER'S manual of entomo.
LOGY, translated from the last German edi-

tion by W. E. Shucka rd, with considerable

additions. Illustrated by thirty-three en-
gravings ON STEEL, in which are represented
ABOVE FIVE HUNDRED subjects, chicfly generic

distinctions, anatomical sections, organs, eggs,

lariee, 6fc. 8vo. above 650 cloSely printed paget,

half bound morocco, (pub. at £1, Is in bds.)
reduced to 15s 1836

BURROW'S ELEMENTS of CONCHOLOGY,
according to the Linnaean System. New
edition, 8vo. illustrated by 28 plates, contaijiing
numerous figures, carefully coloured, cloth, (pub.
at £1. lis 6<i) reduced to 18s 1840
the same, with the plates plain, clothf (pub.

at 16s) reduced to 8s

CHARLESWORTH'S MAGAZINE of NATU-
RAL HISTORY, (Zoology, Botany, Geology,
Mineralogy, &c.) 4 thick vols. 8vo. numerous

woodciiis, and plates by Sowerby, bds. (pub. at

£5. 5s) reduced to £1. 10s 1837-40
This work forms a sequel to Loudon's Magazine,

but is at the same time quite a distinct and complete
|)uhliealion. It has not Ijitberto been sold under
price ; and as tliere are but few copies for sale, it

must soon become scarce. All the leading Naturalists
of the day appear to be contributors, and among tbem^
Lyell, Maniell, Westwood, Yarrell, Hope, &c. It id

especially rich In Geological communications.
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CURTIS'S FLORA LONDINEXSIS; revised
and improved by George Graves, extended
and continued by Sir W. Jackson Hookeii

;

comprising the History of Plants indigenous
to Great Britain, their Uses, Economy, and
various interesting Particulars, with Alpha-
betical, Linnaeau, and other Indexes ; the

Drawings made by Sydenham Edwards and

Lindley, 5 vols, royal folio (or 109 parts),

containing 647 plates, exhibiting the full natural

lize of each plant, tviih magnified dissections of the

parts offructifcation, &{c. all beantifidly coloured,

(pub. at £87. 4s in parts) reduced to £26. 5s

1835
the same, elegantly half bound morocco, top

edges gilt, £30.
This is the only extensive work on the Indigenous

Botany of this country, which gives weil-culoured

reprejentalions of the plants in their full natural tize.
The three grandest Indigenous Floras ever pub-

lished are the present, the Flora Danica, and Sib-

thorp's Flora Gneca.
DE LA BECHE'S SELECTION of the GEO-

LOGICAL MEMOIRS contained in the

Annales des Mines, written by Brongniart,
Humboldt, Van Buch, &c. ; together with a

Synoptical Table of Equivalent Formations,
and Table of the Classification of IMixed

Rocks. Translated, with Notes and Addi-

tions, 8vo. illustrated feu 11 folding plates, in-

cluding a Geological Map of France, extra cloth

hc^rds, (pub. at 18s) reduced to 7s Qd 1836
DENNY'S MONOGRAPHIA PSELAPHI-

DARUM ET SCYDM^NIDARUM BRI-
TANNIA

;
or an Essay on the British Species (

of the Genera Pselaphus of Herbst, and tjutttcij murkc /; * . j ». n** i

Scydmsnus of Latreille, in which all the l^F^,^." .^i^P.^'
tUustrated by 244 be

Species hitherto discovered in Great Britain,

8vo'

and Systematic Indices, etc. by J. O. Wej
WOOD, Esq., F.L.S. 4to. with 58 plates, cc

taining upwards of \20 exquisitely colouredfigur
extra cloth bds. elegantly gilt, (pub. at £6. (

reduced to £2. 5s . 18
DONOVAN'S NATURAL HISTORY op the I]

SECTS OF CHINA, new edition, considerab

enlarged, brought down to the present state

the Science, with alphabetical and systemai

Indices, etc. by J. O. Westwood, Esq. F.L.

4to. tvith 50 plates, containing upwards of 1!

exquiiitety coloured figures, extra cloth bds. «i

gantly gilt, (pub. at £6. 6s) reduced to £2.
18

"Donovan's works on the Insects of India a

China, are splendidly illustrated and extremely u
fu\."—Naturalist.
" The entomological plates of our countr>'ni

Donovan, are highly coloured, elegant, and usef

especially those contained in his quarto volumes (]
sects of India and China) where a great number
species are delineated for the lirst time."—Swaituo;

WORKS ON BRITISH NATURAL HI
TORY, viz.—Insects, 16 vols.—Birds, 10 vo—

Shells, 5 vols.—Fishes, 5 vols.—Quadrupei
3 vols.—together 39 vols. 8vo. containing 11

beautifully coloured plates, bds. (pub. at £66. !

reduced to £23. 17s
"
Only a few complete sets remained In the p

lisher's stock ; and when these are sold, the price ^

no doubt advance considerably.

the same set of 39 vols, bound in 21, hi

green morocco extra, gilt edges, richly gilt back ,

handsome set of books, (pub. at £73. 10s) redu
to £30.

The following may be had separately.

are accurately described and arranged,
with 14 coloured plates, containing 40 Figures of
Beetles, extra cloth boards, (pub. at £1. is)

reduced to 12s Norwich, 1825
MONOGRAPHIA ANOPLURORUM
BRITANNIA, OR BRITISH SPECIES
OF PARASITE INSECTS. Published under
the patronage of the British Association, 8vo.

numerous beautifully coloured plates of Lice,

containing several hundred inagnijiedfigures, cloth,

£l.lls6J . 1842
DON'S GENERAL SYSTEM of GARDEN-

ING AND BOTANY, containing a complete
Enumeration and Description of all Plants

hitherto known
;
with their Generic and Spe-

cific Characters, Places of Growth, Time of

Flowering, Mode of Culture, and their Uses
in Medicine and Domestic Economy, &c,

founded upon Millers Gardener's Dictionary,
and arranged according to the Natural System,
4 vols, royal 4to. numerous wood-cuts, cloth,

(pub. at £14. 8«) reduced to £2. 5s 1831-38

HORTUS CANTABRIGlENSlSj or,

an Accented Catalogue of Indigenous and
Exotic Plants cultivated in the Cambridge
Botanic Garden, with the additions and im-

provements of Purbh, Lindley, and Sinclair,
13th edition, brought down to the present
time by P. N. Don, 8vo. extra cloth, £1. 4s

1845
DONOVAN'S NATURAL HISTORY of the

INSECTS of INDIA, new edition, con-

biderably enlarged, brought down to the pie-
sent state of the Science, with Alphabetical

tifuliy coloured plates, 11 vols, royal 8 vo.

(pub. at £18.) reduced to £6. 6s

BRITISH FISHES, illustrated by 126 be

tifuliy coloured plates, 5]!vols. roy. 8vo. bds. (p
at £f0. 10s) reduced to £3. 3s
This beautiful work is the only one which g

accurate representations of the British Fishes
colours.

BRITISH QUADRUPEDS, illustrated k
coloured plates, 3 vols, royal 8vo. bds.

(\

at £5. 8s) reduced to £l. 10s

DOYLE'S CYCLOPEDIA of PRACTI
HUSBANDRY, and Rural Affairs in Ge
new edition, enlarged, thick 8vo. illustrated

70 wood engravings, extra cloth, (pub. at

reduced to 9s J

DRURY'S ILLUSTRATIONS of FOREI
ENTOMOLOGY, wherein are exhibited

WARDS OF 600 EXOTIC INSECTS, of the East '

West Indies, China, New Holland, North
South America, German3% &c. very few '

which are figured in any other work
; engr; 1

with the greatest accuracy by the celebr 1

MosES IlAnuis, Author of the Aurelian,
all most correctly and beautifully colo

from the original specimens, new and h

IMPROVED EDITION, with the following im
tant additions :

—the Modern Names, Gei
and Specific Characters, Synonymes of
Naturalists

;
Accounts of the Economy, }

tations, and Food of many of the Imsects; <

Scientific and Alphabetic Indexes, by J )

Wkstwood, Esq. F.L.S. Secretary of the 1 )

mological Society, &c. 3 vols. 4to. 150 p t

MOST BEAUTIFULLY COLOURED, Containing
600 figures of Insects, half bound, morosco, «
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(originally published at £15. 15s) reduced to

£6. 16s 6d . 1837
"The exquisite work of Drury displays the complete
insect in a degree of perfection that leaves nothing to

be desired."—Sir James E. Smith.
This new edition is exquisitely coloured, and must

rank high among the luxurious publications of the age.
Its literary and scientific excellence is in keeping
with its attractive appearance.

" A few years ago, a new edition, with impressions
from the original plates, was published under the edito-

rial care of Mr. Westwood, by Mr. Henry Bohn the

Bookseller. It is not easy to speak of this edition in

terms of too high commendation. The colouring, exe-
cuted from the original drawings, under the superinten-
dence of one of the ablest entomological artists of the

day, is faithful to nature, and owing to the fineness of

the paper and a particular process to which it has been

subjected, possesses a lustre and beauty which were
unattainable at the time when the original edition

appeared. The text has been in a great measure re-

written ; ample and accurate descriptions introduced
;

the modern nomenclature applied, and the intricacies

of synonomy unravelled ; indexes and much original
matter added, and the whole work adapted to the

present advanced^'tate of science."—Sir W. Jardine.

/ELYN'S SYLVA and TERRA, a Discourse

of Forest Trees, and the Propagation of Timber

Trees, with an Historical Account of the

Sacredness and Use of Standing Groves
;

to

which is added, the Terra, a Philosophical
Discourse of Earth

;
with Life of the Author,

and Notes by Dr. A. Hunter, 2 vols, royal
4to. fifth improved edition, with 46 plates,
extra cloth bds. (pub. at £5. 5s) reduced to

£2 . . 1825
" The Sylva is by far the most important of Mr.

Evelyn's writings, and has obtained the warmest ap-
probation both of the philosophic inquirer and the

practical cultivator."—British Critic.

LEMING'S (Dr. John) HISTORY of BRITISH
ANIMALS, exhibiting the Descriptive Cha-
racter and Systematical Arrangement of the

Genera and Species of Quadrupeds, Birds,

Reptiles, Fishes, Mollusca, and Radiata of the

United Kingdom ; including the Indigenous,
Extirpated, and Extinct kinds, together with
Periodical and Occasional Visitants, second

edition, thick 8vo. extra cloth, (pub. at 18s)
reduced to 6s . 1842
This compendious Synopsis of British Zoology is

referred to as high authority by Natnralists.

EOLOGIST, being a Record of the recent Inves-

tigations in Geology, Mineralogy, &c. both

English and Foreign, by Charles Moxon, Esq,
2 vols. 8vo. coloured plates, cloth, (pub. at

£1.) reduced to 7s 6d . 1842-3
ORE'S (Mrs.) ROSE FANCIER'S MANUAL,

being a popular Treatise on the Culture and

Propagation of Roses ; including Notices and

Specific Characters of 2500 varieties ; their

Geography, History, Uses, &c. post 8vo. with

coloured frontispiece, cloth bds. (pub. at 10s 6d)
reduced to 4s

REVILLE'S CRYPTOGAMIC FLORA, com-

prising the Principal Species found in Great

Britain, inclusive of all the New Species re-

cently discovered in Scotland, 6 vols, royal 8vo.

360 beautifully coloiered plates, neatly half bound,

morocco, (pub. at £16, 16s) reduced to £8. 8s

1823-8
This, though a complete work in itself, forms am

ALMOST INDISPENSABLE SUPPLEMENT TO THE THIRTY-
SIX VOLUMES OF SoWERBY's ENGLISH Botany, WHICH
DOES XOT COMPREHEND CRYPTOGAMEOUS PlANTS.
It is one of the most scientitic and best executed works
on Indigenous Botany ever produced in this country." A truly admirable work, which may be honestly
designated as so excellent, that nothing can be found to

compete with it in the whole range of Indigenous
Botany ; whether we consider the importance of its

critical discussions, the accuracy of the drawings, the
minuteness of the analyses, or the unusual care which
is evident in the publishing department. After express-
ing this opinion, we are sure the work will need no
further recommendation with the public."

Loudon's Gardener's Magasine.

HALL'S (Dr. J. C.) INTERESTING FACTS op
THE ANIMAL KINGDOM, with some
Remarks on the Unity of our Species, 8vo. toith

engravings on steel, some coloured, cloth, (pub. at

8s 6d) reduced to 4s 6i . 1841
HARRIS'S AURELIAN

;
a Natural History of

English Moths and Butterflies, together with
the Plants on which they feed

;
also a faithful

Account of their respective Changes, their

usual haunts when in the winged state, and their

standard Names as established by the Society
of Aurelians

;
new and greatly improved edition,

containing a complete Modern Nomenclature of
all the Species figured in the work, and further

Accounts of their Economy, by J. O. West-
wood, Esq. F.L.S. etc. in 1 vol. sm. folio, with
44 plates, containing above 400 figures of Moths,
Butterflies, Caterpillars, etc. and the Plants on
which they feed, exquisitely coloured after the.

original dratvings,halfbound morocco, £A. As 1840

This extremely beautiful work is the only one which
contains our English Moth» and Butterflies of the full

natural size, in all their changes of Caterpillar, Chrj'-
salis, &c. with the plants on which they feed.

HAVELL'S COLLECTION oi FIGURES of the
BIRDS OF PARADISE, folio, containing 23

extremely beautifully coloured plates, sewed in stiff

covers, lettered in gold, (pub. at £4. 14s 6d) re-

duced to £1. 16s

HOGG'S PRACTICAL TREATISE on the Cul-
ture of the Carnation, Pink, Auricula, Polyan-
thus, Tulip, Hyacinth, Rose, and other Flowers,
with a Dissertation on Soils and Manures, and

Catalogues of esteemed Varieties, fcap. Bvo.
sixth edition, coloured plates, extra cloth (pub.
at 8s) reduced to 4s 6d 1 839

HOOKER AND GREVILLE,ICONES FILICUM,
OR FIGURES AND DESCRIPTIONS op

FERNS, many of which have been altogether
unnoticed by Botanists, or have not been cor-

rectly figured, 2 vols, folio, u7^/i 240 beautifully
coloured plates, half bound green morocco, gilt

edges, (pub. at £25. 4s) reduced to £12. 12s

1829-31
The grandest and most valuable of the many scien-

tific works produced by Sir William Hooker.

EXOTIC FLORA, containing Figures and

Descriptions of Rare, or otherwise interesting

Exotic Plants,especially ofsuch as are deserving
of being CULTIVATED IN OUR Gardens

; together
with Remarks upon their Generic and Specific

Characters, Natural Orders, History, Culture,
Time of Flowering, etc. complete in 3 vols,

impl. 8vo. containing 232 large and beautifully
coloured plates, extra cloth, gilt bands, (pub. at

£15.) reduced to £6. 6s 1823-1827
the same, elegantly half bound, green morocco.

gilt edges, £6. I6s 6d
This is the most superb and attractive of all Dr.

Hooker's valuable works.
" The Exotic Flora by Dr. Hooker is like that or all

the Botanical publications of the indefatigable author,
excellent; and it assumes an appearance of finish and

perfection to which neither the Botanical Magazine
nor Register can externally lay chiim."—Loudmz.
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HOOKER'S (Sir Wm.) MUSCI EXOTICI

;
or

Figures and Descriptions ofnew or little known
Foreign Mosses, and other Crjptogamic Sub-

jects, 2 vols. 8vo. 116 plates, cbth bds. Uttered,

(pub.at£4. 4s)reduced to £1. lis 6d 1818-20
—— the same, with the plates beautifully coloured,

cbth lettered, (pub. at £8. 8s) reduced to £3. 3s

BOTANICAL MISCELLANY ; contain-

ing Figures and Descriptions of Plants, which
recommend themselves by their novelty, rarity,
or history, or by the uses to which they are

applied in the Arts, in Medicine, and in Do-
mestic Economy, together with occasional

Botanical Notices and information, including

many valuable Communications from distin-

guished Scientific Travellers
; complete in

9 parts, forming 3 thick vols, royal 8vo. with

153 plates, many finely coloured, gilt cloth, (pub.
at £5. 5s) reduced to £2. 12s 6d 1830-33
BRITISH JUNGERMANNIiE, containing

Figures of all the Species in both their natural

and magnified size, with Microscopical Analysis
of the parts, 4to. 88 plates, (without any other

letter'press than a list of the plates) cloth lettered,

£1. Us6d
• the same, wrrn the plates beautifully

COLOURED, 4to. cbth lettered, £3. 3s

JOURNALoF BOTANY, containing Figures
and Descriptions of such Plants as recommend
themselves by their Novelty, Rarity, or His-

tory, or by the uses to which they are applied in

the Arts, in Medicine, and in Domestic Eco-

nomy ; together with occasional Botanical

Notices and Information, and occasional Por-

traits and Memoirs of eminent Botanists ;
4

vols, 8vo. numerous plates, some coloured, cloth

Uttered, (pub. at £3.) reduced to £l. 1834-42

The following are a few of the original Papers
contained in these volunuut :-—

Schornbargk's Guiana
Plauts.

Hooker's Flora of Van
Diemen's Land

Ilogg's Classical Plants of

Sicily,
Walker's Tonr in Ceylon.
Hooker and Arnotl's Flora

of South America and
the Pacific.

Wight's Botanical Let-
ters from India.

Arnott on South African
Plants.

Martius on the Botany of

Brazi'.

Smith on ihe Genera of

Ferns.
Benthani on Mimosete.

Systematic Calalogae of

Ferns in the Philippine
Islands, &c.

Edgeworih's Account of the

Sikh States.

Account of Mr. Drum-
mond's Collections.

Lindley's Catalogue of Cum-
ing's Orchitlcze.

Jack's Malayan Plants.

FLORA BOREALI-AMERICANA ;
or the

Botany of British North America
; compiled

principally from the l^lants collected by Dr.

Richardson and Mr, Drummoud on the late

Northern Expeditions, under the command of

Captain Sir John Franklin
;
to which are added,

by permission of the Horticultural Society,
those of Mr. Douglas and other Naturalists,
illustrated by 240 plates, complete in 12 parts,

roy.4to.(pub.at £12. 12s) reduced to£8. 1829-40
the same, the 12 parts complete, done up in

2 vols, royal 4to. extra cbth, £S.
HOPE'S (Rev. W.) COLEOPTERIST'S MA-

NUAL, the Predaceoits Land and Water
Beetles, 8vo. beautifully coloured platet, cloth,

(pub. at 10s 6d) reduced to 7s 1845

HUISH ON BEES ;
their NATURAL HISTORY

AND GENERAL MANAGEMENT; new and
CREATLY IMPROVED EDITION, Containing also the

AGRICULTURE, ETC.

latest Discoveries and Improvements in erei

Department of the Apiary, with a Descripti(
of the most approved Hives now in use, thi

12mo. portrait and nitmerous woodcrits, extra cU

gilt, (pub. at 10s Gd) reduced to 6s 6d 18

" We have read the work of Mr. Huish •with v*

great pleasure. He, indeed, claims cap, gown, -.'

chair, as Regiut Professor of Apiarian Science, ;

demolishes in every page one or other of 'the en
and fallacious statements of Huber.' His work is n

exact, and contains much solid information. We i

the healthier and happier for meeting with such a bo
The repose of the forest walk is on it, and the fragr
summer meadow breathes through its pages ;

and

forget the hot pavement, the glaring lights, the 1<

voices of London -with -the -many -sins, in wh
Charles Lamb delighted."

—Athemsum.

JARDINE'S NATURALIST'S LIBRARY,
vols. 12mo. coloured plates, cloth Uttered, (pi
at 6s per vol.) reduced to 5s 1834-

1. Humming Birds, Vol. L
2. Monkeys.
3. Humming Birds, Vol 2.

4. Lions, Tigers, &c.
5. Peacocks, Pheasants,&c.
«5. Birds of the Game kind.
T. Fishes, Vol. 1.

8. Coleopterous Insects

(Beetles.)
9. Columbidse (Pigeons.)
10. British Biurnal Lepi-

doplera (Buiterflies.)
11. Ruminating Animals

(Deer, Antelopes, &c.)
12. Ruminating Animals

(Goats, Sheep, Cattle,

&c,)
13. Pachldermata (Ele-

phants, Rhinoceroses,
&c.)

14. British Nocturnal Le-

Sidoptera
(Moths,

phinxes, &c.)
15. Parrots.

16. Whales.
17. Birds of Western Africa,

Vol.1.

19. Birds ofWestern Afri

Vol. 2.

20. British Birds, Vol. 1.

21. Fly-Catchers.
22. British Quadrupeds.
23. Amphibious Carniv

(Walrus, Seals, &c.)
24. British Birds, Vol. 2.

25. Dogs, Vol. 1.

26. Honey Bees.
27. Fishes, Vol. 2.

28. Dogs, Vol. 2.

29. Introduction to

mology.
30. Marsupialia, orPouc

Animals.
31. Horses.
31. Fishes of Gniana,Vol
33. Foreign Moths.
34. British Birds, Vol.3
35. Introduction to Ma

malia.
36. Sun Birds.

37. British Fishes, Vol,

38. Fishes of Gniana.V
39. British Fishes, Vol.

40. British Birds, Vol.

itO»j

18. Foreign Butterflies.

JARDINE AND SELBY'S ILLUSTRATION!
ORNITHOLOGY, royal 4to. New Sei

(forming a 4th vol. of the entire work), 53

coloured pbtes, with Utter-press descriptions ;

bound moi-oeco, £2. 2s 183(

KIRBY'S (Rev. W.) ENTOMOLOGIA
REALI-AMERICANA, or Natural Hii

of the Insects of North America, more esj

cially the Provinces under the dominion

Great Britain, containing Descriptions of

Objects collected in the late Northern Exp.
tions under the command of Captain Sir J>

Franklin; completed by an enumeration of

those taken in the Arctic Regions by Capta

Parry, Sir John Ross, and Back
;
ns well

those described by Otho Fabricius, in

*' Fauna Groenlandicaj" 4to. with nearly

beautifully coloured fgures of rare insects, ei

cloth bds.'£l. As U
LAMARCK'S CONCHOLOGY, containing a

plete Translation of his Descriptions ofbot

recent and Fossil Genera, illustrated by m
400 accurate Figures of Shells drawn b;

Mawe, edited by E. A. Ciiovcu, royal

extra cbth !><£<. (pub. 4t £ I. Ih6d) red

to\0s6d—— the Mtfie, WITH THE PLATES BEAOTl

COLOURED, elegantly bound in gilt cloth, {p\x

£3. 3s) reduced to £1. I\s6d
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ATHAM'S GENERAL HISTORY of BIRDS,
being the Natural History and Description of

all the Birds (above four thousand) hitherto

known or described by Naturalists, with the

Synonymes of preceding Writers
;
the second

enlarged and improved edition, comprehending
all the discoveries in Ornithology subsequent
to the former publication, and a General Index,
II vols, in 10, 4to. with upwards of 200 coloured

plates, cloth lettered, (pub. at £26. 8s) reduced

to £7. Ils6d Winchester, 1821-28— the same, with the plates exquisitely

COLOURED, LIKE DRAWINGS, 11 vols. in 10, ele-

gantly hf, bd. green inorocco, gilt edges, £12. 12s
The Index §old separately, price 10s. 6d. in bds.

Thia celebrated work was publislied at twenty-five
guineas in boards, with the plates coloured in the ordi-

nary manner. The present bound copies are all co-
loured LIKE HIGHLT-FIKISHED DRAWINGS, with
Studious accuracy, onder the direction of several emi-
nent Ornithologists. Copies coloured in this manner
by Miss Stone, similar in execution but inferior in ac-

curacy to the present, have been sold as high as from
fifty to one hundred guineas at the sales of Col. Stanley,
John Dent, Esq. and Sir Mark Sykes.

" No authentic works on Natural History ever ob-
tained so much celebrity as those of our venerable

countryman Dr. Latham. His General History of
Birds is undoubtedly the most us^ul and valuable
work of its class, that has yet appeared, as it contains
exact scientific descriptions of every bird known at the
time."—Neville Wood.

E KEUX'S ILLUSTRATIONS OF NATURAL
HISTORY, embracing a Series of Engravings,
and descriptive Accounts of the most interest-

ing and popular Genera and Species of the Ani-
mal World, 8vo. with l\A clever steel engravings
by Le Keux, Daniell, Landseer, and others, extra

cloth, (pub. at £1. Is) reduced to 9s

EWIN'S NATURAL HISTORYofthe BIRDS
OF NEW SOUTH WALES, collected, en-

graved, and faithfully painted after Nature by
John William Lewin, late of Paramatta, New
South Wales

;
third greatly improved edition,

with an Index of the Scientific Names and
Synonymes by Mr. Gould and Mr. Eyton,
folio, with 27 plates, beautifully coloured, neatly
hf. bd. morocco, (pub. at £4. 4s) reduced to

£2. 2s . 1838
" Admirable figures, full of truth and nature; accom-

companied by valuable observations on the habits and
economy of the birds."—Swainson.

"
According to the first ornithologists of the day,

these plates are of permanent value."— ffoorf.

JNDLEY'S BRITISH FRUITS
;
or Figures and

Descriptions of the most Important Varieties of
Fruit cultivated in Great Britain, 3 vols, royal
8vo. containing 152 most beautifully coloured

plates, chiefly by Mrs. Withers, Artist to the Horti-
cultural Society, elegantly hf. bd. green morocco

ejtro.gi/terf^es, (pub. at£10. 10s) reduced to

£5. 5s . 1841
Tills is an exquisitely beautiful work. Every plate

is like a highly finished drawing, similar to those in the
Horticultural Transactions.

.OUDON AND WESTWOOD'S TREATISE on
INSECTS INJURIOUS to GARDENS,
Forests, and Farms, translated from the Ger-
man of Koilar, illustrated by 60 woodcuts, fcap.
8vo. extra cloth (pub. at 7s) reduced to 4s 1840

.OUDON'S (Mrs.) ENTERTAINING NATU-
RALIST, being Popular Descriptions, Tales,
and Anecdotes of more than Five Hundred
Animals, comprehending all the Quadrupeds,
Birds, Fishes, Reptiles, Insects, &c. of which a

knowledge is indispensable in Polite Education
j

with Indexes of Scientific and Popular Names,
au explanation of Terms, and an Appendix of

Fabulous Animals, illustrated by upwards of 400

beautiful woodcuts by Bewick, Harvey, Whimper,
and others, new edition, revised, enlarged, and
corrected to the present state of Zoological

Knowledge, in 1 thick vol. post Bvo. elegantly
bound in gilt cloth, Is 6d 1843
the same, in morocco extra, 12s

This new and handsome edition is likely to become
the most popular work of the] kind, having been con-

siderably enlarged and improved both in text and

plates.

MACGILLIVRAY'S DESCRIPTIONS op the
RAPACIOUS BIRDS of GREAT BRI-
TAIN, post 8vo. plates, and numerousfine wood-

cuts, cloth g-i/t,(pub. at 9*) reduced to 3s 6d 1836
HISTORY OF THE MOLLUSCOUS and
CIRRIPEDAL ANIMALS of SCOTLAND,
as found in the North-Eastern District, particu-

larly in the Shires of Aberdeen, Kincardine.

Banff, &c. second editioii, fcap. 8vo. gilt cloth,

(pub. at 6s) reduced to 3s 1844
MAIN'S (Jas.) VILLAGE and COTTAGE FLO-

RISTS' DIRECTORY, particularly the Ma-
nagement of the best Stage, Bed, and Border
Flowers usually cultivated in Britain; second

edition, fcap. 8vo. extra cloth bds. (pub. at 6s)
reduced to 3s . 1835

MANTELL'S (Dr.) NEW GEOLOGICAL
WORK— The Medals of Creation, or First

Lessons in Geology, and in the Study of Or-

ganic Remains
; including Geological Excur-

sions to the Isle of Sheppy, Brighton, Lewes,
Tilgate Forest, Charnwood Forest, Faringdou,
Swindon, Calne, Bath, Bristol, Clifton, Mat-

lock, Crich Hill, &c. by Gideon Algernon Man-
tell, Esq. L.L.D., F.R.S., &c. 2 thick vols,

fcap. 8vo. with coloured plates, and several hun^
dred beautiful looodcuts of Fossil Remains, cloth,

elegantly gilt, £1. Is 1844
WONDERS OF GEOLOGY, or a Familiar

Exposition of Geological Phenomena, new edi-

tion, ii/usfrated by a beautifulfrontispiece by John

Martin, coloured plates, and upwards of 150 wood'

cuts, 2 vols. fcap. 8vo. extra cloth, 16s

FOSSILS OF THE SOUTH DOWNS, or illus-

trations of the Geology of Sussex, royal 4to.

42 plates, cloth bds. (pub. at £3. 3s) reduced to

£2. 2s . 1822
MARTIN'S (P. I.) GEOLOGICAL MEMOIR on-

A PART op WESTERN SUSSEX, with some
Observations upon Chalk-Basins, the Weald-
Denudation and Outliers-by-Protrusion, 4to.

large map and coloured plates, cloth bds. (pub. at

£1.) reduced to 12s . 1823
MINSTRELSY of the WOODS, or Sketches and

Songa connected with the Natural History of
some of the most interesting British and Foreign
Birds, (by Miss Waring, of Selborne), post
8vo. with 17 coloured plates of Birds, green cloth,

richly gilt, (pub. at 9s) reduced to 6s 1832
MUDIE'S (ROBT.) HISTORY of BRITISH

BIRDS, or the Feathered Tribes of the British

Islands, 2 vols. 8vo. new edition, the plates beau-

tifully coloured, extra cloth gilt, (pub. at £1. 8s)
reduced to 16s . 1835
" This is, without any exception, the most truly

charming work on Ornithology which has hitherto

appeared, from the days of Wilhighby downwards.
Other authors describe, Mudie paints; other authors
give the hnsk, Modie the kernel. We roost heartily
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coDcnr with the opinion expre»sed of this work by Leigh
Hunt (a kindred spirit) in the first few nnmbers of his

right pleasant London Journal. The descriptions of

Bewick, Pennant, Lewin, Montagu, and even Wilson,
will not for an instant stand comparison with tlie spirit-

stirring emanations of Mudie's *
living pen,' as it has

been called. We are not acquainted with any author

who so felicitoasly unites beauty of style with strength
and nerve of expression—he does not specify, he paints."

flood's Ornithological Guide.
" The Feathered Tribes' is indeed an exquisite

WORK, and unquestionably the best that has yet ap-
peared on the habits of our native birds, in that it is

scarcely second to those of Wilson and Audubon. Mudie
is the most accurate observer of nature,—Selby ex-

cepted, and he treats not exclusively of habits—conse-

quently the * Feathered Tribes' deserves a distinguished

place on the shelves of the philosophic ornithologist."

Ornithologist's Text Booh.

MURCHISON'S SILURIAN SYSTEM, foiinded

on Geological Researches, in the Counties of

Salop, Hereford, Radnor, Montgomery, Caer-

marthen, Brecon, Pembroke, Monmouth, Glou-

cester, Worcester, and Staflford ;
with Descrip-

tions of the Coal Fields and Overlying Forma-

tions, illustrated by five large Geological Maps,
coloured to represent the various Strata, 166 plates

of Fossils, and fine wood cuts, 2 vols, royal 4to.

(pub. at £8. 8s) reduced to £6. 6s 1839
Of this extremely valuable work but very few copies

remain for sale.

The large Map in this splendid work alone cost Fifteen

Hundred Pounds.

PARKINSON'S ORGANIC REMAINS OF A
FORMER WORLD, or Examination of the

IMineralized Remains of the Animals and

Vegetables of the Antediluvian World, 3 vols.

4to. 64 coloured plates, by Sowerby, cloth (pub. at

£10. 10s) reduced to £4. 4s 1833
This is the best Atlas of Geological Specimens ever

published, and forms a most desirable adjunct to the

Elementary Works of Lyell, Mantell, and others.

INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY OF
FOSSIL ORGANIC REMAINS; especially
those found in the British Strata, intended

to aid the Student in his Inquiries respecting
the Nature of Fossils, and their Connexion with

the Formation of the Earth, 3rd edition, 8vo.

illustrated by 220 Fossil Specimens, extra cloth bds.

(pub. at 12s) reduced to 6s 6d

PHILLIPS'S COMPANION to the ORCHARD ;

an Historical and Botanical Account of Fruits

known in Great Britain, with the most approved
methods of Cultivating them, new edition, much

enlarged, 8vo. three plates, extra cloth, (pub. at

10s 6d) reduced to 3s 6d 183 1

PURSH'S FLORA AMERICA SEPTENTRIO-
NALIS ;

or a Systematic Arrangement and

Description of the Plants of North America
;

containing, besides what have been described

by preceding Authors, many new and rare spe-

cies, collected during twelve years travel and
residence in that country, 2 vols. 8vo. with

24 plates, clotJt, (pub. at £1. 16s) reduced to 14i

1814——the same, with the plates beautifully coloured, cloth,

(pub. at £2. 12s 6d) reduced to £l. Is

REDOUTE, LES ROSES, 3 vols. 8vo. containing
184 extremely beautiful coloured plates; ele-

gantly hf. bd. morocco extra, full gilt backs, gilt

edges, (pub. at £12. 12s) reduced to £6. 6*

Paris, 1835
One of the roost beautiful works of its kind ever

executed.
The names arc given in various languages, but the

letter-press is French. To those who wish to have

English descriptions, Mrs. Gore's Rose Fancier's

Manual will be found a verv complete and satisfactory
book of reference.

RICHARDSON'S FAUNA BOREALI
AMERICANA, or ZOOLOGY of NORTl
AMERICA, containing Descriptions of th

Subjects collected in the late Northern Expe
ditions under the command of Captain S
John Franklin, by John Richardson', M.D
Wm. Swainson, Esq., and the Rev. W»
KiRBY, published under tlic Authority of ti

Right Hon. the Secretary of State for Coloni;

Affairs, with numerous beautifully coloured plate
4 vols. 4to. cloth, (pub. at £9. 9s) reduced i

£5. 15s 6d

The following may be had separately :

Vol. 2. Birds, by Swainson, 60 cobun

plates, cloth, (pub. at £4. 4

reduced to £2. 2s

3. Fishes, by Richardson, coloun

plates, £1. 4s

4. Insects, by Kirby, coloured plati

£1. 4s

RICHARDSON'S GEOLOGY for BEGINNER
comprising a familiar Explanation of Ge
logy and its associate Sciences, Mineralog
Physical Geology, Fossil Conchology, Fos

Botany, and Palaeontology ; including Dire

tions for forming Collections, &c. by G.

Richardson, F.G.S., (formerly with Dr. Ma
tell, now of the British ]\Iuseum,) second ec

tion, considerably enlarged a7id improved, o

thick vol. post 8vo. iUustrated by upwards
260 woodcuts, cloth lettered, (pub. at 10s 6

reduced to 7s 6d . 18
This easy and popular introduction coitiprises ab-

as much matter as two ordinary 8vos. The tirst e

tion was sold off in one twelvemonth.

ROBERTS'S (MARY) CONCHOLOGISl
COMPANION, fcap. 8vo. coloured frontispi
and woodcuts, extra cloth bds. (pub. at 6s i

reduced to 4s . IB^i

SEA-SIDE COMPANION, or M«
Natural History, fcap. 8vo. with beautiful «
cuts by Baxter, extra cloth bds. (pub. at 6i

reduced to 3s 6d l&fe

"This is just such a book as the curious in na|
history ought to have with them in their rambl|
the se&-iU\e."—Sundaif Times.
" Scientific and amusing. The history of the 04

Hydras, and Sponges, is neatly and accurately giv«-
Gent.'s M

SELBY'S COMPLETE BRITISH 0R^
THOLOGY, A MOST MAGNIFICEJ
WORK OF THE FIGURES of BRITI
BIRDS, containing exact and faithful rep
sentations in their full natural size, of all

known species found in Great Britain,

Figures in 228 beautfully coloured plates, 2 T

e\ephatit folio, elegantly hf. bd. morocco, full
back and gilt edges, with glazed paper to theplo

(published at £105.) reduced to £31 . 10s 1

The grandest work on Ornithology published in

conntry, the same for British Birds that Andub
is for the birds of America. Every figure, excep
in a very few instances of extremely large birds, |

]

the full natural siz.e, beautifully and accurately
with all the spirit of life.

Every individual of the Falcon and Owl Fa|
wonid make a perfect picturk of itsklf, »o f

tifully and correctly are they executed: THsr
CERTAINLY NEVER BEEN EQUALLED EVEN BY Gl
AND AvDVtoti."—Ornitholcgist's Text Book. ^
The author has been raost 8ucce»sful, especin

the Urgcr birds, and it would be impossible to
imj

on any of the Raptoret, which for fidelity, bold

and spirit, are unequalUd—every feather is dill

yet beautifully blended."
Wood's Ornithological Gvii

" What a splendid work ! This is the kind of



mental furniture, in which we, were we men of

fortune, would delight. The tables in our passages,

galleries, parlours, boudoirs, and drawing-rooms should

groan—no, not groan—but smile, with suitably-bound

volumes of Natural History, on the opening of any
one of which, would suddenly gleam before us some

rich and rare, some bright and beanteous, some

wonderful and wild, some strange and fantastic, some

fierce and terrible, some minute or mighty production

of the great mother—Nature. What a treasure, for

instance, during a rainy forenoon in the country, is

such a gloriously illuminated work as this of Mr. 8elby.

It is, without doubt, the most splendid of the kind

ever published in Britain, and will stand a com-

parison, without any eclipse of its lustre, with the

most magnificent ornithological illustrations of the

French school. Mr. Selby has long and deservedly
ranked high as a scientific naturalist."

Blackwood's Magazine.
jELBY'S illustrations of BRITISH

ORNITHOLOGY, 2 vols. 8vo. Second Edition,

inbds. (pub. at £1. Is) reduced to 12s 1833

the same, hf. bd. green morocco, gilt edges, to

match the folio volumes of plates, £1. Is

This is the most complete Scientific manual of

British Ornithology yet published. Every known
British Bird is enumerated, with an ample description
of its plumage, habits, etc., the scientific as well as

familiar names given by diflferent Naturalists, and
references to all those who have figured it.

" Selky's is the most masterly work that has
EVER appeared OX THE BiRDS OF BRITAIN, AND IS

QCITE INDISPENSABLE TO EVERY ORNITHOLOGIST."
Ornithologist's Text Book.

slBTHORP'S FLORA GR^CA, the most

Costly and Magnificent Botanical work ever

published, 10 vols, folio, with 1000 beauti-

fully COLOURED PLATES, half bound morocco,

publishi7}g by Subsanption, and the number strictly

limited to those subscribed for, (pub. at £252)
reduced to £63.

Separate prospectuses of this work are now ready
for delivery. Only forty copies of the original stock

exists. No greater number of subscribers' names c«n
therefore be received.

The Advertker has also the pleasure of offerings on

terms similarly advantageous, the following letter-

press work in Bvo. which is a desirable adjunct to

the folio, as it contains a description of all known

plants belonging to the Flora Grceca, whether

figured in the folio work oi- not.

ELOR^ GRiECiE PRODROMUS.
Sive Plantarum omnium Enumeratio, quas
in Provinciis aut Insulis Graeciae invenit Joh.
SiBTHORP : Characteres et Synonyma omnium
cum Annotationibus Jag. Edv. Smith, four

parts in 2 thick vols. Bvo. (pub. at £2. 2s)
reduced to 14s Londini, 1816

SOWERBY'S MANUAL of CONCHOLOGY,
containing a complete Introduction to the

Science, illustrated by upwards of 650 Figures
OF Shells, etched on Copper-plates, in which
the most characteristic examples are given of
all the Genera established up to the present
time, arranged in Lamarckian Order, accom-

panied by copious explanations; observations

respecting the geographical or geological dis-

tribution of each
;
tabular views of the Systems

of Lamarck and De Blainville
;

a Glossary
of technical terms, &c. &c. new edition, con-
siderably enlarged and improved, with
NUMEROUS wood-cuts IN THE TEXT, NOW FIRST

ADDED, 8vo. cloth, £1. 5s 1842
-^— the same, coloured plates, gilt cloth, £2. 5s

This is the only work which, in a moderate com-
pass, gives a comprehensive view of Conchology, ac-

cording to the present advanced state of the science.
It will not only be found useful to all who wish to

acquire an elementary acquaintance with the subject,
but also to tlie proficient, as a book of reference.
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SOWERBY'S CONCHOLOGICAL ILLUSTRA-
TIONS, or Coloured Figures of all the

HITHERTO Unfigured Shells, complete in 200

parts, 8vo. comprising several thousand fgttres of

Shells, all beautifully coloured, (pub. at £15.)
reduced to £7. 10s . 1841-45

SPRY'S BRITISH COLEOPTERA DE-
LINEATED, containing Figures and De-

scriptions of all the Genera of British Beetles,

edited by Shuckard, 8vo. with 94 plates, com-

prising 638 figures of Beetles, beautifully and

most accurately drawn; cloth lettered, (pub. at

£2. 2s) reduced to £1. Is 1840
The most perfect work yet published in this depart-

ment of British Entomology.
SWAINSON'S EXOTIC CONCHOLOGY, or

Figures and Descriptions of Rare, Beautiful,

or Undescribed Shells, with new Letter-press

Descriptions, royal 4to. containing 94 large

AND BEAUTIFULLY COLOURED FIGURES OF ShELLS,

elegantly half bound morocco, gilt edges, (pub. at

£5. 5s) reduced to £2. 12s 6d
" Many of the most rare and beautiful species of

this singularly elegant genus (the Volutes), have been

fignred by Svvainson in his Exotic Conchology, with

a verisimilitude that has never been equalled, and pro

bably never will be excelled, by any arlist
, _ Thistalent.

combined with his scientific knowledge as a naturalist,

must render the above work the most eminent of its

kind in the country."
—Dubois.

ORNITHOLOGICAL DRAWINGS, being

figures of the rarer, and most interesting Birds

OF Brazil. Complete in 7 parts, royal 8vo

CONTAINING SEVENTY-EIGHT BEAUTIFULLY CO

loured plates, elegantly half bound morocco,

in one volume, (pub. at £3. 13s Qd) reduced to

£2. 5s
This exceedingly beautiful work is in very few even

of the most complete ornithological libraries, as only
175 copies were printed, and Mr. Swaiuson refused to

sell any excepting to those who had originally sub-

scribed for them.
" A splendid work, in every respect worthy of its

Author. Farther commendation we feel would be

superfluous."
—Loudon.

ZOOLOGICAL ILLUSTRATIONS, or

Original Figures and Descriptions of New,
Rare, or Interesting Animals, selected chiefly

from the Classes of Ornithology, Entomology,
and Conchology, and arranged on the Prin-

ciples of Cuvier and other Modern Zoologists,
both SERIES COMPLETE, 6 vols. Toyal 8vo. cwi-

taining 318 finely coloured plates, neatly

half bound morocco, gilt edges, (pub. at £16. 16s)
reduced to £9. 9s
This highly esteemed publication has long been

considered very scarce.
"

It might, perhaps, almost be deemed presumption
to offer any remarks on a work emanating from the

pen and pencil of, undoubtedly, the first Ornithologist
of the day, but we feel it our duty to give our readers
some idea of the contents of the Zoological Illustra-

tions. It will be sufficient, if we mention that bis

coloured figures of birds are almost unequalled
—

ihey
are certainly not surpassed. The figures are beyond
conception lovely and delicate, and it only remains for

us to remark, that evbry Philosophic Ornitho-
logist MUST POSSESS the ZOOLOGICAL ILLUSTRA-

TIONS, IF INDEED THEY AKB NOW TO BE HAD."
Wood's OrnitholoyisVs Text Book.

SWEET'S FLORA AUSTRALASICA, or a Selec-

tion of Handsome or Curious Plants, Natives

of New Holland, and the South Sea Islands.

15Nos. forming one vol. royal 8vo. complete,
with 56 beautifully coloured plates, extra cloth,

(pub. at £3. 15s) reduced to £1. 16s 1827-28
" This department of exotic vegetation is one of the

highest interest ;
it belongs to the opposite part of the

globe, and has an aspect of singularity and beauty
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Seculiar
to itself. The greatest part of the plants which

[r. Sweet describes consist of ever-green free-flower-

ing shrubs, handsome in every stage of their growth f

sometimes singular in foliage; generally elegant iir

form ; curiously rich, beautiful, or brilliant, when in

flower; and the flowers in many cases are highly odori-
ferous. These, together with their being so hardy as

not to require fire heat, and at the same time being
singular and rare, are circumstances which place them
in the highest class of greenhouse or conservatory
pla nts."^-ZoMdo».

SWEET'S CISTINE^; oh NATURAL ORDER
OF CISTUS, OE ROCK ROSE, 30 Nos.

forming one vol. royal 8vo. complete, with 112

beautifully coloured plateSy extiu clothy (pub. at

£5. 55) reduced to £2. 12s 6d 1828
One of the most interesting, and hitherto the scarcest

of Jlr. Sweet's beautiful publications.

BRITISH WARBLERS, containing an Ac-
count of British Singing Birds, with Direc-

tions for their Treatment, new edition, en-

larged, royal Bvo. illustrated by 16 beautifully
coloured 'plates, extra cloth gilt, 1846

W^AKEFIELD'S (Priscilla) INTRODUCTION
TO BOTANY, Eleventh Edition, with conside-

rable Additions, and an Introduction to the

Natural Arrangements of Plants, post 8vo. with

10 plates, containing 216 figures beautifully
COLOURED ; extra cloth, (pub, at 8s) reduced to Ss

1841

WALLICH, Plantae Asiaticae Rariores, 12 parts,

impl. folio, 300 most beautifully coloured plates,

(pub. at £36.) reduced to £25.
Sets completed at the same rate.

WESTWOOD'S ENTOMOLOGIST'S TEXT-
BOOK, an Introduction to the Natural History,

Structure, Physiology, and Classification of

Insects, including the Crustacea and Arachnida,
fcap. 8vo. several hundred wood-cuts, and plates ;

elegantly bound in gilt cloth, (pub. at 6s 6d)
reduced to 4s . 1838
the same, with the plates coloured, gilt cloth,

(pub. at 8« 6d) reduced to 5s
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WHITE'S (Gilbert) NATURAL HISTORf oi

SELBORNE, with Observations on variou;
Parts of Nature, and the Naturalist's Calendar
New Edition, with Additions, by Sir W, Jar

dine, 18mo. many pretty wood-cuts of birds b
Branston, extra cloth boards, (pub, at 8f 6d) rfr

ducedto2s6i . 183(

the same, with the plates beautifullv c<v

LOURED, 18mo. gilt cloth, (pub. at Is) reducec

to 5s

"An excellent edition of the most fascinating piec
of rural writing, and sonnd English philosophy, the

ever issued from the press."
—Athenaum,

WILSON AND BONAPARTE'S AMERICAI
ORNITHOLOGY, or the Natural Hiitory c

^ the Birds of the United States, edited b
•— Jameson, 4 vols. 18mo. cloth boards, (pub. i

14s) reduced to 8s 183

WITHERING'S ARRANGEMENT or BRITISI
PLANTS, according to the latest Improv<
ments of the Linnean System ;

with an eas

Introduction to the Study of Botany, 4 vol

8vo. plates, last edition, cbth, (pub. at £2. 16

reduced to £ 1.4s . 183

WOOD'S GENERAL CONCHOLOGY, or

Description of Shells, arranged according i

the Linnseau System, illustrated by 60 plate

containing 260jigures of Univalve$ and Bivalve

beautifully ccloured, royal 8vo. elegantly ha

bound morocco, (pub. at £3. lOi) reduced

£1. lOs

OR LARGE PAPER, imp]. 8vo. (pub. at £4. 18.

reduced to £2, 2s

WOODVILLE'S MEDICAL BOTANY, 5

4to,—See Medical Books.

ADDITIONS,

BATEMAN'SORCHIDACEvE of MEXICO and

GUATEMALA, complete in 8 parts, elephant
folio, 40 magnijicent plates, beautifully coloured,
the letterpress embelliihed by splendid woodcuts,

sewed, (pub. at £16. 16s^ reduced to £12. 12s

1837-43

This is without qacstion the i^reatest botanical work
of the present age. Mr. Bateman has got It up per-

feclly regardless of eiipense, and would be a consider*

able loser even had the edition been publishc
double the price. Only one hundred copies
printed, which were all subscribed for.

WOOD'S INDEX ENTOMOLOGICUS ;

complete Illustrated Catalogue of the Lepi(
terous Insects of Great Britain, in 1 vol.

54 plates, comprising 1945 coloured figures

Butterflies, Sphinges, and Moths, cloth boon

(pub. at £8. 2s) reduced to £5. 1 St 6d 18(

LINDLEY'S LADIES' BOTANY; or a Familiar

Introduction to the Study of the Natural Sys-
tem of Botany, new edition, 12mo. with nume-
rous woodcuts, elegantly bound in cloth, with gilt

back and sides, (pub. at 12s) reduced to 7« 1841—— the same, tfith the plates coloured, extra gilt

eloth, 125
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JERNETHY'S SURGICAL and PHYSIO-
LOGICAL WORKS, with a Memoir, 4 vols.

8vo. cloth lettered, (pub. at £2. 5s 6d) reduced

to 16s . 1830

Confenfa.—Constitutional Origin and Treatment of

local Diseases ; Aneurisms; Diseases resembling Syphilis,

and Diseases of the Urethra; Injuries of the Head;
Tumours; Lumbar Abscesses; Lectures on Surgery; Phy-

siological Lectures, &c. &c.

lRTON and CASTLE'S BRITISH FLORA
MEDICA, or History of the Medicinal Plants

of Great Britain, 2 vols. 8vo. illustrated by

upwards of 200 finely coloured figures of plants,
'

fxtra eloth, (pub. at £3. 3s) reduced to £1. 16s
' 1845

An exceedingly cheap, elegant, and valuable work,

secessary to every medical practitioner.

LTEMAN AND WILLAN'S DELINEATIONS
OF CUTANEOUS DISEASES, exhibiting the

Characteristic Appearance of the principal Ge-

nera and Species, 4to. containing 12 plates, beau-

fuHy and very accurately coloured under the suptr-

intendence of an eminent Professional Gentleman,
•

{Dr, Carsxvell) hf. bd. morocco extra, top edges

gilt, (pub. at £12. 12s) reduced to £5. 5s 1840

" Dr. Bateman's valuable work has done more to

extend the knowledge of cutaneous diseases than any
other that has ever appeared."—-Dr. A. T. Thompson.

SLL'S (Sir Charles) ILLUSTRATIONS of tmb

GREAT OPERATIONS OF SURGERY,
<.. Trepan, Hernia, Amputation, Aneurism, aud

Lithotomy, folio, with 20 coloured plates, hf.

bd. morocco, (pub. at £5. 5s) reduced to£l. 10s

1821

DSTOCK'S (Dr.) SYSTEM OF PHYSIOLOGY,
comprising a complete View of the present
state ofthe Science, including an Account of all

the most important Facts, and Observations,
and Analyses ofthe principal Theories and Hy-
potheses, 4th edition, revised and corrected

throughout, complete in 1 thick closely printed
volume, 8vo. (900 pages), extra eloth bds. (pub.
at £1.) reduced to 8s . 1844

URN'S (Dr. John) PRINCIPLES OF SUR-
GERY, containing the Doctrine and Practice

relating to Inflammation and its various Conse-

quences, Tumours, Aneurisms, Wounds, and
the States connected with them ; the Surgical

Anatomy of the Human Body, and its appli-
cation to Injuries and Operations, 2 vols, done

up in one stout vol. 8vo, extra cloth^jtuh. at

£1. 4s) reduced to 7s 6d . 1838

This is a capital work. The author is Regius
Professor of Snrgery in the University of Glasgow, and
one of the most eminent Surgeons of the present day.
His esteemed work on the Principles of Midwifery has

already passed through nine editions.

;ASTLE'S ESSAY ON POISONS, embracing
their Symptoms, Treatment, Tests, and Morbid

Appearances j to which are added, the IMeans
for Treating Cases of Suspended Animation,
7th edition, 24mo. with 21 coloured plates, extra

ciotfc, (pub. at 9s) reduced to 4s 6(i 1845

CELSUS DE MEDICINA, edited by E. Mn-
LiGAN, M.D. cum Indies copiosissimo ex edit.

TargJB, editio secunda, thick 8vo. printed in a

large type, frontispiece, extra cloth, (pub. at 16s)
reduced to 9s . Edinb. 1831
This is the very best edition of Celsus. It

contains critical and medical notes, applicable to the

practice of this country; a parallel Table of ancient and
modern Medical terms, synonymes, weights, measures,
&c. and, indeed, every thiug which can be useful to

the Medical Student; together with a singularly extent
sive Index.

CELSUS, Latin and English, Interlinear, with
'' Ordo" and the Latin Text beneath, for the

Examination of Candidates at Apothecaries'
Hall, and other Public Boards

;
with an Ex-

planatory Introduction by Venables, 2nd edi-

tion, greatly enlarged and improved, 12mo,
extra cloth, lettered, (pub. at 10s Qd) reduced to

5s . 1837
" In this edition the elliptical constructions are com-

pleted by supplying the suppressed words, shewing the
relations and concords of the ditterent words with each
other. It also contains an Introduction explanatory of
the more obscure and difficult grammatical construc-

tions, and rules for reducing to the English parallels
and equivalents."

CONOLLY'S (Dr. ofHamvell Lunatic Asylum) IN-
QUIRY CONCERNING the INDICA-
TIONS OF INSANITY, with Suggestion*

^

for the better Protection and Cure of the Insane,
8vo. cloth, (pub. at 12s) reduced to 5s 1830
" We have no hesitation in declaring this to be one

of the most able and satisfactory works on the philo-
sophy, or rather the physiology, of the human under-

standing, which has been hitherto produced. Dr. Co-
nolly has done for this branch of science what Dr.
Arnott has done for physics ; he has produced a work
which will have an honourable place in the annals of
medicine, while it reflects great lustre on the splendid
institution to which he belongs."

Medical and Surgical Journal,

COOPER'S (Sir Astley^ ANATOMY and SUR-
GICAL TREATMENT of HERNIA ; new
and complete edition, impl. 8vo. 26 plateSycloth^

(pub. at £2. 2s) reduced to£l. Is 1844
The cri{;inal edition of this valuable work, piblished

at £5. 5s. is now very scarce, and not to be had at any
price. The present contains the whole.

COOPER'S (Bransby) SURGICAL ESSAYS, the
Result of Clinical Observations made at Guy's
Hospital, royal Qvo. with several finely coloured

plates, bds. (pub. at 15s) reduced to 7s 6d 1843

A collection of Hospital cases, systematically ar-

ranged, with their mode of treatment.

DICK (Dr) ON the DERANGEMENTS of the
ORGANS OF DIGESTION, 2nd edition, en-

larged, post 8vo. extra cloth, (pub. at 7s 6(i)
reduced to 3s 6d g^ . 1843

ELLIS (Sir W. C.) on *the NATURE, SYMP-
TOMS, CAUSES, AND TREATMENT or
INSANITY, with Practical Observations on
Lunatic Asylums, and a Description of the

Pauper Lunatic Asylum for the County of

Middlesex, at Hanwell, with a detailed Ac-
count of its Management. Bvo. extra cloth bds,

(pub. at lOi) reduced to ^^ . 1B38



MEDICINE, SURGERY, ANATOMY,
GRANVILLE'S (Dr.) SPAS of ENGLAND and

principal Sea Bathing Places
; comprising the

Northern, the Midland, and the Southern (up-
wards of seventy), 3 vols, post 8vo. with large

Map, and upwards of 50 beautiful woodcuts, extra

cloth, (pub. at £1. iSs) reduced to 15s 1841

" For the Invalid or Tourist this work forms a

perfect treasure."—Sun.
" A safe and valuable guide to direct Invalids in the

choice of the Spa or Sea B.Uhing place best calculated

to suit their respective cases."—Naval and Military
Gazette.

. SPAS OF GERMANY, thick 8vo. with 39
wood-cuts and mapSf extra cbth, (pub. at IBs) re-

duced to 95 . 1843
" This attractive work presents a narrative of a

grand tour to all the celebrated and fashionable mineral

watering places in Germany—a tour in which amuse-
ment is blended with information, and descriptive
sketches of the humours and fancies of each spa are

mixed up with all the accurate details of every thing
that is valuable in a medical or social point of view."

Globe.

GREGORY'S CONSPECTUS of MEDICINE,
Latin and English, Interlinear ; compre-

hending the Fundamental Principles and Gene-
ral Doctrines of Physiology and Pathology,

(for the Examination of Candidates at Apothe-
caries Hall and other Public Boards), with an

Ordo Verborum, and the Latin Text under-

neath by Venables, l2mo. extra cloth, lettered,

(pub. at 12s) reduced to 5s 1836
" This edition contains Rules for construing and

arranging the words of Latin sentences in legitimate
order for Translation ; illustrated by examples from
the more difficult passages of Gregory and Celsus."

HOME'S (Sir Everard) GREAT WORK on
COMPARATIVE ANATOMY, being the

substance of his numerous Lectures, and in-

cluding Explanations of nearly all the Prepa-
rations in the Hunterian Collection

;
with a

General Index, 6 vols, royal 4to. portrait and

361 Jine plates after drawings by Bauer and

others, extra cloth bds. (pub. at £18. 18s) re-

duced to £6. 6s . 1814-28
. or LARGE PAPER, 6 vols. Toyal 4to. (pub. at

£27. 6s) cloth bds. reduced to £8. 8s

Vols. 3 to 6 of either size may be had separately at

the same rate.

A most valuable and important work. It contains

all the materials of any importance collected by the

author during fifty-five years, from the age of seven-

teen to seventy-two, being a longer lite spent in the

pursuit than most men engaged in scientific investiga-
tions have enjoyed.

HOPE'S PRINCIPLES and ILLUSTRATIONS
OF MORBID ANATOMY, being a com-

plete Series of Coloured Drawings, from origi-

nals by the Author ;
with Descriptions, Cases,

Symptoms, Treatment, &c. royal 8vo. with 48

highly finished coloured plates, contaiiiing 260
accurate Delineations of Cases in every known

variety of Diseasef in extra cloth, (pub. at £5. 5s)

reduced to £3. 3s . 1834
" Tlie want of a complete series of Illustrations of

Morbid Anatomy, in a form so compact and economi-
cal as to be generally accessible, has hitherto been

peculiarly felt.
" The cngravingi admirably delineate the morbid

changes caused by diseasi-. The colouring of each

Agure is the result of minute and careful attention
;

there is nothing overdrawn ; no indiscriminate heighten-

ing to produce effect. The immense field from which
Dr. Hope has the opportunity of gleaning a rich

barvest as physician to an institution where so many
ick and aged are assembled, produces fruits worthy of
lii» talents and iadanry."— Medical and Surgical
Journal.

CHEMISTRY, PHYSIOLOGY, ETC.

JENNER'S (Da., the Discoverer of Vaccinatioi

LIFE AND CORRESPONDENCE, with I

lustrations of his Doctrines, by John Bare

M.D.,F.R.S., &C.2 thick vols. Svo. with t

Portraits, extra cbth boards, (pub. at £1.4
reduced to 7a 6d
" To medical men these volumes will be ve

valuable, as illustrations of the history of one of t

greatest discoveries in their science."

LAWRENCE'S (W.) TREATISE on the DI
EASES OF THE EYE, Third Edition, revise

corrected, and enlarged. One thick volua
8vo. (820 closely printed pages) extra etc

boards, (pub. at. £1. 4s) reduced to 10s (

18
The most comprehensive book on the sv

ject, by one of tub ablest and most philosopi
CAL OF OUR PRACTISING Sdrgeons. The cases a

opinions published by preceding writers, cspecia
Mackenzie, Middlkmoke, Gdthrie, Travb:
Saunders, and other modern German and Fren
practitioners are extensively cited and examined, a

in this new edition the subject of Squinting, and i

NEW operations for its removal are fully consider
" The work being written in an easy, pleasing sty

free from all unnecessary affectation of technical ten
most prove very acceptable to unprofessional readers
an enquiring turn of mind : to the Medical a
Surgical Student it is absolutely necessary

LIZARS' ANATOMICAL PLATES, new a

considerably improved edition, with additioj

plates, and the letter-press printed in folio, 1

coloured plates, hf. bd. russia, (pub. at £12. 1

reduced to £5. 5s . 18

MILLINGEN'S (Dr. J. G.) CURIOSITIES
MEDICAL EXPERIENCE, (as a Co;

panion to the * Curiosities of Literature

second edition, considerably enlarged, in

large vol. 8vo. gilt cloth, (pub. at 16s) reduc

to 8s . . la

NEW LONDON SURGICAL POCKET BOO
Medical, Operative, and Mechanical, digest

from the Popular Lectures and Works

Abernethy, Sir Astley Cooper, Lawrence, i

rel, and other distinguished Surgeons ;
ii _

order of Causes, Symptoms, Chirurgical $*

Medical Treatment ; Diagnoses, Prognof
Modes of Operation, and other Agents t

ployed in Hospital and Private Practice, th

royal 18mo. closely printed, half bound, (pub
12s) reduced to 5* . It

This is a complete Vade-Mecum for Surgeons,
includes an adapted Pliarmacopa;ia, with conne<

intermediate Practical Questions and Answers; A
lomical Tables, Notes, References, Glossary, &c. &c

NEW LONDON MEDICAL POCKET BOC
including Pharmacy, Posology,&c. royal 18i

half bound, (pub. at 8s) reduced to ZsQd H

This extremely useful and condensed volume expl
thelK^auses, Symptoms, and Treatment ; Diagnt
and Prognostic Signs of Diseases ;

the Natural

Chemical Characters; Medicinal Properties and U
Doses and Forms of Exhibition ; Incompatibles, A<

terations, and Officinal Preparations of the var

snbsunces, vegetable and mineral, contained
\u^

Pbarraacopceias of London, Edinburgh, and
""

It also contains the New Medicines, and latei

covcries; Classifications of Poisons, their Ant|
Tests, &c. including Notices from Foreign
Medica, and an adapted Conspectus of Prescript

Medicine, Surgery, and Midwifery, deduced

standard Professional Authorities.

NEW LONDON CHEMICAL POCKET!
or. Memoranda Chemica, adapted to the

Use of the Student, by John J3arnes, Sui

k



MEDICINE, SURGERY, ANATOMY, CHEMISTRY, PHYSIOLOGY, ETC.

Apothecary in the University of London, loyal

ISmo. numerous ivood-cutSj half bound,(-pvh. at

7s 6d) reduced to 3s 6d . 1844
A useful compendium for those who may be desirous

of possessing a general knowledge of the subject, con-

veying in as concise a form as possible, a sufficient

qaanti'ty of correct information to the Medical Student.

IRKES'S CHEMICAL ESSAYS, principally

relating to the Arts and Manufactures of the

British Dominions. Fourth edition, revised,

corrected, and enlarged, by J. W. Hodgetts,

complete in 1 thick vol. 8vo. with numerous copper

plates and wood-cuts of Machinery and Chemical

Apparatus, extra cbth boardSf (pub. at IBs)
reduced to 5s . 1841
The popularity of these essays is universally known ;

they were formerly printed in 5 small vols.

— RUDIMENTS or CHEMISTRY. New
edition in the press, post 8vo. with plates

ISPAIL'S NEW SYSTEM of ORGANIC
CHEMISTRY, translated from the French,
with Notes and Additions by Dr. Henderson,
8vo. mainy plates^ cloth lettered, (pub. at 18s)

reduced to 6s . 1843

MITH AND HORNER'S ANATOMICAL
ATLAS, illustrative of the Structure of the

Human Body, under the supervision of the Pro-

fessor of Anatomy in the University of Penn-

sylvania, etc.impl. Qvo.containing 636 beautifully
executed wood engravings, extra cloth, (pub. at

£2. 2s) reduced to £1. 8s . 1845
This is the most compendious and complete Anatomical

Atlas ever published." The present work has been selected from the most
accurate anatomical works of England, France, Italy,
and Germany, and includes the latest microscopical
observations on the Anatomy of the Fissures. Where
plates were not deemed satisfactory, it hasbeen enriched

by original drawings, from specimens furnished by the
beautiful Anatomical Museum of the University."

INCLAIR'S (Sir John) CODE of HEALTH
AND LONGEVITY ; or, a General View of
the Rules and Principles calculated for the
Preservation of Health, and the Attainment of

Long Life, sixth edition, complete in 1 thick

vol. 8vo. portrait, (pub. at £1.) reduced to 7s

1844
This new and compact edition contains the whole of

the previous four volumes, with such improvements as

the advanced state of knowledge supplies. Drs. Baillie,

Beddoes, Currie, Sprengel, and other eminent Phy-
sicians have warmly eulogized the work ; but the best

testimony of its usefulness is the author's own longevity,
as he was enabled to carry on his literary pursuits at

the advanced age of eighty.

STUBBS' ANATOMY of the HORSE, including
a particular Description of the Bones, Carti-

lages, Muscles, Fascias, Ligaments, Nerves,

Arteries, Veins, and Glands, ilhistrated by 24

fine large copper plate engravings, all drawn
FROM NATURE, imp. folio, in boards, with leather

back, (pub. at £4. 4s) reduced to £1. lis 6^

TAYLOR'S MEDICAL JURISPRUDENCE, in-

terspersed with a copious selection of curious

and instructive cases at Coroner's Inquests,
with an Analysis of the legal and medical

Opinions delivered there, 8vo. cloth lettered,

(pub. at 15s) reduced to 5s 1843

TYRRELL on the DISEASES of the EYE, being
a Practical Work on their Treatment, Medically,
Topically, and by Operation, by F. Tyrrell,
Senior Surgeon to the Royal London Ophthal-
mic Hospital, 2 thick vols. 8vo. illustrated by
nine plates, containing upwards of 60 finely
coloured figures, extra cloth, (pub. at £1. 16s)
reduced to £1. 1$ . 1840

WOODVILLE'S MEDICAL BOTANY, third

EDITION, ENLARGED BY SiR W. JaCKSON HoOKER,
5 vols. 4to. with 310 plates, engraved by Sowerby,
most carefully coloured, half bound morocco, uncut,

(pub. at £10. 10s) reduced to £5. 5s 1832

the Fifth, or Supplementary volume, entirely

by Sir W. J. Hooker, to complete the old

editions, 4to. 36 coloured plates, boards, (pub. at

£2. 12s 6d) reduced to £1. lis
No well-stored English Library should be without

Woodville's Medical Botany, a work of long-established

reputation, and the best on a subject which must, more
or less, be interesting to every man of inquiry. It

contains accurate figures and descriptions of all the

plants used in English medicine, and is of such autho-

rity with professional men, as to be almost as essential
to them as the Pharmacopoeia itself. Subsequent pub-
lications of a similar kind, though with Woodville as

their text-book, have fallen greatly short of the original,
as well in comprehensiveness of plan, as in accuracy
of delineation and correctness of colouring.

ADDITIONS.

LIFE OF SIR ASTLEY COOPER, interspersed

with his Sketches of distinguished Characters;

by Bransby Cooper, 2 vols. 8vo. with fine

portrait after Sir Thomas Lawrence, extra \cloth,

(pub. at £l.ls) reduced to 10s 6d 1843
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.BLAND'S (Dr.) PROBLEMS IN THE DIF-
M: FERENT BRANCHES of PHILOSOPHY,

adapted to the Course of Reading pursued in

the University of Cambridge; collected and

arranged for the Use of Students, 8vo. extra

J cloth bds. (pub. at 10s 6d) reduced to 4s6d 1830
BREES'S GLOSSARY OF CIVIL ENGINEER-

ING, comprising the Theory and Modern Prac-

tice
; and the Subjects of Field and Office

-Work, and Mechanical Engineering connected
with that Science. Second edition, 8vo. nume-
rous wood-cuts, extra cloth, (pub. at 18s) reduced

-
:' to By . . 1844

•ENTERTAINING PHILOSOPHER, (The) by
HiGGiNS.—^ee Juvenile and Elementary Books.

-

I$PY ON STORMS, with the History of some of
the most celebrated Storms, Tornados, and Me-
teoric Phenomena, and an Examination of the

various Theories, including Col. Reid's, Bvo.

extra cloth (pub. at £1. 4s) reduced to 12s 1841
FALCONER'S (WILLIAM) MARINE DIC-

TIONARY, being a Copious Explanation of
the Technical Terms and Phrases employed in

the Construction, Equipment, Machinery,
Movements, and Military, as well as Naval

Operations of Ships; with such parts of As-i

tronomy and Navigation, as will be found use4

ful to Practical Navigators, to whicli is annexe^
a Vocabulary of French Sea-phrases, and Termg
of- Art, explained in English. New and much

enlarged edition, by De. William Burney,
royal 4to. with 35 Jine engravings of Shipping
and its Details, cloth, (pub. at £4. 14s 6d)
reduced to £1. lis 6d . Cadell, 1815
" A grand national work, comprehending e>'ery thinn

relating to the marine of this country: well worthy q
•

place in every English library."—Gent.'t Mag. i

FERGUSON'S ASTRONOMY, edited
witl^

Notes and Supplementary (Chapters by Sir
David Brewster, 2 vols. Bvo. plates, extra

c/o(7i, (pub. at £1. 4s) reduced to 12s £dm.l841
HUTCHINSON'S (GRAHAM) TREATISE on

METEOROLOGICALPHENOMENA, their

Causes and Principles, thick 8vo. map and

plate of the Nomenclature of Clouds, extra cloth,

(pub. at 16s) reduced to 9s 1843

HUTTON'S COURSE OF MATHEMATICS,
continued and amended by Dr. Olinthus Gre-

gory, twelfth edition, with considerable Alter-

ationsand Additions, by T.S.Davies, 2 vols. 8 vo.

extra cloth, (pub. at£l. 4s) reduced to ISs 1841
the Solutions to the above, by Davies, 8vo.

cloth, (pub. at £1. 4s) reduced to 10s 6d 1841

JAMIESON'S MECHANICS for PRACTICAL
MEN, including Treatises on the Composition
and Resolution of Forces

;
the Centre of Gra-

vity; and the Mechanical Powers; illustrated

by Examples and Designs, fourth edition, greatly

improved, 8vo. eitro cloth, (pub. at 16s) reduced

to 7s 6d. Just Publishrd, 1845
•« A CBEATMECHANICALTREASURE."—Dr. Birkbeck.
" The best bo«>k we have seen on the subjtct. The

greatest clearness exists in its symbolical language, and
the greatest simplicity in reducing ile problems."—
Cambridgi Chronicl4»

KELLY'S UNIVERSAL CAMBIST and CO:
MERCIAL INSTRUCTOR, second editi

corrected to 1835, 2 vols, in 1. 4to, cloth letter

(pub. at £4. 4s) reduced to 16s U
It is impossible for any well-informed merchan

dispense with this laborious and extremely useful wc

LA PLACE'S MECANIQUE CELESTE, tra

. l^ted, with a Commentary, br N. Bowdit
LL.D. with a Memoir of the Translator,

thick vols. impl. 4to. cloth, (pub. at £12. 1

reduced to £9. 9s . 1829-

Only 250 copies of this book were printed at lb?
thor's expense, and but very few remain for sale.

LARDNER'S ELEMENTARY TREATISE (

THE DIFFERENTIAL AND INTEGR.
, CALCULUS, Bvo. extra do(/i, (pub. at 1

reduced to 5s \i.

NATURAL PHILOSOPUY, by the Society'
the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge, contaia-

Article^ written by Lord Brtmgbam, Dr. Lai

netf Sir David Brewster, Dr. Roget, Sir

Bell, Dr. Southwood Smitti, Dr. Lindley, M
Marcet, and others, with copious Indexes,

vohs. 8vo. numerous wood-cuts, cloth letter

(pub. at £1. 17s 6d) reduced to £L 5«

ii/C>mtent6 of the Volumoii; ToUs\yZ, (5f
4

m"w^ sold separately ,
at the prices annered.

-'.-, Vol.1. Preliminary Treatise on the Objects, Ad%

tages, and. Pleasures of Science (by Brougha
Mechanics, Hydrostatics, Hydraulics, Piienmat

Heat, Optics, Polarization of Light, Gl

and Index, 6t

Vol. 2. Popular Introduction to Natural Philo

Newton's Optics, Description of Optical I

meots, Thermoraeter and Pyromt-ter, Electi

Galvanism, Magnetism, Electro-Magnetism
.

'

. sary, Bod Index,

, . .

'

Vol, 3. Astronoihy, History of Astronomy
malical and Physical Geography, Navi|

Glossary and Index, 9#M
Vol. 4. Chemistry ; Botany, in four parts.

Structural Botany, Physiology, Systematic
tany, Descriptive Botany; Animal Physiolo
Animal Mechanics, or Proofs of Design in

Animal Frame, 9< 6d.

URE'S (DR.),PHILOSOPHY OF MANUFA
TURES. Second edition, with wood-cuts,

steel plates, post Bvo. extra cloth (pub. at 10^

reduced to 7s . 1

V^^OOD'S LECTURES ON THE PRINCIPl
AND PRACTICE OF PERSPECTIVE
de%ered at the Royal Institution, second <

tion, corrected and revised, 4to. with vumei

engravings, extra cloth, (pub. at £1. 16s)_
duced to 10s 6d
the same, with a complete Mechanical

PARATus, formed of glass and iron, andj
closed in a stooden case, IBs

The high character and standard ^ition whici

very important and useful work hns^ttained, pla(

beyond mere criticism. The above edition is o^

derably corrected and enlarged; and the Apparatj
a great improvement on the former, being far d

portable and less likely to injure, yet retaining «|

advantages.
24
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Cran^Iations;, Clas^sical Critin'sJm> Birtionariesf,

igrammare^. College ani ^rl&ool asoofesi^

WORTH'S LATIN DICTIONARY, re-

rinted from the best folio edition, with nu-

lerous Additions, Emendations, and Improve-
lents, by the Rev. B. W. Beatson, A.M.
Levised and corrected by W. Ellis, Esq. A.M.,

largo vol. imperial 8vo. extra cloth boards,

pub. at £1. lis 6d) reduced to £1. Is 1843

Latin Dictionary by Carey, 8vo. new Trade

iitiotiy roan lettered, 10s 6d 1844

TOPHANES : NOT.E VARIORUM in Aris-

ophanem,Bekkeri; being a complete Collection

f Variorum Notes, (including those of modern

Ilritics), adapted to all the editions of Aristo-

>banes, 3 vols. 8vo. cloth lettered, (pub. at

e2. 5s) reduced to 1 8s Lond. 1829

This comprehensive collection vras published as a

ompanion to Bekker's edition of the text in 2 voU.
(TO. bat is equally suitable to Dindorfifs, recently
(ablished at Oxford, in 2 vols. 8vo.

the same, with Dindorflfs edition of the Greek

Text, forming together a complete variorum

I >dition of Aristophanes, 5 vols, in 4, 8vo. cloth

ettered, (pub. at £2. 16s) reduced to £1. 10s

5T0PHANES' PLUTUS and the EROGS,
iterally translated into English Prose, with

lopious Notes, 8vo. extra cloth, (pub. at 9s)
.•educed to 6s 6d Oxford, Talboys, 1822

BIRDS, translated from the Greek, with

copious Notes, by the Rev. H. F. Gary,
(translator of Dante) 8vo. extra cloth bds. (pub.
at 9s Qd) reduced to 3s . 1824
"

fcfr. Gary has rendered the Birds of Aristophanes
into English \vith a spirit that will not discredit even
that admirable translator of lydnte."—Quarterly Re-
view.

STOTLE'S RHETORIC, literally translated

from the Greek, with Notes
;
to which is added,

an Analysis of Aristotle's Rhetoric, by Thomas
Hobbes, of Malmesbury, and a Series of

Analytical Questions, 8vo. second edition^

very viuch improvedf extra cloth, (pub. at 14s)
reduced to 10s 6d Oxford, Talboys, 1833

.ASES.—WILKINSON'S CLASSICAL a-,d

SCRIPTURAL ATLAS, with Historical and

Chronological Tables, impl. 4to. new and im-

proved edition, 1842, 53 maps, coloured, hf.
bd. morocco, (pub, at £2. 4s) redu^d to

£1. lis 6d
^

This is the most comprehensive Classical Atlas of the

£
resent day, containing about double the number of

[aps of any other, and on a larger scale.

It has long and deservedly enjoyed the highest repu-
tation, and should be in the hands of every Student, as
well as ill every Library. The Tabula CHRONOLOGiCiE
are peculiar to this Atlas, and being extremely useful,
as well as ingenious, give it a great superiority over its

contemporaries.
-WILKINSON'S GENERAL ATLAS, new
and improved edition (1842), with all the

Rail-roads inserted, Population according to

the last Census, Parliamentary Returns, &c.

impl. 4to, 46 maps, coloured, hf. bd. morocco*

cloth sides, (pub. at £1. 16s) reduced to £1. 5s

This work is uniform in size with the Classical Atlas.

and is very distinctly engraved, and on a larger scale

than any other of the modern portable Atlases.

BARETTI'S ITALIAN-ENGLISH and ENG-
LISH-ITALIAN DICTIONARY, new edi-

tion, corrected and enlarged by Thompson,
2 vols. 8vo. extra cloth, £1. 6s 1839

BENTLEY'S (Richard) WORKS, containing
Dissertations upon the Epistles of Phalaris,

Themistocles, Socrates, Euripides, and the

Fables of ^sop ; Epistola ad Jo. Millium ;

Sermons, Boyle Lecture
;
Remarks on Free-

thinking; Critical Works, &c. Edited, with

copious Indices and Notes, by the Rev. Alex-
ander Dyce, 3 vols. 8vo. a beautifully printed

edition, in extra cloth bds. (pub. at £1. 18s)
reduced to £1. Is . 1836-38
" The greatest of English Critics. Graevius and

Spanheim pronounced him the star of British Litera-

ture."—HaUam."
the same, tree-marbled calf extra, for college

prizes, £1. 16s

BIBLIA HEBRAICA. ex edit. Vandeb HoooBr,
recognovit J. d'Allemand, very thick 8vo.

f handsomely printed, bound in cloth, (pub. at

£l. 5s) reduced to 15s Lond. Duncan, 1840
BOS ELLIPSES GREC^, ex editione Schaefer,

cura Weiske, cum Hermanni Diss, da EUipsi,
&c. thick 8vo. cloth lettered (pub. at 18s) reduced

to 4s 6d . 1825

C^SARIS OPERA, cum Notis Variorum et

Oberlini, 8vo. extra cloth bds. (pub. at 16s)

reduced tc 4s 6£j . Lond. 1825

CHRONOLOGICALTABLES OFUNIVERSAL
HISTORY (called

" the OXFORD CHRO-
NOLOGICAL TABLES"), from the earliest

Period to the present Time ;
in which all the

great Events, Civil, Religious, Scientific, and

Literary, of the various Nations of the World
are placed, at one view, under the eye of the

Reader, in a Series of Parallel colitmns, so as

to exhibit the state of the whole Civilized

World at any epoch, and at the same time form
a CONTINUOUS chain of History, with Genea-

logical Tables of all the principal Dynasties.

Complete in 3 Sections, viz. :
—I. Ancient His-

tory. II. Middle Ages. III. Modern History.
With a most complete Index to the entire

WORK, folio, hf. bd. morocco, lettered on back and

sides, (pub. at £1. 16s) reduced to £1. Is

Oxford. Talboys, 1835-39
The above is also sold, separately, as follows:—
THE MIDDLE AGES AND MODERN
HISTORY, 2 parts in 1, folio, hf. bd. morocco,

(pub. at £1. 2s 6d) reduced to 15s

MODERN HISTORY, folio, sewed, (pub. at

12s) reduced to 8s

This comprehensive and beautifully executed volume
is one of the most arduous and celebrated under-
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takings produced by the enterprising publisher, and

its anxieties are said to have shortened bis days. It

was compiled with the utmost care and research, from

the best works on the subject, both English and

Foreign ; inclnding
those of Bredow, Le Sage,

Lavoisne, Ha»e, Heerkn, Dnmbeck, and Vehse ;

collated and verified with Usher, Blair, Hale, Bell,

Fynes Clinton, etc. etc. At any period from the

Delngeto the present day, the reader may at one view

see the Political, Ecclesiastical, Scientific, and Literary

state of the whole world
; every opening being divided

into numerous columns according to the nations then

in existence, and each column being devoted to a

concise Chronological History of that nation. It is

accompanied by very full Genealogical Tables, and a
most elaborate Index, by which the reader is enabled

in a moment to turn to the date and particulars of

every principal event in the history of the world.

A more desirable book for library reference, or for
school or college use. can hardly be conceived. It is

vastly superior to all former manuals of Chronology.

CICERO'S LIFE, by Middleton
;
LEXTEns to

SEVERAL OF HIS FrIENDS, BY MeLMOTH ;
LET-

TERS TO Atticus, by Heberden, complete in

one thick vol. impl. 8vo. portrait, cloth lettered,

(pub. at £L 4s) reduced to 12s Moion, 1841

the same, bound in calf, gilt, (for college prizes)

(pub. at £1. 8s) reduced to 16s
" This book is a library. The whole Corpus of

Tully. What a fund of genius, what eloquence, what

feeling, is contained in these eight hundred pages.''—
Literary Gazette.

CICERO'S OFFICES, translated with Notes ex-

plaining the Method and Meaning of the

Author, by Thomas Cockman, D.D, 12mo.

extra clothj (pub. at 5s 6d) reduced to 4s

Oxford, Talboys, 1834

CICERONIS EPISTOL^ AD ATTICUM, with

English Notes, by a Master of Arts, 2 vols,

small 8vo. extra cloth bds. (pub. at 14s) reduced

to 7s . Cant. 1 840

CICERO. NOTiE VARIORUM IN CICERO-
NEM, cura Oliveti, ad edit. Ernesti accommo-
datae. (An extensive and valuable collection

of explanatory Notes to Cicero, suited to

Ernesti's and all other editions), 3 vols. 8vo.

cbth lettered, (pub. at £2. 2s) reduced to I0s6d— the same, large paper, 3 vols, royal 8vo.

cloth lettered, (pub. at £3. 3s) reduced to 13s 6d

COPLESTON (EPISC.) PR^LECTIONES
ACADEMICS, OXONII HABlTiE; editio

altera, 8vo. extra cloth bds. (pub. at 15s) re-

duced to 7s 6d . Oxon. 1828
" The elegant and masterly Prcelectiones of Mr.

Copleston, delivered by him as Professor of Poetry at

Oxford, are, we presume, already in the bands of our

readers."—Museum Criticum.
"

I am most anxious that the '

young man* should

peruse, as 1 am sure he will do with pleasure and

profit, the pages of Dr. Copleston's Prcelectiones

Acaiemica, in which many of the beauties of the

Classic Poets are brought forward with the most
felicitous effect."—Dibdin.

CORPUS POETARUM LATINORUM, edidit

G. S. Walker, complete in one very thick

volume, royal 8to. cloth, (pub. at £2. 2s)
retluced to 18s . 1840
This comprehensive volume contains a library of (he

poetical Latin classics, correctly printed from the best

texts, viz.

SiliuB Italicos,
Valerius FUccur,
Calpnrnius Siculos,

Ansunius,
CUudian.

-^— the same, plain rujsio, marbled edges, (for

Catullus,
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urn Notis Larcheri, etc. the last trade edition,

dited by Dr. Blomfielb, Bp. of London,
,to. cloth lettered, (pub. at £1. 14s) reduced to

2, . 1825

en's Works—See Miscellaneous.

ODOTUS, Three Books (Clio, Euterpe, and

fhalia) in Greek, from Bekker's Text, with

English Notes, Critical and Explanatory, by
fohn Edwards, M.A., Head Master of Bury
school, thick 8vo. elegantly printed, extra cloth,

pub. at 12s) reduced to 6s 1840

CARY'S (Rev. H.) GREEK and ENG-
LISH LEXICON TO HERODOTUS, adapted
o the Text of Gaisford and Baehr, and all

)ther editions, 8vo, cloth lettered, (pub. at 12s)
-educed to 8s . 1843

MANN'S MANUAL OF THE POLITICAL
ANTIQUITIES OF GREECE, historically

considered, translated from the German, 8vo.

extra cloth, (pub. at 15s) reduced to 10s 6d

Oxford, Talboys,lS36
" Hermann's Manual of Greek Antiquities is most

impoTt!iat."—ThirlwairsHUt. ofGreece, vol. i. p. 443.
" We trnst this book will be most diligently

studied ;
our schools have too long neglected the

subsidiaries—we might say, the essentials of history;
teachers have loaded the memory with facts, instead

of storing the mind with principles. Such a work is

i a proof of the rapid advance made by continental

I
scholars in developing the true philosophy of history ;

I

it directs attention from the facts of revolutions to

I their causes ; it shews that the fortunes of nations, as

! well as individuals, are determined by their habits of

I thought and action ; and it examines with equal in-

dustry and skill the principal circumstances that formed
or modified those habits in the most important of

|

ancient nations."—Atherueum.

RACE, literally translated into English Prose,
for Classical Students, on improved principles,

by the Rev. H. P. Haughton, fcap. 8vo.

extra cloth, (pub. at 8s) reduced to 4s 1844
" In this translation the original is rendered word

for word ; and wherever a word of the original is

rendered by two or more words, they are connected.
The renderings are as far as possible the derivatives
from the original ; all ellipses necessary to the sense
and grammatical construction are supplied in italics;
and wherever the translation is, from its verbal or
derivative character, obscure, it is explained ; whilst
the whole is accompanied by explanatory and critical

notes."

RATI! OPERA, recensuit et illustravit F.G.

Doering, in 1 thick vol. 8vo. cloth lettered,

(pub. at 18s) reduced to 10s 6d
MIESON'S HERMES SCYTHICUS ;

or the
Radical Affinities of the Greek and Latin

Languages to the Gothic ; with a Dissertation
on the Historical Proofs of the Scythian Origin
of the Greeks. 8vo. cloth lettered, (pub. at

£1. Is) reduced to 7s Ed. 1814
" An excellent and valuable work."—ZrOitTuf*'*.

VENAL AND PERSIUS, translated into Eng-
lish Verse by Gifford, 2 vols. 8vo. extra cloth

bds. (pub. at £1. Is) reduced to 10s 6d

JINOEL, COMMENTARIUS IN NOVI
TESTAMENTI LIBROS HISTORICOS,
3 vols. 8 vo. extra cloth bds. (pub. at £1. 16s)
reduced to 12s . Lond. 1835
This may be used as an annotated edition of the

Historical Books of the New Testament, the Greek
Text being at the top of the pa!;;e, with the elaborate

Commentary beneath, like the Variorum Editions.
" One of the best philological Commentaries on

the New Testament. To each book are prefixed well-
compiled Prolegomena, in which the author's life, the

authenticity of his narrative, the time, place, and the

language in which he wrote, as well as his style and
manner of writing, are fully discussed."—/Tonje,

LAMARTINE, SOUVENIRS, Impressions, Pen-
sees et Paysages, pendant un VOYAGE en

ORIENT, 1832-1833,ou Notes d'unVoyageur,
Seconde Edition, 2 vols. fcap. 8vo. two folding

maps, extra cloth bds. (pub. at 12s) reduced to

6s 6d . 1838

*»* Tliis is an admiraile reading-book for Students
in the French language, and may safely be recom-
mended to Schools.
" The Voyage en Orient is written in a marvellous

style— simple, elegant, and, at times, sublime—a style
of a thousand characters, a thousand varying physi-
ognomies, and a thousand sparkling hues. It is a
shower of gems and perfumes."—Jules Janin {in
AthentBum.)

LARCHER'S NOTES ON HERODOTUS. New
Edition, with Corrections and Additions by
W. D. Cooley, 2 vols. 8vo. extra cloth, £1. 4s

1844
LAYCOCK'S PORTUGUESE GRAMMAR,

compiled from Vieyra and the best Sources
;

for the use ofEnglishmen studying that Tongue
without the help of a Master, to which is added
a copious Mercantile Vocabulary, together
with sundry Commercial Letters, fcap. 8vo.

sheep, (pub. at 11 5) reduced to 3s 6d 1841
FABULAS APRAZIVEIS e INSTRUCTI-
VAS, para uso das pessoas que se consagrao ao
estudo da Lingoa Portugueza, fcap. 8vo. hf. hd.

(pub. at 4s) reduced to 2s 1829
LEE'S HEBREW GRAMMAR, compiled from

the best Authorities, and principally from
Oriental Sources, designed for the Use of
Students in the Universities. New Edition,
enriched with much original matter. Sixth

Thousand, 8vo. cloth lettered, (pub. at 12s)
reduced to 8s Lond. Duncan, 1844

. HEBREW, CHALDEE, AND ENGLISH
LEXICON, compiled from the best Authori-

ties, Oriental and European, Jewish and

Christian, including Buxtohf, Tayloe, Park-

hurst, and Gesenius; containing all the

Words, witli their Inflections, Idiomatic

Usages, etc. found in the Hebrew and Chaldee
Text of the Old Testament

;
with numerous

corrections of former Lexicographers and

Commentators, followed by an English Index,
in 1 thick vol. 8vo. Third Thousand, strongly
hound in cloth lettered, (pub. at £1. 5s) reduced
to 15s Lond. Duncan, 1844
The Rev. Dr. Lee, author of the two preceding

works, is the present Regius Professor of Hebrew
in the University of Cambuidge, and one of the most
remarkable and accomplishid Linguisis in Europe.
His principles are strictly High Church, which give
his Lexicon, independent of its s^^reat literary merit, a
recommendation to our Established Clergy, not pos-
sessed by any other of the pre.«ent day. The work of
Gesenius abounds with the Rationalisms of the Ger-
man school.

LEMPRIERE'S CLASSICAL DICTIONARY,
Miniature Edition, containing a full Ac-
count of all the Proper Names mentioned in

Ancient Authors, and much useful information

respecting the uses and habits of the Greeks
and Romans, new and complete edition,
elegantly FlUNTED IN PEARL TYPE, iu OAe

very thick vol. 18mo. cloth lettered, (pub. at

7s fyd) reduced to 4s 6d 1845—— the same, very neatly bound in embossed roan

(pub. at 8s) reduced to 5s
This elegant and portable edition contains as much

as the 8vo. and is corrected to the present state of

knowledge.
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LEMPRIERE.—A COLLECTION OF SUP-
PLEMENTS TO ALL EDITIONS of

J^EiAIPRIERE'S CLASSICAL DICTION-
ARY, more especially to the enlarged one by
Professor Anthon, containing— I. Sillig's Dic-

tionary of the Artists of Antiquity, and Pliny's
Books on the Fine Arts.—II. Payne Knight's
Inquiry into the Symbolical Language of

Antient Art and IMythology.—III. Barker's

Fifteen Supplements and Indices, comprising
various Chronological Tables and Dissertations;
Tables of Ancient Measures, Weights, and
Monies

;
Classical Names in the Apocrypha

and Testament
j Geographical and other In-

dices, etc. etc. One closely printed vol. 8vo.

extra cloth bds. (pub. at £1. Is) reduced to 6s

Valpy, 1837
A vohime which must always be useful to scholars

and classical students.

LEIBNITII OPERA PHILOSOPHICA, qus
extant Latina, Gallica, Germanica, Omnia

j

edidit Erdmann, in I thick volume, impl. 8vo.

p<jrtrait, sewed, (pub. at £l. 4s) reduced to 16s

Berolini, 1840
LIVII HISTORIA,exrecensione DRAKENBOR-

CHII et KREYSSIG
; Annotationes Cre-

viERii, Strothii, Ruperti, Raschig, Nie-

BUHRii, Wachsmuthii, et suas addidit Travers

Twiss, J. C. B. Coll. Univ. Oxon. Socius et

Tutor. Cum Indice ainplissimo. 4 vols. 8vo.
cloth lettered, (pub. at £1. 18s) reduced to

£1. 8s . Oxford, 1841
This is the best and most useful edition of Livy ever

published in octavo, and is preferred at all our uni-
versities and classical schools. It is most carefully
edited by Dr. Twiss, from the text of Drakenborch,
as revised by Kreysaig, by the collation of some im-
portant Manuscripts from the Bamberg and Vienna
libraries, accompanied by an admirable selection of
the most useful and explanatory notes of Crevier,
Stroth, Ruperti, Rascbig, and others, and the critical
animadversions by ^'iebnhr, Wachsmuth, and other
late German philologers.

LIVY'S HISTORY OF ROME, Books XXI to
XXX. inclusive, literally translated, with Ex-
planatory Notes, 2 vols, in 1, 8vo. extra cloth,
(pub. at 18s) reduced to 10s 6d

Oxford, Talboys, 1828
MENDHAM. PALEOTTI HISTORIA ACT^

CONCILII TRIDENTINI, an. 1562 et

1563, cum aliis multis circa dictum Concilium,
tliick 8vo. extra

cloth, (pub. at £1. Is) reduced
tols6d . 1842
INDEX LIBRORUM PROHIBITORUM
A SIXTO V. PAPA, confectus et publicatus:
ad vero a successoribus ejus in sede Romana
suppressus, ed. Jos. Mendbam, 4to. cloth, (pub.
at 16s) reduced to 8s . 1835

MIGNET, HISTOIRE DE LA REVOLUTION
FRANCAISE, depuis 1789 jusou' eu 1814.
Douzieme Edition, augment^e de I'Histoire de
la Restauration jusqu'a 1 'Avtnement de
Louis Philippe, par De Bonnecbose, complete
in 1 vol. post 8vo. elegantly printed, sewed, 5s

Brux. 1844
MILLER'S COMPANION TO THE ATLAS, or

a Series of Geographical Tables on a new
Plan, forming a complete System of Geography.
Second Edition, small folio, cloth, (pub. at

7«6d) reduced to 55 . 1833"
1 admire both the principle and the execnlion of

this work: nor can I doubt that it will become a
general favourite with Teachers. It is the right medium
belweeo meagr^ness aid distracting profoeion : and

the neatness and clearness of the Tabular form,
I am confident, prove very attractiTe to youth."

College of Edinburgh. (Signed;" James Pillaks, L.L. ]
" These Tables are among the most snccessful

many plans lately devised to facilitate and sin

elementary education. The design is crigiuai

perspicacious."
—Edinburgh JoumaU

MUHLENFELS' POETISCHE ANTHC
GIE

;
a IManual of Progressive Examp]

the best German Poets, printed in the Gt

character, fcap. 8vo. extra cloth, (pub. a

reduced to 3s 6d

MULLER'S HISTORY^ of the LITERATI
OF ANCIENT GREECE

j
Published b.

Society for tte Diffusion of Useful KnowL
including the Continuation, being all publi
of the 2nd volume, Bvo. cloth, (pub. at

reduced to 7s .

the same, the continuation separately, 4 |

(being all that is published of Vol. 2) con

ing Aristophanes and the Comic Drama

Orators, Sophists, Thucydides, Lysias,
crates, Socrates, &c. 8vo. stitched, 2s

This able work is discontinued ; this fragment,
fore, may be bound up with the previous volume.

MUSEUM CRITICUM; OR CAMBRIJ
CLASSICAL RESEARCHES, A Seri(

Philological Papers, Criticisms, Essays, I

ments of Greek and Roman Authors,

published Notes of Scholars, learned Co

pondence and Memoirs, &c., by many o

most talented Critics of the University

eluding Bishops Blomfield and Mai
Professor Monk, Elmsley, Dr. Burxey, K
&c. &c. 2 vols. Bvo. cloth, (pub. at £'.

reduced to 16s . Camb.
The Museum Criticam stands in the first

among British contributiona to classical learning.
• the same, tree-marbled calf extra, for t

prizes, £\. 5s

NEUMAN AND BARETTI'S SPANISH-E
LISH AND ENGLISH-SPANISH ]

TIONARY, greatly improved and enk

by Dr. Seoane, 2 thick vols. 8vo. extra

£1. 8s

the same, abridged, 12mo. pearl, new ed

roan lettered, 8s

NIEBUHR'S HISTORY OF ROME, epitom
(for the use of Colleges and Schools,)

Chronological Tables and Appendix, by Tr

Twiss, B.C.D. complete in 2 vols, bound
8vo. extra cloth, (pub. at £1. Is) reduced t

Oxford, Talboys,
• the same, well bound in calf gilt, (for §<

Prizes), 16s
"This edition by Mr. Twiss is a very valu«ble^d
to classical learning, clearly and ably embodyii
the latest efforts of the laborious Niebuhr."

Literary Oo" This truly valuable' work, which for the 6ai

presents the researches of Niebuhr so suitable

use of English students. Mr. Twiss has judic

expunged those passages In which Niebuhr cxh
so strange a mixture of scepticism and credulity.

A then

NUGENT IMPROVED; a complete French

English Dictionary, in two parts : I. Fi

and English ;
and II. English and Frenc

John Wilson, 24mo. elegantly printed in

type, bound in roan, lettered, (pub. at 5« 6c

duced to 4$ 6d
NUTTALL'S CLASSICAL and ARCHJEC

GICAL DICTIONARY of Uia Man
Customs, Laws, Institutions, Arctitec

Arts, etc. of the celebrated Nation* of .
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t^olty, and particularly of the Middle Ages ;

to which is prefixed a Synoptical and Chrono-

logical View of Ancient History, 8 vo. extra cloth

boards, (pub. at 16s) reduced to 5$ 1840
This is an able and very nsefal work; and being

chiefly devoted to the explanation of Mediseval Anti-

quities, becomes a desirable companion to Lempriere,
which is limited to subjects strictly classical.

RKHURST'S HEBREW and ENGLISH
DICTIONARY, without Points, in which
the Hebrew and Chaldee Words of the Old
Testament are explained in their leadipg and

derived Senses, last edition, corrected and im-

proved, royal 8vo. extra cloth, (pub. at 16s) re-

duced to 10s 6ti . 1823

^DRI FABUL.^, with an Ordo for Constru-

ing, English Notes taken from the Delphin
Edition, and a copious Parsing Index, contain-

ing every Word in the Fables, with their Eng-
lish Translations, by N. Bailey, 20th edition,

Bvo. extra cloth boards, (pub, at 5s) reduced to

3s . . 1823
;DARI OPERA, Gr. et Lat.Textumin genuina
Metra restituit, et ex Fide Librorum Manu-

scriptorum doctorumque Conjecturis recensuit,
Annotationem criticam, Scholia integra, Com-
mentarium perpetuum et Indices adjecit A.

Boeckhius, 3 vols. 4to. boards, (pub. at £6. 12s)
reduced to £3. 16s Lips. 1811-21

- the same, 3 vols. 4to. vellum paper, boards, (pub.
at £9.) reduced to £5. 5s
"The most rich, full, and complete of all the editions

of Pindar."—Dibdin.

iDA RUS, Gr. et Lat. cum Notis Heynii, 3 vols.

8vo. cloth lettered, (pubi at £2. 8s) reduced to

18s . . 1824
ITONIS OPERA, Gr. et Lat. cum Notis
Variorum et Bekkeri, 1 1 vols. 8vo. extra cloth,

scarce, (pub. at £7. 14s) reduced to £4, 4s

Lond. 1826

JTARQUE FRANCAIS. Vies des Hommes
et Femmes Illustres de la France, avec leurs

Portraits en pied, publie par E. Mennechet,
8 vols. impl. 8vo. containitig 192 Spirited full
length portraits, etched o7i copper, extJ-a cloth bds.

(pub. at £12. 12s) reduced to £4. 14s 6d
Par. 1838-41

• the same, handsomely hf. bd. red morocco, gilt

edges, £5. 15s 6ci

This i* a very interesting and well executed work.
The Biographies have been executed by very competent
writers, among whom are Jules Janin, Walckenaer,
Raoul-Rochette, Al. Dumas, Count Mo!6, Langlois,
Crapelet, Laurent, Villenenve, Cruveilhier, &c.
CTARUM Veterum Fragmenta, ex Recensione
J. A. Giles, cum Notis variorum et Editoris,
viz. :

— Gerraanici Caesaris, Maximiani, Valerii

Catonis, Antimachi Colophonii, et SeveriSancti,
5 vols. 8vo. in extra glazed boards, (pub. at

£3. 7s) reduced to 15s
Of this elegantly printed series only 100 copies were

printed.

^SON'S WORKS, viz. Aristophanica, Adver-
saria, Photius, Letters to Travis, Tracts and
Criticisms, 6 vols. 8vo. cloth lettered, uniform,
(pub. at £5. 5s) reduced to £2. 8s

VISHORN'S DICTIONARY OF LATIN
SYNONYMES, for the use of Schools and
Private Students, translated and edited by
Dr. Lieber, post 8vo. cloth, (pub. at 7s) reduced
to5i . 1841
TER'S HISTORY OF ANCIENT PHILO-
SOPHY, translated from the German by
A. J. W. Johnson, B.A. Trin, CoU, Cambridge,

3 vols. 8vo. extra cloth, (pub. at £2. 8s) reduced

to £ 1 . 1 1 s 6d . Oxford, Talboys, 1 838
Vol. IV. to complete the work is in the press, and

will be ready in January 1846. It will be published at

168.
; but those who purchase copies of the 3 vols, from

the advertiser, will be entitled to have the 4tb at the

same rate of reduction in price." An important work ; it may he said to have su-

perseded all theprevious histories ofphilosophy, and to

have become the standard work on the subject. Mr.
Johnson is also exempt from the usual faults of trans-

lators."— Qi«ir?erZy Review.
ST'S GREEK GRAMMAR, for the use of

Schools, translated from the German ;
with an

Appendix on Greek Versification, 8vo. (560
pages) extra cloth boards, (pub. at 12s) reduced

to 6s . .1827
In Germany this Grammar is more popular than

even Matthise.
" This Grammar is distinguished by lucid arrange-

ment, conciseness, and fullness. The author judiciously
commences with Prosody, and then proceeds to Ety-
mology and Syntax. The system *>( accentuation,
which is so slightly noticed in Matthiae, he explains with
the utmost clearness."—Monthly Mag,

RUPERTI COMMENTARIUS in TACITUM,
8vo. c/o«;i, (pub. at 12s) reduced to 3s 1825
This admirable volume of explanatory Notes on the

Annals of Tacitus, by the distinguished Ruperti, is not

incorporated in any edition of the author, and will

therefore be found a valuable addition to the student's

library.

SANTAGNELLO'S DICTIONARY of the PE-
CULIARITIES OF THE ITALIAN LAN.
GUAGE, being a Collection of Sentences from

the most approved Italian Authors, particula-

rizing those Verbs, Prepositions, &c. which

govern different Moods and Cases, 8vo. extra

chth, (pub. at 9s 6d) reduced to 3s Gd 1820
This volume forms a desirable Supplement to all

Italian Dictionaries.

SCHELLER'S LATIN GRAMMAR, translated

from the German, with the addition of some
valuable lists from the Port Royal Grammar
and Bentley on the Metres of Terence and Ho-
race, by George Walker, M.A. Head Master
of the Leeds Grammar School, 2nd edition, with
an Index, 2 vols. 8vo. extra cloth boards, (pub. at

£1. 10s) reduced at 12s . 1838
This admirable Grammar is the most perfect and the

most toraprehensive of its kind, and is the same for

the Latin language that Matthias's i« for the Greek.
Indeed Matthiae in his preface declares that his aim was
to produce as complete a Grammar of the Greek, aS
his predecessor Schellcr had done for the Latin, which
he ^eld up as a model.

SCHOMANN'S HISTORY OF THE ASSEM-
BLIES of THE ATHENIANS, translated from
the Latin, with a complete Index, 8vo. extra

c/ot/j, (pub. at 10s 6rf) reduced to 5s Camb, 1838
A book of the same school and character as the works

of Heeren, Boechk, Schlegel, &c.

SCHRODER, Elementa Matheseos Purs, ia,

duabus partibts: Pars. I. Prolegomena de
Matheseos Ratione : Pars. II. Elementa Arith-
meticse Purse

;
2 thick vols. 8vo. {A work of

great depth; in much esteem abroad^ 6djs. (pub.
at £1. 10s) reduced to 16s

TraJ. ad Uhen. 1831-4

SOPHOCLES, literally translated into English
Prose, with Notes, 8vo. 4th improved edition^'

extra cloth, (pub. at 15s) reduced to 9s

Oxford, Talboys, 1842
ELLEN DT'S GREEK AND ENGLISH
LEXICON TO SOPHOCLES, translated by
Cary, 8vo. extra cloui, (pub, at 12s) reduced to

Qs Qd . ib. 184X
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STUART'S HEBREW GRAMMAR, 5th edition, I

corrected and enlarged, 8vo. extra cloth, 12s 1

Oxford, Talhons, 1838
j

STUART'S HEBREW CHRESTOMATIiY, de-
j

signed as an Introduction to a Course of Hebrew-

Study, 3rd edition, 8vo. extra cloth, (pub. at
|

14s) reduced to 9s . ih. 1834
j

This work, which was designed by its learned author
to facililatc the study of Hebrew, has had a very exten-
sive sale in America. It forms a desirable adjunct to

all Hebrew Grammars, and is sufficient to complete
the system of instruction in that language.

TACITUS, CUM NOTIS BROTIERI, editio

nova, cum Appendice, curante A. J. Valpy,
4 vols. 8vo. extra cloth bds, (pub. at £2. 16s)
reduced to £ I. 5s 1823

The most complete edition.

TACITUS, A New and Literal Translation,
8vo. extra cloth, (pub. at 16s) reduced to 10s 6d

Oxford, Talboysy 1839

TAYLOR'S ELEMENTS OF THOUGHT,
seventh edition, 12mo. cloth lettered, 4s 1843
This popxilar v/ork is an admirable condensation of

all that has been written or said on the subject, and
a most useful Introduction to the study of Metaphysics,
while it contains as much information as the general
reader will require.

TENNEMANN'S MANUAL OF THE HIS-
TORY OF PHILOSOPHY,translated from the

German, by the Rev. Ai'.thur Johnson, M.A.,
Professor of Anglo-Saxon in the University
of Oxford, in one thick closely printed volume,
8vo. bds. (pub. at 14s) reduced to 9s

Oxford, Talboys, 1832

** A work which marks out all the leading epochs in

philosophy, and gives minute chronological informa-

tion concerning them, with biographical notices of

the founders and followers of the principal schooU,

ample texts of their works, and an account of the

principal editions. In a word, to the student of phi-

losophy, I know of no work in English likely to

prove half so useful."—Hayward, in his translation

of GoSihe's Faust.

TERENTIUS, CUM NOTIS VARIORUM,
ex Editione Zeunii, cura Giles : acced. Index

copiosissimus. Complete in one thick vol. 8vo.

Jiandsomely printed, extra cloth, (pub. at 16s)

reduced to 8s . 1837

. the same, Jiandsomely bound in calf, (for Col-

lege Prizes), lis

This compact and elegant republication of Zeunios's

admirable edition of Terence, comprises the raosl

useful explanatory notes of all preceding editors: and,
in addition, the ancient SchoUa recently discovered

in the Vatican by Angelo Maio, some Preliminary
Dissertations of great merit on Tragedy and Comedy,
the Theatres of the Ancients, the Metres of Terence,

&c., and a mo»t elaborate Index Verborum ac

IMirasium.

THIERS, HISTOIRE de la REVOLUTION
FRANCAISE; quinzitime Edition, suivie

d'une Continuation, complete in 2 vols. impl.
8vo. printed in double columns, ilUistrated by
40 portraits, and as many Historical subjects,

and portrait of the Author, sewed, £1. 5j

Brux. 1844

THUCYDIDES, Gr. et Lat. Edidit Elmsley,
Accedunt indices, etc., ex Editione Dukeri,

(PORSON AND ElmSLEy's EdITION,) LARGE PA-

PER, 6 vols, croven 8vo. done up in 3 volumes,

extra cloth, (pub. SLi £3. 12i) reduced to 15s

1804

COLLEGE BOOKS, ETC.

TROLLOPE'S (Rev. W.) GREEK GRA
MAR to the new TESTAMENT,
to the Common or Hellenic Diction of
Later Greek Writers, with Greek, Latin,

English Indexes, 8vo. extra cloth boards, (\
at 9s 6d) reduced to 3s 1

This is the most complete Greek Grammar to

New Testament yet published, and will be foui

very valuable help to Theological Students. It

desirable adjunct to the Greek Grammars of Butt
and Matthiai, especially to the former, upon the i

of which its copious illustrations are arrantred.

VALPY'S (F.) fundamental WORDS
THE GREEK LANGUAGE, adapted to

Memory of the Student by means of U
vations, and Derivatives, Passages from
Classical Writers, and other Associations,
extra ycloth boards, (pub. at 10s 6d) reduce<

5s - 1

"
I have frequently consulted this work of

learned and ingenious author with considerable
faction."—7%c Bev. J. Jt. Major ofKing's ColU

VIEYRA'S PORTUGUESE ENGLISH
ENGLISH PORTUGUESE D
TIONARY, improved and enlarged b^
Do Canto, 2 vols. 8vo. extra cloth, £1.

WESLEY'S (Dr.

logism, or a

lettered, (pub,
WHITEHEAD'S

C.) LOGIC : A Guide to

Manual of Logic, 12mo.
at 4s Qd) reduced to 3s

SPANISH GRAMMAR,
copious Exercises ;

the whole renderec

easy as to be intelligible without the aid o

Instructor, post 8vo. cloth lettered, (pub
7s 6d) reduced to 2s Gd

WILLIS'S ELEMENTARY HEBR
GRAMMAR, (with Points), to whic

added a Selection of Hebrew Sentences,
a short Lexicon and References to the G
mar (on the plan of Leusden and Bu^
8vo. cloth (pub. at Qs) reduced to 3s

An excellent and much esteemed Grammaf
use of Schools and Young Students.

WILSON'S (JAMES. Pro/€ssor of French

Gregory's College) FRENCH-ENGLISI
ENGLISH-FRENCH DICTIONARY!
taining full Explanations, Definitioni

nonyms, Idioms, Proverbs, Terms of

Science, and Rules of Pronunciation in"

Language. Compiled from the Dictionary-

the Academy, Bowyer, Chambaud, Gs

Laveaux, Des Carrieres and Fain, Jol

and Walker, 1 large closely printed vol

imperial 8vo. cloth, (pub. at £2, 2s) rec

to£l.8s

WILSON'S FRENCH ENGLISH and E
LISH FRENCH DICTIONARY, abri.

1 8mo, ''oan, 4s 6d

XENOPHONTIS OPERA, Gr. et. Lat; So

deri et Zeunii, accedit index, CPorson
Elmsley's Edition,) 10 vols. 12mo. i

SOMELY printed IN A LARGE TYPE, in

cloth boards, done up in 5 vols. (pub. at £^
reduced to 1 8s

the same, large paper, 10 vols, crown 8f
extra cloth boards, done up in 5 vo'umes, re

to £1. 5j

This is the only complete modern edition of

phon which has the Latiu Version and a (

Index.
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OTPS TEACHER, or Moral Influences em-

ployed in the Instruction of the Young, in-

tended chiefly to assist young- Teachers in

organizing and conducting their Schools, new
edition, revised by Dr. Mayo, fcap. 8vo. extra

cloth, (pub. at 5s) reduced to 3s 1834
)P'S FABLES, IBmo. elegantly printed at the

Chiswick Press by Whittingham, embeUished bi^

153 pretty engravings on ivood, extra cloth, gilt

?d'j;es, (pub. at 5s) reduced to 3s 1838
WORTH'S ENGLISH A'OCABULARY,
last edition, corrected and improved, I'dmo. cloUi

'ettered, Is 6d . . 1845
IN'S (Dr.) CALENDAR of NATURE, for

the Instruction and Entertainment of Young
Persons, 18mo. beautiful tvood-cuts by Hurveii,
neiv and improved edition, cloth. (The prettiest
iditiuu of a very popular and edifying ivork.)

;'pub. at Is Gd) reduced to Is 1836
:EWELL'S PHILOSOPHICAL CONVER-
SATIONS, in which are familiarly explained
the Causes of numerous daily occun-ing Phe-
nomena, 12mo. cloth lettered, (pub. at 5s 6d) re-

duced to 3 s

BAULD.LECONS POUR LES ENFANS,
lepuis I'age de deux ans jusqu'a cinq; traduit

par M. Pasquier, last edition, 18mo. cloth let-

tered, 2s . ] 845
L'S SELECTIONS OF THE MOST
REMARKABLE PHENOMENA OF
NATURE, 18mo. cloth bds. (pub. at 3s 6d)
reduced to 2s . ] 827
GLEY'S USEFUL KNOWLEDGE, or a
familiar Account of all the various Productions
af Nature, Mineral, Vegetable, and Animal,
^ystcmatically arranged, which are chiefly em-
[)loyed for the use of Man, illustrated bii plates
ind 150 wood-cuts, and intended as a work both
-)f instruction and reference. Sixth Edition,
revised, enlarged, and altered to the existing
state of science, by D. Cooper, of the British

Museum, 2 vols, post 8vo. extra cloth bds.

(pub. at 16s) reduced to 10s Gd

'Trade edition, 1842
'WN'S BOOK OF BRITISH BUTTERFLIES,
MOTHS, Sec, complete in 3 vols. 18mo. illus-
Iruled by \A4 coloured plates, in extra red cloth,

lichly gilt, (pub. at 15s) reduced to 7s 6^/ 1834

i' SCENES, OR A PEEP into LONDON,
sq. VZmo.with ] 02 fine wood-cuts, designed hi/

Gilbert, engraved by Folkard, extra gilt cloth, o-ik

edges, 3s Gd . . 1845
.BB'S (Ricv. G.) NEW PANTHEON, or

iMytliology of all Nations, adapted to the Bib-
lical, Classical, and General Reader, but more
especially for the Use of Schools and Young
Persons

;
wnn Questions for Examination on

TjiE Plan of Pinnock, 18mo. icith 30 pleasing
iutu'graphs of the principal Heroes of Heathen

Mythology ; gilt cloth, (pub. at 3s) reduced to
2s Gd . 1840
This is by far the cleverest of all the small works on

inytlioloijy. Tlie talented author is well known by liis
Historical and Technological Dictionaries, Dictionary
01 Synonynies, and works on the German langii.ve.

CROWQUILL'S PICTORIAL GRAMMAR
16mo. with 120 humorous illustrations, extra

cloth, gilt sides, Tpub. at 5s) reduced to 2s Gd
'^

1844

" A really amusing and instructive little volume, in

which the ordinary riiles of Grammar, the choice say-

ings of Lindley Murray, the dry study of rules, are illus-

trated, and that so comically by the graphic art of the

celebrated Alfred Crowqiiill, that the agreement of the

noun with the verb, or the nominative with the objec-

tive, never fails to excite roars of laughter. If ladders

to learning are desirable, a position seldom questioned,

surely so humorous an introduciion to the acquisition of

speaking and writing tlie En^^Iish language with pro-

priety, must be acceptable both to fond parents and as-

piring youth."
—Morninij Chronicle.

DRAPER'S JUVENILE - NATURALIST, or

Country Walks in Spring, Summer, Autumn,
and Winter, in one thick volume, sq. 12mo.

illustrated wiiJi eighty beautifully executed wood'

cuts, and fine frontispieces ; richly bound in green

cloth, gilt edges, nexo and improved edition, (pub.
at 7s Gd) reduced to 4s Gd 1845

ENTERTAINING PHILOSOPHER ; a familiar

Explanation of the most interesting Pheno-

mena of Natural and Experimental Philosophy,

comprising a Store of curious and instructive

Information in Mechanics, Hydrostatics, Pneu-

matics, Heat, Optics, JMagnetism, Electricity,

Galvanism, etc. compiled to promote Practical

Education. By W. M. Higgins, Lecturer on

Experimental Philosophy at Guy's Hospittil,

fcap. 8vo. illustrated by above 100 wood engrav-

ings, extra cloth boards, (pub. at 9s Gd) reduced

to3s6rf . 1844;

ENCYCLOP/EDIA of MANNERS and ETI-

QUETTE, comprising an improved edition of
Chesterfield's Advice to his Son on Men and
Manners

;
and The Young Man's Own Book,

a Manual of Politeness, Intellectual Improve-

ment, and Moral Deportment, calculated to

form the Character on a solid Basis, and to

insure Respectability and Success in Life, one

elegantly printed vol. fcap. l2n\o.fro7itispiece,
extra cloth boards, gilt edges, 2s. 1844

the same, cloth, gilt edges
ENGLISH BOY AT THE CAPE ;

an Anglo-
African Story. By the Autlior of ''

Keeper's
Travels." 3 vols, royal 18mo. embellished with,

engravings, cloth gilt, edges cut, (pub. at 10s Gd)
reduced to 5s . 1835

"This is a very interesting Robinson Crusoe sort of
a tale, suitable Ui youth of both sexes. From it much
more than mere amusement will be gained. The infor-

mation it contains ot tlio manners of tlic inhabit.uits,
the topography, and other peculiarities of Southern

Africa, is correct iiiid valuable ; and the moral incul-

cated throughout is not the least of its evcellencies."

Metropolitan May.

EQUESTRIAN JNIANUAL for LADIES, (by
FiiANK HowAnn) fcap. 8vo. upwards of 50 beau-

tiful wood-cuts, richly bound in cloiJi, icith appro-

priate devices in gold, (pub. at 4s) reduced to

2s Gd Tilt, I'd 4 4:

FISHER'S JUVENILE SCRAP BOOK; by Mrs.

Ellis, I\Iis3 Strickland, and others, various vols.

Sm. 8vo. numerous beautiful engravings, chlhy
c gilt edges, (eacli pub. at 8s) reduced to 5s
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FORTUNES OF FRANK FAIRFIELD, by M. H.

Barker, Esq., the " Old Sailor," (a well writ-

ten and Entertaining^ Narrative of Naval Ad-

ventures). 18mo. with 7 pretty engravings on

steely and numerous looodcnts, cloth extra, gilt

edges, (pub. at 3s 6d) reduced to 2s 6d 1845

This interesting talc is fonndeil on fact*. Fairfield

is a pseudonyme tor Admiral Trow brid^je, the frieud

aud companion of Nelson.

GLIMPSES OF THE WONDERFUL, a Christmas

Present for Young People, for 1846, sq. 12mo.

iL-ith numerous woodcuts, extra gilt cbth, gilt

edges, 5s . 1846

the same, former series, I8i5, extra gilt clotli,

gilt edges, 5s

HACK'S (Maria) ENGLISH STORIES of the

OLDEN TIME. 2 vols. 12mo. vignettes by

Harvey, extra cbth, very richly gilt backs, 12s

*' A popular History of England, from Alfred to Eli-

zabeth, adapted to the capacity of young persons, and '

embodying a great deal of information, valuable and

interesting to juvenile readers. There is throughout a

dispassionate and just estimate of the characters of the

persons, and the causes and influence of events."

Spectator.

GRECIAN STORIES, 12mo. with 39 fine

illustrations by Gilbert, engraved by Wright and

Folkard; extra cloth, very richly gilt, (pub. at

8s) reduced to 5s

"These historical narratives are composed on the po-

pular plan of the entertaining and instructive stories of

the authoress relating to England. They will be valu-

able, especially to the non-classical, as an accurate pic-

ture of Greece, its annals, and its great men."
Tait's Mag.

WINTER EVENINGS, or Tales of Travel-

lers. New Edition, one thick vol. post 8vo.

fine front, gilt cloth^ very richly gilt, 6s

A most delightful book for young people, by a very

popular writer.
" Several interesting narratives are here very ably

abridged from the works of celebrated travellers, and

interspersed with such questions and explanations as

are likely to make every circumstance intelligible."
" The fair compiler is entitled to much gratitude for

this instructive aud agreeable publication."
Montlily Review.

HALL'S (Capt. Basil) PATCHWORK, (a new
Series of Fragments of Voyages and Travels,)

second edition, 12mo. handsomely printed, extra

cloth, with the back very richly and appropriately

gilt with patchwork devices (pub. at 15a) reduced

tols6d . Mo.to7j, 1841

A book full of the raost entertaining stories and ad-

ventures, written with all the vigour aud sprightliness
of this very agreeable writer.
"

Captain Basil Hall imparts a freshness to what-

ever spot he touches, and carries the reader, with iic-

tiring good humour, cheerily along with him. Turn
where we will, we have posies of variegated flowers

presented to us, and we are sure to find in every one of

them, whither sombre or gay, a sprig of i^ast7. His
Patchwork is full of varied information, rich in mate-

rials for thinking, and far more amusing than any
novel or romance. It makes ns long to have the gal-
lant Captain .ifloat again ; for, pleasant as he is on

chore, he is without a rival on the merry sea."

QuarterIy Review.

IIEEREN'S MANUAL of ANCIENT GEOGRA-
PHY, for the use of Schools, l2mo. cloth

lettered (pub. at 2s 6r/) reduced to 2s Oxf. 1535

HOWriT'S JACK OF iHE MILL, 2 vols. 12mo.

cloth, richly gilt (pub. at 15$) reduced 7s 6d 1844

BRITISII PRESERVE, royal 8vo. con-

taining 36 clever and highly finished etchings

of Game, Birds, Deer, Hares, etc. (very suitable

as a DnAWiNO Book for Youth) extra clothf

(pub. at £1. Is) reduced to 5s

ELEMENTARY BOOKS, GYMNASTICS, ETC.

JOYCE'S SCIENTIFIC DIALOGUES, for Yoi

People, new and improved edition, edited

Pin nock, 12mo. plates, cloth gilt U
KILOH'S ABRIDGMENT of ANCIE;

HISTORY, chiefly of the Egyptians, Cart

ginians, Assyrians, and Medes and Persia

with Exercises at the end of each Chapter,
THE Plan of Pixnock, for the Use of Scho

" A very valuable abrid<;ment compiUd with
j;

care, and accompanied by questions on the plan of
nock's Goldsmith. It is extremely well adapted tc

purpose lor «hicli the Authoress intended it, nat
for the use of Schools."—.S/andar«Z.

KNIGHT'S LIBRARY for the YOUNG, j

lished under the superintendance of the Society

Promoting Useful Knowledge, 10 vols. 16

elegantly bound in cloth, gilt edges^ (pub
£2. 3i)reduced to£l.6s

Or separately, as follows.

Picture History of England, 3 vols, ii

ivith 126 woodcuts the size of the page, (pul

10s) reduced to 6s

»#• This is one of the best and most este<

of the numerous Histories of England for Youth.

History of Spain and Portugal, 2 vols, in 1

vwodcuts, (pub. at 5s) reduced to 3s

Uncle Oliver's Travels in Persia (by Kit
2 vols, in 1, 24 woodcuts, (pub. at 7s 6d]
duced to 3s 6d
•,• This interesting compilation is by the tal'

editor of the Pictorial Palestine, and is adini

adapted to tlie capacity of youth.
Flowers and their Associations, by Miss F

with coloured plates, (pub. at 6s) reduce
3s 6d

The Field, the Garden, and the Wood,
Pratt, numerous woodcuts and coloured

piece, (pub. at 4s) reduced to 2s 6d

Dawnings of Genius, or the Early Lives

nent Persons, (pub. at 3s) reduced to 2s]
Old Sports of England, many woodcuts, (t

2s 6d) reduced to 2s

The Elder Brother, by Mrs. BatKell,

(pub. at 2s) reduced to Is 6d

Chivalry and Charity, exemplified in tl

of Du Guescelin and John Howard,
3s) reduced to 2s

KNIGHT'S ANTIQUITIES of the BRl
MUSEUM, containing 112 engravings of a
most remarkable Statuary and Sculpt
Egyptian Antiquities, Vases, S<;c. with

press on the reverses, mounted on Cards, fcap
in a cloth case, lettered, (pub. at 9s) rec

to 4s 6d

Lamartine, Voyage en Orient—See Foreign 1

ture.

•#• This is an admirable reading book for St
in the French Language, aud may safely be i

mended to Schools.

L. E. L. TRAITS and TRIALS of EA
LIFE, a series of Tales addressed to "i

People. By L. E. L. (Miss Landon). I

edition, fcap. 8vo. with a beautiful portn
graved on

steel, gilt cloth, (pub. at 5s) re
to 3s 6d

LE KEUX'S ILLUSTRATIONS of NA:
HISTORY, embracing a Series of Engr
and descriptive Accountsof the most int^

and popular Genera and Species of the

World, 8vo. with l\4 clever steel engr
Le Keux, Daniell, Landseer, and othe

Unhgilt, (pub. at£l. Is) reduced to 9s

Lempriere's Classical Dictionary—Sea
and Classical Literature*
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IB'S TALES FROM SHAKSPEARE, de-

signed principally for the Use of Young Persons,

(written by Miss and Charles Lamb,) sixth

edition, embellished with 20 large and beautiful

ieood-cut engravings, from designs by Harveyj

fcap. 8vo. eitra cloth, full gilt back (pub. at

7i 6d) reduced to 5s . 1843

-the same, in ?noroccoex(ra, reduced to 10s

33

OF BRITISH

*• One of the most useful and agreeable companions
U th« understanding of Shakspeare wliich have been

produced. The youthful reader who is about to taste

the charms of our great Bard, is strongly recommended
to prepare himself by first reading these elegant tales,

which in a short compass, and adopting as much as

possible the language of the great original, give each

plot and story in a most impressive manner. Even
those who are fajniliar with every line of the original,

will be delighted with the pleasing and compendious

way in which the story of each play is here presented
'o them."—Quarterly Review.

'E OF CHRIST, in the Words of the Evan-

gelists, IBmo. 28 'p-etty icoodcuts, extra clothj

eilt edges, Cpub. at 4s) reduced to 3s* ^ ^^
Tilt, 1837

UDON'S (Mrs.) IMPROVED EDITION of

THE ENTERTAINING NATURALIST,
being popular Descriptions, Tales, and Anec-

dotes of more than Five Hundred Animals, i:om-

prehending all the Quadrupeds, Birds, Fishes,

Reptiles, Insects, &c. of which a knowledge is

indispensable in Polite Education; with In-

dexes of Scientific and Popular Names, an

explanation of Terms, and an Appendix of

Fabulous Animals, illustrated by upwards of
400 beautiful woodcuts by Bewick. Harvey,

Whimper, and others, new edition, revised, en-

larged, and corrected to the present state of

Zoological Knowledge, in 1 thick vol. post
^vo. elegantly bound in gilt cloth, ls6d 1843

— the same, in morocco extra, 12s

This new and handsome edition is likely to become
the most popular work of the kind, having oeen con-

siderably enlarged and improved both in text and

plates.

INGNALL'S HISTORICAL and MISCEL-
LANEOUS QUESTIONS, new Pictorial

Edition, by the Rev. Ingram Cobbin, 12mo.
embossed roan, 4s 6d

\RTIN AND WESTALL'S PICTORIAL
HISTORY OF THE BIBLE, the letterpress

by the Rev. Hobart Caunter, 8vo. 144 extremely

beautiful wood engravings by the first Artists (in-

cluding reduced copies of Martin's celebrated

Pictures,
"

Belshazzar's Feast, the Deluge, Fall of
Nineveh," etc. etc.) bound in cloth, full gilt backs,

gilt edges, reduced to 12s 1846— the same, whole bound morocco, richly gilt, gilt

edges, IBs
A most elegant present to young people.

INSTRELSY of the WOODS, or Sketches and

Songs connected with the Natural History of

some of the most interesting British and

Foreign Birds, (by Miss Waring, of Selborne)

post 8vo. with 17 coloured plates of Birds, green

cloth, richly gilt, (pub. at 9s) reduced to 6s

1832
ITFORD'S (Miss) TALES and STORIES for
YOUNG PEOPLE, selected from American
Writers, for Children above ten years of age, 3

vols. 12mo. gilt cloth, edges cut, (pub. at 10s 6d)
reduced to 5s . 1835

ORE'S (Hannah) SACRED DRAMAS, Prac-
tical Piety, and other Works— See Theology.

MUDIE'S (Robt.) history
BIRDS, or the Feathered Tribes of the British

Islands, 2 vols. 8vo. second edition, the plates

beautifully coloured, extra cloth bds. elegantly gilt

on the backs, (pub. at £1. 8s) reduced to 16s

1841
—— the same, 2 vols, morocco, gilt edges, £1. 6s

" This is, without any exception, the most truly

charming work on Ornilhology which has hijherto ap-

peared, from the days of Willughby downwards.
Other authors describe, Mudie paints ; other authors

give the husk, Mudie the kernel. We most heartily
concur with the opinion expressed of this work by
Leigh Hunt (a kindred spirit) in the first few numbers of

his right pleasant London Journal, The descriptions of

Bewick, Pennant, Lewin, Montagu, and even Wilson,
will not for an instant stand comparison with the spirit-

stirring emanations of Mudie's 'living pen,' as it has

well been called. We are not acquainted with any
other author who so felicitously unites beauty of style
with strengtii and nerve of expression

—he does not spe-

cify, he paints."
— Wood's Ornithological Guide.

Nugent's French Dictionary—See Foreign Litera-

ture.

PERCY'S TALES of the KINGS of ENG-
LAND

;
Stories of Camps and Battle-Fields,

Wars, and Victories (modernized from Holin-

shed, Froissart, and the other Chroniclers),
2 vols, in 1, sq. 12mo. (Parley size). Fourth

Edition, considerably improved, completed to

the present time, embellished with 16 exceedingly

beautiful wood engravings ; extra red cloth, full

gilt, with gilt edges, (pub. at 9s) reduced to 6s

1846
This beautiful volume has enjoyed a large share of

success, and deservedly.

PINNOCK'S(Wm.)COMPREHENSIVE GRAM-
MAR OF MODERN GEOGRAPHY and

HISTORY, for the use of Schools and for Pri-

vate Tuition, in one thick vol. 18mo. with nume-
rous Maps, Views, and Costumes, finely engraved
on steel, (fortieth thousand), neatly bound in

roan, 5s 6d 1845
COMPREHENSIVE GRAMMAR of AN-
CIENT GEOGRAPHY and HISTORY, for

the use of Schools and for Private Tuition,
18mo. with Maps, Views, and Costumes, finely

engraved on steel, new edition, neatly bound in

roan, (pub. at 5s 6d) reduced to 4s 6d 1845

COMPREHENSIVE GRAMMAR of SA-
CRED GEOGRAPHY and HISTORY, for

the use of Schools and for Private Tuition,

18mo. with Maps, Views, and Costumes, finely

engraved on steel, new edition, neatly bound in

roan, (pub. at 5s 6d) reduced to 4s 6d 1845
COMPREHENSIVE GRAMMAR of the
ENGLISH LANGUAGE, with Exercises;
written in a familiar style, accompanied .with

Questions for Examination, and Notes Critical

and Explanatory, intended for the use of

Schools, 12mo. ruan, (pub. at 5s 6d) reduced to

4s 6d . 1845
•»• These four capital School Books will in future

be supplied with greater regularity than heretofore,
and Dot be allowed to remain out of print for an hour.
The trade will much oblige by giving them attention.

RICHARDSON'S GEOLOGY for BEGIN-
NERS, second edition, considerably enlarged
and improved, one thick vol. post 8vo. ?7/us-

trated by upwards of 260 ivoodcuts, cloth lettered,

(pub. at 10s 6d) reduced to 7s 6d 1843
RURAL SCENES, or a PEEP into the COUN-

TRY, new edition, with SQfine woodcuts, 12mo.
cloth gilt, 2s 6d . 1845

Attributed to the talented authors of "Original
Poems."
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ROBERTS'S PINNOCK li^lPROVED
;
or Ele-

ments of Modern Geography oiul General
'

History, on n new and popular plan ;
with

,

Questions for Examination. To which are i

added, Rules for the Construction of Maps, I

third edition, revised and eii'.ar;^ed, r2ino. I

UliLStrated by 12 maps and 73 vieivs, and other 1

engravings, neatly hound in roan, lettered^ (pul).

at 7s) reduced to 5s . H543
This is a new edition of a very elegant and clever

work, on an admirable plan, and well calculated lor

beneficial instruction. It ditlers from others on the

jame subject, by the greater v^Miety and copiousness of

its historical details.*'— y.t/ercr^ Gazette.

ROBINSON CRUSOE, including his further Ad-

ventures, with Life of Defoe, 6cc. npuards of
60 fine icoodcuts, from designs by Harvey and

Whimper, fcap. 8vo. new and mnch improved

edition, Just Published, loith additional cuts, cloth,

emblematically gilt, (pub. at Ss) reduced to 6s

1844
The only small edition which is complete.

SADLER'S YOUTH'S CHURCH GUIDE to the

Principles of Protestant Christianity, as

founded on the Doctrines of Christ and his

Apostles, and embodied in the Ritual of the

English Church
;

illustrated by the Collects,

Sacred Poetry, and explanatory Notes. Also,
the Church of Rome proved not to be the

earliest Church in this country ; with the

Errors of Romanism set forth, r2mo. extra

cloth bds. (pub. at 3s) reduced to 2s

STRICKLAND'S (Miss) EDWARD EVELYN,
a Tale of the Rebellion of 1 745

;
to which is

added,
** The Peasant's Tale," by Jefferys

Taylor, fcap. 8vo, two fine plates, extra cloth, full

gilt back, (pub, at 5s) reduced to 2s 6d 1843

By the popular Author of the Lives of the Queens of

Ensland.
TAYLOR'S LIFE of JESUS, addressed to the

Young, r2ino. frontispiece, gilt cloth extra, gilt

edges, (pub. at 3s 6d) reduced to 2s 6d
17. Smith, 1840

An excellent little volume for yount; people, which

may be recommended to the pious of all classes.

(Jane and Emily) OLUGIXAL POKMS for

INFANT MINDS, 2 vols. IBmo. cloth lettered,

3s . Harvey and Dulton, 1845

RHYMES FOR THE NURSERY, ISmo. cloth

Uttered, (pub. at 3s) reduced to Is ih. 1845

LIMED TWIGS to CATCH YOUNG
BIRDS, sq. 18mo. cloth lettered, 2s 6J ib. 1845
"The Miss Taylors are the best nursery lyrists.

Their verses for children have never been surp.issed,

scarcely equalled indeed—for the happy union of fancy
and precept, (he simplicity and intelligibility of the

ideas and \vord», and the tluea'^y and conciseness of

the vliy Hits."—Spectator.
TIMPSON'S (Rev. T.) MOTHER with iieb

FAMILY, being Scriptural fZxercises, Prayers,
and Hymns for Children, every Sunday Even-

ing. To which are added, Hannah M ore's

Counsels to Mothers in teaching Religion to

their Children, 18mo. frontispiece, extra cloth

hoards, devotional figure gilt on the side, (pub. at

2« 6r/) reduced to* Is ed . 1841

TYTLER'S (Miss) HYMNS and SKETCHES in

VERSE (for training the young mind), 16ujo.

with Q beautiful wood engravings; cloth elegant,

gilt edges, (pub. at 4s 6rf) reduced to 3s

ai:thor of the ^ Tales of the Great and Brave ;' lo:

«if the short poems are very beautiful. The woodci
are really sterns, such as but a few years ago vn\
have astonished the public in works of far higher p
tensions."— Arijus.

WAKEFIELD'S (Pkiscilla) JUVENILE TR
VELIjERS, a Tour throughout Europe, a n*

edition corrected to the present time, 12n

niap, half bound, 6s . 18

FAMILY TOUR through the British Empi
new (;dition, corrected to the present tin

12mo. half bound. 6? 18

INTRODUCTidx TO BOTANY. Elevei

Edition witli considerable Additions, and
Introduction to t})e Natural Arrangements
Plants, post 8i-o. witli 10 plates, containirig 2

Jigures uKAiniFULLV coloured
;

extra clc

(pub. at 8s) reduced to 5s . 16

The colouring and boarding of these copies are v

superior to those now in the trade.

WALKER'S DEFENSIVE EXERCISES, (Fei

ing. Wrestling, Boxing, Broad Sword, Gt

&c.) 12mo. with above 100 illustrations, cloth g

(pub. at 8s) reduced to 4s U
WOOD-NOTES FOR all SEASONS (or i

P0I:TRY of BIRDS) a Series of Songs c

Poems for Young People, contributed by Ba

Cornwall, Woudswokth, IMoore, Colerid

Campbell, Joanna Baillie, Eliza Cook, Mi

Howitt, Mrs. Hemans, 11 ogg, Charlotte Smi
«SiC. &c. fcap. 8vo. very prettily printed, with

beautiful icood engravings, extra cloth, gilt ed^

(pub. at 3s 6J) reduced to 2« U
YOUNG LADY'S BOOK, a Manual of Eleg

Recreations, Exercises, and Pursuits, si:

edition, thick fcap. 8vo, several hundred pla

xP'-y elegantly and expensively bound in crim

soan, gilt edges, (pub. at £1. Is) reduced

Containing: Moral Deportment; The FloristI

ncralogy; Conchology; Entomology; The Ai
Tlie Toilet ; Embroidery ; The Escritoire : Pa

Music; Dancins;; Archery; Riding; The Ornar

Artist, (modelliui; in Clay, Wax, PasteboardJ

Class, Casting, Painting on Glass and Velvet,
tal Tinting, Lithography, &c.)

YOUNG ENGLAND'S LITTLE LIBRAR^
Collection of Original Tales for Children,
Prose and A^'erse, by Mrs. Hall, ISIrs. How
Albert Smith, Mr. Gaspey, the Author of
" New 'J'nle of a Tub," and other auth(

handsomely printed in small 4to. illustra ted t

npicnrdf of 80 very large and clever engraving:
wood and stone, moral and humorous, richly or

vie Ji ted cloth, gilt edges, (pub. at lOs 6d) redu

to 7s 6d . li

YOUTH'S (The) HANDBOOK of ENTl
TAINING KNOWLEDGE, in a Series

Familiar Conversations on the most interest

Productions of Nature and Art, and on ol

Instructive Topics of Polite Education. E

Lady, (Mr?. Pai.t.iser, the Sister ofC:

IMarryat), 2 vols. fcap. 8vo. woodcuts, e

cloth boards, gilt, (pub. at 15s) reduced t

This is a very clever and instructive book, ada

to the capacities of young people, on the plan o

Conversations on Chemistry, Mineralcpy, Botany,

1840
A child's book of a very superior character, by the

ADDITIONS.

HOWITT'S (MARY) CHILD'S PICTURES AND VERSE BOOK, commonly called

Speckter's Fable Book ;" translated into English Verse, with French and German Verses oppo
FORMING A TuioLOTT, scjuare 12mo. with one hundred large wood engravings, extra boards,

edges, (pub. at 10s 6<i) reduced to 5s
,:i„ k/^^l,. ^^ tnVaUtt nt Uatr



Mn^it ana ilusJiral SMotfe^

£ MUSICAL LIBRARY, a Selection of the

best Vocal and Instrumental Music, both Eng-
lish and Foreign, edited by W. Ayrton. Esq. of

the Opera House. 8 vols, folio, comprehending
more than Four Hundred pieces of Music, heau-

tijully printed with metallic types, (pub. at£4. 4ii)

reduced to £1. lis 6d

-the same, 8 vols, in 4, neatly half bound, mo-

'•occo, emblematic'iUy gilt on the sides, (pub. at

£6. 16s 6d) reduced to £2. 16s

The Vucal and Instrumental may be had separately,
each in 4 vols, at 16s

•»* The cheapest ami perhaps the best collectiou of
Music ever otfeied to the public in the same compass.
Eight folio volumes for a guinea and a
HALF is little more than the price of waste paper : yet
the culleclioii i:s extremely valuable, and comprehends
many of the most admired Old English Songs,
Glees, Madrigals, as well as Instrumental Pieces

;

and some of the best Italian and German Music,
(the latter provided with English words) both vocal
and in»tramental, ancient and modern. In all there
are upwards of 400 pieces, which, taken at only one

sliilling each, and this is much less than one-fourth of
what many of them could be bought for separately,
would amount to no less than :£20.

A moke desirable present to the lover of
MUSIC does not exist, i

Among the Composers' Works contaiiied in it are— '
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GARLAND OF SCOTIA : a Musical Wreath,
containing upwards of 120 of the best Scottish

Songs, with JNIusical Accompaniments, adapted
for the Voice, Flute, Violin, &c. edited by
J. Turnbull, and P. Buchan, imperial 8vo.
cloth lettered, (pub. at 12s) reduced to 3s 6d

Glasgow, 1841
HOGARTH'S MEMOIRS OF THE MUSICAL

DRAMA, 2 vols. Bvo. illustrated hy capital

Portraits, iricluding Mad. Mara, Farinelli, Dr.

Arne, Mrs. Billington, Catalani, 8^c. extra cloth,

Cpub. at £1. 8s) reduced to 8s. 1838
" Mr. Hogarth's assiduity in collecting materials of

musical history, his judgment in selecting what most
deserved public notice, and his ijeneral skill and taste

in criticism, are already well known and appreciated.
A new work from his hand, therefore, in which a

rapid view should be given of the origin, progress, and
history of the musical drama to our own day, cannot
fail to arrest more than common attention. Such is

the work before us, and it is sure to till np a very
popular link in the chain of musical publication."

Literary Gazette.
" Undei Mr. Hogarth's pleasant guidance, we pass

with delight through the spiendid, aitificial, but most

fascinating domain of the Lyric Drama. We have no
hesitation in pronouncing him the very man to be-
come popular, as a diligent collector, an unprejudiced
judge, and a chronicler totally free from professional
taint. He brings general scholarship and cultivation
to his task, and has produced a very instructive as well
ts entertaining work."—Athenceum.

KNIGHT'S MUSICAL CLASSICS, folio, sewed,

Glees, a Selection of Forty-four Compositions by
Arnold, Atterbury, Baildon, Battishill, Berg,
Callcott, Cooke, Danby, Fitzherbert, Hayes,

Horsley, Lock, Mornington, Moscheles,

Nares, Paxton, SpofForth, Smith, Stevens,
and Webbe

; arranged for Soprano as well as

other voices, to each of which is added an
ad libitum Piano-forte Accompaniment, 2

parts, (pub. at 15s) reduced to 9s

Madrigalian Feast, a Collection of Twenty
Madrigals, for Soprano and other Voices,
selected chiefly from the ^Vorks of the great
Masters of the Sixteenth and Seventeenth

Centuries, viz. Bennett, Cavendish, Croce,
Conversi, Dowland, Ford, Gastoldi, Orlando

Gibbons, Morley, Palestrina, Ward, Weelkes,
and Wilbye ;

to each of which ia added an ad
libitum Piano-forte accompaniment, (pub. at

Is 6d) reduced to 4s 6d

Hayden's Twelve Canzonets, together with "

Tuneful Voice," the Spirit Song, and four

German Songs, with English Words, (pub. at

5s) reduced to 3s 6d

LITTLE LAYS FOR LITTLE LEARxVERS,
comprising of a Set of Easy Songs, suited to

the Comprehension and Capabilities of Young
Beginners, the Music by EdwaudF. Rimbault,
4to. frontispiece, boards, (pub at 6s) reduced
to 3s

MEMOIRS AND LETTERS OF THE LATE
MADAME MALIBRAN, by the Countess de

Merlin and other intimate friends
;
with No-

tices of the Progress of the Musical Drama in

England, 2 vols, post 8vo. second edition, por-
trait, extra cloth, (pub. at £1. Is) reduced to 6s

1844

MUSIC AND MUSICAL WORKS.
' MELODIES, by Mrs. Alex. Kerr

; contaii
Twelve oiiginal Songs, Glees, &c. dedicatee
command to Queen Adelaide, folio, with 3 il

trations after Chalon, S;c. boards, (pub. at

reduced to 3s

1. 'Tis sweet to muse.
2. I'll love thee ever-

more.
3. Alone with me their

mem'ry be.

4. Oh ! slumber on.
5. Songof a Circassian
— It e'er one sadden-

ing thought of me.
6. Oh ! wherefore am

I lonely?

7. Merrily, merrily!
Boat Glee, for 3 voii

8. Serenade.
9. Strike the lyre!-*
Boat Glee, for three

voices.

10. Patriotic Swiss Song,
for three voices.

11. Departed Hours.
1/. My Father-land.

MUSICAL BIJOU
; containing Songs, Ballads,

Tales, by Bayly, Wordsworth, Mrs. Hera;

Mrs. Norton, Planch6, &c., with Melod

Quadrilles, \Valtzes, &c. by Herz, Pa

Neukomm, Rodwell. Bishop, Weippert. B
*ioven, Barnett, Lover, Novello, Thalb

Jullien, Cramer, Strauss, Czerny, Sir J

Stevenson, &:c. &cc. six various volumes,

published between 1830 and 1840, each voli

einbellishedicithjine lithographs, boards, (each j

at 1 5s) reduced to 3s

MUSICAL GEM; A Collection op nea
Three Hundred Modern and Favorite So

Duets, Glees, &c. by the most celebrated C
posers of the Present Day, adapted for

Voice, Flute, or Violin (edited by John Paf
3 vols, in 1, 8vo. With a beautifully engraved i

and a very richly illuminated frontispi

red turkey cloth, full gilt back and sides, (pul
£1. Is) reduced to 10s 6d 1,

The above capital collection contains a great}
ber of the best copyright pieces, including
the most popular Songs of Brahaiu, Bishop,
forms a most attractive volume.

MUSICAL TALISMAN
; containing Sixte«

ginal Songs by Haynes Bayly, Mrs. Cot
Baron Wilson, Planche, MissMitford, &(

the Music by Herz, Barnett, Bishop, Re

Parry, Cramer, Linley, and Moschellei

with 3 Jine plates, gilt boards, (pub. at 10/

duced to 4s . 1

MUSIC BY PRINCE ALBERT.—Songs
Ballads written and set to Music by His R
Highness Prince Albert, and Prince En
impl, 4to. containing Fourteeri Songs, (the v

in English and German), with a beautikull\

graved portrait of Prince Albert,

covers, with leather back, (pub. at 12s) red

to OS

J. Farewell to Ilotne

*2. To my Brother
3. Italian Song
4. The Bark dashes wildly
5. The Wandering Harper
6. Sleep, O Sleep
7. Say.slcepestthou.LoveT
8. To an absent Friend
9. Yonder, thou shalt find

the blessing

10. All silent were the

tains

11. Come, dearest, con

12. How sweet this ho

pure devotion

13. As the bark dasbi

wildly
14. The star of splendv^



n)tolos^, erriesia^tical l^isitorg, aula iloral^.

\A1S'S EXPOSITION OF THE SECOND i

EPISTLE GENERAL OF ST. PETER, one

lai-o-e voL imperial 8vo. extra cloth, boards, £1. Is

1842

EXANDER'S CONGREGATIONAL LEC-
\

TURE ON THE CONNEXION AND HAR- i

MONY OF THE OLD AND NEW TES- I

TAMENTS,being an Inquiry into the Relation, ',

Literary and Doctrinal, in which these two

Parts of the Sacred Volume stand to each other,

8vo. handsomely printed; extra c/of/i, (pub. at

12s) reduced to"^ 7s 1841

KEWELL'S (F. C.) NATURAL EVIDENCE
OF A FUTURE LIFE, derived from the

Properties and Actions of Animate and Inani-

mate Matter, a contribution to Natural Theology,

designed as a Sequel to the Bridgewater Treatises,

2nd edit. 8vo. extra cloth bds. (pub. at 12s) re-

duced to 4s 6d 1840

A X T E R' S (RICHARD) PRACTICAL
WORKS, with an Account of the Author, and

an Essay on his Genius, Works, and Times, 4

vols, imperial 8vo. portrait, extra cloth, (pub. at

£4. 4s) reduced to £2. 12s 6d 1845
"When we look to the immense guperiority of Bax-

ter's writings, consitiered in a mere literary point of

view, and with reference to his genuine English diction,

and his impressive and original style, over the great
mass of religious treatises which are daily coming from
the press, we think that the republication now made
will meet with an extensive circulation."—Aberdeen
Constitution.
" Baxter may not improperly be called the English

Demosthenes."—Doddridge's Lecture on Preaching.
;BLE (THE HOLY), Cabinet Pictorial Edition,

with Notes by the Rev. Hobart Gaunter, em-

bellished with \A5Jine wood-engravings by Westall

and Martin, also several jna;)S, medium 8vo. cloth,

full gilt back and sides, (pub. at £1. lis 6d) re-

duced to 10s 6d— the same, calf gilt, or embossed roan, gilt edges,

(pub. at £1. 16s) reduced to 14s— the same, morocco, super extra, richly gilt, (pub.
at £2. 5s) reduced to £1.

ICKERSTETH'S COMPANION TO THE
BAPTISMAL FONT, 18mo. cloth lettered,

(pub. at 2s) reduced to Is Cd 1842
IDDULPH'S (REV. THOMAS) LECTURES
ON THE 51st PSALM, delivered in the Parish

Church of St. James, Bristol
;
with a discourse

on Personal Assurance of Salvation, second edi-

tion, 12mo. cloth lettered, (pub. at 6s) reduced to

3s 6d Seeley, 1835
ilNGHAM'S (REV. JOSEPH) WORKS, con-

taining THE ORIGINES ECCLESIASTICJ2,
or Antiquities of the Christian Church, new
and improved edition, carefully revised, with an

enlarged index, 2 large vols, imperial 8vo. hand-

somely printed, extra cloth £1. lis 6d
Just Published, IM6

"BiBgham is a writer who does equal honour to the

English clergy and to the English nation, and whose
learning is only to be equalled by his moderation and
impartiality."— Qxiarterly Review." Most strongly and vehemently do I recommend
Bingham's Antiquities of the Christian church ; he

jusily ranks among our brightest Church luminaries.
Jortin knew the value of his labours; Gibbon stole
from them, and they have been translated and reve-
renced all over the continent."— Di6di«.

BINNING'S (REV. HUGH) WORKS, collected

and edited by the Rev. M. Leishman, complete
in one vol. impl. 8vo. extra cloth, 12s 1842
" An old Scotch writer, well worth reading."—

Bickersteth.

BLACKLEY'S (REV. T.) PRACTICAL SER-
MONS, chiefly designed for Family Reading,
3 vols, post Bvo. cloth lettered, (pub. at 16s Qd)
reduced to Qs 1826

BLAIR'S SERMONS, with an Account of the Life

and Character of the Author, by Dr. Finlayson,
new edition, complete in 1 vol. 8vo. cbih lettered,

(pub. at 12s) reduced to 7s 6d 1845

BROWN'S (Dr.) ANTIQUITIES OF THE JEWS,
carefully compiled from authentic sources, and
their Customs illustrated from Modern Travels ;

second edition, 2 vols. 8vo. maps, cloth
gilt, (pub.

at £1. 4s) reduced to 10s 6d 1826
" The most elaborate system of Jewish Antiquities

extant in the English Language."—Horne.
BUNYAN'S PILGRIM'S PROGRESS, quite com-

plete, including the Third Part, with a Life and
numerous explanatory Notes by the Rev. T.

Scott, fcap. 12mo. elegantly printed on fine wove

paper, and embellished with 25 frie full-sized
wood-cuts by Harvey, containing all in Southey's

edition, also a fine front, and vignette, extra cloth

boards, 3s 6d 1844
BURNET'S (BP.) LIVES AND CHARACTERS

(of Sir Mathew Hale, Lord Rochester, Robert

Boyle, Abp. Leighton, and others) with his Ad-
dress to Posterity, and Five Unpublished Letters

by Anne, Countess Dowager of Rochester, upon
her Son's Conversion

; edited, with an elaborate

Introduction and Notes by Bishop Jebb, 8vo.

best edition, cloth lettered, (pub. at 10s 6d) reduced
to 7s . 1833
This is by far the best edition of this sterling volume.

The five unpublished letters, which have been for more
than a hundred and filly years a desideratum to the

reading and religious public, will be found extremely
interesting.

Bishop Burnet's short but exqnisite
" Address to

Posterity" will be read and re-read, with fresh im-

provement and delight, as long as the English lan-

guage lasts.
" The Life of Rochester is a work which the critic

ought to read for its elegance, the philosopher for its

arguments, and the saint for its piety."
—Dr. Johnson.

BURROUGHS' (JEREMIAH) EXPOSITION
OF THE PROPHECY OF HOSEA, with a
brief Notice of the Author, one large vol. impl.
8vo. extra cloth hoards £1. Is 1843
The Rev. E. Bickerstetii, recommends this as *a

very practical and doctrinal work.'

RARE JEWEL OF CHRISTIAN CON-
TENTMENT, 18mo. portrait, extra cloth, (pub.
at 4s) reduced to 2s 1845
" Jeremiah Barroughs was a Puritan writer of much

piety, good sense, and evangelical matter." -
Bickersteth.

" This famous treatise and invaluable jewel of
Christian piety has been spoken of in the highest terms
by Goodwin, Simpson, Greenhill, Bridge and all the
most celebrated writers of the time."

BUTLER'S LIVES OF THE SAINTS, complete
in 2 large vols, royal 8vo. with 22 plates, extra

cloth bds. (pub. at £2. 2s) reduced to £1. 7s

Stereotyped editon, Dublin, 1836

The twenty-two plates are additional.
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CALMET'S DICTIONARY OFTHE BIBLE,wiTH
THE BIBLICAL FRAGMENTS, by the latk
Charles Tavlou, 5 vols, 4to. illustrated by
202COPPES-PLATE ENGRAVINGS, EIGHTH GREATLY
ENLARGED v.DiTioy, beautifully priiited onjinewove |

paper, strongly hound in gilt cloth, (pub. at
}

£10. 10s) reduced to £5. 5s 1840
" An invaluable treasury of Biblical lore, and a

stupendous iiionuiiient of literary industry.
" hi this improved state, Mr. Taylor's edition of

Calmcl's Dicijonary is indispensably necessary to

every Biblical Student. The additions, made under
the title of "

Fragments," are extracted from the

most rare and authentic Voyages and Travels (ancient
and modern) into Judkea and other Oriental countries ;

and comprehend an assemblage of curious and illus-

trative descriptions, explanatory of Scripture incidents,

customs, and manners, which could not possibly be

explained by any other medium. The numerous en-

gravings throw great light on Oriental customs."—
HORNE.

CALMEPSDICTIONARYof THEHOLY BIBLE,
abridged, one large vol. impl. 8vo. wood-cutsand

maps, extra cloth, £1. 1845
CAMPBELL'S (Dr.) DISSERTATION on the

MIRACLES, with his Sermons and Tracts
;

with an Examination of the Principles ad-

vanced by David Hume, Esq.; also a Corres-

pondence on the Subject by Hume, Campbell,
and Blair, 8vo. cloth extra, (pub. at 10s 6d) re-

duced to 3s 6d . 1823
CARY'S TESTIMONIES OF THE FATHERS

OF THE FIRST FOUR CENTURIES, TO THE CONSTI-
TUTION AND Doctrines of the Church of Eng-
land, as set forth in the XXXIX. Articles, 8vo.

extra cloth, (pub. at 12s) reduced to 7s 6d

Oxford, Talboys." This work may be classed with those of Pearson
and Bishop Bull; and such a classification is not a

mean honour."—Church of England Quarterly.
CECIL'S (Rev. R.) WORKS, with a Memoir of

his Life
; arranged and revised, with a View of

the Author's Character, by Josiah Pratt, B.D.
F.A.S. fourth edition, 2 vols. 8vo. handsomely

printed, portrait, cloth lettered, (j^uh. at £1. 4s)

reduced to 16s Seeley, 1838
"Cecil," says Bp. Jebb, was ' a man deservedly

distinguished among the evangelical clergymen of the

established church.' He is
'

remarkably original with

striking and judicioas views.' His works are foil

of the most striking and useful observations on men
and scripture. They arc eminently useful to minis-

ters and are perhaps some of the most valuable works
that have been given to them in modern times."—Rev
E. BiCKERSTETH.

CHARNOCK'S DISCOURSES UPON THE
EXISTENCE AND ATTRIBUTES OF
GOD, complete in one thick closely printed
volume, 8vo. ivith portrait, extra cloth boards,

(pub. at 14s) reduced to 7s 6d 1845

"Perspicuity and depth; metaphysical sublimity
and evangelical simplicity; immense learning, but

irrefragable reasoning, conspire to render this perform-
ance one of the most inestimable productions that

ever did honour to the sanctified judgment and genius
of a human bemj;."—Toplauy.
" The writings of Charnock are full of scriptural

intcrprelation, mixed with the most important doc-

trinal and practical views. His style is generally chaste
and ca«y, remarkably free from that verbosity and
clumsiness which so generally belonged to writers of

bis i-lass and* period."—Orme.
" In Ciiarnock you will find substantial divinity, and

of the right «i»rt."— Mather's Student.
HRISTIAN EVIDENCES; containing the fol-

iowiag cstefMned Treatises ;
with Prefatory

Blemoirs by the Rev. J. S. Memes, LL.D.,
viz:—Watson's Apology for Christianity;
Watson's Apology for the Bible

j Paley's Evi-

HISTORY, AND MORALS.

dences of Christianity ; Paley's Hor.x Paulin;

Jenyns' Internal Evidence of the Christian E
ligion ; Leslie's Truth of Christianity demc
strated

;
Leslie's Short and Easy Method w:

the Deists
;
Leslie's Short and Easy IMeth

with the Jews
;
Chandler's Plain Reasons

being a Chrisian ; Lyttelton on the Conversi

of St. Paul
; Campbell's Dissertation on Mii

cles
;

Sherlock's Trial of the Witnesses, w
Sequel ;

West on the Resurrection, in 1 v

royal 8vo. cloth lettered, (pub. at 14s) reduced

10s . le

CHRISTIAN TREASURY
; consisting of the i

lowing Expositions and Treatises, edited

Memes, viz :
—

Magee's Discourses and Diss

tations on the Scriptural Doctrines of Atonemi
and Sacrifice

;
W itherspoon's Practical Treat

on Regeneration ; Boston's Crook in the L<

Guild's INIoses Unveiled
;
Guild's Harmonj

all the Prophets ;
Less's Authenticity, Unc

rupted Preservation, and Credibility of the N
Testament

;
Stuart's Letters on the Divinitj

Christ ;
in 1 vol. royal 8vo. cloth lettered, (pi

at 12s) reduced to 8s U
CHRISTIAN LIl'ERATURE, (in (fefflr/i€dporfic

a Series of Standard Text-Books on Christ

Faith and Practice, embracing the Eviden
and Doctrines of Christianity ; Exegetical .'

vinity, or Expositions of Scripture ; Pract:

Christianity ; uniformly and handsomely prii

in royal 3vo. double columns.

Plan op the Publication.

The Works are uniformly printed, with a c.

readable type, in royal octavo; and each pnblica
embraces an entire and separate treatise under one
other of the following divisions :—

(1.) EVIDENCES—(2.) D0CTRINES-(3.) EX
TIONS, and,-(4.) PRACTICAL CHRISTIA

This Series has been undertaken wiih tne

bringing within the reach of all classes the best

of the ablest writers on the most important and

esling of all subjects. In order to secure ac

the proof sheets are carefully collated with th

editions; and in no instance is the slightest
ment or alteration of the author's text ventured n

The publications included in the Christian Litj

TURK, are distinguished by their cheapness, I

elegance and accuracy, and above all, their m
excellence.

BOSTON'S Crook in the Lot, or the Sovereignt;
Wisdom of God in the Afflictions of Men, 9<f

• CAMPBELL'S Dissertation on Miracles contait

an Examination of the Principles advanred in Hu
Essay on Miracles, 1«

• CHANDLER'S Plain Reasons for being a Christiai

t GUILD'S AfosesUnveiled, or those Figures which k-

unto the Pattern and Shadow of Heavenly Tl

pointing out the Messiah, Christ Jesus, briefly

plained ; whercunto is added, the Harmony of ali

Prophets, breathing with one Mouth the Mystery >

Coming, and that Redemption which by his Dea
was to accomplish; to confirm the Christian, and
vince the Jew, is

HOPKIN'S Discourses concerning Sin: with the

trine of the Two Covenants, and of ihe Two Sacram
2s Od

HOPKINS'S Discourses on Regeneration, or th(

Birih; the Allsufficiency of Christ ; the Excelle

Heavenly Treasures ;
Practical Christianity ;

the

ranee of Heaven; and Salvation Glorifying Go<l

Attributes, 3s Od

]

HOPKINS S Vanity
silion on the Lord's

of the World, and Practical

*rayer, 2«

HOPKINS'S the Almost Christian Discovered ; Di?

on Conscience, and on the Duty of Mortifica

Death disarmed ot its Sting, 2« Od
HOPKIN'S Practical Expositions upon the Ten Com^
ments; with Three Sermons on the Law, Mippler
•o the Exposition, 3«
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[STIAN LITERATI]RE -continued.

'KINS'S Miscellancons Sermons, 3s

':NKYNS'S(Soiime) View ofthe Internal Evidence of

' Chrislian llcliuion ; to which are annexed, Lord

("ttellon's Observations oh tlie Conversion and Apos-

ship ot St. Paul, 9d
t, . . .

ESLIE'S Short and easy Method with the Deists, with

Letter from the Author to a Deist, 5d

ESLIE'S Short and Easy Method with the Jews, 1«

ESLIE'S Truth of Cltristianity detnonstrale<l, in a l)ia-
j

gue between a Christian and a Deist ; wherein the I

ise ofthe Jews is likewise considond, Gd
\

ESS'S (Prof.) Authenticity, Uncorrupted Preservation,

id Ciedibility of the New Te><tHnient. Translated

om the last edition of the German, by Roger King-

3n, A.M., St. John's College, Cambridge, Is 6d

AGEE'SDisconrsesand Dissertations on the Scriptural

Joctrines of Atonement and Sacrifice, and on the prin-

ipal Arguments advanced, and the mode of Reasoning

mployed, by the Opponents of those Doctrines as held

y the Established Church ; with an Appendix, con-

lining some Strictures on Mr. Belsham's Account of

ie Unitarian Scheme,.55

'ALEY'S View of llie Evidences of Christianity, 2s 6d

'ALEY'S Hortc Paulinaj, or the Truth, of the Scripture

lisiorv of St. Paul evinced, Is 6d

TL'ART'S (Prof. Moses) Letters on the Divinity of

Christ addressed, to the Rev. Dr. Channine:, in answer to

lis Sermon *' on the Doctrines of Christianity." 1* 3d

iHERLOCK'S (Bp.)Trial of the VVitne&sesof the Resur-

rection of Jesus, with the Sequel of the Trial, Is 2d

UTH'S Sermons, complete in 8 parts, f::\ch2s6d

YLOR'S (Jeremy) Course of Sermons for all the Sun-

iays in the year, Part I. 3s

the same. Part II. 2s 9d
Part HI. beinic a Supplement to the Course of

Sermons for the whole Year, containing Twelve Ser-

rions, explaining tlie Nature of Faith and Obedience,
n relation to God, and the Ecclesiastical and Secular

Powers, respectively, 2s 6d
lYLOR'S (Jeremy) Rule and Exercises of Holy Living,

containing the Whole Duty of a Christian, 2«

i.YLOR'S(Jerfmy) Rule and Exercise of Holy Dying;
to which are added Rules for the Visitation of the Sick,

IsSd
WATSON'S (Bp.) Apology for Christianity, in a Series

of Letters to Gibbon ;
and his Apology for the Bible

in a Series of Letters to Thomas Paine, 1» 4rf.

WEST'S (Gilbert) Observationii on the History and
Kvidf nn; nf the Resurrection of Jesus Christ, Is 6^
WITHERSPOON'S PracticalTreatise on Regeneration,
Is id
•,• The above portions of the Series called '* Chris-

tian Literiilure," are sold separately; those marked
with a star (•) form part of the volume called" Chris-

tian Evidences;" those with an asterisk (t) are included

in the volume called
" Christian Treasury." The others

form portions of the respective author's works, which
will be found in their places; see Hopkins, South and

Taylor.

tBBIN'S (INGRAM) BOOK OF POPERY,
a Manual for Protestant.;, descriptive of the

Origin, Progress, Doctrines, Rites, and Cere-

monies of the Papal Clmrch, ISmo.JiJ'th edition,

with 12 wood engravings ; cloth lettered, (pub. at

2s) reduced to Is 6fZ 1840
)GHLAN'S POPULAR COMPANION to the
STUDY OF THE HOLY SCRIPTURES, (dedi-
cated by command to Queen Adelaide), 8vo.
lUustTated icith ^ipwards of fifty ivood-cut engra-

vings, bound in cloth, lettered, edges cut, (pub. at

12s) reduced to 4s 6J 1843
)NDER'S VIEW OF ALL RELIGIONS
NOW EXTANT AMONG MANKIND,
with their internal Diversities of Creed and

Profession, thick 8vo. extra cloth, 12s 1838
)OK'S (Dr.^, GENERAL AND HISTORICAL
VIEW OF CHRISTIANITY, compreliending
its Origin and ProG^rcss; the leading Doctrines
and Forms of Polity founded on it, and the

Effect which it has produced on the Moral and
Political State of Europe, 3 vols. Bvo. extra cloth,

(pub. at £1. 16s) reduced to 12$ 1822
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CRICHTON'S(A.) LIVES OF EMINENT CON ^

VERTS FROM INFIDELITY; a Selection of

the most remarkable Examples of those who
have renounced Libertine Principles and Scep-
tical Opinions, and embraced Christianity, in-

cluding the Earl of Rochester, Lord Lyttelton,
John Bunyan, Hon. Robert Royle, Soame

Jenyns, Rev. John Newton, Count Struensee,
Count Brandt, Gilbert West, Sir John Pringle,
Charles Gildon, Rev. R. Cecil, La Harpe, Dr.

Bateman, and Baron Haller, 2 vols, in 1, 18mo.

port, extra cloth (pub. at 7s) reduced to 3s 1837

CROLY (Dr.) ON DIVINE PROVIDENCE,
or the Three Cycles of Ptevelation

; shewing
the Parallelism, civil and religious, of the

Patriarchal, Jewish, and Christian Eras ; the

whole forming a new Evidence of the Divine

Origin of Christianity, thick 8vo. extra cloth

bds. (pub. at 15s) reduced to 10s 1834
•' To discover, in these late days, a new evidence of

our lioly religion, an evidence unsuspected and undis-

covered by all former theologians and scholars, proves
the superior erudition and acuteness of the author. To
Dr. Croly belongs the high and lasting praise of lending
new forces to the defenders of religion, and adding a
new wing to the temple of the Christian Faith."

Gent.'s Mag.
CRUDEN'S CONCORDANCE TO THE OLD

AND NEW TESTAMENT, and Apocrj-pha,

impl. 8vo. BEST EDITION, fortvait, extra clothy

(pub. at 18s) reduced to 13s 1845

CRUDEN'S CONCORDANCE TO THE OLD
AND NEW TESTAMENT, revised and

condensed by G. K. Hannay, thick 18mo.

beautifully printed, cloth lettered, (pub. at 6$)
reduced to 3s 6d . 1844

" An extremely pretty and very che;»p edition. It

contains all that is useful in the original work, omitting

ouly prepositions, conjunctions, &;c. which can never be
made available for purposes of reference. Indeed it is

all that the Scripture student can desire."—Guardian.

DAILLE'S TRf:ATISE ON THE RIGHT USE
OF THE EATHERS, in the Decision of Con-
troversies existing in Religion. Translated

from the French and revised by the Rev. T.

Smith'. Now re-edited and amended, with a

Preface by the Rev. G. Jekyll, 8vo. extra cloth

bds. (pub. at 7s 6d) reduced to 5s 1843
The value of Daille's work is well known. It has of

late been constantly refeiTcd to in consequence of the

publications of the Oxford Tracts by Dr. Pusey and
others. It is an original and valuable treatise, and had
a considerable effect in diminishing the undue authority
of the Fathers. "It is a work." scys Bp. Warburton.
" of luiccmmon learning and strength of -argument.
It brought tlie Fathers from tlie Bench to the table, and
may be truly said to be the storehouse from whence
all who havo since written popularly on the character
of the Fathers, liave derived tlK-ir materials." The
present edition has been revised throughout, and is

handsomely printed.

DAILLE'S EXPOSITION OFTHE EPISTLES
OF ST. PAUL TO THE PHILIPPIANS
AND COLOSSIANS, with a IVIemoir of his

Life, impl. 8vo. extra cloth bds. 12s i5d 1841
"

Still held in the highest estimation."—Lomndes.
DE WE'lTE'S CRITICAL AND HISTORICAL

INTRODUCTION TO THE CANONICAL
SCRIPTURES ofthe OldTestament, translated

from the German by T. Parker, 2 vols. 8vo.
cloth lettered, {a first rate work) (pub. at £1. 16s)
reduced to £l.'4s . 1843

DODDRIDGE'S FAMILY EXPOSITOR, or a

Paraphrase and Version of the New Testament,
with critical Notes

;
with Memoirs of the

Author by Job Orton and Dr. Kippis, impl
8vo. cloth lettered, 16s . 1839
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DODDRIDGE'S MISCELLANEOUS WORKS,
containing his Rise and Progress of Religion in

the Soul; Life of Col. Gardiner; Lectures on

Pneumatology, Ethics, and Divinity ;
Sermons

;

Lectures on Preaching ; Hymns ; Tracts ; etc ;

•with an Introductory Essay by the Rev. T.
|

Morell, of Coward College, impl. 8vo. cloth I

lettered, 18s 1839
j

EDGAR'S VARIATIONS OF POPERY..;
Second Edition, revised and enlarged, in one

j

closely printed volume, Bvo. cloth lettered, (pub.
at 120 reduced to 6s Seeley, 1838

The ob; ict of this very learned and able book is the

same in ^espect to Popery that Bossuet's is to Protes-

tantism. It is divided into 17 books, under the follow-

ing heads, in the course of which most of the principal

Popish writers are examined—1. Popes; 2. Councils;
3. Supremacy ; 4. Infallibility ;

5. Deposition of Kings ;

6. Persecution ; 7. Invalidation of Oalhs ;
8. Arianism;

9. Eutvchianism ; 10. Monothelitism ; 11. Pelagian-
ism ; 12. Transubstantiation ; 13. Communion in one

kind; 14. Extreme Unction; 1.5. Image Worship;
16. Pulsatory ;

17. Celibacy of the Clergy.—At the

end of the volume is a very copious Index.

EDWARDS'S (JONATHAN) WORKS, 2 vols,

impl. 3vo. cloth letteredy (pub. at £2. 10s) re-

duced to £2. 2s . 1840
" I consider Jonathan Edwards the greatest of the

Bons of men. He ranks vrith the brightest luminaries

of the Christian Church, not excluding any country, or

any age since the apostolic."
—Robekt Hall.

'^ That great master-mind, Jonathan Edwards, whose

close-sighted observation, clear judgment, and unbend-

ing faithfulness, were of the very highest order."

Dr. Pxe Smith.
" Jonathan Edwards is a writer of great originality

and piety, and with extraordinary mental powers. He,
in fact, commenced a new and higher school in di-

vinity, to which the great body of evangelical authors

who have since lived, have been indebted."—Rev. E.

BiCKERSTETH.
•' To theological students his works are almost in-

dispensable. In all the branches of theology, didactic,

polemical, casuistic, experimental, and practical, he

had few equals, and perhaps no superior. The number
and variety of his works shew the intenseness of his

industry, and the uncommon strength of his intellectual

powers. They will live as long as powerful reasoning,

genuine religion, and the science of the human mind
continue to be objects of respect."-—Okme.

FABER'S APQSTOLICITY OF TRINITARI-
AN ISM, or the Testimony of History to the

positive Antiquity and to the Apostolical In-

culcation of the Doctrine of the Holy Trinity,
2 vols. 8vo. extra cloth, (pub. at £1. 6s) re-

duced to 9s . 1832

ON TRANSUBSTANTIATION.— Christ's

Discourse at Capernaum fatal to the Doctrine

of Transubstantiation, on the very principle of

Exposition adopted by the Divines of the

Roman Church, and suicidally maintained by
Dr. Wiseman : associated with Remarks on
Dr. Wiseman's Lectures on the principal
Doctrines and Practices of the (Roman) Catho-
lic Church, 8vo. extra cbth bds. (pub. at 8s 6d)
reduced to 4s . 1840
" This work will be found full of sound information i

and learning, well disposed, and brought with good j

efiect on the argument. The whole book is written
with logical force and precision, and the sophisms of

j

his antagonist clearly delected."— Oent.'s Mag, \

FIFTY-FOUR SERMONS BY EMINENT
|

CLERGYMEN OF THE CHURCH OF 1

ENGLAND, published for the Relief of the
j

Distressed Irish Clergy, (among the writers are

Rev. Cbas. Brydgcs, Henry Melvill, Gera:d

Noel,T. T. Biddulph, Josiah Pratt, Dr. Gilly,

Francis Close, Henry Blunt, Archdeacon V
berforce, Ed. and J. Bickersteth, Hugh Stow
J. S. Grmishawe,) 2 thick vols. 8vo. extra el

(pub. at £1. 8s) reduced to 10s Qd \

FINNEY'S LECTURES ON REVIVALS
RELIGION, Thirteenth Edition, with N(
and Memoir, 8vo. ctoth bds. (pub. at 9s) redu

to 3s 6(i . 1

Of this excellent and popular work ''originally
lished in America; many thousana copies have
sold. The present is the only complete one pull.m this country.

FLAVEL'S SERMONS; viz. Fountain of Lift

Forty-two Discourses on the Person and \\

of Christ
;
and Method of Grace, or Tlii

seven Discourses on the Principal Doctrine

Christianity, complete in 2 thick vols. 8vo. e

cloth, (pub. at £1. 4s) reduced to 9s 1

the same, complete in 2 thick vols. 12rao. e

cloth, (pub. at 12s) reduced to 6s 1

The incomparable writings of this eminent at

are known tliroughout the Christian'world, and
above all commendation. For theological leai

and piety, depth of experience and practical obs(

tion, and for a holy savour of evangelical truth,
stand unrivalled in the English language.

FRY'S (REV. J.) SHORT HISTORY OF 1
CHRISTIAN CHURCH, from its Erectic

Jerusalem down to the present time, 8vo. t

cloth bds. (pub. at 12s) reduced to 9s 1

NEW TRANSLATION AND EXP(
TION OF THE VERY ANCIENT BC
OF JOB, with Notes, Explanatory and P.

logical, thick 8vo. extra cbth (pub. at 12s)
duced to 4s 6d . Duncan^ 1

FULLER'S (REV. ANDREW) COMPLl
WORKS

;
with a Memoir of his Life, b

Son, one large vol. imperial 8vo. new e

portrait, extra cloth boards, (pub. at £
reduced to £1. 5s

"The Bev. Andrew Fuller has been styled^

Americans, »The Franklin of TheoloJ^;' and ii

of, him, that * all his writings bear the powerful
of a mind, which, for native vigour, origina
search, logical acumen, profound knowledge o
human heart, and intimate acquaintance witl

Scripture, has had no rival since the days of Pres
Edwards.' The celebrated Robert Hall has also s:

him,
' He was a man whose sagacity enabled h

penetrate to the depths of every subject he explon
whose conceptions were so powerful and luminous
what was recondite and original appeared fam
what was intricate, easy and perspicuous, in his h:

eqtually successful in enforcing the practical, in st

thS theoretical, and discussing the polemical bra
of theology."" Fuller was of the same good schoo. of divin
Scott. With a lively imagination and all the pow'
a mascul'ne mind, he maintains the distinguishing
trines of (he Gospel, and insists on its practical
iiess."—Bickersteth.

" Fuller thought with Owen, and wrote witl

pointed pen of Baxter. His discourses arc shrowt
structive and touching."— O^-wk?.
" I am slowly reading Andrew Puller's works,

was an interesting man ; one of the wisest, and
moral minded of liis day. He possessed
strength of inind ; and is an instance how P,

can draw forth instruments from the most
qnoTten."—Bishop Jchb.

'LI

i

GRAHAM (MRS.) THE POWER OF Fj
exemplified in the Life and Writings of I

IMrs. Isabella Graham of New York.

Edition, post 8vo. extra cloth bds. (pub.
reduced to 4s . Duncat
A popular work, which has gone through

of thirty editions , both in this co'jntry, andl
United States.
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)DWIN'S (THOS.) CHILD OF LIGHT
WALKING IN DARKNESS, a Treatise

shewing the Causes, Circumstances, and Pur-

poses for which God leaves his Children to Dis-

tress of Conscience, with Directions how to be

Relieved, new edit, rojal 18mo. extra cloth, (pub.

at 3s 6d) reduced to 2s 6d Seeley, 1840

Tljis is the reprint of a very scarce and highly es-

teemed volume.
"With sentiments truly evangelical, Dr. Goodwin

ponesses a most happy talent at opening, sifting, and

ditplaying the hidden riches of scripture. He is a

Puritan writer of very superior powers, and entering

very fully into the peculiar mode of expression in the

sacred writings, he casts much light on the scriptures on

which he tre&ts."—Bickersteth.

EGORY'S (DR. OLINTHUS) LETTERS
ON THE EVIDENCES, DOCTRINES,
AND DUTIES OF THE CHRISTIAN RE-

LIGION, addressed to a Friend, Eighth Edi-

tion, with many Additions and Corrections ;

complete in one thick well printed volume,

fcap. Bvo. in extra cloth bds. (pub. at 7s 6d) re-

duced to 5* . 1846

CONTENTS.
On the folly and absur- 10. On the inspiration of

dity of deism.

On the revelation of the

will of God.
On the opinions of the

heathens, relative to

God, to moral duty, and
a future state.

On the probability that

there should be myste-
ries in a revealed reli-

scripture.
11. On some of the most

plausible objections

urged against the truth

and divine authority of

the scriptures.
12. On the leading doctrines

of the Christian Eeli-

gion.
13. On the fall of man, and

the depravity of Human
Nature.

14. On the atonement for

sin, by the death of

Jesus Christ.

On the divinity of Jesus

Christ.

On the nature of con-

version, and its neces-

sity.

17. On the influences of the

Spirit.
18. On justification by faith.

19. On providence.
20. On the resurrection of

the body.
21. On eternal existence

after death.

22. Summary of Christian

duties.

15.

16

gion.
On the genuineness and

authenticity of the

Scriptures.
I. On the evidence dedu-

cible from the prophe-
cies.

'. On the evidence dedu-
cible from miracles ;

and on the credibility
of human testimony.

). On the resurrection of

Jesus Christ.

). Evidence drawn from
the rapid diffusion of

Christianity, and its tri-

umph over persecution ;

also from the purity and

excellency of the scrip-
ture morality and the-

ology.
"
Barely, if ever, have superior philosophical attain-

ments been turned to a better account, or a richer offer-

ing brought from the fields of science into the temple
of God. Not a single consideration of moment, tending
to confirm the genuineness and integrity of the Scrip-
tures in their present state, appears to have escaped his

notice. He has united with extraordinary attainments
in the severer sciences, the art of recommending his

sentiments with impressive eflfect; and he exhibits, in

an eminent degree, the most important ingredients of

good writing. He is correct and luminous, and often

rises to the tone of the most impassionate feeling. His

language is eminently easy, flowing, and idiomatic.

The abstractions of science have not in him exerted the

influence often imputed to them, of chilling the heart,
and impairing the vigour of the imagination. While
he reasons with the comprehension and depth which dis-

tinguish the philosopher, he feels with ardour and paints
with force. He is often inspired and transported with
his theme. In the midst of pursuits which are not

always found to have a propitious efiect on the religious
character of their votaries, he has found the means of

preserving his devotion in its warmth, his faith in its

purity, and his sensibility in its infantine freshness and
vigour. We earnestly recommend this work to the
attentive perusal of all cultivated minds. We are

acquainted with no book in the circle of English lite-

rature, which is equally calculated to give young per-
sons just views of the evidence, the nature, and the

importance of revealed region."—Robert Hall.

GRAVES'S (DEAN) WHOLE WORKS, no^
first collected, comprising Essay on the Cha-

racter of the Apostles and Evangelists ;
Lec-

tures on the Four last Books of the Pentateuch ;

Proofs of the Trinity ;
Absolute Predestination

compared with the Scripture Statement of the

Justice of God
;

and Sermons
;

with Life by
his Son, Dr. R. H. Graves, 4 vols. 8vo. hand-

somely printed, portrait, extra cloth bds. (pub. at

£2. i6s) reduced to £1. 8s 1840

LECTURES ON THE PENTATEUCH,
8vo. Jieiv edition, cloth lettered, (pub. at 14s) re-

duced to 10s 6d . 1844
—'— Select Scriptural Proofs of the Trinity,

8vo. extra cloth, (pub. at 6s) reduced to 3s 1840
"The work of Dr. Graves on the Pentateuch is truly

invaluable, and we cannot but strongly advise every
student in divinity to get it up (as it is called), in pre-

paring for his ordination."—jKri^tsft Critic. The late

excellent Bishop Lloyd made it one of the text books of

his private divinity lectures.

"Graves's Lectures are indispensably necessary to

the biblical student."—Home.
" Dean Graves's Lectures are a work of learriing and

merit. He examines very minutely the authenticity and
truth of the Mosaic History, and the theological and
moral principles of the Jewish Law; and replies at

great length, to the most plausible objections. With
Dr. Geddes, in particular, he maintains a very deter-

mined conflict, and exposes, very successfully, the infidel

reasonings of that arrogant writer. He also frequently
combats Le Clerc and Warburton. Dr. Graves's Essay-

on the Character of the Apostles and Evangelists, de-

signed to prove that they were not enthusiasts, is a book
which deserves to be consulted."—Orme.

GREENHILL'S EXPOSITION OF THE PRO-
PHET EZEKIEL, with a brief Notice of the

Author ;
one large vol. impl. 8vo. extra cloth

. bds. £1. Is . 1839
The author was one of .the "Westminster Assembly of

Divines.
" Like all the productions of the Puritans,

this Exposition is evangelical, stored with great know-

Wge of the Scriptures, and distinguished by its sound

doctrinal and practical views."—^ornp.

GROTIUS ON THE TRUTH OF THE CHRIS-
TIAN RELIGION, with 2 additional Books,
and Notes by Le Clerc, translated by Clarke,

12mo. cloth lettered, (pub. at 4s 6d) reduced to

3s . 1825

HALL'S (BISHOP) ENTIRE WORKS, with an

Account of his Life and Sufferings. New
Edition, with considerable Additions, a Trans-

lation of all the Latin Pieces, and a Glossary,

Indices, and Notes, by the Rev. Peter Hall,
12 vols. 8vo. portrait, extra cloth, lettered, (pub.
at £7. 4s) reduced to £5.

Oxford, Talboys, 1837-39
" The glowing, the tender, the pathetic eloquence

of a Hall, who, with the spirit of a saint, could strew

some holy text upon every trivial event of life, and
find ' sermons in stones, and good in everything.'

"—
Quarterly Eeview.

" This is by far the best edition of the works of
the ' Christian Seneca.' The learned editor, a des-

cendant of the Bishop, has inserted several excellent

pieces not published in any former edition
;
has verified

and enlarged the references, added many valuable

notes, and above all, a complete index of texts.
"

Bp. Hall's writings abound in richness of fancy,
and eloquent bursts of feeling. They manifest a piety,

humble, fervid, and sincere; a Theory of Christian

morals, unforbidding and practical ; and Views of a
future existence, animating, elevating, and sublime."

British Critic.
"
Bishop Hall has been entitled the Christian

Seneca ;
his knowledge of the world, depth of thought,

and elegance of expression, place him nearer our own
times than any of his contemporaries, whilst he adorned
his age by learning, piety, and the uniform exercise of

all the Christian graces. It would, indeed, be difiicult

to mention a prelate of more ex llent character."

Clmlmers.
(
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Imaginative and copious eloquence, terse and

pointed sentences, full of piety and devotion. Few
writers so useful to divinity students. Let Ihtm
thoroughl'i read and digest him, atid tkcy will be

^umisfied for viott of the calls upon them,"
Bickersteth,

" During this periwl, two men of genius, contri-

buted by the spirit and energy of their discourses, to

maintain the credit of the orthodox pulpit—these were

Hall and Ti\ylor : the former gifted with all the in-

spiration of poetry, and all the severity of a chastised

judgment; in his style, quaint, rather than pedantic;
in his sense, clear, m;inly, and original." .

OxMi'terly Review, vol. xiv. pp. 248, 249.

CONTEMPLATIONS upon the Historical

Passages of the Old and New Testaments, new

edition, revised and corrected, by the Rev.

Peter Hall, 2 vols. 8vo. extra cloth, (pub. at

£1. 4s) reduced to 15s Oxford, Tathoys, 1837
"
Incomparably valuable for

*

language, criticism,

and devotion."—Ho^-nc.

HARD TEXTS OF THE OLD AND
NEW TESTA ^i EN TS, Plainly and Fami-

lia ly Explained, by way of- Paraphrase, new
and corrected edition, by the Rer. Peter Hall,

2 vols. 8vo. eitra cloth, (pub. at £1. 4s) reduced

to 15s Oxford, Talboys, 1837
" Those expository notes are very valuable, especially

for shewing the spirit and force of many expressions
that occur."—Zfom».

HALL'S (THE REV. ROBERT) COMPLETE
\

WORK'S, with a Memoir of his Life by Dr.

Olinthus Gregory, and Observations on his

Character as a Preacher, by John Foster,

Author of Essays on Popular Ignorance, &;c.

6 vols. 8vo. handsomely pnnted, with beautiful

portrait, in extra cloth boards, contents lettered,

(pub. at £3. 16s) reduced to £2. 2s 1845

the same, printed in a smaller size, 6 vol?, fcp.

8vo. cloth lettered, £1. Is 1844
" Whoever rvishes to see the English language in

lis perfection must read the writings of that great
Divine, Robert Hall. He combine the beauties of
Johnson, Addison, and Burke, nitlwut their im- I

perfections."—DVGA1.D Stewart.
"

I cannot do better than refer the academic reader
\

to the immortal works of Robert Hall. For moral
]

grandeur, for Christian truth, and for sublimity, we
;

may doubt whether they have their match iu the

sacred oratory of any age or country."—Prof. Sedg-
wick {in his Discourse on the Studies of the Uni-

Tcrsit;/.)
" TJie Sermons aiid Discourses of Robert Hall

arc wonderful comjiositionsj"
" The bold diction, the majestic gait of the sen-

tence, the vivid illustration, the rebuke which could

»catl)e the offi^nder, the burst of honest indignation at

triumphant vice, the biting sarcasm, tlie fervid appeal
to the heart, the sagacious developement of principle,
the broad field of moral vision—all these distinguisli

the compositions of Kobort Hall, and we bear our most

willing testimony to their worth."—QuaW*W// Review.
" In the Eloquence of the pulpit, Robert Hall

comet nearer MassiUon tJuin either Cicei'o or .Ks-

chinesto Demoithencs."—LoKU Brougham.
" His wind is little to he envied, if from the

perusal of liobcrt Hall, Jic do not jind himself a
.-iwre accomplislied, a w'uer, and a better man."

Church of England Quartcrly lieclerv.
" Mr. Hall, like Bp. Titular,

' has the sloquence
of an orator, the fancy of a pott, the aculenes* of a

scJioolman, the profoundness of a jjhilosopher, and
the piety of a saint:"—VxiiVi (Sjntal Sermon.)

" The excellence of Mr. Hall dots not consist in the

preduminiince of ono of his powers, but in the ex-

quisite proportion and harmony of all. Tlie riclmess,

variety, and extent of his knowledge, arc not loss re-

markable than his absolute mastery over it. Ills style
is one of the clearest and simplest— tlie least in-

cumhered icith its own beauty—if any which ever

has been written."— Cuas. Lamb, London Mannxinc.
" T/u- name of Hubert Hall vnll be placed by ]>os-

tcrity lunvng the best writers of tlu- age, as well as

t 'ic ni'jst vigorous ilefcndxrs of Religious truth, anl
the brightest examples of Christian cluirity."

Sm J. MACKiifTOSir.

HARCOURPS (THE REV. VERNON) D;
TRINE OF THE DELUGE, 2 vols, i

extra cloth boards, (pub. at £1. 16s) redi

to 10s 6d Longman, 1
" The object of tliis very learned, pious, and :

resting work is to pursue the traditional memorial
the ark through the pages of pagan mythology. T
who have not bent their studies that way, are not a

what a mass of evidence is to be collected from
most unsuspected sources in corroboration of

Mosaic Deluge. We consider Mr. Harc*urt's
searches as most valuable, totally apart from all

siderations of philosophy. To those who have a

for such learned inquiries as have immortaliied
venerable name of Jacob Bryant above all mo i

scholars in this department of antiquity, we re

mend a perusal of Mr. Harcourt's book, in which
will see much additional light thrown on many (

subjects discussed, from information inaccessib:

Bryant—the produce of later studies and inqu ,

Nor can we omit to mention, with great satisftic J

an Historical Treatise on Baptismal llcgenera .

which closes the second volume, and which we si

like to see separately published."— 6rffn<.'« 3Iag.

HENRY'S (MATTHEW) COMMENTARY
THE BIBLE, Bickersteth 's Edition, i (

vols. 4to. new edition, printed on fine pc \

(pub. at £9. 9s) redticed to £4. 14s 6d 1 :

HOPKINS'S (BISHOP) WHOLE WOR !

with a Memoir of the Author, in one t

vol. royal 8vo. cloth lettered, (pub. at

reduced to 14s 1

the same, with a very extensive get :

Index of Texts and Subjects, 2 vols, r

8vo. cloth /€«ercd, (pub. at £1. 4s) reducf

18s . ]

"
Bishop Hopkins's Works form of themselv

sound body of divinity. He is clear, vehement
persuasive."— Bickersteth." The merits of Bishop Hopkins are well knov

Theologians, although perhaps not so universal

might be wished. We have often heard of the

riority of the theology of our older authors to tb

our more modern Divines ; and certainly never

we seen the superiority more strikingly shewn tha

the works of Hopkins. V\'hat€ver be the nature o

subject on which he treats, his hand is instantly
to Tie that of a master : throughout we find a stn

of thought an originality of 'illustration, a force

felicity of style, a homely raeincss of csprcf
which command peri)etual attention. There dt

exist manuals of 'X.;hristi:m duty more searchii

their knowledge of' the human heart, more cor

hensive in their aiiplicution to pU the situation:

contingencies of life, tluin his '

EsiKwition of the

CommandmenU,' and the '

Exposition of the L

Prayer.' Tliese taken in conueclion with his

works, form in themselves a body of Divinity, the

session of which alone would enrich the library
household."— The Witness.

HILI. (REV. ROWLAND) MEMOIRS
THE, by his Friend, the Rev. W. Jc

edited, with a Preface, by tha Rev. J.

Shehmav, (Rowland Hill's Successor,

ISIini.ster of Surrey Chapel.) Second Edi

carefully revi.sed, thick post 8vo. fine

portrait, extra cloth, (pub. at 10s 6J) redi

to 5s

HOWE'S WORKS, with Life by Cai.a.mv,

large vol. imporiol Qvo. }>ortrail, cloih letl

(jmb. at £1. 16*) reduced to £1. 10s
"

I liiive learned f.ir more from John Howe,
from any other autlior 1 ever read. There is ai

tonishing mngnitlcence in hl« conceptions. He
unquestionably the greatest of the puritan divi

Robert .

LIVING TEMPLE, or a designed

provement of the Idea, that a Good Mit

the Temple of God. To wliich are a(

Discourses on Self Dedication, and on yiel

ourselves to God, 18mo. poiirait, cloth f

(pub. at 45) reduced to 2i
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I'ER'S SACRED BIOGRAPHY, a Series
'

Lectures on Scripture Characters, with an

production by the Revr. Alexander Patterson,
'

iro-e vol. imperial 8vo. extra cloth, 12s

1840
I

" A truly fascinating work. Dr. Hunter was a man
f learning: his writings are eloquent, and shew how

ell he had studied human nsiture."—Chal7ners.

TINGDON'S (COUNTESS OF) LIFE
lND times, by a Member of the Houses

f6hirley and Hastings. Sixth Thousand ,
with

copious Index, 2 large vols. Bvo. portraits

f the Countess, Whitejield, and Wesley; extra

loth, (pub. at £1. 4s) reduced to 14s 1844

" This Memoir is not only absorbingly interesting

s a Narrative, but it is iudisi^ensable to the historian,

eTeloping, as it does, the origin and progress of the

ao9t important and influential denominations of Dis-

enters at the present day ;
as well as the effects pro-

luced by her Ladyship's indefatigable zeal in the cause

»f religion.
" Tliese volumes are destined to a lengthened popu-

arity. They will be read by the serious for their re-

igious tendency, and tlie light which they throw upon
die earlier days of the Methodists and otlier classes of

Dissenters, whilst to those fond of the fashionable gossip

jf Courts passed away, they present an ample fund of

imusement and ijistruciion."—Advertiser.
" The work is invaluable ;

and any one who should

now attempt to write the religions history of the eigh-

teenth century, would be but ill qualified for his task,

if he had not previously made himself acquainted with

tJie Life of the Countess of Huntingdon."— Courier.

"We have seldom read a more interesting work.

Its extraordinary mass of anecdote ar,d personal history

will aftbrd no ordinary degree of amusement to the

general reader."—Argus.
" A very curious memoir, perhaps one of the most

curious that has for a long time issued from the press.
The reader must not suppose that this Life of Lady
Huntingdon is a mere narrative of ministerial trans-

actions—a history of a sect, its struggles and its pro-

gress ! on the contrary, it deals most with the open
day-light world of action, embraces notices of some of

the most distinguished men of the times, and developes,
in the account of Lady Huntingdon herself, a character
remarkable for energy, strong sense, and living sympa-
thies. It. is a production of mucii greater interest

than, at first sight, we anticipated."—Atlas.
" This is a most interesting work, and cannot fail

to become highly popular. It is exciting intense

interest, and will doubtlG<s lead us to form a correct
estimate of the character and ojjinions of that most
extraordinary woman."—Diw/^am Advertuei'.

.USTRATED COMMENTARY ON THE
OLD AND NEW TESTAMENTS, chiefly

explanatory of the Manners and Customs men-
tioned in the Sacred Scriptures, and also of the

History, Geography, Natural History, and An-

tiquities; being a Re-publication of the Notes
of the Pictorial Bible, 5 vols, post 8vo. with

upwards of 600 fine wood-cuts, gilt cloth, (pub.
at £l. 17s 6(i) reduced to £1. 5s 1840
" The explanatory notes and illustrations of the

' Pictorial Bible' are here printed separate from tlie

text, so as to form a complete work, serving as a com-
panion to any edition of tlie Bible. The five volumes
contain a great body of information, gloan.od from a
variety of sources, many of which are of recent dis-

covery, on the habits and manners of the Arabs and
Egyptians ; the pictures in the tombs of Thebes fur-
nishing accurate representations of tlie costumes, &c.
of ancient Egypt ; and the accounts of travellers de-
scribing tlie modes of life among the Arabs, which
have undergone no cliunge. Every allusion to local
circumstances or national customs is elucidated by de-

scriptions and pictures of the face of the country,
buildings, plants, animals, dress, implements of trade,
husbandry, and war, &c, ; tlie statements being con-
fined to {&ct8."—Spectator.

IRELAND'S (Dean of U estmiuster) PAGANISM
AND CHRISTIANITY COMPARED, in a

Course of Lectures to tlie King's Scholars at

"Westminster, 2iid edition, 8vo. extra cloth bds.

(pub. at 12s) reduced to 4s 6d Murrav, 1825
"An able, learned, and iiigliuctivc v,oi\i.' —Briiish

Critic.

JEBB'S DIVINE ECONOMY OF THE
CHURCH, 12mo. extra cloth bds. (pub. at 6s)

reduced to 4s 6d Duncan, 1840
"An excellent little volume. We like llie manner

in which the anihor kas explained the principle of

Church communion, vindicated the authority of the

Church, and then deduced the necessity ot conformity
to her v.'orship, and obedience to her commands ; while

his obsvvvatiuns on the relis^ions duties demanded of

her ciiildren are enlorced xvilh cogent reasoning and

aftectionate exhortation. The volume docs credit to

the talents of the author, and we think might adyanta-
treously be used, in many of its parts, in the pulpit."

—
Gent.'s Mag.

" A thoughtful, peispicuous, and beautiful comment
on the Articles of the '

Holy Catholic Church, and the

Comiiuinion of Saints.' "—British Critic.

JENKYN'S EXPOSITION OF THE EPISTLE
OF JUDE, AND MANTON'S PRACTI-
CAL EXPOSITION OF THE EPISTLE
OF JAMES, with brief Notices of the Authors;
1 large vol. impl.8vo. extra cloth bds. \6s 1839-40

Or separately, Jenkyn, 10s 6d— Manton, 7s
" Jenkyn and Manton, published nearly at the same

time, and with similar views, are both useful."—J?e».

£. Bickersteth.
'*X book yet in high request."— C7jah?iers.

Archbishop Usher used to say, that Manton " had the

art of reducing the substance of whole volumes into a

narrow compass.and representing it to great advantage."

KELTY'S RELIGION OF THE HEART, ex-

emplified in Memorials of IMadame Guyon,
Fenelon, and other Spiritual Persons, with Ex-
tracts from their Works illustrative of interior

Religion, fcap. 8vo. cloth gilt, (pub. at 5s) re-

duced to 2s 6d 1844
This will be found a very pleasing volume to seriously

disposed persons.

KELTY'S MEMOIRS OF THE LIVES AND
PERSECUTIONS OF THE PRIMITIVE
QUAKERS, exemplifying the Obedience of

Faith in some of the early Members of the

Society of Friends. Second edition, thick post
8vo, extra c/ot/i, (pub. at 7s6rf)reducedto5s 1844
•'We have rarely looked into a contribution to the

Library of Dissent, more qualified by its earnestness,
and by the absence of all that is offensive, to meet with

acceptance among the Orthodox—nay more, to penetrate
those large masses of the reading world who take no
particular ism under their protection, and can only bo
interested by details illustrating the feelings and charac-
teristics common to humanity. Mary Anne Kelty's
book may, we think, be pernnd wiih interest, as a re-
card of the early struggles of a body of conscientious

men, apart from the peculiar doctrines it is intended to
enforce and illustrate."—Athenctum.

KNOWLES'S (REV. T.) SHORT AND PLAIN
DISCOURSES for the Use of Families, 3 vols,

post 8vo. c/t)t/i lettered, (pub. at llsM) reduced
to 6s - 1822

LARDNER'S (DR. NATHANIEL) WORKS,
containing Credibility of the Gospel History,
Jewish and Heatlien Testimonies, History of

Heretics, and Sermons and Tracts, with Life of
the Author, by Dr. Kippis, 10 vols. 8vo. best

edition, extra cloth lettered, (pub. at £5. 5s)
reduced to £4. 4s 1838
"Tlie publication of Dr. Lardiier's works constituted

a new era in the Annals of Christianity: for by collect-

ing a mass of scattereil evidence in favour of the

authenticity of Evangelical History, he establisiied a
bulwark on the side of truth which infidelity has never
presumed to attack."—//orn^.
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j.AWSON'S HISTORY OF THE EPISCOPAL
CHURCH OF SCOTLAND, from the Re-
formation to the present time, 2 thick vols. 8vo.

extra doth, (pub. at £1. 10s) reduced to 15j

1843-4
HISTORY OF THE SCOTTISH EPISCO-
PAL CHURCH FROM THE REFORMA-
TION TO THE REVOLUTION OF 1688,

(being the early portion of the preceding work
sold separately) 8vo. extra cloth, (pub. at 15s)
reduced to 7s 6d
These two volumes form a most complete and au-

thentic History of the Episcopal Church of Scotland
from the Reformation, including the exciting reigns of
James I., Charles I., Charles II., and James II., the
whole derived from valuable MSS., records, rare works,
and other authentic sources. Many curious and inter-

esting details are given of the true ecclesiastical state

of Scotland in the Seventeenth century not hitherto

published." Mr. Lawson's work has made its appearance at the

right time, and will be read with great interest. The
narrative of the dis-establishmeut of the Scottish Epis-
copal Church at the Revolution, is a tale of suffering
that has been seldom exceeded in these latter days of
the Church."—Oxford Herald.
"The History of the Episcopal Church of Scotland,

in its close connection with the annals of Scottish Pres-

byterianism, is one of the most edifying episodes that

ecclesiastical records present to our notice. Mr. Lawson
has shewn great ability, industry, and impartiality in

his Ubonn."—Church and State Gazette, May 19, 1843.

LEE ( PROFESSOR) ON THE STUDY OF THE
HOLY SCRIPTURES ; their Nature, Inter-

pretation, and some of their most important
Doctrines

;
in Six Sermons, preached before the

University of Cambridge in 1827-8 : to which
are annexed Two Dissertations. 1. On the

Reasonableness of the Orthodox Views of Chris-

tianity, as opposed to the Rationalism of Ger-

many ;
2. On the Interpretation of Prophecy

generally, with an Original Exposition of the

Book of Revelation, shewing that the whole of

that remarkable Prophecy has long ago beenful-

iUedyQvo.extra cbthboards,{TpvLb. atl4s) reduced
to 7s . 1830

LEIGHTON'S (ARCHBISHOP) WHOLE
WORKS : to which is prefixed a Life of the

Author, by the Rev. T. N. Pearson. New
Edition, 2 thick vols. Svo. portrait, extra cloth,

(pub. at £1. 4s) reduced to 16s 1846

The only complete edition.

COMMENTARY ON PETER
j
with Life by

Pearson, complete, in one thick handsomely
printed vol. 8vo. portrait, extra cloth, (pub. at

12s) reduced to 9s 1846
" I cannot sufliciently express the delight and edlfi-

catiou which I have found in the writings of thiswoN-
DERFOL MAN, for such I must deliberately call him. I

cauliardly forbear saying, as a considerable philosopher
and eminent divine said to me in a letter long ago, 'there
is a spirit in Archbishop Leigbton 1 never met in any
human writings; nor can I read many lines in them
wiiiiout being moved.' His works ought to be reckoned
among the greatest treasures of the English tongue;
they continually overflow with love to God, and breathe
an heart entirely transformed by the Gospel, and
above the views of everything but pleating God,"—
JJr. Doddridge."

Abp. Lti^liton had the greatest elevation of sool,
the largost compass of knowledge, the most mortified
and most heavenly disposition that I ever yet saw in
mortal ; that had the greatest parts, as well as virtues,
with the perfcctett humility, that I ever saw in man."—
Bp. Burnet.
" There is no expository work in the English language

equal to Leighton's Exposition of Peter. It is rich in

evangelical sentiment, exalted devotion, and admirable
illustration. There is leamiog >ritlioat its parade,

theology divested of systematic stiffness, and cluqn
in a beautiful flow of unatiected language and

a(.

priate imagery. To say more would be unbecon
and less could not be said with justice."

—Orme.
" Mr. Pearson's edition of Abp. Leighton isai

cellent one. All parties agree in commendation of

celebrated divine."—Lowndes.
"
Abp. Leigbton is an incomparable writer, ft

the deepest evaneelioal devotion, with the best I

His praise is in all the chnrches. He is one of the

first divines of the British church, whose wri
breathe throughout the spirit of devotion, a noble s

of deep piety, a most bumble, heavenly, and Ic

spirit, an elegant mind and a scriptural standai

evangelical doctrine.— His Life, by Mb. Peakso
A DELIGHTFUL PIECE OF BIOGRAPUT ."— 7'*e Rei
Bickersteth.

LETTERS ON THE WRITINGS OF 1

FATHERS OF THE FIRST TWO CEN'
RIES, (Clement, Barnabas, Herraas, Igna
Polycarp, Justin Martyr, Irenaeus,) with
flections on the Oxford Tracts, and Stricturt
*' The Records of the Church," by Misopap
cus, crown 8vo. extra cloth, (pub. at 5s Qd) r
ced to 3s . J

LIFE OF CHRIST, in the Words of the Era
lists, 18mo. 28 pretty wood-cuts, extra cloth,

edges, (pub. at 7s) reduced to 3s Tilt, 1

LIFE AND DEFENCE OF THE CONDI
AND PRINCIPLES OF THE VENE
BLE ANDCALUMNIATED BISHOP B
NER, in which is considered the best mod

again Changing the Religion of tliis Nation,
Tractarian BritishCritic,( Prebendary Tremy
8vo. extra cloth (pub. at 10s 6d) reduced to ^

" This ironical life and defence of Bishop Bom
an exposure of the Romish tendency of the

Tracts, and is written thioughout with ability

learning. There is no doubt that the author

damaged the party he has attacked."—AthauE'im.
" An ironical polemical defence of Bishop Boi

under the mask of justifying, it bitterly condemc
Komish Church and its professors, Puseyites. Its

considerable reading, and is very clever."—Liti

Gazette.
" The aim of the writer has been carried out with

skill, great ability, and great effect. The sarcasm is al

biting; the very diflicult point of the double char
is well sustained; and the style is strong and pol
without any appearance of ]nboar."~ Spectator.

LUTHER'S COMMENTARYON THEPSAI
OF DEGREES, to which is prefixed a cop
Historical Accountof Monastic Life in Engl
8vo. plate of monastic habits, cloth lettered (

at 10s 6d) reduced to 5s

MAGEE'S (ABP.) WORKS, comprising
courses and Dissertations on the Scrip
Doctrines of Atonement and Sacrifice; Senr

and Visitation Charges. With a Memoir c

Life by the Rev, A. H. Kenny, D.D. 2 vols,

extra cloth (pub. at £1. 6s) reduced to IBs

"Discovers such deep research, yields so

valuable information, and affords so many hel

the refutation of error, as to constitute the most \

ABLE TREA3UKE OF BIBLICAL I^ARMNG, OF W
A Christian ECHoLAK can be possessed."—C

' tian Obierver.

MALTBY'S(DR. EDWARD, LORD BISF
OF DURHAM) SERMONS, including t

preached at Lincoln's Inn, 3 thick Totab

extra cloth, lettered (pub. at £1. 14s 6(£)red
to 15s

CHARGES AT DURHAM, CHICHEST
&c. : and Miscellaneous Tracts on the Cat!

Question, Bible Society, Education, &c. (

lished at various periods between 1807

1843, and now collected into one volumi
'

cloth lettered (pub. at 15s) reduced to 5i
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.TBY^ ILLUSTRATIONS OF THE
TRUTH OFTHE CHRISTIAN RELIGION,
second edition, revised, 8vo. extra cloth, (pub. at

7s 6ri) reduced to 3s 6c£ 1803
* A book which every clergyman onght tj possess."

Bishop Tomline.

THEW (Rev. G). SERMONS ON DOC-
TRINE AND PRACTICE, by the Rev.

George Mathew, Vicar of Greenwich, and

alternate morning Preacher at St. James's, Fifth

Edition, 2 vols. 8vo. in extra cloth boards, (pub.
at 185) reduced to 7s 6d 1834
Few Preachers have enjoyed greater popularity in

London, or its vicinity, Ihan the late Rev. George
Mathew, many years Vicar of Greenwich, and alter-

nate Mornir'g Preacher at St. James's. Four large
editions of his sermons were sold in a very short time.

They are remarkable specimens of close and perspicu-
ous argument, arranged with great clearness, and en-

forced with extraordinary ability." Mr, Mathew's Sermons display every excellence

we could wish ; all that can instruct the ignorant, contirm
the wavering, or alarm the vicious : they cannot be read

without advantage. He has been eminently successful

in reducing Butler's Analogy to the level of the

meanest capacity, and in giving a luminous j?reci« of

his arguments."— British Critic.

NUSCRIPT SERMONS—a Series of Sixty

English Sermons on the Doctrine, Principles,
and Practice of Christianity, adapted to the

Pulpit, by a Doctor of Divinity, complete in

15 parts, sm. 4to. (each containing four Ser-

mons) lithographed on writing paper to resemble

MSS. (pub.^at £3. 15s) reduced to 15s

NDHAM'S (REV. JOSEPH) PALEOTTI
HISTORIA ACT.ECONCILII TRIDEN-
TINI, an. 1562 et 1563, cum aliis multis circa

dictum Concilium, thick 8vo. extra cloth, (pub. at

£1. Is) reduced to 7s 6d 1842
-LIFE AND PONTIFICATE OF POPE
PIUS THE FIFTH, Second Edition, with

Supplement, 8vo. extra tkth, (pub. at 12s 6d)
reduced to 5s . 1844
^ INDEX LIBRORUM PROHIBITORUM
A SIXTO V. PAPA, confectus et publicatus :

ad vero a successoribus ejus in sede Romana

suppressus, ed Jos. Mendiam, 4to. cloth, (pub.
at 16s) reduced to 8s . 1835
-INDEX OF BOOKS PROHIBITED by
command of the present Pope Gregory XVI.
in 1 835, r2mo. cloth, (pub. at 4s 6d) reduced
to 3s

-LITERARY POLICY OF THE CHURCH
OF ROME exhibited in an Account of her

Damnatory Catalogues or Indexes, both Prohi-

bitory and Expurgatory ;
with illustrative

Extracts, Anecdotes, and Remarks, second

edition, enlarged, with two Supplements, 8vo.

extra doth, (pub. at 14s) reduced to 6s 1844
SHNA

; Eighteen Treatises from the Mishna,
translated from the Hebrew by the Rev. D.
A. De Sola, and the Rev. M. J. Raphael,
second edition, 8vo. extra cloth, (pub. at 7s 6d)
reduced to 5s . 1845

)ORE'S (REV. D.) CAMBRIDGE PRIZE
ESSAYS, OR THE CHRISTIAN SYSTEM
\aNDICATED AGAINST THE MORE
POPULAR FORMS OF MODERN INFI-

DELITY, Second Edition, with additions, post
8vo. extra cloth boards, (pub. at 6s) reduced to

4s . 1844
" A condensed and able summary of the arguments

adduced by the best writers on the Evidences of

Christianity."—Atherueum.
" This publication meets the sophisms of infidelity, as

they now appear, npon right principles ana with sound
judgment. The three Essays which constitute the
volume have severally obtained the Norrisian and
Hulsean prizes at Cambridge, which is a sulficieut tes-

timony in its iiYom."—British Mag."
Distinguished by a simple elegance of language and

accuracy of reasoning, which not only obtained for
the author the honours of his mother university, but
have raised his Prize Essays to the highest rank in the
class of compositions to which they belong."—Church-
man's Monthly Review.

MORE'S (HANNAri) WORKS, with a Memoir
and Notes, 9 vols. fcap. 8vo. fine portrait and

frontispieces, gilt cloth, £2. 5s Fisher, 1840
Tliis edition does not contain the Spirit of Prayer o:

the Essay on St. Paul, but these may be had separately.

WORKS, Cadell's Library Edition, in large

type, 11 vols, post 8vo. portrait, extra cloth,

(pub.at£5.)reduced to£3. 13s6(Z 1830

LIFE, by the Rev. Henry Thomson, post 8vo.

printed uniformly with her works, and forming an
additional volume, portrait, and numerous wood

engravings, extra cloth, (pub. at 12s) reduced to

6s . Cadell, 1838
" This may be called the official edition of Hannah

Mora's Life. It brings so much new and interesting
matter into the field respecting her, that it will receive
a hearty welcome from the public. Among the rest,
the particulars of most of her publications will reward
the curiosity of literary rea.ders."~Litera7't/ Gazette.

SPIRIT OF PRAYER, fcap. 8vo. portrait,
extra cloth, (pub. at 6s) reduced to 4s

Cadell, 1843
STORIES FOR THE MIDDLE RANKS
OF SOCIETY, and Tales for the Common
People, 2 vols, post 8vo. extra cloth, (pub. at

14s) reduced to 9s . i6. 1830
POETICAL WORKS, post Bvo. extra cloth,

(pub. at 8s) reduced to 3s 6d ib. 1829
MORAL SKETCHES OF PREVAILING
OPINIONS AND MANNERS, Foreign and

Domestic, with Reflections on Prayer, post8vo.
extra cloth, (pub. at 9s) reduced to 4s ib. 1830
ESSAY ON THE CHARACTER AND.
PRACTICAL WRITINGS OF ST. PAUL,
post 8vo. extra cloth, (pub. at 10s 6d) reduced
to 5s . 'ib. 1837
CHRISTIAN MORALS, post Bvo. extra cloth,

(pub. at 10s 6d) reduced to 5s ib, 1836
PRACTICAL PIETY, or the Influence of

the Religion of the Heart on the Conduct of the

Life, 32mo. portrait, extra cloth, 2s 6d
ib. 1840

The only complete small edition. It was revised

just before her death, and contains much improvement,
which is copyright.

SACRED DRAMAS, chiefly intended for

Young People, to which is added "Sensibility,"
an Epistle, 32mo. gilt cloth, gilt edges, (pub. at

2s 6d) reduced to 2s . ib. •

This is the last genuine edition, and contains some
copyright additions, which are not in any other.

SEARCH AFTER HAPPINESS; with

Ballads, Tales, Hymns, and Epitaphs, 32mo.

gilt cloth, gilt edges, (pub. at 2s 6d) reduced to

Is 6d . ib.

BIBLE RHYMES, on the names and princip'al
Incidents of all the Books of the Old and New
Testament, 32mo. portrait and woodcuts, gilt cloth,

gilt edges, (pub. at 2s) reduced to ls6d ib.

" How viany have thanked God for the hour that

first made them acquainted with the writings of
Hannah More. She did perhaps as much real good in

her generation as any woman tliat ever held the pen.
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It would bf ijile for us to dwell here ou works so well

known. They have established her name as a great

luorul writer, possessing a masterly romniaiid over ihe

resources of our laiiguajro, and devotinsr a keen vrit and
a lively f.incy to the best tmd noblest of piir;)Oses,"

Qiuirterlt/ Jlevicw.

Horace Walpole declared tliat Hannah More was
not only one of the cleverest of woinon, but one of the

|

best. Her writings, said he, jjromote virtue, and their I

repeated editions prove tlieir worth and utility.

J^IOSHEIM'S ECCLESIASTICAL HISTORY,
NEW EDITION-, edited by Soaraes, 4 thick vols.

Bvo. extra cloth, £2. 2.s 1845

MORRISON'S (REV. DR.) SERMONS AND
DISCOURSES written and preached in China,

Sinj?apore, the Cape, 6cc. with Remarks on

Missions, 8vo. portrait, cloth lettered, (pub. at

lO.s 6d) reduced to .3s od 1826

MURRAY'S TRUTH OF REVELATION DE-
MONSTRATED by Ancient Monuments,

Sculptures, Gems, Coins, and Medals. Second

Edition, one handsome vol. Bvo. 52 woodcuts

and 3 plates, cloth lettered, (pub. at 15s) reduced
;

to 5s . . 1840

" A very interestincf book, containing such a mass of

curious information that it will well repay the pains of
|

a careful perasah"—Literary Gazette.
j

KOLAN'S (DR.) WARRURTONIAN LEC> i

TURES—The Chronological Prophecies, as
j

constituting a connected System, in which the
j

Principal Events of the Divine Dispensations 1

are determined by the precise Revelation of '

their Dates, 8vo. clolh, (pub. at \5s^ reduced

to 5s .

'

1837

PALEY'S WORKS, IN one volume, consisting of

his Natural Theology, JMoral and Political

Philosophy, Evidences of Christianity, Horce

Paulina?, Clergyman's Companion in Visiting

the Sick, &c. 8vo. hamhomely printed in double

colu7nns, extra cloth W4.(pub. at 10s Qd) reduced

to 5s . 1842

POOL'S (MATHEW) ANNOTATIONS UPON
THE HOLY BIBLE, wherein the Sacred Text

is inserted, and various Readings annexed, to-

gether with the Parallel Scriptures; the more

difficult Terms in each Verse are explained, seem-

ing Contradictions reconciled, Questions and

Doubts resolved, and the whole Text opened, 3

large vols. impl. 8vo. extra cloth, (pub. at

£3. 15s) reduced to £3. 3s 1842

Cecil says,
•
if we must have commentators, as we

lertainly must. Pool is incomparable, and I had almost

said, abundant of himself,' and the llev. E. Bickersteth

pronounces the annotations to be judicious and full.

It is no mean praise of this valuable work that it is in

the list of books recommended to clergymen by Bp.
Tomline. It is likewise recommended by Gilpin, Di-s.

E. Williams, Adnm Clarke, Doddridge, Home, and the

learned in general.

PORTEUS'S (BISHOP) WORKS, nith his life,

by the Rev. Robert Hodgson, Dean of Carlisle,

6 vols. 8vo. extra gilt cloth, (pub. at £2. 10s)

reduced to £ I. 5s 1823

. LECTURES, 2 vols. Bvo. clolh, (pub. at 16s)

reduced to 8s

the same, complete in I vol. Bvo. cloth, (pub.
at 9s) reduced to 5s

SERMONS. 2 vols. Bvo. clolh, (pub. at 16s)

reduced to 10s 6d
*' Bishop Porteus was a light in his generation and

to posterity ; and an ornament to the limes in which he

lived.
" His sermons are conspicuous for sound judgment,

solid argument, great knowledge of the human heart,

accurate obter^aUou of the world, an unshrinking

reprobation of vice, the most persua.'iive exhort;,

piety, and an imqualified avowal of all tJie e>-

fundamental truths and doctrines of the Gospel."
Eclectic II

" It is creditable to the public taste that his w
should have acquired this high i-opularity; foi

excellencies both as to matter and style wc-lldiser

Qiiarterli/ R
RIDGELEY'S BODY OF DIVINITY, wl

the Doctrines of the Christian Religion ai

plained and dei'ended, complete in 2 vols.

Bvo. portrait, extra cloth, £1. 4f
" It is probable that the English language do

furnisli a work of this nature that, for perspic
language, extent of research, accuracy of judgraer
judicious description, any way equals this o

Eidgeley. He was a man of extensive and
learning, of remarkable diligence, and a strict >

mist of his time. His skilful knowledge of the h

languages, large acquaintance with ancient and n
writei-s, and critical knowledge of the sacred vc

rendered him well qualified for theological contro\

TI
" His lectures display soundness of judgraer

tensive learning, and an intimate acquainunce w
sacred oracles."—Bo^wf.

SANDERSON'S (BISHOP) SER.MONS,
Life of the Author by Isaac Walton

;
a

Introductory Essay by the Rev. Robert P

gometry, 2 vols. 8vo. extra cloth bds. (pi
£1. 4s) reduced to 14s
" Xo library v.hich admits the Sermons of B

Tillotson, and Jeremy Taylor, should be withoul
of that great divine Bishop Sanderson."

j)r. Hammond has observed that,
" Sanderso/

conceives all things deliberately, speaks up«jn

discreetly, discerns things that diifer exactly, p
his judgement rationally, and expresses it aptly, (

and honestly." Dr. Wotton says,
" What Bp. S;

son has written is all gold, and thoroughly ret

And the Rev. E. Bickersteth observes,
" Sanders<

a man of great reflection and judgment, and his

abound with important discussions and decisions
" There are no sermons more valuable for sti)

more to be recommendf^d to a young dirme foi

sound doctrine and admirable mutter, than 1

Sanderson's "—Ecclesiastical Journal.

SCLATER'S (DR. WILLIAM) ORIGI
DRAUGHT OF THE PRIMITIVE CHUI
new edition, corrected, with the QuoU
from the Fathers and Old Divines, giv

length, 12mo. cloth lettered, (pub. at 6.

duced to OS 6(i Oxford, Talboys,
This is the reprint of a verj- rare and highly ar

ated work. The author is mentioned by Cha
Wood, and others, as one of the most learni

judicious Divines of his time; and Bickerstetli sa.<
" these two valuable words have exhausted thi

portant subject," speaking of Sclaterand King.

SCOTT'S (W.) HARMONY OF PHRENO i

WITH SCRIPTURE ;
to which is adu

Refutation of the Philosophical Errors

tained in Combe's ' Constitution of Mai
cond edition, post Bvo. cloth, (pub. at 6s 6(/

duced to 3s 6^ Edin.

SCOTT'S (REV. THOS.) PRACTICAL C
MENTARY ON THE BIBLE, for the

of Families, 2 large and closely printed

impl. 8vo. extra cloth bds. (pub. at £1. 16.>

duced to 1 8s Seeley,
3Ir. Bickersteth suggested the publication t

condensed edition of Scott's celebrated Comme
observing that " a pr.actical Commentary o

8<*ripturcB, written witli the soundness of Scoti

Mithin a moderate compass for the use of famille

still a desideratJim."

SERMONS, including two on the Dut
the Pastoral Office ;

with Memoir ol

].,ife by the Rev. S. King, Bvo. hatids'

printed, cloth letleredf (pub. at 10s 6d) red

to 4 s Seeley,
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T'S (REV.THOS.) COMMENTARY ON
HE HOLY BIBLE, genuine trade edition,

'ith the Author's last Corrections and Improve-
lents, and numerous beautiful wood-cut illusira-

OHS, and maps, the complete work in 3 vols,

npl. 8vo. extra cloth lettered, (pub. at £4. 4s)

sduced to £2. 12s 6d Seeley, 8^c.

" An original, sound, evangelical, and praotical

ommentary, with a vast collection of parallels.
"

Bickersteth.
" The capital excellency of this valuable and im-

lense undertaking, perhaps, consists in following more

losely than any other, the fair and adequate meaning,
r every part of Scripture, without regard to the niec-

es of human systems; it is, in every sense of the

cpression, a Scriptural comment. It has likewise a

irther and a strong recommendation in its originality,

very part of it is thought out by the author for him-
!lf, not borrowed from others. The later editions,

ideed, are enriched with brief and valuable quotations
om several writers of credit—but the substance of the

crk is entirely his own. It is not a compilation, it is

a original production, in which you have the deliberate

idgments of a masculine and independent mind on all

le parts of Holy Scripture. Every student will under-
and the value of such a work. Further, it is the

jmment of our age, presenting many of the best lights
hich history casts on the interpretation of prophecy,
iving several of the remarks which sound criticism has
ccumulated from the different branches of sacred

terature, obviating the chief objections which modern
nnotators have advanced against some of the dis-

nguishing doctrines of the Gospel, and adapting the
istructions of Scripture to the peculiar circumstances
f the times in which we live The
jmmentator's eminent characteristics were a matured
nowledge, skill as a textuary, fterling honesty, a firm

rasp of truth, unfeigned submission of mind to every
art of the inspired records, a holy temper of heart,
nfeigned diligence, and perseverance."—Home.
:PTURE genealogies, containing 38

eautifully executed Lithographic Drawings, of
11 the Genealogies recorded in the Sacred Scrip-

ures, according to every Family and Tribe ;

vith the Line ot'our Saviour Jesus Christ obser-

ed from Adam to the Virgin Mary, by J. P.

vlorris, Esq. royal 4to. extra cloth, gilt on sides,

pub. at £1. lis 6d) reduced to 7s 6d
This elegant work will be found curious and interest-

ig to the theological reader. It not only contains

istcfully engraved plates of every genealogy, family,
•ibe, etc. mentioned In the Holy Scriptures, but also

i rawingi of the tabernacle, and plans of the Camp of
I

le Israelites, and City of Jerusalem, with explanations.
I

a edition of only 600 cost the author upwards of 500
uineas getting up, and although printed several years

i go, it has not hitherto been published.

, ^PARD'S FAMILY PRAYERS, for Morn-
Qg and Evening Devotion, selected exclusively

!
rom the Works of the Elder Divines of the

' ^Established Church, and accompanied by the
i uthor's name to each Prayer, 12mo. extra cloth

\
ds. (pub. at 6s) reduced to 3s 6d 1827

\
The Rev. John Sheppard is the well-known Minister

f Blackheath Chapel.

,EY'S(REV.E.) LIFE OF SIR RICHARD
IILL, BART., (Brother of Rowland HilI)8vo.
Ttra cloth bdi. (pub. at 1 2s) reduced to 5s 1 839
" A better man than Sir Richard Hill I do not know
ithin the circle of human nature."—it>rd Kenyan." Sir Richard Hill's life was a pattern of modesty,
iety, and goodness."—Lord Erskine.

ION'S WORKS, including his Skeletons of
ERMONs AND HoRAi HoMiLETic-E, or Discourses

igested into one continued Series, and forming
Commentary upon every Book of the Old and
lew Testament : to which are annexed an im-
roved edition of Claude's Essay on the Com-
loitioa of a Sermon, and very comprehensive

Indexes, edited by the Rev. Thomas Hartwell

Home, 21 vols. 8vo. extra cloth, contents lettered,

(pub. at £10. 10s) reduced to £7. 7s

The following miniature editions of Simeon i popular
works are uniformly printed in 32mo. and bound in

cloth :—
The Christian's Armour, (pub. at Is) reduced
to9d

The Excellency of the Liturgy, (pub. at Is) re-

duced to 9d
The Offices of the Holy Spirit, (pub. at Is) re-

duced to 9d
Humiliation of the Son of God : in Twelve

Sermons, (pub. at Is) reduced to 9d

Appeal to Men of Wisdom and Candour, (pub.
at Is) reduced to 9d

Discourses on Behalf of the Jews, (pub. at 2s)
reduced to Is 6d

Claude's Essay on the Composition of a Ser-

mon, edited by Simeon and the Rev. T.
Hartwell Home, with an Analytical Index,
8vo. stiff covers, in the Press, 2s 6d
" The works of Simeon, containing 2586 discourses

on the principal passages of the Old and New Testa-
ment will be found peculiarly adapted to assist the stu-

dies of the younger clergy in their preparation for the pul-
pit; they will likewise serve as a Body of Divinity; and are

by many recommended as a Biblical Commentary, well

adapted to be read in families. Subjoined are, a Ge-
neral Index, a Liturgical Index, and an Index of Ser-

mons, as also an improved edition, with an analytical
Index, of Claude's Essay on the Composition of a Ser-
mon. The work may truly be said to form a Theolo-
gical Encyclopedia."—ion'ndes.
" Simeon's works are a monument of pastoral labour

and piety, with much judgment on doctrinal subjects,
and useful practical application."—Bickersteth.
" One of the noblest offering* that consecrated hand

ever laid on the altar. L«t a Clergyman about to

expound a chapter orally, study it in Doddridge, or

Henry, or Scott, or Girdlestone ; and then let him go
over the same chapter with Simeon, and we think that,
notwithstanding all the admitted excellencies of the
former writers, the la.<!t will furnish out the best ap-
pointed champion."— Christian Remembi-ancer.

" Simeon's Discourses comprise a comment on
nearly the ivhole of the Holy Scriptures, and excetd
in copiousness, as a storehouse of sound hortatory
theology, any production of the same kind that had
been previously given to the nork."
" These outlines compose a series of regularly di-

gested and supremely important topics of Christian di-

vinity. As helps to composition they will be peculiarly
serviceable to young clergymen, and also to. the more
aged, whose extensive employment incapacitates them
from supplying as fast as they can expend."" We recommend these volumes most cordially to
the attention of the younger members of the clerical

profession ; they will be found real helpa to their in-
ventive faculties."—C7trM/ian Observer.

Simon's " Ten Tribes of Israel," historically
identified—See Miscellanies.

SMYTH'S (REV. DR.) EXPOSITION OF VA-
RIOUS PASSAGES OF HOLY SCRIP-
TURE, adapted to the Use of Families, for

every Day throughout the Year, 3 vols. 8vo.

handsomely printed, cloth lettered, (pub. at

£1. lis 6d) reduced to 12s Hatchard, 1842
" This Daily Expositor for Families is a happy idea,

ably carried out. We recommend it with confidence to
all families, certain that it cannot fail to be approved."

Theological Journal.
STACK'S (DR.) LECTURES ON THE ACTS

OF THE APOSTLES, Explanatory and Prac-
tical, 8vo. 2nd edition, gilt cloth (pub. at 8s) re-

duced to 2s 6d . 1805
These Lectures are formed upon the excellent model

of tiiose delivered by Bishop Porteus, upon the Gospel of
St. Mattliew. The work is dedicated to the £i8hop«
and was highly recoraraended by hira.
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SOUTH'S (DR. ROBERT) SERMONS : to which

are annexed the chief heads of the Sermons, a

Biographical Memoir, and General Index,
2 vols, royal 8vo. cloth Letteredj^pnh. at £1. 4s)

f^ reduced to 18s . 1844

" The Sermons of this wittiest of English Divines

will always rank among the standard productions of the

English Church. They are adapted to all readers and
to all days."— Reirotpective Review.
" South's Sermons are invaluable—the staflf of his

spear is like a weavers beam."—British Critic.
" South is conspicuous for sound practical good

sense, for a deep insight into human character, for

liTclmess of imagination and exuberant invention, and

unbounded wit. In perspicuity, copiousness, and force of

expression, he is almost unrivalled among English
writers. The sincerity of his principles is shewn in the

purity of his life, and the vigour of his understanding is

stamped on all that he wrote."—Penny Cyclopeedia.

STURM'S CONTEMPLATIONS ON THE SUF-
FERINGS OF CHRIST, in a Series of De-

Totional Exercises, with an explanatory Para-

phrase of the Gospel Narrative, translated from

the German byW. Johnstone, A.M., with a Me-

moir and Portrait, crown Bvo. cloth lettered,

(pub. at 9s) reduced to 5j 1826

REFLECTIONS ON THE WORKS OF

GOD, and of his Providence throughout all

Nature, translated from the German, complete

in one elegantly printed volume, fcap. 12mo.

frontispiece, extra cloth bds. (pub. at 5s) reduced

to3s6d . 1836

TAYLOR'S (JEREMY) COMPLETE WORKS,
with an Essay, Biographical and Critical,

3 large vols. impl. 8vo. portrait^ extra cbth bds.

(pub. at £3. 15s) reduced to £3. 3s 1836
"
Bp. Taylor has the eloquence of the orator, the

fancy of the' poet, the acuteness of the schoolman, the

profoundness of the philosopher, and the piety of the

saint."—Parr.
"We will venture to assert tliat there is m any one

of the prose folios of Jeremy Taylor more fancy and

original imagery, more brilliant conceptions and

glowing expressions, more new figures, and new appli-

cation of old figures ; more, in short, of the body and

the soul of poetry, than in all the odes and epics that

have since been produced in Europe."
Edinburgh BevieTV.

PRACTICAL WORKS, viz.— 1. The Whole

of his Sermons, including the Supplement.
—

2. Holy Living and Holy Dying,
—3. Contem-

plations.— 4. Golden Grove.—5. Psalter of Da-

vid, with Devotions.—6. Collection of Offices.—
7. The Worthy Communicant. —8. Christian

Consolations.—9. Discourse on Friendship.—
10. Letters to Persons changed in their Reli-

gion ;
and 11. Liberty of Prophesying, complete

with a Biographical Memoir, in 2 thick vols,

medium 8vo.ca trac/ot/i, . 1844

TAYLORS'S (ISAAC OF ONGAR) NATURAL
HISTORY OF ENTHUSIASM, tenth edition,

{cap.Qvo. cloth lettered, 5s . 1845

CONTENTS.

to strike any ordinary mind with subjects of retLet

for a year."—Literary Gazette.
" The author is a clever and a pious man, w

piety never makes him duH, and whose wit i

borders on profaneness ; his book is well written,
calculated to check the incipient disorders of the

gination, to give tone and firmness to the enfe<

powers of the sickly religionist, and to point ou
diflference between the beneficial glow of a well-oci

piety, and the pernicious fervours of a distemj
fancy."—Brit. Critic.
" It is refreshing to us to meet with a work h

as this unquestionably does, the impress of bold,

ful, and original thought. Its most strikingly >

views, however, never transgress tlie bouixds
Protestant ortliodoxy, or violate the spirit of tr

soberness ; and yet it discusses topics constitu.

very root and basis of those furious polemicb »

have shaken repeatedly tho whole int«;llectual

moral world."—Athenaum.
" A very able work'"—Edinburgh Revierv.

TAYLOR'S (ISAAC) FANATICISM, third

tion, carefully revised, fcap. Bvo. in extra

boards, 6s
"

It is the reader's fault, if he does not rise froi

perusal of such a volume as the present a wiser i

better m&xi."— Eclectic Jtevierv.
" The author is evidently a man of ardent pie

a vivid imagination, and of a vigorous and exe
understanding, and haa a vast command of dictio

of imagery. He is never dull. Dulness, indeed,
the very antipodes of his manner. There is an i

sity about the composition which keeps our fac

perpetually upon the stretch. The man, beyoi

question, is a very distinguished writer."— Brit.
" We have no doubt that the present work wi

quire the same popularity with the former produ
of this author. He has displayed extensive resea

a curious branch of religious history: the gi

character of his pages is moderate and impart
well as pious ; he seems actuated by a sincere

to heal, as far as in him lies, the breaches t

Christian commonwealth ; and to point out as su

of rational rejoicing those few steps which the

seems to have gained in its dark and vacillatin:

gress towards better and nobler views of religion

Edinburgh Jt.

SATURDAY EVENING, seventh edition,

8vo. in extra cloth boards, 5s

1. Enthusiasm, Secular

and Keligious.
2. Enthusiasm in Devotion.

8. Enthusiastic Perversion
of tliu Doctrine of Di-
vine Influence.

i. Enthusiasm tlie Source
of Heresy.

6. Enthusiasm of Prophe-
tical interpretation.

6. Enthusiastic abutj-s of

the Doctrine of I'arti-

cular I*rovideccc.

7. Entlmsiasm of Philan-

thropy.
8. Sketch of the Enthu-

siasm of the Ancient
Church.

0. The same Subject—In-

gredients of the Ancient

Monachism.
10. Hints on the Probable

Spread of Christianity,
submitted to those who
misuse the term En-
tlmsiasm.

" Full of admirable observation. We believe t!iat

from this voIum« might be collected sufficient materials

The Hour of Hope and
Diffidence.

The Expectation of

Christians.

The Courage peculiar to

Times and Places.

Laxity and Decision.

The Means of Mercy.
The Church and the

World.
State of Sacred Science.

Tlie Hidden World.
The State of Seclusion.

The Limits of Revela-
tion.

Vastness of the ilaXe-

rial Universe.

Piety and Energy.
The Last Conflict of
Great Principles.
Licentious Religionism.

1
15. The Power of

16. Strength of tl

of Rebuke.
17. The Recluse.

18. The Modem Anc
19. The Family A£

Qf Christianity.
20. Charity and Cons<

21. The Few Noble.
22. Rudiment of Ch

Magnanimity.
28. The Dissolution

man Nature.
24. Tlie State of Son
23. The Third Hcavt
28. The Precursor.

27. Endless Ufe.
28. The Perpetuity

man Nature.
20. Unison of the H^

Hierarchy.

Devout persons, whose leisure permits them to

are accustomed to devote the Saturbat Evi
'

preparatory meditation. The author says

tations in the present volume are intended

more or less directly, upon those changes in

practices or modes of feeling, wliich natui

thought of as proper to usher in a brighter ag
" This is a work whicli we feel contldent the I

public will receive witli something more than

tion,
—with deference and gratitude.

—AdmitI

Saturday Evening retirement, we listen to his

as that, not of a professional lecturer, or a

of this world, but of one who, having held

with the true fountain of wisdom, opens to

vate tlioughU in Uie tones of friendsliip. Tlie

replete, not merely with thought, but with mat

thinking,—iflth germin&nt seeds that, where
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right soil, cannot fail to reproduce a harvest of

Lishts in other minds. It is in some respects adapted
je the most popular of his productions, as it is cer-

nly the most powerful. The style sometimes kindles

.0 the most vehement and lofty eloquence. The

per on
' The Means of Mercy' is one of the most

ely sustained argumentative appeals, in illustration

the Divine scheme of Justification, that we have

sr •een. We might specifj' other papers scarcely less

iking. Upon the whole, the volume cannot fail to

ike a very powerful impression, and it cannot be

in favourably received than It deserves to be."
Eclectic Review.

" * Satuhday Evening,* and ' Natural His-
RT OP Enthusiasm,' are two noble productions."

Blackwood's Magazine.

LOR'S (ISAAC) ELEMENTS OF
HOUGHT, or concise explanations, alpha-

!tically arranged, of the principal terms

nployed in the usual branches of intellectual

hilosophy, seventh ediiiorij 12mo. in extra cloth

•ards, 45 . 1845

•»• The design of this volume is to impart, in a fa-

iliar form, elementary explanations and instructions

I subjects connected with the intellectual faculties ;

Afford gradual and easy exercises to the powers of

'straction, and*thu3 to conduct the young reader by
I accessible path into that region of thought where
emind acquires force, accuracy, and comprehension.
It is an admirable condensation of all that has been
ritten or said on the subject, and a most useful Intro-
iction to the study of Metapliysies, v/hile it contains
much knowledge on the subject as tlie general reader

ill require. "^As an elementary work, it is truly
Juable."—Monthly Review.

iNTIENT CHRISTIANITY, and the Doc-
inea of the Oxford Tracts for the Times.
'otirth Editimi, with a Supplement and Indexes,
vols. 8vo. extra cloth, (pub, at £1. 4s) reduced

)18s . 1844
" He who wishes to see the subject of Puseyism fully
mdled may consult Mr. Isaac Taylor's able and ela-
)rate work, entitled Ancient Christ ianitij. This pro-
iction has more than the author's usual excellencies,
'e cannot but regard it as a most valuable contribu-
on to the cause of Scriptural Christianity ; and highly
editable to his talents, energy, and learning."

<• Edin. Revieiv, Apr. 1848.
" The most powerful opponent of the Oxford scliool

ho has yet appeared, is Isaac Taylor, the well-known
ithor of the * Natural History of Enthusiasm, &c."

American Biblical Repository." One of the most remarkable publications of the
resent age."— CJiurchman's Monthly Review.
" This is one of the most valuable works which have
ppeared in Theological Literature for many years, and
ives quite a new aspect to the Patristic Controversy.
t is a treasury of Jiistorical materials dug out of the
rude masses of Ecclesiastical Antiquity ; and will be
idispensable to any one who, not having those ponder-
us tomes within his reach, wishes to form a judgment
f the religion which succeeded, in the Nicene Age, to

ipostolic Christianity."—Pa^r^o*.

LECTURES ON SPIRITUAL CHRIST-
.ANllT, 8vo. exlraciof/i, (pub. at 4s Qd) re-
luced to 3* . 1841
" The Lectnres before us are among the best of the

uthor's numerous works, whether considered in rela-
;on to their probable utility, or as exhibiting in a high

tlie distinguishing excellencies of his mind.
ly tJie tfiect may be owing to the nature of the

I, and to our own predilections; but from the
•orusul of none of the author's other works have we
isen with the same sense of pleasure and of profit, and
he same Iiigh admiration of tlie writer's gifts and at-
ainmeiits. Cur path is through a region of light,- the
vaymarks of truth are visible at every turn

; and as
re follow the stately steps of our accomplished guide.
ve have not only a sense of safety, but are charmed
with the beauty of the scenes through which we pass."

Congregational Mag.

TAYLOR'S (ISAAC) HOME EDUCATION,
Fourth Edition, fcap. Bvo. extra cloth boards,

(pub. at 7s 6d) reduced to 5s 1842

*»* In this volume the general principles of Educa-
tion, as applicable to private families and to small

schools, are stated and explained; such method? of

treatment, especially, being suggested, as are best suited
to the circumstances of a Country Residence

;
at the

same time, hints are offered of a kind to be available

under any circumstances for carrying on the culture of

those of the intellectual faculties that are the earliest

developed, and on the due expansion of which the force

and efficiency of the mature mind depend.
"A most important subject."

American Biblical Repository.
" A work on moral and religious culture, from the

same source, would be a boon to society of no ordinary
value."— Westminster Review.

EDITION OF JONATHAN EDWARDS
ON FREE WILL. An Inquiry into the

modern prevailing Notions respecting that

Freedom of Will v?hich is supposed to be

essential to Moral Agency, Virtue and Vice,
Reward and Punishment, Praise and Blame.
New Edition, with an Introductory Essay by
Isaac Taylor, Bvo. extra cloth, (pub. at 12s)
reduced to 8s . 1846

TIMPSON'S (REV. T.) MEMOIRS OF BRI-
TISH FEMALE MISSIONARIES, with a

Survey of the Condition of Womeu in Heathen

C^ountries; and an Introductory Essay on the

Importance of Female Agency in Evangelizing
Pagan Nations, by Mjss Thojmpson, fcp.p.

Bvo.
loith beautiful fhvitispiecej extra clothf (pub. at

6s 6c/) reduced to 3s 6d . 1841
I^IOTHER WITH HER FAMILY, being
Scriptural Exercises, Prayers, and Hymns for

Children, every Sunday Evening. To which
are added, Hannah Moore's Counsels to Mothers
in teaching Religion to their Children, IBmo.

frontispiece, extra cloth, (pub, at 2s 6d) reduce^
\ols6d . 1841

" A little heaven below will be enjoyed by those fami-
lies where, in the hands of a dear pious mother, this

book is used. We most earnestly and conscientiously
advise all mothers to procure, and to use this small but
invaluable work."—Sunday School Magazine.

TOMLINE'S (BISHOP) INTRODUCTION TO
THE STUDY OF THE BIBLE, or Elements
of Christian Theology, containing Proofs of

the Authenticity and Inspiration of the Holy
Scriptures ;

a Summary of the History of the
Jews ; an Account of the Jewish Sects ; and a
brief Statement of the Contents of the several
Books of the Old and New Testaments, Nine-
teenth Edition, elegantly "printed on fine papery
12mo. extra cloth, (pub. at 5s 6d) reduced to
3s 6d . 1845
" The result of extensive reading : the materials are

judiciously arranged, the reasonings clear and solid; it

is well adapted to the purpose for which it was intended,
as a. manual for students in divinity, and may be
read with advantage by the most experienced divine."—

Marshes Lectures.
"An admirable manual, comprising almost every

thing which the reader could require ; and at the same
time containing tlie result of so much learned research,
that the scholar may with pleasure refer to it, to revive
his recollections."— British Critic.

USHER'S (ARCHBP.) BODY OF DIVINITY,
or the Sum and Substance of Christian Reli-

gion. New edition, revised by Dr. Hastings
Robinson, in one thick closely printed volume,
8vo. extra cloth bds. (pub. at 12s) reduced to 7s

1841
"Archbishop Usher was one of the most wonderful

men of that wonderful age, and is not unjustly styl«d
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by Dr, Johnson, • the great luminary of the Ii-Uh I

Church.' The University of Oxford styloil him ^ the
|

nwtt skilful of primitive untlquiiT/, the unaiisiver-
\

able defender of the Orthodox Religion.' His writings i

contain an invaluable mass of historical and ecclesias-

tical information, and of controversial and practical

divinity. His body of divinity is full of valuable

theology."— 'Sis.x. E. Bickerstkth.

WADDINGTON'S (DEAN OF DURHAM)
HISTORY OF THE CHURCH, FROM
THE EARLIEST AGES TO THE RE-
FORMATION, (published by the Society for

the Promotion of Useful Knowledge) complete
in one closely-printed volume, 8vo. cloth let-

tm-id (pub. at 14s) reduced to 10.s 1833

" This work was distinguished on its appearance with

no ordinary share of public approbation, and has

been considered, by no mean judges, as entitled to a

conspicuous place among our standard works. It is,

psrhaps, the best History of native growth of which we
can boast."—Edinburgh Review.

-,— HISTORY OF THE CHURCH AND RE-
FORMATION, enlarged edition, together 6

vols. 8vo. uniform in cloth lettered^ (pub. at

£3. IsQd) reduced to £1. 19s

OR SEPARATELY AS FOLLOWS;—
HISTORY OF THE CHURCH, FROM
THE EARLIEST AGES TO THE RE-
FORMATION, enlarged edition, 3 vols. 8vo.
cloth bds. (pub. at £1. 10s) reduced to £1. Is

1835
HISTORY OF THE CHURCH DURING
THE REFORMATION, 3 vols. 8vo. cloth bds.

(pub. at £1. lis 6d) reduced to 18s 1841
" An important publication, the work of a true Pro-

testant, and well-read divine. As a distinct history of a
momentous event, which has had prodigious influence
on the succeeding affairs of the world, it was a deside-

ratum to our language."—Xi<. 6az.

WEMYSS* JOB AND HIS TIMES, or a Picture

of the Patriarchal Age during the Period be-
tween Noah and Abraham, as regards the State

of Religion and Morality, Arts and Sciences,
Manners and Customs, &c. and a New Version
of that most Ancient Poem, accompanied with
Notes and Dissertations, 8vo. extra cloth (pub.
at 9s) reduced to 6s . 1839

. . . .
"
During the many years that I have been a

student of Biblical Hebrew, I have met with no version
of a book of the Old Testament superior to Wemyss'
Job, in accuracy, elegance, and depth of informa-
tion."—l>r. W. V. Taylor, in hit Natural History
of Society.

WESLEY'S (REV. JOHN) SERMONS,
several occasions, complete in one thick

8vo. cloiely hut handsomely printed, with

etched portrait, extra cloth, (pub. at 12s) redi

to 6s . 1

Many thousands per annum are sold of this po]
book ; the present edition is the cheapest, and the

complete one in a single volume.

^__
JOURNAL OF HIS LIFE, with

Voyages and Travels, complete in one t

vol. bvo. cbth boards, uniform with his Sen

(pub. at 14s) reduced to 6s

WILBERFORCE'S PRACTICAL VIEW
THE PREVAILING RELIGIOUS S

TEM of Professed Christians in the hi

and middle Classes in this Country,
trasted with Real Christianity. With a

prehensive Memoir of the Author, by the

T. Price, 18mo. printed in a large haUi

type, gilt cloth, (pub. at 6i) reduced to

"An eminently useful yroT)L."—Biekersteth.
" A work which, for excellence of plan, mas

eloquence, acuteness of discernment, force of n
ing, and above all, for sublime devotion,
equalled in our language."

Williams's Christian Pre
" The most valuable and Important publican

the present &ge."—Rev. John Nervton.
" Men of the flrst rank and highest intellect,

and laity, have traced to this byok their serioi

pressions of religion, and tendered their sever

knowledgments in various ways, from tlie anon

correspondent,
' who had purchased a small fr

in Yorkshire, that by his vote he might offer

slight tribute of respect,' down to the gratefu
sage of the expiring Burke."

Wilberforce's Life by his

WILLMOTT'S (R. A.) PICTURES OF CI
TIAN LIFE, fcap. 8vo. extra cbth, (pi

6s) reduced to 3s 6d
""^

Hatchat

Contents :—The Homes and Graves of—Early Prsaching in England—Uniformity
tian Life—The Beauty of Patience—Tlie CI
his Garden—Retirement—N orris of Bemertoi

ing; its Religious Employment—Self-Deii

fulness—Thomas Fuller—Loving our Xe
Light and Shade—Heavenly Mindeduess ; A|

Leighton— Searching the Scriptures
—

Tli^

Pastor.
'* No one could have touched these

Christian Life witJi a more graceful hand,
is to show, in the best examples, the \

tendencies of Christian virtue. Tlie reader

through homes and graves of good men,
peaceful ways of tlie Faith tliey followed, as

prttuched."—Examiner.

ADDITIONS.

DONNE'S (DR. JOHN) WORKS, including his i

Sermons, Devotions, Poems, Letters, etc. edited,

with a new Memoir, by the Rev. Henry Alford,

6 handsome vols. 8vo. with fine portrait after

Vandyck, extra cloth, (pub. at £3. 12s) reduced

to £ 1.16s . Par/c«r, 1839
" We cannot forbear repeating Mr. Coleridge's

qoestiun, 'Why are not Donne's volumes of Sermons

reprinted?' His Life is published in a cheap form by
the Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge, and

deservedly so in every respect; but why does Oxford
allow auf hundred and thirty Sermons of the greatest
PBBACHER OK THE SEVENTEENTH CENTURY—THE
ADHiKKD OF ALL HEARERS— to remain all but totally

uoknown to the Undents in divinity of the Church of

England, and to the literary world In general."

Quarterly Review, vol. lix. p. fi.

•* A preacher in earnest, weeping suinctimcs for his

anditory, sometimes with them; always preaching to

bimtell like an angel from a clond, but in none : car-

rying some, u Su Paal was, to heaven in holy raptorei ;

and enticing others by a sacred art and court

amend iheir lives; htie piciiirlng a vice so at t

it ugly to those that practised it; and a virtue, l-

make it beloved even by those who loved it not

all tbii with a most particular grace, and an in

sible addition of roiiielinesi. His life was a

light."
—Isaac IValton.

PICTORIAL DICTIONARY OF THE H

BIBLE, or a Cyclopedia of lUustra

Graphic, Historical, and Descriptive,

Sacred ^Vritings, by reference to the Mj

Customs, Rites, Traditions, Antiqui
"

Literature of Eastern Nations, 2 vol

(upwards of 1430 double-column pa

good type) with upwards of 1000 iUv

woodcuts, extra cloth, (^pub.
at £2. 10s)

to £1. 10s

GREAVES'S ESSAYS FOR SABBATH
ING, 12mo. cU>th, (pub. at 6»)red. to 3



SFogas^id anil Crabels, poetrp, anlr tfte firama^

/IMS ON ENGLISH PLEASURE CAR-
RIAGES j

their History, Varieties, Con-

struction, Defects, Improvements, and Capa-
bilities : with an Analysis of the Construction

of Common Roada and Railroads, and the

I'ublic Vehicles used on them, 8vo. illustrated

bij \6 plates and mtmei-ous wood-cuts, cloth, (pub.
at 1 5s) reduced to 7s 6d 1837
HORISiMS AND REFLECTIONS; a Mis-

cellany of Thoughts and Opinions, by Clulow,
(editor of a Public Journal) thick post Bvo.

handsomely yrrmied, extra cloth, (pub. at 10s Qd)
reduced to 4s Murray, 1843
Wiitien in the manner of Bacon's Essays and Col-

ton's Lacun. An elegant volume.
" A mass of able cogitation. Critical acnmen, ge-

ner-il sagacity, and profoand consideration are stamped
upon every page of tiie volume, which is consequently
II publication to be taken up, and read with instruction,

by every class of intelligent men."—Literary Gazette.

T OF NEEDLEWORK, from the Earliest

Ages, with Notices of the Ancient Historical

Tapestries. Edited by the Right Hon. the

Countess of Wilton, second edition, revised, in

1 vol. post 8vo. cloth, richly gilt, (pub. at 10s 6d)
reduced to 5s 1844
"A charming volume: it should be possessed by

every lady."
—Timet.

LASSES. LIZARS' EDINBURGH GENE-
RAL ATLAS OF THE WORLD, completed
to the present time (1841), including the

Rail-roads, with a General Index, royal folio,
69 large whole-sheet maps, coloured, hf. hd.

morocco, o^ 'mssia, (pub. at £6. 6s) reduced to

£2. 12s6d
An excellent Atlai on a large scale

— Wilkinson's General Atlas—See College and
School Books.

— Wilkinson's Classical and Scriptural
Atlas.—See College and School Books.

JSTRIA AND THE AUSTRIA NS, with
Sketches of the Danube and the Imperial
States, 2 vols, post 8vo. with portraits of the

Emperor and Prince Metteniich, extra cloth bds.

(pub. at £1. Is) reduced to 8s 1837
ICON'S WORKS, both English and Latin, with

an Introductory Essay, and copious Indexes,
complete in 2 large vols. impl. 8vo. portrait,
clotmettered (pub. at £2. 2s) reduced to £l. 16s

1838— ESSAYS AND ADVANCEMENT OF
LEARNING, with Memoir and Notes by Dr.
Taylor, square 12mo. with 34 woodcuts, orna-
mental wrapper, (pub. at 4i) reduced to 2s 6d

1840— the same, cloth, gilt, 3s

ANKS'S GENEALOGICAL AND HERALDIC
GLEANINGS, illustrative of the History and
Descent of English Nobility, 4to. hds. (pub. at
£3. 3«) reduced to 15s 1837
This volume is alto published under the title of

BANKS'S DORMANT AND EXTINCT
BARONAGE OF ENGLAND, or an Histori-

cal and Genealogical Account of the English

Nobility who have flourished from the Norman

Conquest to the Year 1 809. Vol. 4, continued

down to January 1837
;
with Corrections and

Appendices, and an Index to the three former

volumes, 4to. bds. (pub. at £3. 3.s) reduced to

15s 1837

the same, royal 4to. large paper, bds. (pub.
at £5. 5s) reduced to £1. Is

This volume is necessary to complete the three vo-
lumes previously published, and contains Supplements,
Indexes, and Corrections, &c.

BARROW'S (SIR JOHN) TRAVELS into the

Interior of Southern Africa, Second Edition, 2
vols.—Travels in China and Cochin China, 2

vols.—together, 4 vols. 4to. many coloured plates

by Daniell, cloth (pub. at £9. 9s) reduced to

£2. 2s 1804-7
TRAVELS IN CHINA, containing De-

scriptions, Observations, and Comparisons,
made and collected in the course of a Resi-

dence at the Imperial Palace of Yuen-min-yuen,
and on a subsequent Journey through the

Country from Pekin to Canton, in which it

is attempted to appreciate the Rank that

this extraordinary Empire may be consi-

dered to hold in the scale of civilized Nations,
2nd. edit. 4to. illustrated by coloured plates by
Daniell and Alexander, extra cloth boards (pub.
at £2. 12s 6d) reduced to 15s 1806
" The most valuable and interesting account of the

Chinese nation that has been yet laid before the public."
Edinhuryh Review.

BATTLES OF THE BRITISH NAVY, from
A.D. 1000 to 1840, by Joseph Allen, Esq. of

Greenwich Hospital, author of England's
Wooden Walls, etc., 2 thick elegantly printed
vols. fcap. 8vo. illustrated by 24 portraits of
British Admirals, beautifully engraved oii steel,

and numeroui wood-cuts of battles; cloth, richly

gilt (pub. at £1. Is) reduced to 14s 1842
"These volumes are invaluable ; they contain

THE VERY PITH AND MARROW OF OUR BEST NaVAL
Histories and Chronicles ; compiled from the mopt
authentic sources, and a careful investigation of th«
various logs and other records deposited in Greenwich
Hospital and the Admiralty. By this means many
new facts, as well as important minutiae, are here pub-
lished for the first time. During the whole extended
period over which his researches range, Mr. Allen has
not omitted one naval action of the slightest moment:
indeed the work contains more information than the

largest Naval History, and no doubt will be taken under
the patronage of the Admiralty, and obtain a place in
the different seamen's libraries on Board Her Majesty's
Ships."—Sun.

" Mr. Allen has in these two volumes before us, sup-
plied us with a lucid digest of facts, scattered through-
out upwards of one hundred volumes, and his work is,

accordingly, the best and most complete reposi-
tory, OF the triumphs of the British Navy
WHICH has yit issued FROM THK PRESS. A more
valuable addition to the sailor's libraries, which hav«
recently been established throughout the service, cannot
be conceived."— t/nif«d Service Gazette.
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BENNETT'S PEDESTRIAN'S GUIDE I

THROUGH NORTH WALES, being a Tour !

performed in 1837, one vol. large 8vo. with 20

Etchings of the most interesting Scenery, fct/ Alfred

Clint, and -plates of Music, extra cloth bds. (pub.
at 18s) reduced to 8s 1838

"This is a beautiful work. It abonnds with sketches,

admirably etched by Clixt, of many charming vales

and mountains in this beantifal country, and is alto-

gether a book of travels written with a poet's love of

nature and a humorist's cheerfulness."—Court Journal.

BENNETT'S Whaling Voyage round the Globe, 2

vols. 8vo. numerous plates, Cloth lettered, (pub. at

£1. 8s) reduced to 8s J^enttey, 1841

BLESSINGTON'S (COUNTESS OF) DESUL-
TORY THOUGHTS AND REFLECTIONS.
Second edition, 12mo. handsomely printed, ele-

gantly bound in gilt cloth (pub. at 4s) reduced

to Is 6d 1839

"A pretty little book, full of agreeable gUnces of

mind and instructive observations on the world and its

inhabitants. Lady Bleasington has seen much of

society ;
and is an acute and observant participator in

its various motions and customs."—Literary Gazette.

IDLER IN FRA^XE. Second edition, 2

vols, post 3vo. extra cloth <pub. at £1. 4s)
reduced to 7s 6d 1842
" In Paris and Parisian yociety Lady Blessington is

quite at home. Her pictures are always pleasant and
life-like, and in the progress o< her narrative she intro-

duces the reader to many distinguished persons, English-
men as well as foreigners, and to many social parties,
at which most persons will be contemn to look on and
listen. Lady Blessington chanced to b€ in Paris during
* the three glorious days,' and her journal contains a

picture drawn at the moment of the stirring interests

of that eventful time."—Athenceum.

IDLER IN ITALY, being a Journal of her

Travels. Second edition, 3 vols, post 8vo.

beautiful portrait by Landseer ; extra cloth, (pub.
at £1. 16s) reduced to 12s 1839-40
"

Delijjhtful sketches of modem, and recollections of

ancient 'Italy ; its historical and family legends—its

literary and pictorial glories
—its strange events and

remarkable characters—its remains—its fuimus. It is

not only one of the best written books of travels, but

by far the most entertaining which has come under our
observation for many years."

—Scotsman.

BOCCACCIO'S DECAMERON, or Ten Days'
Entertainment

;
in English, complete in one vol.

8vo. handsomely printed, extra red chth, full gilt

(pub. at 12s) reduced to 6s 1845

BOLINGBROKE'S (LORD) W^ORKS, with a

Life, prepared, expressly for this edition, con-

taining additional Information relative to his

personal and public Character, complete in 4

vols, royal 8vo. handsomely printed ; extra cloth,

(pub. at £3. 3s) reduced to £1. 16s 1844

BONNYCASTLE'S (SIR RICHARD) NEW-
FOUNDLAND IN 1842, 2 vols, post 8vo.

with a very large Geological and Statistical Map,
extra cloth fcoords, (pub. at £1. Is) reduced to

9s 1842
" This work, which is published nnder the sanction Of

the British Government, comprises a full account of
this most important colony, brought down to the pre-
sent time ; including its natural history, geology, and
agricultural resources; its moral history, government,
and polity; its fisheries, trade, shipping and revenue

;

its roads, public works, &c. In short, every informa-
tion of importance to the settler, is given in a manner
at once scientific and popolar."—ArAwKSKm.

ENGLISH LITERATURE.

BOOK OF TABLE-TALK, (published by
Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowlet

with numerous wood-cuts, 2 vols. fcap. 8vo. <

clothy (pub. at 12s) reduced to 5s

" These are two nice little volumes. The spi

attribute of Table-talk is tobeamnsing; andthevi
before us is rich in that qnaWly."—A thenmum.
"This entertaining book is just one to tiike up.

a bit of, and lay down at any idle hour."—Lit. G

BOOK OF THE COURT ; exhibiting the His

Duties, and Privileges of the several Rau
the English Nobility and Gentry, particu

of the Great Officers of State, and Merabf

the Royal Household, including the vn

Forms of Court Etiquette, Tables of Preced

Rules to be observed at Levees and Dra

Rooms, &c. with an Introductory Ess;i

Regal State and Ceremonial, and a full Ac
of the Coronation Ceremony. Dedicate

command to her Majesty, 8vo, elegantly pr

extra red turkey cloth, richly gilt on bad

sides, (pub. at 1 6s) reduced to 7s

BOOTH'S ANALYTICAL DICTIONAR\
THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE, in ^

the W^ords are explained in the order of

natural Affinity, independent of Alphab

Arrangement, and the Signification of e

traced from its Etymology, the present mc

being accounted for, when it differs frc

former Acceptation; the whole exhibiti,

one continued Narrative, the Origin, Hi -<

and Modem Usage of the existing Vocal i

of the English Tongue ;
to which are a

an Introduction containing a New Grai

and an Index. New and Corrected Ec

with an Appendix, 4to. cloth lettered, (p

£2. 5s) reduced to 15s

BOSWELL'S LIFE OF DR. SAMUEL JC

SON, incorporating the Journal of his

to the Hebrides, and accompanied b

Commentaries of all preceding Editors :

numerous additional notes and illusi >

anecdotes by the Right Hox. John M !

Croker
;

to which are added, two s'

mentary volumes of Anecdotes, by II;:

Piozzi, Murphy, Tyers, Reynolds, Sti

and others, 10 vols. 12mo. iLLusTRATtP

WARDS OF FIFTY VIEWS, PORTRAItS, AND
OF AUTOGRAPHS, finely engraved on iteel,

drawings by Sir J. Reynohis, Stav field. Ha '

&;c. of which iilusirations above 30 are no i

added, bound in extra cloth, lettered in

reduced to £1. I5s

the same, hf. hd. morocco, £2. 15$

•»• This new, improved, and greatly fnl;u

tiou, beautifully printed in the popuiar form

Walter Scult, and Byron's Work*, is jiiM
edition as Dr. Jolui.Mm himself loved and
mended. In one of the Ana recorded :n ilif

mentary volumes of the presint edition, hv saj-
" Books that you may carry to the tire, a

readily in your liand, are the mo.-'t u^'tful a\

Such books form the mass of general and ciisy n

BOURRIENNE'S MEMOIRS OF
POLEON, one stout, closely, but ek" i

printed vol. foolscap ]2mo. with fine eqv

portrait of Napoleon and Jroutispiece, extJ

boards, (pub. at
.'"«)

reduced to 3s 6d

BRAND'S POPULAU AMigUillKS,
toins. Ceremonies, and Supersliiions of

land, Scotland, and Ireiaodi revised m i
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derably enlarged by Sir Henry Ellis, 3 vols,

mare 12mo. new edition, uith 48 woodcut illus-

•atioHS, ornamental wrapper, (pub. at 15s) re-

uoed to 10s . 1844

be same, 3 vols, cloth lettered, (pub. at 18s)

aduced to 12s

The new edition contains the •whole of the former

DC i« 2 vols. 4to. published by Sir Henry Ellis in

343, with considerable adiiiiions, and a copious Index.

^ANNIA AFTER THE ROMANS; being
n attempt to illustrate the Religious and

Political Revolutions of that Province in the

•"itth and sucsceeding Centuries. 4to. (only 250

opies jn-iv ted) cloth boards, £1. 10s 1842

the same, Vol. 2, 4to. cloth hoards, 10s 1842
?or a sequel to this work, see Neodiiiidic Heresy.

'CKEDON'S EXCURSIONS IN THE
\LPS, the Pennine, Graian, Cottian, Rhetian,

Lepontian, and Bernese, post 8vo. large map,
zitra cloth, (pub. at 10s Qd) reduced to 5s 1845

DIE'S HISTORY OF THE BRITISH
EMPIRE, from the Accession of Charles I.

to the Restoration; with an Introduction

tracing the Progress of Society, and of the

Confititution, from the Feudal Times, 4 vols.

Bvo.. in extra cloth boards, (pub. at £2. 12s 6d)
reduced to £1. lis &i 1822

Mr. Brodif is a man of research and independence
of mind; his history is a work of weight and learning."

Professor Smyth's JLecturea on Mod. Hist.

)WNE'S (SIR THOMAS) WORKS, com-

plete ; including his Vulgar Errors, Religio

Medici, Urn Burial, Christian Morals, Corre-

spondence, Journals, and Tracts, many of them
hitherto Unpublished ;

the whole collected and

edited, with a New Memoir, Notes, and Intro-

duction, bj Simon Wilkin, F.L.S. 4 vols. 8ro,

jive portrait, exlra cloth, (pub. at £2. Bs) reduced

to £1. lis 6cZ Pickering, \Q26
- the same, 4 vols. impl. 8vo. large paper,
extra cloth, {very few printed) (pub. at £4. 4s)
reduced to £2. 8s
" We acknowledge ourselves indebted to Wr. Wilkin,

for the delighi we have experienced in the repernsal of
the noble writings of this author, and for the admirable
and hith<;rto unpnblishrd fragments which he has col-

lected. The latter contain passages of great power,
hardly inferior to the finest parts of the works by which
his fame is established."—AthencBum.

" Sir Thomas Browne, the contemporary of Jeremy
Taylor, Hooker, Bacon, Selden and Robert Burton, is

undoubtedly one of the most eloquent and poetical of
that great literary era. His thoughts are often truly
sublime, and always conveyed in the most impressive
langoage."—Chambers.
"Dr. Johnson secretly and nnremittingly formed kis

•tyle upon the basis of that of Sir Thomas Browne,
a name In every respect worthy of grateful remem-
brance. Sonthey, in several of his critical labours in

the Quarterly Review, shows how fondly and familiarly
he has made himself acquainted with the prototype of

Johnson."—Dibdin's Library Companion.
"A great English writer; he ennobles and conse-

crates whatever he touches. Past and present, life

and dissolution, time and immortality, seem to meet
in his works as in a fane ' for festal purpose.' Never
surely by any other writer has so much sentiment been

put into the dry bones of antiquity."
—

Retrospective Review.
"A superior genius is exhibited in Sir Thomas

Browne. His mind was fertile and ingenious: his ana-

logies original and brilliant; and his learning so much
out of the beaten path that it gives a peculiar and un-
common air to all his writings."—Hallam.
"The Religio Medici was no sooner published than

it excited the attention of the public by the novelty of
its paradoxes, the dignity of sentiment, the quick suc-
cession of images, the multitude of abstruse allusions,
the subtlety of disquisition, and the strength of lan-

guage."—Z>r. Johnson.

BUCKINGHAM'S AMERICA, Historical, Sta-

tistic, and Descriptive, viz. Northern States,
3 vols.—Eastern and Western States, 3 vols.
—Southern or Slave States, 2 vols.—Canada,
Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, and the other

British Provinces in North America, 1 vol.—
together, 9 stout vols. Bvo. handsomely printed
illustrated by numerous fine engravings on steel,

and woodcuts, extra cloth boards, (pub. at

£6. 10s 6^) reduced to £2. 12s 6d 1841-43
" A vast mass of raost valuable and interesiing in-

formation, presented to the reader in a clear, unaffected,

judicious, and agreeable manner."" Mr. Buckingham goes deliberately through tha

States, treating of all, historically and statistically
—

of their rise and progress, their manufactures, trade,

population, topography, fertility, resources, morals,

manners, and education. His volumes will be found a
storehouse of knowledge."—A thenceum.
"
Avery entire and comprehensive view of the United

States, diligently collected by a man of great acuteness
and observation."—Literary Gazette.
" One of the most interesting series of works, de-

scriptive of the New World, which has ever emanated
from the Press. The extensive geographical range of
the country traversed by our experienced traveller—
the multiplicity of snbjects whioli have occupied his

pen—his very agreeable style of composition
—ths

ability and tact with which he has blended historical
and statistical matter with light delineations of man-
ners and customs—combine to produce a book of
travels containing literary ana unsurpassedfor novelty
comprehensiveness, and interest, in any extant work.''

East India Telegraphy

BURGESS'S HAND-BOOK FOR TRA-'
VELLERS IN GREECE AND THE
LEVANT, or Diary of a Summer's Excur-

sion, 2 vols. 12mo. gilt cloth boards, (pub. at

14s) reduced to 5s 1835
" These little volumes are valuable as a guide for tou-

rists, and pleasingly describe the most interesting portions
of Greece, Turkey and Western Asia."—Athenceum.

BURKE'S (EDMUND) COMPLETE WORKS,
in 9 thick vols. Bvo. extra c/<?£/i,(pub. at £5. 12s)
reduced to £3. 13s 6d 1845
The present edition of Burke's works includes the

whole of his speeches, and is more complete than any
one which has hitherto appeared. It comprises lh«
entire contents of the former edition of his works in
sixteen octavo volumes, including two volumes of

speeches on the trial of Hastings, published in 1827,
and which have never before been republished ; also a

reprint of the work entitled,
" An Account of the

European Settlements in America," -VThich though
published anonymously, is well known to have beeo
written by Burke, but is not contained in the English
edition of his works.

WORKS, with a Biographical and Critical

Introduction by Rogers, 2 vols, imperial
Bvo. closely but handsomely printed, extra cloth,

(pub. at £2. 2s) reduced to £1. 10s 1841
'

Shakspeare and Burke are, if I may venture on
the expression, above talent. Burke was one of the
first thinkers, as well as one of the greatest orators,
of his time. He is without any parallel in any age or

country, except perhaps Lord Bacon and Cicero, and
his works contain an ampler store of political and
moral wisdom than can be found in any other writer
whatever."—Sir J. Mackintosh.
"The compositions of Burke aie master-pieces. Who

can withstand the fascination and magic of his elo-

guence'?
The excursions of his genius are immense.

His imperial fancy has laid all nature under tribute,
and has collected riches from every scene of the

creation, and every walk of art. He who can read
his works without pleasure must resign all pretensions
to taste and sensibility."—Robert Hall.

BURKE'S ENCYCLOPEDIA OF HERAL-
DRY, OR GENERAL ARMORY OF
ENGLAND, SCOTLAND, AND IRE-

LAND, comprising a Registry of all Armorial
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Bearings, Crests and Mottoes, from the ear-
i

liest period to the present time, including the

late Grants hy the College of Arms. With an
Introduction to Heraldry, and a Dictionary of

Terms. Third I^dition, with a Supplement ;

one very large vol. imperial 8vo. beautifully

printed in small type in double columns by

Whittingham, embellished uith an elaborate fron-

tispiece, richly illuminated in gold and colours ;

also woodcuts, extra cloth boards, full gilt back,

(pub. at £2. 2«) reduced to £1. 5s 1844
The most elaborate and asefnl work of the kind

ever published. It contains upwards of 30,000 ar-

morial bearings, and incorporates all that have hitherto

been given by Gnillim, Edmondson, Collins, Nitbet,

Berry, Robson, and others ; besides many tiionsand

names which have never appeared in any previoos
work. This volume, in fact, in a small compass, but

without abridgment, contains more than four ordinary
qnartos.

This book is interesting lo every man in society.
The contents not being merely of the day, there is no

danger of its becoming obsolete, but like its prototype
Edmondson, it must always remain a library book.

BURNS' (ROBERT) COMPLETE POETICAL
AND PROSE WORKS, including his

Reliques, with an Account of his Life and

Writings, and some Observations on the Cha-
racter and Condition of the Scottish Peasantry,

by James Currie, M.D. F.R.S., new edition,

with considerable Additions, including further

particulars of the Author's Life, and new

Notes, illustrative of his Poems and Letters, by
his brother, Gilbert Burns, 5 vols, Bvo. illus-

trated by fine portrait by Nasmyth, facsimile of
his hand-writing, and 16 beautiful engravings

after the designs of Thomas Stothard, extra gilt

cloth, (pub. at £3. 13j 6d) reduced to £1. 55 1820

BURNS' WORKS, complete, with Life by Allan

Cunningham, and Notes by Sir Walter Scott,

Campbell, Wordsworth, Lockhart, &c. royal
8vo. fne portrait and plates, cloth lettered, (uni-

form with Byron, (pub. at 18s) reduced to 10s 6d
1842

^-— the same, morocco extra, full giltf £l.
This is positively the only complete edition of Bnrns,

in a single volume, 8vo. It contains not only every
scrap which Burns ever wrote, whether prose or verse,
but also a considerable number of Scotch national airs,
collected and illustrated by him (not given elsewhere)
and full and interesting accounts of the occasions and
circumstances of bis various writings. The very com-

plete and interesting Life by Allan Cunningham alone

occupies 164 pages, and the Indices and Glossary are

very copious. The whole forms a thick elegantly printed
volume, extending in all to 848 pages. The other edi-

tions, including one published in similar shape, with
an abridgement of the Life by Allan Cunningham,
comprised in only 47 pages, and the whole volume in

only 504 pages, do not contain above two-thirds of the

abovo. It seems the more necessary to call attention

to this fact, as (he edition referred to hat lately been

put forth as
" the only complete edition." One mi-

note's comparison will be sufficient to undeceive in this

respect.

CAMPBELL'S LIFE AND TIMES OF PE-
TRARCH

;
with Notices of Boccaccio and his

illustrious Contemporaries. Second Edition,
2 vols. 8vo. fue portraits and plates, extra cloth

(pub. at £1. lis 6d) reduced to 12s 1843
"The standard life of Petrarch. The fortunes and

career of the poet are traced with admirable distinct-

ness ;
his devoied passion for Laura is finely developed

and characterized ; and his poetical character is ana-

lyzed and estimated with all the power of a kindred

genius. This work must take its place in our libraries

ai one of the most interesting and important historical

works of our timt."—Ath«n«ntm,

CARY'S MEMORIALS OF THE GREA
CIVIL WAR IN ENGLAND, from 1646
1652, edited from Original Letters in the Bo
leian Library, of Charles I., Charles II., Que
Henrietta, Prince Rupert, Prince Mauric
Prince Charles Lodovic, Duke of York, Hj
Earl of Clarendon, Abp. Sancroft, Marquis
Worcester, Earl of Derby, Oliver Cromwe
Sir Thomas Fairfax, Sir VValter Strickland, i

Arthur Haslerig, General Monk, Gene:

Poyntz, General Skippon, Colonel irett

Colonel Hammond, Admiral Deane, Admi
Blake, and numerous other eminent Perso;

2 vols. 8vo. handsomely printed, extra cloth, (pt
at £ I. 8s) reduced to l2« . 18
" We can safely recommend this work to all lov

of historical literature."—Literary Gazette.

CARY'S TRANSLATION OF DANTE,fcap.8
extra cloth, (pub. at 10s 6d) reduced to 8s

le

Gary's version of Dante is unanimously alloweti

be one of the most masterly productions of mod
times.

"
Shelley always says that reading Dante is of

vourable to writing, from its superiority to all possi

compositions."—Byron.

TRANSLATION OF PINDAR, fcap. 8

extra cloth, (pub. at 6s) reduced to 4s 6d
EARLY FRENCH POETS, a Series of I

tices and Translations, with an Introduce
Sketch of the History of French Poet
Edited by his Son, the Rev. Henry Cary, M
Worcester College, Oxford, fcap. 8vo,

LIVES OF ENGLISH POETS, from Jol

son to Kirke White, designed as a Continuat
of Johnson's Lives. Edited by his Son, fc

8vo.

CHAMBERS'S LIFE OF KING JAMES
2 vols. 18mo. cloth bds. (pub. at 7s) reduced
4s . le

CHANDLER'S (DR. R.) TRAVELS IN AS
MINOR AND GREECE, made at the.

pense of the Society of Dilettanti, 2
vols.J

4to. maps and plans, extra cloth, (pub. at

reduced to 12s

CHANNING'S COMPLETE WORKS, the
BRARY EDITION, complete to the time of

decease, printed from the Author's correc

copies, transmitted to the English PublisI

by the Author himself, 6 vols, post 8vo. ha

somely printed, with a fine portrait, cloth lette

(pub. at £2. 2s) reduced to £1. Is 1
" The works of Channing are among the nol

productions of the human iMiud,and tlic richest git
a bountiful God. Never since man was placed n

earth, has any one written with more of the ypir
trutli and of love. His words are remarkable for

ness and beauty, bis ihoughtb are the effulgence of

eternal light, and his teelings are (he lullness of

heavenly life. It is impossible that his works shoni

read without profit. It is impossible (hat they eh

be universally diffused, witliout etfecting a benefi

revoln(ionan]ong5( every class, and in every institn

of socie(y."

"Channing is unquestionably the Jinest writer qf
age. From his wridngs may be extracted some oi

richest poe(ry and richest conceptions, clo(be<l i|

guage, unfortunately (or our li(era(ure, toof
studied in the day in which we live."—

Fraser't Ma_" We warmiyand heartily recommend Dr. Chan,
to the hands of every young man who is finishiag

education, and to every general reader who eat

seeks his own improvenien(."
— Athenteum.

" The Sermons of Dr. Channing arc as(oni8hii

dnctons, and deserve a high place in the lib

every Divine throughout the world."—A'<w Mo

the^

'4

Tie OI"
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ATEAUBRIAND'S SKETCHES OF ENG-
LISH LITERATURE, 2 vols. 8vo. in extra

cloth boards, (pub. at £L 4s) reduced to 12s 1836

-HISTORICAL, POLITICAL, & MORAL
ESSAY ON REVOLUTIONS, Ancient and

Modern. 8vo. extra cloth (pub. at 8s) reduced

to3s6d . 1815
" Chateaubriand is the greatest man of his age

—in

mind, in style, in poetry, in heart."—Jw/ea Janin.

ATHAM PAPERS, being the Correspondence
of William Pitt, Earl of Chatham. Edited by
the Executors of his Son, Johu, Earl of Chat-

ham, and published from the original Manu-

scripts in their possession, 4 vols. 8vo. extra

cbth, (pub. at £3. 12s) reduced to £1. 5s

Murray, 1838-1840
'* A production of greater historical interest could

hardly be imagined. We have not seen anotlier pos-
sessed of more varied and engrossing interest. Never
did history offer more instructive lessons for present

guidance than are contained in this correspondence.
It is a standard work, which will directly pass into

every library."—Literary Gazette,
" Lord Chathain was the most powerful orator that

ever illustrated and ruled the senate of this empire.
For nearly half a century, be was not merely the ar-

biter of the destinies of his own country, but ' the

foremost man in all the world.' He had an unparalleled
grandeur and alflnetice of intellectual powers, softened
and brightened by all the minor accomplishments; his

ambition was noble; his views instinctively elevated;
his patriotism all but excessive—and in all the domestic
relations of life he was exemplary and amiable—a fine

scholar, a finished gentleman, a sincere Christian—one
whom his private friends and servants loved as a good
man, and all the world admired as a great one."—

Quarterly Review.
" There is hardly any maninmodem times who fills

to large a apace in our history, and ofwhom we know
so little as Lord Chatham; and yet he is the per-
son to whom every one would at once point, if desired
to name the greatest Statesman and Orator that this

country ever produced. We regard this work, then, as
one of the greatest value: and hold the editors (of
•whom his great-grandson and personal representative
is one) to have rendered a great service to the memory
of their illustrious ancestor, and to the public interests,

by determining to keep back no part of these precious
documents."—Edinburgh Review.

ATTERTON'S WORKS, both Prose and Po-

etical, including his Letters, with Notices of his

Life, History of the Rowley Controversy, and
Notes Critical and Explanatory, 2 vols, post 8vo.

elegantly printed, with engraved Facsimiles of
Chattertoii's handwriting and the Rowley MSS.
cloth lettered (pub. at 15s) reduced to 9s 1842

— Laiige Paper, 2 vols, crown 8vo. extra cloth

boards (pub. at £1. Is) reduced to 12s
"
Warton, Malone, Croft, Dr. Knox, Dr. Sherwin,

and others, in prose; and Scott, Wordsworth, Kirke
White, Montgomery, Shelley, Coleridge, and Keats,
in verse

; have conferred lasting immortality upon
the Poems of Chatterton."
" A genius like that of Homer and Shakespeare ap-

pears not above once in many centuries."—
Vicetimus Knox.

lORLEY'S (H. F.) MUSIC AND MANNERS
IN FRANCE AND GERMANY, 3 vols,

post 8vo. cloth, richly gilt, (pub. at £1. lis 6d)
reduced to 7s 6d

'

. 1844
lURTON'S UNIVERSAL AMANUENSIS,

or Secretary and Correspondent's Assistant,
being a complete Code of the most correct
forms of addressing persons of every rank and
station in life, 18mo. cloth, edges cut, (pub. at

3s) reduced to Is 6cZ 1841
This is a very useful, in fact, an indispensable, book,

to every pt-rson engaged in correspondence, and is the
latest of the kind. It contains the most correct modes
of Superscription, Commencement, and Conclusions of
Letters to Persons of every Degree of Rank: Tables
of Precedency, &c. &c.

CIBBER'S (COLLEY) APOLOGY FOR HIS
LIFE, written by Himself, nnd interspersed
with Characters and Anecdotes of his Theatrical

Contemporaries, during upwards of Forty
Years. New Edition, with explanatory Notices

by E. Bellchambers, 8vo. Jive portrait ; cloth

lettered, (pub. at 10s) reduced to 4s 1822
CLARKE'S (DR. E. D.) TRAVELS IN

VARIOUS COUNTRIES OF EUROPE,
ASIA, AND AFRICA, particularly Russia,

Tartary, Turkey, Greece, Egypt, the Holy
Land, and Scandinavia, 11 vols. 8vo. maps and

plates, extra cloth bds. (pub. at £10.) reduced
to £3. 3s . 1827-24

"The accomplished and famed traveller of Cam-
bridge. He is a most favourable specimen of Knglish
travellers, and does honour to the great University of

which he was such a distinguished ornament."—Black'
wood's Magazine, V'jcember, 1845.

"The most instructive and engaging travels ever

published in this country."
—Lowndes.

" The splendour and celebrity of all travels, per-
formed by Englishmen, have been exceeded by that of

the late and deeply lamented Dr. Edward Clarke.

Upon the whole, if Humboldt be the first, Clarke is the
second traveller of the age."—Dibdin.
" We willingly pass over a host of minor and even

respectable travellers, to journey in company with Dr.

Clarke, whose strong jiowersof observation and eloquent
and animated pictures both of art and nature have
raised him to so high .-; rank among modern travellers.

His profound skill in antiquities peculiarly qualified
him for exploring the regions he principally tra-

versed.".—Murray's Hist, of Discoveries.

COMPANION TO THE BRITISH ALMANAC,
from the commencement in 1828 to 1843, bound
in 8 double vols, with an extensive Alphabetical
Index to the whole series, 1 vol.

; together 9
vols, post 8vo. extra cloth (pub. at £2. 15s 6d)
reduced to £1. Is

COLEMAN'S MYTHOLOGY OF THE HIN-
DUS, with notices of vartous Mountain and
Island Tribes, inhabiting the two Peninsulas of

India, and the Neighbouriug Islands : 4to. with

numerous plates illustrative of the principal Hindu

Deities, &c. cloth bds. emblematically gilt on back

and sides, (pub. at £2. 2s) reduced to £ 1 . 4«

1832

COLLECTION OF ENGLISH SONNETS, con-

taining the best Examples from the Reign of

Henry VIII. to the present day, with an Intro-

duction, an Essay on Sonnet W^riting, and.

copious notes, by R. F. Housman, Esq. post
Bvo. extra cloth boards (pub. at 7s 6d) reduced
to 4s . 1841

Printed uniformly with the poetical collections of

Ritson, Ellis, Percy, and others.
" Mr. Housman introduces his specimens by a care-

fully digested Preface, in which the laws and licenses
of the Sonnet's structure are set forth ; and he has en-
riched his collection by illuitrative and anecdotal notes,
in which good taste and good feeling are every where
to be traced."—Athenteum.
" This is one of the most delightful books that have ever

come under our notice, and comprises the most valuable
collection of Sonnets in our language."—Maidstone
Gazette.
" We commend Mr. Housman's book with a warm

panegyric to the public. It contains a perfect treasury
of gems, and is one of the most chaste and delightful
volumes in the whole range of our English anthologies."
-^Atlas.

CONQUEST OF PERU AND ADVENTURES
OF PIZARRO (THE HISTORY OF) by Don
Trueba, 18mo. cloth bds, (pub. at 3s 6d) reduced

to 2s . 1830
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COOKERY-JENNINGS'FAMILY COOKERY, i

containing 2500 Practical Receipts, the whole 1

Art of Carving, and an Introduction on the
j

Duties of Cooks and other Servants, thick 12mo.

wood-cuts, cbthf full gilt (j^vib. at 7s 6d) reduced

to 3s . 1844

This extremely nsefal work may be called an ** En-
cyclopaedia of Family Cookery." It contains all the

Laws, Rules, Becipes, Ordinances, and Regulations,
which may be thought necessary, pleasant, nseful,

elegant, or beneficial to the state of Cookery as now
established. It was compiled by two practical Cooks,
Afrs. Sarah Jennings, and Mrs. Jane Johnson, and
will be found to be as correct as it is complete.

LADIES OWN COOKERY BOOK AND
DINNER TABLE DIRECTORY, adapted to

the use of Persons living in the Highest Style,
as vrell as those of moderate Fortune, including
a large Collection of Original Receipts contri-

buted by an extensive circle of Acquaintances,

(Lady Charlotte Bury, assisted by a distin-

guished practical Cook). Second Edition, in one

closely printed volume, post 8vo. cloth Uttered,

(pub. at 8s 6d) reduced to 3s 6d 1844

COOPER'S (J. F.) HISTORY OF THE NAVY
OFTHE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
from the Earliest Period to the Peace of 1815,
2 vols. 8vo. portrait, giU cloth (pub. at £1. 10s)
reduced to 12s 1839

" These volumes are filled with the graphic re-

cords of daring adventure, and contain, in their narra-

tion of facts, a treasure to the lovers of sea-ro-

mance. The name of Somers is a household word
in America; and the desperate enterprise in which he
and Ills companions perished, is narrated in this work
with an extraordinary eflFect."—Atherueum.

COPLEY'S (formerly Mrs. Hewlett) History of

Slavery and its Abolition, Second Edition,
with an appendix, thick small 8vo. fne portrait

of Clarkson ; cbth lettered (pub. at 6s) reduced
to 4s 6rf . 1839

CORTES, LIFE OF, the Conqueror of Mexico, by
Don Trueba, ISmo. cloth bds, (pub. at 3s 6d)
reduced to 2s . 1829

COSTELLO'S SPECIMENS OF THE EARLY
FRENCH POETRY, from the time of the

Troubadours to the Reign of Henry IV., post
8vo. with 4 plates, cloth,full gilt {pub. at lOs 6d)
reduced to 7s . 1835
the same, the plates splendidly illuminated ingold
and colours, in imitation of ancient manuscripts,
cloth gilt 18s
"We warmly recommend Miss Custello's very ele-

gant little work."—Athenceum.
"This is a most exquisite litile volume, like the ladye

in Christabelle,
'
beautifal exceedingly.' It is a work

of research, of industry, and of taste ; and the com-
bination of the three has produced what should find a

place in every lihnry."— Literary Gazette.

COURTENAY'S (RT. HON. T. B.) COMMEN-
TARIES ON THE HISTORICAL PLAYS
OF SHAKSPEARE,(8liewing his Authorities,
and where he has departed from History,)
2 vols, post 8vo. cbth lettered (pub. at 18s)
rpfluced to 9s . 1840

COWi'l i;\S POETICAL WORKS, with Life by
iitrblnng^, complete in one stout handsome

volume, foolscap, 8vo, elegantly printed »n large
and jine paper, frontispiece and vignette, extra

cbth boards, dmh. at 8i) reduced to 6s 1842

COWPEH'S POETICAL WORK.-, with Life of

the Author, by McDiarmid, foolscap 12n»o.

beautifully engraved frontispieces, extra red turkey
cloth gilt (pub. at 8s; reduced to 3» 1844

COWPER'S COMPLETE WORKS, edited \

SouTHEY, comprising his Poems, Correspo
dence, and Translations, witli a Life of t

Author, 15 vols, post 8vo. beaxttifully print

by Whittingham, embellished with numerous e

quisite erigravings, after the designs of Harvi

e'legantlv bound in cbth (pub. at £3. 15s) reduc

to£2. i2$6d . 183e

the same, hf. bd. morocco, marbled edges, £4.

•»• This is the only complete edition of Cow
which has ever been given to the world. The ea

Poems, addressed by Cowper to bis cousin, Thtod

Cowper, to whom he was attached, are exclusiv

copyright, and consequently cannot appear in

other edition. It contains all the letters which
been previously published, examined wiih the

ginals, and passages restored, that either from c

in judgment, or reasons connected with Individ
then living, were left out by Hayley, many of wl

passages are important, and highly illustrative of
mind of Cowper. It comprehends, in addition,
wards of One hundred and twenty l<rtters ni

before printed in any shape, and ot the most intei

ing description. In the Life of the Poet, Dr. Sou
has introfluced much of llie Literary History of]
land during half a century, with Biographical Sket
of many of his contemporaries.
" Of Cowper how shall I express myself in adeq

terms of admiration ? The purity of his princi
the tenderness of his heart, his unaffected and ze;

piety, his warmth of devotion, the delicacy and
\

fulness of his wit, and the singular felicity of bis

tion, all conspire by turns
* To win the wisest, warm the coldest heart.'

Cowper is the poet of a well-educated and well-

cipled Englishman.
' Home, sweet Home' is

scene—limited as it may be imagined— in whic
contrives to concentrate a thousand beauties, v

others have scattered far and wide upon objects o
interest and attraction. His pictures are, if I ro:

speak, conceived with all the tenderness of Raff
and executed with all the finish and sharpness of Tei

Ko man, in such few words, ttUs his tale, or des<

his scene so forcibly and so justly. The popular
Cowper gains strength as it gains age : and,
be is the poet of oar study, our cabinet,
alcove."—Z>i&rftn.
" There is not in the whole compass of

literature, a single writer, whose works, inck
admirable Correspondence, deserve to be so

iafnsed (if we may be permitted the cxpressii

society, as tiioseof Cowper."—Athu.
"CUWPER IS BY FAR THE MOST DBLI

L£TTER-WR1T£R IN THE ENGLISH LAKGIJJ

Quarterly Review.
" The Letters of Mr. Cowper are the flnei

mens of the epistolary style in our language,
air of inimitable ease they nnite a high degree (

rectness, such as could result only from the clear

tellect, combined with the most finished taste.

is scarcely a single word capable of being excl

for a belter, and of literary errors there arc none,

pemsed thetn with great adn>iration and delii

Bsbert HaU,
" The study of Cowper's prose will be fonml

nsefni in forming the taste of young people."—/*" All the writings of Cowper bear the stamp
giaal genius, and remind us of the merits (hat

secnred immortality to Shakspeare. It is impow
read his productions without being delighted w
force, his brilliancy,and his variety."— ^'rfjnft. t

CRAWFURD'S (J.) JOURNAL OF AN
BASSY FROM THE GOVERNOR-Ol-
RAL OF INDIA TO THE COURT
8IAM AND COCHIN-CHINA, exi

a View of the actual State of those Kir

2 vols. 8vo. second edition, with maps
pbtes, cbth bds. (pub. at £l. lis 6d) re

12s

"A masi of very valuable additions re*f

part of the world in which the commercial int4

the coantry may in all probability be cooceri

very important extent."—Times.



lAWFURD'S (J.) JOURNAL OF AN EM-
BASSY TO THE COURT OF AVA, with

an Appendix, containing a Description of Fossil

Remains, by Professor Buckland, 2 vols. 8vo.

$econd edition, with 13 maps, plates, andvignettfis,

cloth bds. (pub. at £1. \\s6d) reduced to 12s

1834

"This, like Mr. Crawfiird's otiier publications, con-

tains a large store of information, and many sound and

judicious remarks on the institutions and manners of

the East."— ff'eatminster Review.

lOKER'S (CROFTON) COLLECTION OF
THE POPULAR SONGS OF IRELAND,
Ancient and Modern, with Introductions, and

Historical and Explanatory Notes, post Bvo.

cloth kttered, (pub. at 10s 6d) reduced to 5s

1839

This interesting collection is printed in the same

form as Ritson's Collection of English and Scottish

Songs, and the publications of the Percy Society. The

Songs and Ballads are of the most interesting, and, iu

many instances, exciting character, and each is accom-

panied by its history from the competent pen of Crof-

ton Croker, than whom no man knows more of the

poetic saperstitions, and the manners and mvthology of

Ireland.

lOLY'S (DR.) PERSONAL HISTORY OF
KING GEORGE THE FOURTH, with

Anecdotes of distinguished Persons of the last

Fifty Years, second edition, enlarged^ 2 vols, post
8vo. portrait ; extra cloth (pub. at £1, Is) re-

duced to 9s 1841
" This work is written thronghont with great anima-

tion and elegance, and contains many light and pleas-

ing sketches of the characters of those men whose great

qaalitiesof mind and heart made those days illustrious

in England's annals. The illustrious names of Pitt

and Fox, and Burke; of Thnrlow, and Sheridan, and

Canning; of Grattan, and Flood, and Curran, appear
in the historic narrative in their various degrees of ce-

lebrity, and are characterised always with force and
freedom of style."— 6?en^'« Mag.

iUIKSHANK'S THREE COURSES AND A
DESSERT, a Series of Tales, in three sets,

viz. Irish, Legal, and Miscellaneous, crown 8vo.

with 51 extremely clever and comic Illustrations ;

extra cloth, gilt^ (pub. at £1. Is) reduced to 10s

1844
'•That very capital and comic work, 'Three Courses

and a Dessert,' was published at a time when the rage
for comic stories was not so great as it has since be-

come,and Messrs. Clark and Cruikshank therefore only
sold their thousands where Messrs. Dickens and Phiz

dispose of their tens of thousands. But if our recom-
mendation can in any way influence the reader, we
would enjoin him to secure a copy of the 'Three
Courses,' whicti contains the best designs of George
Cmikshank, and some of the most amusing tales in our

language."— JFe<(. Rev.
" This is an extraordinary performance. Such an

anion of the painter, the poet, and the novelist, in one

person, is unexampled. A tithe of the talent that goes
to making the stories would set up a dozen of annual
writers ;

and a tithe of the inventive genius ^hat is dis-

played in the illustrations, wonld furnish a gallery of

the colour-mixers in Essex Street and the Strand."—
Spectator." The most amusing book we have read for many a

day."—j4 thenaum.
"There must be no smiling here. A man who does

not langh outright is a dullard, and has no heart; and
there are some of these designs which have the blessed

facility of creating laughter as often as you see them."—
Wett. Rev.

RUIKSHANK'S OMNIBUS, edited by Laman
Blanchard, large royal 8vo. illustrated by fine

portrait, and 100 humorous engravings on steel

and wood, ail by the artist himself, very elegantly
bound in gilt cloth, with a rich comic back, (pub.
at 12s) reduced to 7s 1843
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DALLAWAY'S OBSERVATIONS ON ARCHI-
TECTURE IN ENGLAND (Gothic, Nor-

man, and Elizabethan), royal 8vo. extra gilt

cloth, (pub. at 14s) reduced to 7s 1833

DAMER'S DIARY OF A TOUR IN GREECE,
TURKEY, EGYPT, AND THE HOLY
LAND, second edition, 2 vols, post 8vo. plates,

extra cloth, (pub. at 16s) reduced to 6s 6d 1842

"The Hon. Mrs.Damer, a descendant of Lady Mary
Wortley Montague, successfully rivals her Ladyship in

the very features in wliich she has so long been consi-

dered the most delightful of tourists. Such pictures of

Turkish private life as are here given it is vain to look

for elsewhere."— TVeio Monthly. ^^ _

DAVIDSON'S (COL.) DIARY OF TRAVELS
AND ADVENTURES IN UPPER INDIA,
from Bareilly in Rohilcund, to Kurdwar and

Nahun, in the Himmalaya IMountains ;
with a

Tour in Bundelcund, a Sporting Excursion in

the kingdom of Oude, and a Voyage down the

Ganges, 2 vols, post 8vo. extra cbth, (pub. at

£1. Is) reduced to 9s 1843

DAVIS'S SKETCHES OF CHINA, during an

Inland Journey of 4 months, between Peeking

Nankeen, and Canton
;
with Notices and Ob-

servations relative to the War, 2 vols, post 8vo.

with a new map of China, cloth lettered, (pub. at

16s) reduced to 9s 1841

This is Mr. Davis's new work on China, and should

be distinguished from the former, which has been le-

priuted in several shapes. There is no other edition of

the present work.

DAVISON'S POETICAL RHAPSODY, to

which are added several other Pieces, with

Memoir and Notes by Sir Harris Nicolas, 2

vols, post Bvo. extra cloth, gilt backs, (pub. at

£1. Is) reduced to 12s 1826
" Best edition of what may be considered the most

estimable of our early metrical miscelUnies."—
Loicndes.

DE QUINCEY'S LOGIC OF POLITICAL
ECONOMY, 8vo. cloth lettered, (pub. at 7s 6d)

reduced to 3s 6d Blackwood, 1844
A very ably written book, by the author of the Opium

Eater.

DIARY OF THE TIMES 0/ CHARLES THE
SECOND, by the Hon. Henry Sidney, (after-

wards Earl of Rodney), including his Corres-

pondence with the Countess of Sunderland, aiid

other distinguished Persons at the English
Court: to which are added, Letters illustrative

of the Times of James II. and William III.

Edited, with Notes, by R. W. Blencowe, Esq.
A.M. 2 vols. Bvo. j^HC portraits and facsimiles

of autographs: extra cloth (pub. at £1. 8s)

reduced to 12s 1843
This original and BNTEKTAiNiNft Diary is op

THE 8AMB CHARACTER AND PERIOD AS EvELYN'S, TO
WHICH IT FORMS A VERY DESIRABLE CO«JPANION.
The nature of this "Diary and Correspondence" may

j

be ill some degree anticipated, from the fact that the

Diarist was not only a brother of ihe celebrated

Algernon Sidney, but that he successively filled the

I high Court and Political offices of Groom of the Bed-
1 chamber, Master of the Eobes, Envoy to the States of

i Holland, Chief Secretary of Stale, Lord Lieutenant,
General and Governor ok Ireland, Master-General

of the Ordnance, Lieutenant-General of the Forces,
and finally, Groom of the Stole, and First Gentleman
of the Bedchamber. He was also Member of Parlia-

ment for Bramber ; and (no trifling advantage in the

Times and Court in which he figured) confessedly the

handsomest man of his day. That the Diary of such a

person, so placed in regard to the Court and Times of

Charles n.,must abound in features of unsurpassed in-

terest and amusement need scarcely be stated. " A
publication of great and permanent interest, that will

take its place beside Evelyn and Pepys."
—Naval and

Militar]/ Ga^eette,
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DIARY OF THE TIMES OF GEORGE THE

j

DRAKE'S (DR. NATHAN) SHAKSPEAR
FOURTH, interspersed with Original Letters <

••'"-- —-
from the late Queen Caroline, and from various !

other distinguished Persons, (by Lady
|

Persons, (by
Charlotte Bury, Maid of Honour to Queen
Caroline, Miss Sheridan, and John Gait), j

New edition, 4 vols, post 8vo. beautiful portrait \

of the Queen, extra cloth (pub. at £2. 25)
reduced to 16s 1839
the same, the Library Edition, 4 vols, large

Bvo.^ne portrait, extra cloth lettered (pub. at

£2. 16s) reduced to IBs
This amnsing miscellany of secret history and snp-

pressed papers caused considerable excitement at the

time of its first publication, and run through several

editions in a few weeks. It will always be interesting.

DIBDIN'S BIBLIOMANIA, OR BOOK-
MADNESS, a Bibliographical Romance, new
edition, with considerable additions, including a

Key to the assumed Characters in the Drama,
and a Supplement, 2 vols, royal Bvo. handsomely

pnnted, embellished by numerous wood-cuts, many
of which are now first added, extra cloth boards,

(pub. at £3. 3s) reduced to £l. lis 6d 1B42
the same. Large Paper, impl. Bvo. of which

only very few copies were printed, extra cloth

boards, (pub. at £5. 5s) reduced to £3. 13s 6d
This celebrated work, which unites the entertainment

of a romance with the most valuable information on all

bibliographical subjects, has long been very scarce, and
sold for considerable sums—the small paper for £8. 8s

and the Large Paper for upwards of 50 guineas!!!
On the present reprint (undertaken by the late Mr.

Walmsley) no expense has been spared
—the typogra-

phical execution is first-rate—many of the wood-cuts
have been re-engraved, others have been added, and
the whole appears to greater advantage, owing to the

improved style of printing. The author has added a

Supplement completing it to the present time, and a

Key to the Characters in the Dialogues, who comprise
the most eminent book collectors of the time. As only
a limited number of copies have been printed, fewer in

fact than of the former edition, the work must soon

again be numbered among rare books.

"The Bibliomania is evidently formed in the first in-

stance on the plan of honest Isaac Walton's "Complete
Angler;" with conspicuous marks of the author's being
deeply versed in the

' Battle of the Books,' and a

familiar acquaintance with old English Literature, and

occasionally with the digressions of Yorick. Under
the shape of dramatic Dialogue, the reader is equally
entertained and instructed; the abstruser parts, with
the historic details, being thrown into the form of

notes. It would now be u»eless to pass an encomium
on this work, as its merits are so fully established as to

have more than doubled the original price of a volume
now with difficulty to be obtained."—Gent.'s Mag.

DIBDIN'S BIBLIOPHOBIA, OR REMARKS
ON THE PRESENT STATE OF LITERA-
TURE AND THE BOOK TRADE, Bvo. bds.

4s 6d 1832

the same, royal Bvo. large paper, bds. Bs Gd
1832

DIBDIN'S BIBLIOTHECA SPENCERIANA,
Vol. 4, imperial 8vo. (containing the Books

printed by Caxton), numerous cuts, bds. (pub.
at £4. 4$) reduced to £1. Is 1815

CATALOGUE OF THE CASSANO
LIBRARY, including a General Index to the

Bibliotheca Spenceriana and -lldes Althor-

pianas, imperial Bvo. Ms. (pub. at £1. Is) re-

duced to 10s 6d 1823

D'lSRAELl'S AMENITIES OF LITERATURI-:,
consisting of Sketches and Characters of Eng-
lish Literature, illustrating the Literary, Politi-

cal, and Religious Vicissitudes of the English

People, second edition, 3 vols. Bvo. eitra cloth

bds. (pub. at £1. 16s) reduced to £1. 2j 1841

AND HIS TIMES, including the Biograpl
of the Poet, Criticisms on his Genius ar

Writings, a new Chronology of his Plays, ar
a History of the Manners, Customs, ar

Amusements, Superstitions, Poetry, and Lit'

rature of the Elizabethan Era, 2 vols. 4t

(above 1400 pages) with fine portrait, and

plate of autographs, cloth bds. (pub. at £5. t

reduced to £1. Ils6d . 18

the same, 2 vols. 4to. hf. bd. morocco, unci

£1.16s
the same, large paper, 2 vols, royal 4i

hf. bd. morocco, uncut, (pub. at £7. 7s) reduc
to £2. 12s 6d

"A masterly production, the publication of wh
will form an epoch in the Shaksperian History of t

country. No work has hitherto appeared, and'we n
venture to pronounce that none can in future be p
duced, in which so much agreeable and well diges
information respecting Shakspeare and his times %

be found. It comprises also a complete and criti

analysis of all the Plays and Poems of Shakspeare ;
;

a comprehensive and powerful sketch of the conte

porary literature."—Cen^i^wan's Magazine.

DRUMMOND'S (SIR WILLIAM) ORIGIN!
OR REMARKS ON THE ORIGIN (

EMPIRES, STATES, AND CITIES, 4 v<

Bvo. maps and plates, cloth, (pub. at £2. Bs)
dueedto £1. lis 6d . 1824

•»• Voli. 2, 3, or 4, may be had separately, at 7$ t:

DUNCAN'S HISTORY OF THE DUKES
NORMANDY, from the time of Rolio to

Expulsion of King John by Philip Auguf
of France, foolscap 8vo. frontispiece, extra cl

gilt back, (pub. at 7s) reduced to 4s 6ci I

"The author has, in this elegant little volume,^!
plied a deficiency in the historical literature of En
The sample is so good that we only wish
more of it."—Examiner.

DUNLOP'S (JOHN) MEMOIRS OF SI

DURING THE REIGNS OF PHILIl
AND CHARLES IL from 1621 to

2 vols. 8vo. gilt cloth, (pub. at £1. 6s) re

to 12s . Edinb.

An able work, which follows Watson's Philij
and III., and with Robertson's Charles V. and C«

Bourbon Kings, forms a continuous History of S
to 1788.

EARL'S (G. W.) EASTERN SEAS; •

VOYAGES AND ADVENTURES IN 1

INDIAN ARCHIPELAGO IN 1832, 11

AND 1834
; comprising a Tour of the Isi

of Java, Visits to Borneo, the Malay Peninf

Siam, &c. ; also an Account of (he pii

State of Singapore, with Observations oi

Commercial Resources of the Archipelago,
with 4 maps, extra cbth bds. (pub. at 12i,

duced to 6s

"The Indian Archipelago possesses in its p<

moral interest, as Australia in its cxtcHt, a clain

entitled the fifth division of the globe. An cxt

and pleasing account of it was given to the pi

few years ago by Mr. Crawfurd. But that d
afford a near view of the insular communiti«
their singular manneis; nor did it point out ihei

tical lendi-ncy, or commercial capabilities,
wants are now supplied by Mr. Earl, whose
contains much th>it is novel, communicated in

aftccted and agreeable manner."—/<fA«7KP«m.
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ATION.—The Series of Works on Educa-

..^u, published by the Society for promoting
L seful Knowledge, and the Central Society

—
viz. : The Schoolmaster, (by Ascham, Milton,

.) 2 vols.; National Education, (by Hill),
, ols.

; Essays by the Central Society, 3 vols.
;

t;ie Educator, or Prize Essays. Together 8 vols.

leap. 8vo. cloih lettered, (pub. at £2. \0s) re-

.Mced to £1. 5s 1836-39

-S (MRS.) VOICE FROM THE VIN-
VGE, or the Force of Example, addressed

those ^vho think and feel, fcap. 8vo. cloth

ered, (pub. at 4s) reduced to 2s 6d 1843

K _Tx.lSH COUNTRY LIFE, by MAnxiNGALE,
author of *'

Sporting Scenes," post 8vo. cloth,

elegantly gilt on back and sides, (pub. at 9s)

reduced to 4s 6d 1843

3LISH CAUSES CELEBRES, or Remark-
able Trials, square 12mo. ornamental wrapper,

(pub. at 4i) reduced to 2s 1844
-the same, cbth lettered, (pub. at 5s) reduced
to 2s 6d
Thi» work aims at presenting in a popular form

every thing that can be made generally interesting in

an extensive but little explored department of our

literature, the records in Courts of Justice.

VSHAWE (LADY) MEMOIRS OF, wife

of Sir Richard Fanshawe, Bart., Ambassador
from Charles II. to the Court of Madrid.
Written by Herself, now first published from
the Original Manuscript. Second Edition,

post 8vo. with portrait, extra cloth, (pub. at 9s)
reduced to 3s 6d . 1830
" These delightful Memoirs may take their place

by the side of Mrs. Hutchinson's Memoirs."

Spectator.
VN'S PASTON LETTERS. Original Letters

of tlie Paston Family, written during the

Reigns of Henry VI., Edward IV., and
Richard III., by various persons of rank and

consequence, chiefly on historical subjects, new

edition, with notes and corrections, complete in

2 vols, bound in 1, square 12mo. cloth gilt,

(pub. at 10s) reduced to 7s 6d 1840
- the same, quaintly bound in maroon morocco,
carved boards, in the early style, gilt edges, reduced
to 15s
The original edition of this very curious and inte-

resting series nf historical letters is a rare book, and
sells for upwards of tbn guineas. The present is not
an abridgment, as might be supposed from its lorm,
but gives the whole matter by omitting the duplicate
version of the letters written in an obsolete language,
and adopting only the more modern readable version

published by Fenn.
" The Paston letters are an important testimony to

the progressive condition of society, and come in as a

precious link in the chain of the moral history of

England, which they alone in this period supply.
They stand indeed s-ingly in Europe ;

for though it is

highly probable that in the archives of Italian families,
if not in France or Germany, a series of merely
private letters equally ancient may be concealed, I

do not recollect any that have been published. They
were all written in the reigns of Henry VI. and
Edward IV., except a few as late as Henry VII., by
different members of a wealthy and respectable, but
not noble, family; and are, therefore, pictures of the
life of the English gentry in that age."

—Hallam.
"
Friday, February 9th, 1787.

"lam now reading the ' Pai^ton Family Original
Letters,' written in the wars of York and Lancaster,
and am greatly entertained with them. Their antique
air, their unstudied communication of the modes of
those old times, with their undoubted authenticity, ren-
der them highly interesting, curious, and informing.
The Queen told me she had been much struck with the

puke of Sulfolk's leUer to his son. It is indeed both

interesting and instructive."

Madamt D'Arhlay'i Diary.

FIELDING'S WORKS, (Tom Jone?, Amelia,
Jonathan Wild, Joseph Andrews, Plays,

Essays, and Miscellanies,) complete in 1 thick

volume, medium 8vo. with 20 capital plates by

Cruikshank, extra red cloth, richly gilt, (pub. at

£1. 4s) reduced to 14s 1845

" Of all the works of imagination to which English

genius has given origin, the writings of Henry Fielding
are perhaps most decidedly and exclusively her own."

Sir VFalter Scott.
" The prose Homer of human nature."—Lord By run.

F0STP:R'S ESSAYS
; (on Decision of Cha-

racter
;
on a Man's Writing Memoirs of him-

self
;
on the epithet Romantic

;
on the aversion

of Men of Taste to Evangelical Religion, &.c.)

fcap. 8vo. eighteenth edition, cloth, (pub. at 6s)

reduced to 5s . 1844

"
I have read with the greatest admiration, the Essays

of Mr. Foster. He is one of the most profound and

eloquent writers that England has produced."
Sir Jtimes Macintosh.

" The author places the idea which he wishes to

present in such a flood of light, that it is not merely
visible itself, but it seems to illumine all around it. He

paints metaphysics, and has the happy art of arraying,
what in other hands would appear cold and comfortless,

abstractions, in the warmest colours of fancy."
Robert Hall.

" Mr. Foster's Essays are full of ingenuity and ori-

ginal remarks. The style of them is at once terse and

elegant."—iJiidin'* Library Comp.
" A very acute and powerful writer of the present

day, Mr. Foster, in his Essay on ' Decision of Cha-

racter,' &c."—" Ten Thousand a Year."

FOSTER'S ESSAY ON THE EVILS OF
POPULAR IGNORANCE, new edition,

elegantly printed, in fcap. 8vo. now first tint-

form with his Essays on Decision of Character,

cloth, 5s . 1845

" Mr. Foster always considered this his best work,
and the one by which he wished his literary claims to

be estimated. Its not having sold to anything like the

extent of his other Essays was, he used to say, a proof
of the Popular Ignorance."" A work which, popular and admired as it con-

fessedly is, has never met with the thousandth part of

the attention which it deserves."— Dr. Pye Smith.
•' If any have yet to learn ' the Evils of Popular

Ignorance,' let them survey the chambers of Ifnagery
in this original and aftecting Essay, and if they can
receive impressions, they will never more forget that

the people are destroyed for lack of knowledge."
Harris (Author of Mammon.

FOULIS'S CATALOGUE of his Collection of

Pictures, 3 vols. fcap. 8vo. extra cloth, (pub. at

15s) reduced to 6s 6d 1766

FRANCE AND THE FRENCH REVO-
LUTION; consisting of, L The Reign of

Terror, a Collection of authentic Narratives

of the Horrors committed by the Revolutionary
Government of France under Marat and

Robespierre ;
written by Eye-witnesses of the

Scenes, 2 vols. II. Authentic IMemoirs of the

Revolution in France, and of the Sufferings of

the Royal Family. III. Sketch of the History
of France, from the suspension of t^ie Mo-

narchy in 1792 to its re-establishment in 1815,

with illustrative Official Papers. Togetuer
4 vols. 8vo. portrait, &;c. cloth lettered, (pub. at

£2. 5s) reduced to 14s 1817-26

FRANKLIN'S (BENJAMIN) WORKS, con-

taining many Political and Historical Tracts,
as well as official and private letters, not

hitherto published. With Notes, and a Life

of the Author, (includiog his Autobiography)
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by Jaru) Spauks, 10 large vols, royal 8vo.

22 portraits andplateSf extra cloth, (pub. at £8.)
reduced to £5. 5s Boston^ U. S. 1844

This Is the only complete edition of tlic Works and
Life of Franklin. It inclmles many curions and inte-

resting letters to and from the most distinguished indi-

viduals of the time. More than one-third of the whole is

now first published.

FRASER'S TRAVELS IN KOORDISTAN
AND MESOPOTAMIA, &c. including an

Account of Parts of those Countries hitherto

unvisited by Europeans; with Sketches of

the Character and JNIanners of tlie Koordish
and Arab Tribes, 2 vols. Svo. Jine frontiipieces,
extra cloth, (pub. at £1. 8s) reduced to 8s 1840

CELL'S (SIR WILLIAM) TOPOGRAPHY
OF ROME AND ITS A^CINITY, an im-

proved edition, complete in 1 vol. 8vo. with

several plates, cloth lettered, 12s 1846
' the same, with a very large Map of Rome and

its Environs (from a most careful trigonometrical

Survey,) mounted on cloth, and folded in a

case so as to fonn a volume. Together 2 vols.

8yo. cloth lettered, £]. Is 1840
" These volumes are so replete with what ii valuable,

that were we to employ our entire journal, we could,

after all, afford but a meagre indication of their

interest and worth Learning, applied
to the most patient personal research and actual ex-
amination of every foot of the interesting classic ground
which the inquiry embraces, is the sure recommen-
dation of this very able and standard work, and

admirably contrasts it wiili the flimsy and ephemeral
trash with which the press of our day is smothered. It

is, indeed, a lasting memorial of eminent literary
exertion, devoted to a subject of great importance,
and one dear, not (miy to every scholar, but to every
reader of intelligence lo whom the truth of history is

an object of consideration.

"The Essay on the History and Langnages of An-
cient Italy, with which the work is concluded, is the

most important contribution to the right understanding
of these subjects which has ever appeared.''

—Lit. Gaz.
This admirable and laborious ivork on the Topo-

graphy of Home, should undoubtedly find a place in

every good library by the side of Gibbon's History.
To the classical acholur and student it is absolutely in-

dispensable.
The Map is most beautifully engraved (similar to

the Ordnance Maps), on a very large scale, and ex-
hibits the only perfect trigonometrical survey which
"vists of this classic ground. Many places are here
laid down, which are not so much as named in later

times; and others have materially changed their loca-

ities upon well established proof. The expense of

surveys and measurement aloue cost npwardt of five

hundred pounds.

GEORGIAN ERA, OR MODERN BRITISH
BIOGRAPHY, comprising Memoirs of the

most Eminent Persons who have flourished in

Great Britain from the Accession of George
the First to the Demise of George the Fourth,
4 vols. sm. 8vo. portraits on steel, cloth, elegantly

gilt, (pub. at £1. 12i) reduced to 16s 1832

This work is entirely novel in its plan, embodying,
wiih an immense mass of personal anecdote, a compre-
hensive detail of the progress of National Events and
Political Afi'airt; Naval and Military Operations;
Theology and Jurisprudence ; Philosophy, Literature
and Science; Maritime and Inland Discovery, Music,
Fine Arts, and the Drama; during the last HUNUREti
AND TWBNTY YK&RS. The wbolc has been Originally
written from authentic sonrcei, expressly for this

work ; and many of the Lives are for the first time pre-
•ented to the public.

GERAMB'8 (BARON) PILGRIMAGE TO
PALESTINE, EGYPT, AND SYRIA, as

a Monk of La Trappe, 2 vols, post 8vo. c^r;h

ktteredf (pub. at £1. 1«) reduced to 9< 1840

GAZETTEER.— NEW EDINBURGH UNI
VERSAL GAZEITEER, and Geographica
Dictionary, more complete than any hitherti

published, new edition, revised and com
PLETED TO THE PRESENT TIME, by JoH:

Thomson, (editor of the Universdl Atlas, &c.

very thick 8vo. (1040 pages) maps ; extra cloth

(pub. at 18s) reduced to 12s Edinb. 184,

This comprehensive volume is the latest, and by fa

the best Universal Gazetteer of its size. It includes

full account of Atfghanislan, New Zealand, &c. &c.

GEMS OF EPISTOLARY CORRESPON
DENCE, selected from the best English An
thors, from the Time of Sir Philip Sidney t

the Present Day, by R. A. VVillmott, Trit

Coll. Camb. new edition, post 8vo. extra gi

cloth, (pub. at 7s 6d) reduced to 4s 184

This judicious selection comprises the names of abov

100 of the most distinguished English Classics. Amon
the more recent, are—Walpole, Hannah More, Burk'

Sir W. Jones, Parr, Byron, Bp. Heber, Sir Jas. Macki)

tosh, Robert Hall, Lamb, Beckford, Sir Walter See

Southey, Wellington, Coleridge, Landor, Mrs. Heman
L. E. L.

GIBBON'S HISTORY OF THE DECLIN
AND FALL OF THE ROMAN EMPIRI
with a Memoir of the Author, one large vo

impl. 8vo. portrait, cloth
lettei-ed,

reduced i

£1. Is . 184

GILLIES' HISTORY OF
. GREECE, complet

with the continuation, 8 vols. 8vo. extra clot

(pub. at £3. 18s) reduced to £1. 8s 185

GLEIG'S MEMOIRS OF WARREN HAJ
TINGS, first Governor-General of Bengs
including his Journals and Letters now fir

published from the Originals in possession
the Family, 3 vols. Qvo.Jine portrait, extra clot

(pub. at £2. 5s) reduced to£l. Is 18'
" A sterling book, in which atiairs of national ii

portance are so mingled with details of personal dt

culties and dangers, that we know not which
fixes our attention, the events of great public moB
or the crises of individual enterprise."

—Literary

GORDON'S HISTORY OF THE GRl
REVOLUTION, and of the Wars and _
paigns arising from the Struggles of the Gre-

Patriots in emancipating their Country from t

Turkish Yoke, (by the late Thomas Gord(

F.R.S. of Mintlaw, in Cairness, Aberdeenshi

General of a Division of the Greek Army, a

a zealous Promoter of the Cause.) Seco

edition, 2 vols. 8vo. maps and plans, extra eh \

(pub. at £1. 10s) reduced to 10$ 6d 18 i

" It is utterly impossible for us to do uuylhiog I '

justice to the meiits of these important volumes; '

we have seen more than enough to justify us in

daring that they must at once take their rank am
our (landard histories. We donbt whether a pei
more adequate to the task could be found tiian

gentleman whose work is before us."—Athenteum.

GOLDSMITH'S W RKS, with a Life and N^
4 vols. fcap. 8vo. with eiigraved titles and

by Stothard and Cruikshank, new and eU

edition, handsomely printed, extra' turkey

full gilt (pub. at £1.) reduced to 12s

This may be called the Watkrlby Eoitk
Goldsmith, being the only one which
me and appearance with tlie popular edition

Waveiley Novels.
" tioidsmiih wai a man who, whatever Ue

did it better than any oilier man could do."
Vr. Jol

"Can any adthor—can ete» Sik Wi
Scott, br compared with GoLDmiTH voan

1 dt

1
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TARIETY, BEAUTY, ANU POWER OF HIS COMPOSITION.

You may take him and ' cut him ont in litile stars,'

so mai»y lights dues he present to the imagination."
AthenaiuTn.

" In bis prose and in his ver*e Vh^inibua pue-

risque was always the niottn of this benevolent and

gentle-hearted man. His liiimour was without coarse-

ncis—his merriment without extravagance—his wit

•without spleen. IIis volumes will ever consti-

TUTK ONB OK THE MOST PRRCIOUS « WELLS OF '

English un defiled.'"— Qtiar/cWt/ Revieie.

)LDSMITH'S CITIZEN OF THE WORLD,
new edition, with original notes, square 12mo.

28 woodcuts, ornamental wrapper, (pub. at 4s) re-

duced to 2j Gd . 1840
— the same, cloth gilt, (pub. at 5s) reduced to 3s

LDSMiTii's Life—See Prior.

)LO\VNIN'S (CAPTAIN) MEMOIRS OF
JAPAN, during 1811, 1812, and 1813, with

Observations on the Country and the People,
second edition, 3 vols. 8vo. extra cloth bds. (pub.
at £ 1 . 1 1 s 6^i) reduced to 1 Os 6d 1 824
" No European has been able, from personal ob-

servation and experience, to commnnicate a tenth

part of the intelligence furnished by the present
writer."—British Beview.

lANVlLLE'S (DR.) SPAS OF ENGLAND
and principal Sea Bathing Places

; comprising
the Northern, the Midland, and the Southern,
3 vols, post 8vo. with large Map, and upwards
of 50 beautiful woodcuts; extra cloth, (pub. at

il. 13s) red"uced to 15s 1841
" For the Invalid or Tourist this work forms a per-

fect treasure."—Sun.
" An excellent book. Tlie analysis of the different

waters, and tlie hints as to their usefulness in the cure

of diseases, cannot bat prove of the highest value."—Age." To the invalids of the Public Services we represent,
and whose interests we advocate, and who, through
arduous duties in distant climes liave impaired their

health, we recommend an immediate perusal of this

nnlional work, as a safe and valuable guide to direct
them in the choice of the Spa or Sea Bathing place
best calculated to suit their respective cases."

IVaval and Military Gazette.

lANVILLE'S (DR.) SPAS OF GERMANY,
Second Edition, 8vo. with 39 woodcuts and maps ;

extra cloth, (pub. at 18s) reduced to 9s 1843
" This atlraciive work presents a narrative of the

grand tour to all the celebrated and fashionable mineral

watering places in Germany—a tour in which amuse-
ment is blended with inrormation, and descriptive
sketches of the humours and fancies of each spa are
mixed np with all the accurate details of every thing
that is valuable in a medical or social point of view."

Globe.

ILL'S (CAPTAIN BASIL) PATCHWORK,
consisting of Travels and Adventures in

Switzerland, Italy, France, Sicily, Malta, &c.
&c. 3 vols. 12mo. second edition, extra cbth,

richly gilt, (pub. at 15s) reduced to 7s 6d 1841
A book full of tlie most entertaining stories and ad-

ventures, written with all the vigour and sprightliness
of this very agreeable writer.

VMILTON (LADY), MEMOIRS OF, drawn
from Original Sources, and comprising many
new and authentic Anecdotes of Lord Nelson,
and other Distinguished Personages, post 8vo.
Hne portrait, extra cloth (pub. at 8s) reduced to

3s 6d , 1835
'• Since the Life of Savage we do not remember to

have met with any biographical sketch that is so well
cnlculiited as the present to paint the evils of volup-
tuous irregidarity. It exhibits, ina varietyof instances,
the <hingerou3 consequences of mingling virtue with
*ice, and of substituting bright talents and splendid
deeds for the substantial qualities of integrity and
chastity."— Lif. Reg,

HEEREN'S (PROFESSOR) HISTORICAL
WORKS, translated from the German, viz :

—
Asia, new edition, complete in 2 vols.— Africa,
2 vols.—Europe and its Colonies, 2 vols.—
Ancient Greece, 1 vol.—Historical Trea-
tises 1 vol.—Manual of Ancient History,
1 vol.—together 9 vols. 8vo. cloth lettered, nni-

form, (pub. at £7.) reduced to £4. 10s 1834-46

" Professor Heeren's Historical Researches stand in

the very highest rank among those with which modern
Germany has enriched the Literjtfure of Europe."—
Quarterly Review.
" All students of classical antiquity in this country

are indebted to Mr. Talboys for the judgment and the

zeal which he has exerted in making the works of this

author accessible to English readers. We look upon
Heeren as having breathed a new life into the dry
bones of Ancient History. In countries, the history of

which has been neglected, as being too imperfectly
known to alTord lessons of political wisdom, he has

taught us to look for still more interesting lessons—on
the social relations of men, and the intercourse of

nations in the earlier ages of the world. His work is as

learned as a professed commentary on the ancient histo-

rians and geographers, and as entertaining as a modera
book of travels."—Edinburgh Review.

•' There is no writer of modern times to whom the

students of Ancient History are so deeply indebted as

Professor Heeren. He is the equal of Niebnhr, of

Miiller, and of Boeckh, in learning and talent; and he

surpasses them all in shrewdness and sagacity. The
translation has been executed with equal spirit and

fidelity, and has received the approbation of the illus-

trious author. For ourselves, we feel deeply indebted
to Mr. Talboys, who has supplied such rich stores of
instruction and entertainment; and, for our country-
men, we can only say, that if this, the best historical

work of modern time.*, does not obtain distinguished
success, we shall despair of the cause of historical

literature."—AtheiKBum.

—HISTORICAL RESEARCHES INTO THE
POLITICS, INTERCOURSE, AND
TRADES OF THE ANCIENT NATIONS
OF AFRICA

; including the Carthaginians,

Ethiopians, and Egyptians, second edition

corrected throughout, with an Index, Life of

the Author, new Appendixes, and other addi-

tions, 2 vols. 8vo. extra cloth (pub. at £1. 10s)
reduced to £l. 4s Oxjard, Talboys, 1838

—HISTORICAL RESEARCHES INTO THE
POLITICS, INTERCOURSE, AND
TRADES OF THE ANCIENT NATIONS
OF ASIA, including the Persians, Phoenicians,

Babylonians, Scythians, and Indians, new and

improved edifici?i, complete in 2 vols.8vo. elegantly

printed, (pub. originally at £2. 5s) reduced to

£1. 4s 1846

"The most agreeable, and one of the most profound
of German writers on Antiquity."—Foreign Quarterly
Review.
" One of the most valuable acquisitions made to our

historical stores since the days of Gibboa."—AtheneBUTn.

—MANUAL OF THE HISTORY OF THE
POLITICAL SYSTEM OF EUROPE AND
ITS COLONIES, from its formation at the
close of the Fifteenth Century, to its re-estab-

lishment upon the Fall of Napoleon, translated

from the Fifth German Edition, 2 vols. Bvo.
extra cloth (pub. at £l. 4s) reduced to 18s

Oi/brd, Talboys, 1834
" In scrupulous lidelity, in sound judgment, and in

clear reasoning. Professor Heeren is second to none.
His design in Ihe present work is to give a connected
view of the political and colonial system of Europe,
from the time that the relations of the European States
were formed into a system, towards the close of the fif-

teenth century, to the re-establishment of the States

system, consequent upon the fall of Napoleon. His
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work is a perfect whole. It is the best hi«tory of

Modern Europe that has yet appeared, and it is likely

long to remain without a rival."—Athencetim.
" A work of sterling value for now and hereafter—a

work of infinite labour and commensurate intelligence—a work which would be cheap at double its price, in-

stead of being dear at any price ; and a work which will

ditluse useful knowledge for generations, after all the

shallow pretenders to that distinction are fortunately
forgotten."

—Literary Gazette,

HEEREN'S ANCIENT GREECE, translated by
Bancroft, fourth improved edition, 8vo. cloth

(pub. at 12i.) reduced to 7s Qd 1845
" Heeren unites the laborious erudition of his coun-

trymen with that animating spirit of real genius, which

disposes into harmonious order, and quickens into life

that wiiich, in meaner hands, lies in dull and heavy
masses of unintelligible, or at least unattractive

learning."— Quarterly Revietv.

HISTORICAL TREATISES, viz. I. The
Political Consequences of the Reformation.

II. The Rise, Progress, and Practical Influence

of Political Theories. III. The Rise and Growth
of the Continental Interests of Great Britian,

8vo. extra cloth boards (pub. at 15s) reduced to

7s 6d Oxford, IQ36
MANUAL OF ANCIENT HISTORY, par-

ticularly with regard to the Constitutions, the

Commerce, and the Colonies of the States of

Antiquity, third edition, corrected and im-

proved, Qvo. extra cloth (pub. at 15s) reduced
to 12s Oxford, Talhoys, 1840
" We never remember to have seen a work in which

so much useful knowledge was condensed into so small
a compass. A careful examination convinces us that

this book will be useful for our English higher schools
or colleges, and will contribute to direct attention to the
better and more instructive parts of history. The trans-

lation is executed with great fidelity."
—Quarterly

Journal of Education.

MANUAL OF ANCIENT GEOGRAPHY,
for the Use of Schools and Private Tuition, com-

piled from the Works of A. H. L. Heeren, 12mo.
cloth ('pub. at 2s 6d) reduced to 2s

Oxford, Talboys, 1835
"Teeming with exact information in every line. Its

object is to give a continuous geographical description
of the countries which were the theatres of the principal
events in ancient history."

—Spectator.
"An excellent and most useful little volume, and ad-

mirably adapted for the use of schools and private
instruction."—Litrrary Gazette.

" The name of the author is a sufficient warrant for

the accuracy of the information contained in this com.

pendium, and the excellence of its arrangements. It is

a valuable addition to our list of school books."
Aihenauvi.

HANMER'S (SIR THOMAS, Speaker of the

House of CommoTu in 1713) LIFE AND COR-
RESPONDENCE, edited by Sir Hknuy
BuNBuny, Bart. 8vo. extra cloth boards (pub. at

14s) reduced to 6s 1838
" These volumes are Talutblc. The letters extend

over a period of many years—more than a century,
and are from persons of all ranks and conditions;

among them are the Duchess of Marlborough, MattJiew

Prior, Burke, Dr. Goldsmith, Pojje, Garrick, Dr. Young,
Ix)rd Nelson, General Lee, Crabbe, Wordswortli,
Bloomfleld, Mrs. Jordan, 6cc. iic."—Athenteum.

HEAD'S (SIR F. B.-) NARRATIVE (i. e. of his

ADMINISTRATION OF UPPER CANA-
DA). Third edition, enlarged, 8vo. extra cloth,

(pub. at 12s) reduced to 4s Qd Murray, 1839

"Sir Francis Head's Narrative is a very remarkable

work, being one of the most clear, unreserved, an'J

Jionest accounts ever rendered by a public servant, of

Uie acts, the principles, and the policy of an important
administration. Few provincial governors could have
had to relate so ititeresting, so arduous, and so success-

a itruggle."—^«or(cr/j/^m«».

HERBERT'S (HON. AND REV. WILLIAM^
ATTILA, KING OF THE HUNS, a Poemi
handsomely printed in one stout volume, Bvo.

gilt cloth, (pub. at 14s) reduced to 7s

H. G.Bohn, 1838
"

It is not possible to take up a single book of this

poem without being reminded frequently of Milton't
best points—his sublimity and his purity."

Edinburgh Review
MISCELLANEOUS WORKS, viz. Hort

Scandicai, or Works (Poetical) relating to Old

Scandinavian Literature
;

Hora; Pieriae, oi

Poetrj' on various subjects ; Sylvarum Liber

Reviews, Sermons, &c.
;
2 vols. 8vo. cloth bdt

(pub. at £1. Is) reduced to 10s 6d 184i

"Dean Herbert is well known in the literary circle

as a graceful poet and an accomplished critic, and t>

very costly edition of his miscellaneous productions
'

be welcomed in every well furnished library. 1

Scandinavian portion is peculiarly interesting ;
and ;..

translations from the Icelandic, while thcv afford agret
able evidences of Dean Herbert's acquirements, ma
be consulted with great advantage by tlie studen
of northern literature. The tragedy of The Wanderi
of Jutland, founded upon an old ballad, is an excellei

illustration of the Norwegian character, as developed i

the national history and institutions. The crilicisn

are clear and profound, and the sermons exhibit a rai

union of learning and unaffected piety."
—Atlas.

HISTORY OF GREECE, from the Earliest Tim<

to its Final Subjection to Rome, by the Sociei

for the Diflfusion of Useful Knowledge, 8v

cloth, bs . 18'.

HISTORY OF SWITZERLAND, from the Irruj

tion of the Barbarians to the Present Time, I

A. Vieusseux. Publi.shed by the Society f

the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge, 8vo. lar

map, extra cloth, (pub. at 7s 6d) reduced to

18-

This is an entertaining volume, and the best Histt

of Switzerland. At the present moment it is pecul
interesting.

HOBHOUSE'S (SIR JOHN CAM) JOURl
THROUGH ALBANIA AND OTHF
PROVINCES OF TURKEY IN EUROI
AND ASIA TO CONSTANTINOPL
during the Years 1809 and 1810, in compa
with Lord Byron, 2 vols. 4to. illustrated 6j

merous fine coloured plates, extra cloth bds.

at £5. 5s) reduced to £1. 5s

" An account which, interesting from its own
lence in every merit that should adorn such a
becomes still more so from the feeling that Lord ]

is, as it were, present through its pages, and that

there follow his first youthful footsteps into the 1

with whose name he has intertwined his own for ev«

Moore's Life of Byt
"These entertaining volumes will have a stand

place in all libraries ;
a place which they will f

merit by the industry and ardour of research consp:
ous throughout, as well as by the spirit, vivacity

good sense of the general narrative."—

Quarterly Rev

HOGG'S JAOOBITE RELICS OF SCOTLA.^

being the Songs, Airs, and Legends of

Adherents of the House of Stuart, new set

8vo. extra cloth, scarce, (pub. at 14s) red^
to 7s)

HOSKINS' (G. A.) VISIT TO THE GRJ
OASIS OF THE LIBYAN DESERT;
an Account, Ancient and Modern, of the (

of Amun, and the other Oases now uud(

dominion of the Pasha of Egypt, 8vo. tf^
map and 20 plates of temples, scenery, and

glyphics, elaborately gilt cloth
y (pub. at £1

reduced to lOt 6d

:11SU
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MK AND SMOLLETT'S HISTORY OF
ENGLAND, with the last Corrections and

Improvements of the Authors, and a Memoir
of Hume, written by himself, complete in one

large vol. impl. 8vo. firie portraits of the authors,

extra cloth bds. reduced to £1 I5. . 1840
ME'S CORRESPONDENCE, now first pub-
lished from the originals, 4to. (the only edition)
cloth lettered, (pub. at 15s) reduced to'Ss 1820
NT'S (LEIGH) INDICATOR, AND COM-
PANION, a Miscellany for the Fields and the

Fireside ; also The Seer, or Common-places
refreshed; the four Parts complete in 1 vol.

ToyalQvo. cloth lettered, reduced to 8s 1840
>JTER'S NARRATIVE OF THE LATE
EXPEDITION TO SYRIA, under the com-
mand of Admiral the Hon. Sir R. Stopford,
2 vols, post 8vo. portraits of Stopford and Napier,

map arid woodcuts, extra cloth, (pub. at £\. Is)

reduced to 7s . 1842
NTER'S HALLAMSHIRE GLOSSARY,
with the Words used in the West Riding and

Halifax, small 8vo. cloth (pub. at 8s) reduced to

55 . 1829
[TON'S LIFE, by Himself (an instructive piece
of Biography), with a Selection from his

Works, square 12mo. ornamented wrapper, re-

duced to Is 6d . 1841
TATIONS OF CELEBRATED AUTHORS,
OR IMAGINARY REJECTED ARTICLES,
in Prose (by Lamb, James and Horace Smith,
Professor Wilson, Hazlitt, Leigh Hunt, &c.)
Fourth Edition, post 8vo. extra cloth (pub. at

10s 6d) reduced to 4s , 1844
LIS'S JOURNEY THROUGHOUT IRE-
LAND, Fifth Edition, complete in one vol.

crown 8vo. maps, extra cloth bds. (pub. at 12s)
reduced to Qs . 1838
" Mr. Inglis's candid, lurid, and masterly descrip-

ions of this unhappy but fine country, will assist all

jarties in forming a conclusion as lo the proceedings
jest to be adopted with respect to it."—Standard.
"
Indispensable to every traveller, tourist, or visitor

Ireland."—Sun.
" An excellent work. Its most striking and most

'aluable characteristic is its strict honesty. Every page
jears the stamp and impress of veracity. His deline-
itions are admirable, and evince great graphic power.
v''aluable as the work is to Englishmen because it con-
ains a faithful description of a country with whose
jrosperity that of England is identified, it will, if read

iright, be infinitely more valuable to Irishmen, for it

•hows them in true colours to themselves. Would to

Heaven that they could be persuaded of the accuracy of
he portraiture."

JOURNEY THROUGH NORWAY, SWE-
DEN, AND DENMARK. Fourth Edition,

complete in one vol. crown 8vo. mapy extra cloth

'ids. (pub. at 9s) reduced to 4s 6d 1837
" A most delightful volume."—Literary Gazette.

SWITZERLAND, SOUTH OF FRANCE,
\ND THE PYRENEES, 2 vols. 18mo.
•loth bds. (pub. at 7s) reduced to 3s 1835
H TOURIST, or the People and the Provinces
)f Ireland. By Emily Taylor, Author of
*

Original Poems for Infant Minds," Tales of
;he Saxons, Tales of the English, &c. fcap. 8vo.

'wntispiece and map, extra cloth, (pub. at 4s 6d)
•educed to 3s 6d . 1843

"An attractive volume. We are as much amused
t«th the characteristic exhibitions of Irish sentiment
md ex^-rftssion, as by any sketches of the sort in con-
lexion t»uji the Scotch, by the author of Waverlcy."

Derbyshire Courier,

JACOB'S HISTORICAL INQUIRY INTO THE
PRODUCTION AND CONSUMPTION OF
THE PRECIOUS METALS, 2 vols. 8vo.

extra cloth boards, (pub. at £1. 4s) reduced to

16s . . Mtirray, IS31
Mr. Huskisson contributed much personal assist-

ance to the work.
" A work of great interest, and of still greater dif-

ficulty. In tracing the history of gold and silver in

antiquity, Mr. Jacob has displayed much judgment
and industry, and considerable learning. He has
thrown a good deal of light on the condition of so-

ciety ; and his book will always be resorted to by
those who are anxious to investigate the real circum-
stances and situation of the most celebrated nations
of antiquity."

—Edinburgh Review.
" A valuable and elaborate work, the rcfult of pa-

tient and laborious inquiries."
— Quarterly Review.

JAMES'S WILLIAM THE THIRD, comprising
the History of his Reign, illustrated in a series

of unpublished letters, addressed to the Duke
of Shrewsbury, by James Vernon, Secretary
of State, with Introduction and Notes by
G. P. R. James, Esq. author of Memoirs of the

Court of Louis XIV. &c., 3 vols. Svo. portraits,

extra cloth bds. (pub. at £2. 2s) reduced to

18s . 1841
" We do not know that, upon the whole, there has

ever been published at one time, and from the pen of
one man, a more interesting and important collection

of letters than those now before us. When it is recol-

lected that the leading spirits of this day, and especially
of the immediate period, included among them Godol

phin, Harley, Marlborough, Sunderland, Bath, Mon-
mouth, Wharton, and a host of others of the two still

bitterly opposing parties of William and James, and
that Vernon, from his peculiar position, came more or
less into contact with thcni all, we need not seek to

aggrandize the interest and value of the publication."
—

Naval and Military Gazette.

JAMESON'S (MRS.) DIARY OF AN EN-
NUYEE, written during a Tour in Italy, post
^vo. third edition, gilt cloth, (pub. at 10s 6d) re-

duced to 5s . 1838
JARVES' HISTORY OF THE SANDWICH

ISLANDS, embracing their Antiquities, My-
thology, Legends, Discovery by Europeans ;

with their Civil, Religious, and Political His-

tory to the present time
; foolscap 8vo. extra

cloth bds. (pub. at 6s) reduced to 3s 6d

Moxon, 1843
" We hardly know when we have read a more in-

teresting work of its kind.
"Mr. Jarves spent fonr years among the Hawaiian

group, and devoted himself most diligently to the study
of ail matters concerning it. The result is truly re-

freshing." —Merchant s Magazine.

JEFFREYS. MEMOIRS OF JUDGE, Lord High
Chancellor of England in the Reign of James
II. By H. W. Woolrych, Esq. 8vo. portrait ;

extra cloth, (pub. at 8s) reduced 3s 6d 1827

JOE MILLER'S JEST BOOK, being a Collection

of the most excellent Bon Mots, Brilliant Jests,
and Striking Anecdotes in the English Lan-

guage, complete in one thick and closely but ele-

gantly printed volume, fcap. 12mo frontispiece,

extra cloth, (pub. at 4s) reduced to 3s 1840

JOHNSON'S (CAPT. C.) LIVES AND EX
PLOITS OF ENGLISH HIGHWAYMEN,
PIRATES, AND ROBBERS, from the time

of Robin Hood, brought down to the present,

by C. Whitehead, Esq. 12mo. closely hut beau-

tifully printed, illustrated by\6 spiritedengravings,
extra cloth, (pub. at 9s) reduced to 5s 1840

*4* This small closely printed volume contains the

substance of the old folio edition, which s«ll? for upwards
of Seven Guiueas. £
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JOHNSON'S (G. VV of the Supreme Court at Cai

culta) STRANGER IN INDIA, or Three
Years in Calcutta, 2 vols, post 8vo. citro cloih,

(pub. at 18i) reduced to 7s 1843
" A great deal of information abont India, and espe-

cially about Calcutta."—Literary Gazette.

(DR.) ENGLISH DICTIONARY, printed
verbatim from the Author's last folio edition,

with all the Examples in full
;
to which are

prefixed a History of tl)e Language, and an

English Grammar, one large vol. impl. 8vo.

extra doth boards, (pub. at £2. 2s) reduced to

£1. 8s 1840

DICTIONARY, (pocket edition) to which are

subjoined Vocabulary of Classical and Scrip-
tural Proper Names; the Heathen Deities;

Quotations from the Latin, French, Italian,

and Spanish Languages; Chronological Tables,

6cc. by G. Fulton, 18mo. bound in cloth, 2s 1843

JOHNSONIANA ;
a Collection of Miscella-

neous Anecdotes and Sayings, gathered from

nearly a hundred different publications, and
not contained in Boswell's Life of Johnson,
edited by J. W. Croker, M.P., complete in one

thick vol. fcap. 8vo. portrait and frontispiece,

extra cloth, gilt, (pub. at 10s) reduced to 4s 6d

1845

This entertaining collection comprises the whole of

the two supplementary volumes of Croker's edition of
Baswell's Life of Johnson.

JONES'S HISTORY OF BRECKNOCKSHIRE,
Vols. 2 and 3 only (containing the particular

History of the Hundreds and Parishes), royal
4to. plates, including the 84 coats of arms, em-

blazoned, bds. (pub. at £4. 14s 6d) reduced to

15s 1809

KEIGHTLEY'S NEW AND COMPLETE HIS-
TORY OF ENGLAND, from the earliest

Period to the present Time; embracing the

Researches of the most eminent Antiquarians
and Historians, and a Variety of Information

from original Sources, the enlarged edition, 3

vols. 8vo. very handsomely printed, extra cloth bds.

(pub. at £1. lis 6d) reduced to 18s 1839

KELLY'S UNIVERSAL CAMBIST AND COM-
MERCIAL INSTRUCTOR, being a full and
accurate Treatise on the Exchanges, Coins,

Weights, and Measures of all Trading Nations
and their Colonies, second edition, corrected to

1835, 2 vols, in 1, 4to. extra cloth bds. (pub. at

£4. 4s) reduced to 16s 1835

A laborious and extremely useful book, displaying
considerable mathematical science and experience in

commercial calculation. Dr. Kelly formerly kept a

large Mecautile School, and educated some of the prio.
cipal merchants of the present day.

KEPPEL (ADMIRAL) LIFE OF, First Lord of
the Admiralty in 1782-3. By the Hon. and
Rev. Thomas Keppel, 2 vols. 9)Vo. with Jine full-
length portrait, extra ciot/j, (pub. at£l. \\s 6d)
reduced to 10s 6d . 1842
*" I 'ever looked on Lord Keppel,* says Kdmund

Burke,
* as one of the greatest and best men of his age.'

Thi4 first authentic memoir, (by bis kinsman) it rirh in
matters of lively and various interest and supplies a
blank in a glorious portion of oar En;;li8h annals.

Keppel was ilie pupil of Anson, the friend of Rodney,
and the companion in arms of Howe."—Examiner.
"This is by tar the most able and important speci-

men of Naval Biography that has appeared for a long
lime."—Aaca/ and Military Garette.

ENGLISH
r

LITERATURE.

KIRBY'S WONDERFUL MUSEUM or Magr
zine of Remarkable and Eccentric Charicter

including Curiosities of Nature and Art, fro:

the remotest period to the present time, draw
from every authentic source, 6 vols. 8vo. \i

curious portraits and plates^ cloth lettered (pu
at £4. 4s) reduced to £1. 6s

KNIGHT'S (GALLY) Normans in Sicily, 8t

cloth (pub. at 8s 6d) reduced to 6s IR:

"The acknowledged taste of the author, and lii

timate acquaintance with the subject to which
volume is devoted, prepared us for an elegant anu
etructive work, and one supplying mnch informal!

relative to that particular branch of the (ine arts, wfa

after a careful inspection of ^'ormandy, be journej
to Sicily further to investigate. But Mr. Knight
exceeded our expectations."—Literary Gazette.

KNIGHT'S PICTORIAL LONDON, 6 rt

bound in three thick handsome vols. impl. 8

illustrated by 650 wood engravings, extra ch

gilt backs, very elegant, (pub. at £3. 3s) redu^

to £2. 12s 6d . 1841
the same, 6 vols, in 3, elegantly half br

morocco extra, gilt bach and gilt edges, £3. 113

The most elegant, original, and interesting of all

Pictorial works yet produced by the enterprising j

lisher.
" Such a work must interest every English re:

whether he be a resident in London or in Australi

treats of the largest city in the world, whose inhabi
are in intercourse, commercial, political, or relit:

>vith almost the whole human race ; which has bee:

scene of the most stirring events of history : whici
been a city of progress from its first foundation ;

has sent forth its literature through four centurieiti

uttermost ends of the earth."

KNIGHT'S JOURNEY-BOOKS of ENGLAT
including a full Account of the Roads, I

roads. Canals, andmeans of Intercommunicai
with the Routes to the various Towns
Places of Interest in each County, with

Descriptions of the most remarkable Obje
forming not only an instructive Companic
the Traveller, but a useful work of Refers

square 16mo. stitched in ornamental u^appe

Berkshire, including a full Descriptior
Windsor Castle, ttj</t 23 engravings on icood

a large illuminated map (pub. at 2s 6d) red

to Is 6d

Hampshire, including the Isle of Wight, wi,

engravings on wood, and a Large illuminated

(pub. at 3« 6d) reduced to 2s

Derbyshire, including the Peak, &c. wit

engravings on wood, and a large illuminated

(pub. at 2j 6rf) reduced to Is Qd

Kent, includir^g Dover, Margate, Ranu

Canterbury, &c. with 58 cji^rarin^s on

and a large illuminated map, (ptib. at 4s) re(

to 2s 6d

KNIGHT'S STORE OF KNOWLEDGE, 1

each v)ork complete in itself

Thefollowing are M. eaeh, stitched or 8d. cacfi, in

llistory of the Corn Taxation !i7id Tax
Laws, by J. C. Piatt Post Office

Imjierial Parliament, Euroj>e

by T. C. May, Esq., The Horse, by "5

Clerk of iho House loiih plates
of Commons Dairy, with cuts

The following arc M. each stitched, or Is. each, c

Wellington, by Vieus-
seux

Life of Napoleon, by
VieuBsciix

Asia, by Carl. Hit-

t<?r, &c.

Commercial
course withCh;

Schools, and Q:
Schools, b»
Jieard and
Ix)n{r, E*i.

The Mineral Kingdom, ftMhflaum
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CONICS; or, THE BEST WORDS OF THE
BEST AUTHORS, seventh edition, 3 vols.

18mo. with elegant frontispieces, containing

30 portraits, extra red Turkey cloth, full gilt,

(pub. at 15s) reduced to 7s dd Tilt, 1840

This pleasant collection of pithy and sententious

readings, from the best English authors of all ages,
has long enjoyed great and deserved popularity. It

is compiled by' Mr, Timbs, the talented editor of the

Illustrated News, and for many years of the Mirror.

It is printed uniformly with the Percy Anecdotes.

IRD OF LOGAN, or Anecdotes and Tales

illustrative of the Wit and Humour of Scot-

land, one very thick volume, fcap. Bvo. nume-
rous ^coodc^its,Jifth edition, gilt cloth, (pub. at

6«) reduced to 4s . 1845
" The witticisms are not the sweepings of the old

collections of Joe Miller, but are, for the most part,

original."
—The Scotsman,

MB'S (CHARLES) PROSE AND POETI-
CAL WORKS, including his Essay of Elia,
both Series, Rosamund Gray, Tales from Shak-

Rpeare, Poems, Sonnets, John Woodvil, a

Traged}', &c. &c. 5 vols, post 8vo, cloth, (piib.
at £2. 5s) reduced to £1. Is 1838

This is the only edition printed uniformly with
the small editions of Scott, Byron, Moore, Southey,
&c.
" Lamb's writing-s will go down to the latest pos-

terity by the side of Addison, Steele, Johnson, and
eren greater names."

—Quarterly Review.

- the same, with his Specimens of English
Dramatic Poets : together 7 vols, post 8vo.

extra cloth, (pub. at £2. 19s) reduced to

£1. 10.
- TALES FROM SHAKSPEARE, designed

principally for the Use of Young Persons,

(written by IMiss Lamb, with the assistance

and Contributions of Charles Lamb,) seventh

edition, embellished with 20 large and beautiful
tvood-cut engravings, from Designs by Harvey,
and portrait, fcap. 8vo. extra cloth, full gilt

back, (pub. at 7s 6d) reduced to 5s. 1843
" One of the most useful and agreeable companions

to the understanding of Shakspeare which have ever
been produced. The youthful reader who is about to

taste the charms of our great Bard, is strongly re-
commended to prepare himself by first reading these

elegant tales, which in a short compass, and adopting
as much as possible the language of the great ori-

ginal, give each plot and story in a most impressive
manner. Even those who are familiar with every line
of the original, will be delighted with the pleasing and
compendious way in which the story of each play is

here presented to them."—Quarterly Review.

- ESSAYS OF ELIA, 2 vols. fcap. 8vo.

beautiful portrait by Finden ; extra cloth, (pub.
at lOi) reduced to 7s Moxon, 1843

M B A R D E 'S PERAMBULATIONS OF
KENT, containing the Description, Hystorie,
and Customes of that Shire, Written in the
Yeere 1570, (printed verbatim from the last

edition by the Author), Bvo. portrait and map,
in the original bds. (pub. at 12s) reduced to 6s

Chatham, 1826

This work, originally published in 1576, was the
first history of any county ;

it was not only highly
approved by the literary men of the age, but has been !

considered a model of topographical writing. Camden, I

in his Britannia, says,
" This county of Kent has •

been so exactly described in a work expressly on the I

subject by William Lambarde, a person of great learn-
JufT and character, and so happy in his researches, I

mat he nas iett very little for others, &c."
j

AND Customs of the Mo-
dern Egyptians, a new and enlarged edition,
with great Improvements, 2 vols. 8vo. nume
rouswood-cuts, printed to match Wilkinson's An-
cient Egyptians, cloth, richly gilt backs, (pub. at

£ I. 8s) reduced to 18s 1842
" So long as Egj'pt remains a country, so long will

Mr. Lane's volumes be consulted as a curious and
faithful picture of its past history, and existing form at
the beginning of the nineteenth century."—

Literary Gazette.
"
Nothing can be more accurate than Mr. Lane's

descriptions ; the English inhabitants say that reading
them upon the spot, they cannot detect a single error.

The designs are equally faithful
; and those who study

the work carefully may acquire the most correct no-
tion-i of Cairo and its inhahitaints." —Roberts.

LATROBE'S SOLACE OF SONG : Short Poems
suggested by Scenes visited on a Continental

Tour, chiefly in Italy, post 8vo. highly embel-

lished with exquisitely beautiful wood-engravings
of Views in Italy, printed on India paper ; cloth,

elegantly gilt, (pub. at 14s) reduced to 8s

Seeley, 1837
LATROBE'S RAMBLER IN MEXICO, in the

Year 1834, crown 8vo. folding map, extra

cloth boards, (pub, at 9s) reduced to 4s 1836
" The reader will have no reason to complain of

want of amusement."— Westminster Review.
"Extremely entertaining."—Eclectic Review.
RAMBLER IN NORTH AMERICA, in

the year 1832-1833, in company with Washing-
ton Irving, second edition, 2 vols, crown 8vo.
with map, extra cloth hds. (pub. at 16s) reduced
to 8s 1836
"The work of an able observer and vigoroug writer.

It is, as far as America is concerned, unquestionably
the best book of its kind,"—Lockhart in Quarterly
Review.

LEAKE'S (COL.) TRAVELS IN THE MOREA,
3 vols. 8vo. icith a very large map of the Morea,
and upwards of 30 various maps, plans, plates of
ancient Greek Inscriptions, &;c. extra cloth bds.

(pub. at £2. 5s) reduced to £1. 8s 1830

This extremely valuable book has long been consi-
dered out of print and very scarce, and in consequence
has of late sold for more than the full price. A few
copies having by accident been reserved in the pnb-
lishers warehouse, and purchased by tlie advertiser,

they are now submitted at a reduced instead of an ad-
vanced price, and attention is respeclfnlly called to the

present opportunity as llie stock cannot last long.

RESEARCHES IN GREECE, with a com-

parative View of its Ancient and Modern Geo-

graphy, Observations on Ancient Monuments
of Art, and on the Languages and Dialects of

Greece, including Vocabularies of the Albanian,
Modern Greek, Wallachian, Bulgarian, and Al-
banian Grammar, &c. royal 4to. bound in cloth,

lettered, (pub. at £3. 3s; reduced to £1. 7s

"Like all Col. Leake's works, this is full of research
and novel information. Tiie preliminary observations
on the history and geography of Alb;inia,are valuable,
aud throw considerable light upon a country very little

kaown."— Quarterly Review.

LEDYARD'S (JOHN) LIFE AND ADVEN-
TURES, comprising his Voyage with Captain
Cook

; Journey on Foot to Petersburg ;
Resi-

dence in Siberia ;
and JMission to Africa. By

Jared Sparks, 8vo. extra cloth, (pub. at 10s 6d)
reduced to 4s 6d 1828

"This is a book which will be perused with delight
by all who have any relish for the original and the ad-
vcntuHMis. Tlie Journal of our Traveller is exceed-
ingly full and circumstantial witli respect to the death
of Captain Cook."—Literary Chronicle
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LEWIS'S (MONK) LIFE AND CORRESPON-

DENCE, with many Pieces in Prose and

Verse, never before published, 2 vols. 8vo. por-
trait and facsimile, extra cloth boards, (pub. at

£1. 8s) reduced to 12s 1839
"I'd give a world of sugar cane,
Mat Lewis were alive again."

—Byron.
The "

wonder-working Lewis," as he was styled by
Byron, was the friend and associate of nearly all the
most celebrated men of his day. Among the number
were the Prince of Wales (afterwards George IV.);
the Duke of Clarence (afterwards William IV.); the

Sheridans, (father and son) ; Canning, Lords Holland
and Byron, Moore; in short, all the most noted men
of that day, and many of the present." Crammed full of anecdotes as these volumes are—
theatrical, political, and literary

—there is not a dull

page tiuonehout."— four* Journal.

LIBRARY OF ANECDOTE— viz. Book of Hu-
man Character—Book of Table-Talk—Sketches
of Popular Tumults—together 5 vols. fcap. 8vo.
extra cloth^ (pub. at £1. lOi) reduced to 15s

1837
" This entertaining book Is .lost one to take np, read

a bit of, and lav down at any idle hour."— Lit. Gaz.
L I E B E R '

S MANUAL OF POLITICAL
ETHK^S, 8vo. handsomely printed, extra cloth

bds. (pub. at 12s) reduced to 5s 1839
" One of the best theoretical treatises on the trne na-

ture and objects of government,which has been produced
in modern times."—Hon. Mr. Justice Story.

LISTER'S LIFE AND ADMINISTRATION OF
EDWARD FIRST EARL OF CLAREN-
DON, v/ith original Correspondence and Au-
thentic Papers, never before published, 3 vols.

8vo. portrait, extra cloth bds. (pub. at £2. 8s)
reduced to £1. Is . 1838
" The difficulty of writing the memoirs of Clarendon

is very great ;
and has hitherto deterred biographers.

The task, however, Mr. Litter has performed with re-
markable success. His Life of Clarendon is not the

ingenious or eloquent pleading of an advocate, but the
severe and enlightened neutrality of a judge. The cha-
racteristics proper for the occasion, were good taste

and good sense, intelligent research, and perfect can-
dour. And these Mr. Lister possesses in an eminent
degree. The author of '

Granby' has faithfully distin-

guished between the province of fiction and of truth.
In his life of Clarendon he simply endeavours to place
before us an honest portrait, wiih all its excellencies and
defects—all the lij;lits and shadows belonging to it, and
not to body forth the hero of an historical romance. It

is impossible to give any just idea of Mr. Lister's book
by means of extracts. Its merit is not condensed into
a few striking passages, but it is skilfully and equally
diflFused over tlie w hole. We therefore refer our readers
to the work itself."—Edinb. Review.
" A work o( laborious research, written with mas-

terly ability."—^fZa.s.

LOCKE'S PHILOSOPHICAL WORKS, contain-

taining the Conduct of the Understanding j

Essay on the Human Understanding ;
an

Examination of Malebranche's Opinion of

seeing all Things in God, with Remarks upon
some of Mr. Norris's Books; Elements of

Natural Philosophy : some Thoughts concern-

ing Reatiing and Study for a Gentleman, &c.
with a Preliminary Discourse and Notes by
J. A. St. John, Esq. royal 8vo. eitra cloth bds.

10s 6d . 1843
LOCKIIART'S HISTORY OF THE CONQUEST

OF MEXICO ANDNEWSPAIX, and Me-
moirs of the Conquistador, Beknal Diaz del

C.ASTii.EO, written by himself, and now first

completely translated from the original Spanish,
2 vols. 8vo. euro chlh (pub. at £1. 4s) reduced
to 12s . 1844
" Bernal Diaz's acconnl bears all the marks of au-

theniicitii. and is accompanied with *uch pleai<aiU

LITERATURE.

naivete, with such interesting details, and tuch amti»ln
vanity, and yet so pardonable in an old soldier, >ri

had been, as he boasts, in an hundred and ninet
battles, AS renders his book one of the most s

GULAR THAT IS TO BE FOUND l.\ ANY LANGUAGE.
JJr. Robertson, in his '

History of America.'
"The quaint, simple chronitliiig of this old soldi)

is the most tr^st^^orthy of the narrators of this conqoet
The strange, wild incidents of that e.\traordinary ta
come out, in all their freshness, in the curious dctai
of iiernal Diaz: and the scenes of social magnificeix
amid which they were laid, tell wonderfully in the nii

sketching, and unpremeditated cumulation of hispeAnd the wondrous remains of an extinct civilizalk

brought to light, in various parts of the great Americ;
Continent, have conferred an additional value on SB<

descriptions of the ancient Atzec splendour, as reco
the first impressions of credible witnesses, when first

rose upon the astonished senses like a bewilderi
dream."—Athenas^itn.

LODGE'S (EDMUND) ILLUSTRATIONS C
BRITISH HISTORY, BIOGRAPHY, AN
MANNERS, in the Reigns of Henry VH
Edward VI., Mary, Elizabeth, and James
in a Series of Original Letters and Pape
published from JManuvScripts chiefly in t

possession of the Howard, Talbot, and Cc

Families, with Notes and Observations, sec(

edition, with Additions, Revised and Correct
with facsimiles ofabove 80 autographs of the p:

cipal characters of the period, 3 vols. 8vo. f.j

clothbds. (pub. at £1. 16s) reduced to £1. U
The 80 autographs, which are engraved on ci

sheets, as in the original quarto edition, are found c

in the copies sold by the advertiser.
|"Mr. Lodge's talents as an historian and antiqnar 4

are well known to the public by his admirable colleci
j

of ancient letters and documents,cntitled,
'
Illustraii

of British History,' a book which I have very
quently consulted; and have almost always snccet
in finding not only the informajion required,
rollecte'1 a gnat deal more as I went in search of
—Sir Walter Scott.
" This work is likewise highly praised bv Sew

GifiTord, Sir Egerlon Brydges, Park, &c.' The
graphical notes and illustrations are masterpiece
composition."—Loimdes.

LONGFELLOW'S POETICAL WORKS,
Ballads and other Poems

;
Voices of

Night; and Spanish Student, a Play; f

8vo. gilt cloth (pub. at 12s) reduced t(

Moxon, 1

One of the most popular and pleasing of the An
can poets." Mr. Longfellow has a name and fame ; and h<

wonto himself luxuriant and enduring laurels bo
a scholar and a poet"—Athenteum.

LONGWORTH'S YEAR AMONG THE C
CASSIANS, 2 vols, post 8vo. plates (pul
£1. Is) reduced to 9s ]

•'
Incomparably the most valuable acconnt of Circ

that has yet appeared."—four/ Journal.

MAC-GEOGHEGAN'S HISTORY OF I

LAND, Ancient and Modern
,
taken fron

most Authentic Records, complete in one 1

volume, impl. 8vo. extra cloth, 10s Dublin," f)ne of the most important works that have
been written respecting Ireland."

MACKENZIE'S (K. S.) NARRATIVE OF:
SECOND CAMPAIGN IN CHINA (1

184I)post 8vo. map, extra cloth, gilt with CI
Devices (pub. at 10s 6d) reduced to 4s 6d
" Lieut. Mackenzie, who had the good fortn

accompany Sir Gordcm Bremer as his Secretary,
this voltmie presented the public with (hemostini

ing account of the campaign in China. The ai>p-

contains several papers of great iuleres'."—Lil

Gazette,
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.CKAY'S (CHARLES) THAMES AND ITS

TRIBUTARIES, or Rambles among the Rivers,

2 vola. 8vo. vi'xih, 56 very Jine wood engravings of

Thames Scenery and Antiquities, extra cloth, (pub.

at £l.8s) reduced to 12s 1840
"It is most pleasant to walk out with Mr. Mackay

as a companion, loiter with him up the lanes and

through the green fields, saunter along the river-side,

and peer into every object of art and nature near,

which can court the cont<!mplation of intelligent minds.

His volumes are indeed very agreeable and very le-

fTeshins."—Litcra)'y Gazette.

.CNISH'S (DR.) TALES, ESSAYS, AND
SKETCHES ;

with the Author's Life, by his

friend, D. M. JNIoir. Second Edition, 2 vols,

fcap. 8vo. portrait, extra cloth, (pub. at 12s^
reduced to 5s . 1 844

Dr. Macnishis the well-known author of the Anatomy
of Drunkenness, Anatomy of Sleep, <Scc. and one of the

most popular contributors to Blackwood's Magazine
under the signature of " The Modem Pythagorean."

The Metempsychosis.
The Man with the Nose.
The Confessions of an

Unexecuted Femini-
cide.

The Barber of Gottingen.
Colonel CrSliaughnessy.
Colonel O'Sliaughnes^yiu

India.

Who can it be ?

The Man with the Mouth.
The Wig.
An Execution at Paris.

The Man-Mountain.

Singular Passage in my
own Life.

Punch and Judy.
The Red Man.
The Murdered Begbic, a

Romance.
Terence O'Flaherty.
The Covenanters.
The Loves of the

Learned.
A Vision of Robert the

Bruce.
Death and the Fisher-

man.
A Night near Monte

Video.
Notes of a Journey from

Paris to Ostend.

:ORMAC'S (DR.) PHILOSOPHY OF
HUMAN NATURE, in its Physical, Intel-

lectual, and Moral Relations, 8vo. extra cloth

(pub. at 12s) reduced to Qs Longman, 1837
" One great merit of this book is its extraordinary

lucidity of expression. Dr. M'Cormac has condensed
some of the most valuable observations of his pre-
decesors, and has rendered to the comprehension of

youth what Locke left incomprehensible to everybody,
even to himself,"—Atlas.

LCOLM'S MEMOIR OF CENTRAL INDIA,
including Malwa and adjoining Provinces;
with the History and copious Illustrations of

the past and pre&ent condition of that Country,
2 vols. 8vo. third edition, ivith large map, gilt

cloth, (pub. at £1. 8s) reduced to 1 8s 1832
" An important work in every point of view. The

name of the distinguished autlior stands too high to

render it necessary that we should waste time in

passing encomiums upon it. It is a valuable addition

to the stock of information already possessed by the

public, and cannot be too generally read, or too care-

fully 3li\A\td."—Blackwood's Edinl). Mag.
RCHMONT PAPERS, illustrative of Events

from 1685 to 1750, selected by the Right Hon.
Sir George Rose, from the Family MSS. in his

possession, 3 vols. 8vo. gilt cloth, (pub. at

£1. 16s) reduced to 15s 1831
" A mine of instruction and amusement. This im-

portant and interesting work will stand for ever on the

same shelf with Evelyn, Pepys, and the Letters of

Horace Wa.]i>o\e."—Literary Gazette.

RLBOROUGH (DUCHESS OF) MEMOIRS
OF, AND OF THE COURT OF QUEEN
ANNE, compiled from Original and Unpub-
lished Documents, by Mrs. A. T. Thompson, 2

vols. 8vo. /ac-si/ni/e letters
,
extra cloth bds. (pub.

at £1. 8s) reduced to 10s 6d 1839
" A sterling historical work."— Literary Ga
"The Life of one of the most singular individuals in

the annals of female influence in this country, written

throughout with considerable power, great impartiality,
and very refined taste,"—.4t?a«.

"The life of the masculine Duchess is more full of

general interest than even that of her celebrated hus-
band ; for her vigorous intellect, hor determined spirit,

and the position in whicli she was placed with respect
to both Courts and Cabinets, made her the principal

personage of Europe, the DuKe himself scarcely excei>ted.

Notwithstanding this, the biography of this most

extraordinary woman has been a desideratum, and it is

only now that it is supplied by the work before us.

We have now, however, the biographies both of the hero
of the field, and the hei-oine of the cabinet, and in point
of entertainment the latter is the more preferable of the

two. Mrs, Thompson's work combines every variety of

interest, for it includes the scenes of domestic life, the

afiairs of state, the anxieties and dangers of war, as well

as the pomp and ceremonies of courts, and the private
hours of royalty, both in friendship and in strife, in

love and in deadly hate."

MARLBOROUGH'S (DUCHESS OF) PRIVATE
CORRESPONDENCE, illustrative of tha

Court and Times of Queen Anne; now
first published from the Originals, with

her Sketches and Opinions of her Contem-

poraries, and the Select Correspondence of her

Husband, John, Duke of Marlborough, second

edition, 2 vols. 8vo. portraits, extra cloth boards,

(pub. at £1. 8s) reduced to 14s 1838
" This is a very delightful work. We have closed the

volumes with a confirmed impreseion that in many of

the highest points of conduct, courage, and understand-

ing, the Duchess of Marlborough was the most remark-
able woman of her own or any otlier day."—Examiner.

"These original letters have great interest, for they

lay bare to us the heart and mind of that extraordinary
woman, who, at a crisis among the most celebrated in

our annals, was virtually the prime minister of England.
It is well known that Godolphin and Marlborough were

brought over to Whig principles and retained in them

by the inlluence of the Duchess—that to her power over

the mind of the Queen was owing the continuance of

the administration which raised England to the pin-
nacle of glory—and that the decline of that influence

enabled Harley and St. John to stain our aisnals with
the treaty of Utrecht. This Correspondence contains a

pretty full commentary on the principal events in the

reign of Anne, but to us the most interesting part is

'The Characters of her Contemporaries' written by the

Duchess, and her 'Opinions,' which are said to be ex-

tracts from her letters to Lord Stair, and reprinted
from a very rare little volume privately circulated iu

1788 by Lord Hailes."—Athenceum.

MARRYAT'S (CAPT.) DIARIES . IN ABIE-

RICA, WITH REMARKS ON ITS INSTI-

TUTIONS, both series, 6 vols, post 8vo. extra

cloth bds. (pub. at £3. 3s) reduced to 15s 1839
" The most readable and one of the most valuable

works which has yet appeared on America. As pointed
in composition, as tinged with humour, and as amusing
as any of his novels. In the grave and more general
views it exhibits much sound sense and shrewdness."

Spectator.

"Captain Marryat stands second in merit to no living

novelist. His happy delineations and contrasts of cha-

racter, and easy play of native fun would redeem a
thousand faults. His strong sense and utter superiority
to aft'ectation of all sorts command respect; and in hia

quiet effectiveness of circumstantial narrative, he ap-

proaches old Defoe. There is less of caricature about
his pictures than in those of any contemporary hurflorist

—and he shows far larger and maturer knowledge of the

real workings of human nature. These Diaries in

America will, no doubt, attract some attention, which

they will amply repay."—Quarterly Itevicw.

OLLA PODRIDA, consisting of his Diary on

the Continent, 1835-1837, and various Short

Novels, Tales, Sketches, &c. 3 vols, post 8vo

extra cloth bds. (pub. at £1. lis 6d) reduced to

7s6d . . 1840
"
Capt. Marryat's Diary is a popular and piquant

picture of Continental life, and the various clever

sketches and light pieces are well fitted to dispel tha

dull hours of tlie general reader."—Literary Gazette.

"Soldiers and sailors arc proverbially skillad in im-

promptu cookery ; and it will not tliersfore suqjrise any
one who taste Capt. Marryat's

"
011a, ro rind it savory,

and containing gome choice raorseti-
' - ^i*<w?i«t<wt.
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MARTIN'S (MONTGOiMERY) BRITISH
;

COLONIAL LIBRARY; forming a popular
j

and authentic Description of all the Colonies

of the British Empire, and embracing the

History
—

Physicial Geography
— Geology—

Climate, Animal, Vegetable, and Mineral

Kingdoms— Government— Finance— Military
Defence— Commerce— Shipping

— Monetary
System—Religion

—
Population, white and co-

loured—Education and the Press—Emigration,
Social State, &c. of each settlement. Founded
on Official and Public Documents, furnished by
Government, the Hon. East India Company,
&:c.; illustrated by original maps and plates, 10

vols. fcap. 8vo. eiti'a cloth boards (pub. at £3.)
reduced to £1. 15s . 1843

•»• These 10 vols, contain the 5 vols.Svo. verbatim,
with afere additions.

Each volume of the above Series is complete in itself,

and sold separately, as follows, (pub. at 6s)
reduced to 3s Qd

CONTENTS.
Vol. I.—THE CANADAS, Upper a»d Lower,
Vol. II.—NEW SOUTH WALES, Van Diemen's

Land, Swait River, and South Australia.
Vol. III.~THE CAPE OF GOOD HOPE, Mauritius,

and Seychelles, ne7V and enlarged edition,
JUST PUBLISHED.

Vol. IV.—THE WEST INDIES. VoL I.—Jamaica,
Honduras, Tkinidad, Tobago, Granada, the

Bahamas, and the Virgin Isles.
Vol. v.—THE WEST INDIES. Vol. II.—British

Guiana, Barbadoes, St. Lucia, St. Vincent's,
Demerara, Essequibo, Berbice, Anguilla,
ToRTOLAi St. Kitt's, Barbuda^ Antigua,
Montserrat, Dominica, and Nevis.

Vol. VI.—NOVA SCOTIA, New Brunswick, Cape
Breton, Prince Edward's Isle, the Bermudas,
Newfoundland, and Hudson's Bat.

Vol. VII.—GIBRALTAR, Malta, the Ionian
Islands, &c.

Vol. VIII.—THE EAST INDIES, yo\.l. containing
Bengal, Madras, Bombat, Agra, &c.

Vol. IX.—Ditto, Vol. II.

Vol. X.—BRITISH POSSESSIONS IN THE INDIAN
AND ATLANTIC OCEANS, viz.—Cetlon,
Penang, Malacca, Singapore, Sierra Leone,
the Gambia, Cape Coast Castle, Accra, the

Falkland Islands, St. Helena, and Ascension.
•' A work of extraordinary industry and great utility.

Mr. Martin exhibits a very rare talent for extensive sub-

jects, for seizing with rapidity upon their distinguishing

features, and for collecting evidences and illustrations

to strengthen and illuminate his work."—.4.iJa«.

MARTIN'S EASTERN INDIA. The History,

Antiquities, Topography, and Statistics of

Eastern India
; Comprising Districts of Behar,

Shahabad, Bhagulpoor, Goruckpoor, Dinaje-

poor, Puraniya, Rungpoor, and Assam, iu re-

lation to Iheir History, Geology, Mineralogy,

i^otany, Agriculture, Commerce, Manufactures,

Population, Statistics, &c. Surveyed under

the Orders of the Supreme Government, by
I)r. Buchanan, and others. Collated from

the Original Documents at the P^ast India

House, under the sanction of the Honourable

Court of Directors, by Robeut Montgomery
Martin, author of the " Statistics of the

British Colonies," 3 vols. 8ro. xcilli numerous

plates, in extra cloth boards, (pub. at £3. 12s)

reduced to £l. 5y 1838

MASSON'S (CHARLES) Nairative of Various

.Tourneys in Ijfilochistan, Afghanistan, the

Punjab, and Kalitt, during a Residence in

those Countries ;
to which is added an Ac-

count of the Insurrection at KalAt, and • Me-

:\

LITERATURE.

moir of Eastern Balocbistan, 4 handsome vol?

Bvo. with 20 illustrations on stone and mwd fro.

drawings Iry the Author, and a large map, eitv

cloth, (pub. at £2. 16s) reduced to £1. 5s 184

MATHEWS' (CHARLES) MEMOIRS, in

eluding his Autobiography and Diary, edite

by Mrs. Mathews, 4 vols. 8vo. Jine plate
extra clothf (pub. at £2. 16*) reduced to £1. ]

183
" These volumes are '

heaped up and running ovt
with anecdotes of the most singular and diverdu
nature. They furnish us with racy personal sketdit
of numerous eminent literary, political, and theatrics

characters."—Sura.
" A work rich in entertaining anecdotes."

Quarterl]/ Bemei
" This is a rare book—a book of jest and anecdoi.

There is a quick transition from character to characi^
and from incident to incident ; and the eccentricitief

old Jolmny Winter, the wardrobe keeper and tall

at York—the draggling, drawling oddities of Tf

Wilkinson—the natty neatnesses of George Colman—t:

practical jesting of Theodore Hook—the highly se

soned egotism and gullibility of Charles Incledon

these, and the passing glances at Curran, John Kemb!
the Prince Regent, Dr. Kitchiner, Queen Chariot!

and Mr. John Taylor, are given in capital style."
Atheneeui

MAXWELL'S LIFE OF THE DUKE C

WELLINGTON, 3 handsome vols. 8v

embellished with numerous highly finished li

engravings by Cooper and other eminent urtis i

consisting of battle pieces, portraits, military plat

and maps; besides a great number of fine %oc ^

engravings ; elegant in gilt cloth, (pub. at £3.'

reduced to £l. 16s 1839-

the same, Large Paper, proof impressions of t

plates on India paper, very few printed ; gilt eloi

(pub. at £5.) reduced to £3. 3s

" Mr. Maxwell's ' Life of the Duke of Wellingto
In our opinion, has no rival amongr similar put
cations of the day We pronounce
free from flattery and bombast, succinct and m
terly The type and mechanical execut:

are admirable ; the plans of battles and sieges nun

rous, ample, and useful ; the portraits of the Duke t

his warrior contemporaries many and faithful;

battle pictures animated and brilliant ;
and the ^

nettes of costumes and manners wortliy of the milit

genius of Horace Vernet Inmself."—Times,
" The Life of the Duke of Wellington, by 1

Maxwell, is in all respects the best that has yet

peared. Tlie world had in some measure a guarar
for more than average excellence in the name o

writer well versed in military afl"airs, and wh

previous productions are in no small degree assoda

with the glories of our country. We find the utir

care, labour, and research employed to aid his per

knowledge of his subject; and the manly vigour, to

and simplicity of a style which is in no small de^

assimilated to the character of the great soldier

self. And here one cannot help remarking; how :

pularly eventful seems the career of the Duke fi

its very dawn, and how even his earliest life is stud

with traits and evidences which arc so many key^

that triumphant gate of glory which it was to be

after brilliant destiny to open wide before the wo
Mr. Maxwell has industriously gatliered these sa

dotal treasures, blending them carefully witli his g

story, and pervading his theme with a tone of spir

and well-judged criticism which much increases

reader's respect for the biographer. The work has

the dignity of history, and contains much orig,,

matter of interest, always stated upou sound autlKW
In regard to the general publication of tlie wortt

could not be better tlian it is. Its typography is l|

careful and beautiful, and its illustrations are vM
and excellent."—Morning Pott.
" This splendidly illustrated Life of the great Cap^

of the Ago, roHccts no Inconsiderablo credit on ;

taste and enterprise of its ]niblisher, and on the <i

Industrv, and intelligence of its author. In beaut^

Illustration, splendour of typography, and copious

h
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tail, it must take precedence of all the other

. ,raphies of the Duke of Wellington. We have

^oiie carefully through his ^york, and having com-
pared its details with the most accredited authorities,
we have no hesitation in awarding to the author the

important merits of care, fidelity, and judgment in

the selection and arrangement of his facts. . . . Al-

together, handsomer or more interesting volumes have

rarely issued from the press, even in these days of

enterprise and intelligence."
— United Service Qazette.

"
^s'apoleon ?vas, Wellington is, (according to Lord

Brougham) the *

greatest man that ever lived.'

Whether this be true or not, we declare our opinion
that Mr. Maxwell's is the most faithful—the most

interesting, and best written life of the great warrior
which has yet been published. The work is illustrated

with most exquisite Engravings on steel, including
plans of the different engagements, and is in every way
a capital publication."

lEDITH'S MEMORIALS OF CHARLES
JOHN, KING OF SWEDEN AND NOR-
WAY, illustrative of his Character, of his

relations with the Emperor Napoleon, and
of the History of his kingdoms, with a Dis-

course on the Political Character of Sweden,
8vo. extra cloth, (pub. at 12s) reduced to 4s

Colburn, 1829
" A work that exhibits much of the rise and fall of

nations, and we may say contains the seeds of history."

Literary Gazette.

XER'S DAY IN THE WOODS, a con-

nected Series of Tales and Poems. Second

Edition, post Bvo. cloth, elegantly gilt, (pub. at

10s Qd) reduced to 4s Gd 1840

.LINGEN'S HISTORY OF DUELLING;
including Narratives of the most Remarkable
Personal Encounters that have taken place
from the earliest period to the present time,
2 vols. 8vo. extra cloth, (pub. at £l. 8s) reduced

to 12s . 1841

/.TON'S WORKS, both Prose and Poetical,
with an Introductory Review by Fletcher,

complete in 1 thick vol. imperial 8vo. cloth

lettered, (pub. at £1. 5s) reduced to £1. Is

1838
This is the only complete edition of Milton's Prose

Works, at a moderate price.

-SELECT PROSE WORKS, edited

with a Preliminary Discourse, Introductory
Remarks, and Notes, by J. A. St. John, 2 vols.

fcaip. Svo. fine portraits of Milton and Cromwell,
extra cloth, (pub. at 14s) reduced to 7s 1836
" The prose writings of Milton deserve the attention

of every man who wishes to become acquainted with
tlie full power of the English language. They abound
with passages compared with which the finest decla-
mations of Burke sink into insignificance. They are
a perfect field of cloth of gold.— T. B. Macaulay.

fFORD'S HISTORY OF GREECE, by
Lord Redesdale, the Chronology corrected

and compared with Clinton's Fasti Hellenici,

by King, (Cadell's last and much the best edition,

1838) 8 vols. 8vo. gilt cloth', (pub. at £4. 4>s)

reduced to £2. 12s 6d 1838
" the same, tree-marhled calf extra, by Clarke,
reduced to £4. 14s 6d

In respect to this new and improved edition, one of
the most eminent scholars of the present day has

express|^ his opinion tliat
" the increased advantages

given to it have doubled the original value of the
work."

It should ha observed that the numerous additions
and the amended Chronology, from that valuable per-
formance, the Fasti Hellenici., are subjoined in the

fhapc of Notes, so as not to interfere with the integrity
of the text.

As there are many editions of Mitford's Greece before
the public, it may be necessary to observe that the

present octavo edition is the only one which contains
Mr. King's last corrections and additions (which, as

stated in his advertisement, are material); it is at the
same time the only edition which should at the present
day be chosen for the gentleman's library, being the

handsomest, the most correct, and the most complete.
Lord Byroit says of Mitford,

" His is the best
Modern History of Greece in any language,
and he is perhaps the best op all modern
HISTORIANS WHATSOEVER. Hls virtucs are learning,
labour, research, and earnestness."

" Considered with respect, not only to the whole
series of antient events which it comprises, but also to

any very prominent portion of that series, Mr. Mit-
ii-oRD's History is the best that has appeakbb
SINCE THE DAYS OF Xenophon"— JE:(fin&. Review.

MONTAGU'S (LADY MARY WORTLEY)
LETTERS, now first published complete,
with the blanks filled up : to which are added
her Miscellaneous works; an Account of the

Court of George I.
;

State of Party at the

Accession
; Essays, Poems, &c. published

from the original MSS., with a Biographical

Memoir, Introductory Anecdotes, and an In-

dex, by her Great Grandson, Lord Wharncliffe,
3 vols. 8vo. handsomely printed, with fine por-
raits, gilt cloth, (pub. at £2. 2s) reduced to

£1. Is . 1837
"

I have heard Dr. Johnson say, that he never read
but one book through from choice in his whole life,

and that book was Lady Mary Woriley Montagu's
Letters."—BosweU't Life of JoJmson.
" These letters are so bewitchingly entertaining, that

we defy the most phlegmatic man on earth to read one
without going through with them, or, after finishing the

whole, not to wish there were twenty more volumes."—
Smollett*

MOORFS (THOMAS) EPICUREAN, a

Tale; and ALCIPHRON, a Poem. Tur-
ner's Illustrated Edition, foolscap 8vo.

four beautiful engravings, elegantly bound in

cloth, with tastefully gilt back and sides, (pub.
at 10s 6d) reduced to 3s 1839

Of this extremely pretty and favourite volume
the Advertiser has bouglit an iiniisually large im-
pression, and therefore offers them for the present at
the above extraordinary low price.
There is nothing so cheap and beautiful in the whole

circle of modern literature.
" For insight into human nature, for poetical thought,

for grace, -efinement, intellect, pathos, and sublimity,
we prize the Epicurean even above any other ol the
author's works. Indeed, although written in prose, this

is a masterly poem, and will for ever rank as one of
the most exquisite productions in English literature."—

Literary Gazette,

MOORE'S (DR. JOHN) WORKS
; containing

Zeluco
; Mordaunt; Edward; View of So-

ciety and Manners in Italy, France, Swit-

zerland, and Germany; View of the Causes
and Progress of the French R i ion;
Journal during a Residence in France. With
Memoirs of the Life and Writings of the Au-
thor, by Dr. Robert Anderson vols 8vo )

portrait, extra cloth boards, [^uh. ?Lt £;i. 13* 6(/

reduced to £1. Ss 'Edim- ib20
" John Moore, M.D. the celebrated author of Travels

into France and Italy ; of Zeluco
; of Edward, or Vari-

ous Views of Life and Manners in England, &c. He
is a sensible and enteitaining companion ; his stylf is

easy, always agreeable and pleasing; his wit is phij tnl,

and his pleasantry little inferior to Moliere s."

Pursuits of Literature.
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MORE'S UTOPIA, or The Happv Republic,
a Philosophical Romance

;
to which is added.

The New Atlantis, by Loud Bacon
; with

a Preliminary Discourse, containing an Ana-

lysis of Plato's Republic, &c. and copious
Notes, by J. A. St. John, Esq. new edition,

fcap. 8vo. eitra cbthf (pub. at 6$) reduced to

4i- 6d . 1845—— the same, with the Life of Sir Thomas Alore,

by the Right Hon, Siu James BIackintosh,

together 2 vols. fcap. 8vo. handsomely printed,
extra cloth, (pub. at 12*) reduced to 8j 1845
"

"^'e must not leave England without mention of the

only work of genius that she can boast in this age ; the

Utopia of Sir Thomas More. Perhaps we scarcely ap-
preciate highly enough the spirit and originality of this

fiction."—HallavVs Literature of Europe." The pleasing manner in which this work is written,
the felicity of the style, the elegance of the satire, the

acuteness of the remarks on men and manners, the
freedom and manliness of the opinions, would have
raised it to distinction in any ase."—Macdiarmid.

MOXON'S DRAMATIC SERIES, in sets of

6 VOLS. royal 8vo. cloih
lettered^ (pub. at £6. 4s)

reduced to £4. 10s

OR separately :
—

3en Johnson, with a Memoir, &c. by Barry
Cornwall, and Glossary, royal 8vo, Jine por-
trait and vignette, cloth lettered, (pub. at £1, 4s)
reduced to 16s . 1838

Beaumont and Fletcher, with an Introduction,

by George Darley, and Glossary, 2 vols, royal
Svo. Jine portraits and vignettes, cloth lettered,

(pub. at £2.) reduced to £1. 10s 1840
Massing ER and Ford, with an Introduction,

by Hartley Coleridge, and Glossary, royal
8vo. Jine portrait and vignette, cloth lettered,

(pub. at £1.) reduced to 15s 1839

Wycherley, Congreve, Vanbrugh, and Far-

QUHAR, with Biographical and Critical No-
tices by Leigh Hunt, royal Svo. Jine portrait
and vignette, cloth lettered (pub. at £1.) reduced
to 15i . 1840

Shakspeare, with Remarks on his Life and

Writings by Thomas Campbell, and Glossary,

royal 8vo. Jine jwrtrait and vignette, cloth

lettered, (pub. at £1.) reduced to 14i- 1838
MUDIE'S (ROBERT) MENTAL PHILOSO-

PHY, a Popular View of the Nature, Immor-

tality, Phenomena, and Conduct of the Human
Mind, l2mo. extra cloth, (pub. at 6s) reduced
to 2s 6(/ 1838

MUNDY'S (CAPTAIN) PEN AND PENCIL
SKETCHES IN INDIA, being the Journal

of a Tour in the various Upper Provinces of

India, in the years 1827-29, 2 vols. Svo. uilh

wood-cuts, and 26 spirited etchvigs of Indian

Field Sports, by Landseer, cloth lettered, (pub.
at £1. 10s) reduced to 16s 1833
" Mundy is a man after our own souls—a hearty, ad-

venturous, bold, chivalrous, devil-daring, tiger-killing,

lion-qucllIng, jackal-murdering fellow, with a firm

hand, keen eye, sure aim, exhaustless enthusiasm, and
(food humour in sufficient abundance to sweeten the bit-

terness of the very Asphaltic Pool."—
Frcuer^s Magazine.

NAPOLEON IN COUNCIL, or the Speeches
and Opinions of Buonaparte in the Council

of State, translated from the French, by Cap-
tain Basil Hall, post Svo. J'ac-simile of Na-

poleon's writing; extra cloth, (pub. at 9j) re-

duced to 3s 6d 1837

NAPOLEON MEMOIRS—Memoirs of the I

vasion of France by the Allied Armies, and

tlie Last Six Months of the Reign of Naj
leon, written at the command of the Emper
by Baron Fain, First Secretary of the (

binet, Svo. new edition, very large map and
J\

simile of Napoleon's Abdication ; extra cloi

(pub. at 9s) reduced to 4s 6d 1^;

M E M O I R S OF GENERAL COUIi \

RAPP, First Aide-de-Camp to Napolflt
written by Himself, and published by .]

Family, containing a multitude of curfc

facts and anecdotes, hitherto unknoK
Svo. extra cloth, (pub. at 12s) reduced to 4»

18

BARON LA NOON'S EVENIK(
WITH PRINCE CAMBACERES, Se«

Consul, &c. 2 vols. Svo. portrait, cloth letUr

(pub. at £1. 8s) reduced to 10s \i

RECOLLECTIONS OF CAULINCOUI
DUKE OF VICENZA, Grand Eqiw i

to Napoleon, comprising many curious An i

dotes of the French Court, 2 vols, post £

(pub. at 18s) reduced to 9s 11

NAPIER'S MONTROSE and the C0\
NANTERS, illustrated from Original Do
ments hitherto unpublished, embracing
Times of Charles I. from the Rise of

Troubles in Scotland to the Death of M
trose, the most complete edititon, 2 vols, t

extra cloth boards, (pub. at £1. 4s) redu

to 10s 6d Duncan, 11

" This is a capital work—it treats of a most impor
period of history, is illustrated by many curious

valuable documents, will bring the reader acquai
with scenes and characters, and throws a strong ligh

many subjects of interest."—Athciumnn.

NARES' (REV. DR.) MEMOIRS OF T
LIFE AND ADMINISTRATION
CECIL, LORD BURGHLEY, Secretary
State in the Reign of King Edward VI.,
Lord High Treasurer of England in the Rt

of Queen Elizabeth, containing an Histoi

View of the Times in which he lived, anc

the illustrious Persons with whom he was(
nected ;

now first published from the origic
3 vols. 4to. embellished with Jine portraits

plates, cloth, (pub. at £9. 9s) reduced

£2. 12s 6d . 182f

" A publication of tlie highest national interest,

a great and valuable accession to our knowledt

English History, at a period when that Histor

most important. It corrects many errors in Ri

Strype, Neale, Lingard, and others."—Athautum.

NEO-DRUIDIC HERESY IN BRITAN^
(Essay on the), by the Author of " Brita

after the Romans," including a Suppler
to that work, royal 4to cloth, 14s 1

NICHOLS'S PI^OGRESSES, PROCESSIO
FESTIVITIES, AND PAGEANTS
QUEEN ELIZABETH, collected from

ginal Manuscripts, Corporation Records,
Ecarce Tracts, .ind illustrated by Histojl

Notes by John Nichols, F. S. A., assistau

Richard Gough and George Steevens, F.Sj
second edition, chronologically arrjtiged,_i|
additional Notes, Translations of the

and Indexes of Places and Persons via

Remarkable Events, &c, 3 vols. 4to. witli

plates, cloih, (pub. at £9. 9s) reduced to £'
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OLS'S PROGRESSES, PROCESSIONS,
ESTIVITIES, AND PAGEANTS OF
ING JAMES I., bis Queen, Family, and

ourt, comprising Forty JNIasques and Enter-

inments, Six Pageants, numerous Original

etters, annotated Lists of the Peers, Baronets,

id Knights during this Reign, etc. etc. etc.

lustrated by Notes, Historical, Topographical
id Biographical, and General Indexes, by
)bn Nichols, F.S.A., assisted by several emi-

?nt Literary Antiquaries, 4 vols. 4to. plates,

oth, (pub. at £10. lOi) reduced to £4. 4s

1828

Of these two indispensable works in an English

istorical Library, only 250 copies were printed, and

it very few now remain for sale. As there is no pro-

bility of their ever being reprinted, there is little

lubt, but that in a few years both works will become

re and valuable.

The former edition of the Progresses of Queen Eliza-

th, less complete than the present, had become so

.tremely scarce, that copies were repeatedly sold by
iblic auction for upwards of £40.

The progresses of King James have only been once

inted. The two works include the republication of

re historical and poetical tracts, the originals of

lich, if they could be bought, would be worth more

an a thousand pounds.
No library, into which the English Chronicles, State

apers, the Harleian Miscellany, and Lord Somers'

)llection of Tracts are admitted, should be without

ese important volumes, which form a connected

istory of the Courts of Elizabeth and James, and

lord a living picture of tlie manners of England, its

irsuits and its amusements for three-quarters of a

utury, (1553 to 1625.) They also develope numerous

teresting and unknown anecdotes of most of our

oble Families, and in many cases the circumstances

their rise and first elevation to the Peerage.

LAS'S LIFE OF WILLIAM DAVISON,
ecretary of State and Privy Counsellor to

ueen Elizabeth, 8vo. with Fac-Similes of

riting, in extra cloth boards, (pub. at 12s)

;duced to 4s 6rf » 1823

This is a valuable piece of historico-biographical
formation. It contains a minute investigation of

e question as to Elizabeth's privity and consent to the

:ath of her sister, Mary Queen of Scots. It is a

uly valuable accession to the historical library."
Gent.'s Mag.

UHR'S HISTORY OF ROME, epitomized,
ith Chronological Tables and an Appendix,

y Travers Twiss, B.C.L. 2 vols. 8vo. extra

othj (pub. at£l. Is) reduced to 12s

Oifoi'd, Talboys, 1837

"Niebuhr has thrown new light upon our knowledge
Roman affairs, to a degree of which those who are

lacquainted with his labours can scarcely form an

Icquate idea."—Quarierly Review.
" This edition by Mr. Twiss is a very valuable addi-

3n to classical learning, clearly and ably embodying
1 the latest efforts of the laborious Niebuhr. Tlie

ironological tables are excellent; and, indeed, the

hole is a work most fitting for the library of every in-

lligcnt reader."—Literary Gazette.

"This is a truly valuable work, which for the first time

•csents the researches of Niebuhr to English students

I an accessible form. Mr. Twiss has judiciously ex-

inged those passages in which Niebuhr exhibited so

range a mixture of scepticism and credulity. In the

:)pendix there are some original investigations which

splay great learning and acutencss ;
we were particu-

rly pleased with that on the office of the Dictator,

hich appears to us the most satisfactory account that

as yet been given of that anomaly in the Roman con-

itution."—AtheniBum.

iOD ABROAD, (being Observations made

uring Six Years Residence in France, Belgium,

Jermany, Italy, Russia, United States, India,

CO., by C. J. Apperley (Nimrod), 2 vols, post
vo. extra cloth, with sporting devices on back and

des, (pub. at £1. Is) reduced to 9s 1842
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" Our sporting readers will welcome with delight this

new production of the popular author of
' The Chase,

the Turf, and the Road.' In these volumes the famous

Nimrod, from whose sporting dicta there is no appeal,

carries the reader with him to enjoy every species of

sport which the wide world aftbrds. We have seldom

seen Mr. Apperley more at home or to better purpose

than in these volumes, while partaking of the princely

hospitality of the late Duke of Orleans or the Prince of

Moskowa, or of a score of the sporting noblemen in

all parts of the civilized world."—A'eu; Monthly.

OGBORNE'S HISTORY OF ESSEX, from the

Earliest Period to the Present Time, containing

the Parishes of Westham, Eastham, Little II-

ford. Barking, Dagenham, Wansted, Woodford,

Leyton, Walthamstow, Havering, Romford,

;-ford,Hornchurch, Waltham, Epping, Chh

Nazing, Chigwell, Loughton, Theydon Bois,

Theydon Gernon, and Theydon INiount, illus-

trated by 39 engravings of Churches, Monuments,

Ancient"Buildings, Seals, Portraits, Autographs,

&;c. 4to. extra cloth boards, (pub. at £2. 5s) re-

duced to 10s 6d 1817

Strutt assisted largely in the compilation of this work.

OSSIAN'S POEMS, translated by Macpherson,
with Dissertations, concerning the Era and

Poems of Ossian ;
and Dr. Blair's Critical

Dissertation, complete in one neatly printed

volume, 18mo. frontispiece, extra cloth, (pub. at

4s) reduced to 3s 5344

OUSELEY'S (SIR WILLIAM) TRAVELS in

VARIOUS COUNTRIKS OF THE EaST, MORE PAR-

TICULARLY Persia, in 1810, 1811, and 1812,

illustrating many subjects of Antiquarian Re-

search, History, Geography, Philology, and

Miscellaneous Literature ;
with Extracts from

rare and valuable Oriental Manuscripts, aiid 80

plates and maps, 3 vols. 4to. extra cloth bds. (pub.

at £11.) reduced to £3. 3s 1823
" These Travels are so replete with new and invalu-

able matter, that we confess ourselves unequal to do

them justice by a synopsis ; and they assuredly must

rank high among the most Important books of reference

of which we are possessed. They and Burckhardt's de-

serve a place on the same shelf :—a place to which no

other Eastern travels have hitherto attained."—C7a»-

sical Journal,

PARDOE'S (MISS) RIVER AND THE DE-

SART, or Recollections of the Rhone and the

Cliartreuse, 2 vols, post 8vo. extra cloth bds.

(pub. at 18s) reduced to 6s 1838
"This work is highly creditable to the author, dis-

covering more mind even than any of Miss Pardoe's

former productions."
—Atlas.

CITY OF THE MAGYAR, or Hungary
and her Institutions in 1839-40, 3 vols. 8vo.

with 9 engravings, extra gilt cloth, (pub. at

£1. lis 6d) reduced to 10s 6d 1840
" An able and very interesting work."—Atheniaum.
" There is much research, and much interesting infor-

mation, in the present volumes ;
Miss Pardoe hasbeen

an industrious and inquisitive traveller, and has success-

fully studied the institutions of the country, and the

customs and character of the people with whom she

dwelt. The book partakes of tb.e nature both of a his-

tory an of a book of travel : one portion of it pleases
us by its graphic details, and its amusing anecdotes,
another interests us by its researches into the political

and statistical state of Hungary. Much will be new,
not only to those who have never resided in that singu-

larly interesting part of Europe, but even to many
persons who have visited it. It is, indeed, a book of

sterling merit."—GcnVs Mag.

PARRY'S CAMBRIAN PLUTARCH, compris-

ing Memoirs of some of tlie most eminent

Welshmen, from the earliest Times to the pre-

sent, including the substance of all the previous
Researches into the Literary and Personal Hia-
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tory of Aneurin, Taliesin, Llywarch Hen,
Asser INIenevensis, Giraldus Cambrensis, David

ab Gwilym, Humphrey Llwyd, Dr. John
David Rys, Bp. INIorgan, and other early Eng-
lish Poets and Historians, 8vo. cloth lettered,

(pub. at 10s (yd) reduced to 5s 1834

PAXTON'S LETTERS FROM PALESTINE,
12nio. extra cloth, {'pub. at 6s) reduced to 3s 6d

Tilt, 1839
Tliis is a very interesting and comprehensive account

of Palestine and the Holy Land by an author who has

always been well received by the public.

PERCEVAL'S (G.) HISTORY OF ITALY,
from the Fall of the Western Empire to the

Commencement of the Wars of the French

Revolution, 2 vols.Bvo. extra cloth boards, (pub.
at £1. 10s ) reduced to 10s 6d 1825

PERCY'S RELIQUES OF ANCIENT ENG-
LISH POETRY, consisting of Old Heroic

Ballads, Songs, and other Pieces of our Ear-

lier Poets, together with some few of later

date, and a copious Glossary, complete in 1

volume, medium 8vo. New and elegant edition,

on fine paper, with beautifully engraved title and

frontispiece by Stephauoff, red turkey cloth,

richly gilt, (pub. at 15s) reduced to 8s 6d
1844

" But above all, I then first became acquainted
with Bp. Percy's

'

Reliques of Ancient Poetry.' The
first time, too, I could scrape a few shillings together, I

))ought unto myself a copy of these beloved volumes
;

nor do I believe I ever i-ead a book half so frequently,
or with half the enthusiasm."—Sir Walter Scott.

"
Percy's Reliques ire the most agreeable selection,

perhaps, which exists in any language."—Elll*.
" The most elegant compilation of the early poe-

try of a nation that has ever appeared in any age or

countrj'. Every page evinces the fine taste, the genius
and learning of the editor."—Evans' Old Ballads.

PINKERTON'S ENQUIRY INTO THE
EARLY HISTORY OF SCOTLAND, to

which is added, his Dissertation on the Origin
and Progress of the Scythians and Goths,
new edition, 2 stout vols. ^wo. extra cloth, (pub.
at £1 . 16s) reduced to 12s 1814

POPULAR ERRORS, Explained and Illustrated,

by John Times, (Author of Laconics, and

Editor of the " Illustrated London News,")
thick fcap. 8vo. •

closely but elegantly printed,

frontispiece, extra cloth, reduced to 5s 1841
This will be fwind a very entertaining and in-

structive miscellany, comjtrehending most of the

curious information contained in Browne's Vulgar
Errors, besides a considerable accession from other

sources.

PORTER'S PROGRESS OF THE NATION,
in its various Social and Economical Relations,
from the beginning of the Nineteenth Century
to the present Time, 3 vols, post 8vo. extra

cloth, (pub. at £1. 4s) reduced to 13s 6d
Charles Knight, 1838-44

CONTE^TTS.

Vol. L—Population. Production.

Tol. II.—Interchange. Revenue and Expenditure.
Vol. in.—Consumption. Accumulation. Moral

Progrfss. Colonics and Foreign Dependencies.
A book of the verj* highest character.

PRICK'S (MAJOR DAVID) MAHOMMEDAN
HISTORY, from the Death of the Arabian

Legislator to the Accession of tlie Emperor j

Akbar, and the Establisliment of the Mogul
Empire in Hindostan, compiled from origi-

nal J'orsian Authorities, 4 vols. 4to. with a

large coloured map of Asia, gilt cloth, (pub. nt

£7. 17s 6d) reduced to £1. 16s 1821

TLo avthor, Mujor Piice, tpent nearly twenty-four

years in the East, made himself thoroughly acqoilii
with the original authorities of Mahoramedan Hlltc

and then compiled the above elaborate work, wh
may be said to be the only one faithfully represent
Oriental records and traditions.

PRIOR'S LIFE OF BURKE, with unpublal

Specimens of his Poetry and Letters, third i

much improved edition, 8vo. portrait and Ou

graphs, gilt cloth, (pub. at 14s) reduced to 9$\[

"Prior's Life of Burke is full of interest! i

lars respecting Burke, not given by his o;

phers; it exhibits just sentiment and good ic.Uu^,

displays strong evidence that much careful inquire

been employed in its production. Tlie work
sensible and a valuable one; and tlie diction of it i-

spicuous and spirited."
—Blackrvood's Edihb

Maxjarine.
" Excellent feeling, in perspicuous and forcible

guage."— Quarterly Review.

LIFE OF OLIVER GOLDSMITH, ;

a variety of Original Sources, 2 vols.

handsomely printed, gilt cloth, (pub. at £1.
reduced to 12s . 1

" The solid worth of this biography consists i;

many sti-iking anecdotes which Mr. Prior has gai;

in the course of his anxious researches among
smith's surviving acquaintances, and the immt
descendants of his personal friends in London,
relations in Ireland ;

above all, in the rich mass

poet's own familiar letters, which he has been en

to bring togettier for the first time, No poet's 1

in the world, not even those of Cowper, appear '

more interesting."
—Quarterly Revieiv.

QUIN'S STEAM VOYAGES ON ^

MOSELLE, THE ELBE, AND LAKES
ITALY, with Notices of Thuringen and S,

Switzerland, Sac. with Visits to the prin
Cities of Belgium, &c. 2 vols, post 8vo. 2

;)

extra cloth, (pub. at£l. Is) reduced to 9s

It was Mr. Quin's good fortune to open to his f.

countrymen, and indeed, to foreign tourists ii

the grand and peculiar attractions of the

His " Steam Voyage" down that river has aire

diffused (most deservedly) all over the contin

only in the English, but also in tlie French and

languages.

RABELAIS' WORKS, translated from the ft

by Sir Thomas Urquhart, Motteux and

with explanatory Notes by Duchat, and ot

4 vols. fcap. 8vo. richly full gilt, with sii^

devices ; extra cloth, (pub. at £1.) reduced t

I

Rabelais, although a classic in every Europe^
guage, and admitted into every library, is too irit

for the present age, and should not be put in the^

females.

••Rabelais is one of tlie world's master mini

belongs to those wlio have perpetual dmninio:

rule us from their urns. His invention is im '

.;i

his opulence of diction wonderful, and his I< ;i;i,!i

ready to illustrate and enforce whatever his t;viiiu

devise ; while for wit and humour he has but one

in literature."—Atlienaum.
•'The English version of Rabelais by Urq

Motteux, and Ozcll, may be considered as one
most perfect specimens of tlie art of translation."

1

"But tlie most celebrated and certainly the

brilliant performance in tlie path of fiction iliatb

to tliis age. is that of Rabelais. Few books

likely to obtain tlie praise of a rigorous critic
;

liave more the stamp of originality, or show a

dundant fertility, always of language, and
oi imagination. His reading is large, but alw^
ilered subservient to ridicule ; he is never serid

single page, and seems to have had little other

his first two volumes, than to jwur out the exu'

of his animal gaiety."— //rt//a»t'« Lite

JHurope.
"
Beyond a doubt Rabelais was among the

as well as bobb st thinkers of his age. His bu<

was not merely Brutus's rough stick, whicii cfl

a rod of Kold ; it was noccRsary as an amulet

the monks ajid legates. Never was there a rac
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and seldom, I am persuaded, a less appropriate
iian the tliousanfl times quoted
Rabelais laughing in his easy chair,"

. . Pope, The caricature of liis filth and zanyism
(j»Y how fully he both knew and felt the danger in

tiich he stood. I could write a treatise in praise of

e moral elevation of Rabelais' works, which would
ake the church stare and the conventicle groan, and
t would be trutli, and nothing but the truth. I class

abelais with the great creative minds of the world,
lakespearc, Dante, Cervantes, &c."— Coleridge.

LES' HISTORY OF JAVA. AND LIFE,
ith an Account of Bencoolen, and Details of

le Commerce and Resources of the Indian

rcliipelago, edited by Lady Raffles. Toge-
er 4 vols. 8vo. and a splendid quarto atlas,

ntainmg upwards of 100 plates h\i Daniel,

any finely coloured
;

extra Turkey cloth,

)ub. at £4. 14s) reduced to £2. 8s 1830-35
[EMOIROF THE LIFE AND PUBLIC
ERVICES OF SIR THOMAS STAMFORD
AFFLES, particularly in the Government of

iva, 1811-16, and of Bencoolen and its De-

mdencies, 1817-24; with Details of the

ommerce and Resources of the Eastern Ar-

lipelago, and Selections from his Correspon-
mce, by Lady Raffles, 4to. portraits, maps,
id plates, extra cloth boards (pub. at £2. 12s 6d)
ducedto£1.5s 1830

ES'S CITY OF THE CZAR, BEING
VISIT TO ST. PETERSBURGII in 1828
id 1829, 8vo. gilt cloth, (pub. at 12s) reduced
)4s 1838

JER'S (VON) ENGLAND IN 1841, 2
)ls. post 8vo. extra cloth bds, (pub. at £1. Is)
:duced to 7s 1842

"One of the most interesting and instructive works of
r time ;

a work which cannot fail to do good service
assured that it will be in the hands of all."

Athenaum.

TALY AND THE ITALIANS, 2 vols, post
.'0. extra cloihy (pub. at £1. Is) reduced to 7s

1840
" A book of sterlirrg information and full of enter-

ining m&tttir."—Literary Gazette.

HNG'S HISTORY AND DESCRIPTION
F MODERN WINES. Second Edition,
ith considerable Additions, and a new Pre-
ce developing the System of the Port Wine
rado, 8vo. embellished with 7iumerous beautiful

igravings on wood, extra clothboards, (pub. at

os) reduced to 9s . 1836
^SBY'S (SIR JOHN) TRAVELS AND
LEMOIRS

;
the former, (now first published)

ihibiting a View of the Governments and

Dciety in the principal States of Europe,
aring- the time of Cromwell's Usurpation ;

ith Anecdotes and Secret History of the
ourts of Charles II. and James II., 3rd

lition, impl. 8vo. extra cloth bds. (pub. at

1. Is) reduced to 6s . 1813
"The Memoirs of Sir John Reresby belong to that
re and valuable class of works which appear to have
en written not so much with a view towards fame or
lolument, as for tlie private ends and satisfaction of
e writers themselves." —Retrospective Review.

•S BABYLON AND PERSEPOLIS, viz.
.'arrative of a Journey to the Site of Babylon ;

wo INIemoirs on the Ruins
; Remarks on tlie

opography of Ancient Babylon by Major
ennell

;
Narrative of a Journey to Persepolis,

-ith hiiherto unpublished Cuneiform Inscrip-
ons, Svo. maps and plates, extra cloth bds. (pub.
t £1 . Is) reduced to 10s 6d 1839

RITSON'S VARIOUS WORKS, as published by
Pickering, the set, viz.—Robin Hood, 2 vols.

—Annals of the Caledonians, 2 vols.—Ancient

Songs and Ballads, 2 vols.—Memoirs of the

Celts, 1 vol.— Life of King Arthur, 1 vol.—
Ancient Popular Poetry, 1 vol.—Fairy Tales

1 vol.—Letters and Memoirsof Ritson,2 vols.:

together 12 vols. post8vo. extra red turkey cloth,

full gilt backs, uniform, (pub. at £6. 5s 6d)
reducedto£3. 8s . 1827-33

Or separately as follows :

ROBIN HOOD, a Collection of Ancient Poems, Songs,
and Ballads, relative to tliat celebrated Outlaw ; with
Historical Anecdotes of his Life, 2 vols. 185

ANNALS OF THE CALEDONIANS, PICTS, AND
SCOTS, 2 vols. 16s
MEMOIRS OF THE CELTS OR GAULS, 105
ANCIENT SONGS AND BALLADS, 2 vols. 18s
PIECES OF ANCIENT POPULAR POETRY, post

Svo. 75

FAIRY TALES, now first collected
;

to which are

prefixed Two Dissertations—1. on Pigmies ; 2. on Fairies j

85

LIFE AND LETTERS OF JOSEPH RITSON, Esq.
edited from Originals in the possession of his Nephew,
by Sir Harris Nicolas, 2 vols. 165

" No library can be called complete in Old Englisft.
Lore, TvJiicIi has not the whole oftheproductions of this
laborious and successful antiquary."—Athenceuni.

"
Joseph Ritson was an antiquary of the first order."

Quarterly Review.
HITSON'S OFFICE OF BAILIFOF A LIBERTY, edited

by tlie Author's Nephev/, J. Frank, Esq. Svo. cloth,
scarce, ^s Qd . 1811
OFFICE OF CONSTABLE, compiled from the best

Authorities, with a Preface and an Introduction, con-

taining some Account of the Origin and Antiquity of the

Office, Svo. cloth, scarce, Zs Qd 1791

ROBERTSON'S HISTORICAL WORKS, con-

tiining History of Scotland, History of the

Reign of the Emperor Charles V., History of

America, and Historical Disquisition concern-

ing Ancient India : with an Account of the

Life and Writings of the Author by Dugald
Stewart, one large vol. impl. 8vo, portrait,
cloth lettered, £l. Is . 1840

ROBINSON'S TRAVELS IN PALESTINE
AND SYRIA, 2 vols, post 8vo. maps and

plans, extra cloth Ws. (pub. at £1. Is) reduced
to 9s . 1837
" This journal is not merely the best, but perhaps the

onlv guide through these remote regions."—Lit. Gaz.

ROBINSON CRUSOE, including his further

Adventures, with Life of Defoe, &c. upwards of
60 fine wood-cuts, from designs by Harvey, fcap.
8vo. new and improved edition^ with additional,

cuts, cloth gilt, 6s . 1844
The only small edition whicli is quite complete.
"Perhaps there exists no work, either of instruction

or entertainment, in the English language, which has
been more generally read, or more deservedly admired,
than the Life and Adventures of Robinson Crusoe."

Sir Walter Scott.

ROBY'S POPULAR TRADITIONS OF LAN-
CASHIRE, both Series, 3 vols, post 8vo. 3rd

edition, with IS spiritedwood-cuts, after the desig7ti

by Frank Howard, extra cloth bds. (pub. at

£1. lis 6d) reduced to 10s 6d 1843
Sir Walter Scott speaks highly of this work, which he

calls "very elegant," and frequently quotes in his
"

Letters on Demonology and Witchcraft," and " Tales
of the Crusaders."

ROLLIN'S ANCIENT HISTORY, a new and

complete edition, uith engraved frontispieces and
7 maps, 2 vols, bound in one stout haiidsojne vol,

roy. 8vo. extra cloth bds. (pub. at £1. 4s) re-

duced to 12s • 1844
The only complete edition in a compact form ; it is

uniform in size and appearance with Moxon's Series of

Dramatists, &c. The previous editions of Rollin in a
single volume are greatly abridged, and contain scarcely
half the work.
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ROSCOE'S LIFE AND PONTIFICATE OF
LEG THE TENTH, new and much improved

edition, edited by his Son, Thomas Roscoe,

complete in 2 stout vols. 8vo. closely but very

handsomely printed, illustrated by 3 Jine portraits,

and 7nimerous illustrative engravings as head and

tail pieces,extra cloth, £1. 4s 1845

LIFE OF LORENZO DE MEDICI, called
*' The Magnificent," new and much improved
edition, edited by his Son, Thomas Roscoe,

complete in one stout vol. Bvo. closely but very

Imndsomely printed, ilbistrated by iiumerous en-

gravings, introduced as head and tail pieces, extra

cloth, 12s . 1845
" The delightful biographical labours of Mr. Roscoe,

which at the period of their publication, and to the

latest period, procured, and will procure, for the author,
a deservedly high reputation. The style is pure and

elegant; the facts are interesting and instructive; and
the moral, or application, is of an incomparable ten-

dency. These facts are new to the greater part of Eng-
lish readers : fresh fountain heads of pleasing intelli-

gence are explored; and a stream of knowledge flows

forth, at once bright, pure, and nourishing. I hardly
know works which evince throughout a more delicate

taste, exercised upon a more felicitious subject. Roscoe
is the regenerator, among Englishmen, of a love of
Italian literature."—Dihdin.
" I cannot hut congratulate the public upon this

great and impm'tani addition to Classical History,
which I regard as a Phenoincnon in Literature in

every jmint of view.
" Tlie rise and progress of every polite art in Italy,

at the revival of learning, are investigated and described
with acuteness, depth, and preciston, with the spirit of
tlie jioet, aiul the solidity of the historian. I have
not terms suflBcient to express my admiration of Mr.
Roscoe's genius and erudition, or my gratitude for the
amusement and information 1 have received. Irecom-
mcnd his labours to our country as 7vorks of un-

guestio7iAble genius and %tncommon 7nerit. They add
the name of Roscoe to the very first ranh of E7iglish
Classical Historia7is,"

Matthias, Pursuits of Literature.
" Roscoe is, I think, by far the best of our Historians,

both for beauty of style and for deep reflections
; and

his translations of poetry are equal to the originals."

Walpolc, Earl of Orford.

ILLUSTRATIONS, HISTORICAL AND
CRITICAL, of the Life of Lorenzo de Medici,
with an appendix of Original Documents, Bvo.

portrait of Lorenzo and plates^ bds. (pub. at 14s)
reduced to 7s

the same, 4to. (printed to match the original

edition) portrait and plates, bds. (pub. at

£1. lis 6d) reduced to 10s

*,* This volume is supplementary to all editions of

the work.
" An elegant written work."—Diftrftn.

ROSCOE'S LIFE AND PONTIFICATE OF
LEO THE TENTH, (omitting the Notes) with

a Dissertation on the Character of Lucretia

Borgia, in one small thick vol. 32mo. elegantly

printed, portrait and frontispiece, extra cloth bds.

(pub. at 5s) reduced to 2s 6d 1 840

Roscoe's Illustraied editions uniformly printed,
See Fielding

—Smollett— Swift.

ROSS'S (SIR JOHN) MEMOIRS AND COR-
RESPONDENCE OF ADMIRAL LORD
DE SAUMAREZ, 2 vols. 8vo. portraiU, gilt

cloth, (pub. at £1. 8s) reduced to 7s 1838
" The career of the illustrious Saumarez was a long

and eventful one. He fouglit with Rodney, Bridj)ort,

Nelson, and Howe, and was in more general engage-
ments wltli the enemy tlmn any otiier Engliish otticor

on reconl, esj)eciaHy through the A7iierica7i war of
iTidepcndcncc, and througliout tlic continental 7var ;

and pcriorniid many splendid achievements."

RUSSELL'S HISTORY OF MODE
EUROPE, new edition, continued to

Accession of Queen Victoria, 4 vols. 8vo. c

cloth £2. 5s . Trade, 1

SADLER (M.T., M.P.of Leeds) MEMOIRS
THE LIFE AND WRITINGS OF,
portrait, cloth lettered, (pub. at 14s) reduced t

1

SALT'S VOYAGE TO ABYSSINIA A
TRAVELS INTO THE INTERIOR
THAT COUNTRY, executed under

Orders ofthe British Government in UI'J;'-]

which are included Accounts of the Puitui

Settlements on the East Coast of Africa.

Aboriginal African Tribes, extending

Mozambique to the Borders of Egypt,

together with Vocabularies of their respei

Languages, royal 4to. illustrated by 31fine ]

maps and charts, extra cloth bds. (pub. at £c
reduced to 15s

Dr. Dibdin, after speaking in the highest tci

Bruce's Travels, says,
" If I am asked by the eco

cal collector to give up Bruce or Mr. Salt, I shii

hesitatingly say, forego the former, and seen:

latter."

SALTER'S COMPLETE ANGLER'S GUI
and Treatise on Trolling, ninth edition, 1

portrait, and upwards of 100 beautiful wooi

NEW ANDISIPUOVED EDITION IN THE PRESS.

SCOTT'S (CAPT. C. R.) EXCURSIONS IN
MOUNTAINS OF RONDA AND C
NADA ;

with Characteristic Sketches o

Inhabitants of the South of Spain, 2 vols.

extra cloth bds. (pub. at £1. 8s^ reduced

"
Captain Scott is as pleasant a guide and com]

over the vinous hills and through the romantic
of Spain as can be imagined ;

for his eye catc.

a glance what is most worthy of observation,
wit and his enjoying heart put us into the right(
distil as much satisfaction from it as possible,
introduced into his travels some stories and
wliicii vary the nature of the work, and incr

interest. Upon the whole. Captain Scott's Ej
form one of the most entertaining books
read for many years, while there is much in^
gives valuable information upon the present

Spain, and the conditions of its political attaii

Court .

"
Captain Scott is a lively and entertaining i

and tliere is a great variety of pleasant and ins

matter also in his narrative. Roman, Moorisl'
other antiquities attract a fair share of his notice.

Lit

TRAVELS IN EGYPT AND CAN
with Details of the Militaiy Power and

sources of those Countries, and Observatii

tlie Government, Policy, and Comn
System of Mohammed Ali, 2 vols. 8vo,

seven illusti-ations, extra cloth bds. (pub. at i
reduced to 9s

" One of the most sterling publications of the ;

There is a freshness in Captain Scott's narrati\

affords a new desire respecting the events of thi

interesting country. The habits and customs

peoi)le are sketched witli considerable sjiirit and
and there is much novelty in the gallant
details."—Naval and Military Qnzettc.
" We do not recollect to have read a better|

travels than tliis since Slade's able publication i

key. The field of African and Egyptian inv<

has been variously trodden, but Captain Scott,j
to shrewd observation ajid a sound understand
struck out new lights and improved u])on the

tion of others."— United Service Journal.
"

Cai)t. Scott's personal narrative is agreea
amusing ; indeed, some of his sketches

piquant, and characteristic ; and we must furthe^
the justice to fay, that his details respecting
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-\rfir and resources of the countries subject to the
t'f Mahommed Ali, as well as his observations on

c government, policy, and commercial system of the

esent ruler of E^pt, evince great extent of informa-
on."—Edinburgh Bevicjv.

TS POETICAL VVOilKS, containing Lay of

le Last Minstrel, Marmion, Lady of the Lake,
)on Roderic, Rokeby, Ballads, Lyrics and

ongs, with Notes and a Life of the Author,

omplete in one elegantly printed volume,
8ino. portrait and frontispiece, extra cloth boards,

pub. at 5s) reduced to is 6rf 1843
's (W.) Haumony of Phrenology with
'CRiPTURE.—See Theolofry, etc.

TISH SONGS AND BALLADS, collected

nd illustrated by Robert Chambers, 3 vols.

ost 8vo. extra cloth, (pub. at £1. 7s) reduced
I3s6d Ed. 1829

A valuable collection, printed uniformly with the
orks of Ritson.

KESPEAHE'S PLAYS AND POEMS,
/alpv's Cabinet Pictorial Edition, with

Jfe, Glossarial Notes, and Historical Digests of

lach Play, &c. 15 vols, foolscap 8vo. with 171

dates engraved on steel after designs of the most

'istinguished British Artists, also facsimiles of all

he known autographs of Shakspeare; bound in

loth, richly gilt, luith four various designs on the

ides, coiitents lettered, uniform in size with the

Vaverley Novels, Byron, &^c. (pub. at £3. 15s)
educed to £2. 5s. . 1843
" This is at once the most delightful and elegant

Drm in which Shakespeare has ever appeared."
Morning Post.

"
Tlie cheapest and best edition of the bard of

Uon extant. Its united claims to patronage cannot
'6 resisted; and we are certain that the work will
ind its way into the bondoir of every lady, and the

ibrary of every gentleman ;
at least, if it does not, it

ught."—Monthly Mag." One of the most valuable of the modern illustrated

Torks is Mr. Valpy's beautiful edition of the Plays and
'oems of Shakspeare, embellished with elegant out-
ines from the best and most celebrated pictures, which
rere originally engraved for Boydell's expensive
(ork. With great sincerity we recommend this as one
)f the handsomest, and cheapest editions of the bard,
lat we have ever seen."—Joh7i Bull.

RP'S COVENTRY MYSTERIES. The

.^ageants or Dramatic Mysteries anciently
)erformed at Coventry, by the Trading Com-
janies of that City ;

with a Dissertation illus-

;rative of the Vehicle, Characters, and Dresses
)f the Actors, compiled, in a great deoree,
irom sources hitherto unexplored ;

to which
ire added the Pageant of the Shearmen, the

Taylor's Company, and other Municipal En-
:ertainments of a Public Nature : an Essay
)n Minstrels and Waits, and a Glossary ; the

vhole embellished by copper-plates and wood-cuts,

only 250 copies printed,) royal 4to. (pub. at

£3. 3s) reduced to £1. Is 1825
the same, large paper, impl. 4to. a splendid

'moh, of which very few were printed, proof im-

ores&ions of the plates on India paper, (pub. at

£6, 6s) reduced to £1. 16s

•»* To shew the interest and importance attached
these Ancient Mysteries, it may be observed, that a

VIS. volume of them, at the recent sale at Strawberry
Hill, fetched no less than £230. JOs. I

" The volume abounds with ingenious illustrations
)f many of those national and local customs, which
ire among the happiest associations of our younger
rears, the minstrels, waits, and puppets, which our
nfant feelings welcomed in their turn. The work is

1 most laborious and valuable addition towards a com-
plete history of the early drama and the stage, and
Mr. Sharp was eminently qualified to undertake and
ixecute the arduous task, for which he is entitled to
he gratitude of the literary \rovld."—Eetrosj). Review,

" A singularly interesting book, which contains more
information and entertainment than we have received
for some years from any antiquarian jHiblication that
has fallen under our notice."— Gent.'s Mag.

SHELLEY'S ESSAYS, Letters, Translations, and

Fragments, edited by Mrs. Shelley, 2 vols. or.

8vo. handsomely printed, elegantly bound in

gilt cloth, (pub. at £1.) reduced to 10s

Moxon, 1840
SHERIDAN'S (The Right Hon. R. Brinsley)

SPEECHES, with a Sketch of his Life,

edited by a Constitutional Friend, neio and
handsome library edition, with portrait, com-

plete in 3 vols. 8vo. in extra cloth boards, (pub.
at £2. os) reduced to 18s 1842
" Whatever Sheridan has done, has been, par ex-

cellence, always the best of its kind. He has written
the best comedy (School for Scandal), the best drama,
(the Duenna), the best farce, (tlie Critic), and the best

addi'ess (Monologue on Garrick); and, to crown all, de-
livered the very bestoration (the famous Begum Speech)
ever conceived or heard in this country."—Byron.
No speeches have ever contained a greater degree of

the true firo of eloquence, or produced more effect

upon the auditors than those of Sheridan. Ma.
Burke declared his Speech on the Begum Princesses
of Oude, to be "

tlie most astonishing effort of elo-

quence, argument, and wit united, of which there was
any record or tradition." Mr. Fox said,

" All that ho
had overheard, all that he had ever read, when com-
pared with it, dwindled into nothing, and vanished like

vapour before the sun."—and Mr. Pitt acknowledged" that it surpassed all the eloquence of ancient and
modern times, and possessed every thing that genius or
art could furnisli, to agitate and controul the human
mind."

SHIRLEY'S DRAMATIC WORKS, with Notes

by GifFord and Dyce, 6 vols. 8vo. port, cloth,

(pub. at £3. 3s) reduced to £1. 16s 1833—— the same, large paper, royal 8vo. clothy

(pub. at £4. 10s) reduced to £2. 5s

SIMOND'S SWITZERLAND, or a Journal of a

Tour and Residence in that Country, in the

Years 1817, 1818, and 1819; followed by an
Historical Sketch on the Manners and Customs
of Ancient and Modern Helvetia, in which the

Events of our own Time are fully detailed, to-

gether with the Causes to which they may be

referred, second edition, 2 vols. 8vo. extra cloth

boards, (pub. at £1. 4s) reduced to 10s 6d

Murray, 1823
SIMON'S "TEN TRIBES OF ISRAEL,^'

historically identified with the Aborigines of
the Western Hemisphere ; including a co-

pious Analysis of Lord Kingsborough's Anti-

quities of Mexico, 8vo. with a large folding

plate of Mexican Antiquities, cloth, full gilt back,

(pub. at 10s 6d) reduced to 5s "Seetey, 1836
A BOOK FULL OF CURIOUS AND RECON-

DITE ENQUIRY RESPECTING MEXICAN ANTIQUI-
TIES.

" The following headings of chapters will give some
idea of its contents—Notice of the Antiquities of Mex-
ico—Notice of Spanish Historians— Mexican Names
and Attributes of the Creator—Religious Observances—
Festivals— Mexican Calendar—Language—Traditions—Arts and Sciences—Laws—Mexicans—Peruvians—
Montezuma.

SINCLAIR'S (SIR JOHN) CODE OF
HEALTH AND LONGEVITY; or, a

General View of the Rules and Principles
calculated for the Preservation of Health,
and the Attainment of Long Life, sixth edition,

complete, one thick vol. 8vo. portrait, (pub. at

£1.) reduced to 7s 1844
" This new and compact edition contains the whole of

the previous four volumes, with such improvements
as the advanced state of knowledge supplies. Drs.

Baillie, Beddoes, Currie, Sprengel, and other eminent
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Physicians have wannly eulogised the work; but the

best testimony of its usefulness is tlie author's own
longevity, as he was enabled to carry on his literary

jursuits at the advanced age of eighty.

SKETCHES OF POPULAR TUMULTS, Il-

lustrative of the Evils of Social Ignorance,

(published by the Society for the Diffusion of

Useful Knowledge,) 12mo. extra cloth boards,

(pub. at 6s) reduced to 3s 1837

"
Beginning with the Tumults in which the Jews

were plundered and destroyed in the 12th and 13th

centuries, and going tlirough the riots of 1799-80, those

of Birmingham in 1791, of Naples in 1799, and the

insurrections of Lyons in 1831 and 1834, the author
ascribes them chiefly to popular ignorance, and gives

good counsel, both to the people and tlieir rulers, on
the subject."

—Lit. Gaz.
" A well meant and amusing volume, teeming in

every page with maxims of tolerance, and reasonings
on the danger and futility of appeals to force for the

redress of partial wrongs."—Atherusum.

SLADE'S TRAVELS AND RECORDS OF
TRAVELS IN TURKEY, GREECE AND

MISCELLANEOX7S ENGLISH LITERATURE.

SOUTHEY'S LIVES

MALTA, 4 thick vols. 8ro. cloth, (pub. at

1837£3. 3s) reduced to IBs

An entertaining and smartly written series of Sketches,
full of lively passages and happy descriptions.

SMITH'S DISCOVERY OF AMERICA, by
the Northmen in the Tenth Century, com-

prising Translations of all the most important

Original Narratives of this Event, together
with a Critical Examination of their Authen-

ticity ;
to which is added an Examination of

the comparative Merits of the Northmen and

Columbus. Second Edition, post Bvo. nwps,
extra cloth, (pub. at 6s) reduced to 3s 6d 1842

SMOLLETT'S WORKS, (Roderick Random,
Humphrey Clinker, Peregrine Pickle, Laun-
celot Greaves, Count Fathom, Adventures of

an Atom, Travels, Plays, &c.) complete in

1 thick handsomely printed volume, medium
Bvo. u-ith 21 capital plates by Cruikshankf extra

red txirhey cloth, full gilt back, (pub. at £1. 4s)

reduced to 14s 1845
"
Perhaps no books ever written excited such peals

of inextinguisliable laughter as Smollett's."

Sir Walter Scott.
" We should be glad if we had more of Smollett's

Novels, just as they are."— Campbell.

SNOWE'S LEGENDS, TRADITIONS, AND
HISTORY OF THE RHINE, comprehend-
ing the most curious and interesting of the

Popular Tales of the Germans, 2 vols. Bvo.

26 plates of the Castles, etc. gilt cloth, (pub. at

£1. 12s) reduced to 16s 1839
" Often as Uie Rhine has been illustrated, its talcs

and traditions have never been so fully collected as by
Mr. Snowe: the Drachenfels, the Surleyberg, the

Mausethurm, the Ffalz, become in succession his

halting places : and wherever the gossip Legend is

many-tonpued, he liberally gives all her versions of

the marvel."—Aihcnatum.

SOUTHEY'S HISTORY OF BRAZIL, 3 vols.

4to. new, cloth lettered, scarce, (pub. at £7. 13s)

reduced to £2. 6$ 1817

Vols. 2 and 3, may be had separately,
*' Dr. Pouthey is doubtless the 'facile princeps' of

tlie Historians of the Brazils; but this title is hardly
coinmen8ur;U£ with tlie bearing and extent of his work,
as it comprises the rise and progress of all the Kuro-

pean Colonies, from the Andes to tlic Atlantic, and from
the Plau to the River of the Amazons. Numerous
will be the impressions which tJie next half century
vrill cause to be circulated of so ample and inftnictire

& work."—I>iWin.

OF UNEDUCA
POETS

;
to which are added, Attemp

Verse by John Jones, an Old Servant, a
8vo. extra cloth hoards, (pub. at 10s 6d) red
to 4s 6d Murray,

SOUTHGATE'S TRAVELS IN TURK
AND PERSIA, 2 vols, post Bvo. eifra

gilt, {pub. at 15s) reduced to 7s 6d
Tilt,

This work is recommended by the Society for

moting Christian Knowledge.
SPENCER'S TRAVELS IN GERMANY,

a glance at Poland, Hungary, and Switzerl
in 1834, 5, and 6, 2 vols. Bvo. second ed\

with coloured plates and wood-cuts, gilt cloth,
'

at £1. 4s) reduced to 12s

SPENSER'S POETICAL WORKS, core

with Introductory Observations on the I

Queen, and Glossarial Notes, handsi

printed in 5 vols, post Bvo. Jine partrait,

cloth, (pub. at £2. 12s 6d) reduced to £1.

SPORTSIMAN (THE) IN FRANCE, compr
a Sporting Ramble through Picardy and

mandy, and Boar Shooting in Lower Brit

by Frederick Tolfrey, Esq. 2 vols, post
with twelve illustrations, extra cloth, (pu
£1. Is) reduced to 6s

SPORTSMAN IN IRELAND, AND
HIGHLANDS OF SCOTLAND, b^
Allen, Esq. 2 vols, post Bvo. with numero

lustrations, extra. cbth bds. (pub, at IBs) ret

to 9s
" One of the most readable and amnsing book

kind that we have had tor many a day,"-
Monthly.

SPRY'S (DR. H.) MODERN INDIA, with
trations of the Resources and Capabilit
Hindustan, 2 vols, post Bvo. with a capiu

very large coloured map of the British Pos-

in Asia, extra cloth bds. (pub. at £ I. Is) re

to 7s 6d

"Dr. Spry's volames exhibit a complete i

lany of ludian subjects, garnered and fifted

spot. There is scarcely a single head of infor
the varions departments of government, mil
civil, agriculture, field sports, domestic ciistoii

characteristics, topography, public works and i

tioDS, climate, statistics, and diseases, that he d
touch npon or discuss."—Atlas.

ST. ALBAN'S, MEMOIRS OF THE ]

DUCHESS OF, (MRS. COUTTS). B^
Cornwell Baron-Wilson, third edition,

*

post Bvo. 2 portraits, extra cloth, (pub. ;

reduced to 7s

STEPHENS'S (J. L.) Incidente of Travel
Russian and Turkish Empires, 2 vols, pos
extra cloth, (pub. at 14*) reduced to 8s

"
Very pleas^ant volume.'. Such, indeed, is tli

of the author's descri(>ttons, ami the vivid fu

truth of bis narrative, that reading h'n work is I

companying him on his route, and the reader g
last to take a personal interest in all his advc:— AthcncEum.

" Mr. Stephens is a lively sketcher, and his ' Im
of Travel' will be Joiin«l a riever, ilesuiiory,

sin^ fire-side or lravtlliii|: companion."—Lite
zette.

SWIFT'S WORKS, edited by Roscoe. 2 v«

dium Bvo. portrait, extra red turkey cU

gilt backs, unifurm unth Fielding ai

(l)ub. at £L 12$) reduced to £1. 4s

" Whoever in ilic three kingdoms has any
all, has SwiU."—Lord Cheiterfield.

i
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BURNE'S COURTS OF EUROPE AT
HE CLOSE OF THE LAST CENTURY,
vols. 8vo. j)ortrait,

extra cloth bds. (pub. at

:i. 8s) reduced to 12s 1841

" In his peculiar way we think Swinburne equal to

'alpole; and he possesses several tilings Walpole
anted—ease, nature, unaffected liveliness, and, above

1, a heart."—/Sp^c^a^or.
"Tliese are delightful journals. A richer mine of

iginal anecdote has never been given to the public."
Athenteum.

" Two more delightful volumes it is scarcely possible
I meet with. They form the most perfect picture of

le state of the continent towards the conclusion of the

St century that we possess ; and no single work ever

?fore exhibited such a gallery of illustrious charac-

TS.''—NeTO Monthly Mag.

.E TALK, containing Selections from tlie

rench and English Ana, (Menagiana, Huetiana,

'hevraena, Poggiana, Walpoliana, Southeyana,

cc.) IBmo. cloth bds. (pub. at 3$ 6d) reduced to 2s

1827

LOR'S (W. B. S.) HISTORY OF THE
JNIVERSITY OF DUBLIN, its Origin,

'regress, and Present Condition, with Bio-

raphical Notices of the Eminent Men educated

here, 8to. illustrated by numerous wood engrav-

igs of its Buildings and Academic Costumes, the

itter coloured, extra cloth, (pub. at £1.) reduced

ols6d , 1845

" This work might be termed,
' A History of the

cademic Mind of Ireland for the last two hundred
nd fifty years.'

"
" The author has not spared either time, labour, or

xpense in collecting and arranging this large body of

icts, which he must have been years in acquiring, and
is work must become a standard of reference to future
enerations. It gives the best history yet published
f this celebrated University ; it embraces all the topics
f interest connected with it

;
and will be read with deep

iterest as the first work giving to British people an
dequate description of that national establishment for

eveloping the intellectual power of the Irish people."
Sun, July 7, 1845.

PLE'S (SIR W.) LIFE AND TIMES,
vith his Unpublished Essays and Correspon-
leuce, by the Right Hon. T. Peregrine

^OURTENAY, embeUlihed xcith an exquisitely beau-

iful portrait after Sir P. Lely, by Dean, 2 vols.

Jvo. extra cloth bds. (pub. at £l. 8*) reduced
ol2s . 1836
NENTS' (EMERSON) BELGIUM, 2 vols.

)ost 8vo. 2 plates, extra cloth y (pub. at 14s) re-

iuced to 7s . 1841
" We cordially recommend this able and instructive

vork to tlie immediate and attentive perusal of our
•eaders. It abounds in attractive incident and original
emark, and exhibits all the solid qualities of a grave
jolitical discourse, pervaded througliout with large and
tractical generalisations, conducive in no ordinary de-

cree to the general welfare of society."—Times,
"One of the most valuable, as well as most amusing

Torks of the present day."—Standard.
" An extremely well-written work, full of interesting

Matter—pleasing for tlie general reader, and full of
mluable matter for the statistician and manufacturer,
ie statesman, and merchant. We recommend these
volumes to the popularity they merit." .

Literary Qarxttc.

.^CKERAY'S (REV. FRANCIS) RE-
SEARCHES INTO THE ECCLESIAS-
TICAL AND POLITICAL STATE OF
ANCIENT BRITAIN UNDER THE
EMPERORS, 2 vols. 8vo. extra cloth, (pub. at

£1. Is) reduced to 10s Qd . 1843

THORESBY'S (RALPH) DIARY AND COR-
RESPONDENCE, comprising a period of

forty-five years, from 1677 to 1724, now first

published from the Original Manuscripts, by
the Rev. Joseph Hunter, F.S.A. author of the

History of Hallamshire, Doncaster, Yorkshire

Glossary, &c. 4 vols. 8vo. portraits, cloth, {-^nYt.

at £2. 16s) reduced to 14s 1840

*^* A singularly cheap book.

Ralph Thoresby, the Yorkshire topographer, was one
of the most distinguished of our early English Anti-

quaries, a great Collector of Books, Manuscripts, and
Coins, and much esteemed by all the most eminent
scholars of the day. Among his correspondents re-

corded in these volumes are

Evelyn Lister, Dr.Martin Elstob, Mrs. Eli-

Hearne, Thomas Milner,Rev.John zabeth

Strype, Rev.John Sharp, Abp. Hicks, Dr. Geo.

Fairfax, Bryan Burnet, Bp. Kennett, Dr.

Nicholson, Bp. Matthew Henry White
Gibson, Abp. Sloane, Sir Hans Le Neve, Peter

Gale, Dr. Thos. Calamy, Rev. Peck, Rev. F.

Gale, Roger Edward Dawes, Abp.
Ton's Annals and Antiquities of Rajast'iian—

See Books of Pririts.

TOUR IN NORMANDY, Illustrative of the Man-

ners, Customs, and Traditions, History, An-

tiquities, and Present State of the People.
Edited from the Journal of a recent Traveller,

by F. Shoberl, Esq. 2 vols, post 8vo. illustrated

with 12 plates by Mrs. Dawso7i Turner and Cot'

man, extra cloth, (pub. at £l. Is) reduced to

I0s6d . 1841
" A better guide to this interesting French province

can hardly be required. It is a book of travels pos-
sessed of high pretensions as well as permanent interest.

The author enters into an elaborate examination of

every thing of importance relating to Normandy, mak-
ing the sterling information conveyed by his pages the
more entertaining, by dilating on what is most pictu-
resque in its antiquities, its legends, and its scenery;
in short, comprehending within his scope all that the
reader can require to know of the country and its in-
habitants."—JVc?^ Monthly Mag.

TROLLOPE'S (MRS.) SUMMER IN BRIT-
TANY, 2 vols. 8vo. with 12 illustrations by
Henneu, extra cloth bds. (pub. at £1. 12s) re-

duced to 8s . 1840
"These volumes are those of a clever and intelligent

traveller, and we can recommend them both as worthy
of perusal at home, and as likely to be of great use to
the tourist in Brittanv."— Quarterly Reviciv.

VISIT TO ITALY, in 1841, 2 vols. 8vo.

extra cloth, (pub. at £1. 8s) reduced to 10s 1842
"
Presenting a more distinct impression of Italy than

any other work we ever met with."—SpectatO)'.
" Not only the best of Mrs. Trollope's works, but by

far the best account of Italy as it is, which has yet been
published."—Salopian Journal.

SUMMER IN WESTERN FRANCE,
including the Provinces from the Loire to the

Doi-dogne, 2 vols. 8vo. with nine illustrations

by Hervieu, extra cloth bds. (pub. at £1. 12s)
reduced to 9s . 1841
"The present Tour embraces the land of the English

dominion in Frunce, and the scenes of the heroic ad-
ventures of Joan de Arc—the field of the no less noble

struggle of La Vendee—and of the sanguinary wars of
the Huguenots at La Rochelle, and the country of

Cognac and Claret,—rendered memorable also as the

spot wliere flourished that terror of the curious, Blue
Beard, the equally sanguinai'y Geoffrey Grand Dent.
Diana of Poictiers,

' Les Penitens d'Amour,' and a whole
host of historical characters of equal interest,—the
attractiveness of the author's materials must be as
manifest as that of Mrs. Trollope's name as editor."
"These volumes aro Cijlculated to be both a useful

.^uide and agreeable companion to any tourist through
We-stern France. We like this class of books."

AthentExim.
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TUCKER'S LIGHT OF NATURE PURSUED,
witli some account of the Life of the Author,

by Sir H. P. St. John IMilclmay, Bart. M.P.,

complete in 2 vols. 8vo. extra cloth boards (pub.
at £ 1. 1 Os) reduced to 1 5s 1 842
Dr. Paley, in speaking of this valuable work, says—

* It would be ungrateful not to confess the obligation I

am under to the writings of Tucker under the Title of
" The Light of Nature Pursued." There is more

original thinking on the several subjects that he has

taken in hand than in any other, not to say than in all

others put togetlier : his talent for illustrations is un-

rivalled.'
" The •

Light of Nature' is a work, which after much
consideration, I think myself authorized to call the

most original and profound that has ever appeared on

moral philosophy."— iSir James Mackintosh.
"The Light of Nature, one of the most attractive

books in our language, both to those who read to be them-

selves instructed on these questions, and to those who
read with a view of imparting such iastruction to others.

So judged Paley in tlie last generation; and such is

manifestly the opinion of Archbisliop Whately, and of

Bishop Copleston, with many other writers of our own."

Edinburgh. Review.
" I do not know of any work in the shai)e of a phi-

losonhical treatise that contains so much good sense so

agreeably expressed. I think it impossible for any one

not to perceive the beauty, the naivete, the force, the

clearness, and propriety of his illustrations."—JEazii«.

Tucker's Light of Nature is "a work in which the

noblest philosophy was brought down by a master-hand,
and placed within the reach of every man of sound un-

stauding."—Robert Hall.

LIFE OF THOMAS JEFFERSON, Third

President of the United States, with Corre-

spondence never before published, 2 vols. 8vo.

portrait ,
extra clothy (pub. at £1. 8s) reduced to

7s 1837

TURNBULL'S TRAVELS IN CUBA, with an

Account of Porto Rico and the Slave Trade,
Svo. nia/j, d()t/^, fcds. (pub. at 15s.) reduced to

5s . Longman, 1840
"
Cuba, whether we consider its extent and geogra-

phical position, its magnificent harbours, the fertility

of its soil, or its mineral riches, well deserves the ap-

pellation of 'The Queen of the Western Islands.'

Since 1827, when Humboldt published his
*
Statistics

o*' Cuba,' her resources have increased, her population
augmented, and her trade received a great public im-

pulse. Mr. Turnbull's work contains a vast mass of

information, relating to the natural resources of the

island, its trade, revenue, government,—subjects of great
interest and but imperlectly, it at all, known in this

country."—Athenccum.

TURNER'S (DAWSON) GUIDE TO THE
ROMAN ANTIQUITIES OF THE CITY
OF TREVES, translated from the German of

Wyttenbach, 8vo. 22 -plates and vignettes, extra

cloth, (pub. at 8s 6d) reduced to 5s 1839
" Few places offer more interesting objects for the

contemplation and inquiry of the antiquary, than the
ancient city of Treves, with its Tliermic. Amphitheatre,
and Palatial ruins. These are all fully and ably
illustrated in this volume."—Literary Gazette.

TYTLER'S ELEMENTS OF GENERAL HIS-
TORY, Ancient and Modern, with a Table of

Chronology and Comparative View of Ancient
and Modern Geography, new trade editiouy 8vo.

mapi , extra cloth, l4s 1845

URE'S PHILOSOPHY OF MANUFACTURES,
being an Exposition of the Scientific, Moral,
and Commercial Economy of Great Britain,
tecond edition, enlarged, Svo, with wood-cuts and
steel plates, extra cloth bds. (pub. at 10s 6dJ
reduced to 7s . 1835
"

It is impossible for us to mention a work of more
practical usefulness, or moro valuable infonnation, than
this volume by Dr. VTC."—/Atcranj Gazette.

WADE'S BRITISH HISTORY, Chronologi

Arranged, comprehending a classified Am
of Events and Occurrences in Churc/i

State, and of the Constitutional, Polif

Commercial, Intellectual, and Social Pro;
of the United Kingdom, from the First

vasion by the Romans to the Accessio

Queen Victoria, with very copious Indei

Supplement, second edition, 1 large and

maikably thick volume, roy. Svo. ( 1200 pj
extra cloth bds. (pub. at£l. lOs) reduced t

•»* This elaborate work comprises all the prii

facts in British History ; Biographical Notices of en
Public Characters

;
Tables of the Progress of 1

the National Debt, Agriculture, Commerce, Shlj
and Navigation ; Accounts of Variations in J

Wages, and Currency; Lists of the Public St

from Magna Charta, and of the Men of Letter

Science who distinguished each Reign; with ao
of Changes in the Manners, Diet, Industrial Pn
Amusements, and Costume of the People ; compa
statements of Crime at different periods; and
details tending to exhibit a condensed but coi

View of the Rise and Progress of the British Ei

from the earliest authentic Era to the Death of

liam IV.
" This volume should be in the possession of

one who has occasion at any time to refer to ft

occurrences connected with English history, whetl

object be to ascertain a leading particular ol

finance, statistics, biography, politics, or politicals
or to follow out their study. The book is not a

mass of dry statistical or chronological details,

powerfully written commentary on characters ai

currences, as well as a seriatim chronicle of thee

^pec

WALKER'S PRONOUNCING DICTION/
corrected and enlarged by the Rev. J. E
Svo. poj-trait, extra cloth, (pub. at lOs Cc

duced to 5s

the same, with the Key to Classical Pre

elation, extra cloth, (-puh. at 12s) reduced to

WALPOLE'S MEMOIRS OF THE LAST
YEARS OF THE REIGN OFGEORC
2 vols. 4to. cloth lettered. (T/iis work

been published in Svo.) (pub. at £5. 5s)

to£l. lOs

WARD'S (REV. W.) VIEW OFTHE HIS

LITERATURE, AND MYTHOLOC
THE HINDOOS, including a minute
tion of their Manners and Customs, and'

lations from their principal Works ;

and improved Edition, 3 vols. Svo. extra

boards, scarce, (pub. at £1. 16s) reduc

£1. Is

WARNER'S ANTIQUITATES CULINAl
or Curious Tracts relating to Old En
Cookery, viz.— I. The Forme of Cury ;

a

of Ancient English Cookery, compiled
A.D. 1390, by the Master Cooks of

Richard II.— II. Ancient Cookery, a.dJ

containing ninety-one English Recei]

Nyms.—III. Recipes in English
written in the Fourteenth Century.-
cient Receipts to preserve Fruits,

thronization Feast of George Neville|j

bishop of York, in the 6th Edward V
Lenten Inthronization Feast of Arc!

Warham, a.d. 1504. Chiefly printe

IManuscripts, with a preliminary Di

Notes, and Illustrations by the Rev. 1\

Waunei!, Author of " The History of]
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vc. &c. royal 4 to. with two large plates, halj-
>ound, olive morocco, the top edges gilt, 15s 1791

This carious and interesting anfiquHrian work was
)r!vattly printed in the year 1791, and is almost
inknown to the public, scarcely a dozen copies of the

mpression liaving been purled with. The three or
our which appear to have occurred for sale by public
tuctioa have produced upwards of three pounds each.
The few copies now otftred were recently discovered
n an old wa-^house, where they had remained for

leariy fifty years, and been forgotten.

FERSTON'S CYCLOPAEDIA OF COM-
MERCf^, Mercantile Law, Finance, Com-
mercial Geography and Navigation, new edition,

including the New Tariff (complete to the

present time) ;
the French Tariff as far as it

concerns this Countr}^ ;
and a Treatise on the

Principles, Practice, and History of Commerce,
by J. R. JM'CuLi.ocH, one very thick closely

printed vol. 8vo. (900 pages) iciih /our imips,
extra cloth (pub. £l. 4s) reduced to 10s 6d

1846

This capital work will be found a most valuable
manual to every commercial man, and a useful book
to the peneral reader. Its contents are so multifarious,
that it is difficult to cite even the principal, but the

following will give some idea of them :—
1.—Descriptive and Statistical Accounts of Com-

modities, with Customs and Excise Regulations,
Duties, Sec.

2.— Commercial Statistics of the different Countries
of the World, including their Physical Character,
Productions, Trade, Seaports, Monies, Measures, Fi-

nances, &c.
.3.—Colonies, Shipping, Public Companies, Railways,

Roads, Docks, Post Office, &;c.

.
—Summary of the Principles of Commerce, Fi-

nance and Banking, with historical and statistical

llustrations.

5 — Digest of Commercial Law, Including Insurance,
Partnership, Principal and Agent, Bills of Exchange,
5ak". Guaranty, Bankruptcy, Shipping, and Contracts
ind Obligations in general.
G.—Commercial Arithmetic and Accounts, Exchanges,

Joins, Measures and Weights, Public Funds, Interest,
Annuities, and Assurances, with numerous Tables.

7.—Explanation of Mercantile Terms and Usages;
aesides a variety of miscellaneous information.
"This work has been compiled with care, and gives

he most recent and authentic information on the
natters treated of. It will prove a valuable addition

every mercantile library, and be found a useful
)ook of reference in all commercial matters."

^thencBum.
" A work of the very highest value and importance

o the commercial community. All kinds of informa-
ion that can by any possibility interest those engaged
n mercantile transactions are here collected. The
nost minute attention is displayed, and the utmost

|

e»ea!ch is manifest in every department of the work.
Facts are careiully collected and carefully condensed

;

ill the usefid statistics on any branch of commerce are
ised

; and, in short, no pains are spared to make each
realise on each subject the most complete that has
;ver appeared.

"— Chronicle.
" On all the various subjects on which this useful

:ompendium treats, v,e have the most copious and

atisfactt)ry information; while on all general questions,
lie views of the writer appear liberal and enlightened.
\s a specimen of the manner in which the work is

cuted, we might refer to the different articles on
flanks. Colonies, Commerce, Exchange, Insurance,
uteresi, Navigation Laws, Stock, Shipping, &r. on
dl of which the reader will find correct and coinprc-
icnsive views, with copious details, useful in them-
elve?, .tnd c»)rriiboiating the general ftnliments of the
vriter."—Edinburgh Evaiijig Courant.

^SON'S PHILIP IL and in. with Dunlop's
Philip the 4th, and Charles the 2nd, Jorming the

lest History of Spain, 4 vols. 8vo. cloth, vniformlu

eltered, (pub. at £2. 2s) reduced to £1. 8s

1839
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WELLINGTON, LIFE OF THE DUKE OF,
Compiled from the Dispatcius, and other

authentic Records and original Documents,
by George Soane, A.B., 2 vols. fcap. 8vo.

handsomfly printed, with pretty u-oodcuts, elegantly

gilt cloth,\puh. at 10s) reduced to 6s 1840
" Xo person of any time ever formed a more noble

subject for the pen of the historian or the biographer,
than t3ie Duke of Wellington ; and never, perhaps,
was there an eminent person of whose actions, and
even thoughts, more copious records have existence.
The numerous accounts of his military exploits, par-
ticularly of his g orious campaigns in the Peninsula,
its recorded by Napier, and his own extraordinary
dispatches and correspondence given to the world under
the editorship o( Col. Gurwood, furnish materials as

perfect as they are authentic ;
and of these and otlier

documents Mr. Soane has most ably availed himself:
his work is compendiously restrairied within the limits

of two volumes, and it gives a clear and full narrative
of the Duke's great actions, in a style equally energetic
and perspicuous."—Argus.
DISPATCHES OF THE DUKE OF,

during his various Campaigns in India, Den-

mark, Portugal, Spain, the Low Countries,
and France, from 1799 to 1818, compiled
from OiRcial and Authentic Documents, by
Lieut.-Colonel Gurwood, the compressed edition,
one thick vol. medium 8vo. elegantly bound in

giltcloth, (pub.at£l. 5s)reduced to £1. Is 1842
" For the Duke of Wellington's Character as a

Statesman, let every one read his wonderful Dis-

patches, wiiicli found a fame far loftier even than the

triumphs of the warrior."
Lord Brougham's Sjieech on India.

WELLESLEY'S (MARQUIS^ DISPATCHES
FROxM SPAIN, 8vo extra cloth hds. (pub. at

8s 6(/) reduced to 3s 6d Murray, 1838
"The information in this volume is of the most va-

luable order, and is indispensable to the attainment of
a correct acquaintance with the Spanish affairs of that

period."
—Literary Gazette.

WELLSTEDS CITY OF THE CALIPHS, and
Travels along the Shores of the Persiam
Gulf and the Mediterranean, including a

A^'oyage to the Coast of Arabia, and a Tour on
the Island of Socotra, Adventures among the
Bedouin Arabs, &c., 2 vols. 8vo. map and plat e!>,

extra cloth bds. (pub. at £1. 5s) reduced to 12s

1840
" We have seldom met with a book of travels which

has afibrded us more pleasure than the 'City of the

Caliphs.' Full of adventure, of glowing description,
and of perilous incident, it excites for itself a jpecies of
interest nearly allied to romance—it has in fact all the
charm of romance attached to the worth of reality."

—
Literary Gazette.

" A publication of singular interest and entertain-
ment. In these days of dull and fiat common-place, it

is quite refreshing to come upon a narrative of strange
travel and wild adventure like this, which recnlsto mind
the exploits of the old voyagers of Spain and England,
when half of the world was undiscovered, and the
other half unk.nmvn. Onr traveller quits India by em-
barking on the Persian Gulf in a trading vessel bound
lo Muscat, and the first important features of his narra-
tive relate to that remarkable city. Her( he commen-
ces slave merchant, and embarks for Gambrun, visiting,
in his way thither, some of the sinjjular islands in the

Persian Gulf, and particularly those where the pearl
fisheries are established, of which he gives an interest-

ing description. In due course he reaches Bagdad, the
celebrated '

City of the Caliphs,' remains there a con-
siderable lime, and attbrds many details ot it that are
not to be found in the narrative of any other traveller.

Among Ilie moj't iiileresting of his adventures are those

^^llich take place among the Arab.; ot the Desert, par-

liciilarly the Bedouins, with whom he passes a conti-

<lerable period. Aimliier point of grcHt inleresl in thc^e

skeicho is the celebrated cily oi Dama.-cws, ol which
we have many graphic and cliaracleroiic descriptions;
also of Tripoli, Lebiinon, and B;ialbe<r."'

— A'at-fl/ and
.^fHilary Gazette. _
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WILSON'S (RAE) TRAVELS THROUGH RUS-
SIA, POLAND, etc., 2 vols. 8vo. plates, extra

cloih, (pub. at £1. 4s) reduced to 8s i828

TRAVELS THROUGH FRANCE AND
ITALY, with Sketches ofRoman Catholicism,
8vo. plates, extra cloth, (pub. at 17s) reduced to

4s 6d 1835
Rati Wilson's Travels are strictly prohibited in Ca-

tholic comiirits, OD accoiintof hisfree critiques on their

ceremonies, ot which there are also engraved illustra-

tions.
" There are, perhaps, few volumes of travels more

generally acceptable to the public than those before us.

The autlior is so ardent and enihusiai^tic on the subjects
on which he treats, particularly those connected with

religion, that he carries the reader alonij wiih him, and

always inspires rtspect." —Literary Chronicle.

W H YTE'S HISTORY OF THE BRITISH
TURF,/rom the Earliest Period to the Present

Day, comprising
). Accounts of the moat
approved Method of

Breeding, Training,
and Managing Race-
horse.*.

J. Notices of celebrated

Jockeys.
'. Description of the

principal Races and
lisatciies.

1. Memoirs and Anec-
dotes of remarkable

Sporting Characters.

2. The Performances &
Pedigrees of celebra-

ted Racehorses.
S. Descriptions of the

Racecou^^e^ in Great
Britain.

4. The Plates and Stakes

annually run for.

Also eveiy particular, technical and othenvisCf to

which the Lover of Racing may desire to reft
either as a matter of Business or Amusement^
thick vols. 8vo. with 10 plates, extra cloth bd

(pub. at £1. 8s) reduced to 12s IB-;

WILLIS'S PENCILLINGS BY THE W^AY,
new and beautiful edition, with additions, fca

Qvo.Jiiie portrait and plates, extra red turkey dot

richly gilt back, (pub. at 6s) reduced to 4s Qd

" A lively record of first impressions, conveyi

vividly what was seen, heard, and felt, by an acti

and inqnisiiive traveller, ihrough some of the most

teresiiug parts of Europe. He has visited France, Ita

Sicily, Austria, Ihe Ionian Isles, Greece, Turkey, t

Levant, Switzerland, Englar.d, and Scotland. His (

riosity and love of enterprise are unbounded. T
narrative is told in easy, Uuent language, with a pot

power of illustration. His work abounds in perso

descriptions, and it must be owned that he is a liv

pourlrayer."
—Edinh. Review.

WRIGHT'S COURT HAND RESTORED,
the Student assisted in reading Old Charte

Deeds, etc. with an Appendix containing 1

Ancient N ames of Places iu Great Britain a

Ireland; Ancient Surnames, etc.
;
seventh e>

tion, small 4to. illustrated by 23 plates, conta

ing examples of Old Court Hand, Set and Ci

mon Chancery, Secretary and other old Law Ha,

andthe Co^itractionsused in Manuscript,bds. £1.
18
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^WORTH'S TOWER OF LONDON, an

historical Romance, illustrated hy George
^RuiKSHANK, thick mediuQi 8vo. new edition,
inth 95 highly -finished etchings on steel, and fine
vood engravings, elegantly bound in cloth, richly
nit on back and sides ivith new and appropriate

'.evices, (pub. at 15s) reduced to 10s 6d 1844
Of this very elegant and popular volume
ifteen thousand copies have already been sold.
" This Romance adds mucli new lustre to the author's

ame, and deservedly classes him in llie foremost rank
f writers in this minjjled species of history and fiction,

t is a stirring and powerful narrative of some of the

Ttistatlectin':; tragedies of English History, relieved by
ancy and ingenuity equal to the most playful and gro-

e»q«e invenied characters and incidents. As relates

3 all its main points, it is an episode of trnlh,
—a

ennine picture of the age,
—and also a tale of amuse-

nent and interest. The genius of his colleague, the

llustrator, has kept pace with the demand upon it.

Voikshank has, indeed, walked into almost a new
ine, and added a series of compositions of profound
epih and tragic power, to those illuminations of

iocy and humour with which he had previously en-
iched so many popular {-roductions."

—hit. Gazette.

WINDSOR CASTLE, an Historical Ro-

nance, illustrated by George Cruiksiiank, and
foNY JoHANNOT, medium Bvo. fine port, and
05 steel and wood engravings, elegantly bound
H cloth, with appropriate devices iii oldong back

nd sides, (pub. at 14s) reduced to 10s 6d 1843
" This is one of the best of the author's productions,
erne the Hunter is an extraordinary creation of

incy,
—a being semi-mortal, semi-sylvan, and painted

nth most striking effect. The steel plates by George
rnikshank are of almost unprecedented force and

pirit ; in many of them he has reached a pitch of

secution which no etching of Rembrandt can excel."

Literary Gazette.

3DEUS, OR THE Devil on Two Sticks, by
.6 Sage ; a new and greatly improved trans-

ition by Joseph Thomas
;

illustrated edi-

lON, with, 250 spirited and clever wood-cuts by
'oNY JoHANNOT, impl. 8vo. extra gilt cloth,

pub. at 14s) reduced to 9s 1841
This is the large edition, and very superior to the

emy 8vo. publication, both in regard to the cuts and
le translation.
" This beautifully illustrated Devil on Two Sticks
in the very first class, in the number and excellence

r its engravings. Many of its representations of cha-
icter are of tinsurpassed power."

—Post.
Sir Walter Scott says of this delightful
lomance—•' There is no book in existence in which
> much of the human character, under all its various
lades and phasts is described in so few words as in the

liable Boiteux. The fancy, the lightness, the
•IRIT and the vivacity of the enchanting PEN
f Le Sage are every where visible."
"If there is anything like truth in Gray's opinion,
lat to lie upon a couch and read new novels was no
ad idea of Paradise, how would that beatitude be en-

mced, could human genius afford us another Devil
%two Sticks.'"

VIER'S (MISS) NOVELS AND TALES,
ranslated by MARY HO WITT, viz. Home
-Neighbours—President's Daughter— Nina

-Every Day Life, a Diary
— Strife and Peace

-H— Family—Tralinnan—Axel and Anna—
'ales: together 11 vols, post 8vo. comprising
4 Novels and Tales, being the whole of the Ali-

tor^s published works ; with an authentic portrait
f Miss Bremer, handsomely printed on fine paper,
ttra gilt cloth, uniform, (pub. at £5. 15s dd)
iducfd to £1.165 1843-45

" By far the best translations of these charming
fictions and the only authentic ones. Miss Bremer
writes to Mary Howiit in the following terms:
"I need not desire a belter translator: your lan-

guage is be.iutiful, full of life and naivete, when it is

required, and of strength and feeling, when these should

bf. expressed."
Miss Bremer's Novels are also sold separately as follows :

TH K HOME : OR FAMILY CARES AND
FAMILY JOYS, second edition, revised, 2 vols,

post Bvo. extra cloth, (pub. at£l. Is) reduced

to 7s 6d . 1843
"
Nothing more delicate, or -ftromanly, or beautiful

is to be found in our domestic fiction than Miss Bre-

mer's character of "the Mother:" and we like it none
the less for a certain touch of Romance and ^eiitinient

not altogether English. . . . It is
impofsibli;

tu read

this buok as a picee of make-believe. VVf hiive had

nothing so simply life-like for years."
—Athenwum.

" This new story f(dly sustains all that we said in

praise of the penetrative subtlety, nice discrimination,
and exquisite delicacy of touch, which are displaytd
in the tirst delightful fiction of Miss Bremer."— I'at^s

Magazbie.
THE NEIGHBOURS. A STORY OF
EVERY-DAY LIFE, translated by IMary

Howitt, third edition, revised, 2 vols, post 8vo.

extra cloth, (pub. at 1 8s) reduced to 7s 6d 1843
" Tiie best novel published this season; and we are

snie that it will not only afford a great delight to the

reading world, but have a beneficial inlinence on our

literature."—Britannia.
" The execution of this exceedingly curious picture

of manners is very felicitous."—Spectator.
"The great charm of this agreeable book is the fresh

and lite-like picture it furnishes of the domestic econo-

my of Sweden. The scenes it unfolds, the characters

it paints, the manners and habits it describes, are both

original and obviously true to nature ;
while the senti-

ments expressed throughout the narrative are at once
airiiable and pure, adapted to chasten the heart by
rectifyingtheatieciioi. . Eclectic Review.

THE PRESIDE... S DAUGHTER, and
NINA

;
two Novris translated by Mary

Howitt, 3 vols, postbvo. extra cloth, (pub. at

£1. lis 6d) reduced to 10s 6d 1843
" Miss Bremer possesses beyond any other living

writer of her class, the power of realising to the

imagination every individnal she introduces. The
moral beauty and womanly purity which steadily
illuminate her narrative, must receive implicit admira-

tion on all hands."—Examiner.
" ' The President's Daughter,' is a worthy companion

to
' The Neighbours'—simple and truthful ;

and tiiough

we may never have met elsewhere any one of the cha-

racters, all who have ever looked deeply into their

own hearts will claim kindred and acquaintance with

them. There is not one that offends by exaggeration—
not one that is not recogniaed at a glance by the

humanities of our conimon nature."—AthetiaEum.

NEW SKETCHES OF EVEKY-DAY
LIFE, A DIARY; together with STRIFE
AND PEACE, translated by Mary Howitt,
2 vols. post8vo. extra cloth, (pub. at £1. Is) re-

duced to 7s 6d . 1844
" The whole tale of the '

Diary' is characterized by a

healthful and invigorating tone of virtue, which ani-

mates and strengthens; and makes Miss Bremer's

writings a blessing wherever they are known. Of all

her works, none has charmed us more than the beauti-

ful story of
' Strife and Peace." As a sketch of life,

manners, and scenery, it stands unrivalled."— Ji//fl*.

TRALINNAN: AXEL AND ANNA:
XHE H FAMILY, and other Tales,

translated by Mary Howitt, 2 vols, post 8vo.

with a portrait, extra cloth, (puh. at £l. Is) re-

duced to 7 J 6d 1844
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BULVVER'S (SIR E. L.) STUDENT ;
a Series

of Essays and Tales, 2 vols, small 8vo. cbth

gilt, (piib. at £1. Is) reduced to 7s 1836

" Great as is both the power and beauty of Mr. Bui-

wcr's former works, we know none that mark the

creative thinker more than the present production—its

pages are full of new lights and happy illustrations."

Literary Gazette.

CALEB STUKELY, (by one of the favourite
j

Writers in Blackvpood's Magazine,) 3 vols, post
8vo. extra cloth, (pub. at £1. lis 6d) reduced

to 10s 6d Blackwood, 1845

AND LIGHT READING.

This is a capital Novel, of the same class as Ten
Thousand a year.

CARDINAL DE RETZ, an Historical Romance,
2 vols, post Bvo. cloth (pub. at £1. Is) reduced

to 7s . 1845

CARLETON'S VALENTINE McCLUTCHY,
THE IRISH AGENT

; or, Chronicles of the

Castle Cumber Property, 3 vols, post 8vo.

extra cloth, (pub. at £1. lis 6d) reduced to

10s 6d . 1845

" His Sketches of Irish Life are equally truthful and

vigorous. There is no person who has known Ireland

for the last forty years, but must bear testimony to their

accuracy."—AtheiKBum.

TRAITS AND STORIES OF THE IRISH

PEASANTRY, new edition, complete in 2 vols.

8vo. with numerous illustrationt on &teel by Phiz,

Harvey, etc. gilt cloth, 18s 1843

COLBURN'S STANDARD NOVELISTS, 20

vols, in 16, closely but handsomely printed ill

fcap. 8vo. portraits aud frontispieces, extra clothf

(pub. at £4. 16s) reduced to £4.

This elegant Series comprises the following capital

Novels :—
Tremaine, by Ward, 2 vols, in 1

Sayings and Doings, by Hook, First Series

Ditto, Second Series

Ditto, 'Jhird Series

Guniey Mairied, by Hook

Pelham, by Bulwer, 2 vols, in 1

The Disowned by Ditto, 2 vols, in 1

Devereux, by Ditto

Frank Mildmay, by INIarryat

Richelieu, by James

Brambletye House, by Ilor. Smith,2 vols, in 1

Zillah, by Ditto

O'Donnel, by Lady Morgan
Florence Macarthy, by Ditto

Granby, by Lister

The Chelsea Pensioners, by Gleig.

COOMBE ABBEY, an Historical Tale or xnE
Reign of James the First, nv Selina Bun-
bury, thick royal 8vo. highly illustrated by beau-

tiful engravings on wood ; utiiform with Ainswortli's

Tower, Wiiidsor Castle, ^c. ; eitra cloth bds.

bach elegantly gilt (pub. at 14s) reduced to

own

.1,

7$6d 1843

A tale of Guy Fawke* and the conspirator*. One of

the most elegant and interesting uf thi« cla«B of illus-

trated Ilomances.

CRUIKSHANK "AT HO^IE ;" a New Family
Album of Endless Entertainment, consisting of

a Series of Tales and Sketches by the most

popular authors, with numerous clever and hu-
morous illustrutions on wood by Cruikshank aud

Seymour. Also CRUIKSHANK'S OL'D

VOLUME, or Book of Variety, lllustrateL

Two Odd Fellows—Seymour and Cruikshp

Together 4 vols, bound in 2, fcap. 8vo. t;i e.

cloth, full gilt backs, (pub. at £2. 1 8s) redu

to 10s 6d . 1

DANIEL'S MERRIE ENGLAND IN T
OLDEN TIME, 2 vols, post 8vo. nume
illustrations by Cruikahank and Leech, and

^

similes of rare portraits of celebrated P/oi

JesterSf Conjurors, S^c. ; extra cloth, (pub.

£1. Is) reduced to 9s . 1

" These Toluraes abound throughout with inform;

on the manners and customs of our ancestors

notes are full of curious research, and the whole ii

only valuable as a treasury of antiquarian knowl
but as a most amusing repertory of mirth, gi

mour, and wit."—Times.

DICKENS (CHARLES) THE PIC-NIC
PEIIS, edited by Boz, illustrated by 14 f

by George Cruikshank, Phiz,^c. 3 vols, post
extra cloth bds. (pub. at £1. lis 6d) reduc

10s 6d

EDGEWORTH'S (MISS) PATRONAGE, 3

fcap. 8vo. with frontispieces by Harvey,
lettered, (nub. at 1 5s) reduced to 7s 6d

HARRINGTON, AND THOUGHTS
BORES, fcap. 8vo. frontispiece,

cloth let

(pub. at 5s) reduced to 2s 6d

ORMOND, fcap. 8vo. frontispiece, clotl

tered, (pub. at 5s) reduced to 2s 6i

HARRY MOWBRAY, by Capt.Knox, 8vo.

trated by numerous large and Jine \cood engrax
extra cloth, gilt, (pub. at 13s) reduced to 7s

HERETIC (THE) OR THE GERA
STRANGER: an Historical Romance o

Russian Court in the Fifteenth Century,
lated from the Russian of Lajetchinikoff ((

THK Walieii Scott of Russia), by T. B.

of Cambridge, a writer in Blackwood's

zine, 3 vols, post 8vo. extra cloth, (pul

£1. lis 6d) reduced to lOs 6d Blackwot

"This novel is well translated, and has

general attention in this counXry."—Edi7ib

"The author has succeeded in faithfully illi

ing the manners of the age of Ivan the Great ; i

also shewn that he possesses brilliancy of fancy
of thought, and elevation of sentiment,

knowledge of the movements of the heart, revei

to the few who have been initiated into natui

teries."—Blachivood's Magazine.
'" The Heuetic' is as good as oxe of 5

R0.MANCB8."— T/«c Examincr.

HOOD'S COMIC ALBUM, in Prose and \

illustrated by numerous plates, 12mo. boh

gilt cloth, (pub. at 12s) reduced to 5s

"This Comic Album is rich in the poetry of

Who that has read a single page of ' Miss Kilm
and her Precious Leg,' or of the 'Tale of a Tru

but must long for an opportunity of reading then

through, and returning again and again to

passages ?"

HOOK'S (THEODORE) ADVENTUR
AN ACTOR, comprising a picture

French Stase and the French People

I
vpul
oodmi

'

rM\
ill!

t; i

period of Fifty Years ;
from the Journj

Fleury. Second edition, 2 vols, post Q\

c/of/(,(piib. at£l. 4s) reduced to 6s 6d

"An excellent book, replete with wit, hui

and chiiracier, witli inimitable anecdotes, cor

form a history of very remarkable persons wli

an age as rernarkable. Thef.c volumes ore full 1

entertaining inatU'r—of anecdotes of the great

ami interest."— i(7«Ttfr7/ Gaictle.
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WI'lT'S (WILLIAM) LIFE AND
ADVENTURES OF JACK OF THE
M I L L

J
a Fireside Story, by William

HowiTT, second edition, 2 vols. fcap. 8vo.

with 4t6 illustrations on wood
f
extra cloth, (pub. at

15s) reduced to 7s Qd
'

1845
A more entertaining or better written tale for youth

has never been penned since Robinson Crnsoe ; young
or old will without question tind pleasure in its perusal,
and be sure not to lay it down until they have gone
entirely through it.

•• Two pleasantly written and beautifully got -up
volumes, intended for the juvenile portion of the com-

munity, and adapted to their capacity. Mr. Howitt

possesses the happy knack of accommodating himself

to the youthful mind : and there can be no question
that bis ' Jack of the Mill' will become n favourite."

Observer.
"' Jack of the Mill' we shall not be surprised to

find carried the circuit of the kingdom, and whirled by
the acclamation of a million youthful voices to tlie

topmost heights of popularity."
—Britannia.

•* A tale of powerful and thrilling interest, told in

that peculiar style, so remarkable for its combined

grace and nervousness, for which Mr. Howitt has
hitherto been so eminently distinguished. Jack of the

Mill, is a most wonderful character; he accomplishes
feats of ingenuity and achieves prodigies of valour
that are quite beyond the reach of ordinary mortals.
No difficulties are too great for him to encounter. It

is just such a book as one would like to take up of a
cold winter's evening, while the rain is falling and the

wind whistling without."—Sunday Times.
" Jack's adventures are told by Mr. Howitt with

a spirit as unflagging as if he were again a boy, and
are sufbcient to command many a dozen of open-
mouthed listeners. There is goodfailli in his manner
of narrative, even where the incidents are the most
improbable, which, as has been elsewhere said, re-
minds the reader strongly of Defoe."—Athenceum.
- WANDERINGS OF A JOURNEYMAN
TAILOR, through Europe and the East,

during the Years 1824 to 1840, by P. D.
HoLTH A us, translated from the last German Edi-

tion, by William Howitt, fcap. 8vo. with

portrait of the Tailor, extra cloth, (pub. at 6s)
reduced to 3s 6d . 1844
" He has scrambled amongst the Klephtes, played

with the Neapolitan sharpers, brought home a pil-

grim's certificate from the Holy Sepulchre, worn out
his appointed days in quarantine and his weary weeks
in hospitals, and, in short, is a tailor in ten thousand,
to whom the world should bid welcome."—Athenteum.
"Except 'The Bible in Spain,' we have not had

BO interesting a ' wander-book' for years."
Christian Reformer." He has traversed Germany, Poland, Hungary, and

VVallachia several times ; gazed with professional de-
light on the varied costumes in Constantinople and
Alexandria ; ascended the Nile ; climbed the Pyra-
mids; dodged the Bedouins; kneeled as a pilgrim
in the Holy City; stood in adoration on Mount Zion;
cut a walking-stick on Mount Tabor; Mashed in the
I^rftke of Gennesareth

; slept by the side of the Dead
Sea; braved the robbers of "

blest Arcady :" narrowly
escaped being married at Malta by damsels who are
worse than Sam Weller's widows ; and being stoned
for his impertinent curiosity in atiempting to enter
Solomon's mosque at Jerusalem. His descriptions of
all these various places are clear and vivid ; the ex-

pression of his feelings simple ami natural."— Critic.
'* Worth a host of the imjiosing theories of your

fashionable tourist. Fidelity, simplicity, shrewdness,
are the capital merits of this book."— Inquirer.-GERMAN EXPERIENCES, Ad-
dressed to the English, both Goers Abroad
and Stayers at Home, one vol. fcap. 8vo. extra

cloth, (pub. at 6s) reduced to 3.s 6d 1844
A lively and entertaining vohiuie which will be

fonnd very useful to the traveller in Germany." We rejoice to see the works of the Howitts',
whatever they be, republished among u<. Their names
have a pleasant sound ; their writings are sure to be
animated by a kindly, humane spirit; and no one can
leave them without feeling that he has been in de-
lightful compuny."—North American Review

JOE MILLER'S JEST BOOK, being a Collection

of the most excellent Bon Mots, Brilliant

Jests, and Striking Anecdotes in the English

Language, complete in one thick and closely

but elegantly printed volume, fcap. 12mo./ro?i-

tispiece, extra cloth bds. (pub. at 4s) reduced to 3s

1840

JERROLD'S (DOUGLAS) CAKES AND ALE,
a Collection of Humorous Tales and Sketches,
2 vols, post 8vo. with plates hy George Cruik-

shank, cloth gilt, (pub. at 15s) reduced to 8s 1842

Lesson of Life : a House-
hold Romance.

The " Genteel" Pigeons.
The Wine Cellar.

The Preacher Parrot; or

the Trials of Truth.
Mr. Peppercorn

*' at

Home."
Kind Cousin Tom : or Men
and Motives.

The Mayor of Hole-cum-
Corner ; a Legend.

The Manager's Pig.
The Romance of a Key-

hole.

Patty Larkspur's Watch.
Shakspeare at Bankside.
Lives of Brown, Jones,
and Robinson.

Guy Fawkes.
Perditus Mutton ; who
bought a " Caul."

Shakspeare in China.

My Husband's Winnings.
The " Lord of Peirsec."

Christopher Snub
;

" born
to be hanged."

The Metaphysician and
the Maid.

An Old House in the City.
The Birth Day of Puck.
Baron Von Boots: a Tal«.
The Rocking Horse.
The Tapestry Weaver.
The Siege.
The Tulip Show.

Epitaph of Sir Hugh
Evans.

LIFE AND ADVENTURES OF JACK SHEP-
PARD, thick ]2mo. with plates, extra red cloth,

full gilt (ptib. at 5s) reduced to 3s 1845
LEVER'S (CHARLES) CONFESSIONS OF

HARRY LORREQUER, by the author of
' Charles O'Malley,' 8vo. with 22 engraviiigs on

steel bv Phiz, gilt cloth, (pub. at 12s) reduced
to 9s

"

. 1845
the same, /{/".

hd. morocco extra, \2s

the same, wliole bound, morocco extra, 15s

CHARLES O'MALLEY, THE IRISH
DRAGOON, 2 vols. 8vo. xoith 44 engravings on

steel by Phiz, gilt cloth (pub. at £1. 4s) reduced
to 18s . 1841
the same, 2 vols. hf. bd. morocco extra^ £1. 4s

the same, 2 vols, whole bound, morocco extra,

£1. 8s

JACK HINTON,the Guardsman, by the author

of *• Charles O'JNIalley," 8vo. engravings by

Phiz, cloth gilt (pub. at 14s) reduced to 10s 1843

ARTHUR O'LEARY : his Wanderings and

Ponderings in many Lands, edited by Harry
Lorrequer ;

Cruikshank's new illustrated

edition, complete in 1 vol. 8vo. extra red cloth,

(^uniform with Charles O'Malley, Harry Lorre-

quer, and the Author's other works,) (pub. at 12s)
reduced to 9s . 1845
" The intense spirit and frolic of the author's sketches,

have made him one of the most successful writers of
the day." "Some sketches of Mr. O'Leary, a few years
since, in Harry Lorrequer's

"
Confessions," make him

not entirely a new portrait ;
but he is here at full

length, and in Mr. Lever's best style."
—Literary

Gazette.

" The author is pre-eminent for hi s mirth-moving
powers, for his acute sense of the ridiculous, for the

breadth of his humour, and for his power of dramatic

writing, which renders his boldest conceptions with the

happiest facility. It is seldom, indeed, that we have met,
in any voluiue, with such frequent occasions for a

heurty and prolonged laugh, and in which the racinessof
the lun more often amounts to wit
In Arthur O'Leary Mr. Lever's style ii deeid«dly im-
proved.'

'—Athenauvi.
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" We hardly know how to convey an adequate notion

of the exuberant whim and drollery by which this volume
is characterized. It is a perpetual feast of gaiety. Ad-
venture succeeds to adventure, scene to scene, character
to character, and in all so much variety, so much
genuine humour, that every taste must find something
wherewith to be pleased. 'Arthur O'Leary's Wander-
ings in many lands,' carry us from Paris to Brussels,
from Brussels to the Brunnens of Germany, among
Dutch smugglers into the mountains of Spa, along the

banks of the Rhine ; and every where fresh adventures,
rich anecdotes, marvellous escapes, and unexpected
wonders present themselves."—John Bull.

" Mr. Lever has written himself up to great eminence,
and is now one of the highest of our authors. This work
is better than any of the preceding. It has many tales

of great interest, and they are very well told."—
Dispatch.

LOVER'S LEGENDS AND STORIES OF
IRELAND, both Series, 2 vols. fcap. 8vo.

Fourth Edition, embellished with woodcuts by

Harvej/j bou7id in cloth, with emblematical devices

in gold on the covers^ (pub. at 15s) reduced to

7s 6d . 1837

"Samuel Lover, the well-known author of Rory
O'MORB, is the genuine author of Irish fun and Irish

eccentricity; he reports with exquisite fidelity the odd
notions which his imaginative countryjnen form of

men and things, notions by which sober Englishmen are

at once amused and puzzled. The ready retort, the

mixture of cunning with apparent simplicity, and the

complete thoughtlessness combined with shrewdness
so frequently found in Ireland, have never been better

pourtrayed than in these volumes. We recommend
them to all who love merriment, as well as to those who
wish to study national characteristics."—Athenaeum,,

"With the cleverest etchings, here is a genuine Irish

story-book of the most amusing character. Mr. Lover
shews how to tell a tale in the ra-al Irish manner ;—
we see the people, we hear them— they are dramatized
as they exist in nature, and all their peculiarities are

touched with a master-hand."—Literary Gazette.

HANDY ANDY, a Tale of Irish Life, medium
8vo. (third edition) with 24 characteristic Illus-

trations on steel, elegantly bound in cloth (pub. at

13s) reduced to 7s 6d 1845
TREASURE TROVE, OR £. S. D., a Ro-
mantic Irish Tale of the last Century, medium
8vo. second edition, with 26 characteristic illus-

trations on steel, elegaiitly bound in cloth, (pub,
at 14s) reduced to 9s 1846

MAN-0'WAR'S-MAN, by Bill Truck, Senior

Boatswain of the Royal College of Greenwich,

complete in a thick closely printed volume, fcap.
8vo. gilt cloth (pub. at 6s) reduced to 4s

BUickwood, 1843
" These sea-papers are among the best we ever read.

They give an animated picture of life on board a man-
of-war."—Lit. Gaz.

" This work we have no doubt will become a stan-
dard novel. Bill Truck does not write like

* Cecil ;* his

periods are more redolent of tar and groj; than of Kau de
Mousseline or Tokay ; but be is a positive sca-Pelliam,
if compared with some of his progeny. His adventures
are capital, and capitally told, and well dcs(?rve to be
issued in their present compendious form."—Athenwum.

MANY-COLOURED LIFE, or Tales of Woe and
Touches of Mirth, by the Author of" The Lol-

lards," &.C. 8vo. pUiteSf extra cloth (pub. at 8s)
reduced to 3« . 1843
" A very entertaining and interesting miscellany of

light Uter&tnve."—Literary Gazette.

"Amiscellany of fugitive articles, chiefly talcs, comic
and gentimentui, prowi and verse; an «xcellent parlour-
window book for a v.oimUy-hoii^(i."~~Afhi:iic(iuin.

MARllYAT'S (CAPT.) POOR .JACK, Illustrate

by forty-six lar-^e and exquisitely beautiful

•ngraviiw:* on wood, after the masterly designs

of Ci.AUKsoN Stani'ielu, R.A. One handso

volume, royal 8vo. elegantly bound in cbth ^

emblematical gilding on the buck u7id sides,redu
to 9s li

*,* Of this very popular and remarkably beau
book ten thousand copies have already been sold at

full price.

"The '

History of Poor Jack' is so naive and ye

interesting, that we have no hesitation in saying i

one of the very best of the author's very popular p
ductions. It is, indeed a touching picture, noble ir

simplicity, and comes home to the heart. The ill

trations, from the pencil of Stanfield, for original c

ception, beauty, truth, and expression, appear to u
be quite equal to the high reputation of the artist,—
first marine painter in tlie v/orld."— Literary Gaze
" ' Poor Jack' isjust completed ; and a most amuf

fellow he is, and a most amusing set of companion;
brings with him. The book while it is interestin

hearty, and of a healthy stamp; the characters
sketched off easily and boldly. Capt. Marryat has b

very foriunate in his illustrator, Mr. Stanfield, wl
numerous designs (and very numerous they are)
executed with great power a».d truth."—Timfs.
" In the simple and graphic style in which this

is written, Capt. Marryat has no comp'-titor—it is

truth and freedom of SmoUetV—United Ser
Journal.

MARRYAT'S (CAPT.) TRAVE
AND ROMANTIC ADVENTURES
MONSIEUR VIOLET, among the Sn
Indians and Wild Tribes of the Great West
Prairies, 3 vols, post 8vo. extra cloth, full

back, (pub. at £1. lis 6d) reduced to 9s

Longmans ,
II

"
Extremelj entertaining ; full of most extraordir

adventures, where we can plainly enough see the h
and touch of this very clever and very popular authi

Atfienoj

Diaries and Olla Podrida, page 67.

MARTINEAU'S (MISS), DEERBROO
Novel, 3 vols, crown 8vo. half bound calf,
at £1. lis dd) reduced to 9s

MILLER'S GODFREY MALVERN, or The 1

of an Author. (^By the Author of " G
"

Giles," "Royston Gower,"
'*

Day
W^oods," &c. &:c.) 2 vols, in 1, 8vo
clever illustratiotis by Phis, extra cloth, (

13«) reduced to 6s 6d
" A most interesting work. It afibrds us si»

pleasure to bespeak the public regards to this new m:
festation of Mr. Miller's literary powers. His acc(

of a poor author struggling in London is evide
drawn from the life ; and it is impossible for u:

read it without recognizing many facts and charac
Few living writers can present us with more truth

talent than these pages indicate. Some of Mil
sweet poetry is also interspersed throughout
volume."—Literary Gazette.
" This work has a tone and an individuality wi

distinguish it from all others, and cannot be J

without pleasure. Mr. Miller has the forms and cob
of rustic life more completely under his controul t

any of his predecessors."—Atlicnwum.

GIDEON GILES THE ROPER, a Tal(

English Country Life, with thirty-^ix

illustrations, 8vo. handsomely bound in gilt

(pub. at 13s) reduced to 5s 6d
" This w by many degrees Mr. Miller's best nc

It he knew his own strength, he would nev«r af
venture upon any other ground— but loitering al

tlie connnon side and the meadow-path, and sit'

under tiie yew-tree which shades tlie villai;e 'pub
or the shrouding tent which covers so much gipi^y 1

lessness and merrimtiit,
'

gallic r humours ott" men
Bucii as ho understands, and ca;i dpiciibo again with
the fidelity of intimacy. Tlie story of

b«auty, Ellen Giles, who is an object of lawless
]

I

I

•

the vJlL
iwless ]S
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to
* all and sundry,' is well contrived. The hero of

the book, Gideon Giles, is an honest, plain, hard-work-

ing Englishman : but our hero is Ben Brust, a jolly

fellow, with the heart of a man, and the appetite of

three—who hates work, and the saving of money."
Atfienceu7n.

*' The author paints \vith a degree of enthusiasm,

eloquence, and elegance of style, which have rarely

been excelled. Every subject that he touches he paints
with the pencil of a master."—Spectator,

)DERN NOVELISTS OF FRANCE, translated

by Aird, viz.—I. Paul Huet, the Young- Mid-

shipman, by Eugene Sue, (Author of the

Mysteries of Paris)—II. Kernok, the Corsair,

by Eugene Sue—III. Physiology of the Gene-
ral Lover, by Soulie—IV. The Poacher, by
Jules Janin—V. Jenny, by Paul de Kock—
VI. Husbands, by Paul de Kock; complete
in one closely printed volume, post 8vo. cloth,

full gilt, (pub. at 5s) reduced to 3s 6d 1845

I ORGAN'S (LADY AND SIR CHAS.) BOOK
' WITHOUT A NAME, 2 vols, post Bvo. with

portrait, extra cloth bds. (pub. at £l. Is) re-

duced to 7« 1840
CosTENT8:—Le Cordon Bleu. Milton's House. St.

Alban's Abbey. Memoirs of the Macaw of a Lady of

Quality. The Public. A First Lesson in Eeading.
I The Absurdities of Men of Merit. An Essay on Coals.

Curiosity. Rural Pleasures. A Defence of Punning.
The Pleasures of Hearing. The English Malady. Li-

berality. Luxuries and Necessaries. Memoirs of Dr.
Botherum. The Hong Merchant's Widow. Pimlico.
The Hotel de Carnavalet. Irish Historians. A Walk
in the Snow. Malahide Castle. Puck of the Pale.
Twelve o'clock. Not at Home. A Good Name. Pre-
sent State of Parties. The Music of Oratory. Riches.
Letter from a Younger Brother. Good Sort of People.
Life in London. The Undisputed One. Physic for the

Mind.
'* Most pleasing volumes."—Athenaum.

2W ARABIAN NIGHTS' ENTERTAIN-
MENTS, selected from the original Oriental

MS. by V^on Hammer, and now first translated

into English by the Rev. G. Lamb, 3 vols.

12mo. extra cloth, (pub. at 12s) reduced to ls6d
1844

This work contains a rare series of Tales, which Von
Hammer considers superior to any yet published, and
which Galland, the translator of the original Arabian

Nights' Entertainments had never seen. They appear
for the first time in English in the above vols.

^'lE'S (MRS.) TALES, viz., Adeline Mowbray,
The Welcome Home, The Quaker and the

Young Man of the World, new and elegant

edition, fcap. 8vo. with 2 steel engravings, extra

cloth, (pub. at 6s) reduced to 4s 1844
" There is a charm associated with the very name

of Mrs. Opie ; the cause of sound English literature
will be much advanced by her writings, and they will

be appreciated wherever the English language is

spoken."—Morning Chronicle.
" This is a republication of the best of Mrs. Opie's

works. She possesses the double merit of enforcing a
most useful truth, and exemplifying it in a tale

abounding in natural and touching scenes of the family
life of English gentlemen. From one end of her works
to the other, we see notliing to object to. She excels
most of her contemporaries in sound judgment and
propriety in her characters and manners."

Bell's Wiiekly Messenger.
XBERRY'S ACTOR'S BUDGET OF WIT
AND MERRIMENT, consisting of facetious

INIonologues, Prologues, Epilogues,Tales, Comic

Songs, rare and genuine Theatrical Anecdotes
and Jests, 12mo. cloth gilt, (pub. at 7s) reduced
to 3s

ICTURES OF THE FRENCH, a Series of Li-

terary and Graphic Delineations of French

Character, by Jules Janin, Balzac, Cormenin,
and other celebrated French Authors, one large

FICTION, AND LIGHT READING. 85

volume, royal 8vo. illustrated by upwards of 230
humorous and extremely clever wood engravings, by

distinguished Artists, extra cloth, richly gilt, (pub.

at£1.5s) reduced to 12s 1840
This book is extremely clever both in the letter-press

and plates, and has had an immense run in France,

greater even than the Pickwick Papers in this

country.

PHANTASMAGORIA OF FUN, edited and il-

lustrated by Alfred Crowquill, 2 vols, post 8vo.

many illustrations by Leech, Cruikshank, S^c. extra

cloth, (pub. at 1 8s) reduced to 7s 6d 1843

CONTENTS

Mr. Macaw.
Case of Furious Driving
Mr. Nibble
The Blue Knight
Mr. Trickett Donks
Achates Digby
An Impudent Monkey
The Golden Pippin
The Soul Agent
The Beau of Byblos
China

Epistle from Miss Selina

Spriggins
Mr. Fojce Varnish
The Jolly Miller
The King of Clubs
Mr. Crocodile
The True Story ef the

Merchant's Ward
Brighton Fair
Mastitf Lubberkin

Jannetjie Ter Beek

Pugnacity, Mr. Ker Snap
Dialogue between Two
China Jars

The Dupe
Mr. Chimpanzee, the dis-

appointed Traveller

Najran and Shireen
Mr. Hyena Smyrke
The Washerwoman
Autobiography of a Duck
Opinions of the * Times'
The Old Ledger
The Grey Mare
Septimus Jeffs

The Mountebank
The Girl at No. 7

The Barber of the Olden
Time

Tlie Tragical History of

Pyramus and Thisbe
The Bread-and-Cheese

Club
The Two Friends
The Saw and the Axe
Every Man his own Cook
The Rat's Lamentation
Dick and Tom
Equality 1 Tlie Pot Boy'g

Oration
To Nancy
The Lovers
The Philosopy of Smok-

ing, Drinking, Money,
Marriage, Idleness, &c.

" There is a large quantum of drollery and humour
Doth in Crowquill'spen and pencil, of a kind peculiarly
his own. He is as full of puns as a porcupine is of

quills, and he darts them more truly than was ever
believed of the powers of that animal."—Literal']/
Gazette.

PORCELAIN TOWER, or Nine Stories of China,
in Prose and Verse, with highly humorous illus-

trations by Leech, post 8vo. extra cloth, gilt with

Chinese Devices, (pub. at 10s 6t/) reduced to 3s 6^
1841

" Full of arch drollery, and illustrated in a kindred

spirit by Leech. A more humorous or entertaining
volume has not appeared this season."—Sun.
" We cordially recommend this very piquant and

pleasant book to all laugliter-lovers."
— Court Journal.

"
Capital Tales, excellently illustrated."—AthencBurn.

POOLE'S COMIC SKETCH BOOK, or Sketches
and Recollections by the Author of Paul Pry,
2nd edition, 2 vols, post 8vo. fine portrait, red

turkey cloth, full gilt, with new Comic Ornaments,

(publ at 18sj reduced to 7s 6d 1843

Little Pedlington
Dick Ferret

Early Rising: I'll Pack
my Portmanteau

Ruined by Economy
Eminent Liars

My Anni'.s Poodle

Squire Fetlock— Squire
Jehu — A Puir of

Sketches
InCouvenifMiccs of a Con-

venient Distance

Cheap Celebrity
SinionTetchy. A Character
A Suicide's Last Carouse

My First Tragedy
Sireet Minstrelsie

Preparations for Pleasure
;

or, a Pie Nic

Sparrow-Shooting, a Dra-
matic Foolery

The late Mr. Tardy
My Aunt's Bequest
Defence ot the Alphabet
Anecdotes ot Gaming
Dick Doleful
The most Unforlunaie of
Women ; or, Mtmoiis i>f

Miss Niobe Sadgrove
A Cockney's Rur<il Sports
Recollections of Frencl,-

Actors, including the

Emperor Paul
Attcr-Dimier Chat
Notes for a Memoir tf tin

Author.
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SINCLAIR'S MODERN FLIRTATIONS, or a

iMoutli at Harrowgate. Second thousand, 3

vols, crown 8vo. half bound calf, <'pub. at

£L lis 6d) reduced to 9s
'

1845

SHAKESPEARE 1<0VELS, in Three Series; viz;

1. The Youth of Shakespeare, 3 vols.—2. The
Secret Passion, 3 vols.— 3, Shakespeare and his

Friends, 3 vols,—together 9 vols, post 8vo. extra
*
cloth, (o)dy n few complete s'-ts remaining) (pub.
at £4. 14s 6(/) reduced to £1. 16s 1838-44
" The titles of these works give a very inadequate

couceptiuu of their contents. They depict the golden
age of merry Enghmd, when Qiuen Elizabeth reigned
tUe proudest monarch of the eariii, supported and sur-

rounded by those briijht constellations in the courtly
hemisphere, Bacon, Cecil, and Raleigh : when the

cause of literature was accelerated in its glorious march
by the undying ettbrtsof Shakespeare and Jonson—who
lived " not for an age but for all time."—Herald.
" Full of amusement, keen and lively in their wit,

gentle yet rich in their humour, subtle in their traits of

character, spirited in their sketches of life and man-
ners, graphic in their descriptions, pregnant in their

invention, and altogether supeiior to the common run
of works among which they will rank."—Naval and
Militui'y Gazette,

SMITH'S (JAMES) COMIC MISCELLANIES,
in Prose and Verse, with a Selection from his

Correspondence, and ^Memoirs of his Life.

Edited by his Brother, Horace Smith. Second

Edition, with Additions, 2 vols, post 8vo. por-

trait, extra cloth, full gilt, (pub. at £l. Is) re-

duced to 7s 6d . 1841

By THK Authors of the Rejkcted Addresses.
" One of the most amusing books that have seen the

light, since the ever famous Rejected Addresses them-
selves."— GZo^e.

For other Comic Books of similar character, see

Phantasmagoria of Fun; Wassail Bowl; Daniels'
Meirie England ; Pori:elain Tower

; &c. <!fec.

SUE'S NOVELS—MYSTERIES Of PARIS,
complete in one very thick vol. small 8vo.
riiinierons uoodmits, extra cloth, (pub. at 6s) re-

duced to 4s . 1845
MYSTERIES OF PARIS, Roscoe's Library
Edition, impl. 8vo. uitli portrait, and numerous

large ivoodcuts, red cloth, full i^ilt, 6s 6d 1845
. WANDLRING JEW, Roscoe's Library

Edition, with a Memoir of the Author, royal
8vo. illustrated by a fine portrait, and numerous

large and spirited wood engravings, extra red cloth,

richly gilt, 9s . 1845
WANDERING .TEW, complete edition, very
thick 12mo. tij.-.-ly printed, toith numerous wood

engravings, extra cioth, gilt, 4s 6d 1845
DE ROHAN. Oii THE COURT COXSPl-
RATOH, l2mo.uith wood engravings, extra cloth,

gilt, 2s 6d . 1845
TROLLOPE'S (MRS.) LIFE AND ADVEN-

TURES OF MICHAEL ARMSTRONG,
the Factory Boy, medium 8vo. with 24 steel

plates, gilt cloth, (pub. at 12s) reduced to 6s 6d

1840
" We are exceedingly glad that Mrs.Trollope has de-

voted the energies of her powerful and fertile mind to

the production of Ihl.t at once striking, amusing, and
iitelul work. Without ;iuy decire lo di-preciuie
the value of similar productions, we cannot but consi-
der lhi» as intiniiely mure valuable than any wliich we
liavt yel «een."—Meirojwlitan Conservative Journal. '

TROLLOPE'S (MRS.) JESSIE PHILLI) S, ala,
of the Present Day, medium 8vo. port. und\2ite

plates, cloth gilt, (pub. at 12s) reduced to 6s 6*

184
" One of the best productions of the authoress. Tl

illustrations by Leech could hardly be equalled t

Cruikshank himstK."—Cambridge Chronicle.
" Mrs. Trollope is one of the most skilful, as well

vigorous and original, writers of the day. We strong
recommend her work to all who delight in vigoro
and stirring fiction, directed to the accomplishment
a benevolent purpose."—Sunday Times.

WARD'S ILLUSTRATIONS OF HUMA
LIFE, (by the Author of Tremaine, De Ver

&c.) second editioji, 3 vols, post 8vo. extra clot

(pub. at £1. 1 Is 6(0 reduced to 7s 6d W
"A mosldelightfid work,aboundinglike 'Tremaiu

in beautiful descriptions, :uid like ' De Vere' in stro

and lively pictures of human character in the diJTt

ent varieties ofLite—Mfssenyer.
"It isa real pleasure lo lind this gifted writer aga

contributing the treasures of his mind lo the geuei
stock of our literaiuie. His writings are of higher pi

pose and value than lobe read andtorthwith dismisse

tht-y are of the kind to be stored in private libraries, a

recurred to from time to time as a still fresh solace a

delight."
—Sun.

PICTURES OF THE WORLD at Hot
and Abroad, (by the Author of Tremaine, I

Vere, &c.) second edition, 3 vols, post 8vo. ext

cloth, (pub. at £1.1 h6f/) reduced to 7s 6d 18^
" This new work, by the accomplished author

'Trentaine,' consists of three distinct tales, each occ

pying one voluioo. The first is entitled '

Sterling.'
point of real and exact observations of life, in happ
easy, and spirited portrayal of character, it may ra
with the best of Mr. Ward's previous productioi
The second story is called *

Penruddock, or the Hig
minded,' and nobly docs the tale answer to the lol

demands of its title.
' Penruddock' is one of the mi

pure, perfect, and natural delineations that is to bu fou
in prose fiction. The third story is called ' The
thusiast,' and is introduced by an admirable essaj
enthusiasm, which will be looked upon bymanyrei
as the most enduring gem, tli<' crowning feature <

whole work."—Aew Man. Mug.
WASSAIL-BOWL, a Series of Humourous

and Sketches, including the Physiology of E^

ing Parties, by Albert Smith, (one of]
Contributors to *

Punch') 2 vols, post 8vo.

bellivhed with numerous laughable wood^cul
Leecli ; gilt cloth, (pub. at £1. 1*) reduce

ls6d
This clever and amusing work contains, besides

Physiology of Evening Parlies, the followiug:

Christmas Pantomimes
The War with China.
How to Cure Love.
Punch.
Mr. Percival Jenks and

the Ballet Girl.

The Story of a Dissecling-
Room.

Delighttiil People
'J'he Bureau Drawer.
'Ihe Griselte.

The last Derby Day.
A Night in the Royal
George
"
Decidedly the pleasantest and most humo

book to which this season has given birth ; contai

some of the wittiest ami most agreeable sketcln

society ue have njet with for many a year.''— £/|

Service Gazelle.
" A greater «ombi)i.ilion of wit and humour, fnn

drollery, it has not for a long time been our 1

enjoy."— Court Journal.

The Laudanum Patient
A French School.
A Legend of Wind*

Forest.

Greenwich Fair.
Blanche Heriot.
Mr. Pimony Skuflie.

An English Masqiierad
The Album at Chiunotn
Bailholomew Fair.

A Rencontie with the li

gduds.
Excuision to Chillou.

Heme the liuuter.
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BOHN^S STANDARD LIBEAEY
A SERIES

OP THE

BEST ENGLISH AND FOREIGN AUTHORS,

PRINTED IN A NEW AND ELEGANT FORM,

Equally adapted to the Library and the Fireside,

AT AN z:xTXti:M;i:z.v i.ow prics.

This Series has been undertaken with the view of presenting to the

educated public works of a deservedly established character, accurately

printed in an elegant form, and at the lowest possible price that can

remunerate the Publisher.

In the present advanced stage of widely-diffused intelligence, and after

the many able arguments adduced by some of the most powerful minds of

the age in favour of extended literature, it would be superfluous, in a

notice of this kind, to extol the advantages of circulating the higher pro-

ductions of genius and learning, on terms that may render them accessible

to all.

The Publisher ventures to assume that his unremitting and long-

practised experience in books, his constant intercourse with the learned in

all parts of the world, and his extensive literary property, will enable him

to bring such resources to the formation of his *' Standard Library,'*

as shall leave little or nothing to be desired. These and other facilities

have suggested the present undertaking, and concurrent circumstances

have hastened its commencement. As holder of many valuable copyrights,

(including Roscoe's Leo the Tenth, Lorenzo de Medici, and the

Works of Robert Hall,) the Publisher considers it incumbent on

him to take into his own hands the republication of them in a cheap and

popular form, rather than leave them to the piecemeal appropriation of

others.

The Pubhsher would not incur the imputation of inviting attention by

inflated promises : but he may safely affirm, that he feels some ambition in
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the prospect of rendering the projected series worthy of distinction ; anflbj

is resolved to employ all the means he possesses to merit and secure

success.

PLAN OF PUBLICATION.

The Series will be published monthly, in volumes of about 500 pages
each, printed in a clear and elegant type, on fine paper, in post Svo.

handsomely bound in cloth, at the low price of 3s. 6d.

Every work will be edited, or translated by competent scholars
;
and

furnished with Portraits, Indexes, and all the concomitants that can be

thought essential to a complete book.

It is by no means intended to limit the Series to any particular class

of literature : thus Divinity and Philosophy, History and Romances,
Abstract Science and Polite Literature, Ancient Authors and Modern,
will be produced in succession, as may either be indicated by the demands
of the time, or required by the plan of publication.

The following volumes are at press, and will appear immediately, some
of them in advance of the monthly issue :

THE MISCELLANEOUS WORKS and REMAINS of the RE\
ROBERT HALL, with Life by Dr. Gregory, and an Essay on

hij
Character by John Foster, with Jine portrait, in one volume.

*^* As a selection from Robert Hall's works, similar in form to the present volum^
is advertised to appear simultaneously, it is important that the purchf
should specify Bohn's edition, which is the only one entitled to contain tl

copyright pieces, the Life by Dr. Gregory, and Foster's Essay.

ROSCOE'S LIFE and PONTIFICATE of LEO THE TENT]
edited by his Son, (including the copyright portions) tvith fir

Portraits.

SCHLEGEL'S LECTURES on the PHILOSOPHY of HISTORY,
translated from the German, with a Memoir of the Author, by J. B.

Robertson, Esq. Second edition^ revised : fine Portrait of the

Author.

SISMONDI'S HISTORY of the LITERATURE of the SOUTH op

EUROPE, translated by Roscoe, (with Specimens of early French,

Italian, Spanish, and Portuguese Poetry, translated into English
Verse by Cary, Wtffen, Roscoe, and others,) with a fine Portrait.

LANZrS HISTORY OF PAINTING, a revised translation by Thomas

Roscoe, with Portraits.

LECTURES ON PAINTING, by the Royal Academicians, wit\
Portraits.

Other works of the same sterling character are in preparation, and wil

follow in monthly order, or be published earher, as may be found exj

pedient.



Nevr Issue in monthly Volumes,

At the Reduced Price of 3s. 6d. per Volume.

THE COMPLETE WORKS
OF

THE REV. ROBERT HALL,
With a IMCemoir of his I^ife,

BY DR. GREGORY,
And Observations on his Character as a Freacher,

BY JOHN FOSTER,
AUTHOR OF "essays ON DECISION OF CHARACTER," ETC.

WITH A GENERAL INDEX.

In 6 thick Volumes, small Svo. extra cloth lettered,

HENRY G. BOHN, 1846.

This capital edition was published from the Author's corrected

copies and manuscripts, for the benefit of his widow, who survives. The

copyright was disposed of for the large sum of 584,000., and is now the

property of the Advertiser. The greater portion of the work is still copyright,

and, in virtue of the recent act, will continue so for many years; and, as

several of the early pieces were printed only for private distribution, and

not published, or were printed as orally delivered, without consent of the

author, these also are protected. But as the copyright of some of the

earlier works has expired, it is now deemed advisable to republish the

whole in an authentic edition, at such a price as can leave little temptation

to others to assume that portion which is unprotected.

The present edition, in small 8vo., is a reproduction of the large

letter edition in 6 vols, demy 8vo., of which copies may still be had.

The volumes may he depended on monthly, as they are all printed,

and ready for delivery. Indeed, those who wish to take the 6 vols, at

once, may have them immediately.

TBSTZmOlSrZA.
" Whoever wishes to see the English language in its per-

fection MUST READ THE WRITINGS OF THAT GreAT DiVINE RoBERT
Hall. He combines the beauties of Johnson, Addison, and
Burke, without their imperfections."—Dugatd Stewart.

•'
I cannot do better than refer the academic reader to the immortal

works of Robert Hall. For moral grandeur, for Christian truth, and

sublimity, we may doubt whether they have their match in the sacred

oratory of any age or country." Prof. Sedgwick {in his Discourse on
the Studies of the University).
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"The Sermons and Discourses of Robert Hall are won-
derful COMPOSITIONS ; wonderful both for the scale and the variety of

the powers they display ; a head so metaphysical, seeming to have httle in

common with an imagination so glowing ; declamation so impassioned,
with wisdom so practical : touches of pathos so tender, with such caustic

irony, such bold invective, such spirit-stirring encouragements to heroic

deeds
;
and all conveyed in language worthy to be the vehicle of such

diverse thoughts, precise or luxuriant, stern or playful
—that most rare but

most eloquent, of all kinds of speech, the masculine mother-tongue of an
able man, which education has chastened, but not killed; constructed

after no model of which we are aware
;
more xMassive than Addison,

MORE easy and UNCONSTRAINED THAN JoHNSON, MORE SOBER THAN
Burke.

" The bold diction, the majestic gait of the sentence, the vivid illus-

tration, the rebuke which could scathe the offender, the burst of honest in-

dignation at triumphant vice, the biting sarcasm, the fervid appeal to the

heart, the sagacious development of principle, the broad field of moral
vision— ail these distinguish the compositions of Robert Hall, and we bear

our most willing testimony to their worth."— Quarterly Review.
** In the eloquence of the pulpit, Robert Hall comes

nearer MaSSILLON THAN EITHER CiCERO OR iEsCHINES TO DeMOS-
THENES."—Lord Brougham.

" Here is intellectual food for the scholar, the philosopher, the states-

man, and the divine ; and expressed in the surpassing language of Robert
Hall. He who shall give these volumes a place on his table, will not fail

of satisfaction, on whatever page his eye may chance to rest ; and his]

MIND IS LITTLE TO BE ENVIED, IF FROM THE PERUSAL OF THEM, HE DO]
NOT FIND HIMSELF A MORE ACCOMPLISHED, A WISER, AND A BETTKRj|
MAN."— Church of England Quarterly Review.

" I will give my general opinion of this divine in the words thai

were employed to describe a prelate, whose writings, I believe, are familial

to him, and whom he strongly resembles in fertility of imagination, in]

vigour of thinking, in rectitude of intention, and holiness of life. Yes,
Mr. Hall, like Jeremy Taylor,

* has the eloquence of anI

orator, the fancy of a poet, the acuteness of a schoolman,]
the profoundness of a philosopher, and the piety of a saint.'

Parr (Spi la I Sermon).
" The excellence of Mr. Hall does not consist in the predominance of

one of his powers, but in the exquisite proportion and harmony of all.

The richness, variety, and extent of his knowledge, are not less remarkable

than his absolute mastery over it. His style is one of the clearest
AND simplest—THE LEAST ENCUMBERED WITH ITS OWN BEAUTY— OF
ANY WHICH EVER HAS BEEN \\RiTTEN.—Londo7i Magazine.

" His sermons are distinguished by solid and profound philosophy,
and breathe a spirit of humility, piety, and charity, worthy of that pure
and divine religion, to the defence of which the author has concentrated

his talents. His eloquence is of the highest order, the natural effusion of

a fertile imagination and of an ardent mind, while his style is easy,

various, and animated. On a review of all his various excellencies, wej
cannot but expect with confidence that the name of Robert Hall will]
BE placed by POSTERITY AMONG THE BEST WRITERS OF THE AGE, AS]

well AS THE MOST VIGOROUS DEFENDERS OF RELIGIOUS TRUTH,;
AND THE BRIGHTEST EXAMPLES OF CHRISTIAN CHARITY.*'

Sir J. Macintosh.]
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By DioNYSius Lardxer, L.L.D. 8vo. 8s. -
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II. ELRINGTON'S EUCLID :—The first six Books of the Ele-

ments of Euclid, with notes. Twelfth edition, 8vo., 7s.
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GIBSON'S complete SYSTEM of LAND SURVEYING, new
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every modern improvement, with illustrative plans, &c. 8vo. bound, 9s.
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United Kingdom.
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JUST PUBLISHED,
And Beady for Belweryy

BY THOMAS B,ICHARDSON AND SON, DERBY,
172, Fleei Street, Iiond3n-, and 16, Dawson Street, Dublin.l

n^HE DIVINE INSTITUTION AND OBLIGA-
X TIOx^ OP CONFESSION. A Letter addressed to The Rev. Dr.

Pu3EY, on occasion of his recently published SERMON, " on the

ENTIRE ABSOLUTION OP THE PENITENT." By the Ret.

Patrick A. Murriy, Professor of Dogmatic and Moral Theology in the

Royal College of St. Patrick, Maynooch. Price 25.

Price Is., cloth, lettered with gold,

LIVES
OF THE SAINTS, Volume the Ninth,

with a beautiful portrait of St. Jerom.

Volume Ten will be published in April, and the Work completed
in June, 134S.

(SaC£rDO0 SauctificatU^; or, Discourses on the
Mass and Office, with a Preparation and Thanksgiving before and after

Mass, for every Day in the Week. Translated from the Italian of St.

Alphonsus Li&uori, by the Rev. James Jones. Imitation morocco,
extra gilt edges, 3s. Gd,, or cloth extra, gilt edges, 2s. 6d.

ASPIRATIOWB OF LOVF AFTER COMBIUNION,
selected from tlie inaiiuscvipts of St. Fhancis of Sales, by St. Alphonsus
LiGUOKi, beautiful wrapper aud frontispiece, gilt edges, 6'd.

A SHORT EXPLANATION of the Holy Sacrifice of the

Mass, -vvitli the approbation of the Right Rev. the Vicar Apostolic of the
Western district, 4d.

TWENTY-TWO REASONS FOR ENTERING THE CATHO-
LIC CHURCH, by Thomas William Marshall, Author of "Notes on the
Catholic Episcopate."' Id.

THE CATHOLIC BOUQUET, by a Lady, a Convert. S. M. S.
For the^euefit of the Catholic Ciiarity Day Schools, at Hampstead, Is.

POEMS
ON VARIOUS SUBJECTS, for Young

Persons, by M. A. Motler, foolscap 8vo.

HISTORY
OF ENGLAND, for the use of Schools

and Young Persons, to which is added, an Abstract of the Con<
stitution; a Geographical Treatise, according to the Roman, Saxon, and
Modern Divisions, accompanied with three corresponding Maps, and an

Explanatory Index of Technical and other Terms. By W. F. MYLIU8,
Master of Manor- House School, Cheyne W^lk, Chelsea. New edition,'
handsome frontispiece, bound in leather, gilt lettered. Price 4s.

6
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^rtg0rtati||umt,
CONSISTING OF

'

MASSES, GRADUALS, OFFERTORIES,
HYMNS AND MOTETTS,

ARRANGED AND FAHTLY HARMONIZED FOR TIIE USE OF

CATHOLIC CHOIHS,
Wlitf) jfuU ©rgan acfompantmfnte.

BY

J. B. BENZ, ESQ.,
LATELY DIRECTOR OF THE CHOIR AT ST.

MARY'S COLLEGE AND AT ST. CHAD'S,

BIRMINGHAM.
"

Sit lau.s plena, sit sonora

Sit jucunda, sit decora

Mentis jubilatio."

London: ALFRED NOVELLO, Musk Seller hy AppointTnent to

Jler Majesty, G9, Dean Street, Soho, and 24, Poidtry.

THOMAS RICHARDSON AND SON, 172, Fleet Street; 16,

Dawson Street, Dublin ; and Derhy.

The \7ork has received the sanction of all the Vicars Apostolic.

Royal 4:to., Imitation Morocco, gilt edges, 2 Is. cloth extra, gilt edges. 16s.
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Butilin l^tbieU).

PUBLISHED BY RICHARDSON AND SON,
172, Fleet Street, London; 16, Dawson Street, Dublin; and Derby.
Dublin: Gumming and Ferguson.—Edinburgh: W. Tait.—Liverpool: Rockliff

and Son.—Manchester: R. Lyncu.—Birmingham: 1, New Street, R. Nichols; 5,

Congreve Street, M. Maker.—York: C. Croshaw.—Bristol, 3, College Place:

John Sullivan.— Leeds: 59, Briggate, C. Croshaw.—New York, 108, Nassau

Street, Messrs. CASSERLvaud Sons.—Philadelphia, 104, South Third Street: W. J.

Cunningham.—Boston: P. Donohois.—Nova Scotia, Halifax, G. Donohoe.—
Sydney, Weekly Register Office, W. A. Duncan.-Calcutta: P. S. D. Rozario
AND Co.—Ceylon, Colombo: G. E. Phelius.—A Paris: 24, Rue St. Guillaume,
Faubourg St. Germain.—Brussels, 73, JMontagne de la Cour: Browne.—New
Brunswick, Saint John's: Dohekty and Mc Tavish.—Newfoundland, St. Jolm's:
Mc CouBRKi-, Brothers.—Leamington: W. Reeve, and all Booksellers.

STo. 40 will be Published in Jane, 1846.

Arrangements have been made to secure the punctual delivery of this

Publication at the end of every third month, along with the magazines.
The circulation of this Review affords peculiar advantages to Adver-

tisers.

SCALE OF CHARGES.
£.s. d.

Not exceeding 8 lines,... 5
For each additional line 4

Quarter of a page, 10

Halfapage, 18
A page, 1 10

Bills, Prospectuses, Catalogues,

^c.for vmerlion.
£.s. d.

Single leaf, 1

Hall'a sheet, 1 10

A Avliole sheet, 1 15

It is particularly requested that all Publications for Review, and
Advertisements, be addressed to Messrs. Richardson and Sox,
172, Fleet Street, London ; 16, Dawson Street, Dublin, or to Derby,

on or before the 12th of March, Juife, September, and December.

This Publication is supplied by the following BooTcsellers in Ireland

at £1. per year,

Belfast: Robert Ireland, 76, Nortli ^t.—Castlebar : Thomas Walsh.—Car/ojo:
Lawrence Ryan.—CVo/zrag//; J. O'Neill.—Cor/t.- John O'Brien.—Z>;o^^^rfa; John
ODonegan, William St.—Enuiskillen: Joseph Murphy.—Galwat/: P. Clayton
and T.Croker.—KUkennt/ : Thomas Sharman and C. Maxwell.—i/m^ncA:: John
i. 0'Gorm&n.—Lowiherslotvn : James KeUam.—Londonderri/: W. Mc. Dermott,
lo9, Foyle St.—N'ewn/: John Reynolds.—Omayi : J. Nellis, Main St.—Strabane:
Hugh Denning.—6'%o: John Mooney, Castle St.— Tralee: Andrew Slier, Nelson
St.— Thurles: M. Qninlan.— }^r^<r^br(/: Thomas T\oche,— Waterford: F. Dawson,
35, Barron Strand Street.

SCIENTIFIC KEMINISCENCES; or, CONVER-
KJ SATIONS on some of the ELEMENTS OF NATURAL
PHILOSOPHY

; by Mamma. Intended for the Use of Young Persons.
Beautiful Illustrated Title, Front, and Wrapper, foolscap 8vo., 2s.

ONE THOUSAND AMUSING & INTEREST-
ING TRUTHS. Beautiful Illustrated Title and Wrapper, fine

paper, demy 12mo., 2s. 6(1.
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THOMAS RICHARDSON AND SON.

IN THE PRESS.
NEW WORKS^ by the RT. REV. BISHOP WISEMAN.
SERMONS ON VARIOUS SUBJECTS, in 3 vols. 8vo.

LECTURES ON CONTROVERSIAL SUBJECTS, in 2 vols. 8vo.

BY THE RIGHT REV. NICHOLAS WISEMAN, D.D. BISHOP OF MELIP0TAMU8.

JOHN BULL AND THE PAPISTS ; or. Passages
in the Life of an Anglican Rector, in 1 vol. 8vo.

"
England of Saints! the peace will dawn—but not without the fight;
So, come the contest when it may—and God defend the right!"

Neale's Hierologus.

THE ROMAN MISSAIi, f"r the use of the Laity, containing
The Mass, with the Introit, Collect, Epistle, Gospel, &c., for every Day
throughout the Year, 684 pages, 18nio.

SEMITA PERFECTIONIS, translated into English.

THE SCAPULAR BOOK.

YESPER-BOOK, COMPLETE, corrected and revised, containing
all the New Services to the present time, with frontispiece and vignette

designed by Pugin, only One Shilling.

THE GOLDEN BOOK; or, Humility in Practice, in various

bindings.

CATHOLIC PIETY, with Supplement.
The same book, in French, ditto.

•]\fEMOIRS of the LIFE and of the CONGREGATION of St.
^'-^ ALPHONSUS MARIE DE LIGUORI. Bishop of St. Agatha of the Goths,
and Foimder of the Congregation of the Missionary Priests of the Most Holy
Redeemer. By the Rev. Father A. M. Tannoja, of the same Congregation.
Illustrated by a portrait of the Saint, and a Fae-siinile of his h;»nd-\vriting, with
Additions and Notes to the Original Italian Work. Translated and Compiled,
under the superintendance of the Redemptorist Fathers at Falmouth. By
Mrs. Edgar.
This work will be highly interesting in many respects. It is the first complete

life of the greatest saint of the last century tliat lias been published in England.
The Italian biographer having lived more than sixty-five years in the congrega-
tion, and forty years with St. Alphonsus himself, was the person best qualified
to give a faithful account of tlie saint and of his congregation. His style is

simple and un^iretending. He presents ns with a conscientious, an instructive,
and edifying diary of a life replete with the most diflficult and interesting circum-
stances in which a man can be engaged. In a career of ninety-one years St.

Alphonsus has successively shown liimself the pattern of childhood and youth,
of the lawyer and man of the world, as well as of the missionaiy, the monk and
the bishop.
Many of the works of St. Alphonsus having already found their way to the

English public, and his congregation having been spread over great part of the

world, it is believed that a life of the saint will be a desirable addition to our
English literature.

Tlie work will consist of two vols, in octavo, price one guinea. The profits of

the sale will be for tlie benefit of the Falmouth mission. As the work will be

published as soon as a sufficient number of subscribers are obtained, those who
wish to suhscrihe are rrspcct fully rer/uestrd to send their names, as early as jwssible, to

IVIessrs. RICHARDSON and SON*, 172, Fleet Street, 'XK)ndon; le,
Dawson Street, Dublinj or Derby.
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THOMAS RICHARDSON AND SON.

IN THE PRESS.
rrilE NEW PIOUS BIOGRAPHY; or, Lives of the Jlst, in
-*- various States of Life. A. M. D. G. Translated into English, and Dedicated

to Our Lady, Queen of all Saints.

The just shall shine, and shall run to and fro like sparks among the reeds."

rpHE ETERNAL HAPPINESS OF THE SAINTS, translated
*- from the Latin of the Venerable Cardinal Bellarmine, by the Rev. John
Dalton.

npHE ROMAN MARTYROLOGY, set forth by the Command
of Pope Gregory XIII. ,

and revised by the Authority of Pope Urban VIII.
Translated out of Latin into English, by G. K. of the Society of Jesus, and
pi-inted at St. Omer's, by Thomas Geubels, A.D. 1667, and now re-edited, the

original edition being preserved, but the Orthography being made conformable
to the present time. By William Mozart Skelly, Esq., Illustrated.

A WREATH OUT OF THE ROSES OF, LORETTO ; or,"^
Rhymes to our Lady, being a Paraphi'ase of the Litanj'.

T IFE OF THE BLESSED ALPHONSUS RODRIGUEZ, Lay
, Brother of the Society of Jesus. Beatified by his holiness, Leo XII. on the

12th of June, 1825. Translated from the French.^

rrilE ROSARY OF THE BLESSED VIRGIN MARY. A
selection of Poetry, arranged in accordance witli the Prayers and Medi-

tations of the Rosary. By a Member of the sodality of the Living Rosary.

T A JOURNEE DU CHRETIEN SANCTIFIEE, par la priere
et la meditation. Nouvelle edition rafondue et corrigee par W. N. S.

T IFE OF THE CARDINAL DE CHEVERUS, Archbishop of

Bordeaux, by the Rev. J. Huen Doubourg, ex-professor of Theology. Trans-
lated from the French, by Robert M. Walsh.

npHE BENEFITS OF RELIGION, from the French of Delacroix.
*"

Translated by C. C.

THE FOLLOWING WORKS
Are in the hands of the Society, preparing for Piihlication.

The Knowledge of Ourselves, with
Practical Thoughts on Humility,
divided into Meditations for every
Day in tlie Week.

Tlie Conversion of Andrew Dunn.
The Old-fashioned Farmer's Motives

for embracing the Catholic Faith.

Vespers Boole complete.
Flenry's Manners of the Israelites

and Christians.

Hay's Devout Christian.

Evangelical Harmony.
History of the Variations of Protes-

tants, by Bossuet.
The Decalogue Explained.
Reeve's History of the Church.
Reeve's History of the Bible.
Life of Christ.

Introduction to a Devout Life.

The Young Gentleman Instructed in

the Grounds of the Christian Reli-

gion.

Peter of Alcantara.

Daily Exercise.

Daily Companion.
Gobinet's Instructions.
Counsels of a Christian Mother to
her Daughter.

Christian at the Foot of the Cross,
Devout Life.

Glories of Jesus Christ.

Glories of the Blessed Virgin Mary,
Motlier of God.

Glover on the Sacraments.
Herbert's Village Dialogues.
Key of Paradise.
Love of God.
Life of St. Elizabeth of Hungary.
Memorial of a Christian Life.

Path to Paradise.
Father Rowland.
Religious Histories.
Soul Elevated to Perfection.
Soul United.
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THOMAS RICHARDSON AND SON.

CATHOX.ZC JUV£:HZ£.& X.XBZIARV.
THE LAMP OF THE SxlNCTUARY, a Catholic Storj, royal

18mo. large type, ornamented wrapper, 3d,

THE BLACK LADY, translated from the Works of Canon
SCHMID, 2d.

The HOP BLOSSOMS, translated from the Works of Canoj?
SCHMID, 3d.

The STRAWBERRIES, translated from the French, to which is

added, Neglect of Prayer, The Christian Servam, The Infidel's Death-
bed, 2d.

The CHAPEL OF THE FOREST, and the Robin Redbreast,
from the Works of Canon Schmid, 2d.

HANS THE MISER, a Tale of Central Germany, to which is added,
Perrin and Lucette, The Envious Girl Reformed, Divine Providence, The
Farm and the Presbytery, 2d.

The ANGEL OF CONSOLATION, a Catholic Story, translated

from the French, 3d.

The EASTER EGGS, translated from the Works of Canoi? Schmid, 2d.

The ADOPTED SOX, a Catholic Story, translated from the

German, 2d.

ISABELLA; OR, THE HEROINE OF ALGIERS, trans-
lated from tlie Works of Canon Schmid, price 2d,

A LETTER, containing a Particular and Authentic Account of
the late Sadden Restoration to Health and Sight, in answer to Piayer, in the
Little Seminary at Versailles: from the Rev. tlie Snperior of the Seniinarj-, to
the Right Rev. the Lord Bishop of that See. Faithfully Translated fiom the

French, by Charles Seager, M. A., formerly Scholar of Worcester College,

Oxford, &c. price Id., printed cover.

THE SEVEN CORPORAL WORKS OF MERCY, and COR-
PUS CHRISTI AFTERNOON, a Catholic Story, price 2d.

A SHORT TREATISE ON THE CROSS, Dedicated to the
Hon. and Rev. Georoe Spencer, Catholic Clergyman of St. Mary's College,

Oscott, near Birmingham, 3d.

The JESUITS, from the writings of Dallas, to which is appended,
ATith a few prefatory remarks, the celebrated Bull of Pope Pins ^IL, on tlie

R^toiation of the Society of Jesns, edited by William Nugent Skelly, Esq.,
^vitll correct portrait of St. Ignatius of Loyola beautifully executed on Steel,

large Type, neatly bound in cloth, gilt edges, price Is. 6d.

A CATHOLIC STORY ; or, Four Months' Residence in the

House of a Convert from Protestantism, by Mary C. Edgar, cloth, large type, 6d.

JESUS HATH LOVED US, or, Reflections on the Passion of

OUR Loud Jesls CnarsT. Translated from the Italian of Saint Alphonsus

Li(;uoui, by the Rev. James Jones. Printed from large typo, and bound in cloth,

price 6M.

This work, somefimos known by the title of the "Clock of the Passion," has

been re-translated by the Rev. J. Jones, of \Norksop, and will, it is beUeved, be
found to give faithfully the spirit and^words of the sainted author.
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THOMAS RICHARDSON AND SON.

MISSAL f5r the laity.
(With Authority.) *

Two Editions of this work are now ready, Pocket size, (royal 32mo.) one of

which contains the services for every Sunday of the year, and for all the feasts

and days of devotion; the other contains in addition the services for every day
in the year, and all the services of Eiiglish Saints in their proper places,

usually given in Supplements. Tiiis Edition, it is believed, will be found more

correct than any hitherto published.

A supplement containing the Masses peculiar to Ireland, and another of those

observed by the Benedictine Order, are also published.

Embossed cloth, lettered with gold,

Sheep marbled, lettered on back,
Coloured leatlicr, embossed, sprinkled edges.
Embossed roan, gilt edges,
Coloured' calf, embossed sides, marbled edges, ...

Imitation morocco, gilt edges,
Best Tuikey morocco, gilt edges,
Best Turkey morocco, gilt edges, full gilt back and sides
Coloured calf, gilt edges, full gilt back and sides,

Turkey morocco, gilt edges, full gilt back and sides,

very eh^gant,
Turkey morocco, richly illuminated, gilt edges,

The Complete edition in every binding, and all the Abridged above 2s. contains
twelve engravings, designed by A VV. Pugin, Esq.

German Silver clasps, with joints, very handsome, Is. 6iL extra.

THE OFFICE OF HOLY WEEK, in English and Latin,
according to the Roman Missal and Breviaky; preceded by an Explanation of
its Ceukmo.mks and Observancks. Printed on good paper, from clear, type, and
neatly bound in cloth, witli marble edges, price ... ... Is. Od.

Roan, lettered Is. O'd.

G) If, extra gilt 2s. Gd.

Elegantly bound in Morocco, and illuminated in
the Gothic style 4s. Od.

German silver clasps, with joints. Is. extra.

GARDEN" OF THE SOUL, new edition, complete, strongly
bound in leather, price only Sixpence, with the usual allowance
made to the trade.

Ditto, with the Ordinary of the ^Mass, bound in coloured leather, ... 10

Ditto, fme paper, engraved title and frontispiece, bound in coloured em-
bossed leather, marbled edges, ... ... .. ... ... 1

Ditto, fine paper, bound in coloured calf, embossed sides, marbled edges, 1 9

Ditto, fine papei", bound in red, green, blue, or puce embossed roan, gilt edges, 2

Ditto, fine paper, bound in coloured calf, gilt edges, full gilt back and sides, 2 6

Ditto, bound in colouied morocco, gilt edges, ... ... ... ... 2 6

Ditto, elegantly bound in best Turkey morocco, gilt edges, full gilt back
and sides, ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 3

"D'Mo, fine paper, boujid in morocco richly illuminated, gilt edges, ... 4

German silver clasfis tiith joifils^ very bandsoint, Is. extra.

Complete
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THE CATHOLIC WEEKLY INSTRUCTOR;
(3x% Mi^ttlUmj of

RELIGIOUS, INSTRUCTIVE, and ENTERTAINING KNOWLEDGPl
This Periodical lias beea iinclertaken with a view of supplying, as its title

i!ni)lies, profitabie reading to the great body of Catholics speaking the English
to!igue. It avoids political subjects altogether, and even all topics of mei-ely

temporary interest, or news. Wliatever may promote Religious Truth, Charity,
and Useful and Innocent Knowledge, is welcomed into its columns; and the
First and Second Volumes, now completed, will be found to contain many
Tracts, written witliout harshness, and conveying sound morals, by eminent
liands; extracts from books, too expensive to be purchased by most readers,
and illu'-trations of Catholic doctrines and practices in various countries and
a'jfes, full of entertainment and information. As it was an especial object to the

Editoi-s, when ]^hinning the Work, to bring it within the reach of the fami-
lies of the Working Classes, the price for each number is only One Penny,
(stamped, 2d. J at which cliarge it may be had from every Bookseller and
News-vender in the United Kingdom, or in Monthly Parts, price Ad. or in

Quarterly Parts, price !*•. id.

The Firet Volume, consisting of thirty numbers, half bound, roan back gilt,
dotii sides, 3s. 6d. each.

The Second VoUime, consisting of fifty-two numbers, which brings the work
down to the end of 1845, may now be had, neatly half bound, roau back, gilt,

cloth sides, 5s. 6d. each.

Quarterly Part No. 1. price Is. Id., and Monthly PaH No. 3.

. price 4d., for March, 1846, are now readj.

Terms for Advertising in the Catholic Weekly Instructor:

For 7 lines and under, 5s., and for every Jidditional line 4d.—for half a column, los.—for a

column, i8s —Advertisements umst be ;icconipanied by Post-office Orders, or reference for

payment in London for England, and in Dublin for Ireland.

This Publication is supplied in Monthly/ Paris, for 4s. Ad. per year, by
the following Bookseller's in h'eland.

Belfast: Robert Ireland, 76, North S>L—Castlebar : Thomas Wahh.—Carlow :

Lawrence llya.u.—Cionmell : J. O'Neill.—Co7-k: John O'Brien.—Drogheda: John
O'Donegan, William St.—Enniskillen: Josej)!! Murphy.- Galway: P. Clayton,
and T. Croker,—Kilkenny: Thomas Sharman, and C. Maxwell.—Limerick: John
F. O'Gorman.—Lowiherstown: Jame.s Kelia)n.—Londonderry: W. Mc. Dermott,
139, Foyle ^L—Newry: John Reynolds.—Omagh: J. Nellis, Main St.—Strabane :

Hugh Denning.—6'/i.9o; Jolm Mooney, Castle St.— Tralee: Andrew Sher, Nelson
St.— Thurles: M. Q,uhiian.— Wea.ford: Tliomas Roche.— Walerford: F. Dawson.

^W

gUPPLEMENT (in Latin) to the ROMAN BREVIARY,
containing all the New Offices, small 8vo. Printed with red and black ink

fi-om bold type, by Lawful Authority, and strongly bound in coloured leather,
gilt leaves, 8s.

IW SUPPLEMENT to the MISSAL, containing the New
Masses, and all tliat is in the Very Rev. F. C. Husenbetli's Supplement.

Printed witli red and black ink from bold type, handsome wrapper, folio 5s.—4to. 4s.

THE RITE OF ADMINISTRATION of HOLY ORDERS in
*- THE CATHOLIC CHURCH, in English and Latin, extracted from tlie

Roman Pontifical. • PubHshed by Lawful Authority. Pnnted with red and
black iidc from bold type, handsome Avrapper, 2s.

'THE SERVICE for the CONSECRATION of a CHURCH,
extracted from the Roman Pontifical. Published by Lawful Authority

Printed with red and black ink from bold type, handsome wrapper, 2s.
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A HISTORY OF THE ORDER OP ST. URSULA, containing
the Life of St. Angela de Merici, the orighi of the Order, aud her differeut

Establishments in Italy, frontispieco, cloth lettered, 8d.

"The order of St. Ursula, is unqnedtioiiably of all those that ever existed in the
Christian world, the most celebrated and extended. Taking its incipient form,

(if I may so ex,press myself), in Italy—to tlie limits of which country it seemed
at first destined to be confined; it penetrated into France, but to extend after-

wards with additional lustre into Germany, Savoj', Flanders, Switzerland, and
even to Canada, Brazil, and the most distant countries. Such an extensive pro-
gress would undoubtedly cause surpiise, were we not aware of the merit and
utility of this institute; but is it not a subject of wonder that a private individual,
an unassisted female sliould have concerted, executed, and supported a i)lan of

this nature, which was one day to procure so many advantages to Christian
families? This astonishing person, so deserving of our respect, was Angela de

Merici, sm-named of Brescia, and revered under the title of Blessed. It is to

her that the honor of so laudable an institution is due; she is justly consideied
as tlie Foundress and common mother of all the Ursulines, and was, and ever
will be, the brightest ornament of that order. Her name is now rendered the
more dear to her spiritual daughters, as the Church has consecrated it, by en-

rolling her in the catalogue of the saints. We are now about to give a bketcli

of the life of this happy being, wliom iieaven had enriched with its choicest

blessings. Our leaders will have reason to admire the series of prodigies which
commenced in her from her most tender years; aud the virtues she practised
at every peiiod of her life, are a precedent not alone for those who embrace
a life of religious seclusion, but also for persons in every state."

PRAYERS FOR THE CONVERSION OF ENGLAND.
Composed for the Eiiglisli College at Rome, by the Right Rev. Nicholas, Bishop
of Melipotamus, with pi inted cover, price Id.

THE PAPIST MISREPRESENTED AND REPRESENTED,
new edition, 3d., and in various bindings.

MARTIN LUTHER.—Extracts from the Works of Martin
LuTHKR, relative to the Catholic Church and its Dogmas. Translated by
William Nugknx Skellv, Esq., with frontispiece aud vignette, cloth, gilt edges,
Price 4d. and 6d.

MY SAVIOUR'S TOMB, from the Frenoh of Fathrr Mauie-Joskph de

Gekamb, Trappi.sr, A. M. D. G., with frontispiece, cloth lettered, 3d.—Paper
Avrap})fr, 2d.

DEVOTIONS TO JESUS in the adorable Sacrament of the Altar, bold typo,

3d., and bound in cloth, 4d.

THE PENITENT'S MANUAL AND FERVENT COMMUNICANT; being
Devotions for three days before and after Confession and Communion, divided

into two exercises for each day, with appropriate prayers at Mass, and additional

Instructions, Meditations, and' Prayers lor the same holy duties. Printed from

large type, and neatly bound in cloth, marble edges, price 8d., and in roan
leather 2d. extra.

This little volume was originall}'' printed under the name of the SACRAMEN-
TAL COMPANION. There having been issued a very imperfect copy of its

contents, the present genuine reprint, with further additions aud improvements,
is, for distinction, published under the new title of the PENITENT'S MANUAL
AND FERVENT COMMUNICANT.
CMALLONER'S MEDITATIONS FOR EVERY DAY IN THE YEAR,

2 vols, for 2s.

An admirable work for the daily use of Catholic Families.

THE IMITATION OF CHRIST, 6d.
A work which Foiitenelle says is the greatest ever issued from the hand of

man. This edition iiidtuh s the Four Books.
The Fourth Bonk, adaitted to the use of Confession and Communion, may bo

had sei)aiate, price Id.

MAXIMS AND EXAMPLES OF THE SAINTS, FROM JANUARY TO
JULY, large print, Is.
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THOMAS RICHARDSON AND SON.

VESPER AND COMPLIN BOOK, 2d.

THE LITTLE COMPLIN BOOK, Id.

The celebrated Prayer "SUSCIPE DOMINE!" adapted to the feelinofs of

every Christian, composed by St. Ignatius of Loyola, translated by W. N. S.

with correct portrait of the Saint by Pugiu, beautifully executed on steel, 4s

per hundred.

SHEETS of TICKETS for the Society of the Living Rosary, printed on both

sides, with borders, far neater, more appropriate and instructive than any
published, 4s. per 100 sheets.

AVE MARIA, beautiful print with Stanzas, fine paper, 4s. per 100; superfine

card-board, 6s. per 100.

PRINT of AVE MARIA, witl^ Ave Maris Stella set to Music, fine paper,
(is. per 100; superfine card-board, 8s. per 100.

RELIGIOUS PRINTS, a great variety, designed by Pugin and others,
8s. and 4s. per 100.

RELIGIOUS PRINTS, with Prayers, in Prose and Verse, two leaves stout

paper, 6s. per 100.

ALTAR-BREADS.—For the convenience of those clergymen who receive

parcels of books from Derby, Messi-s. Richardson and Son have agreed to

keep a supply of Altar-Breads. These are made in a most superior nianner,
and according to proper Rite, by the Ladies of St. Betiedict's Priory,

Heywood, near Lichfield, and have been kindly forwarded by them to the

publishers.
—They may be had on the usual terms.

ROSARY BEADS, Is. 2d. to 2s. 6d. per dozen.

HOLY-WATER FONTS, China, from Is. 4d. to 2s. 6d. each.

SCAPULARS—ENGRAVINGS ON SILK, from Mr. Pugin's designs.

ALTAR VASES, designed by Pugin, manufactured at the celebrated Derby
Cliina Works, price 12s. the pair.

PRAYING BEADS, lid-2d—and -Ikl each.

ROSARY RINGS at 9d. and Is. 6d. per dozen.

CRUCIFIXES AND MEDALS, designed by Pugin and others, 4d. to 3s. per
dozen.

CRUCIFIXES, Id—lid-2d—and 4d each.

CRUCIFIXES on stands, for the Altar or Oratory, Wood, Bone, Ivory, Brass.

CRUCIFIXES on black Pedestals, at Is. 3d. and Is. 6d. each.

MIRACULOUS MEDALS, Id. each.

MIRACULOUS MEDALS, silver, from 3d. upwards.

TEMPERANCE MEDALS, 3d-4d—and 5d each.

FRENCH RELIGIOUS STATUARY.
FRENCH RELIGIOUS PRINTS, all siizes and prices, plain or coloured.

RELIGIOUS PRINTS, Stations for chapels, plain or coloured.

ALTAR CHARTS, in sheets or bound, plain, semi.tr extra, from Is. upwards.

CHAPELS (FrenclO, in carved Ebony, Rosewood, Satin wood inlaid, various
sizes and styles of architecture.

A DESCRIPTIVE AND EXPLANATORY ACCOUNT OF
THK EARL OF ROSSE'S REFLECTING TELESCOPES: of the Processes

«inj)loyed in tlieir coiislniction ; and of observations of some of the NEBiLJi
made with the^e inttruments. Illustrated by engravings, is.
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FRENCH BOOKS,
&c.

ON SALE BY RICHARDSON AND SON.

Amant de Jesus Christ, ou histoire de la vie et de la mort d'un saint Ecclesias-

tique, ] vol. 32mo. 4d.

Blblia Sacra, 1 voL 8vo. 9s. botind.

Breviaruin Ronianuui cum officiis uovissiine concessis, 4 vols. 253. sewed.
Ditto ditto ditto (totum) pocket edition, 1 vol. lOs. bound.

Supplementuui pour les Irlaudais et Jesuites, 6d. to 2s. 6d:

Collection de Schmid, 90 vols. £2.
" Nous rccommendons cet ouvrage admirable aux peres et meres de fatnille et awx institu-

tiiies et maitresses d'ecole— il est d'uii grand iiitprest sourtout pour le clerg6 et les elevei

des seminaires."—Extrait d unb ues Approbations.

Catechisme de la Vie Interieure, 6d.

Dieu inconnu, 18uio. Is.

Douce (la) et saint mort, par le P. R. Jean Crasset, S. J., 2s.

Explication farailiere ves priucipales derites de la religion (adoptde par I'univer-

site) 18ino. Is. 6d. :

Cet excellent livre de Madame Lamertine, femme du celebre poete, porte let approbationes
les plus remaiquables de Mgrs. les .\rclieveques de Paris, de Bourdeaux, d'Auch, et de Mgr
I'Eveque iP.Auton.

Ecliridion Episcopalis SoUicitudinis, 4to. 10s.

Flames (les) de 1'Amour, r2mo. edition, 1 vol. pres., 500 pages, 3s.

Gregorii Magni Papte Primi de Cena Pastorali Liber Is.

Instructiones pour eclaire les ames, 32mo. Is.

Imitatione (de) Christi, 32mo. Is.

Imitation de Jesus Christ, 32mo. Is.

Instructions sur les Di manches et les Fetes, par Collot,Docteur de Sorbonne, 2s. 6d.

Instructions sur les Evangiles, par Lambert. 12mo., 3 vols. 4s.

Jesus Christe exhorte xm fervent ecclesiastique, Is. 6d.

Jesus Christ parlant au Cour du Pretre, Is. 6d.

Journee (la) du Chretien, 32mo. and ISmo. bound, roan extra, 3s. 6d., calf extra,

Cs., morocco, 8s.

Lyra Sainte, with music, Is. 6d.

Mois de Marie, 6d.

Muuus Pastoris boni, 32mo. 6d.

Memoriale Vitse Sacerdotalis, Is. 6d.

Memoriel (le) de la vie Ecclesiastique, i2mo. 3s.

Manuale Christianorum in septem libros divisum (opus turn omnibus Christianis,
tum maxime religiosis, atque ecclesiasticis perutile,) Is. 6d.

Manuel de Pietd, a I'usage des seminaires, 9uie edition. Is. 6d.

Methode practique pour converser avec Dieu, par R. P. Antoine Frank, S. J.,
19me edition, 12mo. 2s.

Methode courte et facile, pour se convaincre de la verite de la Religion Catho-
lique (d'apres les ecrits de Bossuet, Fenelon, Paschal et Bullet, 4me editiou, Is.

CEuvres de M. I'Abbe Legiu^y, 4 vols. )2mo. 8s.
list vol. La voie de la veritable et solide vertu.
2nd vol. la voie de la perfect'on dans la vie religieuse.
3rd vol. la Maitresse des Novices ecclair^e sur ses devoirs.
4th vol. la Postulatite et la Novice ecclai^se sur leur vocation.

ffiuvres Spirituel du, P. Huby, S. J. 2s.

(Euvres Completes de I'Abbe Beaudrand, 16 vols. 18mo., 12s.
1. L'.\me Embras^e ; 2. Interieure; 3 Rt^licieuse ; 4. Elevfee a Dien ; 5. Contemnlant le«

Grandeurs de Dieu, 6. Fidele ; 7. Penitente ; 8. Sanctifie; 9. Affirmit; JO. Eclairte:
II. Sur le Calvaire; 12. Visites an Saint Sacrament; 13. Neauvaine aux Sacr^s Coeiiri da
J«»us et de Marie; 14. Lcttres Edifiantes ; 15. Rtflectioni S»intimen« ct Pratlqu* de I'let* ;

10. Gcmissiment d'une ame cliretienne. It. each.

I
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THOMAS RICHARDSON AND SON.

Perseverance chretienne, 12mo. [Voice un livre precieux pour les jeunes gens
a I'epoque si importaute <le leur premier communion.] 3s.

Ditto de Grisot, 4 vols. 7s.

Regie de la vie pour un Pretre, Is.

Sage (le) reflechissant sur I'Eternite, lOJ.

Semaine Eucliaristique, 18mo. Is. 6d.

Science du Crucifix revue et Conigee par le R. P. Giou, S. J. lOd.

Theologia Doginatica et Moralis, Petrus Collet, 7 forts vol., nova editio. 30s.

Tresor de Patience cache dans les plaies du Sauveur, 2s.

Thesaurus Sacerdotum, 2s. 6d.

Vertu Angelique par Claudio Arvisenet I'auteur du " Memoriale Vitaa Sacer-
dotalisi." 6d.

Voie du Salut. [C'esfc un livre destine a faire le bonlieur du Chretien sincere,
et les delices des ames pieuses.] Is. 6d.

Vingt Examens Particuliers sur la Perfection Chretienne, 6d.

Vie Cache'e avec Jesus en Dieu, Is. id.

LETTER AND NOTE PAPER.
s. d.

Letter paper, 4to. per ream, ... ... ... 7

Note paper, 8vo. do. ... .. ... 3 6

Ditto, 16mo. do 2

CATHOLIC RELIGIOUS ILLUSTRATED LETTER and NOTE PAPER.
The designs are very numerous, and all devotional, excepting several of Colleges
and Churches, and beautifully executed on steel. This is the only Catholic
Illustrated Letter and Note Paper Printed in the British Dominions, and may
be had in packages of five quires, containing 24 different sorts. 3s.

Letter paper, 4to. per ream, .. ... ... 15 and upwards

Note paper, 8 vo. do, 10 ditto.

Every description of Writing Paper on very moderate terms.

Agents for NOYELLO'S MUSIC.—Magazines, and all other Publi-

cations, may be had on the usual terms.

Superior Writing Inks.
Pens and Quills, (very excellent)
Pinions, 7s. per 1200.

Glass Inkstands, with Rosewood
Frames.

Wafers, red, black, or mixed, all sizes.

Red, black, or coloured Wax.
Patent and iiottle India Rubber.
Colour boxes, various i)vices.
Camel-hair Pencils, superior quality.
Slate Pencils, (Foreign) very good.

Best Sponge.
Round Lignum-vitae Rulers, from 6 to

24 inches.
Skinner's Elastic Silver-steel Pens.
Artists' Black Lead Pencils.

Slates, framed and unframed.
Envelopes in boxes, containing 100. "^

Copy Books, all sorts, ruled and plain.
Cyphering Boolcs, hf-bd. roan, very

neat.

All hinds of Stationery Articles.

EXPORT ORDERS
EXECUTED WITH PROMPTITUDE AND CORRECTNESS.

THE USUAL ALLOWANCB MADE.
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Messrs. B,ichardson and Son have just received a supply of the

miSSALU IXEONASTICUIKI
PAULI V. PONTIFICIS MAXIMI

AUCTORITATE RECOGNITUM PRO OMNIBUS SUB REGULA
SS. PP. BENEDICTI

MILITANTIBUS

EDITIO EMENDATA CUM ADDITAMENTIS NOVISSIMIS.

ROM^, MDCCCXLII.
TYPIS JOSEPHI SALVIUCCI ET FRANCISCI FILII.

PR^SIDUM FACULTATE.
This is the last and most scarce Roman edition, offered at 32s. per copy.

CANON SCHMID'S TALES,
IX MONTHLY PARTS, PRICE ONE SHILLING EACH.

ALREADY PUBLISHED.
'

Pm-t I.—CoTitaining The Wooden Cross, Angelica, The Fire, The ]Melon.

Part II.—Containing The Rose-Bush, The Ci ay-Fish, Titiis and his Family,
The Best Inheritance.
Part III.—Containing The Flower Basket.
Part IV.—Containing The Inundation of the Rhine, The Nightingale, Clara, or

the Red and White Roses.
The Four Parts, in Oiie neat Volume, Post 8yo. with Seven Illustrations—Price 4s. 6d.

Part V.—Containing Cliristmas Eve, The Easter Eggs.
Part VI.—Containing Easter Eggs, (concludedJ, The Water-Pitcher, The

Bird's-Nest, Tiie Catrier-Pigeon.
Part VII.—Containing Heniy of Eicheufels, The Forest Chapel and the

Jewels.
Part VIII.—Containing Lewis the Little Emigrant, and The Dumb Girl.

BOHN'S STANDARD LIBRARY,
Crown Octavo, in one Volume, containing upwards of 500 pages hcau-

tifully printed, with a fine Portrait, Embossed Cloth,

Price only 35. Qd. per Volu7ne.

NOW READY.

IVTISCELLANEOUS WORKS AND REMAINS of the REV.
ROBERT HALL, with a Memoir of his Life by OLixxiirs

GiiEGORY, L.L.D., F.R.A.S., and a critical Estimate of his Cliaracter

and Writings, by Joiix Foster, Author of "Essays on Decision of

Character," &c. One Volume, 3s. Gd.

T IFE AND PONTIFICATE of LEO the TENTH, by

William Roscoe. Fifth Edition, Revised by his son, Thomas
RoscoE. Two Volumes, 7s.

PHILOSOPHY OF HISTORY, in a course of Lectures delivered

at Vienna, by Frederick Von Sciilegel. Translated from

the German with a Memoir of the Author, by James Barox

Robertson, Esq. Second Edition. One Volume, l^s. Od.

I
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WORKS FROm THE PRIOR PARK PRESS,
SOLD WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

By Thomas Bkliardson and Son, 172, Fleet Street, London; ,

16, Dawson Street, Dahlin; and Derby.

The DEVOUT SOUL, containing Seven MEDiTATroNS on the Most Blessed

EucaAHisx, with appropriate preparations for thanksi^ivings at'ter Commiuiiou, 8d^

Officium Recetandum in Nocte Nativitatis Domini Cum Missa, 6d.

The COMMON VESPERS of the Sunday, and Benediction of the Blessed

Sacrament, 6d.

The ANIMA DIVOT A; or, Devout Soul. Translated from the Italian of the
Rev. J. B. Pagani, Professor of TiieoloT;y, and vica-provincial of the institute of

Charity in England, by the R^v. J. Shepiierd, r2tno. bound in cloth, Ss.

THEOLOGI'A DOGMATICA ET MORALES, ad usuni Seminarie Montis
lerucis, viilyo Prior Park, gussa et approiiatione, Rev. D.D. P. A. Baines,
Episcpi Ligeusis, Ac Districtus Accideu talis Anglise Vicaru ApostoUci, 2 torn. 8s.

The PSALTER, with Select Prayers after each Psalm, translated for the
first time from the Psalteriuni Davidis Antwerpiie. Is. 6d.

THE VIGIL OF ST. LAURENCE, or, An Infant's Baptism, Is.

BLANCHE'S CONFIRMATION, or, The Tower of London.

Forming the first and second of a. Series of Tales Explanatory of the
Sacraments, price Is.

'•...To neglect them is spiritual death by starvation— to approach them nnwoi--

thily is spiritual death by sacrilege. That they may be approached, by tlie

young Catholic, with awe, with gratitxide, with love, and with a full comi)rehen-
sion of the specific nature and value of each Sacrament, is the design of these

Explanatory Tales."—Preface.

AN EXPLANATION of the Coxsteuctiox, Furniture and Orna-
ments of a CATHOLIC CHURCH, of the Vestments of the Clergy, and of the
Nature and Ceremonies of the Holy Sacrifice of the Mass, jn-ice 1 -.

The object of this Reprint is to instruct the IMembers of the Catholic Chnrcli
in the nature of the most solemn act of their Religion. Members of other com-
munions, also, may be greatl,y benefited by its parnsal, and may have i-emoved
from their minds the extraordinary and erroneous impressions regarding the
belief of Catholics.

REMARKS ON a DISCOURSE delivered by tlie Right Rev. C. M. Baggs,
D.D. Bishop of Pella, and Vicar-Apostolic of the Western District of England,
in the Catholic Ciinrch of Penzance, on Sunday, Nov. 17, 1841, price 4d.

A LETTER adib-essed to a Reverend Member of the Camden Society, on the
Arcliitectural and Artistical Movements of the Puseylles. By Le Comte de

Montalembeut, price 2d.

OUTLINES OF CHRISTIANITY, being the Substance of Six Lectures deli-

vered in the Catholic Chapel, Bath. By the late P. A. Baines, D.D. Bishop of

Siga, (Sec. price 3s.

ORDO ADMINISTRANDI SACRAMENTA, et alia qn?edam Ecclesiastica
Rite peragendi in Missione Anglicaua; ex Rituali Romano, jussu Panli Quinto
edito extractus: nonnullis adjectis ex Antique Rituali Anglicano, 32mo. roan,
gilt edges, neat, '2s.

OVIDII ^lETAMORPHOSES, in Usum Scholarum diligentibus expnrgatae, et

Notulis AngUcis, ad faciiiorem textus intelligent iam, locupletati«, price 3s.

THE PILLAR AND FOUNDATION OF TRUTH. By the Rev. J. B.
Professor of Divinity, author of the Anlma Divota, c^c., 2s.

The REVIEW of the Charges Against the Jesuits, taken from the Oxford
and Ca!nbridge Review for September, 1845, with tlie permission of the Author,
who has kindly revised and adcied a preface to this Edition, Cd.
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VESTMENTS,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL,

16, DAWSON STREET, DUBLIN.
COMPLETE HIGH MASS SUITS made of gold ffroimd material, embossed

or embroidered with real or imitatio"ii gold, and made to order either in tho
French or Roman style.

CHASUBLES of every description, and Canonical colom*s with real or imita-

tion gold and silver crosses and lace.

BENEDICTION COPES made of gold and silver tissue or flowered satins,

many of which are richly embroidered or embossed.
Dalmatics to match the Copes and Chasubles.

BENEDICTION VEILS made of satin or tissue, wove with silk, or gold and
silver flowers with Angels adoring.
STOLES embroidered or wove on silver, gold, silk, Damask cloih, with tassels

of real or imitation gold.

ALBS, ANTIPENDIUMS, and all other articles connected with the service
of the Altar.
AH the materials used for the Vestments are manufactured at Lyons for that

sole purpose.

YORK HOTEL,
FOR FAMILIES AXD GENTLEMEN,

8, 9, and 10, Albemarle Street.

C CRAWLEY, grateful for the Patronage and support
• which he has ever experienced, begs to inform those Families and

Gentlemen frequenting his Hotel, that, anxious further to promote their

comfort and convenience, he has considerably enlarged his Establish-

ment. The Hotel is very convenient to all the West End Catholic

Churches, and residences of Foreign Ministers.

Just published, Vol. 1, 8vo., fancif cloth, 8s.,

THE LIFE AND SPEECHES OF DANIEL
O'COXNELL, Esq., M.P., by his son John O'Connell, Esq., M.P.,

Kilkenny City.

Dublin: Published by JAMES DUFFY, 10, Wellington Quay;
London : CHARLES DOLMAN, 61, New Bond Street.

Now ready, in 8 vols, folio, illustrated with 250 copper-plates,

including Facsimiles of all Hollar's Engravings, and a multitude

of Wood-cuts, price £31 10s. half-bound morocco, uncut,

DUGDALE'S
MONASTICON ANGLICANUM;

a History of the Abbeys, and other Monasteries, Hospitals,

Friaries, and Cathedral and Collegiate Churches, in England and

Wales, and all such Scotch, Irish, and French Monasteries, as were in

any manner connected with the religious houses in England.
A new Edition xoith large Additions by Caley, Ellis, and Bandinel.
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THE

DUBLIN UNIVERSITY MAGAZINE,
For Aprils price 2s. ^d., Containing

I. Borneo—Captain Keppel and Mr. Brooke.

II. Herr Newman's pilgrimage from the Morouski, by Theodore

Bowring, L.L.D.

III. The Insurrections and Insurgents of Italy.

IV. Irish Rivers, No. 3. The Shannon.

V. Recollections of the Burschenshaft of Germany.
VI. Children and Children's Stories, by Hans Daumling.
VII. Scraps from Brallaghan's Common-place Book, Edited by Edward

Kenealy, Esq. L.L.B.

VIII. The Mystification of Julius Gullingsworth, a tale for the First

of April.
IX. The Duke of Manchester on the Times of Daniel.

X. Mr. Butt—.Protection to Home Industry.

DUBLIN, J. Mc GLA SHAN, 21, D'olier Street; W. S. OBR d: Co.,

LONDON; FRASER d^ Co., Edinburgh, of whom may also he had,

THE FORTUNES OF TORLOGH o'BRIENy
a tale of the Wars of King James. No. 1., Price One Shilling, with

Illustrations by Phiz. To he continued monthly.

M. MICHELET'S NEW WORK.
Just published,

THE PEOPLE. By M. Michelet, Author of

"Priests, Women, and Families." Translated, with the Author's

Approbation, by C. Cocks, Translator of Michelet's "
Priests, Women,

and Families." A Library Edition, in 1 vol. post 8vo. price 9s. and
also a Cheap Edition, uniform with M. Michelet's "

Priests, Women,
and Families," price Is. 6d.

London : Longman, Brown, Green, and Longmans.

E. AND M. PARKEK,
ENGRAVERS,

DIE, STAMP AND SEAL CUTTERS,
'

lithographers, copper-plate PRINTERS, ORNAMENTAL
DESIGNERS, &c., &c.

24, WICKLOW STREET, one door from WILLIAM STREET
DUBLIN.

Railway Maps and Plans executed with accuracy and dispatch.
—

Bookbinders' Ornaments.—Steel Punches, &c. to Order.
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WILLIAM TAIT, EDINBURGH.

In a few days will he published, in one very large vol. 8w.,

2:>rice £1 Is.

T)ICTIONARY OF THE SCOTTISH LAN-
^-^ GUAGE; in which the words are explained in their different

senses, authorized by the names of the writers by whom they, are

used, or the titles of the works in which they occur, and deduced from

their originals.

BY JOHN JAMIESON, D.D. F.R.S.E. F.S.A. &lc.

ABRIDGED FRCM THE ORIG[NAL EDITION,

BY JOHN JOHNSTONE,
Editor of the late Edition in Four Volumes Quarto.

A complete abridgment of the learned Dr. Jamieson's Etymological Dictionary
of the Scottish Language, with the Supplement to that elaborate and erudite

work, Avhich, taken together, form four large quarto volumes, has long been
considered a desideratum in the literature of this country, as the expense of the

Dictionary and Snpplement has hitherto rendered this valuable work almost a
sealed book to the bulk of the communit3^ To supy)ly this want, as far as it can
be supplied by an abridgment, has been the anxious aim of the Editor; and
the plan wliich he has followed, is exactly that adopted by Dr. Jamieson himself,
in the lunited abridgment of the original Dictionary, wliich he published many
j^ears ago, and long before he brought out the Supplement to this great national
work. In the Preface to his Abridgment, Dr. Jamieson says:

—
*' He has followed the same plan with that of the abridgment of Dr. Johnson's

English Dictionary; in giving all the terms contained in the larger work, in
their various significations, the names of the writers by whom they are used, or
the titles of the works in which they occur, and their derivations. In one
instance only has he deviated from the plan of the great English Lexicographer,
in placing the etymons after the definitions. This mode is undoubtedly the
most simple; as a reader, when looking into a Dictionary for the origin of a word
with which he is familiar, or for the signification of one with which he is unac-

quainted, must be supposed to turn his eye first to the definition, that he may
know whether this is the word that he looks for, or whether in the passage
in which it has occurred, it can bear the sense there given, before he thinks of

examining its origin, or can form any judgment as to the propriety of the
etymon that may be offered.

In the abridgment now laid before the public, every word contained in the
Quarto Dictionary and Supplement is carefully incorporated; and the various

meanings attached to each, along with the etymons, are given at much greater
length than is usual in works of the kind. The charm of Dr. Jamieson's great
work is the mass of antiquarian lore which his Dictionary and Snpplement
contain. In an Abridgment of four quarto volumes, comparatively little of this

can be embodied in a single octavo volume. As far, however, as his limited

space would allow, the Editor has endeavoured to incorporate a succinct account
of the old usages and manners of Scotland.

In two volumes 8yo. with PortraitSy Ss;c. £,\ 6s.

T IFE AND CORRESPONDENCE OF DAVID
-Li HUME, from the Papers bequeathed by liis Nephew to the

Royal Society of Edinburgh, and other Original Sources,

By JOHN HILL BURTON, Esq., Advocate.

Besides a large collection of Unpublished Letters by Hume, this

work contains Diaries, Extracts from Note-15ooks, and other Original

Papers ; including an Essay on the Authenticity of Ossian's Poems ;
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WILLIAM TAIT, EDINBURGH.

Letters from Hume's eminent Contemporaries
—Gibbon, Adam Smith,

Blair, Smollett, Montesquieu, D'Alembert, Diderot, &c.
" This is a welcome Book, and a worthy addition to the stores of Biographical

Literature."—AVamJ/ter.
" So extensive a clioice of materials has produced an

ample Life of Huuie, and a fair and judicious one.''^ —Spectator. " We rejoice
to see the eutire treasure (Hume's Letters) pioduced in a manner so highly
creditable to all concerned.''--Literary Gazette. "A work which must at once
take a high rtink amongst the many valuable publications of the same (perma-
nent) class."—Z>ai/^ News. See, also, TIiq AthenoBum, Morning Chronicle, &c.

1BAIT'S EDINBURGH MAGAZINE for March,
.price One Shilling, contains,

—Life and Correspondence of David

Hume
; bj J. H. Burton, Esq.

—The Earl of Gowrie ;
a Tragedy.

—
The Deserted Farm

;
a Tale of the Game Laws : by John Mills, Esq.—Reminiscences of the Hon. General Phipps, M.P.—The Antigone of

Sophocles, as represented on the Edinburgh Stage ; by Thomas De

Quincey.
—Jenny Basket, an American llomance j by Colonel Johnson.

—Lord Campbell's English Chancellors ; Cardinal Wolsey ;
Sir Thomas

More.—Montholon's Captivity of Napoleon.
—Confessions of a Homoeo-

pathist.
—Loudon's Legacy to Gardeners.—Pearce's Memoirs of Marquis

Wellesley ; by T. De Quincey.
—

Poetry.
—

Literary Register.
—Politics

of the Month
;
Peel's Bill,

—the new one ; Triumph of Rational Radi-

calism.

In large ^vo. price Sevenpence, Part XV. of the

EDINBURGH
TALES ; containing the Professional

Visits of Le Docteur Noir ;
a Story of the French Revolution ;

by the Author of " Mount Sorel."—Donald Lament, the Braemar Dro-
ver ; by Sir Thomas Dick Lauder.—The Ventilator of the Old House
of Commons, or Female Politicians

; by Mrs. Johnstone.—Presentiment,
dr the Infanta at Presburg ; by Mrs. Gore.

PartXVL wiU contain,
—Presentiment by Mrs. Gore; The Legend

"of the Big Fluke, and the Ross Beh Wrecker, by Maurice O'Connell,

Esq., M.P.; and Blanche Delamere, by Mrs. Johnstone.

In large 8vo, hound in cloth, gilt, p)'^ice 4s. 6<f
.,

THE EDINBURGH TALES, Vol. II., containing
the Author's Daughter, by Mary Howitt ;

The Balsam-Seller of

Thurotzer, by Mrs. Gore
;
The Golden Pot, from Hoffmann, by the

author of " German Romance ;" The Days of Old, a Story of English
Sporting Life, by John Mills, Esq.; Country-Town Life, by Miss Mit-
ford

;
Marion Wilson, by Robert NicoU

;
Violet Hamilton, or the

Talented Family, (equal in length to a three volume novel,) by Mrs.
Johnstone

;
Christmas Amusements, by Miss Mitford.

Also, Vol. I., price 4s, Qd, in cloth, containing Nineteen Stories or

Novelettes, by Mrs. Johnstone (the Conductor), Mrs. Fraser, Mrs. Gore,
Miss Mitford, Mrs. Crowe, Miss Tytler, Mr. Howitt, Mr. Quillinan,
Mr. Carlyle, Colonel Johnson, and Sir Thomas Dick Lauder

; and an
amount of Letterpress equal to that of nine volumes of the ordinary
novel size.
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WILLIAM TAIT, EDINBURGH.

In post 8vo, mith Eleven Portraits, price 10s. Qd.,

AGALLERY OF LITERARY PORTRAITS.
By GEORGE GILFILLAN. Exhibiting the following distin-

guished writers ;
—

JeiFrey, Godwin, Hazlitt, Hall, Shelley, Chalmers,

Carlyle, De Quincey, Foster, Wilson
; Irving, and the Preachers of the

day ; Lander, Campbell, Brougham, Coleridge, Emerson, Wordsworth,
Pollock, Lamb

; Cunningham, and the Rural Poets
; Elliott, Keats,

]Macaulay, Aird, South ey, Lockhart.
" This is an eloquent book."—Mr. De Quincey^ in Tait's Magazine for Novem-

ber; where appeared the First of a Series of Papers by Mr. De Q,. on
"

Gilfiilan's

Gallery."

TALES
OF MANY LANDS. By Miss M, Fraser

Tytler. a New Edition
; in small 8vo, with a Frontispiece and

Engraved Title-page. Price 5s.

TYTLER'S
HISTORY OF SCOTLAND ; a New

Edition, (the Third), in 7 vols. 8vo, to range with other Historical

Works, price £i, 4s.

The Stereotyped Edition, in 9 vols, post 8vo, £2. 14s.

Third Edition, in small 8vo, price 2s. 6d.

PRODUCTIVE
FARMING; or a Familiar Digest

of the Recent DISCOVERIES of Liebeg, Davy, and other cele-

brated writers on VEGETABLE CHEMISTRY ; showing how the

results of English Tillage might be greatly augmented.

By JOSEPH A. SMITH.

Sixteenth Edition, in 4 vols. 8vo, price £2. 2s.

BROWN'S
PHILOSOPHY OF THE MIND;

carefully revised with the original MS.; with a,Portrait, Index,
and Memoir of the Author, by Dr. Welsh; (all wanting in the previ-
ous editions in 4 vols.)

The Stereotyped Edition, in one large vol. Svo, 18s,
" An inestimable Book."—Dr. Parr.

Noio complete, in two vols, royal Svo,

THE LAW of BANKRUPTCY, INSOLVENCY,
and MERCANTILE SEQUESTRATION in.SCOTLAND.

By John Hill Burton, Esq., Advocate.
" This work reflects credit on the Scottish Bar."—Zaw Magazim.

Third Edition, in small Svo, price 5s.,

THE POEMS OF ROBERT NICOLL, late

Editor of the Leeds Times, with a Memoir of the Author.
" Unstained and pnre, at the age of twenty-three, died Scotland's second

'BuinH."—Ebenezer Elliott.

William Tait, Printer and Publisher, Edinburgh ; Simpkin,

Marshall, & Co., London
; Gumming and Ferguson, Dublin. Orde

received by all Booksellers.
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The particulars of hundreds of Cures may he hadfrom every agent throughout the

Kingdom.

DR. LOCOCK'S WAFERS give instant relief, and a rapid cure of asthmas,

consumption, coughs, colds, and all disorders of the breath and lungs.

TO SINGERS AND PUBLIC SPEAKERS they are invaluable, as in a few

hours they remove all hoarseness, and wonderfully increase the power and

flexibility of the voice.

THEY HAVE A PLEASANT TASTE. Price Is. IM., 2s. 9d., and lis.

per box.

Agents: DA SILVA & CO., I Bride-lane, Fleet-street, London. Sold by all

Medicine Vendors.

CAUTION. To protect the public from spurious imitations, Her Majesty's
Honourable Commi ssioners have caused to be printed on the stamp outside each

box the words " DR. LOCOCK'S WAFERS," in wuite letters 0x\ a red
GROUND. If purchasers will attend to this Caution they will be-sure to get the

genuine article.

EICHARD LYNCH,
CATHOZ.XC BOOK.S£Z.X.i:Ry

20, BACK KING STREET, MANCHESTER,

Begs most respectfully to inform the Catholic Nobility, Clergy, and

Public in general, that he has constantly on sale a large stock of all

Catholic Books, both fine and common editions, Religious Prints,

Rosary Beads and Rings, Chaplets, Crucifixes, Medals in great variety.

Holy-water Fonts, Illustrated Letter and Note Papers, and Rosary
Tickets.

Agent for the DERBY REPRINTS, DUBLIN REVIEW,
CATHOLIC WEEKLY INSTRUCTOR, and for the Irish Catholic

Publishers; Tablet, Nation, Freeman's Journal, Dublin Weekly Register,

Pilot, Evening Post, and all other Periodicals. Also, Agent for the sale

of Mr. YouENs' Tea and Coffee, and for Mr. Taddi's celebrated 37 Snuff.

R. L. has just received a siq^ply of the folloicing :

The JESUITS, from the writings of Dallas, Extracts, edited by
William Nugent Skelly, Esq., Is.

Royal ito., Imitation morocco, gilt edges, 21s, cloth extra, gilt edges, 16s.

pANTICA SACRA ; or, GREGORIAN MUSIC:
\j Consisting of Classes, Graduals, Offertories, Hymns, and Motetts,

arranged, and partly harmonized for the. use ojf Catholic Choirs, with
full Organ Accompaniments, By J. B. BENZ, Esq., lately Director of
the Choir at St. Mary's College, and at St. Chad's, Birmingham.

OACERDOS SANCTIFICATUS; or Discourses onO the Mass and Office, with a Preparation and Thanksgiving before
and after Mass, for every Day in the Week. Translated from the
Italian of St. Alphonsus Liguori, by the Rev. James Jones, imitation

morocco, extra gilt edges, 3s. 6d., cloth extra, gilt edges, 2s. 6d.
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AKOMATIC KEGENERATOE.
A CERTAIN PROMOTER OF THE

GROWTH OF HUMAN HAIR, EYE-BROWS, WHISKERS,
AND MOUSTACHES, AT PLEASURE.

This wonderful essential sphnt is dt'awn from Aromatic Herbs and
Flowers; the power of which has been hncum amongst the Nobility

2ipwards of Eleven years, and is a delightful Toilet Perfume.

EYE BROWS, MOUSTACHES, AND WHISKERS, PRODUCED IN A
FEW WEEKS.

By using an essential Spirit drawn fi-om choice Aromatic Herl)s, the peculiar
properties of which are known only to the Inventor, and althonp^h perfectly
innocent in itself, will produce New Hair on bald places, caused by weaknevvs
of constitntion, or where Nature has not bestowed this ornament of the Human
Figure; it has been known to many of the Nobility and Gentry upwards of
Eleven years, some of whom the Inventor most sincerely thanks for their
attestation of its merits, in the certainty of restorinj; llaij-, and ^'ivinp; it

additional lustre and strength; its viitives are manifold— it prevents the Hair
from falling off or turning giey, a few droi^ on the croAvn of the Head will
remove the most distressing pain in that part, ])roduced by ot attended with
faintness; and is acknowledged by tlie faculty as the only specific known
to cure that disease of the Head, called Ponigo de calvans (uhich causes the
Hair to come off in patches). This wonderful j»ro))erty is fully explained in a

pamphlet containing testimonials to its Regwier.iting the Hair \ipon Hald places,
entitled,

" Three Minutes Advice on the Growth and Preset vation of the Human
Hair," by W. Grimstone, Inventor of the Aromatic Regenerator for the Growih
of the Human Hair, and a certain preventive of Headaclie and fainting; also a
Toilet Perfume—bearing the Inventoi's Signature, Herhary, Highgate, near
London. Sold only in Triaixgnlar Bottles, with name, &c. &c. Price, 4s., 78..

and; Us. eacli, Government Stamp included. I'ofctage included, the 48. will
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be 4s. 6d.—the 7s., containing double the 4s., 7s. 8d.—four times the 4s. will be
r2s., including the "Three Minutes Advice on the Growth and Preservation of
the Human Hair, &c. &c.

Wholesfile and Retail by all Chemists, Druggists, and Perfumers, and by
especial appointment, the folloiving Agents for London.—Messrs. Atkinson and Co.,
Perfumers and Medicine Vendors, Old Bond street; Messrs. Fisher and Toller,
Chemists, Conduit street. Bond street; J. Sanger, Chemist, &c., 150, Oxford
street; Messi-s. Hannay and Co., Chemists, &c., 63, Oxford street; Messrs.

Barclay and Son, Patent Medicine Wai-ehouse, Farringdon street; Mr. Keating,
79, St.. Paul's church yard; Mr. W. Edwards, Patent Medicine Warehouse,
67, St. Paul's church yard; Mr. Butler, Patent Medicine Warehouse, 4,

Cheapside; Messrs. Sutton and Co., Patent Medicine Warehouse, Bow church
yard; Mr. Johnston, Patent Medicine Warehouse, 68, Cornhill ; Messrs. Langton,
Brothers, and Scott, Wholesale Druggists, 225 and 226, Thames street; Messrs,
Drew and Hayward,' Wholesale Druggists, Great Trinity Lane. For Edinburgh—Messrs. J. and R. Raimes and Co., Druggists, 49, Leith Walk. For Manchester—J. Gei'esche, Patent Medicine Vendor, Manchester and Salford Advertiser
Office. For Enniskilien, Ireland—H. Bevan, Chronicle Otiice. For Banbury—
J. Potts, Guardian Office. For Exeter—T. Besley, Devonshire Chronicle Office.

The above Articles are sold by ail respectable Patent Medicine Vendors.

Sight Restored, Nervous Headache and Deafhess Cured,

BY GRIMSTONE'S

MEDICATED EYE SNUFF,
Protected by the Government Stamp,

Crossing the lid of each Canister of Is. Ud., 2s. 9d., and 4s. 6d. each. Stamp
Included, If by post, book included, Is. 6d., 3s. 7d.j and 5s. 8d. five times the

'

quantity of the Is. 1 ^,

Under the Especial Patronage of their late Majesties;
HER ROYAL HIGHNESS THE DUCHESS OF KENT,

And Authorized by the Lords of the Treasury.

This Snuff is universally recommended by the Faculty for its efficacy in

renioving Disorders incident to the Eyes and Hkad.—It will prevent Diseases of
a Scrofulous Nature affecting tlie Nerves of the Head.—In cases of Nervous
Headache it is completely efficacious, and gives a Natural Sweetness to tlie

Breath.—It may be taken as frequently as other Snuffs, with the most perfect
safety and gratification to the Consumer.

Tin's snuff is manufactured of British Herbs only, and in truth is a Genuine
Cephalic Snuff".

e*r OBSERVE THIS CAUTION. — W. GRIMSTONE is the SOLE
INVENTOR, and the 0>ly Genuine is Pkepaked by him, and SOLD IN
CANISTERS, with his signature. See dii-ections on the Label of each canister
of his MEDICATED SNUFF.
By conmiand of Government, every Canister of this Snuff must be Stamped,

on account of its curative qualities.

MAY BE HAD IN EVERY PART OF THE GLOBE.
Sold by all respectable Medicine Vendors.

Dr. ABERNETHY used it, and termed it the Faculty's Friend and Student's
Vade Mkcum.

The Reader will be satisfied of the efficacy of this Medicinal Snuff by reading
the testimonies of cure in cases of Ophthalmia, Gutta Seieiia, Cataract, Infiam-
mation, Deafness, and Nervous Headache—also many instances of Polypus has
been eradicated by this discovery.
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ROWLAND'S IKEikCASSAR OIl^
This faithful assistant of nature has, from intrinsic worth alone, during the

last half century, acquired the Especial Patronage of the several Sovereigns
and Courts throughout Europe, and with Rank, Fashion, and Discernment,
supersedes all preparations of professedly similar import.

This Oil is pre-eminently successful in nourishing, improving^ and beautifying
the Human Hair, in all climates, and in all stages of existence. The following
is a brief notice of some of its Principal Virtues, as a mild^ stimulative^ corrective^
and

preservative agent, for the Hair. The subject is more fully treated in a
small Pamphlet which accompanies each bottle of Rowland's Macassar Oil,
and wherein important hints and advice will be found on the Culture of the
Hair of Infancy, and on its preservation and beauty through the several stages of
human life.

INFANCY.—Its balsamic properties nourish the Hair in its embryo state,
accelerate its growth, sustain it in maturity, and continue tlie possession of

healthy vigour, sillty softness, and luxurious redundancy, to the latest period of
liuman life. Genial and purifying, it dispels all scurf and impurity, and renders
the use of the fine comb unnecessary.
BALDNESS.—Its re-productive powers are constantly and surprisingly shown

in cases of Baldness, from whatsoever cause arising, (proved by numerous
testimonials open for inspection at the Proprietors') in eliciting, unerringly,
from the latent stem the active progression of vitality, so that in numerous
instances where other specifics have been tried in vain, Rowland's Macassar
Oil has superseded the ornaments of art by reinstating in full plenitude of

beauty the permanent graces and utilities of nature.
GREY HAIR.—Its nourishing properties are eminently successful in the

prevention of Grey Hair, and in the restoration to its original colour—also

proved bv te=;timonials.

WHISKERS AND MUSTACHIOS.—Its extraordinary fecundity is singularly
displayed in creating these ornaments of manhood, and in the production of

strong and beautiful Hair!
CURL AND EMBELLISHMENT.—Its invigorating propeiiies induce a

strong tendency to curl: to Artificial Hair it imparts a look of vitality and
lightness, and sustains the Head Dress in all the beauties of decomtive forma-

tion, glossy-curl, and silky-softness, unimpaired by the heated atmosphere of
crowded rooms, or damp weather.

CAUTION.—UNPRINCIPLED SHOPKEEPERS, for the sake of gaining a
trifle more profit, vend the most SPURIOUS TRASH under the title of
" MACASSAR OIL;" some under the implied sanction of Royalty.

It is therefore imperative on) ROWLAND'S
Purchasers to see that the words ) MACASSAR OIL
are in two lines on the Wrapper of each bottle, and on the inside of the Wrapper
nearly 1,500 times, containing nearly 29,02y letters.

Price 35. 6</. —7^. Family Bottles, Cequal to four small,) 10^. 6rf, and double that

size, 21 s. per bottle.

ROWLAND'S ODONTO, or PEARL DENTIFRICE.
A WHITE POWDER FOR THE TEETH, compounded of the choicest and

most Recherche Ingredients of the Oriental Herbal—the leading requisites of
cleanliness and efficacy being present in the higliest possible degree. It extir-

pates all tai-tarous a/ihesions to the Teeth and ensures a pearl- like whiteness to the
eimmelled surface. Its Anti-Septic and Anti-Scouuutic Properties arrest the
furtiier progress of decay of the Teeth, and induce a healthy action of the Gums.
The Breath also attains a fragrant sweetness truly grateful to the possessor.
Price 2s. 9d. per box.

CAUTION.—To protect the Public from Fraud, the Hon. Commissioners of
Stamps have directed the Proprietor's Name and Address to be engraved on the
Government Stamp, thus—

A. ROWLAND & SON, 20, Hatton Garden,
and which is affixed on each box.

Sold by the Proprietors, ami by Chemists and Perfumers.

rr All others are FRAUDULENT IMITATIONS.
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MANOR-HOUSE SCHOOL,
CHEYNE WALK, CHELSEA.

CONDUCTED BY MR. MYLIUa AND ASSISTANTS.

A PROSPECTUS of the i>laii of Education, terms,
&e., may be had from the Rev. the Clergy of the Catholic Chapel,

Chelsea; from Messrs. T. Richardson and Son, 172, Fleet Streets-

Mr. Dolman, 61, New Bond Street, and Mr. Jones, 63, PaternosteB

Row.
There is a direct conveyance by Omnibus from Chelsea to the

London University College for those pupils who may wish to attend

the Lecttires.

NEW CHEAP PAPEE,
AND GENERAL STATIONERY WAREHOUSE,

34, GRAFTON STREET, DUBLIN.

Sutherland Brothers, Stationers, Artists, Colourmen, and Envelope
Makers, respectfully intimate that they have opened the above Estab-

lishment with a Splendid Stock of Writing Papers, Envelopes, Plain

and Fancy Stationery of every description, whic'h, having been pur-
chased from the best Makers, every Article will be Warranted, both
as regards Quality and Cheajyness.

Having determined to supply every Article required in Stationery
and Drawing Materials at the Cheapest possible rate, e^ ry Ardcle
will be mai'ked at the lowest cash price, from which no deda-^tion

can be made.

A Liberal Discount to Schools.

34, Grafton Street, Dublm, March, 1846.

ENLARGEMENT OF THE

BRUSSELS BRITISH GAZETTE.
ESTABLISHED IN 1837.

5 frs. per Quarter, postage-free, far Belgium, France, cmd ETigh/tid.
This Weekly Paper, wlii<jh contaiHs a careful digest of|British, Irish, Colonial,

lielgian, and Foreign News, as well as Literary Reviews, and other Original
Matter, is now the largest one published in Belgium.
As there are about

15,000 British residents in that cauntry, it is clear that
the Brussels Gazette is an excellent medium of publicity for British aad
Contniental Advertisers.

*- j

Publislied at Browne's English Library, 73, Moatagne de la Co\»r» Brussels.—
Agent m London, Mr. Deacon, Walbrook.

Orders received at all the Pest-offices on the Continent.
*
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INSTANT RELIEF AND A RAPID CURE OF

Asthmas^ Consumption, Coughs^
AND ALL DISORDERS OF THE BREATH AND LUNGS,

ARE INSURED BY

DR. XiOCOCK'S FUZ.XVZOSrZC WAFSRS,
The extraordinary powers of this invaluable medicine are now proved by a

mass of evidence and testimonials, which must convince the most sceptical, that
for all disorders of the breath and lungs it is the most effectual remedy ever dis-
covered.

If any persons can have a doubt of this, let them inquire among their friends,
or of any Agent throughout the kingdom, and they will hear such a report of
this medicine as will at once convince them that there never was such a speedy,
safe, and unfailing remedy.
The following are a few Testimonials received by the Proprietor; many hun-

dreds of which may be had from every agent in the kingdom.

Surprising.Cure of Asthma.
From Mr. Wm. Bowen, Cartlett, Haverfordwest, dated Feb. 4th, 1846.

Sir,—Having been afflicted for many years with a violent cough and asthma,
and having tried all other medicines in vain, I was recommended to try Dr.
Locock's Wafers; I sent to you for a box, and, to my great astonishment, I found
relief the very first night, and have continued to get better ever since. Their
effects are really wonderful. My appetite is now good, whereas formerly I could

scarcely keep any food on my stomach. I have myself since recommended them
to several persons, who have all received the greatest relief from them.

(Signed) WM. BOWEN.
Another Cure of Asthmatic Cough of long standing.

City-road, Haverfordwest, Feb. 6, 1846."

Sir,—I am happy to inform yon that I have experienced the greatest benefit
from taking only two boxes of Dr. Locock's Pulmonic Wafers, which you were
kind enough to recommend me. Previously to my taking them I could scarcely
walk without the greatest difficulty of breathing, and my cough would then
increase to such a degree that I was nearly sufiocated. I had not for many montiis

slept for more than half an hour at a time; but I am now able to sleep all night
without coughing. I can truly recommend them to those who are similarly afflict-

ed as a most invaluable remedy, and you are at perfect liberty to make my case

public if you think proper. I am, &c., JOHN JOHNS, Cabinetmaker.
The above are communicated to the Proprietors by Mr. 0. E. Davies, Chemist,

High-street, Haverfordwest.
From Mr. John Williams, Surgeon, Horsley-heath, Tipton.

Feb. 14, 1845.
'

Gentlemen,—The good effects of your Dr. Locock's Pulmonic Wafers, in cases

of asthma, obstinate coughs, «&c., are truly astonishing. I do not know of a single
instance of failure. I can forward you a list of highly respectable and important
testimonials, &c. Iam,&c. JOHN WILLIAMS.

Another rapid cure of cough
From Mr. W. Harrison, Coronation-square, Lynn. Dated March 17, 1846.

Sir,—I was troubled with a severe cough for two or three years, which nothing

relieved; but by taking one 2s. 9d. box of Locock's Wafers, I have entirely lost

it; I shall recommend them to all I know, for they cannot be too highly praised.
W. HARRISON.

Important to all who sing
FromS. Pearsall, Esq., of Her Majesty's Concerts, and Vicar Choral of Lichfield

S^athedral, Lichfield, Jnly 10, 1845.

Gentlemen,—A lady of distinction, having pointed out to me the qualities of

Dr. Locock's Wafers, I was induced to make trial of a box, and from this trial I

am happy to give my testimonial in their favour. 1 find by allowing a few of the

wafers (taken in the course of the day) to gradually dissolve in tlie mouth, my
voice becomes bright and clear, and the tone full and distinct. They are deci-

dedly the most efficacious of any 1 have ever used. S. PEARSALL.

I
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Art. I.— 1. The North British Revieiv, No. 4. Edinburgh :

1S45.

2.—HetheringioiiLS History of the Church of Scotland, Edin-

burgh . 1 845.

3.—JamiesorCs History of the Culdees. Edinburgh : 1845.

TO no order of men lias presbyterian zeal been so

unjust as to the monks of Scotland. Upon those of

the earlier ages, the spiritual sons and successors of St.

Columba, it has heaped eulogies which they would have
considered a disgrace, while the pious recluses of later

times have been assailed by it with undeserved reproaches.
The former, we are told, free and independent, enjoyed
themselves and commimicated to others in ancient days,
the pure light of presbyterianism ; whereas the latter, yield-

ing to the encroachments of Rome, sank gradually into

the lowest abyss of
"
popish error and idolatry." Were

any credit due to Sir James Dalrymple's
*'

Collection,"
and the ponderous quarto of Dr. Jamieson, it would
appear that the creed as well as the

^^ form of government
of the Culdees bore a striking resemblance to the presby-
terian form.""* Unfortunately, however, for the Scottish

Church, her great virtues could not protect her against
her wealthier and more worldly Anglican sister, whose
corruptions and errors were introduced into Scotland by
its

"
anglicised" kings and nobles. After a long but inef-

fectual struggle, our virtuous forefathers were obliged to

succumb in the year 1297, an epoch, which, according to

* See Bishop Russel's Dissertation on the Culdees, page 72.
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Dr. Hetherington, maj; be
"
taken as the date of the final

suppression, by prelatic and papal fraud and tyranny,
of the primitive, scriptural, and presbyterian Church of
Scotland. ''"^

This theory has, more than once, been triumphantly
refuted by learned writers on both sides of the Tweed.
Goodall in the last century, and, in the present. Bishop
Russell of the Scotch Episcopal Communion, have made
it clear that the primitive christians of Scotland differed

in nothhig, as far as faith was concerned, from the primitive
christians of other early converted countries. If in some
disciplinary matters, such as the proper time of observing
the paschal solemnity, the Scotch did not agree with their

foreign brethren, the cause of this variance is to be sought,
not in the superior light and learning of our Caledonian

forefathers, but in their lack of knowledge and the remote-
ness of their country, which made it difficult for them to

communicate with the more civilized portion of society.
For our own part, deeply as we revere our ancestors, and
highly as we prize the virtues they really did possess, we
never can persuade ourselves, that in the midst of their

trackless forests, and sunk as they necessarily were in

great comparative ignorance, they were more able or more
inclined to preserve in its pristine purity the gospel truth,
than the learned and polished nations of the continent.

The early Scottish monks "received every article of the

Catholic and Roman creed—the rules of their order, that

of St. Columba, obtained the sanction of Rome—they had
houses and establishments in France and Italy—they lived

in communion with and edified by the holiness of their

lives the Catholic people of these countries—all of which

they could not have done, had they been at variance with

Rome and the christian world on points of faith.

In vain do the pretended eulogists of the Scottish

monks maintain, that in the earlier ages there were no

bishops in Scotland, or only bishops subject to the monks
of lona and other similar communities. It is an incontro-

vertible fact that the first Scottish prelates, like St. Palla-

dius, came directly from Rome, and that at no time and
in no part of the world, was any bishop as such subject to

any abbot or head of monastic institution. When a mem-
ber of any religious community was raised to the episcopal

*
Historj' of the Church of Scotland, p. 6.
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dignity, he was at liberty, in quality of bisliop, to lay aside

his monastic habit and live as lived his brother bishops ;

or he might, unless when engaged in the performance of

his episcopal functions, continue, wrapt up in his humble

garb of monk, and while within the walls of his monastery,
follow the rules of his order and obey his abbot. As
bishop, however, he was fi'ee and independent—as a monk,
he was only one of the fraternity. Now, we know from
authentic documents, that many monasteries could almost

always reckon one or more bishops among their inmates.

Some more favoured institutions, like that of Lobez,""" in

Flanders, enjoyed by right the privilege of ever having a

prelate within its sacred precincts. And we know for certain,
that during many ages the Culdee establishments in Scot-

land were the favourite residences of our ancient bishops.
Their living, however, in the company and under the eye
of abbots, did not necessarily place them,^ like the other

members of the community, under the jurisdiction of the

abbots. Indeed, they who know aught of the discipline of

the Catholic Church; of the internal arrangements of

religious houses ; of the peculiar and distinguishing privi-

leges of bishops and abbots, will readily understand this :

nor will it be easy for them to maintain due gravity of

face while they listen to the crude reasoning of Jamieson
and others, who pretend to show that there is really no
difference between the Culdee bishops of old and the

modern presbyterian parsons.
Loud in calumnious praise of the Culdees and other

holy ascetics of the earlier times, the Jamiesons and
Hetheringtons, with the whole tribe of presbyterian
writers, can hardly find words strong enough to reprobate
and denounce the alleged vices of the monks who
flourished in those ages immediately preceding the six-

teenth century.
The pleasant task of keeping this horrid picture of alleged

Romish error and superstition before the eyes of the public,

agreeable as it is to all bigots, seems to have particular
charms for the friends and supporters of the Free Kirk.

They are as anxious to put down the catholic religion
as they are to diffuse and exalt their own : hence, to render
Catholicism odious, they grossly misrepresent the con-
scientious belief of the great majority of christians; and to

*
Mabillon, Etudes Monastiques, part 1. chap. 3. page 28.
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turn away attention from the weak points of their own
system, which is only of yesterday, they blaspheme what
was the religion of their fathers for a thousand years
and more. In doing this, they display more or less ability

according to the gifts which God gave them ; but, in our
humble opinion, the facile princeps of the party, he who
excels them all, M'Crie himself, is the author of an article

in the fourth number of the North British Review. Great
was our grief to see a writer of no ordinary talents

prostitute his noble faculties to such unworthy purposes.
The charges which this writer adduces against the

monks are not wholly new: but he pretends to support
these charges by new proofs, and there is much novelty in

the calm and dignified manner in which these proofs are

urged : at the same time the charms of the author's style
are such as would deserve the highest commendation, did

they not on this occasion go far to make the
^'
worse

appear the better cause/' Seldom, indeed, since the days
of Horace, has any gifted individual been more splendide
Tnendax.
Far be it from us, howev^, to affirm that at the time of

the Reformation, and in every age preceding that disastrous;

epoch, there was nothing to reform in the Church : far be-

lt from us to affirm, that among all classes of men, there
were not many vices at the time we more particularly
allude to ; and, that, even within the sanctuary, all was

pure and spotless. This is what no man in his senses will

affirm. But it is no less true, that the most enhghtened
heads of the Church and its holiest members were ever
the most ready to reform the abuses that disfigured the

Spouse of the Son of God. Gregory the Seventh, and
Innocent"" the Third, those great pontiffs, to whom impar-
tial History is now doing tardy justice, were notable

Reformers in their day. St. Bernard, a monk, an abbot,
the tutor of a pope, and writing to a pope, exclaims,

'* Oh!
who will give me to see, ere I die, the Church of God as

she was in the primitive days.'^f This cry of St. Bernard,
says Bossuet, was taken up by other holy men,| and for

long repeated again and again, alas ! too unavailingly. At

* See the Life of Gregory VII. by Voigt, and that of Innocent III. by
Hurler.

f Bossnet's Variations, Book 1 . p, 30.

X Gerson, Peter D'Ailly, and others.
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last the cup of God's wrath was full ; he would forbear no

longer : them who would not return to him in love, he cast

off in his anger.
But while we are willing to admit; in their full extent,

the many moral evils with which the Church was
afflicted just previous to the Reformation, we deny that

she ever lost the sacred deposit of the faith; we deny
that its light was ever hid or its brilliancy ever impaired.
She admitted no error into her creed, she sanctioned no

immoral doctrhie, she never lapsed into pagan superstition
or

*' damnable idolatry." Notwithstanding the preva-
lence of vices in many parts; notwithstandmg abuses

which she would not sanction and could not remove, many
of her members were then, as others had been before, and
as thousands upon thousands have since been, eminent for

the practice of every good work. She had then many holy

pastors, zealous missionaries, learned doctors; she had
then many convents of men and women where virtue

and knowledge were united ; in opposition to much scan-

dal she could offer, in various places, examples of heroic

piety worthy of the apostolic days.
Let us not be misunderstood, however ; every portion

of the Church was not equally good nor equally en-

lightened. Italy and the South of Europe, as history

yet attests, were both in knowledge and in the practice
of religious duties, much in advance of the northern

kingdoms. The North of Germany, the Scandinavian

regions, as well as out* own beloved father-land, were

beyond other Christian nations merged in ignorance and
vice. We agree, and we blush while we do so agree,
with Dr. M'Crie in thinking that

*'
the corruptions,""' by

which the Christian religion was universally disfigured
before the Reformation, had grown to a greater height
in Scotland than in any other nation within the pale of
the Western Church.'' But, in proportion as these northern

provinces were deficient in knowledge and virtue, were
they ready for the bad seed which the pseudo-reformers
came to sow: and, indeed, it was only where ignorance
and vice abounded that the Reformation ever took root
and grew up. Tliis^

circumstance has not escaped the
observation of thinking Protestants. Hallam mentions
it in terms not to be misunderstood.

'* The most striking

* For corruptions, a Catholic should read abuses.
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effect of the first preaching of the Reformation/' says
that learned writer, *'was, that it appealed to the igno-
rant:" he might also have added that it was adopted by
the depraved.
But we must now return to the Scottish monks, and

examine in detail how far they deserved the reproaches
so prodigally heaped upon them by their enemies. The
author under examination professes to draw his accu-
sations against the monks, and to prove the iniquities of
these men, from what must certainly be considered au-
thentic docunients—the cartularies of the principal Scot-
tish monasteries. Unfortunately for him, these valuable
monuments ofby-gone days are not now so far removed from
ordinary readers as they once were : we have seen them ;

we have carefully examined them oiu-selves—at least as
much of them as our author has quoted or referred to, and
we hesitate not to say that he has most unfairly dealt by
them. He frequently adduces them as a proof of monkish
cupidity, cunning, meanness, selfishness, &c. when they
make not the slightest allusion to any such vices ; and,
often too, when the^^ tell in favour of the monastic orders,
he tortures them into a malicious sense, and extracts a
meaning from them the very reverse of what they
imply.
Of all the supposed vices of the monks, the first that

attracts the attention and provokes the wrath of the

writer in tlie North British Beview,*'' is their alleged

cupidity.
•

*' The benefactors of the monks," he observes, "appear to have
been confined to no class of society. In the breasts of kings, the

superstitious reverence for their order, and submission to their arro-

gant demands, were as complete as in the hous« cf the hnmble bur-

gess. At the same time, tlie grantors of that vast extent of

territory, which conld scarce satiate ecclesiastical cupidity, and
included the most fertile half of Scotland, may be divided into

three classes—of monarchs, who gave for the purpose of obtaining
the weighty influence of the priests to the support of an insecure

throne ; of citizens, whose property was extracted from them ou
their death-bed by the terrors of an hereafter ; and tlie last species
of grant was obtained from the weakness of widows, whose fear or

whose affections reduced them to beggary, in order that the souls

The North British Review is considered to be the oivan of the Free Kirks;
we mention this, as in the course of our reniarlcs wt; shall have frequent occasion
to allude to tbis.uew aspirant to the favour of the devout.
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of their husbands might pass on to eternal happiness hj the help of

masses and monkish prayers."

This tripartite division of monkish benefactors, and the

gi'ounds on which it is based, exist nowhere, save in the

imagination of the Reviewer. In vain would they be sought
in the cartularies,

"
these forbidding documents,''

"
these

dry records,'' from whence he professes to draw his accu-

sations against the monks ; and the proofs, the irrefragable

proofs, that these accusations are but tco well founded.

But let that pass." The benefactors of the monks appear to have been con-

fined to no class of society." That is, persons of every

rank, and in every station, high and low, men and women,
poured in their gifts upon the monks, until^

from being the

poorest they became the most wealthy portion of the com-

munity. To the Reviewer, this circumstance is a satisfac-

tory proof that the monks employed the meanest craft to

gi'atify the most insatiable cupidity. Methinks, however,
he does not reason well, and from the same fact, admitting
it for argument's sake to be a fact, we draw very different

conclusions,
''
All classes were the benefactors of the

monks." Then, say we, this is a circumstance which
reflects great credit on these maligned individuals. For
if they were rewarded by all, they must, in the opinion of

all, have deserved some reward. If all classes were their

benefactors, they must have been the friends of all classes—they must have stood well with all classes—they must,
in some shape or other, have proved themselves useful to all

classes. To talk of the monks extorting money and pro-

perty from all classes ;

^*
from the citizen by the fear of an

hereafter," from
''
the widow, by reducing her to beggary

in order that the soul of her husband might be more
speedily admitted into heaven," by the application of pur-
chased masses, is worse than nonsense—it is the language
of ignorance and intolerance.

We would venture to put a case to the Reviewer. His
own Free Kirk has, within these last two years, raised very
considerable sums of money ; she has been exceedingly
successful in collecting funds ; she has even boasted (whe-
ther with good taste or not we shall not say,) of this very
success. Nay, her friends have adduced these large col-

lections as a proof of the popularity of Free-Kirk princi-
ples, and of Free-Kirk parsons. No one accuses these
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men of cllpidit3^ With what consistency then can these

individuals, or indeed any others, blame the monks for

enjoying in their day the popular favour and its substantial

fruits in the shape of donations from their living, and lega-
cies from their dying friends ? Let it be remembered, too,
that the generosity of the olden times towards the monks,
and that of the present day towards the Free Kirk, were
based upon, and prompted by the same feeling—a desire to

advance religion and minister to the comforts of its

teachers. In other words, men gave money in monkish
days, as the}^ give it now, that is, for the good of their

souls. Nor is there aught here of which we need be
ashamed. Conscience makes prudent cowards of us all,

in that sense in which cowardice is no disgrace ; and will

teach us to purchase imperishable things with those that

perish ; nor will we ever refuse to open our purse-strings
in favour of that religion which our faith adopts, and
which our heart loves. We therefore think it veiy unfair

to censure the monks for having been the recipients of

many good gifts, which are bestowed, we do not say
without blame, but even with applause, on men who have
no better claim to them than they had, and who cer-

tainly will not share them so generously as the monks did
with the public.

But, we are told by the enemies of the monks, that to

fill their coffers these men had recourse to arts which now
no Christian ministers would condescend to use. This we
indignantly deny. The whole history of monasticism, and
it is a long one, testifies, and ever will triumphantly testify
to the honesty, the single-mindedness, the zeal, the piety,
the disinterestedness of the monks. That all were equally

good, and that some in every age may not have been posi-

tively bad, we will not affirm. Nothing, indeed, is perfect

among men. In every numerous flock there are some
black sheep ; in the noblest forests there are stunted trees:

one might, no doubt, have found, from time to time, a
faint-hearted man in the intrepid bands of Greece, or

among the Roman legionaries ; but who on this account
would impeach the acknowledged valour of these heroic

troops ? If then, in the voluminous annals of monasticism,
we may occasionally turn up a page, which, for the honour
of the religious bodies, one would wish to efface—if

sometimes we meet with individual instances of depravity
in the cloister, would it be just, for the crime of one weak
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and fallen brother, to involve the whole fraternity in one

common sentence of condemnation?^ It would not. Yet
such is the justice which an age styling itself enlightened
and philosophic, deals out to the monks of by-gone
days.
So widely awake is the writer of the article on

'' The
Scottish Monks," in the North British Review, to the

failings of these good Fathers, that he everywhere detects

convincing proofs of their craft, and cupidity , and selfish

meanness. Where others found and admired, what to

them seemed to be genuine piety, his keener eye could

discover
*'

humiliating evidence of their success in prac-

tising on the fears of the dying." For a notable speci-
men of this humiliating evidence he reiers his readers to

the Fragmenta-Scoto-Monastica, and the priests of Lin-

lithgow. To gratify our own curiosity, and in compliance
with his suggestion, we procured the Fragmenta and read
it again and again, with the greatest care and attention,
and lo ! and behold, the humiliating evidence in question we
have not yet been able to find. Indeed, we took consider-

able pains in looking out for proofs of monkish delinquency.
We searched

**

throughout the cartularies of the great
abbeys

"
in quest

^

of something confirmatory of the
Reviewer's accusations against the monks^—in the hope of

getting, at least, a glimpse of those ''pictures of human
weakness" to which he so feelingly refers ; and, sad to say,
we have toiled and hoped in vain.

On one particular proof of clerical cupidity the Reviewer
lays great stress and builds great hopes.

**
There is,"

says he,
"
one document in the Melrose Collection pecu-

liarly illustrative of the policy of the priests, to which we
shall specially refer, on account of the celebrity of its

author." With all our heart we welcome the ajipear-
ance of this document, and we have no objection that it

should be considered decisive of the opinion which w^e

would wish the public to entertain with regard to the
character of the Scottish monks.

•' Robert Bruce, after the close of all his labours in establishing
the independence of his country, found leisure upon his death-bed
to write a letter of recommendation to his son, on behalf of the
monks of Melrose. In the best Latin of a rude age, he conjures
him to guard and faithfully protect the abbey which he loved. He
beseeches him to lay his heart in its consecrated precincts, and to

imreaae the revenues of the monks.''
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In this ordinary readers see nothing to blame ; and, even
Mr. Junes, the learned editor of the Meh'ose Collection,
finds in it, as the Reviewer himself admits,

"
satisfactory

testimony to the value of the institution, and he accord-

ingly treats the letter as the voluntary emission of a sin-

cere feelmg,^' Not so the lynx-eyed Keviewer himself.

"The language employed," he kindly tells us,"is the formal legal

phraseology of the time, extremely similar to that of the papal bulls,

and beyond all question the law Latin of some ecclesiastical notary.
That Bruce should write in such terms, is an assertion which shocks
all our notions as to his character, and makes assumptions as to his

learning which history denies. The deed, in truth, is only one addi-

tional evidence of the universal presence of those priestly harpies,
who watched, from the basest motives, the last moments of the dying.
Sunk in the weakness of decaying nature, the enfeebled mind of the

dying monarch was kept on the rack by the consolations of his con-

fessor. His was a superstitious faith
;
and the priestly father who at-

tended him, gave him the security of heaven for the extorted recom-

mendation to his son. Duly prepared in the strongest terms by the

monks themselves, the signature which Bruce affixed would have
been adhibited at that hour, were it a deed of alienation of the king-
dom which his valour had secured. With this nefarious scheme,
the labours of the monk appear to have closed

; and, accordingly,
when freed from importunity, the last request of Bruce was that

made to Douglas, to convey his heart to the Holy Land."

Here, then, in words as plain as words can be, the

monks are accused of fabricating the interesting document
in question

—here the
"

priestly harpies'* are represented"
watching, from the basest motives, the last moments of

the dying ;" the monarch, sunk in the weakness of decay-

ing nature, and enfeebled in mind, is seen affixing his

signature to a paper
"
duly prepared by the monks them-

selves, and in which they are recommended to the kindness
and generosity of the king's successor." According to our

Reviewer, this document supplies the strongest possible,
however humiliating, evidence of the greed, craft, and
selfishness of these wicked men.

Now, gentle reader, however much you may be inclined

to think ill of men, of whom much ill is here boldly spoken,
let us, for once at least, judge of them and of our patriot

king, and of this document—so honourable, we will venture

to say, to him and to them— by the light which, for-

tunately on this occasion, impartial history so abundantly
supplies.
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We may begin by observing, that this important docu-

ment, so
**
ilhistrative of the poHcy of the priests/' and so

fatal to their character for integrity, was drawn up and

signed on the 11th of May, 1329 ; that is, nearly one full

month previous to the death of Bruce. (He died on the 7th

of June, 1329.) The king was not then
"
sunk in the

weakness of decaying nature, nor so enfeebled in mind,"
as the Reviewer would have us believe. Though infirm,

indeed, in body, Bruce was still in mind the Bruce of

Bannockbum ; he was still the Christian hero, the

chivalrous knight, and the patriot king. He foresaw his

approaching end, and with his wonted courage he pre-

pared himself for this last conflict.
"
Having accomplished

the great object of his life, and warned by intimations

which could not be mistaken, that a mortal disease had
fixed upon him, the king,'' says Mr. Tytler,

"
retired to

his palace at Cardross, on the eastern shore of the Clyde.
His amusements, in the intervals of disease, were kingly,
and his charities eos tensive. He built ships, and recreated

himself by sailing; he devoted himself to architecture and

gardening, improving his pahi«e and orchard ; he kept a
lion for his diversion, and, when his health permitted,

delighted in hawking; he entertained his nobility in a style
of rude and abundant hospitality, and the poor received

regular supplies by the king's order.
'*

Such was Bruce during his latter days, when he was
aware that

"
a mortal disease had fixed upon him." He

was indulging in kindly amusements and extensive chari-

ties—he was l3uilding ships, and improving his palace and
his gardens—he was sporting with lions ; and still loved to

witness, though he could no longer join in the pleasure of

the chase—he continued still to entertain his nobility and
feed the poor ; but history nowhere says, nor is there any
ground for thinking, that he suffered himself to be the
slave of abject fear and superstition, or to be imposed upon
by wily and designing monks.
Nor is this all ; we have other still stronger, indeed incon-

trovertible proofs, that Bruce was imposed on by no one,
and that he retained his noble faculties long after he had
adhibited his name to the document under consideration.
In it he directs his heart to be bm'ied in his favourite

abbey of Melrose ; but at an interview, which he subse-

quently had with his barons, he requested the gallant

Douglas to convey his heart to a still more sacred spot—
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the sepulchre of the Son of God.
'^

Now," observes Mr.
Tytler,

''
at this or some other mterview shortly before his

death, Bruce delivered to the Scottish barons his last

advice regarding the best mode of carrying on the war
against England. They concentrate, in a short compass,
the wisdom and experience which he had gained during
the whole course of his protracted but glorious wars ; and
it is, perhaps, not too much to say, that there is no instance
in their subsequent history, in which the Scots have sus-

tained any signal defeat, where it cannot be traced to a

departure from some of the directions of what is affec-

tionately called, the
" Good King Robert's Testament."

Is this the man who could be so easily imposed upon ?

Is this the prince who, at the bidding of any human being,
would, through superstitious fear, sign away his kingdom,
or do aught unworthy of a Christian monarch ? What !

the simple-minded monks of Melrose were more than a
match for King Robert the Bruce, at a time when he
would assemble his barons around him, and give them
such lessons in politics and on war, as would for ever make
them invincible ! They can be supposed to cheat him in

drawing up a document, when we see him altering and
changing it to i)lease himself, without even consulting
them ! '*But," says the Reviewer, "the language employed
in the document is not that of Bruce—he spoke not so."

Well, what then ? Is it necessary that a testament should
be drawn up in the identical phraseology of the testator ?

Undoubtedly not. Are we to complain that in this valua-
ble document we find the formal legal phraseology of the

age ?^
This would be absurd.

^

Is not the charitable piety
of dying Free Kirk Christians indulged with the advice of

men learned in the law ? Nor was it ever necessary that

the bequeather should dictate the very words in which his

bequests are made. Did such a necessity exist, a wide
door would soon be opened to litigation, and many a gift
would be snatched by greedy relatives. If, then, private
individuals may avail themselves of such legal advice as

shall secure the fulfilment of their dying intentions, may
not monarchs be permitted to enjoy the same privilege ?^

^
Whatever it may please the Reviewer to assert, impartial

history will justify the monks of Melrose in their transac-

tions with Bruce.
^

In his full senses, with sincerity of

heart, and in the spirit of grateful and Christian charity,
he bequeathed to them substantial proofs of his royal
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favour. They knew the gift was valid in law, and that it

would not be grudged to them by those who were aware
how much, in times of need, he had been indebted to them
and their brother monks. If they afterwards wished his

son to confirm the grants they had received, it was merely
to avoid unnecessary cavils, and in conformity to the spirit

and institutions of the age."'^'

But, after all, what could be more natural than that

Bruce should befriend the church and the monastic orders

during his life, and dying, recommend them to the atten-

tion of his son ? The church and the monks had ever been
his staunchest friends. Though others forsook and

betrayed him, they never did. They suffered much in his

cause. "When Bruce,'' says Mr. Junes, '^friendless and
a fugitive, raised the old war-cry of Scotland, the indomi-
table Wishart, bishop of Glasgow,'' the early and faithful

companion of Wallace, when none else would follow his

standard, hastened to join him. This heroic prelate grew
infirm, and grey, and blind in his service ; and suffered in

his old age a protracted captivity for his royal master.

Maurice, abbot of InchafTry, stood by his side, exhorting
his warriors on the memorable field of Bannockburn. The
clergy, the monks, the monasteries, had all done him good
service in his day of need. Melrose, in particular, ruined
more than once during his long wars, had special claims
on his favour ; and he was only indulging the natural feel-

ings of a grateful and noble heart, when, ere he should
descend from his throne, he acknowledged the services of
those who had been chiefly instrumental in placing and
keeping him there.

^

To the great satisfaction of the Reviewer, sickness, he
says, was not always followed by death; and thus the

impoverished victims of monkish avarice had sometimes
leisure to repent of having sold their inheritance for a
mass ! There is, he tells us, in the cartulary of Melrose
(458) a deed of John de Graham, in which this worthy

* Mr. Junes, the learned editor of the Melrose and several other cartularies,
speaking of tlie repeated confirmations of deeds, observes,

" So late as the reign
of Malcolm IV. the crown was held to be the origin of all real property. Royal
confirmations occur so frequently after that ijeriod, that we cannot avoid the con-
clusion that they were considered necessary for the completeness of the titles.

It would be more difficult to find a reason for repeated confirmations of crown
charters by successive sovereigns to the same individual and to bodies corporate.
The practice, however, was not peculiar to the early ages illustrated by the
present collection, but extended down to a recent period in the conveyancing of
Scotland."—/*r^^ace to Melrose Collection, p. 10.
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informs the monks that, after mature deliberation, he had
determined to revoke the grant to them which he had
executed under impetuosity and facihty of mind ;

**
which

brother John, taking advantage of his ignorance of law,
had by a pestiferous avarice extracted from him/' The
cartulary of Melrose does indeed supply the curious reader
with a deed in which John de Graham acts a not very
enviable part. This worthy gave to his cousin Kobert de
Graham the patronage of Tarbolton. Three years after he
sold the same to the minister of Fala, who gave, as the

price of it, a white horse (equum album). The good minis-

ter, finding he had been cheated, and that he could not

get possession of his purchased property, took back his

white horse, the price he had paid for it. John de Graham
also declared the bargain null and void, and left the

patronage of Tarbolton in possession of his cousin. At
the same time, two deeds were drawn up by John de Gra-
ham—one,'"" in which he avowed the cheat practised on the

minister of Fala ; the other,t in which he annuls the fi-au-

dulent bargain made with him, and restores to his cousin
Robert the patronage of which he wished so ungenerously
to deprive him.
So fast did the good things of time flow in upon the

monks, that, according to the Reviewer, they soon forgot
those of eternity.

"
Being thus easy in their circumstances, the natural result was,

the indulgence of all the luxuries which riches could command...
Under the demure hood of the monk there lurked more of the

lust of the heart, and more insatiate longing after the pleasures of

* In the Melrose collection, No. 457, we see John de Graham's humble
admission of his guilt in deceiving the minister of Fala, and of his selling to him
what he had already given to a relative of his own. Fatebat idem Joannes de
Graham in presentia mea et testium subscriptorum quod idem minister de Fala,
sibi dedit unuai equum album, rone coneessionis dicti juris patronatus, quem post

lapsuin temporis idem minister dicti Joanni de Graham manu forti abstulit, eo

quod intellexitquod dictus Joannes de Graham dictum jus patronatus Roberto de
Graham de Welyston perprius et plenius, ut praemittitur, jam concessit, et illud

defendere et fovere ut deabat. This deed was signed by John de Graham in

presence of Thos. Jedworth, John Doget, and Adam de Kinghorn, notary public,
in 1343.

t John de Graham seems to have been a man of great humility, who, if he was

guilty of very considerable errors, was at least ready enough to avow them. In

the deed restoring to his cousin the patronage of Tarbolton, he admits his igno-

i-ance of law and of the rules of good breeding, which certainly forbid us to

resume gifts gratuitously given. He also confesses that he was somewhat tinged
with avarice, and that he very improperly sold to one what he had already given
to axioiher^ cupida cecitate perculsus. This is the man whose "name the North

British Reviewer delights to record."
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a world they had renounced, than could be found in the busy haunts

of general society Their mode of living may be summed up
in a sentence—an utter neglect of the duties of religious teachers,

and the untrammelled gratification of every passion."

This sweeping accusation applies not to the monks of

Scotland only, but to the whole fraternity in every part of

Europe, monasticism, ''presenting,'' as it does, to the

eyes of the Reviewer,
''

all the revolting features of the

pagan temples.''
Here the blackest slander is dealt out wholesale and

undiluted. Here, too, the writer must have felt more than

ordinary confidence in the ignorant credulity of his

readers. Other protestant authors, honest and learned,
take a more just and rational view of monasticism : they
are not afraid to speak in severe terms of the injustice
inflicted on the monks by interested and would-be popular
writers.

" The fact, which is all that we ivanf, is, that popular indignation,
and hatred of the bitterest kind was excited, and has been studiously

kept up, and that for centuries the general notion in this country
has been, that a monastery naturally, almost necessarily, is a place
dedicated to idleness, gluttony, lewdness, hypocrisy, political

intrigue, fraud, treachery, and blood ; so that, as a matter of

course, a nun is to be supposed something as bad as can be, and a
monk no better. Now, certainly, no candid man will deny, that
before the period of the Reformation, the monastic system in the
Western Church had got into a very bad state. Too many monas-
teries were really societies of dissolute men; and a vast many more
had so far departed from their bounden discipline, that there was

nothing to restrain the vicious. That is, the monks lived in them
under scarcely, if any, more control from vice thviU fellows of colleges
do note. That, under these circumstances, in a dissolute age, a great
number of monks became profane and debauched, and a great many
more secular and careless of religion, is not to be doubted ; but that
there ever was truth in the coarse and filthy abuse heaped upon the
monastic order as a body by some who were forward in the business
of the Reformation, is what I suppose never was believed by any
one who had a moderate knowledge of facts. The truth is, and it

is such as should satisfy all but the infidel and the profane, that
if we take any period whatever in the history of Christianity, and

compare the morals of the monks and clergy with those of the

laity, we shall find that, however bad the former might be, the lat-

ter were worse. In fact, it appears to be the testimony of history,
that the monks and clergy, whether bad or good in themselves,
were in all times and places better than other people."

—MaitlancPs

Bark Ages, pref. x.
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' This testimony of history in favour of the monks, a tes-

timony loudly and solemnly invoked by an eminent

English divine, will have more weight in the estimation of
candid men than wholesale accusations and interested
calumnies. We have the evidence of history for believing
that the monks were ever better than the rest of men, and
that the bad among them were not so bad as other classes

of society.

Indeed, the veiy charges made against the monks by
our Reviewer, when he condescends to make special

charges against them, are refuted by the very documents
by which he seeks to substantiate them. Pointing to

the Melrose cartulary, (Nos. 37, 41, 72, 73, I96-778,)*'

Hunting," he says, ''was a favourite pastime of theirs,
and of none of their privileges were they more jealous.
Their dependents were dragged before their courts to

endure temporal punishment in this world, and to have
directed against them anathemas as to the next, for the
smallest infraction of their hunting or fishing privileges.'*
We entreat our readers to consult these documents : like

us, they will perceive, that, as usual, the Reviewer is

mocking or amusing his friends ; for which charitable pur-
pose he draws largely on his imagination, as the papers
referred to by him do not even allude to the crimes of

which he accuses the monks.
Another item laid to the charge of the monks, more

serious than that we have alluded to, is, that they were
deficient in charity.

'' We have looked over the rentals of

the various abbeys, so far as published, for evidence of

their vaunted generosity, and our industry has been repaid
by the following entry, (all we found,) in that of the rich

abbey of Damfermline:—-'Item, to the puir in ordinar of

baiken bread, 8 bolls." The value of this yearly benevo-
lence of an abbey which, Lord Hailes tells us, had 200

slaves, may be learned by a reference to other entries :
—

''

Item, to ye porter of Dumfermling, 8 bolls :
—Item, to

the harbour, 23 bolls."

Suffice it to say, in answer to this, that the Reviewer,
if he sought for evidence of monastic charity among the

rentals of the monasteries, sought it where he very well

knew it was not to be found. The monks, like wise and

prudent men, kept an account, no doubt, of their income
and of their expenditure : but we no where find that they
ostentatiously recorded their charities. To do so, would
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have been a work of supererogation, as all the world knew,
that the whole of their ample means, when their own few

and simple wants had been frugally supphed, were poured
into the lap of the poor. The items adduced by the

Reviewer, were not alms doled out to the indigent, but

wages justly due to servants, or burdens which had been

transferred to the abbey with certain portions of its lands.

We may add, that if he had been veiy anxious to discover

evidence of the ''vaunted generosity" of the monks, he

would have found it a line or two below that which he

himself quotes ; for there, mention is made of a charitable

donation on the part of Dumfermling abbey
''
to the lipper

men at Magdalene's besyd Mussiburgh.'"
Other peccadilloes of the monks are of a more trifling

nature. Even to a grim follower of the Knox and Calvin

school, they are more a source of merriment than of sor-

row.
" The Glasgow Fathers appear to have been very

much troubled with peculiar affections of the stomach, and
have formally preserved in their cartulary a famous pill

ad vitandum omnem ventositatem quce sit sub umhilico/'
This at least proves that some attention was paid by the

monks to the healing art. In those days the diseases to

which the human family was subject, were as numerous as

they now are, but, not so numerous as now^, were the men
who professed to cure them. Many of the monks excelled

in the knowledge of medicine. As was natural, they were
the first themselves to profit by their skill, but it is no less

true, that it was always exerted in favour of the poor,
whose corporal and spiritual wants they were ever ready
to relieve.

Other accusations of various kinds, some as frivolous

and some as serious, as those already examined, but all

equally false and imfounded, are urged at great length by
the Reviewer. It were tedious on our part to enumerate
them all, and a waste of time to rebut them. Here we
might say with great reason, ah una disce onines; for from
those we have discussed, our readers may easily imagine
what the remainder would be. We shall therefore devote
the rest of our pages to what both to us and to others,
must prove more agreeable. We will fall back on the
olden times. We will turn over the pages of the monastic
writers, and from them, better than from any North British

Review, we may learn what monks and monasteries
roally were.

VOL. XX.—NO. XXXIX. 2
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The word monk is derived from the Greek monos,
solitaiy. In the East, during the heathen persecutions,

many holy men were driven for safety to the desert. There
in soUtude they served God, and were called monks. In
the West, after the days of persecution had passed away,
but while the empire was on the decline, and while society
was in a troubled and unsettled state, crowds of thinking-
and pious men, withdrew from the bosom of general
society and formed themselves into small societies, to

study, to pray, to lead together a christian life more per-

fectly than they could hope to do in the bustle and amidst
the dangers of a wicked world. Like their Eastern

brethren, they too were called monks, and the place in

which they abode was styled a monastery.
* Monasteries were first established in Palestine, Egypt,
and the neighbouring deserts ; they were gradually intro-

duced into the West, and first of all into Italy, Gaul, and
the South of Germany; they afterwards found their way
into Spain, Ireland, South and North Britain, and the
Scandinavian Islands, and Peninsula. At first the monks,
the inmates of these venerated retreats, were few in num-
ber ; they were poor, holy, mortified men. In the course
of time they increased in number ; they acquired property ;

they flourished greatly. In the course of time, too, abuses
of various kinds, as was to be expected, crept in amongst
them. But this was not the case every where, nor with
all the monastic institutes; nor with any, until after the

lapse of centuries. For ages, and in every part of Europe
down to the Reformation, and after it in those countries
where the Reformation failed to obtain the ascendency,
monasteries were known to confer on society at large,

many and valuable benefits. Interest in some, and in

others ignorance and fashion, have concuiTcd to excite

popular hatred and indignation against these excellent

institutions. Even now, when much of the mist in which
monasticism was so studiously involved by its enemies,
has vanished away, many are the prejudices which still

exist against it. Of these we proceed to notice a few.

It is alleged, that the sacred precincts of a monastery «

were but so many
*'

temples of indolence." The monks,M
it is said, were idlers, and wiled their time unprofitably

away. They know little of monasteries who speak thus.

A good monk was the busiest of men. Read the rules of

any order you like, you will find the time of the brethren
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most usefully employed. Not an hour but had its allotted

occupation. There was a tune for sleep, and that a com-

paratively small one ; a time for manual labour ; a time to

cultivate the understanding; a time to feed the soul with

prayer and reading and holy meditation; a time for inno-

cent recreation, to relieve the mind and invigorate the

body. The monks concealed, it is true, much of their

labours from the eyes of an unobserving world : still, they
were labouring most assiduously ; they withdrew, indeed,
from the world, but it was in the hope of saving them-

selves, and of contributing to the salvation of their brethren
in the world. The best and most efficient friends of

society are not always those who are most in society.

Apart from the haunts of men, the monks could better dis-

cern the wants of men, and the means of relieving them.

Moses, conversing with God on the mountain, contributed
as much to the victory of the Hebrews, as Joshua who was
fighting with them on the plain. It is an error to imagine
that to retire from the world, or to appear at rare intervals

in the midst of it, is to hate those who are in it, or, at

least, to be unmindful of their interests. Sophocles spent
many a solitary hour in the composition of his immortal

poems ; his family accused him of neglecting his affairs,

and would gladly have declared him, as a fool and a mad-
man, incapable of managing them. He was arraigned
before a jury of the wisest men his country could produce ;

in his defence, he was content to lay his works before the
court. More was not wanted ; a hasty perusal of his

tragedies satisfied at once the bench of the innocence and
sanity of the poet.

Well, then let the inmates of the cloister, like Sopho-
cles, be judged of by their works. And who, we would
ask, in any age, or country, wrought more busily, more
constantly, more industriously than the alleged monkish
idlers? It has been remarked, with mingled feelings of
shame and regret, by an English missionary,"' that were
the English armies to be withdrawn from India, and
the British rule to perish there, soon not a trace would re-

main in those distant regions of England's creed and form
of worship ; not a monument would be found by posterity
to speak of England's zeal for the spread of the Gospel.
Not so with the monks. On every soil on which they

Claudius Buchanan.
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ever trod, tlielr foot-marks are still visible. There is some-

thing undying in the works of their hands, as in the faith

which enlightened
^

their minds, and in the divine love
which warmed their hearts. Roofless and in ruins for

centuries, their abbeys are still the admiration of the
world ; they will^ outlive^ the protesting creeds that turned

popular indignation against them, proving to future ages
that the men by whom they were erected were neither

ignorant nor idle.

But, we would ask, were the monks idle when they
acted the part of missionaries,

''

preaching the gospel to

every creature?"
*'
In the seventh century, the holy chil-

dren of St. Benedict spread the light of Faith through the

benighted region of Europe.""-'' In after ages, and as cir-

cumstances would allow, they and others of the monastic
fraternities carried th.e same blessed light to other portions
of the globe. Thirsting for the salvation of souls, they
outran in speed, they surpassed in courage, our adventurous
merchants and our conquering armies. From the earliest

da^^s of monasticism to the present hour, the missionary
monk has ever shown himself the same—zealous, fearless,
and indefatigable. He has climbed over the highest moun-
tains, waded through the deepest rivers, travelled through
every land, and sailed on every sea. It is admitted on all

hands, that of all men the monks of the various orders have
been the most successful in extending the pale of the

Church. In this good work there seems to have been a

keen, but holy and peaceful rivalry amongst them. At all

events, idle or not idle,
'^
the holy children of St. Bene-

dict," of St. Francis, and of St. Dominic, and the intrepid
Sons of Loyola, have done what indolence can never be
able to do—they have, in modern times and in the middle

ages, converted all those nations that have embraced

Christianity ; while Protestant zeal, and boasted learn-

ing, and vaunted activit}^ have, to say the least, hitherto

laboured in vain.

Much, too, in the middle ages were the monks en-

gaged in redeeming captives from Mahometan slave-

masters.
'^ The difficulty of my task," says Mr. Digby,

in Book x. p. 482 of his beautiful *Ages of. Faith,'
"

is not

to point out the labours of the monks, it is only to know
how to convey some faint idea of their multiplicity and ex-

Digby, Mores Catliolici, Book 10. p. 484.
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tent. There is one ministry to which some orders were

expressly devoted, of which I must rehnqnish the attempt
to speak in despair. Such was the office of redeeming

captives." In a slavery-hating age, the labours of the

monks in doing what philanthropists have now so much
at heart, will, one would hope, be fully appreciated. Cer-

tain, at least it is, that no Wilberforce or Buxton of our

day has done one-half so much for the abolition of slavery,

as many a hooded friar whose name is unknown, or known
only to be laughed at by the ignorant and profane. The
fact is, the monks were well acquainted with one art to

which worldlings are utter strangers—that of doing much
good, which their humility taught them to conceal.

^
They

toiled and laboured incessantly; but because their toils

and labours were not seen by the vulgar eye, they
were set down by the unthinking as ignorant and idle

men.
Much as the humble men of the cloister loved to retire

from societ3^ society in its hour of need could always com-
mand their services. In all public calamities, during wars
and famines, and the prevalence of pestilential diseases,

they were ever in the midst of the poor and suffering. In

1631, the humble capuchin. Father Vincent of Neyers, de-

voted himself with his brethren to the care of the sick when
the pestilence broke out at Blois and its vicinit^^ One
after another of his charitable assistants sank by his side ;

*'he alone escaped the danger; and he performed the
office of magistrate, physician, and pastor."'"' He was
not surely an idle monk, albeit his acting in capacity of

physician may expose him, like
''
the Glasgow Fathers,"

to the heartless sneers of a North British Reviewer.
But of all the labours of the monks, none should be so

acceptable in the eyes of a utilitarian age as those under-
taken in the cause of agriculture. To it they devoted no
niggardly portion of time, skill, capital, and energy. This
is admitted by their very enemies. Dunham, in his

''
His-

tory of the German Empire," as quoted by Mr. Digby,
observes :

** We cannot shut our eyes to the fact, that for improvement in

agriculture the Germanic Empire was indebted to the monks. In
whatever place these extraordinary men were located, they soon

Digby, Book 10. p. 483.
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showed what could be effected by willing minds, still further

influenced by the sacred obligations of duty. From incontestible

evidence, we know that luxuriant meadows were soon made to start

up from the fens, and ample harvests to wave on the sandy plain or

the black mountain.* It is recorded of St. Ansegisus, abbot of

Fontenelle, in the ninth century, that ho was sagacious in the pre-

cepts of agricultural matters; so that there was never wanting to

him an abundant supply of the various fruits of the earth, which he

always gave with a liberal Imnd to all wJio ivere in icant,''i

It is often alleged against the monks that they managed
to set themselves down in the best parts of the country.
Not so, however ; they had not always the choice of a site ;

but they seldom failed to make, by dint of labour, that

part of the country the best where they did fix their abode.

They drained the marshes, they uprooted forests, they
made roads, they straightened meandering streams, they
built bridges, they improved all around them. They
sometimes, like Aligemus, abbot of Mount Cassino, built

cities, and towns, and castles, (Dig. p. 487.) for the defence
of the country. Methinks, the men who did all this, and
a vast deal more, can hardly be accused of idleness. We
shall conclude this part of our subject in the words of the

amiable and learned author to whom we are already so

much indebted.

" Was it Idleness to pray and devote one's self to God's service ;

to give the world an example of detachment and of virtue; to cultivate

deserts, to till and embellish lands reputed uninhabitable ; to create

resources for thousands of families ; to teach youth gratuitously;
to extend all kinds of succour through the country ; to undertake

and complete immense works ; to offer a retreat to repentance, a

refuge to misfortune and to innocence ; to exercise a sweet and
affectionate hospitality; to satisfy the spiritual and temporal wants
of an abandoned population ? Could a life that implied such

labours be deemed idle, though it was stigmatized as something
infamous by the preachers of the new religion, who desolated

Europe in the sixteenth century ?"

^'
No," says an old historian of Durham, who knew them

well, ^'the monks were always virtuously occupied and
never idle ; but either writing good and godly works, or

studying the Holy Scriptures/' (Dig. x. p. 484.) either

*
Digby, Book 10. p. 489.

t Ibidem.

i
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writing good and godly hooks—this leads us naturally to

combat another prejudice so injurious to monastic orders.

It is supposed by many that the monks were ignorant ; and

indeed every tyro speaks most flippantly of
" monkish igno-

rance," ''monkish darkness/'
** monkish hostility to books

and learning." But of a truth, the monks were not igno-

rant ; nor did they in any way encourage or countenance

ignorance. Every monastery had its hbraiy— a Hbrary
rich in all kinds of literature. To fill it with the best

books they spared no trouble or expense; a favourite

maxim among them was,
''
claustru7n sine litteratura est

vivi hominis sepultura.'' ''As well live in the grave as in

the cloister without books." The North Britisli Reviewer
sneers at the paucity of books supposed to have belonged
to the College Kirk at Crail, a catalogue of which is given

by the
" Delver in antiquity," in his valuable Fragmenta-

Scoto-Monastica. But how does he know that the clergy
of Crail had no other books than those mentioned in this

catalogue ? These were evidently books used in the daily
service of the Church, and generally kept somewhere
within the sacred precincts. This is no proof that the

priests of this church had no other books : as well may
we judge of the contents of a parish minister's library, by
the number of Bibles, Testaments, and Psalm-books
which the good parishioners leave in the Kirk pews from

Sunday to Sunday. We know for certain that there were

many valuable books in the hands of the Scottish monks
previous to the Reformation, although no doubt the richer

and more numerously inhabited monasteries on the conti-

nent were, in this respect, better provided for.
" The

library of Fulda," says Mr. Digby,
"
dated from the Car-

lovingians. Down to the beginning of the 17th century, its

collections of manuscripts was precious. Twelve monks
had always been constantly employed in writing out books
for it. This vast libraiy, the admiration of the Italian phi-

losophers of the fifteenth century was divided into forty-

eight classes." The library of Corby, in Germany, was also

immense.'^" Equally rich and valuable were the monastic
libraries in Italy and France.

" That of Cluny, which
was pillaged and burnt by the Protestants, was deemed
one of the wonders of the world, and in fact it equalled
that of the emperors of Constantinople." (Digby.) Indeed,

*
Digby, Mores Cath. Book 10. p. 227.
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the monks took great pleasure in buying and collecting

books, and would have them at any price. Poor as they
were, at least in the earlier times, and poor as they always
remained in some respects, they never had any scruples in

possessing a rich library. Guibert declares, that to make
up in some sort for the austere fasts to which they subjected
the body, the earlier Carthusians provided by their well-

filled libraries abundant food for the mind."* Nor were

they satisfied with merely begging and buying books : in

every house, two or more monks, the ablest of the frater-

nity, were constantly engaged in the arduous task of col-

lating and transcribing. Fulda, as we have obsei-ved, thus

employed twelve. At the same time, with a generous libe-

rality, their libraries were thrown open to every learned
and inquiring neighbour. Of the studious habits of the

monks themselves we have many affecting instances.
''

They were never idle,'" says an author already quoted," but either writing good and godly works, or studying the

Holy Scriptures.'^ ''Nothing is pleasanter," says Tri-

themius, ''nothing more delightful than reading. I have

passed nights without sleep, studying the Scriptures, and
omitted to take my meals in order to save time for read-

ing, ^'t
" The monks," exclaims Richard of Bury, "who

are so venerable, are accustomed to be solicitous, in regard
to books, and to be delighted in their company, as with all

riches, and thence it is that we find in most monasteries
such splendid treasures of erudition, giving delectable light
to the path of laics. that devout labour of their hands
in writing books ! Truly the love of books is the love of

wisdom, and a sensual and avaricious life cannot be com-
bined with it. No one can serve books and mammon.'^ I

Can it be that the men who loved books so dearly, were at

the same time ignorant men and lovers of ignorance ? Im-

possible. Indeed all the truly learned, however hostile in

other respects to the monks, admit that to accuse them of

ignorance is to accuse them wrongfully. A living writer

observes,
"
the learning of the monastic bodies has been

underrated : the ages in which they lived have been called

Dark Ages ; but they were almost the sole depositories of

the learning of the land. They were the historians, the

*
Mabillon, Etudes Monastiques, part 1. chap. 10.

t Digby, Book 10. p. 223,

± Ibid.
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trraiiimarlans, the poets: they accumulated maguificent
libraries/'"" But for the monks and the monastic libraries,

the works of the Greek and Roman writers, and the very

language in which they wrote, would have passed away with

the empire of Greece and of Rome. They carefully cleared

the fields of ancient literature, and sowed the seeds of that

which in modern times days has so luxuriantly grown up.

We, their ungrateful posterity, riot and revel in the enjoy-
ment of the rich harvest their industry has prepared for us,

and the debt we owe them for so much of mental and so

much of manual labour, we discharge by styling them igno-
rant and idle men.
The monks, then, were learned men and patrons of

learning: but, notwithstanding modern calumny, they
were as good as they were learned. With the exceptions
which we have already made, we are not afraid to vouch
for the morality of the cloister. It is now admitted by all

save the veriest bigots, that when Henry the Eighth sup-

pressed the monasteries in England, no fault could be

found with their inmates. These were pious and God-

fearing men.

'•What Burnet hath offered against them," sajs Hearne, "appears
to me to be spite and malice. His proofs are weak and groundless;
and I doubt not but that if any monk's character were strictly and

impartially examined, there is not one of them but would appear
more innocent and more virtuous than any of the visitors, (King
Henry's visitors), and it may be than any one of their accusers."t

In the preamble of the very act which annihilates the

smaller monasteries, observes Lord John Manners, thanks
are given to Almighty God that in the greater houses
*^

religion is well kept and preserved.'
'

Dugdale feel-

ingly laments the unjust and ungenerous prejudices, that,
in his time, obtained against the monks of the middle

ages. Camden speaks of these men in the highest pos-
sible terms of praise and admiration. Southey declares

they
*'
well deserved the popularity they enjoyed.'' Dr.

Johnson almost adored them. *^I never read of a hermit,"
said the sage,

''

but, in imagination, I kiss his feet; never
of a monastery, but I fall on my knees and kiss the pave-

ment."! The learned Fuller declares, among other

*
Knight's Life of Sliakspeare, p. 184.

f Christian Remembrancer, No. 37.

1 Boswell.
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things,
'^
that their life was constantly spent in prayer,

reading, musing, and such like pious employments/'
'^
That it ivould do one good to think of their goodness/'

Our readers will find in the
'*
Christian Remembrancer"

a hundred other testimonies to the virtues and learning of
the monks. The very individuals sent by Henry the

Eighth, more, as some one justly remarks, to condemnihe
monks than to inspect the monasteries, could find no fault

with these injured men. This they frankly owned them-

selves, and by doing so, greatly mortified the tyrant king.
The virtues of the monks recommended them to the

esteem and love of all : both in town and country they
were general favourites. An English writer, speaking of
the accumulation of lands in the hands of churchmen,
says,

*' The nation apprehended that the engaging beha-
viour of the mendicants would still add to the inconve-
nience.'^'"" In fact, one could not help loving these charm-

ing men : all that can endear a fellow-creature to us, they
possessed : they were the most learned men of the day :

they were the most refined in language and manners : they
excelled in all the arts, in music, in painting, in architec-

ture, in agriculture : their skill in medicine was consider-

able, and exerted in favour of all, and for nothing. They
were the teachers of the people in the pulpit, and a model
of virtue to them in the ordinary walks of life. Withal

they w^ere so meek, so mild, so affable, so severe to them-
selves, so tenderly indulgent to the weaknesses and so

feelingly alive to the woes of others. Their legends, of

which so much ill has been spoken, were often but their

familiar instructions to a rude but docile people. Apart
from the crowd and in the seclusion of their monasteries,
the monks acquired knowledge, subdued their passions,
learned the things that are of God. Again, in the haunts
of society, in the town and country, in the pulpit, in the

confessional, and in the bosom of pious families, they com-
municated to others the fruits of their hidden labour ; they
instructed the ignorant, they reconciled enemies, they
trained up youth to virtue, they laboured to reclaim the

sinner, they visited and redeemed captives, they tended the

sick, they encouraged and exhorted the dying, and with

prayer and supplication they closed the grave over the

Christian dead. Spending almost nothing on themselves,

*
Digby, ut supra.
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they were prodigal to the poor, and their gates were ever

open to the pilgrim and the stranger. A cold and phleg-
matic disciple of Calvin may accuse them of avarice and
of selfishness—he may talk of their not

""

abounding in

charity;''* but all history will testify against him. Guizot,
m his'Lectures on Modem Histoiy, stops more than once

to laud the charity of the good and holy monks. The
church at all times loved the indigent ; her bosoni was ever

open to receive them ; she styled herself the city of the

poor—that is, their refuge, their asylum. St. Gregory the

Great, himself a monk, and a rich man ere he entered the

cloister, distributed his whole patrimony among the poor ;

his rule was to give to all who sought relief—omni petenti
da, said he to his steward. Innocent III., another great

pope, who had worn the cowl, like Gregory, was known, in

times of public distress, to have fed the famishing crowd to

the number of 9,000 persons per day.f It is a notorious

fact, related by Mabillon, that in one day, in the monasteiy
of Cluny, there was a stipend given to 17,000 poor. J It

cannot escape the most unreflecting that poor laws are of
modern date. The law of the Gospel sufficed to make men
charitable in days of old—in days when, we are told by
modern protestors, that the Gospels were a sealed book ;

and now when the Gospels are in the hands of every one,
albeit they enjoin charity to the poor as one of the chiefest
of virtues, the poor would starve if the law of the land did not
come to the aid of the gospel, and enforce its sacred pre-
cepts. The olden unions of monks and holy men are

laughed at and sneered at now-a-days ; they have given
place to unions of parishes, but, oh ! what a wretched
change ! Our unions of parishes dole out a miserable

pittance to the poor, fixed by parliamentary decree ; the
unions of monks knew neither weight nor measure, they
gave all they had, they gave all that was wanted, and
to all that wanted. Alas now for the suffering poor ! The
times of the Gregories and Innocents have passed away ;

and the Clunys, which could feed in one day 17,000 starving
men, have fallen a prey to heretic wrath and Jewish
cupidity.
We will notice only one more of the many prejudices,

* North British Review, on Scottish monks.

t Digby, Book 10.

X Digby, Mores Catholici, Book 1. chap. 3.
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which by evil and interested men, have been excited and
industriously kept up among the vulgar against the
monks.
The ignorance and arrogance of both are alike.

'' The
monastic life was inimical to learning/' says the Northern

Sage ; pray, then, how does it come to pass that the
monastic life has produced so many learned men ? Let
any one read Mabillon's book on

"
Monastic Studies," or

at least the 5th Chap. Part 1st, of that excellent work, and
he will soon perceive that the monastic life was all along a
life of learning. It gave to the world its greatest lights.
St. Bazil the Great, St. John Chrysostom, and St.

Gregor}^ Nazianzen, were monks, as were also St. Augus-
tin, St. Jerome, and St. Gregory the Great. In later and
less learned times, St. Bernard, St. Anselm, Lanfranc,
the Venerable Bede, St. Bonaventure, and St. Thomas
Aquinas, were all monks, and reared in the seclusion of
the monastic life. Thousands of other monks from the
earliest day?) of monasticism to the very end of the last

century, were ever the first in the very first ranks of the
learned. What men were ever more learned than the

Bollandists, the Benedictines, and others of the various
monastic families ? Mabillon himself, a monk of the seven-
teenth century, was presented to Louis XIV. his sovereign,
as the most learned and most modest man in the king's
dominions. One single house of the Benedictine order, to

which Mabillon belonged, was said by Gibbon to have

given to the world a greater number of learned books than
both the Universities of England. Some of the most
valuable discoveries in the arts and sciences were made
within the walls of a monastery : to the monks we owe all

that is known of the middle ages, and whatever yet remains
of Greek and Roman lore : but for them the Scriptures
themselves would have perished. Our Humes and Robert-
sons and other popular writers were pilfering from the
monastic authors at the very time they were recommend-
ing them to public contempt as ignorant and worthless
chroniclers. Our very novelists and writers of romance
are deeply indebted to them, as may be seen by con-

sulting one of the papers in Washington Irving 's Sketch-
Book.

*'

Among the monks,"we are told,
^'
the absence of all

impulse to intellectual activity extinguished every

spark of original genius." If we may credit St. Augustin,
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tliis absence of all impulse to intellectual activity, did not

exist among the monks. He tells us that they spent their

time in prayer, in study, in literary and philosophic exer-

cises,
'*
viventes in orationihus, in lectionibus^ in disputa-

tionihiLsJ'''^ Did not intellect meet intellect here? Were
not the powers of reason and the flights of fancy of the

younger members of the society excited into life by
coming into daily contact with those of the older ? Might
there not then exist between the monks of the same monas-

tery, and between one monastery and another a friendly ^^
rivalry ? From the words of S t. Fulgentius, quoted by Ma- X^5
billon,t I think such a friendly rivalry really did exist. The^^ ty

monks, says the saint, eat together, prayed together, and,;/^
studied together.

*' Erat eis communis mensa, communis^^^ ^'/*^

oratio, simulet lectioJ
[

Gnizot's philosophy differs widely v.^
^

from that of the Reviewer, agreeing as it does with theX^^^^i-!
ideas of St. Austin and St. Fulgentius.

'' The monastic ^^
life,'^ he tells us,

^' was in its commencement, neither a con-

templative, nor a solitary life : it was on the contrary very
social and very active : it gave the first impulse to intel-

lectual develoj^ment; it was instrumental in causing people
to think and to communicate their thoughts. The monas-
teries of Southern Gaul were the schools of christian i)hi-

losophy. In them people thought and discussed and
taught—thence issued new ideas, bold theories, heresies.

It was in the abbeys of St. Victor and of Lerins that the

great questions of Free-will, Grace, Predestination, and
Original Sin, were discussed at greatest length. "| Nor,
when we consider this, can we believe that among the
monks "

every spark of original genius was extinguished."
Learned men have always found traces of original genius
in St. Austin, St. Bernard, St. Anselm, &c., cfec. St.

Basil, St. Gregory Nazianzen, St. John Ghrysostom, and
a host of others, are said to have indulged in flights of

fancy not unworthy of the greatest orators and poets that
flourished before or after them. Guizot avers that St.

Avitus, Bishop of Vienne, in Gaul, in his poem on the

Creation, equals often, and sometimes surpasses Milton
himself. Indeed, to hear certain moderns talk of monkish

* Sea IMabillon, Etudes Monastiques.

t Ibid.

X Guizot, Civilisation Moderne en France, vol. 1. p. 139. Brussels Edition.
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legends and lying chronicles, one would be inclined to

think that the good monks indulged but too freely in the
"

flights of fancy.'' From all this, then, we may conclude
that the monastic life, that is a life of solitude and
quiet study, was not by any means inimical to learning.

This is so true, that the North British Review, in one of

its numbers (6) acknowledges the fact :

'* The authors," it

tells us, ''not of present discoveries only, but of our greatest

practical reforms, have been hred, and have received their

first impulse and direction in the silent nurseries of
human thought. The mightiest revolution that ever took

place in the world, as effected by Luther, was germinated
within the walls of a cloistery and in the little cell of his

own cogitations."""' It was in solitude also, we are told by
the same authority, that a university youth planned his

future attacks on the slave trade, and that Adam Smith
discovered the true principles of commerce. If, then, the

cloister, and the calm, contemplative hours which he spent
in it, were so useful to Luther—^if something akin to

monastic seclusion be fraught with^ so much good to

others, by what rules of logic can it be proved that to

monks alone the monasteries and monastic quiet and
solitude are injurious ?

But enough in vindication of men and of a mode of life,

that, when properly known, require no advocacy. For
twelve hundred years and more, the monks were heaven's
chosen instruments of grace and mercy. In countries

where the Gospel was already known, they trimmed and
kept burning the lamp of faith ; and into the regions where
the name of Christ was unknown, they carried the good
tidings of his Gospel. They loved all men ; they toiled for

all men. There is no land but^ what, at one time or

another, has been watered by their sweat and their tears,
and purpled with their blood. The Society of Jesus alone
furnished its quota ''of eight hundred martgrs immolated

for the faith.'']
The mental, the manual, the literary, the missionary

labours of the monks are, in many cases, unknown to us ;

but what we do know of them appear almost incredibly

great. Poor at first, for they cast all away to follow

Christ, this world's good things were gradually laid at their

* North British Review, No. 6. p. 319.

t Father Ravigiiau, Life and Institute of the Jesuits, p. 35.

t
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feet. They generously gave with one hand what they got
with the other ; their own treasures were in heaven, and
here below they were merely stewards for the poor in those

things that were entrusted to their care. If, among those

saintly men, there appeared now and then a weak, a faith-

less brother, we should bear in mind that there was a traitor

among the twelve apostles, and a heretic among the seven

deacons. There never was, and never will be a society of

men without some human failings ; that these were so few
amonof the monks will astonish those who are best

acquainted with, and can make allowance for^ the corrup-
tion of our fallen nature.

Such were the Scottish Monks, an illustrious race of

men, the like of whom we never may see again. Slander
them who may, the records of their many good deeds can
never be obliterated. They have passed away themselves ;

but there yet remains incontestible evidence that they did
not live in vain, that they were not idle. They were always
in advance of their age in leaiTiing, in piety, in every use-
ful art. After the lapse of centuries, the voice of reproach
is even now uplifted against them ; but it is the voice of

calumny, of those who find it easier to censure their fail-

ings than to imitate their virtues.

Art. II.—The History of the Great Reformation of the Six-

teenth Century, in Germany, Switzerland, S^c.
—By J. H.

Merle d'Aubigne, President of the Theological School of

Geneva, and Member of the Societe Evangelique. 3 vol.

8vo. London: 1841."-

IN
the present unpropitious aspect, and precarious

tenure of Protestant Ascendancy—that scaffolding of

political injustice and perverted doctrine, so long a stand-

ing outrao;e on reason, and mischievous engine of intole-

rance—M. D'Aubigne's publication has been hailed with
acclamations of triumph, as a foreign ally, of congenial
feeling and kindred spirit, in misrepresenting the charac-

A fourth volume is anuounced, but we have not yet seen it.
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ters, and falsifying the records of Catholic personages and
events. It was the more opportune and welcome, because
the previous and recent importations from the conti-

nental press had signally disappointed the anti-catholic

zealots, who were grieved to find that the laborious re-

search and discriminating impartiality of their expected
coadjutors, had, on the contrary, dispelled many of their

raised prejudices, refuted manifold calumnies, and dis-

closed the unscrupulous artifices employed to mislead

unguarded credulity, and to foster the delusions so insi-

diously, and we painfully add, too successfully propagated,
in order to portray to the J British public the great body of

Christians, as profaning that hallowed name, aliens to the

great truths attached to its profession, and altogether sunk
in the depths and darkness of idolatr}^ For successive

ages have ignorance and malevolence emulously com-
bined to consummate this work of proscription and asper-
sion. Thus we find a Lady Stewart, in 1826, and in a
volume of travels published under the auspices of Sir

H. H. Inglis, the representative of England's first Univer-

sity, expressing her deep scandal at, in her interpretation,
a blasphemous inscription on the pediment of an Italian

church—*'

DeiparflB Virgini," wdiich the lady is pleased to

render—'' To the Virgin, the co-equal of God,'' in place
of its legitimate and truly christian sense,

^'
the Mother of

God." A convent in Syria, we may passingly^ state,
is dedicated to St, Mary Deipara. But, granting all

due indulgence for this female solecism, the ministry
and education of another traducer, {'^ traduttore e tradi-

tore,") surely disentitle him to any excuse. In Sterne's

Tristam Shandy, (vol. iii. ch. xi.) the preamble to the

curse of Ernulphus— " Ex auctoritate Dei omnipoten-
tis, Patris et Filii, et Spiritus Sancti et inte-

meratse Virginis, Dei genitricis Marise," is construed—'^^By the authority of God Almighty, the Father,
Son, and Holy Ghost and of the undefiled Virgin
Mary, Mother and Patroness of our Saviour." Now,
what in the original can warrant the attril)ute of Patro-

ness, superadded to that of Mother, in this version,
of course, to represent our Saviour as subordinate to tlie

Virgin, a doctrine thus covertl^^ imputed by Sterne to the

Catholic Church? And this surreptitious slander will be

discovered, in literal transcript, under the head of
*'
Gis-

borne Priory," in Grose's Anti(iuities of England ! The
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substitution, again, of Mother of our Saviour, for the

Mother of God, by Sterne, is not dissimilar to the Nesto-
rian change of the orthodox GeoroVo?, to xpiaroTOKo^, on
which Gibbon so complacently dwells, m his eighth
volume, page 290, of Milman's edition,"'^' displaying, at

once, his prejudices and his learning.

Limiting our general proofs of those insidious machina-
tions to such cursorily occurring instances, though sus-

ceptible of numberless additions, we are arrested at its

threshold by the title of M. D'Aubigne^s volumes,
which challenges some remarks, before we arrive at the

text. That title is a high-sounding one, but, m fact,

a flagrant misnomer in origin and result, an arrogant self-

designation, baseless in right, and, as the source of long
and sanguinary contention, deplorable in fact. But
words are powerful and seductive—'* Les mots sont des

choses," was an aphorism of Mirabeau, realized, we may
say, in his career; and Livy (lib. xliv. 41,) consonantly
observes—''Pleraque nova commenta mortalium in verbis
vim habent,'^ adding, what is so appropriate to this

usurped, though conventionally allowed, protestant dis-

tinction,
**

experiendo sine ullo efibctu evanescunt.^'t
Besides, unless the theological school of Geneva differ

* See tlie Gentleman's Magazine for November 1839. To this patriarch of our
literary journals, we shall have frequent occasion to recm", and to be largely
indebted, of which it will be sufficient to give this early and general notice.
But wliatever we may transfer to these pages, for which, indeed, the subject in
its tendency is far more appropriate, can involve no charge of plagiarism, for every
word shall be our own; nor will the impeachment more legitimately apply to
the introduction here of Sterne's interpolation in the Curse of Ernulphus,
although published in the "

Reliques of Father Prout," (vol. 2. p. 253.) because
the communication to that ingenious effusion was derived also from ourselves.
An association lately formed in America,

" to promote religious freedom, &c.
in Italy and other papal countries," amongst the books conducive to the purpose,
include with special recommendation, M. D'Aubigne''s volumes. The instrument
is well fitted for the work, which, illusive in aim, will, like Mr. Borrow's mission
to Spain, be uttei-ly null in result. It is the speculation of hypocrisy on credulity.
Many years ago, some fanatics undertook the respective conversions of the Pope
and Grand Turk, a project which this duped society appears satisfied now to

restrict, in essay, to the Holy Father. Yet, if less morbidly tainted with fanati-
cism or folly, their pious exertions would be much better applied at home,
where, however, they possibly looked on the late barbarous destruction of
Catholic churches and convents, while the officiating attendants and female
inmates were exposed to every outrage, as a meritorious act, a bounden duty,
like the Iconoclasts of old, or the "

Pilgrim Fathers," of intolerent memory, on
their own soil.

t Thucydides, lib. iii. § 82, expresses the same thought, which he dilates with
complacent extension. " K«} rh iiiii9v7xv ctl^'>ua-iv ruv ovaij^ttToi)! U vk

t^yet, »yTy,XX»^a.¥
tH iix»i<u<rit."—The younger Cato, in his speech, (Sallust. Catil. 52.) energetically
reproves the misapplication of words, as does Lucretius, IV. 1145, &c. Moliere,
in his "

Misanthrope," (Acte iii. Sc. 5.) follows the Latin poet, whom he had
VOL. XX.—NO. XXXIX. 3
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essentially from the imputed character of that city's reli-

gious spirit, it can offer little recommendation, truly,
to Christian believers. Two centuries had scarcely passed,

(1554—1757,) since the death of Servetus, when D'Alem-
bert, under the article, Geneve, of his Encyclopedic, thus

wrote,
*^
Plusieurs des Ministres ne croyent plus a la divi-

nite de Jesus Cluist, pour laquelle Calvin leur chef, fit

bruler Servet.'' And again
—*' La religion y est presque

reduite a Tadoration d'un seul Dieu, du moms chez tout

ce qui n'est pas peuple;" with several confirmatory asser-

tions of the same deistical prevalency of principle in the

place. But of their patriarch's rigid code, one character-

istic element, almost the sole remaining one—intolerance—retained its empire,
^

as their most celebrated citizen,
J. J. Rousseau, while its victim, with such ovei-wheming
eloquence of denunciation, proclaimed to Europe, in his
*•
Lettres de la Montague," published in 1764.

*'
Les

reformes de nos jours," says that powerful writer in the

Second Letter,
^* du moins les Ministres, ne connaissent

plus, n'aiment plus leur religion. On leur demande si

Jesus Christ est Dieu, ils n'osent repondre De tout ceci

je conclus, qu'il n'est pas aise de dire en quoi consiste au-

joar d'hui la sainte reforme." On the 7th of March of the

ensuing year, he wrote to his friend, Dupeyrou—^*
II faut

quitter ce pays, (Metiers Trayers,) il est trop ])res de
Geneve ; on ne m'y laisserait jamais en repos. II n'y a

gueres qu'un pays catholique qui me convienne." And, on
the 6th of April following, he wrote to Marshall, (or Earl

Marischal,) Keith,—^'
Toutes mes raisons centre I'Angle-

terre subsistent ; et il suffit qu'il y ait des ministres dana_
ce pays-la, pour me faire craindre d'en approcher."
did, however, come over, at Hume's urgency, lodged forj
wliile in Craven Street, and thence proceeded to

Davenport's, in Derbyshire ; but he and his patron

translated; but of the version, never printed, the only existing remnant is

in this scene.
The influence of a name has also tempted the Anglican Protestants to assume

that of Catholic, and the followers of Ronge in Germany have likewise adopted
it, as with equal right every faction of disputants might do; while the title is

refused to the church, which exceeds by seventy millions, (Catholics 126,147,819.

Protestants, 50,004,406.) the collected number of all the Protestant denomina-
tions in Europe, and which for ages has been distinguished by it. In its i)roi)er

acceptation, therefore, of relative extension, this claim of comparatively small
sections is preposterous to the uttermost; for if made dependent on purity of

doctrine, all these heterodox or fantastic offshoots would respectively assert it,

and the indiscriminate use would necessarily upset all si)ecial application, ol

course, the object of each.
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quarrelled, and he returned to the contment.
^

Similar

evidence of Geneva is borne by various other writers, one

of the most recent of whom, Mr. S. Laing, in his
"
Notes

of a Traveller/' (page 325,) thus describes the state of

religion in this birth-place of reform ; for there the assumed
distinction originated, while the Lutherans were desig-
nated

"
Evangehcals, or, more comprehensively, since

1529, Protestants."
''

Geneva/' says Mr. Laing,
''
the

fountain-head from which the pure and living waters

of the Scottish Zion flow has not the semblance of

religion/' (fee.

After these preliminary observations on the outworks,
we now come to consider the body of the work itself,

which, we are assured, has produced, on the continent,
no impression, in any degree, comparable to the favour

created for it in England, by its accordant tone and tenor

with the long cherished prepossessions of the people.

Abroad, except in the ultra-protestant journal,
^^ Le Se-

meur," it was quickly pronounced wholly devoid of the

expanse of view, or largeness of mind, suited to so

momentous an undertakijiig. Seldom, it was declared,
had a liberal thought pierced the gloom of Calvinistic

dogmatism, or a ray of philosophic light irradiated the
abstractions of theological disputation, while, in England,
these defects were converted into merits, and eveiy defi-

ciency counterbalanced by its anti-catholic sympathies.
The most strenuous efforts have accordingly been made to

circulate this fallacious, but, to Anglican bigotry, most
acceptable composition. Rapidly translated and by dif-

ferent hands, numerous editions have already spread the
mass of mendacious texture, some in complete form, while

others, for cheapness of purchase and facility of diffusion,
have issued in monthly portions. As a sample of the
devices practised to attract the eye and mislead the judg-
ment of the unwary reader, we copy the following exhibi-
tion of an opening section in the first volume of the

English translation, derived from page 468 of the Rev. S.
R. Maitland's

'' Dark Ages," cfec.^-

* This gentleman is librarian to the Metropolitan Archbishop of England,
Fellow of the Royal and Antiquarian Societies, and though a staunch devoted
Protestant, yet, moved by genuine Christian feelings, he vindicates, with impar-
tial appreciation, this misunderstood period from the indiscriminate judgment of
utter intellectual darkness too loosely passed on it. He also detects, and exposes
Avith singular clearness of proof, the vile artifices to which Robertson, Jortin,
WUarton, Dean Miller, with so many other calmnniators, descend, to heap every
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" The University— D'AUBIGNE'S REFORMA- Discovery of

Luther's Piety. TION. the Bible."

fiving
the simple reader, of course, to understand, that to

iuther was due the discovery of the Sacred Vohmie.
And, indeed, D'Auhigne unequivocally asserts it as a fact.
*' Un volume qu'il (Luther) ouvre, frappe son attention.

II n'en a pas vu de semblable jusqu' a cette heure
C'est une bible, livre rare et inconnu jusqu' a ce temps
la." Now, this occurred in 1507, at Erfurth, where he
had passed two years, and above half a century after the

invention of printing. Indeed, the book bearing the earliest

date, the Psalter of Mentz, preceded what is here stated,
and wliich, from its importance, we give in the writer's

vituperation on the church of that era. Mr. D'Aubigne, too, was not inactive in

the same unchristian work. But the most powerful light has been thrown on
these ages by Mr. Digby's

" Mores Catholic!"—a mine, it may be truly said, of
mediaeval erudition, and evidence, not only of special, but of the most extensive

sphere of acquirements. Few are there, we would undertake to demonstrate, of
the great modern advances in arts or sciences, of which the germ, the 3-«<i»T»»

*»fi;jM, is not traceable to those undervalued times, though, of coui*se, we may
boast of far superior enlightenment.

*''Ha.57f to; crttTi^uv f^t-ty ocu,itvevi; 6t/;^o,u.i0 Eoaw.

Anxious to claim justice for this interesting epoch, we must not overstep th<

limits of truth, or suffer our advocacy to transgress, by exaggeration, those boun^
daries the proceeding beyond which would impair its effect by impeaching it|

ciedibility. Like most objects of contention, the Middle Ages have been botl
underrated and unduly magnified in accruing benefits to mankind.
Perhaps the most extraordinary monument of early mediaeval literature no^

extant is the volume of a nun,
" Hrosvithae Illustris Virginis et Monialis, Gent

Saxonica ortfB, Opera;" first printed at Nuremberg in 1501, folio, and again at

Wittenberg, 1717, 4to. Her birth was probably in 933, and her death in IOC

She passed her religious life at the convent of Gandersheim, in Brunswick^
where she composed eight legendary tales, with six dramatic pieces, all in Latinj
of considerably superior purity to that of most coeval wiiters, as Eloisa's was t

Abelard's. The dramas are modelled after Terence, "ad emulationera Terei

tii;" whom she read assiduously for this end, as did Nicole preparatory to hi^
translation of Pascal's Provincial Letters, while she studiously avoided the Latin

poet's occasionally rather too sensual delineations of passion. One of the drama
tic compositions, grounded on the story of Abdias in the apociyphal gospel
St. John, (Joannis Alberti Fabricii Codex Apocrj-phus Novi Testamenti, torn,

p. 542. Hamburgi, 1719.) presents, it has been observed, a singular resemblauc
to Shakspere's Romeo and Juliet, in various respects

—
particularly in the cata

trophe, the scene in the tomb, &c.; except that the power of St. John is here ez

erted to recall to life the impassioned lovers, whom our great i)oet abandons 1

their mortal fate. We are not aware that the researches of Shakspere's editor
have extended to this curious volume; for Stevens, the most industrious o
them, refers to Luigi da Porto, who died in 1529. as tne earliest narratoi- of th<

tale, though contradicted by tne title of the book which contains it, because i(

expressed recent recowery necessarily implies an anterior existence--" II istori

nuovamente ritrovata" &c. This Italian writer's original was probably our Gei
man recluse's production, to the publication of which, after it had been five

cen^j
turies in manuscript, he was contemporaueou<». Of the Legends also, that bear

ing the title of "
Paphnusius and Thais," in object and incidents will be foun^

nearly repeated in the Colloquy of Erasmus,
" Adolescens et Scortum;" an^

again by old Decker, in his "Honest W ," still untainted in the original witl

any license of phrase; which may equally be stated of another Legend, tlU
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language, tome i. p. 197, Paris edition, (though our gene-
ral references shall be to the translation,) by exactly fifty

years. But, a short time previously, the first great effort

of the art, and that, as was meet, the Bible, (known as

the Mazarine Bible,) had appeared ; and, in the succeed-

ing interval to 1507, various editions had been published in

Italy, France, and Germany ; and many, many thousand

copies were disseminated through Europe, more especially
in those countries w^hich have remained faithful to the

Catholic creed ; a proof that it produced not the self-called

Reformation. See the seven prior volumes of Panzer^s

Annales Typographici, (Nuremberg: 1791—1803,) with
"
Fred. Ad. Ebert's AUegemeines Bibliographischtes

Lexicon, (Leipsic: 1821—1830, 2 vol. 4to.) And costly as

the manuscripts had previously been, they were by no
means so very rare, particularly in the monasteries, where
their transcription was the prescribed employment of the

cenobites. Even now, unless enhanced in value by great
antiquity, or some adventitious embellishments, they are

not of difficult acquisition. No library of note is without
them ; and there are few booksellers who would not pro-
vide a copy for the tithe of what the material, uniformly
vellum, and the penmanship, would cost. We have sel-

dom seen them, in ordinary condition, though with illumi-

nated initials, produce more, at auction, than from iive to

ten guineas ; and we have made the purchase ourselves.

" Passio Sancti Gandolfi," though the punishment of this nominal samt's Ruilty
wife betrays, in a striking degree, the unrefined taste of the age, exemplifying
Boileau's reproach to the language in which the lady wrote—" Le Latin dans ses
mots brave I'honnetetd." (Art Poetique, Chant ii.) Yet her words on the occa-
sion, however indecorous in social usage, may well, indeed, excite a risible, but
can inflame no corruptive sensation. The unseemly privilege granted by the
Emperor Claudian, as we read in Suetonius, (cap. 52.) will explain the circum-
stance. Our old acquaintance, M. Charles Magnin, a late advertisement informs
us, has just published a translation of this mediaeval production in French. It
would well deserve from our reviewers a regular notice; for which, independ-
ently of the original, might be consulted,

"
L'Esprit des Journeaux, for April,

1788;" M. Villemain's "Tableau de la Litterature du Moyen Age," (tome ii.)
and J. Grimm's "Lateinische Gedichte des X. und XI. Jahr-hunderte." (Goetin-
guen, 1838, 8vo.) We can discover no advertence to the learned nun's composi-
tions in Mr. Hallam's " Middle Ages," nor in Mr. Digby's elaborate " Mores
Catholici." The Rev. Mr. Berrington appears equally imacquainted with them;
and, as far as we can learn, so are all our explorers of mediaeval literature. The
matter is consequently new in England, and surely not devoid of interest. We
may, therefore, trust that this incidental digression will be viewed with some
indulgence, were it only for its associated analogy with one of the master-pieces
of our mighty bard—

"
Qui genus humanum ingenio superavit, et omnes
Restinxit Stellas, exortus uti sethereus Sol."

Lucretius iii. 1056,
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both in England and on the Continent, within those hmits.

When, therefore, so many have survived the waste of time
or wreck of accidents, their original scarcity could not
have been so considerable. We could accumulate testi-

monies of the fact ; but one from Sir Frederick Madden's
address to the Gentleman's Magazine in December, 1836,
on the subject of the celebrated Alchuine Bible, now, at

the price of £750, in the British Museum, will be suffi-

cient ; as his position in that great literary receptacle, and
extensive reading, abundantly exemplified in this letter,
cannot be too highly estimated in imparting weight to his

evidence. After passing, with rapid notice, the many
ancient bibles of peculiar value in Europe, he adds,

*'
if

the space would permit, I could increase the list by
describing other Bibles, less remarkable,'' of which he
names nineteen, still much appreciated, without reckoning
"'

several more in various monastic libraries of France,
Italy, Germany, and Spain," And, of the copies yet sub-

sisting, of the New lestament, or Psalms, "the bare

enumeration," he subjoins,
*^ would fill a moderate sized

volume," while we confidently maintain that the dis-

coverable manuscripts of the divine volume, in its entire-

ness, amount to many hundreds."'^"

Our Genevan theologian is, therefore, perfectly un-
warranted in his statement; for Bibles were not only known,
but in sufficient supply to answer every demand, when the

capacity of reading was comparatively uncommon. In
similar opposition to truth, M. D'Aubigne, at page 52 of

his first volume in the English version of 1842, introduces," Thomas Linacr^, (not Linac^r, as there apparent,) a
learned and celebrated divine, who had never read the
New Testament, until drawing near his end in 1524, he
called for it, but quickly threw it from him with an oath,
because his eye had caught the words, 'But I say unto

you, swear not at all.' Either this is not gospel, said he,
or we are not Christians." For this no evidence is ad-

duced, nor does any entitled to the least confidence exist.

Selden's second volume, "De Synedriis Ebrsoorum,"
the authority usually referred to, was not published till

1653, or one hundred and twenty-nine years subsequent
to the death of the great physician, who instituted thel

College of his profession, and was, doubtless, one of
j

* See the article on the Bible and Reformation, in No. 6 of this Journal.
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the most elegant scholars (tf the tune, but who did not

engage m holy orders till his sixtieth year, in 1519, for

the enjoyment of a benefice, as we have seen military
officers of the present day, after successive campaigns,
equally do. But so far was Linacre from being a learned

and celebrated divine, as here exhibited in order to show

that, even to the most learned men of the priesthood, the

Bible was a closed volume, that he is wholly unknown,
except as our earliest medical celebrity, while, on divi-

nity he never wrote an existing line or preached a word.

And, as for Selden's own sentiments on indiscriminate

Bible reading, they are emphatically declared in his
"
Table Talk,'' reprinted in 1789 with a Dedication to

Charles Fox. ^'
Scrutamini Scripturas," are two words

which have undone the world," says he, adding,
*'
because

Christ spoke thus to his disciples, therefore must all

men, women, and children, read and interpret the scrip-
tures." But truly the boasted right of private judg-
ment or interpretation of Holy Writ,

^^
is more in the

word, and less in the thing," as Sterne expressed of

French magniloquence. So, likewise, is it construed by
the Protestant philosopher, Benjamin Constant, who thus
ridicules the pretension in his treatise,

^^ De la Religion
consideree dans sa source," (tome 1, Paris, 1826,) where
he observes that,

"
while the Catholic Church declares to

her disciples—Believe, and do not examine; the Pro-
testant desires her followers to examine, but to believe,
as if they had not examined." And similarly,

^^
if the

Catholic Church claims infallibility, her rival will not
allow that she can err."

Before we proceed further, we beg here to clislaim all

intention of entering into the field of theological contro-

versy with our author, whom we commit, for that pur-
pose, to the correction of professionally qualified, and
more competent hands. Our animadversions shall only
regard the. historical narrative, general or personal, when
it wanders from fact or fairness of construction, either,
as will too often be found, to bend it to the prejudice
of Catholicity in demonstrative misstatement, or from

any more pardonable source of error. We shall con-
sider him solely as a historian ; yet, should we^ succeed in

establishing the charge of frequent and conscious misre-

presentation—of the suppression of truth and substitution
of falsehood—where the cause we have undertaken may
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render it necessary, we shall make him, thus impaired in

authority and reduced in confidence, an easier conquest on
doctrinal diversities of creed.

To the impeachment of Linacre's ecclesiastical compe-
tency and character, cited above, M. D^Aubigne adjoins
some remarks on the affectation of Cardinal Bembo, with
other Italians,

" who translated the word of God into the

style of Virgil and Horace." But he withholds the exte-

nuating fact, that this prince of the church was not then
in priestly orders, nor for many years after ; for he was still

more advanced in years than Linacre, when ordained,

(1470^1535,) and for the residue of his life to 1547, nothing
of conduct or composition, unfitting the sacred profession,
could be imputed to him. But as may be seen in the above
cited article of Number YI. of this Review, an ultra-

reformer, Sebastian Castalio, translated the whole Bible
into the same Augustan diction. It was so favourably
received in England, that extracts were selected for the

use of schools, with the title of
'^

Dialogi Sacri ad Linguam
recte formandam, et ad vitam sancte instituendam,'' of

which we have now present to our view the eleventh edition,
with the date of 1700. At the evangelical salutation, in

the opening chapter of St. Luke, we read, '^Gabriel 6r^nm5
Marise nunciat,'* and the same change of Genius for An-
gelus, constantly occurs. In St. Matthew, xv. 22.

**/) evr^drrjp fjLov KaKU)^ tai/navi^eraiy is rendered, "filia mea
male a dsemonio vexatur,'* in our Vulgate, and here,
*^filiam habeo quse Furia misere agitatur;" and at

chapter xxi. 25. " Ta paTmafia iwavvov' ig interpreted
"
Lotio

Joannis.'' These specimens may be opposed, in retort, to

the reproof of Bembo.
Melancthon (vol. ii. p. 135,) is stated, in an interview

with his mother,
^* who was urgent in her entreaties that

he would continue in the faith of his fathers, to have
excused himself with much moderation and reserve, for

fear of wounding her conscience." Un another occasion,
however, he carried this feeling much fiirther ; for he
advised her not to change her creed or habit of devotion.
^^ Ut pergeret hoc credere et orare quod credidisset et

orasset hactenus." So we are assured by Melchior Adam
his Protestant biographer. (Vitse Theologorum, in Opper.
tom. 1. Francof. 1706.) Our learned Usher, on the con-

trary, quaiTelled with his mother for maintaining her origi-
nal faith; but though unquestionably one of the most
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eminent men of his age, he was intensely bigoted, as he lost

no occasion of showing ; most conspicuously, however, in

1627, when he presided at a convocation of twelve bishops,
and pronounced the sufferance of Popery, as a religion,

quite irrespective of all political objection, or like Milton
and Locke, in retaliation of its imputed intolerance,

*^
to be

a deadly sin/' The fact we learn from the
"
Vitse Selec-

torum Virorimi," ofMr . Bates; the Biographia Britan-

nica, vol. vii. and Aikin's Life of Usher, p. 252.

M. D'Aubigne applauds, as we may infer, the rejection

by Zuinglius of good works in co-operation with faith, as

necessary constituents of justification. The Swiss here-

siarch repels in no moderate language, (as we see at page
466, volume the second,) the Catholic tenet, as senseless

and impious.
'^

Sequitur meritum nostrorum operum
nihil esse quam vanitatem et stultitiam ne dicam impie-
tatem et ignorantem impudentiam," following out, adds
M. D'Aubigne, the great truth, that salvation is the work
of God. And yet in his subsequent

''
Christiana) Fidei

Brevis et Clara Expositio," addressed to Francis the

First, Zuinglius opens wide the portals of heaven, and dis-

penses salvation to all good and great men, whether sanc-
tified by Christian faith, or plunged in heathen darkness.
Not only the patriarchs of old, Abel, Enoch, Noah, Abra-
ham, Moses, (fee, but the heroes of paganism, Hercules,
Theseus, Socrates, Aristides, Numa, the Fulmina Belli,
or Scipios, and other illustrious names, are called to the

enjoyment of the Beatific Vision, in that strange volume,
(printed in 1536, 8vo.) page 37. Our author, of course,
adverts not to this glaring contradiction ; but it passed not
unnoticed nor unrebuked with fulminant reprol)ation, by
Bossuet, in his unanswerable History of Protestant Varia-
tions.

Our Henry VIII. it is asserted by M. D'Aubigne,
(pp. Ill—114)

''

boldly advanced the obsolete authority of
bis crown over the continent, and more particularly over
France.'' Like his predecessors and successors until

1801, he, no doubt, and most absurdly bore the vain title

of king of France, but never surely did he pretend to an
ascendant power over the continent, where the town of
Calais had long been the sole possession of England,
whose own imperial claim was even declared derivative
from the crown of Ireland, by the Council of Constance,
in 1417. The fact will be found in the rare and curious
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^'

Disceptatio super Dignitate Regnorum Britannicorum et

Gallicorum, habita ab utriusqiie Oratoribiis, in Concilio

Constantiense/^ printed at Louvain, 1517, .12mo. and

republished by Henry Wharton, in his Angha Sacra,
London, 1691, 2 vols, folio. Great as the ambition of

England may be supposed, it never contemplated the
dominion of all Europe.

In a subsequent page, (165) our theologian, in distin-

guishing the characters of Loyola and Luther, a subject
which has also engaged the more impartial consideration
of Mr. Macauley, in the Edinburgh Review, represents the
Jesuit Patriarch,

^^
as a slave to dreams and apparitions,

while the great Reformer only owed obedience to the infal-

lible will of God.'* But the eulogist forgets, or presumes
on the reader's forgetting, what he had stated of Luther's

vision, and encounter with the demon, at an anterior

page, (42) as well as the Elector of Saxony's dream, with
the tenor and event of which he seems so unphiloso-
phically struck. Most notorious, truly, is the Reformer's

superstitious indulgence in visions, of which so many
proofs are produced by Michelet, (Memoires de Luther,
Paris, 1836, 2 vols. 8vo.) and which, included in

*'
the

many strange things that Luther said and wrote, crowned

by his letter to our Henry in 1526, appeared in Mr. Hal-
lam's estimation, almost to justify the supposition, that

there was a vein of insanity in his very remarkable cha-
racter." (Constitutional History, vol. 1. p. 80.) Moreover,
to say that Luther's sole guidance was the infallible will

of God, is a virtual assertion of the Reformer's own infal-

libility, as that word was made wholly dependent on his

interpretation of it, and his Golden Rule, as he termed

it, would allow no other. (Mosheim, vol. 4. p. 305.)

Pope Adrian VI. is described immediately after, as a

monk, which is an error, for that pontiff had never been in

monastic orders ; and the author is equally mistaken, at

page 475, in making Francis I. the cousin-german of his

predecessor Louis XII. It was the father of Francis, who
stood in that relation to Louis. In the first volume like-

wise, page 125, the edition of Erasmus by John Le Clerc

{ei\67rovos) is erroneously ascribed to the press of Liege,
instead of Leyden, where it appeared in 1703, 10 vol.

folio.

Mr. D'Aubigne, after claiming as an established fact,
an indisputable superiority, the fruit of Luther's innova-
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tion, for his creed in every departnient of intellectual

exercise or moral practice, tlien triumphantly (vol. iii.

p. 243.) adds,
" Thus every thing progressed ; arts, litera-

ture, purity of worship, and the minds of piince and peo-

ple." In the delineation of history, however, we cannot

discover much to corroborate these comprehensive vaunts.

It surely is not in the character of our Henry and his

court, nor in that of the subsequent agents of reform, as

revealed to us in the dark exposures of Mr. Fraser Tytler,

from documentary evidence, (State Papers, vol. ii.) and
Dr. Taylor; nor a^-ain, in Scotland, as depicted by the

former historian, (History of Scotland, vi. p. 221 and

p. 366.) or by Robertson (vol. i. p. 366.) The Danish

prince, Christiern II., will hardly sustain our author's

encomium ; nor will Albert of Brandenberg, Ulrich of

Wirtenberg, or Philip of Hesse—all singularly devoid of

moral principle, and by whom Catholicity was proscribed,
and Lutheranism adopted in their respective dominions.

Shortly after, we encounter Henry the Fourth of France,
the most licentious of men while marchhig in front of

reform ; and his contemporary, our first James, whoni

Henry, in his Correspondence with the President in

1608, designates by an unutterable epithet, which has

unfortunately derived strength from the disclosures of our
State Papers. (See Yon Raumer's Beitrage zur Neueren
Geschichte, aus dem Brittische Museum, Erster Band, and
Mr. Mackay's Popular Delusions, vol. i. p. 235.) But
this charge repels discussion; and as Tacitus states

of the laws of the Germans on such subjects, (Gennania,
cap. xii.)

^^

flagitia abscondi oportet." Far different,

truly, was that age from M. D'Aubigne's representation,
and most profligate, as well as unprincipled, in the cha-

racters of the Protestant courts. And of the people,
the sanguinary insurrection of the peasants in Suabia,
Thuringia, &c., immediately consequent on the innova-

tion, and the Anabaptist outrages, with the desciiption of

every other country at that period, will be fair grounds of

judgment. Nothing can less bear the test of history than
this claim for improvement in Protestant sovereigns or
their peoples, in contradistinction to the Catholics. On this

subject we can adduce testimony, which to M. D'Aubigne
must be unobjectionable, from the marked favour mani-
fested by himself for its source. At page 241 of his third

volume, the Arnauld family, so conspicuous in the annals
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of Port-Royal, is mentioned in terms of highest praise, and
complacently, though most untruly, aggregated to the
abettors of reform, in our controvertist's sense of the word.
The chief of the name in talent, celebrity, and influence

was, beyond doubt, the younger Antoine, distinguished
consequently as

"
le grand Arnauld ; who, in his *'Apolo-

gie pour les Catholiques centre les Faussetes de M.
Jurieu,'' vol. i. p. 332, thus compares the Catholics and
their adversaries: ^'Cette premiere ferveur apparente, dont
ces pretendus reformateurs tachaient d'eblouir le monde,
s'est bientot evanouie et il ne faut que compter les

deux Eglises pour juger sans peine, qui est celle qui a plus
de marques d'etre la veritable epouse du Fils de Dieu, ou
reside son esprit, et ou il repand ses graces.'' This is the

evidence of a witness invoked by M. D'Aubigne, as above

cited, on his own side ! Of Jurieu's reply, we may only
notice that, at page 382, tome ii., among the Protestants
whose deserts and sanctity would entitle them to^the beati-

fication conferred, for their merits and piety, on Catholics,
the foremost on the list is our virgin queen Elizabeth !

'* Nous ferions aussi un gros catalogue des Saints, si nous
voulions le composer de tons les honnetes gens qui out ete

de notre parti. Nous y mettrions la reine Elizabet d'An-
gleterre," &c. History affords the best commentary on
such a choice for heaven. Yet the same Jurieu, in his
'^
Avis aux Protestans," which precedes his

*^

Prejuges
Legitimes centre le Papisme," (Amsterd. 1685, 12mo.)
acknowledges

'^

que le plus grand de tons les maux des

Protestans, c'est leur extreme corruption." And for the

people—the emphatically Protestant people—of England,
can imagination form a more hideous picture of moral
debasement than that exhibited in the .parliamentary
reports, more especially in Lord Ashley's ?

As for the advance in arts and literature here assumed,
the delusive paralogism,

''

post hoc, ergo ab hoc," is truly
wielded with reckless confidence, for the intellectual move-
ment had preceded the Reformation ; which, like the
French revolution, for some time at least, rather impeded
than accelerated the progress of rational improvement ;

and the impulse of civilization, in every sense, was far

more extensively felt in France and Italy than in England,
or any other seat of reform. During the entire sixteenth

century, the English press, as we had occasion to observe
in the already quoted article of this Review, No. 6, did not;
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produce a single citable classic; while to Catholics the

learned are indebted exclusively for the first publication of

every Latin one, and of nearly all the Greek.^ And can a

competition be for a moment sustained in painting, archi-

tecture, or music ? Some misgivings, indeed, escape our

historian on this rivaliy.
^

"" Let Roman Catholicism,'
'

he

says, (vol. iii. p. 239.) "pride itself on being more favourable

than Protestantism to the arts : be it so ; paganism was
even more so.'' He quickly recovers, however, froni this

forced avowal; and concludes, in respect to music, by
asserting, "that the impulse communicated to it at the

period of the Reformation, has more recently produced
those noble oratorios, which have carried the art to its

highest point of attainment." The natural inference from
this bold assertion would be, that to Protestantism sacred

music was most, if not exclusively indebted : while, on the

contrary, it was from the sphere of Catholicity that the

alleged"^ impulse proceeded, and there, too, has its subse-

quent progress been ever most conspicuous. With the re-

serve, in truth of Handel, the family of Bach, and avery few

more, it would be difficult to discover a name of first

eminence in the opposite ranks. Every Italian composer,
from Palestrina/;-*

the "Musicse Princeps'' of the sixteenth

century, to Rossini of our own day, as might be expected,
was a Catholic. With Palestrina we may associate his

Belgian rival, Roland de Lattres, known in Italy as
Orlando di Lasso ; (See M. Delmotte's Notice of him,
Valenciennes, 1816, 8vo.) and descending to our modem
artists, even of Germany, the most eminent—Haydn, the
matchless Haydn, as Dr. Burney (vol. iv. 599) distinguishes

* It was on Palestrina's violin, as we have read, that the following antithetic
distich was found inscribed:

" Viva fui in sylvis; sum dura occisa securi;
Dviin vixi tacui; mortua dulce sono."

The musical scale—"
Ut, (or Do) Re, Mi, Fa, Sol, La, Si, corresponding to

our C, D, E, F, G, A, B—has been thus expressed ; and in the second line em-
braces, in succession, all these notes (with the exception of Si) :

*' Cur adhibcs tristi numeros cantumque laboril
Ut RElevet Miserum FAtuui soLitosque LAbores."

{See Bibliotheca Fabricii Med. et Infimce Latinitatis, torn, iii.)

However, the names of the notes of the scale are more properly refeiTcd to the
opening lines of the Hymn of St. John the Baptist:

** Ut queant laxis REsonare fibris,
Mrra gestorum FAmuli tuorum,
Solve polluti LAbii reatuin,

Sancte Johannes.**
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him, Gliick, Mozart, Weber, and Beethoven, are surely

unsurpassed m merit ; all Catholics, too.

The German hymns of Luther, to whom his native

tongue is under such obligations, are still read with plea-
sure for their racy diction ; but in chant or harmony, their

accompanying music, like the dissonant intonations of

some of our sectarian conventicles, was little commenda-
ble. Among these early canticles of his church from other

contributors, one of the most admired is the "Herr Christ,
du enziger Gottes Solm," generally attributed to the
female reformer Elizabeth Kreutziger, but ascertained to

have been the composition of Andrew Knoepken (or

KnofF), the^
friend of Buzenhagen, and introducer of Lu-

theranism into Livonia. Yet, whatever may have been
the inspiring power of such religious accessaries, it will

hardly be compared in influence with the deep pathos
of the Catholic hymns, on which the great masters
of harmony have for centuries exercised their talents. It

was not from his native idiom that Goethe selected the

hymn which so sensitively affected poor Gretchen (Marga-
ret) in the cathedral, when the Evil Spirit, *^Boser Geist,'*

impressed on her mind- her contrasted feelings, on hearing
the ^^Dies lra3" in her days of former innocence and actual

guilt. (Faust, page 225, edit. Tiibingen, 1825.) The "Sta-
bat Mater" of Rossini excites at this moment the enthu-
siastic applause of the musical world ; and the touching
canticle has ever been the theme of predilection and
achievement of renown to the most eminent professors of

the art— to Palestrina, to Pergolesi, whose premature
decease precluded its termination, and to Haydn, (See
Burney's History of Music, vol. i., p. 57; with Gretry's
"Essai sur la Musique," tome i. p. 421.) To the old Ger-
man composers, on the other hand, we may concur with

Burney in applying the lines of Hudibras, though some-
what varied in their purpose. (Burney, iv. p. 589.)

" As if their music were intended

For nothing else but to be mended."

A rapid advertence to those Catholic monuments of reli-

gious effusion may not here be unacceptable to the reader, as

we believe that no special English work exists on the sub-

ject ; nor, probably, in any other modern language. The
rhyming or assonent measure of the hymns, which so

greatly facilitates their chanted recitation, was first intro-
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diiced by St. Ambrose, to whom twelve are ascribed by
St. Austin, St. Isidore, Bede, Cassiodorus, &c., as we
learn from Alban Butler's Lives of Saints, under the 7th
of December. There we find enumerated, as the composi-
tion of this ornament of our Church—The '' Deus Creator

Omnium/'
'' Jam Surgit Hora Tertia,"

^'
Veni Redemp-

tor Gentium,"
"
Illuminans Altissimus,"

'* J^tenia
Christi Munera,"

"' Somno Refectis Artubus,"
"
Consors

Paterni Luminis," ''0 Lux, Beata Trinitas," "Fit
Porta Christi Pervia." From other authorities we also

find, that he was author of the
'' Veni Creator," sung at

Pentecost, and of the
"
Jesu! Nostra Bedemptio," destined

to commemorate the Ascension, as well as the *^Audi

Benigne Conditor," forming the forementioned number of

twelve. The Paschal Hymn of "Vexilla Begis Pro-

deunt," also sung the 3rd of May, the Feast of the Inven-
tion of the Cross, was by Yenetius Fortunatus, bishop of

Poitiers, who died about the year 609. The poet Pruden-
tius, of the fourth century, composed some of the more
ancient, and others are by St. Hilary, St. Gregory the

Great, Gregory YII. and Innocent III. Several addi-
tional names of Roman Pontiff's also appear in the list,

but see,
''

Opera Georgii Cassandri," (Pciris, 1616, folio.)

Among these contributors to our psalmody likewise,
stands, as might be expected, the Angelic Doctor, St.
Thonias Aquinas, to whom we owe the

*'

Pange Lingua
Gloriosi Corporis 3Ii/sterium," (for the

^'

Pange Lingua
Gloriosi Prcelium Certaminis/' was by Mamertus,
bishop of Yienne, in Dauphiny,) with the "'Adoro Te," and
the impressive

'' Lauda Sion," in celebration of the feast
of Corpus Christi. Some of the latter's stanzas are of

striking spirit. We shall instance the fifth and twelfth,
to which we may be allowed to annex an anonymous,
though, indeed, a very inferior version in Greek.

V.
" Sit laus plena, sit sonora,
8it jucunda, sit decora.
Mentis jubilatio."

—
XII.

**

Quod non capis, quod non vides,
Animosa firmat fides

;

Pr?eter rerum ordinem."

6

Tivu (ppevivv Kai
TrpeTrivSrjs

iB
'O

7*o?!> \ajLi^auei9, opa^ re,

Kal Trap et'pjLLOv Trpar^jbLaTivu.

The "
Gloria, Laus et Honor," sung in the church-pro-
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cession on Palm Sunday, is attributed to Theodolphus,
bishop of Orleans in the ninth century; but the avowedly
most affecting of those heavenly-inspired orisons, that
which produces the deepest emotion, is the "'Dies Irse."
It is to Latino Frangipani, (of the illustrious family, whose
beneficence to the poor entitled them to that name, as

Bayle, in a special article, relates,) a Dominican brother of
the thirteenth century, that this pathetic invocation is now
generally accorded, although by some claimed for St.

Bernard, and by others for Hubertus de Romanis, the
fifth general of the Dominican Order. It has even been
the supposed production of a penitent criminal, and recited

by him on his way to execution ; but the weight of testi-

mony is in favour of Frangipani, whom his maternal uncle,
Pope Nicholas ILL (Gaetano Orsini,) raised to the purple
in 1278, and who was not less patronized by the successive

Pontiffs, Honorius lY. Nicholas IV. and Celestine V.
until his death in November, 1294. He was more usually
known as the Cardinal Malabranca.
Of the multiplied translations which we have read of this

sublime hymn, none can bear a competition with Lord
Roscommon's, whom Fenton, in his

*^
Observations on

Waller's Poems,'' (edit. 1729, p. 136,) represents, as

repeating, in his last moments, the touching deprecation
of the seventeenth stanza of his own version, (which ends
in the original with,

*^
Gere curam mei finis.")

*' Mj God, my Father and mj Friend!
Do not forsake me in my end."

Our young and gifted friend, Ed. Kenealy, Esq., has
also made a very spirited translation of this canticle, while
a great many others in the foregoing enumeration have
found various additional interpreters, such as Drj^den and
South-well in England, with Corneille, La Fontaine, and
La Harpe in France, besides several in Italy. The
second line of the Dies Irse, originally and usually ex-

pressed,
"
Teste David cum Sybilla," is changed in the

Parisian Breviary, we perceive, into
"
Crucis expandens

vexilla," probably to avoid the pagan testimony of the

Sybil, which, in juxta-position with that of David, isH
indeed, somewhat anomalous. Vida's JJymiis, formina^l
a part of his works, are quite of a different character ; and '^

those of Santeuil, which enrich the French breviaries,

though far more classical, are much less impressive than
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the homely outpourings of mediaeval fervour. Like San-

teuirs, the hymns of the Jesuit Oudin, in the Ojffice
of St.

Frgfticis Xavier, are of the purest latinity.

These thrilling emanations of devotion have ever been

the theme of admiration. Dante, occasionally, and with

reverential allusion, quotes them. Thus, in his Purgatorio,
we find—

'* Te Lucis Ante, si devotamente,
Gli usci di bocca con si dolci note,

Che fece me a me uscir di mente.— Canto viii. 13.

And again, at the close of Canto IX.—
*' lo mi rivolsi attento al primo tuono ;

Et Te Deum laudamus, mi parea,
Udir in voce mista al dolce suono."

Goethe and Scott have not less sensibly felt their deep
impression, and, indeed, to these addresses to heaven may
well be applied Milton's sublimity of thought—

•' Of charming symphony they introduce

Their sacred song, and waken raptures high."

We have now to encounter our reverend historian on
another field of contest, that of the relative merits of

painters, formed under the auspices of our respective
churches ; for, in this art, with still less restrained hardi-

hood of assertion than in that of which we have just com-
bated his claim of superiority, he arrogates the pre-emi-
nence also for his side. At page 242, of the third volume,
he introduces on this subject, Lucas Cranach, a friend and
follower of Luther, as the

*^

great master of the age.'' It

would not be easy, indeed, to evince greater contempt for

the taste or information of his readers than these words
betray, and thus confidently to elevate in supremacy of

talent, a comparatively obscure artist, in presence of the

glories of the profession, and of that age which generated
Michael Angelo, Raffaelle, Titian, the omniscient Leo-
nardo da Vinci, Sebastiano del Piombo, Giulio Romano,
Bastiniano, Corregio, Cellini, Holbein, with so many
more, the contemporaries of M. D'Aubigne's little known
and most ill-chosen champion. And if, hi the comprehen-
sive latitude of the eulogist's language, we stretch our
comparison through the succeeding years of that century,
what a brilliant mass of Catholic genius, signalizes, by

VOL. XX.—NO. XXXIX. 4
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birth or achievement, its further course, from Paul Vero-
nese to Claude Lorrain, born in 1600, and its last offspring!
Until lately the name of Cranach would be vainly sought
for in our dictionaries ; nor until a recent period were his

works apparent in the Louvi'e, where some now are to be
seen. The most admired is, '"St. John in the Wilder-

ness,
''

in which Melancthon figures as the Saint; but

another,
*'
Hercules and Omphale,^' represents John

Frederick, the reformed Elector of Saxony, encircled by
his mistresses, although the recognized head of Protestant-

ism, and declared chief of its confederation, the league of

Smalkalde. But in every sense, Cranach was of subordi-

nate instead of primary talent, ^'son dessein etant mes-
quin, et d'un caractere appauvri,^' as stated by Huber,
in his

*'

Catalogue du Cabinet de M. Brindes," (Leipzig,

1793, 8vo.)
To the flood of light poured from the bosom of Catho-

licity on this ground of contention, what character of

commensurate splendour can the adverse side produce,
with the single exception of Albert Durer, whose genius,
inferior perhaps to none in native power, solely wanted
that refinement of taste, or ultimate finish, which the

contemplation and rivalship of excellence, then and now
chiefly presented in Italy, could alone impart, to rank

amongst the foremost of his profession? M. D'Aubigne,
however, most unauthorizedly assigns his master-pieces to

the period which followed, in order to make them the

inspirations of, the reformation ; for the best of them, the
*'

Crucifixion,^' which now enriches the imperial gallery at

Vienna, bears the distinct and anterior date of loll. His
''Execution of the Martyrs," is marked 1508, and the

''Adoration of the Magi,"' with his "Adam and Eve,'*
were also of an earher period, while no subsequent pro-

duction, during the few years he sui^ived, were, in any
degree, of equal merit. As an engraver, he was not less

eminent, and, from the wider circulation of his works,
much more generally celebrated. (See Jackson's

"
History

of Wood Engraving," 1839, &c.) M. D'Aubigne ventures
not an advertence to architects : he is right, and acts more

jjrudently than in engaging in those other equally unsus-
tainable contests ; for even in England, her first in renown,
Inigo Jones, was a Catholic ; and so, we may proudly add, is

Mr. Pugin, who now stands in similai* eminence of fame.
With equal consciousness of inferiority, he eschews all coi
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petition ill statuary, as he discreetly should have done in

painting. '[
The Church of Rome/

'^
wrote Sir D. Wilkie

from Italy in 1827, (Life by A. Cuningham, vol. 1.)
''
has

ever been the nurse of arts, but paintinghas been its favourite

child.
^

The art of painting seems made for the service of

Christianity—would that the Catholics were not the only
sect that had seen its advantages !" Mr. Westmacott, in his

Lectures, is not less emphatic, while far more extensive in

the assertion of Catholic patronage, embracing, as it has
ever done, the whole circle of the Fine Arts. Their effects

on man's devotion in temples of worship, contrasted with
the coldness of feeling resulting from their absence, is

forcibly portrayed in Schiller's
*' Maria Stuart," by Mor-

timer, nephew to the royal captive's keeper. Sir Amyas
Paulet.

" Ich hatte nie der Kiinste Machte gefiihlt,
Es hast die Kirche, die mich auferzog,
Der sinne Reiz, Kein Abbild duldet sie,

Allein des Korperlose Wort verehrend,
Wie wurde mir, als ich ins Iiinre nur,
Der Kirchen trat, und die Musik der Himmel
Herunterstieg, und der Gestalten Fiille,

Verschwenderisch aus Wand und Decke quoll,
Das Herrlichste und Hochste, gegenwartig,
Vor den entziickten Sinnen sich bewegte,
Als ich sie selbst nun sah, die Gottlichen,
Den Gruss des Engels, die Geburt des Herrn,
Die heilge Mutter die herabgestiegne
Drejfaltigkeit, die leuchtende Verklarung."

Thus far, as relates to the Fine Arts, our histo-
rian's pretensions, whether asserted or insinuated, will

appear, we trust, neither unsuccessfully nor unfairly
opposed, although the refutation for its necessary effect, has
been more lengthened than we would have desired. And
the same necessity will more or less apply, as we proceed to
consider his

^
further assumptions ; for, as observed on a

former occasion, and as a great French writer remarks,*' Une ligne pent renfermer des erreurs, qu'il faut des
volumes pour refuter." Our authorities shall be, as they
have studiously been, of M. D'Aubigne's own creed or
favour, on any contestable point. No instance of the

contrary, we expect, will be discoverable.
To proceed, then, with our author's claim of precedence

for the partisans of Reform, we may ask, whether in litera-
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ture, when tlie study of the classics constituted its leading
culture, were the Italian commentators, to whom Europe
owes essentially the restoration of letters, were the Manutii,
Victorius, Sigonius, Turnebus, Muretus, with numerous
others, surpassed in critical acumen, inferior in elucida-

tion, or less felicitous, in defining the genuine texts ? And
in native productions during that century, what rivals,

within the precincts of Protestantism, can be opposed to

Ariosto, Tasso, Vega, Ereilia y Zuniga, (author of the epic,
*'La Araucana,") Camoens, or Cervantes, except the soli-

tary name of Spencer in England ? The religion of Shak-

spere is nowhere unequivocally announced, a silence

which sufficiently establishes its character, at a time when
the profession of the dominant creed was the only road to

favour, and that of the persecuted faith, a sure exposure to

every danger of fortune and person. His father's Catholic

belief rests undisputed on the evidence of his extant will,

given by Malone, vol. 1. p. 330, of his edition (1780) of the

poet. The great and well-founded boast of Holland at that

period, Justin Yanden Yondel, abandoned the Anabaptists,
and became a Catholic. Again, in France, of which
Calvin (p. 641,) is declared both the reformer of the

country's creed and language, who does, or patiently

could, read his compositions in his native tongue, while

Comines, long anterior to him, and Amyot his coeval, are

perused with constant pleasure. Yet we are aware that

his French style is praised by D'Alembert and Yillemain,
nor is it depreciated by Bossuet,

'' Donnons lui done,"
says his great adversary, "'cette gloire/' (Yariations, liv^j
ix.) words more of concession than conviction, in order no^BI
to dispute Calvin's claim to the merit, as advanced in his
*'
Defensio contra Westphalum, (Opusc. p. 842.) But, as

compared with Amyot, the opinion of a contemporary and
most competent judge, Michel de Montaigne, decides the

superiority. In his Essays, (livre. ii. ch. 4.) he says,
*' Je donne avec raison, ce me semble, la palme a Jacques
Amyot sur tons nos ecrivains Franyois," and of Comines
he is scarcely less laudatory, (liv. ii. ch. 10.) Of the old

Flemish historian, Madame de Sevigne, no inferior autho-

rity, also observes, in her letter of 14th of November, 1678,
** Son style donne une grace particuliere a la solidite de son

raisonnement." Calvin's Latin diction is, indeed, entitled

to praise, and the dedication of his great achievement,
**

Christianse Religionis Institutio," to Francis I. is classe
"
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with the few worthy of distinction, in that prostituted line

of authorship. But the celebrated volume assuredly de-

serves not the absurd exaggeration of eulogy bestowed on
it by its writer's disciple, Thury, (Thurius.)

" Praeter Epistolicas post Christi tempora chartas,

Huic peperere libros secula nulla pares."

As for the reformation of morals in France attributed,
as above, to Calvin, we have already discussed the sub-

ject ; but we cannot pass unrebuked M. D'Aubigne's
assertion, at page 241 of his third volume,

^^
that the

literary value of the Port-Royal productions was the

result of the first Antoine Arnauld having been a Pro-
testant." It is possible that in early youth, when following
the fortunes of the arch-traitor Bourbon, who fell at the

sack of Rome, in 1527, this patriarch of the family may,
for a while, have swei'ved from his native faith; but he
most certainly reverted to it when appointed Advocate-
General to Catherine of Medicis, and it is beyond doubt
that his son and namesake, though adverse to the Jesuits,
was not favourable to the Huguenots, much less one him-
self. Of the two-and-twenty children, fruits of his mar-

riage with Catherine Marion, all the surviving daughters,
six in number, including ''La Mere Angelique,'' and
whom the impartial Perefixe, archbishop of Paris, and
biographer^" of Hemy IV. described as

"
pures comme des

anges, mais orgueiHeuses comme des demons,'' devoted
themselves to religious lives of professed obligation in the

monastery of Port-Royal. Four sons reached manhood,
of whom the eldest, Arnauld d'Andilly, was author of

numerous pious works ; another was bishop of Angers,
a diocese in which his memory is still revered, as we
can attest ; and the third, eminent,^as previously stated, by
the distinction of

'' Le Grand Arnauld," a doctor of Sor-

bonne, was the most formidable adversary, next to Bos-

* An English version by Monsieur Le Moine of this biography, still admired
though somewhat antiquated in language, proceeded in 1785 from Didot's Parisian
press. This sufficiently attests the merit of its execution; which, indeed, far ex-
ceeds the translator's performance. But a copy in our possession derives
interest as that presented to the angelic sister of Louis XVI., Madame Elizabeth,
whose distinctive royal insignia are impressed on the binding. Given to her
unhappy bi'other while in the Temple, for his son's instniction, it boars some
marks of his correction. We obtained it after his death, with a few other articles
that had served for the deposed monarch's bodily and mental use in his last

trying moments; but, however valued, the feai* of detection in our own hour of
danger compelled us to destroy nearly all these royal relics.
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suet, whom Protestantism had to encomiter. To name
his works, would be evidence of the fact, such as

*' Le
Renversement de la Morale de Jesus Christ, par les Cal-

vinistes," and, above all,
** La Perpetuite de la Foy," in

proof of the early and unvaried Catholic faith in Transub-
stantiation, written in conjunction with Nicole, as well aa
several additional volumes of fervent controversy. And
yet, this is the family which M. D'Aubigne would fain con-
vert into allies, and force into his camp, because, forsooth,
a military youth was said to have been temporarily seduced
into the abandonment of his paternal creed ! No proof,

however, appears to establish this supposition ; but grant-
ing it, are we to consider it a valid groundwork of his

grand-children's literary fame in the productions of Port-

Iloyal? By a parity of deduction the Catholics might
claim for their body the genius of Milton, whose grand-
father was a zealous adherent of their faith, and disin-

herited his son for deserting it. A less remote right would

assign to them Shakspere, from his father's ascertained

principles, certified by his Will ; and were not the parents
of all the original reformers professedly Catholics? Such
is our author's mode of reasoning ! No divergence of

creed could, in truth, be greater than between Port-

Royal and Calvinism, save possibly, though sternly de-

nied by the former, on the subject of Grace.
'^ Out of Protestant France," still asserts our veracious

historian,
"
arose all the cultivated portion of the French

nation . . . and out of that portion arose also the society of

Port-Royal, a society which aimed at introducing into the "^

Catholicism of the Galilean Church both the doctrines and
the language of the refonnation." Now, in denial of this

gratuitous assumption, we hesitate not to assert, that a
line in favour of the mis-called reformation never issued

from Port-Royal, whence, on the contrai-jr, above a hundred
volumes emanated to oppose it ; and the inmates uniformly
showed themselves amongst the ablest and most ardent

antagonists of the religious system of which they are here

pronounced so audaciously the advocates. And, em-
bracing the nation at large in intellectual relation, not

only did the nine-tenths of her sons, in every avocation

of culture or action, adhere to the Catholic worship, but

received, for the most part, their education from the Jesuits,

to whose colleges even the Huguenots sent their children,

notwithstanding the interdict of their synods, as we leani

I
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from one of them, Desmaiseaux, in his
"
Life of Bayle/'

(tome i. p. 7.) Yet the latter' s consequent, though short-

lived conversion, was punished by his family's abandon-
ment. Such was the vaunted freedom of private judg-
ment !

With the exception of Clement Marat, (1495—1544,)
whose religion was as vague as his morals were licentious,

scarcely can a single protestant writer in French, of lite-

rary fame, or scientific eminence, be cited, until we nearly
reach our own sphere of recollection. Not one contributed
a ray of glory, or imparted a spark of lustre to the con-

stellated mass of genius so refulgent in the
*' Grand

Siecle/^ the Augustan age of Louis XIV. Pellisson
became an early convert, and Bayle, the coryphaeus of

infidels, according to his own avowal, it is said, to Lord
Shaftesbury, a protestant only, as

^'

protesting against all

religions," a temporary catholic, too, like Gibbon, but
because relapsed, a perpetual absentee from France, and
though a learned, certainly no classical or elegant writer,
can form no exception. Nor again, in the numerous
Huguenot refugees is a name of disthiction discoverable,
either as an author of renown, or in any high depart-
ment of intellectual culture. Rousseau, Cuvier, and Con-
stant, were not French by birth. Madame de Stael,
indeed, was, but of immediate Swiss descent; so that the
first citable protestant writer, as a genuine son of the soil,

appears to have been Le Court de Gebelin, whose work," Le Monde Primitif compare avec le Monde Moderne,"
is of universally appreciated merit, but was not published
until 1773, nor concluded till 1784, in nine quarto volumes.
He was head of the Calvinist communion in France, of
whom a regular series had succeeded each other from
Calvin, and Duplessis Mornai, who was called the Pro-
testant Pope, and who died in 1623. Gebelin had for

successor the celebrated Conventionalist, Rabaud de St.

Etienne, executed as a Girondin conspirator, the 4th of

December, 1793, and whom Morellet, an infidel eccle-

siastic, certainly no friend to the Church, represents as
the bitterest persecutor of the Catholic priesthood, though
while his sect had still to complain of some unrepealed
restrictive laws, the most clamorous advocate of toleration

—y Devenu membre de la premiere assemblee, dite con-

stituante, il a pris quelque revanche sur les catholiques, et
a contribue peut-etre a imprinier a la nation plus d'intole-
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ranee envers rancien ciilte que Louis XIV n'en avait

jamais eu pour les religionaires de son temps.
'^

(Me-
moires, tome i. p. 40.) Such is human nature, unless

tempered by the true spirit of the Gospel, panting, with
a resilient force of reaction, for revenge, and embittered

retaliation, utterly regardless of moral consistency.

**

Quod petiit spernit
jEstuat, et vitae disconvenit ordine toto.

Great renown has, indeed, long attached to Port-Royal ;

but of its numerous productions, except the
*'

Perpetuite
de laFoy

'^

against the Protestants, and perhaps, Lance-
lot's Logic ; the only one of surviving fame is Pascal's
Provincial Letters. Their literary merit no one can con-

test, and to their publication Yoltaire refers \\\q fixation of
the French language. Still their influence, as well as that
of the society whence they emanated, has been greatly
exaggerated by our author. Several writers, held more
or less classical at this day, certainly owed to Pascal no
obligation of style

—such as Corneille^ Moliere, Quinault,
St. Evremond, Bussi-Rabutin, La Fontaine, Yoiture, La
Rochefoucauld, Pellisson, and St. Real, who were all his

seniors. So was Descartes, whose ''
Discours de la Me-

thode," published in 1637, or twenty years before the
sublime hj^pochondriac's work appeared, scarcely con-

tains, according to M. Cousin, an obsolete word. But
Port^Royal's proudest boast, because its direct fruit, was
the education of Racine ; while, so far from our acknow-

ledgments being due to his masters, for those immortal

inspirations of the Muses, which shine with brightest eflPul-

gence amidst the glories of that golden era, we know,
on the contrary, that every exertion of personal authority,
and every denunciation of overstrained religious penalty,
were urged to divert the appliance of his genius from
its kindred pursuit. Madame de Sevigne, again, whose
letters may also bid defiance to time, for

*'

Age cannot wither her, nor custom stale

Her infinite variety,"

was Pascal's junior only by thirty-one months, and Bos-
suet by three years ; but to neither was he a model of

style, not certainly to the lady in grace, much as she

admired his associates, though she could smile at their

moral galimatias, (16th July, 1677.) nor to the prelate
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majesty. As for the subject-matter of the
^'
Provmcial

Letters/' Father Daniel's
"
Entretiens de Cleandre et

d'Eudoxe" presents an able, and not sufficiently known
refutation of their impeachments against his Order ; but,
as Voltaire (Siecle de Louis XIV. chap. 33.) truly remarks,
*'

II ne s'agissait pas d'avoir raison : il s'agissait de diver-

tir le public ;" and every Frenchman is intensely sensitive

to the power of ridicule, not in Shaftesbury's representa-

tion, as a test of truth, but as the probe of feeling.
It is singular enough that the spot consecrated in

sanctity of residence, and venerated recollection, by the

ladies associated in devotion under Angelica Aniauld, (of

whom her eldest brother, Arnauld d'Andilly, said to Ma-
dame de Sevigne,

*'

Comptez que tons mes freres, et tons

mes enfants et moi, nous sommes des sots en comparaison
d'Angelique." Lettre du 29 Nov. 1679.); it is, we say,

singular that this locality should now be the site of a lying-
in hospital, the receptacle, in its distinct attributions, still

more of guilt than of poverty. Nearly opposite, too, is the

foimdling -hos])itsi\, which covers the ground formerly de-

voted to the noviciate seminary of the Oratorians !

'' Sic rerum summa novatur

Semper, et inter se mortales mutua vivunt."

Both establishments are located between the Luxem-
bourg Gardens and the Observatory ; and in their imme-
diate vicinity lies the ensanguined field of Ney's execution,
which, without engaging in the discussion of its justice, it

would surely have redounded more to our illustrious

duke's fame to have prevented than suffered. But, to

resume.
The reader of Mr. D'Aubigne's volumes cannot fail to

remark, that Luther, Zuinglius, with others, continued for

years after they had internally abjured the tenets of their

original communion to celebrate one of its most distinctive

rites, "the Sacrifice of the Mass"—a glaring inconsistency,
or rather, in his own definition, a sacrilege ; for, at pages
59 and 60, our writer calls the Mass a reproach upon the
Son of God, and the great bulwark of Romish dominion.
(Vol. iii.) Yet, in page 467 of the second volume, this

conduct of the reformer meets indulgence, and is viewed
"as an act of prudence." It was thus that Fra Paolo,
with his compeer Fulgenzio, who, though not declared dis-

sidents, could hardly be deemed Catholics, Courayer,
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Geddes, and the late Blanco White, that transient boast
of Anglican conversion, and so many other apostates, be-

trayed their conscience. Bnt, in reference to the heroes
of reform, no legendary hagiographer conld more anxiously
repel all impeachment of blame from the objects of his

veneration, than our historian essays to avert censure from
these men. And with no less partiality of judgment,
€very attempt to repress the advancing innovations on the

existing worship is denounced as bitter persecution, (vol. ii.

pp. 156—289, &c.) while the injunctions on the monks to
**

preach the word of God'^ under the severest penalties—
or, in equivalent terms, commanding a forced conformity
to the reformer's worship of that word, intolerance, in fact,

and persecution pass unreproved. On this occasion, the

arguments, favourable or adverse to the principle of tole-

rance, are adduced; but, though Mr. D'Aubigne forbears

to interpose his own opinion, it may well be inferred to lean
towards the side which, as he says, declares it "to be the

duty of the Christian magistrate, in upholding religion, to

protect the permanent and vital interests of the commu-
nity.'' This fair-sounding sentence will find its true

interpretation in Beza's work, (1554, 8vo.)
' De Hsereticis

a Civili Magistratu puniendis," and in Calvin's
*^
Decla-

ration pour maintenir la Vraye Foy," (same year and

form,) in which he asserts the right of the secular arm to

oppose heresy by every means of repulsion
—'"

II n'y a que
les Atheistes, et les contempteurs de Dieu, qui desirent

qu'on ne punisse point les opinions meschantes si

Jesus Christ a fait I'office de Doctem-, il a aussi pris le fouet db
au poing pour nettoyer le temple." ... . V
In everj^ Protestant community penal infliction for dis-

sidence from the recognized church was inculcated in

doctrine, and enforced in execution, equally as by the

Inquisition. The *'

Syntagma Confessionum Fidei," or

collected Confessions of Faith, published in 1581, by Sal-^

nar, at Geneva, under expressed authority, and approved
of in 1583 b^^ the national synod of Huguenots held at

Vitre, unanimously maintains the principle, of which his-

tory too often records the practice. Our statute, ''De Ilsere-

tico Comburendo," remained in force of law till 1678, but
in no other Protestant country had punishment for heresy
been formally abrogated for some years after ; and to the

present hour the severest enactments existed against
Catholics and Jews in Lutheran Scandinavia. Not more

I
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than two or three years smce, young Neilson, the artist,

forfeited all his civil rights, or incurred a praemunire in

Sweden, in consequence of his conversion to the Catholic
faith ; and still later, two Jewish opticians were fined and

expelled from Nonvay, when discovered to be of that per-
suasion. The existing and strictly executed laws of Prus-
sia at this day also visit with rigorous punishment the

attempt at conversion from the established religion, as

exemphfied signally in this current month (December,
1845,) by the immediate suppression of a Roman Catholic

society of
tJie^ Rosary, which had made some proselytes,

with the imprisonment of such of its members, as had not
the good fortune to evade the severity of this intolerance

by flight. The Berlin papers of the 11th give the details.

But of the innumerable proofs producible of this violation

of the only valid ground of severance from established

Catholicity—the freedom of conscience—we shall confine

ourselves to the notice of a few of past time, more particu-

larly of those associated with the history and church of

England, beginning, however, with a foreign one, little,

we believe, known.
In 1632 Nicholas Anthoine, a native of Lorraine, under-

went at Geneva the fate of Servetus. He had apostatised
from the Catholic church to Calvinism, and thence to

Judaism, for which he was condemned,
"
a estre lie et

mene en la Place pour y estre attache a un poteau sur

un bucher, et estrangle et en apres, son corps brusle."
The curious details are to be seen in Chauffepie^s Dictio-

nary, under the article of Anthoine, from the original

documents; and this compiler was an ardent Calvinist.

Gibbon justly praises his article of Servetus as the best
source of information relative to that unhappy man."" The
history of our own reformers teems with confirmatory
examples of Mr. Hallam^s assertion, which so well deserves
to be repeated, (Constitutional History, vol. i. p. 128) that

* A circumstance of aggi-avation in Calvin's conduct towards his victim as
related by B. Ochino in the eighth of the Dialogues, translated into Latin by
Castalio (B. Ochini Dialogi xxx., &c. Basileie, 15b'3, 2 vols. 12mo.) deserves more
notice than it has received; and botli Ochino and Castalio were fervent innova-
tors. We are there assured, that Calvin stood at a window to contemplate Ser-
vetus, as he passed to his fatal destination, with a smile of satisfaction at the
sight—"Et arridens dum praeteribat," &c.
The celebrated passage on the Circulation of the Blood, erroneously ascribed by

Gibbon and Priestley, in their controversy, to Servetus " De Trinitatis Errori-
biis (Hagenoje, 1534.) in reality belongs to the "Christianismi Restitutio"
(1553, 4to.)where it will be found at page 109 ; and partially in the Gentleman's
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^^
Persecution is the deadly sin of the reformed churches,

that which cools every man^s zeal in their cause in proportion
as their reading becomes more extensive.'' Hume, (vol. vi.

183) after reciting the death by fire of two Unitarians, Le-

gat and Wrightman, under James I., adds, "'that no one

reign since the Reformation had been free from the like bar-
barities.

' '

In no instance, indeed, was this expression more
apposite than in the following act of Latimer, as we find it in

the Cabinet History of England by Mr. Mac Farlane, who
cites the Chronicles of Hall and Stowe :

'^

Hitherto,

Henry VIII. had burned the Reformers, and hanged the

Catholics ; but on the 22nd of May, 1539, a monk was
hanged up by the armpits, and underneath him a fire was
made, wherewith he was slowly burned. There was a

pulpit near the stake, from which Hugh Latimer, now
bishop of Worcester, preached a sermon," <fec. Here we
behold one of our most vaunted reformers glutting his

appetite for human torture with this appalling spectacle,
while the sufferer's imputed guilt could only have been a
refusal to follow Latimer's example, and submit his con-
science to the tyrant's command ; for, on three successive

occasions, did he recant and revert to his alternately sworn
creed. His metropolitan, Cranmer, even doubled the

number of these sacrilegious professions of faith ; and

must, altogether, be pronounced one of the most unprinci-

pled of men. But see Mr. Hallam's recital of the tergi-
versations of this protagonist of Anglican reform, who
likewise took part in the sanguinary immolations of that

period. These pretended reformers became eventually
victims, in their turn, of their example and doctrine.

Magazine for August, 1838, contributed by ourselves. We may here subjoin tl

beautiful image of Perrault on the subject:
"
L'antiquitd

ignorait jusqu'aux routes certaines
Du mdandre vivant qui coule dans uos veiues."

Mr. Pettigrew, in his Bibliotheca Sussexiana, part 2, page 4J, states, tliat Sei
vetus had been upwards of two hours in the fire, the wood with which it wa
made being green and small in quantity—" It was thus that the pa^^ans thought]
the fire which consumed the primitive Christians too mild, and endeavoured t

infiame its intensity; to iruf ) etvraTs (fvxi»y •»« nin etrotOuv /3«ff-«viff-a/>." (Ruinart, Act

Sincera, p. 1020. Amsterdam, 1713, folio.) But we have heard the celebratec

physician of Napoleon, who nobly refused to hasten the death of the pesti/tres i

Jaffa, the 21st of May, 1799—M. Desgenettes—remark that, however desiroi

Calvin may have been to aggravate the victim's pain, he failed in the meansj
for the dense smoke of the green wood must have abridged by suffocation hi8|
suf!ei-ings, in place of prolonging them. Ochino and Castalio were pursued bji

Calvin and Beza with envenomed hostility for daring to transgress by a step th€

prescribed boundary of the Genevan creed.
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" Nee lex sequior ulla est,

Quam necis artifices arte perire sua.'*

"By no artifice or ingenuity,'' asserts Mr. Macauley, in

his
*'
Contributions to the Edinburgh Review," (vol.^

i.

p. 124,) "can the stigma of persecution, the worst blemish

of the English Church, be effaced or patched over. Her
doctrines, we well know, do not tend to intolerance. She
admits the possibility of salvation out of her pale ; but this

circumstance, in itself honourable to her, aggravates the

sin and shame of those who persecute in her name." The
inference is warranted, from the assumed premises, but
these accord not with the fact. In the Thirty-nine Arti-

cles, or Anglican Confession of Faith, the eighth includes

among the adopted creeds, the Athanasian, of which the

first and last paragraphs explicitly and unexceptionally
withhold salvation from all dissentient communions ; and

^;;t'^]f]T;

the Church's consonant practice is attested in the
blood-/^^>''''^^"

stained registers of the Star-Chamber—High CommissioD(^^ O •^
Courts—Convocations—Royal Ordinances—and

Legisla[-''' %/ . .

tive Statutes. In 1570, we are told by Mr. Macauley of a''-. ^€q
law,

"
which provided that, if any Catholic shall convert a

Protestant to the Romish Church, both shall suffer death
as traitors," that is, be embowelled, with the other atro-

cious accompaniments of such executions. The Anglican
apologists of the act, says our author, contend, that, pro-
voked by the papal excommunication of Elizabeth, it was
founded on a political not a religious principle, on which
he fairly observes, that the Massacre of St. Bartholomew
might be defended on the same ground,;^"

"
as intended to

extirpate not a religious sect, but a political party. For
beyond all doubt, the proceedings of the Huguenots from
the conspiracy of Amboise to the battle of Montcontour,
had given much more trouble to the French Monarchy
than the Catholics have ever given to the English Mo-
narchy since the Reformation, and that, too, with much
less cause." Now, we here see the events of only nine

* A work, published in 1840,
" Vita di Caterina de Medici, Saggio Storico di

Eugenio Alberti," (Firenze, 8vo.) essays to vindicate, on the authority of Jier

original and family correspondence, in the archives of Florence, Catherine and
her son, Charles IX., from the long believed charge of originating the massacre,
which, in her representation, they were forced to sanction by the house of Guise,
and the irresistible popniar frenzy of the day. A bad excnse, at the best, for a
deed characterized by Perefixe, archbishop of Paris, as,

" line action execrable,

aui
n'avait jamais eu, et qui n'aura, s'il plait a Dieu, jamais de semblable." (His-

)ire de Henri IV.,'p. 14, edition 1662,- 12mo.)
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years, from 1560 to 1569, during which the insurgents
encountered the royal forces in four reguhir, but unsuc-

cessful, combats, transcend in rebellious outbreaks, the

imputed disloyal attempts of the Cathohc body for

centuries.
''

Sprung from brutal passion, nurtured by selfish

policy,^' equally affirms the same gifted writer,
**
the

English Church continued to be, for more than one hun-
dred and fifty years, the servile handmaid of monarchy,
the steady enemy of liberty. The divine rights of kings,
and the duty of passively obeying all their commands,
were her favourite tenets." (Ibid. pp. 126—132.) And
Lord Campbell, in relating the execution of Ann Boleyn,
(to whom Henry VIII. in an evanescent hour of repent-
ance, reproached the death of More, and for that crime

richly did she deserve her own,) after dwelHng on the mul-

tiplied misdeeds of Cranmer, and his compeer, the Chan-
cellor Audley, adds—•*

^

It was well that Henry did not
direct that the one should officiate as Anne's executioner,
with the other as his assistant ; for they probably would
have obeyed sooner than give up the seals and the pri-

macy." (History of the Chancellors, vol. i. p. 604.) This

portraiture of the prelate, abundantly confirms that quoted
and obviously participated, by Mr. Hallam, as Bossuet's,"
in whose bitter invective the patriarch of our reformed

church stands forth the most abandoned of time-serving

hypocrites." (Constitutional History, vol. i. p. 132.)" Such men," again says Mr. Macauley, (vol. i. p. 132,)
''excite a loathing to which it is difficult to give vent
without calling foul names." But, Walpole, (Correspon-
dence, October, 1771,) on designating the conduct of Cal-
vin to Servetus, (which Bayle, in his voluminous compila-
tion, never dared advert to, in protestant and liberal Hol-

land,) conduct similar to that of Cranmer, alternately the

sufferer and inflicter of persecution, gives broad utterance

to the epithet, so well suited to both, foul tliough it be,
and which we, therefore, choose not to repeat. Bonner,
it has been remarked by the accomplished Member for

Edinburgh, ''acted, at least, in accord with his own
principles, while Cranmer could vindicate himself from the

charge of being a heretic, only by arguments which made
him out to be a murderer. If the system on which the

founders of the Chmxh of England had acted could have
been permanent, the Reformation would have been, in a
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political sense, the greatest curse that ever fell on our

country." (Same volume, p. 432.)

Here we are bound to observe that, if aiTaigned of repe-
tition on this subject, its importance, we conceive, demands,
and therefore justifies, the impressive reiteration, in order

to meet the ever-recurring impeachment of Catholic into-

lerance.
"

Stillicidii casus lapidem cavat ; (Lucretius i.

314.) and Napoleon, in his correspondence with Alexander

previous to the Russian disastrous campaign, pointedly

asserts, (Letter of April, 1811.) that repetition is the most

powerful figure of rhetoric—"
la repetition est la plus puis-

sante figure de la rhetorique." (Bignon, Histoire de France
sous Napoleon, tome x. p. 37.)

Such then, as we have seen, is the picture drawn by
Protestants themselves, of the assumed reform, so con-

fidently pledged to us by M. D'Aubigne, as the era of

regeneration
—the starting point of European

*'

progress
in arts and literature, in purity of worship, and the minds
of princes and people. (History, vol. iii. p. 243.) Never,
we repeat, and trust we have proved, was fallacy more

audaciously advanced, or so signally self-refuted. Yet,
though thus immersed in profligacy of conduct, and de-

basement of spirit, these reformers and their followers have
ever arrogated for their church, this comprehensive supe-

riority attributed to it, and to them, by their Genevese
advocate. And equally reckless of truth, with the stain of

intolerance flagrantly prominent in their annals— while

steeped in guilt themselves, as above evinced, and as

energetically expressed by Gibbon, (vol. x. p. 182, Mil-
man's edition,) with consummate effrontery they urge a

special claim to liberality, and denounce the Catholics, on
whom they accumulate every crimination that perverted
facts or covert insinuation could clothe with any semblance
of probability, as the sole delinquents ; veiling, of course,

by every artifice of sophistry or subterfuge, the darker
shades and unseemly incidents of their own history, per-
sonal or general.

Such, in act and character, has been protestant intole-

rance ! About now to part with M. D'Aubigne, we can

assert, truly, that, to the mistatements of facts or incon-

sistencies of views already admitted, others, to no small

extent, could be added, but we shall confine ourselves
to one. At page 277, volume the third, we are assured
**

that nine nuns, who had devoted themselves to- the
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reading of God's word, in 1523, embraced the reformed

worship, and escaped from their convent." But how, at

that period, these fugitives had discovered the light that

thus beamed on them, is not easy of sohition, if these
volumes are worthy of credit. In 1507, indeed, as already
noted, Luther discovered the then unknown (according to

our author) bible, of which his version was not completed
till 1534 ; and we find in vol. iii. p. 37, that previously,
none in the popular idiom existed. If read at all, a very
rare occurrence, we are emphaticall}^ here told, it could

therefore, be only in Latin, which we must again believe,
that no repository of ignorance, such as those monastic
institutions are represented to us, could possibly produce
nine inmates capable of doing. The story involves its own
refutation ; and another source of conversion, ver}^ foreign
in spirit from Holy Writ, must be resorted to, in explana-
tion of the circumstance."-'*

This we may offer as a final and decisive sample of our

controvertist's, (for such he is, far more than an historian,

though lue only meet him under the latter designation,)

reasoning habits, or delusive assertions. The character of

the work is, indeed, everywhere transparent; but it has

found, in illiberal sympathies, or sordid projects of specu-
lation on insensate bigotry, that zeal for its difiiision,

which, with consonant feelings and views, has been so

actively exerted in reviving and disseminating, through a

diversity of forms,
"
Fox's Book of Martyrs,'

'

forgetful
that an antagonist impulse may be provoked, in retalia-

tion, to republish the
" Theatrum Crudelitatum Hsereti-

corum hujus Temporis," (Antwerp: 1587, 4to,) by Richard

Verstegan, the countryman and contemporary of tl

veracious martyrologist, relative to whom may be coi

suited, we will not say Doleman's, or rather Person's

* Afar different spectacle presented itself to our view in 1794, during that

indelible stain on human nature, or rather on the philosophic system arraj'ed

against religion
—" the reign, emphatically called, of terror." As part of a single

day's ensanguined execution, we beheld the sacrifice of eleven nuns to the revo-

lutionary Moloch; martyrs to their faith, surely, for their alleged crime was
hearing the mass of a non-juring priest. Mournful in the extreme, and deeply
affecting was the sight, yet sublime in the contemplation of its inspiring cause,
which lent to humble beings, essentially weak in their natui-e, an elevation of

spirit and fortitude, as we saw, of endurance, unsurpassed, we may truly affirm,

by what philosophy could affect, or pride assume.
"

Prodigae vitas, cruore

Purpuratrc Martyres;
Auspicatai morte vitani,
Pace gaudent perpeti."
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"Three Conversions of England/' (1595, 8vo,) but the

protestant annalists, ''Anthony a Wood/' vol. i. col. 232,

691 and 622, (1721, folio,) with Strype's Life of Whitgift,

book iii. ch. 16, (1718, folio.) But, as we trust, we have

no longer to apprehend the recurrence of these mutual

enormities, neither the Smithfield fires, nor the fabricated

Popish plot, nor the insurrection of 1780, the repression,

not propagation of such incendiary engines of evil, should

be the desire, and anxious endeavour, of every genuine
Christian. If a diversity of creed must engender conten-

tion, let it, at least, be conducted in charity, candour, and
honour.

'' Verum hsec nobis certamina ex honesto mane-
ant." (Tacitus, Annal. iii. 55.)""'

The following parallel of the adverse creeds, in princi-

ples and influence, by one of the mightiest intellects that

* As our direct task, that of counteracting M. D'Aubignd's historical errors,

and exposing his inconsistencies, here closes, it will not be unfitting to subjoin a
few descriptive words of his character and person, derived from the Rev. G. B.

Cheven's lately publislied travels, under the title, rather an affected one, of
" Wanderings of a Pilgrim in the Shadow of Mont Blanc." " A childish simpli-

city," observes this American traveller, "is the most marked characteristic to a

stranger of M. D'Aubigne, whom, for so illvistrious a man, he is surprised to find

so plain and affable. He is about fifty years old. You would see in liim a tall

commanding form a cheerful, pleasant eye, over which are set a pair of dark

shaggy eyebrows, like those of our Webster His person is robust, yet his

health is^^infirm his appearance is noble, grave, and simple He wears spec-
tacles.'! But the following observations, which occurred in their occasional

iuterco\ rse, are of more general interest: " He spoke with much anxiety of the
future prospects of Switzerland, in consequence of the increase of Romanism.
' We are distressed,' said he, 'and I know not whither to turn. All around its

Rome advances: she builds altar after altar upon the banks of the Lake. Quickly
the Romish population will exceed the Protestant in Geneva But let Rome
triumph at Geneva, and she will raise a cry that will echo to the extremity of

the universe!'
"

These avowals, from such a source, are of pregnant importance; nor is this re-

action of truth confined, in its movement, to the precincts of the Genevan Lake.
It is not less felt' in England, where it embraces the chosen of her people,
eminent alike in professional, social, and intellectual rank and distinction, as
well as demonstrable disinterestedness, as by most their worldly interest is

sacrificed to their spiritual welfare. Above thirty of the present converts were
clergj-men.
The London riots organized by Lord George Gordon, above alluded to, we may

here observe, originated in opposition to Sir George Saville's bill to free the
Catholics from the atrocious provisions of the act passed in the 10th of our Libe-

rator^ William; by which— 1. A Catholic priest or Jesuit, who performed the
office of his church on English ground, was guilty of felony. 2. An estate

descended to the next Protestant heir, if the Roman Catholic was educated
abroad.

"
.3. The son or nearest relation of the possessor of an estate or manor,

being a Protestant, might take possession of the inheritance of the father during
the latter's life-time. 4. No papist could take possession of property by pur-
chase. And for the proposed removal from the statute-book of these stains on
the national character, the people of the British capital, the metropolis of the
Protestant world, rose in myriads to enact this scene of fire and bloodshed,
which had been preceded by a similar outbreak at Edinburgh, and of which,
more than once, our own age has had to fear a repetition.
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ever animated human frame—the Ex-Emperor Napoleon—will, we may be confident, justify its admission here.

It is, in truth, so pregnantly characteristic of his power of

elucidation, and energy of expression, that even were it

not authenticated by his faithful and habitual amanuensis,
Count Montholon, who recorded it as delivered, we should
have no hesitation in assigning it to him. We give it in

the original words, published, from the communication of

Montholon, by the Chevalier de Beauteme, in his
"
Sentiment de Napoleon sur le Christianisme.

"
Paris,

1843, 8vo.

** Le Catholicisme est la religion du pouvoir et de la societe,

comme le Protestantisme est la doctrine de la revolte et de I'ego-
isme. La religion catholique est la mere de la paix et de I'union.

L'heresie de Luther et de Calvin est une cause eternelle de division,

un ferment de haine et d'orgueil, un appel a toutes les passions.
Le clerge catholique a preside a la fondation de la Societe Euro-

peenne ; ce qu'il j a de meilleur dans la civilization moderne, les

arts, les sciences, la poesie, tout ce dont nous jouissons est son

ouvrage. Tons les elements d'ordre qui assurent la paix des etats

sent encore un de ses bienfaits. Au contraire, le Protestantisme a

signale sa naissance par la violence, par les guerres civiles. Apres
avoir detruit I'autorite par un esprit de doute, et par une critique
de mauvaise foi, l'heresie a prepare, par I'aflfaiblissement de tons

les liens sociaux, la mine de tons les etats. L'individu livre a lui-

meme, s'abandonne au scepticisme. Le besoin de croire, de se

confier a son semblable, est la base de tons les rapports des hommes
entre eux : on a sape cette base. L'anarchie intellectuelle que
nous subissons, est une suite de l'anarchie morale, de I'extinction

de la foi, et de la negation des principes, qui a precede. Si le

Protestantisme a vraiment, comme on le dit, develope I'esprit in-

dustriel, augmente le bien-etre materiel, cet avantage, qu'on pou-
vait obtenir avec le Catholicisme, est largement compense par
toutes sortes de maux causes par le libre examen, sans parler de

ceux qui sont imminens pour I'avenir. Un protestant honnete
homme ne pent pas ne pas mepriser Luther et Calvin, ces violateurs

ehontes du second commandement de Dieu. L'idee de Dieu est

inseparable de la foi a la parole. Qu' esperer de bon de ces deux

religieux catholiques," (Calvin, though not the final, had taken

minor orders,)*
" deserteurs de leurs voeux et de la foi juree. Ces

• Calvin's progress in the church, though invested with more than one
benefice when not twenty years old, did not extend to the priesthood. He
could, therefore, the more freely marry as he did, not a nun, like Luther and
others, but a widow, Idelette de Burie, whom, after a cohabitation of ten years,
be lost in 1549. Ue was, consequently, justified in claiming exemption from the

I
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deux apostats ignoraient-ils que le serment est la base des socie-

t^s ? lis out mis de cote le celibat, pour favoriser, pour assouvir leur

luxure, et celle des princes qui les protegeaient. Sont-ce la des

hommes de Dieu? Un Henri VIII. un Luther, un Calvin, peuvent
ils etre des agents, des intermediaires de la Divinite ; D'ailleurs,

qu'est devenu le protestantisme primitif ? Les protestants n'en ont

rien retenu, si ce n'est la maxime absurde de ne s'en rapporter qu'a
soi sur les matieres religieuses. Aussi, de nos jours les protes-
tants ne s'entendent pas plus entre eux qu'avec nous autres catho-

liques. On compte 70 sectes reconnues, on en compterait 70,000,
si Ton consultait chaque protestant sur sa croyance. Et comment
en serait-il autrement? Est il un lien assez fort pour reunir des

hommes qui n'admettent ni base fixe, ni autorite; qui demain,

peuvent rejetter ou dementir leurs croyances d'aujourd hui."

This long extract can demand no apology, we may pre-

sume, interesting, as it is from its source, and striking
from its vigour of delineation. Long estranged, indeed,
had this extraordinary personage been from his early reli-

gious feelings. In Egypt, he had even descended to a sem-
blance of christian abjuration in the ostensible adoption of

Islamism; and more than one page of his memorable
history stands darkened unhappily by crimes unredeemed
by those ambitious aspirations, which are too often allowed
to palliate their commission. Yet, various returning gleams
of the unextinguished impressions were discoverable, even
amidst the tumult ofcamps, or still more alienating scenes of
his dazzling career, necessarily generative of that absorbing
pride and unsubmissive spirit, disdainful of all authority
and repelling all controul, so opposed to christian humility.
Thus, we may refer to his undisguised aversion to Vol-
taire and Rousseau,

"
qui out sape les fondemens de toute

autorite divine et humaine," as expressed to Fontanes and
Girardin, as well as to his sharp rebukes of the impiety.

sarcasm of Erasnnis, "that the apostasy of a Catholic priest, like a comedj-, was
sure to end in a marriage." He accordin^b' says in his treatise,

" De Scandalis,"
(Geneva, 1550, 8vo.)

"
Fingnnt nos nuilierum causS quasi bellum Trojanum

movisse: me saltern ab hoc probro imniunem esse concedant necesse est." The
words of Erasmus, addressed in a letter to Nicholas Everard, the 24th of Decem-
ber, 152), thougli of tritest reference, in general import, have so seldom been
literally adduced, while sometimes ascribed to others, (See No. XXX. of this
Journal, p. 258.) that we may be allowed to quote them :

" Solent comici tumul-
tusfere in matrimonium exire; atque hinc rerimi omnium subitatranquillitas
......similem exitum habitura videtur Lutherana tragtedia. Duxit monachus
monacham,

" &c. On the following 26th of March, he pursued the subject with
more ludicrous effect. (See Epist. 781—801, edit. Clerici, 1783.)
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in deed or utterance, of his generals/"' and to the suppres-
sion in the Institute of the class of Moral and Political

Science, because chiefly composed, says M. Thiers,

(Histoire du Consulat, &c., livre vi.,)
"
de ceux qui pro-

fessaient la philosophic du dixhuitieme siecle, en ce

qu'elle avait de plus contraire aux idees religieuses."
Above all, we must appreciate, in compensating mitiga-
tion of his errings, not only the public restoration in

France of general religion, but the preference of Catholi-

city to Protestantism, in opposition to the majority of his

Council. They urgently recommended a worship based
on the Civil Power, the creature and institution of the

State, wherever it was established, as more likely to prove
the pliant instrument of rule in the hands that implanted
it, than a communion that acknowledged a superior foreign

jurisdiction. But he was very differently impressed, and

felt, in the powerful words of Dr. Doyle,
*'
that being a

christian, he could not fail to be a catholic.'' This he
evinced at his death, which, we are assured, was most

edifying, by his attendants.
''
Faites dresser," said he to

Montholon,
*' un autel: qu'on y expose le saint sacrement,

et qu'on y dise les prieres de quarante heures,'' &c. He
twice received the viaticum ; but, affecting as the demon-
strated subjection of so great a.mind is in contemyJation,
the details would transgress our fair limits of space, and

* Even when refulgent with the glories of his Italian triumphs, and those of
Austerlitz and Jena, he with deep emotion declared to his assembled and
astonished generals, in reply to their interrogatory, that the happiest day of his
life was that of his first communion. For this fact M. Dannat, archbishop of

Bordeaux, in a late address, persuasive of the alliance of religious observance
with a soldier's profession, named as his direct authority a distinguished officer,

present on the occasion, and to whom the emperor, perceiving that to him at
least the cause appeared to correspond with the effect, while the others seemed
incredulous, tapping him familiarly on the shoulder, said: *'Tres bien, Drouault!
tres bien; je suis heureux que tu m'aies compris." And at St. Helena, on Count
Bertrand's witholding all signs of assent to his arguments in proof of our Saviour's

divinity, the ex-emperor sharply reproved his favourite, adding:
" Si vous ne

croyez pas que J^sus Christ est Dieu, eh bien! j'ai eu tort de vous nommer
gdndral." Of Moliere's celebrated drama,

" Le Tartuffe," he also declared his

surprise that Louis XIV. permitted its exhibition, adding: "Cette piece presente
la devotion sous des couleurs si odieuses, que si elle eut dt^ faite de mon temps,
je n'en aurais pas permis la representation." (Las Cases ; imder the 19th of

August, 1816.) The admirable Bourdaloue, whose virtues should alone have
redeemed his calumniated order—tlie Jesuits—from their attributed faults, af^

expressed by Boileau, equally indicated and reproved the tendency of sucli

representations in his Sermon for the seventh Sunday after Easter. An Italian

moralist similarly remarks on the subject:
"

II satireggiare su I'imperfettioni dt

relligiosi, pecca in moralitk, e scandalizza i huomini pii." Yet Voltaire suc-

ceeded in wresting the approbation of his Mahomet from Benedict XIV. ; and
Beaumarchais' importunity forced from Louis XVI. the permissive exhibition oi

Figaro.

I
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they may be seen in M. de Beauterne's volumes above

cited.

Numerous are the protestant testimonies which we
could adduce, in full accordance with Napoleon's opinion
of the salutary action of Catholicism on our moral, social,

and political system ; but we must confine ourselves to a

few, of significant import. Mr. Laing, in his
'' Notes of a

Traveller,'' already adverted to, pointedly observes, at

page 212,
''
that Catholicism is, in fact, the only barrier in

rrussia against a general and debasing despotism of the

State over mind and body." Three years later, in 1844,
we find a lady, the Countess of Hahn-Hahn, after claiming
for herself and her brother the title of steadfast protes-

tants, thus addressing him: ''Yet, you must allow that

protestantism is a terrible closer of hearts. In the hospi-
tal of the Sisters of Mercy at Berlin, no Boman Catholic is

admitted. In what Boman Catholic hospital in the world

does any such proscription exist? In none, I believe.""

Still more comprehensive is the evidence of Sir Humphry
Davy, as we learn from his

''
Life by his brother," (vol. ii. p.

374.)
'•' The obedience which the Catholic Church requires,

the submission of reason, the unlimited faith, he considered

favourable to religious feeling, and the surest harbour^ for

the unfortunate and afflicted, the strongest hold against

popular schism, scepticism, and fanaticism." In a letter,

again, to his wife, the 24th of June, 1827, on occasion of the

ceremony of Corpus Christi, he declares himself
''
struck

with the'afFecting nature and superiority of the Catholic reli-

gion, which gives joy and comfort to the heart, by making
a festivity, and not a hard duty, of worship ;" while

another protestant writer, Mr. Thomas Carlyle, in his
"
Letters and Speeches of Oliver Cromwell," presents us

that able but sanguinary man, as the type, or rather, as

he terms it,
''
the culminating point of Protestantism."

'' Le style, c'est I'homme," affirms the great painter of

nature, BufFon ; and the maxim is not gainsayed by Mr.
Carlyle, whose views of heroic virtues as little accord with
moral appreciation or historic truth applied to persons
like Cromwell, as his style dogs with literary taste. Lord
Chesterfield's definition of his son's tutor, Mr. Harte's

style, (Letter of 16th April, 1759.) will not ill apply to

Mr. Carlyle's latter publications: ''Harte's History of

*
Orientalische Briefe, von Ida Graffia Hahn-Hahn. Berlin, 1844, 3 Bande.
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Gustavus Adolphus does not take at all the style is

execrable ; where the devil he picked it up, I cannot con-

ceive, for it is a bad style of a new and singular kind. It

is full of Latinisms, Gallicisms, Germanisms, and all

isms but Anglicanisms ; in some places pompous, in others

vulgar and low." See
" CromwelFs Letters," pp. 58, 74,

76, 124 of the first volume, for Mr. Carlyle's sentiments on

Catholicity, and for the usurper's desolating campaign in

Ireland, p. 451—456, with the entire Fifth Part, and also

his
**
Introduction," for the ascription of transcendent

heroism to the puritan fanatics. Cromwell, prominent, of

course, among them, is described as closing his guilt-
stained life, in the words of Schiller,

" So sterbt ein held"—thus died a hero. (vol. ii. p. 668.) With the wonted
self-contradiction of his brethren, this extraordinary man
proclaimed himself the patron of religious freedom, always
excepting the Catholics and their Mass !

And, on the ground which has been the source of loudest

reproach against Catholics— ''
Intolerance"—history grati-

fies us with the proof, that the first constitutional acknow-

ledgment of religious tolerance emanated from the Catho-
lic colony of Maryland, founded by the Catholic governor
and proprietors, the successive Lords Baltimore, George
and Lucius Carey. There, in 1634, it was made a funda-
mental law, that every forni of christian worship was
equally free, and ^^

there religious liberty obtained a home,
its only home in the wide world," obseiTes Mr. Bancroft,
in affecting simplicity of language. (History of the United
States, vol. i. p. 270.) Judge Marshall, in his

"
J iife of

Washington," (vol. i. p. 108,) had precedingly laid due
stress on the same fact, while the Anglicans of Virginia,
and the

''

Pilgrim Fathers" of the North, just escaped
from persecution, but, "eo immitiores quia toleraverant,"

ruthlessly proscribed each other. In his third volume,

page 32, the justly esteemed historian of the United
States again remarks, "'that in 1704, when Maryland
was possessed by the protestants, the catholics alone

were disfranchised. In the land which, while catho-

lic, was opened to the protestants, the catholic inhabitants

were the sole victims of Anglican intolerance. In every

province the same persevering and cruel persecution
existed. And in New York, the legislature made a law

in 1700, condemning to death every catholic priest that

voluntarily came there." (Ibid. p. 193.) Most justly.
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indeed, does Sir James Macintosh predict that the flagrant

inconsistency of all protestant intolerance is a poison in its

veins, which must destroy it/' (Histoiy of England,
vol. ii. ch. V.)

But, if the Catholics may vindicate as their right the

primaiy legislative 'enunciation of religious freedom, we
must, on equal evidence, claim for their writers the earliest

advocacy of the principle of toleration.
'^
Fides suadenda,

non imponenda est,'' is the maxim and recommendation ot

the last Father of their Church, St. Bernard, (Sermo Ixv.

edit. Benedict, 1719,) and where among the refomiers
shall we meet such language as the following? In his

Utopia, first published in 1516, at Louvain, (4to.) under
the title of

'" De Optimo Republicse Statu, deque Nova
Insula Utopia." Sir Thomas More, after producing a
fanatic preacher of intolerance in his imagined island,
adds that the inhabitants

"
Talia concionantem compre-

henderunt siquidem hoc inter antiquissima instituta

numerant, ne sua cuique religio fraudi esset. Utopus enini

imprimis sanxit uti quam cuique religionem libeat sequi
liceat." Utopus is, of course, the organ of our liberal and

martyred Chancellor's own sentiments. (Barbou's edition,

page 178. Paris, 1778.) More, we are aware, has been

arraigned of intolerance by Burnet, whose testimony,
according to Swift's remarks on his Contemporaneous
History, is entitled to little credit ; but More is triumph-
antly vindicated by Sir James Macintosh, who concludes
his arguments by the emphatical assertion, that the Chan-
cellor, one of the few laymen up to that period,charged with
that high function,^

'' must not only be absolved, but, when
we consider that his administration occurred during a hot

Earoxysm
of persecution we must pronounce him to

ave given stronger proofs than any other man of his

repugnance to that execrable system." Except in two

instances, when he ordered a man and a child, on appa-
rently justifying grounds, to be whipped, he declares, in
his "Apology," which forms the eighth section of his

EngUsh Works, (page 901, col. i. Loud. 1537, small folio.)"
that all that ever came into his hand for heresye, so

help him God, saving the surekeeping of them, els had
never any strype or stroake given them so much as a

filyppe on the forehead." (See More's Life by WilHam
Roper, London, 1731. Preface, page 13.)
Lord Campbell, in his

""
Lives of the Chancellors,"
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devotes three chapters of his first vohime, by far the most
interestmg portion of it, to Sir Thomas More, whose fame
he concm's with Sir James Mackintosh in rescuing from
the charge of persecution, originally advanced by the

notorious Fox, (vol. ii.) some of whose recorded martyrs
appeared in animated flesh and blood to expose his falla-

cies. Burnet (History of the Reformation, vol. iii.) repeated
the impeachment, moved by equal malignity of purpose
and disregard of truth, although forced to render general
justice, in the end, to the virtuous chancellor's character.

Lord Campbell is not less severe, or rather equitable in

portraying our English reformers than Sir James, or Mr.
Macauley ; "men,'' he pointedly , observes,

^^

generally
swayed by their worldly interests, and willing to sanction

the worst passions of the tyrant, (Henry VHI., Mr. Sha-
ron .Turner's worthy favourite,) to whom they looked for

advancement."
" With all my Protestant zeal," subjoins

his lordship, (p. 583.) "^yet I must feel a higher reverence
for Sir Thomas More, than for Thomas Cromwell or

Thomas Cranmer." To assign, however, a moral supe-

riority over the most abandoned of men to one of the

purest, is rather an equivocal hcmage ; but the noble

biographer concludes with an ample measure of just retri-

bution to his illustrious co-dignitary.
" His (More's)

character, both in public and private life, comes as near

perfection as our nature will permit." More's innocent

pleasantries, we may add, display the amiableness of his

temper, as they are read, not only in the volumes of his

son-in-law, Thomas Roper, and his great-grandson, Tho-
mas More, both printed in 1726, but in the curious little

collection of A. F. Deslandes, "Reflexions sur les Grands
Hommesmorts en plaisantant." (Amsterdam, 1714, 12mo.)
The contrast drawn by Lord Campbell, '(vol. ii. p. 398.)

between More's and Bacon's moral views is striking.
How inferior the great philosopher appears to the genuine
Christian in the competition !''"

* The references made by Lord Campbell to the projected measures of some
of the chancellors, for Ireland, are not without interest. See vol. i. p. 168, relative

to the Ordinance of 1 783,
"
pro Statu Hiberniee," for the introduction of English

laws, and protection of the natives against the rapacity and oppression of the

king's officers. At page 392, mention is made of an " Act to oblige Irishmen,
born or coming of Irish parents, who reside in England, either to repair to or re-

main in Ireland, or pay yearly a certain sum for the defence of the same." In

effect, an absentee tax, more, liowever, in our noble author's conception, intended
for the relief of England than of Ireland. And at page 423 of the second volume.
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Shortly after More's time, a Catholic prelate, Osorio,

bishop of Silves and Algarva in Portugal, within the pre-
cincts of the Inquisition, thus addressed his late sovereign,

Emmanuel, on the persecution of the Jews, after the exam-

ple of Ferdinand and Isabella, ''los reyes," as they were

called, or Kiyigs, notwithstanding Isabella's sex, of Spain.
*'Quidenim ! tu rebelles animos . . . adiges ad credendum ea

quae summa contentione aspernantur et respuunt ? At id ne-

que fieri potest, nequeChristi sanctissimum numen approbat.
Vohmtarium enim sacrificium non vi et malo coactum ab
hominibus expectat, neque mentibus inferri, sed vohmtate
ad studium verse religionis allici et invitari jubet/' These
words, noble in sentiment, and elegant in choice, as they
must be acknowledged, are extracted from the bishop's
work, renowned also for its pure Latinity.

'' De Rebus
Emmauuelis virtute et auspiciis gestis, Hieronymo Osorio,

auctore,'' which first appeared in 1571, at Lisbon. It

is likewise included in his collected works, with a treatise,"
de Gloria,'' so classically written that it was supposed to

be the lost essay of Cicero on the same subject, all printed
at Rome, again under the eye of the Inquisition, in 1592,
still without objection ; but our consulted copy, perfectly

unvaried, is from the i)ress of Francfort,
"
apud Weche-

clios," 1571, 8vo.

Hear, besides, the French historian, De Thou, or Thua-
nus, in his admired dedication to Henri IV. in 1604.
"
Alia quippe omnia pro arbitrio civilis magistratus, atque

adeo principis sanciuntur : sola religio non imperatur . . .

ad^ eam cruciatus nihil valent, quin et obfirmant potius
animos quam frangunt et persuadent." (Historia Sui

Temporis, Loud. 1733, tom. 1.) Relative to the persecu-
tion of the Jews in 1497, by Ferdinand and Isabella, and,
at their persuasion, by their nephew, the great Emma-
nuel, consult the

"
Historia Geral de Portugal, por 1). A.

de Lemos Faria e Castro," tome ix. p. 277, Lisbon, 1788,
and in defence of Isabella for this, almost the sole blemish
of her life, Mr. Prescott's History, vol.

iii.^ p. 251.
These are sources of genuine and legitimate exultation

to Catholics.
^^
Si sic omnia !" while in their aberrations,

on the other hand, all Protestant sects participated. Thus,

Bacon, in addressinj? James I. on the settlement of Ireland, is represented as
sayingf:

"
England, Scotland, and4lreland, well united, (the italics are his lord-

ship's) is such a trefoil as no prince except yourself, who are the worthiest (!)
weareth in his crown ."
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the condemnatioii of Galileo has long resounded with
studied perversion of the circumstances, as a damnator>^
charge against science, when the reformed calendar, though
an acknowledged truth in science, was rejected by the Pro-
testants of England for 171 years (1581—1752) merely
because that truth emanated from Rome, and when the

nearly contemporaneous persecution in Holland of Des-
cartes, enforced with a spirit of malignity and bitterness

of pursuit, certainly not evinced, as may be seen in Sir

David Brewster's
'*
Victims of Science,'^ against Galileo,

is comparatively overlooked. The rector of the University
of Utrecht, where Descartes resided, Gysbertus Yoetius
harassed him with incessant impeachments, both as a
covert Jesuit (Jesuistaster,) and an atheist. In 1639 this

Protestant divine published various theses, clearly, though
not declaredly accusing him of atheism, and clandestinely
obtained the condemnation of his writings, with a severity
of sentence, which would have exposed Descartes to per-
sonal danger, or to ignominious expulsion, had not the

French ambassador interposed a seasonable remon-
strance. (See La Vie de Descartes par Bailie t, livre vi.

chap. 11. 1693.)
In Italy, says the philosophic Biot, the crime of heresy

was imputed to Galileo, as in Holland that of atheism w^as

to Descartes, charges of greatest influence on the popular
mind, and sure to inflame it with sanguinary desires of

repression. The delusive guilt of witchcraft has likewise

been expiated by overflowing blood, grounded similarly on
the misapplication of a scriptural text. The ^^

Compelle
intrare,'' or

"
Compel them to come in,'^ of St. Luke,

(xiv. 23.) was construed into a forced compliance with an
established creed ; and the Mosaic ordinance of Exodus,
(xxii. 18.) ^'Maleficos non patieris vivere," or in the

English version, which changes the number and gender,
*' Thou shalt not suffer a witch to live," has not been less

lamentably perverted to the destruction of human life,

under the most futile semblance of the crime. From the

words of St. Luke sprung the Inquisition, whose immo-
lations, deplorable as they were, have not been found to

exceed the homicidal effects of the misapplied Mosaic
command. Scarcely could a domestic casualty occur
which popular credulity did not assign to witchcraft. The
desolating consequences are well described by Mr. Charles

Mackay, in his
" Memoirs of Popular Delusions,*' (vol. ii.
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p. 192.) where he affirms,
"
that the Lutherans and Cal-

vinists became greater witch-burners than even the Ro-
manists had

been.''^ This, indeed, is evidenced by the

hecatombs thus sacrificed in Sweden, Scotland, America,
and, in short, every Protestant state, as the history of each
demonstrates ; but we would particularly indicate Chand-
ler's Criminal American Trials, in the first volume. In
the holocausts at Salem, (Massachusets,) during 1693,
Cotton Mather bore a most active part. See his

*' Won-
ders of the Invisible World, being an Account of Witches
lately executed in New England.

''

(London, 1693, 4to.)

Judge Sewell, equall}^ ardent in this sanguinary pursuit,
in after-life became deeply sensible of the delusion, and re-

pentant of its practical enormity under his magisterial ad-
ministration. The registers of Geneva for sixty years after

the death of Calvin, we are assured by his biographer, M.
Audin, certify the incredible sacrifice of above one hundred
thousand wretched beings to this direful illusion, a number
meant to include, we presume, all the neighbouring territory
of Switzerland professing the creed of Calvin, whose Draco-
nian Code, modelled after the literal severity of the Judaic

law, in Deuteronomy, (xxii.) punished with death the easily
constructive crimes of idolatry, blasphemy, sorcery, cfec.

The Inquisition, too, was limited in its sphere of action to

Italy, Spain, and Portugal, while the punishment of witch-
craft was universal ; but though the fatal consequences of
both unhappy pei^versions of scriptural sense were equal, a
much louder outcry has been raised against that which
involved a compulsory submission to a commanded faith,
than against the other "witch-persecution,'' which, though
jiuite

as blood-thirsty in its impulse, is far more insensate
in its aim, and disorderly in its pursuit.

"
Tel etait Texces

de cet idiotisme, qu' au crime du monde le plus incertain,
on joignitles preuves les plus incertaines," as Montesquieu
so appositely concludes his observations on the subject.
(Esprit des Lois, livre xii. ch. 5.) Our great legist. Black-
stone, (book iv. chap. 4.) confesses, that it is the example
of a Catholic prince, Louis 1L\N. we owe the repeal of the

sanguinary and irrational act of Henry VIII. (33, cap. 8.)
and of the more comprehensive statute of James I.

(1—cap. 12.) to the great consolation, he adds, of the aged
females of Great Britain. Our royal Solomon contri-
buted to the latter enactment, by his work on " Demono-
logie," which urged, that

''
the witch in Smithfield should
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be burnt to ashes;" (Henry IV. act. 2. sc. 3,) and our
Statute-book continued thus disgraced till 1736, (9th

George II. cap. 5.) These errings of the head and heart
of man, "religious persecution, and constructive sorcery,"
are, we repeat, alike attributable to Protestants and Ca-
tholics. When the principle is acknowledged, however,
the guilt is not always to be estimated by the numbered
victims ; for arising circumstances may impress on it a

deeper hue of aggravation than its direct consequences.
Thus, the single murder of the Duke of Enghien has cast

a deeper shade on Napoleon^s memory, than the myriads
sacrificed to his ambition ; and so we must view the con-
demnations of the Inquisition, in comparison with those of

the Protestants. If the latter be less numerous, they are

infinitely worse in character, outrages on the principle of

their origin, as Gibbon (vol. x. p. 182.) observed of the exe-

cution of Servetus. Of the more than dubious crime of

witchcraft, as Blackstone terms it, we are rather sur-

prised to find it still, with its cognate offences,
"
In-

diantments. Sorceries, and Magic Arts," classed, in

addition to treason, murder, arson, &c. in the list of

misdeeds subjected to a magistrate's cognizance. The
words are literally copied firom the statute above-
mentioned of James, so that its repeal only extended to

the capital punishment; but it is practically executive

only against the impostors, who find dupes in the ignorant
and unwary.
Of the universal sway of this delusion, and the resulting

eff'usion of blood, no doubt can be entertained ;
nor should

we exclude from our consideration that its two most power-
ful opponents, as well as exposers of the cheats practised
under it, on the continent, were German monks. The
Jesuit, Frederick Spe, (1595—1635.) in his Cautio Crimi-

nalis, sen de Processibus contra Sagas," (1631, 8vo.) trans-

lated into French under the title of
*' Advis aux Crimina-

listes......sur les proces de Sorcellerie," first assailed the

sanguinary prejudice. His follower in the same field of

reason was the Theatin, Ferdinand Sterzinger, (1721
—

1786.) who published a
''

Treatise on the Impostures of

Magic, and Illusions of Sorcery," at Munich, in 1767, 4to.

We may also passingly remark, that the long preferred
edition of Newton's **Principia" was the work of two
Minim fathers, Le Sueur and Jacquier. (1739— 17'*^
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2 vol.'") These editors are generally, but erroneously sup-

posed to be Jesuits—the Order richest in scientific

productions
—whence the error ; for we preferably lend

to the rich, ''Opwai te ol SiSovtb^ £t9 ja x/>'}/"«Ta." It was
to a pope, Paul III., that, in the primary movement
towards astronomical truth, the famed Nic. Copernicus,
a Catholic canon of Frauenburg in Prussia, dedicated his

work, in 1543,
" De Revolutionibus Orbium Coelestium,"

in order, as he there states, to submit his system to the

highest jurisdiction, and obtain for it his protection ; which
was not withdrawn from it until 1616, when condemned by
the sentence against Galileo, because contrary to the

apparent testimony of Scripture, and of our senses. Nor
was the astronomical truth less repelled, as antichristian,

hj Luther, who thus animadverted on it : "I am now
advertised that a new astrologer (synonymous, as with the

ancients, to astronomer,) is risen, who presumes to prove
that the earth moves and goes about, not the firmament,
the sun and moon, nor the stars This fool (Coper-
nicus) will turn the whole art of astronomy upside down ;

but the Scripture shows and teaches him another lesson,
when Joshua commanded the sun to stand still, and not
the earth." (Doctoris Martini Lutheri Colloquia Men-
salia, chap. Ixx. 1788, 8vo.) And not only was the work

* In a feeling of still deeper humility than the Fratres Minores (Cordeliers or

Franciscans) the Order instituted by St. Francis de Paula in 1473 (Butler's Saints,
2ud April) descended to the lowest degree of the scale of depression, and assumed
the name of Minimi, or Minims. It was, however, pretended that they were so
called from the words of the Patriarch Joseph, when all powerful in Egypt, to
his brethren: " Non egrediemini hinc, donee veniat frater vester minimus."
(Genesis xlii. 15.) A pleasantry, of course.

D'Alembert, in his volume "De la Destruction des Jesuites"(1767, 12mo) asserts
that the Order never produced a philosopher; eclioed by Robertson with his
wonted superficialness, (Charles V. vol. 2, page 456.) and extended to monastic
institutions universally, of which the sole exceptional fruit, according to him, was
Father Paul Sarpi; but had not Malebranche or Campanella, without recurring
to the Middle Ages, no claim to the title ? And confining our view to the
Jesuits, can they not present M. A . de Dominis (a temporary renegade from his

creed, but a final penitent), whose work " De Radiis Visus et Lucis (1611, 4to.)
evinced some philosophical sagacity in the early stage of the study; followed by
F. M. Grimaldi, to whom we owe the first exposition of the phenomena of the
inflexion of light, in his book "

Physica-Mathesis de Lumine," &c. 1665, 4to.; ior
the value of which may be consulted Montucla's Histoire des Mathe'matiques,
(tome 1, page 703, edit. 1799) and Sir David Brewster's Life of Newton, chap viii.

Again, we can cite L. Hoste (Paul) to whom naval science generally is so much
indebted, and nautical strattgie in particular, as the originator of the grand
mauQiuvre of cutting the enemy's line, in his " Traite des Etudes Navales. ( 1 727,
folio.) We may surely add Lana, (Francis,) in whose " Prodromo dell' Arte
Maestra (Bi-escia, 1670.) the first practical view of aerostation is discoverable;
with Ricciolo, Castel, Fabri, and many more well calculated to rescue the cele-
brated Order from D'Alembert's and Robertson's sweeping condemnation.
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of Copeniicus well received by the pope, to whom it was
dedicated, but found a zealous patron in Cardinal Schom-
berg (whose name Mr. O'Connell could not recollect,
when taunted on this subject by Sir Robert Inglis,) as his

system afterwards did in the catholic Emperor of Ger-

many, when more signally demonstrated by Kepler. Yet
many Catholics, not only lay but clerical, have zealously
and ably maintained it. We may name the various works
of the Jesuit father, J. R. Boscowich— ** De Macuhs
Solaribus, (4to. 1736.) so praised by Lalande; the **Fhilo-

sophise Naturalis Theoria (1755, 4to.); and his classical

poems,
'*

Philosophia versibus tradita (Romse, 1755—
1760, 4to.) ; with the admired volume (1760)

'' De Solis et

Lunse Defectibus.'' Our Royal Society, of which he was
a member, Lalande tells us, had appointed him to observe
in California the transit of Yenus over the Sun's disk in

1769, when Cook's first voyage for that purpose was also

undertaken ; but the approaching dissolution of his Order

prevented his departure, for which he had the pope's con-
sent. Our readers will pleasurably recollect his intei^view

with Dr. Johnson 1775, related by Boswell. (vol. iii. p. 292,
edit. 1831.) Another Jesuit, John Tessaneck, a native of

Bohemia, where he died in 1780, published at Prague, in

1766, (8vo.)
"
Expositio Sectionis Secundee, &c., libri

primi Principiorum Philosophise Naturalis a Newtono in-

ventorum," which was followed, in 1768, by his
*^
Philoso-

phise Naturalis Newtoni Principia, cum commentationi-

bus," with other analagous works. The French advocates
of our illustrious countryman's system are too numerous
and well-known^ to peraiit or require any advertence to

them ; but even in Spain, we find among its demonstrato

by travel and obseiTations, Jorge Juan, Don Vincen
'Tafino, Ulloa, Varola, &c. ; showing that, like man
residuous vestiges of mislegislation in our own Code
Justice, the grounds of Galileo's sentence, if not officially
and expressly revoked or disavowed, have long ceased to

be operative in principle or execution.

Here, before we close, some cursory reference to Ronge
and his sectaries may appear not misplaced. On the first

outbreak of this man, the Protestants exulted in the pros-

pective triumph of their cause ; and the Prussian sovereign,
with a view to remove the existing interdict against the

promulgation of all new doctrines, declared his intention to

proclaim a general liberty of conscience, (** eine volkom-

to

I
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niene Gewissenfi'eiheit/') we are told by M. Taillandier.

But the religious paroxysm soon appeared far less fraught
with danger to Catholicity, immovable on its basis, than to

Protestantism, of which it laid open the unsettled princi-

ples, by cariying them, in legitimate consequence, to the

verge of abruption from all Christian community. The
movement, therefore, no longer found favour with the
rulers who had cheered its birth : its legality is contested :

its chiefs are under arraignment, and it has forfeited, too,
in a great measure, the sympathy of its early patrons
among the churchmen, who with alarm see themselves
abandoned by their own flocks, who join the desultory
bands of Ronge and Czerski. It was thus, that nearly
three centuries before, many of Luther's followers abjured
his sway, as he had done that of the Church, under an
equal impatience of subordination, and, not satisfied with
his severance of various branches of the tree of life, aimed
the axe at its root, and assailed Christianity in its vital

being, by the denial of its author's divinity, under the
banners of Lselius and Faustus Socinus. This was,
indeed, the natural sequence of the Protestant system, in
the exercise of individual judgment—a system which in its

observance necessarily rends in discordant particles the

unity of Christian faith,"''* and, in its violation, involves not

only the most glaring, but the most criminal of inconsis-

tencies, in the persecution of those who, obedient to its im-

pulse, act under its license, and only pursue, in its pro-
gressive march of heterodoxy, the principle and example
of their patriarch. At a challenged controversial trial

held at Posen, the separatists turned, with powerful effect

against their opponents, the arguments on which the earlier

Keformers rested their justification of departure from the
Catholic Unity, and which, thus derived and directed,
were unanswerable, in defence or aggression, by those
who had yielded to them their own conviction, and pre-

* See the conclusive proofs in an elaborate article of our last number (38) on
Dewar's " German Protestantism." It is there shown that, like the painter's
critics of old, whose so-called improvements left not a recognizable feature in the
artist's picture, these biblical amenders, or expositors, have so estranged the
spiiit and substance of Holy Writ, resolving the inspirations of heaven into
their own illusions of fancy, allegorical visions, with other aberrations of the
human brain, intoxicated with the incense of self pride, when abandoned to its

uncontrolled license of judgment, that the written word of God becomes, in their
hands, an utter nullity. All direct mediation between the Deity and his creature
is disclaimed; revelation, of course, rejected; and the 13ook of Life sinks into a
dead letter!
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sented them as the groundwork of their professed faith.

The consequent triumph of Socinus, (Faustus, for his

uncle no longer survived,) added to the already enjoj^ed
countenance of the king, Sigismund Augustus, the patron-

age of several Polish Magnates ; but elsewhere, these

antitrinitarians were repelled under the severest, often

capital, inflictions. Independently of the previous victims,
our Long Parliament condemned one Paul Best in 1646,
to death ; nor was it till 1813 that they were relieved from
all legal penalty. Valentin Gentilis w^as executed at

Berne in 1566 ; and the body of George David, long
confined in prison, was burnt at Basil for the impieties of

his strange volume,
*'' Boeck de Wolkvomenhad/' The

''.Historia Davidis Georgii,'/ p. 168, (Devente, 1642, 8vo.)
tells us, that this writer denied the existence of the Devil,

maintaining that, ^'Diabolum nihil esse nisi inane nomen,"
for which Melancthon, who, in his letter to Calvin, dated
the 14th of October, 1554, justified the murder of Sen^etus—
the mild Melancthon—had him condemned to prison.
Even Servetus admitted the repression of heresy as legiti-

mate, if not extended to death, in his Memorial to the

Council of Geneva, the 22nd of August, 1553, and Faustus
Socinus obtained from the prince of Transylvania, one of

his disciples, the incarceration of the Hungarian, Francis

David, for having advanced a step farther in the deprecia-
tion of our Saviour, than he himself had dared. The
unhappy man died, in consequence, the 5th of June, 1579,
on which his biographer Prizipcovius, observes,

*'
Obitus

ejus martyrio similis statim omnium in se oculos con-

vertit." Bayle, in the article of Socinus, note K, of his

dictionary tells us, how the Socinians, on the other hand,
were proscribed in Holland. Every severed branch of

the Catholic Church thus became persecutors, the domi-
nant ambition of each tyrant, as Gibbon expresses the fact,

being to dethrone the other. (See Dictionaire de Chaufpie,
articl. Servet.) Well may we exclaim,

** Behold the throne

Of Chaos, and his dark pavilion spread :

And tumult and confusion all embroiled."

We have already alluded to the persecution of Des-
cartes in Holland, when protected by the French Ambas-
dor ; and we may here add, that Tycho-Brahe, the victim
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of accumulated wrongs and insults from the court, the

nobles, and the university of Copenhagen, under Christian

IV., found refuge and favour with the Emperor Rodolph
in 1599, and that the same Catholic emperor, as well as

his successors, Matthias and Ferdinand II., were the

special patrons of Newton's great precursor Kepler,

although a Protestant, as was Tycho-Brahe, whose suffer-

ings, just referred to, may be read in the
'' Danske Maga-

zin,'' published at Copenhagen, vol. ii. p. 319. In this

continued demonstration of Protestant persecution, on

eveiy ground of its impeachment to Catholics, our object,

independently of justice to ourselves,
^

is
to^

arrest as

we have said, a constantly recurring crimination on -one

side by the proof of common aberrance, which it was

necessary to produce in order to lower the tone and
abate the pretensions of those who expect to shroud their

equal criminality in exclusive inculpation of Catholics ;

and we must not forget, that such delinquency is

doubly criminal in professed reformers. It would cost

uslno great effort of search or memoiy, largely to extend
the evidence here incidentally submitted, that Catholicity
is not and cannot be adverse to science. We shall, how-
ever, content ourselves with observing, that Rome was the
FIRST seat of any European regular Academy of Sciences—that of the Lincei—^which was established there the 17th
of August, 1663, by Frederick Cesi, duke of Aqua-Sporta,
for the cultivation of Natural Philosophy, and included in

its bosom Galileo, J. B. Porta, Fabio Colonna, with other

eminent men, though we are told by Cancellieri, in his

*'Memorie dei' Lincei,'' (Rome, 1823, 8vo.) that our illus-

trious Bacon was proposed and rejected ; but we can dis-

cover no trace of the circumstance in any of his biographers,
neither in Mr. Basil Montagu's edition of his works, nor
in Mr. Macauley's admirable article in the Edinburgh
Review, nor, again, in the

** Memorie Istorico-Critiche
deir Academia dei Lincei, e del Principe Frederico
Cesi," by D. B. Odescalchi, (1804, 4to.) nor finally, in

Lord Campbell's narrative. Other scientific institutions
in Catholic countries also preceded our Royal Society.
And in the propagation of her doctrines, who will place

in competition the missionaries of the Catholic church with
those in whose hands the sacred volume has too often been
the standard of war rather than the symbol of peace ? Pro-
testant historians, navigators, and travellers have been

VOL. XX.—NO. XXXIX. 6
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unanimous in proclaiming the paternal affection of the

Catholic preachers of the Gospel for the objects or fruits of

their conversion, as they had no other children to divide

their cares. Praise is even wrested from Southey and
Robertson, while the more liberal Protestants are profuse
in their commendations of these conscientiously devoted

pastors. Their labours have long exhibited to the world
one of the most valuable productions of the press—"

Les
Lettres Edifiantes et Curieuses,^' which Fontenelle justly

named, *'De tons les livres celui qui justifiait le mieux son
titre :" and the continued series of this voluminous collec-

tion (26 volumes 12mo. of the old, and 10 of the new ;)

assuredly display no relaxation of zeal, or diminution of

success in the renewed exertions of these admirable men.
On the other hand, let the Protestant navigators, Kotze-

bue, our own Beechey, or the American Wilkes, be con-

sulted on the conduct of their co-religionists in the

discharge of their similarly undertaken functions. The
comparison results in a contrast, as it equally does in the

relative demeanour, within the passing year, of the

Methodist missionary Pritchard, at Otaheite, and the

Catholic bishop Pompalier, both there and in New Zea-
land. The late colleague of Mr. Pritchard, Mr. Williams,
appears indeed to deserve the encomiums generally be-

stowed on him, and, less than any otlier, the fate he met
with from the savages. A circumstance of incidental oc-

currence to M. Duflot de Mafras, an attache to M. Alleye
de Cyprey's embassy from France to Mexico, and men-
tioned by that gentleman, in his Exploration of California

and the Oregon territory, (1845, 8vo.) signally demon-
strates the mai-vellous influence of the Catholic missio-

naries in these wide-spread regions. He represents the

deep effect produced in his feelings by seeing the natives

just then, as if by intuition, emerged from heathen dark-

ness, take from their bosoms a crucifix, and in contempla-
tion of the affecting emblem, recite the hymn or prayer
taught himself in childhood, but now so unexpectedly and

sensitively recalled to his remembrance.

" Heureux le coeur fidele,

Ou regne la ferveur !

II possede avec elle

Tous les dons du Seigneur.

In presenthig, however, the symbol of redemption to i
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neophytes, tlielr teachers never fail to inculcate the essen-

tial distinction between the spiritual and material, the real

and artificial object, which they are only to view as a figu-

rative type, impressive on the mind of the divine original—
a distinction thus emphatically impressed in the well-

known distich of the Jesuits.

"
Effigiem Christi, dum transis, pronus honora ;

At nou effigiem, sed quern designat, adora."

The subject of the traveller's work suggests a passing
remark, that, alien in spirit as M. de Mafra appears, on

every- occasion, to England, (like nearly all his countrymen,
jealous of their conquerors,) he is obliged by the force of
demonstrated facts to acknowledge the superiority of

English right in the controverted Oregon question.
In China, we may add, the proportion of Catholic con-

verts, is about a thousand to the unit figure of Protestant

proselytes.

Assailed, as is the lot of truth, we may in conclusion add,
the church of predestined eternity must ever emerge trium-

phant from each attack, ever prevailing against evil,

and finii as the rock on which her divine author founded
•her '*

y ^'earaOij, rjcTe Trerprj, "E/iTre^oi/." (OdysS. P. 463.)

Art. III.— 1. Prayersf01' the Conversion of England. By the
KiGHT Rev. Niceiolas, Bishop of Melipotamus. Derby:
Richardson.

2.—Grounds for Remaining in the Anglican Communion. A
Letter to

'

a High-Church Friend. By F. W. Fabeii.

London : Toovey.

THE juxtaposition of these two publications is a symbol
and memorial of the auspicious and impressive fact,

that the late influx of converts into the Catholic Church of

England, has synchronized with an extensive revival in
the spirit and exercise of prayer. Viewing them severally
as specimens in their different departments, they stand
towards one another as cause and effect ; instances of the
call in faith and the answer of mercy. Neither do we see
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how any good Catholic, takhig into account the steady
progress which our holy religion has made in England
during the last few years, and the entire freedom in the

aspect of the later movement, from all appearances calcu-

lated to throw discredit upon its depth and seriousness, can
allow himself to question that God is signally in the midst
of us, hearing the voice of the prisoners, and of those who
are continually helping by their intercessions to deliver

them.
We are far indeed from wishing to lay exclusive stress

upon the effect of such prayers as have the conversion of

our beloved country for their special aim, though it is of

these more immediately that our present subject leads us
to speak. For it must never be forgotten that prayer, in

order to be effectual towards a given end, need not be

verbally, nor even So much as mentally, directed towards
that end. God hears the supplications of His Church, and

(may we not add ?) of those also, who, like Cornelius, are

earning to themselves grace, in a state external to it, not

according to the words, nor even the intentions, of the

offerers, but according to His own immutable wisdom and
all embracing love. We remember, then, with grateful

hearts, that the Catholic Church throughout the world is,

not now and then only, but continually in prayer ; and thus

continually reaping, through the Spirit of Christ which

pervades her entire body, the fruits of prayer in the

augmentation of her own holy resources, and the

accession of new members to her pale. Despite the

apathy of individuals within her ; despite their errors of

judgment, or their subordinate differences as to means, or

even objects, the Church on the whole, and as such, in-

stinct with the energy of her divine life, and strong in the

sanctions of her Redeemer, is ever winning the best of

gifts through the efficacy of her daily Sacrifice and by the

merit and prayers of her countless Saints ; some in glory
some in warfare, some in suffering ; some conspicuous,
more hidden. And the same remark is true, with whatever

necessary deduction, of those who are anywhere honestly

opening their hearts to Almighty God, and desiring only to

do His will in the way He shall point out. How indefinite

soever the prayers of such ; nay, how mistaken soever in the

intention with which they may be offered, who yet car

doubt that, in their measure, they may be accounted as in-

voluntary contributions to the common fund of the Church r
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For the only conditions of effectual prayer, as it is most con-

solatory to remember, are faith in the Divine power, and

resignation to the Divine will ; and where these exist even

in that imperfect form which virtue must ever wear in the

midst of heresy and schism, (whether conscious or other-

wise,) we question not that they have their proportionate

fruits in an increase of blessing to the Church at large, as

well as to those who offer them. And since, as Catholics,

we, at least, cannot doubt that conversion to our own Holy
Mother is the one great and palmary blessing of this earth,

so when we know that individuals have lately been brought
into her bosom, who for months and even years had prayed,

though out of her communion, yet with a pure intention,

albeit an imperfect knowledge, for light and guidance, we
would be far from refusing even to those sincere, however

feeble efforts, a share in the happy results which we have

been allowed to witness.

But chiefly, of course, are we boimd to ascribe these

results to the intercessions of the Church herself. And
why, indeed, need we hesitate in so ascribing them, when
testimony to this effect has been of late not reluctantly ex-

torted, but generously volunteered, if we must not say by
an enemy, at least by one of whom we grieve to think as

still an alien?""*

But while we acknowledge, with all thankfulness, the

fruits of prayer in general, of sincere and generous prayer
ever^'^here, and of prayer, though without any particular

intention, in the Catholic Church, we desire to make a

special reserve in favour of prayers for the direct end of our

country's conversion. If it be allowable to pray specifically
for any good, and even any harmless, object, (though in

ignorance, and possibly under mistake,) much more un-

questionable is the duty of praying, with a view to an object
which has the stamp of the Divine sanction, and the certain

encouragement of the Divine promises, to guarantee its

legitimacy and ensure its success. That earnest persons
out of the Church should not recognize conversion to the
Church as the paramount object, but should prefer to pray
for some less definite issue, such as the conversion of their

country to ''religion" (according to their own very insuf-

ficient view of that term,) or according to another theory.

* Vid. Dr. Pusey's letter on Mr. Newmaa's conversion, published in the Eng-
lish Churchman of Oct. 16. 1845.
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the
^^
re-union of Churches/' this is both natural and

allowable. It is but the consequence, unhappy, as we
should say, but inevitable, of their own untoward circum-
stances. And even for such prayers, we say, we are thank-
ful. For doubtless sincere prayer is ever a gain, pro tanto,
and they who are out of the Catholic Church can hardly be

expected to pray simply for her ascendancy ; such prayer
being a virtual condemnation of themseves.

Catholics, at any rate, will pray with more and more
earnestness as their faith is enlivened by evident blessing,
and their devotions inflamed by the reflection of their own
success, definitely and specifically, for the conversion of

England to the faith of the Holy Roman Church. Such de-

finite and special prayers are not merely acts of homage,
but acts of faith and of gratitude. Far from limiting the

scope of God's providence (the common objection to prayer
for a definite resiilt), they rather embody in continual
exercises of devotion the overpowering convictions, the

burning aspirations, the unutterable thankfulness, of the

worshipper's heart. They are prayers and thanksgivings
at once ; it would not be resignation, but disloyalty in a
Catholic to couch his prayers for his country in vague
generalities of expression, or to utter them with a falter-

ing voice. Neither are such prayers a mere offering to

God ; they are also a testimony before men. Anglicans
are familiar with the words,

''

Come, and I will tell you
what things the Lord hath done for my soul." And since

Christians cannot speak publicly in direct terms of their

own blessed experiences without some violation of modesty,
or some suspicion of forwardness, therefore they say the

same thing indirectly, by their persevering prayers for the

conversion of their brethren, and generally of their unhappy
country, to the Faith in which it is their own unspeakable
privilege to live. Thus, by one, and that a sufficient act,

may they acquit themselves of the obligations of charity
and of patriotism. Let their brethren and their country-
men at least acknowledge, in that act, the intensity of

their convictions, and the fervour of their experience.
Direct efforts towards the salvation of our brethren, are

not only always difficult, and always more or less dan-

gerous (^vithout much self-discipline) to humility and quiet-
ness of spirit ; they are often simply impossible. Let

this consideration drive us the more upon Prayer, which, as

it is ever the most efficacious, so is it ever also the i
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practicable of all remedies for the ills of others as well as of

ourselves. There are, for instance, whose vocation is to the

Religious State ; there are others, whom God visits with

disabling sickness ; others are children, in fact or in heart,

and ''cannot speak ;" others are poor, out of sight, and out

of mind ; and others, lastly, have been brow-beaten, and
are dispirited. Half the Church, whether from choice or of

necessit}^ cannot, or will not, or at any rate does not

employ itself in active efforts towards the spiritual good of

others. The more needful, then, is it that all should

betake themselves to that especial act of charity, of which
no external disadvantages of situation can preclude the

exercise, and of which nothing but wilful sin can prejudice
the issue. Could we, then, get those, who are not as yet

among us, to contemplate steadily the fact of these prayers,
on the part of Catholics, so unanimous, so ardent, so

persevering
—surely we might dispense with many a weari-

some discussion, and be resigned under many a harassing
disappointment. For such prayers disclose far better than
books and eloquence of speech the common experience, as

well as the common desires, of Catholics, not only of those

elder brethren who have ever been in their Father's confi-

dence, but of those also whom, in His mercy, He has at

a later time gathered into His household. Nay, if there

be one who throws himself into such devotions with more
of the fervour of grateful conviction than another, is it not
he who knows the blessedness of the Church, not only by
trial but by contrast ; and who throws into his acts of
devotion the spirit of an emancipated captive ?

**
Diru-

pisti vincula mea; Tibi sacrificabo hostiam laudis.'^

The manifest connexion, then, between the late Catho-
lic reaction and the prayers which Catholic England, not
to say Europe, has now, for some time past, been offering
to the Throne of Mercy in behalf of that blissful consum-
mation, of which it suggests the animating, however dis-

tant hope, is the first and principal circumstance from
which we derive our confidence in the character of the
reaction itself. But there are other appearances belong-
ing to it, inherent in itself, which alike suggest the happy
and hopeful persuasion, that it is no superficial excitement
or ephemeral outbreak, but a gracious work of the Spirit
of God, characterised by those accompaniments of order
and tranquillity, which are the especial tokens of His
majestic, and deepening, and soothing Presence.
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An evident proof of this is, we think, to be fonnd in the
diversification of the ways by which several, and those very
different persons, have been landed in a common conclu-

sion. Instances there have been, in this as in other coun-

tries, of extensive secessions, which may indeed have
attracted much notice in their day, but which have yet left

behind them no very certain traces of depth and power.
Large bodies of conscientious men have, at other times,
severed themselves from the communion of their birth,
under provocation of urgent circumstances, or in vindica-
tion of some outraged principle. Under this head may be
classed the late defalcation from the Established Church
of Scotland. Nor has the case been unfrequent, especially

among dissenters from the Anglican communion, of con-

gregations seceding en masse, with their minister at their

head. Not such as these has been the late defection from
the Established Church. In several, perhaps in the majo-
rity of the cases, the plea of provocation cannot be even

decently alleged; and in the cases where it may be

imagined, we should hope that the character of the parties
would be sufficient to protect them against the suspicion of

any such disgraceful motive. Neither, again, is there any
appearance in the late events of a confederacy, connected,
as in the case of the Free Kirk disputes, by some binding
tie, and pledged to the maintenance of a right, or the

redress of a grievance. Those who have left the Church of

England for the Catholic Church, have done so not in the

f'rit

of opposition, but under the influence of attraction,

e deny that the movement is rightly denominated a
secession. It is something positive, and not merely nega-
tive—an act of homage, not of desertion—an affectionate

surrender, not a critical selection.

An explanation of it has certainly been fetched from a

circumstance, of which we deny not the truth, but the rele-

vancy—the extraordinary influence of one of the seceding

party. Now, as this hypothesis has been deliberately

maintained, and with much colour from appearances, we

propose to address at once some remarks to the subject of

it.'"' The following, then, may be regarded as a definite,
and we hope not unfair, exhibition of this hypothesis ; and
an hypothesis it is which, as we freely admit, would, if

established, go far towards weakening the importance of

* See the Christian Remembrancer for Jan. 1846. ** The Recent Schism."

i
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the late events, as a testimony to the Catholic Church. We
hold it then a dutj^, at once of faith and of charity, to

examine into its pretensions.
The view of the case is briefly this. Mr. Newman, Mr.

Ward, and Mr. Oakeley, are selected (we know not why)
as the three principal seceders, the ringleaders, as they

may be called, of the conspiracy. Of these three cases,

that of Mr. Newman is treated, as not only by 'many
degrees the most important, (as who will deny?) but as

even so important that it throws all other cases into the

shade. " Mr. Newman, not only important, but aware, as

it should seem, of his own importance, not only quits the

Anglican Church, but
*'

calls upon others to follow hmi.''\
And the greater number of the actual defections, it is all

but asserted, are to be taken as instances of unreasoning
obedience, or sei-vile imitation.

Now it is a trifling difficulty, to begin, in the way of this

theory, that Mr. Ward preceded Mr. Newman in the act

of secession. Mr. Ward left the Anglican Church not only
before Mr. Newman, but before it was certain that Mr.
Newman would ever leave it. Moreover, ere as yet Mr.
Newman's secession was even surmised, others, and they

very considerable persons, had tried the Anglican system
and found it wanting ; not persons, we are aware, whose
names ai*e in ore hominimi, but such, nevertheless, if report

say true, and appearances may be trusted, as are earning
for themselves a high place in the Kingdom which is not of

this world. Now a theory is certainly imperfect if one

single undoubted fact presents itself, to the solution of

which it is utterly inadequate. These reasoners then have
to account for the undoubted fact, that persons of un-
deniable and even eminent piety, had tried the Anglican
Church to the uttermost and found her wanting, even
before Mr. Newman's difficulties were known, or so much
as conjectured. We are not saying that this fact, any
more than others, is incapable of a plausible solution, and
one which is also conservative of the Anglican theoiy.
But we much doubt whether any solution not injurious to

that theory, can be devised, which would be adequate to

• " To Hie first mentioned name of course, does the whole importance of this
movement attach." Christian Remembrancer, No. 51. p. 167.

t " We desiderate this note in a leader who calls upon others to follow him
out of a Church. We do not see this note in Mr. Newman." Ibid. p. 211.
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the satisfaction of candid persons, even of the AngUcan
Communion, fully cognizant of all the circumstances oj

the particular cases to which we allude.

But, confining ourselves to the secessions either nearly
contemporaneous with Mr. Newman's, or shortly subse-

quent to it : Mr. Ward and Mr. Oakeley, it should be

observed, are neither the only co-seceders of Mr. Newman^
nor are they clearly the most prominent. Not to speak oi

Mr. Morris, is it plain that the same account which dis-

poses of Mr. Ward's and Mi\ Oakeley's case, will alsc

meet that of the gifted writer whose Letter is one of the twc

publications here under review ? But, moreover, is it ade-

quate even to the cases of Mr. Ward and Mr. Oakeley
themselves? It seems to be felt that it is not, for its

devisers do not seem certain whether to range those gen-
tlemen in the list of Mr. Newman's followers, or no.

They get over the difficulty by a middle course ; deter-

mining them to have been indeed his followers, thougli
coarse where he was refined, and forward where he was

retiring. But here is another difficulty; for Mr. Ward
and Mr. Oakeley are persons almost as different from one

another, as both are difibrent from Mr. Newman ; which

difficulty, however, the propounders of the theory rather

evade than surmount.

Now, what is meant by "following" a person? And
the question is important towards our whole argument. If

it be meant that Mr. Ward and Mr. Oakele}^ were agreed
in holding Mr. Newman in the highest respect and admi-

ration, that they listened attentively to his words, anxiously
watched his steps, would have rejoiced in his favour, been

deeply pained by his displeasure, and possibly took his

known or supposed opinion more or less into the account
in forming and carrying out their own views for the good
of the Church of England, all this we believe to have been

strictly true. But that they were in the habit of consult-

ing Mr. Newman, knew what was passing in Mr. New-
man's mind, or even considered his judgment final, still

less his word imperative, in all their ecclesiastical, much
less their personal actions, this we venture on very good
grounds altogether to dispute. Yet this surely, and not

the other, is the sort of
*'

following" which leads a person
to take the most important step of his life at the bidding or

the beck of another.

But if, according to the other alternative, Mr. Ward
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and Mr. Oakeley did not follow Mr. Newman, but struck

out a line of their own, then, whatever their testimony

may be worth, they become at all events independent wit-

nesses to the same conclusion.

In fact, the veiy diversity of the situations in which dif-

ferent parties in the late movement were actually placed in

the Church of England, and of the duties to which they
were respectively called, is quite enough to throw difficulty
in the way of this hypothesis of close imitation, or implicit
deference. Men's minds are imperceptibly moulded into

distinct forms by the circumstances into which Providence
throws them; and when those circumstances are essen-

tially different, so also will become (even without taking
original distinctions into the account) the characters and
views of the individuals. Now it is hard to conceive

greater adscititions, as well as greater original diversities,
than those which separate the recent converts one from
another. Mr. Newman, for example, during the last four

years of his Anglican life, was in complete retirement, and
devoted to his ecclesiastical studies ; Mr. Ward was emi-
nent as an abstract reasoner, and was a popular member of

Oxford society ; Mr. Oakeley had a chapel and a parish in

London ; Mr. Faber, Mr. Marshall, and others, in the
heart of the country; while Mr. Morris, unlike all the rest,
was a college student. Is it supposed that Mr. Newman
was consulted on each emergency by Mr. Oakeley as to

the arrangements of divine service in his chapel, or the
best mode of dealing with his poor, by Mr. Faber, or Mr.
Marshall upon similar matters of duty in their respective

spheres? We believe no such thing; yet we are quite
sure that any views for which any of these gentlemen may
have been originally indebted to Mr. Newman, (and who,
in the Anglican Church should not have been indebted to

him?) must have been indefinitely modified by their

respective diversities of circumstance, so as to render Mr.
Newman's example in so great a matter as that of leaving
their communion, no necessary rule for them. They had
contracted obligations of their own, from which he was
exempt ; they lived in the midst of associations, to which
he was a stranger. And can it be supposed that with per-
sons, whose conscientiousness and sensitiveness are not

disputed, such obligations would have had^ no weight, and
such associations no influence ? Yet, it is worthy of re-

mark, that these influences were in none of the cases
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naturally adverse, and in most actually favourable, to the
tie which bound the parties to the Church of England.
And this leads us to another point. It is part of the

same account to represent all the recent seceders as aliena-

ted in heart and spirit from their church, even while they
were nominally her members and actually engaged in her
service. Even of Mr. Newman, and far more of Mr. Ward
and Mr. Oakeley, it is said that for some years they were
in the Church of England, rather than of her ; that Mr.
Newman was rather her champion, than her son; and that,
as to Mr. Oakeley, if he were indeed loyal to his Church,
*'
he took a strange way of shewing it.'^ The conclusion,

of course, which it is proposed to draw is, that the body of

persons of which these three are the chosen representatives,
has naturally passed through and out of a system, with
which it was never really identified.

Now, without entering minutely into the case of Mr.
Oakeley, we will yet venture to remark that, before he is

charged with disaffection to the communion of which he
was a member, (a charge which, whatever may be thought
by those who make it, we account a veiy serious one,) the
fact and the result of his efforts at Margaret Chapel ought,
in fairness, to be at least noticed and explained. It is

somewhat of an inconsistency to charge Mr. Oakeley at

one time with disloyalty to the Church of England, when
he was a member of it, and at another to appeal, as we
know is commonly done, to the present state of the ser-

vices at the chapel which he recently superintended, as a
token infavour of that communion. For that this service

remains in the shape into which Mr. Oakeley, with much
difficulty and against much opposition, brought it, is a

palpable fact; and we do not see how it can be an evi-

dence to the power of the Anglican system, without being
at the same time a monument of Mr. Oakeley 's attach-

ment to the Anglican communion ; though we do see how
it may easily be the latter without being the former. But,
passing over this case, let us dwell for a moment upon a yet

stronger one, that of Mr. Faber. Mr. Newman's departure
from the Anglican Church is attributed to the circumstance
of his never having attempted, or been disposed, to work
out her system^. Could he, it is said, have been induced to

exercise
^'
sacerdotal functions'' in a parish, the result of

his experience would have been other than it was ; at any
rate the fact of his secession would have told more seriously
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against the Anglican xiretensions. Now, the attempt at

working ont C atholic principles in the Church of England,
at any rate as a preliminary duty, is precisely what was made
by some of the recent converts, though not certainly by
Mr. Newman ; and particularly was it made by Mr.
!Faber ; and whatever account may be given of the actual

and total failure of these attempts, whether or not it be
ultimately ascribed to the insufficiency of the trial, or

to the weakness of the agents, at any rate the fact is

worthy of being encountered. And seeing also that the

charge of disloyalty to their communion is especially
directed against some of those who undoubtedly did make
the attempt which Mr. Newman gave up, it would have
seemed the dictate of equity to consider how far the fact

even of the attempt might not be taken in deduction from
the charge of disaffection ; and again, how it happens that

those who made the attempt in faith, could be less loyal
to their own communion than they who declined it in hope-
lessness, true though it be, that they were assuredly less

long-sighted.
But it is said ^Hiabemus confitentes reos.'^ Mr. Ward

and Mr. Oakeley acknowledge that they never threw
themselves, con amove, into the Church of England. That
Mr. Ward was never able to recognise any maternal bearing
of that Church in his regard, is a fact, the knowledge of
which we derive from his own characteristic openness ; but
the evidence is most defective of any such feeling on the

part of Mr. Oakeley, whose case it is found convenient to
mix up with his, though it is indeed essentially different in
the very circumstance of the latter clergyman having, unlike
the former, undertaken and discharged active ministerial
duties in the Church of England under considerable dis-

couragement. Acts are ever better evidence than words ;

and Mr. Oakeley 's perseverance in such duties, (too long,
though it were, for his own welfare and peace of n\ind, since
it undoubtedly obstructed his recourse to the centre of unity
and the fountain of all true blessing,) will seem to thought-
ful persons a stronger proof of his devotion to her than
passing expressions of misgiving,*'' are a disproof of it, more

* By the bye, where does Mr. Oakeley use the words attributed to him at p.
199, of the article in question;

" If the English church be a church,
* as we trust

she «,' (sic.) It is hard to prove a negative even with a considerable knowledge
(which in this case we happen to possess,) of a writer's publications, and we are
far from absolutely denying that the words may somewhere occur; but we
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especially when such expressions (even if they can be proved
to exist,) are counterbalanced by many, and, what is ob-

servable, continually increasing assurances of contentment
and sati sfaction .

"'

We owe some apology for the stress we have laid upon
this part of the argument, the scope of which will not, as
we hope, be misunderstood.

^
When individuals, by deli-

berately leaving
^

the Anglican Church, have virtually

pronounced their judgment against her authority and pre-
tensions, it is certainly a point of small importance whether
to Catholics or Protestants, what may or may not have
been the extent of their former attachment to her. To the
individuals themselves, indeed, such a question is not insig-

nificant, because we hold it to be a man's bounden duty
not to remain in a religious society under a deliberate mis-
trust of her claims. Nor again do we mean that Catholics
are altogether uninterested in knowing, that those who
have lately come among them have some better title to

their confidence than would be implied in the fact of their

having been something very like deliberate traitors to their

former masters.

Our chief concern, however, is not to defend individuals,
but to protect the Catholic Church from the effect of a I'e-

presentation designed to throw discredit upon the testimony
which her claims have lately received at the hands of those
who were sometime her avowed, or real, enemies—a testi-

mony than which we can imagine none more complete and
irrefragable. Why should the truth be disguised or ex-

plained away ? Here is a number of men, as various as

you please in character, circumstances, and pretensions ;

agreed in nothing but in the earnest desire of doing God's

should have been glad to see them substantiated bj a reference. We do
remember tb^t in the article on Bishop Jewell, Mr. O. italicizes the qualification
of an assent to the principle of Tract 90; but that he ever prominently drew
attention to any misgivings under which he may have laboured relative to the

English Church, we are considerably less certain.

And here we may observe, that (at page 200,) Mr. Oakeley is charged with

inconsistency, in that at one time he finds fault with Bisliop Jewell for despising
ceremonial, and at another with Archbishop Laud for making much of it, as if

there were no other alternative in the question but those of slighting the exter-

nals of religion and insisting upon them (vid. Laud's Canon on reverence to

altars,) under an express protest against the doctrine which gives them meaning.
The latter surely is the very course, (and one it is against which the actual cir-

cumstances of the Cliurch of England demand a never-ceasing protest,) wliich

converts expressive symbolism uito lifeless formality.
* Vide a Letter to a Roman Catholic friend, published in the English Church-

man of Nov. 27, 1844.
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will according to the light vouchsafed them. In coming
into the Catholic Church, they have one and all made
sacrifices, differing in extent and arduousness, but the

actual amount of which, at any rate, is but very faintly

indicated by what appears of it on the surface, and the very
least of which should place the motives of the actors wholly
above suspicion. All this is not panegyric; it is plain

palpable fact. Not one of them was there, who did not

first labour in his vocation in the sphere in which God had

placed him ; not one who acted otherwise than with a pure
'

intention amid whatever grave mistakes and lamentable
deficiencies. And whatever distinctions may be drawn
between this and that individual of the number, we unhe-

sitatingly assert, (and one reviewer's word is at least as

good as another's,) that these men did on the whole try
to carry out Catholic principles in the Anglican Church,
and luere absolutely and hopelessly foiled in the attempt.
They overcharged the vessel", and she sank under the load.

Their common object was to Catholicize their Church,
though they set about it in different ways, and though their

efforts issued in various degrees of success. And where
do they now find themselves ? Not in the Scotch or Ame-
rican branches of the Anglican communion ; not with the

Non-jurors, not with the Galileans, not with the Greeks,
but in pure, ultramontane, genuine, Roman, Catholi-
cism.
And this leads us directly to speak of another, and to

ourselves most cheering feature in the recent movement ;

its uncompromisingness. This is a circumstance about it

which has attracted the attention of the keenest and most
far-sighted of the Anglican bench—Dr. Thirlwall. He
expresses surprise in his last charge, that the new converts
did not adopt some "modified form of Catholicity"—that

they did not close with Jansenism, for instance, or shelter

themselves in the moderation of Bossuet, from the ultraisni
of Bellarmine. We are glad to have the testimony of this

acute obsei^er to a fact upon which we have often dwelt in

thought with equal interest and delight.
And here we will notice another point, upon which we

believe that some Catholics entertain a very natural, as
well as very reasonable suspicion—^we mean the kind of

temper in which the late converts have come into the
Church. We have no difficulty in avowing our own con-

\action, that the mere accession to our ranks of a number
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of hot-headed, crotchety, mtractable recruits, would have
been an occurrence as questionable in the way of acquisi-

tion, as it would have been incomplete in the way of testi-

mony. Nor can we do othei'wise than acknowledge that,
before'the event, there seemed grounds for the apprehension
of such an issue. Wilfulness and insubordination are of

the very essence of Protestantism ; but that especial phase
of it, for which we can find no denomination but that of

Puseyism, seems to many persons—and not, we think,
without some reason—as peculiarly obnoxious to a charge
of this description. We hardly know the sectarian, who at

once talks so much of implicit obedience to authority, and
appears to practise so little of it, as the genuine disciple of

this school. Far from anticipating the wishes of those who
are set over him, he seems to account it an especial duty
to his Church to exercise ingenuity in explaining away
their express declarations. This has been an uncomforta-
ble sign in the whole history of the party, whatever excuses

might formerly be made for it ; but it has been especially

brought out by the late decisions of the ecclesiastical court.

Much reason, therefore, did there seem for fearing that

men, trained out of the Church, and accustomed to act

upon a theoiy which is really not only independent, but

naturally subversive of the system in which they were

I)laced, as well as of every other polity, wdiether human
or Divine, would bring with them dispositions of no

manageable kind ; that they would
''
enter the Kingdom of

Heaven,'' not as little children, but as critics; that they
would come amongst us in the spirit rather of restless

reformers, than of dutiful subjects. Most happy are we in

believing, that these surmises were entirely without founda-
tion. Our new brethren now find themselves, as might
have been expected, in a sphere where all their needs are|

supplied, all their tastes consulted, all their aspirations

encouraged ; they move without difficulty, they breathe

without obstruction ; that vast unfathomable abyss of mys-l
tery and of love, into which the providence of God has led

them, they feel too holy for criticism, too delicate for the

rash touch of inexperience ; devotions which, as viewed
from without, they felt to be misplaced, or practices which

they had thought extravagant, now appear in their true

colours and assume their just proportions; and far from being
reluctant to surrender that right of private judgment to the

exercise of which they might seem to have been dange-
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rously habituated ; they appreciate all the more the true

liberty of submission, by contrast with that spurious

independence, the most really galling of all burdens, from

which, in offering us His yoke of sweetness, our Divine

Redeemer undertakes to deliver us.

There are other features of the late movement, which

present to our own minds equally satisfactory tokens of

genuineness and trustworthiness ; as,
^

for instance, the

absence from it of anything like fanaticism—the union, in

all great principles, of the converts among themselves—
and, above all, the sacrifices of feeling, those greatest of

sacrifices, which have commonly accompanied it. And in

pursuance of the same line of argument, we may refer to a

phenomenon attendant upon it, which suggests upon reflec-

tion an exactly opposite view of the case to that which, at

first sight, we might be tempted to ground upon it. It

has not been a striking and simultaneous defection from
the Anglican body. Even those individuals among the

late converts, whose situation might have been thought to

give them influence over others, were all but alone in their

final conflict with the powers of darkness ; the sweet remem-
brances of their youth, the endearing, or the venerable
associations of half a life, retrospects all but overpowering
on the side of cowardice, and prospects of most bewilder-

ing dreariness on that of duty—with these seductive temp-
tations, and these forbidding fears, each one of them, and
they especially who were earliest in the field, were called

upon to grapple, when there were none, or but few, to

stand by and befriend them. Mr. Newman was accom-

panied, in his great act, by three or four only of his faith-

ful disciples ; and if, haply, it consoled him to know
that they were with him, did it not also even aggravate his

trial to feel that he was leading them along a new and
unexplored way ?

This fact has certainly detracted something from the
mere eclat of the crisis. The intei'vals between different

conversions, though really very brief, have yet been long
enough to give breathing-time to the public, and to break
the force of the separate announcements. It became
plain, as time proceeded, that rumour had miscalculated
the extent of Roman sympathies, and exaggerated the

probable number of the converts ; teachers were followed

by comparatively few of those whom the public accounted
their adherents, and the retirement of ministers was

VOL. XX.—NO. XXXIX. 7
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attended by no immediate, or perceptible diminution
in the number of their congregations. And though there
were miscalculations on both sides, yet, on the whole, more
stayed behind who were expected to go, than seceded who
were expected to remain. And according to the usual

operation of the laws of reaction in such cases, that came
soon to be believed as positively little, which was only less

than had been expected. And then, because the names
of most among the converts, happily, and perhaps honoura-

bly for themselves, were unknown to fame, prudent and
cool-headed observers could assuage the fears of their

more excitable neighbours by pointing to the insignifi-

cance, as others congratulated themselves upon the fewness,
of the defaulters. "It is only the curate," or ''it is only
a maiden-lady,'^ or

"
only a few poor people ;" thus would

they stifle the voice of conscience, or allay the misgivings
of their partisans :

^ forgetting that all earnest, and not

merely all distinguished, people have their sphere of

influence ; and so that the real point was, not how many,
nor how eminent the seceders were, but whether they were
of that class whose actions tell upon those who know and
love them.^ But even for the defection of more obviously
important individuals, plausible reasons were not wanting.
One was said to go because his friends had gone ; another
was beguiled or over-persuaded ; men, because they are

naturally headstrong ; women, because they are naturally
excitable ; just as if it were in human nature, and espe-

cially in English human nature, to give up fathers

and mothers, and wives, and houses, and lands, for un-

substantial theories and quixotic visions.
^ However,

neither pleaders nor alarmists are always particular abo

arguments ; and all perhaps were agi'eed, and with go
reason, that one way of checking the movement was
**

ignore'' it. At any rate, however, whether in ignoran
or through policy, whether because sunk in apathy, or

stunned by surprise, but most probably because occupied
with interests of more pressing importance, the public
has bestowed on the late astounding iihenomena, a sin-

gularly, and as many will say, a providentially small

share of notice ; and on the work of conversion has pro-

ceeded, not conspicuously, but steadily ; not with the

impatience and impetuosity of a torrent, but with the

steady though imperceptible advance of a gaining tid

sr,

1.cP
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There is a deep triitli in the proverb,
"
slow and

sure.""'^*

Now this absence of plan and concert among the

agents, is to our mind one of the most satisfactory cri-

teria of the work which is in progi'ess. There is abso-

lutely no pretence for ascribing it to impulse or accident ;

to constitutional peculiarities, local circumstances, or

personal
influences. It is, as its enemies would describe

it, not a contagious, but an epidemic visitation ; it is

**in the air;'' it breaks out in various and distinct quar-

ters, in successive, though not unintermitting flashes ; it

visits the most unthought-of neighbourhoods ; it pene-
trates the most inviolable recesses; it defies bolts, and
mocks at quarantines. Or rather, as we should say,
there must be some deep subteiTaneous stream of health

at work to account for the simultaneous gushing of so

many independent springs.
And now that we have dwelt with some considerable

earnestness upon the variety of the methods through
which the recent converts have been conducted to the

Truth, we will advert, still in the way of testimony, and
not in that of commendation or of boasting, to the uni-

formity of their present convictions and experiences. In
this part of the argument we are aware that we must
make a large, though we hope not an exorbitant demand
upon the confidence of our readers. We claim to speak
as persons in the secret; and we are conscious that
our credentials are not very producible. But we hope
that the very boldness of our claims may be accepted as
an argument for their trustworthiness.

We proceed then to the strong and, as we admit, some-
what venturous assertion, that in no single instance has
the act of the recent converts resulted in any personal con-

sequences save those for which they feel that the devotion
of a whole life, though their best, is 3'et but a most insufli-

* In the course of the last summer, Dr. Gilbert, an Anglican bishop, who
about the same time signalized himself by a profane comparison between a
blessed Saint of God and an itinerant mountebank, (See a Sermon preached
])efore the ;Prayer-book and Homily Society.) was bold enough to predict the
circumstances and issue of the recent crisis.

" We shall see," he said with an
air of triumph,

" how many will follow Mr. Newman out of the Anglican
Church." (See a Letter on Rubrical Conformity.) Now, it is true that
the secessions have taken place gradually, and in small detachments; but the
conversion of nearly forty clergymen, to say nothing of others, is a fact of
which the bishop's words do not indicate any very lively expectation, and
which we hope that, iu his next charge, he will have the honesty to confront.
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cient return. Not one of them is there, we fearlessly aver,
but would bear us out in saying that the ordinary language
of congratulation is defective, even to incapacity, in sup-

plying the terms through the medium of which they would
desire to communicate the strength and vividness of their

mutual impressions. One vocabulary there is, and but

one, which seems to come to their aid ; one mine of

descriptive and persuasive phraseology, to which they can

confidently apply for resources to illustrate the detail of

their feelings, or give point to their exhortations; and
that verily is a mine, not merely rich but redundant,
nor merely redundant, but inexhaustible—the depths of

God's written Word. It is not pleasure of which they
would speak, but

^'

peace and joy in believing ;" they would
tell you that they have found a priceless jewel, the thing that

they longed for, their true health, their second youth, the

reality of the happiness that comes in dreams. Nay, and
in describing their privileges they will quite unconsciously,
and as if by accident, run into the very phrases of Holy
Writ, as well as represent its sense in words of their own
devising. Thus they speak of being landed in a

'* new
world,

' '

and of feeling themselves
' * new creatures.

' '

They
tell you that they have found the city of refuge, and reached
the haven of rest. So great is the change, that in some
cases they are even fain to doubt whether the cleansing
waters of Holy Baptism did indeed pass upon them in their

infancy, or the Sacramental words vindicate them to God.
Your specious objections they will cut short with zealous

impatience ; your grudging admissions they will fling back
with honest indignation; describing in the words of un-

tutored eloquence and unsophisticated logic, the authoress

of their new being, the Church, which is to them as their

Lord, opening [their eyes: *'If She be a
*

deceiver,' I

know not ; one thing 1 know, that whereas I was blind,
now I see."
And perhaps, were we or you their confessors, they might

explain themselves by referring to the consciousness of a

new power over sin, as though, like snow in spring, it

refused to
*'

lie,'' where before it accumulated ; of a more
vivid and abiding perception of the Divine Presence and of

communion with their blessed Lord; of a personal interest,

in short, and practical participation, in that most wondrous
and most consolatory Truth, which l)efore was a mere
abstract dogma to them, a doctrine which they had to

i«flj
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fetch by help of then- mtellects from historical records

and external sources, instead of living in it, a present,

speaking reality ; so wrought into the texture, so incorpo-
rated into the substance, of their religious life, that to ener-

gize in the one is to possess the other; a Verity, not taught
so much as depicted and enacted in the whole Church

system, as in one arresting representation, one august
drama ; symbolized in rites, appropriated in gestures, forced

on the eye and worked into the heart with the whole concen-

trated power of that matchless instrument, that exquisite

machinery of wisdom and love, whereby and through which
our Lord reveals himself to men, not once for all eighteen
centuries ago, but ''yesterday, to-day, and for ever''—the

Mystery of the Real Presence in the Eucharist. Or may
be they would go on to enlarge upon the^ adjuncts and
ramifications of that gracious economy in which they
find themselves—the inheritance of the saints ; upon the

prodigality of its provisions for our need, for the need of the

sinful and the weak ; the multiplicity of its restraints ; the

profusion of its encouragements ; the accumulation of its

pardons ; its very superfluities and tautologies ; all alike

seeming to bespeak, on the one hand, the overflowing ten-

derness, the anxious regard, the restless love, of our
Divine Benefactor: and, on the other, to raise serious

searching thoughts of the enormity of sin which needs
for its pardon so lavish an expenditure of indulgence ;

for its prevention, so complicated a system of checks. And
is our salvation indeed so easy a thing that we may
aff'ord to cast behind us any one of those numerous aids

which our Lord has so graciously extended to us ? God
being what He is, and sin what it is, can one prayer of

one Saint be deemed superfluous, or even the countless

Indulgences of the Church excessive ? Look you narrowly
into yourselves, ye of little faith ! review the past, inves-

tigate the present ; observe how even now that the sensi-

tiveness of conscience is quickened, not a day, nor an hour,
nor a minute elapses, without augmenting the score which
is in God's books against us ; and then turn we to the Holy
Gospels, to the sayings about wealth, and about idle words,
and about the straitness of the gate and the fewness of the

saved. And these things being so. What, if the Grace of
the Catholic Church, and nothing short of that grace, he

God's apjyointed %vay of leading to life eternal all those

who have the means and opportunity of securing it ?
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But to return to the argument which is grounded upon
the happy experience of the recent converts. It will be

readily answered, (and we are not insensible to the force of

the observation,) that nothing can be concluded from the

present impressions of those who have come over to us.
*'

Tell me not," it will be said, *'what they now feel, in

the first glow of their fervour, when all is bright and cheer-

ing, when they are flattered and feted as visitors from a

foreign country, or children who must be humoured into

submission ; let us rather know what they feel, and how
they stand, after the wear and tear of a year or two, after

some sufficient experience of common life, its dull routine

or its agitating vicissitudes, its ups and downs, and rubs

and frets, its chill air, rugged ways, unromantic realities.

See if their Church will befriend them then.

But this were to mistake us. We are not insisting upon
the mere fact, or even upon the fervour, of these emo-

tions, but upon the peculiarity of their nature, and the

coincidence of their testimony ; and again their common
coincidence with the description which the Old Testament

gives by anticipation, and the New in fulfilment, of the

fruits of communion with our Lord in His Church,
In the meantime, what a light do these late events reflect

upon the distinctive character of the Catholic Church, as

compared with any of those religious bodies which usurp
her titles and affect her claims ! What communion, we
ask, but our own, could have sustained with safety, or

encountered with calmness, even the first beginnings of such
a crisis as that, which in the recent conversions, the Ca-
tholic Church must feel to await her ? She indeed, who
ere now has seen whole nations torn from her embrace,
with anxious thoughts indeed for them, but without mis-

giving for herself ; she who, at other times, has opened
her gates to admit the strength of the Gentiles, or composed
herself on her throne to receive the homage of kings, what
marvel is it in the eyes of her children that in her lesser

triumphs she' should preserve a calm eye and an equable
deportment? But what other of the various religious bodies
in this country (to speak after the manner of Protestants,)
could have coped with this emergency as the Church has
done? What other system could, at once by its mere touch,
have controlled some thirty or forty active minds, distin-

guished by their various characteristics,into implicit submis-
sion ; nay, have attuned their discordant elements into strict
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unison with itself and with one another ? What other body
would so instantly have righted itself after so hazardous a

capture, or rather have received such an accession so much
as a thing of course, have appropriated such a contribution

so purely as a matter of right? Let the case be imagined,
if imagined it can be, of such a windfall in the life of one of

the sects of Protestantism, or even in the most considerable

and venerable among the separated bodies, the Anglican
Church herself. What a contrast would have been pre-
sented to the dignity and gracefulness of the late reception !

What embaiTassment would there not have been at the

head, what sei-vility at the foot, what agitation throughout
the whole frame ! What extravagant self-eulogies, what
provoking taunts, what oppressive compliments! Compare
with this the demeanour of the Catholic Church under her

conquest of ls\i, Newman. It has been just that of a dig-
nified and courteous host, extending the hand to a welcome
visitor, and, without a word spoken, conveying to him the

inexpressibly happy conviction that he is
''
at home." But

why any colder comparison ? It is like a mother's greeting
of a child with whom she parted in his infancy, and who,
taking his place at once under the parental roof as the son
and the brother, leaves neither leisure to comment upon
the effects which a foreign climate may have worked
upon his features, nor inclination to complain of the length
of his absence.

It will seem,^ we fear, an unjust, as well as ungracious
comparison which we are about to institute, between the way
in which the Catholic Church comports herself under her
recent acquisitions, and that in which the Anglican behaves
under her losses ; ungracious because it looks like a taunt,
and unjust, because it will be said that success is ever
easier to bear than disappointment. But we must not be
deterred by any fear of the first imputation from insisting
upon a distinction most important to the interests of the

Faith; and we at once repel the charge of injustice by
entering upon some farther explanation of that especial
note of divinity which we have here been claiming on
behalf of the Church. We are not then, it should be
observed, vindicating for the Catholic Church the mere
power of bearing her good fortunes with humility, but
that majestic stability and indomitable vigour which
make her independent of all casualties, and enable her to

contend, as she should, with each emergency, whether pros-
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peroiis or adverse, that arises. It is true, that in this

country at least, she has not been tried by losses as by
gains ; but she whose dominion is from sea to sea, and
whose reign is without end, how should she feel her rights

infringed, or her existence
perilled, by the apostacy, to

any imaginable extent, ot individuals, and even of

nations? She holds a "charmed'' and chartered life,

and can bear to part with each several limb without

prejudice to her vitality. She can lose with composure
all that she ever will lose ; that whereof the loss would
threaten her safety, and the anticipation, therefore, of

whose loss would disturb her peace, is inalienable ; and
in that security she both lives and rejoices.

Compare with this unspeakable privilege and the effects

which result from it, the way in which in heretical and
schismatical communions, and even in one which presents
so many claims upon our regard as the Established Church,
the defection, or disaffection, of individuals is, we do not

say deprecated, deplored, condemned, (for in such dis-

positions there is of course nothing uncatholic,) but re-

sented as an offence upon the mere instinct of self-preser-
vation r' The transaction between a Church and its mem-
bers is treated not as an interchange of spiritual privileges
and spiritual obligations, in which the earthly representative
is a mere agent in bringing about and cementing the

supernatural tie, but as a kind of social compact and
honourable understanding, like that which mutually binds
the governors and the governed, the conferrers and reci-

pients of benefits, in some human institution or temporary
relationship. A club, or coterie, a college, or civic corpo-
ration, may well be the victim of such passions, or the

prey to such apprehensions ; but surely, surely, they are

unworthy of that Divine Society which represents our
blessed Lord on earth, and has the privilege of indefecti-

bility secured to it by His unerring word. And if of it,

then of any communion which is an integral part of it.

Again, we know of a case in which the exercise of reli-

gious influence by a convert to the Catholic Church in a

* " A Church cannot with proper self-respect, hear her own ministers throwing:
doubts upon her existence, and not feel the offence. It is part of her very
existence to feel it. A Church must, in simple consistency, jissert her own life,
and therefore must naturally feel resentment at the denial of it,*'—Christian

Remembrancer, No. 51, p. 10"9. This anxiety about her own existence is one
of those many cares of which tlie Catholic Church is happily unconscious.
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neiglibourhoocl in which he had formerly been connected
with the Establishment, was described by one who wished to

say a strong thing against it, as an
^' unhandsome

^

proce-
dure. We are not speaking censoriously, or even criti-

cally, but merely of facts, as facts, and for illustration's

sake. The influences of the Established Church we verily
believe to be of such a nature that few indeed can be proof

against the danger which they involve of representing even
the most sacred subjects to the mind through a secular, or

at best merely human medium. What Mr. Froude, we
think, denominated the '^gentlemanlike" heres}^ is not one
of the least subtle snares of the Establishment. But even
those who have escaped it, and they serious and sensible

men withal, fall naturally and unconsciously into a style of

language which betrays the genius of their system with a
clearness sufficient to outweigh the force of the strongest

arguments they can bring to the defence of it—a style of

language which it is no sin in them to use, and no merit in

us to want, but the mere result, in both cases, of our
several positions.

^

Did they but know in what light these
modes of expression appear to Catholics, how strongly
symptomatic, that we may not rather say conclusive, of the
sectarianism which their employers so indignantly dis-

claim, surely this same '^

self-respect'' would be a security

against their use.

But we gladly resign this irksome portion of our task
into hands infinitely more capable than our own of doing
it justice. We allude, of course, to Mr. Faber's bril-

liant pamphlet, which reaches us most opportunely at
this period of our work. Mr. Faber has entitled him-
self to our warmest gratitude, as well as to that of his com-
panions in his recent step. He has said severe things,
which must be said, which none but a convert can say,
which no convert but himself could say so well, which

few^ desire to say at all, and which none need now say
again. Rarely, indeed, have we met with a defence at
once so spirited and so gentle, so considerate, and so un-

compromising. It is a new thing for Mr. Faber to speak
severely, and for that reason, especially, it is, that he
speaks so well.

His pamphlet arrives too late to allow of our giving
it the prominence it so well deserves. We must there-
fore content ourselves with a single extract ; and we
select one in which the author deals, in a masterly way.
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with one of the most favourite defences of the Anglican
ground.

** You say, you have not tried all the means of grace which your
present position affords, and it would be wrong for you to

abandon it till you have done so. What strikes me at once as sus-

picious about this argument is, that it is equally applicable to a

Jew, a Mahometan, or an idolater. No heathen, who, by God's

Holy Spirit, has obeyed the dictates of his conscience in the middle
of his darkness, ever acts up quite to what he might do

; the Unity
of the Godhead involves more than the best Mahometan ever per-
forms ; the Methodist class-meeting affords means of humiliation,
of affectionate counsel, and of spiritual direction which are not

always, or often, found in the Establishment, and not the best

of Methodists ever make use of them ; and till he .does, on your
theory, it would be immoral in the rector of a parish to urge him to

join the Establishment On your principle, no one ever could be
converted from falsehood to truth." (p. 14.)

But controversy, though a useful, is but a poor weapon at

last. It exhibits but one phase of our minds, and that nei-

ther the most interesting nor the most real. It is oftener

a blind than a reflector ; it leaves our neighbour hardly
wiser than it finds him as to what is going on ''in our
heart's core, yea, in our heart of hearts.'" Nay, it even
conceals us from ourselves, and leads us to think that

we are not ourselves, but the men we look on paper
.^

And
yet it has its own uses, and some which are not directly
its own. If we aim at what the philosophic Bishop Butler
calls

''
sincere" writing ; if we do not consciously misre-

present ourselves, labour after effect, or victory, as mere
orators, or mere pleaders ; haply God may give us^ a

response in the heart while we seem to aim but at the satis-

faction of the intellect. At any rate let us bear in mind
that grace, and not intellect, is our point of distinction

from the spirits of evil ; so let us handle warily all such

weapons as are not surely of God, till they have formally
received the impress of His benediction. And thus we
end as we beoran.
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Art. TV.—The Lamp of the Sanctuary. A Catholic Story.
London : Richardson.

A WRITER in the British Critic some 3'ears since, in

reviewinp^ that most beautiful work,
**

Undine,'
'

made one observation with which we heartily coincide.

We have not the article at hand ; but we remember that

the writer complained most grievously of the utter disre-

gard of the imagination, in that system of education which,
till quite lately, had been growing into fashion in the

Anglican church ; and he ended with expressing his confi-

dence, that if such a system had not failed of acceptance
from the first, as it ought to have failed, from the defomiity
and hatefulness of its features, at least it would be univer-

sally exploded after trial, from its proved inefficacy and
absurdity.
Most certainly, in the education of all classes, the task

of eliciting and gratifying the perception of the high and
the beautiful, is an unspeakably important element, or
rather an essential one. How intimate its connection
with that which must ever be the one central, paramount,
and harmonizing object of all sound education—the object,

namely, of thoroughly imbuing the whole of man's nature
with the religious principle ! The discipline of the reason-

ing and intellectual faculty, however indispensably requi-
site, is surely less immediately connected with religion
than is the cultivation of the poetical and imaginative ;

and very much less is that mere inculcation of what is

called useful knowledge, which has of late been the object
of so degrading an idolatry. We except, of course, from
this latter obsei-vation, the instructing young persons in the
mechanical duties of their calling ; because that obviously
stands upon grounds altogether distinct.

Nor have the acts of the recent high-church Anglican
party belied the professions of their organ. There is

nothing more remarkable, than the amount of literature

which they have originated with a view to the young, and
the great portion of that literature which is imaginative. Let
any of our readers take up one of Mr. Bums^s catalogues,
and see the variety of writers and of mythologies which he
has pressed into his service— the "fables/' and the
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^'Eastern stories," and the
'^
metrical tales," which he

publishes for his juvenile readers ; and when one sees the

extremely low price at which they are published, and when
one hears of the very remunerating terms at which the

writers are engaged, it is evident that they command a
most surprisingly extensive sale, and must be really

influencing the English mind, and especially that portion
of it the most susceptible to impressions, in no ordinary
degree. To this we are bound to add, that the care

employed has been very great and laudable, to keep these

works clear of all that might possibly corrupt (in the com-
mon sense of that word) the souls of the young.
We have no desire to be unduly critical: but yet we

heartily wish we were able to sympathize more simply than

\ye]are able, with efforts so spirited, so well-intentioned, and
based on so much of right feeling and principle. But the

more highly we think on the value and influence of imagi-
native writing, the more carefully we are bound to watch its

nature and probable influence. If it be true—as we sup-

pose is maintained by the writer in the British Critic, and

by Mr. Burns's supporters in general—if it be true that all

addresses to our perception of the awful or the beautiful

convey with no ordinary power moral impressions, true or

false, how essential does it become, to take due care that

the said impressions maybe true, and not false. The true

Church has Aer exhibitions of grandeur and loveliness; and
false churches and false religions have theirs. And surely,
without at all refining, it is a very hazardous and anxious

matter, to say the least, that in a land calling itself Chris-

tian, nay, through the agency of a party who (however
serious their errors) have a real desire to foi-ward the work
of Christianizing it, so large a proportion of minds are to

be moulded in their tenderest years on a poetry (for all

these works may most truly be called poetry,) which, with
few exceptions, makes not so much as a professsion of

being the expression and the organ of Christian ideas.

^
We are not here speaking, as is plain, of directly didac-

tic works, but of imaginative : nor again of tales where the

imagination is interested by human incidents and adven-
tures of a romantic character, however Christian the ten-

dency of the whole : nor yet again of allegories, however
beautiful and however significant of religious truths. Such
literature as this, we fully confess and give credit for it,

abounds in Mr. Burns's collection. The effect, indeed, of
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the two latter classes which we have specified, in impregna-
tingyouth with a religious spirit, is often greatly exaggerated :

but, at all events, in either case, that which principally and
directly influences the imagination, belongs to the earthly
and natural order of things. We are not speaking then of

such works as these, but, as we expressed at the outset, of
those which more directly appeal to the imagination as a

religious ii\.c\}\ij ',
where the effect is produced by the im-

mediate introduction of the invisible world ; by the avowed
and direct, though of course necessarily economical, repre-
sentation of religious truths ; where the symbols employed
have no meaning short of the supernatural. And for the
material of such works as these, it is deeply to be deplored
that modern Anglicans, with few if any exceptions, have
recourse to all the varieties of heathen mythology or

European superstition, rather than to the arresting and
awakening truths of the Gospel; that they seek for

the ideas of beauty and sublimity any where rather than
in their one special Home.
Such is the burden imposed by the Anglican system

upon its unfortunate subjects ; for it would be unfair to

speak of this procedure as voluntary and deliberate on the
writers' part. The Anglican system is essentially prosaic ;

you cannot place religion before men in a poetical form,
without imbuing them with Anti-Anglican prepossessions.
And if it be replied that, by our own acknowledgment
a page or two back, all religions, true or false, do clothe
themselves in such a form, we answer, that this is only a
new instance, in which it appears how little the Anglican
system contains a religion. Certainly there is within
it much of christian belief, much of high conscientiousness,
and much too of what may be called party-feeling. But,
by a religion, we mean a

*'

living power, kindling hearts,

leavening them with one idea, moulding them in one
model, developing them into one polity.'' Religions, true
or false, do this ; the Anglican system does it not : it is an
establishment surely not a religion: kept together by
pressure from without, not the expression and defence of
an active principle within.

We are tempted to cany on this train of thought a little

further ; because we shall, by so doing, be able to explain
our general meaning more clearly and distinctly. We
will specify, then, one instance out of a thousand, in which
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this contrast is exhibited between the CathoHc Church and
the AngUcan system ; and that instance shall be the idea

of public worship recognized respectively in the two. The
immediate impression of a serious Anglican, at first wit-

nessing a Solemn High Mass, will ordinarily be that it is a
hollow formalism and mummery, in which it is inconceiva-

ble that a rational being should willingly participate ; the
immediate impression of a devout Catholic, at first witnes-

sing the Anglican service, will be that it is the lip-worship
of a set of men who are atheists at heart. Both parties
will in time correct their first impressions, so far as to

allow respectively that Catholics may be liberal-minded
and intellectual, and that Anglicans may be fei-vent and
devoted religionists; but, still, the difference of the worship
remains a very remarkable fact, and one which deserves

very careful consideration. The true account of it will be

found, we think, such as the following.
The Catholic Church has hold of this principle—that

devout Christians differ from each other, to an indefinite

extent, in the quickness and discipline of their intellect ;

but agree very far more nearly, in their susceptibility to

religious impressions through the medium of their imagi-
nation. She requires then of the faithful, in attending
Mass, this and this only—that they use their best efforts

to keep their mind from wordly thoughts, and to surren-
der themselves to the natural influence of the scene which
surrounds them. That scene is one continued ceremonial,
and solemn representation, impressing on the minds of all

the awful fact which is in progress \
for the Catholic is

taught that he is present to assist with his sympathy and
his prayers at an unspeakably mysterious and blessed

sacrifice; and that knowledge gives a colouring to all his

thoughts and all his devotions. For those, indeed, who
are naturally drawn to what may be called a more distinct

series of intellectual acts of devotion, the fullest scope is

offered ; they may enter as much as they w411 into every
detail of the whole service in progress ; and the prohibi-
tion of intellectual exertion would be to some as great a

burden, as its injunction w^ould be to others. Still for all,

the
pi-incipal faculties called into play are the imagination

and affections.

Whether, then, it be the general reverence and solem-

nity of gesture displayed around the altar which we con-

sider, the habitual sight of this impresses on the whole

I
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character, as in no other way it can be impressed, (or,

indeed, any approach made to such an impression) that
habit of reverence and adoring faith, which alone is the fit

or possible recipient of true religious teaching; and of
which it may truly be said, that when it is secured, the rest

is comparatively light and easy.^ Or whether, as the ser-

vice proceeds, the celebrating priest is especially proposed
for reverence by the cerenionial ; this inspires into the
minds of those who witness it a continually stronger sense
of the awfulness of his solemn function, and also a deeper
reverence for greatness not of this world, for the union of

purity, poverty, deyotedness, and spiritual power, which
go to make up the idea of a priest in the Catholic mind.
Or whether the movements of the priest bring strongly
before the mind the sacrificial character of the rite in
which he is engaged; this deepens in the faithful their

remembrance and trust in that One Sacrifice, of which
this is the continuation. Or whether the Host be adored
with divine worship, this makes the doctrine of the Incar-
nation a practical and influential reality to the mind,
instead of a mere formula learnt by rote. And thus it is,

that while the knowledge of these great truths is given by
catechetical instruction, (which is dispensed by the Catho-
lic church, wherever throughout the world her priests are

found, with an exactness, clearness, and sameness to which
no other rehgious body can distantly pretend,) it is by such
addresses to the imagination, through the eye and ear,
that the same truths gradually, and imperceptibly, and
without conscious effort, take deep root in the heart of the

people, and become identified with the first springs of their

spiritual life.

And the enjoyment is not less than the profit of this

sendee. In the midst of the heat and dust of the world,
and what may be called the almost intolerable prosaicalness
of every-day life, the prospect and remembrance of religious

worship cheers and relieves the flagging spirits ; nay, taken
as supplemental and subordinate to the Confessional, tends
to afford a counteraction, such as no Protestant scheme
makes the most distant approach to affording, against
those solicitations to sin, which, with the uneducated

especially, are so constant and so powerful.
Let us now turn our mind to the sei^ice introduced at

the Reformation ; and in addition to all the other parti-
culars in which the real character of that movement is
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daily better understood, we shall here too have fresh

grounds of disgust at the cant which pretended a consi-

deration of the poor. ''We have given them," said the

Reformers,
''
their Prayer-book in a language they know."

A language they know ! why they took from them the only
language they really know, that of symbolism and ceremo-
nial. They deprive thent of their processions and their vast

variety of ritual and devotional splendour; still more deadly
blow, they practically deprive them of the Confessional—^and

call themselves friends ofthe poor. Menwho live by the sweat
of their brow, are summoned to follow in their head a long
series of precise and scholastic devotions, or to let their

mind lie fallow during the whole of divine sei-vice : which
alternative is necessarily adopted, let experience declare.

And let any unprejudiced person, the better to fix his

ideas, summon into his mind the thought of any individual

he may happen to have seen much of, in the lower ranks,
and imagine the state of mind of such a person on hearing
the Church of England sei-vice read consecutively from

beginning to end ; then let him judge what can be worse
than the shallow and cowardl}- conservatism which defends
the continuance of such a system, unless it be the reckless,

hard-hearted, and fanatical spirit of innovation which first

introduced it.

Nor let it be supposed, because we have spoken with such

emphasis of the poor, that others do not equally sufier.

We have spoken with emphasis of the poor, because no

subject of the kind, in point of importance, nay, rather of

solemnity and sacredness, comes near to that of their

religious training. But others also, if right-minded, when
they enter God's house, wish to give rest to their intellect,

while they allow full scope and vent to their imagination,
their affections, their sympathies, their aspirations. And
of those who are not rightr-minded, multitudes have gone
astray for this very reason, that their religious system has
so neglected the beauty and grandeur and solemnity of

devotion.
^
As the Anglican poor have tended to consider

Christianity, not as a real and infiuential religion, but as a

mere charm, or a mere form ; just so have the wealthy
tended to consider it, not as a religion, but as a political

engine ; the literary, not as a religion, but as a literature ;

the philosophical, not as a religion, but as a philosophy.
In all classes that character of mind has been sadly deti-,

cient, without which so much as the first elements of tru(
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religion cannot exist ; a lively sense of tlie supernatural, a

self-prostrating worship, a quick and eager faith.

Nor is the Catholic Church indeed insensible to the

charms of congregational prayer and music, when refined

and subdued by that spirit of reverence which is created

and fostered by symbolical religion. No one can think so,

who has witnessed the zeal and spirit with which a vast

chorus unite in the chaunting of Vespers at one of our col-

leges ; or who has heard of the hearty enthusiasm displayed

by Catholics of the lower orders in Germany, while they
respond to some litai^, or sing with a vast volume of voice

some hymn, in the vernacular language. Though of course
it is not an easy matter, nor one achieved by any body
of Protestants, to de^ase a service which shall be really

congregational and yet common to all classes. The An-
glican sei-vice is, in practise, no more congregational than
it is symbolical. As far as the psalms go, indeed, they are

edifying to those who can understand them : but they make
a very small part of the service; and the poor are not

taught to understand them. The rest to all, rich as well

as poor, must either be a heavy intellectual labour, or a
barren and empty form. The Dissenters seem to succeed a

good deal better with their hymns and popular addresses ;

but then they again have only the lower ranks to consider,
and over and above (what of course is the principal point,)
their anti-Christian doctrines ^ it is more to the present

purpose to observe, how rude and unchastened is their

spirit ; how entirely absent, from the causes above

specified, are the very elements and foundation of true

religion.
All that we have been saying has a direct reference

to the little work, whose title we have prefixed to this

article. It is true, indeed, that simply didactic works
derive more or less of a distinctive colouring, from this

difiference between their respective systems. Thus that
beautiful tale,

*' The Young Communicants," has no
mark of any direct intention beyond that of inculcating
Christian doctrine on the young ; and yet, as all will allow,
there is far more of the poetical element discernible in

it, than in corresponding Anglican works, such as
'^

Little

Alice and her Sister,'^ or
'^
Conversations with Cousin

Rachel," however excellent in their way these last. But
it is works primarily addressed to the imagination of which
we are speaking. And the drift of all that we have been

VOL. XX.—NO. XXXIX. 8
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saying comes back to the point with which we commenced ;

viz. that while we give great credit to the new Anglican
school for discerning the primary importance of cultivating
the youthful imagination ; and while we think that they
may well serve as a model and incentive to Catholics in

the labour and energy with which they pursue their object;
still we must feel that they have not the means, in

their Church, of supplying that imagination with its

rightful pabulum. Christian doctrines cannot be im-

pressed on the affections as solemn, holy, soothing,
beautiful, attractive, except through Christian symbols ;

and the Anglican Church has rejected such symbols.
One such work as this little tale,

'' The Lamp of the

Sanctuary,^' will do incomparably more towards really

Christianizing the imagination, than a thousand allegories
or fairy tales.

There are two objections to what has been said, which
will readily occur to the mind ; and which, as we have gone
so far into the subject, it will be well to consider. The
first will be taken from the practice of the Church her-

self, which has never shown any disinclination (the very
contrary) to borrow from any external religious system,
and to press into her own service such parts of its ritual

and discipline as she may find available. But this ob-

jection proceeds on a misconception of what we have
said. Our own bias, in truth, goes beyond what sober

judgment would perhaps warrant, in believing that there

is no system of earnest religion, no species of genuine
poetry, no exhibition of the really beautiful, how strange
soever and uncongenial at first sight, which may not sup-

ply elements, which the searching and amalgamating
spirit of Catholicism will penetrate with its own power,
and mould upon its own principle, and employ as its

own minister and organ. And in the case of beauty so

transformed and renewed, no one supposes that its percep-
tion or study has any dangers for the young; we were

speaking of such things, not as the Church moulds them,
but as she first finds them ; when they may be safely

studied by the mature and perfect Christian, but not

necessarily therefore, as is most evident, by the youth-
ful student.

And this brings us to the second ground^ of objection.
It may be felt that our whole argument, if valid, cuts
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down at the very root all encouragement of a liberal

education and of classical research. For this, we suppose,
is the very characteristic which distinguishes a liberal

education from a departmental, or mechanical, or profes-

sional one ; that under the former the mind is brought
under the influence of various poetries and philosophies, is

privileged to contemplate beauty according to the most

opposite standards, and truth through the most opposite

media, or under the most opposite exhibitions. This, we

suppose, is the essential characteristic of a liberal education;
and the reason why classical study^occupies so prominent a

place in it is, that such study makes us intimately ac-

quainted with a course of things—on the one hand remote
from all present experience, and displaying principles of

conduct widely at variance with our own ; on the other

hand illustrated by the highest gifts of intellect and imagi-
nation ;

—that it does this, we say, in a degree incomparably
superior to any other study.
Now we certainly think that the higher minds among

Protestants, have ever had a tendency too much to make
an idol of the classics ; that they have over-estimated their

benefit, and most certainly have been miserably blind to

their danger. And yet no Catholic need disparage, and
we are the very last to wish to disparage, the singular

enlargement and liberality of mind, which their study,

rightly directed, tends to create. All that we bargain for

is, that pains shall be taken that a student be deeply
rooted in Christian ideas, before he be brought under the

influence of pagan; that a deep-reading and energizing
Christian education shall accompany, as well as precede,
his classical pursuits ; and that his first conceptions of the

great and the beautiful shall be drawn forth by the exhibi-

. tion of exclusively Christian models. Surely it is not too

much to ask of those who profess much zeal for what they
call our common Christianity, that they should acknow-

ledge that, without such cautions, there is imminent danger
lest the youthful mind be poisoned by a subtle paganism of

tacts and morals : while we in return will most willingly

confess, that, as a secondary study, there is none which can
come near the writings of Greece and Rome, in their power
of enlarging, humanizing, and refining the mind.

We shall be accused, perhaps, of spinning out theories
too pretentious and too subtle for the occasion ; and though
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we do not plead guilty to the charge, we care not to refute

it. We will not conclude, however, without sajdng a word
on the beautiful little work which has given occasion to

our remarks.
It is founded on what is perhaps the most exquisitely

touching symbol in the whole Catholic ritual; the light
which ever burns before the tabernacle where Christ

resides, a type of the calm, sober, unwavering, wakeful
devotion paid by the Church to her Lord and Saviour.
The whole story is foreign, not in scene merely but in sen-

timent ; and if we might venture an adverse criticism on a
small matter, the style is hardly simple enough for those for

whom it is directly intended. No care certainly is taken
to avoid hard ivords ; which occur often enough to give
great difficulty, not to a child only but to most persons not

highly educated. But our unfavourable comment ends
here. The story is so arranged as to be of constant and
unflagging interest, and yet is not so absorbing as to inter-

fere with the quiet and pleasurable appreciation of the senti-

ments. And the whole, from first to last, moves on a

simply Christian ground. The denouement is not a happy
marriage, nor is the subject of earthly love (except paren-
tal and filial) so much as introduced.

We shall not give any analysis of the story, as it is only
fair to the author that he should have the full benefit of its

mterest. But one or two quotations, taken from the
earlier portion of it, will fitly bring this article to a close,
as exhibiting in a lively and practical dress, the principles
we have been advocating in a less attractive and per-
suasive shape.
The tale opens thus :

*' In the recesses of the Pyrenees, not far from the Spanisli border,
there was (our tale is of the last century,) a small rural chapel
situated on a hill, known bj'^

the name of Mont-Marie. The chapel
itself was simple and unpretending, solidly built, and of considerable

antiquity. The inside was, however, richly adorned. The altar had
silver furniture, and the walls round it were covered witli votive

tablets, and with silver donatives, hung in commemoration of favours

piously believed to have been received through the intercession of

the blessed Mother of God, to whom the chapel was dedicated.—
Indeed it was celebrated through the neighbouring country for many
miles round, as a place of great devotion, almost a pilgrimage.
Over, but behind the altar, on which was a rich tabernacle, stood

an image of the spotless Virgin, bearing in her arms lier Divine Son.
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It was nearly as large as life, of white marble and of ancient work-

manship. Every one who looked at it with a favourable light, pro-
nounced it a matchless piece of art, a work of highest inspiration.

Nothing could be more benign, more sweet than the expression of

the Mother, nothing more winning, yet more majestic, than the

countenance of the Child.
'* In the midst of the sanctuary, before the altar, was hung a

silver lamp, as is usual in Catholic churches and oratories, burning

day and night. Never, on the most tempestuous niglit, was it

known to be extinguished ;
for it was abundantly supplied, by the

piety of the people, with the purest oil from the olive-yards of the

country. And this to many of them was a matter of great impor-
tance. For that lamp was a beacon and a sure guide to the traveller

at night. It was, therefore, so hung that its bright radiance shone

through a round window over the door, and could be seen to a great
distance. The path which led from several hamlets to the main
road in the valley, passed near this chapel ;

it was a narrow rugged
track along the mountain's side, skirting a precipice ; and the

direction given to the traveller was to go boldly forward so long as

the light of the chapel was visible before him ; but so soon as it

disappeared by a jutting of the rock, to turn sharp to the right and

fearlessly descend, as the precipice was now exchanged for a

gentle slope that led to the wider road. So certain was this rule,

that no accident was remembered to have ever happened along that

path. Thus did a beautiful symbolical rite of worship lend itself to

a most beneficial purpose, and become the cause of great social

good ;
thus did the altar of God send abroad its cheerful brightness

to light up the dark and wearisome path, (alas ! how like that of

life!) and thus were the solitary traveller's thoughts, attracted to

the sphere where his guiding-star burnt clear before the mercy-
throne of the Lamb, there to offer, in spirit, homage ; or led to

think on that wakeful Eye of Providence which darts its ray from a

higher sanctuary upon our joyless way, to cheer and guide us
thither.

*' The chapel was under the care of a hermit priest, who lived in

an humble dwelling beside it
;
and ministered to the spiritual wants

of the neighbourhood, as the parish church was at some distance."

—Pp. 3-7.

A devotional scene—•

" The door was open, and the western sun streamed in full glory
through it, and steeped the interior of the place with a golden lustre,

giving to the paintings and hangings, and the bright ornaments of
the altar, a richness and magnificence truly royal. It seemed as if

it was the hour of majesty, the time for urging great and noble suits

at the throne of Power ; the presence-chamber of the King of kings
seemed gorgeously arrayed to hear the song of the joyful heart, and
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to dispense the treasures of redundant blessings. And each and
every one of those peasants, kneeling in scattered groups in fervent

worship, scarcely able to bear the dazzling sparks of light which the
sun-beams struck from the silver tabernacle, was in that moment
ennobled and graced beyond the richest and proudest of earth's
lords. Their rustic costume was embroidered by the golden pencil
of Heaven, their honest heads surrounded, and, in a manner, crowned
by a flood of glory, and their countenances upturned with glowing
features, and moistened eyes, towards that Presence, before Which
all earthly royalty is base. And now the organ pealed forth its

powerful notes, and all united in a simple, but overpowering strain
of evening thanksgiving.

" It was at this moment, that Pierrot and his wife reached the
threshold of the door

;
and both instinctively paused as if unable to

enter in. That sparkling light, that golden atmosphere, those joyful
looks, those swelling notes, accorded not with their errand, sympa-
thised not with their hearts, jarred, broken, fretted as they were.

They were not coming to urge high and peculiar claims, but to seek

pity, mercy, and peace. In a moment, however, they both felt con-

fused at their apparent want of confidence ; and, assuming boldly
the privilege ever granted by Catholic feeling to the distressed,
advanced to the steps leading to the Sanctuary. On these the

mother laid her helpless burthen
;
and both, kneeling down, covered

their streaming eyes from the overpowering, though fading, splen-
dour that oppressed them. Long, deep, and breathless was their

prayer. During it the music had ceased, the peasants had one by
one glided out, and the hermit having closed the door, and with it

shut out the last dying reflection of the western sky, whispered to

the afflicted father as he retired,
'
I have left the door unlocked,

stay as long as you please. Have courage, and may God comfort

you ; and, through the intercession of His blessed Mother, hear your
prayers.' He was not like Heli that good hermit, who chid Anna in

the temple because of her troubled supplication.
" At these words, both uncovered their faces and raised their

eyes. They were alone with their child : a perfect silence reigned
around them. There was no light but what was shed by the lamp
of the Sanctuary, between them and the altar. Hanging in mid-air,
this seemed as a silver fountain of mildest radiance, not shot forth

in rays, not scattered abroad in fiery sparks, not playing wantonly
in unsteady flame, but softly and equably diffused from its source on

every side, filling the centre of the holy place with a halo of serenest,

purest light, and thence overflowing in a more subdued and blander

stream, into the remoter parts and angles of the roof and walls. It

was a light that appeared to exert a stilling, hushing power on

nature ; one could not conceive noise or disturbance going on under
it

;
a laugh, a harsli word, an angry murmur would have sounded

sacrilegious, if they could have been possibly attempted. It created

an atmosphere of its ownj as though that soft attempered light
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diffused a corresponding -warmth through the air, which the frost

without could not chill ; for no one could feel cold beneath its genial

glow. It gave a softness and beauty to the commonest objects ; the

rude memorials of benefits received that hung around, and the poor

paintings which adorned the upper parts of the walls, had their

imperfect details concealed, and their more prominent features

brought out in a subdued tone, that made them look like master-

pieces of art
;
and countenances which bj day looked stern, by this

mild light, were gentle and engaging. But it was on the inward

feelings that its kindliest influence was shed. It seemed to kindle

in the breast a holy light like unto itself, beaming, serene and

soothing, over its disturbed affections, subduing pride and loftiness

of spirit, calming anger, engentling austerity, and smoothening the

folds of the crafty thought. It unruffled, it mildened, it melted the

soul, and fitted it for tender and gentle emotions."—Pp. 7— 11.

The meditation of Marie in affliction, kneeling before

the Sanctuary Lamp.
" She thought of the desolate home which awaited the blessed

Mother of our Lord as she descended from Calvary ; the joyless
board, the cheerless chamber, the restless couch, prepared for her
after a day of anguish and of blight. There, comparing sorrow

with sorrow, how trifling appeared her own afflictions beside Her's !

There, eyes that fall on garments sprinkled from the wine-press,
trodden that day, of God's justice ; there, ears that yet ring with

the clang of the hammer, forcing nails through the quivering flesh ;

there, a heart pierced through with a sword of grief, panting to its

core with the keenest of maternal sorrows
; there, body and soul

staggering under a weight of anguish that would have crushed a
frame of iron and a mind of adamant, but can be borne up by Her
unresisting patience. And in the thought of such an ocean of sor-

rows, how small a drop did those appear to that child of grace,
which the heavenly Father had allotted her ! And now, after each
kind%friend that has accompanied this sovereign Lady to Her hum-
ble home has departed, she sees Her left at last alone in the silence

of night, with the lamp (fed perhaps from the garden of Gethsemani,)
beaming upon Her pale countenance, on which that day has written

more of woe than years had traced before, glittering in tear after

tear, as it trickles from Her dimmed celestial eye, watching alone
beside Her, sole thing that cheers and sheds a ray of comfort through
the dreary chamber and the drearier heart. And, in her childish

thoughts, she blessed that pale and trembling light which then gave
Mary comfort

; and felt as though the little flame above her, shining
now upon Jier and upon the sacred representation of that Queen of

sorrows before her, were the faithful representative and descendant
of that which then lighted up and cheered Her sanctuary and home.
Its calm twilight thus exercised its soothing influence on the inno-
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cent child's spirit, and associated her afflictions with the holiest that

earth had ever witnessed. She felt as though she suffered in com-

pany with the noblest and blessedest among women ; and the total

darkness which had before overspread her soul, was lighted up by
a cheering ray, mild, serene, and pure, as that which tempered the

shadows of night within that sanctuary. She felt that she could

return to her desolate home, with resignation at least, after what
she had contemplated."

—Pp. 17—19.

Art. V.—Rome, Ancient and Modern, and Us Environs. By
the Very Rev. Jeremiah Donovan, D. D. 4 volumes, 8vo.

Rome: 1845.

WE rejoice in the opportunity now afforded us of intro-

ducing an old acquaintance to the British Catholic

public. We have said an old acquaintance, because we
are sure there are few Catholics in these kingdoms that
have not become acquainted with the author of the present
work through the medium of his excellent translation of
the Catechism of the Council of Trent, and fewer still who
have not admired the elegance and fidelity with which he
has transferred to another language the spirit of the origi-
nal. Necessitated by ill health to resign his professorship
in the College of Maynooth, he has been, for several years,
experiencing the advantages of a sunnier sky and balmier
climate than 4iis own ; and we find, in the volumes before

us, that these years have been neither idle nor unprofita-

ble, and that his pen has been engaged in a task worthy
of even its highest aspiration—^for what higher or nobler
theme could an author choose than

*'

Rome, Ancient and
Modem, and its Environs ?'* Rome, that for more than
two thousand years has been the seat of empire, the well-

spring of knowledge, and the centre of religion to the
earth ;

which the poet, the orator, and the historian have
made the subject of their eulogy, leaving still the subject
new ; to which, even in decay, the far-off pilgrim tunis
with a fonder and more reverential feeling than ever urged
along the Appian or Fkiminian Way any home-returning
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exile, when, after years of absence, his longing eye dis-

cerned the golden roofs of the Capitol in the distance;

and which ^but, in the enthusiasm of the theme and the

moment, we forgot that we can lay no claim to the inspira-

tion of the orator or the poet, and that an humbler duty is

that which devolves on us upon the present occasion ; we
are not to say what we ourselves, but what others have'

felt and seen, and with the calm, dispassionate perform-
ance of that duty, it is only the sober judgment and sterner

faculty of reason that have anything to do.

It is a remarkable circumstance, that the best books on

Kome, accessible to the English reader, have been written

by clergymen of the Catholic church, and both professors
in the college of Maynooth—nay, in the very same depart-
ment. We allude to Eustace, author of the

^*
Classical

Tour through Italy," and the Rev. Dr. Donovan. We
have had Tours and Travels, Letters and Correspond-
ence, issuing year after year from the press; but,
whatever may have been the pretensions of those whose
names they bore, we venture to affirm that the Classical

Tour in Italy has not lost its utility, nor been in the least

disturbed from that high rank which the approbation of the

literary world has awarded it. ^'Home, Ancient and
Modern," will, we are confident, secm-e for its author a

place near that of his gifted predecessor. However similar

may be the subjects treated by both, there is no danger of

clashing or competition, and though labouring in the same
field, and working almost on the same materials, each has
raised for himself an edifice peculiarly his own. The man
of taste and learning will linger over the pages of the

classic Eustace w4th delight; and whether he has ever

journeyed, or ever means to journey through the regions
he describes, will be pleased and benefited by the perusal ;

but the work before us will not only please on a private

perusal, but be the companion of the traveller upon his

journey. If the tourist aspires to anything better than the

gratification of a mere idle curiosity—if he purposes to turn
his visit to advantage, and enjoy the high intellectual treat

of becoming acquainted, by personal examination, with
the memorials of former greatness, and the master-pieces
of modern times, we venture to affirm that the volumes of

Dr. 'Donovan must prove valuable accessions upon his

jouniey. The opportunities enjoyed by him of a personal
and minute inspection—an intimate acquaintance with the
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language of modern Italy, as well as with the literature of

ancient times—and a residence of several years amid the

objects he describes, have abundantly fitted him for the

task he has undertaken. And we accordingly find that

minuteness of detail, and accuracy of information—that

laborious research, and pains-taking investigation, which

Occasionally, we must confess, tedious and dry in the

perusal, must be in the highest degree acceptable to him
whose good fortune it is to go about, book in hand, from
one object of interest to another, and who is determined to

leave no nook or corner unexamined and unexplored.

Something has been done in this respect by others ; but we
believe that, until the appearance of the present work, no
detailed and satisfactory account has appeared in our lan-

guage. What our author professes to do> we will permit
him to explain in his own words :

** This work consists of four parts. The first of which contains
a rapid historical sketch of the rise, progress, decline, fall, and
revival of the city from its foundation to the present day : with

notices, geological, statistical, political, and religious
—a necessary

preliminary to a clear and comprehensive delineation of ancient
and modern Rome. The second part comprises a description of the
modern city, its churches, palaces, museums, galleries, charitable

institutions, hospitals, prisons, schools, colleges, universities, and
other public establishments. The third part embraces the anti-

quities ranged for the most part in chronological order ; and the
fourth part conducts the stranger through the environs of Rome.

Among the crowds who annually visit Rome, some will be found un-

familiar with classical antiquity, and the author has therefore pre-
mised to his description of the ancient monuments, a series of

chapters on the origin, nature and use of temples, forums, basilicks,

circuses, theatres, amphitheatres, aqueducts, baths, triumphal and
monumental arches ; on the domestic architecture of the Romans,
and on their architecture in general ; on the materials used for the

purposes, on ancient sepulchres, obelisks, gardens, and roads. The
work is, moreover, enriched with sixtj-two copper-plate illustra-

tions, engraved by an eminent Roman artist, Sr. Cottofavi, with

strict attention to fidelity of design, as well as beauty of

execution."—Preface, p. 7.

It win be seen, from this brief progi'amme, what a vast
field the author has chosen for his labours, and how many
and various are the subjects, treated of in the pages
that are open before us. We wish to give some extracts,
but know not where to begin. There are descriptions of
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St. Peter's and St. Paurs, St. John Lateran's, and St.

Mary Major's ; bnt these are not new to our readers, and
we know that the following will prove more interesting and
attractive. It is a description of the Etruscan Museum,
founded by the present pontiff.

"This museum, which rivals the Egyptian, Is altogether the crea-

tion of the reigning pontiff, Gregory XVI. having been completed
under his auspices in 1837. The locality which it occupies, con-

sisting altogether often rooms, not including passages, had been part
of the residence of the Cardinal Librarian, in the Belvidere palace,
and exists from the time of Innocent VIII. The principal part of its

treasures come from the necropolis of Vulci Tarquiniaand other Etrus-

can cities in the neighbourhood of CivitaVecchia, and none of more
than a day's journey from Rome. The excavations of which they are

the fruit, are conducted as matter of private speculation, and the only
restrictions imposed, are, that the Papal Government should have
the first choice of purchase ;

and may also forbid the sale of articles

out of Italy. The excavations are in the hands of a Hq^t dealers,
such as Capranesi, Campanari, Fossati, Basseggio, or of eminent

collectors, such as the Cav. Campana and Prince Canino. AVithin

the last twenty years ancient Etruria, which includes that tract of

country between the Tiber and the Armenita, now the Fiora, has

attracted the attention of the learned and curious of every civilized

country. The materials on which learned industry has to exert

itself are still on the increase ;
and the present pope, who first con-

ceived the idea of collecting together in one locality, these precious
remains of antiquity and art, found within his dominions, is entitled

to the gratitude of every admirer of antiquity. Active and vigilant
in his high and holy station, in presiding over the councils of the

Catholic world, he has devoted, and still devotes, many of his inter-

vals of leisure to his favourite museum, and he merits no ordinary

eulogy for the zeal, taste, and liberality evinced in the selection,

distribution, and allocation of these records of the ancient world.

They consist of various articles in gold, silver, bronze, ivory, bone,
in painting, sculpture, and architecture, and constitute so many
connecting links between the monuments of Egypt, Greece, and
Rome, bearing unequivocal testimony to the civilization and refine-

ment of a people who flourished centuries before the foundation of

the city of Romulus. The habitations of the living disappeared
under the destroying influence of time, devastation, and barbarism,
but those of the dead remained intact, and from them has issued

a solemn voice Inviting us to turn for a moment from the works of

the Republic and the Empire, and contemplate in these precious
remains the palpable proofs of the primitive civilization of Italy
before the Romans. A new light has thus risen to dissipate the

darkness of centuries, and to enable the antiquary of a future day
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to place ill a clear point of view tlio condition of ancient Italy and
the primitive history of her people. But it is time to introduce tho
reader to the monuments themselves. On entering the vestibule we
meet on the right a sarcophagus, in terra cotta, of a female whose

figure is seen recumbent on the lid with her head veiled, and a
crown in her left hand, on one finger of which is a ring ; on the lid

of the opposite one reposes a young man with a crown of flowers

hanging from his neck, one of laurel on his head, and a ring on one
of the fingers of his left hand. On the sarcophagus opposite the

entrance reposes another female figure, richly decorated with neck-

lace, bracelets, armlets, rings, earrings, and a crown. At the sides

of this third sarcophagus are two horses' heads also in terra cotta,

found over the entrance of a tomb in Vulci, and around the walls

are various profiles, some extremely well executed. The next
room is a sort of oblong passage, in which are urns of terra cotta

and alabaster of Volterra, together with various heads ranged on
the shelves. The first urn to the right on entering is decorated
with the relief of a man on horseback on his last journey to the

city of the dead ; and on the lid of the opposite one is a female
dressed and veiled, on a rich couch, with a fan in her hand. The
relief on the second urn to the left represents Helen embarking in

a Greek vessel, an emblem of the voyage of life ; and on the opposite
one is an unknown combat."

We find that it would be too lon^ to go the round of the

ten rooms similarly ornamented. Many of their contents
were noticed in a former number of this Review; and
therefore, we have the less difficulty in passing over them
on the present occasion. We find that one of the apart-
ments has been judiciously and appropriately fitted up in

the form of an Etruscan tomb. The followin;^ sketch of

the history and present condition of the Vatican Library
will not prove uninteresting.

** A collection of works is supposed to have existed in the Latoran

palace from the establishment of Christianity under Constantino,
and to have been transferred thence to form the nucleus of the

Vatican Library. It was enriched by pope Zozimus in 742, with

numerous Greek and Latin manuscripts, and it received a still

greater accession of MSS. in 1453, brought by the fugitive Chris-

tians from Constantinople after the fall of the Eastern Empire,
which occurred in the pontificate of Nicholas V. who not only pur-
chased the spoils of the imperial library of the Eastern capital, but

also sent agents to Greece to collect manuscripts ; Rome had
become the nursery and asylum of Greek literature since the four-

teenth century. Nicholas V. also collected tho manuscripts of the

masters of antiquity from tho monasteries of Germany and Britain;
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and whenever the original could not be removed, a faithful copy
was transcribed and transmitted to the Vatican Library, insomuch
that in a reign of eight years, his industry formed a library of 5000
volumes, The zeal of Sixtus IV. in augmenting the library is cele-

brated by Ariosto and also by Platina, who was appointed librarian

about 1480, and his example was followed by Leo X. Paul IV. Pius

IV. Pius V. and Gregory XIII. A new apartment having become

necessary to receive the increased and increasing treasures, Sixtus

V. in 1588, employed Fontana to cut in two the court of Bramante,
called the Belvidere, by a new range of building, which he enriched

with many new works. In the pontificate of Clement VIII. in 1600,
it acquired the important collection of the famous Fulvius Ursinus,
followed by the valuable collections of the Benedictine monastery
of BobbiO; composed chiefly of Palimpsests. The library then
contained 11,160 MSS. of which 8942 were Latin, 2158 Greek.
Paul V. transferred to it the printing-office erected by Paul
IV. under Paulus Manutius. The Palatine Library captured at

Heidelberg by Tilly, and presented to Gregory XV. in 1621, was the

next accession. It contained 2415 MSS. of which 1984 were Latin,
and 431 Greek. Alexander VII. in 1626, added to it the library of

Urbino, founded by Duke Federigo, whose passion for books was so

great that at the taking of Volterra in 1472, he reserved nothing
but a Hebrew Bible as his own share of the spoil. This collec-

tion, which was purchased from the authorities of Urbino, enriched
the Vatican with 1165 Greek, and 1704 Latin MSS. In 1690 the

Bibliotheca Alexandrina, the collection of Queen Christina of

Sweden, passed into the library in the pontificate of Alexander VIII.

comprehending all the treasure taken by her father Gustavus Adol-

phus at Prague, Wurtzburg, and Breman, and amounting to 2337
MSS. of which 2092 were Latin, and 245 Greek. Clement XL in

the beginning of the last century presented fifty-five Greek MSS. to

the library, collected by his order in Egypt and Syria, when he
sent Abraham Massad, Andrew Scandar, and the famous Assemani,
to purchase at any price. Paul V. added the left, and Clement XL
the right wing. Benedict XIV. in 1746 added to it the splendid

library of the Ottoboni family, containing 3386 Latin, and 470
Greek MSS., and about the same time the Marquis Capponi
bequeathed to it his valuable collection of 283 MSS. Pius VII.

purchased the library of Card. Zelada from his heirs, containing
100 MSS. Leo XII. purchased the works of antiquity and art

that had belonged to Count Cicognara, and Gregory XVI. added
to it the apartment Borgia, consisting of ten spacious rooms for

printed books alone. The last accession of importance was that of

162 Greek MSS. from the convent of St. Basil at Grotta Ferrata.
At the peace of 1815, on the application of the late King of Prussia,

many of the Heidelberg MSS. were restored by Pius VII. By the
8th article of the suspension of hostilities concluded at Bologna
Vith the French in 1796, it was stipulated that Pius VI. should cede
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500 Vatican MSS. to be chosen at will, the greater part of which
have been since restored. At present the Vatican library contains

3686 Greek, 18,108 Latin, 726 Hebrew, 787 Arabic, 65 Persian,
64 Turkish, 459 Sjriac, 75 Ethiopian, 18 Sclavonic, 22 Indian,
10 Chinese, 80 Coptic, 13 Armenian, and 2 Georgian MSS. amount-

ing in all to 24,111, the finest collection in the world
; which, with

25,000 duplicates, and 100,000 printed volumes, make a total of

149,494. The office of librarian is one of the highest in the Roman
court, and is always occupied by a cardinal, subordinate to whom
are two sub-librarians and nine secretaries, who are employed in

transcribing and publishing accredited MSS. at the library printing

press. One of the last sub-librarians was the famous Polyglot Mon-

signor, now Cardinal Mezzofanti, who converses fluently in fifty

languages, and whom Lord Byron would have interpreter at the

tower of Babel."—Vol. ii. page 488.

There are few objects more strange to a visitor in Rome
than the obelisks which adorn so many of its public places.
The number that were originally brought from Egypt, it is

now impossible to determine; but there are, at the present
moment, twelve more or less perfect, standing within the

walls of the modern city. Some of these have been found
buried in the earth, and have been erected as mere orna-

ments, for which their light and tapering form and great

height render them admirably adapted. But the myste-
rious inscriptions, carved upon their sides by the artists of

the Nile, long bade defiance to the scrutiny of the learned,
and seemed likely to baffle for ever the most persevering
efforts of his intelligence. But the dark veil, w^hich had so

long shrouded their meaning, has given way at last, and
the sacred characters of the Pharaohs are no longer a
secret to the world.

**

Zoega," says Dr. Donovan,
*' in his celebrated work * de Origine

et usu Obeliscorum,' has left us an historical account of the Roman
obelisks, without, however, having attempted any interpretation of

their hieroglyphics. This very laborious task was undertaken by
Champollion, who was furnished with engravings of them executed

by order of Leo XII. but his death in 1832 prevented the execution

of the work, which it appeared he had not even commenced. His

friend, the Cav. Rosellini of Pisa, was next requested to undertake
the task, but being busily engaged in the publication of his work
on Egypt and Nubia, he wrote to Father Ungarelli* of the congre-

gation of Barnabites, requesting him to interpret the hieroglyphics,

* We regret to sa}' that this learned ecclesiastic departed this life in Rome, in

the Autumn of the present year.
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and promising to add explanatory notes. Father Ungarelli had
studied under Champolion and Rosellini, but his modesty declined

the undertaking until his reluctance was overcome by the impor-

tunity of Cardinal Lambruschini, formerly of the same congregation,
and now secretary of state to his Holiness. He accomplislied the

arduous labour in the short space of two years and a half, adding
the interpretation of those of Beneventum and Urbino, together with

his own notes and those of Rosellini, all of which he published in

Rome in 1842, under the title of '

Interpretatio obeliscorum urbis,'

The inscriptions begin at the summit, are read from right to left,

and consist for the most part of pompous and iterated eulogies of

the gods and kings of Egypt, to whom they relate, announced in all

the turgidity of Eastern hyperbole. To gratify the curiosity, with-

out perhaps fatiguing the patience of the reader, we shall confine

ourselves to the translation of the hieroglyphics of the one before

us, (the Lateran obelisk,) referring for the others to the learned

work of Father Ungarelli already mentioned, which contains the

hieroglyphics themselves, and their version by him into the demotic
idiom of Egypt and into the Latin language. The sun most potent

governing the universe, joyous in his kingdom like the sun in

heaven. Horus resplendent, distributing dominations, whose vigi-
lance reacheth from south to north. Thutaies (IV.) well deserving
of Egypt, the aggrandizer of Thebes, who is called the sun, conso-

lidating the world, grateful for having been made the giver of life,

dedicated a structure which is to last for ever, an excellent obelisk,

mounting to the heaves, a shrine to the honour of Ammon-the-sun,
his father who ruleth both Egypts. Horus the first-born, the friend

of the sun, ruling in the southern land, who governeth both Egypts
with the sway of justice, dear to all ; Horus resplendent, the sun

consolidating the world called Mseris, who by his counsel defendeth
the edifices of the city of Ammon."

We fear very much that our readers would lose all confi-

dence in us, if we were to inflict on them the five long pages
of the translation. These few sentences will give an idea
of the style. As for the historical matter, the less we say
about that the better. Something more attractive to our
Irish readers than even the glories of the

^'

resplendent
Horus," will be the following description of our own
Franciscan convent of St. Isidore.

*' The Irish college of St. Isidore stands on the southern skirt of
the Pincian, adjoining the church of the same name, and was
erected in the seventeenth century by some Spanish Franciscans as
an hospitium for their discalced fellow-countrymen. On their
removal to Araceli it was enlarged and converted into a college for
the education of Irish Franciscan Observants, by the celebrated
Luke Wadding, 0. S. F. its first guardian, with the munificent aid.
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and with the fostering patronage of Cardinal Ludovi si. On occasion
of the French military occupation of 1789, the edifice shared tlio

fate of the other British establishments in Rome, and was pur-
chased by Prince Piombino, who rented it to numerous lodgers,

among whom was a member of the former community, the Rev.
James M'Cormick, who continued to serve the adjoining church,
and thus retained partial possession of the establishment until the

expulsion of the French and restoration of Pius VII. in whose pon-
tificate it was recovered by its rightful owners, not however without
a tedious and expensive lawsuit, with the greedy and sordid specu-
lator, from whose iron grasp it was wrung. The college is capable
of accommodating sixty students, but the community seldom ex-

ceeds half that number. The body of the edifice consists of an
outer and an inner cloister separated by the sacristy. The spacious
inner cloister, which is by far the larger, was erected by Wadding,
who also added a second story to the outer one, and the college has

annexed to it an extensive vegetable garden. The walls of the

inner cloister are covered with frescoes, executed by Emanuel da

Como, a lay brother of the order. On the ground floor are the

refectory, kitchen, dispensary, and class hall. The refectory is a

spacious hall, the walls of which are covered with frescoes, in com-

partments divided by Ionic columns, and presenting views of Tivoli

and Vesuvius, executed at the expense of Viscount Fitzwilliam,
when on a visit to Rome. The hall of theology is a noble apartment
thirty-eight feet long by eighteen in breadth. Its walls are covered

with frescoes, some of which are of great merit, and all of consi-

derable interest as regards the early history of the college. The

large fresco on the end wall to the right on entering, represents
Fathers Wadding, Ponce, Hickey, and Harold, engaged in perusing
the great work of the annals. This fresco is admirable for draw-

ing and execution, the heads being of a very high degree of merit,
full of life, spirit, and truth, and was copied by order of the late

Lord Arundel. The first portrait to the left is that of Thomas

Fleming, archbishop of Dublin, of the familj^ of the barons of Slane.

He obtained from Urban VIII. a brief permitting Irish students to

be ordained ' titulo missionis,' and died during the usurpation of

Cromwell. The next portrait is that of Florence Conry, arch-

bishop of Tuam, who founded the Irish Franciscan convent at

Louvain, to which his remains were removed, after his death at

Madrid in 1G29. The third is that of Hugh M'Savill, archbishop
of Armagh ; he died in 1626. The next is Maurice de Porter or

Fiheli, a native of Cork, archbishop of Tuam, who died in 1516.

The fifth is Saint Bonadventure. The sixth Duns Scotus, who is

represented as uttering his famous proof of the immaculate concep-
tion,

*

Decuit, Potuit, ergo Fecit.' The seventh is Luke Wadding.
The eighth is that of Anthony Hickey, a native of the county Clare,

and first lecturer on divinity in the college, where he died, and was

interred in 1641. The eighth is that of John Colgan, author of
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the * Acta Sanctorum.' The ninth of Francis Porter, born in

Meath in 1640, for many years Guardian and Lecturer of St.

Isidore's, and the last of John Ponce, a native of Cork, Guardian
of St. Isidore's, and Rector of the Irish Secular College in Rome.*
On the second floor are the rooms of the inmates. On the third

floor are the library, containing about 10,000 volumes, and the

archivium rich in numerous interesting manuscripts relating to

the civil and ecclesiastical history of Ireland, in Latin, English,
and Irish. The Irish MSS. are The Annals of the Four Masters;
The Genealogies of the Kings, with the pedigrees of the Irisli

Saints, and the Irish Calendar, as compiled by Michael O'Cleary in

the monastery of Athlone in 1644; The Martyrology of iEngus ;

The Life of Columbkill, on vellum, translated by Henry O'Neil,

chief of the name, who died in 1489 ; The Flight of O'Neil, Earl of

Tyrone, after the Rebellion of Sir Cahir O'Dogherty in 1607, a

rare document, and the Lives of the Saints, from which Colgan pub-
lished. It is to be regretted that these valuable MSS. which now
lie mouldering in the obscurity of a foreign land, are not in the pos-
session of the Royal Irish Academy, whose talented and patriotic
members would no doubt render them available in illustrating the

ancient annals, and augmenting the literary treasures of Ireland."—
Vol. iii. page 972.

Notwithstanding the worth of the author, and our

respect for the Royal Irish Academy, we should much pre-
fer seeing the literary treasures of Saint Isidore's trans-

ferred to the library of the College of Maynooth, which
would be, in our opinion, a more fitting depositoiy than

any other institution. We think that a little exertion on
the part of the prelates, and application to the proper
quarters, would secure this and many other similar
treasures to the clergy of their own countiy. We know
that there are, within the walls of their college, several
who would both appreciate, and turn to the good use of the

pubjic, the documents that are now mouldering on the

shelves of many a library and convent on the continent.^
Rome has confessedly the proud pre-eminence of being

the seat and mistress of the arts. And the Catholic world

recognises in her the abode of that spiritual power and
authority, which, independent of the splendour of those
material edifices in which its ministrations are carried on,
will endure till time itself shall be no more. But it

is cheering to the Catholic heart to find that Rome is also

* These have been all the authors of several works, a list of which is given in
Dr. Donovan's book, but it is too long for quotation.

VOL. XX.—NO. XXXIX. 9
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the great model and example of Christian charity : and a

charity that not only provides for the bodily requirements
of the needy and the sufferer, but, Uke its Divine Master,
leaves no part of the work undone, and extends its kind
and comprehensive benevolence to the maladies of the
soul. What can be better proof of this than the Hospital
of St. Michael ?

** It comprises eight courts, and consists of four grand divisions,

composed of old men, old women, boys and girls, besides which
there is a house of correction for dissolute females, and a prison for

female delinquents, together with gratuitous schools for the mecha-
nical and liberal arts. It admits foundlings, orphans, friendless

children, decayed tradesmen, time-worn servants, and the aged of

all descriptions not labouring under infectious disease ; supplying
them with every aid, spiritual and corporal. The children of both
sexes are admitted about the age of ten. The young men having
learnt some art, are dismissed about the age of twenty, with a com-

plete suit of clothes, and a sum of money sufficient to purchase the

implements of their trade and profession. The young women are

kept until provided for, by getting married or entering a con-

vent, and are entitled to a dowry of a 100 crowns, or 200 crowns
if they enter religion, sums supplied principally by the Confrater-

nity of the Annunciation. The diet of the old men, and of the old

and young women, consists of 18 oz. of excellent bread per day, a

minestra, 4 oz. of meat, a foglietta of good wine, and for supper
another minestra,* or a salad, one dish, besides fruit occasionally.

Something particular on festivals, and an additional half foglietta of

good wine. The diet of the boys is the same, except that the

grown boys receive four additional ounces of bread daily. The food,
on days of abstinence is different, but not less in quantity, nor infe-

rior in quality. The aged dress in woollens in winter, in linens in

summer. The boys and girls wear a uniform whenever they go
outside the walls of the establishment. Within the girls dress as

they please : the boys wear a sort of comfortable undress. The

temporal and spiritual government of the establishment is under
the superintendence of a Cardinal Protector, who is perpetual
visitor. The old men are under the inspection of a priest denomi-

nated prior, who gives them permission to leave the hospital occa-

sionally, sees that they observe the discipline of the house, attend

their religious duties, &c. The old women are governed by their

* The author supposes all his readers to know what minestra and fopflietta and
many other terms tliroughout his book mean as well jis he does himself. We
•would recommend him to translate them in the next edition for his less informed
and less travelled acquaintance. The minestra is a thick substantial soup of rice,

maccaroni, bread or vegetables. The foglietia is very nearly equivalent to an
English pint.
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prioress, a sub-prioress and their assistants ; and the bojs under a

rector. The spiritual concerns of the establishment are in the

hands of the parish priest and curate of St. Michael, for Leo XII.

in 1824, converted the hospital into a parish. Two additional

priests aid in hearing the confessions of the bojs, two of the girls,

and one of the aged women. Besides the common church in

which all meet on Sundays and holidays, each of the four commu-
nities has its separate chapel and chaplain, and all hear mass daily,

perform a spiritual retreat in Lent, and various religious duties

suited to their respective ages and circumstances. The annual

revenues of this vast institution, which comprises within its walls

nearly 1,000 individuals— that is, 120 old men, more than 120 aged
females, 250 poor boys, and 200 poor girls, with officers, &c.—do

not exceed 50,000 crowns, of which 21,000 are supplied from the

Pope's Exchequer, the remainder for the most part from the

industry of the inmates. An exhibition of objects of art and

industry takes place annually on the 29th of September, the feast

of St. Michael, when the pope sometimes honours the establishment

with a visit."—Vol. iii. page 878.

The following will show the estimation in which one

great duty of the Christian ministry is held, and the zeal

with which it is discharged :

"The Archconfraternity of the Christian Doctrine, founded in

1567, has chiefly for object the instruction of youth in their chris-

tian duties. Boys appointed for the purpose, walk the streets with

a cross and a bell, inviting the youth of their respective parishes
to catechism in the parish church, in which they assemble every

Sunday at two o'clock. The girls are placed at one side and the

boys at another, and divided into their respective classes. They
are instructed either by the clergy attached to the church, or

by pious persons who voluntarily undertake this important employ-
ment, while the parish priest goes from class to class examining
sometimes one sometimes another, and closes the whole at four

o'clock with a catechetical discourse. At the grand catechetical

concursus, which takes place annually on the second Sunday after

Easter, about 400 boys, previously chosen and not above fourteen

years old, assemble in the church of S. Maria del Pianto, in the
tribune of which they are arranged into two contending files, sepa-
rated by the deputies of the Archconfraternity, who attend as

judges, while the body of the church is crowded with persons of all

classes, principally the parents and relatives of the little cham-
pions. The text book is Bellarmine's catechism, composed by
order of Clement VIII. The boy at the head of one file commences
the attack on the opposite boy, who having promptly answered,
becomes an interrogator in turn, directing his interrogatory against
the second boy on the opposite file; the disputation thus con-
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tinues through the rival ranks; those who hesitate, give a wrong
answer, or ask a question already proposed, being placed

* hors de
combat' until the contending ranks are reduced to seven. Of
these, the first who fails is declared ensign, the second captain, the
four next princes, and the conquering hero is proclaimed emperor,
invested with a silver cross, conveyed home in a cardinal's carriage,

displaying the imperial banner, and accompanied by his little court
amid military honours and the acclamations of his friends. Next

day the little emperor is conducted in state by deputies from the

Confraternity to the Pope, and several dignified personages, by
whom he is congratulated and complimented with presents."—
Vol. iii. page 905.

Having given passages describing the charitable solici-

tude of the Roman government and people for the wants,
spiritual and temporal, of both old and young, we cannot
refrain from one more extract appertaining to this subject.
It is one exhibiting the care which religion can have for

even the darkest phases of social life, and how it can take
even the outcast felon under its protecting wings, and sus-

tain him with its consoling influence.

" The Archiconfraternita di S. Giovanni Decollate was instituted
in 1488, by some charitable Florentines, and is attached to the
church from which it takes its name. Having been established by
Florentines, its members still continue to be natives of Tuscany, or

their descendants to the third generation inclusively. The mem-
bers make it their duty to visit condemned criminals, prepare them
for death, accompany them to execution, and give them Christian
burial within their own cemetery. They also extend their chari-

table attention to the widows and children of these unliappy beings.
On the day before the execution, notices thereof are affixed to dif-

ferent parts of the city, inviting the faithful to pray for the happy
death of the wretched criminal. In the course of the night the
members invited, who amount to five or six, including the chaplain
and another priest, assemble in the church of the Florentines,
which is not far distant from the Carceri Nuove, and from which
after having recited in common some appropriate prayers, they
proceed two by two in silence to the prison. Having entered the
room called the *

Conforteria,' they vest in sackcloth, gird their

loins with a cincture, and distribute among them their different

duties ;
two assuming the office of comforters, one of sacristan, and

another of secretary, who notes down every occurrence from the
moment of the fatal announcement to the prisoner, to that of his

execution—minutes that are deposited in the archives of the con-

fraternity. At midnight the gaolers visit the cell of the con-

demned, whom they conduct handcuffed to the chapel of the * Con-

forteria,' at the entrance to which the notary intimates to Iiim the
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sentence of death. Having entered the chapel, he is embraced by
the two comforting brethren, who begin to administer to him
all the consolation which religion and charitj suggest at that awful

moment—a work of mercy in which they are aided by the other

brethren. Having made his confession to a confessor of his own
choice, he may next make his will and receive the Holy Com-
munion by way of Viaticum. The brethren also confess, and com-
municate at one of the masses which commence two hours after

midnight. Should the condemned criminal evince sentiments

of irreligion or impenitence, no effort is spared to bring him to

a sense of his fatuity, and accomplish in his heart the triumph of

grace. Meanwhile other members of the Archconfraternity assem-
ble in their church, whence after having heard mass, they issue

processionally, preceded by a large crucifix covered with a black

veil, and borne by one of the brethren between two others bearing
yellow wax candles. On their arrival at the prison, the criminal

ascends the cart attended by two comforters, who continue to pour
into his ears and heart, words of spiritual consolation, as they

slowly move along, in mournful procession to the place of execu-

tion, preceded by the members. Arrived in view of the scaffold,

the criminal is conducted into a chamber lined with black, where
he may again have recourse to confession, and on the arrival of the

fatal hour, the executioner having veiled his eyes, he proceeds, sup-

ported by two brethren, to the place of execution, ascends the scaf-

fold in prayer, when the fatal blade of the guillotine descends
on his bare outstretched neck, severing the head from the trunk,
and closing his earthly career. His mortal remains are borne
with decent ceremony by the brethren to their church, from which
after the accustomed prayers, they are conveyed to the place of

sepulture. The brethren close the melancholy scene by imploring
the divine pardon for whatever faults they have committed in

the discharge of their painful duties of mercy. The Archconfrater-

nity has annual revenues to the amount of 1,000 crowns, from
which they provide for the service of their church, and it is the

only Sodality in Rome that still enjoys the privilege of releasing
from sentence of death and restoring to liberty in any of the prisons
of Rome, one criminal annually."

—Vol. iii. page 929.

As some compensation for the gloomy character of our
last extract, we give a description of an Italian modern
Improvisatrice.

** Rosa Taddei, who has been the most distinguished Impro-
visatrice in Italy during nearly the last thirty years, is a married

woman, the daughter of a comedian, now about her forty-fifth year,
of graceful person, and natural ease and elegance of manner, with
a countenance not handsome but full of expression, intelligence,
and sensibility. She is evidently endowed with great natural
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talents, and is very well acquainted with the Latin language and
with the history and literature of her own country. When about
to pour out extempore strains, various subjects are proposed indis-

criminately by some of those assembled in the hall, written down
and thrown into a vase, which is well shaken ; and the billets

accidentally drawn become the successive themes of poetic impro-
visations. After a moment's pause, as if to catch inspiration, she
chooses a simple but marked measure, suited to the rhythm in

which she is about to compose—which is played on the piano-forte j
by another person; and the cadence and strong intonation ini
which she recites is nearly singing ; the music serving not only to

conceal any irregularity in the verse but also to kindle and sustain

feeling. She moreover is called on to compose in rime ohligato, the

rhymes and measures as well as subjects being assigned her; and
in verso ohligato, that is, a distich taken from any poet is assigned
her, which she introduces at the end of every eight-line stanza.

The genius of the Italian language, it is true, affords considerable

facility to versification ; but it is almost impossible that a poem
composed after a moment's pause, on any given subject, before

an expecting audience, and so encumbered with the fetters of

"hythm and measure, should rise to excellence ; yet Rosa Taddei
never fails to pour out for hours, without the slightest hesitation,
floods of unpremeditated verse; and the trains of thought and

feeling, the images and the allusions, which she conjures up in

a moment, are truly astonishing. Her improviso strains are not
without passages that would do honour to a composition delibe-

rately finished in the closet, and justly draw forth loud and con-

tinued applause."
—Vol. iii. page 990.

Rosa Taddei Is a distinguished member of the Arcadian

Academy in Rome—^an academy which has for its object
the cultivation of polite hterature in the Latin and Italian

languages, and as such has obtained a place in the pages
of the present work.

It will be seen that our extracts refer principally to what

maybe considered the minor objects of interest in the eter-

nal city. The great objects of attraction to the classical

scholar or the Christian visitor, we have passed almost

entirely unnoticed—partly because their great and leading
features are already known, and partly because the length-
ened and minute description of the author would far exceed
the space at our disposal. Independently of the countless

objects of interest within the walls, there is much in the

environs to engage the attention, and repay the curiosity
of the tourist. We have perused the author's account
with pleasure, and we hope also with some profit. Our
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last quotation will form a fitting termination of our hasty
and imperfect notice, and also afford a specimen of the

more elaborate portions of the work. The author has been

conducting his readers on an imaginary walk over the

Palatine.

*• On the Palatine the kings of Rome, the heroes, the patriots,

philosophers, orators of the Uepublic, and the imperial tyrants,

successively dwelt and passed away ; and the Palatine has thus

been truly the throne and grave of Roman dominion. On it

Romulus founded Rome, and a Romulus, strange coincidence, the

last of the Roman emperors, consolidated by his fall, the reign
of barbarian power in Italy. On it the empire had its birth thirty-
one years before Christ, and on it the empire expired AD. 476.

That empire was founded by Augustus, it fell under Augustulus,
dashed by its own unwieldly weight into a thousand fragments, and
we have been contemplating the dismembered skeleton of its fallen

grandeur. As we ranged over the various ruins of all ages that

cover this ancient hill, we endeavoured to penetrate the obscurity
of time, and catch a glimpse of what has fled for ever, peopling
it with those by whom it was once inhabited in its splendour, many
of whom have been associated in our minds from childhood with

dignity, wisdom, valour, and virtue
;
whose spirit seems to hover

round the mouldering ruins of their ancient homes, and give to the

scene the undying interest with which we regard it. In our endea-
vour to pass in review the successive generations of edifices which
stood on it, from the thatched cottage of Romulus, to the crumbling
erections of the papal Casino, we found not a spot that had not its

great names and its classic remembrances, and that has not been
immortalized by the authentic records of history or the classic

strains of poetry. Its temples, therma), libraries, porticos, and

palaces, with their marble and mosaic floors, painted walls, gilded

ceilings, costly furniture, their pictorial and «tatuary master-pieces,
once the glory of Rome and the admiration of the world, are now
little more than heaps of ruins scattered and shapeless ; and more
desolate than when Evander crossed it, is now the theatre of all

that was once renowned, mighty, and magnificent. One solitary

villa, one lonely convent, and the humble abode of the labourer of

the vineyard, are seen to rise on its 'marble wilderness,' and to the

noise and bustle of the imperial court, the residence of the great
and gay, has succeeded almost the silence of the grave, seldom

broken, save by some congenial melancholy sound by the slow

water-drop trickling through the decayed ceiling, the wind whistling

through its gaping fissures, or sighing through its ruined arches,
broken recesses, and crumbling halls, the bird of night bursting
through the thick ivy that mantles the nakedness of its mouldering
walls, or sending out its shrill long cry from out the Ctesar's
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palace, by the howl of the watch-dog, the toll of the convent bell

of St. Bonaventure, as it summons the pious inmates to their daily
duties of prayer and meditation, or awakens them to their midnight
orisons, or perchance by the solemn psalmody of praise raised

to God by the unseen inhabitants of the cloister Little did
* the mighty,' the proud masters of the world, imagine that natives

of the obscure and barbarous isles of the West, the Britannus
Catenatus

Britannus ut descenderat
Sacra Catenatus via,

when Britain had become the seat of civilization, should one day
freely fix their abodes in, or become the annalists or the *

Pilgrim'
of the ruins of the imperial palace, when their empire, their laws,
their language, and their gods had vanished from the earth. What
a lesson to nations as well as to individuals !

* Erudimini qui

judicatis terram.' When we reflect on the vicissitudes of this

ancient and venerable hill,

Ecce Palatino crevit remrentia monti
Tot circum delubra videt, tantisque deorum

Cingitur excubiis,

when we glance back at the countless generations which since its

historic sera have gone down to the dust, whom oblivion has now
made her own, when we contemplate the dark masses of ruin that

cover it, their fallen grandeur, vast extent, the magnificence they
once displayed and the desolation they now exhibit, blended occa-

sionally with the melancholy beauty of the cypress, and above all,

when we consider, that like their palaces, their lords, once too the

lords of a subject world, are now no more, we pause to meditate on
the transiency of all that is human here below. Even as we
wander among the ruined monuments of imperial pride, power,
and vanity, and ambition, the silent march of time is advancing

upon us, and broken and ruined as are these imperial halls, if their

final doom be not accelerated by some convulsion of nature, they
are destined to survive us, and generations yet to come, who, like

us, may visit them and pass into oblivion."—Vol. iv. page 287.

We like not to find our author, even amid the ruins of
the Palatine, abandoning his hope of literary immortality,
and contemplating the possibility of passing away into
oblivion ; but if the party specially interested in the matter
is reconciled to his fate, it is not our duty to complain.
But, though he ma;^ not outlive the monuments or the
institutions he so minutely and diligently describes, his

work is likely, for years to come, to accompany the visitor

of the seven hills, and render his jouniey one of pleasure
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aiid instruction. We would, however, take the liberty of

suggesting that the next edition be reduced to somewhat
reasonable dimensions. It may happen that, in the hot

days of a Roman summer, and by even the most deter-

mined and devoted tourist, four large octavo volumes, of

nearly a thousand pages each, may, however interesting,
be found occasionally an incumbrance. There is also, in

some parts, a grandiloquence of phraseology that provokes
a smile, and interferes not a little with that reverential

awe which
*'
the lone mother of dead empires" should

inspire. Some of the remarks, too, in the chapter on
Geology would require revision, particularly on the subject
of internal heat. It is a perilous subject for any but a

practised hand to touch ; and he who ventures, without
much previous study and reflection, to approach it, exposes
himself to the danger (if we be allowed the phrase) of

burning at least his fingers. With these few words of

friendly suggestion, uttered in no spirit of carping or acri-

monious criticism, but in the conviction that to an author
of Dr. Donovan's admitted taste and discernment to notice
an error is to ensure its correction, and hoping shortly to

see in his forthcoming work on Pompeii another proof of
his industry and erudition, we take our leave of

*' Rome
and its Environs."

Art. VI.— 1. Histoire des Sectes Religieuses; par M. Gregoire,
Ev^que de Blois. Paris : 1828.

2.—Histoire du Rationalisme en Allemagne, depuis son origine

jtisqu^ a nos jours; par Amand Saintes. Paris: 1841.

3.—Notes on the Catholic Episcopate^ with some account of the

Development of the Modern Religious Systems, By Thomas
William Marshall. London: 1844.

4.—Review of the latest Events and Present State of the Church
of Christ. By C. F. af. Wingard, D. D. Archbishop of

Upsal. London : 1845.

NO one who is familiar, in ever so slight a degree, with
the writings which issued in such exuberant profusion

from the Protestant divines of the sixteenth century, would
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hesitate a moment in assigning to them their proper anc

pecuUar characteristic, or in mdigating the prominent anc

distinguishing features which denote their origin from i

common stock. With whatever variety of form and shape
they were all evidently and indisputably of one family. Ir

spite of innumerable, and often fundamental discrepancies
there was one uniform tone, one unvarying note and hue
which was common to them all, and which we are stil

able to recognise at the first glance. All concurred in tht

assertion, that whatever religion was true, the Catholic

was undeniably false. All agreed that whatever else was

right, Rome at least was obstinately and irreclaimabl^>

wrong. All professed to follow the immediate direction oj

the Divine Spirit, and to co-operate with His designs. AI
exalted the movement, which, upon their own hypothesis,

they not unsuitably styled the ''Reformation,'' as His

peculiar work—as a kind of new revelation—a most con-

spicuous and consoling token of His beneficent inter-

ference for the welfare of mankind, and of His gracious

purpose to restore that pure and apostolic Faith, which,
as they deemed, had been so long and so grievousl}'

decayed.
It is not necessary that we should multiply illustrations

in evidence of the prevailing tone, and ethical temper,
which we have assigned to the writings in question. They
are at hand, if need be, for examination. And even if it

were not so, it would be enough to refer to those more
recent productions, down to the present day, which
are at once their most exact and faithful counterpart,
and in which their every feature is still preserved and per-

petuated.
And it must be confessed, we think, that this theory

of the first
"
Reformers," if we may call it by that name,

was precisely such as the crisis which gave birth to it

demanded. It was only by thus taking for granted all

which it implies or supposes, that the Protestants could

hope to defend the new and singular position which they
had assumed in relation to the rest of Christendom. Any
limitation of their theory— any

^
suppression, howevcn*

inconsiderable, of the charges which it involved—would
have been fatal to its success. Concessions, however

trifling, were impossible. The utter apostacy of the whole

Church, this was the least which they could safely assert.

Partial conniptions
—questionable tenets or disedifying cus-
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toms—relaxed discipline or perverted morals—these, it is

evident, would riot have sufficed to justify so tremendous a

disruption. For all such' cases, such possible modifications

of His original institution, the New Law of our Saviour
Christ had provided by anticipation. Men were not per-

mitted, they were expressly prohibited, upon such grounds to

withdraw their allegiance from His Church."'^* And this the

Protestant leaders themselves were forward to assert.
" Such matters,'' says M. Claude, one of the most eloquent
advocates of the Reformation, ''could not have determined
our separation.

" Les articles qui nous separent,'' he adds,
**
sont des points qui selon nous trouhlent essentiellement

la Foi...eiwin mot, cesoiit des points que nous croyons
entierement incompatihles avec le salut.''\ It was, we
see, a question of salvation. The religion of Rome was
**
a superstition," "an idolatry,'' "an apostacy ;" and

there was no need of refinements or dialectic subtlety to

justify its rejection. It was self-condemned. The niodei^n

theory" of independent national or provincial churches, each

possessing inherent vitalit^^ and each comprehending
within its own narrow limits the full proportions of the
indivisible body of Christ, and exhibiting all the notes of the
One Universal Church ; this theory, so much relied on at

the present moment by a few amiable writers of the English
establishment, was as little known to the first reformers, as
to all Christians of the ages before them. Such a notion

they would have rejected, if it had occurred to them, as

altogether inadequate to express the ground of their

separation. They rejected the Catholic Church, "because
it had rejected Christ," and they disdained to urge any
inferior plea. And accordingly, the Anglican Reformers,
in perfect harmony with their brethren elsewhere, con-
tented themselves with asserting, in the usual terms,
the "idolatry" and "apostacy" of Rome; and taught
the whole people of England to pray to Almighty God,
and that upon one of the most solemn of the Christian

festivals, that He would deliver them "
from sin, death, the

Pope, the devil, and all the hiingdom of Antichrist.' '\

Such was, to use a modern phrase, the
"
leading idea"

* S. Matt, xxiii. 3.

+ Defense de la Reformation^ 3enie Partie, chap. i. p. 210.

X Homily, for Whitsunday.
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of the Protestant Reformation. And to this bold and
uncompromising language we attribute much of the success
of that movement. A milder and" less aggressive phraseo-

logy would have failed to arouse the multitude, for whom
moderation is insipid and unattractive ; and who, stimu-
lated by wild and exaggerated invective, heai' with apathy
or aversion the hesitating and ambiguous notes of mere
querulous complaint. The theme which would an-est their

attention, or quicken the slow current of their thoughts,
must be bold, vehement, and impassioned ; and it is plain
that this secret was fidly comprehended by the first authors
of Protestantism. Had they contented themselves with

equivocal gestures of anger or sorrow—with muttered
threats and whispered reproaches—had they gently insi-

nuated their dislike of one doctrine, or timidly cast sus-

picion on another—had they demanded, like the writers

to whom we have alluded, only to reserve their judg-
ment upon this tenet, and to be in abeyance about that,
the so-called Reformation would have needed no historian.

Such niceties as these would not have convulsed whole

nations, nor rent millions of souls from the unity of the

Faith, and from their obedience to the Institution of

Christ. The first Protestants were too sagacious to com-
mit so great an error ; they knew what ground they ought
to take, and they took it.

But whilst we
^
admit that the

^
language of the Re-

formers was precisely such as their position and imme-
diate

^
necessities required ; that their claim of special

illumination—their unhesitating appeals to Holy Scrip-
ture—their enthusiastic self-confidence—their haughty
defiance of ecclesiastical authority, and passionate invec-

tives against the existing Church—were exactly what their

whole case required and pre-supposed, and, in fine, the

only basis upon w^hich it could possibly rest ; we are no
less firmly persuaded, that this very audacity of hypo-
thesis and temerity of assertion, which was so indispen-
sable and so potential in the outset of their career, is

now the very means by which we can most eftectually
detect the secret character of the work which they essayed,
and expose its real nature. And this we propose to do
in the following pages, by a simple comparison of the

results which it has actually generated, with those which it

professed and promised to accomplish.

A
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But before we proceed to the application of this obvious

yet effective test, it is an essential preliminary that we
should endeavour to state fairly and fully, in order to

reahse distinctly, what the Reformation-hypothesis was,
and what principles it assumed or implied. It seems,
then, according to the unanimous sentiment of its most
eminent advocates, to have included amongst its leading-

axioms such propositions as the following.
The Church, according to Luther, which had been

unfaithful almost from her infancy to the trust com-
mitted to her, had finally developed, long before the

Keformation-era, into the very
*'

mystic Babylon,'' the
"
harlot" of the apocalypse, the predicted

''
abomination."

Her chief bishop and earthly ruler was *'
the Antichrist. ""'''

In the judgment of his fellow-reformer Melancthon, her

very rites and ceremonies had become *^

impious and

magical."! Her religion, said Calvin, was more corrupt,
her idolatry more impure, than that by which Jeroboam
*'made Israel to sin ;" there was "nothing to distinguish
her assemblies from those of the Turks. "| There was not
left in her, according to Beza,

"
so much as a trace of the

apostolic institution."§ Her communion, said Bucer, was
'*

pollution ;" and not to separate from her, was "to
transgress the commandment of the Lord. "|| Her bishops,
in the judgment of OEcolampadius, were

" no bishops ;"^
but, as Brentius declared,

"
the servants of Antichrist,"

and teachers of an "
impure religion."

"' Amongst the

foreign Protestants there was almost no other thought of

her than such as is expressed in these citations.

Nor did the English Reformers, whose real teaching we

*
Luther, passim.

f Epist. Joan. Spangenbergiae et Collegis, p. 157.

X
** Idololatriam habent crassiorem, neque in doctrina guttiila una sunt purio-

res; nisi forte in hac quoque magis sint impuri.^^ Institul. lib. iv. cap. ii. § 9, "Aut
Ecclesiae non sunt, aut nullum restabit sj^mboluni, quo legitimi fideliiun caetus a
Turcaruni couventibus discernantur." Ibid, § 10.

§
" Ne vestigia quidem ulla aut notse qusedam." Vide Comment, de Statu Relig,

sub Carolo IX. lib. iii. p. 131.

II
De Animarum Cura, praefat. 0pp. p. 262.

'W Epist. Gaspar. Hedioni, p. 13.

** De Officio Prmcipum. prolep-om. p. 75. Cf. Hyperaspist, Jac. Andrrse, p. 56,

( Francofiut, 1558.) Zuinglii De Vera et Falsa Religione, p. 303; Vjret. De Minist.

Verbi Dei et Sacrament, lib. viii. cap. 3; Bucan. Jristitnt. Theolog. De Ministria

loc.*48; Chemnitz, Exam. Decret. Concil. Trident, tom. iii. cap. 8; De Ccellb., Sa-

c^rrfo/. cap. 2; Pfeffinger, Dtspnt. de Grad. Minist. Art. 26; Cselii Hceret. Papat.
p. IGi

; Andreoe Fricii De Ecclesia^ lib. iv. cap. 5, p. 241, &c., &c.
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are especially anxious to make known at the present time,

profess any other* judgment. They may even be said to

have surpassed and exaggerated, if that were possible, the

worst reproaches of their continental brethren.

According to the formularies of the Anglican Church,
''
the whole world had been sunk in the pit of damnahle

idolatry by the space of nine hundred years and odd.^^'"'

It was the deliberate and reiterated opinion of Cranmer,
that Catholics were

"
very antichrists, the subtlest enemies

that Christ hath/'] their Church was, ''that cursed

synagogue of antichrist ;'^ and her pastors and ministers,
'•'

the authors of all error, ignorance, blindness, superstition,

hypocrisy, and idolatry. ''|

ilidley, who has been commended, by a most unmerited

eulogy, as one of the more moderate reformers, described

the Roman Church as,
"
the Beast of Babylon, that

devilish drab, whore, and beast,'
^ "

antichrist's kingdom,"
and ''

the whorish bawd of Babylon. "§
John Philpot, one of the ''martyrs," styled her "the

beast," and "the Babylonical Synagogue," and her chil-

dren
"
enemies to the name of Christ. "\\

Bishop Hooper considered her "the nest of abomi-

nation," and the bishop of Bome,
"
the first begotten of

antichrist.* '11

Bishop Pilkington, of Durham, had no other phrase for

Catholics than "idolatrous popish creatures," "wicked

papists," and ''cursed Edomites.' ''''''-'

Roger Hutchinson was of opinion that they believed
"
a

pestiferous doctrine," and that their
"
priests" were none

other than
"
the false prophets" predicted in the gospel,

and "
the bishop of Rome's greased butchers and sacri-

Jicers.''\]

Latimer, another bishop and "
martyr," taught that the

Sovereign Pontiff was "
the devil's chaplairi," and that to

•
Homily on Peril of Idolatry.

t 0/ the Sacrament, 4tli book, p. 228.

J Against Transubstantiationy 2ncl book, pp. 238, 332. Ed. Parker Society.

§ Pileout Lamentation, pp. 50, 53, 62; Letters, p, 409. Works, Ed. P. S.

II Examination, pp. 147—8; Letters, p. 222. Ed. P. S.

% A Declaration of Christ and his Q^ce,Works, p. 23; Sermons upon Jonas, p. 447;
Ed. P. S.

* The burning of PauVs, sect. 12; Works, p. 610; Exposition upon the prophet
Aggeus, p. 25; Prayer, p. 273. Ed. P. S.

ft The Image of God, chap. 7, p. 33; Cf. p. 287; Works, Ed. P. S.

4
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be of his communion, was '"
to ride to the devil with

idolaters.'^''

Thomas Becon, whose authority was great among
'^
reformers," was assured that the CathoUc doctrine of

the Blessed Sacrament, (if indeed we may repeat such

words without polhition,)
*' came from hell'' and

was
''
a devihsh doctrine ;'" and that

*' no faction was
more pestiferous and damnable" than ^^the sect of the

papists, "t
Jewel termed the ''bishop of Rome," ''Antichrist,"

and
"
the Man of perdition," with much more to the same

effect. I

Miles Coverdale and Sampson, were accustomed to

style Catholics, ''the Amoritesy%
Grrindal, who was successively bishop of London, York,

and Canterbury, not only used the same language ,

(praying to God against
"

the popish Philistines,'') but

enjoined all altars," those inflexible testimonies to the

Faith which he hated, "to be utterly taken down,
and clear removed even unto the foundation, and the

place whereon they stood paved, and that the altar

stones," (whereon the acceptable and Adorable sacri-

fice of the Christian Covenant had been so often offered,)
"
be broken, defaced, and bestowed to some common

use."\\

Lastly, Archbishop Sandys thus justified, and exulted

in, this work of the
"
Reformation."

" We have happily

forsaken," says he, "that synagogue of Satan, that den
of thieves, that polluted Church, that simoniacal temple...
that man of sin, that triple-crowned beast, that double-

sworded tyrant, that thief and murderer, that adversary
unto Christ,"^ &c. &c. &c.
Here we may pause ; and we beg to assure our readers,

with great sincerity, that if we have constrained ourselves

» Sermon of the Plough, p. 74; Sermon xii. p. 211; Sermon ix. p. 149; Disputation
at Oxford, p. 259; Works, Ed. P. S.

t Catechism, part 5; Of the Sacraments, Works, p. 264; Ibid, part 6; Offices of all

Degrees, p. 380; The Jewel of Joy, p. 449, Ed. P. S.

X Vide Zurich Letters, Letter xiv. p. 33, 1st series; Letter xix. p. 47, &c.;
Ed. P. S.

§ Letter 1, p. 123, 2nd series.

I! Injunctions at York, Remains, p. 134; Appendix, p. 480; Cf. Ridley's Injunc-
tions, Works, p. 332; and Piteous Lamentation, p. 60.

^ Sermon XX. p. 389; and in the previous page the Pontiff is compared to
Mahomet.
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to enumerate these few specimens of the original Anglican
theology, which we must decline to characterize, and to

which in the whole history of our eiTing race, and in all

the voluminous annals of bold and impenitent wickedness,
we know but one parallel ; it has been upon the principle

according to which the Spartan parents are said to have

acted, when they allowed their children to be spectators
of, in order to leani a lesson from, the revolting excesses
of drunken helots. Well might Schlegel exclaim, that
^'

England is a state more than any other essentially Pro-
testant ;''""* in this particular at least, her pre-eminence can

hardly be disputed. But to return.

Such, according to the Reformation-hypothesis, and the
imiform tenor of reformed prelates, doctors, and "

mar-

tyrs," was the actual condition and aspect of that once

pure and glorious institution—that
*'

City of God," that

"Ark of the elect," that
'*
Pillar and Ground of the

Truth," of which prophets and apostles had spoken such

great things, for which they had predicted such glorious

destinies, and which its Divine Founder had Hunself
vouchsafed to declare should survive, under His perpetual
and fostering guidance, every other system, polity, and

kingdom, and laugh to scorn all the combined assaults of
'*
the powers and principalities of evil." And it was to

reconstruct the shattered and annihilated fabric of the

Church, (to which these promises belonged,) that Luther,
Calvin, Cranmer, and their confederates, were supposed
to be called and appointed. The work entrusted to them,
was nothing less, according to Parker, than

"
the res-

toration of the Gospel,'' \ The distinctive title of Pro-
testants was, ''Professors of the Gospel;''\ and Protes-

tantism was declared by Jewel to be
"
God's own cause,"%

in opposition to
**

Popery," which, as we have seen, was
**

pestiferous, damnable, and idolatrous." It was, in a

word, to repair the accumulated blemishes and corrup-
tions of many successive ages, that this race of prophets
and teachers was raised up. The blessings which, in spite

*
Philosophy of History^ Lecture xvi. vol. ii. p. 232; Ed. Robertson,

t Letter to Matthew Flaccius, Zurich Letters, 2ud series, Letter xxxvi. p. 78;

Bishop Cox also styled it^the ^'re-establishment of the Gospel of Christ." Letter to

George Cassauder, p. 41.

t Becon, Works, p. 409.

§ Letter xxxiii. p. 78; Zurich Letters^ 1st series.
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of His manifold promises Who
''
camiot lie/' had been

withheld from the men of all former generations, were now
to be granted to their more favoured successors in this ;

and the "reformers" undertook to restore once more to

the world the pure doctrines of primitive Christianity,
so long deformed by

'' human traditions,'' and to remedy,
by a kind of second revelation, the failure and ineffective-

ness of the first.

Now we think it will be conceded, on all hands, that we
should be entitled to anticipate a general, if not a minute
and literal, correspondence between these magnificent

promises, and their actual and historical event. Some
proportion at least we may surely expect between the

pledges of the reformers, and their progressive fulfilment.

The very loftiness of the one demands the substantial

completion of the other. For it is in the very highest

degree unreasonable to imagine, as all will admit, that

a revival so divine and wonderful as that which their

theory supposes, should be accompanied by no results ;

or that Almighty God, having ordained a new system for

the restoration of those scripture-truths which His Church
during fifteen ages had only corrupted and obscured,
should again permit this further and special dispensation

utterly to fail in effecting its purpose y and having inter-

fered, after a wondrous sort, for the preservation of sound

doctrine, should, if one may dare to say it, have interfered

ill vain. Both reason and religion forbid the supposition.
If the ^^Reformation" was indeed what its advocates
declared it to be, it is impossible to exalt adequately the

greatness of the Divine mercy displayed in it ; nor can it

be suitably compared with any other manifestations^ of

omnipotent wisdom and love but the original propagation
of the Christian Covenant, to which alone, if even to that,
it can be considered inferior or subordinate. And if any
man, admitting it to be all this—all, that is, which its

own authors and framers so confidently proclaimed it—
can yet affect to be indifferent about its results, or deny
that so stupendous a work need have produced any pro-
portionate results at all ; it will be enough to reply to

such miserable trifling, in the words of St. Hilary to

the apostate,
*^ O tu sceleste, quod ludibrium de Eccle-

sia
facis.''''^

* Contra Constant, p. 333.

VOL. XX.—NO. XXXIX. 10
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We proceed, then, at length, to apply the criterion by
which we propose to test the real character of the Protes-
tant Refomiation, and of the hypothesis upon which it was
justified and accomplished. And if it shall be found upon
examination, that whilst the Catholic Church alone,

against which denunciations so unmeasured were directed,
has still continued precisely such as she was for centuries
before her rivals had even commenced their career, they
have themselves abandoned, one after another, not only
that particular form of Christianity of which they were the

authors, but even any profession of faith whatsoever ; if it

shall appear, that the very truths of the Gospel which the
first Protestants professed to vindicate and restore, are
now rejected and discarded by the larger number of their

disciples throughout the world, and that all the commu-
nities of their formation are either in a condition of hope-
less and deplorable confusion, or of open and undisguised
apostacy ; lastly, if it shall be proved, by the admissions of

their own leading members, that the various Protestant
churches have not only failed to preserve the fundamental
verities which it was their peculiar boast to declare anew
to the world, but have even in some cases, and in express
terms, resigned the guardianship of them to that wery com-
munion whose assumed unfaithfulness in respect of them
was the ostensible motive of their separation ; if this be,
as we are about to demonstrate, the history of the Pro-
testant Reformation, then are we justified in regarding its

authors as detected impostors, and in pronouncing their

pretended purification of the Faith, of which they have
been themselves at once the most assiduous and most suc-

cessful adversaries, to be a fi-aud and a delusion. It was
from Germany that the new religious theories first issued ;

let us begin, therefore, with Germany in our examination
of the results to which they have led.

1. The philosopher in Bishop Berkeley's Alciphron, tells

us, that
*'

thorough refomiation means thorough liberty;'''^'

and this is precisely the opinion of the German Protestants

at the present day. In German}^ says the Protestant primate
of Sweden,

"
Reformation'' now only means "

a protest

against all restriction of the individual fiincy."t Such

being their definition of the inheritance bequeathed to them

* The Minute Philosopher, Dial. ii. § 9.

f Review, &.c. p. 171.
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by Luther, we are prepared to hear the use which his heirs

have made of it.
**
Voltaire's JEcrasez Vinfame! (that is, Christianity,)"

says one who knows them well, ''is become the watchiuord
of a large and widely extended party amongst Protestants.

Atheism......is now fixing its roots in the heart of Pro-
testantisyn; and in the capital of Protestant Germany has,
under the name of the Hegelian philosophy, for almost

thirty years, been sowing the seed of deepest hatred

against Christianity , aye, and against all religion; it

has regularly infected a very large portion of those who
hold public offices, and exercises through the press an
influence upon public opinion that defies calculation.''""

So much by way of general description. Let us come to

particulars." The theology of the Protestant churches of Ger-

many," says Mr. H. J. Rose, himself a Protestant,
''

pre-
sented a very singular spectacle during the last half of the

preceding century
,^
and the commencement of the present.

A very large majority of the divines of these churches

rejected, in a word, all belief in the divine origin of
Christianity , and anxiously endeavoured to instil into

others the opinions which they had embraced themselves.

They had possession of by far the greater number of divi-

nity professorships in the many universities of Germany ;

and they had almost exclusively the direction of the lite-

rary and religious journals, a class of publications of more
influence and importance in Germany than among our-

selves. By the unsparing use of the means thus afforded

them, and by an infinite quantity of writings, addressed to

men of all classes and all ages, they succeeded in spread-
ing their views over the surface of society. How deep the
disease went among the lower orders, it is not easy to

ascertain. But it appears that, after a time, a spirit of
almost entire indifference to religion manifested itself

among all classes.^'] The writer proceeds to minute de-
tails in illustration of these phenomena, and of what we
may justly call the apostacy of Protestant Germany; but
it is not necessary that we should consider the proofs upon
which the appalling statement rests,—it is not necessary,
because its accuracy is no longer denied.

*
Lxteraturblatt, quoted by Arnold, Remarks on Elliott's Horce Apocalt/ptiae, p. 49.

t State of Protestantism in Germany^ pp. 1 et seq. Cf. p. 93.
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Nor will it be expected that we should attempt to trace
the gradual progress of the fearful change to which we
have thus briefly referred. Such details would extend far

beyond our allotted limits, and have already, at least in

some measure, been supplied on former occasions.""* It

would be tedious to travel again through the sad history,
and to depict the ever shifting and fluctuating phases
of German philosophy—the subtle vanities of unhallowed
and unchastised intellects— ''the profane novelties of

words, and oppositions of knowledge falsely so called."

What profit were it to grope our way through the teeming
systems, dug out and cast forth, with a kind of ostenta-

tious profusion, from the fertile and exhaustless mine of

German thought;! to compare the influence of Wolf,
who defended the dogmatic philosophy upon principles

which, in the hands of others, became the enemies instead
of the auxiliaries of revelation; with that of Kant, who
abandoned earlier and happier thoughts, to build up a

system of
*'

pure reason ;'' to contemplate the advances of

Naturalism, imported from English writers, or the inva-

sions of Deism, appropriated from the French; to pass
from the scientific Rationalism of Semler, to the atrocious

excesses of a Strauss or a Schelling, the blasphemies of

a Paulus, or the elaborate impieties of De Wette ; to ana-

lyze the tortuous exegetics of Thiess or Heinrichs, and the

laboured Hermeneutica of Meyer or of Bauer; to trace

the feeble reaction of the
" Lutheran" and " Reformed"

doctrines, and the syncretism and "
indifference" which

resulted from the fusion of the rival systems ; lastly, to

determine the origin of Pietism, the prospects of Idealism,
or to speculate upon the issue of the final struggle, still

raging, between Naturalism and Supeniaturalism,—what
fruit shall we gain from the study of these bewildering
names, or of the ideas which they represent? What but
a new proof of that axiom of S. Leo,

*'
Extra Ecclesiam

Catholicam nihil est integrum, nihil castum?"t And if

these wise men, who take so much pains to convince us

that ''the simplicity of the simple" is stronger and wiser

than all their vaunted philosophy, should mock us as gro-

* Vide Dublin Review^ vol. vii. p. 277.

t Of which even M. Guizot felt compelled to say,
' On peut dire qu'il n'a paa

toujours suivi les meilleuies voies; on pent contester nne partie des r^sultat8

auxqnels il est ariivd."—Cour* d'JIisloire Moderne, tome i. page 1.

t Serm. 77, torn. i. p. 331.
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veiling spirits,^
who have no skill to mount the dizzy

heights to which they would conduct us; let us answer

them, as one replied long since to the taunts of their

ancestors,
"
Videte ut sapientes vos viri, et in suis errori-

bus fatuitatem relinquite volutari/^""'

But although we may well decline to approach to a
nearer contemplation of this chaos of systems and theories,
we are not unwilling to profit by the lesson which these

startling developments of Protestantism obtrude upon our

attention.
'' A most affecting and awful lesson it is,'' says

one, who has failed, alas ! to give heed to his own warning,
though he has left it as an admonition to others. f And
would that we could even yet be sure that the. worst is

past, or that the sanguine hopes of an illustrious German,
who dwelt amidst but was untainted by the plague, may
hereafter be realised.

" The various systems of philoso-

phical Rationalism," says Frederick Schlegel,
"
mutually

subversive, as they are, of each other, will fall to the

ground; and the vulgar Rationalism, which is but an
emanation of the higher, but which still prevails in some
particular schools, and in many of the lower walks of Ger-
man literature, will finally disapi^ear ; in proportion as

German philosophy becomes imbued with the spirit of

religion, and German science becomes thoroughly Chris-
tian—or Catholic.''! But if this transformation shall

indeed, as we also trust, be hereafter accomplished, and
the German mind shall shake off the spell with which
''reformers" and "rationalists" have bound and fettered

it ; its earliest effort will be, not so much to hew down the
rank growth of later systems of theology, as to pluck up
the fatal root from which these have sprung,—that root of
^'

Lutheranism," which, itself hidden and now almost

unobserved, has given being and nourishment to the
countless branches and ramifications of an infidel philo-

sophy, with which Germany has been darkened and
overspread.
For that Lutheranism and Rationalism are in their pri-

mary principles identical, so that one is the complement
and development of the other, is now freely admitted, even
by those who are most seriously compromised by the admis-

*
Arnobius, Adversns Gentes, § Go.

t Professor Moses Stuart's Letters to Dr. Charming, Letter 5, p. 152.

t Philosophy of History^ Lecture 18, pp. 321—2.
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sion.
'*

Lutlier," says Mr. Dewar,
''
while In one point of

view he shrank with pions horror from any approach to

Rationahsm, may, in another, be not unfairly considered
as the founder of it/'*"" By which we suppose him to

intend, that the principles upon which his posterity are

now endeavouring to refute Christianity, are precisely
those by which Luther himself sought to annihilate the
Church. For it is an indisputable fact, consigned long
since to the safe custody of historical records, that even in

his own life-time, nay, within five years of his first preach-
ing the new religion, several new and distinct schemes of

ulterior
''
reformation" had been projected,} eveiy one of

them based upon his own principles, appealing to the same
Scriptures, and embodying the niain features of his sys-
tem ; and yet, for the most part, in formal opposition to it,

and professing to amend, by a truer application of its own
maxims, and an adjustment and extension of its parts, the

defects and imperfections by which it was marred. As
early as the Diet of Augsburg, as Mr. Dewar notices,
*'

the Protestants had already divided themselves into

three parties, exclusive of the Anabaptist and other less

important sects ;" and yet each of these contending parties
defended their own peculiar views by arguments common
to all, each professed to represent the ideal of the primitive

Church, and to have derived its creed from a rational

interpretation of the infallible word of God.
Nor must we omit to notice, even in so hasty a sketch

as we are here tracing, another circumstance still more
fatal to what we have called the

*'

reformation-hypothesis,'*
and more significant of the real nature of that movement.
Need we mention the almost mysterious revival of Arian-
ism, and its kindred impieties, with which the Reforma-
tion was accompanied ; and which swiftly and silently

thronged all the broad paths which the Keformers had

opened, and the exclusive use of which they had hoped to

reserve and appropriate to themselves and their disciples ?

" The ancient controversies on the Trinity,]' says Mr.
Hallam,

'' had long subsided ; if any remained whose
creed was not unlike that of the Arians, we must seek for

them among the Waldenses, or other persecuted sects.

* Dewai*s German ProUstantismy p. 28. (1844.)

+ Vide Sir Simonds D'Ewes' Primitive Practicefor preserving Truthy sections ix.

ftiid xviii.
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But even this is obscure ; and Erasmus, when accused of

Arianism, might reply with apparent truth, that no heresy
was more extinct.' ''' It is impossible to exaggerate the

importance of this fact, of which there is abundant testi-

mony.
** Arianism" says another Protestant authority,

** was buried in oblivion ; and for centuries scarcely an
Arian was to be found. After the ileformation was esta-

blished, Ariaiiisrn again revived.' '\ It is admitted, then,
even by Protestants, that whereas the Catholic Church had

vanquished and cast out
'

for centuries' this unclean and for-

midable spirit of evil, her adversaries were unable to with-

stand even his first attack, and were almost immediately
after seen in close alliance with him. And that the leaders

of the
*'

Reformation,'^ embarrassed and alarmed by this

premature development of their own principles, wearied
and irritated with the assaults of adversaries trained in

their own schools, clearly discerned the fatal inferences

which this phenomenon would suggest,—is manifest, both

by their own emphatic words, and by the still more ener-

getic acts with which they attempted to crush the evil in its

infancy. '^Nisi ab ecclesise nostrse doctoribus explodetur,"
was the significant warning of Q^colampadius to Bucer,
^'

pessime auditura est! "I And accordingly there fol-

lowed, almost throughout the whole extent of the reformed

territories, a series of vigorous efibrts to grapple with the
monster before his full strength was attained. Both
Arians and Anabaptists, (the latter of whom were com-
monly Socinians,)§ were in various places drowned, be-

headed, or burned:
II
and it became a maxim—not passive

and inert, but of terrible and practical application—with
these very men, who had themselves separated without

misgiving from the Universal Church, that schism or-

innovation among their own followers, should be visited
with unrelenting chastisement, with bonds, imprisonment,
and even death. A real tyranny trode on the heels of a

* Introduction to the Literature of Ewope, chap. 5, vol. i. p. 507,

f History of Dissenters, vol. iii. p. *214.

t CEcoIampadii et Zuinglii Epist. Ep. M. Bucero, p. 173. (Ed. Basilese.)

§ Vide Zeltiier, flistor. Crypto-Socinianismi Allorfini, cap, ii. § 6, p. 171 ; Pluqtief,
Dictionnaire des Heresies, tome ii. Encydopedie Methodicjiie, art. Sociniens. Hot-
tjuger, Histoire des Suisses a Vepoqiie de la Reformation, tome ii, pp. 30 et seqq. (Ed.
VuUiemin.) Turretin, Histor. Eccles. Compend. ssDcul. xvi. F. Junii Prcefat. in
Sac. Parallel. Loc. 0pp. p. 1 371 .

II Vide Riurhat, Histoire de la Reformation de la Suisse, tome v. p. 401, and
tome 11. p. 16G: and Hottinger, Hist, des Suisses, &c. tome ii. p. 38.
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pretended liberty, and men found to their cost that the
little finger of a

*'
reformer'' was a heavier scourge than

the parental rod of that mild and tender Mother against
whose authority they had been persuaded to rebel. But
all this violence was ineffectual. It was in vain that the
reformers protested against the thronging competitors,
each armed with a new doctrine from the Scriptures of
which they had themselves constituted him the interpreter.
In vain they refused to acknowledge the monstrous and
unwelcome progeny, whose harsh but characteristic fear-

tures too clearly betrayed the relationship which ther/
were so anxious to disclaim. There was no concealing
the fact that they were their own children,—for the chil-

dren would have it known in spite of them. ''A Reformatis
ad Unitarios Christianos transierat/'''' was the ordinary re-

cord of a JSocinian;
*'
Socii in Reformanda JEcclesia/'] was

their favourite title. Not even persecution could long
avail—the children waxed too strong for the parents, and
Socinianism became a match for Lutheranism. The con-
test lost ere long its first bitterness, and the

*^

reformers,"
already diverted from this common enemy, were almost

wholly occupied with still fiercer intestine divisions.

Already a more deadly conflict had begun, first between
Luther and Zuingle, each declaring the other to be **the

devil;'' and then between Calvin and Luther, the former

protesting against the
^*
atrocious invectives" and

**
uncor-

rected vices"! of his brother reformer; while himself, in

his turn, *^was accused," we are told, ^*by almost all the

Lutherans of the Arian heresy. "| Breathless and ex-

hausted, but still fighting while life remained—if not, like

Zuingle, with armour buckled on and sword in hand, yet
at least with the weapons of mutual curses and anathemas—these men pursued their troublous career.

*' Ye see

already," cried Luther, undaunted by the storm which
himself had raised; '*ye see yourselves what tumults
Satan stirs up in the Church ; there are almost a^ many

* Vita Lubienieciit Cf. Wissowatii, Narrat. Compend.

+ Epist. de Vita Wissowatii^ p. 226. Cf. Liibieniecii Hist. Reformat. Polonica; anc
Hartmanni Concil. Illunt. Pericop. xvi. Exercitat. 32, torn. p. 556.

X Calvini Epist. 57; Bullinqero. p. 127. Cf. Erasmi Epist. Ph. Melancthoni

p. 469; Claude, Defeme, &c. 2de Partie, ch. 5. p. 136.

§ Vide Pierce's New Discoverer, Advertisement, p. 19: "Le Luth&rien appelle Ic

Calviniste heretiqiie, le Calviuiste accuse le Lutherien d'impiet^." Histoire

France, tome ii. lib. 6. p. 598.
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different opinioyis
as there are individual ministei^s.'''''

'**Our partisans," said Melaiicthon, ''are contending not

for the Gospel but for power.
^

Ecclesiastical discipline is

annihilated, Men are doubting about the most funda-
mental truths. The evil is beyond cure."t And both

these reformers, using one day, the arguments of a Catho-

lic against a Zuinglian or a Calvinist, an Arian or an

Anabaptist, on the morrow would become Protestants once

more, to contend against the same arguments when urged
by a Catholic. The condition of the combatants was,
however, unequal.

^' You have learned by experience,
^^

the Catholics were able to say, returning to them their

own fatal admissions, "with what monstrous contradic-

tions and oppositions all Germany is filled."!
** You are

fighting amongst yourselves," said another,
''
not only in

the same cities, but even in every house and family of the

same city, are you quarrelling and disputing about the

faith. "§ But such facts, however conclusive when em-

ployed in the service of Luther, were of no force at all

when urged against him. Not even the wide-spread pro-

fligacy of manners, and the almost universal demoraliza-

tion, which every wdiere attended the progress of the

reformed doctrines—and which few confessed more openly
than Luther himself, as in his well-known conference with
his wife^—not even this, which had been so vehemently
charged against the Church, was admitted to be any argu-
ment against her adversaries.

**
I see," said Erasmus,

**

many Lutherans, but of Christians few or none."|| He
might say it, and others might complain, that directly a
man became a Lutheran he seemed to lose even his for-

mer virtues and strictness,— but what of that? The
**
restoration of the Gospel," it was replied, might be ex-

pected to produce some such convulsions in the body from
which it proceeded ; and these were the last throes of the

patient before the evil spirit was finally cast out. Great
works demand large and liberal allowance in estimating
the character of their instruments. It is a mark of a
servile spirit to scan too minutely their attendant circum-

M. Lutheri, Epist. Ministris in Northusio, inter Epist. Pli. Melaticth. p. 289.

+ Quoted by Starck, TheoduPs Gasfmahl, p, 246, Ed. Kentzinger.

X Coclil?eus, Contra Liithernm, cap. xvii.

§ Turrian, De Ecclesia, lib. i. cap. 4.

II
Erasmi Purgat. ad Exposlulat. Ulric. HutteUy 0pp. torn. x. p. 1359.
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stances, or to measure them by ordinaiy standards. All

this, and a great deal more, was said ; but however the
unwelcome truth was explained, Luther himself saw and
confessed it. And a wild and stormy scene it was upon
which the "reformer" gazed, before his eyes closed for

ever, and he passed to his great account.
It was his friend and disciple Melancthon, who, startled

and terrified with these unexpected results, endeavoured
with feeble hands to shut the flood-gate, through which
an ocean of errors was now rushing in. But in vain his

voice was heard striving with the tumult, now command-
ing and now entreating, as the only hope left,

"
niatidari

silentiuni defalsis opinionibus!'''' In vain he exclaimed,
with fears too late awakened,

*' Good God ! what a

tragedy will posterity behold, if men should one day begin
to agitate the question—'

whether the Word or the Holy
Spirit be a Person !' "f
That dreaded day has long since arrived ; and Protes-

tants, usin^g
the license granted to them by the founders of

their religion, have not only ventured to question these

truths, and to reject, in turn, every tenet of revealed reli-

gion; but, as if in malicious satire, have pleaded the well-

remembered lessons bequeathed to them by their first

masters, and, like them, have professed to prove from the
sacred Scriptures the falsehood of those very doctrines
which they were written expressly to reveal. Nothing in

the whole circle of sacred truth, has been respected,

nothing spared.
*' There is a philosophy in Europe," says

a respectable protestant writer,
*'
a philosophy which

regards God and nature in a light utterly irreconcilable

with Christianity,
—which rejects all notion of a Creator,

Redeemer, and Sanctifier, above and beyond ourselves,—.

which discards all faith in the unseen, all hope of an indi-

vidual immortality of being,—to which the Idea is God,
and humanity at large the Christ—while the records of

faith are dreamy visions and legends—-the only reality
admitted in any system of traditional religion being the

identity of our own highest reason with the Essence that

is all-pervading and indestructible. "| And of this philo-.

sophy Lutheran Germany is the seat and cradle. Even in

*
Epist. Thomce Mutthice, p. 276.

.+ Quot-ed by Bossuet, Hutoire des Variations, (iieme Avertisseraent, torae iv.

p. 152.
* Mill On the Pantheistic Theory, Preface, p. 12.
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this its ultimate form of pantheism, it is but, as many of

its advocates acknowledge/"" an emanation of Lutheran-

ism, and the legitimate offspring of the original prote^,-

tant theology.
^'
C'est le fruit/

^

says a Protestant histo-

rian of Rationalism,
^^

qui etait enferme dans le bouton
dont I'arbre de la reforme devait se parer, a moins que
Tarbre ne fut coupe-avant son developpement."t It is a

philosophy which has successively transformed, by its Cir-

csean spell, all forms of truth and beauty into hideous

shapes of error. It has been specially busy upon, soiling
and defiling with profane touch, the most holy Records of

Faith ; in the interpretation of which it has determined, as

a first principle, that
**

eveiy thing which is miraculous in

revealed religion must be explained awa}'." It is a philo-

sophy which, with Eichhorn, regards the command to

sacrifice Isaac as
*^
a horrible crime," and the act

^

of

Abraham as the
^'^

superstition of the times;" and, with

Kunol, considers the prophecies of the Old Testament as

merely "patriotic wishes;" and, with Wegscheider, that

St. Paul *Svas much inclined to visions and ecstasies;"

and, with Heinrichs, that, "Ananias was probably stabbed

by Peter;" and with Thiess, that the
*'
cloven tongues"

were simply
"

electric sparks," very common in the cli-

mate of Syria; and, with Ammon, that our Lord " swam
in the water, and did not walk, as Jerome dreams ;" and,
with Neander, that the pool at Bethesda was

"
a reservoir

of mineral water;" and, with Rsehr, that the Bible is

only to be regarded
"

in the same light
^

as any other

book;" and, with De Wette, that our Saviour's claim of

divine authority was "an after-thought;" and that He
began only

"
as a moral teacher;" and, with Schelling,

that
" God and nature are the same thing;" and, lastly,

with the Hegelians, that Christianity may be an object of

our
"
deepest hatred." It is a philosophy which has so

effectually accomplished its fatal work, that an eminent
Protestant writer, counting up, a few years since, all the

Professors—for these men are professors of theology in

the Lutheran divinity schools|
—" who could any how be

* Vide Amand Saintes, Histoire dn liationalisme, chap. i. p 8, note. Dr. Win-
pard himself acknowledges that, "in the Articles of Schinalkalden it (tlie fuuda-
nieutal principle of Rationalism) is expressly asserted." Review, &c. p. 65.

t Saintes.

t
" These were the lights of the German Protestant Clnu'ch; they were not,

such as there have been among us, misguided men who rose up in opposition to
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considered orthodox ; i. e. who in any way contended for

the doctrmes of the Gospel, or its very truth^^^ was able to

reckon
*'

in all Protestant Germany, seventeen,^ ^'''' And
even at this very moment we are told that in Prussia, with
its ten millions of Protestants,

'^

Christianity and Infi-

delity, in its extremest form of Pantheism, are still strug-

gling for the mastery in the minds of their very teachers.
'

'f"
Here," says a Prussian writer, *Ve no longer know what

creed we profess. Here,' every one who thinks for himself

on the subject has his own private opinion, and it would
be impossible to say where rational Christianity begins, or

where it ends. Every one has formed his individual con-

clusion as to the essentials of Christianity, and as to what
is essential. '^1

Lastly, if we wish to inquire what has become of that

Institution, once called "the Lutheran Church,
^^

whose
nominal symbols and formularies still sui-vive^ witnesses at

once of what their authors promised to effect, and of the

greatness of their failure ; we may receive all the informa-
tion we can desire from those who still dwell amongst its

ruins. The following is the view which Lutherans them-
selves take of the present aspect of their communion.
Beckendorff tells us,

"
There is no church among his

party, but merely parties ; the old church is in ruins.'*

Boll says,
" The dissolution of the Protestant Church is

certain." The Hallische Literatiir Zeitung, that
**
there

is no Protestant Church, but only now Protestant

Churches;" and so Dr. Planck. Professor Lehmann,
*'one sees Protestantism, but no Protestant Church."

Superintendent General Schlegel,
"
the greatest part of

the Evangelical Churches may be asked, if they can make

any pretence to the 7iame of a Christian Church.**^
Starck says,

''
It has ceased to exist.*

'\\
And so of the rest.

the general faith, and the j^reat body of our spiritual jjuides, but they were theni-

Belves the teachers, themselves the guides, filling the high places in their Church,
educate

sprea
ting and instilling these principles into the whole of her future derpy,

and

ding them throughout the lengtli and breadth of the empire." Wingard,
p. 103. Mr. Rose observes that,

"
Very few of the distinguished Rationalists have

been laymen" "Letter to tiie bishop of London, in reply to Dr. Pusey's work on
the Causes of RitionaJism in Germany," p. 86, note.

* See Dr. Pusey's Letter to the Archbishop of Canterbury, p. 123.

t Ibid, p. 126.

X Voir La Revue Prolestante, Avril, 1830; Of. Clarisse, Encyclop. Theolog. Epi-
tome, % oh, p. 226; Wegscheider, Institut. Theolog. Prolegem. cap. 1, sec. 12.

§ Quoted by Rose.

II
Theodal's Gastmahl, p. 264.
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Such, then, in a few words, has been the issue of that too

famous revokition, which in its primary stage, and while
its lurking tendencies were as yet disguised or unknown,
was loudly proclaimed to the world as

*'
God's own cause,"

and
**
the restoration of the Gospel/' Post tenebras lux,

was the fastuous and complacent motto of the metropolis
of Protestantism ; and already has that boasted *^light,'^

which three centuries ago poured its wild and lurid gleams
over no small portion of the Church's goodly heritage,
been long quenched and obscured—an unnatural day has
faded into a more awful night—and all who trusted in its

deceitful glare, are wrapped in darkness and gloom !

'^ So
let all thine enemies perish, O Lord ; but let them that

love Thee shine, as the sun shineth in his rising."
2. It is easier to foresee that some explanation of this

unfortunate result of the Reformation will be attempted,
than to predict the exact nature of the defence which its

advocates will offer. It is not by all Protestants that it

will be recognised as the true development of their princi-

ples, nor acknowledged as the ultimate form to which their

theology tends. They will not all avow, as some of their

number have openly declared, that
*^
far from blushing at

the variations which Protestant creeds have experienced,
they count this very mutability as a circumstance in which

they may glory.
"''^' They will not all profess with equal

candour, *^que la liberte d'examen doit necessairenient

produire ces effets;"t nor repeat with M. Cocquerel, ''La
diversite des sectes qui partagent le protestantisme, forme
son plus beau titre de gloire."]; Nor will they answer the

objection, that
*'

if Luther and Melancthon could revisit

the world, they would find almost no trace of their own
opinions," by asserting with Planck, that these reformers
*'
would be very much ashamed to find it otherwise, or

that their descendants had made no progress since their

times. "§ Some, no doubt, will seek to remove the preju-
dices which the history of German Protestantism is apt to

excite, by referring its disastrous issue to the operation of
causes which, as they will assert, have no necessary nor
inflexible connection with the general principles of the

*
melanges de Religion^ tome i. p. 84.

t Ibid, tome ii. in the reply to M. Grdgoire's Histoire des Sectes Religieuses.

X UAmi de la Religion, tome xxii. p. 208.

§ Archives du Christianisme^ tome i. p. 329.
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reformation. In a word, the present decay of their reHgion
will be attributed to the action of foreign influences, and
not to the gradual and spontaneous evolution of its own
inherent and essential properties. It will be said, perhaps,
that as experiments in the physical sciences sometimes

fail, not because of any error in the process, but from dis-

turbing causes ah extra, against which it was impossible
to provide ; so there may have been numerous elements,
more or less occult and unobserved, not admitting of dis-

tinct analysis and classification, and yet fully adequate to

the production of those tremendous phenomena, which, in

point of fact, German Protestantism has generated.
Perhaps, then, we shall find happier results in closer

correspondence with the terms of the reformation hypo-
thesis, and more nearly approximating to the ideal which
it represented, if we transfer the investigation to some
other country. If the failure of the Reformation in Ger-

many has been the result of accident , and not of legitimate
development,'' it is obviously ver}^ highly improbable that

its kindred and affiliated systems should have assumed
precisely similar forms elsewhere. If the foreign influences

were strictly accidental, in the logical sense of that phrase,
their ultimate results will not be uniform—for otherwise,
the causes of such recurring events would not be accidents.

Let us proceed, therefore, to examine the history of the

Reformation, still in connection with its original hypo-
thesis, in some other lands ; and next in Switzerland.
At the Protestant synod of Berne, in 1536, from which

period we shall commence our brief review of Swiss

Protestantism, the reformers of that country appear to

have been assembled at the summons of a public accuser.

The accusation was a serious one. They were openly
charged with maintaining the Arian tenets. f Caroli, joint

pastor with Viret, of the city of Lausanne, was the author
of the charge, in which many of the ministers of Geneva,
as well as oiP the other Cantons were implicated. In this

synod, Calesius, a colleague of Calvin, is said by Prateo-

lus,| to have boldly asserted that
*'

Christ was not dis-

Vide Newman's Essay on the Development of Christian DoctrinCy chap. i.

sect. 3, p. 72.

+ Vide Ruchat, Histoire de la Rtformation en Suisse^ 2iide partie, livre 1, tome v.

t Elench. Haret. Omnium, lib. xviii. haeres. 24, p. 489.
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tinguished from the Fatlier;" and this, as it appears,
without remonstrance either from Berne or Geneva, though
not without protest from other quarters. Calvin himself,

Viret, and Farel, vehemently disclaimed the errors impu-
ted to them. It is significant, however, that the former,
being challenged by Caroli to sign the three Creeds, not

only positively refused to do so, but spoke of those holy
svmbols in terms of open disrespect. The sacred phrases,
'' God of God, Light of Light, True God of True God,''
were pronounced by this reformer to be 'Wain repetitions.''
The word Trinity he also rejected, as

''

savouring of bar-

barity ;" and his language, both on this and other occa-

sions, has been greedily quoted by Socinians of the present
day, as formerly by their predecessors.

''-" It has indeed
been questioned, whether the leading Swiss Reformers
were really believers in the mysteries of the Incarnation,
the Trinity, and the Atonement. Yet it is certain that

they professed to be so, and that they even put to death
some who openly impugned them. How far, however, it

WRS possible for men in their position, or for any but mem-
bers of the Catholic Church, to possess in its fulness the

gift of faith : and whether Protestants, however well dis-

posed, can realize a belief in the true doctrine of the Incar-
nation and of the Hypostatic Union, while they reject as a

species of
'^

idolatry," the Church's devotions towards that
Blessed Mother, in whose sacred womb, and of whose sub-

stance, the Son of God took flesh; these are questions
upon which we entertain the most unhesitating conviction,
but which lie beyond the range of our present inquiry. f

We shall only observe here, that at least the language of

Calvin and his co-reformers was such as professed
Socinians have accepted as the full expression of their

own sentiments,! and pass on at once to the later history

* Vide Eniedin, In S. Trinitatem, pp. 138—9; Monthly Repository^ vol. xxi.

p. 622; and Ki'Oinayer, Loc. Anti-Syncrelist, p. 262.

t "And if we take a survey of Europe at least, we shall find that those relip;ious
communions which are characterized by the observance of St. Mary, are not the
churches which have ceased to adore her eternal Son, but such as Iiave renounced
that observance. The regard for his glory, which was professed in that keen
jealousy of her exaltation, has not been supported by the event. They who were
accused of worshipping a creature in his stead, still worship Him; their accusers,
who hoped to worship Him so purely, where olistacles to the development of their

principles have been removed, have ceased to worship Him altogetherJ^ Newman's
Essay, &.C. chap. viii. p. 436.

X Cf. Petavii De Trinitate, lib. iii. cap. 4, § 7; Hartmanni Concil. Illustr. tome iv.

p. 591; Stockmanni Lexicon Hmesmmy p. 223; Kroniayer, loc. citat; Moehler, La
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of the communities of which they were the founders. Their

profession was, to restore in its full integrity the pure doc-
trine of the primitive Church, obscured, as they alleged,

by modern corruptions ; let us inquire how far the result is

in accordance with their profession.
We have already seen the first reformers charged,

apparently upon sufficient grounds, with the impieties of

Arianism ; their successors, therefore, were not without

timely warning. Is it possible that the warning was
ineffectual ?

In 1758, the ministers of the Canton of Geneva appear
to have issued a formal reply to a charge publicly levelled

against them. The charge came from France—the author
of it was D' Alembert. It described the religion of Geneva
as ^^m^r^ Sociniajiism/' "Plusieurs ne croient plus,'*
said their accuser,

^'
la divinite de Jesus Christ, dont

Calvin, leur chef, etoit si zele defenseur Pour tout dire

en un mot, plusieurs pasteurs de Geneve no7it d'autre

religion qu'un Socinianisme parfait , rejetant tout ce

qu'on appelle mysteres.'^'' Some attempts were made to

refute this charge ; the time was not yet arrived for the full

avov/al of their sentiments. But it was near at hand.
Meanwhile I) 'Alembert was repeating the charge.

" O
Bossuet,'' said he, in the triumph of his unbelieving heart,
*' ou etes vous ? II y a quatre vingts ans que vous avez

predit que les principes des Protestans les eonduiroient au
Socinianisme ; que de remercimens n'auriez vous pas fait

a I'auteur de Tarticle, d'avoir atteste a toute TEurope la

verite de votre prediction ?"t
Still the full accomplishment of that famous prediction

appeared to be for a while delayed. The stream of blas-

X-)hemy, of which Bossuet's eagle eye had detected the

source and fount, was slowly penetrating every barrier,
and undermining every foundation ; occasional outbreaks
marked its secret but rapid course, till at length it burst

forth in one wide torrent, and swept all before it.
" Le .

Protestantisme genevois,^' saysM. Gregoire,
"
apres avoir

Symholiqii€i tome i. pp. 25, 26, 114, 271, &c. (Ed. Lacliat); Maldonaf. Comment in

S.Matt.'xvi cap. 26, et passim; Spoudoii, -4nna/. Atni. 1540, torn. ii. p. 4^3; Cha-

mier, De S. Trinitate, lil>. i. cap. 2, § 16; Prateoli, Blench. Hceret. lib. 1, 3, 18;

Feuardeiiui, Theomach.Vah'miat. Wh. ix; Hospinian, i>« Orig.Lib. Concord, cap. 41;
Cornel. A. Lapide, In Epist. ad Hebnsos, cap. 5, &c.

*
Encyclopidie des Sciences, tome vii. Art. Geneve.

t (Euvres de d'Alemberf, tome v. p. 283, Ed. Paris, 1005.
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clandestiiiement pendant un siecle professe le Socinianisme,
a leve le masque.'""" Let us see what the removal of the
*' mask'' has revealed.

In the jear 1816, M. Henri Louis Empaytaz published
his

''
Considerations sur la divinite de Jesus Christ,

addressees a M. M. les Etudians de TAuditoire de Theo-

logie de I'Eglise de Geneve." In this pamphlet, the

Venerable Company of Pastors
—the ecclesiastical con-

sistory of Geneva—was once more distinctly charged with

rejecting the Divinity of our Lord. The charge this time
was not denied. After some lingering hesitation, the

Venerable Company was compelled to speak out. In
their reply they acknowledge the truth of the allegation,
but only as to the matter of fact ; the imputed change
of opinions they boldly defend as the legitimate and neces-

sary development of Protestantism.
" Pour maintenir le

principle du Protestantisme," they say, "la Venerable y '^
Compagnie a du necessairement renoncer aux opinions /<^ o
qu'on lui fait un crime d'avoir abandonnees." It was, /^ ^
said their defence, by a strict metaphysical necessity that

|

'

pOn
they had advanced from Calvinism to Socinianism.

" Le \^
droit d'examen/' they proceed, with which the reformers

x^!>,
had invested all their disciples,

'"
est le fondement de la "^-*-

religion protestante, et tout ce qu'elle contient d'inva-
riable ;" and they add, that to reject the doctrine of the

Trinity, was ^'necessary'' on their principle, and that the
''
orthodox" ought to

''

go to Rome!"!
Our readers may almost have forgotten by this time,

that "^ the restoration of the Gospel," m Parker's phrase,
and the fuller manifestation of those fundamental veri-

ties which '^ Roman corruptions" had obscured, was the

grand object proposed by the first Protestants.
^

It is

something to have obtained so frank an admission,
from their successors, that these very doctrines are,
after all, the distinctive tenets of

''

Popery," and that
if Protestants wish to believe them, they ought to go ,

to Home, I

* Observations Preliminaires.

t Defense de la Venerable Compagnie des Pasteurs de Geneve^ a I'occasion d'lm
^ciit intitule,

"
Veritable Histoire des MomiersJ'

X
" C'est beaucoup que d'avoir obtenu un, pareil aveu, d'ou il rdsulte que le

protestantistne n'est point un religion, mais I'anias incohe'rent de toutes les peu-
sees qui peuvent monter dans Tesprit de riioinme." De La Mennais, Histoire
Veritable des Momiers de Geneve. (Euvres, tome viii. p. 399.

VOL. XX.—NO. XXXIX. 11
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But the descendants of Calvin are not content with

simply refuting his hypothesis of the Reformation. They
go further; and demonstrate, by actions yet more em-
phatic than their words, that instead of quitting

*'

Rome/'
as the reformers advised, in order to have full liberty to

believe the Divinity of our Lord, one must fly from Rome
to have the freedom of denying it. The cJbief opponent
of the theology of the Venerable Company, was pre-

sently removed from his office ;

"* and by way of employ-
ment of his leisure time, they proposed to him the solution

of a rather irritating problem. He had charged them with
a departure from the doctrines of Calvin. Well, said

they, that is very true,
''
but if the Company of Pastors

chose to receive a Confession of Faith in the sixteenth

century, why should not the same Company modify or

reject it in the eighteenth?'']
Nor was it only in Geneva that these events occurred.

When the
'^
orthodox" minority of ministers in the Can-

ton de Yaud presented a memorial to the Council of State,

claiming the right to separate from the established com-

munity on account of its infidelity, they were promptly
conveyed to prison !]; They evidently did not deserve to

be entrusted any longer with the droit d'examen. In
Lausanne too, the same persons were condemned as

"
une

secte nouvelle !" and derided as
"
methodists*' and "

hypo-
crites." It was intolerable, they were told, that in order

to maintain a doctine which enlightened Protestantism had
decided to reject, they should presume to separate from
the

''

Eglise Nationale," and to reject the
*'

religion de
Tetat !"§ In Geneva itself, the mob, instigated by their

rulers, were heard to raise the horrible crv,
" A has Jesus

Christ. "II
*^ At the present time," we are informed,

"
the twenty-

seven pastors of the established Church of the canton of

Geneva, are understood, with two or three exceptions, to

hold to Unitarian opinions."^
*' The pastors of this city,"

• " Documents relative to the deposition of the Rev. C. Malan, from his offic

in the College of Geneva, (1829.)

^ "f* Milanges de Religion, tome iii. p. 94.

X Melanges, tome ix. p. 342.

§ Memorial Catholique, tome i. p. 117.

Ij Histoire des Momiers, p. 392.

^ Encyclopedia Americanaf\ol, xiv, Appendix, p. 599.
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says one of their own number, to a brother Protestant at

Montauban,
^^
will soon be nothing more than a mere

philosophical assembly, or literary society.''''^ They have
even been told to their faces,

*' You have entirely aban-
doned the principles of your Church at the Reformation

you have become Arians;''t and we cannot, perhaps,
present a more instructive nor a more curious example
of the mode in which they meet such charges, than is

contained in the following discourse, actually pronounced
by M. de Fernex, one of the pastors of Geneva, before
the Consistory, on the 14th of January, 1819. It will

serve to convey the most accurate notion of the actual
condition of Calvin's once celebrated community, and of
the state of religion in what has been called ^^the Protes-
tant Rome."

" Geneve jouissalt depuls pres d'un siecle du calme rellgleux ;

elle pouvoit hardiment soumettre sa croyance k I'exainen de sa

raison, separer les verites fondamentales, incontestablement enseig-
nees dans I'Evangile, de celles qui ne sont pas d'une egale

importance ;
elle pouvait, en s'attachant fortement aux unes, sus-

pendre son jugement sur les autres, attendre que de nouvelles

lumieres lui permissent de prononcer avec plus de maturite. Mais
cette lieureuse privilege elle le possedoit comme a Vinsu des autres

Eglises; contente de jouir de la paix, elle n'aspirait point a paraltre
avoir secoue un joug auquel, partout ailleurs, on etait encore trop
asservi pour quelle put esperer de /aire gouter ses principes. Cependant
on I'accuse de s'ecarter de la doctrine recue—de mettre moins

d'importance a certains dogmes On la presse de repon-
dre, elle hesite ; elle craint d'engager des querelles ; on insiste;

et quoique decidee a demeurer fidele au silence que les cir-

constances et Tautorite des chefs de I'etat lui imposaient, elle laisse

en quelque sorte echapper son secret, qui, revele a certaines epoques,
eiit revolte les esprits, et a d'autres n'eiit fait aucune sensation. "J

It is perhaps unnecessary that we should offer any fur-

ther evidence in this case. We have no space for more
minute details, nor can we attempt to trace the gradual
sinking of Protestant doctrine through the Institutions of

Calvin, the Helvetic Confession, and the Synod of Dort ;

from the Arminianism of one professor, and the Arianism
of another, down to its final development at the present

* VAmi de la Religion^ tome xiii. p. 229.

+ Haldane's Letter to M. J. J, Cheneviere, p. 4.

t Geneve religieuse en Mars, 1819, pp. 12 et seq. par M. A. Boat, (Geneve, 1819.)
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hour. The following is all that we can find room
for.

It was in 1788, that is, just thirty years after the reply
of the Genevan pastors to the Article of D'Alembert,
that the Catechism of Calving hitherto the most approved
class-book, was withdrawn. Nearly one hundred years
earlier, "the Church of Geneva,'' according to M. Sis-

mondi,
*^

suppressed the practice of compelling the mem-
bers of her clergy to sign the same confession of faith.''""'

In 1807, a Liturgy constructed upon Socinian principles,
was substituted for that formerly in use.f The profession
of faith in the Divinity of our Blessed Lord, once printed
together with their editions of the Bible, and affixed to the

Gospels, the Psalms, and the Liturgy, gradually disap-

peared. It is found in the Bibles of 1605 and 1723 ; but it is

suppressed in the edition of 1805. It is in the Genevan edition

of the Psalms in 1713 ; it has disappeared in the edition of

1780. Itwas joined to the New Testament of1570; it is not to

be found in that of 1802. | Lastly, in place of the original
Calvinistic theology, which was destined to such an early
deca3^ a mere Socinianism now forms the basis of public
education ; and M. Yeniet's System of Theology, which

openly affirms that our Blessed Saviour was a mere man,
^'

is the standard work of divinity used in the univer-

sity.'^ It was the successor in the chair of this M. Veniet,
who '^

proclaimed to his scholars, ex cathedra ; Faites
de Jesus Christ tout ce que vous voulez ; mais ne Ten
faites pas Dieu."§

It is difficult to believe that the principal author of the

revolution, whose appalling fruits we have just been 'con-

templating, should ever have written the following words
in relation to the Catholic Church.

''

They permit with

indifference," said Calvin,
"
both themselves and others

to be ignorant of, to neglect, to despise, the true religion ;

and they deem it a thing of veiy trifling importance what

any one may believe concerning God and Christ, so that

* Review of the Progress of Religious Opinions during the \Qth century^ p. 62; Eng-
lish edition.

f Chronique Religieuse, tome iii. p. 599.

J UAmi de la Religion, tome xi. p. 357.

§ See A Sketch of the Religious Discussions which have lately taken place at Ge-

neva, pp. 4, 5. There appeans to be a secret connection and a constant intercourse
between the German, French, and Swiss Protestants; and this from the begin-
ning. See i\\e Annates de la Religion, tome xv; and the collection called, Religion
et Christianisme, tome i. p. 163, and tome iv. p. 159.

A.
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he submit his mind with what they call implicit faith to the

judgment of the Church/' (As if any man could submit
'''to the judgment of the Church/' and not have a right
faith "concerning God and Christ!")

"' Nor are they
much disturbed if the glory of God be polluted with mani-
fest blasphemies, so long as none lift up his finger against
the primacy of the Apostolic See, and the authority of

holy mother Church.""" The author of these words has

long since gone to give account of them, and of all the

"hard things" which in his life time he uttered against
the Church and Household of God. Of him, therefore,
we have no desire to speak. But there are others, the

heirs of his opinions and inheritors of the fatal legacy
which he bequeathed, whom we would invite to consider

seriously and dispassionately, whether they cannot dis-

cern some tokens in the present aspect of the Protestant

communities, that Almighty God has long since judged
between them and His Church ? And whether there is

not reason to think that He has already pronounced
definitive sentence in that controversy which the so-called

Reformers began, and which they left to their descen-
dants to continue ? This at least we see ; that while they
who, in the taunting words of Calvin,

"
submit with im-

plicit faith to the judgment of the Church," and reverence
"the primacy of the Apostolic See," are at this day fervent

disciples of Him who was both God and Man, and zealous
for every doctrine which He delivered ; it is their adversaries

who, to use the language of the same reformer,
"'
think it

of very trifling importance what any one may believe con-

cerning God and Christ," and encourage
"
both themselves

and others"
"
by manifest blasphemies to pollute the glory

of God." How far these phenomena accord with the

reformation-hypothesis,
^

or countenance the notion that
that movement was designed by God for

''
the restoration

of the Gospel," we cannot deem it necessary to discuss. It

is, however, quite conceivable that Protestants should still

think so. For if they believe that He who chose the
Church to be His Bride, and adorned her with marriage
garments meet for the object of His eternal love, not only
failed in all His promises to her, but suffered fifteen cen-
turies of deepening error to elapse before He took away
her shame, or provided any remedial dispensation, they

* Calvini Institut.; Prcefat. ad Regem Gallice.
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may well believe also, without any inconsistency, that this

new dispensation has, in its turn, utterly failed and come
to naught. If the Most High, as Protestants declare, for-

got His own promises once, why not twice ? If his first

work failed, why not the second ? If, as they suppose,
Satan ruled as steward over the family of God, and had the

mastery in His Church, for fifteen ages—for ten—or for

one—why not/or ever ?

3. We have traced thus far the development of the Re-
formation in the Gennan states, and in the republics of

Switzerland—the seats of its earliest triumphs ; let us,
once more, examine its history and progress in that great

empire where it has dwelt at one time under the shadow
of monarchical institutions, at another amidst the anarchy
of a revolution, and finally, under the lenient sway of an

all-protecting charter. In 1555 the first French Protes-
tant Chmxh was established in Paris.""" Forty years later
'*
there were seven hundred and sixty parish churches

belonging to the Protestants of France, all in good order/'

And by the year 1600, no fewer than four thousand of the

nobility of France, than whom none are more noble, are

said to have
*'

belonged to that confession."!
So fair a beginning seems to promise well. It is an

omen, no doubt, of future and abiding prosperity. In this

case, at least, we shall not find that speedy and mysterious
decay, which we have observed in the others, nor see the

once vigorous body of Protestantism transformed, as if b^'

some magical spell, into a foul and pestilential carcass^

breeding only plagues and disease. This time we may
surely anticipate some substantial fulfilment of those great

promises of which the Reformers were so lavish, and which^
if they have failed so miserably and unaccountably in Ger-

many and Switzerland, have perhaps been only the more
abundantly realized in France. Let us see.

*' The Reformed Church," says Dr. Edmond Scherer^
one of its most zealous members, *^has disappeared! The
name subsists, the thing has changed V'\ How strangely
does this promised '^restoration of the Gospel" disappoint
us at every turn! What then has become of the *'760

* Smedley's History of the Reformed Religion in Francej chap. ii. vol. i. p. 62.

t Ranke's History of the Popes, book vii. ch. i. § 7, vol. ii. p. 439.

X Present State of the Reformed Church in France, by Dr. Edinond Scherer,
p. 19,(1846.)

'
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parish churches, all in good order f'''^ Where are the 4000

nobles, once distinguished, amidst the surrounding
''

super-
stitions" and

*'
idolatries'' of popery, as the only true and

enhghtened "professors of the Gospel?'' How utterly
and mysteriously has Providence cast off and abandoned
what these people called

'' His own cause !"
** We had a Church," says the same writer,

^' we have
now only churches We were a reformed church, and we
are so no longer. Its name only now adonis a mutilated

phantom."
" Our schools of theology," he continues,

*'
teach pell-mell orthodoxy and rationalism. Any pro-

fessor may uncontrolled, and, we must acknowledge,
without failing in any engagement, overthrow revealed

religion by criticism, and natural religion by speculation.
The pastors enjoy the same latitude, and the churches
and consistories, opposed to each other, the same also. All
this is ridiculous, it is hateful ;

but it is alt perfectly
unavoidable.'

' " The Reformed Church has truly ceased
to exist in the rank of the other religious communities ;

its name remains, but now only designates a corpse, a phan-
tom, or, if you please, a remembrance and a hope. It has

ceased to exist!]

One passage more.
"
I say it with grief, not only

do we no longer form a Reformed Church, but we also

no longer form any church whatever The pastors reci-

procally refuse their pulpits, take contrary resolutions, and
anathematize each other ; showing, in every way, that they
are no longer members of one body, but so many inde-

pendent or hostile members."
"' The question is here no

longer of the reformed faith in what it has peculiar to itself
—•

the question is not of our Gallican confession of faith of

1559—the question is, at bottom, of Christiatiity, in its most

genera/, mostfundamental acceptation.'^\
It would seem to be implied in the above sentence, that

if the members of the French Protestant churches could

only recur to the happier epoch ''of 1559," they might
present an aspect more in harmony with the professions
of their first founders. We are not able to assent to this

opinion, without very considerable modifications. It is true,

*
Locke, who visited France in 1675, says, that, from mere inability to maintain

them, they had, "within these ten years, at least 160 churches pulled down." Lord
King's Life of John Locke, p. 52.

t Pp. 28 and 70.

t Pp. 36, 37, 55.
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indeed, that at that time there were many learned advo-
cates of ," the reformed faith in what it has pecnliar to

itself/' who had not yet abandoned all the fundamental
tenets of Christianity. Not only at that date, but even at

a later period, there were many who, like those who assisted

at the conferences of Saumur, defended with zeal and elo-

quence the holy doctrines of the Blessed Trinity and the

Incarnation. But the histoiy of the Reformed Church
in France, as in every other country, is nevertheless, at

every period, perfectly homogeneous.
^

All is consistent,

every movement is ad inferos. The earlier Synods, as that
of Paris in 1559, and Poictiers in 1560, did indeed devise
certain forms as safeguards for such portions of Christian
doctrine as they had yet retained. They even attached

penalties to the violation of those fonns. But successive

Synods abandoned these ceremonies without resei-ve ; first,

the form for the Communion ; then for the burial of the
dead ; and by the time of the Synod of Montauban, in

1594, they had advanced a little further, and ventured to

decree, ''That there is no need of an express particular
Form of Prayer at the Ordination of Ministers."'^' It is

plain, too, that these
"
ministers,'

'

whose obliquities at

the present day Dr. Scherer so pathetically deplores, gave
a great deal of trouble from the beginning. They had
evidently enjoyed but a very slight measure of that opOrj

Tradeia, SO strougly rccommeuded by Plato and Aristotle to

young men in general. In the Synod of Montauban, in

1594, and again in that of Saumur, in 1596, we read of
*'
heretical ministers,'' and of

''

deposed,"
"
pragmatical,"

or
''
scandalous" ministers, and very frequently of

"
apos-

tate ministers." Indeed these unfortunates are enumerated
in almost every Synod they ever held ; and we can hardly

say which is the most constant item in the acts of these

Synods, some new scheme of discipline, or a
"
catalogue

of deposed ministers." The latter is seldom absent, and
the former of such frequent occurrence, that they might
almost have adopted as their motto the words of Salvian,
" Mntare incipiunt disciplinam.'*\

Enough has been said, perhaps, to show, that the pre-
sent state of the French Protestant communities is only
what might have been anticipated, and was actually pre-

Quick's Catalogfte of French National Synods, p. 161.

; + De Gubemat. Dei^ lib. vi. p. 147.
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dieted, from tlie first. The disease, which has finally de-

voured and consumed them, was no accidental mischance
—it was inbred, and ran quickly through every vein and

artery of their whole system. They were marked with the

plague spot Irom their birth. And if some, constrained by
what the Saint of Nyssen calls the dvdrfKynvu dirohei^ewv-''^

have endeavoured to account for their dissolution by refer-

ring it to the catastrophe of the revolution, or the unfavour-
able influences of state protection, it is a sufficient refuta-

tion of both pretences, that the Catholic Church has

equally been exposed to these trials, but without any such
results. Far from being a result of the revolution, that

terrible event is itself attributed, by one of the deepest
thinkers of modern times, to

*'
the indirect influence of

Protestantism, ^'t It is certain, too, that the infidelity
which now exerts an almost undivided empire over French
Protestantism, was manifested in all its worst forms long
before the revolution. The controversies between Jurieu
and the Bishop of Meaux, affbrd abundant evidence of the

progress of Socinianism anterior to their day; and, not to

speak here of other well-known testimonies, urgent memo-
rials were actually presented to the king, several years
before the revolution, in which we meet with the customary
description of Protestants,—that

*'

they disbelieved the Divi-

nity of Christ, and all revelation.'"\ And if we wish to know
the history of French Protestantism during the tremendous
scenes of the revolution, and its character subsequent to

that event, and down to the present hour, we are not
without ample sources of information.

*'
I am sorry to

say," observes a great Protestant statesman, **that they
(the French Protestants) have behaved shockingly since the

very beginning of this rebellion, and have been uniformly con-

cerned in its worst and most atrocious acts. Their clergy are

just the same atheists with those of the 'constitutional'

catholics, but still more wicked and daring. "§ Whilst of

the Catholic clergy—of whom 135 bishops and many
thousands of priests preferred exile or death to a denial or

suppression of the truth—the same distinguished person

* Contra Eunomium, lib. i. torn. ii. p. 377. Paris, 1638.

+ Schlefrel's Philosophy of History, Lecture IG, vol. ii. p. 235; so Jansenism is

callefl by La Mennais,
" i'eiifant houteux de la Reforme." Reflexions sur VEtat de

rEglise en France, tome vi. p. 16.

X See Ranken's History of France, vol. ix. p. 174.

§ Remarks on the Policy of the Allies, Burke's Works, vol.vii. p. 177, (Ed. 1808.) i
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declares, from personal observation,
"
They seemed to me,

beyond the clerical character, liberal and open ; with the
hearts of gentlemen and men of honour a set of men
amongst whom you would not be surprised to find a Fene-
Ion." And after more to the same effect, Mr. Burke
adds—for they are his words—" What I say of them is a

testimony, as far as one feeble voice can go, which I owe
to truth.""' It is too a most significant fact, that while
the Catholic faithful, and especially the clergy, were
visited with the most ruthless oppression by the revolu-

tionary leaders, and subsequently^, at intervals, during the

Consulate and the Empire ; the Protestants, on the other

hand, were fostered and encouraged, as though they had
been friends and allies. The emissaries of darkness—or,

as they preferred to be styled,
''
the advocates of Reason"—appear to have detected with the sagacity of instinct who

would be for, and who against them ; and had no need so

much as to ask, *'Who is on our side?"
'^ A spirit of

religious toleration,'' we are told,
^

^animated the Assembly;"
and, as a token of this spirit,

^'
the possessions of their an-

cestors were restored to the Protestants''\ The president
Rabaut spoke complacently of *^the signal protection

granted to the reformed and protestant churches by the gi'eat

Napoleon;"! and so notorious was this policy, that even
the English Socinians appear to have rejoiced at the

favour which was manifested by so powerful a person
towards their brethren and confederates in France. §

It is plain, therefore, that the notion of the Revolution

having occasioned, in ever so slight a measure, proxi-

mately or remotely, the existing developments of French
Protestantism, is simply erroneous and unfounded. It

did not produce Socinianism, because, as we have shown,
that form of the

"'
reformed" doctrine was long anterior to

it ; it did not impose restraints upon Protestant worship,
since it saw no need of doing so; and certainly it did not

attempt to modify Protestant creeds, about which, since

they were so little hostile to its own, it was profoundly
indifferent. Nor can it be pretended that this—whether

* Burke's Reflections on the Revolution in France
^ p. 216, (1700.)

+ Ranken's History, vol. ix. p. 337.

X Cobbiii*8 Itisforieal View of the Reformed Church of France, p. 105; Cf. Soulier,

Statistique des Eglisea Reformieit de France.

g Monthly Repositoryy vol. iii. p. 160.
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we call it indifference or sympathy—really influenced the

religious systems of which we are speaking; for, as Dr.

Scherer candidly admits, ''the legal constitution did not

touch the doctrines of the Reformed Church of France'^"']*
—

they were perfectly free to develop either in this direction

or that, according to their natural bent and bias; they
were left, in a word, to seek their own level, and they
found it.

It remains, then, only to describe what that level is ; or,

in other words, to depict briefly the actual state of French
Protestantism at the present moment. It will easily be

anticipated, after what has been already said, that it is

precisely similar, in spite of the promised
''
restoration of

the Gospel,^' to the developments of the reformed doctrine

in Switzerland and Germany. "A few years ago,'' says
a protestant authority,

''
it was hardly possible to find twenty

pasteurs who confessed the doctrines of the Trinity and the

Atonement. At this time the established Protestantism of

France is for the most part iSocinianisrn /"f Such is, once

more, the fruit of that disastrous revolution, which Jewel
and his confederates were not afraid to call,

"
God's

own cause."
Another protestant writer says,

'* The character which
the Reformed Chm^ch has acquired in France is altogether

peculiar—peculiar, not fi'om its rejection of evangelical
doctrines, but from its indijference to all doctrines. Christi-

anity must appear to the great majority of French Protes-
tants to have in it nothing positive or defined at all

On entering a French temple, one experiences the same
sensation as on entering a Jewish synagogue. Its services

appear like a wretched effort, not to serve, but to keep up
the memory of an abolished religion. They would indeed
resemble a funeral requiem over defunct Protestantism, if

they had the solemnity and decency of so touching a cere-

mony 1 was told by an old pastor, that fifteen years
ago he could not count six ministers of the established

religion who preached the Gospel. He thinks that at

present, out of the six hundred belonging to the national

temple, there may be two hundred who, with more or less (!)

effect and sincerity, uphold Christian principles. At the

former epoch he assured me that the preaching of Socrates

* Present State, &c. p. 21 .

t Foreign Aid Society's Quarterly Report. Dec. 1841.
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instead of Christ was almost universal!""' It should be
added that all this applies to the ministers of the ''Re-

formed''' religion; "the 'Lutheran! pasteurs," it seems,
''with a few exceptions, are neologists or Socinians.'^

**
Miser-

able indeed/' exclaims a recent traveller, ''appears to be
the condition of the Lutherans and Calvinists in France."
And yet the wi*iter, a respectable English protestant cler-

gyman, presently adds, that "many English parents,
thinking all kinds of Protestantism ^ be equally good, are in

the habit of taking their families to hear the preaching at

the Oratoire"—which he describes as
" a school of Socini-

anism"—"
because, they say, in addition to the benefit of

their hearing a sermon, it is such an excellent lesson in

French!"! I^ their own "church" had taught them no

better, why should Dr. Wordsworth complain of their
''

thinking all kinds of Protestantism to be equally good?"
Would their own education or experience allow them to

form any other opinion ?

It is not to be supposed that the dissolution of the refor-

mation-religion in France, has excited no observation

amongst those who still profess it—or, as we ought rather
to say, who still, without much definite profession of any
kind, agree to "protest" against that more ancient and

obstinately immutable religion which the "reformation"
was designed to subvert, but which has contrived never-

theless every where to outlive it. Indeed the reflections

which modern protestants make upon the changes in their

unstable religion, are not the least curious part of its his-

tory.
" The freedom of inquiry," say some of them,"

could not but ineiitably produce these 7'esults."\ Nor does
it seem to occur to them that such a "freedom" as this

may possibly be a rather perilous privilege, and that

"there is a liberty which makes men slaves."§ Their

contemplations are of quite a different character.
" The

right which Luther exercised," says a modern French
Protestant,

"
of purifying the doctrines of his day, and

rendering them more conformable to the letter and true

sense of the Gospel, the same right all hi^ successors possess in

* Blackwood's Magazine^ April, 1836, pp. 470, 471.

t Diary in France, by Christopher Wordsworth, D.D. Canon of St. Peter's,

Westminster, p. 36. Conversions to the Church appear to be frequent here as

elsewhere, p. 90.

X Melanges de Religion, tome ii.

§ Vide S. Augustini Serm. xxii. De Verbis Domini, cap. 7, torn. x. p. 142.
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an equal degree^'' The operation, therefore, is Hkely to be
an endless one ; for the Christian religion, it seems, needs
to be disinfected of such an enormous amount of corrup-
tion, that after the diligent industry of so many reformers,
the cure is still inchoate, and every succeeding generation
finds in its ineradicable impurities something left to

"purify." ^'Protestants cannot consider themselves,^'

says another of the same school,
"
as limited by the

authority of Luther's sayings, nor those of the other

reformers, nor even by that of their symbolical writings—
their theology both can and ought to be tending toivards

'perfectionr\ M. Coquerel, the editor of the Revue Protest

tant, says, yet more pointedly, '\
It is absolutely necessaiy

to reduce revelation to what it is, and no more;" and he

proceeds forthwith to perform this "necessary'' operation
by reducing it to nothing.

"
Original sin,^' "ea^piation"

^^

free-will,^'
"
incarnation,^^ "consuhstantiality,^^

—
these, he ob-

*sen^es, are "merely human words;" while "grace,'' ''pre-

destination,"
"
the Lord's supper,"

"
the nature of Jesus

Christ," and other doctrines,
"
are obscure subjects, upon

which it is possible to hold many different opinions, not
one of which shall be chargeable with absurdity."! M.
de Sismondi, sums up all, when he assures us—and this

shall be our final quotation—that
"

the Protestant ChurcJi

admits that she herself may be mistaken ; she claims only that

liberty of thought which the Catholic Church renounces."§
Most persons, we think, will now agree with a protestant
wiiter already quoted, who says—speaking of the Societes

Evangeliques, and other recent schemes for the resuscita-

tion of French Protestantism—that
"
to labour Jor it, is

to labour for an object which has not the smallest neces-

saiy connexion with the advancement of the kingdom
of God upon earth. "II

4. The same impression will not fail to accompany us,
with respect to the "refomied" religion, in every other

* Archives du Christianisme, tome i. pp. 330, 331.

+ Archives, loc. cit.

t Lettre de M. Charles Coquerel k M. O'Egger, sur une Profession Gdne'»,le de
toute I'Eglise Protestante, p. 20, Note; Paris, 1827.

§ Progress of Religious Opinions, p. 79.

II Wingard, p. 58. It is curious that, even so early as JeAvel's time, French Pro-
testantism had begun to show its real nature. "In the French Church," says he
to Peter Martyr, "which they now have in London, I hear there are some unquiet
and turbulent men, who are openly beginning to profess Arianism." Zurich Let-
ters, Ist series, Letter 38, p. 173.
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country in which the present inquiry shall be pursued.

Germany, Switzerland, and France, are only examples on
a large scale of what has equally occurred, with the most
exact uniformity of development, and according to the

same law of declension and decay, in every other land
wherein Protestantism has taken root. In every portion
of the ^'reformed" territories the same effort is at this

moment being made—though with very different measures
of zeal and ardour—the same fruitless attempt to lull the

raging and discordant elements, whose devastating pro-

gress can no longer be regarded with apathy, and to

reconstruct from the wreck of creeds and opinions, a firmer

and more enduring fabric than that which can now only be
traced amidst the ruins with which it has strewed the

earth.

Such an effort is being made, as we have said, though
everywhere by a feeble and dispirited minority, in almost
all the Protestant communities, and amongst others, in

the Netherlands. Here also, as in England, and in sonie

parts of Lutheran Germany, a small and timid band is

seen, pondering with sad hearts on the too successful labour
of their fathers. Lonely and desolate, they go about
aniidst the ruins which everywhere impede their steps,

vainly searching with sighs and tears for the guardian
angels who have long since fled away from that dismal
scene.

^

And vain, let them be assured, will be all their

wanderings after peace, so long as they refuse to search

where alone peace is to be found. Vainly do they call

upon them who no longer hear ; but in whose place mys-
terious forms are seen—dircefaciei, inimicaque nutnhia—the

spirits of error, to whom it is permitted to reign in every
land from which truth has been cast out. These are their

rulers now, and their rulers they will continue to be, in

spite of their tears and groans. They cannot, by any might
of their own, escape from the dreaded dominion. One
power alone there is—in the world, yet not of the world ;

seen on earth, yet not earthly—before which, if it be

invoked, these spirits of evil shall flee away. It is that

pow«r of which it was declared of old,
" No weapon that is

formed a^^ainst
thee shall prosper ;y that power, which,

though Divine, is for awhile committed to human hands ;

the power which Peter first received from Him who said,

"feed My sheep/' and with which the ^vicar of Jesus
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Christ, sitting in Peter's seat, still rules the heritage and

people of God. But to return to our history :

In no country, perhaps, were the promises and profes-
sions of the first Protestants more lofty than in the United

Provinces, and in none have they more conspicuously
failed. Beginning with an almost incredible severity of

demeanour towards all who refused to
'^ bow down to the

image'' then set up; proscribing, under the most galling

penalties, not only the Catholic religion, but even every
form of Protestantism, save that precise model of Calvinism
which they regarded as the only

*^
true Gospel ;"'"* binding

some and killing others, simply for the avowal of senti-

ments differing by almost imperceptible niceties from their

own ; the Protestants of Holland and Flanders, have long
since arrived at that immovable "indifference," which
most strikingly contrasts with their earlier zeal, and which
refuses to concern itself about variations of ritual or of

creed, because, in fact, it is equally indifferent about all.

One form of religion, it must be confessed, they do perse-

cute, and only one ; but it is precisely that which formerly
they guarded with such jealous and rigorous severity. It

is now the few surviving disciples of the Synod of Dort, to

whom alone peace is refused, and who, we are told, are
**

persecuted, and their ministers removed."!
''

V(B Belgio," was the saying of Melancthon,
"' a petu-

lantia ingenioruml^^ and the result has justified the predic-

tion.! It was in Holland that Socinianism, banished for

awhile from the land of its birth, appears to have found its

earliest home.g Here its ravages were visibly manifested
before elsewhere they had even been detected. Yet here,
as everywhere, the plague was gradual. When first

Socinian teachers began to be exalted to high places, it

was not without remonstrance and opposition that they
secured their dignities. But remonstrance grew more and
more faint, and by the time that Conrad Vorst was
appointed to the chair of Arminius, though he was known
in his own country to be a Socinian,|| and even by English

* Vide Bentivoglio's History of Flanders^ part ii. chap. ii. p. 75.

+ Wi"ngard,p. 169.

X As the historian Weismann admits, Hist. Ecclesiast. tome ii. p. 106.

§ y'lde Encyclopedie Methodique, Art. Sociniens; Fluqiiet, Dictionnaire des Here-
sies, tome i. pp. 78, 79; History of Poland, in the r2th volume of the Universal His-
tory, p. 440; and Histoire du Socinianisme, ch. v. p. 14; Paris, 1723.

II Biographie Universelle. Art. C. Vorst ; Act. Synod. Dordrecht. Pi-aefat. ad
Ecclesias; and Judic. Theolog. Provinc. p. 382; Carte's General History of England,
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Protestants branded as a
*'

blasphemer/
''-'

yet his nomhia-
tion and institution were carried almost without protest.
Then it was, as Grotius laments, that his country was
*'

filled with heretics;''! and yet, as Rivetus and Sibran-
dus complained,

'^
none attempted to resist what was

coming^ on."| In the year 1653, the States of Holland
and West Friesland,

*'

published a proclamation against
the meeting together of the Socinians and their teachers,
as also against the printino: and selling of Socinian books,
upon great penalties. ''§ Yet only two years later, in spite
of every resistance which '"

reformed'' principles or institu-

tions were able to oppose, they are said to
"
very much

increase
;"||

and by the end of the same year,
*'

the sect of

Socinianism bears great sway in the Province of Holland,
and is as.^e?ited to by most there.' '^ It is difficult, however, to

determine what was the real amount of opposition which

this, perhaps the most fatal product of the reformation, had
to encounter in Holland; and there is reason to doubt
whether at any time that opposition was, except in a few

cases, either earnest or sincere. Forty years earlier than
the period referred to above, an English writer, who dates
from the Hague, had said, "We have under the press

many answers to Vorstius, his apologies, which come forth

so much the more slowly, because in Holland inhibitions

are made to write against him, but for him free libei-ty and

permission is granted.
"''^"'^* How inconsistent this is with

the pretence of resisting the spreading evil, needs not to

be observed. But in the history of the "reformed" reli-

gion all is mutable, fluctuating, and contradictory." Never since the Reformation," says Huber, in describing
its course in Holland, "has the form of religion continued

book XX. vol. i. p. 808; Gerard Brandt, History of the Reformation in the Low Coun-

tries, vol. iv. p. 420.
* D'Ewes, Primitive Practice, &c. § 3.

t H. Grotii Ordin. Holland, et Westfiisioe Pietas, pp. 8, 23, 123.

X Respons. ad Pietatem Ilugoni Grotii, p. 28; Cf. Lubbert. De Jesu Christo Serva-

tore, contra Socinum, Prcefat.

§ Thurlow's Slate Papers, vol. i. p. 508.

II Ibid, vol. iii. p. 50.

% P. 51. " However it <?oeth also very bad amongst us in those things, for there
is here in our land great libertie to print all unseeinlie, hurtfull, heretical bookes;

yet the honourable magistrates of Amsterdam have, exceeding worthilie, caused
to be burned certain Socinian bookes." These words are taken from a Low
Dutch Tract, of the year 1643, printed in Lord Somers' Collection of Tracts, voL v.

p. 17. * Winwood's Memorials, vol. iii. p. 340.
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the same for a space of more than thirty years together/^''*

Varying incessantly with the changeful caprices of its pro-
fessors, whom their own arbitrary institutions were as little

able to restrain, as that higher authority against which
they had originally rebelled, religion, deprived of every
element of fixedness, was now reduced in most minds to
the mere sentiment of the passing hour.

''
Doctrina incon-

stans/' was its description, in the words of St. Austin,
^' non hahens unum colorem.^^ The dogmas of religion being
no longer received from authority, each man compiled, as
it were, for himself a body of opinions, to which he gave
the name of religious truths ; and which he professed to

regard as the substance of revealed religion, not because

they had at any former period been comprehended in any
other traditional system, but because they appeared to
him to deserve a place in his own—as being implied or

expressed, according to his private opinion, in the pages of

Holy Scripture.
" Suus cuique an'mius auctor,'^ was now

the only rule of faith; and the religion which was con-
structed by the application of such a rule, has retained, as

might have been anticipated, no more of stability or con-
tinuance than drifting sand or running water. To-day it

was of this shape, and to-morrow of that : one year Cal-

vinism, and the next Socinianism. Accidental causes

may have partially modified, in a few places, the gradual
development of the

"
reformed" theology, but its destinies

have everywhere been accomplished, and its secret tenden-
cies displayed. Sooner or later, it has reached its ultimate
form of Rationalism, Socinianism, or IndifFerentism,
according to the genius of particular people and countries,
or the dominant characteristics of the national mind. In
an empire or a republic, in alliance with the state or in

conflict with it, triumphant or depressed. Protestantism
has everywhere arrived at last, at one or other of these
three conditions. Thus in Germany, it became Rational-
ism ; in Switzerland, France, and America, it has developed
mainly into Socinianism, sometimes into Deism, and even
Atheism; in England and Sweden it has assumed, in

accordance with the more phlegmatic disposition of those

countries, the less active but scarcely less repulsive form
of an almost impenetrable Indifierentism. Of its present
aspect in Holland, which is more immediately under con-

* ^ee ilie Bibliotheque Universelle,iomQiiSxv.^.\%\.
VOL. XX.—NO. XXXIX. 12
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sideration, we are told by a hesitating and reluctant wit-

ness, that
"

it is certain that there has been in the Dutch
Church a grievous declension and departure from her first

faith and first love. Laxity in doctrinal views has, for a
considerable time, prevailed among a large proportion of

the clergy, and even the standard of orthodoxy has been
modified. The sentiments of many of the ministers are
tainted with the Arminian and Socinian heresies, and with
the neological spirit of scepticism.'^"''" Of the Protestant
ministers in Belgium, who, we are happy to hear, only
'^

afford religious instruction to thirteen different congrega-
tions,

'^ '^
there are only four,'' says a Presbyterian writer,

^'who know the truth; the rest, either Rationalists or

Socinians, hate it with their whole hearts, "t While in

both countries there appears to be just sufficient con-

sciousness of their real state to inspire the feeble effbrts of

a few, who seem to think, like Esau of old, that they may
recover their lost blessings as easily as they cast them
away—without confession and without repentance—in other

words, without submitting as a first step to that divine

authority of the Church, the contempt of which has been
the fruitful cause of all their evils. Thus, in Belgium,
there appears to be

''
an Evangelical Society, as well as

Bible and Missionary Societies," which
"

strive to diffiise

a spirit of vitality ;"| and with respect to Holland, there is,

or was, a Society at the Hague, which was established in

the hope of defending Christianity,
'*
centre les attaques

des modemes."§ It is not wonderful, perhaps, that

according to the mournful lament of Dr. Wingard,||
*^
the

number of Roman Catholic congregations, (now exceeding
Jive hundred,) has increased so rapidly, that forty-two
churches were built in eight years."

5. It was a significant observation of Hume, that
^'
the

* Scottish Christian Herald, vol. iii. pp. 199, 200, (1838) 2nd series.

+ Ibid, p. 504.

J Wingard, p. 121.

§ Melanges de Religion, tome iii. p. 276.

II Wingard, p. 169. The same writer gives a similar account of tlie religious
state of Hungary.

" The Protestants are also hei-e," lie says, "on account of the
dissolution which Rationalism has caused, not sufficiently prepared for resistance;
and apostasies are therefore the easier, as the Roman Catholic clergy neglect no
opportunity of making proselytes." p. 122. The bishop thinks, apparently, that
to pass even from Rationalism (the real character of which he has himself de-
scribed) to the Catholic Church is an "

apostacy !" And yet he is evidently a man
of education, and even of good sense, where religion is not coucerned.
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fate of Protestantism is yet uncertain;'^""' but we have

surely good reason for saying that it is so no longer. Not
that we are so sanguine as to anticipate its final extinc-

tion; for, as Sir Thomas Browne has remarked,
*^
Heresies

perish not with their authors, but like the river Arethusa,

though they lose their currents in one place, they rise up
again in another. ''t And we will not disguise our appre-

hensions, that
'*

Protestantism,'^ which is now the generic
title of perhaps every form of heresy which exists or ever

has existed, is destined to inflict a yet more serious injury

upon the welfare of mankind, than any, however appalling
and irreparable, which it has hitherto introduced. May
our prediction fail and come to naught. Meanwhile
Pix)testantism still lives, though ever passing through new
forms; and is said to number under its many-coloured
banners, in the different European States, fifty-six millions

of adherents. This may appear less considerable when
compared with the ranks of the faithful, the countless
*'
armies of the Lord of Hosts ;" but it is large enough,

and formidable enough, to awaken fearful thoughts of the

long and terrible conflict which it forebodes to the Church
and people of God. And though we do well to be assured

that, according to His immutable promise. He 'Svill pro-
tect the city, and will save it for His own sake ;'' yet we
may not expect to

'^

go forth in the morning," and find in

the camp of the enemy only "the bodies of the dead."
Tlih enemy will last to the end ; they have a work to do,
and they will do it.

"
Heresies," we are assured, upon

the highest authority,
''

there must he
;^''\ but while their

followers
''

strive to unite together and cannot ^^^ but sway
to and fro like a disordered multitude, or beat against one
another like the tumultuous waves of the sea, they will

serve only to manifest the imperishable stability and unity
of the Church. § This is their office, and, in spite of them-

selves, they must fulfil it.
'' While heretics fight with and

conquer each other," said S. Hilary,
"
they do not conquer

for themselves. Victoria enim eorum, Ecclesise triumphus

* Natural History of Religion, sect. xi.

^Religio Medici, sect. vi.

+ 1 Cor.xi. 19.

§
" Utitur enim gentibus ad materiain operationis suae, hsereticis ad probatio-

nein doctrinje suae, schismaticis ad docunientum stabilitatis suae, Judaiis ad com-
parationem pulchritudiuis suae." Aug. De Vera Religione, cap. vi. tome i. p. 302.
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est.'^*"' And of this truth the present aspectof Christendom,
the decay and dissolution of all that is positive in Protestant

error, and the gradual advance of the Church in almost

every Protestant land, affords abundant evidence.
'^ The reproach that the Reformation wants leading

principles and organization,'
'

says a Protestant writer

whom we have already quoted,
^^
has been strengthened by

passing events.
'*

It would appear that the religious condi-

tion of his own country has suggested the unwelcome
reflection.

'' At the end of the last century," he observes,
** and the beginning of the present, Sweden experienced
some inroads, although not serious ones, from the preva-
lent Neology.

^^ ** From the commencement of that period
of the ecclesiastical events of Sweden, to which the present
view is limited, up to 1838, very few and insignificant

attempts had manifested themselves to prepare the ascen-

dancy of Rationalism among the public generally.
^
By

this time, however, they began more openly to manifest

themselves, especially in some newspaper articles, although
apparently tinctured less with dogmatical interest than
with a practical sympathy with the inclination of political
liberalism to meddle with every thing. However, after

1840, the tone of the low Rationalism became rather high
sounding ; and being encouraged by the anticipated full

liberty of the press, it dared even to pour out its calumnies
in the presence of the estate of the clergy, in diet assem-
bled. The dignitaries of the Church were, however,

perhaps through some remnant of caution^ spared the sorrow
and shame of beholding from their assembly the barefaced
assurance of Rationalism."! It is much to have obtained
even so guarded an admission from the chief Protestant

authority in Sweden. But, in spite of a very natural

reluctance, some further revelations have escaped him,
of which we may be permitted to take advantage, and
which include the neighbouring kingdoms of Denmai'k
and Norway—of which countries the bishop speaks, for

obvious reasons, with a good deal less reserve than of

his own.
In giving an account of the religious state of Sweden,

from his own observations and e^erience, about the

year 1810, Dr. Wingard discloses the following characte-

* De Trinitate, lib. vii. p. 132.

. + WiDgard's Revkwy &c. pp, 136, 205, 269.
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ristic fact.
'' There was at that time," he says,

"
among

the dignitaries of the Church, a fickleness which aimed at

changmg every thingy''^ In this candid description we must
be allowed to recognise the character which Holy Scrip-

ture, and the Doctors of the Church, have assigned to the

professors
of every new, or false, religion.

'^ Ever learn-

mg and never attaining to the knowledge of the truth,"
*'
tossed to and fro and carried about with every wind

of doctrine," such is their portraiture in the inspired
volume ; and the holy Fathers, the most faithful assertors

of the divine philosophy, have equally noted for our admo-
nition that restless, capricious, and impatient spirit of

heresy, ever curious to devise some new tenet or doc-

trine, and no less eager to abandon it when formed ;

now rejecting, with a precipitate levity, what a moment
before was the object of an equally fantastic admiration;
as children break to-day the despised bauble which yes-

terday they clamoured to obtain. It was scarcely pos-
sible to have described this temper of heresy in more
forcible terms than those employed by Dr. Wingard in

his account of the recent state of his own country. That
*'
fickleness which aimed at changing everything," is a

description not of Swedish Protestantism only, but capable
of a much wider application. It is, in a word, only another
definition of that moral state more briefly comprehended
by S. Hilary under the well known words,

"
tot fides, quot

voluntatesj^

It is to this unfortunate '"fickleness," apparently, that

we must attribute the frequent changes in the Swedish

Catechisms, and their suppression of doctrines once main-
tained by derivation from that normal type of Protestant

svmbols, the famous but now rejected confession of

Augsburg, Perhaps it is the same temper which has

procured, as Dr. Wingard relates, the admission of the

detestable impieties of Strauss' Leben Jesu into Sweden,
*"
a country," as he bitterly observes,

*' which boasts of

northern seriousness." And to the same cause, no doubt,
is due the creation of those multiform shapes of error,
of which the same writer speaks: '"Hoofrianism,""
Swedenborgianism,"

"'

Hernhuthianism,"
*'
Straus-

vsianism,"^ "Pietism," "Neologism,"
"
Moravianism,""

Methodism," and the other various products of the Re-

* p. 215.
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formation—or, to use the equivalent phrase, the
''
restora-

tion of the Gospel"—in Sweden.
^\xi'\i\\\Q

^^

Jickleness'' of reformers and their disciples
has proved a potent magician, multiplying with marvellous

celerity transformations and metamorphoses which we
have hardly time to contemplate before they are succeeded

by some new wonder, the spell of
"

indifferentisni^ has
been at least equally effectual. If the one has generated
new and strange forms of life, the other has quenched
it altogether ; if the one has distorted, the other has

paralyzed. From the Swedish pulpits dodnnes are said to

be almost banished. In the language of Brissot de War-
ville, applied to another country,

'*
all the sects admit

nothing but mnraiittj.'^
** On pent juger de ce qu'est

devenue la croyance,'' says another,
''

j^ar le silence presque

general des predicateiirs sur les dogmes^ et le discredit dans

lequel sont tombes les livi'es symboliques, et les confessions

de foi.'^"'^' But simultaneous with the spread of a slug-

gish
'•

indifferentism,^^ has been the more active deve-

lopment of energetic heresy.
" The efforts of the Lutheran

doctors of Sweden to refute Socinianism/' says a writer at

Stockholm, in the year 1829,
"
show plainly enough that

its impious doctrines are widely spread in that country.''!
*' The doctrines of Socinianism," observes another writer,"
are no longer regarded as strange in Sweden ; and

they are admired there, as a proof of the elevation of

thought at which the human mind can arrive !"| And it

is perfectly consistent with all this, that both as respects
moral and religious habits, the people should have w^ofuUy

degenerated since the introduction of the new forms of

belief. Dr. Wingard himself speaks of the decay of
*^
domestic devotion" as compared with other countries.

Mr. Laing also says,
" As regards the influence of reli-

gion on morals and conduct in private life, I conceive
the Reformation has not worked beneficially in Sweden."
And again,

''
the Reformation, as far as regards the moral

condition of the Swedish people, has done harm rather

*
Chronique Religieuset tome ii. pp. 277—8. All that the archbishop ventures to

say in defence of tliis suspicious '"silence" is, that "
if the rheforical niMinier Iki>

not, as it ought, paid due atlention to the principal dogmas of Christianity, still it has

nut proved itself hostile to them, as has beeu the case iii several ueigUbouriug
countries." Review, p. 205.

+ See the Chronique Religieitse, tome ii. p. 4.05.

X Memorial Caiholique, tome vi. p. 130; De VEtat Religieiuc de la Suede.

A
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than good.'^'"' And yet with all these phenomena^ one
observes another in Sweden, which would seem at first

sight inconsistent with them, but with which nevertheless

they have often co-existed in other Protestant commu-
nities, and more especially in our own country and in

Switzerland. It is the rigid and peremptory enforcing of

cold forms and ceremonies, reminding one of the osten-

tatious but suspicious honour sometimes offered to the
dead by those who had manifested only neglect and
indifference so long as life remained. An English protes-
tant cathedral of the present day—whose chilling and
lifeless forms, to use an expression already quoted,

''
resem-

ble a funeral requiem over defunct Protestantism,''—is a
model on a small scale of the Swedish Lutheran Church.
Not a form is relinquished, however unmeaning it may
have become ; not a ceremony retrenched, however long it

may have been divorced from its original purpose and sig-
nificance. Now that the spirit has fled, they seem ;^to

watch round the corpse all the more jealously because they
are conscious that it is all which remains to them.

"' The
religion of Luther," says a Protestant writer on Sweden,
*'

degenerates into the rites and ceremonies of popery....:,
the reign of ignorance and bigotry gains ground, and will

perhaps soon be as unlimited, and produce the same dismal

gloom, as now prevails in Spain and Portugal."! We
know how dark a picture this is meant to be ; when a Pro-
testant has expressed all the bad qualities which ordinary
terms will suffice to denote, his last effective climax always
is, "It is as bad as popery." It is only then that his

denunciations are exhausted, and he sits down with the
air of a man who has nothing more to say. Of the other
northern kingdoms we have no space to speak at length.
Of Norway, Dr. Wingard says, in rather equivocal terms,"
Orthodoxy seems to get the upper hand over Rationalism

,

and has also put forth books in refutation of separatism."
While in Denmark,

'^
Rationalism of the same form as that

in Germany, maintains itself, but not without a struggle
with orthodoxy." (They seem to be well content if they
can only say, there is a struggle.)

^' The Hegelian Philosophy
has at the university of Copenhagen as well vehement
as calm advocates. At Kiel the theological faculty is

*
Laing's Tour in Sweden in 1838, chap. iv. pp. 124—5.

t Joseph Acerbi's Travels through Sweden^ Finland^ &c. vol. i. pp. 92—94 (1802.)
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supernaturalistic. The Church is disturbed by separation,

yet less since the talented but vehement Grundtvig
re-assumed his clerical functions.'^"'** Lapland seems to be
in a still worse condition.

It is evident that the history of the Protestant religion
in these northern realms, is not in less inflexible oppo-
sition with the hypothesis upon which that religion was

originally constructed, than in the other countries which
have already come under our review. But it is of little

use, we fear, to urge upon our separated brethren these

unfortunate results, or to remind them that they have
falsified the professions of their founders, and removed the

few landmarks which their scheme retained ;
—it is of little

use, for this is precisely what they boast to have done.
6. From Sweden we naturally pass, in pursuing the

present inquiry, to our own country. Similar in several

respects as to national character, and as to the external

form under which they originally received the new religion,
the developments of the reformed doctrine in England and
Sweden have presented for the most part a striking

parallel. Distinguished fi'om the people of more southern

countries by a certain gravity and immobility of character,
which Dr. Wingard expresses under the phrase of
*'
northern seriousness,'

'

they have exhibited the tokens of

this national peculiarity in their religious history. In

other lands the course of the
'^
reformed" religion has been

described as a perpetual flux and reflux
'^
between anarchy

and despotism, between fanaticism and infidelity."! Eng-
land has not indeed been wholly free from the same temble
fluctuations—^very far from it ; but such formidable con-

vulsions have not been her clironic state, and she has

enjoyed at least a comparative tranquillity. It is not

merely our proverbial insular self-esteem which induces us

to believe that, for many successive ages, England was

distinguished among the nations by a certain nobleness

and simplicity of religious character. All Europe has

borne testimony to her singular felicity previous to the

sixteenth century. She was long the ornament of Chris-

tendom—the prolific mother of Saints—the most radiant

fem
in that noblest of all crowns which the Sovereign

^ontiff", the Vicar of Jesus Christ, has received in due suc-

•
Review, &c. pp. 196—7,

t Schlegel's History of Literaturet Lecture x.
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cession from the Prince of the Apostles, as he received it

from the heavenly King. There was something, we may
not doubt, in the genius and disposition of her people,
which deserved and won for England this bright reputation.

Philosophers tell us that the moral faculty varies in nations

as the intellectual in individuals. And though our ances-

tors were reproached by Venerable Bede for a certain

inconstancy of temper and an almost Athenian ardour of

novelty, yet the sweet gravity and docility of our Saxon
forefathers, was never wholly destroyed by the infusion of

Norman blood, nor their sober devotion impaired by the

blighting taint of heresy. It is certain that in England
the Reformation was not a popular movement. It was
from the great that the plan and its execution proceeded,
and amongst the great the spoils were divided. Craft and

cruelty were necessary to win the people from the religion
of their fathers, and both were freely used. The shepherds
who led this goodly flock, by an unparalleled treachery, to

snares and precipices, had first persuaded them to think

that they were only conducting them to their accustomed

pastures. And, accordingly, the subsequent history of

religion in England, has been almost imiformly that of a
reaction—often interrupted, always unsuccessful, yet con-

stantly resumed—from that fatal revolution which robbed
her of peace and truth at the same moment. Like some
fevered patient she has ever since been stretching out the

hand, half unconsciously, for something which she knew
not to be beyond her reach. Consumed by a perpetual
thirst, yet with no physician at hand to temper the healing
draught, she has snatched at whatever was nearest, and
aggravated the disease by attempting to relieve it. Sorely
has England been changed by the cruel plague, and
miserably has that saying been fulfilled upon our deeply
erring, deceived, and unfortunate country;

^'
Fiat mensa

eorum coram ipsis in laqueum, et in retrihutiones , et in
scandalum.''

^

But through all the long night of three
centuries which has oppressed her, her great and noble
character—if it may be permitted us to use such words of
our own country—has been manifested, at least at intei'vals,
and struggled in faint resistance against the too potent
spell which enthralled her. From time to time the storm
has swept over her, and a fanaticism as ungovernable as
that which threatens to break up in Amei'ica the very
foundations of religion, or an infidelity as bold as that
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which reigns in Protestant Germany and Switzerland, has

possessed her like some powerful spirit. But it has not

yet wholly mastered her. Something there has been—•

whether the unwearied mercy which still reserves her for a
better destiny, or the merits of her forgotten Saints pleading
in Heaven her former obedience, and supplicating her
restoration to the faith—something there has been, which
has enabled her, at least in part, to baffle that spirit of

evil. He may indeed rule her, but not, as elsewhere,
without resistance. Her sickness has been heavy—-well

nigh unto death—but still she lingers. The strength of her
constitution has hitherto saved her. She has drank of the
same deadly potion, but it has not affected her altogether
like other people. Some it maddens, others it stupifies ;

it is the latter effect which the spirit of the Reformation
has produced upon England. In other lands it has kindled
men into a kind of inebriation of heresy ; England it has
bound up in a heavy sleep.
We are not about to enter upon a history for wdiich these

pages are manifestly unsuited. We shall not in this case,

any more than in those wiiich have been already con-

sidered, endeavour to follow, step by step, the progress and
the development of the reformed doctrines ; nor seek to

trace the metaphysical connection between the various

phenomena of the modern religious history of England,
and the introduction of the new religion from which that

history dates. Our attention has been occupied exclu-

sively with facts. It is to these that we earnestly desire,
if the wish be not too bold, to call the observation of our

countrymen. Shrewd and sagacious to a proverb, in tem-

poral affairs, we would simply invite them to apply the

same practical sagacity to the consideration of this momen-
tous question. They know—too well, alas !

—what the Eng-
lish reformers professed to do ; let them examine, with
their accustomed fairness and composure, what they have

actually done.
We shall not need the aid of rhetorical art, nor are we

ambitious of the praise of eloquence. With such persua-
sive but treacherous auxiliaries, we sincerely disclaim

alliance. We desire only to speak simply and seriously

upon a subject, the tremendous importance of which we
should but extenuate and obscure, if we could think it

necessary to discuss it in the set phrases of an artificial

harangue. We would rather speak, after the example of
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St. Paul, the ''words of truth and soberness;" than

choose, hke the Jews, to have for our advocate
**

Tertulkis

the orator/'

Let us intimate, in the first place, the design and object
of the few observations which are about to follow. They
must, of necessity, be brief and hasty. We propose then
to invite attention on the one hand to the pledges, asser-

tions, and professions of the Anglican reformers ; and on
the other, to the actual course and measure of their his-

torical fulfilment; and this with a view to exhibit the
contrast and disproportion between the two. The contrast
is so obvious, and the disproportion so immense, that upon
religious and humble hearts they cannot possibly fail to

produce the impression which even the most distorted and
hostile prepossessions would hardly contrive to resist.

What view the Anglican reformers professed to take of
their own work, we have already seen ; they considered,
or at least they called that work, the

*'
restoration of the

Gospel/' and
''
God's own cause,'' And what they

thought of the Church of their fathers, we have also seen,
in their own very clear and unambiguous statements. They
could hardly find words to express their eager complacency
in the contemplation of the one ; and if language did not

altogether fail them in describing the other, it was only
because they used such language as was never heard
before ; because, in a word, having completely exhausted
the old vocabulary of reproaches and imprecations, they
invented a new one to supply the deficiency. Every phrase
which ingenious hate could devise or implacable passion
utter, was unequal to express their intense and unflagging
abhorrence of the Roman Church ; and when every image
which earth could lend to their invectives was used up and
worn threadbare, hell itself was searched for a still deeper
and darker curse. It was in shapes and colours borrowed
from that dread abyss that Cranmer and his confederates

depicted to the people of England the Catholic Church of
Christ. And if the incessant mementos of Satan, his

enipire, his ministers, and his works, with which their

writings are literally crammed, fail by degrees, as we get
familiar with them, to produce much impression, and at
last from perpetual iteration seem to lose their natural

meaning
^
and significancy altogether, this was not at all

their design in using them. When Cranmer called the

holy Church of God,
*'

that cursed synafjogue of Antichristy"
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and Ridley styled her
^'

the wliorhh bawd of Babylon ;^^ when
Latimer called the Father of Christendom,

"'
the devil's

Chaplain,^
^

and Sandys termed him,
*^

that triple crowned
beast;'' they were not merely employing strong figures of

speech, nor implying, (like '"high churchmen" now-a-

days,) that the Roman Church was partially corrupted, or

that some Popes were not so good as they should be ; they
understood the force of words better than that. They
meant nothing less than what they said. It was upon such

views, definitely and perseveringly expounded to the people, that

the whole Anglican Reformation was based. And if later

writers of the Anglican communion, secretly ashamed of

her origin and early history, and afraid to repeat the

language of her founders, have wished to forget the one,
and to repudiate the other ; if, after having had their share
of ''the thirty pieces of silver/' the traitor's dearly earned

reward, they have wished to cast it out of their hands

again, and go back from their bargain; what right have

they to complain if their brethren, who are still content to

abide by it, make a mock of their tardy repentance, and
say, ''What is that to us?" Or how will they answer the

following challenge of a bishop of one of their chief sees,

actually spoken within these few months, repeated again
and again in their churches, and now finally published and
circulated throughout Protestant England ; how, we ask,
will they answer a challenge in which they are bidden, by
one whom they call a "successor of the Apostles," to
"
turn to the writings of the Reformers, and mark the striking

contrast between the distinct and even vehement language of

repudiation employed by them, and the gentle terms of our

contem}Joraries. Now, the very phrases of the Homilies can-
not be used without apology and extenuation.^ Are we
wiser than our fathers?"""" Such is the question of the

prelate who now sits in the see of Winchester, and who
tells his co-religionists, that they must not fear still to

apply to the Catholic Church the words of the prophet,
*' Come out of her, ray people, lest ye be pai'takers of her

plagues."
We are not surprised that some few of our separated

brethren are reluctant to act upon this advice ; but we do
most energetically protest against their singular delusion,
that theyf and not the disciples of the Homilies, are the

*
Bishop of Winchester's Charge at hi8 5ih Visitation, 18(5.
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traerepresentatives of the Anglican Church, or ofAnglican
theology. They may very naturally shrink from accepting
all the language of that Church, or incurring the terrible

responsibility to which it would link them ; but let them
not suppose that this their timorous protest changes her

real character, or that she ceases to be herself because

they wish she had been different. They cannot undo her

exact likeness to the other "reformed'' bodies, merely by
wishing it had been a little less obvious ; nor keep out of

sight those formidable features which betray all the coun-

terfeits, however skilfully framed, which the enemy has

persuaded men to accept as substitutes for the Church of

God. Those manifold systems of error, differing in many
particulars, have yet always been in their main outlines

essentially the same.

" Simillima proles,
Indiscreta suis, gratusque parentibus error."

And it is too late for Anglicans to blot out the fatal

similitude now. Members of other Protestant commu-
nities have expressed the same wish. There was a Grotius

in Holland, a George Calixtus in Germany, and a Peter
Du Mouhn in France ; and so there may have been a
Hooker or an Andrewes in England—men, as we freely

admit, immeasurably purer and holier than their own sys-

tem, however far below that Divine System which it had
supplanted in their affections. But as we judge the Dutch,
the German, or the French Reformation, not by the incon-

sistent and equivocal laments of the individuals whom we
have mentioned, or of a few others more or less like

minded, but by the vigorous, definite, and consistent lan-

guage of the original authors of the Reformation in their

respective countries, and of the great majority of their dis-

ciples ever since—so must we do with respect to our own
land. There may have been individuals who wished the

Reformation had been a little less seditious and revolu-

tionary, that so they might have defended it with a better

grace, and who would gladly have consumed all the

writings of all the ''Reformers'' in one common flame,
that they might be rid of such inconvenient witnesses ;

but it is no reason that we should be silent about the
real origin and early history of the Anglican Church,
because some few of its members wish to be silent about
it too. They have good reason for the wish. When a
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successful rebellion has placed its authors in the seat of

power and authority, their first thought naturally is, to

efface the history of their rebellion. Thus Napoleon,
when his own power seemed firmly secured, wished to

bury as it were out of sight the interv^al between the

sacred monarchy which had been destroyed and his own
new dynast}^ He would be thought to have succeeded, in

an unbroken line, to the Louises and the Henries of

France. Precisely such is the policy of modem Anglicans.
S. Theodore, S. Cuthbert, and S. Anselm, into whose
places their rebellion has forcibly thrust them, are their

ancestors in exactly the same sense in which S. Louis was
the ancestor of Napoleon, or our own sainted Edward of

Cromwell. They sit in the same place, and there the

similitude ends. The men who destroyed the Ancient
Church in England took a diff*erent line fi'om their poste-

rity
—

they had too much to do to be putting on clever

disguises—they said they intended to destroy that Church,
and they were as good as their word. They did not affect

to call her
'*

Mother," or
*'

Sister," or by any other term
of relationship ; they would own no kindred with

^'
the

Beast," and *'
the cursed synagogue of Antichrist." They

did not feel constrained, upon their grounds, to invent the

later theory of
"
branch^' churches, cut off" from the root,

and boasting themselves against it ! This extravagance
was part of the burden which they left to their successors.

It has been reserved for them to affect a reverence for that

Church, the utter overthrow of which was the first step to

the construction of their own. It is they, who, with an
almost preposterous unreality, style that

"
the Holy See,"

which their fathers more consistently called "the seat of

Satan," and against which—^we say it with sorrow—^they
are themselves, in spite of vague and unmeaning compli-
ments, the most persevering, and perhaps the least

excusable rebels. Their fathers "killed the prophets,"
and what do they now but

"
build their sepulchres ?"

But it is time that we return from this long digression.
It was necessary, however, in order to mark distinctly the

contrast which we are about briefly to trace, that we should

remind ourselves of the real language and professions of

the founders of the Anglican Church ; and the more so,

because some of their children, a little ashamed of their

rather uncouth ancestors, are taking great pains to bury in

the very depths of the earth every memorial of them, and
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even, in some cases, to^
disown tlieni altogether. As we

do not share this shrinking and sensitive reluctance to con-

front the Anglican Reformers, we have taken leave to bring
them into view again, and as distinctly as possible. We
have seen, in their own words, what they professed to do,
let us see what they have actually done ; they promised to

restore the Ideal of the Primitive Church, let us inquire
how nearly they have approached to it.

Now we are persuaded that a fair investigation of this

inquiry will result in no other conviction but this—that the

system erected by the Anglican Reformers upon the ruins

of the ancient Church, has utterly failed, after a trial ot

three centuries, not only to accomplish that peculiar work
of

"
restoration" which it was their boast to have under-

taken, but even^ to perform ani/ one of the primary and
elementary functions of the Church of Christ. That it has
succeeded so far as to produce moral effects, is admitted—•

and what false religious system has not ?—but as to the

peculiar offices which it belongs to the Church to discharge,
and for the performance of which she was planted by her
Divine Founder amongst the kingdoms of the earth, these

the Anglican Church, by the confessions of many of her
own children, has from her origin only thwarted and
obscured. Amongst the notes and leading characteristics

of the Church, the following, it will be admitted, hold a

prominent place. 1. Unity of form and unity of dogmatic
teaching. 2. Maintenance of sound doctrine. 3. Hearty
allegiance and affection of its own members and subjects,
4. Freedom of action, both internal and external. 5. Edu-
cation and religious care of the poor. 6. Catholicity. It

is so plain, at the very first glance, that the Anglican
Church possesses not one of these essential notes, that we
shall be thought to have selected them as being i)recisely
the most unfavourable tests by which she could have been
tried. We have been influenced by no such motive in

making the choice. The same objection would, we believe,
have equally applied, if the selection had been of any other
notes whatever ; each would have appeared the choice of a
hostile ingenuity ; and certainly no community pretending
to the title of a

"
Church,'' could, without a voluntary

surrender and a total annihilation of its own claims,
decline to be tried by those above enumerated. Let us
try this community then by the first test—unity of form
and unity of dogmatic teaching.
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1. We shall preface our observations by the following

striking statement of a distinguished living writer :

" The Church," sajs Mr. Newman, "is a kingdom; a heresj is

a family rather than a kingdom ; and as a family continually divides

and sends out branches, founding new houses, and propagating
itself in colonies, each of them as independent as its original head,
so was it with heresy. Simon Magus, the first heretic, had been
Patriarch of Menandrians, Basilidians, Valentinians, and the whole

family of Gnostics; Tatian of Encratites, Severians, Aquarians,

Apotactites, and Saccophori. The Moutanists had been propagated
into Tascodrugites, Pepuzians, Artotyrites, and Quartodecimans.

Eutyches, in a later time, gave birth to the Dioscorians, Gaianites,

Theodosians, Agnoetse, Theopaschites, Acephali, Semidalitse,

Nagranitse, Jacobites, and others. This is the uniform history of

heresy. The patronage of the civil power might for a time coun-

teract the law of its nature, but it showed it as soon as the obstacle

was removed. Scarcely was Arianism deprived of the churches of

Constantinople, and left to itself, than it split in that very city into*

the Dorotheans, the Psathyrians, and the Curtians ; and the Euno-4
mians into the Theophronians and Eutychians. One fourth part
of the Donatists speedily became Maximianists ; and besides these

were the Rogatians, the Primianists, the Urbanists, and the

Claudianists."*

The Church, then, is
^'
a kingdom,

'^ '^ a city at unity in

itself ;'* heresy is a wrangling and unloving family, of

which the members are at open variance and discord,

separating, dividing, and subdividing without end. With
which does the history and existing condition of English
Protestantism correspond ?

When the Lord Chancellor Heath, archbishop of York,
delivered his famous speech before the House of Lords^ in

1558, against the new doctrine of the Queen's supremacy .

in rebus ecclesiasticis, he thus solemnly warned his peera
of what was coming to pass.

"
In relinquishing and for-

saking the Catholic Church," said he,
"
the inhabitants

of this realm shall be forced to seek further for another

Gospel of Christ, other doctrine, other faith, other sacra-

ments, than we have hitherto received ; which will breed
such a schism and error in faith, as was never in any

*
Essay on the Development of Christian Doctrine^ chap. iv. p. 246. S. Austin

was accustomed to remark of heresy:
" Videte illos, fi-atres mei, qui se ab

imitate praescideruut, in quot frusta praecisi sunt," &c. Sermo de Jacob et Esau,
cap. 31, torn. x. p. 507: Cf. Hares 69, torn. vi. p. 13; aud S. Athanas. Be Synodi*
Arim. et S.leuc. torn. i. p. 906; Paris, 1627.

k
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Christian reahn.'^ Such was the prophecy,""' and how
fatally has it been fulfilled ! It has been calculated that

the original English Protestantism, which its framers
wished to bequeath to the country as a complete and inflex-

ible system, has given birth, up to the present time, to

considerably more than one hundred different forms of

religion \\ Of these not a few still sui*vive in our distracted

country, besides innumerable colonies of sects which have

gone forth from her ; and so far is the evil from being
abated, or the fecundity of English Protestantism impaired,
that at this very day,

'^
the sin of schism,^' according to the

confession of the bishop of Exeter,
"'

is the opprobrium, and
threatens to he the downfall of our country. "\ The same
humiliating admission, as we need scarcely obsei-ve, has
been made by Anglican writers of all shades of religious

sentiment, and more especially within the last few years.
It is impossible, as it is unnecessary, that we should cite

them here. The infinite variety of doctrinal opinions, both
within and without the establishment, and the ever-multi-

plying swarm of schisms and heresies, which devour our

country like the armies of locusts which once invaded

Egypt, and *' consumed every green thing," have made
England a proverb and almost a laughing-stock through-
out Europe. Hardly can the traveller from her shores
reach a spot so distant or so secluded as to be ignorant of

England's shame, or in which he will not be taunted with
it. And yet barely three centuries have elapsed since she
was as famous for her unity and peace ! How few of our

countrymen, contemplating her miserable aspect at this

day, and listening to the babel cries of discord which go up
from every town and village, can at all realize the thought,
that only 300 years ago, every man, luoman, and child in

England professed the same holy faith, and knelt at the
same altar ! and that the Saviour's last prayer for His
children was then fulfilled in her,

'*
that they may all be

one, as Thou, Father, in Me, and I in Thee : that they
also may be one in Us, that the world may believe that

* More briefly expressed by the great and good bishop Fisher (of Rochester)
in the saying:

" If liberty take place of faith, farewell religion!" Speech against
the Suppression of Monasteries, A. D. 1529.

+ See Ross' View of all Religions: Edwards' Gangrena, &c. Stapliylus and Car-
dinal Hosius enumerated 270 different sects of Protestants before the end of the
J 6th century ! See Milner's End of Controversy. Letter xv.

t Bishop of Exeter's Charge at his Triennial Visitation, \SA5, p. 44.
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Thou hast sent Me.""-" And what shall we thmk of the
work which, professmg to be ''God's own cause/' has only
this token to offer in evidence of its claim—that it found

England such as we have described, and that it has reduced
her to what she is !

Let it be observed too, as a circumstance too significant
and too important in this contrast to be overlooked, that
it is not only the unlearned people, the masses who have
thus been broken up (as if to render them easier victims to

their enemy) into innumerable sections and parties, co-

hering neither with themselves nor with any other, but the

teachers, the very guides, nay the rulers themselves, and
that by their own confession, are in exactly the same con-
fusion and disorder. Within these few months we have
witnessed the edifying spectacle of bishops openly and pub-
licly arraigning bishops. One strives to enforce upon a
reluctant and disobedient clergy the observance of their

own laws and rubrics ; and not only do they, as he himself

complains,
''
seek the opinion of counsel" how they may

most effectually set him at nought ;| but another ruler

chooses precisely that moment to recommend to his clergy

exactly an opposite course ! Still more recently, we haA^e

seen a vehement controversy between a bishop in Ireland

and a bishop in Scotland—for their mutual differences

demand a wider range than a single country can afford—
in which the dispute is not about mere matters of private

opinion, nor even about their respective doctrinal views,
but concerns the nature and character of their several com-
munities. In a word, the strife and clamour, the unceasing
disputes and controversies, which would seem to threaten

the immediate dissolution of the Establishment, if we had
not seen long since that this is the very atmosphere to

which its constitution is most accustomed—the din and
turmoil of her wrangling children, and the untiring zeal

and assiduity with which they war against the world and

against each other, make it a kind of problem to what

people we should compare them, or amongst whom we
should look for their prototypes— unless it be amongst
those untamed Arabs, whose motto still is,

"
Every man's

* S. John, xvi. 21.

t Bishop of Exeter's Charge, p. 12; a striking ilhistration, indeed, of what the

bishop calls "the proved impotence of pastoral rule amongst us." p. 10. To -the

bishop of Exeter the reif^ivixh iyT«$/» may well appear a mere chimera.

i
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hand against his neighbour/' or the Philistines against
whom Jonathan fought, and who " went on smiting down
one another.''

And if Anglicanism has utterly failed to preserve even

unity of form, has it succeeded better in respect of dog-
matic teaching ? To propose the question is to furnish
the reply. Within the borders of the Establishment there
is perhaps scarcely a single form of Protestant doctrine,
from rigid high-churchmanship down to the wildest exces-
ses of Latitudinarianism, which has not its champions and
its representatives. We believe we do not exaggerate
when we say, that the Anglican would be fortunate, who,
in visiting any two of the parish churches of England in

succession, should hear precisely the same doctrine. And
it is not about subordinate questions that this infinite

diversity reigns, but upon points which they themselves
con^idiev fundmnental

—e. g. the doctrines of Baptism and
the Holy Eucharist.

'' The opposition of teaching as

respects the Sacraments,
''

says one of their own prelates,
whom we have already quoted,

^'
is the great evil of our

times."'-'^ So conscious are they themselves of this

'^opposition," that the very first step in the selection of a
minister for any vacant cure is invariably the enquiry,
**What are his religious views ^" We do not blame the
caution—we only regret

^

the necessity for it. And if we
were not unwilling to give a ludicrous character to the

present melancholy discussion, we might supply illustra-

tions of it, which probably no other sect save the Anglican
could furnish. One or two specimens may be useful, as

exhibiting the actual state of that community; and if they
seem to be used in derision, we shall plead the example of

St. Gregory, who defended his own picture of heresy by the

apologetic preface, *V eiVw rl kuI 7e\ows, kuI ircpl r^ekoiov TTpa^.

/tttTcv.f We are going to refer to the pages of the Ecclesias-
tical Gazette, in which Anglican rectors and curates appear
to make known to each other their mutual wants. We shall

give a few examples, taken almost at random out ^f many
hundreds, of the mode in which these parties communicate
their respective

^'
views.''

They appear to refer to a great variety of standards.

One class, however, appeals to "the Church" as the type

*
Ibid, p. 30.

t S. Greg. Naz. Orat. xxxiii. torn. i. 529.
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of their sentiments. Thus we have gentlemen of
'^

High
Church views"—of '"High Church principles"—of '"mode-

rately High Church views"—of
"
orthodox and moderate

Church principles"
—of

"
sober Church views"—of

"
what

are commonly called High Church, but not extreme
views" — of

*' Old Church of England principles" — of

''sound Church of England principles"
—of "moderate

Church principles, what is usually called orthodox"—of
"
moderately High Church, though no Tractarian"—of

*'

Anglo-Catholic principles"
—of

"
sound Anglo- Catholic

views," &c. One gentleman announces simply, that
"
his

views of the Church are not low,'' which leaves a good deal

to the imagination ; whilst others have
"
theological views

High Church, but anti-Tractarian"—or again, "senti-
ments strictly in accordance with the teaching of the

Church ;" which, we fear, must have been considered
rather indefinite, as we are not aware that "teaching of the

Church" stands for any very distinct or recognized body
of opinions. Others, again, are of

"
moderate, though

strict Church principles"—of
"
sound Church principles,

but not of extreme opinions"—and, in a word, "Church
principles," of which the intensity is aggravated or diluted

by eveiy conceivable modification of adjective and epithet,
are professed by many of the various advertisers in these

amusing pages."'
Another class refer to

"
the Articles" as the standard of

their
"
views." Of these, some profess

"
the doctrines of

the XXXIX Articles, taken in their literal, natural, gram-
matical sense," which might seem to exclude all uncer-

tainty, but that unfortunately there is as much dispute
about this kind of

"
sense" as any other. Some, more

vaguely, announce
"
views in accordance with the Prayer-

book ;" others are
"
strictly in accordance with the Arti-

cles:" others
"
love the truth as set forth in the doctriniil

articles of the Church," &c., tfcc.

With very many the phrase
"
Evangelical" is the sole

test, ^ome are simply of "evangelical sentiments"-;-
others of

^*

decidedly evangelical sentiments," or "deci-

dedly evangelical jo?v*wcf/?/e.s/' or
"

strict evangelical views/*
or "sentiments evangelical, not Calvinistic." Others

again, who think perhaps that in these critical times a little

* The references will be found in the Numbers for January, March,
May,;i8l5.
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more obscurity may be expedient, acknowledge views which
"

tcoidd he termed evangelical/' or
" which some, perhaps,

would call evangelical;'' leaving it mysteriously uncertain

how far such an arbitrary description of their
*'
views"

would be accurate. Whilst, on the other hand, some
object equally to ^^evangelical, Tractarian, or other sectional

views."
With a considerable number ""

Tractarianism" appears
to be the chief criterion. Some are

*'
void of Tractarian-

ism, and other novelties;" or more emphatically,
*'

deci-

dedly opposed to the Tractarian heresy ;" or, more briefly,
'' no Tractarian ;" or

"
zealous, though not Tractarian ;"

and a good many say pointedly,
" No Tractarian need

apply." One gentleman has
''
a strong voice, and good

general health, and is decidedly opposed to the Tractarian

heresy;" which reads as if the
''

strong voice" was very
anxious to show its capacity, and proclaim its opposition
to that particular ''heresy." Some are even "free from
all Tractarian tendencies,^

^

and so must be invaluable coad-

jutors of such gentlemen as the one just mentioned, with
the

''

strong voice and good general health." Others
are

''
alike free from Latitudinarianism and Tractarian-

ism :" but we cannot go through the whole species.
All are, of course, eminently ''orthodox," though in

various ways; as, "decidedly orthodox," or "strictly
orthodox, but averse to all extremes," or

"
orthodox and

moderate;" or again, by way of change, "moderate and
orthodox."

" Extreme views," and "party predilections,"
are very commonly objected to, and only mentioned for

the sake of reprobation. One gentleman, requiring a
curate, protests that

"
no one of extreme views either way

need apply ;" another is "a minister of the Gospel, not ex-
treme ;" many vehementl;^ disclaim all

"
extreme views of

doctrine,'' or "extreme views in religion''
— expressions

which to Catholic ears have a very suspicious sound,
though doubtless capable of the best interpretation. One
individual, however, goes so far as to say, that

"
he holds

no extreme views on any of the questions which now divide
the Church"—a happy state of philosophical composure
and equanimity which cannot be sufficiently admired.

Nothing, perhaps, reveals the grotesque disorder of

theological sentiments in this
" branch" Church more

clearly than the mode in which many insist upon
''

refer'
ences as to doctrine," or that the candidate for what they
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have to bestow shall
^'

state the turn of his opifiions, as to

High Church or the reverse;" whilst the applicants, on
the other hand, volunteer

''

references,'
'

which are some-
times not a little obscure, and sometimes sufficiently ex-

plicit. One gentleman, for example, states onl^^, that
"

his ministry has been hitherto acceptable ;" implying,
apparently, that there is very little doubt of its

^ being
equally acceptable for the future. Another

'^
desires to

preserve unity among his people;
'^
which seems a covert way «

of insinuating that he is not afraid even to attempt impos- J
sibilities. Of the same class of rather obscure statements,
is the advertisement of one who wishes to minister for the
'"benefit of his flock;'' which does not seem to convey a

very clear
*"
reference to doctrine," or the /' turn of his

opinions." Another proposes as his qualifications, '"a

powerful voice, and an impressive manner/' which he may
possibly have thought of more importance than such trifles

as theological opinions. Another is
*"

opposed to innova-

tion;" what kind of innovation he does not say. One
gentleman has " no objection to the Surrey side/' which we
confess puzzled us a good deal, though it may have con-

veyed a very distinct idea to his readers. Another, more
minute in his auto-biographical sketch, is

*

'without family,
possessing a powerful voice, of sound Church principles,
without having any extreme views." Another *'

would
not object to undertake a Sunday afternoon duty at his

ow^i risk in a good neighbourhood 1" Here, again, we
must profess ourselves utterly at fault. Some are more
easy to be understood. Of these, one has

"'
doctrinal views

moderate but decided, equally free from Antinomian and
Romanistic tendencies." Another states, that *'the grand
subjects of his preaching are justification through faith,

(fee, and the necessity of a new nature." Another is
*'
desirous of preaching a free andfull Gospel/' and ano-

ther equally
'"
desirous of meeting with a sphere of em-

ployment where Christ may be magnified by the Gospel,
within the bulwarks of the protesting Church of England."

Lastly, others refer to still more definite standards of

religious opinion. One gives notice, that his
"
theological

views are in general accordance with those of the Anglican i
divines of the 17th century ;" another has

''
sentiments f

congenial with those of the 'Christian Observer.'
" Some

prefer
*'
the Record," some

** Bramhall and Andrewes,"
some "Jewel's Apology," some *'our glorious Reformers;"
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one has
'^

religious views similar to those maintained in

Scott's Commentary, and Brydge's Christian Ministry;"
and another, in whose person we must take leave of these

various theologians, who
*^
loves from his heart the Church

of England, thinking it apostolical, but loving yet more
the pure Gospel as Paul preached it, believing it vital,

expects to be disengaged shortly.
'^

It will be suspected, perhaps, that we have selected these

as the most ludicrous specimens, after a long search

through the pages of the Ecclesiastical Gazette. The
supposition would be erroneous. We have, in plain terms,
made no selection at all, but taken the cases almost in the

very order in which they stand, as the ordinary class of

clerical advertisements, and with only two or three excep-
tions at most, from three numbers of the Gazette ! We
conclude by recommending its pages to the study of all

who desire to possess an almost unique record of every
conceivable variety of religious sentiment and *^tum of

opinion'
'—all professed within the ample fold of what is

called, by a happy irony, "'the United Church of England
and Ireland !"

2. It was impossible to apply the first test to the Angli-
can communion, without discovering, incidentally, that

the second would prove fully as unfavourable to her pre-
tensions. If she has so signally failed in preserving unity,
it is impossible that she should have maintained purity of

doctrine. It is true that English Protestantism has not

yet assumed the form under which the new religion is now
exhibited in Switzerland or Germany. The genius of the

people has hitherto opposed obstacles to such a develop-
ment. Yet, as has been lately observed : "Here and there,
like the intermittent rising of the caldron before it boils,

tokens of the same miserable development are visible in

the Anglican communion, beginning in what (men) fancy
its safeguard

—the episcopate."""* How many of that body
have openly denied, written and preached against, not

merely the dogmas of the Catholic faith, but even the doc-
trines of their own communion, is sufficiently well-known.
And if England be not itself, as a nation, professedly
Socinian, Rationalistic, or infidel, there is too much
reason to fear, for reasons to which we shall presently
refer, that she is extensively so in secret ; while it is certain

* Faber's Grounds for remaining in the Anglican Communion^ p. 32.
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that she has helped others to become so openly.
"
In

England/' says Schlegel, "the Protestant philosophy,
true to its character, kept within the limits of a mitigated
scepticism, and did not plunge into the same wild, revolu-

tionary excesses as the French philosophy of the 18th cen-

tury, that started with the same principles."'^' Yet M.
Villemain assures us, that the latter owed its origin
to the English writers. *^Ainsi TAngleterre,'' says he,"
a la fin du dix septieme siecle, et au commencement du

dix huitieme, avoit ete remarquable pour une sorte d'em-

portement sceptique et Epicurien; je parle du caractere de
ses principaux ecrivains.^'t ^i^d he adds, that it was '^

the -

imitation of the English licentiousness which exercisedl
such a powerful dominion over the beaux esprits of

France,'' and instigated them to the unhallowed course
which they subsequently pursued. Persons who have|
carefully examined the writings of the French deists, withi

this object, have found that they contain scarcely a
single]

original argument— their whole scheme, and often
the]

entire course of their remarks, being borrowed and evenJ

copied from the English writers. | M. Saintes observes,
that

"
Yoltaire was not permitted to know the German

literature of his day, and hence it is that he has left to

France only the inheritance of the meagre conceptions of

English deism."§ His own disciples expressed their obli-

gations to the same quarter. Semler himself makes a
similar acknowledgment; and Kant professed to owe
the change in his philosophical views to the study of a

single essay of Hume. It was the writings of Herbert,
Hobbes, Shaftesbury, Toland, Collins, Woolston, Tindal,

Bolingbroke, and the rest, which were industriously pro-

pagated in Germany about the middle of the 18th century;
and an historian of German Rationalism

distinguishes!
between those amongst them, as Bahrdt and Basedow,*'
whose impieties were akin to "French frivolity," and

others, as Mendelssohn, Reimarus, and Lessing, who

*
Philosophy of History^ Lecture xvi. p. 261. He elsewhere speaks of " the

avowed atheism of the 18th century." p. 240.

•f Villemain, Cours de la Litterature Francaise, tome ii. pp. 6, 7.

J
**
Leland, Bergier, Baruel, Robison, and Kett, abundantly prove that the poi-

sonous plant of infidelity, which has produced such dreadful effects of late yeai^s
on the continent, was transplanted thither from tliis Protestant Island." Miluer^
End of Controversy, Letter viii.

^

§ Histoire du Rationalisme, chap. ix.
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"evinced more sympathy with the phlegmatic hostiUties

which issued from England." Voltaire and the French
writers did not satisfy the students of Germany, who had
recourse also to the ''free-thinkers of England."'"*

^

And
these ''free-thinkers/' we need scarcely observe, did not

find the Anglican Establishment a very formidable oppo-
nent. Hobbes himself, like so many of his school,
*'

professed to be of the Church of England," and was
accustomed to receive the sacrament at her communion
tablest

—^for which theological aberrations do not appear to

have been considered a disqualification. And how is it

now ? We are unwilling, for obvious reasons, to speak of

individuals—individuals in high places, whose denial of

what even Anglicanism considers fundamental truths is

perfectly notorious, and who keep their offices, and use

their privileges, without so much as an attempt to remove

them, and apparently without anybody caring very much
about it. But we are compelled to refer to a work,
recently published, as if for the purpose of opening peo-

ple's eyes, in which all who desire to look beneath the veil

of respectability, under which the
"
established" religion

conceals its real character, may find some aids towards a
true appreciation of it. We confess that the terrible reve-

lations contained in the Autobiography of Blanco White
have occasioned us but little surprise, however apt we may
think they are to excite consternation among such mem-
bers of the Anglican communion as are still struggling,
with a devotion worthy of a better cause, against the over-

whelming tide of heresy which threatens to engulf her.

The following is only a single specimen—for there are

many like it— of the disclosures to which we allude.

Writing to an Oxford professor, White appears to have

said, with reference to expressions employed by the profes-

*
Saintes, loc. nit.

•f" Vide History of Dissenters^ vol. iii. p. 252. ,We cannot refrain from inserting a
parallel anecdote of our own day, for the truth of which we are able to vouch. A
gentleman dining, some time since, at the house of a certain archdeacon of the
Established Church, deservedly respected for his many amiable qualities, was
entertained by his fashionable and agreeable lady during the dinner with an
account of "one of the archdeacon's parishioners." The subject of the story was
described as a " Universalist and a preacher." "As long as he is well," said the
lady, "we never see him at church; but whenever he is in any trouble or afflic-

tion, he always comes to the archdeacon to receive the sacrament. Does not that
show a beautiful feeling?" Incredible as this may appear, it could easily be
matched with innumerable examples of a similar kind, not only in country
parishes, but even in cathedral.churches, and under the auspices of "higU-church'^*
clergymen, ol iiv«. o/mxh.
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sor: "You are perfectly right— we cannot essentially

disagree ; we may disagree in formulas (!) but our truth is

the same.'^'"' If we are not mistaken, we have lately seen
somewhere an announcement that this very professor is

about to give a course of theological lectures. We venture
to predict that this amiable correspondent of Mr. Blanco
White, from whom he could not

"
essentially disagree,'*

will include amongst the
"
formulas'* of his orthodox lec-

tures to the youth of Oxford, some very energetic admoni-
tions that, whatever else they may approve, they shall, at

all events, give good heed diligently to eschew the
*

^abomi-
nations" and "

idolatries'* of popery. Happy students of

theology !
—that theology of which it is a first principle,

that Socinianism, Sabellianism, Arianism, and the other

trifling errors of Mr. White and his friends, are
"
formu-

las'* in which people "may disagree,** while their "truth*'

nevertheless is
"
the same !"

It is difficult, of course, to express in a definite form and

shape the actual state of religion within the Establish-

ment, or to predict the character which it will ultimately
assume. We might, indeed, quote the words of many of

her members who have been too ardent to keep their

opinions to themselves, and these would afibrd us means of

judging to a certain extent; but the great mass of her

population, too immovably lethargic to have any opinions
at all, and still more to give expression to them, are

almost beyond the reach of ordinary tests. Yet now and
then even these manifest certain tokens and symptoms, by
which we may approximate to an estimate of their real

condition. We have been assured by competent witnesses—persons who either have been, or are still, ministers in

the Establishment—that they have found the great majo-
rity in parishes which have been under their own observa-

tion, to be (unconsciously of course) either Arians or

Socinians. And whilst amongst the millions of the True
Fold there is not one, who does not know that the Son of

Mary, whom the Catholic child learns from infancy to love

and venerate as his own Mother, was also Mary's Lord
and Creator ; we doubt—not from our own preconceived
notions of what such a system as the Anglican must pro-

duce, but from the evidence of innumerable and most
miserable facts within our possession—whether the great

•
Autobiography of the Rev. Joseph Blanco White, vol. iii. p. 112.
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mass of Englisli Protestants, especially, though by no
means exclusively, among the poor and unlearned, can

any how be considered as really believers in the doctrines

of the Holy Trinity and the Incarnation, or know more
than the bare Name of Hini who was "

Perfect God and
Perfect Man." A late writer, who has possessed abun-
dant means of forming a judgment, has even intimated

a doubt,
'' Whether the character of Protestant devotion

towards our Lord has been that of worship at all; and
not rather such as we pay to an excellent human being,
that is, no higher devotion than that which Catholics pay
to St. Mary, differing from it, however, in being rude,
familiar, and earthly.''""" And although there are doubt-
less many excellent persons in the Anglican Communion
who think they have good reason for hoping that this is no
true description of their own devotion, yet we will venture
to assure even these persons—not^ in a cold, unfriendly

spirit, but with the most ardent desire for their true peace
and welfare—that if they should ever be so happy as to

enter the Catholic Church, and to partake of the fulness of

that gift of Faith which out of her fold cannot be possessed,

they will then confess, that there were many high and
solemn doctrines, even amongst those which they thought
they held most firmly, which, from the irreparable fault of

their position, they had barely touched at all, much less

received and embraced within the firm and loving grasp
of Faith.

3. Let us say a very few words, in the next place, upon
that special characteristic of the Church—her power over
the afiections and veneration of her own children. With
regard to the Catholic Church, we know that, from the

beginning down to the present day, it has even been im.-

puted to her as a note of evil, that she exercises a kind of
irresistible influence over all her members. To her adver-
saries this appears a mystery—and they complain, with a

mingled feeling of anger and of awe, that she
''
absorbs

and strips of his personality''! each individual over whom
her authority extends. While, on the other hand, her
children themselves, far fi:oni resenting this ceaseless con-
trol of their inflexible and imperious Mother, delight in

nothing so much as the most perfect surrender of their

* Newman's Essay on the Development of Christian Doctrine^ chap. viii. p. 438.

f Newman's Essay^ chap. iv. p. 241.
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whole being and faculties to her service, and repay her

vigilant guardianship with a tenderness and enthusiasm of
devotion at which the heathen of old looked on in admiring
wonder, and which extorts even from her adversaries of
the present day the reluctant and involuntary tribute of

peevish jealousy and fretful indignation.
How does this third test apply to the Anglican Church?

Almost every other religionist has at least a preference
for his own particular sect, and will even manifest that

partiality, as occasion serves, by some hearty and vigorous
testimony. In our colonies, for example, nothing is more
common, we are told, than for emigrants of different sects

to shift their locality so as to come within the reach of a

preacher of their own form of
religion.^ This is frequently

the case in America. Yet bishop Kemper, a protestant

dignitary in that countr}^ remarking the profound apathy
and indifference of persons who had, nominally, been
members of the Establishment, reveals the following truly

extraordinaiy fact. ''Nine-tenths/' says he, "of the

Episcopalians wlio emigrate to the far-west, if they can-
not enjoy the instructions of their own church, will seek

them elsewhere. Surely these persons have been suffered

to grow up in lamentable ignorance of the advantage
afforded them by the Prayer-Book.""" It is certainly an
"
advantage" which they do not seem very quick to appre-

ciate, either in England or America. In our own country
there appears to be just the same hopeless and invincible

difficulty in elevating the minds of the people to under-
stand the claims, or even the nature, of the Established

Church. It is a difficulty which her rulers do not attempt
to conceal. The bishop of Exeter, who has experienced
the difficulty in his own diocese, says,

*'
True it is that

ours is not the only part of the Church in which these

truths'* (her very nature, end, and office!) "seem to have
been forgotten. Recent occurrences throughout England
all tend to the same point, all prove the universal need of
the same instruction.'^ Again,

"
This ignorance is exhi-

bited not in the multitude only, hut in all ranks and degrees

of men; and most prominently in those whose station is most

e.valtedr\ And so this, by their own confession, is all

* Church Advocate, vol. i. no. 31, p. 123. New York,

t Charge, p. 31. Not even " the universities are exempted from this formida-

ble charg^e, for the bishop adds, that •' this great particular" was never touched

h
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that the Anglican Church, after three hundred years of

trial, has been able to do, towards grafting upon the

minds of her nominal adherents even the most super-
ficial notion of her own character, claims, and authority !

4. We have said that
*'
freedom of action, both internal

and external,'^ is one of the conspicuous notes of the

Church—and it has ever been so. Not even the persecu-
tion of heathens, nor that far more formidable persecution
which she endures at this day, in some places, from the

violent interference of the State, has ever compelled the

Church to accept the decrees of her enemies, even when
she was forcibly restained from acting upon her own. In
our own country, for well nigh a thousand years, she
resisted and overcame the oppressor, and submitted to no
other, no meaner authority than the paternal government
of the Holy Pontiff, and of St. Peter whose sceptre he
bears. In an evil hour her children were persuaded to

rebel against that authority, under the pretext of a com-
plete emancipation from external check or control ; and
the new church to which they transferred their allegiance
has been groaning ever since, by a most manifest judg-
ment, under the iron yoke of the Civil Power— literally
bound hand and foot, and delivered over to the tyranny of
that crafty world which she thought only to take for her

ally, but which speedily became her master. From that
time the very laws and canons, which in their hour of

visionary and short-lived Jreedmn her founders had
framed, have been not only ridiculously inoperative, silent

from their birth, and for their subsequent ineffectiveness a
kind of proverb among her own children—so that the

very phrase,
'^
canons of the Church,^

^

is said to be a
familiar jest and to provoke a significant smile—but she is

admonished by her own supreme authority, the Parliament
which made and sustains her, that she shall not be per-

upon
" in his own days," (p. 40) ;

and elsewhere he speaks of " that spin ions libe-

rality, which, having already infected the head, is rapidly spreading over the whole
body." (p. 62.) And yet, when Catholics venture to repeat some small part of
the serious and fatal charges, Avhich Anglicans bring so freely against their own
communion, they are answered with a torrent of indignant declamation. Re-
proaches, which are true in the months of others, become false in theirs.
Like the man in the story, who had an unfortunate habit of beating his wife, but
was very angry that any body should seem to approve of his doing so, Anglicans
claim the privilege of abusing their church as tlieir own peculiar and inalienable
right. To any other censor they object the old maxim of civil law,

"
Inimicus

non potest esse judex." Yet it seems a little unjust that Catholics alone should
be debarred from lamenting these evils of their country, precisely because thfy
only had no hand in inflicting them upon her.
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mitted, even if she should attempt it—superfluous taunt !

—to act upon the laws which, by way of hai'mless indul-

gence, she is still allowed to call her own. Worldly and
ambitious men, enemies sometimes not only of the Church
but of all religion, legislate for her, and control her most
solemn affairs ; and if her nominal rulers venture to lift up
a voice against the power from which they receive their

offices and their rank, they are presently bid to
"

set their

house in order." If they would augment their own num-
ber, so as to exercise a more effective supervision over the
multitudes who are daily slipping away from their weak
and nerveless control, some paltry etiquette of state is

pleaded to shut their mouths. If they would promulgate
disciplinary laws, or chastise those who violate them, they
must still sue to the state to enforce the one, and entreat
its permission to effect the other. Lastly, for it would be
tedious to reckon all the links of the fetters which bind

her, if her ministers find their obligations to her clash,
whether in a great matter or a small, with their allegiance
to the state, it is a received maxim that the former must

yield to the latter ;
—if the ecclesiastical power declare

of any criminal or recusant that he shall be restrained

from spiritual privileges, and the common law decree that

he shall be admitted to them, the world prevails, and the
*' church" succumbs.
And all this is but the inevitable result of that first guilty

compact whereby Cranmer and his confederates sold to an

earthly ruler the Church's birth-right, and rejecting the

sacred authority of the Apostolic See, resigned all to the

arbitrary fancies of a Henry or an Elizabeth. They
would ^Hiave no king but Csesar," and they have never

since been able to shake off his authority. Willingly they

parted with their freedom, and now their descendants
have almost forgotten that their fathers ever were free.

The relations of the church to the state have been reduced
to a system, and it is thus that they are described by
one of the most celebrated writers of the Anglican
Communion.
After enumerating

''
the privileges, which, through the

concession of the state, the church gained by this alli-

ance," bishop Warburton says, "Let us see next, what

privileges, through the concession of the church, the state

gained by it. These, in a word, may be comprised in its

Supremacy in Matters Ecclesiastical. The Church

1
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resigning up her independency, and making the magistrate
her Supreme Head, tvithout wliose approbation and allow-

ance she can administer, transact, or decree nothing. For
the state, by this alliance, having undertaken the protec-
tion of the church ; and protection not being to be afforded

to any community, without power over it in the commu-
nity protecting it; it» necessarily follows that the civil

magistrate must be sifpreme."'''"^

Again ;

'' The third consequence of this supremacy is.

That no member of the Established Church can be excom-
municated, or expelled the society, without the consent and
allowance of the magistrate. For expulsion being an act of

supremacy, it must needs be authorised by him with whom
the supremacy is now lodged, "t I^^ ^ word, the^Esta-
bhshed Church" is here admitted by one of her most acute
rulers to be precisely in that state of bondage into which
her authors sold her at the first ; and if she has wholly
failed to perform any of the functions of the true Churcli,
and especially to maintain pure faith and doctrine, this is

not at all matter for surprise, since Warburton informs
us—that

"
the true end for which religion is established

is, not to provide for the true faith, but for civil utility !''f

5. It has ever been a characteristic of the Catholic
Church to cherish with a peculiar tenderness those who
have least power to help themselves. The aged, and little

children; the defenceless, and the poor; those whom the rude
world pushes hastily aside as unable to minister to its gra-
tification; these are objects of her special regard—h(B sunt

opes Ecclesixe. This tenderness and watchful care the Ca-
tholic Church has manifested in a thousand ways. She
has often postponed in favour of this the execution of other
duties—and many of her rudest trials have been occasioned

by the obstinate and unyielding firmness with which she
has defended the Poor of Christ against the strong arm of
the rich oppressor. It is in this labour that she has ever

gloried, after the example of her Divine Master. It con-
tinues to be one of the dearest objects of her maternal

solicitude, and it will so continue, until the day when she
shall present to her Lord, in one goodly band, all the chil-

dren whom she has begotten unto Him.

* Warburton's Alliance between Chnrch and State, book ii; Works, vol. vii.

p. 153, (London, 181 1.)

f Pp. 161—2.

X Book iii. p. 287.
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How different has been the deportment of that pretended
mother who has robbed her of so many of her httle ones !

How speedily did she abandon the Poor, whom she had
bereft of their loving guides, to cheerless, desolate, and
unpitied penury ! ^Scarcely were the religious houses, in

which they had so often, and for so many generations,
found meet nourishment for soul c^id body, levelled with
the ground that sensualists might feed upon their revenues,
when England was filled with troops of stai'ving beggars.
In vain the stern and merciless laws forbade them even to
ask for the bread which once, made doubly sweet by the

blessing which accompanied it, they had freely received
at many a gate of love and mercy. The cry of the
famished and oppressed grew louder—insurrections followed
in rapid succession, though immediately repressed by
force—in London it became necessary to overawe the tur-

bulent by the constant presence of armed bands—till at

length, in the 43rd year of the reign of Elizabeth, was^

passed that Act which provides a compulsory maintenance
for those whom the Catholic Church used to style
'^Christ's Poor;"—^"and here," to use the vigorous
words of a well-known writer,

'' we have the great, the

prominent, the horrible and ever-durable consequence of

the 'Reformation;' that is to say, pauperism established

by Jaw.';
Yes, it is the Poor who have been in a special man-

ner sufferers by the subversion of Holy Church in this

country, and the introduction of the new religion. And it

is evident that they began to feel the mournful change
fi'om the very beginning.

'" Both the gentry and the

clergy," we are told, in the accounts of those days,
*'

grew
extreme covetous. And as for the lay sort, they fell to

raising their old rents, turning their arable into pasture,
for grazing sheep, and enclosed commons, to the great

oppression of the poor.""-'" ''Rich men," according to the

statement of the
"
reformer" Becon,

"
were never so much

estranged from all pity and compassion towards the poor

people as they be at this present time. They devour the

people as it were a morsel of bread." The same reformer

says elsewhere,
" What unmercifulness reigneth among

*
Strype, Ecclesiastical Memorials^ vol. i. p. i, p. 604. *'As for the fipiritnal men,

they affected mightily courtly living, and takin{r their pleasure. Little residence

upon their benefices, and less hospitality." p. 607. Sucli were the sort of men to

make "reformers" of.
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men at this time ! How slenderly are the poor members
of Christ provided for now-a-days ! .Moreover, what

covetonsness reigneth among men at this present time !

Furthermore, what detestable, filthy, stinking, and
abominable whoredom, reigneth^ in the world now-a-

days !"'^' &c., &C.
''

London,'' said Latimer,
*'
was never

so ill as it is now. In tiiiies past men were full of pity and

compassion,'' (he could not deny what was known to every

one,) "'but now there is no pity; for in London their

brother shall die in the streets for cold, he shall lie sick at

the door. ..and perish there for hunger: was there more
unmercifulness in Nebo? I think not."t Sandys too ex-

claims,
^'

0, what shame is this to a Christian common-
wealth ! a reformed country ! obstinate Jews would never

show themselves so unthankful. "| And if these were the

first fruits of the ^^Reformation," its subsequent effects

upon the condition of the Poor have been at least equally
disastrous. We do not speak now of their scanty food and
scantier clothing—though for these also the Church was
ever wont to make pitiful provision—but of a far heavier

loss, a mor^ fatal and irreparable destitution. Where now
are the holy men and women, those gentle recluses, who
fed the souls of the Poor with spiritual counsels, and affec-

tionate advice, while they supplied due nourishment for

their bodies ? They are gone alas ! and there are none to

take their places. It is within these few years that we
have seen almost the first attempts niade on the part of the

establishment to perform this primary function of the

Church, and to provide for the general education of the

poor. And it is only necessary to know the methods
which have been adopted with this view, even in her nor-

mal schools, to comprehend the causes of their failure. A
melancholy spectacle truly they are to such as have ever

witnessed the system by which the Catholic Church, as a

wise and tender Mother, seeks to train her children in the

first lessons of religion. And it is no marvel if members
of the Anglican Church are heard complaining that even
of the few whom she does profess to

''

educate," many in

after life do but use the scanty gifts she bestows upon
them to make war against herself, and the ranks of Dis-

*
Prologue, 'P'p. iO, 41.

f Sermon of the Plough, vol. i. pp. 64, 55.

X Sermons, p. 51.

VOL. XX.—NO. XXXIX. 14
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sent are perpetually recruited by the grateful pupils of the
National School !

6. There is yet one test of the Church to which we have
not alluded—-the test of

''

Catholicity." And if those of

which we have already spoken have refused to give evi-

dence in favour of the new church and the new religion,
here is one which is yet more fatal to both."-'' But we have

akeady far exceeded our proposed limits, and more than

enough has been said to suggest sad and serious thoughts
upon that "contrast'^ which it was our purpose to illus-

trate—the contrast between what the
^'^

Reformers '^pro-
mised to do, and what they have actually done. They
promised the ^^restoration of the Gospel;'' and now, after

their system has had full possession of the country for

three hundred years, we are told, by one who sits in their

high places, that
*^
absolute heathenism, and worse than

heathenism— intense hatred of the Christian faith—is

raging in many parts of England."! Whilst another

speaks of
"
a moral contagion, polluting our atmosphere,

choking our breath, and greater than we can know of or

conceive;" or says to his brethren, "we have allowed a

large nation of Heathen to spring up among ourselves, un-

converted, unnoticed, uncared for, and sent out nations of

heathens, in part with the worst vices of the worst of hea-

thens, to colonize the world. "| Yes, they can freely con-

fess—^it costs but a few words—the immeasureable great-
ness of the failure, to which they refuse to apply the only
remedy; and can even descant eloquently upon the con-
trast between the days of what they call

**
our Catholic

forefathers" and these rueful times which have succeeded
them. And yet when some, moved by these very thoughts
to seek rest and peace in that Holy Church from which,

through the sins of their fathers, they have been so long

estranged, begin once more to tuni loving looks towai'ds

their true Mother, it is by such writers as these that they
are persuaded to forego their resolve, and to lie down in

their sorrows once more! "Wo to you," said He who

* The claims of the Anglican Church to the title of Catholic being represented,
as Mr. Faber says, by

" a miserable communioti with nothing and with nobody,^'
which reminds us of Bishop Milner's equally happy description of her eucharistic

feasts, which he called "an imaginary banquet on an ideal viand."

f Bishop of Exeter's Charge, p, 56.

X Dr. Pusey's -Sermon entitled "Christ, the Source and Rule of Christian Love."

Prefacej pp. 6, 1 J .

'
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formed the Church to be our home and sure refuge,
'"
be-

cause you shut the khigdom of heaven against men ; for

vou yourselves do not enter in, and those that are going
m, you suffer not to enter.''"

7. If oar narrow limits have compelled us to curtail our
illustrations in the cases already considered, how can we
hope to deal satisfactorily with so vast a subject as that

to which we now approach—the developments of Protes-
tantism in the United states of America? The mate-
rials lying before us are so ami)le, and present such a
mass and concourse of proofs, that even to make a
selection is a task of no small difficulty. The real

nature and tendencies of Protestantism have, however,
been manifested so unmistakeably in America, and upon
so gigantic a scale, that we hope to be able to present in a
brief space, at least an outline of some of its most promi-
nent features.

In order to acquire, in the first place, a general notion
of the religious aspect of this great country, after its

long and unrestricted enjoyment of
*'

the^ blessings of
the Reformation," we shall produce a few pictures, drawn
by the most impartial hands, out of the immense number
of similar ones which have been under our inspection." When we look at the state of the Christian religion in

this country," says a respectable episcopalian minister,"
where the much abused dogma of the Reformers so called,

{sic)
'

the Bible, and the Bible alone, is the religion of Pro-
testants,' has been acted upon to its fullest extent ; we see,
as a legitimate consequence of its literal interpretation,
sect upon sect arises and falls, every kind of heresy is

taught for the doctrines of Christ, and infidelity itself

almost assumes the name of Christianity, "f From this,
as a kind of text, we may conveniently proceed to more
minute illustrations.

Our first citation shall be a reply to the question, '^What
is an American?" by one who himself enjoys the distinc-

tion of that title.
*' As Christians," says he, in answer

to his own interrogation,
"

religion cnrhs them not in their

opimom; the general indulgence leaves every one to

think for themselves in spiritual matters ; the laws inspect

* S. Matt, xxiii. 13.

i Missionary Failures the Reason for Renovated Exertions, by Evan M. John-

son, Rector of Brooklyn, New York. March 15, 1840.
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our actions, our thoughts are left to God. Industiy, good
living, selfishness, litigiousness, country politics, the pride
of freemen, religious indifference, are their characteristics,' ''*'

We are not aware to what particular
**
denomination" of

Protestantism this witness belonged ; our next informant,
however, is a bishop of what is called the

**
Protestant

Episcopal Church."
,

'' A spirit of misrule," says Dr.

Onderdonk,
**

of impiety, of infidelity, of licentiousness,
is stalking throughout the length and breadth of our land,

threatening ruin to eveiy interest connected with indi-

vidual, domestic, social, and civil welfare. It must be

resisted, it must be kept at bay, it must be crushed,
or we are a ruined people.^'] Professor Stephens, of the
Nashville University, after describing in eloquent temis
to that body

"
the inordinate pursuit of the physical and

material, to the neglect of the intellectual, moral, and
immaterial," which he considers

"
the great master prin-

ciple or passion that rules and absorbs the whole American
mind," proceeds as follows :

**
This great radical propen-

sity, which is sapping the very foundations of civil society,

and running our republic upon the breakers, must be
checked and remedied, it must be counteracted and era-

dicated else, the glorious visions of our young repub-
lic shall never be realized, and the day of darkness shall

come while the dew is fresh upon her."| Another describes

her condition as one of
"
confusion, and trembling, and

infidelity, if not utter ruin," § and such accounts might
be multiplied almost without limit.

||

Another **

ground of anxiety," to use the expression of

one of their most respectable periodicals, (which had first

given a description of the rapid decay of
*'
the theological

seminaries,")
''
arises from the extemive, the unparalleled

wreck of ministerial character. This heaviest of all cala-

mities is not confined to any single denomination ; it has

* Lettersfrom an American Farmer, by Hector St. John; Letter iii. p. 65.

+ Sermon preached at the Consecration of Christ-Church.

X New York Churchman^ vol. ix. No. 12.

§ Ten Letters on the Church and Church Establishments^ by an Anglo-Canadian;
Letter ix. p. 66.

II "Whether such a state of religion will long continue time only will de-

monstrate. There are, indeed, people who seem to be of opinion that it will end
in no religion at all. While they talk of the moral and religious principle, of

true liberty, honesty, &c., their actions belie their words, and make them
appear a nation of unprincipled atheists." Welby's Visit to North America, p. 178.
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fallen upon all, more or less, and covered all with shame
and confusion. Ministers of all creeds, and of no creed

at all, orthodox, and heterodox, radicals and conservatives,
those professedly engaged in moral reform, and those not

so professing, have been guilty of wicked and immoral
conduct. The defection has been so general as to excite

among all sects the utmost consternation,^^''' The Congrega^
tional Journal also asks, with reference to the same pheno-
menon,

" How can we account for the crimes and the

apostacies so rapidly accumulating in the ranks of the

ministry, and for that suspicion under which it labours in

the public esteem, to say nothing of the systematic efforts

made to accomplish its overthrow ?
' '

The Christian Watchman, the chief organ of the largest
''
denomination' 't i^^ America, says,

" The present state of

religion among us is discouraging, and in many respects

alarming Meetings for prayer are but thinly attended,
and though the customary services of the Sabbath are sus-

tained, yet manifestly with a great decrease of interest. Re-
ligion as a tofjic of conversation is virtually banished from

many circles. In short, a general apathy in respect to the
advancement of the Redeemer's kingdom, the conversion
of sinners, and the sanctification of believers, appears to

prevail among the professed people of God." Such are
the humiliating statements of members of the various

denominations, and they might easily be confirmed by
innumerable other citations of the same kind—for as all

the sects appear to be equally implicated in these unfor-

tunate disclosures, there seems to be an unhesitating
frankness and candour in making revelations which equally
affect all, and which none can employ to the disadvantage
of another.
The author of the Religio Medici has observed, '^as

there were many reformers, so likewise many reforma-

tions," and this is specially true in America.
'^ The sects

which exist in the United States," says De Tocqueville,
*'are innumerable ,'I or, as Mr. Colton remarks,

*'
the land

• Vide Christian Witness, Aptil, 1845, "Present Condition of the Christian Minis-

try in America" wliere a number of important statements from the American
press will be found.

•

t
" The Baptists are the prevailing sect in this country." Birkbeck's Notes on a

Journey in America, p. 100, (1818.) See Caswall's America and the American
Church, chap, xviii.

X Democracy in America^ vol. ii. chap. 9, p. 228.
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literally swarms with religious sects. ""'^" Even in earlier

days, a writer who professes himself unable even
*'

to recol-

lect the names of the multifarious religious sects" then

existing in Connecticut alone, gives the following hst
''
of

a few of the most remarkable/ ^t Episcopalians, Scotch
Presbyterians, Sandemanians, Sandemanians Bastard,
Lutherans, Baptists, Seven-Day Baptists, Quakers, Da-
visonians. Separatists, Rogereens, Bowlists, Old Lights,
New Lights, &c. &c. ; and it will be anticipated that in
this land of

*'

progress'' Protestantism has not lost its

characteristic fecundity. In Albany and Rochester there
were a few years since, besides Catholics, the following
sects : Methodists, Presbyterians, Reformed Presbyte-
rians, Episcopalians, Baptists, Dutch Reformed, Luthe-
rans, German Lutherans, Quakers, Orthodox Friends,
Hicksites, Evangelicals, Free-will Baptists, Universalists,
Free Bethel Church, Free Congregational Church,
African Church, &c. ; and all these communities of
barbarous nomenclature are the progeny which Pro-
testantism has generated in the short space of thirty

years \\

It is natural to inquire how these various hordes agree
together in the spiritual wastes which they have parcelled
out and divided amongst them.

"
Toleration," we are

told by a Protestant writer,
"
which we should have reason

to expect from one fellow-creature towards another, § does

*
Thoughts on the Religions State of the Country, pp. 204—5. New York, 1836.

\- Vide Dean Wilberfoice's History of the Protestant Episcopal Church in Ame-
rica, (1844.)

:J: Buckingham's America, chap. Hi. vol. 3, p. 66. "In all the States of the

Union," says De Tocqueville, "wanderin*? preachers maybe met with, who hawk
about the work of God from place to place." Vol. ii. chap. 12, p. 273.

" Sects are

constantly sprinffing up, new congregations are formed, and existing ones are dis-

solved. Nevertheless, theie is a saying heard from one corner of the Union to

the other, that the most numerous sect consists of those who believe in nothing, and
therefore are called A^o/Ain^anan*." Wingard,-Rguieuj, &c. p. 159. "They wijl soon
be in America in the situation where M. D'Alembert has placed the ministers of

Geneva." Brissot de Warville, Travels in America, p. 102. (1792.)

§ The words are bishop Wingard's; but he had certainly very little right to

expect this " toleration" in America, if he had remembered how consistently it

has been violated, till very recently, in the religious history of his own and other
Protestant countries. See Catteau's Sweden, chap. vii. pp. 140, 148. When 167

Protestants, English and others, fled in the reign of Queen Mary to Denmark,
because they were not of Luther's opinion on the sacrament, they were driven out
of the country in the depth of winter, though they asked to be permitted to

remain only during the continuance of the severe weather, which happened at

that time to be particularly incleme'it. Ruchat, Histoire de la Reformation,
tome vi. p. 9. Cf. Spon, Histoire de Geneoe, tome ii. p. 225; where there is a simi-

lar instance. Mosheim himself says, speaking of the " severe and despotic prin-
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not, in fact, exist between the many different confessions.

They assail each other, not only from the pulpits, and in

the newspapers, (of which every sect has one or more of its

own,) but also with actual violence.^'
"
Differences of religious

opinions," says Colonel Hamilton, in his
* Men and

Manners in America,'
"
rend society into shreds and

patches In a village, the population of which is barely
sufticient to fill one church, and support one clergyrnan,
the inhabitants are either forced to want religious minis-

trations altogether, or the followers of different sects must

agi'ee on some compromise, by which each yields up some

portion of his creed to satisfy the objections of his neigh-
bour. This breeds argument, dispute, and bitterness of

feeling. The Socinian will not object to an Arian clergy-

man, but declines having any thing to do with a supporter
of the Trinity. The Calvinist will consent to tolerate the

doctrine of free agency, if combined with that of absolute

and irrespective decrees. The Baptist may give up the

assertion of some favourite dogmas, but clings to adult

baptism as a sine qua non. And thus with other sects.

But who is to inculcate such a jumble of discrepant and
irreconcilable doctrine ? No one can shape either his

fe,ith or practice according to the anomalous and pie-bald
creed prescribed by such a congregation, and the practical
result is that some one sect becomes victorious for a

time; jealousies dee]5en into antipathies, and what is

called an opposition church springs up in the village.
Still hamiony is not restored. The rival clergymen
attack each other from the pulpit, newspapers are enlisted

on either side, and religious warfare is waged with the bit-

terness, if not the learning, which has distinguished the
controversies of abler polemics

"'^'

"The clergymen with whom I had an opportunity of con-

versing during my different journeys, (in the country,)
were unlettered and ignorant of theology, in a degree
often scarcely credible. Some of them seem to have

changed their tenets almost as often as their coats.

One told me that he had commenced his clerical

ciples" of his co-reli.s^ionists:
" Until this very day, the Lutlierans of Frankfort on

the Maine have always refused to permit the Reformed to celebrate public wor-
ship within the bounds, or even in the suburbs of that city. Eccles. Hist. vol. v.
p. 291.

• Cf. Tucker's L\fe of President Jefferson, chap. iv. vol. l,p. 107.
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life as a Calvinist, he then became a Baptist, then a
Universalist, and was, when I met him, an Unitarian V

If we turn now from these general descriptions, and
inquire into the religious condition of individual states, or
other divisions of the republic, we shall perhaps acquire a
more definite impression of their actual character. Let
us begin with New England, because, as Bancroft remarks,
*' New England was a religious plantation, not a plantation
for trade/' Its history is certainly instructive. ^Trom
Luther to Calvin there was progress," says the same
writer,

^*
from Geneva to New-England there was more.''-*

The following is an account, by an American writer, of
the present state of New-England.

"Infidelity has made rapid strides in that part of the

country during the last twenty years, and, at present, not

one halfoi the adult population are in the habit of attending
any religious worship, or even belong to any Christian

sect; I am able to state this from statistical facts, gathered
by clergymen (of all denominations) from different parts of
the New-England states.''! The largest sects, who still

retain the profession of a form of religion, are said openly
to

"
deny the doctrine of the eternal generation of the

Son of God. "I
"
There are, hi almost every town. Uni-

tarians ; but in far the greater number of parishes in

New-England, they are still blended with other sects.

The number of these silent Unitarians is increasing
they are introducing themselves into every village ;"| cfcc.

It is remarkable too that Unitarianism, which has ab-
sorbed so large a portion of Protestantism, and to which
that religion almost everywhere tends as its ultimate

form, is itself undergoing changes, and seeking for "a
lower deep."

" A short time since," says Professor Moses
Stuart,

''
almost all the Unitarians of New-England were

simply Arians : now, if I am correctly informed, there are

scarcely any of the younger preachers of Unitarian senti-

ments who ai'e not simple Humanitarians. "|| We will only
add, with reference to New-England, for we are compelled

* Bancroft's History of the United Slates, chap. x. vol. 1, p. 503; and chap, xviii.

vol. 2, p. 464.

t Quoted in the Neva York Churchman^ vol. ix. No. 25.

X Marshall's Notes on the Catholic Episcopate, &c. ch. 5, p. 500.

§ First Annual Report ofthe Executive Committee of the American Unitarian Ass<h

elation, 1827.

[ II Letters to Dr. Channing, Letter v. p. 152.
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to lay aside many important testimonies for which we had
hoped to find room/"* that she appears the more easily to

have fallen a prey to Socinianism from that infinite diver-

sity of creeds and opinions to which allusion has already
heen made, and which, we need scarcely observe, has
been the uniform and inseparable accompaniment of the

Reformation in every land.
" The diversity," says an

American Protestant,
''

cannot, I think, be less than some
hundreds One can hardly go from one town to another,

although he is in the same denomination, without finding
a different creed;" and he adds, that ten or fifteen dif-

ferent creeds have been actually delivered, by the same

minister, to different congregations, which at various times
he had formed and organised. t

Of Pennsylvania it is enough to repeat the account of
an intelligent traveller of the last century, who says,
*^
In travelling through Pennsylvania, ;you meet with people

of almost every different persuasion of religion that

exists."!
Massachusetts was celebrated in the middle of the

17th century for
'^
the severity of its institutions against

all those who deserted" from the established form of

worship, and for
"
punishing heretics, and introducing

conformity in matters of faith. "§ What is its present
condition ?

On the one hand, it is eminent for the intelligence of
its population, of whom De Tocqueville says, that

**

every
body is acquainted with the evidences of his religion, the

history of his country, and the leading features of its insti-

tutions." This is its favourable side ; now let us look at
the other.

"
In Massachusetts," we are told,

''
the ten-

dency of the popular mind has been more towards Unita-
rianism than infidelity, owing to the influence of a few

powerful minds exerted in support of its doctrines ; but in

other states, for the want of a hall-way house, they have

* We must refer, however to a book called Universalism as it is, by Edwin F.
Hatfield, (New York, 1841) for some fearful disclosures of the spread of blasphe-
mous sentiments. It is necessary to read this work to understand fully the pre-
sent religious condition of America. De Tocqueville mentions, as a significant
fact, that "religious insanity is very common in the United States." Vol. ii. ch. 12,
p. 274.

t Colton's Thoughts on the Religious State of the Country, ch. ii. pp. 63, 65; and
see his Church and State in America, p. 8.

t Auburey's Travels in America, vol. ii. p. 254, (1791.)

§ Life of Washington, by Chief Justice Marshall, vol. i. chap. 4, p. 164.
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gone the whole distance, from unmtelliglble metaphysics
to open infidelity."'"" In the town of Boston itself, there

were, when Mr. Buckingham visited it, no less than four-

teen tJnitarian churches, and of these
*^
the greater number

were originally either Presbyterian or Episcopalian, and
have since been occupied by Unitarian ministers. The
change in opinion took place in many instances while the

clergymen filling the Episcopalian and Presbyterian pulpits
were preaching what was considered orthodox doctrine ;

though there was great caution used in the manifes-
tation of the change, until a period arrived which was
thought favourable to its development, and then it is

said, there was only one church of importance in all

Boston, the Old South, which appeared not to partake of

the change."!
There is one church in Boston, of which the history is

so curious, and so illustrative of the character of Protes-

tantism, that we cannot avoid a reference to it.
*^

It is

perhaps," says Mr. Buckingham, ''the only one in the

world which recognises Royalty in its name. Episcopacy
in its ritual, and Unitarianism in its doctrine." The con-

gregation are styled
*'
Unitarian Episcopalians." Dr.

Greenwood, the present minister of this
*'
Unitarian

Episcopal Church," which appears in former times to have

enjoyed the unusual support and patronage of a Protestant

bishop of London, observes in his account of it,
*' Thus the

first Episcopal Church in New- England, became the first

Unitarian Church in America."
Another writer, describing the singular religious condi-

tion of the same place, says,
''

Many of the families are

divided in their religious sentiments, some of the members
attending Episcopal, others the Unitarian churches ;"|
and so little real distinction appears to exist between
these two forms of the Protestant religion, that the same

writer, referring to the objection which people might be

supposed to entertain against sending their children to

Socinian colleges, remarks,
" The objection has less influ-

ence than one would expect among those who are opposed
to Unitarian sentiments." The author of

**

Aristocracy in

America," also furnishes curious illustrations of the

* New York Churchman, loc. cit.

t Buckingham's America, vol. iii. chap. 18, p. 343.

X Hodgson's Letters^ vol. ii. p. 245.
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same characteristic fact, and even mentions one case in

which *'the family were incUned to orthodoxy, but the

father worshipping at an Unitarian church, the daughters
followed his example !"'"'

We need scarcely observe, after what has been already
said, that Socinianism is the vortex which is rapidly swal-

lowing its victims and receiving fresh accessions, from
all the various sects. It is the resting-place, as it were, of

such as do not abandon eveiy profession of faith whatever.
" The great stream of religious opinion in America," says
Dr. Wilberforce,

''
sets toward the chill decencies of Soci-

nian error, "f The same writer also remarks, that
"
the

mass of the population has not yet greatly felt the influence

of the Episcopalian body." If he had said that it is one
of the weakest and least influential among the various

sects into which Protestant America is divided, he w^ould

have spoken more accurately—and his own history of the

community which bears the odd title of
*'
the Episcopalian

body,"| affords sufficient explanation of its powerlessness.
Almost all the other sects are rapidly increasing, this alone
seems to be incapable of growth or extension. Like the
same

"
body" in England, it maybe compared to some

inert mass of earth, without life and motionless, which
while it nev^r receives any addition to its original substance,
is daily rent and split by wind, and sun, and rain, growing
ever less and less, until it becomes only a heap of confused
and shattered fragments. Long ago Bishop Berkeley
complained that America was a place

*'
where many

English, instead of gaining converts, are themselves

degenerated into heathens."^ The same prelate predicted
that the immeasurably superior character and qualifications
of the Catholic missioners, (which, he says,

*^
hitherto gave

the Church of Rome, in regard to her missions, great
advantage over the reformed churches,")

"
would one day

* Grund's Aristocracy in America, vol. ii. p. 135, (1839.)

t History of the Protestant Episcopal Church in America,-^. 437.

+ We observe that the bishop of London also calls the Establishment " the

reformed Episcopal Church." Letter to the Archbishop of Canterbury, 1840, p. 16.

St. Austin would have said that such titles are pretty conclusive evidence of the
real character of the institutions which they designate; but it is no wonder if

Protestantism, which has invented a new faith and a new church, has been
obliged to invent a new phraseology also. Vide S. Augustin, De Vera Religione.
cap. vii. torn. i. p. 303.

§ Bishop Berkeley's Proposals for converting the Savage Americans, &c. Works,
vol. iii. p. 229.
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spread the religion of Rome throughout all the savage
nations of America/'"'-" It appears that the natives of that

country at this day observe precisely the same distinction

which Berkeley lamented in his own. When the governor
of Wisconsin addressed the Indians of that territory last

year, and informed them that the President of the United
States would send them Protestant missionaries

*'
to teach

them how to live well/' their chiefs replied,
*' Our childi'en

do not listen to them any better than to ourselves ; we wish
for Catholic priests/ 't

Nor is it only among the untutored natives that the Apos-
tolic missionaries prevail.

^* The mass of the population"
also, upon which

'[
the Episcopal body" appears to produce

so little effect, is in many places gradually submitting to

that sweet influence of the Holy Church of Christ, upon
the growth of which depends, in our judgment, the future

destiny of America. It is the Catholic Church alone

which can prevent that magnificent republic from becoming
ere long, the plague of the world, and degenerating into a
mere nest of heresy and unbelief. The Protestant primate
of Sweden informs us, that

'^
the Roman Catholic Church,

"according to Tocqueville and other trustworthy travellers,

is daily on the increase."!
*^
Great alarm," says a recent

traveller,
''

appears to prevail among the Protestant sects

in general, as to the progress making by the Catholics

in the West, and it is undoubted that large and costly
churches are springing up in every city."§ Even in Boston,
of which we have latel}^ spoken, there are already consi-

derably more than
''

10,000 Catholic communicants," and

they
'*
are every year increasing." At Baltimore, with its

100,000 inhabitants, we are told by Protestants, that the

Catholics
"
far outstrip any other separate sect in numbers

and in zeal /' and that the character of their
^'
learned and

pious clergy," of the
^'

intelligent and devoted" Sisters of

Mercy and of Charity, and of their educational and other

institutions,
'^
secure not merely the permanence of the

«
Ibid, p. 224 and p. 214.

t Annals of the Propagation of the Faith, vol. vi. p. 366. Bishop Wilberforce

quotes tlie reply made in earlier times by the Indians to certain Protestant inis-

sioiiaries:
" We value not your Gospel," said they,

'• which shows so many roads
to <Tod; some of them must be crooked, and lead to the evil spirit." History, &c.

p. 119.

X Review, &.C. p. 160.

§ Buckingbam's America^ vol. iii. ch. 2, p. 39.
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present supremacy of Catholic numbers and Catholic influ-

ence, but its still further steady and progressive increase."""

Indeed, the grand religious phenomenon of the United States

at the present time appears to
^

be briefly this—on the one

hand, a rapid and almost universal development of the

various Protestant sects into Socinianism, and in many
cases into utter infidelity; and on the other, a steady,

gradual, and unchecked advance of that Holy Church,
which alone has power, because she alone is the Bride of

Christ, to remedy those gigantic evils which have so long
threatened to destroy in America even the very name and
form of Christianity.

*'
I am inclined to believe," says

one who had carefully studied, in the temper of a philoso-

pher, the aspect of religion in America,
**
that our posterity

will tend more and more into a single division into two

parts
—some relinquishing Christianity entirely, and others

returning to the bosom of the Church of Rome."!
We have now presented some account of the develop-

ment of the reformed doctrines in most of the principal
Protestant communities throughout the world, and it is

time that we should conclude. Had our limits permitted,
the testimonies which have been cited might have been*

multiplied twenty fold, but it is enough. | If what has
been said does not suffice to determine the true character

* Id. chap. 22, vol. i. p. 439.

+ De Tocqueville, vol. iii. chap. 6, p. 56.
" If the Protestant cause," says Cap-

tain Marryatt, "is growing weaker every day from disunion and indifference,
there is one creed which is as rapidly gaining strength,

—I refer to the Catholic

Church, which is silently but surely advancing. Judge Halliburton asserts that
all America will be a Catholic country I think that the author of Sam Slick

may not be far wrong in the assertion." Diary in America, vol. iii. p. 166.

X We might have described the state of Scotland, but it seemed unnecessary.
It has long been the very battle-field of conflicting sects, and presented one of
the most striking illustrations of the results of the change of religion; but the
last great division appears to have thrown all former movements into the shade. It

appears that the advocates of the " Free Church" now represent the clergy of
tlie Establishment as "

Rubbish," "Chaff,"
"
Drones,"

"
D)unkard8,"

"
Dotards,"

'Infidels," "Enemies of God," and "Atheists." Vide Christian Observer, February,
1846, p. 119. Dr. Cunningham calls the Kirk "a synagogue of Satan:" Dr. Cand
lish refuses to hold " even occasional fellowship" with " the ministers of the

Establishment;" and Dr. Chalmers calls it, "a moral nuisance, to be swept
away." It seemed better, therefore, to leave them to describe one another.
We might have spoken, too, of the separated communities of the East, whose

condition exactly coincides, in many cases, with that of European Protestants.
Those in Syria, are so disordered in their religious aspect, that " the Turks them-
selves regard them as a people without religion." Vide 3oweiVs Christian Researches
in Syiia and the Holy Land, pp. 25, 26. " Even the Mohammedan," says another
writer, "despises the Protestant, whom he calls the ^prayerless.'

" The Crescent and
the Cross, by Eliot Warburton, Esq., chap. xii. p. 113; and see D'Herbelot, Biblio-

thegue Orienlale. tome ii. p. 280; Art. Jacoub Al Baradei.
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of the Protestant reformation, and of its disastrous effects

upon the religion and the welfare of mankind—if the uni-

formity of the temble results which that revolution has

accomplished in every country, and the testimony of its

own adherents as to the nature of those results, be not a
sufficient token of the source from whence it proceeded,
whose work it originally was, and to whose fatal designs
against our race it has ever since been ministering ; we
cannot think that a firmer conviction on these points would
be attained by any augmentation of the evidence. No,
that evidence is sufficiently clear, persuasive, and irre-

sistible. It cannot be depreciated by ingenuity of argu-
ment—it is beyond the reach of cavil or objection ; and if

it fail to exert a proportionate influence upon the minds of

those whom it so seriously concerns, this will not be
because of any inconclusiveness in the proof, but upon
themselves will rest the whole responsibility of its ineffec-

tiveness. The deluge which swept away the old world—-the

flames which hastened from heaven to consume the guilty
cities of the plain

—-the yawning earth which opened to

receive the rebels in the wilderness—surely not even these

Vere more manifest tokens of the judgments of an offended

God, than are set before our own eyes at this day in the

aspect of those unfortunate countries from which His holy
Church has been cast out. Upon them also a deluge has
been poured out, a deluge of heresy and unbelief; they too

are consumed by flames, the internal fires of pride and
sedition ; while beneath their feet the earth is ever open
that they may search in its recesses for some lower depth
of darkness and error. And of these results of the

*^
Refor-

mation," its own disciples are themselves at once the

witnesses and the historians. It is they who have revealed

to the world their own terrible secrets, and disclosed the

full extent of that corruption and decay, which we might
indeed have suspected, but of which we could have pos-
sessed no proof or assurance so complete and satisfactory,

as that which is supplied in their own confessions.
^

4,
And now at length one might hope that this weary strife-^

and controversy, which has already lasted three hundred

years, and in which so many millions of precious souls

have perished, is approaching its end. Time, which has

only served too often to aggravate its fierceness, has also

simplified more and more the questions upon which it has

been occupied. The battle has not ceased to rage, but the
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position of the combatants is no longer the same. On the

one side, where the armies of the church are ranged, we

perceive still the same stedfast order, the same unbroken

array ; like the
^^

living creatures'* whom the prophet saw,

they show ever the same beauteous but awful front, they
stand on the very spot, and in the very attitude, in which

they stood three centuries ago. Their armour is still as

bright and unstained, their banners float as tranquilly in

the air, as in the days of peace, before the battle had begun.
On the other side all is changed. No longer advancing in

one line as against a common foe, the enemies of the

Church, scattered as it were over the plain, and divided

into a thousand confused and broken bands, have turned
their weapons against each other, and strive and fight with
a suicidal fury as deadly and as vehement as though they
had but just begun the conflict, and were no longer con-

scious that they stand in the presence of a hostile camp.
The soldiers of holy Church look on in sorrowful compas-
sion, while her enemies hew each other to pieces, or, like

Saul, fall upon their own sword.
And meanwhile, as we hate said, time has simplified the

controversies in which this sad warfare originated. Men
begin at length to perceive what is really at issue in this

strange and mysterious strife. •It might have been hard to

tell in the first uproar and confusion what was demanded
on the one side, or refused on the other. It is so no longer.
We begin at length to catch distinctly, amid the din of

many voices, the common battle cry of all. We under-
stand for what the adversaiy is contending. All now is

plain and clear. We are no longer compelled to predict or
to anticipate ; it is not from the uncertain future that we
have to seek instruction, the past^ with its solemn lessons,
is our warning teacher and our infallible guide. Yes, it is

the past which tells us for what Protestantism, under its

manifold forms, and in spite of the internal divisions which
will for ever suffice to frustrate its purpose, is now struggling
and contending. It is the past which admonishes us,—
whether it point to England or to Holland, to Germany or
to America,—for what end Protestantism was devised in
this the old age of the world, and whose work it is doing.
The day of boasting and confidence, the day of promises
and professions is gone by ; every disguise has been stripped
off, and we see it at last in its true character. It may still

contrive to assume new forms, it may affect to be
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monarchical as in England, or democratic as in Switzer-
land ; it may retain nominal creeds in the one which it

rejects in the other ; but it cannot hide, as it once hoped
to do, its real character. It may still talk of what it once
called

'*
the restoration of the Gospel,^' but even that

deceives no longer. We know it now, and what it is bent

upon doing, it must henceforth do openly. Already men
are seen, almost in every part of the world, ranging them-

selves, some unconsciously and some of design, into one or

other of two great classes.
''

Rome," as they have openly
declared in Geneva, is confessed once more to be, as in the

days when she merited even the praises of St. Paul, the

defence and bulwark of Christianity ; while it is under the

banners of Protestantism that the enemies are crowding and

thronging together, from whom Christianity is to receive

its last assault, and over whom it is to gain its final victory.
*' Rome and unbelief," says one who has lately chosen his

side in this coming conflict, and by Divine grace chosen

aright—'* Rome and Unbelief are the two vortices round
which and into which all other modes of opinion are visibly

edging, in more or less quickening circles." And let us

add, in the words of the same amiable writer, ''It is a

sight to make those breathless who have a care for their

fellow-men." ^

Art. VII.—Entire Ahsolution of the Penllent. A Sermon

mostly preached before the Uniiersityin the Cathedral Church

of Christ, Oxford J
on the Fourth Sunday after the Epiphany,

Hy the Rev. Edward Bouveiue Pusev, D. D. Kegius
Professor of Hebrew, Canon of Christ Church, and late

Fellows of Oriel College. Oxford: Parker.

IT
is our great blessing, as children of the Holy Catholic

Church, that from the lips of our dear Mother we
receive the whole cycle of Divine truth at once, and from
the first. We are thus shielded against the danger of

taking it up in insulated portions, as the result of a

merely intellectual process, and in the way of gradual

J
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discovery ; a danger the more serious, when it is consi-

dered what stress divines have ever laid upon the integrity

and inviolability of the Faith, and the mutual relation of its

several parts to one another, and to the whole. It is from

the fact of its destroying or disturbing this orderly arrange-
ment and just equipoise, that heresy has introduced such

terrible confusion into the world. For so closely^
and so ex-

quisitely are the several doctrines of our holy Religion inter-

twined with one another, that in faith, as in morals, there is

place for the axiom, ^^Quicumque totam servaverit, offendat

autem in uno, factus est omnium reus.'' Hence the merit

and even the very essence of faith consists in maintaining
the creed of the Church ''whole and inviolate." .The
capital mischief of heretical intrusion is indicated in its

very name, {a^peai^); its impiety depends not so much on
what it casts aside, as on the fact of its exercising a choice

at all. He who keeps nine of the commandments,*'' and

deliberately and habitually breaks the tenth, in that he
does not strive to keep all, manifests that he keeps none
on the principle of Christian obedience : in the same way,
although we may have better hope of one heretic than

another, yet in one, and that the material point of view,
all are alike ; all equally criminal, as such, in God's sight,
in that, whereas He has vouchsafed to mankind, through
his Church, a revelation of Himself which may neither b^<T <^

f

added to, nor impaired, it is no compensation, in His sightto?
^ *

for the deliberate rejection of one part of His revealed dis4 vCOt££|
closures, that a man accepts even all the rest. It is

theV-^-^^
heretical spirit which is the scourge of the world ; the ^-^^-Vrot

peculiar shape in which that spirit clothes itself, is matter
rather of accident than of essence. And besides, as we
have already suggested, he who casts away any portion
of Divine Truth, receives no other portion of it entire.

The *'

Unitarian," for instance, not merely denies the
doctrine of his ''Trinitarian" antagonist; he does not
hold aright even the verity for which he contends. In
the same way, those modern blasphemers who impugn the
Sacrifice of the Mass, are as really defective in what they
hold concerning the Blessed Eucharist, as positively hete-
rodox in what they deny. This is a truth on several

*
Objectiim fidei nequit dici multiplex, cum revert unicum tantum sit, nempe

yeracitas Dei revelantis; idcirco, qui unum fidei articulum negat, non minus est
mfidelis quam qui omnes negat.

VOL. XX.—NO. XXXIX. 15
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points very important to be remembered. Nothing, for

example, is more common than to hear men argue as if an
orthodox Christian could be formed by supplying the defi-

ciencies of one heretic out of the positive admissions of his

antagonist. They suppose that a heretic is right, all but
the point in which he is heretical. But the fact is, that he
is vicious at the core ; he is a broken, and not merely a

damaged^ vessel ; his faith wants, not repairing, but re-

casting. And though it should be true, that the whole
creed of the Catholic Church might be gathered out of the
scattered fragments of truth which have been preserved in

different heresies, yet it would be a great mistake to

suppose that such a collection would be tantamount to

her own sacred deposit. As well might we expect that the

unearthly beauty of the bow that spans the heavens could
be matched by combining in equal proportions the several

colours of which it is made up. Those hues, as we well

know, which nature blends with such inimitable skill, that

one melts into its neighbour without losing aught of its

own intensity and precision, if commingled by our rude

hands, would result in a confused mass, without remnant
or vestige of their original characteristics.

It is very painful to be forced on borrowing an illustra-

tion of this important principle from the history of a theolo-

gical school which has rendered such important sen-ice

to the Catholic Church, as that with which the respected
name of Dr. Pusey is popularly connected. But it may
be esteemed providential, that even this school, so vene-

rable in some of its members, and so far above some other

extra-Catholic manifestations in its general tone and tem-

per, should yet in its progress have yielded evidence, along
with other external movements, (in many points materially
unlike itself,) to the divinity of our holy religion ; and that

in the way, not merely of direct testimony, but of unde-

signed contrast. Let us proceed at once to explain
ourselves.

We began by speaking of the Catholic Faith as a system
of adjustment, or, as we prefer to call it, a body of Divine

truth. In no instance, perhaps, is this its character more

beautifully exemplified than in its continuous application of

the promise which received, of course, in the Incarnation of

ourLord, its original and adequate fulfilment; "Misericordia

et Veritas obviaverunt sibi, justitia et pax osculatse sunt."

Whereas heresy has constantly oscillated towards the oppo-

J
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site extremes of rigour and laxity; one party, with the Noya-
tians of old, denyin_g

the remissibility of post-baptismal sin;

another, with the Lutherans and other sectaries of later

times, insisting upon faith as the sole instrument of justi-

fication, the Catholic Church has faithfully transmitted
and exercised to the great comfort of penitent souls, though
with special regard to the prerogatives of innocence, those

gifts of spiritual healing, those powers of free, though not,
of coarse, unconditional pardon, which form part of our
Lord's precious legacy of grace and peace. In their

attempts to provide for the state of the lapsed without

tarnishing the glories of the "right of heart,'' uncatholic

or anti-catholic systems, as was natural, have issued

either in the substitution of some merely personal test of

forgiveness for the appropriation of those promises which
our Lord has annexed to the faithful use of His Sacra-

ments, or in giving an undue prominence to one of His
Divine Ordinances to the injury of the rest. Li the mean
time the Church, under that heavenly control which

sweetly and calmly disposes all things, has steered her
own majestic course midway between the rocks which have

l)roved fatal to wanderers. So awful, indeed, and so high
does she account those privileges which accrue through the

Sacrament of our New Birth, that by no ordinance of less

than a kindred dignity can the abuse of them, according
to her solemnly recorded judgment, be rectified, and the

violator, through au}^ mortal ofience, of the temple which
the Holy Ghost has once deigned to inhabit, be re-instated

in the grace which he has deliberately forfeited. But,
while the Church assigns no limits to the power of this

remedial Sacrament, which can restrict its efficacy in the

case of sincere penitents, she yet accompanies her proffers
of mercy by the specification of very definite and binding
conditions. Hence the dependence of her absolutions

upon a contrite sorrow, as their concomitant disposition,
and the necessity of penitential acts, as their comple-
ment. For thus she reminds us that her absolutions are

(to use Dr. Pusey's word) ''entire," so far only as relates

to the eternal penalties of sin. Its temporal consequences
she cancels through a different part of the same Sacra-
ment

; whether, as in earlier times, by severe and protracted
penances, or, as under her present more lenient regimen,
by accumulated dispensations from those penances (them-
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selves, however, also conditional,) in the form of autho-
ritative Indulgences.
And now, after this brief summary of our own doctrine

on the Sacrament of Penance, let us turn to the history of
the Oxford opinions, so far as it relates to the same point
of theology.

It will be in the recollection of our readers that, in the
earlier stage of the movement, the learned and esteemed
author of the Sermon under review, published more than
one elaborate treatise on the Sacrament of Baptism. The
declared purport of those tracts was the very laudable
one of counteracting views on the subject of the sinner's
relations with Almighty God^ at that time especially rife

in the Anglican Church, which not only struck at the root
of the whole sacramental doctrine, but were even subversive
of the very first principles of morality. Those tenets, the
immediate offspring of continental Protestantism, but
which the Anglican Church herself has imbibed with a
very suspicious eagerness, and to which she has lent the
sanction of her own more respectable name, are there-
fore most pernicious to morals as well as faith, in that, for

the corporate, they substitute the purely personal, relation

of the Chi'istian to his Redeemer ; set up a merely critical

and apprehensive faith as the condition of Gospel promises,
without any sacramental medium whatever ; and, in deny-
ing the freedom of the will, destroy human responsibility,
and reduce to a mere form the judgment according to

works. In opposition to this depraved heresy. Dr. Pusey
insisted, in the above-mentioned tracts, upon Christian

Baptism, as the ordained channel of God's regenerating
grace, no less than the ordinance of initiation into that

state of renewal in which the child of Divine love enjoys,
in virtue of his union with the Church, a corporate title

to the privilege of the Christian inheritance. So far was
well ; but a theory which, however sound in its positive

statements, breaks off suddenly with the bare doctrine of

Baptism, and takes no account whatever of restorative pro-
visions ordained by our Lord for the recovery of the peni-
tent from the state of mortal sin, which, by common
acknowledgment, breaks friendship with God, is plainly
not merely unequal to the solution of painfully apparent
facts, but becomes, in the highest degree, however unde-

signedly, mischievous, in proposing a test of acceptance
with Almighty God, which no humble believer can apply
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to himself without imminent peril of despair For while

the majority of baptized persons, (especially those who
have been debarred from the grace of the Catholic

Church,) will feel no doubt of having been involved,

perhaps time after time, in the guilt of mortal transgres-

sion, there is absolutely no one who can positively deter-

mine for himself that he has preserved inviolate the sacred

gift of Baptism, or been certainly restored to the possession
of it. Neither is this serious deficiency in Dr. Pusey's
earlier system compensated by even the most exalted esti-

mate of the second of the
"
two only" Sacraments, which

the Church of England recognizes as necessary to salvation;

because, far from remitting mortal sin, the Holy Eucharist

requires, of course, the freedom from such sin as the indis-

pensable condition of the privileges it conveys ; nay, is

itself profaned, and becomes the occasion of death unto

death, when received into a soul thus fatally disqualified.
If Dr. Pusey was not the first to detect this grievous

flaw in his theology, he had doubtless the merit of acknow-

ledging it as it was gradually evolved by experience. It

was soon found that his views were wanting in one infallible

test of Catholicity ; in that (to use the popular phrase) they
would not work. Those especially, whose ministerial lot

was cast in the world, would soon be led to observe, or

suspect the ravages which mortal sin had made in the

souls committed to their care ; nay, had they always to go
beyond their own hearts in order to learn the same hum-
bling lesson? Yet they preached, it may be as they
had been taught, the fearful havoc which one single
mortal ofience must cause in regenerated nature ; and, in

truth, could they overstate the intrinsic evil of that which
transforms angels into devils, and plunges the impenitent
soul into never-ending flames ? Certainly, they could not ;

but sermons of this alarming tenor, unrelieved by others of

a more cheerful complexion, though they might act as

probes to the diseased, struck as very daggers into the less

callous flesh of the healthy. However, the mistake, (for

it was but a mistake,) speedily wrought its own cure. No
religious system can be true which is unnatural ; nor can

any be lasting which is not true ; and accordingly, the
radical defects of this were not long in revealing themselves

through its injurious influence upon
'* humble and contrite

hearts," the very field of all others in which the triumphs
of the genuine Gospel are most apparent. Whether Dr.
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Pusey did not till more recently appreciate that gentler

aspect of Christianity which, in the present, as generally
in his later publications, he has so beautifully imfolded, or

whether, though appreciating it, he felt it his duty to with-
hold the exhibition of it against a more convenient time,
we have not the means of determining. Certain, however,
it is, that independently of any errors in the positive views

which, earlier in his career, he may have put out, great
and serious evil must have resulted from the severance,
even though but for a time, of doctrines so mutually
dependent on and corrective of one another as those of

Baptism and the Power of the Keys. Many a heart

surely was, during that long weary interval, made sad
which God would have bidden rejoice; many a soul passed
to its accompt, under the pressure of the warning, and
before the arrival of the comfort ; some, perhaps, were even

repelled from piety altogether, by representations of the

Gospel which observation and self-knowledge alike must
have convicted of the most chilling unreality, but which
were yet brought before them on authority which they
hardly ventured to question, far less to reject. For these

consequences we trust and believe that individuals will not
be held responsible ; but it should meanwhile enliven our
own thankfulness to Almighty God for our election into

His Church to reflect, that, under her gracious auspices,
and in the midst of her luminous, and authoritative, and
uniform teaching, such risks are impossible.
But we must not here be supposed to grant for an in-

stant that, by his present attestations to the fuller Catholic

truth. Dr. Pusey has altogether undone the evil of his for-

mer suppressions. Not to speak of retractations and apo-

logies, which might fairly be claimed of a writer whose
earlier publications exhibit such remarkable discrepancies
with his later ones. Dr. Pusey 's more recent writings are

rather contradictory to his former on the same subject,
than explanatory, or merely corrective, of them. Could
he know how difficult many persons find it to reconcile the

statements of his present Sermon, for instance, with those

contained in his Tracts for the Times, we are sure that he
would have made some attempt to harmonize them. But,
as it is, we find in his later publications a singular and
almost studious absence of all reference to those of a much
earlier date ; so that of many which are advertised with

his name in the fly-leaf of the present Sermon, (his Letter
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to Bishop Bagot, for instance,) we are really at a loss to

know what portion he still recognises and what he would
disavow.

Comparing at present, however, the lately published
Discourse with the Tracts on Baptism, we seem to feel

ourselves in the hands of an author who is not so much
qualifying over-statements, as rushing from one extreme
into its opposite. As we formerly felt his doctrine of Bap-
tism too rigid, so do we now feel his doctrine of absolution
too lax. Laxit}^, to be sure, is the very last form of reli-

gious error of which we should antecedently have expected
that Dr. Pusey could ever have even been suspected; and yet
when a preacher, so mortified in his own practice, so

zealous against the profligate doctrines of the day, has,

through his misplaced devotion to the Anglican Church,
been inadvertently betrayed into this line of error, how
solemn a warning does such a fact present to those who are

blindly trusting themselves to his guidance !

But we must not lay so heavy a charge without attempt-
ing to substantiate it. We confess then, that the adver-
tisement of this Sermon raised a suspicion which the peru-
sal of it has not tended to allay : we liked not the aspect of
the title,

'

Entire Absolution of the Penitent.' For
although it is true that the absolution of the Church is in
one sense

*'

entire," yet we think that a Catholic would
have avoided laying prominent stress upon this epithet,
under a just apprehension lest without explanation it

should convey the sense of
*'
unconditional." No Catholic

treating of that subject could possibly have omitted, as
Dr. Pusey has done in this Sermon, a distinct recognition
of those temporal penalties of sin, from which absolution
does not relieve the penitent, but which are either oblite-

rated through works of satisfaction, remitted by the appli-
cation of indulgences, or, actually sustained before the

day of judgment. Dr. Pusey will,'perhaps, retort upon us
that we are here getting into the province of

"
Uncatholic

additions." And yet, surely, upon his own theological
principles, he is bound to adopt one or other clause of the

following alternative ; either to fall back on the penitential
system of the Ancient Church, or to accept that of the

present Church, not as he understands it, but as the
Church herself exhibits and explains it. But as a fact he
does neither. At page 62, he thus gives up the ancient

discipUne.
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" The Church every where has in later times mitigated her
strictness ; and because she could not bring us to the severe disci-

pline of the Ancient Church, would invite us, as children with weak
wills, to do what we can. She abridges the long-protracted period
of penitential acts ; disuses, almost every where, the recommenda-
tion of the stern instruments of ancient penitence," &c.

'' The Church;" may we ask, what Church? Certainly
another than that which is established in England ; for to

speak of a Church as ''mitigating strictness/" and
''abridging" conditions, who stipulates for nothing, and
imposes nothing, were more like irony than solemn

speech. The Catholic Church then must be meant. Yet
neither is it correct to say that the Catholic Church "dis-
uses the recommendation" of austerities, which, or the
like to which, form part of the rule of every strict religious
order ; and again, is it fair towards the Church, or sound
in doctrine, or safe, or charitable, amid the largest offers

of forgiveness, (vide pp. 26, 39,) to omit all notice of that

vast compensatory system by which the Catholic Church,
while dispensing, for reasons satisfactory to herself, with the

institution, maintains the principle of the ancient peniten-
tial discipline? Indeed, if there be one sentiment more
than another, which the actual provisions of Holy-Church,
even her very provisions of mercy, tend to arouse and keep
alive in the breasts of her children, it is that of the un-

speakable heinousness of sin in the sight of our most inno-

cent Lord. Her repeated masses for the living and the

departed, her prayers to the Saints, her prodigal Indul-

gences, her multiplied Benedictions, her sacramental

anointings, her solemn aspersions, down to the very holy-
water which offers itself at every entrance of every church,
all these are, at the same time, oppoitunities of effacing the

vestiges of forgiven, or the accumulation of forgotten, sin,

and mementoes to us of what in the arms of so tender

a Mother we are apt to forget ; the exceeding diffi^culty of
salvation. What substitute (definite and authoritative) does

Dr. Pusey's theory provide in the way of counteraction to

the obvious danger of exposing to the greatest sinners, no
side of the Gospel but the merciful ? On the part of the

Church, nothing whatever of this superabundant care of

her children ; nothing of this abiding, this incessant, this

clamorous, this ubiquitous witness against sin, at daily

congregational service, (and that not universal,) and com-

munions, at the most but weekly, such is all which the
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Anglican Church actually, and as a Church^'' supplies in

the way ot correspondence to our own daily sacrifice, with
the opportunity, nay, and the practice, of daily commKr-
nion also; the mere basis, let it be observed, of our devo-
tional and penitential system. But to the wondrous and
varied superstructure, of which we have just spoken, there

is, out of the Church, absolutely no counterpart.
It is true that our author has (at p. 25.) a very beautiful,

though still indefinite, passage on contrition ; and farther

on reminds his readers how

*' The effects of sin upon the soul Trmy often he to he worked out by
sorrow and toil ;

the forfeited crown and larger favour of Almighty
God, to be gained by subsequent self-denial, or suffering for Ilim,
or devoted service."—[Page 38.)

' But these are all contingent, and merely optional con-
ditions ; and act on the side of the penitent alone. The
church has no voice either in directing and defining, or,

on the other hand, in remitting them ; although merito-
rious if performed, they may be neglected without re-

proach; and, if neglected, it is not actual disadvantage
which is incurred, but only higher glory which is lost.

Above all, there is nothing in^
the Church's demeanour

towards her weak and sinful child to remind him that he
has an accumulated and accumulating score of sin to wipe
off; nor anything on her side to help him in bearing his

load, by uniting her sacramental expiations with his

loving performances. When a^ Catholic, for instance,
takes holy water, and, on taking it, says secretly, '^Munda
me, Domine," or the like ; here is an act of faith on the
one part, and a blessing on the other. For, as a fact,
even the penitent's confession and absolution, though
much, are not all. His joy in absolution cannot, without
such running consolations, be devoid of misgiving : his

self-examination, however searching, has assuredly been
too shallow : his confession, however minute, too general :

his sorrow, however keen, quite insufficient. It is in this

state of temporal rejoicing, and of trembling hope, that the
Catholic Church is studious to encompass him, and, as it

were, to haunt him with her means of grace, small as well

* She cannot be said, for instance, to require Fasting as a Churchy when her
authorities, far from directing the observance of the rubrics in this respect,
themselves infringe them.
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as greater ; that so he may, at any rate, catch some stray

blessmg from the shower. If burning for more costly
devotion of self than she imposes of necessity, there are the

rehgious orders, adapted to every variety of disposition,
and tempered to every shade of physical ability—for the

enterprising, those of a missionary profession, for the

retiring, the contemplative ; those of stricter rule for the

robust, those of gentler for the feeble ; all these various
estates of life and aids in the pursuit of gloiy are at his

command, each presenting its own way of devotion under
the guiding eye, and the sheltering care of his ever watch-
ful Parent. What has Protestantism, what has Angli-
canism (we ask it, God is our witness, in no scornful

mood) to offer in the place of these multiplied encourage-
ments in tribulation—these diversified channels of holy
enthusiasm—these sacred opportunities of seclusion with-

out moroseness, of enterprise without eccentricity, of dis-

cipline without self-will ?

In passing forward now to the more directly practical

portion of the Sermon, we must by no means be understood
to have exhausted the subject of its doctrinal declarations.

Grave questions remain untouched, intimately affecting
the theory on which it proceeds, or rather preliminary to the

whole controversy ; questions concerning which Dr. Pusey
maintains a dignified, or perhaps what (present circum-
stances considered) we might be justified in calling a
somewhat haughty reserve. We allude, of course, to the

flaw in the claim of the Anglican Church, independently
of the question of her Orders, on the score of mission and

jurisdiction. The line of remark which we have chosen is

evidently clear of all contact with this more elementaiy
ground ; and would retain its just value, even though we
were to yield, for the purposes of the argument, every one
of those points in debate with the Anglican church, which,
under actual circumstances, we of course do no more than
waive. And we purpose dealing in the same untechnical
and unsystematic way with those practical recommenda-
tions of the Sermon, which its doctrinal statements ai*e

intended to justify.
The introduction into his Church of the practice of

auricular confession (as a voluntary, however, and not as a

necessary act) is the main object to which the learned

preacher directs the hortatory portion of his discourse.

He labours, indeed, to show that what we have just
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termed an '^

introduction/' is, in fact, no more than the

revival of an obsolete practice, and the carrying out of

definite and explicit, although dormant provisions. How
little we are able to enter into this view of the case will

appear from the tenor of subsequent remarks. We con-
fess that it appears to us to share the common defect of

the system which Dr. Pasey, no doubt with the best inten-

tion, is endeavouring to build up—essential unreality. It

goes surely upon an hypothesis, which, however admitting
of a colourable defence on paper, wants that foundation in

fact, and that answer in experience, which are necessary
to the conviction of dispassionate and practical men. Let
us but imagine, for instance, the outcry which would be
raised throughout the whole of this country, were Dr. Haw-
trey of Eton, or Dr. Moberley of Winchester, or Dr. Tait of

Rugby, to propose the introduction of auricular confession
into any one of those distinguished places of education ;

and then, with the actual state of things in the Anglican
Church, let us, for a moment, contrast the natural, mat-
ter of course way in which the same blessed ordinance
takes root and thrives in our own^ favoured seminaries,
without an objection, or a misgiving, or any feelings
indeed but those of devout thankfulness and happy confi-

dence on the part of Catholic parents, throughout the

length and breadth of the United Kingdom. This will

serve to explain what we may hereafter observe upon the

comparative genius of the respective systems.
Let us now premise that, in what we are about to say,

we shall speak solely in reference to the idea which we
understand the sermon before us to throw out, of intro-

ducing private confession as a general practice , under the
actual circumstances of the Established Church of Eng-
land. Such is the construction which we must needs put
upon a recommendation proceeding from the pulpit of the

university ; the nursery, of course, of the Anglican clergy,
no less than the sphere of close moral relations between
the youth of England and a body of clerical superinten-
dents. It is upon this hypothesis, and not upon any other,
that we are about most reluctantly, but as an act of duty
to the Church, to enter the lists with an antagonist, whom
(it is our heartfelt prayer, and no mere form of speech) may
God of His great mercy grant us to find some day by our
side as an ally in the encounter with His enemies ; that

pressing and most momentous encounter, in which we can
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SO ill afford to part with the assistance of any one strong
arm, or the sympathies of any one devoted heart.

We are not then desiring to question that, in some very
few favoured cases, a relation between individuals and
their authorized spiritual guides, akin to that which the
Catholic Church has invested with sacramental impor-
tance, may be established and sustained, even out of that

Church, with essential advantage to one at least of the
two parties concerned. We are not even anxious to deny
that there may be instances (so rare, of course, as rather to

illustrate than weaken the Catholic rule;) in which
a happy tact, or a special gift for the

"
discernment of

spirits/' may stand, at least for a time, in the place of that

systematic and cautious training which the Church has
ever accounted necessary as a preparation for the work of

a confessor. That such intuitive helps, indeed, can wholly
supply the need of rules, or that it can be safe for a
Church to entrust the souls committed to her to the

capricious effects of mere natural penetration, (rating its

capabilities at the highest) or to the accident of a special

gift, this indeed we do not concede. But we are most
desirous of narrowing to the very utmost our ground of

difference with Dr. Pusey.
We would again draw a broad distinction between a

sermon delivered in such a place, and before such an

assembly, and a merely tentative inquiry into the benefit

of auricular confession ; in the shape, for instance, of a

reply to the infamous work of which Dr. Pusey speaks in

terms of such just indignation and abhorrence. An ex-

posure of the shallow philosophy, no less than the flagrant

misrepresentations of that miserable production, copiously
illustrated from those patristic stores with which Dr.

Pusey is so familiar ; illustrated too, had he so pleased,
from the testimony of Protestant writers, as well as from
the successive service-books and ecclesiastical literature of

his own communion, illustrated too from the practice of

the separated Greeks, but illustrated, of course, especially

(as were but meet and just) fi-om the storied annals, the

diversified hagiology, and not least, the current expe-
rience of our own 'Catholic Church ; an undertaking such

as this would have compromised no single principle which
Dr. Pusey holds sacred, nor would one single Catholic, we
will venture to say, have hailed it with the less gratitude
because it came forth as the homage of a generous stran-

1
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ger, rather than as the offering of a devoted son. In what
precise respects Dr. Piisey's actual work falls short, as we
must feel, of the type which we have ventured to sketch,
we would rather imply by subsequent criticisms, than state

in the way of contrast to a possibly romantic and over-

sanguine ideal. Suffice it to say, for the sake of clear-

ness, that Dr. Pusey does not speak tentatively, but hor-

tatorily ; that he confines his view to the Anglicans, to

the entire exclusion of the present Catholic Church ; that

he speaks with honour of Ridley and Latimer, (p. 48.) and
that he rests upon the apparent, but utterly inoperative,

provisions of the Anglican prayer-book, in the way not of

testimony but of authority. All this may have been the
inevitable result of the method which he adopted ; and he
had, of course, a perfect right to select his own course.

First, then, we would ask, in the way of demur to Dr.

Pusey's proposals : Is it conceivable, that auricular con-
fession should have made so little way in the Anglican
Church during three whole centuries, except from some
invincible contrariety to what may be called its genius ? Is

there evidence to prove that it was ever more than an
occasional practice carried out in instances, few and far

between? Anglicans will remind us that the duke of

Buckingham confessed to Laud, and Hooker to his friend

Saravia ; but does not this stress upon particular instances

betray the weakness of their cause ? It is also, we believe,
a fact, that the great light of their Church in the last cen-

tury, bishop Butler, had a travelling companion in the
form of a confidential priest, not, however, of the Anglican
communion, but of our own. Again, particular Anglican
divines, we know, have advocated the practice, though
with serious deductions, and under most suspicious pro-
tests. Yet is it possible that the hortatory theology of the

Anglican Church should be so entirely, or so nearly,
devoid of allusion to an engine of such enormous moral
power, had it ever been extensively recognized except on
paper? Or, again, is it conceivable that the department
of theology which is termed moral, should, with one or two
exceptions, be wholly without representation in the Pro-
testant Church of England, had any material stress been
at any time laid upon this branch of clerical education ?

Now, we do say, that this circumstance presents a for-

midable d priori presumption against the soundness of
Dr. Pusey's views, and not a mere difficulty in the way of
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carrying them out. Dr. Pusey will be the last to deny, what
neither do we desire to gainsay, that the Anglican Church
has produced, from time to time, men of an earnest, and
(allowing for their disadvantages) of an ecclesiastical

spirit ; whence, then, the ominous fact, that either these
men have made no attempts to restore confession in their

Church, or that their attempts have perished with them-
selves or their generation ?

And does not a closer inspection of the subject corrobo-
rate the antecedent impression, and abundantly justify
this caution in making attempts, or account for their ill

success ?

The great obstacle, past, present, and future, to the
introduction of the Confessional into the Anglican, or any
other than the Catholic Church, is surely the want of a
celibate clergy. A celibate clergy there will never be,
while human nature remains as it is, without a compulsory
rule ; and to suppose a compulsory celibate^ of the clergy

throughout England, is to suppose England in communion
with the Holy See. The heresiarchs and schismatics

of the 16th century cast off compulsory confession and
compulsory celibacy together ; and they were so far wise.

Both these matters of discipline they left, we are told, to

the
*'
discretion" of the Church which they constructed;

with what effect let its annals proclaim. Dr. Pusey,
indeed, ventures upon the most extraordinary^ and, as

we are bold to think, most hazardous assertion, that

this dropping of the reins of ecclesiastical discipline was
*^

j)rovidential."
** Yet God, who in his wisdom suffered their designs to come

to naught, has thereby the more cast the Church upon herself, and
we may trust, would make her discipline the purer, in that He has

deprived her of all outward aid in restoring it. And we may even

he thankful that the rules which remain, requiring all her members to

partake of her ordinances, have passed into disuse. For this is most

certain, that to encourage indiscriminately the approach to Holy
Communion without a corresponding inward system whereby they,
who are entitled so to do, should know intimately the hearts of

those whom they so encouraged, has brought with it an amount
of carelessness and profanation, which, if known, would make many
a heart of those who have so done, sink and quake.

" It is then, we may trust, of God's manifold mercy to this por-
tion of His Church, that He has, at the same time, by His Provi-

dence allowed almost all remains of that outward compulsory sys-
tem to be broken down."—pp. 48, 49.
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A strange account, indeed, of a dispensation wliicli has

issued, according to the writer's own acknowledgment, in

a series of unworthy communions, in the stinting of the

Bread of Life, and in the practical abrogation of the very
cardinal test of Church-membership ! May God in his

mercy, say we, deliver His Church from reformation of

her discipline, of which such are to be the issues ! But at

any rate, the Anglican Reformers were so far long-

sighted, that they did not attempt to insist upon private
confession without celibacy. What were their real, at

least their ultimate and practical, views about Confession

itself, we cannot at this distance of time, and amid so

much contradiction as their documents and acts present,
undertake to decide ; but, whatever may have been their

intention upon this subject, it is not difficult to pronounce
upon the result of their labours. History and experience
in the Anglican communion have yielded a signal testi-

mony to the Catholic Church in working out, indepen-

dently of her, the conclusion which forms the warrant of

her discipline ; that the existence of sacramental confession

depends upon its obligation.
But here is Dr. Pusey, proposing to restore this Catholic

practice to his own communion, without any corresponding
security whatever for the celibacy of the clergy. Does he
consider that this institute also may be safely left to come
about through 'Hhe prompting of the conscience within,
rather than the provision of discipline without?" (p. xv.)
Let him then take a survey of the parochial clergy of the
established Church, even of that portion which is dis-

tinguished,by the profession of high-church opinions, and
see what number of them have chosen for themselves the
more perfect way. Let him further reflect, what sort of

encouragement is given to celibacy, whether by precept or

example, on the part of his own episcopate. Let him espe-
cially obsei^ve that, of the three prelates who have shown
the largest amount of sympathy with the Oxford movement.
Bishops Denison, Bagot, and Thirwall, although one, it is

true, is at present unmarried, yet one affording a practical
comment upon the language of his recent charge, has

lately entered for the second time into the bonds of matri-

mony."''' And what wonder, for men will naturally and

* "The members of our Cliurch will count it good that tlie clers:.y were restored
(by th3 Reformation) to that Christian liberty in respect of the holy estate of
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even rightly surround themselves with earthly blessings,
which neither their Bible nor their Church forbid.

But of the absolutely insuperable difficulties which

marriage opposes to the restoration of confession, it can

hardly be necessary to speak at any length. To allude to

no objections of a more intricate nature, let us but con-

sider the
,
hindrances which it offers to the inviolability of

the seal. Mr. Faber has a case in point at page 49 of his

pamphlet;
*' Some months ago, a lady wrote to me from"a

distance for some spiritual direction; saying that confes-

sion where she was, was out of the question; for it was

getting more and more notorious, that things were talked of
in society, which had been revealed in confession.^' And other

similar instances have come to our own knowledge. Now
let it be said, (as it will,) that anonymous examples are

valueless ; and let it be granted accordingly for arguments'
sake, that no breach of confidence has hitherto occurred;

yet surely this is one of those cases, in which the characters

of parties must be not only defended against charge, but
must likewise be above the reach of suspicion. In the

Catholic Church, the whole power of sanction, association,
and immemorial precedent, (not to speak of what might
also be added, supernatural protection,) is arrayed on the

side of security ; the character of a priest who should be

proved to have revealed a confession would be blasted for

ever, and the awful penalties of perpetual suspension from
his duties, if not degradation from his office, would render
him not only the reproach of his generation, but the warning
of all posterity. But in the Anglican communion, what

corresponding safeguard shall justify the confidence of the

timid, and pacify the scruples of the confiding ? The inortal

sin which had ruined a reputation with the profession of

administering a spiritual comfort, would be brought home
to the conscience of the offender by no difference in the

aspect of the world around him, by no stigma, by no

penance, by no change in his relations to society, by no

disqualification in the exercise of his profession. Yet how

great is the probability, or at all events how reasonable the

suspicion, of so miserable and disgraceful a conjuncture.
How few are those secrets which are secure against the

freedom and, abandon, (to use the expressive French word,)

matrimony, the undue and enforced restraint of which had been the source of

great evils." -Charge of Bp. Deuison, in 1845, p. 16.
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of social intercourse; how still fewer those, which keep
their ground against the temptations of unguarded
moments in domestic life, and the blandishments of female
solicitation or influence. And can Dr. Pusey be serious,
when he calls upon the sons and daughters of England to

disclose the sins of their youth and the thoughts of their

inmost hearts with no better security than these, for the

inviolability of the awful deposit ?

But while Dr. Pusey would set no limits to the exercise
of the judicial functions on the part of the clergy, he makes
but a slender provision indeed for their own subjection to

the searching discipline, which they are to enforce upon
others. The Catholic Church does not commit to her

priests this awful power over the consciences of their breth-

ren, without requiring that they shall be themselves bound
by the law, of which they are to become in turn the admi-
nistrators. For the satisfaction of her children, and of

herself, as the guardian of the souls of her clergy as of all

others, she allows no deviation, in their favour, from the
rule which makes Confession imperative upon her mem-
bers, as such. The Sovereign Pontiff himself is no
7nore exempted from this duty, than the humblest and
most obscure of his spiritual subjects. Little needs to be
said upon the advantage, nay the necessity, of accompany-
ing an office so liable to abuse and so exposed to peril, by
the annexation of this stringent condition ; the complete
and only effectual safeguard against those peculiar dangers
to which Dr. Pusey himself is alive.

" Sin is an awful thing to handle. To hear of it continually and
not be defiled with it, nor dulled to it

; to compassionate a fellow-

sinner, and be austere with self ; to hear of the defilement of every
sense, and keep watch over his own, comes not from man himself,
but from God."—pp. 55, 56.

Assuredly ; yet here, as in other cases. Almighty God
works through appointed means. Nor is the protection
which is offered against this danger by the mutual confes-

sion of the clergy among themselves, the only advantage
of such an extension of the rule. It is a warrant for the

confidence which the people are to repose in their spiritual

guides. It tends to divest the sacerdotal power of every
thing unamiable and repulsive ; for it continually reminds
the judge that there is a tribunal to which himself is

amenable with others ; and thus, in counteracting the ten-
VOL. XX.—NO. xxxix. 16
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dency to imperiousness so peculiarly incidental to the

office, allays all such fear of an unsympathizing spirit, as
would be fatal to the efficacy of a ministration of comfort ;

and which no mere kindness of manner can so well ob-

viate, as a knowledge, on the penitent's part, that he and
his judge are the subjects of a common law. The Church
leaves nothing to chance which is necessary to the well-

being of her children. Though it were true, that nine
hundred and ninety-nine of every thousand priests might
be safely left, in such a case, to the natural operation of

good sense and good principle, the Church would not

rest, till she had done her utmost to secure the compe-
tency of every single guide to whom she entrusts the souls
of her little ones.

Dr. Pusey is too acute an observer not to discover the

importance of some such regulation against the especial

dangers of the Confessional ; but how does he propose
to secure the end ?

"
It nmy often he desirable that, before any exercise of the Phy-

sician's office" [the Priest should] "himself lay open some sin

of his own bosom.
"—Page 57.

Now, considering how very much more serious are the

difficulties which stand in the way of a middle-aged clergy-
man revealing, without absolute necessity, to a brother

clergyman, some principal sin of his life, than those which
the same clergyman would feel to preclude him from

receiving the confession of another person. Dr. Pusey
surely takes too favourable a view of human nature when
he supposes that the bare recommendation of an optional

act, will be in practice equivalent to the authoritative en-

forcement of a binding rule. Dr. Pusey forgets that we
must deal with men as we find them. But does he not

also lose sight of the great truth, that rules, while they are

a check upon the ill-disposed, and a stimulus to the care-

less, are to the humble a support and protection? Our»
Lord's yoke is never felt to press, except by those whof
wince under it.

Such are some, and some only, of the difficulties for

which Dr. Puse;)^,
in his zeal, appears to have made a most

insufficient provision. Were we to regard the Confessor

in his active, as well as his passive relation, we should of

course have to dwell upon the unspeakable danger which

we have here but hinted, of consigning the office to men,
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like the clergy of the Established Church, utterly unversed
in the very rudiments of casuistical theology; a depart-
ment of education, as need hardly be observed, most care-

fully tended, and during long courses of study, in the Ca-
tholic Church of this as of other countries ; but in which

Anglicans seem to imagine that a clergyman may
^'
minis-

ter to himself^' at any time in his life, and in the midst of

whatever avocations, by dipping into the
*' Manuel des

Confesseurs," or other similar directory; forgetting, that

all such summaries presuppose a thorough acquaintance
with the principles of that intricate science to which they
relate. Surely, if there be any field of professional duty
in which less than another a priest is at liberty to extem-

porize, it is that inexpressibly dangerous one, of the direc-

tion of consciences.

Dr. Pusey, however, for whatever reason, takes no
formal notice in his Sermon of the directive part of the

confessor's office ; and since our article seems hkely, as it

is, to swell to a considerable bulk, we are glad to feel that

there is no present call upon us to go into this collateral

province of the subject.
We heartily wish that we could feel as easy about Dr.

Pusey himself, as about the ultimate issue of the course to

which, for the present at least, (and we pray that it may be
only for the present,) he seems to be committing himself.
That in his zealous efforts to reanimate the Anglican, he
is really subserving the Catholic Church, we entertain not
the shadow of a doubt. The more his views shall be sub-

jected to^
the crucial test of experience, the more surely, we

are convinced, will the way of all sincere members of his

communion be hedged round with difficulties, from which
they will find but one escape. He and his are taxing
their Church beyond her powers ; they are trying to elicit

tones from her which are not in her ; they take her for

another instrument than she is ; they are screwing her up
too high ; and her strings will snap, or respond to the

performer's touch by one long discord.

The Anglican Church has, or till lately had, a genius of
her own, and anything but an unamiable or unattractive
one. Her genius is essentially quiet and domestic, as con-

tradistinguished from heroic and enterprising. Among l^er

past worthies, this character had its exemplification in
such men as Hooker and Herbert; it finds its present
illustration in Mr. Keble, for instance, or in Mr. Isaac
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Williams ; and with them, as we expect, or at least with
their immediate successors, it will die out. This dis-

tinguishing temper is neither quite of the world, nor quite
of the Church ; not of the world, in as far as it is the

reverse, and even the antagonist of the scheming, political

spirit of the day; in that it is simple, reverent, affectionate,

humble, virtuous, disinteiested, and in its measure, un-

compromising ; yet, assuredly, also short of the ''science
of the Saints," in that it is defective in its appreciation of
the higher walks of the ascetic or the mystic life. It goes
upon the presumption, (at least as we understand certain

passages of the "Christian Year/' its fairest, and yet most
favourable exponent,) that worldly ties are no necessary
impediment to the most exalted degree of Christian per-
fection."-'' It is a religion of peaceful duties, rural associa-

tions, and domestic courtesies—the highest of its kind,
but that kind not the highest. It is not the religion of

St. Ignatius, or St. Teresa, or St. Francis of Assisium,
or that other Francis, who died unwept on the sands of

Sancian. It is not the religion, which at this day, as in

all past times, is abundantly exemplified in the Catholic
Church ; and of which the Catholic Church is always

capable, under whatever circumstances of actual corrup-
tion or disadvantage. In fact, whatever be the peculiar

temper of the Anglican system, it is easy to see with a

glance what its temper is not. High and amiable as it

may be, it is not Catholic, according to the only view of

that term which we, of course, can recognize. Naj^, it is

not even that imperfect Catholicism, which is exemplified

among the schismatical Greeks. It is something native

and indigenous to England; a modification (in many
respects a niost happy one,) of the temper which came
with the religious revolution of the sixteenth centui'y ; yet
still something which has no precedent in the history of

the Catholic Church, and no existence out of the southern

part of this island. It is not Catholic, for the mere reason

that it is national ; for the Catholic spirit is more elastic

than that it should be confined by geographical bounda-

* E. g.
" We need not bid for cloistered cell,
Our neighbour and our work farewell;
Nor strive to wind ourselves too highf
For mortal men beneath the sky.''^

"Christian Year"—Morning Hymn.

This, as it stands without relief, sounds like a slur upon monasteries.

I

f
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Ties, And that this Church of Englandism is something
national, rather than ecclesiastical, is proved especially by
this circumstance—that, whereas the Anglican Establish-

ment has a sister in Scotland, and a daughter in America,
her relatives bear no resemblance to her in respect of this

peculiar morale. Scotch Episcopalianism is stiff and

pedantic, American is this and more besides; but genuine
Anglicanism (not, of course, that gaunt form of it which
recent emergencies have elicited,) is (in its merely social

aspect, and apart from questions of faith,) something
essentially real, gentle, affectionate, and refined.

And such, in himself, is Dr. Pusey ; but not such is that

exterior side of himself, with which alone, as critics, we
are concerned. jN^ever, indeed, was there a religious
teacher who had a more unhappy knack of misrepresenting
himself than this amiable divine. Judging of him simply
in his relations with the outer world, we repeat that ]Jr.

Pusey utterly mistakes the bent and the capacities of his

system. He is joining the new with the old ; presenting
us with a piece of anything but skilful patch-work ; and
making worse the rent which he seeks to repair. His
recentl3^-edited books of devotion, the work of Catholics,
but

*^

adapted to the English Church,^
^

are the very types
of his whole course. In them, as now in the case of sacra-

mental confession, he is giving his Church forms without
realities. He conceives that Catholicism, or ^'Romanism"
as they call it, is nothing more than Anglicanism, plus
the invocation ofthe saints, the supremacy of the Roman see,

&c.; and, again, that the passive acceptance of those doc-
trines (according to the famous distinction between

"'
hold-

ing and teaching," which, in his letter to the English
Churchman, he appears through a cloud of reserves and
qualifications to recognize,) is tantamount in effect to the
habit of energizing in them. The truth which Dr. Pusey
has yet to grasp is, that Catholicism and Anglicanism are.

of essentially diverse natures ; that they start from differ-

ent points, and run in different lines, and tend to different

results ; and that he can no more make the Anglican
Church Catholic, by loading her with Catholic doctrines or

practices, than he can enable a man to fly by providing
him with artificial wings. Mediocrity, as the fables bear

witness, is never othei^wise than a respectable state till it

grows ambitious ; and it is surely the moral of the well-
known episode in Rasselas, that they who soar above their
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nature, will not merely fall back into their place, but fall

over to their destruction."'^*

What then is the conclusion at which we must arrive ?

Here is an Anglican clergyman declaring, in the most
public manner, that without regular and systematic con-
fession there can, ordinarily speaking, be no worthy com-
munions, no effectual absolutions ; that absolution is the
ordained medium of the remission of sins ; and that, with-
out sins remitted, there is, of course, no salvation. And,
on the other hand, without even entering upon those more
strictly theological arguments which might cast still

graver doubts upon the ministerial acts of the Church of

England, we have evidence open to the eyes of the most
unlearned, that some, at least, of the links in this great
chain, which connects sinful man with the Fountain of

Pardon, are necessarily wanting, except in communion
with the Roman See. Thousands and tens of thousands
of polluted souls are there in this country, which neither

have, nor can have, in their present state of banishment
from their home, the benefits of this great sacrament of

restoration. And although the Cathohc Church is at their

very doors, with her gracious tenders of reconciliation,

dependent on no condition but that of an affectionate sur-

render, this estimable but short-sighted divine would have
them die under these fearful disadvantages, while he and
his friends are forming their baseless schemes, and hug-
ging themselves in their too sanguine anticipations, with-
out authority to support them, or precedent to guide them,
or, indeed, any better token than self-interpreted

^'

provi-
dences'' to guarantee even their distant success. We
tremble to think of the responsibility they are incurring in

thus drawing thirsty souls away from the wells of life and
salvation to_these miserable leaky cisterns ; in substituting,
for the powerful and searching remedies of the Church, a

We observe, in the list of devotional books which Dr. Pusey is to edit, the
Exercises of St. Ignatius. Does Dr. Pusey know that the saint himself, in the

words of another Saint, his editor,
" non eo animo exercitia sua I'impressit, ut

passim in vulgus emanarent, cum parum sit ea legisse, nisi strenue quis in eis se

exercuerit, et magistrnm in rebus spiritualibits versatum 8\t nactus;** that they were
not, in short, meant to be circulated among chance readers as ordinary books of

devotion, but to be undergone as a great spiritual act, in retreat, with the advan-

tage of a presiding director? Does he also remember that, in his rules for the
election of a state of life, St. Ignatius expressly confirms the choice of the exer-

citant,
*' intra Ecclesice Calholica limites ?"—a tacit, and therein all the more im-

pressive, censure, by anticipation, upon those who at this day presume to talk of

"vocatious" to states out of the Catholic Church !
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course of feeble palliatives ; in devising a scheme of shifts

and expedients, of unsubstantial theories and vague pro-

mises, which is the precise correlative to man's natural

love of ease and tendency to procrastination. Numbers
in every place, rank, and condition ; self-complacent

gentry and mincing ladies, politicians eaten up with
the cares of office, lawyers absorbed in the whirlpool of

excitement, physicians hardened by the sight of misery,
men of business entangled in the snares of covetousness,

youths encompassed by the temptations to vice, (for, in

truth, this great religious movement has extended itself

among all classes,) are actually at this moment diverted

from the means of restoring grace by the specious but hol-

low professions of this miserable, however well-meant,

Anglicanism : a system just religious enough to mislead the

conscience, but not commanding enough to bow the will ;

which affects Catholicism without reaching it; caricatures,
but never represents it ; which is continually setting forth

the imperative necessity of institutions which it is wholly
powerless to realize ; which seems to impose no harder
condition of membership upon its adherents

^

than an

acknowledgment of its great abstract capabilities ; and
which is so easy a creditor to those whom it suffers to

di'aw upon its resources, as to accept a series of promissory
notes in the shape of tenders of submission to its contingent
regulations, instead of the good ready-money of downright
sacrifices and instant performances.
But let us hear Dr. Pusey himself on the fruits of the

system through which he expects to work the desired

results :

"
Every where around ; our crowded cities, our mines, our ports,

our manufactories," (he might have added, our country villages,
our cathedral cities,* and our public seminaries,)

" are one wide

desolation; often, except in the suspension of punishment, the

tjpes of hell for lack of devoted, self-denying service."—Page 65.

And elsewhere he says of auricular confession :

'*

They, who, through ministering to such as after sin have

* This is not said without a definite meaning, which will be understood by any
one who is acquainted with the moral state of cathedral towns, especially in the
north and west of England. Compare with all this the fruits of the confessional—e. g. in Ireland.
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again been brought back to God, have known their whole sorrowful

history, have had no doubt that, humanly speaking, in most cases,

early confession would, by the blessing of Almighty God, have saved tJiem

from tJieir sin and misery.''
—

Preface, p. xiii. (The italics are

Dr. P 's.)

Now who (we would ask of any fair and candid judge)
that should stumble on this sermon some three centuries

hence, could easily be persuaded, that in the country, and
even in the town where it was preached, there existed the

Church in which this veiy practice of auricular confession
—the panacea, according to its author, of our worst
national evils—was actually in full and vigorous operation?

Who, that did not know the sad, blinding, cramping
effects of party restraints and obligations even upon minds

naturally the most high and generous, could bring himself

to believe that, at this very time, when, as Dr. Pusey
knows and acknowledges, the youth of the universities

and public schools in connexion with the Established

Church are deeply sunk in the vices of their time of life,

for want of those particular checks to which he is desirous

of drawing public attention, in the Catholic colleges of

the United Kingdom, these securities of virtue are so care-

fully provided and so faithfully administered, that while

mortal sin is in each case promptly detected, and met with

its appropriate remedies, the insta^ices are far from
uncommon y as any one conversant with those institutions

can testify, in which its inroads are effectually and once

for all anticipated ? Now certainly \ve do not pretend
that an Anglican clergyman is bound to take account of

the Catholic Church in every sermon he preaches ; neither

should we have noticed such a slight upon her in a divine

less cognizant of facts, and of a less Catholic profession,

than Dr. Pusey. But when a preacher goes out of his way
to recommend a practice which, in this country at least,

has its sole witness and its only complete illustration

among ourselves, and yet pointedly omits all reference to

any communion but his own ; and this not from ignorance,
for Dr. Pusey has on several occasions manifested a deep
interest in our institutions, nor yet from enmity, for he has

recently spoken in public of Mr.^ Newman's conversion,
in a way utterly inconsistent with the belief that the

Catholics of England are in schism; we do think that

there is no want of charity in ascribing the fact to the con-

tinued operation of those baneful influences, to the power
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of which we had hoped that Dr. Pusey was at length rising

superior.
But this ungenerous dealing, as we are constrained to

call it, with the Catholic Church, is not limited to the de-

paitment of omission. In one place the writer even brings
her solemn offices of prayer and sacrifice into unfavourable

comparison with the work of the Anglican Reformers,
He says,—

** And while among us private confession has been left to the

consciences of individuals, the church has both deepened the tone of

the public confession, and made the public absolution more solemn
and authoritative, in that where, in other offices, (the Breviary and

Missal,) there is a sort of mutual absolution of the priest and

people, in ours the absolution is confined to the priest alone."

—Fage 13.

Dr. Pusey should be better acquainted with our liturgi-
cal offices before he ventures to criticize them. He does
not seem to be aware, that, although the Confession and
Absolution, at the beginning of the Mass, is mutual, at

Communion there is no confession on the priest's side,
nor any absolymg prayer on that of the people ; and that
the communicants are authoritatively absolved, by the
alteration of "nobis" into "vobis," in the form

"
Indul-

gentiam," &c. Moreover, considering that the mutual
Confession in the Breviary and Missal, is

in^
literal con-

formity to the Apostolic precept,
"
Confitemini alterutrum

peccata vestra," &c. (St. James v. 16.) and that in the

Anglican Church there is no corresponding fulfilment of

this primitive direction, we think Dr. Pusey might have
found some more suitable description of it, than is given
in the words

''
a sort of mutual confession.

' ' Nor of course
can we agree with him in assigning the merit of depth to

the verbose and somewhat rhetorical form at the begin-
ning of the Anglican Service in comparison with those
child-like sobs of shame,

*'
Confiteor quia peccavi

nimis cogitatione, verbo, et opere, mea culpa, mea culpa,
mea maxima culpa." When the Church makes abundant

provision for the enumeration of sin in private, the forms
m which she couches our more public avowals of it cannot
be too brief, so they be strong, nor too indefinite, so they
be comprehensive.

Perhaps the most serious misrepresentation of the Ca-
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tholic Church which arises from this superficial mode of

dealing with our authorized standards, is at page 53.
" It is certain, by consent of the Universal Church, that whoso

is truly contrite of any the most deadly sin,
—

all, which the
Ancient Church subjected to years of penitence, [penance,] and
then, by imposition of hands, formally restored, yea, if he had on
him the sins of ilie whole worlds and longeth for absolution, is

absolved."

It is quite true that the Council of Trent attributes this

effect to perfect contrition ; but its very words, "priusquam
hoc sacramentum [penitentise] actu suscipiatur/' impose
upon the contrite sinner the necessary condition of ha\4ng
recourse to the Sacrament at the earliest opportunity.""'
The case presumed, is evidently that of Catholics dying,
for instance, in battle, at sea, or under other such circum-
stances of impediment. But what would the venerable
Fathers of the Council have thought of their permission
being construed into a justification of persons remaining on
for an indefinite period under the disadvantage of mortal

sin, with a priest in the next street to attend to their call?

Upon any hypothesis such a proceeding is without excuse.
Either the Anglican clergy are true priests or they are

not ; and if they be not, there are priests at hand, whose
services are always accessible, and whose authority is no
where disputed.
And then, how many among Dr. Pusey's hearers are

furnished with the means of testing a
''
true contrition?''

Verily the private study of Holy Scripture itself would
be a valuable substitute for this sort of slip-shod theology.

There are also passages in this Sermon bearing on the

Catholic Church, the tone of which we mislike. They
seem to betoken a desire, on the author's part, of obviating
the suspicion of

'* Roman" tendencies; and this, in a
writer who makes such very free use of us, where he finds

occasion, is, to say the least, unbecoming. In such cases,
we seem to

lose^
Dr. Pusey in the party-leader. The fol-

lowing is a specimen.
**

People speak commonly of the evils of Confession, as likely,"

[to convey]
" or in some cases as actually having, conveyed to the

* Docet praetere^, etsi contritionera banc aliqiiand6 charitate perfectam esse

contingat, homiiiemque Deo reconciliare, priusqukm hoc sacramentum actu sus-

cipiatur, ipsam nihilomintis reconciliationem ipsi contritioni shie Sacramenti volo,

quod in ilia inchuHlur^ non esse adscribendam. Concil. Trid. Decret. Sess. xiv.

cap. 4, De Contritione.

I

i
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soul, the knowledge of evil. And it is painfully true, that, in

unskilful hands, in other countriesj* conducted in a dry technical way,
it has."—Page xi.

Now it is very well for members of the Catholic Church
to refer to abuses, actual or possible, (as in so vast a field

weeds there must ever spring vip,) in their ow7i Commu-
nion. Nor could objection have been reasonably taken

against a writer, who, after doing full justice to the efficient

state of the Catholic Church in respect of this particular
ordinance in this as in other countries, should have quali-
fied his testimony by such deductions of this nature as he

might feel requisite. But really, for the member of a
communion in which Private Confession is in

"'

abeyance,"
to notice the existing Catholic Church no otherwise than

by sinister glances, and to support himself in these intan-

gible, because indefinite charges, upon frank acknowledg-
ments and precautionary admonitions of Catholics, is a

proceeding which we are only deterred by our sincere res-

pect for Dr. Pusey from characterizing in the veiy severe

language which it deserves.

But it is the miserable result of Dr. Pusey 's present

position, to cripple the exercise of his characteristic gene-
rosity, and convert him fi:'om a very hero of the cross, into

what nature never designed him to be—a tactician. Dr.

Pusey, if he will trust us, is formed not for generalship but
for obedience ; nor will he, we are sure, consider such an

opinion as uncomplimentary. We admire more than we
can express, his dauntless resolution, his indomitible per-
severance, his elastic vigour, his unswerving, unsuspecting
loyalty ; let none suppose that we are blind to these quali-
ties in his character, because we lament, and deeply, their

exhaustion upon objects so utterly unworthy of them.

Rather, we would say,
"
Cum^ talis sis, utinam noster

esses." But we cannot in charity disguise our apprehen-
sions, lest the circumstances into which Dr. Pusey has
been forced, should eventually prove a most serious draw-
back upon the amount of his service to the cause of

religion, to say nothing of his own spiritual advancement.
He has been raised by the acclamation, rather than the

Is this to be understood as an exception in favour of the Catholic Church
in Eng:land1 Or is the comparison meant to be instituted between the foreign
Catholic and the Anglican Established Church? If the former, we owe it to Dr.
Pusey to draw attention to the acknowledgment. The latter supposition is

almost too extravagant to be conceivable.
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mere suffrages, of his party, 'to the dangerous elevation
of a "leader.'' Let not him, or them, complain of the

term, it is their own. They use it, as their writings prove,
with the most unsuspecting simplicity. They evidently
consider that it involves no anomaly, and should awaken
no distrust. We, on the contrary, as instinctively feel that
the very notion of a "leader," is a piece of downright
sectarianism. There is no such word in the Catholic

vocabulary, because there is no such idea in Catholic
nature. When "leaders" find their way into the Church,
they cease to be leaders, and become subjects ; and when
they spring up within her, they soon pass out of her, and
so are no longer of her. But leaders by profession, leaders

by public acknowledgment, leaders for life, of these the
Church knows not. That Dr. Pusey is no "

leader,
"

in

his own estimation, (so far at least as that character implies
pre-eminence,) we entirely believe. But we will by no
means allow that he is not therefore in imminent danger
of those especial dispositions which, in the devotional books
he has edited, as elsewhere with the spiritual masters of

the Church, are so prolific a theme of warning and con-
demnation. The consciousness of power over the minds
of others, however pure the motive, and however high the

end, is so subtle a snare, that the Church has imposed
some extraordinary mortifications of the will as its only
adequate corrective. Let us consider how this deep
spiritual principle is embodied in that wonderful society,
the idea of which was conceived by St. Ignatius in the

most intimate intercommunion with God. Every Jesuit

has three great and abiding checks upon the dangers inci-

dent to a position of influence ; the obligation to pass a

portion of each day in meditation, and the review of his

mterior; the duty of implicit obedience to those who are

immediately set over him ; and the constant uncertainty
that his place and sphere to-day will be his portion on the

morrow. Such are the safeguards which a Saint has pro-
vided against the peculiar liabilities of a state of influence,

(observe) in the Catholic Church; and of course, St.

Ignatius sought no more than to give intensity by concen-
tration to the spirit of our common gospel.
But what shall we say of the perils of a state which,

while it allows a man unrestricted influence over those

below him, presents at the same time no adequate scope
for the exercise of his own obedience ?
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We can assure Dr. Pusey that it has gone sorely against

us to say so many hard things of one whom we so sincerely

admire and respect as himself. Will he then allow us to

take our leave of him with the strongest proof we can give

him of that admiration and respect? He is formed by
nature to be a Catholic, and this he will never be, until he

comes to us. Where he is, he is out of his element, and
he consequently works at a disadvantage, and continually
does himself most gratuitous injustice. Simple submis-

sion where he is, there can be none, at least for him ; for

where rule is depraved, obedience becomes a shi. He is

then thrown, in spite of himself, upon the alternative of

leading; and here, we think, he shows in more ways than

one that he is not at home. He feels that to lead, though
not necessarily against humility, is yet not its natural

result, and in consequence (mainly, we are sure, with the

view of reminding himself of his obligations,) he is con-

strained, as if in the way of apology for his position and

compensation to its disadvantage, to disburden himself,
and that as we think to a displeasing extent, in the lan-

guage of humility. The very Sermon which is here under

review, supplies an illustration of our meaning almost at

its commencement. This peculiarity in Dr. Pusey lays
him open to a good deal of uncharitable, but perhaps not

wholly groundless criticism. People say, and we think
not without some reason,

'' Here is a clergyman, from

necessity perhaps, and doubtless with the very best inten-

tions, but still as a fact, taking a good deal more upon
himself than in a proper state of things would be regarded
as becoming ; and we, at least, have no doubt that our
own ecclesiastical state is such, ergo," &c. For instance,
he is just emerging from the effects of a sentence with
which an authorized tribunal of the University has visited

him in punishment of alleged heresy, and against which
his Church in no way protested. That sentence was either

just, or unjust. If the former, then Dr. Pusey should

accompany his re-appearance in the university pulpit by an
act ofretractation and of submission; at any rate he should
not preface his first discourse, after the termination of his

punishment, with a sort of re-assertion of the doctrine
which led to it. Neither should he take an early oppor-
tunity of republishing the condemned Sermon in imme-
diate contiguity to its successor."-^' But if, on the contrary,

* See his advertisement.
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the sentence were unjust, then Dr. Pusey should have
proved it so, by appealing, as was competent to him, to the

proper tribunals. In either case a public, but quite mean-
ingless confession of sin, such as that with which this

sermon opens, appears to be out of place ; not to say, that
indefinite confessions in public are always undesirable,
since they cost their authors nothing, and tell the hearers

nothing ; the essence of confession being, that a man
exposes (before the authorized judge, not before the world
at large,) what is peculiar to himself, not what he shares
with all other men. Such irregular confessions seem to

have no effect but that of giving a man's enemies an
advantage over him. Moreover, there is surely the greatest
danger (a danger not the less because it is a subtle one,)
of emplo^dng such self-reproaches as appeals ad iniseri-

cordiani.

Now, although we have just been putting out rather
an adversary's view of Dr. JPusey's recent demonstration
before the University than our own; yet is it a view
which does not seem obviously capable of such an answer
as many of Dr. Pusey's best friends would desire to find

for it. We certainly desiderate in that amiable and
revered person, a less equivocal appearance, and a less

vuhierable attitude. We could wish to see him either less

assuming, or more manly; less forward in deeds, or less

diffident in profession; withdrawn from the sphere of active

influence, or publicly accredited in the exercise of it. We
should rejoice to see him a religious, and we should rejoice
to see him a bishop ; what we feel of him at present is, that

he is a nondescript in the ecclesiastical system ; his position
has no place assigned it in the Church's map, nor his office

in her register. Were he in ostensible power, it would be
natural for him to speak freely and act with decision; were
he in shelter fi'om the world, he would gain upon it in

another way. As it is, his high qualities do^ not sit

naturally upon him, while the world seriously misunder-
stands him. And though much of this misconstruction
is owing to the shallowness and censoriousness of the

world, yet something is also due to his own defective, and
we will add, needlessly defective, exhibition of himself. The
world contrasts his forwardness of action with his lowliness

of profession ; and these opposite tempers, instead of result-

ing in a graceful equipoise, exhibit an uneasy antagonism.
Each is the other's drawback, not its corrective ; his rest-
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less zeal causes his self-depreciation to seem affected;

while his almost obtrusive disclaimers, instead of gaining
him, as they should, the character of humility, involve

his efforts in the charge of presumption. Dr. Pusey's

place is at Christ Church, Oxford ; and most conscien-

tiously, we doubt not, does he discharge the duties of his

canonry and professorship ; but he acts as if he had a
mission for England. One day we hear of his preaching
fifteen sermons in a week at Leeds ; the next of his orga-

nizing conventual institutions in London,"'^" and directing
the consciences of its inmates. He is known to be on
terms of religious confidence with a large body of obe-

dient disciples, chiefly ladies. All this is in itself most
admirable and meritorious ; but it would be infinitely more
so, if Dr. Pusey could produce his credentials for a charge
of such tremendous responsibility, and such gigantic

power, as that which he claims to exercise, without limit

of place or department, in the communion in which he
is no otherwise ostensibly accredited, than as a dignitary
without cure of souls. Has he the free sanction of the

proper local authorities in the exercise of his various func-
tions ? We strongly suspect that he has not. Where are

his
''

faculties'' for hearing confessions, where his autho-

rity for administering vows, where his ecclesiastical pre-
cedents for taking applicants for spiritual direction under
his charge without the implied consent of their respective

pastors ? His answer would probably be, that, in a des-

perate state of things, like that in which he finds himself,
all means which are not sinful become allowable, and
that all which are allowable, are necessary ; that a Church
in extremes is no subject for the rules which apply to a
Church in health. At least, if he do not say this, we
know not what else he can say. But, if such be his apo-
logy, it is obvious to rejoin, that, far from the actual needs
of any Church justifying, by possibility, the adoption of
measures which violate the first principles of order, the

very need of such measures which circumstances have
created in the Anglican body corporate, is proof conclusive

against the character and claims of that society. Sure we
are that, in the Catholic Church, of any age or country.

* We are, of cotirse, prepared with our facts. That of the convent has lately
become generally known among Catholics throuprh the reception of one of the
members into the Catholic Church at St. Chad's, Birmingham.
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such a state of things would be simply impossible. Nor
indeed do we see in what respect the ground upon which
Dr. Pusey is now going, differs from that which has been
taken by religious fanatics from the beginning—the sup-

posed call of Divine Providence. The following sentence
m which we seem to read his defence of himself, embodies
the very fundamental principle of all anti-ecclesiastical

movements.
** Our duties lie severally to individuals of whom God assigns the

charge to any : as a whole, we need to follow, not to guide ; for

that ivhich we should follow is the only sure guide, the deep workings

of the Holy Spirit.''
—Page xvi.

0, that by force, or by guile, through sweet persuasion,
or by startling call, we could secure to our stranger friends

but one hour's possession of that deep, incommunicable

gift
—the blessing of Catholic experience !

"
N'est il pas

vrai," it was once said by the convert of another land,
''

que lorsqu' on est sorti de Theresie pour devenir Catho-

lique, on ne comprend pas comment ceux qui ne le sont

pas, peuvent cndurer Texistence ? on voudrait pouvoir leur

faire sentir ce que Ton eprouve de joie et de calme inte-

rieur, car on est convaincu que si Ton pouvait faire passer
tout le monde par un seul moment d'experience Catho-

lique, il n'y aurait bientot plus un Protestant sur la terre."

But it may not be ; they will not believe our words, and
we cannot impart to them our blessedness. The Church
will not reveal to aliens the secrets which are the inheri-

tance of her children. And well it should be so ; that all

may learn how Faith is the one condition of the promises,
and how all faith has its prototype, to the letter, in him,"
qui vocatus obedivit in locum exire quem accepturus

erat in hsereditatem ; et exiit, nesciens quo iret." Stran-

gers ask for signs, and we in our zeal would press on them
our experiences; but God deals moi'e mercifully with them
than we, or than themselves with themselves, in that He
casts them back on the^

"
signs" which surround them,

and suffers our exhortations to return to us void. They
daily mistake our words and misconstrue our motives;

they embitter themselves against us by false imaginations,
or by drinking in the rumours of the day, or by judging of

us by the accounts of declared enemies. And well if, with

the Psalmist, we the rather give ourselves to prayer, and
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remember that Paul planted, and Apollo, watered, in vain,
mitil the increase was given from above.

But, though we cannot convey our experience to stran-

gers, nor anticipate the work of Divine Providence upon
our separated brethren, yet v/e may deal with them upon
their own principles and direct them to sources of light and
help which they themselves recognize. In rejecting our
words and slighting our testimonies, in turning a deaf ear

to our entreaties, and perhaps even closing their eyes
against our recorded sentiments, they are doubtless, as

themselves will acknowledge, incurring a serious responsi-

bility, and putting aside what may be one class of provi-
dential tokens. But we will be content, if with all the

more eagerness, they will betake themselves to the Divine
Oracles by another and a still surer road. Would they
but dismiss all private views and lower objects, and leave
their ends to be shapen by the invisible Hand, instead of

carving them out for themselves ; would they but say in

simple faith, the '^Loquere, Domine, quia audit servus

tuns," or the
'' Domine quid me vis facere?'' would they

but pray without a bias, ask for guidance without shrink-

ing, interpret tokens without reserve, and follow them up
without lingering or halting; and would they above all do
this at once; it is part of [our confidence in the Divine
Goodness to feel assured, that, now at least, they would
receive the answer of blessing.

NOTICES OF BOOKS.

I.—Annals of Virgin Saints. By a Priest of the Church of Eng-
land. London: Joseph Masters. Cambridge: J. T. Walters.
1846.

y^^E owe this prettj and interesting volume, we believe, to the
Rev. J. M. Neale, one of the most distinguished members

of the Cambridge Cambden Society, well known for his previous
works. We are glad to see any symptom of the natural transition
from admiration of material Ecclesiology, to love of the principles,
the feelings, and still more the doctrines, which inspired and filled

its models. Too many members of that Society have given evi-

VOL. XX.—NO. XXXIX, 17
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dence of a mere hollow, almost childish, satisfaction with externals—of a sort of fancy that by restoring the former accessories of wor-

ship, they are reviving the sacred glories of a better age, that by
recarving the niches of our ancient sanctuaries, they will produce
the Saints whose effigies are to fill them. Mr. Neale, wo have

every reason to hope, is not one of these ; and the work before us

gives evidence of a love, beyond mere admiration, of the spiritual
and holy beauty of the Catholic Church, in the days when she

could freely display her charms. In this volume, we have the lives

of holy Women, (for all whom he commemorates were not Virgins,)

proposed as models, we suppose to ** to the devout female sex," of

the Anglican communion. Yet, there is not one among his chosen

Patterns, who, if asked by any person desirous of imitating her

virtue, what should be its first foundation, would not have answered,
"the Faith and Communion of the Catholic Church," or, in the

words of an Anglican
*' Treatise on Holy Virginity,"

•' that the

Virgin should be in communion with the See of St. Peter." How
comes it that Protestantism has produced no Virgin Saints, if such

a class of Sanctity is among the perfect fruits of Christianity ?

We are led to these remarks by one passage in the book which gave
us pain, almost the only one. It is as follows, in the life of

B. Coletta.

" And here we are called on to notice a wonderful, and to some of ns in these

days, a comforting dispensation of Providence. The Church of France was at
this time m a state of schism, as following the faction of the Clementines:
Coletta as a member of that Church was herself iu schism: and the Pontiff to
whom she applied," (for approbation of her rule,) "was the Antipope
Benedict XIII."—Pa^s 350.

We have already, in the course of this Number (and Mr. Faber
in his pamphlet has still more) protested, almost with a shudder,

against the profane appeals to Providential direction, contrary to

established ordinances of God, now so current among Anglicans,
to support their position. This is a case in point, and a most

painful one. The reasoning of this passage, if it have any mean-

ing, amounts to this,
" Divine Providence allowed Blessed Coletta

unknowingly to be involved in schism with her Church, by its

choosing the wrong pope out of two competitors, that we might be
comforted in remaining in a known and avowed schism, by the

rejection of the one recognised successor of St. Peter." There is no
comfort in her providential schism to an Anglican, unless Ms
Church is also recognised by him to be in state of schism. If this

be the case, is it not folly to justify in this light way the remaining
in its communion ? Is Mr. Neale prepared to show, that the

Blessed Coletta knew and avowed her Church to be in schism ?

Would he venture to assert, that she would wittingly have

remained in such a state for one hour ? And how unparallel the

cases of a retired recluse-virgin going with all the Church of her

country in a state of conflicting claims to the papacy, of which she

J
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could not possibly judge, and the open defence of a state of

schism by total separation from the undisputed centre of commu-
nion, by a minister of a church !

. Having thus protested against the unfortunate taint of Angli-
canism in the work, we can sincerely praise the many beautiful,

and most Catholic passages with which the volume abounds, and
would gladly extract some of them, did space permit. These
serve to fill up the scanty details of some biographies ; at the

same time that we must own ourselves occasionally disappointed
that all available materials have not been used. We know not, for

instance, why the most tender narrative of St. Scholastica's prayer
for rain, given by St. Gregory, should have been omitted. It

is the gem of her life. Again, how often do we miss the last

touch, which no hand but a Catholic can give to Virgin-hagiography—the exquisite sense of that virtue

" Cui nee lapillos prseferas Erythraeos
Nee mode politum pecudis Indicse dentem

Nivesque primas, liliumque non tactum ;" (Martial.)

the prizing of the inward beauty of spotless fidelity to Love Divine,
the idea of Espousal with the spotless Lamb, the mystical bond of

spiritual intercommunion between God and the soul, which that

death to the world of sense establishes. All this and more we fail

to recognize in the annalist of "Virgin Saints." The Anglican
conception of such purely Catholic creations seems to be, that of

holy Women—who did not marry. What a vast distance between
this and a Catholic Virgin-Saint ! Yet we doubt not that this

little volume will do much good, especially by the beautiful

episodes to which we have already alluded.

IL— 1. The Missal for the Laity. Richardson, Derby.

2.—A Short Explanation of the Molij Sacrifice of the Mass.

3.— The Lives of Saints, vol. 9.

4.— The Catholic Instructor, vol. 2.

5.— The Little Vesper Booh, for the use of Churches and Chapels.

These are all new productions of the Derby press. Of some it is

hardly necessary for us to speak, because they are only continua-
tions of works already noticed in former numbers. We are glad to

see the publication of the '* Saints' Lives" drawing to its close,
because the value of the work will never be recognized till it is

complete. It was a spirited undertaking from the beginning ; and
we suspect that many who have wished to possess the work, have
entertained fears that it would not be carried through. But now
there can be little apprehension on the subject ; and we hope soon
to see the remaining three volumes.
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Of the "
Weekly Catholic Instructor," we need only say that it

has fully sustained its reputation ; and that while in numbers it is

a most valuable boon to the poor, in volumes it is a worthy addition

to any Catholic library.
The new Missal will be a treasure to all classes, as different edi-

tions have been printed at the same time, so as to meet the wants
of all. We do not, by any means, wish to see the Missal supersede
in use other prayer-books ; but we should like every Catholic to

have the means of thoroughly analysing and understanding the
matchless and divine Liturgy of the Church. Every prayer and

ceremony ought to be familiar to child and adult, and their sublime

meaning and beauty should be explained and inculcated. As an
aid to this important study, we are glad to see the ** Short Expla-
nation of the Mass," in which the text of the Liturgy is accom-

panied by a short but clear commentary upon it, adapted to every
capacity. In the " Little Vespers Book," the poor man can have
for his penny the whole of Vespers in Latin and English, with the
tones in musical notes, the Complin, also in two languages. Night-
prayers, the Litany of the B. Virgin, and various Psalms and

Hymns in ordinary use.

III.— Sacerdos Sanciijkatas ; or, Discourses on the Mass and
with a Preparation and Thanksgiving before and after Mass,

Translated from the Italian of St. Alphonsus Liguori, by the Rev.

James Jones. London : Richardson.

2.—Aspirations of Love after Communion; selected from the Manu-

scripts of St. Francis of Sales, by St. Alphonsus LiguorL
Translated from the Italian by the Rev. James Jones. Derby :

Richardson.

Every new instalment of the golden works of St. Alphonsus must
be hailed with joy by every Catholic ; and the fidelity and elegance
of Mr. Jones's translations give them an additional value. We only
wish that he could find leisure to prepare a complete and uniform

edition of all such works as are not of a purely technical or theolo-

gical character. We have no doubt that subscriptions would

easily be formed, if requisite, to ensure the success of sucli an

undertaking. The two works here presented belong, one to the

clergy, the other to the laity ; each class will receive its gift with

gratitude and profit. And we must add that both these little works,

especially the second, are got up in a superior style, and do great
credit to the publishers. St. Alphonsus' work must not, however,
be confounded with a longer Italian treatise, with nearly the same

title,
"

II Sacerdote santificato nell' attenta recitazione del Divino

Uffizio; nclla divota celebrazione del SS. Sagrifizio," &c. This

most excellent treatise, of which the author is not certainly known,
is considered a classical work on the subject on which it treats; and
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we mention this circumstance, lest any one should think that he

might now dispense with procuring it, had he ever intended to

do so.

IV.— The Jesuits, from the ivritings of Dallas. Extracts edited by
William Nugent Skelly, Esq. Derby : Richardson, 1846.

At this moment, such a little work was wanted to counteract the

attempts to injure the character of a society which has done so

much for literature, science, and religion. But we hope to have

soon occasion to enter more fully on the topic.

V.—A Distinct Vieic of the Doctrine of Purgatory. By a Catholic

Priest. London: J. Brown, 1846.

This is unquestionably the best popular English treatise on this

subject ; or rather it should be called a collection of testimonies

and authorities from every variety of sources, in favour of the

Catholic doctrine of purgatory. Great pains have been taken in

the compilation ; and we earnestly recommend its being extensively
circulated among Protestants, as excellently calculated to remove
their prejudices.

VI.—1. Lives of the English Poets from Johnson to Kirlce White, designed
as a Continuation of Johnson!s Lives. By the late Henry F. Gary,
M.A. London: Bohn, 1846.

2.— The Early French Poets; a series of Notices and Translations, By
the late Rev. H. F. Cary, M. A. London : Bohn, 1846.

These two uniform volumes are not exactly posthumous works of

tlie learned and elegant translator of Dante. Their contents origi-

nally appeared as papers in the London Magazine, and they have
now been collected by the author's son, who has added valuable
notes and preliminary notices. The first of these volumes fills up
the space in English poetical literature, between the middle of the
last century and our own time; not certainly a bright period, but on
that very account less known, and more needing a careful historian.
The materials at Mr. Carey's disposal were but scanty ; for there is

little, either in the lives or in the writings of the authors of whom
he treats, to make them interesting. But he has made the most of
what he had, and exhibits throughout that kindly and indulgent
feeling which distinguished him in life. He presses lightly on the

defects, whether of character or of composition, of many of his

subjects ; and even where it was impossible not to blame, as in the
sad history of poor Chatterton, there is a mild and amiable spirit
in his reproof. Yet with all its indulgence, we must not consider
this a partial work, nor deficient in rightful criticism.
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The *'

Early French Poets" introduces us to a range of literature

almost unknown in England, scarcely cultivated in France. Who
reads now-a-days the Romance of the Rose, or Thibault of Navarre
Clement Marot, Antoine Heroet, or Pierre Gringoire ? Yet they,
were men of great note in their days, stars that hardly looked for an

eclipse. How does Time sift the sands of Castalia, and how few are

the gems that it puts by for immortality! While Dante and
Petrarca in Italy, and old Geoffrey in England, have stood the

trying process, and still bear the varying tests of age after age,
without showing a flaw, France, even coming down to a later period
of her literary history, has not preserved one poet in the esteem or

regard of Europe, or even of herself. It is a mercy, therefore, to

her literature to present us with the sketches and samples here col-

lected, as well as with the preliminary account of very early French

poetry by the author's son. We will notice one little error on a
Catholic subject, because we have lately seen it committed else-

where, though we do not remember exactly where. In the account
of a very profane allegory of Marot's, where the parts of a church
are described, the author is represented as saying : "I never saw a

temple so well fitted at all points, excepting one
—and that was, that

there was no pix (paix) on the altar." (p. 12.) The paix is the pax
not the pyxy which is never on the altar.

VII.—Henry Bohris Standard Library. 1. The Life and Pontificate

of Leo the Tenth. By William Roscoe. Fifth Edition. 1846.

2.— The Philosophy of History, in a course of Lectures delivered at

Vienna. By Frederick Von Schlegel. Translated from the

German, with a Memoir of the Author. By JamesB. Robertson,

Esq. Second Edition.

The taste of the present day is certainly in favour of compressed
and accessible editions of works, which their volume and splendour
have till now excluded from general circulation. The age of

expansion, of uncial types and wide-spread margin, when a Memoir
or a Poem was not supposed to come out dignifiedly in less than a

royal quarto, that age is certainly passed; and the public craves for

two or three quondam octavos at least in the compass of one goodly
duodecimo. Hence **

Family Libraries,"
*' Colonial and Home

Libraries," ''Monthly Volumes," and *'

Shilling Volumes," which
are bringing sometimes valuable, sometimes very trashy, publica-
tions within the reach of poorer scholars. Mr. Henry Bohn has

begun a series called " The Standard Library," of which two works

are now before us, compactly and neatly brought out, and giving

promise of a valuable collection. In noticing, in a Review, works
which have already established their reputation in the world, and
are considered therefore " Standard" works, we must naturally be

supposed to advert more to the new form in which they appear,
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than to their substance or literary merit. But we cannot pass over

the works before us without a few words more. The Life of Leo
the Tenth must be read by a Catholic with feelings of an 'almost

conflicting character ; as he contemplates the Reign of that Pontiff

under its two-fold aspects, of a most glorious one for Letters and
the Arts, and a most disastrous one for the Church. The most

splendid productions of Raffaele's pencil will not be able to cover over

and hide from his sight, the rent which Luther made in the walls

of the Sanctuary. Corresponding feelings will be excited in the
mind of a Catholic, by the perusal of Mr. Roscoe's Life. In so far

as he has placed in a good light the influence exercised by the

Pope on the development of art and learning, we must naturally be

gratified by this work. But for the mass of protestant prejudices
and protestant views which warp the writer's mind, when the reli-

gious questions of that age have to be handled, we cannot but

grieve ; the more because of his otherwise amiable and upright
character.

In one respect, however, Roscoe's work is well worthy of our

regard. He was the first, among Protestant writers, who had the
honest courage to write a favourable biography of any pope. He is

the precursor and harbinger of Voigt, Hurter, Hock, and Ranke,
(whatever his faults,) in the work of overthrowing prejudices of old

standing against the occupiers of the Chair of Peter. For it is just
to say that Roscoe rejects as mere scandal, and disproves, the

imputations cast upon the moral character of this pope. This edi-

tion contains another instance of the author's love of justice in his

able and satisfactory vindication of Lucretia Borgia from the foul

aspersions, which have made her name an object of execration, and
her life the favourite theme of such dramatists as Victor Hugo.

F. Schlegel's Philosophy of History requires no commendation
from us. Its deep thought and extensive learning have long given
it an enduring place in European literature. Mr. Robertson is one
of our few German scholars who could have satisfactorily translated
such a work. The memoir of Schlegel prefixed to his verson is highly
interesting, and makes us thoroughly acquainted with the lofty
genius and the amiable character of the illustrious convert, who
with Stolberg, may be considered among the brightest witnesses of
modern Germany, to the overpowdriuff evidences of the Catholic
Faith.

VIII.—.The Pleasures of Poesy ^ a Poem in two Cantos. By Henry
,
W. Haynes. London : Yates, 1846.

A little volume, the enthusiasm and true feeling of which amply
atone for some ruggedness and irregularities in the versification.

We know nothing of the author's history, but he certainly has

poesy in his heart.
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IX. — "
Boy^al Descents.'' A Genealogical List of the several

Persons entitled to quarter the Anns of the Royal Houses of
England. By Charles Edward Loxg, Esq. London; Nichols,
25, Parliament Street.

The above is the title of a work which preeminently displays the
research and antiquarian zeal of its Author.

X.—On Famine and Fever as cause and effect in Ireland; with obser-

vations on Hospital Location^ and tJie Dispensation in Outdoor Relief

of Food and Medicine. By D. J. Corrigan, M.D. M.R.C.S.E.

This admirable and well-timed Essay has already attracted so

much attention, and especially from those who possess the power
to adopt and carry out its benevolent suggestions, tliat it is hardly
necessary at this late period to bring it before the notice of our
readers. The name of the author is too well known and too

universally respected to need any introduction at our hands.
The proposition which Dr. Corrigan undertakes to establish in

this able pamphlet, is laid down distinctly in the title which wo
have cited above ; it is, that famine and fever may, in Ireland, be

regarded, morally speaking, as cause and effect. His opinion

abstracting altogether from the arguments by which he sustains it,

recommends itself strongly from the fact, that having been put
forward by him sixteen years ago, in the very outset of his profes-
sional career, it is now brought forward once more, enforced by the

long and extensive experience which sixteen years of a career as

eminently successful as Dr. Corrigan's has proved, would not fail

to command.
We can hardly presume within the brief limits at our disposal to

offer even an outline of the argument. The author does not

confine himself to fever alone, but he shows that all the epidemics
of later times have invariably followed the same general laws

; and

among these the most striking and prominent is found to be that

they have always, without exception, been preceded by a failure of

the harvest, and thus by a scarcity* of the ordinary food of tho

people. In support of this jDOsition he produces the following
remarkable table, which we regard as so valuable that, pressed as

we are for space, we gladly devote a page to its preservation.

"
1728.—Spring mild; summer cold and wet, ice in the Liffey 23rd June; autumn
and winter variable;* three bad harvests in succession. Provisions at an extra-

vagant price.f

*
Rutty, pp. 12,22,26.

+
"
Scarcity drove the poor to begin with their potatoes before they were full

grown, 80 that they have lost half the benefit of them. Oatmeal is, at this dis-

tance from harvest, in many parts of the kingdom, three times tho customary
ioiiUer's Letters, March, 1727. It may not be amiss to remind the
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" 1729.—Spring cold and di-p; summer drt/; autumn wet ; winter open.* Scarcity
of crop; distress continued; housekeepers begging bread in the streets of

Dublin.f

" 1730.—Spring variable; summer teet; autumn variable; winter opeut mild^dry.
Distress still coutinuing.J

" 1731.—Spring dry; summer hot; autumn variable; winter wet and warm.% Dis-
tress still prevailing. Fever commenced in 1728, and lasted to 1732.

" 1734.—Summer wet; autumn variable; winter mild; harvest bad, much straw
and little grain.

" 1735.—Summer again cold and wet; autumn wet; winter open. Fniits and grain
very backwai'd.

" 1736.—One of the hottest summers remembered; autumn fair; winter open.
Petechial Fever appeared in winter of 1734, continued through 1735, became
very frequent and fatal in summer of 1736, and disappeared in autumn of the
same year, which brought a most abundant hai-vest. (Vide Rutty, pp. 42, 59.)

" 1739. -Spring cold; summer wet; thermometer not higher than in May; autumn
variable; winter cold; most intense /ros/, continuing with scarcely any inter-

mission from the 27th of December to the 14th of February in the following
year. Potatoes, the food of the poor, rotted; tillage interrupted in spring.

"
1 740.—Spring dry and cold; summer dry; autumn unusually frosty; winter

frosty. 'Great dearth of provisions this autunm, 1740, which proceeded almost
to a famine in winter; the potatoes having failed, while other provisions bore
double or treble their usual price.'H Fever appeared in summer of 1740, in-

creased in autumn, and rose to a terrific degree of violence in spring and sum-
mer of 1741. 80,000 persons died of fever and dysentery, in this epidemic.^
The fever which had begun last autumn returned in spring, and raged througli
the summer of 1741. It was computed that one-fifth part of the inhabitants

died, though probably with exaggeration.**

" 1741.—Spiing dry; summer dry; autumn variable; winter frosty. Plenty of

good corn in autimm of 1741, fruits of the earth duly maturated, winter con-
cluded healthy, and the bills of mortality sunk conspicuously.ff

" 1742.—Spring dry; summer hot; autumn variable; winter stormy and frosty.
Provisions most plentiful. Bread sold at twenty-one pounds six ounces for a

reader that March, 1727, in Boulter's Letters, is, according to the present, and to
a computation even then not unfrequently adopted, March, 1728. Boulter, in

common with many writers of the day, dated by the civil or legal year, wliicli in

England commenced on the 25th of March, which mode of reckoning was in use
imtil tlie reign of George II., when the same act of parliament that altered the

style, decreed that the year should henceforth commence on the first day of

January. The time between the two periods being often marked thus, as Fe-
bruary, 1751—52.

*
Rutty, pp. 12, 22, 26.

t Commercial Restraints of Ireland, p. 44. '

X
" In the year 1731, there was a great deficiency in the public revenue, and

the national debt had considerably increased. The exhausted kingdom lay under
gi'eat difiiciilties by the decay of trade, the scarcity of money, and the universal

poverty of the country." Ibid, p. 46.

§ Rutty, pp. 12, 22, 26.
Il Rutty, p. 83.

^ O'Connell Observations Medicinales.

»*
Rutty, p. 86. +t Rutty, pp. 92, 123.
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" 1743.—The summer and autumn were remai-kable for health, as well as for fer-

tility and plenty in large crops of corn of all sorts, and we had scarce any
disease then or in winter, except cold and sore throat, from which we are sel-

dom exempted.*

"] 798.—Summer and autumn of 1797 wet, crops scanty, fuel scarce. 1798, gen-
try flyiug out of the country; poor out of employment; tillage neglected; con-

sequent starvation. Fever prevalent in spring of 1798, spread in the end of

summer to a frightful extent.

"1799.—Summer wet and cold; general deficiency in the crops. Fever now
assumed a most malignant type. ^

"
] 800.—Summer unusually hot and dry, but followed, like the previous wet sum-

mei-, by deficient crops; the crops, moreover, of very bad quality; the people
in a state of starvation. Malignant fever continued from 1798.

« 1801.—Most abundant harvest, fever began to decline, and disappeared in the

summer of 1802.t

** 1817.—Crops of the preceding year very deficient, did not an*ive at maturity;
corn was uncut in November, much of it lost. Corn saved was green in the

husk, or malted; potatoes scanty, wet, unripe. No straw even for the beds of

the poor; turf also deficient. This combined deficiency of food, fuel, and bed-

ding, felt most severely in winter and spring of 1816— 17, when fever appeared,
which became very prevalent in summer of 1817. Spring and summer of 1817

wet, cold, and unproductive, as the preceding year.

" 1818.—Spring moist; summer unusually Ao/; crops good; provisions in abun-
dance. The epidemic, which had arisen in spring of 1817, continued to increase
at a i-apid rate through summer, winter, spring, and summer again, until the
autumn of 1818, which brought with it a most abundant supply of food, fuel, and
straw for bedding. Fever at the very same time began to decline, and soon
after disappeared. One million and a half of the population sufiered from fever
in this epidemic.

" 1826.—Potato crop of the preceding year, 1825, very deficient. The weavers in

Dublin were, by a sudden reverse of trade, thrown out of employment to the
number of 20,000. Fever appeared rising rapidly in spring of 1826, reached a
terrific height in the autumn and winter following, declined in summer of 1827,
and disappeaied in autumn. Summer of 1827 produced an almost unparalleled
abundance of crops.

Even allowing for the frequent fallacy of the popular argument,
*^

post hoc, ergo propter hoc,'" there is more than enough in this table

and in the excellent observations bj which it is illustrated, to

make it as plain as any moral truth can be made, that famine has

been in these cases, and is of its own nature, the cause of the

pestilence which is thus invariably found to follow in its foot-steps.
The main proposition thus ably sustained, receives additional

support from the correlative statement which follows—that, in

cases of threatened pestilence, a supply of food opportunely
administered has proved the best and surest prevention of tlie

evil. Of this cheering and consoling fact. Dr. Corrigan produces

Rutty, p. 107. t Barker and Cheyne, p. 18.
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(pp. 17—22) several illustrations from the history of the epidemics

ah-eadj referred to.

The concluding pages of his pamphlet are devoted to practical

suggestions, the value of which has been already appreciated in

the^ highest 'quarters. We shall not dwell upon it further ; but

we cannot conclude without pressing upon those who possess power
or influence, the manly appeal with which these benevolent sug-

gestions are introduced.

" I have, I trust, shown enough to prove the intimate connexion between

want and fever, and sufficient to prove that want stands paramount beyond all

other causes. It is not my province to go farther. It is for the political econo-

mist, when the medical observer has pointed out this cause, to devise the

measures best calculated to take away, or lessen, that cause. To him whom
fortune or station has called to such a task, there is a high incitement to serve

his country. He will have the gratification of feeling, that while promoting the

prosperity and wealth of his country, he is its best physician, diminishing deaths

and dispensing longevity."

XI.— Vie de Saint Frangois d'Assise par M. Emile Chavan de Malan.
1 vol. Paris, 1845.

This work is one of great literary merit in the execution, and
adorned with all those graces of style of which this eminent French
writer is so distinguished a master. He is one of a number of

young men who have devoted themselves with great zeal and great
talent to the meritorious work of bringing before the public, in an
attractive form, the religious history of the middle ages. But
besides the attractions of a most fascinating style, he displays also

a more than ordinary industry and research in the volume before us.

Though it is published as a separate work, it is in reality but a por-
tion of a larger work on which the author is engaged, on the religious
institutions of the middle ages. As a proof of the eminently Catholic

spirit, combined with great literary ability, which are visible in the

pages of this volume, we may mention that the General of the Fran-
ciscan Order was so delighted with its perusal, that he requested of
the gifted author to write a history of the Franciscan Missions, and
offered to place at his disposal for this purpose all the original

papers and documents in the archives of the Order. We should
have made it the subject of a longer notice, and introduced it to the

public more in detail, but that we have it in our power to state, that
it is already translated into English, and in the course of a few
weeks will be presented in its new dress to the Catholic reader. We
know no more valuable accession to our religious biographical lite-

rature.
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XII.— Water- Wlieels, especially Turhines or Whirl- Wlieels; their History^

Construction, and Theory, illustrated for the Use of Mechanics. By
MoRiTz RuHLMANN. Edited, with an Introduction and Notes, by
Sir Robert Kane, with six Plates and Tables of Calculations.
1 vol. 4to. Dublin, 1846.

Those who recollect the admirable chapters of The Industrial

Resources of Ireland upon the development of the available water-

power of the country, can hardly fail to remember the very inte-

resting pages devoted to a description of the various water-engines

employed in our own and also in foreign countries. Among those

descriptions there was one, tantalizing by its brevity, but yet inte-

resting by reason of the apparent simplicity and eifectiveness of the
machine which it professed to describe, which at the time attracted

considerable attention, and which has since been the subject of so

much and so anxious enquiry, that the author has been induced to

search for and translate the most detailed and practical description
of the machine which has been published up to the present time.

It is the treatise whose title stands above, by Professor Riihlmann.
The Turbine or Whirl- Wheel has many advantages over those in

common use.

" Besides the great velocity of rotation, and the property of running either
above or immersed in the back-water without sensibly altering their useful

effect, the peculiar character of these wheels consists, above all others, in the
fact that the water enters at all points in the inner circle of the wheel, and
issues at the farthest part of the external circumference. Moreover, for most
of their industrial applications, they may be made of very small size, and
consequently there may be, for a much smaller expenditure of money than is

usual, an employment of water that may be considered as almost imlimited.
With nearly every variety of fall and velocity, they work advantageously,
and without the weight of the wheel and its parts, or that of the moving water,
reacting injuriously, as occure with almost all vertical, and particularly with
other horizontal wheels."—p. 13.

The treatise, however, we should add, is purely scientific, and

possesses little interest for the general reader ; but to the practical

engineer it is absolutely indispensable. The tables which it contains

are all reduced from the German standards to those in use in this

country.

XIII.—Twenty-two Reasons for Entering the Catholic Church. By
Thomas William Marshall, Author of " Notes on the Catholic

Episcopate." Richardson, London and Derby.

The author of this short, but able tract, is one of the gifted little

band of seccders from Anglicanism whom the last few months have

brought into the bosom of our Holy Mother. It may appear to

depart from the usage of our contemporaries in noticing a publica-
tion apparently so trifling. But we cannot refrain from expressing
our hearty admiration of the mild but clear and forcible tone in
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which the " Reasons" are conceived. We are tempted to transcribe

the twentj-first and twenty-second Reasons as a specimen of the

entire.

" Because the verj' tenets which have been most confidently imputed to the
Catholic Church as errors and corruptions, have received a new and striking jus-
tification in the history and development of those very bodies by whom they
have been so unhappily rejected. The honour rendered by her to the holy
Mother of our Lord, for example, which Protestants have not scrupled to call

•idolatry,' has now been farther proved, by their own general declension from the

Faith, to be not only the correlative, but also the safeguard of the true doctrine
of our blessed Lord's Incarnation. For while the Church has ever continued to

maintain, even in her least-educated members, the purest faith and most rap-
turous devotion towards His adorable Person—and this, as it appears, in no slight
measure by the aid of those very tenets which have been condemned as supersti-
tious and idolatrous;

—the rival communions, whose special boast it was to give to
tlie Divine Redeemer * the incommunicable honour due unto His Name,' have
to a fearful and almost incredible extent denied Him;—either consciousl}'^, and by
open blasphemy, as in Germany, France, Holland, the Swiss Cantons, and else-

where; or unconsciously, by deep and sluggish ignorance and indifference to doc-

trine, as in England, Sweden, &c., and the very fire which they once gloried to
have kindled afresh, has long since died away upon their altars. So that, in fine,
it has come to pass that, even as regards those few Protestant systems which
have not yet been overwhelmed in complete destruction, the chief distinction
which separates them from the rest is this: that their more religious members are
at this moment engaged, as in England and some parts of Lutheran Germany, ia

vainly striving to repair the ruin effected by the 'Reformation,* to soften and
humanise the harsh theology of its principal authors, and to restore, by little and
little, those fundamental and evangelical truths of which Catholics have not even
been tempted to lose sight, but which from all the Protestant schools have been
well r\\'^\\ banished and effaced.
" XXII. Lastly, because the so-called Reformation has proved in every place,

even by the confessions of its adherents, a complete and lamentable failure; and
while it has conducted the larger part of its victim* to the extremest limits of

confusion, heresy, and misbelief, and all its manifold systems—Lutheran or

Zuinglian, Calviuistic or Anglican—are at this day either in a condition of
miserable decay, or of positive and hopeless dissolution ; the Catholic Chm-ch
alone remains precisely such as she was for centuries before her rivals had even
commenced their ill-fated career —tranquil, inflexible, undisttirbed—easily
repelling, as if by some secret spell, the heresies and impieties which reign
triumphant in all the separate bodies—fearing nothing, retracting nothing,
changing nothing, conceding nothing;

—and while the most poAverful human
dynasties have in turn become extinct, and the greatest empires of the earth

changed or lost, one after another, their very form and constitution ; kingdom
after kingdom, and sect after sect falling aAvay,

* like water that runneth apace,*
or '

consuming as the snail and like the untimely fruit of a woman ;' the
Church of S, Peter alone remains, calmly resting upon eternal and imperishable
foundations—watching from her safe bulwarks the ruin of nations and people—
surviving by a perpetual miracle all her enemies and the overthrow of every
other institution—and still trusting in and cleaving unto Him -who has thus
marvellously confirmed to her His gracious purpose and decree, that
she should be, like Himself,

* the same yesterday, to-day, and for ever.'
" Thus has the experience of three hundred years—years of almost unparalleled

trial and temptation—oniy served to demonstrate anew the truth of God's two-
fold covenant with His Church,—His covenant of judgment against her enemies,
and of mercy towards herself:—

'*
(1) Of judgment against her enemies, in that He had said, 'They shall surely

gather together, but not by Me; whosoever shall gather together against thee
shall fall for thy sake No weapon that is formed against thee shall prosper,
and every tongue that shall rise in judgment against thee shalt thou con-
demn;'—

"('2.) Of mercy towards herselfy in that He had declared, speaking to her in the
person of her chief Pastor, S. Peter,

' Upon this rock I will build My Church,
and Ihe gates of hell shall not prevail against itJ "
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We have seen with very great satisfaction that a larger work,
** The Church and the Sects," from the same pen, is announced for

early publication.

XIV.—1. The Hop Blossoms, translated from the Works of Caxon
SCHMID.

2. The Strawberries, translated from the French, to which is added,

Neglect of Prayer, The Christian Servant, The InfideVs Death-hed.

3. The Chapel of the Forest, and The Bohin Bedbreast, from the

Works of Canon Scmin).

4. Hans the Miser, a Tale of Central Germany, to which is added,
Ferrin and Lucette, The Envious Girl Beformed, Divine Providence,
The Farm and the Presbytery,

5. The Angel of Consolation, a Catholic Story, translated from
the French.

6. The Easter Eggs, translated from the Works of Canon Schmid.

7. Ths Adopted Son, a Catholic Story, translated from the German
of the Abbe Hagel Sperger. London and Derby : Richardson,

In these cheap and beautiful little volumes we recognize -the first

part of what we trust will prove the most complete and the

most valuable juvenile library which has ever been offered to the

young Catholic generation of England.
It contains, as the titles will explain, a miscellaneous selection

from the best and most esteemed Catholic writers of France and

Germany, Canon ton Schmid, the Abbe Sperger, and many others;

and we learn from the prospectus that it is intended to introduce

original tales from the pens of some of the eminent ecclesiastics

under whose direction the series is understood to be published.
We have so often expressed our anxious and earnest wishes for the

publication of such a series, that it is unnecessary for us at present
to do more than repeat our hearty good-wishes for its success

and our cordial commendation of it to all who feel an interest

in the moral and religious training of the young generation.
As a specimen of the religious tone which pervades, we submit

one single extract from a most instructive though very brief tale,

The InfieVs DeatJi-hed,

" One evening as she sat at home, buried in her gloomy thoughts, and listening

to tlie roll of distant thunder announcing an approaching storm, all of a sudden

she heard an unaccountable noise in the court of the hotel, and mechanically

opened the window. Her servants were lifting from the carriage a wounded
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man, whose face was pale as death, and his head covered with bandages. *Who
is that? Who is that?' cried the baroness, in terrible agitation. *M. le baron
has been wounded in a duel,' said the young secretary, who at that moment
entered. 'A duel!' replied the baroness, with eagerness, 'and with whom?'
*Ah Madame, excuse ' * For mercy's sake, speak—tell me,' cried the frantic

woman. 'It was the man you lately divorced, who met him in a public place,
and spoke some outrageous words regarding you

'

'Enough, enough— I

understand all.' She rushed past the young secretary, and ran half dead with

terror into the apartment of the wounded man. With a movement of her hand
she signed to all to retire. 'Wounded for me!' she cried, kneeling at the bed of

the dying man,
' wounded for me! This malediction only was wanting.'

"'Listen to me,' said the baron, in a feeble tone, 'human assistance can
avail me nothing, I have but an hour to live. I am tormented by remorse. My
agony begins—it is horrible! I see around me women, children, and priests,

with their throats cut; altai-s on fire; images of Christ dragged in the dust.

Alas!—Oh Mary, I have done all these things!'
* It is tnie,' said the baronessy

while her teeth chattered with fear, 'it is true!' *0n the bed of death, a new
light dawns on me. The belief of my early years comes back urging me to

repent. that some holy man would pray for me during my agony, and pro-
nounce over my cold remains words of peace and reconciliation. I would not

die alone. No, no; have pity on me, Mary; send away those people, and go
yourself and find a priest. You will do a good action, and no one will know
anything about it.'

"
'I will go,' said the baroness, moving slowly away as a person walks in a dream.

" '

Haste, then, oh make haste, for I feel myself dying.'
" ' Madame d' Herbigny crossed the apartment trembling in every limb. She

fell—she got up—she fell again.
* Oh my God,' she cried, muttering a prayer,

'sustain my feeble strength, thou alone canst.' She arose with an efibrt and

gained the door. The door opened, and her sister entered pale, cold, and dressed

in black. ' How is thy husband?' she demanded in an icy tone. ' He is dying,
sobbed the baroness, and I go —'Not to look for a priest I imagine,' said the

widow with a fiendish sneer, using the same words by accident or design, that

her sister had used twenty years before.
" Madame d' Herbigny recoiled in horror, her arms fell powerless by her side.

*0 my God, thou art just,' she said; then dragging herself to her sister's feet,

•hear me, Amelia," she cried eagerly,
' thou wast once good and merciful, be not

cruel like me, permit me to go out, it will give peace to my husband who has

been slain for me, it will restore peace to me. O Amelia, my dear sister. Ice me
go—he is dying in the next room—hark—the death rattle is in his throat.'

" ' Thou shalt not go. Thy husband shall die as mine died, it is but just'
* O

this is horrible, most horrible,' cried the baroness, extending her supplicating
hands towards her sister; 'in the name of heaven '—^'I wish nothing

better,' said the terrible widow with frightful energy. Aristides, thanks to thy

care, has gone to his place; where he has gone, there will I go also.'.

*"I am dying,' feebly murmured the wounded man.

"'Hearest thou that mourn? Oh! pity me, pardon me, pity us both.'
" ' No no, though I should be damned a hundred times—no.'

"Madame d' Herbigny fell almost lifeless on the floor, a cold sweat bedewed her

forehead, the limbs were stiff" and motionless. She saw her sister open the door,

she heard her savage laugh as she turned the ke3% unable to rise from the floor;

she saw the lightning flash, she heard the thunder roar, and the noise was ming-
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led with the sound of instruments proceeding from the Lall-room where she had

intended to pass the evening; and, in the intervals of silence, she heard the

death rattle in the neighbouring chamber. She was delirious during the next

hour. A violent knocking at the door roused her from this state. Then all her

faculties returned with redoubled energy; she screamed aloud, they burst open
the door, but when the imfortunate woman gained the chamber of her husband,
he was dead !

"
Unfortunately, this story is not a fable of the imagination—it is tnie in all its

details. The names only are changed in consideration of the feelings of a res-

pectable family. Such are the results of infidelity—such is the death-scene of

the impious."

RICnARDSON AND SON, PRINTERS, DEBUT.
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Art. I.—The Speeches of the Right Honourable John Philpoi

Curran, with Memoir ami Historical Notices. By Thomas

Davis, Esq., M. R. I. A. Barrister at Law. Dublin: 1845.

WE have at last, what we had so long wished for, a

cheap and popular edition of the speeches of one of

our greatest orators. The neglect, from whatever cause it

may have proceeded, was not over creditable to our national

taste and feeling, and we hail the work before us as a proof
of a growing spirit of nationality not less perhaps than as a

tardy tribute of justice to Irish genius and Irish eloquence.
The concluding years of the last century, were years of

great political excitement, terminated by an event of poli-
tical importance, more momentous to this countiy than

any perhaps that occurred since the landing of the second

Henry upon our shores, and were succeeded, as great
social convulsions generally are, by years of a correspond-
ing torpor and inactivity. In this respect the social resem-
bles in no small degree the physical system, and exhibits
its well-known vicissitudes of excitement, and alternate

activity and repose. The great struggle for equal rights
and privileges, in which the Catholic body was engaged,
had been commenced long before ; and it was only when
that struggle was crowned with success, and the great
majority of the Irish people restored to their rights as
freemen and as citizens, that the elements of the social

system began to combine, and its developments to assume
somewhat of a national character. There is more than one
indication, that the political horizon is clearing and bright-
ening around us, and that other and better days for Ire-
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land are at hand. Not the least remarkable of these, is

the respect which men of all parties are disposed to give
to those great men who worked well and faithfully, even

though unsuccessfully, in the cause of their country.
Other times are at hand in which justice shall be done
to their character, and among the names that in years
to come Ireland shall mention with gratitude, there
are few more illustrious than the name of John Philpot
Curran.
The merits of the present edition can be seen only by

comparing it with those that have preceded it. No col-

lection of Curran' s speeches was published until the year
1807, more than thirty years after he had been called to

the bar, and more than ten after he had delivered some of

the finest speeches that ever advocate addressed to a
court or jury. In four years from that time, three editions

were published by Stockdale, consisting principally of his

speeches at the bar. In 1843, a fourth edition was given
to the public by the present publisher, containing ten

speeches not included in any of the other editions. The
great superiority of the present over all its predecessors,
consists in the addition of thirty-three parliamentary
speeches, and six of those delivered at the bar, in the

chronological arrangement of the whole, and the insertion

of historical notices, sometimes of considerable length, of

the circumstances in which they were delivered, and the

results to which they led. In this respect, it has a very
decided advantage over all the others, even independently
of the able biographical memoir of Curran prefixed to it,

which appeared also in the preceding edition. Alas !

that the promise of usefulness to literature and his country
which this work affbrds, should have been so soon defeated

by the premature demise of its gifted editor.

The present collection consists of sixt^^-seven speeches
of various degrees of excellence. Some of them are mere

scraps, owing to the imperfections of the reporting. In

fact, many of them seem not to have been reported at all,

and the fragments that remain are rather sketches of some

passages of more than usual power, taken down in a hur-

rieel and often careless manner, than regular reports of

what was said; but like broken gems in the hands of a

skilful artificer, they owe much to the tasteful and judi-
cious setting in which, so to speak, they are presented to

the reader. The speeches that have suffered most from
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curtailment, are those which were delivered in Parliament.
Those spoken on* other occasions are very fully preserved,
and appear to be accurate reports of the originals.

^

The
difference in style, whether arising from the diversity of

circumstances, or not, is very observable. In the parlia-

mentary speeches we miss, in great measure, the qualities
for which Curran was so eminently distinguished, and
which constitute the peculiar character of his oratory.
There is neither his diffuseness of expression, nor his exu-
berance of fancy, nor those bursts of deep feeling and

pathos, that are found in all his great efforts. But there

is in their stead, a more settled earnestness of purpose, a
more perceptible determination to grapple at once with
the difficulty he has to encounter, a greater conciseness of

argument, and a more visible anxiety to place it immedi-

ately and forcibly before his hearers. Perhaps this is

owing in some degree to the conciseness of the report,
which from its imperfect character, is confined to the mere
point of the speaker, and omits much of the accessaries by
which the argument was enforced and illustrated. But
making due allowance for this defect, a striking difference is

observable. In the House of Commons he seems to have
been more matter of fact, to use a familiar expression, and
to have addressed the opposite party, as if it were embo-
died in the person of the private secretary, employing at
one time the strongest terms of invective and censure, at
another the strongest powers of ridicule. The latter seems
to have been his most favourite mode of defending the

rights and privileges of the people. If the wretched

government of the day was deaf to argument and callous

to every feeling of humanity, he was resolved at least to

hold it up to the contempt and derision of the empire.
But at the bar, his speech was of another character.
He appeals to a jury of his countrymen, as if he made the

prisoner's wrongs his own. He infuses his whole soul into
the advocacy of his claims, and speaks not so much as a

lawyer may plead for his client, but as a mother, were she

gifted with a lawyer's knowledge, might be supposed to

])lead for her only son. We know not whether there are
finer passages in the forensic eloquence of any land, than
some of those that Curran delivered at the bar. What
for instance, can be finer than the well-known passage
in his speech for Finnerty, which combines every topic
of tenderness, of passion, and of sublimity? And every
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compilation of oratorical extracts abounds with passages
which exemplify this quality of Currant eloquence, and
which, during the eventful times of the rebellion of 1798,
was so often exercised on behalf of the unhappy sufferers,
and exercised, we grieve to say, so often without suc-

cess. For it required more than the power of human
tongue to stay the arm of a sanguinary and infuriate

government, or save its victims from danger.
Another peculiarity of Curran's genius was the power

possessed by him of holding up depravity and vice to the

public execration. What can be finer than the celebrated

picture of the informers, who were then avowedly in the

pay of the government, which is found in the same speech ?

Some of the figures employed in this thrilling passage,
may be considered too strong for the taste of the present
day, at least in a public orator with any pretensions to

elegance; but we must in our estimate of Curran, take
into account the times in which he lived, and the men or

rather the wretches whom he had frequently to encounter.
And strong as the language is, which he emploj^s, it

affords but an inadequate picture of the depravity, that in

defiance of all decency, the Irish government of the day
employed for the promotion of its nefarious purposes. In

fact, the imaginative faculty had a more than usual share
m the workings of his mind. If the poet and the orator

be akin to one another, the approximation was never per-

haps so perceptible as in the eloquence of Curran. Some-
times he allows himself more than a poet's license, and
employs his figures and his metaphors with a profusion

very perplexing to the reader. Such is the fecundity of

his fancy, that we have often several and not unfi*equently

contradictory illustrations of the same idea, starting simul-

taneously into existence, and issuing almost in the same
breath from the mouth of the impassioned speaker. It

may be this excess of ornament, that has given rise to the

popular notion, at least at the other side of the channel, of

the nature of Irish eloquence, and which many of our less

gifted fellow-countrymen have contributed to encourage,
by their efforts to make stupidity and dulness bear some
resemblance to genius. But these defects in Curran are

clearly owing to an excess, not to a want, of power. He
has strength and genius within him, and he knows that he
has them ; and if the current of his eloquence at times

seems turbid and confused, it is caused by the abundance.
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not the poverty of the stream. The Amazon or the

Granges will at tunes upheave a sand bank in its course,
as it flows in the fulness of its waters to the ocean, while a

smaller and less copious stream is free from any such ob-

struction in its bed.

In truth, it is hardly fair to judge of oratorical compo-
sitions from a bare perusal. A reader in the quiet, unim-

passioned tranquillity of hi^ closet will be more fasti-

dious, more critical, more censorious; he will perceive
defects or redundancies more readily, and perhaps par-
don them less willingly, than a hearer, who listened to

their deliver^^ in all the excitement which the circum-
stances were calculated to create, and under the in-

fluence of that fascination which^ a great orator is ever

capable of throwing over his audience, and by which he
holds them, as it were, spell-bound under the magic
influence of his genius. Nor should we forget that the

master-pieces of Curran's eloquence were not like those

of several others, deliberately conceived and prepared,
and brought to maturity in the calm reflection of the

study; where imagination, if exuberant, may be pared
down, or if barren may, by laborious thought, be nourished
into fertility

—-where the diction, if inaccurate, may be

corrected; if languid, strengthened; or, if diffuse, be
chastened and improved. On the contrary, they are said,
and in most instances they seem, to be the fruit of very
little previous study, and of no written preparation ; and,
like the luxuriance and majesty of the tropical vegetation,
to have sprung into existence in the teeming fertility of a

gifted mind, and the stimulating action of a day. Those
to whom nature has given a colder temperament, or a less

ardent mind, may deem some of the most impassioned
passages mere gaudy tinsel ; but they were spoken by an
ardent speaker to an imaginative people, keenly alive to

every appeal, however glowing, to the feelingn. What
would the words of Demosthenes be, if addressed to an
Eastern people, but a cold and powerless harangue; or the
fervid outpourings of an orator of Persia or Hindostan, to
a canny audience upon the Clyde ? The great secret of a
speaker's power is to know the persons to whom his words
are addressed, the tendencies of their national and indivi-

dual character, and the readiest and most effective mode
by which their sympathies are to be enhsted in his cause.
If Curran's eloquence is distinguished by a large proper-
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tion of imaginative illustration—larger, perhaps, than to a
colder and less ardent people he would be^ justified in

employing—we may be assured that this copious imagery
was one great element of his power, and that the Irish

heart was not the less accessible b^ause the orator

thought fit to strew the avenues that- led to it with the

sweetest flowers of his fiincy. Whence Curran drew the
rich stores that seemed ever at his command, whether
from the exhaustless mine of his own imagination, or the
wild and romantic legends to which he was made familiar
in his youth, it were, perhaps, difficult to tell. It may have
been, and probably was, from both ; for it is certain that
his youth was passed in one of the wildest and most legen-
dary parts of the South, and that from infancy he was
familiar with the tales and stories that had been handed
down from immemorial time in the traditional recollections

of the peasantry.
It has been said that Ourran's genius disdained to have

recourse to the slow and laborious task of written composi-
tion. We doubt

^

much whether it was always so, or
whether his faculties, prompt as they were, would have
attained the eminence they subsequently did, if they had
not been previously strengthened and disciplined by the

salutary process of writing, and the necessary and con-
tinuous reflection which such a process inevitably requires.
The following is the exordium of one of the earliest of his

great eflbrts. We think we can trace in it the marks of

more than extempore composition. It is taken from the

speech delivered by him before the Privy Council, on the

celebrated case of the election of the Lord Mayor of Dub-
lin ; and is, in our opinion, more elaborate than any other

of his speeches. In one or two, indeed, there may be
a thought or two more impressive or more brilliant, but
none more sustained throughout. It is admirably adapted
to the constitution of the tribunal to which the orator is

addresssing himself.

•* My Lords, I have the honour to appear before you as counsel

for the Commons of the corporation of the metropolis of Ireland,

and also for Mr. Alderman llowison, who hath petitioned for jour
approbation of him as a fit person to serve as Lord Major, in virtue

of his election bj the Commons to that high office ;
and in that

capacity I rise to address jou, on the most important subject tliat

you have ever been called on to discuss, llighlj interesting and
momentous indeed, my Lords, must every question be, that even
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remotely and eventually, may affect the well-being of societies, or

the freedom or the repose of nations
;
but that question, the result

of which by an immediate and direct necessity, must decide either

fatally or fortunately, the life or death of that well-being, of that

freedom or that repose, is surely the most important subject, in

which liuman wisdom can bo employed, if any subject on this sido

the grave can be entitled to that appellation. You cannot, there-

fore, my Lords, bo surprised to see this place crowded by such

numbers of our fellow citizens ; heretofore they were attracted

hither by a strong sense of the value of their rights, and of the

injustice of the attack upon them; they felt all the magnitude of

the contest, but they were not disturbed by any fear of the event ;

they relied securely on the justice of their cause, and the integrity
of those who were to decide upon it ; but the public mind is now
filled with a fear of danger, the more painful and alarming, because

hitherto unforeseen ; they are now taught to fear that their cause

may be of doubtful merit and disastrous issue ; that rights which

they considered as denned by the wisdom and confirmed by the

authority of written law, may now turn out to be no more than
ideal claims, without either precision or security ; that acts of par-
liament themselves are no more than embryos of legislation, or at

least but infants, whose first labours must be, not to teach but to

learn ;
and which, even after thirty years of pupilage, may have

thirty more to pass under that guardianship, which the wisdom of

our policy has provided for the protection of minors. Sorry am
I, my Lords, that I can offer no consolation to my clients on this

head ;
and that I can only join them in bewailing, that the question,

whose result must decide upon their freedom or servitude, is per-

plexed with difficulties of which we never dreamed before, and
which we are now unable to comprehend. Yet surely, my Lords,
that question must be* difficult, upon which the wisdom of the

representative of our dread sovereign, aided by the learning of his

chancellor and his judges, aided also by the talents of the most

conspicuous of the nobles and the gentry of the nation, has been
twice already employed and employed in vain. We know, my
Lords, that guilt and oppression may stand irresolute for a moment
ere they strike, appalled by the prospect of danger, or struck with
a sentiment of remorse : but to you, my Lords, it were presumption
to impute injustice; we must, therefore, suppose that you have

delayed your determination, not because it was dangerous, but
because it was difficult to decide. And indeed, my Lords, a firm

belief of this difficulty, however nndiscoverable by ordinary talents,
is so necessary to the character which this august assembly ought
to possess, and to merit from the country, that I feel myself bound
to achieve it by an effort of my faith, if I should not be able to

do so by any effort of my understanding. In a question, therefore,
so confessedly obscure, as to baffle so much sagacity, I am not at

liberty to suppose that certainty could be attained by a concise
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examination. Bending, then, as I do, mj Lords, to your high
authority, I feel this difficulty as a call upon me to examine it at

large ; and I feel it also as an assurance that I shall be heard with

patience."
—Page 92.

If this fine and appropriate exordium was not committed
to paper before delivery, we may rest assured that it was
committed to memory. Many are of opinion that any
composition must be extempore, which has not been pre-

viously written out and prepared. But no opinion can be
more erroneous. What essential difference is there
between the man whose memory is so powerful and feli-

citous as to retain indelibly impressed upon it, and pre-

pared for the occasion when it comes, the train of thought
as it arises, and the person who makes use of pen and

paper to give it a more enduring existence ? Is not the

argument or the appeal as perfectly prepared and studied
in the one instance as in the other ? Are not the ideas,

nay the words, as much and as perfectly weighed and
matured in the mind of the one, as on the paper of the

other ? If the written words, indeed, be rigidly adhered

to, and that the speaker is never able, even occasionally,
to diverge from, or to elucidate more fully, or to exemplify
more felicitously, or to avail himself with effect of such
casual and unforeseen contingencies as may arise, and
make them subservient to his purpose—if, like a child in

leading-strings, his intellect or his self-reliance be so fee-

ble as never to move from the track which he has pre-
scribed for himself, then, we say, he never can attain

eminence in the art of oratory. He may be faultless in

his diction, and irreproachable in his style, but he never

can hope for the higher glories of the profession. But if

the orator employs his written notes as a mere preparatory

process, as a means of fixing more firmly in his mind the

thoughts that may spring up within him— if he knows
when to follow, and when to diverge—if he is assisted, but

not trammelled by them, and is capable of assimilating
and embodying with the intellectual fabric, already in its

leading parts constructed, each casual circumstance that

may arise, then, indeed, may he expect to attain some-

thing more than mediocrity, and is capable of some of the

noblest achievements of the art. And we would impress
this particularly on the youthful aspirants for oratorical

renown. Let them labour and study, and commit with
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care their thoughts to writing. Let them study the best
models they can procure ;

let them attain correctness and

precision of thought, and elegance and purity of expres-
sion. Let them acquire a power of expressing themselves
with fluency, and a firm reliance upon themselves in the

presence of a public assembly ; and then, if they feel the

power within, trust to their own intellectual resources.

Let them fling away then, if they choose, the helps they
had till then made use of, and give forth, in their own
strength, the stores of knowledge, and truth, and expe-
rience, which they had previously accumulated. But let

them not indulge the fatal error by which so much of

youthful promise and intellectual power has been destroyed—that words are thoughts, that talking is oratory, and
that the fame of the Currans and the Grattans is rivalled

or eclipsed, because a wondering audience is forced for

hours to listen to sentences without a meaning, and

phrases of thundering sound. It has sometimes hap-
pened, as we have just now stated, that a powerful mind
and ready memory may dispense, in a great measure, with
written notes, and preserve their thoughts and reasonings
stored up in their recollections ready for use when called

upon ; but the principle is almost the'same in both cases,

though different somewhat in the mode of its application.
In the department of forensic oratory, there must, from the

nature of the circumstances, be a dependence to a consi-

derable extent upon the resources of the moment. No
advocate can foresee all that he may find it necessary to

allude to, and some of his best points must and will often

be owing to the casual events that are passing before him,
or to the evidence that, a few minutes previous to his

address, may be delivered upon the table. If in this

respect he suffers somewhat of a disadvantage, it is more
than compensated by the appearance of readiness and
animation which it communicates to the entire. Every
word he utters will seem the spontaneous unpremeditated
effusion of the instant, because some passages could not

possibly have been foreseen, and therefore could not
have been prepared; but the highest triumph of even
rhetorical art is to conceal itself under the appearance
of nature.
The character of Ourran's oratory was admirably fitted

for the bar, and more especially for the bar of those
times in which its highest trium])hs were achieved. There
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is about it, even in the sallies of its humour, a shade of

plaintive sadness which harmonizes with the dread aspect
of the political world, as it then presented itself. And if he
demolishes the testimony of a witness, combats the preju-
dices of a jury, or censures the partiality or corruption of a

judge, we are made to feel by some unseen and electric

sympathy, that the poor criminal has already the rope
around his neck, and that the scaffold is frowning in the
distance. How different in this respect, as in many others,
is the oratory of Burke ! What luminous views of society
and of men ! what a comprehensive survey of human
nature ! what a philosophical analysis of the

^
various

social combinations ! what far-seeing penetration into the

probable workings and results of political systems, are
found in all his works ! yet what would he be, if, placed
at the bar of a Dublin commission court, he had to address
twelve corrupt Dublin orauf^emen, before a corrupt judge,
on behalf of a member of the Society of United Irish-

men, detected by Major Sirr with the act of enrolment
in his pocket? What would his deep knowledge of the

heart, his experience of society, his philosophy of poli-
tical life, avail him or benefit his client? Verily these
same orangemen would vote him a decided bore, and, before
even hearing the judge's charge, would decide on the fate of

the accused, as the only vengeance in their power for

the infliction of the advocate. With all his happy powers
of fanciful illustration, and strong poetical tendencies,
for there is much deep poetry in his prose, Curran was
gifted with strong powers of reasoning.^ Not, however,
the searching philosophical reasoning, which with truth for

its only object, is able to sift and examine a subject or a

question in all its bearings, to turn it at every side, and
contemplate it in every point of view, and utterly divest-

ing itself of every prejudice and preconceived opinion,
ascertain w^ith exactness its real state, quality, and con-
dition. This was not the character of Curran's argu-
mentative powers. His professional habits as an advo-
cate had accustomed him to look at the subject-matter of

his reflections in one point of view alone, to see how
far it was capable of answering his purpose or bearing
his construction, to see not what it really was, but what
he could make of it ; and many of the circumstimces that

would have been most valuable to the philosopher or the

judge, were sedulously kept out of view by the advocate.
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This one-sided cast of his mind, whether^ originating in

any pecnharity of mental construction, or induced by the

habits of his profession, was probably the reason, why he
who ably advocated the rights of others, gave so little satis-

faction when he himself was afterwards called upon to

decide.

The following is a good specimen of Curran's reasoning.
It is found in the speech delivered by him on behalf of

Hemy Sheares. It was sworn upon the trial that Arm-
strong, the principal witness against Henry Sheares and
his brother, was an admirer of Thomas Paine, and disbe-

lieved in the existence of an after life.

"
But, gentlemen, suppose 1 am mistaken in both points of my

argument; suppose the prisoners, (if the evidence were true,) did

compass the king's death and adhere to the king's enemies, what are

you to found your verdict upon ? Upon your oaths
;
what are they

to be founded upon? Upon the oath of the witness ;
and what is

that founded upon? Upon this, and this only, that he does believe

that there is an eternal God, an intelligent supreme existence,

capable of inflicting eternal punishment for offences, or conferring
eternal compensation upon man after he has passed the boundaries
of the grave. But when the witness believes he is possessed of a

perishing soul, and that there is nothing upon which punishment or

reward can be exerted, he proceeds regardless of the number of his

offences, and undisturbed by the terrors of exhausted fancy, which

might save you from the fear that your verdict is founded on per-

jury. I suppose he imagines that the body is actuated by some
kind of animal machinery. 1 know not in what language to describe

his notions. Suppose his opinion of the beautiful system framed by
the Almighty hand to be, that it is all folly and blindness, compared
to the manner in which he conceives himself to have been created,
or his abominable heart conceives its ideas, or his tongue com-
municates his notions

; Suppose him, I say, to think so, what is

perjury to him? He needs no creed, if he thinks his miserable body
can take eternal refuge in the grave, and the last puff of his nostrils

can send his soul into annihilation. He laughs at the idea of eter-

nal justice, and tells you that the grave into which he sinks as a

log, forms an entrenchment against the throne of God, and the

vengeance of exasperated justice. Do you not feel, my fellow

countrymen, a sort of anticipated consolation in reflecting, that

religion
—which gave us comfort in our early days, enabled us to

sustain the stroke of afiliction, and endeared us to one another,
when we see our friends sinking into the earth—fills us with the

expectation that we rise again, that we but sleep for a while to wake
for ever ? But what kind of communion can you bold, what inter-

change expect, what confidence place in that abject slave, that
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condemned, despaired of wretch, who acts under the idea that he is

onlj the folly of a moment, that he cannot step beyond the

threshold of the grave, that that which is an object of terror to the

best, and of hope to the confiding, is to him contempt or despair.
Bear with me, my countrymen. I feel my heart run away with

me, the worst men only can be cool. What is the law of this

country ? If the witness does not believe in God or a future state,

you cannot swear him. What swear him upon? Is it upon the

book or the leaf? You might as well swear him upon a bramble or

a coin. The ceremony of kissing is only the external symbol by
which man seals himself to the precept and says,

*

May God so help
me as I swear the truth.' He is then attached to the divinity upon
the condition of telling truth, and he expects mercy from heaven as

he performs his undertaking. But the infidel
; by what can you

catch his soul, or by what can you hold it ? You repulse him from

giving evidence ; for he h is no conscience, no hope to cheer him, no

punishment to dread."—Page 409.

Much injustice has been done to Curran's oratoiy, and
many of its specimens lost in consequence of tbe meagre
and imperfect reporting of the time. Some of the pieces
in the volume before us, as we have already mentioned,
are mere fragments, apparently taken down on tablets by
the zeal of sonie delighted hearer. Those delivered upon
the great criminal trials or judicial causes are the only
ones that seem to have come down to us in their full inte-

grity. But even in this mutilated condition he has been
more fortunate than his great countryman and contem-

porary, Sheridan. The speeches of the latter that have
been published, should rather be denominated abstracts,
than reports ; and while we are delighted with what has
been preserved, we are at each page compelled to grieve
over the irreparable loss to literature of the far greater por-
tion that has perished, never to be restored. The collection

of Sheridan's speeches is indeed more voluminous than
that of CurraUjbutit is because he spoke more frequently,
and therefore though much has perished, much also has
survived. However different may have been their career,
and the political and social spheres in which they moved,
it is remarkable how similar has been the development of

Irish genius in both. There is the same fund of inex-

tinguishable humour, the same bursts of indignant feeling,

and at times also the same soul-subduing pathos. We
miss in the orator of the British senate many of those

sublime passages that come upon us so powerfully in the
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pages of the Irish advocate, and that alone would be a
charter of immortality while the English remains a spoken
tongue ;

but it is in some measure compensated by the

mastery of language, and the faculty of its most felicitous

adaptation which is the striking peculiarity of the oratory
of Sheridan. The language of Curran is frequently grand,
and powerful, and original, but sometimes also common-
place and irregular ; that of Sheridan is ever flowing in an
unbroken stream of the most finished elegance and the
most abundant copiousness. It was no common power
that could have merited the eulogy and commanded the

admiration of such hearers as Burke, and Pitt, and Fox,
as Sheridan is said to have done in his celebrated speech
on the impeachment of Warren Hastings. With his other

great contemporary Grattan, Curran bears little or no
resemblance. In style, nothing can be more dissimilar

than the two rival champions of Irish freedom. Grattan' s

style was peculiarly his own ; formed on no living model,
though one may indeed be found in the great Roman
writer whose works are said to have been a favourite study
of his youth. The great father of Irish independence never
had recourse to those powers of ridicule and humour that

seem to be the peculiar privilege of his countrymen, and
of which the stern and majestic character of his mind was
not perhaps susceptible. He did not condescend, as Curran
often did, to confound his opponent by a joke, or cover him
with ridicule, but demolished him in an instant by the

weight and power of his argument. Nor were his thoughts
expanded in the harmonious language and well-turned sen-

tences, and copious expressiveness which the illustrious

subject of our notice employed for the communication of
his ideas ; but with the brilliancy and rapidity and force of

the lightning, the words flashed from his teeming brain,
and fell like fire from heaven upon the heads of his oppo-
nents. Eloquence was with him no magic spell to win by
soft persuasive strain the victims of error from their delu-

sion, but a burning sword to smite them to the earth.

Grattan was not an advocate to urge the claims of others
to freedom, but one who urged his own, and spoke and
felt as if the rights and liberties of millions were at issue

in himself. He deports him not as a representative that
was commissioned to argue, but as an apostle that was
sent to dictate. Hence between him and Curran we can
draw no parallel. In style, and position, and character,
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we can discover no resemblance, save onl}^ in their

sincere and enduring devotion,
*'

their desperate fideHty"
to the interests of that country, whose independence they
watched over in its cradle and followed to its grave.
We wish to give some quotations, but really the most

powerful and effective passages of Curran have become so

well known, that were we to insert them, we fear some of

our friends on meeting the well-known lines, may fancy
they had opened by chance some pages of the

*^

English
Reader," or

"
Practical Treatise on Elocution." However,

even at the risk of such a responsibility, we will present
them with the peroration of Curran's great speech for

Hamilton Rowan. The noble exordium of this speech is

so well known, and its resemblance with the oration of the

Roman orator for Milo has been so often observed, that

although it affords a most favourable example of his style,

we can hardly venture to insert it.

The speech, which is one of great power, and in some

parts of great sublimity, concludes with the following mag-
nificent peroration. He had been alluding to those who
had then recently been transported for sedition in Scot-
land.

" The severe law of that country it seems, and happy for them
that it should, enables them to remove from their sight the victim

of their infatuation. The more merciful spirit of our law deprives

you of that consolation ; his sufferings must remain for ever before

your eyes, a continual call upon your shame and your remorse.

But these sufferings will do more, they will not rest satisfied with

your unavailing contrition ; they will challenge the great and para-
mount inquest of society : the men will be weighed against the

charge, the witness, and the sentence; and impartial justice will

demand, why has an Irish jury done this deed? The moment he
ceases to be regarded as a criminal, he becomes of necessity an
accuser ; and let me ask you, what can your most zealous defenders

be prepared to answer to such a charge ? when your sentence shall

have sent him forth to that stage which guilt alone can render

infamous ; let me tell you, he will not be like a little statue upon a

mighty pedestal diminishing by elevation, but ho will stand a

striking and imposing object upon a monument, which if it does

not, (and it cannot,) record the atrocity of his crime, must record

the atrocity of his conviction. Upon this subject, credit me when
I say, that I am still more anxious for you, than I can possibly be

for him. I cannot but feel the peculiarity of your situation. Not
the jury of his own choice, which the law of England allows, but

which ours refuses ; collected in that box by a person certainly no
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friend to Mr. Rowan— certainly, not very deeply Interested in

giving him a very impartial jury. Feeling this, as I am persuaded

you do, you cannot be surprised, however you may be distressed, at

the mournful presage with which an anxious public is led to fear

the worst from your possible determination. But I will not, for

the justice and honour of our common country, suffer my mind to

be borne away by such melancholy anticipation. I will not relin-

quish the confidence that this day will be the period of his suffer-

ings ;
and however mercilessly he has been hitherto pursued, that

your verdict will send him home to the arms of his family, and the

wishes of his country. But if, which heaven forbid ! it hath still

been unfortunately determined that, because he has not bent to

power and authority, because he would not bow down before the

golden calf, and worship it, he is to be bound and cast into the

furnace—I do trust in God that there is a redeeming spirit in the

constitution which will be seen to walk with the suff'erer through
the flames, and to preserve him unhurt by the conflagration."—
Fage 199.

Our extracts hitherto exemphfy the character of Cur-
rants eloquence only in his quahty of advocate. We
shall confine ourselves to two others, each of which w^ill

present him to us
in^

a different capacity. The first was

spoken from the judicial bench in his celebrated decision

of Merry v. Power, and has a peculiar interest for our

readers, besides being but little known. It was an appli-
cation to set aside a will, containing several Catholic

legacies, on the ground of their being for superstitious

purposes.

** It is said this will has been obtained by fraud practised by this
* one John Power.' I see no semblance of fact to sustain such a

charge. Who does this 'one John Power,' a popish priest, turn out

to be ? I find he is a Catholic clergyman, a doctor in divinity, and
the titular archbishop in the diocese of Waterford. And yet I am
now pressed to believe that this gentleman has obtained this will

by fraud. Every fact now appearing repels the charge ;
I cannot

but say, that the personal character of the accused repels it still

more strongly. Can I be brought, on grounds like those now before

me, to believe that a man, having the education of a scholar, the

habits of a religious life, and vested with so high a character in

the ministry of the Gospel, could be capable of so detestable a pro-
fanation as is flung upon him ? Can I forget that he is a Christian

bishop
—clothed, not in the mere authority of a sect, but clothed in

the indelible character of the episcopal order, suffering no diminu-
tion from his supposed heterodoxy, nor drawing any increase or

confirmation from the merits of his conformity, should he think
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proper to renounce what we think proper to call the errors of his

faith ? Can I bring mj mind on slight, or rather on no grounds, to

believe that he could so trample under his feet all the impressions
of that education, of those habits, and of that high rank in the
sacred ministry of the Gospel which he holds, as to sink to the
odious iniquity imputed to him? Can I bring myself to believe such
a man, at the dying-bed of his fellow-creature, would be capable
with one hand of presenting the cross before his lifted eye, and
with the other of basely thieving from him those miserable dregs
of the world, of which his perfidious tongue was employed in teach-

ing him a Christian estimate ? I do not believe it. On the con-

trary, I am (as far as it belongs to me in this interlocutory way to

judge of the fact) as perfectly convinced that the conduct of Dr.
Power was what it ought to be, as I am that the testatrix is dead.
But I am called on to interfere, it being a foolish bequest to super-
stitious and popish uses ! I have looked into these bequests : I

find the object of them is to provide shelter and comfortable sup-

port for poor helpless families, and clothes, and food, and instruc-

tion for poor orphan children. Would to God I could see more

frequent instances of such bequests I Beautiful in the sight of

God must it be, beautiful in the sight of man ought it to be, to see

the dying Christian so employed— to see the last minutes of human
life so spent in acts of gratuitous benevolence, or even of interested

expiation. How can we behold such acts without regarding them
as forming a claim to, as springing from a consciousness of immor-

tality ? In all ages, the hour of death has been considered as an
interval of more than ordinary illumination ;

as if some rays from
the light of the approaching world had found their way to the
darkness of the parting spirit, and revealed to it an existence that

could not terminate in the grave, but was to commence in death.

But these uses are condemned as being not only superstitious, but

popish uses. As to that, I must say that I feel no disposition to

give any assistance even to the orthodox rapine of the living in

defeating even the heterodox charity of the dead."—Page 585.

The other quotation is from his last speech in the House
of Commons, when the whigs had unfortunately for them-

selves, and disastrously for the country, resolved on

absenting themselves from all future meetings of that

body ; and thus left the people completely at the mercy,
if so it can be called, of a government that was deter-

mined to crush by military power, the last murmurs of

popular freedom and remonstrance.
" The convention bill was passed to punish the meetings at Dun-

gannon, and those of the Catholics ; the government considered

the Catholic concessions as defeats that called for vengeance, and

cruelly have they avenged them. But did tliat act, or those which
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followed tliem, put down those meetings ? The contrary was the

fact. It concealed them most foolishly. When popular discontents

are abroad, a wise government should put them into a hive of glass.
You hid them. The association at first was small

; the earth

seemed to drink it as a rivulet, but it only disappeared for a season.

A thousand streams, through the secret windings of the earth,
found their way to one course, and swelled its waters, until, at last,

too mighty to be contained, it burst out into a great river, ferti-

lizing by its exudations, or terrifying by its cataracts. This is the

effect of our penal code
;

it swelled sedition into rebellion. What
else could be hoped from a system of terrorism ? Fear is the most
transient of all the passions

—it is the warning that nature gives
for self-preservation. But when safety is unattainable, the warn-

ing must be useless ;
and nature does not, therefore, give it. The

administration, therefore, mistook the quality of penal laws
; they

were sent out to abolish conventions, but they did not pass the

threshold— they stood sentinels at the gates. You think that

penal laws, like great dogs, will wag their tails at their masters,
and bark only at their enemies. You are mistaken

; they turn
and devour those they are sent to protect, and are harmless where

they are intended to destroy. I see gentlemen laugh—I see they
are still very ignorant of the nature of fear

; it cannot last,

neither, while it does, can it be concealed. The feeble glimmering
of a forced smile is a light that makes the cheek look paler. Trust

me, the times are too humanized for such systems of government.
Humanity will not execute them, but humanity will abhor them,
and those who wish to rule by such means. This is not theory; the

experiment has been tried and proved. You hoped much, and I

doubt not, meant well by those laws
; but they have miserably

failed you. It is time to try milder methods, you have tried to

force the people ; the rage of your penal laws was a storm that

only drove them in groups to shelter. Your convention law gave
them that organization, which is justly an object of such alarm ;

and the very proclamation seems to have given them arras. Before
it is too late, therefore, try the better force of reason, and conciliate

them by justice and humanity."—Page 327.

The style of Ciirran with all its merits has many faults.

There is at times an inflated roundabout way of expressing
the most common-place ideas, which contrasts strongly,
and we grieve to say unfavourably, with the concise ear-

nestness of his friend Grattan. Many of his words are

scarcely English, and seem mere latinized versions of
their more simple Sa.xon equivalents. There is at times
also a rather ostentatious frequency of ap}:>eal to the

Supreme Being, and an unnecessary introduction of his

name> which to the more religious feeling of our days, ap-
VOL. XX.—NO. XL. 2
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pears to border on profaneness, and which no speaker of
the present time would be at all warranted in using. Seve-
ral of his images too, are of that horrible and disgusting
character, that would be scarcely tolerated by our more
chastened standard of taste and notions of propriety. The
tinies in which they were employed, and the objects to

w^hich they were intended to refer, may be in some in-

stances a more than sufficient justification. But the ora-
tor has in several instances, perhaps from habit, exceeded
the necessary limits of his indulgence, and as we feel our
flesh creep with horror and disgust at the picture he draws,
we have often been compelled to ask incredulously what
necessity there was for such an exertion of his power. Yet
with all his faults, his imperfections, his occasional devia-

tions iimin the standard of classic taste and propriety, no
one who reads the volume before us, can avoid feeling the

influence of his genius, or refuse to give his individual

adhesion to that judgment which has placed him in the
first rank among the orators of Ireland, and indeed of

the world.

If any thing could increase our veneration for his cha-

racter, or shed a nobler lustre round his name, it would be
the sterling honesty and integrity of the man. His were
disastrous times for public virtue, when men w^ho loved
their country not wisely but too well, had to expiate their

j)atriotism in the dungeon, or atone for it on the scaffold,
wdien the intellect that would have stimulated the national

energy into activity, and the wisdom that would have

guided its struggles, and the genius that would have con-
ducted it to ultimate success in the great cause of freedom,
were often extinguished in blood. \ et, in the darkest hour
of his nation's history, the voice of Curran was often the

only aveng^er of her wrongs, and when the faintest whisper
of liberty was construed into disaffection, there was one at

least who dared to speak and propound her claims. From
the hour that he so fearlessly and heroically commenced
his career by braving the frowns of power, and risking

perhaps, the success of his profession in the advocacy of a

poor Catholic priest against the petty tyranny of a titled

aristocrat, he was ever the steady, consistent, unflinch-

ing enemy of oppression, and the devoted champion of the

injured rights of humanity. There is not one of the

speeches in the volume before us, aiid they extend over a

public life of thirty years, that we would "wish to have
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recalled, or suppressed, or obliterated.
^
They are as much

proofs of the honesty and integrity of his heart, as they are

monuments of the splendour of his genius. Was it that

the dying benediction of the poor old priest whom he had
so successfully and disinterestedly defended, was ever

hovering round him, covering him as with a shield from
the assaults of power and the offers of corruption, and sus-

taining him for many a long year in the same unflinching
honesty of purpose ; and when so many snares awaited,
and so many perils surrounded, and so many flattering in-

ducements w^ere held out, preserving him to the last in the
same generous devotion to justice and truth and virtue
and freedom ?

Art. II.— 1. Sulla Ongine, Progresso, e Stato Attuale della
Ifttltuzlone del Sordo-Muti, Discorso Accademico, letto alia
Tiberina di Roma. Dall' Abate Dominico Zanelli. Roma,
1843.

2.—Prospectus of a " Catholic Institution for the Deaf and
Dumbr Dublin, 1846.

'i,—Twenty-ninth Report of the National Institution for the
Education of Deaf and Dumb Children of the Poor in Ire-
land, Dubhn, 1845.

4.—Twenty-first Annual Report of the Juvenile Association for
promoting the Education of the Deaf and Dumb Poor of Ire-
land. DubHn, 1845.

5.—Special Report of the Juvenile Association for promoting
the Education of the Deafand Dumb Poor of Ireland. Dub-
lln, 1845.

6.—Norman Lyndesay ; or, the Orphan Mute. DubHn, 1841.

7.—The Children of Sorrow; a Tale, by a Member of the Juve-
nile Associationfor promoting the Education of the Deafand
Dumb. Fourth Edition. Dublin, 1845.

8.—The lost Senses: Deafness. By John Kitto, D. D. (In
Knight's

"
Weekly Volume.") London, 1845.
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9.—Vie Lost Senses : Blindness. By John Kitto, D. D.

London, 1845.

FROM
the long train of titles prefixed to this article, it

must not be inferred that we propose to enter into the

general questions connected with the education of the Deaf
and Dumb. Our sole object in the following pages, is to

bring under the notice of the Catholic body the unhappy
and anomalous condition of the deaf and dumb poor of our
own community.
To those who know the number and the comparative

munificence of the Catholic charitable institutions of our

metropolis, it has long been a matter of painful surprise
that they do not comprise any provision, or any attempt
towards a provision, for the wants of this most helpless of

all classes of dependants upon the benevolence of their

fellow-men. For almost every other form of destitution

we have provided
—for many of them amply and honoura-

bly ; but our deaf-mute children have been left, year after

year, to the precarious chances of casual charity, or, what
is far worse, have been handed over without reserve to

the care of an active and well-organized association, which

ministers, it is true, to the physical wants of the Catholic

applicants, but only at the price of those cherished princi-

ples of faith, which we are taught to prize beyond every

earthly consideration.

Few, very few, we are sure, are aware of the extent to

which this unhappy bereavement prevails in Ireland.""' In
the absence, too, of minute statistical returns specifying
the religion of each individual, it is impossible to speak
with certainty or precision as to the number of Catholics

thus afflicted : but, using the data which have been col-

lected, and assuming, as may fairly be done, that this

visitation falls upon members of the several communions
in the actual proportion of their respective numbers, there

is every reason to believe that the committee, who have
been for some time engaged in preliminary enquiries with

* "There have been instances of three, four, and even five in a family; and two
cases in which nine were born successively^ all so afflicted. Some time a";o in the
parish of S , County Donegal, there was a family in which three daughters
were all so afflicted: this latter case came under the author's almost personal
observation, and he could give their names, were it not from delicacy towards
their relatives, who, as loell as, he believes, the unhappy creatures themselves, are
still living. They were the daughtei-s of a late I'resbyterian minister of the
l)arish."

—The Children of Sorrow, p. ti.
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a view to the organization of a Catholic Deaf and Dumb
Institution, do not overstate the number of Catholic deaf-

mutes in Ireland, when they allege in their prospectus that
'*

they amount to several thousands.'^ It is a melancholy,
and indeed a humiliating reflection for the Catholic

body, that, whether it be from indifference or inadvertence,

they have for years suffered so many of their fellow-catholics

to remain in the all but physical impossibility of receivilig

instruction, even in the very first principles of religion and

morality.
We are willing to believe that this strange and lamenta-

ble oversight has been the result of inadvertence rather
than of indifference. It was known that there did exist an
Association for the Education of the Deaf and Dumb of

Ireland, and that Catholics were admissible, and were in

])oint of fact admitted, as pupils of this Institution. The
existence of this Institution, which was supposed to supply
all that was required, and to meet at least the most press-

ing exigencies of the case, had the effect, we will presume,
of diverting attention from the question. It was known
that the establishment afforded a ready asylum to the
Catholic pupil as well as to the Protestant. But it was
not known, and cannot have been known, that the price
exacted from the former in return for the pittance of sup-
port and of instruction which he received, was the surren-
der of every principle of the religion in which he was born ;

that his heart was industriously filled with hatred and
contempt of the practices which his parents would have

taught him to venerate and love ; and that, while his

mind was still plastic and susceptible, the opportunities
afforded by the helplessly dependant condition of his intel-

lect, were so sedulously improved in filling it with preju-
dice, as to render the task of removing them in after life

utterly and hopelessly impracticable. Although these
facts have long been known to all whom duty or inclina-

tion may have induced to examine into the management
of the Claremont Institution ; yet the apparent uncon-
sciousness which has so long prevailed among the Catholic

community—^the absence of anything like an effort to

counteract these evils by the formation of a rival institu-

tion on a liberal footing—and, above all, the vast number
of names, clearly and unmistakeably Catholic, which
appear upon the list of its pupils, seem to show that its real
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character has never been fully known to the public at

large.
If therefore, under present chxumstances, we feel it a

duty to undeceive the public as to the nature of the educa-
tion which a Catholic deaf-mute pupil may be expected to

receive under the auspices of the existing institutions, we
trust we shall not be supposed to write in any hostile or

acrimonious spirit. While we are willing to give the

patrons and conductors of the National Association credit

for upright and honourable motives, we are bound, in jus-
tice to ourselves, to show that their views of religion and
of benevolence are of such a character that no Catholic

can, without compromise of his principles, avail himself, or

permit another over whom he has control, to avail him-

self, of the instruction which they offer. We shall con-

fine ourselves to a bare statement of the facts which we
think necessary to be known, without troubling ourselves

to examine or to judge the motives in which they may
have originated.
The National Institution for the Education of Deaf and

Dumb Children has been in existence for thirty years.
The number of pupils (who are not admissible except
between the ages of eight and twelve,) on the establishment

during the past year was one hundred and twenty-five ;

and although this number cannot be taken as an average
for the earlier years, yet it will at least afford some means
of estimating the total number who must have passed

through the institution since its first foundation. It is

supported entirely by voluntary contributions ; the system
of collection appears to be extremely well organized and
conducted ; and the energy and zeal which the association

evinces, exhibit in humiliating contrast the apathy and
lukewarmness which have hitherto marked the proceedings
of the Catholic body. Branches of the parent associa-

tion, under careful direction, have been formed in ahnost

every district ; in most places there are two—an Adult
and a Juvenile Association. The duty of collecting sub-

scriptions in each of these districts is still farther sub-

divided ; and though the items are frequently of the very

smallest, yet the total amounts in the eud to a very consi-

derable sum, by the judicious expenditure of which the

managers are enabled to effect a great deal. The institu-

tion is professedly national ; pupils are received indiscri-

minately from every part of Ireland, and from every creed;
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neither in its name nor in its avowed objects is there

any thing exckisive or sectarian; subscriptions and
donations are solicited and received indiscriminately
from Protestants and Catholics ;""' there is no evidence

either in the original constitution of the institute, or in its

fundamental laws, or (as far as can be gathered from the

published bye-laws, whether of the original Association,t

or of the Juvenile Association,!) that the profession of

Protestantism is an indispensable condition for admission
to the Asylum, or even that care will be taken to instil its

principles into the pupils. In one word, as far as meets
the public eye, there is nothing in the constitution of the

National Institution for the education of the Deaf and
Dumb Poor of Ireland to create an apprehension that the

religious principles of a Catholic deaf-mute will be perilled

by his being i^laced therein.

But what are the facts ?

From the first moment the unhappy Catholic child

enters the asylum, his fate, as far as the provisions of the
institute can effect it, is irrevocably sealed. Not onl}^ is

there no provision for his being instructed in the Catholic
faith—not only is he debarred from the natural opportuni-
ties of procuring such instruction ; but, on the contrary,
no exertion is spared to secure the contrary end. All the

pupils are required to attend prayers and public sei-vice in

common : and this is the service of the Church of Eng-
land. All are required to use the Bible, without note or

comment, and, we believe, in the authorised version ; all

are exercised alike in the Church Catechism : in a word,
the instruction provided is exclusively Protestant, and it

is enforced upon the Catholic child, as well as upon those
for whom it was primarily intended.
But this is not all. Judging from numberless cases

which have come to our knowledge, and the particulars of
which are withheld solely because they involve indivi-

duals, whose feelings, humble though they be, are entitled

to respectful consideration, we have no hesitation in say-
ing, that a peculiar instruction is provided for the unhappy
Catholic pupil, and this not merely t^^icatholic, but anti-

* See both Reports, and the Subscription Lists generally. We have ourselves
known many instances in which Catholics were applied to; and have heard the
refusal to subscribe stigmatized as gross bigotry. At the same time it is right to
add, that the funds are mainly contributed by Protestants.

t See Report, pp. 13, 14. +
Report, pp. 4, 5.
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catholic in the highest degree. We have in our possession
the names and residence of several children, who, within a
few years past, have returned to their parents, not merely
ignorant of the principles of the Catholic faith, hut care-

fully armed with all the popidar Protestant difficulties

against its doctrines ; not only uninstructed in the
tenets which Catholics really profess, but filled with the

grossest and most absurd misrepresentations of them, and
taught to loathe and detest the doctrines which have been
thus misrepresented to them. And we are assured by a
member of the provisional committee of the proposed
Catholic Deaf and Dumb Institution, that the answering of

the many Catholic deaf-mutes trained at Claremont, who
have been brought before them, was such as plainly to

show that infinitely more pains had been taken to instil

into their minds the objections of Protestants against the
Catholic religion, than to impress upon them the great
mysteries of Christianity, and to fill their hearts with

gratitude to God and charity to their fellow-men.

Indeed, it is easy to collect even from the few meagre
publications of the institution, that this picture is not exag-
gerated. The tenor of the letters of the children appended
to the Reports, and of other little works issued by the

society, is such as to show that they have been carefully

taught to entertain on the great questions of faith and
works, on the sufficiency of the Bible, &c. &c. all the

peculiar doctrines of the Calvinistic school. The reader
who is conversant with the language of this school, will

easily discover its principles, even in such faint indications

as those publications suppl^^ The children are taught that
*'it is only by faith in Christ they can be saved, and ex-
horted to throw away their own good works, their repent-
ance and their good resolutions, for that these could never
take away sin,""' that

'^
the wicked shall be turned into

hell, but the believer will have deliverance from the bon-

dage of corruption unto the glorious liberty of the children
of God.^t They are taught to look to the Bible alone for

the knowledge of God and of Jesus Christ.! They are
trained up in the vulgar prejudices as to the ignorance,
and irreligion, and uncharitableness of the centuries which

The Children of Sorrow, p. 30.

f Letter of Jeremiah Johnstone; Report, p. 39.

.
:;: Ibid, p. 41.
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preceded the Reformation, and tauglit to look to that epoch
for the revival of the charitable and benevolent spirit which
had been lost in the formation of the ages which went
before. They are taught

**'

that the revival of Greek and
Roman learning, on the ruins of monastic and legendary
lore, which preceded a more stupendous reformation, paved
the way for returning reason long lost amid the subtleties

%vhich, in the dark ages were called learning and divinity;
that the mind of man rose like a giant from his sleep, disen-

thralled from the subjection and sway ofignorance, and with
the zeal of a new and delightful sensation, sought eagerly
and enthusiastically after that coveted knowledge so long
hidden in funereal darkness. Each student thirsted after

something new ; until at length the wonders of earth and
the mercies of heaven were revealed to the wondering
gaze of man. It was at the period when these new sym-
pathies were excited, these new faculties sharpened, these
new hopes aroused, and these new charities invigorated,
that man found the mute his fellow, and sou^^ht to raise

his intellect to the high level to which he himself now
aspired.''"'
We shall add one other extract in evidence of the un-

happy spirit which seems to animate the instruction sup-
plied to the pupils of the Claremont Institution. It is

the letter of a little girl who has been an inmate of the

school since the year 1842. We have no means of judging
whether she was born of Catholic parents, except from the

name, Honoria Dineen, which seems to be unequivocally
Irish, and would therefore ^\\p\Aj prima facie evidence
that she was a Catholic when placed in the institution.

The letter, which is found in the Appendix of the Report
for the present year,t is as follows :

"
Clergymen praj to God in Churcli on Sabbath days ; we pray

to God morning and evening ; we do not pray to Idols ; I do not go
to Church every week, but every other week ; we must worship
God ; we pray for food, and clothes, and health, and grace. The
Bible is God's word

; Clergymen, ladies and poor people, must

worship God. People do not work on Sundays ; we kneel down in

our bed-room and pray to God and His Son Jesus Christ in heaven ;

people should not dance on Sundays ; we should learn good things ;

* " Norman Lyndesay, or the Orphan Mute," p. 74.

t Ibid, pp. 61—2.
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many girls like to go to Church on the Sabbath."—Honoria DiNEEy.

Report, pp. 41, 42.

Now it is quite possible tliat we may be mistaken in our

conjecture, and that the reports which we have received
from various quarters, and the facts which have fallen

under our own knowledge, may have rendered us over-
sensitive and unduly alive to the slightest indications of
the spirit of which we complain. If this be really so, we
shall heartily rejoice to find ourselves undeceived; but,
with our present knowledge, we feel perfectly convinced
that the words in the poor child's letter marked in italics,

were suggested by an impression which had been created
in her unsuspecting mind, that papists did pray to idols.

The contrast which she attempts to conve^^ must either

regard papists or heathens ; there is nothing in the letter

to indicate the latter, on the contrary, the whole context
seems to regard christian worship ; and when we remember
that this, above all others, is the favourite charge which is

laid at the door of popery, we cannot resist the conviction
that the papists, and papists alone, are the object of this

poor, unsuspecting child's mistaken allusion.

It is unnecessary to go farther in order to show that a
Catholic child placed in the care of the existing institution,
is exposed not alone to the danger, but to the moral cer-

tainty of sacrificing his religious belief. If there be any
one sceptical enough to doubt the result, we would refer

him, almost at random, to any Catholic clergyman whom
he may chance to meet. There are very few whose expe-
rience will not furnish some melancholy example of perver-
sion through the instrumentality of this establishment.
Above all, we would refer him to the members of the com-
mittee already alluded to, for details too melancholy, and
too painful to individuals, to be brought foi-ward here.

It may be supposed that the impressions thus created
are of a passing kind, and that, when the pupil shall have
returned to the care of his family, and to the charge of his

own clergyman, a brief intercourse with Catholics and an

easy course of instruction under the direction of his pastor,
will be sufficient to undeceive him. Alas, those who would
palliate their indifference to present danger by such hopes
as these, know little of the difficulty of eradicating first im-

pressions, and still less of the twofold difficulty which the
condition of the deaf-mute places in the way.
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It is hardly necessary to say that the difficulty of com-
municating with the deaf-mute which is inseparable from
their unhappy condition, and which exists even when the

subject is natural and can be apprehended by the senses,
is tenfold increased when the subject of communication is

of an abstruse, and especially of a spiritual character.

Even with all the advantages afforded by an established
and understood system of conventional language, the task
is one requiring the greatest delicacy and the most inex-

haustible patience on the part of the trained instructor.

An ordinary teacher, uninitiated in the system, can hardly
hope for success. Dr. Kitto mentions the case of an intel-

ligent American lady, who had been much in the world, at

a mature age, and who became a pupil in the American
Asylum: she stated, after instruction, that her friends had
taken great pains to give her some idea of God, but that

all she had been able to apprehend was, that this nmne
belonged to a number of strong men living beyond the sky,
%uho printed the bible and sent it to us. The idea that
the world must have had a creator, never occurred to her,
nor to any other of several intelligent pupils of similar age
and with equal advantages for acquiring ideas of religious
truths. "* One of these pupils ascribed every change of the

weather to her parents, and called upon them to make it

agreeable to her wishes, and vented her passion upon them
^vhen disappointed. Another very interesting pupil had
never had an idea of the existence of a Supreme Being.
One of the first questions he proposed to his instructress

was, whether she had made the sun and moon. Another
individual who having been born deaf-mute, attained, in

some unexplained way, to the use of speech, when he had
reached his twenty-fourth year, was found in a state of

utter ignorance of religion—his mind a perfect blank as

regarded God, the human soul, and the moral distinction

of good and evil. And yet he had frequented church and
done what he saw others do there.

The Abate Zanelli, in explaining the imperfect and
unsatisfactory notions on religious subjects entertained by
uninstructed deaf-mutes, mentions several analagous ex-

amples. A very intelligent pupil of the Roman insti-

tution, observing, a considerable time after his entrance,
a crucifix and several other representations of the passion

* "The Lost Senses: Deafness," p. 200.
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of our Lord, asked, whether
" He was not a robber, that

he had been thus punished by the soldiery?'' So a Httle

girl, who had been piously instructed by her own family,
and appeared to show every outward mark of devotion,
was found to entertain very similar ideas ; and a third

admitted, after she had been educated in the institution,
that although she had often been told of a future state of
rewards and punishments, yet, *'when in order to indicate

hell, they pointed to a place under ground, and made
horns, she imagined they meant, not hell, but the cellar

where the wine was kept ; and when, to represent heaven,
they pointed upwards to the sky, she never once imagined
that this meant paradise, for she could not conceive how
any human being could go up thither. ''"'•'

Still more remarkable is the case of the celebrated

Massieu, the pupil of the Abbe Sicard. The notions
which he had formed in the early years of his bereave-

ment, are recorded in his after conversations. We shall

transcribe a portion of these conversations, which Dr. Kitto
has introduced into his most interesting volume. We
should have done so, however, with much more satisfac-

tion, had Dr. K. had the good taste, when writing upon
such a subject, to spare the observation regarding Ca-
tholic countries, which he has thought proper to introduce.

" * What were you thinking about while your father made you
remain on your knees?'

*' ' About the heavens.*
*' * With what view did jou address to it a prayer?*
** ' To make it descend at night to the earth, in order that the

plants which I had planted might grow, and that the sick might be
restored to health.'

" Was it with ideas, words, or sentiments, that you composed
your prayer?'

" ' It was the heart that made it. I did not yet know either

words, or their meaning, or value.*
" * What did you feel in your heart?*
** '

Joy, when I found tliat tlie plants and fruits grew. Grief,
when I saw their injury by the hail, and that my parents still

remained sick.'
•' At these last words of his answer, Massieu made many signs,

which expressed anger and menaces. The fact, as I have been
informed (says the narrator,) was, that during his mother's illness,

Sulla Origine, Progresso, e Stato Attuale, &c. pp. 32—3,
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be used to go out every evening to pray to a particular star, that he had
selectedfor its beauty, for her restoration ; hut folding that she got worse,

he icas enraged, and pelted stones at the star.
** *Is it possible that you menaced the heavens?' said we, with

astonishment.
"Yes.'
•• 'But from what motive ?'

* ' Because 1 thought that I could not get at it, to beat it and kill

it, for causing all these disasters, and not curing mj parents.'
* Had you no fear of irritating it?'

*• * I was not then acquainted with my good master, Sicard, and I

was ignorant what this heaven was. It was not until a year after

my education was commenced, that I had any fear of being punished
by it.'

" * Did you give any figure or form to the heavens?'
•' * My father had made me look at a large statue, which was in

the church of my country. It represented an old man with a long
beard ; he held a globe in his hand. I thought he lived above the

sun.'
' From this it would seem that the constant references of people

upicards in worship and in connection with religious sentiments, had
led him into some vague notions of a ruling or influencing power in

the body of the heavens ; which eventually resolved itself into an

anthropomorphous idea of God, derived from the statue, whether
that were the statue of a saint, or one of those representations of

the Divine Being, which are but too common in many Roman
Catholic countries. The facts of liis dim perceptions on these sub-

jects, as stated, are curious from the manner in which they touch
at some points in the old pagan idolatries.—The conversation pro-
ceeded:—

* Did you know who made the ox, the horse, etc. ?'

*'
'.No: but I was curious to see them spring up. Often I went

to hide myself in the dykes, to watch the heaven descending upon
the earth, for the growth of beings. I wished much to see this.'

" * What were your thoughts when M. Sicard made you trace, for

the first time, words with letters?'
• ' I thought that the words were the images of the objects I saw

around me. I learned them by memory with the utmost ardour.

When I first learned the word of God, written with chalk on a

board, I looked at it very often, for I believed that God caused

death, and I feared him very much.'
" ' What idea had you then of death?'
" ' That it was the cessation of motion, of sensation, of chewing,

of thg softness of the skin, and of the flesh.'
"—

pp. 189—191.

From these and a tliousand similar facts, which it

would be easy to produce, it will be seen that even under
the most favourable circumstances, the mind of a deaf-
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mute who has not been regularly instructed is, as regards
religious knowledge, an utter blank. The first impres-
sions made upon such a mind will, of course, be extremely
vivid* for the desire—the absolute yearning—after instruc-

tion, is, in many cases, almost beyond conception. No-
thing could be more moving than the descriptions given in

after years by some of these unhappy beings, of the unwil-

ling ignorance to which they felt themselves condemned.
One poor boy

''
used to watch the motion of the sun,

moon, and stars, the growth of plants, and the various na-
tural appearances which bespeak the hand of an over-ruling

power, until his tears had flowed because he could not

comprehend the cause of all." Another thought that the

stars were placed in the firmament **like grates of fire, and
that the moon at night was like a great furnace of fire."

He did not know how they were made ; but his anxious

speculations led him to believe that people like himself
above the firmament kindled the moon and the stars.

But he thought the world was little and round like a

table, and felt great curiosity to go to the end of it.
^

Now
it is natural to suppose, that the views, whether for right or

for wrong, for evil or for good, impressed upon a mind, at

once so blank and so ready to receive them, must adhere
with a proportionate tenacity. And unhappily there are
but too many instances, among the Catholic pupils of the

Glaremont Institution, which more than
justify^

the worst

anticipations. We have learned by enquiry in various

quarters, that it is all but impossible to eradicate the

in-ground protestantism which they carry home even after

a brief residence, and we have in our possession many
painful and melancholy details of the misery and remorse
which weak or ill-advised parents have brought upon
themselves, and of the hopeless wTetchedness which they
introduced into their homes, by exposing their unsus-

pecting and unprotected children to a peril under which
even the strongest might have fallen.

Hitherto, however, we have been considering the sub-

ject in the lowest possible point of view. But we should
be far from discharging out duty to this afllicted portion of

our fellow-countrymen, were we to content ourselves with

guarding against the peril which is described in the fore-

going pages. We should manifest but an imperfect sense

of the blessings which we enjoy in the knowledge and ob-

servance of our holy religion, unless we felt it a duty to
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secure for the deaf-mute of our own communion, over and
above the exemption from a positive contamination of
their religious principles, a full participation in all its

practical consolations and advantages. It would not be

enough, for example, to secure for a pupil in the Claremont
Institution, or any institution similarly conducted, the
most perfect freedom from molestation on the score of reli-

gion, and the most complete security against any inter-

ference with the integrity of his faith ; leaving the rest to
be effected in after years by the exertions of his own natu-
ral guardians, or by the supervision of his own clergyman.
In the case of other children a system such as this may be
found free from practical objection; but the condition of the
deaf-mute renders it absolutely essential, that in order to

be instructed efficiently, he shall be instructed by a teacher

regularly trained for the purpose. It is absolutely essential,

therefore, that the institution shall be under purely Ca-
tholic management; that the children shall be habituated
from their first entrance, to the peculiar practices and
observances of their religion ; that they shall be taught to
know and feel their excellence, by those who themselves
can feel and appreciate it; and above all that, if this be
possible, their instructors shall be impelled and animated
by motives higher and more ennobling than the

"
suitable

salary," and the
^^

board, lodging, and accommodation,"
which, at least in ordinary cases, constitute the alpha and
omega of the machinery by which the work of instruction
is carried on in these countries. In one word, we must
provide for the religious education of our Catholic deaf-
mute children, an institution and a system similar to

those which are in operation in France, in Austria, and
in Ifaly, in which religious knowledge is made the basis,
and every other instruction is directed to the furtherance
of this one all-important end.

Those who are unacquainted with the extent and activity
of the spirit of charity in the Catholic states of the conti-

nent, may be surprised to learn that in Italy there are as many
as fourteen independent establishments for the deaf and
dumb, and in France no less than thirty-two. Not only
do we find institutions in the larger capitals, as Rome,
Naples, Genoa, Milan, and Turin,'^' but also in the compa-
ratively inconsiderable cities, as Parma, Pisa, Verona,

* Turin has two distinct establishments.
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Modena, Cremona, Siena. Of the system pursued in

these establishments, especially as regards the religious
education of the pupils, it is impossible to speak too

hidily.
No person who has visited the Deaf and Dumb schools of

Kome, of Geneva, and of Naples, can fail to remember the

tender and anxious solicitude for the religious interests of

the pupils Avliich they exhibit. Notwithstanding Dr. Kitto's

insinuation as to the effect of the use of images in pro-

ducing gross and material, and anthropomorphous, ideas

of God in the minds of the young deaf-mute, we can our-

selves testify to the extent and accuracy of the information

on religious subjects displayed by these interesting chil-

dren. Their exercises of piety and devotion, although
(of course) conducted in a manner accommodated to them,
are in substance the same as those of any other collegiate
institution. They have morning and night prayer in com-
mon ; they are trained to meditate on the great mysteries
of religion, and the leading duties of Christian morality ;

they assist daily at the adorable sacrifice of the mass ;

they approach the sacraments at frequent and stated

intervals, confessions being received by one of the clergy-
men of the institution, who is regularly practised in the

conventional manual language, which they are taught to

employ ; and (what is still more remarkable,) it has been
found not only practicable, but usefid, to accustom them to

the occasional observance of Spiritual Retreat after the

l)lan of the Exercises of St. Ignatius, though of a short

duration and very simple in its form, as well as in the

subjects proposed for meditation."

The religious instruction of the children in these esta-

blishments is either actually conducted, or at least super-

intended, by pious associations instituted for this or similar

works of mercy, and the fruits of their unbought and dis-

interested zeal are discernible in the tenderness and almost

parental kindness with which they minister to all the

wants of these little dependants upon their charity. •

On a plan very similar to the institutions which exist in

Italy, are the Catholic deaf-mute establishments of France,
which are extremely numerous and most liberally pro-

The writer of these p.ijres was once present at the exercises of a Spirihial
Retreat for the Deaf and Dmnb, in an Italian conininnitv. The fervour and
recollection of the little pui»ils were iu the highest degree edif} ing and con-

soling.
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vided. The character of all will be known from a single

example—that of Caen in Normandy. This admirable
institution forms but one among the many works of charity
to which the great religious community of the Hon
Sauveur in that city is devoted. The members of this

community are about two hundred in number, and combine
the duties of Sisters of Charity and Mercy, and the edu-
cation of young females, with the care of the deaf and

dumb.^ The
^

house has grown to its present flourishing
condition mainly through the exertions of a venerable cler-

gyman, who died about two years since, but whose narne
will long be cherished in France—the pious and learned
Abbe Jannet. His career of usefulness was prolonged far

beyond the average duration of human life, and his recol-

lections extended back far into the lasfcentury. He was
a witness of all the horrors of the Revolution, and even in
its most perilous period he never deserted the post which
he had selected for himself, having laboured for above fifty

years in his charitable vocation. The exertions of this

inestimable priest were zealously seconded, during the
latter years of his life, by one of those rare men whom Pro-
vidence raises up from time to time for the fulfilment of its

own wise ends—the generous and benevolent M. Gruel,
formerly a magistrate, and a man of great wealth and
influence. Many years since M. Gruel resigned his em-
ployments in order to devote himself and his property,
without restriction and without reserve, to the work of

educating the deaf and dumb. With this view he was
named honorary professor of the institution, and has visited

almost every similar institution in the world, for the pur-
pose of borrowing from each every detail of improvement
which might tend to perfect the system adopted in the
establishment at Caen. His labours are said to have been

eminently successful, and we have heard the present system
of the house under his management described as all but

perfect.
We have been thus particular in alluding to the esta-

blishment at Caen, because we learn from the prospectus
of the new institution, that it is proposed to connect it with
the parent house at Caen, as a preparatory place of train-

ing. Members of a religious community in Ireland have

already been sent to the house at Caen, in order to be
trained in the method of instructing the deaf and dumb ;

and it is hoped that within a few months aiTangements
VOL. XX.—NO. XL. 3
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may be made for opening the female department of the

school, after which it is proposed to follow a similar course
for the establishment of a male deaf and dumb school

under the care of a religious community of men, similarly
trained and instructed.

It is unnecessary for us, we trust, to say a word more in

recommendation of the claims of this undertaking upon
the support of every right-minded Catholic. We feel con-
vinced that it is only necessary to make it known, in order

to ensure abundant support and sympathy; and we are

happy to find from the outline of the plan supplied by
the prospectus, that the arrangements contemplated are

so practical and so reasonable, as to leave little doubt
that the organization will be complete and effective.

Without dwelling further, therefore, upon this subject,

important though it be, we shall employ the rest of the

space which remains at our disposal, in a brief notice of a

little^ work, the title of which will be found at the head of

this article, and which contains a vast store of most inte-

resting information on the subject which we have been

considering. We refer to Dr. Kitto's Lost Senses.
These unpretending essays form part of Mr. Knight' s

Weekly Volmne, and are the production of an author,
whom we cannot but regard as, in many respects, among
the most remarkable men of our dav—Dr. Kitto, editor of

*;The Pictorial Bible,'^ '"The Pictonal Palestine,;' '''Bib-

lical Antiquities," and several other scriptural publications.

Although we are far from sympathizing with his religious

opinions, yet it is impossible to deny to him the praise of

great learning and industry, and of an accomplished and
well cultivated mind. In a student who had enjoyed the

ordinary opportunities of self-culture, these attainments
would not be worthy of any special admiration. But Dr.
Kitto's case is extremely remarkable, inasmuch as though
his organs of speech are unimpaired, he has since his

twelfth year been reduced, (at least practically,) by deaf-

ness, almost to the condition of the deaf-mute from infancy.
The accident which led to this calamity is described by
him in the volume on Deafness, to which we have more
than once alluded. We shall give the account in his own
words, only premising that he was, at the time of this

occurrence, acting in the capacity of assistant to his father,
who was engaged as

"
a jobbing mason."
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** The circumstances of that day—the last of twelve years of

hearing, and the first of t\7entj-eight years of deafness—have left a
more distinct impression upon my mind than those of any previous,
or almost any subsequent, day of my life. It was a day to be
remembered. The last day on which any customary labour

ceases,—the last day on which any customary privilege is enjoyed,
—

the last day on which we do the things we have done daily, are

always marked days in the calendar of life ;
how much, therefore,

must the mind not linger in the memories of a day which was the
last of many blessed things, and in which one stroke of action and

suffering,
—one moment of time, wrought a greater change of con-

dition, than any sudden loss of wealth or honours ever made in the
state of man. Wealth may be recovered, and new honours won, or

happiness may be secured without them
; but there is no recovery,

no adequate compensation, for such a loss as was on that day sus-

tained. The wealth of sweet and pleasurable sounds with which
the Almighty has filled the world,—of sounds modulated by affec-

tion, sympathy, and earnestness,—can be appreciated only by one
who has so long been thus poor indeed in the want of them, and
who for so many weary years has sat in utter silence amid the busy
hum of populous cities, the music of the woods and mountains, and,
more than all, of the voices sweeter than music, which are in the
winter season heard around the domestic hearth.

** On the day in question, my father and another man, attended

by myself, were engaged in new slating the roof of a house, the
ladder ascending to which was fixed in a small court paved with

flag stones. The access to this court from the street was by a

paved passage, through which ran a gutter, whereby waste water
was conducted from the yard into the street.

" Three things occupied my mind that day. One was that the

town-crier, who occupied part of the house in which we lived, had
been the previous evening prevailed upon to entrust me with a book,
for which I had long been worrying him, and with the contents of
which I was most eager to become acquainted. I think it was

•Kirby's Wonderful Magazine ;' and 1 now dwell the rather upon
this circumstance, as, with other facts of the same kind, it helps to

satisfy me that I was already a most voracious reader, and that the

calamity which befel me did not create in me the literary appetite,
but only threw me more entirely upon the resources which it

offered.
*' The other circumstance was that my grandmother had finished,

all but the buttons, a new smock-frock, which I had hoped to have
assumed that very day, but which was faithfully promised for the
morrow. As this was the first time that I should have worn that
article of attire, the event was contemplated with something of that
interest and solicitude with which the assumption of the togo
virilis may be supposed to have been contemplated by the Roman
youth.
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" The last circumstance, and the one perhaps which had some
effect upon what ensued, was this. In one of the apartments of the
house in which we were at work, a young sailor, of whom I had
some knowledge, had died after a lingering illness, which had been
attended with circumstances which the doctors could not well
understand. It was, therefore, concluded that the body should be

opened to ascertain the cause of death. I knew this was to be

done, but not the time appointed for the operation. But on passing
from the street into the yard, with a load of slates which I was to

take to the house-top, my attention was drawn to a stream of blood,
or rather, I suppose, bloody water, flowing through the gutter by
which the passage was traversed. The idea that this was the
blood of the dead youth, whom I had so lately seen alive, and that

the doctors were then at work cutting him up and groping at his

inside, made me shudder, and gave what I should now call a shock
to my nerves, although I was very innocent of all knowledge about
nerves at that time. I cannot but think it was owing to this that I

lost much of the presence of mind and collectedness so important
to me at that moment ; for when I had ascended to the top of the

ladder, and was in the critical act of stepping from it on to the roof,

I lost my footing, and fell backward, from a height of about thirty-
five feet, into the paved court below.

** Of what followed I know nothing: and as this is the record of

my own sensations, I can here record nothing but that which I

myself know. For one moment, indeed, I awoke from that death-

like state, and then found that my father, attended by a crowd of

people, was bearing me homeward in his arms: but I had then no
recollection of what had happened, and at once relapsed into a
state of unconsciousness.

" In this state I remained for a fortnight, as I afterwards learned.

These days were a blank in my life, I could never bring any recol-

lections to bear upon them ; and when I awoke one morning to

consciousness, it was as from a night of sleep. I saw that it was at

least two hours later than my usual time of rising, and marvelled
that I had been suffered to sleep so late. I attempted to spring up
in bed, and was astonished to find that I could not even move.
The utter prostration of my strength subdued all curiosity within

me. I experienced no pain, but 1 felt that I was weak ; I saw that

I was treated as an invalid, and acquiesced in my condition, though
some time passed

—more time than the reader would imagine,
before I could piece together my broken recollections so as to com-

prehend it.

"
I was very slow in learning that my hearing was entirely gone.

The unusual stillness of all things was grateful to me in my utter

exhaustion : and if in this half-awakened state, a thought of the

matter entered my mind, I ascribed it to the unusual care and
success of my friends in preserving silence around me. I saw them

talking indeed to one another, and thought that, out of regard to
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mj feeble condition, they spoke in whispers, because I heard them
not. The truth was revealed to me in consequence of mj solicitude

about the book which had so much interested me in the day of my
fall. It had, it seems, been reclaimed by the good old man who
had sent it to me, and who doubtless concluded, that I should have

no more need of books in this life. He was wrong ; for there has

been nothing in this life which I have needed more. I asked for

this book with much earnestness, and was answered by signs which
I could not comprehend.
'**Why do you not speak?' I cried;

*

Pray let me have the

book.'
•' This seemed to create some confusion ; and at length some one,

more clever than the rest, hit upon the happy expedient of writing

upon a slate, that the book had been reclaimed by the owner, and
that I could not in my weak state be allowed to read.

" *

But,' I said in great astonishment,
*

why do you write to me,
why not speak? Speak, speak.'

** Those who stood around the bed exchanged significant looks of

concern, and the writer soon displayed upon his slate the awful

words— * You are Deaf.'
"—

pp. 7—12.

This injury of the organ, notwithstanding the efforts

made to relieve the sufferer, proved complete and perma-
nent. The sense of hearing was as entirely extinguished
as it would be in a born deaf-mute, and the sensations
which accompanied this bereavement may be supposed to

be precisely the same as those experienced by one who had
been deaf from infancy. Dr. Kitto^s account of his condi-

tion, therefore, has a double interest. The cases of indivi-

duals who, having been born deaf and dumb, acquired in

after-life the use of the faculty of speech, are extremely rare ;

and none of these appears to have left any regular record of
his sensations. Of the son of Croesus mentioned by Herodo-
tus,-* (even supposing that the story is not apocryphal,) we
know nothing but that he suddenly obtained and retained

permanently the use of his speech in circumstances of great
excitement. There is also a case mentioned in the Memoirs
of the Academic des Sciences for 1703, of a youth who was
dumb till he reached his twenty-fourth year ; and Dr. Kitto
mentions another boy named David Fraser, who, in his

seventeenth year, on recovering from an attack of fever,
found that his hearing had returned during his illness,
and in a few weeks afterwards began to speak. Besides
these and a few similar cases, in which the acquisition of

*
Clio, cap. Ixxxv.
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speech appears to have arisen from natural or accidental

circumstances, the Abate Zanelli enumerates other more
remarkable instances, where the pupil was literally taught
to speak. As if to show that the art of training the deaf-

mute was destined to attain its full perfection even in its

very infancy, we are told this of some of the pupils of the
celebrated Spanish Benedictine, Pedro Ponce, the first

who actually reduced deaf-mute education to a regular and

systematic scheme.
^'

I have had pupils," writes this

father of the art,
"
deaf and dumb from their birth, whom

I taught to speak, to read, to write, keep accounts, pray,
serve at mass, answer in the catechism, and make their

confession in words and viva voce; some I have instructed
in Latin, others in Greek and in Italian : nay, I even had
one who received priesthood, was promoted to an eccle-

siastical office and benefice, and was able to recite the
canonical hours ; and this pupil, as well as some others,
went so far as to learn even natural philosophy and
astronomy.'^"
He subjoins several more recent and equally extraordi-

nary instances.
" On occasion of Pius VII. ^s visit to Paris,

he inspected the Deaf and Dumb Institution of the Abbe
Sicard ; he was addressed, viva voce, by a female deaf-

mute, who had been trained to speak. The Abate Assa-
rotti of Genoa, after three years of arduous and almost
incredible application, invited the citizens to a public
exhibition, at which one of his deaf-mute pupils read aloud
a most aftecting address upon the question,^ ,* What were
we three years since ?

' The progress made in Italy at the

X^resent day may be collected from the fact, that in the
excellent school of Verona the late Signer Prevolo intro-

duced the use of singing, to the admiration of all ; and in

Rome, two years since, a young deaf-mute, who was pre-
sented to his present holiness Gregory XVl., read aloud
from a book which he held in his hand an address of

thanks, on the part of his school-fellovvs, for the honour
which the pope had done them in assisting at their public

exhibition."!
But of none of these, nor of any similar cases, do we

possess any formal record ; while the accounts (some of

them very minute and detailed,) given by actual deaf-

* Zaiielli Sulla Origine, &c. pp. 11, 12.

t Page 14.
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mutes of their own condition are all liable to the same
objection, that they can only describe their sensations

absolutely, and not by comparison vfith the sensations of

hearing, which they have never enjoyed. The observa-
tions of an acute and accomplished writer like Dr. Kitto,
therefore, possess an additional interest from the novelty,
and, if we may so speak, originality of the position ni
which the writer is placed, and which combines the actual
sensations of a deafness as unmitigated as that of the born
deaf-mute, with the vivid and perfect memory of the sensa-
tion of hearing, and a consequent capacity of employing
such language and such illustrations as will convey the

precise feeling which he himself experiences. We shall

not offer any apology, therefore, for dwelling at some
length upon this novel and interesting case as described

by the sufferer himself.

Dr. Kitto 's observations of his own case have led him to

a conviction that there is more connexion between the

organs of speech and those of hearing than is ordinarily
supposed : and that, though it is commonly believed that
the deaf and dumb are naturally 07ily deaf, and are dumb
only from want of opportunity of learning to speak, still

there really is in the condition of the deaf-mute a sort of

physical inability to speak, entirely and originally inde-

pendent of deafness.
^
Unquestionably, there are a great

many circumstances in his case which seem to show that,
at least with him, this inability or indisposition to speak
did exist ; but without venturing ;

to discuss the general
question, we may observe that, in his particular case, no
amount of evidence would be sufficient to settle the ques-
tion : for, as his deafness was the result of a severe and
sudden injury of the head, it will always remain uncertain
whether the same cause which destroyed the organ of hear-

ing did not also at the same time inflict a corresponding hut

independent injury upon the organs of speech. If this be

so, all his experience goes for naught, as evidence of the
connexion of the organs.

However, we shall allow him to expla^in his own condition:
** Before my fall, my enunciation was remarkably clear and dis-

tinct ; but after that event it was found that I had not only become
deaf, but spoke with pain and difficulty, and in a voice so greatly
altered as to be not easily understood. I have no present recol-

lection of having ever experienced positive pain in the act of

speaking ;
but I am informed by one who was present, and deeply
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interested in all which took place at that time, that I complained of

pain in speaking ; and I am further told, that my voice had become
very similar to that of one horn deaf and dumb, hut icho has been taught
to speak. This appears, under all the circumstances, to be a very
strong corroboration, if not an absolute proof, of the position I have
ventured to suggest. And it is a fact, that under all the modifica-
tions and improvements which my vocal organs have since sustained,
this resemblance to the voice of the born deaf and dumb has been

preserved. It is evident that this cannot be accounted for by any
of the reasons which have been supposed to explain the imperfect
development of the vocal organs in those born deaf and dumb;
seeing that my vocal powers were once in a perfect condition, and

speech acquired before I became deaf. I see not how this fact is to

be accounted for in any other way than that which has been

suggested.
"
Although I have no recollection of physical pain in the act of

speaking, I felt the strongest possible indisposition to use my vocal

organs. I seemed to labour under a moral disability which cannot
be described by comparison with any disinclination which the

reader can be supposed to have experienced. The disinclination

which 'one feels to leave his warm bed on a frosty morning, is

nothing to that which I experienced against any exercise of the

organs of speech. The force of this tendency to dumbness was so

great, that for many years I habitually expressed myself to others

in writing, even when not more than a few words were necessary ;

and where this mode of intercourse could not be used, I avoided

occasion of speech, or heaved up a few monosyllables, or expressed

my wish by a slight motion or gesture ;
—

signs, as a means of inter-

course, I always abominated ; and no one could annoy me more than

by adopting this mode of communication. In fact, I came to be

generally considered as both deaf and dumb, excepting by the few

who were acquainted with my real condition ;
and hence many

tolerated my mode of expression by writing, who would have urged

upon me the exercise of my vocal organs. I rejoiced in the protec-
tion which that impression afforded ;

for nothing distressed me
more than to be asked to speak: and from disuse having been

superadded to the pre-existing causes, there seemed a strong

probability of my eventually justifying the impression concerning

my dumbness which was generally entertained."—pjy. 19, 20.

The repugnance to speak here described has, to some

extent, continued up to the present time, though it has

been gradually overcome by necessity as well as by choice.

But even still, though he speaks with considerable ease

and freedom, there are some peculiarities which apparently
indicate a habitual chariness of all unnecessary exercise of

the organ. He has always had a singular reluctimce to

use any but the substantial words of the language; he
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avoids all expletives and adjuncts, all complimentary
phrases, and even ordinary terms of endearment. He
never could

**

By the utmost stretch of violence upon his acquired disposition,

bring himself to express much solicitude about the health of those

whom he saw to be perfectly well ; or to exchange or make remarks

upon the weather, and say— *

It is very warm'— ' It is a foggy
morning'— ' It is very cold'— * It threatens to rain'—to those who
must be as fully aware of the facts as himself. In like manner he
has abstained from the common salutations of casual intercourse.
* Good bye,'

* Good morning,' &c., he never could get out, A silent

shake of the head, a nod, a bow, or a movement of the lips, intended
to represent all these things, is all he has been able to manage.
Such phrases of civility as ' Thank you,'

' If you please,' &c,, have
also been absent from his vocabulary ; not from any disinclination,
but because he supposed that having said all that was really essen-

tial, all these expressions of civility would be understood ; and that,
from his manner, it would be taken for granted that he felt all they
were designed to express."

—
pp, 25, 26.

The sensation produced upon himself by the sound of

his own voice, is that of a loud whisper; but in reality it

is extremely loud, and can be heard to a great distance,

though its distinctness is lost unless under cover, or, if in

the open air, unless the hearer be quite close to him ; and
it often happens that when walking with a friend, and
utterly unconscious of unusual loudness of tones, (espe-

cially in a covered passage, such as Burlington Arcade,)
he is surprised to see

*^
all the people before him, even

from one end to the other, turning round as by one impulse,
while at the same time his arm has been gently pressed, it

might be supposed to draw his attention to some passing
object, but in reality as a hint to suppress his voice and so

prevent a continuance of that rude gaze which he takes to

be a characteristic of the English people, as he never
noticed the like of it in any country through which he
travelled.''

It is very remarkable that though utterly unable to hear
the voices of those by whom he is surrounded, much less

to distinguish their words or tones, he has acquired a

power somewhat similar to that attributed to some deaf-

mutes, who are said to have been able to ''read off'' the
words addressed to them by observing the motions of the

speaker's lips. Dr. Kitto has not reached this perfection
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in the art, but the power which he has attained is some-
what analogous.

** It will surprise many readers to know that few persons speak
in my presence concerning whose voice I do not receive a very dis-

tinct impression. That is, I form an idea of the sound of that

person's voice, by which it becomes to my mind as distinct from the

voices of others, as, I suppose, one voice is distinct from another to

those who can hear. The impression thus conveyed is produced
from a cursory, but probably very accurate, observation of the

person's general physical constitution, compared with the action of

his mouth and the play of his muscles in the act of speaking. I

form a similar idea concerning the laugh of one person as distin-

guished from that of another ;
and when I have seen a person

laugh, the idea concerning his voice becomes in my mind a com-

pleted and unalterable fact. The impression thus realized would
seem to be generally correct. I have sometimes tested it, by
describing to another the voices of persons with whom we were both

acquainted, and I have not known an instance in which the impres-
sion described by me has not been declared, to be remarkably
accurate. This faculty must be based upon experiences acquired

during the days of my hearing, and cannot be realized by the born

deaf, seeing that it is impossible for them to have any idea of

sounds produced by the action of the vocal organs, and still less

of the peculiarities by which one voice is distinguished from
another."—pp. 2S, 29.

The chapter upon ''Percussions/' is extremely interest-

ing, and contains many curious facts illustrative of the
mode in which sensations are imparted. For example,
the loudest thunder, ordinarily speaking, produces not

upon him the slightest impression, because it does not
create the vibration through which alone he can be said

to hear; but in one instance in which the house was
shaken by the peal, the impression made upon him was as
if a table had been moved in the adjoining room. The
loudest bells are utterly soundless in his ear, unless he

place his head in contact with the tower in which they are

suspended. The whispering gallery at St. Paul's makes
not the slightest sound for him. On the contrary, the

slightest percussions upon the same floor distress him very
considerably. The moving of a table, the shutting of a
door, even the feet of children at play, the falling of a veiy
small article, ''a thimble, a pencil, a penknife, or even
a more minute object,'* occasion to him infinitely more
distinct, and even painful sensations than they could to

those in perfect possession of the faculty of hearing.
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There are some peculiarities in the mode of his expe-
riencing sensations from percussions, too, which are

worth noticing.

" The greater the number of my points of contact with the floor,

the stronger are the impressions 1 receive, hence they are more
vivid and distinct when I sit than when I stand

; because, in the

former case, not only my own two legs but the four legs of the chair

are concerned in conveying the percussion to my sensorium. And
when the chair itself on which I am seated has been subject to the

percussion, the sensation is such as baffles description. For
instance ; a few days since, when I was seated with the back of my
chair facing a chiffonnier, the door of this receptacle was opened by
some one, and swung back so as to touch my chair. Tlie touch

could not but have been slight, but to me the concussion was
dreadful, and almost made me scream with the surprise and pain—
the sensation being very similar to that which a heavy person feels

on touching the ground, when he has jumped from a higlier place
than he ought. Even this concussion, to me so violent ancl dis-

tressing, had not been noticed by any one in the room but

myself.
"
Again, I am subject to a painful infliction from the same causes,

during the hour in which my little ones are admitted to the run of

my study. It often happens that the smallest of them, in making
their way behind my chair, strike their heads against it

; and the

concussion is, to my sensation, so severe, that I invariably wheel

hastily round in great trepidation, expecting to see the little crea-

ture seriously injured by the blow; and am as often relieved and

delighted to see it moving merrily on, as if nothing in the world
had happened.

" If these perceptions are so acute in carpeted rooms, it will be

easily understood how much more intense they become upon a
naked wooden floor. The sensation then amounts to torture—as

every movement or concussion, in any part of the room, then comes
with an intensity of effect, far more than proportioned to the dif-

ference in the impression which would, under the same circum-

stances, be produced upon the auditory sense.
'* In those parts of the East where, from scarcity of wood, the

floors are made of a kind of compost of mud and chopped straw, I

have enjoyed entire immunity from all this annoyance ; and in the

mud-floored cottages which have often furnished a resting-place in

my travels, nothing of the kind was ever experienced. On a floor

paved with stone or with tiles, nearly an equal degree of exemption
is enjoyed.

** The reader will be easily able to apply these developments to

the conditions which the streets aff'ord to one in my predicament.
Of the foot passengers I have nothing to say : on any kind of foot-

way—gravel, mould, stone, asphaltum—the percussions of an army
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of feet would be nil to my sensations. The question is, however,
different with regard to carriages and carts, the powerful vibration

and awful din occasioned by which in the leading streets of the

metropolis, must be known by experience or report to every reader.

Of all the streets in the world Fleet Street is the one best suited to

experiments of this kind ; and it so happens that I lodged in this

very street for a short time, soon after my return from abroad.

This street was then, like all the other principal streets of London,

paved with granite blocks. When in the street itself, the vibration

caused by strong friction with the pavement, or, as I may call it,

the felt sound, was perceptible only from such vehicles as passed on

my side of the way, arid when they came directly opposite to the

spot on which I stood. The rapid succession of the carriages in

such a street would keep up an almost continuous vibration ; but I

know, from the comparison of observations made in less frequented
streets, that the vibration of only the carriage passing immediately
in front of the flag-stone on which I stood, could be distinguished
at one time. Hence the sea of sound, produced in that great street,

from the grinding of a thousand wheels against the hard granite,
made far less impression upon my organs than the rap of a finger-
nail upon the back of my chair would produce. In the house itself

I was not in any icay affected by the din of the street ; excepting,
that in the early morning I was sensible of the passage of the

heavily laden market carts, for they shook the very bed on which I

lay.
" The passage of carriages over macadamised roads, and over

pavements of wood and asphaltum, makes not even this limited

impression upon me. If the reader is surprised at the inclusion of

wood pavements in this category, after what I have stated of wooden
floors, he has only to remember that such pavements are composed,
not of boards, but by the junction of separate blocks of wood. The
same causes, therefore, which prevent me from distinguishing the

knock at a door, equally preclude me from being sensible of the

vibrations upon a pavement thus composed. But I remember that

in travelling through those parts of Russia where the roads are (or

were) paved with the entire trunks of trees, the passage of even
a light carriage was always felt very sensibly, and even painfully,

by me.
** After what has been stated, the reader will not expect that I

should be capable of deriving any satisfaction from music. There

are, however, some experiences even on that subject to relate. The

organ in the church of the parish to which I belonged, is one of the

most powerful in the West of England, but in the body of the

church I was quite insensible to its tones. When in the gallery,

however, I became sensible of a strong vibration, but without any
metallic sound, and more like to the sound of the distant singing
of a congregation

—so distant that one can only catch the higher
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notes—than to anything else with which it can be compared."—
pp. 40—44.

From the above extract it will be seen that, (as our

readers, who are acquainted with the other works of JDr.

Kitto, are doubtless aware,) he has been an active and

enterprising traveller, notwithstanding the disadvantages
to which his bereavement must have subjected him. We
cannot resist the temptation of transcribing the following

passage, an amusing example of the perils to which similar

travellers may unconsciously expose themselves.

** I was staying at the village of Orta Khoi on the Bosphorus,
about six miles above Constantinople, of which it is one of the

suburbs, and was in the frequent habit of going down to the city
and returning by water. One morning on which I had determined
to go, it threatened to rain ; but 1 took my umbrella and departed.
On arriving at the beach, it appeared that all the boats were gone,
and there was no alternative but to abandon my intention, or to

proceed on foot along a road which manifestly led in the right

direction, at the back of the buildings and yards which line the

Bosphorus. I had not proceeded far before it began to rain, and I

put up my umbrella, and trudged on, followed, at some distance

behind, by an old Turk in the same predicament with myself ; for

it should be observed, that, at and about Constantinople, the people
are so much in the habit of relying upon water conveyance, that

there is less use of horses than in any Eastern town with which I

am acquainted. Nothing occurred till I arrived at the back of the

handsome country palace of Dolma Baktche, the front of which had
often engaged my attention in passing up and down by water. Here
the sentinel at the gate motioned to me in a very peculiar manner,
which I could not comprehend. He had probably called previously,
and in vain. Finding that I heeded him not, he was hastening
towards me in a very violent manner, with his fixed bayonet pointed
direct at my body, when the good-natured Turk behind me, who
had by this time come up, assailed me very unceremoniously from

behind, by pulling down my umbrella. After some words to the

sentinel, 1 was suffered to pass on under his protection, till we had

passed the precincts of the imperial residence, where he put up his

own umbrella, and motioned me to do the same. By this act, and

by the signs which he had used in explanation of this strange affair,

1 clearly understood that it was all on account of the umbrella.
This article, so useful and common in rainy climates, is an ensign
of royalty in the East ; and although the use of it for common pur-

poses has crept in at Constantinople, the sovereign is supposed to be

ignorant of the fact, and it may not on any account be displayed in

his presence, or in passing any of the royal residences.
'* That day I was detained in Pera longer than I expected ; and
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darkness had set in by tlie time the wherry in which I returned
reached Orta Khoi. After I had paid the fare, and was walking up
the beach, the boatmen followed and endeavoured to impress some-

thing upon me, with much emphasis of manner, but without disre-

spect. My impression was that they wanted to exact more than
their fare ; and as I knew that I had given the right sum, I, with
John Bullish hatred at imposition, buckled up my mind against

giving one para more. Presently the contest between us brought
over some Nizam soldiers from the guard-house, who took the same
side with the boatmen ; for when I attempted to make my way on,

they refused to allow me to proceed. Here I was in a regular
dilemma, and was beginning to suspect that there was something
more than the fare in question ; when a Turk, of apparently high
authority, came up, and after a few words had been exchanged
between him and the soldiers, I was suffered to proceed.

*•' As I went on, up the principal street of the village, I was greatly
startled to perceive a heavy earthen vessel, which had fallen with

great force from above, dashed in pieces on the pavement at my
feet. Presently, such vessels descended, thick as hail, as I passed
along, and were broken to sherds on every side of me. It is a

marvel how I escaped having my brains dashed out; but I got off

with only a smart blow between the shoulders. A rain of cats and

dogs is a thing of which we have some knowledge ; but a rain of

potter's vessels was very much beyond the limits of European ex-

perience. On reaching the hospitable roof which was then my
shelter, I learned that this was the niglit which the Armenians, by
whom the place was chiefly inhabited, devoted to the expurgation
of their houses from evil spirits, which act they accompanied or

testified by throwing earthen vessels out of their windows, with
certain cries which served as warnings to the passengers : but that

the streets were notwithstanding still so dangerous that scarcely

any one ventured out while the operation was in progress. From
not hearing these cries, my danger was of course two-fold, and my
escape seemed something more than remarkable : and I must confess

that I was of the same opinion when the next morning disclosed

the vast quantities of broken pottery with which the streets were
strewed.

•' It seems probable that the adventure on the beach had origi-

nated in the kind wish of the boatmen and soldiers to prevent me
from exposing myself to this danger. But there was also a regula-
tion preventing any one from being in the streets at night without

a lantern : and the intention may possibly have been to enforce

this observance, especially as a lantern would this night have been
a safeguard to me, by apprising the pot-breakers of my presence in

the street."—
j5»p.

119—122.

The chapter on
"
Society," is full of melancholy

interest, and will, we doubt not, create a strong sympathy
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for those whose privations it so feelingly describes. But
the most instructive portion of the work, in a moral point
of view, is the section on "Disqualifications/^ It is

mainly personal, and details the struggle by which this

extraordinary man has overcome the difficulties of his un-

happy condition. The consideration of his struggles and
of his success, may stimulate the industry and put to

shame the indifference of many a more gifted, but less

energetic mind.
We should very much desire, if our space permitted, to

add a few extracts from this most interesting chapter.
But as the work is easily within the reach of every reader,
we must content ourselves with a general and most hearty
commendation. Of its companion volume—''

Blindness,'^—it is impossible to speak too highly; and indeed we
doubt whether the latter be not, upon the whole, the

more likely to prove generally interesting. With those,

however, who recollect the personal character of the essay
on Deafness, from which we have extracted so largely,
it cannot fail to secure great and lasting popularity.

Art. III.— 1. Pouvoir dii Pape an Moyen Age. Par M.
Directeur au Seminaire de St. Sulpice. Nouvelle Edition,
considerablement augmentee. Librairie Classique de Perisse

Freres, 8, Rue du Pot-de-Fer-Saint-Sulpice, Paris.

2.—Power of the Pope in the Middle Ages. By M.
Director in the Seminary of Saint Sulpice. New Edition.

THE object of the work before us is to trace the rise

and progress, the nature and grounds of the temporal
sovereignty of the Holy See in Italy, and to account for
the power of the Pope in deposing secular princes during
the middle ages, by the maxims of public jurisprudence
which prevailed at that time. It is also preceded by an
introduction, which contains a detail of the temporal pre-
rogatives bestowed on the ministers of religion by the

people of antiquity, particularly under the first Christian
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emperors. In our review of the work, we shall confine
ourselves to giving a sketch of the views of the ingenious
and learned author, and to condensing, as much as

possible, the facts and arguments by which they are sup-
ported. The subject, we doubt not, will recommend
itself sufficiently to the reader; and we are not without

hope that the considerations to which it has given occa-

sion, may be of use to refute the charge of ambition and
usurpation, so often brought against the Holy See, on
account of its influence in temporal affairs during the
course of the middle ages.

It is not our design to dwell long on the temporal
honours bestowed upon the ministers of religion in ancient
times. By all the great nations of antiquity, the religion
of the country was regarded as an object of vital impor-
tance. Their first legislators and most eminent philoso-

phers called it the basis of society, the ground-work of

every government, the guardian of .the laws, the chief

source of order and subordination; and hence arose the

honours, the wealth and distinctions conferred upon those
who discharged its sacred functions. The priests of

Egypt possessed one-third of the landed property ; a great
part of the civil administration was entrusted to them ;

and it was from their body that the monarch himself was
regularly chosen. In Greece and Rome, the priests were
held in the same esteem, and enjoyed valuable distinc-

tions. Some idea of their wealth and authority may be

gathered from the fact, that Cato proniised the priesthood
of Paphos to Ptolemy, as a compensation for the kingdom
of Cyprus, of which the Romans were unjustly depriving
that unhappy prince. The Roman emperors themselves
took the title of chief pontiff, and claimed the privileges of

that office, when they wished to concentrate the whole

authority of the state in their own hands.
The honours granted to the ministers of the pagan

worship would naturally be transferred to those of the
christian religion, when that became the prevailing creed.

Or rather, the superior excellence of their character, the

certainty of their divine institution, the exalted powers
which they had received from their Founder, would secure

to them still greater respect.
^

The virtues of the primitive

bishops and other clergy, their disinterestedness and gene-
rosity, their talents and capacity for business, their tender
affection for the people committed to their care, the pious
uses to which they devoted the liberal contributions of the
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faithful, tended more to promote their credit. They ren-

dered the most essential services to society by the virtues

which they practised, and the morality which they taught.
Their examples and instructions counteracted the degene-
racy of pagan morals, infused a new spirit and energy into

society, and by that means delayed for a time the fall

of the Roman empire. Nor were their services confined

to this secret influence on society in general. ^
They not

unfrequently took a more active part in affairs. They
undertook difficult and delicate negociations, they acted

as mediators between the emperors and the barbarian

invaders, whose impetuosity nothing could withstand;

they aided the imperial officers in the defence of for-

tified towns, and animated their inhabitants to a vigo-
rous resistance. St. James, by his sanctity and prudence,
twice saved Nisibis, his episcopal city, from the attacks of

the Persians ; and the great pope St. Leo, rescued Rome
as often from the plunder and destruction threatened by
Genseric and Attila.

While the bishops and clergy presented themselves with
so many titles to public regard, it is not surprising if

honours and wealth began at an early period to flow in

upon them. Even before peace had been granted to the

Church, the treasures of some particular churches had
become an object of temptation to the avarice of the perse-
cutors. The conversion of the emperors to Christianity,

opened new and more abundant sources of wealth. Mag-
nificent churches were every where built, and richly en-

dowed, by the pious munificence of Constantino. Accord-

ing to the account of Anastasius in his life of St. Sil-

vester, the value' of the precious ornaments, bestowed by
Constantino on the Constantinian Basilica in Rome,
amounted to the amazing sum of <£.68,000 ; and the same
church received a yearly income of £9,346. The most
considerable men of the state were often chosen bishops,
and generally bequeathed their property to their ^es. The
See of Rome in particular was continually receiving new
accessions of wealth. Before the close of the seventh

century, it possessed the whole country stretching along
the coast from Genoa to the Alps ; and the patrimony of
that church in Calabria and Sicily, brought an annual
income of £16,000.
The same causes which tended to enrich the clergy,

introduced them to a share in civil authority. They were
VOL. XX.—NO. XL. 4
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not merely exempted from the jurisdiction of secular

courts, and from other public burthens, though it does not

appear that they were free from the obligation of paying
taxes upon property long after the time of Constantine.
The bishops were empowered by different emperors to act

as arbitrators between contending parties, to watch over the

observance of several municipal regulations, to superintend
the proceedings of merchants, inspect weights and mea-
sures, look after the public works, protect the weak and

defenceless, choose the defenders of cities, and administer
their revenues along with three other principal men. In
the time of St. Cyril, the jurisdiction of the patriarch of

Alexandria was so great, that it began to give umbrage to

the governor of that city. The same patriarch was autho-
rized by the emperor Justinian, to keep heretics out of

civil and military employments in the province of Egypt.
From the end of the fifth century, the patriarch of Con-

stantinople was frequently summoned to political assem-

blies, particularly those held for the election of a new
emperor, over which he had considerable influence.

During the four first centuries, the civil authority of the

bishops of Rome kept pace at least with that of the patri-
archs of the other great cities of the empire. Under the

reign of Honorius and Theodosius the younger,^ we find

them empowered to hinder the meetings of heretics, close

their churches, deprive them of their goods, and send their

chief leaders into banishment. Afterwards a number of

circumstances concurred which gave the Roman Pontiff

still greater weight, and at last rendered his power sove-

reign and independent.
The repeated inroads of the northern barbarians, the

successive domination of the Heruli and the Ostrogoths
had nearly extinguished the empire in the West. Its

ancient glory seemed indeed revived for a time by the

arms of Narses and Belisarius ; but the triumph was tran-

sitory, and lasted only as long as the victories of these

celebrated generals. The establishment of the Lombards
in Italy in 572, gave the power of the emperor a new
shock, from whicli it was destined never to recover ; and
in proportion as his power was diminished, that of the

Roman Pontiff was enlarged and extended.

From the settlement of the Lombards in Italy, Rome
and the adjoining States began to look up to the Roman
Pontiff as their only resource amid the calamities which
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oppressed tliem. His protection was no less necessary to

the exarch or imperial governor, whom he assisted in

levying taxes, qnelling seditions, aijpeasing riotous dis-

turbances, and above all in negotiating with the Lom-
bards, who trusted the word of the Pontiff, and respected his

authority, much more than that of the governor. By the

time of St. Gregory the Great, whose pontificate corres-

ponds with the commencement of the Lombard monarchy
in Italy, so great a share in the management of affairs

had devolved on the pope, that St. Gregory complains of

the temporal cares which engaged his attention. In pun-
ishment of his sins, he said, he had been made a bishop of

the Lombards rather than of the Romans, and he might
be thought to act the part of a governor, much more than
that of a pastor of souls.

^

In fact, we find him discharging
all the functions of a chief magistrate or viceroy, sending
governors to fortified towns, commanders to the heads of

armies, giving his instruction to the bishops and officers

for the defence of cities threatened with a siege, now treat-

ing with the Lombards, now negotiating with the empe-
rors of Constantinople, perplexed and harassed alike by
the perfidy of the barbarians, and by the vexatious con-
duct of the emperor's officers.

The emperor should have been grateful for the exertions
of the pontiff in support of his declining authority. On
the contrary, he made it his policy to thwart his measures
and defeat his plans.^

Instead of seeking to conciliate the
affections of the Italians, warmly attached to the Catholic

faith, he alienated and irritated them, by appointing over
them heretical governors. These, not content with

secretly opposing the designs of the pope, sometimes
threatened his life and liberty with danger. The Italian
militia had several times shown a disposition to take up
arms in defence of their spiritual ruler, whom they were
already accustomed to look upon as the only person capa-
ble of managing their temporal interests. This manifes-
tation was made in a more special manner under the pon-
tificate of (Gregory II. and we may assign the important
revolution that took place in his time, about the year 726,
as the true origin of the temporal sovereignty of the pope
in Italy.
The Lombards, increasing in boldness and extending

their conquests,^ had taken llavenna, and made themselves
masters of the imperial fleet. Paul, the exarch, irritated
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by the loss, was instigated to wreak his impotent vengeance
on the pope by forming designs against his life, which
were only defeated by the fidelity of the Romans and the

fenerosity
of the Lombards. The emperor Leo, the

saurian, a violent partisan of the Iconoclasts, was venting
his fury with no less rage in the East by destroying the
sacred images, and had even issued general orders for

their demolition in Rome and in Italy. The pope resisted,
as he ought, his heretical mandate. The Italians, sur-

f)rised

alike at his neglect and violence, concerned for the
ife of their pontiff and the danger of their faith, left at
the mercy of the Lombards, and obtaining no succour
fi'om Constantinople, could not any longer remain quiet.
A general insurrection was fomied throughout Italy ;

separate leaders were chosen to take the command of the
several states ; and serious proposals were made of having
Leo deposed, and another emperor elected in his stead.

At this crisis, the pope interfered with all the weight of
his authority. In hopes of converting Leo, he would not
allow the Italians to disclaim their allegiance to that empe-
ror, who was neither able to enforce, nor careful to

secure it himself.

It is true that, in the account of these events, there is a
difference between the Italian and Greek historians. The
Greek authors following Theophanes, a writer of the 8th

century, ascribe the conduct of the Italians to the instiga-
tion of Gregory, eager, as they say, to separate Rome from
the East ; they also accuse him of inciting the Italians to

withhold the payment of the taxes. But Theophanes is

a weak writer, deserving of little credit on the affairs of

Italy, because he wrote at a distance from the scene of

events, easily listened to popular rumours, and, besides, is

blamed for frequent anachronisms and other mistakes. He
was also likely to be swayed by the prejudices which the
Greeks of Constantinople had already begun to conceive

against the people of Rome and Italy. Paul, deacon of

Aquileia, who wrote a history of the Lombards in the 8th

century, and Anastasius, the librarian, who composed his

life of Gregory II. in the following age, are in every
respect more deserving of belief, both on account of their

better opportunities of information, and their known repu-
tation for exactness and fidelity. These authors represent
the conduct of Gregory in a very different light. Anasta-

sius, indeed, speaks of a refusal to pay the taxes, but
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merely as the pretext, whicli Paul tlie exarch alleged, to

justify his designs against the life of the pope ; at least,

this is a construction which, with great probability, can
be put on the expression employed by the Latin historian.

Both this writer and Paul the deacon equally agree in

praising the moderation of Gregory, his efforts to prevent
a new election, and his exhortations to secure the submis-
sion of the Italians to the emperor Leo. This, too, is the

only conduct consistent with the character and habitual

principles of Gregory, whose forbearance in trying circum-
stances has been commended by authors of every party—
who, when he could have employed means of terror, only
had recourse to arguments of persuasion to soothe the

emperor, and who afterwards assisted the exarch in putting
down Petasius, when that pretender to the empire was
raising a dangerous insurrection in Italy. Gregory thus
showed no symptoms of a desire to supplant the emperor ;

but, on the contrary, exerted himself to maintain his

authority. Yet, at the same time, such was the influence

of his position and character, so great was the confidence
which the Romans reposed in him, and so small was the
hold which the emperors of Constantinople now retained
of Italy, that the power of the pope was more real than
that of the emperor, that the sovereign pontiff* was already
selected by the wish of the people to be their temporal
ruler, and that Gregory, in all probability, might have
assumed the title, as he possessed the power, had he
chosen to accede to the desire and expectation of the
Roman people and other Italian states.

Gregoiy II., however, and his immediate successor, free

from all ambition for worldly power, resolved to wait till

events should take a still more decided turn in their favour.
It was not long before the continual encroachments of the

Lombards, and the hostile conduct of the eastern emperor,
obliged Gregory III. to apply for protection to Charles
Martel, mayor of the palace under Thierry IV. In the

year 741, a solemn embassy was sent to Charles ; the title

of consul was offered to him, in the name of the pope, of
the nobles, and people of Rome. The pope's letter to him
was written in virtue of a decree adopted by the chief men
of the city; that letter declares that the Romans had
renounced their allegiance to the emperor, and that they
placed themselves under the protection and invincible

clemency of Charles. This step is perfectly justifiable.
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upon the principles admitted even by the great Protestant

jurists, Grotius and Puffendorf ; who aver that the sub-

jects of a sovereign can transfer their obedience to another

master, when their own is unable to defend them, and to

save them from impending ruin. Such was the danger of
the Italian States, and such was the impotence of the
eastern emperors in the pontificate of Gregory III. The
application w^as rendered ineffectual by the death of the

pontiff and Charles ; but, in the year 753, a similar appeal
was made to Pepin D'Heristal, and carried into effect by
Stephen II.

Astolphus, king of the Lombards, and the formidable

enemy of Home, was at the gates of the city, which was
under a close blockade ; messengers had been sent to

Constantinople, but no succour obtained; the negociations
attempted with Astolphus had failed in like manner. In
that extremity, the pope had no other choice than to apply
to France, and implore the protection of Pepin. That
prince was as ready to grant his assistance as Stephen was
to sue for it. In a general assembly of the nobles, held at

Quierzy-sur-Oise, he took a solemn engagement to restore

to the Holy See the Exarchate of Ravenna, the other ter-

ritories and towns seized by the Lombards, and he himself,

together with the i)rinces his sons, signed a grant to that

effect. He twice crossed the Alps—once in the year 754,
and the second time in 755, gained repeated victories over
the Lombard monarch, finally compelled him to sue for

peace, and to restore, by a solemn and authentic deed, in

755, the territories and cities in question to the Roman
jDontiff. The country thus ceded was bounded on the

north and east by the Po and the Tanaro, on the south by
the Apennines, and on the east by the Adriatic Sea, con-

taining in all twenty-two towns, including Narni in

Umbria, which was also comprised in the grant. It

deserves particular remark that, in the various acts and

negociations relative to this affair, the cession is styled a

restitution, and ought justly to be considered as such, since

the provinces ceded had been forsaken by the emperor,
since they had placed themselves under the protection of

the pope, and since they only returned to the sovereign of

their own choice when they went back to him. Pepin,
therefore, was fully justified in rejecting the pretensions of

the eastern emperor over these provinces. That emperor
had long ago resigned them, and forfeited his title by his
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weakness ; and the victorlons arms of Pepjn had con-

quered them for another. The Roman pontiffs had also

acquired a full and perfect right to call the Roman people
and republic their people and subjects—the subjects of the

pope and of the see of Rome. Such was the language
employed from this time by the popes themselves, by the

senate of Rome, and by the French monarchs, Pepin and
Charlemagne, which last prince was destined to confirm
and fully consolidate the grant already made by Pepin.

Invited to the assistance of Adrian, as Pepin had been
to that of Stephen II., Charlemagne crossed the Alps
with the same rapidity, defeated Didier with still greater
ease, besieged him in Pavia, his capital city, took him
prisoner, and sent him to end his days in a monastery in

France. He renewed the grant of Pepin, and added still

more extensive territories. In return for these and other

important services, he was saluted emperor by the Roman
people in 800, anointed and crowned by the pope, who
likely thought that the title of emperor was due to him,
who, by the right of conquest, by the extent of his domi-
nions, and by the necessity of the times, possessed its

effective power. In consequence of these different acts,
the claim of the emperors of Constantinople over the west
was completely annihilated ; and the temporal sovereignty
of the Roman pontiffs over the Exarchate of Ravenna and
the dukedom of Rome was finally and permanently estab-
lished.

From this simple statement of facts, it is now possible
to deduce the grounds upon which the temporal sovereignty
of the popes is founded, and to ascertain the time at which
that sovereignty commenced. It plainly results from
what has been said, that the power of the popes in Italy is

not founded on any pretended grant of Constantino, which
was probably fabricated in the 9th century, nor on any
assumption of divine right, which was not put forward by
the popes of those ages, nor on the ambition and intrigues
of the popes themselves, who, on the- contrary, were
remarkable for their moderation and forbearance at the
time that this temporal sovereignty was acquired. The
true causes, therefore, to which we are to attribute it, were
the imperious control of circumstances, and the legitimate
wish of the people of Rome and adjoining states—who,
harassed by the Lombards, and deserted by the emperors
of the east, thought themselves entitled and compelled to
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entrust their temporal interests to the vigilance of the pope.
The right, thus originally grounded on the desire of the

people, was still further confirmed by the grant of Pepin,
who lent the sovereign pontift' the aid of his victorious

arms, who conquered back for him what would otherwise
have been seized and appropriated by the Lombards, and
thus superadded the right of conquest—with respect to the

exarchate at least—to the other titles which the Holy See
already possessed.
Such being the foundations of the temporal sovereignty

of the popes in Italy, the date of its first rise and origm is

clearly to be placed under the pontificate of Gregory II.

Until that time the Roman i)ontifi*s had made no preten-
sions to independent power; and it was precisely in the

pontificate of Gregory II. that the Italian States were so

much oppressed by the Lombards, so completely forsaken

by the emperors of the east, that they were under a neces-

sity of looking around for a new master, and leaving
the whole management of affairs in the hands of Gregory.
It was plainly the desire of the people that he should be
their sovereign ; it is no less certain that, in the circum-

stances which then existed, they had a right to choose a

sovereign for themselves ; and it is equally clear that the

position of Gregory, and the confidence which all parties

placed in him, pointed him out as the only person worthy
of their choice. He might therefore, had he thought pro-

per himself, have immediately acceded to the wish of the

people, and declared himself independent of Constantino-

ple. Gregory, however, and his successor, entirely fi-ee

from that ambitious and domineering spirit, with which
the see of Rome has been so generally charged, demurred
for some time. They continued to give the eastern empe-
rors the titles and honours of supreme power, while they
themselves enjoyed the reality. At length, the conquest
of Pepin determined them to consult more effectually the

good of their people, to withdraw themselves from all com-
munion with an ^ ancient master, whose unsubstantial and

superannuated title w^as now become an incumbrance
to the country, and to place themselves at the head of a

people, whom they alone could save from anarchy, or the

oppression of a foreign yoke.
The conquest and grant of Pepin is, then, the epoch

from which we may date the first establishment of the

pontifical power over the exarchate of Ravenna. Nor is
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there any reason for assigning a different date to the origin
of the x^ope's sovereignty over the dukedom of Rome.
For, though that province had not been conquered from
the Lombards, it was the interest of the country and the

call of the people that the pope should take upon himself
the same jurisdiction there as in the exarchate ; and no
cause could now deter the pontiff from assuming, at the

time assigned, the right which was thus put into his

hands. At the same time, it must be owned that the

right of the popes to the dukedom was as full and complete
as that which they possessed over the other province.
Their sovereign authority was not shared with the Roman
senate, which long ago had fallen from its ancient in-

fluence, and never seems to have recovered anything
more than a municipal jurisdiction within the city. It

was not divided with the king of France, who, indeed,
had received the title of patrician of Rome ; but this

was merely an honorary title, which constituted him the

protector, the guardian, and defender of the Holy See ;

but by no means the independent sovereign of Rome,
a title ever after claimed and exercised exclusively by
the popes.
The supreme power with which the Roman pontiffs

had been thus invested from the grant of Pepin, they
retained undiminished under the Carlovingian and Ger-
man emperors.

^
Charlemagne, in the testament where he

professes to divide his whole dominions between his sons,

entirely omits the states subject to the pope, which
certainly he would not have done had he considered them
as part of his enipire. In 817, Louis le Debonnaire, in a
diploma of which the authenticity seems well proved,
declares that he claims no power over the pontifical states,

except when the pope may think proper to apply for his

protection. Similar expressions are also employed by the

emperors Otho I. and Henry II. The Romans, in their

oath of allegiance to the emperor—from the time of Ser-

gius II., at least, in 844—swore fidelity to him under the

good pleasure of the pope, and saving the obedience they
owed to him. If some lingering marks of respect were yet
given to the emperors of the east, they were called forth

solely by the remembrance of the power which they had
formerly possessed in Italy. When Charlemagne was pro-
claimed emperor by the pontiff and people of Rome, they
did not mean to confer upon him the sovereignty of their
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city, but merely a more dii?iiified title and august charac-

ter, suited to the extent of his dominions in the other parts
of the west, and intended to make him a more zealous

protector of the Holy See. In that capacity, Charlemagne
^nd some of his successors received testimonies of respect,
and were allowed to exercise acts of jurisdiction, which

might seem more properly to belong to an independent
sovereign. By these marks of respect and condescension
the popes honoured them for their services and the aid of

their arms, often necessary against powerful enemies and
intestine disturbances. But they never once made any
proposal, nor were called lipon, to resign to them the

supreme power, with which they themselves had been
invested over the states that had submitted to their tem-

I)oral sway.
Whatever opinion may be entertained regarding the

origin and grounds of the temporal sovereignty of the

Holy See, its establishment in itself cannot fail to be con-
sidered as an admirable disposition of Divine Providence.
As long as the great majority of Catholics belonged to

one and the same empire, the head of the church might
without inconvenience be a subject of that empire. But
when Europe was split into a variety of states, subject to

different sovereigns, endless causes of partiality, jealousy,
and disunion would have arisen, had the pope been under
greater obligations to one prince than to another. If he
had remained a simple individual or private subject, he
could not have enjoyed the liberty necessary for the dis-

charge of his duties as head of the universal church. The
circumstances, therefore, which raised him to the rank of

a temporal sovereign, are to be attributed to the dispensa-
tions of a wise Providence, Who regulates events for the

good of religion, Who saw how necessary it was that the

sovereign pontiff should have temporal power enough to

be independent, but not too much to divert him from the

discharge of his spiritual functions, and gave him exactly
that moderate degree of power.
The influence of the pope, however, was so strongly felt

in the middle ages, that it could not be long confined
within the narrow boundaries of his own particular States;
it soon extended itself, in the most extraordinary manner,
to the other nations of Europe. From the tenth century,
these nations formed a kind of republic, of which the pope
was recojxnized as the head and dictator. In matters of
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great and general concern, his anthority was appealed to,

and his decision received with submission. He could even
cite kings and emperors before his tribunal, pronounce
sentence against the refractory, excommunicate and de-

pose them, and release their subjects from their oath of

allegiance. It has been often questioned upon what

grounds the sovereign pontiff could assume the extraordi-

nary power of deposing secular princes; the examination
of this point is the subject of the remaining part of the

work, which we have undertaken to review.

The deposing power itself was long and undisputably
exercised, before men thought of inventing systems to

account for its existence; and, as different principles and
circumstances, well-known at the time but now forgotten,

may have concurred in establishing it, it may be perfectly

justifiable in its origin, though it may be now difficult to

explain it by any one system free from all objection. We
shall, however, notice one or two opinions that have been

proposed on the subject, and then proceed to explain that

of the author.

The first is that which derives the temporal power
of the pope directly and immediately from divine insti-

tution. This opinion, which seems to have been first regu-
larly proposed by John of Salisbury, bishop of Chartres,
in the twelfth century, excited little attention in his

time, but afterwards occasioned great discussions, when
princes began to circumscribe the temporal power of the

Holy See. According to this system, the Church and the

Pope have received immediately from God a full and com-
plete power to govern the world, both as to spiritual and
temporal matters. The spiritual authority they must
exercise themselves; the temporal jurisdiction is to be
entrusted to secular princes, as their ministers and dele-

gates. As the secular prince has but a subordinate and
delegated authority, his acts are subject to the revisal and
judgment of the pontiff, who can rescind them, and
revoke his jurisdiction when he sees reason for so

doing.
This opinion, which entirely subjects the temporal to

the spiritual power, was greatly modified, and gradually
supplanted by that of Bellarmin. Instead of a direct

authority, Bellarmin attributes to the popes only an indi-

rect jurisdiction over temporal affairs. Their spiritual

power alone they hold directly and immediately from
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God ; but as a consequence of their spiritual power, they
can interfere in temporal matters ; they can call sove-

reigns to account, and even depose them, when the

greater good of religion requires that they should exercise

such authority.

Independently of a divine right, which is the basis of

the two former opinions, attempts were made in the six-

teenth century, to explain the temporal power of the pope
over princes by the positive laws and public jurisprudence
of the middle ages. This explanation was employed by
the Catholic writers who denied the right of Elizabeth
to the throne of England, and that of Henry IV. to the
crown of France ; afterwards it was formed into a regular
system by Fenelon. According to Fenelon, the pope has
no divine right, direct or indirect, to depose princes, and
absolve their subjects from their oath of allegiance; he
accounts for the deposing power on wholly different

grounds. He maintains that, in the middle ages, it be-
came a universal persuasion, that sovereign authority
could be entrusted to none but an orthodox prince ; the

people agreed to obey his orders fiiithfuUy, provided he
himself remained submissive to the Catholic religion; that
was an essential condition, on which they committed the

supreme power to him, and took their oath of allegiance.
With regard to the Iloman Pontiff, he has certainly a
divine right to explain the obligations of oaths, and there-

fore, in virtue of the same right, could decide when the

subject was released from his oath of fidelity, which he
took to his prince. By divine right also, and in virtue of
the spiritual power entrusted to him, the pope can excom-
municate heretical and notoriously scandalous princes ; by
the jurisprudence of the middle ages, deposition was
inseparably annexed to excommunication. And as the

pope had from God power to pronounce sentence of ex-

communication, and to explain the obligation of oaths, so
he was chosen by the people to pronounce sentence of

deposition against the monarch, whom he found guilty of

violating his solemn covenant with his subjects. The
deposing power then, in the system of Fenelon, is founded
directly and immediately on human and positive right, on
the maxims of public jurisprudence adopted and recog-
nized by the Catholic states of the middle ages. But, at
the same time, and in consequence of this same recogni-
tion, it was closely and intimately connected with the
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divine right of excommunicating ; it was bound closely to

it, as much as a human institution can be to one that

is divine, so that, by an easy transition, and a slight inac-

curacy of language, it might be said to rest on the same
basis and proceed by the sanie rules. Thus Fenelon

explains his system ; and, in this sense, the author of the
work under review has undertaken to develop it at greater
length, and establish it by the authentic monuments of

history.
He begins by pointing out several important circum-

stances which gradually paved the way for the great influ-

ence which the popes acquired over secular princes, and
which gradually gave birth to that jurisprudence, on
which their subsequent power appears to him to have
been founded.
The first of these circumstances was the nature of most

governments in Europe, during a great part of the middle

ages. It is confidently affirmed by those who have

studied, with the greatest care, the history of the monar-
chies estabHshed on the ruins of the Roman empire, by
Lingard, Hallam, and Guizot, that these governments
were as much elective as they were hereditary. The suc-
cessor of the deceased monarch was generally chosen
from among the princes of the royal blood ; but he might
be the nearest heir, or removed at a greater distance ;

proximity of kindred never gave (in undisputed title to the
succession. This was the case in particular with the

government of the Visigoths in Spain, with that of the

Anglo-Saxons, and that of the Francs under the second
and probably under the first race of their monarchs.
The authority of the half-hereditary, half-elective mo-

narch, was greatly circumscribed by the control of the

general assembly of the nation. What were the limits of

the jurisdiction claimed by that assembly have never been

exactly ascertained, nor were they perhaps precisely de-
fined at the time. But it is certain that, as the choice of
the sovereign belonged to the members who composed it,

they would annex to his possession of the throne, such
conditions as they might judge best calculated to pre-
vent the abuse of sovereign authority; and further, the
determination of these conditions would depend greatly on
the wish of the clergy. They formed by far the most
influential body in the national assemblies ; their concur-
rence was deemed necessary for the appointment of the
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new monarch ; and consequently their conditions and feel-

ings would give the tone and bias to the terms, upon
which it should be agreed that the monarch would receive
the crown.
The influence of the clergy in the national assemblies,

and on every public^ occasion, was owing to the decided

superiority of their virtues, their talents, their information,
and their capacity for^ business. Prejudice itself has
borne an illustrious testimony to the pre-eminence of the

clergy, particularly those of the monastic orders, in all

these respects. Voltaire, Hallam, and Guizot, have been

obliged to own that it was the Catholic clergy of the mid-
dle ages, that saved learning from a general wreck, pre-
vented Europe from relapsing into barbarism, and formed
the connecting chain between the civilization of ancient

times, and the revival of arts and learning among the
moderns. The influence of the clergy was attended with
efl'ects more salutary, and more immediately beneficial to

their country. They laboured with success to repress the

rage for war, to check the licentiousness of arms, to mode-
rate the violence of those brutal passions, which in the mid-
dle ages formed a striking contrast with the sense of reli-

gion, that was still generally retained. They sought to

infuse a more regular spirit into the judicial proceedings
and legislation of the half-barbarous nations of Europe.
The people were taught by them, and the monarchs aided

by their counsels. Almost all the men of merit that

appeared in what are called the dark ages, were found either

in the palaces of bishops, or the cloisters of monasteries.
The services which the clergy thus rendered to society,
were paid back to them by the gratitude and deference of

all classes. They were allowed to occupy the first ranks
in wealth, honours, and civil preferments. By the emi-
nence of his station in the church, the Roman pontiff
would enjoy in proportion a superior influence in govern-
ment. In times of tumult and disorder, when the rights
of individuals were but little recognized, and when the
dead letter of the law was seldom consulted, the voice of
the pope was the only rule that could command respect, or
enforce obedience. His person was considered sacred ;

the spiritual weapons which he wielded were universally
dreaded. The most powerful monarchs courted his pro-
tection, and dreaded his enmity ; some of them, to secure

themselves more efiectually against the rebellion of their
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subjects, and the encroachments of their enemies, acknow-
ledpred themselves vassals of the Holy See.

^

This practice became fi-equent, and the jurisdiction of

the popes grew more extensive during the crusades. In
that vast and wide undertaking, it was necessary that
some one person of undoubted authority should take the

lead, and give the impulse to the otherwise discordant
mass. This task devolved on the popes, who regulated
the taxes to be levied, prescribed the march of the armies;
and one pope, Pius 11. , at a very advanced age, was on
the point of placing himself at the head of one of the cru-

sading armies. Princes and other temporal lords, during
their absence in the Holy Land, placed their dominions
under the protection of the Roman Pontiff, who thus ac-

quired a right to interfere in the general affairs of Europe,
which he would be likely to retain, after the cause which
gave birth to it had ceased.

Another cause of the influence of the clergy and sove-

reign pontiff, was the civil effects attached to public
penance and excommunication. From the fourth to the

eighth century at least, those who were under a course of

public penance, were disqualified for any civil office dan-

gerous to salvation. When public penance had fallen

into disuse, the civil disabilities which excommunication en-

tailed, by the concurrence of the temporal sovereigns, were
still more considerable. Before the time of Gregory VII.,
the person who was excommunicated, and who refused,

dm^ing the space of a year, to give satisfaction to the

Church, was deprived of all his civil rights, and even de-
barred from the common offices of social intercourse,
though this last part of the punishment was afterwards
modified and mitigated. When the sovereign imitated
the crimes and obstinacy of the subject, it was a natural

consequence that a similar punishment should be trans-

ferred to him. Thus the censures of the Church would
render him liable to lose his prerogative and crown ; and,
as these censures are an inalienable branch of the spiritual

jurisdiction, the sovereign pontiff would, in consequence,
acquire a kind of control over the very right by which
monarchs held the crown, and by which they were entitled

to the obedience of their subjects.
That the pope was universally believed to possess the

power of deposing secular princes, and absolving their

subjects from their oath of allegiance, (upon what grounds
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is anotlier question which we shall examine afterwards,)
is invariably proved by their repeated and confident

assumption of this power, with regard to the most power-
ful princes and emperors. In 1076, the Emperor Henry
IV., was deposed by Gregory VII. ; in 1160, Frederic I.

was deposed by Alexander III. ; in 1211, Otho IV., Em-
peror of Germany, and John I., King of England, were in

like manner deposed by Innocent III. ; and in 1245,
Erederic II. by Innocent IV. Philip I. of France, was
excommunicated and deposed by Urban II., in a very
numerous council held at Clermont in 1095. On one

occasion, Henry II. of England was intimidated by the

simple threat of excommunication and deposition, uttered

by the legates of the pope. When Richard the Lion-

hearted was detained captive by the Emperor of Ger-

many, his mother, Eleanora, entreated the pope to employ
the power, which he had received from God over all kings,
in procuring the release of her son. Now, could the pope
have arrogated to himself such an extraordinary juris-

diction, could he have dared once to exercise it, and would
the weakest prince in Europe have submitted to his pre-

tensions, unless there had been a universal conviction that

the pope really possessed that power, which at this day is

thought so exorbitant? It was in presence, too, of the

princes themselves, or their ambassadors, in assemblies

which may be considered as the states-general of Europe,
that the sovereign pontiff ventured on the exercise of his

power over them. In the third and fourth councils of

Lateran, held in the year 1179, and in the year 1215,

excommunication, the loss of their civil rights, and the

alienation of their lands, were denounced against temporal
lords, who should favour heretics, or refuse to execute the

orders of these councils against them ; and Frederic I. was
excommunicated in the general council of Lyons, held in

the year 1245. Now these councils may be considered as

universal assemblies, as general diets of the nations of

Europe. Princes as well as bishops were convoked to

them, and represented in them by their ambassadors.

And it was in the face of these illustrious meetings, in

presence of the representatives of the crowned heads of

Europe, that the popes carried their authority over tempo-
ral sovereigns to its widest stretch ; nor did any one think

of questioning their right, or resisting their pretension.
The persuasion, that justified them in the assumption of
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the deposing power, was so universal, that even those who
are least favourable to the temporal rights of the Holy
See, do not deny its existence. Bossuet bears witness to

it ; Fleury owns that kings themselves had the same per-

suasion; and Leibnitz concurs with Catholic writers in

attesting the prevalence of a belief, that the pope had
received some authority over kings themselves.
While it was thus universally believed that the pope had

a general jurisdiction over the different sovereigns of

Europe, it was well known at the same time, that he had
a more special right over some states in particular, which
had owned him as their liege lord, and whose princes had
submitted to him as his vassals. This was the case with

regard to England in the time of king John ; the same
thing had also taken place with regard to the kingdom of

Arragon in Spain, with regard to Sicily, the Venetian

Republic, and the German empire in a particular manner,
which was accounted a fief of the Holy See, on account of
the great influence of the pope in the nomination and
deposition of the emperor. The Roman pontiff gave the

imperial crown to Charlemagne, the first of the Carlovin-

gian emperors, and to Otho, the first of the German empe-
rors. His influence in the choice of the emperors of Ger-

many was always great ; and it was from him that they
received the title ; nor could they assume the ensigns of

their imperial dignity before they had been anointed and
crowned b}'' him, and before they had sworn fidelity to

him.
It would be easy to multiply proofs in favour of the per-

suasion, that attributed to the Roman pontiff a general
control over secular princes, and a power to depose them ;

but enough has been said to convince us of its existence.
We are now to pass to the grounds upon which the pope
enjoyed that great control, and possessed that deposing
power. We may confidently assert, that it must have
rested on some solid basis—that it must have been derived
from some real right, from some imperious cause, operating
in favour of the See of Rome. Otherwise a persuasion so
universal could never have prevailed ; nor could the popes
have exercised the power with so much confidence. Even
though it had been without foundation, the popes were
fully justified in the assumption and exercise of it, by
reason of that universal belief which attributed it to them.
But we are far from owning that no satisfactory grounds
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can be assigned for the origin of that deposing power.
According to the system of Fenelon, and the opinion of

onr author, it rests on the maxims of pubhc jurisprudence,
adopted and recognized by the Catholic nations of the
middle ages.

Either that foundation is to be assigned, or the opinion
which grounds the deposing power on divine right. But
this opinion seems to have been first proposed by John of

Salisbury in the 12th century; and the deposing power
w^as exercised long before that time, besides that the popes
in all preceding ages had taught the distinction and
mutual independence of the spiritual and temporal powers :

the deposing power must, therefore, have had some other
foundation. At least, the opinion of divine right does not

preclude us from seeking any other reasonable and well-

founded explanation of the power of Rome over secular

princes, as that opinion was never authoritatively taught or

recognized by the Catholic Church. It is not clearly
established by the bulls of any of the sovereign pontiffs,
nor was it professedly acted upon in any of their pro-

ceedings.
In the bulls in which sentence of excommunication and

deposition is pronounced, the pontiffs begin, it is true, by
appealing to the power of the keys ; and declare that, in

virtue of the prerogative of binding and loosing, they
excommunicate princes, depose them, and release their

subjects from their oath of allegiance. At first view, it

might be thought that these pontiffs rest their sentence of

deposition, as well as that of excommunication, on the

spiritual power, of which they are the depositaries. But
let two things be borne in mind, and these expressions can
be explained without recurring to any divine jurisdiction,
either direct or indirect, over temporal matters. The pope
has a divine right to excommunicate; he is also appointed
by divine authority to explain the sacred obligations of

oaths ; in consequence of the jurisprudence of the middle

ages, deposition was inseparably joined to excommunica-
tion, and the oath of allegiance consequently ceased to be

binding. The pope, therefore, could tru^ say that, in

virtue of the keys, he gave sentence of excommunication ;

he could say also, though in a sense somewhat less strict,

that he released the subject from his oath of allegiance,
since he declared with authority that the obligation of that

oath had ceased to exist. As he went along, it was natural
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to join in the bnll what was invariably connected in the

jurisprudence of the times; and in the same tenour of

sentence, and, as it were, with the same breath, depose
him who had already lost his crown the moment he was
excommunicated. If this explanation be objected to, it is

certain, at least, that the popes set out with the sentence
of excommunication : this sentence was immediately con-
nected with the appeal to the keys, and it is enough that
it was founded on the divine institution, whatever might
be the case with regard to deposition, in order to justify
the expressions of the popes. Some of them, in later

times particularly, may, in
^

their private opinions, have
inclined to the system of divine right. But as they nevei'

gave any decision in favour of that opinion, we are to

believe that they used the expressions of their predecessors
in the same sense that they did ; that they were satisfied

of the reality of their power, without seeking to determine
the precise grounds of it ; and that they did not wish to

give any decision on a disputed point, thus left to the free

discussion of the schools. This decision was not given
even by Boniface himself, in his famous bull

'' Unam
Sanctam.'^ After speaking in bold terms and strong lan-

guage of the superior excellence of the spiritual power, and
of the inferiority of the temporal, he concludes merely by
declaring, that all human creatures are subject to the pope,
carefully avoiding to add, in temporal matters. The bold

expressions used in his bull are still further explained by a
declaration which he made in the council where its publica-
tion was resolved upon, that he did not mean to usurp the

jurisdiction of kings.
No stronger argument in favour of the opinion of divine

right can be drawn from the proceedings and acts of the

popes, than from their bulls and the sentences of excom-
munication and deposition which they pronounced. The
acts, by which they are said to have made over whole king-
doms, islands, and a great part of the continents of Asia
and America, to the kings of Spain and Portugal, were
nothing more than the decisions of an umpire, freely chosen

by two parties, to settle the boundaries of their discoveries,
and fix the limits within which each was to extend his

conquests over countries immersed in barbarism, and open
for civilization and the publication of the gospel. For in
these famous donations, the sovereign pontiff had the dif-

fusion of Christianity in view, more than any design to
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extend their temporal jurisdiction. They exercised their

power over temporal sovereigns without ever assigning the
divine institution as the certain right upon which it was
either directly or indirectly founded: consequently, we
are at liberty to adopt any other system/ in order to explain
the power which they exercised.

The system, which it remains now to propose, is that
-which derives the deposing power fi'om the public jurispru-
dence of the middle ages—from that established maxim
and point of law, adopted and recognized in the Catholic
monarchies which succeeded the Roman empire, particu-

larly from the 10th century, by which the monarch, who
incurred sentence of excommunication, was deprived of his

crow^l if he refused to give satisfaction to the Church
within the temi of one year. We have seen how univer-

sally the persuasion prevailed, that the one was the inse-

parable consequence of the other—that no heretical or

excommunicated monarch could reign over a Catholic

people. Now, what could be the cause and foundation of

a conviction so widely spread ? It was not the pretended
donation of Constantine, which at most could be the foun-
dation of the temporal sovereignty of the popes in Italy.
It was not the opinion of divine right, introduced after the
conviction in question had been freely established. Nor
could a persuasion so widely diffused, on a point so inter-

esting to all the sovereigns of Europe, have been founded
on a universal error, on a daring and bare-faced usurpation
of the spiritual over the temporal power. It must, there-

fore, have originated from the jurisprudence of the times,
from the maxims of established law—not indeed drawn up
by professed law-givers, nor set down in legislative codes,
but engraved on the minds of all classes of society, agreed
upon and ascertained in their mutual intercourse, expressed
by their united wish and unanimous desire—that deposi-
tion should be the invariable consequence of excommuni-
cation ; that the pope should be authorised to deprive that

prince of his crown, who himself should throw off his alle-

giance to the Church.
This jurisprudence was even consigned to writing, and

contained in codes of law, with regard to the Geraian

empire at least. For in the Saxon and Swabian codes,
written in the 1.3th century, which had great authority in

Germany from that time to the 16th century, it is declared

that sentence of deposition, pronounced by the pope, de-
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prived the emperor not only of his title, but also of all his

employments and honours, and allowed the electors to

choose a new emperor. The condition here prescribed was

long kept up in the German empire. Charles V. was
chosen emperor on the express understanding that he
would defend the Christian republic and the sovereign
pontiff, of whom he bound himself to be the protector.

In other states the same jurisprudence was supposed or

acted upon, even in pretty recent times. It was appealed
to by the Catholic writers of England, who denied the

right of Elizabeth to ascend the throne of England.
Philip 11. of Spain was guided by it, when, in 1598, he
made over Belgium to his daughter Isabella, and her
future husband, Albert of Austria, on condition that they
and their descendants would continue to profess the Catho-
lic religion. So late as 1808, the Catholic religion was
declared in Spain to be the religion of the king and coun-

try. The king of Sicily loses his crown if he professes
another than the Catholic worship. It was only on the

promise of renouncing Lutheranism, that Frederic Augus-
tus I. w^as allowed to ascend the throne of Poland in 1697.
The partisans of the League in France assigned, as the

chief motive of their associating, the ancient custom and
fundamental law of the country, which obliged the
monarch to profess the Catholic religion ; and Henry TV.
w^as not acknowledged king until he had bound himself by
oath, in 1589, to maintain that religion in his dominions.
Relics of the same jurisprudence have been retained in

some Protestant states, in England, Sweden, and Nor-
way, which require the sovereign to be a Protestant,
though they proceed rather upon a motive of hatred to the
Catholic creed, and a desire of excluding Catholics from
the throne, than upon any motives of attachment to their

own worship.
It would seem therefore that it was a recognized maxim

in Catholic states, that no heretical prince could reign
over them ; that excommunication, in like manner, de-

prived the monarch of his crown ; and that, upon this

maxim, the power of deposing was entrusted to the sove-

reign pontiff, as he had the power to excommunicate.
This system, as explained by the author of the work we
have been analysing, was favourably received at its first

appearance by several periodical publications, and learned
men in France and Italy. The principal objection to it.
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which is taken from the expressions of the popes in their
bulls of excommmunication and deposition has ah'eady
been removed. The assertion, that such a degree of tem-

poral power, as that which was exercised by the popes in

the middle ages, is incompatible with the character of

spiritual authority, does not require a very long answer.
It will be difficult to prove that the ministers of religion
are incapable of enjoying any civil rights and privileges ;

and if they be once allowed capable of civil authority,
what other rule shall be assigned to fix the limits of their

qualifications, than the general good of religion and the
benefit of society ?

The system which we have been explaining was known,
before it was proposed and proved at length by the author.
It had already been adopted by Fenelon; Bossuet had some
notions of it; and Leibnitz seems not to have been un-
favourable to it. It was generally followed by the doctors
of Louvain, before the dispersion of that University in 1787.
In a general sense, it may be said to have been followed

by a variety of authors, both Catholic and Protestant, who
concur in justifying the power exercised by the Roman
Pontiff over sovereigns, by the necessity of the times, and
the needs of society, which had no alternative between

yielding a dictatorial sway to the pope, or becoming the

prey of the brutal passions of the kings, emperors, and
military lords of the middle ages. What other cause

gave rise to the jurisprudence, of which we have been

endeavouring to establish the existence, but an intimate

conviction that it was imperiously called for by the cir-

cumstances of the times ? And what also but similar cir-

cumstances would authorize the pope to interfere, even in

the system of a divine and indirect jurisdiction attributed

to him? If his inteiference were without effect, he had
better stand aloof, and abstain from all acts of authority.
But if he saw that his interposition was useful, that it was
even necessary, that it was called for by the wish of the

people and the good of religion, there is no doubt but all

laws, divine and human, made it not only a lawful act, but
even a duty: as in private society, the individual who
would have influence enough to oppose a rising quarrel,
and prevent a grievous dissension, would certainly
be expected to exert his interposition, and take upon
himself the useful office. There is no fear that Rome will

abuse the power, which the opinion of a jurisdiction
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indirectly founded on divine right, attributes to tlie popes.

They exercised the power with effect, while circumstances
rendered it useful and necessary. As circumstances

changed, they let it fall into disuse; they allow the systems,
which were formerly agitated and discussed so loudly in

defence of it, to sleep in silence. And if we may form
a judgment from recent manifestations of Pius VI. and
Gregory XVI., they have no disposition to revive preten-
sions, which would only rekindle the jealousy of princes,
and excite the flames of dissension, without producing
any beneficial consequence.
To justify the power of the pope in the middle ages,

independently of all systems, we must go back to the
times which called for the exercise of it. Speculatists and
ingenious men ma;^ differ in the opinions by which they
seek to account for its origin and existence. The incalcu-
lable advantages to society which it produced, and which

immeasurably outweigh the occasional inconveniences
with which it may sometimes have been attended, are its

best and amplest justification. The temporal power of the
Roman pontiff over secular princes in the middle ages,
was a salutary and necessary check on their lawless pas-
sions. It must be remembered that these princes were as

yet but half-civilized barbarians, not accustomed to

restrain their appetites, and surrounded by every opportu-
nity of indulgence. It must also be borne in mind, that
the modern checks on the royal prerogative, the direction

of ministers, the votes of parliament, the dreaded voice of
the peers, did not and could not exist in the state of

society pecuhar to the middle ages. In those times it was
the established opinion that the monarch was the visible

representative of God, from Whom he derived his authority,
and by Whom he was invested with a character and power,
to which all ranks owed unmingled reverence and defe-
rential submission. The subject dared not call his con-
duct to account; he could not question the lawfulness
of his orders, nor utter an objection to the widest stretch
of his royal prerogative. Unawed b}^ their subjects, feebly
restrained by their advisers and cpuncillors, violent and
turbulent sovereigns enjoyed every opportunity^ of indulg-
ing passions the most dangerous to society, had they not
been amenable to some higher tribunal, had they not
owed an account to a superior, whose person was still

more sacred than their own, whose authority was more
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venerable, and whose influence was great enough to deter
them from the gratification of their violent appetites, by
the only punishment that those monarchs dreaded, the
loss of power and the degradation from royalty. The
chair of St. Peter was the only tribunal that possessed
these advantages; and it had also that of being occu-

pied by persons, who generally joined experience with

age, and who, free from the ties of marriage, were stran-

gers to those temptations which contribute most to

betray the understanding, and to blind the judgment.
In the use of the power entrusted to them, the Roman

pontiffs proceeded on the whole with uncommon modera-
tion. By a forbearance unexampled in histoiy, they never

employed their influence in the rest of Europe, to increase
their own particular states. They sought to make no
new additions to their justly acquired sovereignty. They
struggled indeed with firmness and spirit that it should
suffer no diminution; but that is a duty, which every
independent sovereign owes to himself and his subjects.

Generally contenting themselves with admonitions and
threats, they never proceeded to the exercise of their

dreaded power, but against the most profligate and scan-

dalous monarchs, whose outrageous excesses, and insults

to public decency, could not have been passed unnoticed,
without adding the royal authority to 'vices that degrade
human nature and undermine society. The pope de-
fended the rights of the clergy against simoniacal sove-

reigns, who would have made religion a gain, and the

clerical dignities a sacrilegious traffic ; he was the guardian
of the liberties of the people ; he watched over the purity
of the marriage-bed; it was his occupation to compose
feuds, heal dissensions, and repress that rage for deeds of

violence, which frequently made every kingdom of Europe
one scene of warfare and bloodshed. The popes them-
selves have indeed been accused of being the causes of

those desolating wars, which wasted Italy and the German
empire during some centuries. But the ravages of those

wars, and their continuance, have been greatly exagge-
rated; and the real source from which they originated,
were the vices, the ambition, and unbounded pretensions
of the German emperors. The popes contented them-
selves with acting on the defensive. They undertook war
to protect their own dominions, and to enforce their lawful

decisions ; and it must also be borne in mind, that on the
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part of the Roman pontiff, these wars were entered upon
in defence of a sacred principle, and in support of rights,
which could not have been renounced without endangering
society itself. The stand which the popes made in those

times of anarchy and confusion, maintained a regard for

public order, which was in danger of perishing, and which,

kept alive by them, was afterwards destined to renovate

society and restore civiliziition. While the popes were
called to employ a power over sovereigns, they exercised
it with a finii, a steady, and a temperate hand. As cir-

cumstances changed, with slow and mature prudence
they altered their practice ; they gradually withheld the

thunders of the Church, they sheathed the sword with
which they had so long overawed kings and emperors, and
confined themselves more exclusively to the exercise of

their spiritual supremacy, which no circumstances can

diminish, nor time circumscribe.
In conclusion, he who looks back to the state of society,

which gave the sovereign pontiff so great an influence over

secular princes, who calls to mind the universal persua-
sion of all Catholic nations that thought him entitled to

it, the various principles which may be adduced as the

solid basis on which it was grounded, the moderation and
wisdom with which it was generally exercised, and the

beneficial consequences with which the exercise of it was
attended, must either pronounce that power a wise, a just,
and necessary institution, or he may despair of being able

to justify any established authority that was ever held

by the most legitimate and undisputed titles.

Art. IV.—The Life of the Rev. Joseph Blanco White, written

hy himself with portions of his Correspondence. Edited by
John Hamilton Thom. 3 vols. Chapman, London: 1845.

CERTAINLY,
if Catholics had been anxious for a

party triumph, this work would not have remained so

long unnoticed in the Dublin Review. Who can forget
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the prominent place filled by Mr. Blanco White during
the controversy on the Catholic disabilities ? The great
value of his exposure of the

''

Popish" system, and of his

adherence to the English—the high qualities of mind
displayed in his rejection of the

''

corrupt tenets" in

which he had been educated, and his passing over

(through atheism) to the light of ""pure Christianity"—•

the unexceptionable orthodoxy of his present opinions—
such were the general topics of eulogy among the great
body of those, who alone at that time bore the name
of

''

high churchmen" in the English Establishment.""'

The object of their admiration lived to express such
sentiments as the following :

*' What is called the Pro-
testant religion is nothing but a mutilated system of

popery; groundless, incongruous, and full of contradic-

tions. The Protestant divines are the most effective mis-
sionaries of Rome. Surely, if we are to bow down to some
Church, people will find more attractions and much more
consistency in that of the pope, than in that of the arch-

bishop of Canterbury." (July 14th, 1835.) Again, "Never,
oh God! did the world behold a more insolent usurpation
of power, wealth, and dignity, in Thy name, than that of

the English Church. The English Church preser\^es all

the pride and boldness of the darkest period of popery in

the midst of light and knowledge What she does,
and what she aims at, requires and shows a 'inove arrogant
spirit than that which actuated the boldest of the pre-
tended vicars of Christ." (vol. iii. p. 291—2.) What re-

* For instance, Mr. Soutliey (the poet-laureat) says of Mr. White's work
against Catholicism,

*' You have rendered...a most essential service to these king-
doms and to the Clnistian cause.... I have never been more affected than bj' parts of

this volume—never more satisfied than by the whole of it." He adds: " Words-
worth (the poet) is impressed just as I have been." (vol. i. p. 415.) Mr. Cole-

ridge says:
*' It is indeed delightful to me, on so many points, to find myself

liead, heart, and spirit, in sympathy with such an intellect and such a spirit as

yours." (vol. i. p. 419.) And afterwards: "
ISIy nephew, the Rev. E. Coleridge of

Eton, a most sincere lover and admirer of yours, is, with his brother Henry, to

spend the day with us. They both anxiously wish for a personal introduction to

you. (p. 423.) Presently we find him "
correctijig Spanish Tracts for the Society

for Promoting Christian Knowledge.''^ (p. 424.) Even so late as 1 835, Ur. I'hilpotts
of Exeter "is glad of an opportunity of sending to him his warmest regards; and
telling him how glad he should be to hear from him." Dr. Philpotts

"
neglected

during a course of time writing to you, (i. e. Mr. White,) for particular reasons,
now at an end, and Mould be delighted to have you tell him as much about your-
self as you can and will." (vol. iii. p. 180.) T > go to a different religious school.

In 1830, the present titular archbishop of Dubli (then head of a hall at Oxford,)
dedicates a volume to Mr. White, and subscribes himself with deep-felt esteem and

veneration, his faithful and affectionate friend, Richard Whately. (Erroi-s of

Romanism, 1st ed.)
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fleeted light these sentiments may throw back on the
worth of his previous denunciations of Catholicism, it may
have perhaps, by this time, occurred to his former admirers
to consider.

And this retribution has been most justly merited. A
party which could admire a work of such profane ribaldry
as the

"
Popular Evidences against Catholicism" of 1826,

and which could listen to its author, and call on the world
to listen to him, in his attacks on a religious creed, have
no right to be scandalized or taken by surprise, no, nor
to turn their backs on their chosen champion, into what-
ever depths of unbelief and irreligion he might fall. And
far more solemn and profitable thoughts will be awakened
by this kind of comparison than by the former ; by dwell-

ing on the stages of the evil progress of unbelief, than on
the discomfiture of a part}^ The unhappy man who, in

1826, had learnt from the English religious world that to

scoff at Saints and saintly practices was in no way incon-
sistent with vital and evangelical Christianity, in 1835

publicly and for ever renounced belief in the Lord who
redeemed him ; in 1836, in the inspiration of Scripture, )

(see e. g. vol. ii. p. 200) ; in 1837, in
''
an extra-mundane V

Deity," (see vol. ii. p. 361); in 1838, in any personal exist- ^

ence of man after death, (vol. iii. p. 38.)

It is not our intention to enter at any considerable

length upon an examination of the present work. It has no
longer the interest of novelt}^; and as far back as last June,
had already been made a subject of two very carefully and
ably written articles, in the ''Quarterly Review," and in

the
''
Christian Remembrancer." To the latter we would

especially refer our readers, as containing a most in-

teresting analysis of Mr. White's character and histoiy,
illustrated in many places by very profound and appo-
site remarks, and mixed with very little^ against which
any Catholic is bound to protest. It is, indeed, a relief

unspeakable to have such a duty taken off" our hands;
for the deep unhappiness, the almost ceaseless suffering, of
Mr. White's life, makes it a heart-rending task to speak
of his character and principles with that stern severity
which is their due. Most blessed is the dispensation,
which hides from hitman eyes the real position of any
individual in God's sight ; which keeps from us any cer-

tain information, and which makes it our duty to refrain

from thinking on the awful question, how far God's general
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denunciations are fulfilled in any particular case ; and
which saves us, therefore, from the positive knowledge, that

this unhappy man's misery here was but the prelude and
foretaste of an infinitely deeper and more unmixed misery
hereafter.

Still, it seems hardly well that so remarkable a work,
concerning so closely the Catholic body, should come
before the English public, without some record, at least, in

the one quarterly periodical which the Catholics of these

kingdoms possess ;
—a work, too, which carries with it so

much the more importance, as containing a history of what
is in part the external exhibition, in part the anticipatory
rehearsal, of a process of thought which is at present
passing through many minds, some of them highly gifted.
To Catholics it must ever be an object of deep, however

painful, interest, to watch in these days the final issue of

Keformation principles : and of these principles Mr.White is

an especial embodiment; both fi'om having begun himself in
his own person as a Catholic, and also, partly perhaps,
for that reason, from having followed out his infidel princi-

ples to their conclusions with greater rapidity than has
been often witnessed. Nay, we may say that the very
absence in his later history of the grosser vices, and his

great affectionateness and refinement of feeling, make him
still more an appropriate pattern and specimen of the
heretical principle, as exhibiting it free of admixture with
the more open and acknowledged forms of sin.

The writers above referred to have natm-ally given most
of their attention to Mr. White's second declension into

infidelity from his Anglican religionism : for a parallel

reason, our interest is naturally fixed on his first. But
in fact, apart from this consideration, the essential princi-

ple of his scepticism must be discovered by observing his

behaviour towards the religion of his childhood. Nothing
can be more clear to any one attentively reading these

volumes, than that his second religious fervour was no real,

vital, soul-felt warmth, but a merely apparent and super-
ficial glow, reflected, as on a corpse, from the surrounding
influences. Truly, it was not to be expected, that a mind
which had thrown off the whole deep and solemn cycle of

Catholic devotion, should have found much to edify or

arrest it in such religious exercises as
''

reading the diates-

saron" every day for half-an-hour, *'and praying over that
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part which he read ;" (vol. i. p. 319.) or, again, '^uniting in

a hymn while tea and cakes were handed about.
'^

(p. 498.)
We shall make no scruple, then, in giving two or three

quotations of some length from the earlier part of the first

volume: which will sen^e two purposes— the illustration,

first, of the then state of the Spanish Church; and,
secondly, of the then character of Mr. White's mind. On
the latter head we shall, for the present, suspend our obser-

vations, and leave our readers to form their own judgment.
But, in regard to the former, it will be as well to observe,
that we are going to place before them the picture, drawn
by an adversary, of what is usually considered by oppo-
nents to be, as nearly as possible, the most revolting exhi-
bition of Catholicism which ever existed. The Spanish
Church, before the French Revolution, is a very by-word
among Protestants for ever^^thing that is hollow, tyrannical,
and corrupt : a gloomy and narrow-minded bigotry, or else

concealed atheism, on the part of the priests and educated
classes ; a mere formal observance of the external duties
of religion, divorced both from spirituality and from social

morality, on the part of the people ; such is the view held

commonly among us, and fostered not least by Mr.
White's own reports, as to the real condition of that Church.
We are not choosing, then, some exceptional and specially
favourable case, which may throw a specious colouring over

error; but, on the contrarj^, an exhibition of religion, in

which pretty well all Catholics of the present day would
confess that there is more or less which they cannot

simply admire : nor are we citing any partial testimony, but
that of one who never could speak of Catholics with ordi-

nary sobriety and patience. The only qualification to be

made, (and which, for the sake of Mr. White's character,
ought to be made,) is, that the author has throughout
taken great pains in avoiding intentional exaggerations ;

a trait of character which really desei*ves most especial
mention, when one considers the feelings of violent

hostility entertained by him towards the system he is

describing.
If there be one thing more than anotlier which those

who strive to live in God's fear and love bitterly and
unceasingly lament, it is the poison they may have sucked
in during their early years from the perusal of evil works.
Is there a Protestant Body in existence which takes pains—we will not say, commensurate with its importance, but
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any real methodical pains whatever—to protect youth
from this fearful danger? And how infinitely small a

matter, when compared with the neglect of such protec-

tion, is any narrow-mindedness or bigotry which may
happen to accompany the affording it ! Let the reader
observe how the Spanish Church performed this part of

her duty; and the degree of gratitude evinced by this her
child in return.

*' My ignorance, in other respects, though not greater than usual in

those of my age and circumstances, was complete. I had never
read any book but the Lives of the Saints, contained in the Annee
Chretien, a devotional book, translated into Spanish.* A music-

master, who attended me at this latter period of divided attention

between the mercantile office and the Latin Grammar, lent me a

copy of Don Quixote, which I read by stealth. I do not recollect

any enjoyment equal to that I received when concealing the history
of Don Quixote from all the family, I devoured it in a small room
which was allotted to me that I might study my lessons undis-

turbed. Even Don Quixote was considered a dangerous book by
my father.

" The only object which that truly excellent man had in view was
to make me religious, in his own sense of the word, and in perfect
deference to the opinions of the priest who directed his conscience.

" My mother acted in strict conformity with these views : yet,

being a person of great natural talents, she could not but, now and

then, wish for something less gloomy and contracted than the

system imposed upon her by the divines of her Church.
*' Of the excellence of my parents' hearts, of their benevolence,

their sincere piety, it is impossible to speak too highly. I have
drawn their characters to the best of my power in l3oblado's Let-

ters. Their misfortune and my own, as far as my happiness

depended on their influence, was their implicit obedience to the

system of religion in which they lived and died. In accordance

with what that system established as Christian perfection, they
endeavoured to bring me up consistently with the models pro-

posed by the Church of Rome. By keeping me from the society of

other children, they imagined they could preserve my mind and-

heart from every contamination."—Page 9, 10.

In the place of *'Don Quixote," or other such works,
the following will explain the food with which the Church

* Mr. White was at this time fourteen years old. He learned writing and
ciphc ring, and a certain portion of mercantile arithmetic, at eight years old, when
lie was destined for a merchant; he also learnt Latin of a master. On changing
his views, he went to school to learn Latin more thoroughly; and mentions by
name Cicero and Virgil as authors whicli were placed in his hands. This of course

qualifies, and was intended to qualify, the statement in the text.
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desired to satisfy his heart and his imagination, while she

disciplined his will.

"The practical part [ofmy education] consisted in a perpetual round
of devotional practices, of which I still preserve ^Ae most painful recol-

lection. I absolutely dreaded the approach of Sunday. Early in the

morning of that formidable day, when I was only eight years old, I was
made to go with my father to the Dominican Convent of San Pablo,
where his confessor resided. Twice in the month was I obliged to

submit to the practice of confession, which my father went through
every Sunday. In the Church I had to wait for nearly two hours

before breakfast. A short time was then allowed for that meal ;

after which we went to the cathedral, where I had either to stand

or kneel (as there are no seats) a couple of hours more.
**

Many times did I faint through exhaustion ; but nothing could

save me from a similar infliction on the succeeding Sunday. At
twelve we returned home ; dined at one ; and set out at three for

another church, where we spent about two hours.
" After prayers, if the season allowed it, we took a walk, which

generally ended in visiting the wards of a crowded and pestilential

hospital, where my father, for many years, spent two or three hours

of the evening in rendering to the sick every kind of service, not

excluding the most menial and disgusting. He was twice at death's

door, in consequence of infection. But nothing could damp his

philanthropy.''
—Page 10, 11.

So far as the details of his religious life were influenced

by his father, that compulsion ceased when he was fourteen

years old.

Take a later period of his life.

** As soon as I left the Dominican schools for those of the univer-

sity, I chose a confessor, (every young person piously brought up is

expected to have a regular director of his conscience,) at the

Church of the Oratory of St. Philip Neri. The character of that

society is of a peculiar kind
; the members are secular clergymen—

i. e. are not bound by religious vows
; they live, nevertheless, in a

building somewhat resembling an English college, with a public

chapel attached to it. Their constant attendance in the confes-

sional, the number of masses which are daily celebrated in the

chapel, and the splendid services which they perform on certain

festivals, attract a great number of religious people. These fathers

of the Oratory were supposed to preserve by uninterrupted tradition

the true method of directing consciences, for which the Jesuits had
been in high repute. As a natural consequence of this notion, the

large religious party who had been friendly to that order, had
transferred their spiritual allegiance to the sijiall society of priests
who were considered the successors of Loyola's sons. I had imbibed
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from my mother a great respect for the Jesuits ; and as many of

the better sort of students at the university frequented the Oratory,

my first independent choice of a confessor fell upon one of the

members of that establishment.
" The Church of the Oratory had, moreover, another very great

attraction for me. Music was so constantly performed in it, that

St. Philip Neri might be called the Spiritual Opera House of

Seville. The good fathers of the Oratory had, however, contrived

that their music should cost them nothing. They courted the acquaint-
ance of the best professional musicians, and had their services in

return for spiritual advice and temporal countenance. As there

were a considerable number of amateurs in the town, whose gratui-
tous assistance might add strength to the orchestra, the fathers had a

gallery in the Church, concealed by lattice-work, where the gentle-
men performers, on different instruments, might mix with the pro-
fessional musicians, unseen by the congregation. Far from people
of rank looking on this kind of performance as derogatory, they
considered it as an act of devotion. As I was no mean performer
on the violin, my musical services were highly acceptable to the

fathers. To me, the frequent opportunity of joining in a large
orchestra was a source of great enjoyment. 1 could indeed reckon
on an hour's practice every Sunday in the afternoon ; and during
the three or four great festivals, as the music was nearly incessant

from early in the morning till sunset, I used to play till my fingers
were ready to bleed. But I will describe my regular occupations
on Sundays during this period of my life.

*'

Very early in the morning—i. e., about seven in winter, and
six in summer—I repaired to tbe Oratory, of course without break-

fast, as having to receive the communion. The church was, indeed,
full at the dawn of day; and though each individual quitted it

when his private devotions were over, (which would take an hour
and a half on an average,) the constant succession of new comers

kept it in a crowded state till about ten. I believe there were ten

confessional boxes in the church, and nearly as many altars. Every
one of the confessionals was surrounded with a crowd of expect-
ant penitents ; the men kneeling in front, the women squatting at

the sides, where the confessional is furnished with the tin or brass

plates, pierced with numerous small holes, through which the

females speak to the priest. It would probably take half an hour
before my turn to confess arrived, and as kneeling was always a

Tery painful posture to me, I considered that the hardest duty of

the day. After confession, I received the communion without

delay; for a priest in his surplice and stole was in waiting, in the

early part of the morning, to give the consecrated wafer to as many
persons as were ready to receive it. A fresh administration of the

sacrament took place every five minutes. After this, I attended

one of the private masses— i. e., was looking on, while the priest
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went through It—which is all that the Church of Rome requires, on

pain of mortal sin, on Sundays and festivals.*

"After mass I went home to breakfast. The rest of the morning
was passed with some of my fellow students ; and (after the estab-

lishment of the academy,) in the literary exercises which I have

described. Dinner was at one o'clock, and did not employ more
than half an hour. At three, I walked again to the Oratory of St.

Philip Neri, to join in the music, for the sake of which I endured a

sermon of an hour or an hour and a half. A walk with some of my
friends who attended the same church concluded the day.

*' From the age of fourteen, however, I had a daily task of devotion

to perform, which was exceedingly irksome: I mean, reading, in an
audible voice, the whole service for the day out of the Breviary,

Though T read it very rapidly, it was impossible to repeat the whole
in less than an hour and a quarter.

" This duty (as I was made to believe) could not be omitted with-

out incurring the guilt of mortal sin. Nothing could be more

injudicious than to lay this burden on a boy of my age and temper.
But my mother wished to see me attached as early as possible
to the clergy, by the ceremony called First Tonsure, which is pub-
licly performed by the bishop. A title, called a chapelry, scarcely
worth four pounds a year, was soon after obtained for me, and I

received what in the Church of Rome are called the Four Minor
Orders. These circumstances placed me under the law which

enjoins the daily reading of the breviary. I might still quit the

clerical profession ;
but as long as I continued a member of the

clergy, to omit that reading would have been as heinous a sin as

any in the long list of actions, which (in the language of the
Romanist divines) exclude from a state of grace.! From my four-

teenth to my seven-and-twentieth-year
—the age at which, for a time,

I became an unbeliever in Christianity
—I never omitted this most

burdensome practice, except under serious illness. I had, besides,
to submit to another devotional task, scarcely less burdensome.

"Among the Roman Catholic pietists (I use the name of a German
party, because I fear I should give offence by applying a more
English denomination,) the most approved remedy for all spiritual
evils, the most certain method of rising to perfection, is what they
call Oracion Mental. Were I to render that name by the words
Mental Prayer, I should not give an accurate notion of its mean-

ing. To call it mental prayer would give the idea of petitions con-
ceived by the heart, but unexpressed by words

;
but that is only a

part of the lowest stage of the practice. The name Meditation, by
which also it is known, embraces more fully the true notion of this

spiritual panacea. The person who is about to go through this

* It is not worth while here setting right this misconception.

t It can hardly be worth while to point out, that things indifferent in them-
selves become duties when ordered by competent authority.

VOL. XX.—NO. XL. 6
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exercise, shuts himself up in a room, or retires to some dark corner
of a church, and having read a kind of skeleton sermon, of which a

great variety is found in the Spanish books of devotion, kneels

down, closes his eyes, and tries to spin out the three or four points

proposed for meditation into sundry mental ponderings, interspersed
with appropriate internal ejaculations. To be able to move oneself

to tears, is considered a most satisfactory sign of Christian progress.
This is not a mere popular fancy. The Church of Rome looks upon
a constant propensity to shedding tears as a peculiar gift from

heaven, the existence of which is one of the proofs of sanctity ad-

mitted in the trial for canonization. It is called technically
donum lachrymarum. But to proceed with the oracion mental :

during that process not a word is spoken, except when a whole

congregation engage in it, with a priest at their head, who now and
then breaks out into devout exclamations, intended to move the
hearts of the meditants. I myself, soon after I was ordained a

priest (what, indeed, have I not done to be good, according to the

various systems of spiritual quackery?)—I myself was several times

the leader of this mystical farce. But, during a great part of my
boyhood and youth, my confessor required that every day I should

employ a whole hour—half of it in pious reading, and the other

half on my knees in meditation. It is impossible to describe the

annoyance which this practice gave me. With the watch before me,
and alternately leaning on either knee, in order to relieve myself
from pain, (observe, that nobody uses a hassock,) I tried to think
on the proposed subject ; yet all I could do was to reckon how

many minutes still remained. Nevertheless, being sincerely de-

sirous of doing my duty, I continued this practice many years. It

is, indeed, a matter of surprise to me at this moment, how I could,
for so long a period, submit to such a series of fatiguing practices,
and yet find time and mental strength for my studies. To feel

indignant, at this distance of time, may be absurd ; but it is with

difficulty that I can check myself, when I remember what I have
suffered in the name of religion. Alas ! my sufferings from that

source are still more bitter in my old age. No wonder that I

utterly dislike that vague name, and prefer to use that of true

Christianity. Religion may mean every mischievous absurdity
which still degrades and afflicts mankind ; true Christianity alone

is its antidote."—Page 23—29.

Again,—
*• The system of these spiritual exercises is a master-piece of

church machinery. I do not mean that the engineers, in whose
hands I have seen it work, were acting in the full consciousness of

deception. On the contrary, most of them partook of the delusion

which they worked upon others. Yet they could not but be aware
of the advantages which they derived from the system, and of the

influence it gained to their party.
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**0n an appointed daj, late in the evening, forty or fifty men of

different ages and professions, most of them from the higher and
middle ranks, and sometimes a few of humble condition, who were

either desirous of improving the effect of a former discipline, or

were induced to try a regular course of that spiritual medicine for

the first time, met at St. Philip Neri, and presented themselves to

Father Vega, the head of the establishment, whose permission to

attend the exercises they had obtained some time before. This

remarkable person had built an additional icing to the conventual house

of St. Philip Neri, for the exclusive purpose of the exercises, which were

repeated at least six times a year. He was unquestionably a man
of talent ; but his extraordinary influence arose chiefly from a deep
knowledge of mankind, great self-confidence, and a rough yet

impassioned eloquence, united, as it appeared, with the most ardent

feelings of devotion. That he was sincere, I have no doubt ; but

that he loved power, and sought it with the most consummate and
successful policy, is equally clear to me. No eastern potentate
could exceed him in that air of habitual command, which appals
the most resolute minds when drawn within its sphere. During
the period of six or seven years, when I frequented the establish-

ment of St. Philip Neri, I have seen hundreds of persons present-

ing themselves to Father Vega. But even those who came against
their will, and determined to remain unmoved, (as was the case

with many whom the archbishop of Seville sent to prepare for

orders,) could not but feel awed in his presence. There was, how-

ever, a surprising variety of tone, of phrase, and of manner in his

address ; which so perfectly suited the character and condition of

the person to whom he spoke, that one might have guessed who and
what they were from Father Vega's part of the dialogue. His

countenance, besides, was very striking
*' As the persons previously admitted, arrived, in the evening,

when the exercises were to begin, they humbly kissed Father

Vega's hand, and after the exchange of a few words, each was sent

to the room which he was to inhabit. These rooms were generally
double-bedded. Into them the whole company were distributed,

generally in couples. But, according to the rules of the house, all

conversa^on, except on indispensable subjects (which was allowed
in whispers,) was forbidden between the inhabitants of the same
room, technically called companions. Soon after this domestic

arrangement was over, a large bell announced the first meeting in

the chapel. That place was kept nearly dark. A lantern, closed

on all sides but one, threw its light on a statue of Christ expiring
on the cross. As the object of the sculptor was to strike the
Bcnses, without any regard to taste, the statue was as large as life,

with glass eyes, and the body so coloured as to represent flesh,

sprinkled here and there with blood. After the congregation had
taken their seats, in profound silence, one of Father Vega's assist-

ant priests read the subject of meditation for that evening. This
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reading generally lasted half an hour. At the end of it, all knelt.
For about a quarter of an hour nothing was heard but the pendu-
lum of the clock which was to measure a full hour for meditation.

Aware, however, that most of his spiritual penitents would lose

themselves in reverie, if left entirely to their own thoughts. Father

Vega assisted them with what, in the language of ascetism, are
called ejaculations. It seemed as if his thoughts, growing too big
and vehement to be contained in his breast, broke out in spite of

himself. At first the ejaculations were short, and came at long
intervals ; but they gradually grew more frequent and longer : till,

near the end of the hour, and just before the congregation were
allowed to rise from their knees, the monotonous chant of the

ejaculations was changed into agonising screams, accompanied with
a loud smiting of the breast, in which the congregation joined as

they were moved ; most of them repeating the words of the

director, and loudly calling for mercy.
" But the effects of Father Vega's art were not seen in full force

at the first meeting. He knew the human mind too well to attempt
the application of a sudden impulse which might produce recoiling.
As the same congregation were to remain under the operation of

his spells till the tenth day after his entrance, he could operate at

leisure. During that time the exercitants were not allowed to go
out of the house, nor to see their nearest relations, except for a
few minutes, once or twice during the whole time. The time of

rising was five o'clock in the morning. The employments of the

day consisted of three hours of meditation, at different times : one
hour of reading the life of a saint, to which all attended in chapel ;

and lastly, just before supper and retiring to sleep, an extempore
sermon by Father Vega, which lasted about an hour and a half.

" Nor was this strict and uninterrupted discipline the only means

employed to agitate and subdue the mind. There was a graduated
scale of spiritual terrors, which, when raised to a certain pitch
made way to a gleam of affecting joy. The third day of the exer-

cises was known to be the most terrific. The subject appointed for,

that day was the eternity of punishment. I cannot give an idea of

the ingenuity employed in striking the imagination by means of

this awful subject. Whatever can be contrived to
t(jj'ture

the

body, and agonize the soul- -all was described in the most vivid

colours. In the morning, the reading and meditation turned upon
the consignment of a wicked soul to hell. The bowlings of the

evil spirits, as they celebrate their triumph ; the first plunging of

the wretched being into the flames ;
its cries of despair, its blas-

phemies against heaven ; the applause with which the most horri-

ble expressions were received by the devil and his angels
—all were

given with shocking minuteness. The ejaculations of the director

added touches of lurid light to the picture ; and yet he would not

conclude with imploring mercy. That word could not pass his

lips. His voice gradually sunk, while sighs and sobs grew louder
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around him. Perceiving the moment when terror was at the

highest, he suddenly assumed a composed and almost familiar

tone, assuring his hearers that under the present impressions of his

mind, oppressed and sinking as it was under the idea of sin and its

appropriate punishment, it was impossible for him to speak of hope,
of mercy, of forgiveness. He must, therefore, dismiss his hearers

abruptly, and leave them to their own thoughts.
" He then clapped his hands, (the usual signal for departure,)

and retired into the vestry. As the congregation crossed the small

quadrangle before the chapel, on their way to their rooms, you
might think you saw forty or fifty prisoners who had received sen-

tence of death a few moments before. Some held their hand before

their eyes and scarcely could keep themselves from crying aloud.

Others looked down on the ground in the attitude of utter despair.
All seemed absorbed in grief.

*' The scene was, however, very different in the evening. The

reading, preparatory to Meditation, was of hope and mercy. The

ejaculations opened in a tone of voice which soothed the heart, so

lately harrowed with terror. A fresh flood of tears was now seen

to flow from the eyes of the congregation ; but they were tears of

gratitude, of tenderness, of love. A mere reaction of feeling might
easily account for this change ; but this reaction was not left to

chance. The very aspect of the chapel secured it. It was not

a gloomy vault as before. There were wax candles upon the altar,

amongst which a smiling picture of the Virgin Mary seemed to

greet the distressed penitents as they came in. The Virgin was,

indeed, the principal, the all-engrossing object of that evening. It

was through her that forgiveness was to be obtained : she was the

Mother of Mercy; she was all that language can express of love,

compassion, and sympathy. The Director's addresses to her as the

hour of Meditation was waning, were those of an enthusiastic lover

wooing his sovereign princess. In the midst of these raptures, the
sound of music was heard from a gallery at the farthest end of the

chapel. Several voices accompanied by instruments of various

kinds, sang the praises of the Virgin, the Refuge of Sinners.

(Refugiura Peccatorum.) At the same time, Father Vega rose

from his kneeling posture, and taking up the picture, presented it

for a holy kiss to every one present, t fear I shall be suspected of

an attempt to exaggerate ;
but I have neither leisure nor incli-

nation to write for effect. I state a mere fact, when I assure you
that the music was generally drowned in the convulsive cries of the

congregation.
*'This was the appointed time to begin the General Confessions.

That name is likely to lead Protestants into a mistake ; for it

means, not a general acknowledgment of sinfulness, but a detailed
account of the previous life of the person who is to make the gene-
ral confession. Every thought, word, and deed, nay, every doubt,

every uncertainty of conscience that can be called to remembrance,
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must be stated to the Priest, at whose feet the self-accuser kneels

during the long narrative."—Pages 35 to 43.

On a less prejudiced observer it will not be lost, that
sufficient care is taken to prevent the earnestness of the

penitents from evaporating fruitlessly in mere excitement.
The luxury of emotion would hardly carry a person
through a detailed confession of the sins of his whole life.

And if, from the latter part of this extract, some are

tempted to think that while our Blessed Lord is placed
before them as their Judge, it is His Mother who is

mainly held forth as the dispenser of mercy, let the con-
clusion of the whole be observed.

** The scene which the chapel presented on the last day of the

Exercises, cannot easily be described. The consecrated wafer was

exposed to view, encircled with gold and diamonds in a frame of

uncommon splendour and richness. The altar on which it stood,
was one mass of light, so numerous were the wax candles that
burnt upon it. The sound of music was interrupted only to give
way to the almost frantic strains of impassioned tenderness in

which Father Vega addressed the Deity, in whose immediate bodily

presence he conceived himself to be. I will not repeat any of the

remarkable, (it would be more correct to say objectionable,) expres-
sions used by the spiritual leader, most of them borrowed from the

mystic writers and some of the Fathers ; but whatever be their

source, I consider them not only as irreverent, but as bordering on

indelicacy. To conclude this already too long episode of my nar-

rative—before the dawn of the following day a High Mass was
celebrated by the Director, at which all the congregation received

the Communion. They then embraced (such is the Spanish cus-

tom) Padre Vega, and set out for their different homes."—
Pages 47, 48.

There is another scene which we wish we had room to

quote ; describing the self-flagellation of penitents in the
*'
cave of Father Santa Maria.

^' Mr. White considers the

practise in question to be
**

shocking and disgusting."—
Page 92.

On the whole we have quoted enough from Mr.
White's Memoirs, to show with.what consistent and un-
wearied care, and with how wondrously powerful ma-
chinery, the Spanish Church laboured at her great duty of

training souls for heaven, guarding them from all spot of

contamination, giving scope for their penitential and devo-
tional feelings, bringing heavenly truths in appropriate
awfulness and power before their minds—a machinery.
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in comparison with which any that exists in the Anglican
system is ludicrously impotent. Nor was his Church less

faithful, as Mr. White will be the first to assure us, to her
other especial duty, that of guarding the faith. The only
comment necessary on this subject, refers to an anecdote

quoted by the author, (vol. i. pp. 129, 130,) with an appa-
rent view of insinuating that it was common among the

great body of Spanish! Catholics to pay higher reverence
to our Lady than to her Son.'^' Of course there will be at
all times local corruptions here and there; and in the

present instance, the Bishop exerted all his authority to put
doiun the superstitious devotion to St.* Mary. But that
his anecdote is very far from a fair specimen of the general
feeling, curiously enough we have his own authority for

affirming. His anecdote goes to show that an image of
St. Mary was a prior object of devotion to the Host Itself.

Now it so happens, that many years afterwards, when ex-

plaining to a friend the cause why Catholic churches are
so much more reverenced than Protestant, he makes not
the most distant allusion to the images of the Blessed

Virgin which are there to be found. The one reason for

this reverence which he mentions is,
'^
the supposed bodily

presence of Christ in the consecrated wafers which are

constantly kept in most Catholic churches. Any one may
easily conceive," he adds, ''the power of this attraction
for a weak and credulous mind. Add to this, the sanctity
and inviolability which it gives to churches in the eyes
even of the otherwise most profligate believers. Hence it

is that a very slight superintendence preserves the utmost

quiet in the Roman Catholic temples.'^ (Vol ii. pp. 310,

311.) It will be difficult to make the world believe but
that reverence for our Lord must be very singularly deep
and genuine, where the belief in His immediate presence
has so powerful and so general an effect.

But there are two accusations against the Spanish
clergy, which, through Mi*. White's instrumentality, have
been so widely spread amongst us, that it will be neces-

sary to consider them with some little particularity. These
accusations are the prevalence among them of infidelity

* Mr. White's own comment on the anecdote is:
" It is ordained by the Church

that when the Host is exposed to view, it must have a decided precedence in

every point of worship. Yet the Virgin Mary leill always be the great favourite
qf the. people."
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and of immorality. Let us take them in the order we
have used.

As to the first, the author had made his general charges
in his former works: for the particulars which substan-

tiate these charges we must look to the present. But
the mere inspection of his original statements will throw

great discredit upon them. Thus :

"
Upon the strength of my knowledge of facts, I declare again

and again, that xiery few among my own class, (I comprehend clergy
and laity,) think otherwise than I did before my removal to Eng-
land," i. e., atheistically.

** I do attest, from the most certain knowledge, that the history
of my own mind is, with little variation, that of a great portion of

the Spanish clergy. The fact is certain."— Evidence against
Catholicism, p. 8.

On the other hand—
** I know but very few Spanish priests, whose talents or acquire-

ments were above contempt^ who had not secretly renounced their

religion."
—

p. 60.

Again—-

*' Among my numerous acquaintance in the Spanish clergy, I

have never met with any one possessed of bold talents, who had not,

sooner or later, changed from the most sincere piety to a state of

unbelief."*—Z>o6Mo's Letters, p. 126.

The mere juxta-position of these passages will show
how very much at random he thought on the subject.

''Very few among my own class/' becomes "very few

men of talents/' ''none possessed of bold talents." Why,
the far greater proportion of the clergy he represents to be

narrow-minded and bigoted; and in any country those "pos-
sessed of bold talents,'' are a small minority. How con-

tradictory then are the two classes of statements which we
have opposed to each other ! But further, persons en-

dowed with the very highest intellectual gifts ever vouch-

safed to man, would not be considered by a thinker like

Mr. White as possessed of "talents and acquirements,"

* The qnotation from Doblado's letters is made on the authority of the Quar-

terly Review. The passages from the " Evidences against Catljolicism," were

suggested by the same article; but the present writer is acquauited with that

work, and has verified them. He should add, that he is acquamted with almost

all Mr. White's English works; though
*' Doblado's Letters" have not happened

to fall in his way.
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unless tliey took the turn of literature and criticism, and
were, moreover, sufficiently free from all devotional bias.

A priest given to constant prayer and meditation would
be, in Mr. White's vocabulaiy, ipso facto a feeble-minded

bigot; it is not so wonderful, then, if those whom he would
regard as intellectually powerful, were sceptical in their

opinions. St. Thomas Aquinas himself cannot escape his

biting contempt, (vol. ill. p. 204,"'') and St. Boniface,
Apostle of the Germans, for no particular offence except
humble submission to Rome, scrupulousness about kinds
of meats, and zeal against marriage with a wife's sister-

in-law,! receives the name of a
*'

blockhead/' and a '*holy
fool." (Vol. Hi. pp. 92,93.)^
But in truth, the general impression entertained by any

one of strong opinions, as to the prevailing character of the

body to which he belongs, is worth extremely little or
rather nothing. Take either of the English Universities,
and ask successively the members of opposite parties in it

for their view on the general state of feeling prevalent in

the academical body,—^you will receive answers, confi-

dently given, yet so contradictory to each other that you
can hardly fancy it is the same place which impresses on
different minds such opposite ideas of itself. This is a

very common remark. However honest the reporter may
be, when you come from his certain knowledge to his

general impressions, you leave a sure ground for a most
precarious one : the ideas of his own set, the facts of which
his own way of life or manner of thinking have made him
cognisant, are represented as generally prevalent; and
far more is this so, if

he^
is possessed by some theory,

which leads him to expect a priori that such and such will

be the case. But if this be true in ordinary cases, how
very far more so in such an observer as the present author!
A deep sense of the bitter misery inflicted on his early

years by the institutions of Catholicism, had caused a sort

of monomania on the whole class of kindred subjects.

* The part of St. Thomas, to which Mr. White refers in this passage, is, 2, 2,
Quaest. ii. Art. 6. It may be worth some person's while to refer to it, and see how
carelessly Mr. White looked at the text.

f Gieseler himself, from whom Mr. White quotes, says: "Worthy of all honour,
on the other hand, are the true Cliristian piety of Boniface, and his unyielding
morality, which could overcome even his reverence for Rome." (English trajis.
vol. ii.

p. 12, 1 3.) But of this we hear not a word. Again, it is not marriage with a
wife's sister-in-law, but with a deceased brother's widow, which aroused St. Boni-
face's indignation.
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which called forth remonstrance from more than one of
his friends, and which displays itself in the most frenzied
violence of language. The testimony of such a writer to

any matter connected with Catholicism, which was not
literally subject of his own personal experience, weighs
not so much as a feather's weight.

Accordingly, on referring to the present work, readers
will in general, we think, be a good deal surprised at the

scant}^ amount of definite facts on which he bases such very
sweeping conclusions. Not only indeed are the facts very
few, but his own statements are quite at variance with his

conclusions.^ For example, (vol. i. p. 121,) ''I knew" a
certain atheistical young merchant *'

before but slightly.
As soon, however, as my unbelief became settled, we dis-

covered each others' principles by a kind of instinct which
cannot be well conceived by persons who have not lived in
countries oppressed by religious tyranny." Is this the lan-

guage of a person who lives where many are like-minded
with^iimself ? or is it not rather an indication of the extreme
smallness of the minority in which he was placed ? And
since Mr. White left Spain, facts have been allowed to dis-

close themselves; every anti-infidel restraint has been
taken off^, nay, every external inducement held out to apos-
tacy. Has the Spanish Church, in her adversity, given

proof of that hollowness and debasement which Mr. W-hite

imputes ?
^

Let the article be carefully perused which
appeared in this Review in the June of last year, and the

great multitude of facts, there mentioned on the best au-

thority, be duly weighed. It is plain that Mr. White
must have been perfectly besotted by the violence of his

anti-christian fanaticism. On this particular subject of

infidelity, we find Don Jaime Balmes, editor of the weekly
newspaper called the

^'
Pensamiento de la Nacion," say-

ing in the face of day, when he must have been imme-
diately open to contradiction had he spoken erroneously,"

Infidelity has no scientific existence in Spain." At the
same time, though in fairness we are bound to say so

much, God forbid that we should seek to conceal how
deeply deplorable some of the fiicts are, which are men-
tioned in these volumes ; or so to gloss them over, as to

prevent the consideration of them from bearing its appro-
priate fruit.

We cannot, however, form any judgment on the ques-
tion how far these facts are referable to any peculiarities
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ill the cotemporary Spanish Church, till we have in the

first instance weighed the degree in which any definite

dogmatic system, by inevitable necessity, fosters a con-

scions and vehement infidelity. Members of the Anglican
Church cannot, without an effort, be fair judges of this ;

for the simple reason that they may remain blameless

members, nay, may consider themselves especially attached

members, of that Church, without really accepting any of

those mysteries which are so staggering to the pride of

human reason. Mr. White's opinions, while united with
the Anglican Church, afford here an instance exactly in

point; and it is only a specimen of innumerable others.

Persons may consciously deny such doctrines as Original
Sin,"' Baptismal Regeneration, perhaps eternal punish-
ment; they may believe only in the most vague and imper-
fect manner the Atonement, or the Trinity; and yet, for all

the clear witness that the Anglican Church formularies

bear to these doctrines, there is nothing whatever to dis-

turb their satisfaction in their existing position. And this

being the case, they are able to give vent to that innate
bias of our nature which leads all to give homage to the

invisible world, by a regular attendance at divine worship,
and an exhibition of general respect for the ordinances
of religion ; while these observances react in their turn,
and serve for a protection and support of this vague reli-

gious sentiment. In truth, there is no temptation to ex-

plicit and conscious infidelity in the
^
Anglican Church,

except in the case of those, necessarily few in number,
deeper and more philosophical minds, who press principles
to their consequences and feel acutely the hoUowness and
unreality of the Anglican position.
On the other hand, how true is the orthodox doctrine in

regard to the natural repugnance of man against religious

mystery, as such, when it claims a humble and obedient

reception, is very manifest fi-om the demeanour of such

professed believers as we have been describing, when more
definite dogmas are proposed for their acceptance. Ac-
cording to their own principles, they should only enquire
carefully into the evidence for these dogmas; whereas
experience shows the very reverse : it shows, that the
more plausibly these doctrines seem recommended, the

* We mean the definite doctrine that we are, one by one, under God's displea-
sure at our birth; not the mere doctrine of the corruption of himian nature.
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more quickly they seem growing into a practical and
influential reception, so much the more violently are

adverse prejudices excited, so much the more unmis-

takeably does a fanatical violence of protest take the place
of philosophical indifference. It is most plain that in pro-

portion as the one religion, proposed for the acceptance of

such persons, should be a definite and dogmatic religion, a
fearful temptation would be brought across their path:
a temptation which some indeed might overcome to their

inestimable and eternal benefit; but which to the rest,

would be the cause of bringing the latent elements of pride
and unbelief into clear da^^ and fostering them into a ma-
ture growth, that must overgrow and smother much of

general religious feeling, and perhaps many attractive and
amiable dispositions. They must become much better or

much worse. And so far is this from being any presump-
tion against the apostolicity of a definite and dogmatic
religion, that it is a strong presumption in its favour;
seeing it is St. Paul who says,

" We are the good odour
of Christ unto God, in them that are saved, and in them
that perish ; to the one indeed the odour of death unto
death,'.hut to the others the odour of life unto life.''

However, it is plain enough that the Spanish Church of
that period preserved unsuspiciously some maxims and
rules of conduct, which she had inherited from ages of

greater simplicity and faith, and which, by the time of Mr.
White's education, might often be considered inexpe-
dient. One instance is supplied at once, in the account
which the author gives, in one of the extracts above quoted,
of the compulsion under which he went through his hour-

a-day mental prayer.
^

We believe it will be found
that at present, quite universally. Catholic directors would
very much dissuade any self-imposed discipline of the sort,
unless in cases where they had ascertained that the charac-
ter was sufficiently deep and religious to bear it; and
that, for fear of the very evil which befel Mr. White—for

fear of producing a certain revolt of the mind against
religious discipline altogether.^

And if it be replied that
the unhappy man was at this time preparing for the priest-

hood, this only throws back the blame another step.

Surely, surely, those
''

grave divines" were sadly deceived,
who gave it as their opinion that he had a

"
true call."

(vol. 1. p. 8.) And in this comment we have the less mis-

giving, because in the article on
''

Spain," which we have
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already mentioned, it was given as the testimony of '^per-
sons most favourably inclined to the religious orders/' that

at a later period,
"
they were injured by the too easy admis-

sion of new novices.
'^

If we may venture to throw out a

theory, it is possible that, as civilization with its attendant
influences makes progress, a kind of character may pos-

sibly be elicited, very difficult of comprehension to those
trained on the ancient maxims. The literary man of

modern times, (which was evidently Mr. White's charac-
ter from the first,) superior on the whole to the grosser
vices, and possessed of much amiablity and refinement, yet
with a heart cold and insensible as a very stone towards
God and the things of God, must have been a strange spec-
tacle to men, who became narrow-minded in their judgment
of character, from the very unquestioning simplicity of their

own faith, and from the fervour of their own piety.
^
Such

persons, we may suppose, from the experience of their own
temptations, and from the knowledge of those around

them, might readily understand rampant and rebelhous
wickedness ; or, again, the state of mind which has light
above its strength—which is ever aspiring to sanctity, and
ever falling back into sin : with the struggles of a weak
yet piously-disposed mind they might fully sympathise,
and save it from adventuring into a position beyond its

present power ; the audacious daring of presumptuous sin,

seeking to enter within the sacred precincts, they might
boldly confront and authoritatively rebuke : but how were

they to understand, in any of its stages, till experience
should have actually forced it upon their notice, the cha-
racter with which every Church of the present day alas !

has full acquaintance—of him who professes to follow the

loftiest part of his nature, and claims a high place of

respectability amongst his fellow-men, and yet sees not so

much as the obligation lying upon him to give God the
first place in his heart and affections. And it must not be

supposed, moreover, because we have ventured so far to

inculpate the system, that we have forgotten the fearful

guilt incurred by Mr. White himself, in remaining a can-
didate for the priesthood, after he had fully recognized his

own hatred of devotional practices. But on this subject
more hereafter.

And again—though we have no intention of entering
upon the general question of persecution, we rnust be
allowed to express our belief of its great inexpediency at
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the time, and in the degree, wherein these memoirs repre-
sent it. Though here, too, it is more important to begin
by dwelling on what may be said on the other side ; seeing
that few in the present day will differ from our general
conclusion.
In the first place, then, be it observed, as is noticed in

the Christian Remembrancer,
"
that the Inquisition was

instituted in an age when all the world persecuted ; and that

it only did what all other institutions do, it went on till it

was stopped.'*
^

In the next place, free discussion and
impartial examination of evidence are very necessary in

order to the formation of opinion; and the duty, there-

fore, of allowing the freest scope to such examination, holds

(or, in consistency, ought to hold) a very prominent place
in all Protestant communities ; but it is rather hard that
the Catholic Church should be judged on Protestant

principles. We believe that those who submit their minds
to the doctrines, and their hearts to the precepts, of the

Church, derive therefrom the surest conviction of that
Church's divine commission ; and that, moreover, a spe-
cial grace is given to the baptized, whereby such convic-
tion is more deeply and steadfastly rooted. The perusal
of Protestant and infidel works, thank God, is no necessary
preliminary to Christian faith. Nor could the exclusion
of infidel writings have any such effect as that attributed

by the Christian Remembrancer, of
^^

throwing intellectual

minds into a hopeless self-consuming morbidness," except
intellectual minds of an inferior order. People seem to

forget the rare and splendid intellectual power which has
been devoted to the service of the Church ; and to which
even our adversaries in the present day are beginning to

do some justice. If we may trust to the united voice of
those who have given themselves to such studies, a depth,
consistency, reality, and deep inward harmony is to be
found in the Catholic treatment of dogmatic subjects,
which tends in a most especial manner both to satisfy the
intellect and confirm the faith of those who are able to

make the experiment. To go no farther than those writers
whose very names proclaim them Spanish, where are higher
gifts of the intellect to be witnessed than in the writings
of Suarez, De Lugo, and Vasquez ? Though, indeed, we
suppose it is true that even the ablest minds, if indisposed
to devotional practice, are far from being able to appre-
ciate fully the merely intellectual power of such authors.
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And mucli more would such a person as Mr. White, whose

philosophy itself was so much of the dilettante kind, be
insensible to their merit. Nay, he seems to have been
insensible not to their merit only, but to their existence.

That such a person as St. Thomas himself ever lived,
much less that St. Thomas's treatises had fallen in his

way, and been the subject of his study, we should have
never imagined from the whole account he gives of his

life in Spain. The circumstance drops from him accident-

ally in a passage we have already quoted, at a later

period.'-'"

Farther, the Christian Remembrancer is mistaken
in supposing that the Inquisition

'^

prohibited the whole

body of continental literature.'' There is nothing in

Mr. White's work which so much as. hints at anything
of the kind.j The prohibition of Don Quixote in his child-

hoodj was a matter of domestic not political regulation.
And though, some pages back, we fully gave the Church
the credit of the prohibition, it was through the direct

exercise of her spiritual power and influence : his father

acted (p. 9.)
"
in perfect deference to the opinion of the

priest who directed his conscience." But afterwards he

speaks of the works by Batteux and Bollin on the "Belles
Lettres" and of Barthelemy's "Voyage d'Anachaueis,"
without the least suggestion of any difficulty in procuring
them; nay, a professorship of Belles Lettres was estab-

lished in the University during his residence there.

(p. 23.)

Lastly, we consider that the Christian Remembrancer
speaks not only without foundation, but very hastily, and
(in eflect) very slanderously, when it represents the "ruling
powers of the Church in Spain" as "simply bent^ on

maintaining an establishment ascendancy." The obvious

* " I wish I was on the banks of the Ohio: it is worse to live in this country
tlian in the forests of North America, even amonj? the savages. Had I been born
there, I should have had no means ofcultivating mp mind. But here, look here,
(at the book-shelves)—can there be a more exquisite, or a more refined torture
than that of being siirronnded by these books in your closet, and hearing what is

going about in our house"—viz. his sister going to be a nun. (vol. iii. p. 344.) A
believer of cultivated mind he seems as though he had never heard of.

f From vol. 1. p. 116, indeed, it is plain that only particular heretical or infidel

works were prohibited.

X We ai'e not, of course, including Don Quixote among *' continental lifcera-

tui-e;" only if a work like Don Quixote had been forbidden bylaw, much more
would a multitude of other books have been forbidden.
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meaning of such language is, that the object which animated
those rulers was not so much the welfare of the people, as a
selfish and conservative fear of innovation, and a desire of

keeping themselves in the position of ascendancy. Is it

then so very strange that they should have dreaded, beyond
words, the corruption of that simple faith which so widely
prevailed among the people, by an open exhibition of infi-

delity within, and an allowed influx of Anti-christian lite-

rature from^ without ? Are we to suppose that great
authorities in the Anglican Church consider such an
evil a light one ? Or, in real truth, can there be a misery
in the whole circle of spiritual afflictions, which would
more keenly and bitterly afflict those who *Vatch as being
to render an account of souls," than if so much as one
humble and devout believer were impeded in his heaven-
ward course, by the paralysing suggestion of a doubt on
the truth of those principles and doctrines which are at

once his only guide and his only support ? An opportunity
will occur, before we close this article, of explaining and
defending what all earnest Christians feel on this subject :

here we need only observe, how easily an anti-christian

diffi.culty may be understood, by those who have literally
no power of understanding its solution ; and what -advan-

tage Satan is quite sure to make of one such doubt, in

diverting the soul from fully corresponding to God's grace,
by bringing it before the mind Avith especial importunity,
and clothed in its most plausible and deceptive dress, at

the very time when that grace is most abundantly poured
forth. Oh, who can say that a trembling sensitiveness to

so fearful a danger as this, is a token of a cowardly or

worldly spirit? or who can read Mr. White's own pages,
if endued with ordinary candour, and not acknowledge
that if ever there were an institution which made the real

and highest welfare of those committed to its charge its

active and unceasing study, the Spanish Church, against
which Mr. White rebelled, was that institution.

And yet, as we have already said, we could have wished
that that Church had confined herself to the use of her

spiritual powers, as her resource against these dangers :
—

that she had guarded against the evil example of open
infidels, by holding them up to the abhorrence of the faith-

ful; and against the influence of evil writings, by prohibi-

ting their perusal, under pain of mortal sin, except to

those whom she judged able rightly to use them. And we
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could have wished this, if for no other reason, at all events
for this ; viz.—that the course of thought in Spain had

plainly come to the point, where an exhibition of the criti-

cal and historical evidences of Christianity was necessary ;

and because such an exhibition is evidently impossible,

except where there is the free power of reading and of

publishing. We are not, of course, implying that the mass
of the people are capable of such a study ; such a supposi-
tion is what we should have conceived it impossible for

rational beings to entertain, were it not for the high Pro-
testant authority on which it rests ;'-" and it may even now
be fairly left to sink by its own absurdity without wast-

ing words upon it. But in modern times it certainly is

difficult for thinkers to devote themselves to any branch of
real philosophy, without more or less impinging on questions
of literature, of criticism, of history; while many men, and
not necessarily irreligious men, have an especial turn and,
as it were, vocation for them. Now these studies have
their veiy life in the free and searching examination into

documents and records of every kind, and into the value
of conflicting arguments founded upon them. And fur-

ther, Christianity, so far as it is based upon historical

facts, is fully amenable to such investigations. The
attempt then to suppress data of the kind above specified,
is ipso facto the attempt to remove Christianity from the

province of these inquiries ; and what effect can this have

upon those who intelligently pursue them, however devout
and orthodox they may be, except to bring their intel-

lectual nature into most painful opposition to their moral,
and, (although we might fully trust that God's grace
would save such men from making shipwreck concerning
the faith,) to plunge them into life-long distress and per-
plexity ? But far more fatal is the effect of such a policy,
on enquirers who are not guarded by these right and reli-

gious principles. To those whose taste lies in this direction,

nothing ordinarily, except regular and fervent devotional

habits, will give that keen accessibility to supernatural
impressions, that lively belief in God's presence and inter-

ference, that acute sense of the heinousness of sin, which
would seem to be the appointed safeguard of faith, and
which exists in many minds, and faith with it, apart from
consistent habits of virtue. Many men, we say, may

* E. g. Dr. Whately.
VOL. XX.—NO. XL.
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preserve faith without consistent habits of good ; but men
of critical and enquiring temper can hardly be in the num-
ber. On the other hand, we all know the singular edge
and point, far, very far, greater than their own weight is

sufficient to cause, with which objections strike upon the

mind, that tend to throw discredit on what we have hither-

to supposed to be universally and undoubtingly received.
What support against this blow have such enquirers as
have no solid religious convictions to fall back upon?
Thanks to the state of the law, they had previously no
idea that infidels existed in a Christian country,"-'' and
therefore the blow comes upon them with all this adventi-
tious and exaggerated force ; they know not, nor have
means of knowing, how widely the same difficulty is felt ;

they have no access to any recognized solution of it,

seeing that the orthodox are ignorant of its existence;

they have no means of fully examining the matter for

themselves, for they suspect the existence of an indefinite

number of documents and arguments illustrating the sub-

ject, which lie in the store-rooms of the Inquisition, the
food of worms. Whereas had every thing been open and
above-board, the native force and cogency of the historical

evidences of Christianity is such, that some might even
have been convinced ; and many might have been so far

startled and arrested in their course, as to prevent them
from fully committing themselves to the stream of infidel

thought, and to keep awake within them a chord which, in

the hour of affliction or some other softening hour, might
have moved responsively to the workings of the Holy
Spirit, and their souls have been saved. In sober earnest,
when we consider all that has been suggested— the

prevalence throughout Europe at that time of the critical

spirit in its shallowest form ; the powerful agency of any
dogmatic system in bringing forth conscious unbelief,
where the materials are wanting for devout faith ; and the

peculiarly irritating effect of persecution on minds of that

particular cast;—so far from feeling any surprise that

a certain amount of infidelity existed among Mr. White's

contemporaries, we think that the very limited extent

within which that infidelity must have been confined,
affords a very singular and eminent testimony to the

It was not till Mr. White himself became sceptical, that he was at all aware
of the existence of other sceptics in Spain. See vol. i. p. 115.
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extraordinary zeal and faithfulness with which the Spanish
Church fulfilled her main functions. And we feel bound
moreover to add, that the picture of Mr. White himself,

presented in these volumes, is not such as to encourage
the idea that under any circumstances he could have been
materially other than he was.
Nor is there any thing to take us by surprise, in the

supposition that the then rulers of the Spanish Church
may have committed an error of policy; nor is the

phenomenon a new one, which exists perhaps at present
on various matters of thought and in various parts of the

Church, that the true method of meeting newly adopted
tactics of aggression has not been discerned at one glance
by the spiritual authorities. We are told by the learned,
that on the occasion of a former influx of infidelity into
the Church, in the thirteenth century, the Church herself
seemed pausing before she adopted a final course.

'* Her
policy in the twelfth century had varied ; and though no
definite judgment was pronounced as to what was the

legitimate use of philosophy in religious studies, yet the

tendency of the Church was undoubtedly to discourage it.

It seemed as if the world was too strong for the Church. """

And yet the ultimate result was no renunciation of philo-

sophy, but her acceptance of the philosophy of St. Thomas;
a system which has made itself felt in every detail and in

every corner of theology, down to the very catechisms for

poor children. And in like manner, we doubt not at all,

though the mode of the accomplishment must of course
lie hid before the event, that the present uneasy and un-

healthy workings of the philosophical mind of Europe, are

only preparing for the Church some fresh intellectual

triumph, and some fresh and glorious invasion of the

provinces of the world.

We have been led, by the importance and complexity of
the subject, to some^ length on this first head of Mr.
White's charges against his native church : the second
head, above specified, may perhaps be more briefly des-

patched. And here, too, as before, let us first examine
how fixr his facts bear out his accusations. The latter,

certainly, are sufficiently general. In speaking of one
priest, whose immorality he discovered, he says,

"
I leamt

* " Lives of the English Saints," vol. xiv. p. 26, 7.
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that Father was not an exception in regard to the
fatal consequences of forced cehbacy/' implying by his

very words that immorahty was the general rule ; and in

several other passages he makes the same insinuation.

Now, for the reasons we gave above, the general im-

pression of such a person as to the prevalent character of the

clergy, we regard as absolutely worthless, even were there
no contradictory evidence : while, as we also stated above,
there is contradictory evidence of the most cogent charac-
ter ; sufficient to impress on the most careless minds the
utter untrustworthiness of such general statements as
those made by the author. And when we come to the

particular fsicts
cited in these volumes, which tend to cor-

roborate his general view, we find them scanty in the
extreme ; nay, we find many bearing quite in the opposite
direction. Among the latter we may class the veiy high
character he attributes to Father Vega ; the great reve-

rence felt for the priesthood by persons whom Mr. White
himself regards as most exemplary ; the acknowledgment
that, on the discovery of a certain priest's immorality, he
became offensive to his parishioners, insomuch that with-

out friends, without means of decent subsistence, he con-
tinued in wretchedness for about a year, at the end of

which he died of fever, (vol. i. p. 106.) Who, unless

possessed with the author's abject credulity in regard to

Catholic corruptions, will believe it possible that persons
holding so conspicuous a position as the priests hold in a
Catholic country, can as a body be generally profligate,
and yet keep that circumstance so successfully concealed
from the great body of the people, as these facts indicate?

We have another instance of the great carelessness he

displays in general assertions of this kind, in some obser-

vations he makes on nuns. In the present work, having
made mention of a few nuns whose consciences he
directed when a priest, some of whom were women of

superior good sense, (fee, he adds: "My love of truth,

however, demands a brief yet explicit declaration of my
acquaintance with minds of quite an opposite stamp,
among the inhabitants of the nunneries. I have, in the

course of my life, come in contact with characters of all

descriptions but souls more polluted than those of

some of the" nuns,
"
never fell within my observation."

And so he leaves the matter. Who would not suppose
from this that he meant to describe it as a general rule ?
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Who could have thought it possible that the same author
had said in a former work—** The greater part of the

nuns whom I have known, were beings of a much higher

description,—females whose purity owed nothing to the

strong gates and high walls of the cloister.""'^"

So, again, the Quarterly Reviewer tells us that,^' while

his evidence in Doblado^s Letters bears hard on the morals
of the friars in Spain," (the value of which general
evidence the reader may now tolerably understand,)

**
he

declares unequivocally in favour of the Jesuits, both as to

their purity of character and the practical effects of their

influence." A most remarkable admission, indeed, from
so prejudiced an observer; but how is it to be reconciled
with his wild declamation upon the inevitable results of

vows of celibacy ?

There is literally one only passage throughout Mr.
White's work, that we have been able to discover, where

any evidence comes forth which e\Q\\ 2?rofesses to show the

prevaleyice of clerical immorality : and that passage is so

characteristic of the author's idiosyncrasy, that we shall

proceed to quote it.

" I will give one proof of the state of feeling prevalent among
the purest and most irreproachable persons in my unfortunate

country: that proof is contained in the fact that jokes upon the

celibacy of the clergy are considered unobjectionable, provided
they do not go beyond general insinuations against the supposition
that the ecclesiastical law is or can be strictly observed, provided
these insinuations are expressed without alarming delicacy. My
mother (must I repeat that I never knew a higher model of female
conduct ?)

—my own mother used to repeat the well-known saying
of an old bishop to those that came to liim for orders. Those who
had received what are called * Minor Orders,' which do not bind to

celibacy, the good-humoured prelate dismissed with this advice :

* Beware of them. (You must recollect that the Spanish pronoun
admits a feminine termination. The bishop's words, in Spanish,
were: * Guardate de ellas.') When candidates had been ordained

subdeacons, he altered the words of the advice into,
*

Que ellas se

guarden de ti.'
* Let them beware of you.'

"—
(
Vol. i. p. 54.)

Really there seems no limit to the credulity, on these

subjects, of persons who are governed by a strong a priori
idea. The author knows very well that clerical immo-
rality is considered by sincere Catholics as a mortal sin

* Evidences against Catholicism, p. 1.*^ 5.
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among the very gravest in kind, including sacrilege.
And yet he gravely tells the world, nay gravely tells him-

self, that the sincerest Catholics consider the commission
of such sins as necessary on the part of the whole of the

clergy, and treat such necessity as a matter of joking. To
say that all Spanish Catholics looked upon their religion
as a farce, would be at least intelligible and consistent :

but no ; of those whom he saw most closely of all, in the

most intimate familiarity of intercourse, his father, his

mother, both his sisters, he bears testimony that they

heartily believed and devoutly practised the doctrines and

precepts of their Church. They believed then, according
to his account, that the- great body of the clergy were kept

by the Church in a state where their eternal condem-
nation was inevitable ; and they treated this fact as a good
joke. One would think he must have lost his senses

before he could so have written.

Is it worth while to say a word to clear up the strange

misunderstanding of the good Bishop's meaning, con-

tained in the cited passage? Before celibacy was com-

pulsory, the candidates for ordination were to take care

not to imbibe unawares some human attachment, which

might lead to marriage, and so divert them from their

vocation. Afterwards, when they could not marry, it was
to be hoped that females would in like manner beware of

imbibing unawares attachment to them: the result of

which must be, since marriage was impossible, the pain of

unrequited passion. This is the only interpretation which

gives any point to the whole sentence : while to interpret
it as Mr. White appears to have done, and as the Quar-
terly Reviewer understands him, that

*'
the law of celibacy

produced the utmost vigilance in guarding youth against
lawful attachments and a comparative indifference to

profligacy,'* is to bring an odious and monstrous charge,
at the expense of all ordinary rules of interpretation.
We are convinced that Mr. White had no dishonest

intention in the matter: it is only one instance of the utter

distortion of facts into which his wild and blind fanaticism

hurried him; and it only illustrates the impossibility of

placing for a moment the slightest confidence in any of

his representations, except where he barely and literally

records facts which he has himself witnessed.

We shall take leave to make a further remark on this

head, at the risk of its being thought invidious. We
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hardly think so extreme a misconception could have taken

place, had the writer's own mind been highly sensitive on
such matters. For whatever reason, it appears to us that

the present volumes do him more than justice on this

head. One or two obser^^ations indeed on theological
subjects, therein to be found, would to Catholics bear the

plain mark of a corrupt disposition in the way alluded to ;

but the following passage, on which we happened to light by
mere accident,"-" will show plainly to all how very far he was
from regarding sins of that nature simply as sins. In refe-

rence to a question of adultery, Mr. White proceeds,
*^ A

Spaniard who with a good voice and expression sings,
<fec must be endowed with hashfulness superior to

that of the fabled hero of chastity, to avoid the snares
which beset him on all sides.'' It is not surprising truly
that such a writer writhed under Christian discipline, and
was rejoiced to escape it.

A subsequent passage of his life reflects a curious light
on part of his early history. He descants in several places,
as our readers of course know, on the disastrous conse-

quences inflicted by the law of compulsory celibacy, after

he received subdeacon's orders. His defence for his

taking a step, in itself purely voluntary, is thus stated
for him by the Quarterly Reviewer.

*^ The priesthood
was forced upon him as the indispensable condition of
an intellectual life. When he talked of entering the

navy instead, the answer was devised with revolting skill:

it'was that he might give up the clerical profession, but
that if he 'did he must return to the counting-house."
Well :

—he shook himself free from his fetters ; he came to

England ; he re-examined the question of marriage, being
free, as he considered, to decide either way. He feels

himself obliged, to his own great unhappiness, to decide

against it. Why? Because,
"
he cannot establish himself

in that state of moderate independence which would ena-
ble him to make a gentlewoman happy." (Vol. i. p. SOO.)
In free England then, not less than in enslaved Spain,
a person to whom marriage would be a great bless-

ing, is in practice rigorously excluded from its attain-

ment. Nay, and more rigorously in the former country
than in the latter ; seeing that in the latter the alternative

* Fiora Mr. White's article in the London and Westminster Review on Godoy,
the Prince of the Peace.
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would merely have been the life of a respectable merchant,
but in the former a complete descent from his place and
rank in society.

It is worth while to insist a little further on this contrast

between English and Spanish society. To hear some

people talk, one would fancy that in Protestant countries

the greatest facility is given to all who wish to marry ; nay,
the greatest encouragement to marriage, seeing that a
celibate life is represented as so necessarily full of spiritual
evils. Whereas the fact is, not only that a large number
of political economists inveigh most severely against what

they call imprudent marriages, being none the less vehe-

mently anti-catholic on that account, but in the upper
ranks the choice necessarily lies, in a vast number of

cases, as it did in Mr. White's case, between a single life

and the total .^abandonment, not only of their worldly sta-

tion, but of comforts which to them, by habit, are absolute

necessaries. Marriage, in fact, is morally impossible to

them. Do you wish" for cases of absolute compulsion?
such are not wanting. Without speaking of the instances

often mentioned in controversy, where married persons are

long separated by worldly engagements of various sorts,

take the case of soldiers; who are over and over again
ordered for a long term of years, say to such a climate as

India, and absolutely prohibited, except a few of thern, to

have their wives in their company. And as well might
you endeavour to turn back a river towards its source, as

to prevent civilization from bringing with it such effects as

these. Nay, while on the subject, we may refer to

another Protestant state, closely united with our own ; for

our eyes fell accidentally the other day on a regulation

just made in Hanover, prohibiting marriage to officers

in the army, not possessing a certain amount of property.
Here will immediately occur to the mind a passing

observation we made a few pages back, on the extreme
care taken by the Catholic Church, a care which these

memoirs themselves so signally illustrate, to guard the

young mind from any corrupting influence. Such facts as

those just mentioned on the impediments to marriage,
have a most wonderfully diflerent influence, accordingly
as there has or has not been care of that kind ; and how
Protestant youth is protected in that respect, we leave it

for others to determine. But further still: supposing

(what is the very reverse of true) that the celibacy of the
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clergy and other Catholic institutions had no tendency
greatly to facilitate marriage, in all cases where celibacy is

not chosen on religious grounds,—yet what is the position
of Catholics, even when exposed to any spiritual dangers
which may be specially incidental to the single life? They
have the Church proclaiming loudly and consistently that

God's grace is most abundantly sufficient to guard them
from all harm ;

—they have the example of all who minister

at the altar of God, as living illustrations of the Church's
doctrine—and there are such institutions as those which
so much disgusted Mr. White, moulded in various shapes
on the Spiritual Exercises, the very general account of

which no one can read without in some degree under-

standing their singular efficacy in saving souls from sin,

and of which in practice the success is found to be almost
miraculous.
But to what have Protestants to look, if they wish for

help, that their right feelings and good desires may be

ripened into steady resolutions and virtuous habits ?—To
the example of their clergy? The very institution on
which they pride themselves, is a married clergy, and
married for the very reason, as is openly professed, that

celibacy is in ordinary cases fatal to innocence.—To the

help of their Church ? What help is forthcoming, unless

general admonitions or, severe denunciations? This is

the really critical question. The very good, it may be

said, will under all circumstances be good ; the very bad
will under all circumstances be bad ; but that far greater
number, who have a general wish and desire to be good
but lack resolution and self-mastery, the fate of these may
be almost called the especial criterion of a standing or a

falling church.
If there be two nations, both of which profess high

morality ;--and if in one of these the system of early
education is most carefully and scrupulously (even if to an
excess of care) adapted to the object of inculcating it ; and
also numberless institutions abound, whose object and
whose effect is to support the feeble steps and make
straight the tottering knees of those who wish to walk
blamelessly in the way of its requirements ; while in the

other, an accomplished member of a learned profession is

able to utter, uncontradicted and in the face of day, such
a sentiment as the following :
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" It is at all times a delicate matter to touch upon this portion
of men's histories," (viz., their private character,)

"
partly from the

nature of the subject, and partly from a kind of soreness which the

community feel upon it, owing to the inconsistencies between their

opinions and practices, and to certain strange perplexities at the heart
of those inconsistencies, which it remains for some holder and more

philosophical generation even to discuss ;"*

which of these two nations will the world in general be

apt to compare *'with whited sepulchres?" which of
the two will they charge with the base hypocrisy of assu-

ming externally a great show and profession of morality
that they may clamorously revile others, while they feel no
real value for its attainment, when the question is of re-

forming and disciplining themselves ?

Strange is it—-not the least of the many strangenesses
which Protestantism has ushered into the world—that

numbers, who protest hotly and eagerly against the doc-
trine of a Christian priesthood, who are forward with self-

deceiving and ungodly zeal to claim, as they say, for the

laity their proper place in the Christian body, shall yet be
the very persons, on the one hand to spy out with malig-
nant keenness of perception any individual immoralities in

the clergy, on the other hand tacitly, nay at times
even openly, to admit for the laity a widely different

standard of morals—a standard contradictory not merely
to the plainest statements of God's word, but to the most
elementary maxims of natural religion.

For an account of Mr. White's subsequent career, and
for a detailed criticism on his character, we have already
referred those who may be interested in the subject to the
article in the Christian Remembrancer ; though, indeed,
the quotations we have already made will convey to those
of our readers who have trul^^ Catholic hearts a sufficient

general perception of his besetting evil tempter : which
may be summed up, in one word, as most utter irreligious-
ness. As regards that very foundation of all religion, a
keen perception of sin, his Anglican Reviewers have justly
illustrated the complete absence of such feeling from his

mind, by such passages as the following :

* Life of Lord Strafford, by John Forster, Esq., of. the Middle Temple, beinj
2nd vol. of Lives of .Eminent Biitish Statesmen m Lardner's Cabinet of Biogra^
phy, p. 281.
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* There Is nothing like pure joy among us. Pleasure instantly
assumes the appearance of sin, a icord which perverts every mind

among us/'

And again,—
" The mixed disease, both mental and bodily, called scruples, so

common among nuns and recluses of both sexes."

A fact, by the way, strikingly at variance with any
imputation of immorahty against the general body of the
inhabitants of cloisters ; and also, what is to the present
purpose, so mentioned by him as to show his total want of

sympathy with that practical idea of religion from which
such disorders spring. But no extracts can convey the
least idea of the complete over-spreading of Mr. White's
mind by a bitter, contemptuous, fanatical hatred and dis-

gust, at the whole notion of attempting to reduce the
mind into habitual subjection to God ; whether such

attempt show itself in careful self-discipline, or in peniten-
tial or devotional practices.

It may be worth while however, in connection with this

part of the subject, to give a short sketch, upon his own
authority, of his life in Spain; because, with regard to

that whole period, he makes the following profession :

*' Free at length, (as I feel when copying in 1835 my original

manuscript,) from the early and deeply seated habits of that ascetic

humility, which considers it a Christian duty to exaggerate one's

own faults, I am bound to declare that very few of my actions,

during that period, were such as have now my complete repro-
bation; and that even those had circumstances which greatly
excused them. I do not justify myself before God; but men, such
as they are, have no right to condemn me. The circumstances in

which" I was placed were very trying; yet T heartily thank God,
that his Providence watched over me and prevented my preparing
sources of remorse for my old age."*

At the age of twelve, from extreme dislike of the mer-
cantile profession, he falsely pretended

"
that he felt a

strong inclination to be a clergyman."' (p. 8.) Devotional

practices were intolerable to him ; mental prayer so impos-
sible, that all he could do was ''to reckon how many-
minutes still remained" of the prescribed time; (p. 29.) the
recital of the breviary

"
exceedingly irksome ;" (p. 27.)

* Vol. i. p. 44, note.
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attendance at mass a mere form, (p. 26.) and *' a
nuisance;" (p. 32.) confession

^*
a more serious annoy-

ance.'' (Ibid.) The very day before he committed himself
to the clerical profession, his father reminded him that it

was not too late to change his determination ; that if he
disliked the profession to which he had been brought up,
he would endeavour to settle him in another ; (p. 51.) but his

knowledge that the abandonment of his intention would
cause great unhappiness to his mother overruled all objec-
tions, and he received subdeacon's orders. We are not

speaking as though Mr. White in all this acted a con-

sciously hypocritical part; the reverse is plain from the
account he gives. But it illustrates the extreme degrada-
tion of his conscience at the time, that he did not feel his

conduct to be very shocking ; and further, when we consi-

der that, as Mr. White very well knew, the whole life of a

Spanish priest was occupied in the midst of these practical
and devotional exercises, and that if he is to have any
peace of mind it must be from his enjoyment of them ; it

is plain that a man who, with his eyes open, enters such a

profession, while he feels nothing but disgust for the whole
round of devotion we speak of, has none but himself to

thank whatever miseries are the issue. At this time, at

least, he was a sincere believer : did he dread no retribu-

tion for profanely intruding into holy things ?

' The natural result of all this ensued. Mr. White became
an atheist. For ten years, being an atheist, he performed
the functions of a priest at the altar and in the confessional ;

and, in making this astounding announcement, he gravely
says, ''I thank God that he gave me a heart which
was often, as in this case, a law to myself.''""' Why, there

was not one of those fervent Christians, whose self-flagella-
tions at the cave of Father Santa Maria so excited his
''

scorn, pity, and indignation," who would not rather have
died a death of torture than dissemble his religious convic-

tions. Which is the really melancholy and degrading
spectacle before men and angels,

—that Christians, being
keenly sensible of the sins and imperfections of their daily

life, albeit free from wilful and habitual transgression.

"Practical and Internal Evidence," p. II, In the present work, however,
there is a note in which the writer supports by argument a conclusion which one
is rather surprised at finding so explicitly stated, as though any one in the world
could doubt it.

" When a man is required to declare his belief m the truth of cer-

tain propositions, he is dishonest unless he really believes what he professes."
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should punish themselves here before God that they may
the rather meet with mercy hereafter;—or that such a

person as Mr. Blanco White should publish to^
the

world his own shame, exhibiting a perfect unconscious-
ness how pitiable an object he must appear to all right-
minded men, and only interrupting his narrative to express
eulogies on his own good qualities,—to commemorate his
"
great love of knowledge,^' and his

"
equally great hatred

of established errors ;" (p. 14.) the compliment he received
from his professor on his industry and success ; (ibid.) his
*'

distinguishing himself in the study of divinity ;'' (p. 16.)
his

'*
love of what is right, and abhorrence of baseness;"

(p. 44.) his consciousness that '"a sense of duty has supported
him in many trying cases ;" (p. 50.)

—inserting a note in-

deed, as already mentioned, to confess that playing the

hypocrite for ten years was not in fact defensible, but

inserting another note, which we have also quoted, to

say how little blame he takes to himself for it ?

The Quarterly Keviewer urges, in extenuation, how little

there is to support the mind in the idea of bearing witness
to atheism; how widely different in matter from Christian

confessorship. Be it so : this only tends to prove, what it

seems the object of these volumes to c?25prove, that such

opinions as Mr. White's are peculiarly unfavourable to

moral integrity.
Another thing to be noted is, that it is plain, from

the
**

practical and internal evidences," (p. 11.) that he
did not expect to find any difficulty in leaving Spain
altogether; he remained there, and pursued the dreadful

course we have mentioned, for the same reason which

originally had so powerful a share in bringing him to the
clerical profession—an unwillingness to give his mother

pain.
We are thus led to the remembrance of what holds so

very prominent a place in these volumes: Mr. White's

sensitively and tenderly affectionate attachment to his

relations and personal friends. This it is which mainly
gives his character at first sight a delusive colouring, and
will cause many to think our general observations harsh,
until they have well weighed the whole matter. He men-
tions himself, as a defect, his utter helplessness, his abso-
lute weakness, in cases where he is called upon to give
pain to any human being, and especially to those whom he

personally loves. As we are not writing an ascetic treatise,
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we shall here assume the Christian principle, that such affec-

tionateness of disposition is in itself neither good nor bad ;

that if by careful discipline subordinated to divine affec-

tions, it is capable of bearing very rich and beautiful

fruit ; that if hot so subordinated, it draws the whole man
to an idolatry, of all perhaps the most dangerous. Never
was there a more signal instance of the latter than in Mr.
White. At the same time we must not omit one trait men-
tioned by the Quarterly Reviewer, which is a matter of very
real praise, as tending to show that Mr.White's aftectionate-

ness was not the mere delight in another's love or society,
but an unselfish desire of their welfare. We allude to his

advising his son to return to India, for the sake of his

professional prospects, while his own feelings are thus

described in his Journal:
*' Took my last leave of Ferdi-

nand, and felt as if my heart was breaking."
The Christian Hemembrancer says of him, that he

"had ardent human affections, and dry spiritual ones."

The latter fact is indeed so obvious that a child may dis-

cern it ; what Christians mean by the love of God, such a

feeling as Butler describes in his well-known sermon, does
not exist in his character, even in the faintest Tudiments.
But the other clause of the antithesis requires qualifica-
tion. Ardent feelings of friendship he most certainly ex-

hibits ; and of friendship we have very affecting instances

in some among the Saints, quite sufficient to show how
fully that feeling admits of being taken up into the perfect
Christian temper. But that "love of the brethren," which
is the more especial characteristic of the Saints, which is

an integral and indispensable part of the Christian's cha-

racter—this, which is rather to be called charity than

friendship, burned as dimly in Mr. White's heart as did

divine love. We are quite convinced that this is faithful

to the general tone of the work ; and are only awai'e of one
brief passage (in p. 191 of vol. iii.) which bears even the

superficial appearance of contradiction to it. It was his

lot to live in a time, when the public mind has been most

forcibly and powerfully drawn to the question of the poor;—-their sufferings, their sins, their oppressions : not Catho-
lics only, nor Christians only, the great body of thinkers

have had their attention intently fixed on this awful ques-
tion. Yet it seems to have taken no hold on Mr. White's

imagination ; his consideration for the mass is exclusively
exhibited in his earnest desire to banish from their heaits
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the whole spu'it of religion, as being the one penjading evil

of the world : and while the religious and philosophical
world around him have had their thoughts engrossed and
their hearts wrung with the intricacies and the miseries of

the present state of society, his journal seems pretty

equally divided between (1) affectionate mention of his

friends, (2) clever little discussions on some literary ques-
tion, and (3) fresh arguments against religion generally,
and against every individual doctrine of Christianity in

particular.
Another characteristic forcibly impressed upon the

reader's mind, is the absence of all idea of moral disci-

pline, all care for his own individual and personal improve-
ment. It has been already seen that he confesses as a
fault the weakness of his disposition, its pliability to mere
human respects ; yet we find no record of any attempt
to correct it. Under the impulse of his transitory attempts
at being religious, we see at times an exception to this

general remark ; but on subsequent reflection he condemns
himself for the '^ascetic tone of mind' ^

evinced in such

exception."''" His whole state of mind, under the acute

suffering to which he was so long a victim, was distinct

indeed from the cowardly and impotent querulousness
which is sometimes witnessed, but was still more dis-

tinct from the humble Christian's demeanour; from his

penitential remembrance of past sins, his joy in the puri-

fying effects of pain, his exuberant gratitude for God's

unspeakable mercies, his lively hope of an eternal reward.
Mr. White's self-mastery, such as it was, was stoical

not christian : and as was his life, so was his death.

That such a person should have failed to see the marks
of divinity in the Catholic Church, most plainly and
unmistakeably discernible though thej^

be to the great
mass of those trained in her communion, can be matter
neither of surprise nor perplexity. His subsequent course
of thought was merely such as might have been expected,
in one abandoned by the light of divine faith. That to

the last his philosophy was full of inconsistencies, as con-

taining an incongruous mixture of the old traditions still

haunting and influencing his mind with the new elements
which were ever being received into it, this is most

See vol. i. p. 348.
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undoubted.''^ Still there are the plain traces of one intelli-

gible principle at work, which, could it have been allowed
full time and scope, would have brought the whole mind
into very complete and melancholy harmony. That prin-

ciple, whether always consciously entertained or not, was
in fact simply this, that a communication between the

visible and the invisible world is, in the nature of things,
inconceivable : and when, over and above this, we consider,
the utter abhorrence and disgust for those doctrines that
have been revealed, which his perverted and corrupt moral
nature caused him to entertain, we shall have no difficulty
in understanding the fearful speed with which, when once
set free on his career, he coursed from stage to stage of

the road which he had entered. There is every possible

appearance of perfect sincerity and good faith. As far as
matters of religion are concerned, he seems neither to

have pursued enquiry for the sake of intellectual excite-

ment, nor to have indulged himself in careless, much less in

wilful, slander of those whose principles he detested. The
latter especially we are bound to mention, as placing his

writings in favourable contrast to the infamous work of

Michelet ; and
^

still more are we bound to mention it,

because we are indebted to his general truthfulness of nar-
ration for the means we have had of convicting him on so

many particulars from his own mouth. The picture pre-
sented by his philosophical history, is that of a sincere

desire of truth, energizing in a radically perverted and
irreligious mind.

But, thank God, Catholics do not so read human nature
as Mr.White read it; we believe that there i8 a divinely im-

planted habit of faith, by which we may obtain information
of the invisible world. We believe that, in proportion as the

Catholic Church is openly exhibited in her full proportions
and her native dress, and in proportion as mere intellectual

misapprehensions are removed, in that proportion will it

be that each individual, who has not by his own mis-
conduct darkened the light that was in him, as he
comes from under the shadow of his early discipline and
associations, will discern the plain and sure marks of

God's commission in that Catholic Church ; that he will

recognize in her, what others by their own very confession

are unable anywhere to recognize, the
**

pillar and ground

• Several of these have been clearly exposed by the Quarterly Reviewer.
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of the truth.'* And much more, of course, those who
have once yielded themselves to her holy discipline of

doctrine and of precept, will intimately and certainly expe-
rience those blessings and inward gifts, which plain external

notes had been, it may be, their original warrant for believ-

ing. True it is, as we have before fully allowed, that

whereas the Catholic Church bears witness to certain exter-

nal facts, it is fairly to be expected that those facts may be

ascertainable by the very same rules, on which the general
historian prosecutes his researches. To suppose it other-

wise, would be to place one of God's gifts in contradiction

to another ; to represent reason as an antagonist to faith.

But then, if this be the real state of the case, the whole

ground is taken from under Mr. White's feet, when he

complains that the historical evidences of Christianity are

only of a probable character. All historical evidences are

of that character : and since these evidences are not the

real foundation whereon we build the edifice of Christian

faith, but are only the warrant to a certain portion of the

Christian community of the harmony between faith and
reason ; no uncertainty is thereby introduced into the

grounds of Christian faith, nor any disparagement of its

divine character.

And with these scanty remarks on a most important
subject,—scanty, yet sufficient to show where lies the fal-

lacy of Mr. White's reasoning,—we close our notice of the

present work. If we may hazard a conjecture on its pro-
bable effect, we conceive that its influence will be felt

on a very different class from those who are accessible

to Michelet's work, lately alluded to. It is the higher
and more reflecting class of minds on whom Mr. White's

arguments and example will tell ; they will tell, we should

imagine, on some in the way of precipitating their course
towards the gulf of utter infidelity ; on some, we hope, in

the way of clearing their ideas on the true character of

Christian faith, and thus leading them the sooner into

communion with the Church : in either case, then, to

hasten the period of the internecine contest which is so

clearly impending,' between Christianity on the one hand,
embodied in its legitimate representative Catholicism—•

and anti- Catholicism, on the other hand, stripped from its

disguises and appearing in its true dress of infidelity.
That an Unitarian minister should have put forth such a

VOL. XX.—NO. XL. 8
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work as this with sympathy and admiration, is indeed a sign
of the times: but considering that he has held up Mr.
Blanco White's character to our respect, with the very
view of so far giving his sanction to opinions which the

common sense of mankind, believers and unbelievers, will

denominate anti- Christian, he will himself be the first to

feel, that for the plainness with which we have expressed
our opinion on the character of his friend we owe neither

apology nor explanation.

Art. V.—Poems, hij Thomas Hood. In two volumes. Lon-
don : 1846.

PILE up these venerable tomes on yonder shelf, and
fasten their burnished clasps until the morrow. The

collected edition of Thomas Hood's poems, has just been
laid on our library table. We cannot turn another leaf in

that dear old hogskin folio, with its learning deep as the

sea, and its reasoning strong as the same. In vain we try
to finish this paragraph on the Unity of the Church.
Father Suarez, '^thou reasonest well/' and on every page
we see the reflection of that calm majestic forehead on the

frontispiece, so radiant and glowing, and fresh under thy
grey hairs. W^ell do we love to be with thee, when the
blinds are down, and the shutters closed, and the lamp is

lit, and the intense fantastic flame is writhing between the

bars of the grate, in forms so bright and beautiful, that to

molest it with rude iron, would be like thrusting a sword

through the centre of an exquisite picture. But again—
another time—no more for this evening. In vain we try
to con over that brown page, on which Birckmann's types

pressed, more than two hundred years ago. Moxon's
snowy foolscap and the clinking of single and double

rhymes are all we hear and see.

We met the
**

Song of the Shirt" for the first time last

summer ; and, excepting this piece, of Thomas^ Hood's

poetry we do not recollect to have ever read a line until
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this day. To us, in our critical capacity, this circumstance

is, we think, an advantage in every way, save one—we
may come to our task with too strong a bias in favour of

the author, and with our judgment too highly coloured
from the enthusiasm of a recent and first perusal. There
is mediocrity—and every one knows what poetical medioc-

rity means— in Byron and Moore and Campbell and
in every poet except Homer, and there is mediocrity in

Homer too.
^

Poets are ranked and classified according to

their best wi'itings. The Childe Harold, the Melodies, the
Sea Odes, are, we believe, generally admitted to be the
first or among the first productions of the three we have
named. According to the relative merits of these, the
relative place of their authors is assigned among the chil-

dren of poesy. Judging of Hood's poems by the same
very reasonable principle, we would rank them with the

highest of the species to which they belong.
The genuine poetic feeling is not, in all who possess it,

of one and the same kind, with only difierence of degree.
The epic, the drama, the tale, the song, the ballad, the

sublime, the pathetic, the humorous, have each its own
class of admirers. Of true sensibility and taste there are
different sorts with their specific objects, as of men there
are different races with their distinguishing peculiarities of

stature, of aspect, of mental and bodily conformation. To
the epic is, we believe, generally assigned the most eminent
place in rank. We suppose there must be some good
reason for this preference.

^
Nevertheless we cannot help

observing, that famous critics, on whose concurring judg-
ment this distribution rests, are rather a heavy-minded,
cold, and pedantic class of persons ; with more of intellect

than of heart, with more of dry fancy than of warm imagi-
nation, with more of metaphysics than of sensibility, loving
and hating by rule, well versed in the dictionary, and first-

rate schoolmasters.
^
They say that their decision is uni-

versally admitted, which means universally admitted among
themselves. We rarely met a man who did not feel a
relief in coming to the last line of the Paradise Lost, and
of the JEneid, we were going to say and even of the Iliad,
with the heavenly music of its language stealing away the

soul, like the symphony of golden cymbals heard over the
waters in the calm moonlight. If some people choose to

place their highest gratification in reading from beginning
to end, a poem of twelve or twenty-four books, with five or
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six hundred lines in each book, and every line a majestic
sonorous heroic verse, we have no objection whatever to

this mode of promoting one's happiness, any more than we
have to that of the excellent individuals who place their

earthly summum bonum in revelling in the mysteries of

the Binomial theorem and the Conic sections. Only
we wish that such persons would allow others the license,
which we gladly concede to themselves, of indulging their

own peculiar tastes unmolested ; and that they would not
so unhesitatingly maintain as the general opinion, what
may be only the opinion of a party to which they belong.

Those objects of taste are undoubtedly most to be recom-

mended, and are in a moral view, the highest, which have
been always found to contribute most to awaken and
strengthen the nobler and more refined emotions of the

soul, to keep down what is gross, vile, selfish, earthy, and
to develop and combine the disinterested, the spiritual,
the charitable, and whatever is opposed to all that the

generous and simple-minded hate and shun. But the

ways in "which different classes of men tend to the same
end are so various ; the same susceptibilities are in different

minds, (we speak of cultivated and well constituted minds,)
kindled into activity by such different objects ; the means
whereby the same inward sense is excited in different cases,
so little resemble each other in many respects, that in mere
matters of taste it has often appeared to us unaccountable,
how the reputed doctors of the faculty ventured so calmly
and decretorially to settle and define so much, to mark out
so exactly the boundaries of toleration, and that there has
been so tame an acquiescence in their decisions. We have
never yet met a critic to our liking—a critic who belonged
to no party in the

*^

republic of letters"—a critic of a truly
Catholic spirit, who, in forming his judgment, kept before

his mind the important and very obvious truth, that of

poetry there are many departments, and of these depart-
ments many species ; that the natural turn of some minds,
their particular training, habits, pursuits, fit them for the

exclusive relish of one kind of excellence ; as the same
influences give to other minds different tendencies. In
the structure of mathematical proofs, there^ is little or no
room for substantial variety, beyond the variety of absolute
truth and absolute falsehood. In moral reasoning there is

much wider scope, the discursive faculty being here exer-

cised on materials of a less definite nature. In works of
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mere taste the latitude is of course infinitely greater still.

If the demonstration of the first proposition in Euclid be in

itself valid, it is valid everywhere and for ever ; and its

validity depends no more on our perception thereof, than it

depends on the shape of the book in which the demonstra^
lion is printed. A poem, however, which charms the

admirers of Crabbe, (and among his most devoted are we,)

may read tame and common-place enough to the admirers
of Southey. Both particular poems and particular kinds
of poetry, are at one period the objects of general favour,
and then fade into forgetfulness, and then regain their

place in popular esteem, are again forgotten and again
revive ; as the vallies which are green to-day, look no

longer green when night comes, and will resume their

verdure with to-morrow's sun. There is something like a

permanent universal consent, as to the merits or demerits
of some works. Lord Brougham's translation of the great
oration of Demosthenes is, like the translator's reputation,
dead and for ever ; the oration itself will never die. The
writings of "' "* "' will be very soon as mvich lost to the

world as the bellows of Tubalcain's forge.
^

The epics of

Pye have ceased to be anywhere. Of particular sorts of

poetry, as well as of particular poems, there seems to be a
universal consent that they are utterly vile and worthless.

Mathematical poems, chemical poems, the wings, the axes,
the altars, found in the collection of the

"
Poetae minores

Grseci," belong to this class. But between what is con-
demned by all, and (if such there be,) what is admired by
all, there exists a very ample room for diversity of tastes.

Sunset on a calm autumn eve is beautiful to every eye, a

slaughter-house is beautiful to none. Between these how
many works of nature or art, which, though many may
gaze on them unmoved, are yet to as many others, sources
of purest delight and enjoyment.^ We are the advocates
not of indifferentism but of toleration. In matters of pure
taste there may be difference without opposition, as parallel
lines are prolonged without crossing. Where there is no
uniform standard of right and wrong, and where there is

no authority competent to establish such a standard, we
are against the despotism of an oligarchy self-formed, and
dragging within the sphere of its control those who are
without the sphere of its jurisdiction. We cannot under-
stand how half a dozen of able men, whose taste lies chiefly
or exclusively in one direction, should be allowed to make
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this their own taste a law for all the world beside. If a
man is a profound scholar, an elegant and vigorous writer,
and in certain departments, a judicious critic, there is a

very common and indeed very natural disposition to bow
to his decisions in all things; and herein we think the

mistake lies. If, in you, strength of understanding prevails
over readiness of sympathy, live on your strong rough diet.

But if there are others in whom a finer and more lively

delicacy of taste predominates, if there are those who in

the real world, or in the world of fancy, see a thousand

analogies, the perception of which sets into quick and
glancing motion springs of feeling that exist not in your
bosom, let them too live on their more exquisite fare. If

you are blind, is that a reason that others should not open
their eyes ? We, of course, have nothing to say here of

Hood's religious opinions; but if you suppose him to speak
of a poetical creed in the following lines, they express
our sentiments in Hood's own style.

" Well !
—be the graceless lineaments confest !

-~7 I do enjoy this bounteous beauteous earth ;

And dote upon a jest
Within the limits of becoming mirth

;
—

No solemn sanctimonious face I pull,

Nor think I'm pious when I'm only bilious—
•Nor study in my sanctum supercilious
To frame a Sabbath Bill or forge a Bull.

My heart ferments not with the bigots' leaven,
All creeds I view with toleration thorough.
And have a horror of regarding heaven

As any body's rotten borough.

" What else? no part I take in party fray,
With tropes from Billingsgate's slang-whanging tartars,
I fear no Pope—and let great Ernest play
At Fox and Goose with Fox's Martyr's I

I own I laugh at over-righteous men,
I own I shake my sides at ranters.
And treat sham-Abr'am saints with wicked banters,
I even own, that there are times—but then
It's when I've got my wine—I say d— canters!

**l do not hash the gospel in my books.
And thus upon the public mind intrude it,

As if I thought, like Otaheitan cooks,
No food was fit to eat till I had chewed it.
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On Bible stilts I don't affect to stalk ;

Nor lard with Scripture my familiar talk,—
For man may pious texts repeat.

And yet religion have no inward seat ;

'Tis not so plain as the old Hill of Howth,
A man has got his belly full of meat
Because he talks with victuals in his mouth !

Mere verbiage,
—it is not worth a carrot !

Why, Socrates or Plato—where 's the odds ?—
Once taught a jay to supplicate the gods,
And made a Po%-theist of a Parrotl

*' On such a vital topic sure 'tis odd
How much a man can differ from his neighbour :

One wishes worship freely given to God,
Another wants to make it statute-labour—
The broad distinction in a line to draw.
As means to leads us to the skies above.
You say

—Sir Andrew and his love of law.
And I—the Saviour with his law of love.''

Ode to Bac Wilson.

We did not intend to quote more than one or two lines,
but having begun we knew not where to stop. Taking
this passage and some others from the same Ode, which
we hope to have room for extracting by and by, even in

their Hteral meaning, there is very little to jar with our

religious principles. For, whatever our doctrine on exclu-

sive salvation may be, (and this is not the place to enter on
such a question,) there can be no doubt that Rae Wilson
and his party could put forward no claim to the monopoly
of grace and glory.
We have not yet seen any of Hood's " Poems of Wit and

Humour," which, we learn, from the preface to the present
volumes, are to be published—we hope soon. But we have
heard a great deal about them, and among other things, that

they are sparkling (or blotted !) all over with puns. There is,

however, in the graver collection before us, a large number
of specimens of this kind of writing, including the puns—
witness the extract we have just given.

There are many very clever and worthy persons who
have a great horror of puns—something analogous to

the feeling which is produced in witnessing the needless

torturing of small and harmless animals. It is not
worth while here to enter into the philosophy of the mat-
ter. In the utter detestation of this word-bating, this
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syllable and letter and aspirate worrying, this ventrilo-

quism of language, this mesmerising of the alphabet, this

bilocation of mind, this squeezing and poising and whirl-

ing of human thought for no serious purpose— in the

deep dislike of all this we did ourselves most cordially
share, until within the last couple of years; nor are we
sure that our dislike is even yet more than supei-ficially
cured. Such a feeling the recollection of our own past feel-

ing enables us fully to appreciate. To all who hold puns in

abomination, who would as soon meet a rattle-snake as a

pun, to such persons we would say—Do not open Hood's
poems, do not visit the house in which a copy of them is

kept on the parlour table, do not travel in the stage-coach
or steam-packet which carries a reader of them, do not
seek an introduction to the acquaintance of the acquaint-
ance of such a reader. By all means nourish your own
taste, indulge your own humour, be grave or gay accord-

ing to your own method. Walk in your own way—only
let other people walk in theirs. Do not say that, because
a pun is your evil, it is therefore a inaluyn in se. Do not

imagine that there are not as grave and good and able
as you, to whom a pun is like a breath of fresh air after a

long morning's study, better than a walk before dinner,

aye or wine after it ; stirring up the latent sparks of lan-

guid life, and jsetting the whole soul into a glow—as the
nimble foot begins to quiver at the sound of an Irish jig.
It were indeed truly intolerable to pun always or at unsea-
sonable times, as it would be to continue always laughing,
or always eating, or always sleeping. Let no one pun
while he is at work with Donnegan over his Lucian, let no
one pun while he is studying logarithms, let no one pun
until dinner is over. But here is the peril. In the com-

pany of a practised punster you are never secure. He is

C worse than the bore in Horace, or the frogs in Aristo-

\ phanes, or the old man of the sea in the eastern story, or

( Lord Brougham in the House of Lords. He is an evil

genius at night ; he is a shadow in the sunlight. Like a
shower in April, his nonsense pours down upon you when
you least expect and are least prepared, when you are

without cloak or umbrella. While in solemn contempla-
tive mood, while your mind is soaring upwards, he sends
his intangible arrow after you, and brings you down, like a

heavy bird, with a bump on the black earth. While you are

discoursing politics or metaphysics with a friend, and work-
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ing up the big idea, lie shoots his tiny missive thereat, as

children crack soap-bubbles by the touch of a pin. Where
an opening presents itself a pun enters, as wind rushes

into a vacuum. There is no keeping down this passion ;

when suppressed, it breaks out again, like the Gheber's

fire in Moore's fable. It is astonishing how much delight,

how much genuine happiness some persons feel in petty
mischief. Perhaps we should have no puns in our Utopia.
But in the real world there is, after all, a large

—we sus-

pect, a very large—number of people who really love puns,
who entertain an exquisite relish for this sort of amuse-

ment, and the natural bent of whose mind leads them to

entertain it. Critics should not overlook this fact, any
more than parliament should, in framing laws, forget that

there is more than one class in the community.
It is common, in reviews of poetry, to point out first the

general, and then the characteristic excellencies and
defects of the work under notice. An admirable custom
this is, but the world is growing tired of it. We have

nothing new or striking in this way to say, and therefore

we shall say nothing. Of wit, humour, pathos, sublimity,
the gushings of a kind and generous heart, of simple,

graceful, vigorous language, abundant specimens will be
found in these volumes ; sometimes lying thickly together,
sometimes thinly scattered. Whether Hood is likely to

be so general a favourite with the generations to come as

he is with ours, is a question which we will not undertake
to answer ; and the solution of which, in one way or the

other, does not, in our opinion, affect his relative merits

nearly so much as is commonly supposed. Immortal fame

depends in a great degree, though not altogether, upon
accident. The world is full of excellent poetry, old and
new—and life is short. A selection must be made by each

reader, and generally it can be a selection of but a small

part. Generations, in
this^

as in many other things, herd

together—the present moving fi'om the place of the pre-

ceding; the next, or that after the next, returning to it, or

near to it. The stock of literature is like a lending library,

onl;;^
a few volumes can be taken at a time. Where a

choice is to be made from a large number, what is left for

a future selection is not always thereby disparaged.
But it is time to present our readers with some extracts.

We would not think of transferring to our pages
^' The

Song of the Shirt," published as it has been in so many
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journals in every part of the empire, but for two reasons.
The first is, we know that a considerable number of a
certain class of om^ readers have never seen it, and will

thank us for now affording them an opportunity of reading
it. The second reason is that, in an article on Hood's
poems, in the last number of the Edinburgh Review, the

following passage occurs :

" The two compositions which have attained the noisiest popu-

larity, are among those which to us appear the least poetical in these

volumes—we allude to the '

Song of the Shirt,' and the *

Bridge of

Sighs.' We respect the generous and humane feeling which dic-

tated both ; we grant that the former produces a heart-rending

impression upon the feelings; that it paints with a stern and

gloomy touch a scene of misery and suffering, too common, but,
alas! we fear, unavoidable and irremediable. All this we grant,
but we cannot recognise— or at least in any high degree—its claims

to poetry. To be the mouth-piece of such a wail of distress—to

give words to a sentiment already felt generally, though inarticu-

lately, and thus to strike home to the public sympathy, demands

honesty and strength of language ; but it requires but little aid from
poetry, and we must add, in all candour, in this instance it has

received little.''—Fage 385.

Of the
''

Bridge of Sighs" we shall say nothing. With
the strictures of the Reviewer on certain parts of it we
perhaps agree. But to say that the

''

Song of the Shirt*'

has little or no claims to poetry ! If from one of our theo-

logical fraternity— if from a clerical Dublin Reviewer,
begrimed with

'*'

the dust of the schools,'' long a stranger
to Helicon and the Muses, such a sentiment came, it

might be accounted for and overlooked. But that it

should appear in the pages of the Edinburgh Review !
—

the Edinburgh, which has produced by far the ablest

literary criticisms of our age—the Edinburgh, in which
Sydney Smith, (so loveable, notwithstanding his profane-
ness and bell3^-god philosophy,) and Jeffrey, and Mackin-
tosh, and Macaulay, and Henry Brougham, (not Punch's
Brougham, but another of the same name, since defunct,)
and so many other most gifted men have written !

*' To
give words to a sentiment already felt generally, and thus
to strike home to the public sympathy, requires but little

aid from poetry !''
^
Who is this tin-lipped, leaden-eyed,

granite-hearted critic who speaks thus ? Anything more
absurd we never read—more opposed to the great princi-

ples advocated in the same Journal of old, when the mas-
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ter spirit presided over it.
'^ To give words to a sentiment

already felt generally, and thus to strike home to the public

sympathy'
'—why, to do this felicitously is the highest and

most arduous task of the poet, and of the orator, too—
'^proprie communia dicere/' To represent agonies and
ecstasies that have never existed, save in imagination—to

describe horrid murders such as never have been com-
mitted, enchanted serpents, demon steeds, breathing fire

from their nostrils, and bounding over seas of ice, or

frozen mountains, or abysses of blazing sulphur,
^

their

adamantine hoofs ringing to* the enipyrean—^to picture
fairies and sylphs gliding, and twining, and dancing, and
weaving their moonlight spells

—all this is much more
easy, both in Germany and elsewhere, than to paint real

human beings and human feelings, so as
''^
to strike home

to our sympathy;
'^

as it is more easy to paint monsters—-a

griffin or a flying dragon—than to pourtray a living like-

ness of an individual human face. The common feelings
of tenderness, of love, of pity, of sorrow, of soul-felt joy,
how hard it is so to embody them in simple strains that

the emotions of the reader's heart will answer them like an
echo whenever they call I How many masters of the lyre
have tried to effect this, and tried in vain ! It is not gor-

geous imagery, nor brilliant style that is required, but that

happy selection of common and natural sentiments, not
obvious perhaps, but seeming to be such when expressed,
and that happy selection of words that come we know not

how, whose expressiveness we feel but cannot describe, and
which no study of books or things, no familiarity with lan-

guage can give, though they may improve, the power of

choosing when required. To picture a scene of misery, to

transfer it to the poet's age, to group together not only the

physical and prominent traits, but those that lie deep in

the very soul and centre of sensibihty—the shades which
sad memory, fond recollections, affections rudely smothered,
dreary forebodings fling over the rough outlines of the
mere outward suffering, melting all into one tender image,
so sadly sweet, so mournfully beautiful, that the gazer's
eye is rivetted thereon until it becomes wet with tears:

thus to describe is given but to few, and to these few only
on rare occasions. But we shall produce the poem itself

which has occasioned these remarks, and leave our readers
to decide between the Edinburgh Review and the Dublin ;

only premising, that the picture is drawn from life, and
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that there is in it no more of exaggeration than what must
be found in all such pictures.""*

THE SONG OF THE SHIRT.
" With fingers wearj and worn,
With eje-lids heavy and red,

A woman sat, in unwomanly rags.

Plying her needle and thread—
Stitch ! stitch ! stitch !

In poverty, hunger, and dirt.

And still with a voice of dolorous pitch
She sang the **

Song of the Shirt !

"

*' Work ! work ! work !

While the cock is crowing aloof !

And work—work—work,
Till the stars shine through the roof!
It's ! to be a slave

Along with the barbarous Turk,
Where woman has never a soul to save.

If this is Christian work !

** Work—work—work
Till the brain begins to swim ;

Work—work—work
Till the eyes are heavy and dim !

Seam, and gusset, and band,

Band, and gusset, and seam.
Till over the buttons I fall asleep,

And sew them on in a dream !

**
! men, with sisters dear !

! men with mothers and wives !

It is not linen you're wearing out,

But human creatures' lives !

Stitch—stitch—stitch,

In poverty, hunger, and dirt,

Sewing at once, with a double thread,
A Shroud as well as a Shirt.

* But why do I talk of Death ?

That Phantom of grisly bone,

• Of London we cannot speak from personal knowledge; bnt we can testify
that, in the Liberty of Dubhn the plaint of the dressmaker would be but a lite-

ral expression of real sorrow and suffering. Many of this class are employed in

that fair but fallen city, from nine in the morning until twelve at night—and
this too, in several cases, from mere compassion, and not from any need of their
services on the part of the employers—at the rate of three shillings a week
wages—to find themselves, out of this pittance, in food, clothing, lodgnig, every-
thing!
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I hardly fear his terrible shape,
It seems so like mj own—
It seems so like my own,

*

Because of the fasts I keep.
Oh ! God ! that bread should be so dear.
And flesh and blood so cheap !

** Work—work—work !

My labour never flags ;

And what are its wages ? A bed of straw,
A crust of bread—and rags.

That shattered roof—and this naked floor— '

A table—a broken chair—
And a wall so blank, my shadow I thank

For sometimes falling there.

*' Work—work—work ^

'

From weary chime to chime,
Work—work—work—

As prisoners work for crime I

Band, and gusset, and seam.

Seam, and gusset, and band.
Till the heart is sick, and the brain benumb'd.
As well as the weary hand.
" Work—work—work.

In the dull December light.
And work—work—work.

When the weather is warm and bright-
While underneath the eaves

The brooding swallows cling
As if to show me their sunny backs
And twit me with the spring.
" Oh ! but to breathe the breath

Of the cowslip and primrose sweet—
With the sky above my head.

And the grass beneath my feet.

For only one short hour
To feel as I used to feel,

Before I knew the woes of want
And the walk that costs a meal !

" Oh but for one short hour !

A respite however brief !

No blessed leisure for Love or Hope,
But only time for Grief !

A little weeping would ease my heart.
But in their briny bed

My tears must stop, for every drop
Hinders needle and thread !
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" With fingers weary and worn,
With eyelids heavy and red,

A woman sat in unwomanly rags.

Plying her needle and thread—
Stitch! stitch! stitch!

In poverty, hunger, and dirt,

And still with a voice of dolorous pitch.
Would that its tone could reach the rich !

She sang this **

Song of the Shirt I"

Of the longer poems we hardly know which to prefer.
Each has its own excellence. The reader will select his

favourite according to his peculiar taste, fancy, and humour
of the hour. The ''

Plea of the Midsummer Fairies'' we
think extremel}^ beautiful, not only in the execution—in

which respect nearly the same may be said of all—but in

the conception and fancy of the story itself. The fairy

group, with its gentle, innocent, affectionate pleading,
presents a very sweet and enchanting little picture ; and
the whole narrative is carried out in the most natural and

agreeable manner. Hood's similies are extremely pictu-

resque and happy, and, to us, original ; as when old Time
says :

" Or when am I so wroth as when I view
The wanton pride of summer

;
—how she decks

The birth-day world with blossoms ever new,
As if Time had not lived and heap'd great wrecks
Of years on years !

— then I bravely vex
And catch the gay months in their gaudy flight.
And slay them with the wreaths about their necks,
Like foolish heifers in the holy rite,

And raise great trophies to my ancient might."

The following is Ariel's recital :

**

Quoth Ariel now—
Let me remember how I saved a man.
Whose fatal noose was fasten 'd on a bough.
Intended to abridge his sad life's span ;

For haply I was by when he began
His stern soliloquy in life's dispraise,
And overheard his melancholy plan.
How he had made a vow to end his days.
And therefore followed him in all his ways.

"Through brake and tangled copse, for much he loath 'd
All populous haunts, and roamed in forests rude,
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To hide himself from man. But I had cloth 'd

My delicate limbs with plumes, and still pursued,
Where only foxes and wild cats intrude,

Till we were come beside an ancient tree

Late blasted by a storm. Here he renewed

His loud complaints,
—choosing that spot to be

The scene of his last horrid tragedy.

** It was a mild and melancholy glen,
Made gloomy by tall firs and cypress dark,

Whose root, like any bones of buried men.
Pushed through the rotten sod for fear's remark ;

A hundred horrid stems, jagged and stark,

Wrestled with crooked arms in hideous fray,

Besides sleek ashes with their dappled bark.
Like crafty serpents climbing for a prey,
With many blasted oaks moss-grown and grey.

"But here upon his final desperate clause

Suddenly I pronounced so sweet a strain.

Like a pang'd nightingale, it made him pause,
Till half the frenzy of his grief was slain,

The sad remainder oozing from his brain

In timely ecstasies of healing tears,
• Which through his ardent eyes began to drain;—

Meanwhile the deadly Fates unclosed their shears :
—

So pity me and all my fated peers T'

The " Two Peacocks of Bedfont/'
''

Eugene Aram/*
the ''Haunted House''—but it were needless to enumerate
where so little should be left without special notice.

We are half afraid to say, that to us ''Miss Kilmansegg
and her Precious Leg" seems to be the epic of these
volumes. There is some redundancy and carelessness
here and there. We do not, indeed, find fault with the
manifest absurdity and improbability of the story ; which
is obviously, and on set purpose, meant to be grotesque,
outlandish, and exaggerated, and thereby to convey, in the
most striking manner, its excellent moral. Mere nature
would have been insipid, and an old story. There are,

however, principles even for improbable hypotheses ; and
though cocks and horses speak in Esop and Phsedrus, they
speak according to certain rules. There is some clumsi-
ness in the structure of the story, and the reader receives
too many jolts in passing through. Nevertheless, we think
the Legend to be on the whole what we have just ventured
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to designate it. We are not disposed to follow the exam-
ple of some of our elder brethren, by supplying our readers
with a prose outline of the tale, thereby forestalling their

gratification in the perusal of the tale itself. We shall,

however, extract a few passages. The poem opens thus—
we omit some lines now and then :

MISS KILMANSEGG'S PEDIGREE.

** To trace the Kilmansegg pedigree,
To the very roots of the family tree,

Were a task as rash as ridiculous :
—

It wouldn't require much verbal strain

To trace the Kill-man, perchance, to Cain ;

But waving all such digressions.
Suffice it, according to family lore,

A Patriarch Kilmansegg lived of yore.
Who was famed for his great possessions.

"Tradition said he feathered his nest

Through an Agricultural interest

In the Golden Age of farming :

When golden eggs were laid by the geese,
And Colchian sheep wore a golden fleece,

And golden pippins
—the sterling kind

Of Hesperus—now so hard to find—
Made Horticulture quite charming !

** A Lord of Land, on his own estate,
He lived at a very lively rate,

But his income could bear carousing ;

Such acres he had of pasture and heath.
With herbage so rich from the ore beneath,
The very ewe's and lambkin's teeth

Were turned into gold by browsing.

"
Moreover, he had a Golden Ass,

Sometimes at stall, and sometimes at grass,
That was worth his own weight in money-

And a golden hive on a golden Bank,
Where golden bees, by alchemical prank,

Gather'd gold instead of honey.

*• Gold ! and gold ! and gold without end !

He had gold to lay by, and gold to spend.
Gold to hive, and gold to lend,

And reversions of gold in futuro.
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In wealth the family reyell'd and roll'd,

Himself and wife and son so bold ;
—

And his daughters sang to their harps of gold
*•' bella eta dell' oro."

MISS KILMANSEGG'S CHRISTENING.

*' A wealthy Nabob was Godpapa,
And an Indian Begum was Godmamma,

Whose jewels a Queen might covet—
And the priest was a Vicar and Dean withal

Of that temple we see with a Golden Ball,
And a golden cross above it.

** The font was a bowl of American gold,
Won by Raleigh in days of old,

In spite of Spanish bravado ;

And the Book of PrayV was so overrun
With gold devices, it shone in the sun
Like a copy—a presentation one—

Of Humboldt's *' El Dorado."

" Gold ! and gold I and nothing but gold !

The same auriferous shine behold
Wherever the*eye could settle !

On the walls—the sideboard—the ceiling sky—
On the gorgeous footmen standing by,
In coats to delight a miner's eye

With seams of the precious metal.

** Gold! and "gold! and besides the gold,
The very robe of the infant told

A tale of wealth in every fold,

It lapp'd her like a vapour !

So fine ! so thin ! the mind at a loss

Could compare it to nothing except a cross

Of cobweb with bank-note paper.

MISS KILMANSEGG'S ACCIDENT—HER
HORSE RUNS AWAY WITH HER.

** Away went the horse in the madness of fright.
And away went the horsewoman mocking the sight

—
Was yonder blue flash a flash of blue light.

Or only the skirt of her habit ?

But still flies the heiress through stones and dust ;

Oh, for a fall, if fall she must,
On the gentle lap of Flora !

VeL. XX.—NO. XL. 9
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But still, thank Heaven ! she clings to her seat—
Away ! away ! she could ride a dead heat
With the Dead who ride so fast and fleet,

In the Ballad of Leonora !

" The fields seem running away with the folks !

The Elms are having a race with the Oaks !

At a pace that all jockeys disparages !

All, all is racing ! the Serpentine
Seems rushing past like the *

arrowy Rhine,'
The houses have got on a railway line.

And are off like first-class carriages !

" She'll lose her life! she is losing her breath !

A cruel chase, she is chasing Death,
As female shriekings forewarn her :

And now—as gratis as blood of Guelph—
She clears that gate, which cleared itself

Since then, at Hyde Park Comer !

" Alas ! for the hope of the Kilraanseggs
^

For her head, and brains, and body, and legs.
Her life's not worth a copper!

A hundred hearts turn sick and chilly
As hundred voices cry

'

Stop her !

'

" On and on!—what a perilous run !

The iron rails seem all mingling in one,
To shut out the Green Park scenery !

And now the Cellar its dangers reveals.

She shudders—she shrieks—she's doomed, she feels,

To be torn by powers of horses and wheels,
Like a spinner by steam machinery !

** Sick with horror she shuts her eyes,
But the very stones seem uttering cries.

As they did at that Persian daughter.
When she climbed up the steep vociferous hill.

Her silver flagon to fill

With the magical Golden Water !

" ' Batter her! shatter her!

Throw and scatter her !

'

Shouts each stony-hearted clatterer !

* Dash at the heavy Dover !

Spill her, kill her ! tear and tatter her !

Smash her! crash her!
'

(the stones did'nt flatter her)
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* Kick her brains out ! let her blood spatter her !

Roll on her oyer and over I

'

" For so she gathered the awful sense

Of the street in its past unmacadamized tense,
As the wild horse overran it,

—
His four heels making the clatter of six,

Like the Devil's tattoo, played with iron sticks

On a kettle-drum of granite !

** On! still on I she's dazzled with hints
Of oranges, ribbons, and colour'd pri nts,
A Kaleidoscope jumble of shades and tints

And human faces all flashing,

Bright and brief as the sparks from the flints.

That the desperate hoof keeps dashing !

** On and on ! still frightfully fast !

Dover-street, Bond-street, all are past !

But—yes
—no—yes!

—
they're down at last!

The Furies and Fates have found them !

Down they go with a sparkle and crash.

Like a bark that's struck by the lightning flash—
There's a shriek—and a sob—
And the dense dark mob

Like a billow closes behind them !

*' * She breathes'
* She don't!'
* She'll recover!'
* She won't !'

She's stirring! she's living, by Nemesis

Gold, still gold ! on counter and shelf !

Golden dishes as plenty as delf !

Miss Kilmansegg's coming again to herself

On an opulent Goldsmith's premises I"

How Miss Kilmansegg recovered—and the loss she sus-

tained in her recovery—and how she made up for the loss—and how she got married—and the scenes that followed,
and the end of them—^we leave our readers to gather from
the book itself, in which all are narrated. We shall make
room for only one extract more.

PARTY SPIRIT.

** Of all the spirits of evil fame
That hurt the soul or injure the frame,
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And poison what's honest and hearty,
There's none more needs a Mathew to preach
A cooling, antiphlogistic speech,

To praise and enforce

A temperate course,

Than the Evil Spirit of partj.

" Tories love to worry the Whigs,
Who treat them in turn like Schwalbach pigs,

Giving them lashes, thrashes, and digs.
With their writhing and pain delighted

—
But after all that's said, and more.
The malice and spite of party are poor
To the malice and spite of a party next door.

To a party not invited."

The memory of early years, in after life, is one of the

most universal sources of the dearest, and tenderest, and

purest feelings which the heart is capable of entertaining.

Spleen, and jealousy, and unworthy ambition, and grasj)-

ing avarice, and all base and malignant passions are hid-

den for a while under the vivid and softening recollection

of the friends and the scenes—the past, the distant, the

changed, the dead—among whom our early and innocent

days were spent. Whatever strongly reminds us of those

days, though worthless in itself, is fair to our eyes. Per-

haps it is this principle of association that lends to the

following lines the melody which they seem to possess for

our ears. We seldom, indeed, meet with any sweet, sim-

ple strain on the same subject, without being moved in the

same way. How little soever some of our readers may
appreciate this, perhaps too warm, susceptibility, there are

few of them, we think, who will not agree with us in regard-

ing the closing lines of the last stanza as peculiarly beauti-

ful and touching.

I.

** I remember, I remember.
The house where I was born,

The little window where the sun

Came peeping in at morn ;

He never came a wink too soon,

Nor brought too long a day.
But now, I often wish the night
Had borne my breath away !
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2.

** I remember, I remember.
The roses, red and white,
The vi'lets and the lily-cups.
Those flowers made of light !

The lilacs where the robin built.

And where mj brother set

The laburnum on his birth-day,
—

The tree is living jet !

4.

'• I remember, I remember.
The fir trees dark and high ;

I used to think their slender tops
Were close against the skj ;

It was a childish ignorance,
But now 'tis little joy
To know I'm farther off from heaven
Than when I was a boy."

We shall make room for one more of the shorter poems.

* HYMN TO THE SUN.
** Giver of glowing light I

Though but a god of other days,
The kings and sages
Of wiser ages

Still live and gladden in thy genial rays !

"
King of the tuneful lyre,

Still poets' hymns to thee belong ;

Though lips are cold

Whereon of old

Thy beams all turned to worshiping and song !

" Lord of the dreadful bow,
None triumph now for Python's death ;

But thou dost save

From hungry grave
The life that hangs upon a summer breath.

" Father of rosy day.
No more thy clouds of incense rise ;

But waking flow'rs

At morning hours.

Give out their sweets to meet thee in the skies.
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*' God of the Delphic fane,

No more thou listenest to hjmns sublime ;

But they will leave

On winds at eve,

A solemn echo to the end of time."

The "Ode on a distant prospect of Clapliam Academy"
we would wish to extract ; but it is too long. Shall we
incur the displeasure of our readers by presenting them
with another passage from a poem, which, notwithstanding
certain drawbacks, is a great favourite of ours—the

" Ode
to Rae Wilson?" This gentleman, let it be borne in

mind, is a type of the hj^pochondriac, apocalyptic, groaning,
whining, lying, canting fanatics, who used to frequent
Exeter Hall, and inflame the popular mind in England
with anti-catholic bigotrj\

" Shun pride, Rae !
—whatever sort beside

You take in lieu, shun spiritual pride !

A pride there is of rank—a pride of birth,

A pride of learning and a pride of purse,
A London pride

—in short, there be on earth

A host of prides, some better and some worse ;

But of all prides, since Lucifer's attaint.

The proudest swells a self-elected saint.

"To picture that cold pride, so harsh and hard.

Fancy a peacock in a poultry yard.
Behold him in conceited circles sail.

Strutting and dancing, and now planted stiff

In all his pomp of pageantry, as if

He felt
* the eyes of Europe' on his tail!

As for the humble breed retained by man.
He scorns the whole domestic clan—
He bows, he bridles.

He wheels, he sidles,

At last, with stately dodgings, in a corner

He pens a simple russet hen, to scorn her

Full in the blaze of his resplendent fan !

* Look here,' he cries, (to give him words,)
• Thou feather'd clay,

—thou scum of birds !

*

Flirting the rustling plumage in her eyes,
—

* Look here, thou vile predestin'd sinner.
Doomed to be roasted for a dinner.

Behold these lovely variegated dyes !

These are the rainbow colours of the skies.
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A bird of Paradise?—a pretty storj !

/am that Saintly Fowl, thou paltry chick !

liOok at ray crown of glory!
Thou dingy, dirty, dabbled, draggled jill !'

And off goes Partlet, wriggling from a kick,

With bleeding scalp laid open by his bill I

" That little simile exactly paints
How sinners are despised by saints.

By saints! the hypocrites that ope heav'n*sdoor

Obsequious to the sinful man of riches—
But put the wicked, naked, barelegg'd poor,

In parish stocks instead of breeches.

*'The Saints !
—the bigots that in public spout,

Spread phosphorus of zeal on scraps of fustian,

And go like walking Lucifers about

Mere liying bundles of combustion."

The perusal of Hood's poems has created in us a

strong desire to know something of the author's life. We
earnestly hope that our curiosity in this respect will be

gratified in the forthcoming publication; and we regret
that want of time and space, (the usual excuse for short

reviews,) prevents us from dwelling longer on the present.

We still more regret that the volume of Davis's Poems
forming the May number of the

"
Library of Ireland," did

not reach us until we had come to the close of this article,

for the names of Thomas Davis and Thomas Hood should
have been united at the head of it. Between them there

are not a few prominent features of resemblance. The
premature death of each was mourned by a large circle of

friends and admirers, in language which is ordinarily used

only to express sorrow for the loss of a near relative. They
both fought to the end against baseness and despotism.
Their poetical writings breathe a fine and manly spirit.

Their fancy was not a manufactoiy of mere things of ether
and sun-gilt vapours, of irnages having no reality to cor-

respond with them, of sentiments that shine but glow not,
and are outside the world of the heart and of human
sympathy. The wail of

the^ poor, the oppressed, the

broken-hearted, the chant of virtue successful and valour

triumphant in a good cause, were caught up and echoed
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back from their lips, and made to ring and reverberate

through city and hamlet, over mountain and valley, until

men were compelled to listen, and from listening, to feel

and follow. Of course, there is only a portion of Hood's
verses that will in this respect stand in juxtaposition with
those of Davis, nearly all of whose poems are full of life,

warm, braced, bursting into uncontrollable activity. From
some of his prosaic opinions we entirely dissent, and his

friends will, we are sure, bear with us in thus plainly

expressing our dissent. But his poetry is a miracle of
untutored genius, for we are informed that, until within a

couple of years before his death, he never wrote nor thought
of writing a single stanza, and, until he made an experi-
ment in order to supply, as best he could, the lack of

poetical contributions to the Nation newspaper, had never
been conscious of the poetical power within himself. And
yet there are in his verses an extraordinary ease and versa-

tility, combined with condensed and elastic vigour in a

surprising degree; the lines bounding and rebounding,
like tennis balls iri the hands of a master of play. He
sweeps the lyre with the bold familiarity of one whose

fingers had learned their cunningbefore time had stiffened

and cramped the joints. Had Davis lived to correct and

polish these fugitive poems, and to realize the promise
which they give of yet higher excellence, we are strongly of

opinion that his place would be found, if it be not already

found, among the very first of the Bards of Erin.

Art. VI.—Tlie Banker's Magazine. Nov. 1845.

WE hardly think that we shall be taxed with making
a hazardous assertion, when we affirm, that there

are many persons in the number of our readers who
have from time to time received circulars from parties

in Frankfort, Hamburg, and other towns in Germany,
inclosing plans of lotteries, to which the consideration

of the public is solicited.
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The '^Banker's Magazine/' for November, 1845, gave
some specimens of these circulars, and an able article

in one of the numbers of
*' The Times/' in September,

1844, (if we recollect rightly,) furnished some details and

explanations respecting those schemes; from the limits,

however, necessarily confined, of that article, the subject
was but superficially treated. Other newspapers, par-

ticularly the Sunday ones, now and then make allusions

to, and invariably stigmatize, these ''speculations" and
''distributions," (to adopt the language of the circulars,)

as humhugs or swindling transactions; but from the

sweeping nature of these censures, we are inclined to con-
clude that the writers are not conversant with the real

nature and details of the projects in question. Not that

we would insinuate that these lotteries are not open to

objection, or deny that frauds may, and perhaps have often

been practised by the agents or speculators who sell the

shares ; but we merely mean to state that some of them
are bond fide transactions as lotteries; and whereas, as

we shall later have occasion to show, very considerable

sums of money are every year spent in these islands in the

purchase of tickets, we may perhaps render an agreeable
service to some of our readers by informing them which
are the

"
speculations

"
to be avoided, and what measures

can be taken in order to guard against imposition or

fraud ; while at the same time many who are risking their

money with the hope of obtaining a sudden accession
to their wealth, may be enabled to form a judgment as to

the soundness of the sundry schemes
"
submitted to their

consideration," without being quite so much in the dark

respecting them, as they are at present. We have been
at considerable pains to collect data and information on
this subject in the head quarters of the trade, viz. Frank-
fort; and the sources whence we have derived them induce
us to hope that, if some of our statements may ijot be per-

fectly accurate, they will, at least, not be found far distant

from the truth.

That it was a wise morality to suppress State Lotteries
in England, cannot be legitimately doubted. But it may be

fairly asked if their suppression has not given rise to greater
evils. State lotteries, as they existed here, were a very
great nuisance, and one of the most unjust institutions, in

so far as the public was concerned. In no other country
were they unjust to such a degree, for nowhere did so
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small a proportion of the stakes return in tlie shape of

prizes to the pockets of the contributors. Yet, of them,
foreign lotteries draw sums hardly less considerable

from the public, the whole of which are transferred

to foreign exchequers ; and Derby sweeps encourage
and maintain a spirit of gambling among the people, to

an extent hardly credible. Raffles for objects of every
description, including houses, are daily and publicly
advertised, and even periodically combine the terms of

their subscription with schemes partaking of the nature of

lotteries—-projects all these, which offer no security to the
adventurer as a guarantee either to their fairness or sol-

vency. On an evening in the last summer, we noted

down, during a ramble of three hours through the streets

of the metropolis, the amount of stakes advertised in the
windows of public-houses to be drawn in the course of

one week, and we found on casting the sum up, that it

amounted to between five and six thousand pounds : this

result we obtained from a part of the public-houses which
we passed, and only in a small section of London.
We do not think that there is .any exaggeration in

takmg at a minimum of one million sterling, the capital

which, in consequence of these transactions, changes
hands during the running season.

We have before us a number of
'^ The Sunday Times,"

which contains advertisements of Derby clubs, the stakes
in which amount in the aggregate to

«£ll,052.^
4s. 6d., in

capital, ranging from £4. 15s., to £3,000, and in which the
contributions to be paid vary from 2s. 6d., to <£lO. If it be
taken into account that several of these advertisements
announce other clubs, of which they do not furnish the
details ; that many of these schemes, when the stakes are
covered by one club, work with two or three sets of sub-

scribers, we may fairly suppose that those advertisements

represent a capital of £20,000 invested in private lotteries.

If, moreover, it be taken into consideration that these

stakes depend only on one race ; that a dozen or more of

such aleatory projects, (if we may use the term) are brought
forward in the course of the season in each of those estab-

lishments; that but a small proportion of the clubs

is advertised, and that they exist not only in the metro-

polis, but in all the principal towns and even many villages
of the empire ; that in some of them the sums in abey-
ance amount to ten or twelve thousand pounds, as many
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of the public prints stated when the qui tarn actions were

pending in 1844, we beheve our estimate will not appear
over-rated.

There are, therefore, elements in abundance to encou-

rage foreign lottery agents in their endeavours to put into

circulation shares in different enterprizes, and to turn to

account a tendency which is not peculiar to our own
age or country.
The legislature has endeavoured to counteract and

throw impediments in the way of these transactions, but
without avail; nor is it easy to see what means can be
devised to that effect, for even in France, where the judi-
cial and administrative authorities are armed with almost

despotic power, which is wielded with almost brutal force

wherever they are called into action, it is merely the high
rate of postage which prevents the Agents of Frankfort
from being successful to the extent they are with us,
w^here this obstacle does not exist. We have it on the

authority of well-informed parties, that five or six Frank-
fort houses alone distribute upwards of 120,000 circulars

in the United Kingdom ; and there are, we believe, nearly
twenty houses who deal in those shares.

It is a matter of astonishment how parties residing for

the most part in distant German towns, contrive to ferret

out the residents of secluded country seats, and the deni-

zens of remote villages ; the addresses of the gentleman,
the farmer, and the small tradesman, who are hardly
known beyond their own family circle, or the precincts
of their parish. For large and populous districts, the

post-office, or other directories are sufficient, but for

places of smaller importance, commercial travellers are

employed, who, while engaged on other pursuits have
time and opportunity not only to make lists of names, but
also to collect information respecting the circumstances of

the parties, and though most of the circulars are sent at

random, some go almost with the certainty of proving suc-

cessful;—and the classes among which they generally

prove so are, clergymen of the Church of England, half-

pay officers, widows and spinsters.
The "

speculations
"
which are the most extensive, and

in which the really fortunate speculators are the agents,
may be reduced to three classes :

1st. Austrian lotteries, or to speak more correctly,
raffles for houses and estates.
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^ 2nd. Class lotteries, such as those of Prussia, Frank-
fort, Hamburgh, cfec.

3rd. Bonds of State loans contracted by the Austrian
and other German governments, which are paid off by
lotteries.

To each of these . classes we will devote a couple of

pa^es, and endeavour to show
"
speculators,

'^
of whom the

major part do not understand the schemes in which they
embark, their respective merits, and point out the impo-
sitions to which they may be subjected.

1st. Of the Austrian lotteries for houses, estates, &c.,
it may be at once said that persons purchasing a ticket,

might as well throw their money into the sea ; or rather,

they would do better to devote it to some act of charity.
It is indeed a matter of surprise how the Austrian govern-
ment authorizes or tolerates them, but as the tenth part of

the nominal price of the shares is levied by the hospitals
of Vienna, and it would be difficult or inconvenient to

assign other sources of revenue to cover the deficit which
would result from their suppression, it puts up with
the evil.

The system of them is as follows.
^
A nobleman or

a person, who has rendered some service to the govern-
ment is in debt, and having some house or estate for

which he cannot find a purchaser, or which would not half

cover the amount of his liabilities, applies for, and obtains,

permission to dispose of it by raffle. He then applies to

some third or fourth-rate merchant to undertake the man-
agement of the affair, and a prospectus is drawn up. A
house which has perhaps not been inhabited for years,
situated in some remote suburb of Vienna, where the

mephytic exhalations of an uncovered sewer, (like the

Fleet ditch until lately,) render residence impossible,
is transformed into a palace, and if there be attached to it

some perches of ground with a couple of unproductive

apple-trees and a copious crop of docks and nettles, the

pen of the Vienese
'^

George Robins'' becomes a magic
wand, which transforms them into the gardens of Armida.

If the estate lies in some secluded nook of Styria or

Bohemia, a hundred miles distant from any road or

river, forests which it would not pay the expenses to fell

even for the purpose of making potash or extracting tur-

pentine, are described as a source of unfailing and inex-

haustible revenue. The lists of the prizes to be gained
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are perfect illustrations of what M. Thiers once called,
"Tart de grouper les chiffres/' for they are presented in

columns in three or four different combinations, so that to

the superficial observer, or to the majority of the public,

they appear to hold out four or five times the number of

prizes they in reality contain.

It would occupy too much space to give demonstrations
of this science of arranging numbers, and we should pro-

bably bewilder our readers by presenting whole columns
of figures for this purpose, but we will point out a couple
of instances as illustrations.

The first object in these prospectuses, is to present to

the eye as great an agglomeration of numbers as possible,
and the florins are reduced to francs : thus, the 80,000fl.
or <£8000., which, as we have said, is the principal prize,
becomes 200,000 francs. But the Frankfort agents can
afford to be liberal at a small expense, and by the addi-

tion of a unit placed on the left hand, the fortunate adven-
turer is to become possessed of 1,200,000 francs. In the

original prospectus there is always a long flourish stating
that, whereas the pecuniary circumstances of many indi-

viduals, or their pursuits or tastes, may be such that they
would prefer a sum of ready money to the estate or palace,
therefore, the projectors are ready to give the sum of

200,000 francs in exchange. This clause would, however,
prove inconvenient to the gentlemen at Frankfort, and
therefore it is suppressed, and the estate alone, with its

value of 1,200,000 francs is advertised.

The sale of these tickets being prohibited all over Ger-

many, in France, and in Russia, only about 70 or 80,000
find purchasers ; but the projectors make the large number
of 160 or 180,000, because the half or more remaining in

their hands, they have a probability of being themselves
the gainers. As these tickets, therefore, cost them
nothing, they are in many of the plans made conducive to

presenting large sums as prizes in the following manner,
subject, however, to numberless variations in the arrange-
ment. Thus, for example, the first prize will be the magnifi-
cent estate or palace, N. ; and the second, and perhaps a
dozen other prizes, several thousands of these tickets—•

say, for the second prize 10,000 tickets. No. 100,001 to

110,000, which are not sold, but kept up as the gain of the
second number drawn. Suppose this to be No. 2,145, and
it will be entitled to the prizes which have been obtained
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by the tickets thus set apart. We have had the patience
to go through several drawing lists, and found that, in the

most favourable instance, the proprietor of the 10,000
tickets had gained 625

francs.^
He might have gained

the principal or the second prize, but he did not ; in the

mean time, the prospectus represented the second prize

(calculating the nominal value of the tickets) as a prize
of 125,000 fi-ancs ; and we have before us such plans, in

which the gains in shares amount to half a million and

upwards, showing a long array of prizes which reduced
to their simple expression were—0.

Some years ago. Prince Esterhazy (the former Austrian
ambassador in London,) contracted a loan with Messrs.
Rothschild for £700,000., reimbursable by lottery, on the

principle of the Austrian state loans, of which we will later

treat. Two drawings
^

take place every year, and the

highest prize is £5000. in some drawings, in others £4000.
There were besides each time smaller premiums of £1000.,
£800., £500., and smaller sums. In thirty-two years the
whole amount to £1,400,000. In order to have a long list

of large sums, one or more prizes consist in bonds of this

loan, and we will take an advertisement before us as an
instance :

" SPECIAL DRAWING.
**

Principal Prize.

*' 100 OriginarBonds of the Esterhazy Loan.

" The bonds of this Loan, contracted hy Messrs. Rothschild, partake in

the following prizes,
' '

,
Then follows in very small and faint type :

" Reimbursable by sixtj-four half yearly drawings, taking place
on the 15th of June, and 15th of December each year.

4
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defy a first-rate mathematician to understand them, or cal-

culate the chances. The nominal price of these tickets,
which is printed on them, is 12J francs, but they are sold at

Vienna, and actually hawked about the coffee-houses, for

five or six shillings, and sometimes even for less, but their

value is enhanced in a direct ratio with the distance

thence, and with the ignorance of the public as to their real

value : thus in Frankfort they are sold for twelve shillings,
in France. for twenty francs, and in England for twenty
shillings. Our readers may thus see what probabilities
there are of gaining, and how ^jrofitable this branch of

business is for the agents. But the chances for a purcha-
ser of a single ticket are even much less than would primd
facie appear from the

"
beggarly account of empty boxes"

we have laid before them. In all these lotteries there are

at least two, and often more, descriptions of tickets. A
certain number, say 20 or 22,000 are printed on coloured

paper, and nearly one-half of the amount of the prizes is

reserved for them in a separate drawing, in which they
alone participate, besides concurring with the others for

what is pompously called the principal drawing. One of

these is given gratuitously to the purchaser of five shares ;

and as most purchasers buy only one, they thus form a
bonus for the vendors and agents. This generosity does
not cost the undertakers anything ; but, nevertheless, the

Frankfort agents do not give the public this advantage to
which it is entitled, but instead they give a sixth ordinary
ticket, and sell the others for £2. a-piece

—their real value

being about twelve shillings. This appropriation to them-

selves, by the agents, of the gratuitous shares, particularly

considering the enormous profit they make by their out-

rageous overcharge, is a dowm-ight and impudent rob-

bery.
The number of shares in these lotteries, of which there

is one every five or six months, sold in the United King-
dom, is supposed to be between five and six thousand, of

which about eight hundred or a thousand are disposed of

in the Channel Islands, from whence, however, we under-
stand that a considerable portion finds its way into France.
In this supputation, as well as in those regarding the other

lotteries, which we shall later lay before our readers, there

is a great deal of uncertainty, as it is of course impossible
to obtain positive information regarding the operations of

the different agents, who keep their transactions as secret
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as possible; but we have drawn our conclusions from
probable data, and have adhered to the lowest reasonable
minimum.

2. The second description of lotteries, the tickets of

which are in circulation in this country, are called
^'
Class

Lotteries/' and though such exist in Hamburg, Leipsic,
Brunswick, Holland, and Prussia, the great mass of those
sold here belongs to the Frankfort lottery. With conside-
rable variations in the details, the system or principle is

the same in all. To render this intelligible, we will suppose
one of these class lotteries to consist of only one thousand
tickets. Of these a certain number, say one hundred, are
drawn out of the wheel, and one hundred prizes out of

another, and assigned by chance to each of the numbers
thus drawn. The number of tickets remaining undrawn
will be 900—^the wheel is sealed up, and a similar opera-
tion is repeated after an interval of three or four weeks,
when the number of undrawn tickets will be reduced to

800. Each of these drawings is called a class: this method
is virtually the same as if there were only one drawing,
interrupted by an indefinite period of time, for the numbers
drawn in one class no longer partake in the chances of the

subsequent ones. The object in view is that, as the price
of a ticket is very considerable, it would not be easy to

raise the amount at once, and therefore the payment of them
takes place by instalments. The period over which those
instalments are distributed is about six months ; the num-
ber of tickets being in the Frankfort Lottery 26,000, in
the Prussian 85,000. The agents who negociate these
shares in England, however, make adventurers pay at
once the amount of the ticket—viz. c£lO. ; the prime cost

of the Frankfort being to them £7. 10s., that of the Prus-
sian <£8. sterling. The offices where these shares are
sold do not take more than the instalment due, and
according to the regulations a shareholder should procure
a fresh ticket for each class, bearing the same number, the
ticket of the first class not being recognized as valid for the

subsequent drawings : these the agents keep in their own
hands, and by that means the purchaser of a ticket having
paid the full amount is ignorant that he ought to have it

renewed for each successive drawing, and consequently, if

he prove successful, he is obliged to submit to any deduc-
tion or commission which the agent may think proper to

demand, for he has nothing in his possession but a piece
VOL. XX.—NO. XL. 10
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of waste paper, the only valuable voucher being in the

possession of the agent, and the direction of lotteries not

recognising any other, nor taking cognizance of any dis-

putes which may arise. A premium drawn in the fourth,

fifth, or sixth class is paid only on the production of the

ticket of that class, and the endorsement of the agent that

either is answerable for all the classes, becoming an ordi-

nary debt between him and the holder. Hence, in order

to guard against these exactions, the agents never demand-

ing less than ten per cent, and sometimes twenty-five,
those persons who purchase tickets should insist on having
the proper voucher, if not for each class, at least for the

last, which contains the principal premiums, and demand
it in proper time : so that, if it is not in their possession at

least a fortnight before the drawing, they may be able to

write to the directors of lotteries explaining the circum-

stances, and lay an attachment on the ticket, when they
will be completely secured, as the authorities will, for

their own credit, see immediate justice done, and the col-

lector or agent will not risk having his license taken from
him.

This will also explain how the agents can send tickets

to parties with whom they are unacquainted, at the risk of

their not being returned or remaining unpaid, for the fact

is, that they send the vouchers of classes already

drawn, which have consequently no value, those belong-

ing to the subsequent drawings being in their own hands.

We understand that instances have frequently occurred of

persons who have obtained shares on credit, or kept in

their possession those foi-warded to them, and not re-

mitted the amount, have found themselves disappointed
when their numbers have tm-ned up fortunate, and they

expected to receive the prize.
^

We have said that the price of the tickets is paid by
instalments : each of these instalments is paid before the

drawing of each class. In order to collect these instal-

ments it is that these different drawings take place, and
the plans are very scientifically and artfully arranged,

offering at each stage a considerable number of prizes:

but if they be considered attentively, it will be found that,

with the exception ofone or two of the premiums, (excepting

in the last, usually termed the principal class,) the boon

offered consists of paltry sums, which, unless the specula-
tor be fortunate enough to gam in all the classes—which.
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though within the limits of possibility, is highly improba-
ble—have at the end only the result of diminishing his

outlay, while, at the same time, the considerable sums
applied to this object reduces very considerably the sum
which might otherwise be distributed in the final drawing.
The same effect is produced by the gratuitous shares, aa

they are called : the holder of every share drawn in one
class is besides entitled to a share in the following one,
without paying up the instalment corresponding thereto—
but the price of these shares is in the plan reckoned aa

money paid, and consequently as premium, a circum-
stance which escapes the attention of the superficial obser-

ver. This advantage, however, is lost to the English
speculator, and is one of the profits of the agents, ,as we
will endeavour to explain. Looking at one of the original
German prospectuses, we find that the instalments of the

Frankfort lottery are distributed m the following manner :

Fo the 1st Class ... 6 florins

2n(i do ... 14 „
3rd do ... 20 „
4th do ... 24 „
5th do ... 20
6th do ... 6

90 Florins = £7. 10.

Supposing a ticket to be drawn a prize in the third class,
the holder, besides the sum in money, would be exempted
from paying the instalment for the fourth class, which is

twenty-four florins, or two pounds sterling, he receiving a
fresh ticket with a fresh number, on which he would only
have to pay later the fifth and sixth instalments, unless he
were to prove again fortunate. As the agents, however,
who sell tickets in this country, have the full amount paid
from the beginning, it is evident that they ought to return
to their purchaser the £2. which they thus receive : this,

however, they never do ; they merely furnish a new ticket,
and

'^

speculators," unaware of this circumstance, are
satisfied. ^ These remarks are applicable to the other
classes.

There is a very ingenious contrivance in the Frankfort

lottery, the object of which is, not to loose hold of a person
who once engages in it. We find, on looking at the plan.
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that in the last class there are 5,615 prizes of 100 florins,
and 12,500 blanks, each of which latter receives a gratui-
tous share for the first class drawing of the following lot-

tery. Those prizes of 100 florins are, by the deduction of

the government profit of ten per cent, reduced to ninety
florins, or the price of a ticket for all six classes, and many
are consequently induced to invest that sum in the subse-

quent lottery ; while a great proportion of those who are
in possession of a first class ticket, are drawn by that

means to continue paying up the subsequent instalments.
The Prussian lottery is much more favourable than that

of Frankfort. Though the duty levied by the government
is more considerable, it being in Frankfort about eleven

per cent, and in Prussia about sixteen, there is not so

great a proportion of the stakes frittered away in gratui-
tous shares, small premiums, and other contrivances to

blind the public. The plan is much more simplified; and,
besides, the collectors are prohibited not only from asking,
but even from accepting any gratuity or commission volun-

tarily offered by gainers, whereas, at Frankfort, it is impos-
sible to withstand the importunity of the collectors, who are
not satisfied with a small commission. But this applies

equally to the Prussian shares circulated here, because, as
the agents at Frankfort are not servants of that govern-
ment, but purchase the shares from the collectors at Ber-

lin, cfec, and they have the original documents in their

possession, they are in a position to impose whatever con-
ditions they may think proper—for, to use a homely pro-
verb, they hold the handle of the frying-pan in their hands.
But we have already pointed out the means of obviating
this, by demanding the renewal of the ticket after the

drawing of each class.

We must add that, of all these class lotteries, the least

objectionable is the Prussian, and the least had the Frank-
fort—the others ought to be entirely eschewed.

Though many of the agents have been known to commit
frauds, and even to refuse the payment, totally or in part,
of prizes gained, there are many respectable individuals

among them, and some men of very great wealth, who act

honourably in every respect, but it is necessary to be
cautious as to the parties whose agency is availed of.

3. The third description in our classification is that
of loans, of which the reimbursement takes place by
lottery.
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This system was, we believe, first introduced in a loan
contract by the municipality of Paris, and later adopted
by Messieurs Rothschild in two loans contracted with
them by the Austrian government, in 1820 and 1821.

These having been reimbursed in the course of time, the

same plan was applied to other loans made in 1834 and
1839. With the exception of the capital, and some de-

tails, they are nearly similar ; but, in consequence of the

amount of the bonds being only the moiety of those of the

year 1834, those of 1839 are principally, or rather ex-

clusively, the basis of speculation here. By explaining
the nature of the one, we shall have done as much for the

other.

The Austrian loan of 1839 consists, or rather consisted,

primitively of 120,000 bonds of 250 florins, or £25. each,

forming a capital of 30,000,000 florins, or three millions

sterling. The bonds are divided into 6000 series, each

containing twenty bonds, and each bond is divided into

fifths. This loan bears no interest, and a certain propor-
tion is reimbursed every year in the following manner, the

operation having commenced in 1840.
' Two drawings of 35 series, or 700 bonds each, have
taken place twice each year.
One drawing will take place each year, during the six

next years ; and after that

Eighteen drawings will take place at intervals of eighteen
months, so that the last will take place on the 1st of De-
cember of 1878, when the loan will have been totally reim-
bursed by payments amounting in

^

the aggregate to

£7,425,000. sterling, the number of series drawn augment-
ing progressively at each term. The sum of the interest,
calculated at four per cent, per annum, is the amount
distributed in prizes ; but, as the whole amount of the first

years, when the number of series to be reimbursed is

small, is left to accumulate for future reimbursements: this

circumstance, coupled with other minor details, and with
the action of compound interest, reduces the interest paid
by the government to three-and-five-eighths per cent, per
annum.
The favour which these operations enjoy in Germany may

be judged of by the fact that, while the Austrian four per
cents are at about par, and the five per cents at about 115,
the bonds of this loan are worth about 125, and those of
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1834, of which the basis is somewhat more favourable, are

quoted at nearly 150.

At the stated periods, a number of series is drawn, and
three months later the bonds comprised in those series are

drawn as a lottery, fortune or hazard determining: the

amount with which each is to be reimbursed. These
amounts vary in the different drawings from £30,000. to

£50., the minimum, being double the amount of the origi-
nal price of the bonds when the loan was contracted. This

is, consequently, not a lottery in the strict sense of the
word ; but it is converted into one by speculators in many
of the principal towns in Germany, and principally at

Frankfort. The principle on which they do this is the

following.
In some cases they purchase a number of original bonds,

which bearing, as we have before said, a premium of twenty-
five per cent, cost them about thirty-one or thirty-two

pounds sterling each, and sell their own private engage-
ment to deliver to the purchaser one of the seven hundred
bonds which concur for reimbursement, if the series of
which their promissory document bears the number should
be drawn. Thus, if A purchases one of those promises or

tickets bearing the No. 243, and that series is drawn, they
give him a bond from among those which are to be reim-
bursed. The price at which these promises are sold is

£2. 105. But, in most instances, the agents have not any
bonds in their possession, for if they sell, for example, some
hundreds, as many do, it would require an investment of

several thousands of pounds, and they therefore take the

risk upon themselves.
^

As soon as the preliminaiy draw-

ing takes Y^lace, by which the series to be reimbursed are

determined, the bonds therein comprised acquire an addi-

tional value. The sum distributed among the seven
hundred bonds being £71,000. sterling, the intrinsic worth
of each is a fraction more than £lOO. ; but, in consequence
of the demand for them by private individuals, and by
the agents who have to deliver them to such of their cus-

tomers as have been so fortunate as to have the number of

a successful series, they sometimes sell for £l40. or £150.,
but generally for about £130. Let us now see how the

agent finds his account in this operation, taking as an ex-

emplification the last reimbursement in December, 1845,
the twelfth since the loan was made. By the previous
ones the number of series had been diminished by 385,
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leaving consequently 5615 series in the wheel: the
number of series drawn being 35, the proportion is pretty
nearly one in one hundred and sixty, whence it is evident
that the money received by the agents for that number of
tickets being £400., they realize a very large profit even if

they are compelled to pay the largest of the sums stated
for one of the drawn bonds. This profit will, however, be
more or less considerable, according to the degree in which
one may have been fortunate in the numbers he has
selected, as more, or 'more than the proportion, may be
drawn.
The Baden lottery, so often advertised, is on the same

principle, though on a smaller scale, and the profits of the

agents in proportion larger, the ratio being about 1 : : 240 ;

the price, we believe, is ten shillings, and on that account
it is of them that the largest quantity is sold.

It is therefore evident, that this being a private specula-
tion, all depends upon the bona fides of the agents : and
though we have not heard of any unfair conduct on their

part, we repeat that caution is necessary, or at least pru-
dent, in the selection of the parties with whom dealings
are had : their profits are, as has been shown, sufficiently
remunerative, apart other considerations, to induce them
to act fairly. The circumstance might, and has, we under-
stand, actually occurred, that the agents have not been
able to procure the necessary number of drawn bonds, and
have therefore been under the necessity either of com-
pounding with the parties interested, or of taking the risk

upon themselves : the first alternative is disagreeable to

the adventurer, who, having been successful in the first

instance, naturally wishes to try his fortune in the drawing
of the prizes ; in the second, if a large prize of <£23,000. or

£25,000. had been drawn, would the agent have been able
or willing to pay ? It is not always easy to purchase
drawn bonds ; indeed, a whole one it is almost an impos-
sibility to procure. Bankers and capitalists who hold
entire series, very seldom part with them when drawn,
and proprietors of single shares seldom sell more than two
or three-fifths, and reserve the remainder ; and the agents
may therefore easily be placed in a dilemma. This applies
more particularly to the Baden loan, where there are only
four series drawn each time, each consisting of one hun-
dred numbers.
The question is often put. Are large prizes ever gained
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in England ? and we can, on authentic information, answer
in the affimiative. We have, in fact, been told the names
and residences of several parties who have been fortunate,

principally in the Austrian loans. The principal prize,

once of £25,000., and twice of .£23,000., has been gained
in this country ; and as several others of smaller import
have also fallen here, we must suppose that the extent of

speculation in them is large. In the Trankfort lottery,

also, many large prizes have been gained in this country.
We have endeavoured to ascertain the number of shares

in these different enterprises which are on an average sold

among us ; but the solution of this question presents con-

siderable difficulties. It is obviously impossible to become

acquainted with the private operations of the agents, but
nevertheless something may be gathered respecting those

of some who are not so discreet, or so guarded as their

confreres, and something being known of their transac-

tions, analogy gives a cue to those of the others.

With regard to the Frankfort lottery, something positive
is there known as to the quantity of shares disposed of in

different countries ; and about 2,500 to 3,000 are stated to

be disposed of in England. Of the Prussian, less is

known ; but it would seem that about six or seven hundred
are sent here, but to these must be added a conside-

rable number purchased by tourists at Aix-la-Chapelle,

Cologne, &c.
'

Of the Austrian estate lotteries, we have already stated

the number, and in the loan reimbursements, one house
alone has been known to sell for one drawing promises to

the amount of £3000 sterling ; while, for the Baden loan,
a much larger quantity is disposed of, though, of course,
the sum of money received is less considerable.

We have, therefore, no hesitation in giving the following
as much below the real limits of the money spent in this

country in foreign lotteries, in order to show what a lai'ge

amount must be absorbed by them :

4,000 Austrian Estate lottery tickets at £1. £4,000
2,500 Frankfort tickets at £10. 25,000
500 Prussian tickets at £10. 5,000

2,000 Promises for bonds in the Austrian loan

at £2. 10. 5,000

4,000 ditto in the Baden loan at 10s. 2,000

£41,000
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And as each of these lotteries is drawn twice a-year, we
shall have a total of £82,000. ; but, adding the tickets^ of

other lotteries, such as the Hamburg, Leipsic, &c., which
we have not taken into account, and considering that we
have greatly underrated the actual number of shares sold,

we may take in round numbers £100,000. sterling as being
annually invested in these foreign speculations.
On the Austrian, Baden, and Austrian loans, the agents

realize, as we have seen, upwards of sixty per cent, or

about £8000. ; and the governments of Prussia and Frank-
fort twelve per cent. , or £7,200 ; or, to take round num-
bers, we may say £15,000. at least, (without the profit made
by the sale of the tickets by the agents,) are contributed in

this country to foreign exchequers.
However, an indirect profit, though in proportion a small

one, is also realized by our own government, by these

transactions, in the shape of postages. Upwards of two
hundred thousand circulars are distributed through the

country annually ; and, if we suppose that only one-twen-
tieth of them is answered, and that from a part of this

fraction a correspondence ensues, we may safely suppose
that 300,000 letters pass through the post-office, equal to a
revenue of a couple of thousand pounds.
We will, in conclusion, condense in a few words the

substance of the foregoing statements for the caution of

such of our readers as venture their money in foreign
lotteries : that manj^ persons in this country do so, we have

already demonstrated; and in much larger numbers than
we have insinuated, for, in order not to be guilty of exag-
geration, we have kept far within the bounds of reality.
We think it, however, necessary to premise, that in so far

as the respective foreign governments are concerned, the

drawing of the numbers is not only conducted with the

greatest fairness, but with the most minute and compre-
hensive precautions to prevent either collusion or mistakes,
in presence of the public, and that, in some of them any of
the spectators is entitled to control and examine the opera-
tions. The only exception to this is the Russo-Polish

loan, of which we have taken no notice in our preceding-
remarks, because the drawings of that loan have termi-
nated ; and therefore it will not again be brought before
the public. Of these bonds a vast quantity, more, perhaps,
than of any other description, used to be sold in this coun-

try. There is an inherent and natural vileness in every
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thing that is Russian; and the profligacy of all the public
ofl&cers of that country, however high their position, would
in itself be sufficient motive to assume prima facie

that there was a probability of unfairness in the drawing of
the bonds and numbers. But there are cogent and positive
circumstances (which as these transactions do not any
longer interest any portion of the British public, it would
be waste of time to detail,) that raise these suspicions to

the rank of almost demonstrative certainties. The public
was always excluded from witnessing the drawings, which
took place at Warsaw.
But to return from this digression to our premises ; there

being no unfairness in the manner in which these opera-
tions are conducted by foreign governments, adventurers
can become the victims of illicit practices only at the hands
of the agents, and they would therefore do well not to pur-
chase tickets except from agents of known respectability
and standing. There are scores of individuals at Frankfort
who call themselves authorized agents, who are not so, and
who, after receiving the money for the tickets, have either

pocketed the prizes, or forced the parties who had a right
to them to make large sacrifices in order to secure a part.
We would recommend them, if they are determined to

speculate, notwithstanding all the disadvantages which
attend those speculations, to avail themselves of those
houses which have agencies in this country, and of whom
we understand that three or four are known to act with

uprightness and liberality. They should, however, at all

events insist upon having the original ticket of the last

class in the class lotteries.

The Austrian estate lotteries we have already shown to

be worthless, and little better than swindling transactions ;

however pompous the prospectuses, however numerous the

prizes advertised, and however well arranged the numbers,
the positive and real truth is, that the whole amount of
cash distributed in prizes never in any instance exceeds

£12,000., and that the estates and houses represented as
worth thousands are hardly ever worth more than the half

of the sum offered by the projectors for them: finally,

that the chances against obtaining that prize are 169,999
to 1.

In the Frankfort lottery, with the exception of twenty-
three prizes, varying from <£250. to <£7,500., the nineteen-
twentieths of the other 13,500 prizes are merely paltry
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bonuses, by whicli merely the stake and a trumpery profit of

a couple of pounds are returned, which are, however, sub-

ject to a deduction of ten per cent. ; and further, though
by the arrangement of the numbers it appears in the

prospectus that the prizes amount to 1,822,500 florins, the

sum in reality is 1,050,000 only, about £90,000. sterling.^
In the Prussian lottery there is not so much trickery in

the arrangement of the ciphers, and the chances against

gaining anything are reduced from 8 to 3, the prospect

being to recover the stake with a small profit ; but there

are upwards of four hundred prizes which are not small, of

which twenty-five are sums varying from <£300. to £21,000.
In the drawings for the reimbursement of state loans,

speculators should bear in mind that, though the number
of series is small, yet, as each series contains a considera-

ble number of bonds, the chances against gaining any of

the large prizes is one hundred thousand to one, and up-
wards against them.
We have endeavoured to condense as much as possible

our details, our object being to show such of our readers as

may have been or shall be tempted to embark in foreign

lotteries, their nature and arrangement, which are in gene-
ral very little understood by parties even who engage
largely in them. That notwithstanding all their endeavours
to put a stop to them in this country, the sale of tickets is

very considerable, and will probably increase, is to us a
matter of certainty. The act of parliament passed during
the last session to prevent advertising, is not likely to be

any great obstacle in the way of the agents ; for the price
of one advertisement is equivalent to the postage of thirty
or forty circulars, the printing included. It will, therefore,

merely cause the agents a little more trouble in finding
out amateurs, instead of the amateurs finding them.

There is something attractive in the plan of a lottery,
and avarice as well as indigence, the wealthy gentleman,
the tradesman who expects to be inconvenienced by
acceptances about to become due, the modest possessor of

a large family and small revenue, and a thousand others,
will not fail to be sometimes allured by the hope of gaining
at small risk a large sum of money. The agents ai'e not
therefore likely to want purchasers, for, the man who

Ingentes oculo irretorto,

Spectat acervos

is as great a phenomenon in our times, as he was in the

days of Augustus.
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Art. VII.—The Noviciate, or a Tear among the English Jesuits :

a personal Narrative. With an Essay on the Constitutions ,

the Confessional Morality, and History of the Jesuits. By
Andrew Steinmetz. London: 1846.

A CERTAIN modern wi-iter, speaking of the suppres-
sion of the Jesuits by Pope Clement XIV . compares

him to
""
the «.ss kicking the hon.'' The author of so

dehcate a simile cannot think it derogatory to dignity, if

applied to one far below the pontiff in rank or acquire-
ments. That author is the one before us ; (p. 315) and we
leave the application of the figure to such as shall peruse
his work. For colour it as he may, it will always strike

any English mind, as the base attempt to injure in the

public estimation, nay, utterly to uproot and destroy, as
far as he can, those

''
whose salt he has eaten,'' to betray

those into the same dish with whom he has dipped his

hand. Nay more ; he applied unsolicited, unenticed, for

admission into a society on which he had no claim, which
he could offer no pledge to of benefiting

—for of the abilities

and learning whereof he seems ever so conscious it had no
evidence—he was poor and unfriended, yet its superiors

accepted him: they it is true exacted no secresy, they
made no bargains ; they admitted him frankly, a stranger,
into the bosom of their community ; he was fed by them
and clothed, called and treated as

'^
a brother;" received

what he acknowledges to have been
" matemar' kindness

in his treatment, was nursed when sick, was comforted
when sad ; and when he chose to leave was freely let—nay,
the very means of travelling were supplied him with instant

liberality: he parted from his companions not without

tears, and from his superior with a fatherjy blessing ; and
his first public step is to throw open rudely to the sneers of

prejudiced enemies the privacy of the retreat which gave
him shelter, to uncover scenes of confidential intimacy, and

drag into a light in which it may be unfair to contemplate
them, words, acts, incidents, and characters, which belong
to a little world of their own, arise ;from springs, and flow

through territories, and tend to objects, all of another
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sphere. Who would receive beneath his roof the person
who had once done this ?

We are anxious to be candid. We therefore at once say-

that Mr. Steinmetz does not altogether belong to the

family of the Cioccis and the Maria Monks. He does not
invent his facts as those worthy predecessors of his did. In
his autobiography we have no reason to suppose that he
has positively told untruths. But first the meanness is

scarcely less, nor is the untruthfulness. Let us suppose
that we admitted a stranger into our family circle,
and treated him not with the formality of a guest,
but with the freedom of a friend : how many little pecu-
liarities of manner or speech, how many conventional
names of endearment, nay, how many weaknesses even,
and trifling occurrences might he, or rather would he,
not be able to record, which if he roughly transplanted
them into his

^^
memoirs," and gave them to the world in

a tone of scoffing irony, would be equivalent to the

grossest calumny, and would call forth indignation from

every reader. What *^
at home" was natural and in its

place, to the public may be absurd, and its betrayal is mean.
But truth may be violated by the colour given to real facts,
or by the medium through which they are presented to

view, as much as by the distortion or alteration of facts

themselves.
Now this is the case throughout Mr. Steinmetz's book.

Let us take, as an illustration, his section on St. Igna-
tius, (p. 278.) He^ tells us, at its conclusion, that all the
facts recorded in it are taken from Alban Butler's and
Bouhour's Lives ; and yet throughout the saint is made
to appear little better than a madman and impostor.
How is this managed ? Why easily enough. Give your
own motive to every act, clothe every anecdote in scoffing

language, treat every thing wonderful as an imposture,
every act of noble virtue as hypocrisy ; sneer, insinuate,
interlard with inuendoes ; and without altering the skeleton
of a fact, you may make it bear a hideous form as well as
the fairest. The deformity, however, will come from him
that moulds it.

We own that we do not apprehend any danger to the

society which Mr. Steinmetz assails, from this work. It

does too much and it does too little. It will satisfy no
party. In the Essay on the Constitution and History of
the Order his abuse is too gross and wholesale not to dis-
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gust moderate men: in the record of his own experience he
is too tame, too little piquant to satisfy the violent. For
in the former, not only St. Ignatius, but St Francis

Xavier, St. Francis Borgia, Laynez, and other extraor-

dinary men are not merely stripped of their prerogative of

sanctity, but dragged down below the level of ordinary
virtue. To satisfy Mr. Steinmetz's theory they were either

the accomplices, or the dupes, of their common master.

Pm'sue this view to its legitimate bounds, and you find it

too monstrous for human belief. Mr. Steinmetz must earn
for himself a higher claim than he now has to the confidence

of others, before they will allow him to sit in judgment upon
such men.
But we rather turn to that part of his work which con-

tains his own history : and we own that with any man of

sense, and of ordinary candour, we think it will rather

counteract, than promote, Mr. Steinmetz 's o^vn project—•

that of holding up the Jesuits to public execration, and

making them an object of terror. Futting aside the high
colouring of trifles, and the occasional attempt to insinuate

charges, we think that the friends of the Order may rather

rejoice than grieve, that a traitor with all the wish, has
made the effort to hurt—and has so signally failed. The
ex-novice gives us minutely the system of

''

training'' pur-
sued in the noviceship—training mental and corporeal, of

thought and sense, of look and gesture ; training by the

year, by the day, by the hour ; training in the chapel, in

the dormitory, in the field—the training in fine by which
the true, the refined, the perfect Jesuit is to be formed.
And a Jesuit, according to Mr. Steinmetz 's idea is some-

thing about as unscrupulous, as ambitious, as cunning, and
as unprincipled as can well be imagined. Let any one read
the

''

Essay," and come, if he can, to a different conclusion.

Well, now Mr. S. admits us behind the scenes, draws away
the veil of privacy, exhibits to vis the Master of Novices
in secret instilling into the youthful hopes of the society its

essential principles
—training them to be downright good

Jesuits. Is he not telling them that
*'
the end sanctifies

the means?'' teaching them the comfortable doctrine of

''mental reservation?" gently insinuating to them that

the exaltation and interests of the society are the paramount
end of their lives and profession? Mr. Steinmetz either has

nothing to say on such topics, or he is yet a very Jesuit and
conceals them. But no; let us take his—an enemy's—a
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traitor's statements. First, whom does this artful society
entrust with the dehcate task of rearing its precious brood
of future Parsonses and Escobars ? One ofwhom this his

recreant son writes :

** A mother's gentleness is also requisite to inspire that confi-

dence which has no secrets. In this respect the man selected to

guide us at Hodder left nothing to desire : in unbosoming my heart
to him, I often thought of my mother."—Page 153.

Again :

** I liked this man. I like him still ; and will only say that his

conduct during that retreat filled me with sorrowful admiration."—
Page 262.

•' All that this kind man ever requested me or ordered me to do,
I did from my heart."—Page 268.

And truly any one who knew F. Thomas Brownbill
would have considered it a libel on the proverbial clever-

ness of the society, to say, that it put him at the head of
the Noviciate, for the forming of Jesuits according to

Brother Steinmetz's present ideas. He was a true Israelite

without guile, as ignorant of what passed in the world,
three miles from his garden wall, as if he had lived in

India, single-hearted, humble, mild, and
^
kindly ; yet

withal discreet, firm, and thoroughly versed in the science
of the spiritual life. May his prayers in heaven obtain the

grace of repentance for his wayward disciple, who has raised

up his hand against all that was dearest to him on earth !

Secondly, what are the means employed to attain this end,
of making accomplished Jesuits? Mr. Steinmetz informs

us, that they were prayer, self-examination, self-restraint,
and meditation—meditation on sin, on death, on judgment!
It is true that he is pleased to pick up motives of censure
of these holy practices ; but no good Christian will fail to

recognise in them the surest foundations of a solidly
virtuous life. For, thirdly, according] to his own account,
what were the results of this training? Mr. S. shall

tell us.

** In concluding this topic I will only add, that I attained in a
short time so complete a mastery over my mind and heart, that at

the slightest thought of evil, the vigilant conscience shuddered, as
the body starts, in a solitary walk, at the rustling of the leaf

suddenly falling."
— Page 186.
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Again—
*' I saw no difficulties in perfection

—all things were easy to him
that loved strouglj.

—Page 216.
* What had I to confess ? Perhaps a little negligence in this,

a trivial omission of that dutj, nothing more."—Page 263.

Such was the result of the process for
''

making a Jesuit''

out of one who had confessedly been given up to sin and
infidelity before he was subjected to it; of one who had
*'

unscrupulously ventured into the eddies of the world's

whirlpool/' not without remorse; of one, in fine, who
thus draws his own former portrait :

*^

JDaily my heart
overflows with love to my God, who has been so singularly
kind to me ! I shudder when the memory of the past
rises in judgment against me ! How I fluttered on the

abyss of infidelity ! You remember [he is writing to a

friend] the wanderings of my mind—the specious argu-
ments she framed on the basis of impassioned flesh. Yes,
I was almost a Deist." (p. 84.) Now, we put it to any
one : Can that man be now a Christian, who can write a
book to vilify and hold up to scorn a system, which in a
few months changed him ivoiwthis state to that described
above ; made the conscience shudder at the thought of

sin, which before had framed its excuses at the dictation

of the flesh ?

And, in truth, we have grounds for putting this ques-
tion. Mr. S. through his book speaks as though he were
a Protestant, a Bible-reader and admirer. Let those

whom he thus wishes to gain look to it. He has told

others that Voltaire and such books had disabused him,
and made him what he is. Nor are we surprised at this.

Divine grace is not to be trifled with. The soul which it

has once purged of the very affections to sin, and even of

its temptations, (for so Mr. S. describes his state,) and has
been brought to love God, as he tells us his did, and then
on a mere whim flings all its spiritual treasure away, can

hardly fail to be stript, in judgment, of every fair gift, even
to that of faith, and be left cold and poor, and blind and
naked.

For, any one reading his account of his departure from
the Noviciate, will naturally conclude : either the truth is

suppressed, or the author acted in the spirit of a froward,

capricious, pettish child. There is neither manliness nor

sense in the transaction as he describes it. A year's
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training which has subdued passion, desires, self; the

splendid superstructure of piety and devotion; meditation,
retreats, in fine, the Noviciate— all vanish like smoke,
on having to make a confession of trivial faults to a man
whom he does not like ! There is something untold in

the winding up—depend upon it."''*
^
Perhaps the character

with which he was sent to the Noviciate by the discerning
superior of his former college may have accompanied him
to the end. He had given '^indications of considerable
mental extravagance, impatience to discipline,'^ <fec.

(p. 18.) The symptoms of
**
mental extravagance,'' we

fancy we can trace through the whole account which he
gives (candidly, we think, on the whole) of the working of
his mind through the entire Noviciate. There is nothing
sober, calm, simple-hearted through it. All is exagge-
rated, violent, and unsober. But in nothing so much as
in the constant presence of self throughout. Whatever
else Mr. Steinmetz may have conquered in his noviciate,
one thing we see little evidence of his having subdued—•

and that is vanity. . Perhaps no hero of an autobiography
can help displaying it; it is, in fact, the root of his work.
But in Mr. S. this is truly the leaven which at once sours
and puffs out the entire work. Of learning it cannot
boast. Notwithstanding that its author has

'*
never lost a

day in idleness of mind since the hour when he first went
to school in his seventh year," and speaks of his great
industry, &c., more than once, there is hardly a classical

quotation in the book which goes beyond the mere school-

boy reading of the college in which he was educated—its
*' Latin by heart;" and as for the historical matter respect-

ing the Jesuits, on which we might have looked for some-

thing new, there is nothing but what every enemy of theirs

has said again and again, and what has been as often

answered.

Possibly Mr. Steinmetz 's work appearing at this moment
may be a good hit ; there is a party in the reading world
i'l England, a shark-jawed generation, that must have a

periodical feed of religious calumny. Michelet's book,
though rather grossly flavoured, has been savoury to its

palate ; but it has been swallowed, and the gaping jaws

* Since this was written, we have learnt, on good authority, that the acconnt of
this transaction is utterly incorrect; and that the real cause of his departure is
not given in his book.

VOL. XX.—NO. XL. 11
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are craving for another tit-bit—not quite so strong. To
throw this new gobbet in, just at the nick of tinie, is

clever. It will go down, in spite of the hooked chain on
the back of it ; and another mouthful will be wanted.

Perhaps it might not be amiss to try the history of Mr.
Steinmetz's conversion from popeiy to—what?

Art. VIII.—Lyra Innocentium ; Thoughts in Verse on Christian

Children, their Ways and their Pnvileges. Oxford, Parker,
1846. .

IT
is far from our intention to approach the work of

so deservedly celebrated a writer as the author of the
Christian Year, in a controversial, or even in a critical

spirit. That the poems, which we have named at the

head of this article, are really his, we make no question,

though we are not told so in the title-page. There are

few of them which do not bear clear marks of their relation-

ship to those which are so familiar to our memories and
our hearts; and that, (unlike the Lyra Apostolica,) they have
all one and the same parentage, is evident, on the principle
that exceptio prohat regulmiiy from the circumstance that

one of them, and one only, is ascribed, in a note ap-

pended to it, to another person. One or two there are,
which are somewhat different from the rest in style ; and
there are metres introduced which do not occur in the

Christian Year ; the matter too is not so condensed, nor
the thoughts so recondite ; but such varieties are found
in the separate works of every author—time,^ place, age,
frame of mind, subject, giving to each its distinctive cha-

racter. The Christian Year was published in 1827 ; the

Lyra Apostolica (as far as it is Mr. Keble's,) is the Chris-

tian Year of 1833 ; the Lyra Innocentium is the Christian

Year of 1846. The circumstances of 1827 and 1846 differ

from each other more than the two volumes which belong
to those respective dates.

We have not the analytical powers which would war-
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rant a critical survey of so gifted an intellect as has given
birth to these poems ; and we have not quite the heartless

officiousness to view them in a controversial aspect. If

they have a special characteristic, it is that they are not

controversial, in this aspect differing from other poems of

the same school. Whether we look at the Lyra Apos-
tolica, or the Cathedral and liaptistery, loyalty to the

Anglican Church is here or there secured or attempted
by attacks on the See of Rome and the Catholic Church;
some few traces of this peculiarity are found even in the
Christian Year. But the volume before us preserves an
emphatic silence on the subject of other churches. It will

teach the happy children who are submitted to its influence,
at least by implication, that there is no contrariety, no
separation between the different portions of Christendom;
that Christianity is every where the same, the religion of

peace and truth, with one and the same great daily rite,

one and the same profession of faith. Catholics, at least,
are not called to find fault with such a representation.
Nor do we find in this volume any strong language

against those who have recently left the Anglican Church,
as is the manner with the periodicals and pamphlets which

express the sentiments of the party with which the author's
name is connected. That he seriously disapproves of their

step, is evident even from the fact that he does not take it

himself; for such a step is either a duty or a sin ; nay, he

distinctly records his feeling on the subject : at the same
time he records it without bitterness, violence, or injustice
towards the persons concerned. In his introductory stanzas
*'
to all friendly readers," he desires their prayers

" That he
A true and timely word may frame
For weary hearts, that ask to see

Their way in our dim twilight-hour :

His lips so purged with penance-fire,
That he may guide them, in Christ's power,
Along the path of their desire ;

" And with no faint and erring voice

May to the wanderer whisper,
*

Stay :

God chooses for thee : seal His choice.
Nor from thy Mother's shadow stray."

It will be observed that he here recognises himself dis-
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tinctly as/' guiding" others, and that '"with no faint nor
erring voice." And in another place he seems to com-
pare those who "mistrust their elders" and leave the

Anglican Church, to St. Thomas, who would himself see,
before he believed the Resurrection ; a kind comparison,
because St. Thomas was an Apostle notwithstanding, but
still of very decided meaning. The poem is on the gene-
ral subject of wilfulness and ''

worldly wisdom," in refusing
to

"
see with others' eyes ;" it ends thus:

" Alas ! that man his breath should lose

In wayward, doubting race,
Nor his still home in shelter choose

Where Thou hast set his place,'''
—

p. 109.

Would that others had confined themselves to this—we
will not say kind and gentle, but—equitable tone in their

reproofs ; we speak not of one person or another, but of the

generality of those who have felt it a duty to animadvert on
recent converts to the Catholic Church. We are not here

crying for mercy, but asking justice, demanding common
English fairness ; we have a right to expect, but we do
not find, that considerate, compassionate, comprehensive
judgment upon their conduct, which, instead of fixing on

particular isolated points in it, views it as a whole—uses

the good, which is its general character, to hide its inci-

dental faults—makes one part explain another, what is

strong here excuse what is weak there, and evident sin-

cerity of intention atone for infirmity of performance ;

which has a regard to circumstances, to the trial of an
almost necessary excitement, the necessity of acting be-

yond exception, yet of acting without precedent, and of

reaching a certain object when each assignable path has
its difficulties. We are not apologizing for their great and
momentous decision, but for the peculiarities which have

accompanied its execution; if to do as much as this, be

considered after all asking for mercy not for equity, it is only
such mercy, to say the least, as they, as well as the subjects
of their censure, will require on a day to come. In the

well known words of the poet—
**In the course of justice, none of us

Should see salvation ; we do pray for mercy ;

And that same prayer doth teach us all to render
The deeds of mercy."
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And we on our parts will show to these objectors so much
consideration, as to allow that they do not pass their cen-

sures wantonly. We do not hold them justified in those

censures, but we are able to enter into the feelings under
which they pass them. Such censures are necessary for

their position. When men of education^ of good abilities,

of blameless lives, make great sacrifices, give up their place
in society, their friends, and their means of living, in order

to join another communion, it is a strong argument, as far

as any single argument is strong, for that communion's
claim on the dutiful regard of Christians generally. And,
in the instances before us, the argument came with particular

cogency to those persons, and they were not few, who were
united to the converts by ties of friendship, kindred, or gra-
titude. It was impossible that such persons should not be
moved by the example thus held out to them ; and, this

being the case, there was no saying how far its influence

might spread. In consequence it became very necessary
to show, with respect to the seceding parties, that there was
something faulty in the mode in which they had severally de-
tached themselves from their original communion,—a fault

such as to invalidate the testimony of each, and to destroy
its logical and rhetorical force. It was a great point to be
in a condition to say, that not any one of them but might
have acted better than he did ; and, whereas by seceding
they had shown no piety towards the Church of England,
its doctors, or its living divines and prelates, there was no
special call for delicacy in dealing with them, and no reason

against imputing motives or using personalities. If mo-
tives could not be plausibly conjectured, faulty tendencies
at least were discoverable in their several characters ; or

hypothetical failings were assignable, as restlessness,
or flightiness, such as would, if existing, account for their

conduct by what Gibbon calls ''human causes;" or, if

every thing else failed, words might be cast at them, and
they might be accused of ''rationalism." Nay, since no man
living is perfect, and such critical junctures bring out an
individual mind, such as it is, into full play, develop its

qualities and faculties, and magnify for the time, as in a
lens, even its minutest peculiarities and represent its faintest

shades and colours, we may readily grant that never was
there a case of conversion, except under the influence of ex-

traordinary inspiration, which might not have proceeded
more holily, more wisely, more religiously than it did—never
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a case which did not present an opportunity of criticism, to

those who had the heart, or felt it a necessity, or thought
it a duty to criticise.

Such is the condition of all of us in this world.
''
Posuisti iniquitates nostras in conspectu tuo, ssecu-

lum nostrum in illuminatione vultus tui/' Good friends,

you have not far to seek ; habetis confitentem reum ;

he pleads guilty; he has given up a fellowship or a

living, or he has forfeited an inheritance, or ruined the

prospects or present provision of wife and children, or

damaged his reputation for judgment or discernment ; he
has cheerfully made himself a scofiP, submitted himself as
a prey to the newspapers, has made himself strange to

his brethren ; and besides and amid all this, it is true,
he has said a strong word—-or uttered a sarcasm—his

successive disclosures have not severely kept time with the

growth of his misgivings,—he has spoken to those with
whom he should have been reserved, and has been silent

where he should have spoken ; at times he has not known
where he stood, and perhaps promised what he could not

perform. Of his sacrifices he thinks and says nothing ;

what he does know and does think of, is in substance what
you so rhetorically urge against him, yes, and before you
urge it. His self-scrutiny has preceded your dissection of

him. What you proclaim to the world, he confesses without

grudging, viz. that he has but acted secundum capturn

suiun, according to what he is, not as an angel, but as a

man; in the process of his conversion he has had to strug-

gle with uncertainty of mind, with the duties of an actual

position, with misgivings of its untenableness, with the per-

plexity of fulfilling many duties and of reconciling con-

flicting ones. He is not perfect; no one is perfect; not

they who accuse him ; he could
retaliate^ upon them ; he

could gratuitously suggest reasons for their retaining their

stations as they can for his relinquishing them ; but it

would be unworthy of him to do so. He leaves them to

that judgment to which he himself appeals. May they who
have spoken or written harshly of recent converts to the

Catholic Church, receive at the Great Day more lenient

measure than they have in this case given !

Returning to the volume which has led to these remarks,
we find the author's silence concerning the affairs of the

day still more emphatic than we have as yet described it.

Not only is he entirely uncontroversial, as beseemed one
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who writes of
''

Christian Children, their ways and their

privileges/' but he abstains almost entirely from any allu-

sion whatever to the existing state and prospects of the

English Church. In this respect he is singularly in con-
trast with himself in the Christian Year, which, though
written for the personal edification of private persons,
abounds in sentiments about ecclesiastical matters as

existing at the date of its composition. These sentiments
wear the character of forebodings, and those forebodings
seem, from the event or the present position of affairs, to
be almost prophetic. He wrote and published in a time of

peace and plenty for his Church, when Lord Liverpool's
government was in power, when Church patronage was
dispensed more respectably than perhaps it ever had been,
and when Church reform had not even showed itself on
paper. In those palmy days of the Establishment, our
author discerned that neither in doctrine nor in ethical

standard, was she even as much as she might have been
according to her principles, and as she had been from time
to time in the persons of certain of her children. He con-
sidered he perceived, not merely corruption of life, but
failure of faith, and judgment in the horizon. He described
the world, which once attended our Lord in triumph into

Jerusalem, as now
**

Thronging round to gaze
On the dread vision of the latter days,

Constrained to own Thee, but in heart

Prepared to take Barabbas' part ;

* Hosanna' now, to-morrrow •

Crucify,'
The changeful burden still of their rude lawless cry."

And then he asked :

*• But what are heaven's alarms to hearts that cower
In wilful slumber, deepening every hour,

That draw their curtains closer round,
The nearer swells the trumpet's sound ?

Lord, ere our trembling lamps sink down and die.

Touch us with chastening hand, and make us feel thee nigh.**

He speaks of the
" watchman true," as

"
Waiting to see what God will do,

As o'er the Church the gathering twilight falls :

No more he strains his wistful eje.
If chance the golden hours be nigh,

By youthful hope seen beaming round her walls.
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" Forced from his shadowy paradise,
His thoughts to heaven the steadier rise ;

There seek his answer when the world reproves ;

Contented in his darkling round,
If only he be faithful found,

When from the East the eternal morning moves.*'

He addresses the clergy in a similar strain :

* Think not of rest ; though dreams be sweet.
Start up, and ply your heaven-ward feet ;

Is not God's oath upon your head,
Ne'er to sink back on slothful bed—
Never again your loins untie,
Nor let your torches waste and die,

Till, when the shadows thickest fall.

Ye hear your Master's midnight call ?"

And elsewhere :
—

'* Is this a time for moonlight dreams
Of love and home by mazy streams—
For fancy with her shadowy toys.
Aerial hopes, and pensive joys

—
While souls are wandering far and wide.
And curses swarm on every side ?

No—rather steel thy melting heart,

To act the martyr's steadfast part ;

To watch with firm, unshrinking eye,

Thy darling visions as they die.

Till all bright hopes, and hues of day.
Have faded into twilight gray

'•Pray only that thine aching heart,

From visions vain content to part,

Strong for love's sake its woe to hide,

May cheerful wait the Cross beside,
Too happy if that dreadful day.

Thy life be given thee ' for a prey.'
"

At another time, speaking of the English Church more
directly, after commencing with

''

Stately thy walls and

holy are thy prayers/' he continues—
" mother dear,

Wilt thou forgive thy son one boding sigh ?

Forgive, if round thy towers he walk in fear,

And tell thy jewels o'er with jealous eye V
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And then he proceeds to apply to his Church Ezekiel's
fearful Vision in the Temple. Elsewhere he speaks of

" God's new Israel, sunk as low,

Yet flourishing to sight as fair,

As Sion in her height of pride,
"With queens for handmaids at her side,

With kings for nursing fathers, throned high,
And compassed with the world's too tempting blazonry.''

And, to make one additional extract, speaking of

Aaron's sin in the matter of the golden calf, he asks,

"For what shall heal, when holj water banes ?

Or who may guide
O'er desert plains

Thy loved yet sinful people wandering wide,
If Aaron's heart unshrinking mould
An idol form of earthly gold ? »

" Therefore on fearful dreams her [the Church's] inward

sight
Is fain to dwell ;

What lurid light
Shall the last darkness of the world dispel

—
*

The Mediator, in His wrath.

Descending down the lightning's path."

^

He ends, addressing that Divine Mediator, with a con-
tinued allusion to Moses in the Mount :

** But at Thy touch let veiled hearts awake,
That nearest to Thine altar lie.

Yet least of holy things descry.
Teacher of teachers ! Priest of priests ! from Thee

The sweet strong prayer
Must rise, to free

First Levi, then all Israel from the snare.

Thou art our Moses out of sight
—•

Speak for us, or we perish quite."

Such plaintive notes, quales populea Philomela sub

umbra, have by this time altogether left the Poet's Lyre :

as far as we have observed, not a sound remains of them
in the present volume. What is the meaning of this ? is

it that singing-birds are silent when a storm is at hand,
and that the evil in his Church is too awful and imminent
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for verse ? Actual England is too sad to look upon. The
Poet seems to turn away from the sight ; else, m his own
words, would it'' bruise too sore his tender heart;" he
takes refuge in the contemplation of that blessed time of

life in which alone the Church is what God intended it,

what Christ made it, the time of infancy and childhood.

He sounds a Lyra Innocentium. He hangs over the first

springs of divine grace, and fills his water-pots with joy
'* ex fontibus Salvatoris," before heresy, schism, ambition,
worldliness, and cowardice have troubled the still depths.
He would fain have the morning last till evening; he
almost confesses it :

—•

" sweet morning-dream, I praj,
Pass not with the matin-hour :

Charm me :
—heart and tongue allay,

Thoughts of gloom and ejes that lower.

From the Fountain to the Shrine,
Bear me on, thou trance divine

;

Faint not, fade not on my view,
Till I wake and find thee true."—^. 11.

Thus he would live and die in a "trance" or ''dream ;" a

dream, as he confesses it to be, since souls fall from their

first innocence, as time goes on; a dream, as we should

add, because children in the Anglican Church, though com-
mencing their course as Catholics, yet when they come to

years of discretion fall into a schismatical state. Yet we
cordially thank him for his "dream;" we thank him for

choosing a subject for his verse in which Catholics and he
are one,—a subject such, that Catholics can claim and
use his poems as expressing their owai mind, not merely
imposing a higher and fuller sense on them, but taking
them in that very sense in which he speaks. Whatever
differences Catholics may have with Mr. Keble, they have
none in the main doctrine and fact on which his volume is

written. If there be one point from which Catholics can
look with satisfaction on this bewildered land, it is as re-

gards the state of its baptized infants. Those infants are,
in their estimation, as good Catholics as themselves, or

better. The Catholic Church is the very Church of their

baptism ; they were baptized into nothing short
^

of that

Church ; whoever baptized them, baptized them into her
and for her; she claims them as her property. There is

but one baptism for the remission of sins, and she it is who
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administers it, wherever it is legitimately administered.
Heretics and schismatics may be her instruments in this

work, as perfectly as
saints.^

She baptizes by means of

the Anglican communion, which is not their real mother
but a stranger. By the Catholic Church they are suckled ;

—
alas, at length the time comes when they are weaned ; and
then they pass into the hands of one or other foster parent,
who soon detaches them from their true mother. But in their

first years, till they come to years of discretion, and com-
mit acts which separate them from her, they are as fully
and absolutely the children of the Catholic Church as if they
were baptized in the Catholic communion. They have

angels to guard them, and saints to intercede for them ;

they are lovely and pleasant in their lives, and blessed in

their deaths. Thus the death of children in this poor
country is attended by a consolation unspeakable; the
dreadful controversy about the two communions does not
touch them ; they are recognised as innocents on all hands,
and they have been taken away from the evil to come.
Bright precious thought, though dimmed of late years with
a shade of sadness, from the negligence and ignorance with
which the sacred rite of baptism has been so often ad-
ministered !

Well would it be for all men, could they always live the
life they lived as infants, possessed of the privileges, not
the responsibilities of regeneration. Our author, as we
have said, especially feels it at this present time ; and,
leaving the Anglican Church to go on as it will, and to

deny truth as it will, he hides from himself all that is

national, local, schismatical, existing,—^lie withdraws his

pleading eye and his warning voice from a generation
which scorns him,—he leaves bishops and clergy, cathedral

chapters and ecclesiastical judges, town mobs and country
squires, to the tender mercies of history, in order to

enjoy a blameless Donatism, to live in a church of children,
to gaze on their looks and motions, to encourage them in

good, and to guard them from harm and sin.

Thus, in some beautiful stanzas he compares a child

sleeping in his cradle, first to the infant Moses in his ark of

bulrushes, then to our Lord Himself asleep in the vessel.
** Storms may rush in, and crimes and woes
Deform the quiet bower ;

TheJ maj not mar the deep repose
Of that immortal flower.
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Though only broken hearts be found,
To watch his cradle by.

No blight is on his slumbers sound,
No touch of harmful eye.

"So gently slumbered on the wave
The new-born seer of old,

Ordained the chosen tribes to save,

Nor dreamed how darkly rolled

The waters by his rushy brake,
Perchance even now defiled

With infants' blood for Israel's sake,

Blood of some priestly child.

*' What recks he of his mother's tears—
His sister's boding sigh ?

The whispering reeds are all he hears.
And Nile, soft weltering by,

Sings him to sleep ;
—but he will wake.

And o'er the haughty flood

AVave his stern rod—and, lo ! a lake,
A restless sea of blood !

** Soon shall a mightier flood thy call

And out-stretched rod obey;
To right and left the watery wall
From Israel shrinks away.

Such honour wins the faith that gave
Thee and thy sweetest boon

Of infant charms to the rude wave.
In the third joyous moon.

**
Hail, chosen Type and Image true

Of Jesus on the sea !

In slumber, and in glory too,
Shadowed of old by thee.

Save that in calmness thou didst sleep
The summer stream beside.

He on a wider, wilder deep
Where boding night-winds sighed :

—.

**

Sighed when at eve He laid Him down.
But with a sound like flame

At midnight from the mountain's crown.

Upon his slumbers came.—
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Lo! how they watch, till He awake,
Around His rude low bed :

How wishful count the waves that break
So near his sacred head !"—p. 32—34.

' He inquires whether regenerate infants do not see their

Saviour, and by their sudden transport on waking is

reminded of the unborn Baptist at the Visitation :

" Oft as in sun-bright dawn
The infant lifts his eye, joying to find

The dusky veil of sleep undrawn,
And to the East gives welcome kind.

Or in the morning air

Waves high his Ht^tle arm.
As though he read, engraven there,

His fontal name, Christ's saving charm.

** Oft as in hope untold

The parent's eye pursues that eager look ;

Still in love's steady gaze.
In joy's unbidden cry.

That holy Mother's glad amaze,
That infant's worship we descry.

*' Still Mary's Child unseen
Comes breathing, in the heart just sealed His own.

Prayers of high hope : what bliss they mean,
And where they soar, to Him is known," &c.—p. 43.

To this intimate approach to the Saviour of all, vouch-
safed to children, he is led to attribute, in another poem,
the sort of understanding which exists between them and
the brute creation.

*' Thou makest me jealous, infant dear,

Why wilt thou waste thy precious smiles.

Thy beckonings blithe, and joyous wiles,
On bird or insect gliding near ?

Why court the deaf and blind ?

What is this wondrous sympathy,
That draws thee so, heart, ear, and eye.

Towards the inferior kind ?
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** We tempt thee much to look and sing—•

Thj mimic notes are rather drawn
From feathered plajraates on the lawn—

The quivering moth, or bee's soft wing.
Brushing the window pane,

Will reach thee in thy dreamy trance,
When nurse's skill fer one bright glance

Hath toiled an hour in vain."

Then he speaks of the
'"

baying bloodhound" and the

"watch-dog stern/' the "war-horse," nay, the "tiger's
whelp," "wild elephant and mountain bull," as well as

"bounding lamb or lonely bird," as being in league with
children. The poem proceeds :

" Ah, you have been in Jesus' arms,
The holy fount hath yoii imbued
With His all-healing kindly blood;

And somewhat of His pastoral charms.
And care for His lost sheep,

Ye there have learned : in ordered tones

Gently to soothe the lesser ones,
And watch their noon-day sleep."

In another poem he traces the power of children over the
wicked:

" A little child's soft sleeping face

The murderer's knife ere now hath staid :

The adulterer's eye, so foul and base,
Is of a little child afraid.

They cannot choose but fear.

Since in that sign they feel God and good angels near."

He continues :

"Heaven in the depth and height is seen ;

On high among the stars, and low

^ In deep clear waters : all between
Is earth, and tastes of earth : even so

The Almighty One draws near

To strongest seraphs there, the weakest infants here.'*

This leads him to an intei-pretation of the sculptured
cherubs in churches, which will not be satisfactory to

Iconoclasts :
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" well and wisely wrought of old,

Nor without guide be sure, who first

Did cherub forms as infants mould,
And lift them where the full deep burst
Of awful harmony

Might need them most, to waft it onward to the sky ;

*' Where best they may, in watch and ward, *

Around the enthroned Saviour stand,

May quell, with sad and stern regard,

Unruly eye and wavering hand,

May deal the blessed dole

Of saving knowledge round from many a holy scroll.'*

-^. 268—271.

The above extracts rather show the view Mr. Keble
takes of the infants of the Church, than exemplify his

earnestness in connecting their holy condition with the
rite of baptism. On the latter point, however, he is very-

earnest; and, if we might theorize on the subject, we
should fancy that he was not quite pleased with the Plato-
nic tone, as it may be called, of much of the poetry of the

day, which extols indeed the divine blessedness of infancy,
but in so unguarded or ignorant a manner as to forget the
source of it, as if this divinity belonged to children as they
are bom into the world, and not as washed from original

sin, and gifted with regeneration. There is a studious

accuracy of the author on this point.
But now we come to notice a second peculiarity in these

poems, which immediately follows from their main topic

being such as we have described it to be. If the author is

to sing ofregenerate infants and children, and is to viewthem
in such lights as Scripture will furnish, to what is he

necessarily referred at once, but to the thought of our
Lord in the first years of His earthly existence, when He
was yet a little one in the arms and at the breast of His
blessed Mother? Hence the Virgin and Child is the special

vision, as it may be called, which this truly evangelical
poet has before him throughout his

"
Thoughts in Verse

on Christian Children;" like "'that holy painter" and
evangelist, whom he himself speaks of,

** Who with pen and pencil true

Christ's own awful Mother drew."—p. 98.

He even introduces the thought of St. Mary, where
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there
^ are^

neither children to suggest it, nor Scripture to

sanction it. He observes, that at the first Whitsuntide,
**all estates, all tribes of earth" were collected; ''Only
sweet infancy seemed silent in the adoring earth." ''Mothers
and maidens" were there, "widows from Galilee," "Le-
vites," and "

elders sage." He continues :

*' But nought we read of that sweet age
Which in His strong embrace He took,
And sealed it safe, by word and look.

From earth's foul dews, and withering airs of hell :

The Pentecostal chant no infant^ warblings swell."—p. 343.

And he goes out of his way, as follows, to supply the

imagined deficiency :

*'

Nay, but She worships here,
Whom still the Church in memory sees,

(0 thought to mothers dear I)

Before her babe on bended knees.
Or rapt, with fond adoring eye.
In her sweet nursing ministry.

How in Christ's anthem fails the children's part.
While Mary bears Him throned in her maternal heart ?"

We feel a natural reluctance to exhibit the many traces
which these poems exhibit of a similar devotional feeling
towards the blessed Virgin ; it is like running through the
volume to find out what are called

"
strong passages," a

procedure which here would obviously be very offensive.

Yet, since it falls into the direct line of thought which we
are pursuing to enlarge upon this peculiarity of his religion,
we shall do so for the sake of Catholics, who know nothing
of him except that he is one of those who are retaining
doubting minds in a schismatical communion, and who
ought to know a great deal more of him.
For instance, the following is part of his Poem or Hymn

for Easter Day :

"The Angel came full early, But Christ had gone before.
The breath of life, the living soul, Had breathed itself once more
Into the sacred body, That slumbered in the tomb.
As still and lowly as erewhile In the undefiled womb.
And surely not in folds so bright The spotless winding-sheet
Inwrapt Him, nor such fragrance poured The myrrh and aloes

sweet,
As when in that chaste bosom, His awful bed. He lay,
And Mary's prayer around Him rose, Like incense, night and day.
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"And even, as when her hour was come, He left His Mother mild,
A royal Virgin evermore. Heavenly and undefiled.

So left the glorious body The rock it slumbered on
And spirit-like in silence passed, Nor touched the sealed stone."

—p. 344-

He continues presently :

" He veiled His awful footsteps, Our all-subduing Lord,
Until the blessed Magdalene Beheld Him and adored.

But through the veil the spouse may see, For her heart is as His

own.
That to His Mother or by sight Or touch He made Him known.
And even as from His manger-bed He gave her His first smile,

So now, while seraphs wait. He talks Apart with her awhile :

That thou of all the forms. Which to thee His image wear,

Mightest own thy parents first, With thy prime of loving care."

—p. 336.

In his poem on
''
Judas's Infancy" he has, what seems

to us, a most touching and beautiful thought, though some
may call it refined, that ''the blessed Mary" doubtless

thought with pity upon the poor mother who had nursed
the traitor, "a harmless child," ere gold had bought him.
Yet, sure it was, he grew up to be the man of whom the
Voice of Truth has said, that it had been good if he had
not been born :

"
Sure, as to blessed Mary come
The saints' and martyrs' host.

To own, with many a thankful strain.
The channel of undying bliss.

The bosom where the Lord hath lain,
The hand that held by His :

**
Sure, as her form for evermore
The glory and the joy shall wear,

That robed her, bending to adore
The Babe her chaste womb bare."—p. 67,

Elsewhere he says that 'Hwo homes of love's resort"
are mentioned in Scripture—the upper room and the

temple :

"
Possessing

Alike her presence, whom the awful blessing
Lifted above all Adam's race."—p. 83.
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We, in like manner, have two homes, our closet and our
Church ; and, in like manner,

** The Mother of our Lord is there,
And saints are breathing hallowed air.

Living and dead, to waft on high our feeble prayer."

The feeling which is brought out into formal statement
in these passages is intimated by the frequency and ten-

derness of expression with which the thought of the blessed

Virgin is introduced throughout the volume. She is the
''Blessed Mary" with her "lily flower,'' ''the Virgin
blest,'' "that Maiden bright," or "Virgin bright," a
"royal Virgin evermore," Christ's "Mother mild," or
''Mother dear," "the Mother-maid," "the Maiden Mo-
ther," "the Virgin Mother," "that Mother undefiled,""

Christ's awful Mother," "Mother of God;;' "the spot-
less Mother, first of creatures." And Christ is

"
the dread

Son of Mary," "Mary's child," "the awful child on Maiy's
knee." Perhaps the author's most beautiful lines on this

subject are those addressed to a child who had lost her

mother, in which he applies to the child the words spoken
by our Lord on the cross to St. John. He says that,

though she has lost her natural mother, yet surely she
now has the blessing of the Virgin's patronage, to whom
she had already, on the bii'th of a younger sister, shown
her devotion.

*•

Thy vision (whoso chides, may blame
The instinctive reachings of the altar flame,)
Shows thee above, in yon ethereal air,

A holier Mother, rapt in more prevailing prayer.

" 'Tis she to whom thy heart took flight
Of old in joyous hour.

When first a precious sister-spright
Came to thy nursery bower.

And thou with earnest tone didst say,
Mother, let Mary be her name, I pray,
For dearly do I love to think upon
That gracious Mother-Maid, nursing her Holy One."

—p. 153.

The deep and tender devotion which this language dis-

covers is no novelty with our author. No reader of the
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Christian Year can forget his
"" Ave Maria ! Thou whose

name All but adoring love may claim ;" and we may even

say that, judging from these poems, his devotional feeling
has but become more decided, and has more firmly based
itself in his reason, as life has advanced. Shall we observe,
there is one thing we "'

desiderate'' in this volume—to use

Mr. Fronde's word on a similar occasion? We do not
discover one

'' Ave Maria" throughout it, though he has
used that invocation in the above passage of the Christian

Year.^ We cannot doubt it has been upon his lips; why,
then, is it excluded from his book? Perhaps he feared to

give scandal, or to cause distress or excitement, in the use of

a form of words not sanctioned by his Church; the case
was difierent at the date of the Christian Year, when it

would pass for mere poetry. Moreover, in two of the

passages above-quoted the author studiously speaks of

Mary as "bending to adore the Babe," and before her
Babe '' on bended knees." No Catholic will quarrel with
such an image, which is represented in some of the paint-

ings of the great masters ; but, as introduced in these

places, it is surely out of place— is introduced to give
satisfaction, or to furnish a safeguard, to others—is more
fitted for polemics than for devotional poetry, and savours
much of the evangelical school, who never mention one
doctrine of religion by itself, lest they should be supposed
thereby to deny every other, not of the author of the
Christian Year.

,

Such a volume as this is a clear evidence that what is

sometimes called ''the movement" in the Anglican Church
is not at an end. We do not say that it is spreading,—or that
it will obtain permanent footing in the communion in
which it has originated,—or that it will or will not lead to a
reaction, and eventually protestantize,—or again weaken,—
a religious body, to which, under favourable circumstan-
ces, it might have brought strength. We are not pro-
phets ; we do but profess to draw conclusions ; and the
above conclusion respecting ''the movement," which these
poems have suggested, seems a very safe one. Nor can we
venture on predicting the destiny of individuals who are
connected with that movement; for them the gravest
anxieties will naturally be felt by sensitive friends, lest

they should be resisting a call, and risking their election.
Cases may be expected which will pierce to the heart those
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among ourselves who come across them. We only mean
to say, that more has still to come of the opinions which
have lately found such acceptance in the Church of Eng-
land, because they are still alive within its pale. Our
author has doubtless published the poems before us with
the intention of calling people's minds off external and
dangerous subjects, of leading them^ back to the memory
of the years when they were young, innocent, and happy,
and thus persuading them calmly to repose under the
shadow of the tree beneath which they were bom. He has

published them at a critical time, and much will be ex-

pected of them by his friends. Much certainly came of

the Christian Year; it was the most soothing, tranquili-

sing, subduing work of the day ; if poem§ can be found to

enliven in dejection, and to comfort in anxiety; to cool the
over-sanguine, to refresh the weaiy, and to awe the

worldly; to instil resignation into the impatient, and calm-
ness into the fearful and agitated—they are these.

" Tale tuum carmen nobis, divine poeta,

Quale sopor fessis in gramine : quale per eestum
Dulcis aquse saliente sitim restinguere rivo.'*

Or like the Shepherd's pipe in the Oriental Vision,
''The sound was exceedingly sweet, and wrought into

a variety of tunes that were inexpressibly melodious and

altogether different from any thing I had ever heard. They
put me in mind of those heavenly airs that are played
to the departing souls of good men upon their first arrival

in paradise, to wear out the impressions of the last agonies,
and qualify them for the pleasures of that happy place.

^

I

drew near with that reverence which is due to a superior

nature; and as my heart was entirely subdued by the

captivating strains I had heard, I fell down at his feet

and wept."
Such was the gift of the author of the Christian Year,

and he used it in attaching the minds of the rising gene-
ration to the church of his predecessors. Ken and Herbert.

He did that for the Church of England which none but a

poet could do; he made it poetical. It is sometimes

asked whether poets are not more commonly found exter-

nal to the Church than among her children ; and it would
not surprise us to find the question answered in the affir-

mative. Poetry is the refuge of those who have not the

Catholic Church to fly to and repose upon; the Church
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herself is the most sacred and venerable of poets. Poetry,
as Mr. Keble lays it down in his University Lectures on
the subject, is a certain method of relieving the over-

burdened mind; it is a channel through which grief or

agitation finds expression, and that a safe, regulated
expression. Now what is the Catholic Church, viewed in

her human aspect, but a discipline of the affections and
passions? What are her ordinances and practices but
the regulated expression of keen, or deep, or turbid

feeling, and thus a KuOapai^, as Aristotle would word it,

of the sick soul ? She is the poet of her children ; full of

music to sooth the sad and control the wayward,— won-
derful in story for the imagination of the romantic,—rich in

symbol and imagery, so that gentle and delicate feelings,
which will not bear words, may in silence intimate their

presence or commune with theniselves. Her very being
is poetry ; every psalm^ every litany, every collect, every
versicle, the cross, the mitre, the thuribule, is a fulfilment

of some dream of childhood, or aspiration of youth. Such
poets as are born under her shadow, she takes into her ser-

vice j she sets them to write hymns, or to compose chants,
or to embellish shrines, or to determine ceremonies,
or to marshal processions; nay, she can even make
schoolmen of them, as she made St, Thomas, till logic
becomes poetical. Now the author of the Christian Year
found the Anglican system all but destitute of this divine

element, which is an essential property of the Catholic ;
—

a ritual dashed upon the ground, trodden on, and broken

piecemeal;—prayers, lopped, pieced, torn, shuffled about at

pleasure, till the meaning of the composition perished, and
offices which had been poetry were no longer even

good prose ;
—antiphons, hymns, benedictions, invocations,

shovelled awa^^ ;
—scripture lessons turned into chapters ;

—
heaviness, feebleness, unwieldiness, where the Catholic
rites had had the lightness and airiness of a spirit ;

—vest-

ments chucked off, lights quenched, jewels stolen, the mul-
titude of ministrants, the long procession, put down ;

—a
dreariness which could be felt, and which seemed the token
of an incipient Socinianism, forcing itself upon the eye, the

ear, the nostrils of the worshipper ; a smell of dust and
damp, not of incense ; a sound of ministers preaching
Catholic prayers, and parish clerks droning out Catholic
canticles; the royal arms for the crucifix; huge ugly
boxes of wood, sacred to preachers, frowning on the con-
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gregation in the place of the mysterious altar ; and long
cathedral aisles unused, miled off, looking like tombs
(as they were,) of what had been and was not; and for

orthodoxy, a frigid, unelastic, inconsistent, dull, helpless
dogmatic, which could give no just account of itself, yet
was intolerant of all teaching which contained a doctrine
more or a doctrine less :

—such was the religion of which
this gifted author was,—not the witness and denouncer, a
deep spirit of reverence hindered it,

—but the renovator,
as far as it has been renovated. Clearly as he saw the

degeneracy of his times, he attributed nothing of it to his

Church, over which he threw the poetry of his own mind
and the memory of better days.
His happy magic made the^ Anglicafi Church seem,

what Catholicism was and is. The established system
found to its surprise that it had been all its life talking
not prose, but poetry.

"
Miraturque novas frondes et non sua poma."

Beneficed clerg^^men used to go to rest as usual on
Christmas Eve, and leave to ringers, or sometimes to

carollers, the sole duties whjch were performed towards the
sacred time; but now they suddenly found themselves, as if

in the Catholic Church,
'^
wakeful shepherds ;" and *'

still

as the day came round,"
"
in music and in light,

'^
the

new-bom Saviour ^ ' dawned upon their prayer.
' '

Anglican
bishops not only had lost the habit of blessing, but are
said sometimes to have been startled and vexed when
asked to do so ; but now they were told of their

*'

gracious
arm stretched out to bless;" moreover, what they had
never dreamed when they were gazetted or did homage,
they were

*'
each an apostle true, a crowned and robed

seer." The parish church had been shut up, except for

vestry meetings and occasional services, all days of the

year but Sundays and one or two other sacred days ; but

church-goers were now assured that
*'

martyrs and saints'*

had ''dawned on their way," that the absolution in the

Common Prayer Book was *'
the Golden Key each mom

and eve;" moreover they heard, at a time too when the

Real Presence was all but utterly forgotten or denied, of
**
the dear feast of Jesus dying, upon that altar ever lying,""
while angels prostrate fall." They learned besides, that,

what their teachers had spoken of, and sextons had not
even treated, as a communion table, was "the dread altai*;"
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and they were told of ''holy lamps blazmg/' of '/per-
fumed embers quivering bright/' of "the stoled priest/*
and the

''
floor by knees of sinners worn/'

Such doctrine coming from one who had such claims on
his readers from the weight of his name, the depth of his

devotional and ethical tone, and the special gift of consola-

tion, of which his poems were the evidence, wrought a

great work in the Establishment. The Catholic church

speaks for itself, the Anglican needs external assistance ;

his poems became a sort of comment upon its formularies
and ordinances, and almost elevated them into the dignity
of a religious system. It kindled hearts towards his

Church ; it gave a something for the gentle and forlorn to

cling to; and it raised up advocates for it among those, who
otherwise, if God and their good angel had suffered it,

might have wandered away into some sort of philosophy,
and acknowledged no church at all. Such was the influ-

ence of the Christian Year ; and doubtless his friends hail

the Lyra Innocentium, as being likely to do a similar work
in a more critical time. And it is to be expected that for

a while something of a similar effect may follow its publi-
cation. That so revered, so loved a name as the author's,
a name known by Oxford men for thirty years and more,
that one who has lived

"
a hermit spirit" unlike the world all

his days, who even in his youth caused the eyes of younger
men to turn keenly towards him, if he was pointed out to
them in public schools or college garden, who by the mere
first touch of his hand has made them feel pierced through,
so that they could have sunk into the earth for shame, and
who, when removed from his loved University, was still an
unseen silent influence moving hearts at his will,—that a
''whisper" from him, "with no faint and erring voice,"
will for the time retain certain persons in the English
Church, who otherwise, to say the least, would have

contemplated a return to that true Mother whose bap-
tism they bear, the one sole ark of salvation, of this we
make no question at all. But there is another point, of
which we entertain just as little doubt, or rather are a
great deal more confident,—that, as far as the volume has
influence, that influence will, on the long run, tell in favour
of the Catholic Churcli ; and will do what the author does
not, nay from his position alas, cannot, may not contem-
plate,—will in God's good time bring in a blessed hai-vest
into the granaries of Christ. And being sure of this, much as
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the immediate effects of its publication may pain the hearts
of those who are sighing and praying for the souls of others,
we can bear to wait, we can afford to be patient, .and

awfully to watch the slow march of the divine providences
towards this poor country.
Take the volume ; consider its doctrine ; consider, too,

that it seldom dwells upon the English Church as a definite

and actual body, but seems almost to view the infant's
breast as the true visible Church, the only doctor and saint
in the land ; and then imagine what will be the direction
and course of thought in those children, who grow up under
the teaching which it imparts. It tells them, for instance,
that in the veiy act and moment of baptism the soul is

regenerated, and, ordinarily, is regenerated in no other

way ; that each soul has an angel for its guardian ; that,
whereas Christ works His miracles of mercy now as at the

beginning, St. Mary is an instrument in them as in the

marriage of Cana, and the Apostles ; that the saints are

rightly called gods; that
'*
the Infinite']

is in the
"
unbloody

rite ;" that the Eucharistic sacrifice is offered up daily all

over the world, and that the sun never sets upon it ; that
the Church has ever spread in that shadow of St. Peter,
which in the beginning wrought miracles, and that it shall

never grow less; and that it is "duteous" to pray for

quick as well as dead, a position with which he opens
the first stanza in his volume.

^
Now, in what sense is

this. a Church of England training? How can a child

ever learn from it sympathy with and attachment to that

communion, as he grows up ? How is such teaching dutiful

towards it ? The Ethiopian, on reading the prophet Isaiah

inquired,
'' Of whom speaketh the prophet this?'" and so

the boy, the youth, the man, as he looks wider and
further into the world, as he is gradually thrown upon his

own thoughts, will surely ask with louder and louder voice

where this teaching is to be found? whence it comes?
which of the living English bishops or departed divines,
and how many, which of Anglican formularies, what part
of the Prayer Book, which of the Articles, what obsolete

canon, or what ecclesiastical judge, sanctions its doctrines;
and how far literal, tangible facts bear out its state-

ments ?—and next, whether there are not existing bishops
elsewhere, and divines, and decrees, and usages, which do
bear it out fully, and offer him what he is seeking;
whether, in short, the author's comment is acknowledged by
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his text ; or belongs to some other text, not his. There is

but one Church which has firmly, precisely, consistently,

continually held and acted upon these doctrines of the Lyra
Innocentium ; and if holding them to be token of the true

Church, one and one only Church is true. It must be
recollected, too, that these doctrines are part of a system ;

they lead to other doctrines ; they gradually and imper-
ceptibly draw the mind into the reception of others, whether
it will or no. At this very moment souls are being led
into the Catholic Church on the most various and inde-

pendent impulses, and from the most opposite directions.

True it is, that such persons as have been taught from
childhood certain principles, are able without prejudice to

them to admit other doctrines which are their direct con-

tradictories, and which tend inevitably to their destruction.

Anglicans of forty years standing may admit that St. Peter
is the foundation of the Church, yet feel no misgivings in

consequence that the Church of England is external to

Catholic communion ; but the Lyra Lmocentium is not
addressed to grown men, but to children, whose hearts
and heads have yet to be formed, and who, if

"
trained up''

(as they will be)
"

in the way they should go,'' are not

likely in the end to ^'depart from it." Is it not, indeed,
by this time abundantly clear, that, as children of the

Evangelical school of the last age have so often become
Latitudinarians, so the young generation whose pious and
serious parents are now teaching them to cross themselves,
to fast or abstain, to reverence celibacy, and to say Ave
to St. Mary, if they grow up as serious and pious as their

instructors, will end in being converts to the Catholic
Church ?

Well would it be, if the really honest holders of Anglo-
Catholic principles could be made to see this ; it would be
the removal of a veil from their eyes ; they would at once

perceive that they ought to be plain Catholics. Some of

them, indeed, may hitherto have had thoughts of leavening
the whole English Church with their doctrine ; they may
have spoken of the Anglican Church as what it ought to be
and was not, in the hope thereby of tending to make it

what it ought to be ; and now, though they see or suspect
their own tendency to be towards Rome, they may put this

suspicion aside, and remain where they are, in the confi-

dence that, if they are but patient, they shall ultimately
succeed in bringing over their whole communion to their
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own views. But such a confidence has not been the

feeling of the author of the Christian Year, if we may
judge from his wi-itings. His imagination, creative as it

is, has been under the control of too sober a judgment,
as we cannot but surmise, to acquiesce in the notion that

the English Church is the natural seat of Catholicism;
that you have but to preach the truth, and the heart of

her members will recognise in that truth their own real

sentiments, and claim their lost inheritance ; that Eras-
tianism in high places will ever become a mere matter of

history ; that ecclesiastical courts, university authorities,
mobs and vestries, will ever lose their keen scent for detect-

ing popery, and their intense satisfaction in persecuting
it. He seems to resign himself and his friends, as if it were
no

'*

strange thing,
^'

to the prospect of unkind, unnatural
treatment /or ever, from her whom the word of prophecy
has depicted as the mother of her children. He has some
beautiful lines on a child's clinging to its mother's gown
who appears the while to disregard it, with a reference to the

miracle wrought upon the issue of blood : and it is impossible
not to see that he is all the while drawing himself and the

English Church in a parable.

" She did but touch with finger weak
The border of His sacred vest,

Nor did he turn, nor glance, nor speak,
Yet found she health and rest.

'* Well may the Word sink deep in me,
For I full many a fearful hour.

Fast clinging. Mother dear, to thee,

Have felt love's guardian power.

" When looks were strange oh every side,

When, gazing round, I only saw

Far-reaching v^ays, unknown and wide,

I could but nearer draw :

** I could but nearer draw, and hold

Thy garment's border as I might.
This while I felt, my heart was bold.

My step was free and light.

*' Thou haply on my path the while

Didst seem unheeding me to fare.

Scarce now and then, by word or smile,

Owning a playmate there.
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" What matter ? well I know my place,

Deep in my Mother's inmost heart :

I feared but, in my childish race,
I from her robe might part."

We are ourselves reminded of another image. We have
somewhere seen some lines by Darwin, in which a mother
is described as killed by a chance ball in a battle ; her
children are found clinging to her in the persuasion that

she is asleep ;
—^when she is discovered by those who know

better, the poor babes say in surprise, **Why do you weep,
mamma will soon awake." None other but that miracu-
lous Voice, which used the same words over Jairus' daugh-
ter, can wake the dead.

There is one other issue, to which we have not yet
drawn attention, to which Anglo-catholic writers may
reduce the enquiring mind;—they may throw it, by a re-ac-

tion, into rationalism. When the opening heart and eager
intellect find themselves led on by their teachers, as if by
the hand, to the See of St. Peter, and then all of a sud-

den, without good reason assigned, they are stopped in

their course, bid stand still in some. half position, on the
middle of a steep, or in the depth of a forest, the natural
reflection which such a command excites is,

"
This is a

mockery ; I have come here for nothing ; if I do not go
on, I must go back.'* Of course such a feeling, though
the natural, will not, and ought not to be, the first feeling
of the young. Reverent minds will at first rest on the
word of their teachers by the instinct of their natures, and
will either receive them without examination, or accept on
faith what does not approve itself to their reason. But as
time proceeds, and the intellect becomes more manly, and
has a greater hold of the subjects of thought and their

relations to each other, it will at length come to feel that
it must form its own judgment on the questions which per-

plex it, unless the authority to which it has hitherto sub-
mitted claims to be infallible. To an infallible authority
it will submit; but since no teacher of the Anglican
Church, no, nor that Church itself, claims to have the

power of absolutely determining the truth in religious
matters, the moment must -arrive when the young inquirer
feels it right to have an opinion of his own, and then it is

that a peremptory prohibition of his advancing onward,
without sufficient reason assigned for it, will act as a
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violent temptation to recede. A forlorn feeling comes
over the mind, as if after all there was nothing real in

orthodoxy—as if it were a matter of words about which

nothing is known, nothing can be proved—as if one opinion
were as good as another. The whole Roman faith it

thinks it could receive ; but a half-and-half system, which
both does and does not appeal to reason—which argues as

far as it thinks argument tells in its favour, and denounces

argument when it tells the other way—^flies to authority,

puts forward great names, and talks in a vague way of
*

^reverence,''
*'

submission," ''the Church of our baptism,"
^'rationalism," "restlessness," and the like, neither com-
mands its faith nor wins its love. O that we could be
sure about our author, that however he might think it

his duty to treat the gentle and unlearned who depend on

him, at least when men ofindependent minds, young or old,

come to him in doubt—men ot the world, or rising men of

active minds, whose characters are yet undetermined, (we
are speaking in entire ignorance whether he has knowledge
of such cases,) what a blessing it would be^ to be able to

think that, instead of placing an obstacle in the path of

such, he felt himself at liberty to say to them as much as

this: "Stay with us, if you do not risk your Christian

faith and hope by staying; but, little as I can countenance

your departure to the Church of Rome, better do so than

become a rationalist." This surely is not asking a very

great deal.

As to the author personally, we cannot help cherishing
one special trust, which we hope is not too sacred to put
into words. If there be one writer in the Anglican Church
who has discovered a deep, tender, loyal devotion to the

blessed Mary, it is the author of the Clnristian Year. The

image of the Virgin and Child seems to be the one vision

upon which both his heart and intellect have been formed ;

and those who knew Oxford twenty or thirty years ago, say

that, while other college rooms were ornamented with pic-

tures of Napoleon on horseback, or Apollo and the Graces,
or Heads of Houses placed in easy chairs, there were the

rooms of one man, a young and rising one, in which might
be seen the Madonna di Sisto or Domenichino's St. John
—fit augury of him who was in the event to do so much
for the revival of Catholicism. We will never give up the

hope, the humble belief, that that sweet and gracious Lady
will not forget her servant, but will recompense him, in
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royal wise, seven-fold,—bringing him and his at length
into the Church of the One Saviour, and into the commu^
nion of herself and all Saints whom He has redeemed.

Art. IX.—The Testimony of St. Patrick against the false
pretensions of Rome to Primitive Antiquitij i7i Ireland. By
Henry J. Monck Mason, L. L. D. Dublin : 1846.

IF Mr.^ Mason's success were equal to his zeal and
erudition, his name would rank respectably among

Irish' historians. More than twenty years ago he published
his opinions on Irish matters, and during the long inter\^al,

he professes to have formed a familiar acquaintance with
our rarest and most ancient documents. If we can judge
from his name, he is not a Celt, but he vastly admires that

strong propensity of ^tlie Celt to idolize old opinions because

they are old, and accordingly he boasts with evident com-
placency, that what he has collected, and read, and seen

during the last twenty years, has but confirmed his old

opinions. For the tone and spirit of his controversy, we
can answer that he is unchanged ; sour, intolerant, and
insulting as ever, if a Catholic could be insulted by one
who denounces IJssher as weak and credulous, and de-
clares that half an age's contempt of the dishonest

Ledwich, was a foul conspiracy of Catholic and Protestant,
of Dr. Lanigan and Mr. Fetrie to blast an honest reputa-
tion. For Mr. Mason's consistency on other points we
should be sorry to answer. It would be easy, were it

worth the trouble, to cull from the present work many
positions, which no special pleading even of a doctor of

laws, could reconcile with assertions in that life of Bedell,
which we were under the painful necessity of noticing some
years ago. But of contradictions, did we notice them,
there would be no end ; for whether it is that the load of
his erudition is too heavy, or that he is completely lost in
the vortex of Biblical Propagandism, it is impossible to

read three pages of his book, without thinking of the
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drifting and lurch of the helmless colher, battered by wind
and waves, and at last hopelessly buried in a sand-bank.
There is an old proverb applied originally to confine

the aberrations of an humble son of Crispin, which we
would apply to Mr. Mason, if Mr. Mason could change,
but proverbs can have no effect on the man, whose asperity
cannot be mollified by the great revolution in both the
tone and substance of religious controversy in these Islands
within the last ten years. Determined not to be provoked
by the snarling of an old offender, we shall confine ourselves

strictly to a few and only a few of the very important points
he'has attempted to discuss.

The title tells the object of the work ; our ecclesiastical

history is divided into three periods, the first closing at 600,
the second at 1172, the third extending to the present day.
The first Mr. Mason maintains was purely Protestant
without a tincture of Romanism; during the second
Catholic doctrines were gradually introduced, though Mr.
Mason cannot say when ; in 1172 they were firmly esta-

blished through the whole island by our Anglo Norman
invaders.
Mr. Mason is secretary to the Irish Bible Society. If

in his system there be one dogma more essential than

another, it is beyond doubt the right of every Christian to

read the scriptures in his native tongue, and the correlative

duty of pastors to provide vernacular versions for their

flocks under pain of eternal damnation. What opinion
then are we to form of the period anterior to 600, if while

Latin scriptures were multiplied and adorned with costly

art, and preserved with such care, that some of them are

still extant, Mr. Mason cannot produce a fragment of a

vernacular version of scripture, nor a record or hint that

such ever existed? How does he meet this startling diffi-

culty? In his index we read,
'"

Evangelical use of the Irish

Tongue,'' p. 47; but on opening page 47, we are referred

to a text of St. Chiysostom,
''

Although thou shouldst go
to the ocean and those British Isles, thou shouldst hear all

men everywhere discoursing matters out of the Scrip-

tures." St. Chrysostom does not say in what language the

Scriptures were written, or the discoursings held, but Mr.
Mason decides the question on his own authority; "doubt-

less,'' he says, ''St. Patrick spoke the Irish language in

those discoursings from Scripture mentioned by St. Chry-
sostom." What Catholic ever denied that St. Patrick
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preached Scriptural doctrine in the Irish tongue? and
who but Mr. Mason can infer from that fact the diffusion

of the Scriptures in the ancient Irish tongue ? Dissolve

your Bible Society, or admit that our Church before the

year 600 was not Protestant.
The canonicity of a book of Scripture, a Gospel, or sup-

pose one of the prophets, is an article of faith. One of the

most grievous charges against us is, that we have added
the deuterocanonical books to our canon, and among
others the book of Ecclesiasticus. Mr.^ Mason does not
receive that book, but St. Patrick received it and quotes
it in his confession, which Mr. Mason contends is genuine.
Either admit that book, or confess that on a point so

essential a^ the canon of Scripture, you do not hold the
faith of St. Patrick."'^'

The perpetuation of miraculous powers in the church
to the end of time, is rejected by Mr. Mason as a fond or

cunning device of interested or credulous monks or

priests. This belief prevailed in Ireland before the

year 600. In the celebrated book of Armagh, the book
of St. Patrick's own cathedral, and partly copied from
his own autograph volume, we have, together with some
copies of the Scripture and other pieces described by
Sir W. Betham, a copy of the life of Sf. Martin of Tours,
by the Christian Sallust, Sulpicius Severus, and letters on
the same subject by the same classic hand. We can

judge of the reverence in which this life was held, from the
fact of its being treasured up with the sacred Scriptures,
and committed to the guardianship of an hereditary keeper,
who had the revenue of eight town-lands allotted for his

support. Open any chapter j^ou please in that life, and
miracles appear. Christ and the angels appear to St.

Martin, c. iv. St. Martin flying from Milan, meets the evil

one, c. iv. St. Martin raises to life the dead catechumen.

* We have still extant in Irish libitiries Latin vereionsof the Scriptures, coeval
with the viilgate perhaps, even older, which in the opinion of Mr. Mason, prove
that Ireland did not receive the faith from Rome. He does not know what every
Tyro in Biblical literature knows,

" that the Church of Rome never attempted
by decree or otherwise to suppress the old versions, and that in Spain they were
in use indifferently with St. Jerom till St. Gregory's time." But if those old
Irish versions are orthodox Protestants, why not publish them % appoint a Catho-
lic priest to superintend the publication, with a Protestant cleigyman, or Mr.
Mason himself, and we pi'omise a good number of subscribers. Such a publication
would be well received by Catholic scholars. Mr. Mason says, he lias not funds
enough—where are the funds of his Bible Society I See the able article on
Westwood,

" Dublin Review," September, 1845.
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who tells on his return to' this world, that when" the judge
was going to pronounce sentence, two angels presented the

prayers of St. Martin in his behalf, c. v. St. Martin
orders a pine tree to be cut down, because it was an object
of idolatrous worship, but the tree is falling on himself
until he makes the sign of the cross and turns it the other

way, c. X. What need of more,
"
Ourationum vero, tarn

potens in eo gratia erat, ut nuUus fere ad eum oegrotus
accesserit qui non continuo reciperet sanitatem, c. xiv.

Constat autem angelos ab eo plerumque vises, c. xxiv."
One objection arises against this argument. Granted, it

may be said, that this life was written in the fourth century
by Sulpicius, who was a contemporary and for a time a
companion and disciple of St. Martin, yet the copy in the
book of Armagh, so carefully deposited with the Scrip-
tures, is not older perhaps than the seventh century.
Perhaps, therefore, the belief in miraculous powers does
not date from St. Patrick's time.
We answer, Mr. Mason holds the common opinion of

our historians, that St. Patrick was the nephew of St.
Martin of Tours, a circumstance which at once proves
why the life of St. Martin was placed in St. Patrick's
book, and also that it must have been there from the

beginning.
The use of the sign of the cross, assuredly is an anti-

Protestant practice. Yet St. Martin, who was especially
reverenced from the veiy cradle of the Irish Church,
used that sacred sign as often as it had been used by the

early Christians.^ When the Pagans in Gaul carried
about in procession the images of their false gods, St.

Martin met them with the sign of the cross, C. ix., and
used the same sign whenever he was assaulted by the

temptations of the devil. C. xxiv.

Communities of men and women, bound by vows of

chastity, punishing their bodies by rigorous fasts, flying
from the haunts of men and living to God in solitude, are

assuredly unprotestant institutions. Who ever heard of
a Rathfarnham, a Blackrock, the Cork Presentation, a
Clongowes, or Mount Mellery, or Castleknock, in Irish

Protestantism, or in any sect of Protestants ? But before
the year 600, in the days of St. Patrick, many ladies of
the highest rank, virgins and widows, did, often against
the wishes of their friends, prefer the honour of being"
Virgines Christi," to any alliance their position could
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command. '^
Filii Scottorum et filise regulorum monachi

et virgines Christi esse videntur/' This testimony from
the confession of St. Patrick can hardly be necessary, for

no man denies, that immediately after the establishment
of Christianity in our island, convents for men and women
sprung up in almost every islet of our lakes and rivers, in
our bogs and cluains, and every place that promised a
retreat from the tumult of the world. Severe penances
are prescribed in our penitentiaries for the monks or the
nun who had the misfortune to violate their vows.

Penitentiaries ! how the word must sound in delicate

ears. We have several of them still extant, and among
others, those of Golumbanus and Oummian. They are
admitted on all hands to be authentic monuments of the

penitential usages of the Irish Church. They prove^ to

any candid enquirer, who inspects them even cursorily,
that confession—confession, not of public only, but of

private sins—sins even of thought, must have been prac-
ticed in the Irish Church ; else how is it possible that the

priest who was to impose the penance, could apportion
the graduated scale of penances to the various sins accord-

ing to their grievousness. When the sign of the cross,
the conventual life, and confession, are proved not to be

parts of the Catholic system, Mr. Mason can say that the

Primitive Irish Church was not Catholic.

Images of our Lord, the Blessed Virgin, and the

Saints, are parts of the Catholic system, and denounced
by Protestants as damnable and idolatrous. How then
are we to save the Book of Kells from anathema? One
of the first paintings in that wonderful book, is the Blessed

Virgin with our infant Saviour in her arms, a halo of

glory round her head, and the angels above her, an Irish

combination of the Ilegina Angelorum and Vierge a la

chaise. This book, Mr. Mason contends, was written by
St. Columba himself, who was born in the year 521, and
it proves incontestably, according to the best archaeolo-

gists, that we had in Ireland in the sixth century, a style
of illumination peculiarly national, and, for the age, of no
inconsiderable merit. In the same book, and in others of
the same period or some time later, we have represen-
tations of our Divine Redeemer, the Crucifixion, the

Evangelists, and other religious subjects, which, however
rude in design and execution, are as eloquent proofs of the

practice of the Church, as the masterpieces of a Raphael
VOL. XX.—NO. XL. 13
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or Michael Angelo. But why dwell on this point, when
the labours of learned men of his own creed, have proved
to Mr. Mason, that religious painting or sculpture of some
kind, is as old as Christianity in Ireland, and when every
day's experience is producing new proofs of that fact.

In chap. V. of the life of St. Martin, by Sulpicius Seve-

rus, in the book of Armagh, we have seen the two angels
presenting to the Judge the prayers of St. Martin in

behalf of the dead catechumen. This savours strongly of
a Catholic opinion. But we have more conclusive proofs
of the intercession of the Saints, being the doctrine of St.

Martin and his friend Sulpicius. On the last folio of the
book of Armagh, at the end. of the Epistle of Sulpicius
Severus to Aurelius the deacon, there is the following
petition written in Greek characters.

*' Per Martini

suphjyhragia Summum deprecor D-n-m ut Mikei (ynihi)

Sapientice donet Divina Munera,'' How does Mr.
Mason meet this proof of the primitive usage of praying to

the Saints, before the year 600 ? merely by assuming the

point disputed—the book, he says, cannot be so old as St.

Patrick, because it contains a prayer to the Saints. Mr.
Mason perhaps has forgotten—for he would not delibe-

rately suppress—what Sulpicius writes to the same Aure-

lius, '^de obitu et apparitione Beati Martini.'' Sul-

picius was inconsolable for the loss of his friend, and even
after having written his life and celebrated his praise

through the Christian world, still thought more affec-

tionately of him than before. He dreamed one night, he
tells us, that he saw St. Martin, who held in his hand that

life written by Severus. Severus asked his blessing.

Judge, says Severus, what was my delight? but on

awaking and finding that it was only a vision,
*'

Spes
tamen," he tells Aurelius,

''

superest ilia sola, ilia pos-

trema, ut quod per nos obtinere non possumus, saltern

pro nobis, orante Martino mereamur." ** My only, my
last hope still remains, that what I cannot obtain by my-
self, I may merit by the prayers of St. Martin." Yet,
with this passage before his eyes, written by Sidpicius
before the year 400, Mr. Mason pronounces that the

Greek inscription at the close of the letter to Aurelius,
cannot date from the age

of St. Patrick, because it is

a prayer to a Saint ! We could produce other proofs of

the belief of Sulpicius on the intercession of the Saints,

but let one more suffice. Writing on the same beloved
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topic
—the virtues and death of St. Martin—he says at

the close of his epistle to Basula:
*' Martinus Abrahse

sinu Isetus excipitur, Martinus hie pauper et modicus
caelum divis ingreditur, illuc nos ut spero, custodiens, me
hsec scribentem respicit, te legentem/'' 357.

The reader must have perceived that we draw our argu-
ments from those sources only to which Mr. Mason
appeals, and still following that course, we come to the

confession of St. Patrick, in which, if we believe our
learned Doctor, there is not a trace of Catholic doctrine.

One passage at least, he cannot deny, does present some
difficulty. Our Apostle writes, that fatigued with his

labours and his great austerities, he felt in sleep as if his

strength was gone, and that an immense rock was falling
on him.

** But how it happened I know not, that I should
invoke Elias. And I saw the sun rise in the heavens, and
whilst I exclaimed, Elias ! Elias ! with all my strength,
behold the splendour of that sun, and immediately it

struck off from me all that weight. And I believe it was

by my Christ I was relieved, and that his Spirit was then

crying out for me.'' From the fact of St. Patrick's having
invoked a Saint against a temptation of the devil, (though
in a dream,) Dr. Lanigan infers, as every fair man must,
that St. Patrick prayed to the Saints as well as Sulpicius
Severus. But Mr. Mason cannot admit that conclusion.

*' Who can form an argument," he asks,
** on a dream, a tempta-

tion of the devil ?" "It would appear," he continues,
" that St.

Patrick in this passage had in view the following text in Mark xv.

34, 35. Eloi, Eloi, lamma Sabacthani, and that Dr. Lanigan has

fallen into the same error as some of the Jews, who said upon that

occasion,
'

Behold, he calleth Elias.'
" At the close of this epistle

there is a passage that seems to advert to this event, and affords

s ome illustration of its meaning. In alluding to the sun, an object
of worship among the Pagan Irish, he says,

** nam sol iste quern
vidimus illo jubente, propter nos quotidie oritur, sed numquam
regnabit . . . nos autem credimus et adoramus solem verum Chris-

tum. It appears to me, that the entire transaction admits of this

obvious solution. The apostle, while greatly exhausted by fasting,
and excited by the horrid superstitions of the Irish, in their adora-

tion of the sun, (Baal or tjXio^ in the Greek,) falls into a disturbed

sleep, and is assaulted by the temptations of Satan in his dreams.
He imagines that he invokes the God of the Pagan Irish, and

awakening in all the horrors of such idolatry, he is fully relieved by
the instantaneous rising of Christ, the true Sun, upon his soul."
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This is a characteristic specimen of contradiction^ con-

jecture, and false statement.
We must observe, in the first place, that there are

various readings in almost every page of St. Patrick's

confession, but in this passage all manuscripts agree in
the reading Elias. St. Patrick asserts that he invoked
EUas; Mr. Mason asserts that he invoked Eloi. St.

Patrick asserts that the invocation expelled the tempta-
tion, and that it was the Spirit of Christ that cried out for

him ; Mr. Mason asserts that it was the spirit of the devil.

St. Patrick clearly distinguishes between the temptation
and the means by which it was repelled ; Mr. Mason con-
founds all—the whole dream was a temptation, he says,
no man can reason from it. St. Patrick does not tell

what was the temptation ; Mr. Mason, by a bold flight of

divination, knows it was a temptation to adore the sun.
Such are the evasions of a learned librarian and doctor of

laws, to obscure St. Patrick's plain testimony that in his

sleep he was tempted, that he invoked Elias, that on the
invocation Christ relieved him, and that he believes it,
was the Spirit of Christ that was then invoking for him ;

in fact, that it was the Spirit of Christ in St. Patrick, that

invoked Elias. For Mr. Mason has suppressed part of

the sentence,
'' and it is my belief that it was Christ who

relieved me, and that his Spirit was even then crying out
for me ; I hope, too, that it shall be so in the day of my
distress, as the Lord declareth in the Gospel," "in ilia

die inquit, non vos estis qui loquemini sed spiritus Patris

vestri qui loquitur in vobis." So far from rejecting the

whole affair as a temptation, a thing on which no argu-
ment can be founded, St. Patrick prays that in all his dif-

ficulties the Spirit of God may plead for him, as when sug-

gesting the invoking of Elias. If we had not already said

too much on this subject, we might ask, if St. Patrick
invoked the Lord,

**

Eloi," can Mr. Mason say that was
a temptation of the devil ?

On the last page of the entries in the book of Kells, we
have the following, "Rogo beatitudinem tuam. See Presbi-

ter Patrici, ut quicumque hunc librum manu tenuerit memi-
nerit Columbae scriptoris, qui hoc scripsi [ ]

met evan-

gelium per xii dierum spatium," thus translated by Mr.

Mason,
*'

I beseech your blessedness. Holy Presbiter Pa-

trick, that whosoever may hold this book in his hand, may
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remember Columba the writer, who wrote [ ] gospel in

12 days space of* time."
This book of Kells is a copy of the four gospels, the

autograph of St. Columba. The entry, according to the

best judges, is in the same hand as the rest of the book;
but it cannot be so old, according to Mr. Mason, because
St. Patrick is invoked. Confident that such an objection
can have no weight, and relying on the best judges, that

the 'Apostle of Scotland did pray to the Apostle of Ire-

land,"'*' we request Mr. Mason's attention to the petition,
*^
niemiiierit Columbce scriptoris,'' which brings us to

another article of Catholic belief in Ireland before the

year 600.

St. Columba does not need our prayers now, but when
he finished his Gospel, he did request alike any pious
Catholic of the present day, that they who profited by his

labours would pray for his soul. The word "meminerit"
is the ecclesiastical term for prayers for the dead in all our

* It is not certain that scripsi [ ] is tlie first person, but the argument in
either case is substantially the same; otlier proofs of prayers to the saints before
600 could be produced if necessary. Thus the addition to the hymn of Secundinus
in honour of St. Patrick,

" Patricii laudes semper dicam, ut nos cum illodefendat
Deus:—Ibernienses omnes clamant ad te pueri:

—veni Sancte Patrici salvos nos
facere:—Patricius sanctus Episcopus oret pro nobis omnibus:—ut deleantur pro-
tinus peccata quae commisimus:"—Amen. The hymn Avas composed while St.

Patrick was yet living. It was once a popular hymn, but like-many other good
things, it is known now only to a few scholars. The addition given above from
Colgan is substantially the same as that found in the Antiphonarium Bencho'
sense brought to Bobbio from Bangor, where Columbanus studied under Congall
before the year 600. "

Again in the life of St. Columba by Adamnan L. iii.

C. xvii.) Columba when dying promises to pray in heaven for the good of his

disciples." Haec vobis O, Filioli novissima commendo verba, ut inter vos
mutuam et non ^ctam habeatis charitatem cum pace. Et si itajuxta sanctorum
exempla observaveritis, Deus confortator bonorum vobis auxiliabitur; et ego
cum ipso manens pro vobis interpellabo,et non tantum prassentisvitse necessatia
vobis ab eo administrabuntur sed etiam seternalium bonorum prsemia, divinorum
observatoribus prgeparata, prseceptorum, tribuentur." Again in the very ancient
Irish hymn to St. Bridget by Brogan of Ossory, in the 6th or early in the 7th
century, we read, "I will pray to Holy Bride (Bridget):—with the saints of
Cill-Dara (Kildare):

—that slie may stand between me and judgment:—that my
soul may not perish:—the nun that roamed the Curragh:—is my shield against
sharp arrows:—except Mary, who can compare:—(in my opinion) M'ith my
Bride:—two holy virgins are above:—my guardians may they be:—Holy Mary
and :ny Bride:—on whose power all may depend:—St. Bridget was often called
by sacred poets the "

Mary of Erin," and then by a daring trope,
" the Mother

of Christ." Thus in Colgan's Latin translation of an Irish hymn in honour of
St. Bridget by St. Columba,

"
Brigida virgo, perennis bonitatis:—Fax aurea,

prasfulgida:
—nos adducat ad perenne regnum:—sol fortis, et irradians:—Extin-

guat in nobis:—carnis pravos afiectus:—haec arbor florifera:—hcec Christi mater:—
suppar columna regni:

—post Patricium primarium:—qute decor decorum:—quaa
regina regia;

—Colgan, Irias. Thaum. p. 606. Would that all who have leisure,
reflected on the proverb of St. Patrick: Patricius oM:—Exempla majorum perquire
...St. Ita was the Bridget of Munster: how many persons now living ever heard
her name ?
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rituals, missals, and ecclesiastical writers. It cannot
have any other meaning at all consistent with the holiness

of St. Columba, who assuredly would not seek the glory
of this world, or the posthumous fame which all the saints

despised, though by despising they secured it. Moreover,
in chap. xii. of one of St. Patrick's synods, under the

heading "^De ohlatione pro defunctis," we read,
*' Audi

Apostolum dicentem, *est autem peccatum ad mortem non
pro illo dico ut rogat quis,' et Dominus '

nolite dare sanc-

tum canibus.' Qui enim in vita sua sacrijicium non mere-
batur accipere, quomodo post mortem illi potest adjuyare,"
thus stating an exception to the general rule of sacrificing
for the dead. If other i^roof of prayers for the dead before

the year 600 be required, we refer Mr. Mason to the

prayer for Breacon the pilgrim, found in the tomb of the

Isle of Arran, and to other similar monumental inscrip-
tions in our private collections and public museums.
The liturgy in an unknown tongue is a Catholic prac-

tice; Mr. Mason does not attempt to prove that we had
the liturgy in the Irish language before or after the year
600. There is no record of such having ever existed.

^

The veneration of relics of the saints by the primitive
Irish Church rests on documents so well known and con-

clusive, that we need only refer to them. No man denies

that Palladius brought with him relics of SS. Peter and
Paul. There are m the Royal Irish Academy, in the

Museum of Trinity College, in Stackallen College, in

private hands, and in truth eveiy place except in that

college where they ought to be, bells, crosiers, copies of

the Scriptures, manuscripts, cmndachs, mid cathachSf co-

piously described by Westwood, Sir Wilham Betham,
Petrie, and Mr. Todd—all of which were adorned in the

most costly style, and preserved with religious veneration,

solely because they were believed and are known to have
been once in the hands of Irish saints, many of whom lived

before the year 600.
^

The individuals and public bodies

who preserve these relics deserve well of Ireland, by doing
from a love of the arts and the monuments of histoiy what
other bodies could and ought to have done from higher
motives.
Did we mean to give a dissertation on the religion of

the ancient Irish, piles of evidence could be adduced to

scout the ridiculous assertion, that we were not Catholics

before the year 600. Where are the altars, the conse-
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crated churches, the grades of the hierarchy, ostiarii,

lectors, exorcists, &c. to be found in Mr. Mason's church?
where the sacrifice, and the communion of Christ's body,
not by faith but in deed ? We had them before 600.

''
Si

quid supra manserit, ponat supra altare Pontificis.''

Can. V.
*^
Si quis presbyterorum ecclesiam sedificaverit

lion offerat, antequam adducet suum Pontificem ut earn
consecret.'' Can. xxiii. Syn. S. Patricii; and again,
c. xiii. De Sacrijicio :

''

Quid aUud significat, quod in

una domo sumitur agnus, quam quod sub uno fidei cul-

mine, creditur et communicatur Christus;" clearly dis-

tinguishing faith in Christ, and the actual receiving of him
in communion.
Having now given as briefly and plainly as possible the

proofs of Catholic doctrine in Ireland before the year 600,
we might proceed to the chief point—the communion of

Ireland with the Holy See. But having alluded to the
life of St. Martin of Tours by Sulpicius Severus, in the

Book of Armagh, St. Patrick's own book, a most inter-

esting enquiry presents itself. Suppose our controversy
with Mr. Mason were on a school of art, not a system of

religion
—that it was admitted on all hands that, sometime

in the fifth century, a great master did found a great
school in Ireland, and that it was equally certain this

master spent many years of his life on the continent,
where he had ample opportunities of forming his style on
the models of the first lights of the age, how should we
proceed, if domestic evidence were scant or wanting, in

deciding what works were from the hand of our master,
what were added by the corrupt or inferior taste of his dis-

ciples? Is it not by examining those works with which he
was familiar when his genius was opening, by studying the
circumstances in which he was placed, the place where he
lived, its tastes, its associations, the men with whom he
came in contact, and whom he must have held in the

highest esteem? It so happens, that with regard to St.

Patrick we have the most abundant means of ascertain-

ing the religious opinions of his contemporaries, the great
lights of their age, the greatest that ever arose in the
Christian Church. Contemporary with St. Augustine,
St. Jerome, St. Ambrose, St. Hilary, he was, according
to Mr. Mason and most of our historians, a relative of St.
Martin of Tours, and certainly spent many years in that

city, if not in the lifetime, at least immediately after the
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death of that prelate. No man had better opportunities of

knowing the doctrine of the Church than St. Martin. He
was born in Pannonia, he spent many years in Italy, many
years in several towns in Gaul, and being at length raised
to the archiepiscopal see of Tours, appeared in the courts
of emperors and the councils of the Church the object of
universal admiration and love. His life by Sulpicius
Severus had no sooner appeared than it became a Catho-
lic manual.

^
St. Paulinus of Nola made it known in

Rome, and it made fortunes for the booksellers. The
graphic account of its sale in the eternal city would pro-
voke the envy of our London and Dublin publishers :

''Your devoted friend Paulinus,'' Postumianus tells SuU
picius, (Dial, in Mon. Orien. xvi.)

" was the first to make
that book known in Rome, and then there was a run for it

through the whole city. I saw the booksellers in glee, for

they declared that it was the best property on their hands,
that nothing went off so rapidly, and with such ample
profit.

''--

If then, in addition to the evidence we have already pro-
duced of the faith of St. Martin, we can point to another

§reat
light of the Church, who was the bosom friend of

it. Martin, and was by him held up as the most perfect
model of a true Christian, honest enquirers can form a true

estimate of the principles which St. Patrick must have
imbibed during his sojourn in Gaul, and established in our
Irish Church.

This enquiry has special value against Mr. Mason, who,
in his zeal to sever Ireland from Rome, attempts to prove
from St. Patrick's letter to Coroticus that we had two
churches here in the fifth century—one of Gallic, the other
of Roman Christians ; as if in those days there was any
difference between the doctrines of Gaul and Rome. May
we be allowed to ask, in the mean time, by what rule of

le^al evidence (to which Mr. Mason often appeals) that

epistle of Coroticus can be sworn as a true witness (p. 25.)

to prove the twin churches ; and ordered down ignomi-
niously, as a spurious document, (p. 174.) because it

proves chrism, confirmation, and ceremonies of baptism ?

* Primus ilium (librum) Rnmanaeurbi vir studiossisimus tui, Paulinus invexit.

Deinde cum tola certatim urbe raperetur exultantes librarios vidi, quod uihil ab
his qua3Stuo8iu8 haberetur, nihil iJiomptius, nihil carius veudei-etur.
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Mr. Mason is a doctor of laws : which no doubt explains
the matter.
There lived in the fifth century a man of noble descent,

who rose successively to the liighest dignities in church
and state. He was born at Bourdeaux, and possessed a

princely property along the rich banks of the Garonne.
His wife, a Spanish lady, inherited large estates in her
own sunny land ; and by her virtue and personal attrac-

tions crowned the cup of his earthly bliss. He was raised
to some of the highest posts in the Roman empire, and
still higher by his genius, which was of the first order, and
had been diligently cultivated under Ausonius, the greatest
master of the age. Some reverses of fortune, the death of
his only son, and the pious counsels of the bishop of Bour-
deaux, who had always admired his genius and virtue,

inspired him with an ardent zeal for Christian perfection,
and a contempt for all goods that time can take away.
He sells his rich vineyards for the benefit of the poor : pru-
dent men shake their heads and laugh at him, but he
receives the congratulations of St. Augustine, (Ep. xxx.

26, 27.) St. Jerome, (Ep. xiii. 34.) and St. Ambrose,
(Ep. xxx.) and is so highly venerated by the simple peo-

ple that they rise unanimously in the church of Barcelona
on Christmas-day, and heedless of his tears and protesta-

tions, insist that the bishop shall ordain him a priest. For
some time past his beloved wife had, by mutual consent,
been to him as a sister onl^^; she now became, in the

language of the canons, a *^conversa,'' bound by a vow of

chastity, but, in that age at least, at liberty to live under
the same roof with her husband. Leaving Spain in the

year 394, he arrived in Italy, met St. Ambrose at Flo-

rence, who adopted him into his clergy, and no doubt
confirmed his good resolutions. Then, passing through
Rome, he took up his abode in a sniall town near the

church of St. Felix, because from his infancy he had
reverenced St. Felix, and by his intercession had received

many favours from our Lord. (Muratori. Hiss. x. p. 817.) It

was his desire to live and die unknown ; but that was
impossible, for, during the fifteen years that he swept the

floor and guarded the porch of St. Felix's church, (Car-
men, xii.) he was visited by crowds of priests and pious
laics from all parts of EuroJSe and the East ; and was once

more, against his will, obliged to ascend a step higher in

the Church. In 409 he was consecrated bishop. During
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thirty-eight years, from 393 to 431, he made it a solemn

daty C'juxta solemnem meam morem.'* Ep. ad Augusti-
num, iv.) to visit the tombs of the Apostles, and to assist

at the feasts of SS. Peter and Paul, (Ep. xvii. ad Sulp.
Severum.) on which solemn occasions he must have heard
popes Innocent, Zozimus, Boniface, Oelestine, Leo, &c.,
ifec, preaching in St. Peter's and explaining the preroga-
tive of the prince of the Apostles in the following or similar
terms:

*' The presence of my venerable brethren and fel-

low bishops, (consacerdotum,) in itself so desirable, and so

highly appreciated by me, becomes more sacred and more
religious if, in the celebration of this feast, they intend

principally to honour him (St. Peter) whom they know to

be the bishop, not of this see alone, but the primate of all

bishops.'' "St. Peter was chosen among the whole
human race, and placed over the vocation oiall nations, and
over all the apostles and all the fathers of the Church, so

that, though there are many priests and many bishops over
the people of God, all are realli/ governed by Peter who are
under the sovereign government of Christ."""' It was not
in words only that he heard this supremacy. The highest
praise he gives to his friend Nicetas, who had come from
Dacia to the shrine of St. Felix, is,

—
** Orbis in rauta regione per te

Barbari discunt resonare Christum
Corde Romano, placidamque sarti

Vivere pacem."

Rome was to him a name of power, the port of sal-

vation to the Church,
"

et portus salutis ecclesise (teste

Grsecia) nomen est Roma salutis." (Ep. ad Macarium
xxxvi. p. 225. Bib. Max. Pat. Tom. 6.) He must have
known those decrees of the above-mentioned popes,
which regulated the affairs of the most distant and the

greatest Churches, and sent one of his bosom friends to

the shores of the English channel, to govern the Church of

' * Uiide venerabilium quoque frati-um et consacerdotum meoriim desiderata
milii et hoiioraiula preseutia, liinc sacratior est atque devotior, si pietate hiijus

officii, in quo adesse dignati sunt, ei, principaliter deferent, queni non solum

liujus sedis Praesulein, sed et omnium Episcoporum noverunt esse Primatem. S.

Leo. Papa. Sermo. 2de die Ass. suae.
'* et tamen de toto mundo imus Petrus eli-

pitur, qui et universarum gentium vocati6ni, et omnibus Apostolis, cunctisgue
Ecclesiae patribus prneponeturl Ut quamvis in populum Dei multi sacerdotes

sint, multi que pastores, omnes tamen prnprie regat Pelrus, quos principaliter
rep^it et Christus." Idem. Ser. iii.
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Rouen. ''I think," lie writes to that friend Yictricius,(of
whom more hereafter,)

'^
I think you do not forget that I

once met you in Yienne with our holy father St. Martin,
whom you equalled in virtue, though not in years." (Ep. i.

ad Victricium.) He congratulates Rouen upon having
such a bishop ;

^^
lest such a brilliant light should lie hid-

den under the cloud of silence, you were drawn from

obscurity by the authority of the apostolic see, (apostolicae
sedis evectu,) and placed in the candelabrum;" and
'^ when the angels have wreathed your brows before the
throne of God with the gems of immortality, I hope you
will remember me in your prayers." (Ep. ii. ad Victri-

cium.) On the death of his brother, he writes to Aman-
dus, bishop of Bourdeaux, (the bishop that consecrated St.

Patrick, according to Dr. Lanigan,) and earnestly requests
prayers for the repose of that brother's soul. (Ep. xxxvi. ad
Amandum.) More proofs we could give of Catholic doc-
trine from the writings of this great saint, if the work had
not been already done by a master-hand ;"'-* and if

these very writings did not incontestably prove, in the

opinion of W. S. Gilly, ('' Vigilantius and his Times,")
that the Christian world was in the fifth century hopelessly

plunged in all the abominations of popery. Suffice it to

say, that this most illustrious saint, the greatest poet of

his day, the greatest, perhaps, since the days of Virgil,
has bequeathed to us in his correspondence with all the
illustrious characters of his age—Augustus, Sulpicius
Severus, Jerom, &c.—noble monuments of genius and
piety combined, which gained for him the name of the

'^delight of Christian piety." He testifies that relics

were used in the consecration of altars and churches. (Ep.
xxiii. ad Severum.) He sent a chip of the holy cross,
enchased in gold, to Sulpicius Severus, calling it a '"great

present in a little atom, a defence of our temporal and a

pledge of eternal life." (Ep. xxxii, ad Severum.) He ex-

pressly defends the use of images, calling them truly the
books of the ignorant. (Carmen, xxiv.) He speaks of the

dignity of the priestly state and of the tremendous mysteries,
in such a strain as could never have entered into the head
of any but a Catholic believer: and, in fine, he devotes the
loftiest flights of his muse and most tender effusions of his

piety to celebrate the virtues of his patron St. Felix, and

* " Dublin Review," December, 1843, Ancient and Modern Catholicity.
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to secure his intercession. Now this amiable saint, whom
our Catholic readers know could be no other than St.

Paulinus of Nola, was not only the bosom friend of St.

Martin, but was by him proposed as the most perfect model
of a Christian prelate.

*'
I asked him," says Sulpicius,

^' whom did he (St. Martin,) most admire,'^ and he told me
that Paulinus was the most excellent model of the age,
'*

prsestantissimum exemplum pra^sentium teniponnn, ilium
nobis sequendum, ilium clamabat imitandum/' (Snip. v.

B. Martini,) c. xxvi. Mr. Mason, following Ussher and
most of our historians, maintains that St. Patrick was St.

Martin's nephew. We say that St. Patrick spent some
years in Tours, either during the life of St. Martin, or

immediately after his death. What must have been the

nephew's religious opinions ? Men who love truth, judge
for yourselves.
There was another illustrious character in those times,

whose name is fondly chronicled in many a time-worn
Irish document. Unfortunately his was a life of action

exclusively, and he has left no writings. Still we are not
in the dark with regard to his faith and practice, as his

life was written by a disciple and contemporary at the

request of the Bishop of Lyons. (Surius, T. iv. vi. July.)
Like St. Martin, he had in his youth headed armies, and
by his great abilities and noble birth rose to some of the

highest posts in the empire. He was the Lord Howth of

his day, fond of all field sports, and no man could com-
mand a more gallant train, when the neighbouring forests

were to be scoured for the wild boar or the wolf. The
tree in the centre of the town square, received its regular
tribute of the spoils of the chace—boars' tusks or wolfs'

hides, the jovial trophies of victory. But the tree and the

trophies had a Pagan meaning, they were Diana in her
wane and during the night, when all was quiet, the vene-
rable Bishop Amator felled the scandal to the gi'ound.
In the morning, all was uproar and indignation ; Pagans
were fanatical ; sportsmen incensed ; and even the sensi-

ble portion of the community were indignant at a wanton

outrage on a kind, munificent governor, and resident pro-

prietor.
^

He too, complained, and threatened, but the

good Bishop appeased and converted him. He was now
to act as Paulinus or Martin. Always a Christian he now
aspired to the perfection of the evangelical counsels, and
under the care of his old Bishop, made so rapid an ad-
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vance, that by acclamation and much apfalnst his own will,
he was compelled to exchange the sword for the crozier, in

the see of his departed friend. His wife, too, had become
a
"
conversa,^' wedded to Christ by the pure vow. Passing

over the ordinar^^ routine of a sainted prelate's life, we find

him receiving an order no longer from the head of the

empire, but from the head of the Church, to go in his

place, (vice sua. Prosper,) to suppress a heresy in Britain.

The right to command is not questioned, though all the

prelates of the Province know it has been issued. He em-
barks, and calms a tempest, which had baffled all human
skill. (C. xxii.) He delivered Britain from heresy and
from other evils also; for hearing that the Pagan Picts
and Saxons were wasting the country with fire and sword,
he, not having forgotten his old profession, marshalled the

desponding natives, and like Cardinal Vivian against
John de Courcy, in Down, but with better success, raised
their drooping spirits, and' gained for them a bloodless

victory over their ferocious enemies. A Protestant would
have quitted the shores of Britain without visiting the
tomb of St. Alban, but this French Papal Legate visited

that tomb to return thanks to God through St. Alban,
and beg his prayers. He had once met a blind girl, the

daughter of a tribune, and moved by the prayers of father

and child, he raised his arms to heaven and invoked the
Blessed Trinity, and putting his hand inside his vest, he
drew out the reliquary case, which he always carried next
his heart, and applied it with success to the girl's eyes.

(C. xxiv.) From this box (capsula) of relics, containing
the relics of the Apostles and many martyrs, he took some
and placed them in the tomb of St. Alban, replacing them
by some dust (pulvere) gathered from the grave. (C. xxv.)
We trust it is useless to give more abundant proof of this

holy bishop's faith—passing over the votive masses, and
the bishop appearing by order (imperio) of Pope Sixtus, to

convert Mamertinus, (Surius. T. iv. p. 432.) we come to an
incident familiar to our Irish readers at least. The inha-
bitants of a certain house complain that they are molested
at night by some unaccountable disturbance; some of

them say they saw a spectre : our bishop is consulted ; like

St. Augustine, in an analogous case, he neither scoffs nor
believes hastily, but having made diligent inquiry, and
examined the house, human skeletons were found. The
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bishop orders a Mass for the Dead,
'^
oratio intercessionis

impeiiditur, obtmetur defunctis requies.'' (C. xvii.)

Were these doctrines the eccentricities of an obscure

bishop, or mere local corruptions ? how could they be such,
when the bishop was a Papal Legate, once an imperial

officer, and the pride not only of France but of Europe.
When he was going to the imperial court at Ravenna, to

plead for the revolted Bretons, he endeavoured to pass in-

cognito through Milan, but being made known in the cathe-

dral, was hailed with the loudest bursts of acclamation by
priests and people. He was obliged to steal by night into

llavenna. The court and clergy vied to do him honour,
and when he died, courtiers, bishops, and soldiers, dis-

puted for his relics. The Empress claimed that capsula
which he always wore next his heart. His mortal remains
were received with public honours, in the cities of Italy
and Gaul, through which they were conveyed to his own
cathedral on the banks of the Yonne, and the innume-
rable lights that blazed around his bier, forcibly remind
us of the traditional account of St. Patrick's luake. This

holy bishop was St. Germanus of Auxerre, reverently
mentioned in the following strophe of the well-known
hymn of Fiech, Bishop of Slett}^ disciple of St. Patrick.
The hymn is certainly of the sixth century, and according
to some of our best critics, Protestant and Catholic, even
of the fifth.

6 6
In the isles of the Turonian

7[ Ti-innplJ ]n<^[t<^ Coi|i|n<^n (Tyrrhenian) sea

' ' intormed ;

ie5<^ir Cv\Tioin u 5e2i[ifyi2i<ii under germanus he
Ir e^b ^b r^^b^b Line

,
^^ADS HIS CANONS.

As we know from authentic history.

Honest men can ascertain St. Patrick's canons from the

principles of his teacher. At present we need not send to
to the isles of Lerins or the Tyn*henian sea in quest of
them.^*"

* It is worth observing that there are some very striking; analogies ilhistrative
of our Gallican connection, in the writings of Sulpicius Severus and his corres-
pondents. Tiiese analogies though not in doctrinal matters, may not be nnac-
ceptable to our Christian antiquaries. It is well known that St. Patrick founded
many of his churches on the sites of pagan worship. St. Martin, also according to
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In our extracts from the lives of St. Martin and Ger-

manus, both of which were written by contemporaries and

disciples, our design was to ascertain the belief of the age.
For the supernatural events, many of which must appear
ridiculous to men who measure the faith of saints, and the
wisdom and goodness of God, by their own, we require
just so much respect as the rules of moral evidence de-
mand from an enlightened Christian, who has read, sup-
pose Newman on Miracles, and Montalembert's Preface
to the Life of St. Elizabeth. But what must we think of

some Irish critics, who pronounce that certain Irish docu-
ments do not date from the fifth or sixth centuries, solely
because they mention miracles and Catholic doctrines?
Extend your principles, gentlemen, and tell the French

Sulpicius,
" ubi fana destruxerat, statim ibi aut ecclesias aut monasteria con-

stnixit C. X." It is a national boast, that we had no Sniithfield fires in Ireland.
St. Martin while at Tours, drew down upon himself the odium of many ecclesias-

tics, by his protests against the penal laws enforced against the Priscillianists.

He implored Itliacius,
" ut sanguine infelicium abstineret ; satis, superque

sufficere ut Episcopal! sententia hseretici, judicati, ab Ecclesia pellerentur." It is

a well known fact that before the Anglo-Norman Invasion, tiiere never was the
same close legal union between Church and State in Ireland, as in other coun-
tries of Europe. St. Martin's principles on that point are well known. While
he gave to Csesar what belonged to Caesar, he dreaded all interference of the tem-
poral with the spiritual power. His jealous maintenance of unshackled spiritual
independence, made him an exception to many of his brethren. The bishop of a
monastery is supposed by some of our Irish scholars to be a phrase imknown ex-

cept in Irish Ecclesiastical history ; yet we find that in St. Martin's monastery of

Marmoetiei's, a bisljop resided. (The very buildings in that monastery presents
striking analogy to some of our primitive Irish establishments. The church and
the refectory appear to be the only large buildings in our earliest establishments.
Cells of wood or stone were grouped around them. So in the monastery of Mar-
montiers founded by St. Martin. He lived at first in a cell (cellula) near the
church in Tours, but afterwards retired to a secluded angle made by the river
Loire on the south, and high hills on the north, as sweet a spot as ever solitary
chose. There "ipse ex lignis contextani cellulam habebat. Multi quidem ex
fratribus in eumdem modum, plerique saxo supeijecti montes cavato, receptacula
sibi fecerant. Ars, ibi, exceptis scriptoribus, nulla habebetur. Rarus cuiquam
extra cellulam egressus nisi cum ad locum orationis. Cibum una onmes
post horam jejunii accipiebant." Snip. Vita B. Mart. C. vii. The metrical

paraphrase of the life by Paulinus appears to state that the " locus orationis" or

oratory was of wood, and that for that reason St. Martin would not dwell in a
stone cell. (St. Columbanus spent a niglit at the tomb of St. Martin.) Some of
our most respectable aichaeologists appear afraid to allow to some of our
churches and relics of religious art, that higli antiquity which tradition and
written documents assign to them. But if Sulpicius Severus could get from St.
Paulinus of Nola, the plan of a new church of stone, as a substitute for his former
wicker or wooden one; and if St. Patrick was as Ussher states, a " con-
discipulus" of Severus under St. Martin, would it be rash to say, that the arts
of Italy found a way to Ireland in the infancy of our cliurch ? Many Irish
saints of the 6th century are said to have visited Tours. Perhaps many of
these analogies are more plausible than Mr. Mason's. We forgot to add, that
Sulpicius, like a good Catholic, had a picture of his favourite saint, Martin, over
the font. St. Martin's name was in the "

Communicantes, &c." of SS. Columba
and Columban's Mass.
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Historical Society, that St. Martin's Life was not written

by Sulpicius, nor St. German's by Constant.
But in truth, Mr. Mason's objections appear to be not

so much against CathoUc doctrines as against their Ro-
man origin. Unknown tongues, prayers to the saints,

pra^^ers for the dead, veneration of rehcs, the sign of the

cross, ceremonies, pilgrimages, image worship, confession,
vows of chastity, monks and nuns, penance and peniten-
tiaries, all were tolerable in Ireland before the year 600,

provided they did not come from Rome. Not their own
nature, but the Pope makes them bad. But why does he
not tell us from what part of the East they were intro-

duced. Was it from Armenia, or Constantinople, or St.

Thomas' Church in India, or St. Matthew's in Persia and

Ethiopia,^ or Antioch, or Alexandria? Had he singled
out one, it would be our duty to prove to him, that it did

not differ from the faith of Home, as we have proved of the

faith of Gaul ; but until he defines the East, at least within

a few parallels of latitude, we must be content with the

notorious fact, admitted by all infidel writers, by the

greater number of Calvinists and Presbyterians, by the

greatest men in the Established Church, that except on
heresies anathematized by the Established as well as by
the Catholic Church, the faith of all the Patriarchates was
the same as that of Rome, when St. Patrick came to

Ireland. If the faith had been introduced to Ireland from
the East, would there not be some decisive proofs of that

Eastern origin in our history ? Ireland does not forget
her friends. She would not deny to the Greek or the

Armenian, or the Syrian, what she gratefully records

of the seven solitary Egj^ptian monks, who are buried in

desert Ulidh, and of the 150 holy Romans who came
to Ireland with St. Abban, and of the holy Romans who
came in 150 boats with St. Elias, and of many others of

the same city, whose names are invoked in the Litany of

Angus Ceile De, written before the year 800.

What arguments are produced against this Roman Com-
munion, so clearly proved by the number of Romans buried

in Ireland, and the number of Irishmen, venerated as the

great Apostles and Patrons of almost every province in the

Roman Patriarchate ?

A Greek inscription of some five or six lines is found in

a Latin copy of the Gospels,—therefore Ireland had its

faith from Greece. Therefore Mi\ Mason's Irish coat is
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English, because it has a piece of EngUsh velvet on the

sleeve.

There were seven great dioceses, hundreds of miles- dis-

tant from each other, in Asia Minor ; therefore the Irish

had their faith from Asia Minor, because there are seven
churches built in the little valley of Glendaloch, and seven
in Clonmacnoise, on the banks of the Shannon ! therefore,

say we, the text of Mr. Mason, was,
*'
terra erat inanis et

vacua," because that was a material, and his book is

a literary chaos.

The Irish had their Liturgy from the East, although
it was confessedly in Latin, because it differed in some
points from the Roman, as if the same Liturgy substan-

tially, was not and is not still often different in the same
country and province, in some of its rites.

If arguments of that stamp prove the Eastern origin of

the Irish Church, what are we to think of the testimony of

men who were eye-witnesses of what they attest, and sub-

jects or guardians of a power which they enforce.

In a letter to Victricius of Rouen, the friend of St.

Paulinus of Nola, Pope Innocent IX. writes,"'^" *'If majo7^es
causce should happen to be discussed among you, they
must, as the Synod orders, be referred to the Apostolic
See, after the judgment of the Bishops." S. Abbe cone.
Tom. 3. p. 9. A. D. 404.

St. Athanasius tells us, in the commencement of his

second Apology, that having been expelled from his Patri-
archate by the Arian faction, he was restored by the judg-
ment of Pope Julius I., to whom he appealed. Julius

grounds his right on the authority of the Apostles and
their successors, and the canons,!

'*
which had reserved all

*

majores causce' to the decision of the Holy See." S.
Abbe, con, Tom. 3. p. 9.

Boniface I. enforces the same right, in his letter to

Rufus, and other Bishops of Macedon.J
*^ The greatest

Churches in the East," he says, *'have always sought in-

struction from the Roman See, ^in niagnis negotiis, in

* " Si autem majores"causce in medium fuerint devolutse, ad sedem Apostolicam
siciit synodus statuit, post Episcopale judicium referantur."

f '*Cujus (Apostolical sedis) dispositioni omnes majores ecdesiasticas causas,

antiqua Apostolorum, eorumque successorum atque caaonum auctoritas reser-
vavit."

:J:

" Maxiraas Ecclesias orientis semper consuluisse sedem Apostolicam, in mag'
nis negoliis, in quibus opus esset disceptatione majore."

VOL. XX.—NO. XL. 14
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quibus opus esset disceptatione majori/
"

A. D. 422.

Constant. Epp. R. R. P. P. col. 1042.

Pope Zozimiis, to the Primate of Aries and all the

Bishops of the Gauls/'-' declares,
*'
that the ancient Metro-

politan of Aries, must be preserved intact whatever
cases arise must be referred to him (with the Bishops)
unless

'

magnitudo causae
'

should require the decision of

the Holy See." S. Abbe. cone. Tom. 3. p. 410.

A. D. 417.

Pope Leo I.j who, by his supreme authority, restored

the great Theodoret, and Flavian, Patriarch of Antioch,
to their Sees, severel}" rebukes Anastasius of Thessalonica,
for having presumed to decide a case in which all the

Bishops of his Province did not agree. It was a "
causa

Tnajor/' ''For having it in your power," writes the

Pope,
''

to await our decision on
'

rtiajora negotiaj there

was neither necessity nor reason for exceeding your autho-

rity." Van. Espen. Jus. C. i. p. 190.

The same Pope, in his letter (89) to the Bishops of
Vienne—the town where St. Martin, and St. Pauhnus of

Nola, and Victricius of Rouen, lived, as we have seen,

happily together—writes,
'' Know that the Apostolic See

has been consulted by priests of your Province, on innu-
merable cases, according to ancient custom, and that by
such appeal, decisions have, in different cases, been
annulled or confinned."

Returning to Innocent I.,| with whose letter to Victri-

cius of Rouen we have commenced, we read in his letter

to Rufus of Thessalonica, instructions substantially the

same as those of Leo to Anastasius.
"
If any

'

causa

major' should arise, which cannot be decided by your
fraternity, let a deputation be sent to us, that under the

inspiration of the Lord, we may write back to you what
He reveals to us; herein exercising our right to take

* "Sane quoniam Metropolitanac Arelatensium urbi, vetus privilegium minime
derogandum est, ad qiiam primum ex hac sede Trophimus directus est ad cujus
notitiam si quid illic negotiorum emerserit, referri censuiinus, uisi magnitudo
caiiscBy etiam nostrum requirat examen."

t"

*' Nam cum majora negotia et difficiliores causarum exitns, liberum tibi esset,
Bub nostraj expectationis sententia expendere, nee ratio tibi uec uecessitas fuit,
in id quod mensuram tuam excederet deviandi."

X
" Si qua vero caiisa major evenerit, quae a tua paternitate illic pnesidente non

potuerit definiri, relatio tua missa nos consulat ut revelante Domino, cujus niise-

ricordiae profitemur esse quod possumus, quod ipse nobis aspiraverit, rescribamus
ut cognitioui nostrao pro traditione veteris instituti et deliba Apostolica3 sedi

reverentia, nostro examini vindicemus," &c. &c.
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the matter into our own cognizance, as the tradition of the

ancient ordinance, and the reverence due to the Apostolic
See require."
We need not trace this tradition to the Apostles, nor

decide whether it is to the canons of Nice or Sardica that

some of those Popes appeal. Neither do we inquire,
whether it was by divine right, or ecclesiastical right, or

political right, or right arising from circumstances, that

the popes of the fifth century, restored St. Athanasius,
and St. Flavian, and St. John Chrysostom, to their Patri-
archates. Whatever was the right, no man can deny the

fact, that the three greatest saints and doctors of the
Eastern Church, Patriarchs, were at the feet of the Pope,
imploring and obtaining the restitution of rights violated

by councils of Eastern bishops, and decrees of Emperors,
backed, though the Emperor was in the case of St. John
Chrysostom, by the clergy of one Patriarchate, and Theo-

X^hilus, Patriarch of another. Whatever was the right then,
there can be no doubt of the fact, that in the fifth century,
when Christianity was established in Ireland, there did exist

in Rome a spiritual power superior to Metropolitans, Pri-

mates, Emperors, Patriarchs—but it was not a tyrannical
power, wielded at the caprice of individuals, and absorbing
all inferior authority. Directly the reverse—we are not

going to define its limits, but the invariable tone of all the
letters cited is, keep the canons—keep them in the elec-

tion of bishops, in the discipline of the clergy, in deciding
the disputes of bishops and metropolitans, in the suppres-
sion of heresy, in the reformation of morals—the canons
are your sure guide—arrange matters quietly among your-
selves by the canons, in a council of bishops legitimately
assembled, but if a

"
major causa

"
should arise, one that

you and the canons cannot settle, one that requires
greater discussion—follow the old custom—apply to the

Holy See—that as the case might be, the
''

major causa
"

might be either decided by the Apostolical, or referred for
a new trial to the Episcopal tribunal.
To prove that this power of the pope was believed in

Ireland before the year 600, we need not prove that the

bishops of Armagh had the pallium, and the Irish suffra-

gans their bulls from the pope, if pallium or bull was not
in those days essential to a true subject of the pope.
Some people appear unable to understand the obvious dis-
tinction between the essence of a supreme power and the
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mode and limits of its action. In politics the thing is

plain. British power is now snpreme in the vale of Cash-
mere, though Ghoolab Singh pays only six shawls and a
dozen goats to the East India Company, and has neither

imperial bayonets at his cross-roads, nor his country
drained by absentees and embowelled by landsharks. The
pope was, and is, and shall be supreme over Catholic

bishops, but the form of the link that binds each bishop to
him was different in different ages, and is at this day
different in different Catholic countries. Neither is it

required that the pope extinguished heresies, crushed

schisms, redressed aggrieved bishops, restored discipline,
reformed morals, decided "causae majores," by bulls and
and briefs in Ireland before the year 600, for perhaps there
was no .heresy or schism, or relaxation of discipline, or

corruption of morals. Perhaps the crosier passed peaceably
from hand to hand in Irish sees, according to the discipline
then enforced by the popes,""' especially those we have cited.

* The Council of Nice decrees,
"
Episcopura ab omnibus Provinciae Episcopig

ordinari," and again, can vi." Quod' si quis piaeter sententiam Metropolitaui
fuerit factus Episcopus, hunc Ma^na Synodusdecernit non esse episcopuni." The
popes enforced this discipline.

" Extra conscientian^ Metropolitaui, nullusaudeat
Episcopuni ordiiiare. Innocent I. to Victricius of Rouen, and also Boniface I.

and Leo I. to Hilary bishop of Aries. The discipline in the institution of tlie Me-
tropolitan, is thus expressed iu a letter of the same pope Leo to Anastasius of
Thessalonica.

"
Metropolitano defuncto, cumin locum ejus alius fuerit subro-

gandus, Provinciales Episcopi ad civitatem Metropolim convenire debent, ut
omnium, clericorum, atque civiiim voluntate discussa, ex presbyteris ejusdem
ecclesiae vel diaconis, optimus eligatur." This was the old custom, of which
proofs are found in Ireland, (according to Ware and Primate M'Mahon,) Jus
Primat. What could the Rev. Mr. Todd mean by proving that the Irish

bishops were not elected or confirmed by the popes, before the Hth cen-

tury ? Would he have the Irish discipline opposed to the general discipline
of the Roman Catholic Church? It was only in the course of the 11th, 12ih, and
13th centuries tliat the appointment to vacant sees gradually devolved, under
various restrictions, to the pope, and this is called tlie slavery of the Church.
Sc^nsible men will judge the new discipline by its effects. If tlie old had been
strictly observed, tiie new might never have supplanted it. But imhappily, it is

notorious, that in the time of St. Gregory the 7th, the dignities of the Ciiurch had
generally fallen into the hands of kings and powerful families, (as iu tlie

case of the see of Armagh,) wlio were bad judges of the merits of candidates. Tlie

pope's bull was a salutary, and in truth, the only check against this uncanonical
investiture. The good woi king of the new discipline was soon apparent in the

liistory of Europe. Piety flourished, learning was encouraged, the age of the

great monasteries and cathedrals came on, and was soon followed by the great

age of literary foundations and universities, in every country in Europe. By
their closer connection with the national churches, and principal sees in Eu-

rope, the popes were enabled to combine the strength of Christendom against the

I^Iahometan, and save Europe from being what Africa is to-day. These facts have

long ago been brought out in the works of learned Protestants, Voight, Hurter,
Bowden, &c., but some of us in Ireland appear to be still in the last century. On
this matter, Thierry is a most treacherous guide. Blind as a bat to the civilizing
influence of the Papal power, he deplores what he calls the slavery of national

churches, with as much pathos as the extinctiou of nationalities. We should have
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This you will say is too favourable a view of the Christian

perfection of the primitive Irish church. Favourable no
doubt it is, but not exaggerated if there be any meaning in

the title
"
Insula sanctorum'' given to Ireland, not by her-

self but by Europe ; and if we can believe national docu-
ments relied on by IJssher, which state that the first age
of our great saints, the golden age of Ireland, extended to

the year 542, and the second to 598. To ask for bulls and
briefs at such a time and in such a country, is to say the

pope is what he never was—a tyrant, who exercises authority
for the sake of exercising it, or to say England has been
less loyal than Ireland, because there were more troubles

in Ireland, and of course more extraordinary displays of

royal authority. A great saint, our most illustrious doctor,
who knew perfectly well the state of the Irish church
before the year 600, writing in 613 to Pope Boniface,
declares, "we have no doctrine here but the Evangelical
and Apostolical doctrine. There has been no heretic, no
Jew, no schismatic, but the Catholic faith is still held

inviolate, such as it was first given to us by you, the suc-

cessors of the Apostles?' Reject this evidence of St.

Columbanus, an eye witness, or admit there was but slight
reason for the display of papal authority in Ireland before
the year 600. We do not now speak of the opinions of

Columbanus on the power of the pope, we take him merely
as a witness to an historical and contemporaneous fact,
that in faith and Catholic communion, there had been no
change in Ireland. If there had been any, we know how
the controversy would be definitively settled.

Suppose a Canadian king were enthroned in Quebec,

foverning
his kingdom through a parliament of Canadian

jords and Commons, and transmitting his crown to his
heir by a British law ; suppose the fundamental laws of
this Canadian kingdom should be those of Britain, and that
whenever a difficult case arose, a

"
causa major," King,

Lords and Commons, were bound to bring it before a
British tribunal for judgment, could Canada be said with

any propriety to be independent? had she the elements of

remarked, that the rights guaranteed to the metropolitans by the old discipline,
did not depend on a Pallium. St. Bernard in his life of St. Malachy remarks,
that Armagh was the metropolitan see, though the use of the Pallium was un-
known from the beginning. At present, and from the year 1829, the mode of

providing for the succession in Irish sees, is on a more popular basis, we
believe, than in any Church in Europe. May God keep it so.
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independent government ? was the Irish parhament inde-

pendent under Poyning's law ? no, unless we pervert the
sense of words, nor was the Irish Church independent of
the Holy See : she was and is her most faithful daughter.
And this is her glory, not the sole but the great patent of
her nationality ; it is her glory that in her, faith has tri-

umphed over the sword, mind over matter, heart's affection

and eternal hopes over animal prudence ; a great glory in

the Lord it is, that Ireland who. was a fervent Church,
when the Sicambrian had not yet bowed to St. Remi, and
when Woden reigned from the Marches of Wales to the

Vistula, and from the Rhine and Danube to the Pole, has
almost alone among the Northern nations braved the shock
of the sixteenth century, and in spite of that trying bull of

Adrian, referred her causae majores to this hour, as she did
twelve hundred years ago to the vicar of Christ.

We had a
*^
causa major

'^
in Ireland in 630, and we

learn from an eye-witness how it was settled, on the banks
of the Barrow. It regarded a case of general discipline,
the proper time for celebrating Easter. It is not neces-

sary to give a history of the different cycles, and the con-
troversies regarding them in the East and West. The
fact is enough, that at the close of the sixth centuiy, Ire-

land kept Easter Sunday on a different day from the
whole Eastern and Western Church. Controversy arose.

The bishops, Laurentius, Mellitus and Justus, wrote to

the Irish clergy on the matter in 609. Bede, L. 2. c. 4.

Different expedients were suggested and plans adopted—
but nothing defined until Pope Honorius I. sent a letter

to the Irish clergy in 630. Bede, L. 2. c. 19. At the

foot of Sliemarguy, on the banks of the Barrow, not far

from that church of Sletty, where a disciple of St. Patrick
had died a century ago, and where St. Lasrean governed
3,000 monks, a synod is assembled, of which we have the

following account from the pen of an Irishman, whose pro-
found erudition, not only in the ecclesiastical affairs of his

own country, but in the minutest points of the Catholic

discipline of the East and West, as well as in profane lite-

rature, give greater weight to his testimony. Having
spoken of the excommunication with which Ireland was
threatened, he says,

—•

*
According to Deuteronomy,

'

Interrogavi patres meos, ut annun-

tiarent mihi, majores meos ut dicerent mihi,' that is the successors
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of our primitive (priorum) fathers, Bishop Ailbe, Queran of Clon-

macnoise, Brendan, Nessan and Lugid, what they thought of our

excommunication by the above mentioned Apostolical Sees. But

they assembling together, some in person, others by their legates
in Campo Lene, decreed and said :

' Our predecessors have ordered

us by trustworthy witnesses, some of whom are alive and others

who now sleep in peace, that we should humbly and without scruple,

adopt the better and more salutary things sent to us with the

approval of the fountain of our baptism and wisdom, and the suc-

cessors of the Apostles of the Lord.'- They then arose together, and

promulged to us (in the usual mode,) that next year they should

celebrate the Pasch with the Universal Church."

So far we have a declaration of the means by which the

controversy was to be decided. It was not a new rule. It

was handed down from the Fathers of the Irish Church,
contemporaries of St. Patrick, and linked with the
Fathers in this Synod, by one or two generations. Some
of the contemporaries of the four fathers were then living.
It was a supreme rule to be obeyed humbly and without

scruple, as emanating from the fountain of their baptism,'^"

* Mr. Mason attempts to prove against Ussher and all respectable authorities
in his Church, that the Irish Cliurcli was not founded by a pope. Tlie infancy of
our Ciiurch and the life of its great founder are like all very ancient facts, em-
barrassed by chronological difficulties. But it is certain, tiiat if we had bishops in
Ireland before Palladius, as some appear to think, they came from Rome. All

legendary and historical authorities, brought to prove their existence, are eqxially
clear on their connexion witli Rome. Palladius was sent from Rome, the Jirst, or
the chief bishop, according to the meaning we attach to the word primus in

Prosper's chronicle, ad ann. 431. " Ad Scotos in Cliristum credentes, ordinatur a
Papa Celestino Palladius et primus Episcopus mittitur." St, Patrick was sent
from Rome by the same Pope Celestine, as Mr. Mason knows from the annotations
of Tirechan in the book of Armagh. The annotations were written in -the com-
mencement of tlie 7th century. In fol. 16. p. a. col. 1. we read, "Palladius Epis-
copus primo mittitui-, qui Patricius, alio nomine appellabatur; qui martyrium
passus est apud scottos, ut tradunt Sancti antiqui. Delude Patricius secundus
ab angelo Dei,Victor nomine, et a Celestino Papa mittitur; cui Hibernia tota cre-

didit, qui earn fere totaui babtizabat." The same fact is attested in notes to Fiech's
hymn, some of which must be anterior to the year 600. Add to these authorities
the declaration of Columbanus, tliat the faith wasJirst sent to Ireland from Rome,
and Cummian's declaration, that Rome was the fountain of our baptism and the
Mother Clmrch. Later authorities are so numerous and well known, that it is

unnecessary to refer to them. What constitution Celestine prescribed for the
infant church, may be fairly inferred (if there were no other evidence) from the
relations between him and the Bishop of Thessalonica, whom he established
over the churches of Macedonia, or rather continued in that office. See the
letters of Leo and Itmocent cited above; and also the original Irish authorities
for the Roman Mission in Rev. Mr. Todd's " Church of St. Patrick," p. 19, 22,
25. On this point, why may we not add the authority of the Vita Tripartita of St.

Patrick, said to be by St. Evin, in the 6th century. Is that book to be cited as
conclusive authority for the stone material of Irish churches in the sixth century
and earlier, (Petrie's Round Towers, p. 129. 133. 154. et seq.) and not to be admitted
on the most prominent fact in the life of the foimder of Irish churches ? All, not
excepting Dr. Lanigan, admit that the life has in many places undoubted marks of
the highest antiquity. It was so old that Colgan, even Colgan, could scarcely
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and the successors of the Apostles. Cummian con-

tinues,—
** But some time after a certain whitened wall arose, and on the

"

wrong plea of keeping the tradition of the elders, did not make both

one, but made a split, and partly annulled what had been agreed on ;

whom maj the Lord visit (I pray) when He pleases."

The former unanimous decision is now partly annulled

by one influential person standing up for the cycle intro-

duced into Ireland by his seniors, the cycle, as Ussher and
Lanigan think, that was followed by St. Patrick, and in

Gaul before the year 570. Here is a great difficulty. On
the one hand, the former practice of the Irish Church ; on
the other, an admonitory letter of the Pope to abolish that

practice, but a letter of whose authenticity there appeared
to be some doubt ; and moreover on a matter of discipline,
in which, then as now, there may be national diversities,
if uniformity be not enforced, under penalty of excommu-
nication. How is the dispute to be decided ?

** Then it was decreed by our seniors, according to the precept,
*ut si diyersitas exorta fuerit inter causam et causam, et yariaverit

judicium inter lepram et non lepram irent ad locum quem elegit

Dominus,' that if there occurred * causae majores,' they should
ACCORDING TO THE SYNODICAL DECREE, BE REFERRED TO THE HeAD OP

Cities.
" We accordingly sent persons of known wisdom and humility,

as sons to their mother, who, after a prosperous journey by the
favour of heaven, arrived at Rome, where once seeing all things
such as they had heard, but now much more certain from being
seen, than from being heard, they returned to us after the lapse of

three years."

When a round tower was seen in India or on the banks
of the Tigris, sensible men, inferred from analogy, that

our towers were Oriental ; but when Rome, the Head of

Cities, the Mother Church, is declared to hold the same
place (and by the same divine right) in the Christian, that

Jerusalem held in the Mosaic law, when she decides not

understand the Irish portions of it. Interpolations crept in, because the book
was used as a standard authority and had murj^inal notes by different com-
mentators, but after the proofs we have given, assuredly there is no reason to
class the following among the interpolations:

*'
Angelicis nionitis, divinoque ac-

quiescens niandatis, Patricius statuit, sedem Petri lidei nostrse magistrani, et
omnem Apostolatus foutein adire ejus que Apostolica auctoritate, suuui—Aposto-
latum—roborare."
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as an umpire but as a judge on
''
causae majores/' which

must be referred to her by a synodical decree, it is not

analogy, but identity of plan that we have in our Irish

and that Roman system of church government declared by
Julius, Innocent, and Leo. It is not we, but our fathers
of the seventh century, who say, that the everlasting
arch of Roman authority was pillared in their hearts.

To this appeal no person objected. The tradition of the
elders was abandoned by St. Fintan of Taghmon, and the
Roman cycle adopted humbly and without scruple,

through the southern half of Ireland. Rut to conclude
with Cummian. He tells us,

"
their deputies to Rome

had lodged in the same hotel with Greeks, Egyptians,
Scj^thians, and Hebrews, and were present in the church
of St. Peter, celebrating the Pasch on the same day, and
this they declared to us in the presence of the Holy Eu-
charist, (Sancta.)

' To our certain knowledge, the whole
world celebrates the Pasch in this way.' They brought
with them rcliques of martyrs and scriptures, in which
there was the power of God, as we have had good proof.
With my own eyes, I saw a young girl, who was stone

blind, recovering her sight by these relics, and many
devils cast out, and a paralytic walking.

'^

Strange Pro-
testant attestation !"'^*

* Anno igitur, (ut prsedixi) emenso, jnxta Deuteronomium interrogavi patres
meos ut annuntiarent mihi, majores meos ut dicerent miJii (successores videlicet
nostroruin patiiim prioruni Ailbei Episcopi, Querani Coloniensis, Brendini Nes-
sani, Liigidi) quid sentirent de excommunicatione nostra a supradictis sedibus
Apostolicis facta. At illi congregati in unum alius per se, alius per legatum suum
vice missum, in Campo Lene, sanxerunt et dixerunt—" Decessores nostri man-
daverunt per idoueos testes, alios viventes, alios in pace dormientes, ut meliora et

potiora probata afonte baptismi nostri et sapieniice el sicccessoribus Apostolorum, delata
sine scrupulo, humiliter sumeremus." Post in commune surrexerunt,et super hoc (ut
moris est) nobis celebraverunt orationem, ut Pascha, cum universali Ecclesia in
futuro auno, celebrarent. Sed non post multum surrexit quidam paries dealbatus,
traditionem seniorum, servai-e se simulans qui utraque non fecit unum, sed divisit

et irritum ex parte fecit guod promissum est: quem Dominus (ut spero) percu-
tiet, quoque modo voluerit. Deinde —" visum est senioribus nostris—juxta man-
datum," ut si diversitas est orta inter causam et causam, et variaverit judicium
inter lepram et non lepram, irent ad locum quem elegit Dominus,'^ (et si caus^
FUERiNT Majores juxta decretum synodtcum, ad caput urbium sint
REFERENDA. Misimus quos novimus sapientes et humiles esse, velut natos ad
matrem, et prosperum iter in voluntate Dei habentes, et ad Roman urbam, aliqui
ex eis venientes, tertio anno ad nos usque perveneruut, et sic omnia viderunt,
sicut audierunt: sed et valde ceriiora ut pote visa qnam audita invenerunt, et in
uno hospitio cum Gra3co, et Haebreo, et Scytlia, et ^gyptiaco, in Ecclesia S. Petri
(in quo mense integro disjunct! sumus (fuerunt, et ante sancta sic testati sunt
nobis dicentes: "per totum orbem terrarura hoc Pascha ut scimus celebratur,'*
et nos in reliquiis Sanctorum Martyrum et Scripturis quas attulerunt pro-
bavimus inesse virtutem Dei. Vidimus oculis nostris puellam coecam omnino, ad
has reliquias oculos aperientem, et paralyticum ambulautem et multa Dsemonia
ejecta. Sylloge Ep. Hib. pp. 33, 34.
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No learned Protestant of the present day, would ven-
ture to say with Ledwich, that the Paschal controversy
was on a point of faith. In all the discussions on the

matter, especially by Columbanus, the distinction between

discipline and faith is accurately drawn as by any modern
professor of theology. He glories that his country had
preserved inviolate the Catholic faith and communion,
but distinctly asserts for a national church, the right of

following her peculiar usages in discipline; and it was
on this principle that he followed the Irish cycle, when the

Roman had been introduced in Gaul, and that St. Aidan,
as we learn from Bede, was still in communion with the

Bishops of London and Canterbury, though adhering to

his Irish computation. But though the matter regarded
discipline alone, it drew out an Irish profession of the

great principle
—the authority of the Universal Church

and the power of the Pope ; but as the Boman cycle was
not adopted in the North of Ireland before the year 704,
nor among the Irish monks of lona before the year 710,
these facts may at first sight appear to prove that the

Pope's authority was recognized in the South, but not
in the North, that is, that St. Brendan, St. Lugid, St.

Kieran, &c. in Leath Moga, had one final judge of contro-

versies from St. Patrick and the successor of St. Patrick in

Armagh, and the Northern Bishops, another. If a thing,
in itself so highly ridiculous, were the fact, how does it

happen, that a few years after the decision of the Synod of

Leighlin,""" the Bishop of Armagh, and many of the Nor-

*
Colgan, with whom Dr. Lanigan appears inclined to agree, is of opinion that

the events described by Cummian iu this extract, took place in two different

councils. One assembled at Magh Lene in the territory of- Fearcall, (in the

King's county,) the other at Campus Lene, near old Leighlin, in the county Car-
low. In the former, the deputation was elected and sent to Rome; in the latter,
held about three years later, the deputies announced the decision of the Church,
which was universally received in the south. We have followed Ussher, whom
we believe to be, as far -as he goes, a better authority than Lanigan or Colgan,
on historical points. He is not so sceptical as Lanigan, nor so credulous as

Colgan, though who would have wished Colgan to havecollected otherwise than he
did. He swept like a drag net, catching facts and fable, poetry and history, a«id

no man since his day has been able to finish his work. A striking instance of Dr.

Lanigau's unjustifiable fastidiousness, occurs in his account of these very synods.
Ussher, from an ancient life of St. Fintan Munna, states that this saint, who was a

champion of the Irisli cycle, challenged St. Laisrean to a trial of miracles, a thing,
says Dr. Lanigan, which smells of a much later age." Now to use his own phrase,
when castigating poor Colgan and sometimes Archdeacon Lynch, "Z>r. Lanigan
ought to have known^^ that in the sixth general council held not many years after

the synod of Leighlin, a monk who held some heretical doctrines, offered to raise

the dead in presence of the bishops and was allowed to attempt it, but of course
he failed. St. Laisrean declined the contest of miracles, and all the fathers of
the council agreed and returned quietly to their homes."
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thern Bishops, wrote to the Pope on the Paschal ques-
tion ? If the obhgation of appealing to the Pope, so dis-

tinctly promulged and enforced in the Synod of Leighlin,
and declared to be an original and fundamental law in the

Irish Church, were not admitted in Armagh, who can
believe that the Northern Prelates, who held out for Irish

tradition on the Pasch, would have allowed without a
murmur, the pregnant principle of Roman authority to be
canonized as a7i Iinsh tradition, in the South? Would
the Bishops of the North battle for the myntli and cum-
min, when the whole fabric was in danger ; would they not
disclaim the arrogant pretensions of a foreign priest to

judge the Irish Church ? Sonie of the Bishops of Ireland,
and especially the Bishop of Armagh, did protest at a
later period, against an invasion of the rights of the Irish

Church by^ the Archbishop of Canterbury, but they did

not, they could not protest against the power of Rome,
whose rights are distinctly recognised by an Irish canon,
and certainly anterior to this period, for it is evidently the

same as that to which Cummian appeals :

*'
Si qu^

QUESTIONES IN HAC INSULA ORIANTUR, AD SeDEM ApOSTO-
LICAM REFERANTUR."'^" The principles, nay, the very
words of this canon, are found in the pontifical decrees of

* The supposed date of this canon is 456. Ussher attempts to get rid of it by
calling it a straggling canon; but he does not deny its authenticity. It was i)ub-
lished by Ware (Opus. p. 41.) from a manuscript collection of canons in the Cot-
tonian library. It expresses the discipline of the age to which it is attributed,
as may be seen from the letter of Innocent, &c., to Victricius of Rouen. When
speaking of the correspondence between Paulinus of Nola and Victricius of

Rouen, we forgot to remark a singular coincidence, which perhaps proves some
connexion of our apostle with Victricius. St. Patrick states in his confession

that, after having returned to his own country from Ireland, he saw in a vision a
man named Victricius, bearing many letters^ on one of which was written,

" The
voice of the Irish." This Victricius of the vision is by some of our saint's bio-

graphers said to be an angel, and his name is written in four different ways—•

Victor, (4th life, c. 25.) Victorious, (2nd life, c. 14.) Victoiicius, (Ware,) ;and
Victricius, (Bollandists.) The name of the bishop of Rouen is also written in the
same way, as appears from the note in Constant's Epistles of the Popes, p. 746:
" Nonnullis in MSS. Victorio, in quibusdam ut apud Merlin Victorico; in aliis Vic-

toricio; in Regie Victoritio; in caeteris, Victricio." Victricius was born near
Boulogne; and after having converted the pagan Morini and some parts of Bel-

gium, was appointed by Innocent I. bishop of Rouen, which see he governed
during twenty-eight years, to 420, or later, (Bollandists, 7th August.) so that,
whether we follow Lanigan or Ussher, Victricius was bishop of Rouen when St.

Patrick returned from his first captivity. Would it be rash to suppose, that the

apostolical labours of a contemporai-y and a neighbour had some influence on
the future destiny of St. Patrick, prompting him to do in Ireland Avhat Victricius
did in Belgium and France? Victricius had visited Rome. The Angel Victor, in
Fiech's hymn, sends Patrick beyond the sea to prepare for his mission. We sup-
pose that Dr. Rock has not answered Lanigan's proofs that St. Patrick was a
Briton of that tribe which Pliny places near Boulogne-sur-mer. (Hist, Nat. 1. iv.

0. 31.)
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Popes, contemporaries of St. Patrick, as we have seen
above. We defy our adversaries to produce one dis-

claimer of that principle, in the Irish Church, during the

protracted dispute on the Paschal question. Complaints
there were against its application in that particular case,
but no protest against the principle.

Unfortunately the answer from Rome to the northern

bishops in 640, so far from inducing them to yield, must
rather have confirmed them in their fond adherence to a
national usage. Their letter directed to the pope was left

unopened until after his death, which occurred a short
time after its arrival. During the vacancy of the Holy
See the Roman clergy opened and answered the letter,
but as far as we can judge from the fragment of that
answer still extant,'"* it was falsely reported that the
northern bishops maintained the condemned practices of
the Quartodecimans. Finding themselves accused of an
error which they did not hold, the bishops might have

easily indulged the hope of not being obliged to conform
with their brethren in the south. Different rites in the

litur^ and other points of discipline being already prac-
tised in Ireland, why, the northerns might say, might not
the time of celebrating Easter be different also ? but on what-
ever grounds they justified their isolated position, there is

no trace of schism between Leath Mogar and Leath Con
from the year 640 to 704. The great Adamnan, who was
born in 627, and died in 704, saw the paschal dispute pass
through all its phases. He observed the Irish rite until

within a few years of his death, but having at length
embraced the Roman, his great influence established it in

the north, except in the monasteries of his own order,
which held out for some j^ears. Adamnan, during his life

and after his death was universally beloved in Ireland,
north and south. The personal friend of Alfred, king of

* Doctissimis et sanctissimis Tomiano (Armagh) Columbano (Clonard) Cro-
nano (Antrim) Dimma (Down) et Brithono (Tigh Brithin in Elphin) Episcopis;
Cronaiio (Morille in Down) Croniano (Tory Island) Laistrano (Ardmacnasca
near Down) Suliano (Armagh?) Segeno (Bangor) presbyteris, Sarano, coeteris-

que doctoribus, sur Abbatibus Scotis, Hilarus Archipresbyter, et servans locum
sanctae sedis Apostolicse, &c.

(Ad) Scripta cxuae perlatores ad Sanctoe memoriaj, Severinum Papam adduxe-
runt (hac de luce eo migrante) reciproea responsa et ad ea qua? postulata erant si

luerunt. Quibus reseratis, ne diu tantae quaestionis ealigo indiscussa remaneret,
reperimus quosdam provinciae vestrao, contra orthodoxam fidem, novara in vetere
hacresim renovare conantes, pascha nostrum, in quo immolatus est Christus, nebu-
losa caligine refutantes et quarladecima una cum Haebreis ceiebrare niteutes.—
Ussher.
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Nortliumbria, and many of the Saxon clergy, even after

the synod of Whitby, 664, he is in several places landed in

the warmest terms by Venerable Bede, (L. 5. c. xxi. 15,

16, 17.) and thus links in his own person, in the bonds of

Roman communion, Ireland, North and South, and both
with the Anglo-Saxon Church, which, we presume, was
at that period a fervent believer in the supremacy of
Rome.

If the authority of Adamnan is not sufficient, we must
appeal to Mr. Mason's admission, that

''
the Papal supre-

macy was formally acknowledged in the synod of Whitby,''
(p. 140.) principally, he says, through the exertion of that

uncompromising advocate of Rome, St. Wilfrid, Arch-
bishop of York. St. Wilfrid could not compromise ; he
who fought for Roman rites and discipline, would not com-
promise Roman faith and communion, nor solemnly attest

the purity of Irish faith, in the presence of a Roman
council and the Pope, had he believed that the Northern
Irish and the monks of Hy were rebels to the pope ; yet
he,

'"
Wilfrid Bishop of York, (did in a Roman council and

before the pope,) confess the true and Catholic faith on
behalf of the Northern parts of Britain, and the isla^nds of
Ireland which are inhabited by the English the Britons,
as well as Scots and Picts, and attest that faith by his

signature,""* and this in the year 681, when according to

our Doctor, lona was in arms against the pope. No, had
the Irish been schismatic, Wilfrid would have made Rome
ring with his denunciations ; but he knew "that though the
Irish celebrated the Pasch by a rite different from that
of the Catholic church,^ they never were at any time
cut off by excommunication from the Apostolic See. For
though their error was serious, being so often condemned
by the Church, yet as it regarded a rite and not a dogma
of Catholic faith, it was tolerated by the Apostolic See,
until they were better instructed. Their error was venial

(venialis) down to the year 715, because it arose neither
from contumacy nor schism, but from pardonable igno-
rance ; since (as Bede says,) living so far out of the world,
they did not know the decrees of the Paschal observance,
and therefore the Catholic church has not expunged from

* Wilfridus Episcopiis Eboracensis, pro omni Aquilonari parte Britannise et
Hibernise insulis, quae ab Anglonim et Britonuni, necnon Scotorum et Pictorum
j?entibus incolixntxir, veram et Catholicaiu fidein confessus est, et conscriptioiie
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the calendar of her saints, the Irishmen who were eminent
for sanctity and miracles before the year 716." This is

Bede's view of the matter, in the words of Baronius.
Ann. 634. 664.

Great virtues are akin to great vices. In the 16th cen-

tury loyalty degenerated into slavishness, and made a
great nation change her faith five times in fifty years,
at the nod of tyrants and lordlings ; while, in this
Irish affair, constancy degenerates into obstinacy, and sets
a part of Ireland for some fifty years in apparent opposition
to a Roman rite, not enforced by excommunication and
bulls of deposition against the royal nonconformists. The
eloquent author of the Life of St. Wilfrid appears to for-

get his position and ours. Some truth, no doubt, there is

in his invective against our Irish obstinacy in the paschal
question, for we

^

know from the writings of some of our
most eminent Irishmen that, whether from national feel-

ing, or too high an opinion of the Irish Church, which had
already converted Scotland, Northumbria, and pagan
nations on the continent, or from the fact of Ireland never

having been under the imperial sway of Rome, some of the
Irish of the 6th and 7th centuries wished to have their
Church as national as was consistent with Roman Catho-
lic faith and communion. Thus St. Columbanus grounds
his adherence to the Irish cycle on the exemption of Ire-

land from the ecclesiastical laws of the Roman empire ;""'

and roundly asserts, in a letter to pope Boniface, that the

authority of Rome in Ireland was not founded on any
prestige of the imperial mistress of the world, nor on the

laws of emperors, but on much higher grounds. ''Rome
was great and renowned in Ireland, only on account of

the Apostolic See, and the authority conferred by Christ
on St. Peter and successors. Disciples of all the Disci-

ples, the Irish were bound to the chair of St. Peter, from
which they had first received the faith. The Pope was the

pastor of pastors, the head of all the churches of Europe,

* St. Columbanus, in his letter to pope Gregory the Great, requests that he
may not be annoyed by the Galilean clergy on account of his peculiar observance
of Easter, and requests to be allowed to follow the traditions of his elders, if it

BE NOT coNXRARY TO FAITH. " We ask," lio says,
" foT peace and ecclesiastical

unity, such as that which St. Polycarp maintained with pope Anicetus, and for

?ermission
to observe our own laws, according to the regulation made by the 150

'athers of the Council of Constantinople." The words of the canon are,
" Quas

autem in barbaris sunt gentibus Dei ecclesias, administrare oportet, secundum
patrum, quae servata est consuetudinem." The capitals are ours; the words Mr.
Mason's, (p. 113, 114.)
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and of the churches of the world.""' His power extended
where no Roman soldier ever fought." But while Colum-
banus thus plainly professes his belief in the supremacy of

the Pope, as that article is believed in the Catholic

Church, he cannot be cited as a witness of the ultramon-
tane opinion, of the Pope's infallibility. On that subject
he appears to speak like Bossuet and Fleury, a fact which
an ultramontane might perhaps explain by that dangerous
principle of nationalism in religion, which was the life and
soul of Gallicanism, and of which some traces are dis-

cernible in the letter of Columbanus on the three chapters.
But why did our great saint use hard language to Pope
Boniface, on the affair of those three chapters ? He erro-

neously believed, with many others, that the condemna-
tion of the three chapters, was opposed to the general
synod of Chalcedon.

^

»St. Columbanus defended that synod
of Chalcedon, in which the Bishops of the East and West
exclaimed, '^Petrus per Leonem locutus est,"

^'
Peter has

spoken by the mouth of Pope Leo," and deposed Dios-

carus. Patriarch of Alexandria, for having among other

crimes, dared to hold a synod without the authority of the

Pope, a thing which never was, and never may lawfully
be done, 071 s^eVoTe r^e^^ovev, she e^ov <yei/e's^at.t

* Nos enim ut ante dixi, devincti sumus Cathedrae Petri, licet enim Roma,
magna est et vulgata, per istam Cathedram tantum, apud nos est magna et
clara—propter Christi geminos Apostolos vos prope ccelestes estis, et Roma orbis
terraruni capnt est Ecclesiarum. Again he calls Rome, "Fidei orthodoxa) sedera

principalem." Vide Dr. Rock—Letter to Lord John Manners.

f The charge of Columbanus against the pope is, "Dicunt enim Eutychem,
Nestorianum, Dioscorum, antiques utscimushfereticos, a Vigilio, in synodo, nes-

cio, quam in quinta, receptos fuisse. Ecce causam, totins, ut aiimt scandali;"
and again, "Vigila, ne forte non vigilavit Vigilius." From these and similar ex-

pressions a late author (Todd, Church of St. Patrick, p. 135.) very disingenuously
deduces the following conclusions, which we will examine in detail. The first,

third, and fourth conclusions are substantially the same; though enumerated as
distinct for the sake of a rhetorical flourish—namely, that in the opinion of Co-
lumbanus the pope was not infallible; that it was asserted Vigilius erred, though
he, Columbanus, did not believe the rumour. The second, fifth, sixth, and
seventh are the same—namely, that it might sometimes be the duty of the
Church to resist the pope. Now, suppose that this is a true statement of the
opinions of Columbanus, which Mr. Todd declares no Catholic dare hold, com-
pare it with the following extract from a very common book, Bailly's Tractatus
de Ecclesia. " Asseremus 2do post illustrissimum Bossuetium, cujus nomen
encomium est. Sedem Apostolicam, sen Pontificium esse indefectibilem, adeo
ut eiTor contra Cathedram Petri non possit praovalere, et fides qucB a serie, sen
coUectione Pontificum predicatur, semper sit vera Christi doctrina. Itaque
licet Pontifex aliquis per breve temporis intervallum errare possit, fides Petri
tamen, nunqiiam deficiet, fides Petri inquam moraliter sumpti, quia statim suc-
cedet alter Pontifex Catholice docens, et quia series Pontificum veram fideni

semper praedicabit." (De Infal. Rom. Pont.) We believe that Bailly and Bossuet
and Columbanus (if he held their opinions) were wrong, but we dare not
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This principle of obedience to the Church, with the

Pope at its head, is so emphatically announced by Cum-
mian and Columbanus, that in their eyes the Reforma-
tion must be a rebellion.

*' What can be more intole-

rable/* asks Cummian,
"
than that the whole Church

should be wrong, and Ireland alone right?'* Substitute
for Ireland, the rebel monk of Wittemberg and his tavern

theologians, protesting against the Church, East and
West ; try them by the test of tradition and church autho-

rity, to which Cummian appeals, and this at a time, when
the doctrines against which Luther protested, were univer-

sally received in the Church ; and what must we think of

affirm with Mr. Todd that Bossuet was a Px-otestant. There is this difference
between Columbanus and Bossuet, that the latter expressly teaches that

Vigilius erred, which the former did not believe—" quod absit, credi verum fuisse,

esse^ velforeP Let Mr. Todd produce, if he can, a declaration of Columbanus,
that a succession of popes could teach error, for, without such a declaration, we
say that, at worst, St. Columbanus held the opinion of Bossuet. But if we
believe our friend, the infallibility of the pope is now an article of faith, because
the present pope taught that opinion in a work published before he was made
pope!" Catholic theologians stand deeply indebted to Mr. Todd for this new
test of articles of Catholic faith, and also for his equally novel information *' that
Catholics believe the pope to be the sole bishop of the West." (p. 8.) Mr.
Todd's eighth conclusion "that, according to Columbanus, not from divine

appointment, but on account of the sacred memories of St. Peter and St. Paul,
Rome is the head of all the Churches of the world," is false on the evidence of
Mr. Todd himself. It is not simply on account of the memories of the apostles
that Rome was great in the opinion of Columbanus; but because it was St.

Peter's chair, which is a very different thing from St. Peter's tomb—"
per istani

calhedram tantum apud nos Roma est magna et clara;" (p. 148.) and because
*' Salvator noster, S. Petro regni coelorum contulit claves. (p. 149.) Pray, was
not that act of our Lord a divine appointments But Columbanus adds that Rome
was the head of the Churches of the world, "saving the singular prerogative of
the place of our Lord's resun-ection," which, in the opinion of Mr. Todd, gives
the primacy to Jerusalem. This is a theory equally new to Protestants and
Catholics, for while all admit that the place of our Lord's resurrection has a

singular prerogative, no person dreamed of deducing from that prerogative the

supremacy of Jerusalem. The same writer endeavours to prove that Ireland
did not believe the supremacy of the pope, because it cannot be proved that
Irish missioners had their authority directly from the pope. The mode of

acquiring jurisdiction is a matter of discipline. Innocent I., in his Epistle to

Deccntius, truly declares that all the great missions in the West had oritrinated

with the pope; but Thomassinus, a Catholic author, is not censured for the
assertion—" On entasse un grand nombre d'exemples pour montrer que lea

eveques se sont tonjours maintenus dans le possession de precher aux infideles

de leur voisinage." Pars ii, L. i. c. x. No. 6. Some of his examples are Irish.

Again, Mr. Todd proves that Celsus did not believe in the supremacy of Rome,
because he erected a metropolitan see without recurring to Rome. But, sup-
pose that Cashel or Ernly was not, Avhat many think it was, in the beginning a
metropolitan see, Mr. Todd ought to have known that many Catholics maintain
the right of erecting a metropolitan see was not always the exclusive preroga-
tive of the pope. One word with Mr. Todd before we part. The Church estab-
lished in Ireland has £800,000. a-year, and not 800,000 believers; yet, with his

pockets full of these old Catholic guineas, Mr. Todd has no gentler name for his

Catholic countrymen than Romanists. Give them their own name, Mr. Todd;
how would tfou like to be called Toddy ? Our readers must not confound this
Mr. Todd with the Librarian of Trinity College.
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the German exotic, transplanted to Ireland in the six-

teenth century ? Does Mr. Mason really believe, that the
man who quotes largely from St. Cyprian and St. Augus-
tine, on the unity and authority of the Church ; who cries

out with St. Jeronie,
'^
talk not to me of the Church of

Christ, as being different from the Church of Rome ;" and
who urges those principles not as new but as well known
in Ireland, could approve Luther's revolt against the
Church of Christ ? On the article of transubstantiation,
could he say, Alexandria is wrong, Jerusalem is wrong,
Antioch is wrong, Rome is wrong, Luther alone is right ?

The notion of a fallible church could no more enter into

his head, than into St. Gregory's, ''who was universally
reverenced by the Irish Church, and who, though he wrote
later than St. Cyprian, Augustine, and Jerome, was in

her opinion, superior to^
all.'^

''

Gregorii a nohis in com-
mune suscepti qui etsi post omnes scripsit, tamen est

merito omnibus prsoferendus." (Sylloge. Ep. Hib. p. 31.)

If St. Cyprian, St. Augustine, St. Jerome, and St. Gre-

gory, were Protestant on the authority of the Church
and the power of the Pope, Ireland was Protestant
on the same points before the year 600. Her faith was
theirs.

The communion of Ireland with Rome, before the year
600, could be proved by another argument familiar to any
Irish scholar, and dear to all who feel a lawful pride in the

§lory

of their country. It is well known that long before

>t. Columbanus rose, as Baronius says, by a great benefit

of God, and like another Elias, rekindled the flame of piety
and learning in Italy, Germany, and France, we had be-

sides the Apostles of Scotland and Northumbria, other

great Irish saints, especially in theWestern parts of France,
who were even the founders and patrons of sonie of her
monasteries and episcopal sees. Had those saints held

Mr. Mason's opinions on the Pope, what must they
have thought of those Papal

^
Bulls,

^
which we have

seen enforcing Roman jurisdiction in every part of

France ?

The year 600 has been often mentioned by us in the

course of this paper, because it is there Mr.^ Mason took
his stand. It is unnecessary, and indeed impossible to

develope the proofs of Roman communion from 600 to

1172. It would require a volume, for it should be a history
VOL. XX.—NO. XL. 15
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not only of Ireland, but of a large portion of Europe.
*'-'

There was a brigade of Irish heroes in modern times,
who made Irish valour and Irish faith household words in

all the courts and camps of Europe ; from 600 to 1172,
there was another Irish brigade, but of a higher order—
apostles, martyrs, confessors, doctors, men and women,
whose images are yet over the Catholic altars of Ger-

many, Belgium, Italy, Switzerland, and France. But,
alas, they lived after the year 600. For them Mr. Mason
has no sympathy. Rome is to him Anti-christian Baby-
lon, and Catholic Irish are idolatrous slaves, who should
never have been emancipated. Though his Cromwellian
tower is crumbling about his ears, he turns his blinking
orbs from the sweet and glorious light of Irish mediaeval

piety and learning, and moans anathema on all who lived

after 600. Surveying the labours of Irishmen, from St.

Cathaldus of Tarentum, to the twenty-four Apostles of

Iceland, and from Bobbio and St. Gall, to Lindisfarne and
lona, including Eringena, who was the first that taught
in the University of Oxford, and Clement, who founded
the University of Pavia, and John and Albinus, who were
the first to teach in the University of Paris, and Petrus

Hibernus, first professor of philosophy in the University of

Naples, and preceptor of the great St. Thomas of Aquin—
running along the Rhine from the spires of St. Rumold in

Mechlin, and St. Dympna in Antwerp, to the old Cologne,
the city of Dun-Scotus—the rival of St. Thomas—on still

through Mayence, Strasburg, and Constance, all of which
had either Irish bishops or Irish patrons, descending to

details, and finding in one short page of one of our hagi-

ologists, not less than 200 Irish patrons of continental sees

or cities ; with this bright host before him. Mi*. Mason,

* " Sur les bords de la riviere qu*aucune pont ne traversait encore, dans la

vallee profonde ou le voj'ageur pouvait etre surpris par la nuit, sur le sonimet
de la montagne, ou le repos et des aliments sont iudispensables, la bienfaisance
avait etabli de bonne lieure des niaisons, ou le pelerin qui passait d'un pays k
I'autre etait sur de trouver un refuge. Des maisons de prieres en toutes les

semaines, un certain nombre de pauvres etiant nourris, naitraient dej^ dans le

huitieme siecle. Des moines Irlandais en erigerent plusieurs de ce genre en

France, et qui d'ordinaire etaient desservees par un petit nombre de Religieux.'*

Hurter, Moyen Age, vol. ii. p. 493. French Trans. *' ex Hibernia in exteras

regiones, quasi inundatione facta sanctorum examina, se etfuderunt." St. Ber-
nard.
"
Scotis, consuetudinem peregrinandi in naturam conversam esse." Walafridus

Strabo.
* Quid Hibemiam memorem, contempto pelagi discrimine, pene totam cum

grege Pliilosophorum ad nostra littora migrantem." Eric of Auxerre.
Bade and Harpsfield testify the same for England and Germany.
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like another Balac, tells us to curse the bright army of the

Lord, But how can we curse those whom the Lord has
blessed ? How can we curse those whom Roman
Churches have canonized, if we love virtue, or learning,
or national glory ? And this at the beck of a man, who
prefers Ledwich and Ryves to Ware and Ussher, and
their worthy successors.

For the next edition of his book, we recommend
a conjecture, which in his ingenious hands, may be
turned to some account.

^

He has heard of the Litany
of JEngus Oeile De, written before the year 800, from
which it appears that while Irishmen flocked to other

countries, thousands of Gauls and Romans came to Ire-

land, and left their bones amongst us. Might it not be
from the tyranny of the Pope they were flying? they
said it was to find virtue and learning, but what mat-
ter— Cummian and Oolumbanus say, Rome was the
mother church;. Mr. Mason says, she was not. Cum-
mian says, the Irish were bound by a synodical decree
to consult Rome in causce inajores, and that Rome
^'
ivas the place which the Lord hath chosen.^' Mr.

Mason says, foolish monk ! Ireland was independent.
Cummian gives the petalon to St. John and the keys to

St. Peter. Mr. Mason says, the Apostles were equal.

Fortunately, Mr. Mason^s extreme views are by no means
general among the members of his Church, many of whom
are every day making rich contributions to our stock of
Irish ecclesiastical literature, in a spirit worthy of the hap-
piest hours of Ware or Ussher. Fortunate indeed it is,

that in an age, when the foundations are laid rich and
deep of an Irish literature, young, chaste, and vigorous,
not an import from strange lands, but the creation of Irish

genius on Irish subjects, for an Irish public ; the men who
are editing our original records are more ambitious of the
laurels of history, than of controversy. Much remains to
be done. But if all the Irish documents which have lain

for three hundred years, rotting on the shelves of Trinity
College Library, were now made public ; if some Francis-
can arose among us to immortalize his own order by con-

tinuing the labours of Colgan and Wadding ; if we had a
Dominican to rival the labours of Dr. Burke ; an Irish
Jesuit to continue the work of Stephen White and Fitzimon,
or an Irish secular who should envy the fame of Dr.
Lombard, or Dr. Rothe, or Archdeacon Lynch ; if May-
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nooth had, what it has not, originals or transcripts of
the original documents of our ecclesiastical history, no
new discovery can throw the slightest doubt on the iact,

that the Irish Church was founded by a Pope, and that

St. Patrick's prayer has to this hour been fulfilled. '*May
my Lord grant, that I may never lose His people, which
He has acquired in the ends of the earth.''

'*

Quapropter
non continget mihi a Domino meo ut unquam amittam
plebem suam, quam acquisivit in ultimis terrse." (Confes.
C. V. 23.) God has heard him. The flame enkindled by
St. Patrick, glows bright and pure. Enkindled in that

florious
age, when Augustine, and Jerome, and Leo, and

^aulinus, and Martin, rose serene and brilliant over the
ruins of the Roman world, to enlighten all time ; it has

burned, unflickering in Irish hearts, when, alas ! the glory
of Hippo, and Carthage, and Alexandria, and Antioch,
and Canterbmy, (to be revived, we hope,) shine only in

history. Well may Irish students sing heartily as they do
after a solemn ceremony,

"
Quoniam confirmata est super

nos misericordia ejus, et Veritas Domini manet in

seternum."

Art. X.—The Rite of Administration of Holy Orders in the

Catholic Church. In English and Latin. Extracted from
the Roman Pontifical. PubHshed by lawful authority.

Derby : Richardson and Son.

PRECIOUS
to Catholic eyes, and dear to Catholic

hearts, should be that glorious and time-honoured

series, of which this rich contribution is but the fragment
of a specimen; the Office-books of our holy Church ! The
*'

Breviarium," with its ever-varying round of social

and commemorative devotions, the bond of charitv and
intercommunion among the Saints ; the

*'
Missale,

'

with
its rite of ineffable mystery, the centre and cardinal point
of all; the *'Rituale," with its more private, personal,
domestic solemnities, hallowing our Christian pilgrimage
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from the cradle to the tomb ; and, not least, the
'^

Pontifi-

cale," wherem the Church seems to speak as from her

throne, clad in her glorious apparel, and wielding the en-

signs of her royal power, but none the less the Mother,
because

*^

every inch the Queen'*—what a repository is it,

of holy words and august traditions, the records of saintly

experience, the remnants of Apostolic testimony, the offer-

ings, rich beyond the wealth
"
of Ormus and of Ind,'*

which the tide of centuries has deposited on the shores of

our favoured Mother-land, and those centuries,
'*
the ages

of faith !

' * And when from the amazement which follows on
so vast an idea, we pass to a closer, yet withal reverent and
loving, scrutiny of the contents of this richly furnished cas-

ket, that we may not rather say, this priceless reliquary ;

what thoughts must not the search suggest, of wondering
delight, and deep entranced devotion !

^

In the Lections,
what treasures of heavenly wisdom; in the Antiphons,
what a sounding of the depths of inspired Writ : in the

very Rubrics, what shrinking awe, what anxious fore-

thought, what affectionate punctiliousness ! Nay, even
before any examination of details, is there not something
significant and impressive in the very material bulk of this

wonderful series ? reaching as it does to nine or ten goodly
volumes, and this without taking accessories into the

account, in the shape of
"
Gradualia,"

**

Antiphonaria,'*
*'
Cseremonialia," and all those numerous adjuncts, hardly

less authoritative than the office-books themselves, which
illustrate in subordination to them, the mind of the

Church, or embody her interpretative counsels. It is in

facts like these, more than even in the arguments of theo-

logians, or the attestations of history, that some minds
find the most persuasive answer to Protestant cavils. It

is here that they recognize the fulfilment of those promises
of stability by which the Church stands guaranteed
against the shocks of time, and the gates of hell. In the
rites of divine worship it is that the creed, from a mere
form of profession, becomes a breathing reality ; in them
the great dogmatic system of the Church is no longer a
record or a document, but lives in action. Hence it is,

that they who wished to strike a deadly blow at the Faith
were, in their generation, wise enough to remodel the
offices of worship according to the rule of what they spe-
ciously termed

''
the simplicity of primitive usage." But

Catholics, on the contrary, discern, in the multiplicity of
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ceremonial provisions, one of the most impregnable de-
fences of the Faith, the evidence of their Church's great-
ness, the secret of her strength, the pledge of her indefec-

tibility. The creation of Nature is not, like the work of

the miscalled '^Reformers,'* loose and slovenly; majesti-

cally simple indeed is it in its results, calm and orderly in

its movements ; but in its structure most curiously exact,
most elaborately complicated. Philosophers and natural-

ists count it not below their dignity to write dissertations

upon the circulation of the juices in a flower, or of the
blood in an insect. Yet, as is the natural universe, such
also is the world of grace and truth ; sublime in its order,
but complex in its machinery ; and in both cases alike it

is this wondrous intricacy which bespeaks a mystery, and
seems to baffle the hope of substantial change or lasting

impression. We may devastate districts, but we cannot
annihilate countries; we may lop branches, or even fell

woods, but they grow again; or at any rate we destroy
individuals without making any approach to the disso-

lution of the species. *'Uno avulso non deficit alter

Aureus,
'^

is perhaps the ijiost serviceable of all trite quo-
tations for the obsei'ver of Nature ; but no less famihar is

it to the student of Church history and the eye-witness of

Catholic life. Some Christians solace themselves in pass-

ing moments of despondency, or fortify themselves

against popular objections, with the remembrance of the

Church's triumphs, or the survey of her dominion; with

the memorials of her age, or the tokens of her youth;
(^^jam senior, sed cruda Tibi, viridisque senectus;") some
delight to think of her conquests among the heathen, some

glory in her subjugation of the pride of kings ; the heart of

one beats high at the annals of her missions; the flame of

another's devotion is fanned by the examples of her saints;
and all these alike find in such congenial contemplations,
among other and more directly spiritual eff*ects, their

answer to the sophistries of the age, or their solution of

the perplexities of the moment. We, on the other hand,
should be for recommending to those who might be

tempted to doubt about the Church's fixedness, the study
of Gavanti or Merati, or of the Acts of the Congregation
of Sacred Rites; and we can only say that, if our patient,
after submitting faithfully to such prescription, should still

retain any fears or any hopes, of the eventual triumph of

Protestantism, we must set him down for either a very
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determined hypocondriac, a very desperate enthusiast, or

a very shallow reasoner. He will conclude very differ-

ently from ourselves, if he think it either maintainable in

philosophy, or consistent with experience, that the same
Church should be at once tenacious of a gesture, and neg-
ligent of a dogma.
The publication which has given rise to these reflections

is, we believe, the first instance of an attempt to fami-
liarise the less educated of the Catholic laity with some of

the magnificent offices of the Pontifical. We hail it, not

merely for its own sake, but as it may be taken as the har-

binger of bright and palmy days for the Church in Eng-
land. Sanctioned as it is By the

"
imprimatur

"
of our

ecclesiastical superiors, it seems to betoken the prospect of

a time when the celebration of those wonderful and soul-

stirring rites which it discloses to English eyes, shall

be no longer limited, as heretofore, to our collegiate

chapels, where it is of course comparatively private, but
introduced also, on fitting occasions and with suitable

accompaniments, into some of those large and beautiful

edifices, worthy of the name of cathedrals, which have

arisen, or are arising, in the difierent districts of the island,
St. Chad's, or St. Barnabas', or St. George's. It will be
a happy day for our poor country, when large bodies of
devout persons, (and we should be far from desiring to ex-
clude from the number revei^ent and inquiring I^rotes-

tants,) shall have the opportunity of witnessing the magni-
ficent and touching solemnities by which the Catholic
Church first admits within her sanctuary, and then raises

step by step to her chief dignities, those whom she counts

worthy of such her posts of honour. It is surely meet
that the people "'whose servants they are for Christ's

sake," should know under what solemn circumstances
their clergy contract those high obligations which are in a
most real and momentous sense, for their benefit ; and we
are glad to think that, awaiting the time when it shall

seem fit to our bishops to hold their ordinations in some of

the larger churches, the publication which we have now
the pleasure of announcing, will furiiish to all the means
of that valuable knowledge.

In the mean time we do not forget, and we are far from
wishing to underrate, the advantages which, in their turn,
must accrue from the celebration of the rites of ordination
within the precincts of our ecclesiastical colleges : advan-
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tages which, as we quite feel, are of a very rare and
special kind. We refer, of course, to the edification of

the younger students. Those indeed who have never

enjoyed the real pleasure of assisting at this solemnity,
at least with their

^
prayers, in one of our college chapels,

can form but an indistinct conception, we do not say
merely how solemn, but how beautiful and affecting it is.

These communities, as is well known, consist of those
whom our bishops regard as in a peculiar manner the
lambs of their flock and the children of their family—-

^'fiUi sicut novellae olivarum.'^ They consist of youths of

all ages, from eleven or twelve, perhaps, to two or three

and twenty. A considerable, in some cases even the

greater portion, of this interesting charge is destined for

the especial semce of the altar; and even those who are

to be called to secular duties have an interest in the Church,
of which ordinaiy Protestants can form no idea what-

ever, and even the more religious members of the Estab-
lishment but a very faint one. To take such humble part
as may be allowed them in the offices of God's beautiful

House, to help at the decoration of the altar on some high
festival, or to strew the path of the blessed Sacrament on
the solemnity of its anniversary with the fresh flowers of

early summer, or to bear the bishop's ti-ain, or serve

the priest at Mass: these, and the like, are the choice
'"treats" of a Catholic boy—the promise of which lights up
his eyes, and the prospect of which mingles itself with his

dreams ; how different from the subjects wliich engross
the thoughts of his Protestant coeval—the new pony, or

the new shooting-jacket ! Not that we mean to question
our young Catholic's interest in such ten-estial pastimes as
befit his age ; for who so light-hearted as he at recreation

time ? who so nimble and adroit at hand-ball or cricket, at
''
cat" or bandy? But his highest, as well as purest, plea-

sures have their sphere in the sanctuary of God : **Domine
dilexi decorem domus tua3," is the language of a Catholic
heart even from childhood upwards—how often checked by
the rude shocks of the world, or marred by the defects

of education, it is not for us to say ; but still native

to him, so far forth as he is a child of Holy Church, and
under the systems of instruction with wliich we happen to

be conversant in England, encouraged to the utmost by
the wise conduct of superiors, the sympathy of associates,
and the

*'

genius loci." In the Catholic Church it is that
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the words come home, y Mallem esse abjectus in dome
Domini, quam habitare in tabemaculis peccatorum." But
if the prevalence of this spirit in the minds of our youth in

general be a guarantee tor their deep, breathless interest

in all the holy functions of the Church, what shall we say
of the effects of an ordination upon those who behold in it

the consummation of all their religious hopes, the best
reward of their studious exertions, the crisis by far the
most absorbing and eventful of their holy and happy
career? How different the estimate which a Catholic

youth forms of that solemn ceremony, or rather series of

ceremonies, which is to plant him on the topmost step of
the altar, from the idea which "

ordination^' commonly
suggests to a student at one of our Protestant universities !

With his most awful, and yet in one sense most consoling,
anticipations, there are blended no fond dreams of earthly
rest and bright domestic joy. For him are no visions of

pleasant dwelling-places, sunny landscapes, and social

circles ; the poorly furnished attic, the simple and often

solitary meal, the "burden and heat of the day,'' the quiet
of the evening, and even the repose of the night, not
secured against the visit of the penitent, or the summons
to the bed of death—such are the concomitants of the
Catholic priesthood, to which the college life of our
students is the road, and the sacrament of Holy Orders
the gate. These associations it is which shed so awful a
beauty around the path of the Catholic priest : and the

preparation is in keeping with the end. While the future

guide of souls in the communion which usurps our titles,

has despoiled us of our rights, and still enjoys the largest
share of popular consideration in this island, is spending
the first precious years of his life at a public school, or at

one of the universities, distinguished from the candidates
for a secular profession by no peculiar strictness of habits,

simplicity of living, severity of dress, sacredness of study,
or religiousness of occupation ; encompassed by snares at

the most critical of ages, without certain shelter and
ordained safeguard ; the companion of the wealthy, at least

in their sports, possibly even in their debaucheries, and
this from first to last ; at school, at

"
the private tutor's,"

as the under-graduate, as the
''
resident bachelor," and so

on almost up to the very eve of his initiation into respon-
sibilities, the very thought of which makes serious men
tremble : the Catholic priest, on the other hand, has his
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course chalked out in definite lines from the moment when
aptness of disposition, or habits of devotion, or any other

special token of ^'vocation'' shall point him out to the eyes
of his director as one whom his Saviour delights to honour.
This crisis may be earlier or later in life ; it is seldom so

late as to leave fewer than four or five years for direct

training, and for the most part it is so early as to allow

even twice that number of years for the work of holy pre-

paration. During this interval, how many and how power-
ful are the aids which this sworn liegeman of the cross

enjoys towards the due cultivation of what divines call

the '^ecclesiastical spirit;'' a phrase which to the ears of a

thoughtful Catholic imports whatever is high in aim, re-

verent in temper, chaste in affection, or devoted in action !

For instance, between one and two hours of every morning
of his collegiate life are consecrated to religious acts in

common: prayers, meditations, and the holy Sacrifice,
with the regular opportunity of communion, of which all

those in training for the Church are found to avail them-

selves, not only on Sundays and feasts of obligation, but
on feasts of devotion, feasts of patron saints, all feasts of

our Lord and His blessed Mother, all days and anniver-

saries of domestic interest, amounting, as a general rule,
to more than one besides the Sunday in every week, (and
in some of the colleges the average is still greater;) besides

this, the frequent use of the holy comiiiunion implies, of

course, a corresponding recourse to the sacrament of

penance. Nor is ifc easy, again, to appreciate the effect

arising from daily and constant access to the house of

God at other times than those of stated prayer; more
especially of visits to the adorable Sacrament, a devotion
which is found, along with that of which our blessed Lady
is the object, to lay extraordinary hold of the pure and
affectionate mind of youth. When to this sum of regular,
and, as it may be called, ostensible religion, we add exer-
cises of a more private kind; when we recollect, also, that
acts of study are usually preceded by prayer, and again,
that the most anxious pains are taken on the part of

superiors to regulate the amusements, and fill up the
vacant time, of the students, as well as to block up every
avenue of sin, and forestal every dangerous occasion—
shall we not be supposed to have been rather sketching
all the while an ideal 'picture of a right godly education,
than describing facts of which every Englishman may be-
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come cognizant, who will be at the trouble of a visit to our
chief collegiate institutions ?

^ ^

Such, then, is the moral training of a Catholic priest ;

and, as he approaches the goal of his ecclesiastical course,
he becomes more and more intimately involved in the
direct ministrations of the choir and the sanctuary. His
first introduction to the awful vicinity of the altar is in the

capacity of a server of the Mass, an office anciently and
properly confined to clerics of the order of acolyte, but now
by general custom extended also to towardly, well-con-

ducted, and "handy^^ boys. Our young ecclesiastic, again,
will have been already initiated into his future minis-
trations by some experience in the duties of *'cerofe-

rarius^' and ^'thurifer,'^ offices which are sufficiently ex-

plained by their names. In colleges, too, where the bishop
is a resident, or even, as must always be the case, a

frequent visitor, one or more of the boys will be selected
for immediate attendance upon his sacred person. Those
of them, moreover, who have musical capacities and tastes

(which are extraordinarily rife in the Catholic col-

leges,) will be in request for the service of the choir.

The older students will become eligible, in their turn, to

the responsible posts of sacristan and master of ceremo-
nies. The care of the sacristy is an especial object of

youthful ambition. It involves the contiguity, though not

always the contact, of those various treasures, often of
most costly material and elaborate design, but deriving,
of course, their principal value from their relation in various

degrees to the altar on which our Blessed Redeemer
vouchsafes to repose in the august Sacrament ; the richly-

wrought vestments, the linen, of finest texture, and often
curious work, and, more than all, the vessels, differing
in sacredness according to their proximity to the Adorable.
Those articles, whether of linen or plate, which come in

contact with the blessed Sacrament, cannot be directly
touched, except as matter of necessity, or through express
permission, by any who are not in sacred orders. It is

the privilege of the subdeacon to brighten the chalice,
and wash the linen which is used in the more solemn

parts of the Mass. The moral effect of such provi-
sions upon the minds of those who are brought under
their influence, can hardly be appreciated without expe-
rience. Those alone, whose high i)rivilege it is to be con-
versant with the routine of a Catholic college, (for an
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occasional visit could convey no just impression of facts,)
can attest how deep and instinctive a sense of reverence
for holy things is cherished in the minds of our youth by
their subjection (O yoke of sweetness ! O bondage more
blessed than empire !) to this gracious and subduing rule.

"Who that has witnessed it, can forget the gentle and loving
care with which our students discharge these pious minis-
tries ? The light and noiseless step

—so full of recollec-

.tion, so significant of tenderness, cautious as in the
chamber of death, yet cheerful as in the company of

angels ; the easy yet guarded gait, staid without stiffness,
solemn without effort, free without negligence ; the orderly
movement, the delicate touch, the unstraying eye, the

leisurely genuflection :
—to suggest such images, is to give

the opportunity of filling up a picture in the mind, to which
every well-regulated place of Catholic education will fur-

nish the original; and if natives perchance do not recog-
nize its correctness so vividly as strangers, the reason is,

we suspect, to be found in their greater interior devotion,
which leaves them less opportunity, as well as less need,
to look out in church for exterior incentives to edification.

The glimpse we have thus given, transient and super-
ficial as it is, into the interior of one of our colleges, is

almost necessary to the understanding of the offices of

which we are about to present a brief analysis, for the sake
of those, whether members of the Church, or others, who
may never have enjoyed the opportunity of witnessing their

celebration, and have regarded them as exclusively the

property and concern of ecclesiastics.

The first of these rites is that of conferring the Tonsure,
or creating a cleric. The Tonsure, as the Council of

Trent rules it, is not an order, but a state, preparatory and
disposing to orders. It is said to have been instituted by
St. Peter ; at any rate it is very ancient, and has its name
from the cutting of the hair in the form of a crown, as a

symbol of the
**

royal" dignity of such as have their lot

cast them in that fair territory, the Church of God.
Others connect it with the crown of thorns, as though the

Church would repair the indignities offered to her Lord, by
converting the memorial of His Passion into a badge of

honour. In Catholic countries the wearing of the tonsure
and of the clerical habit, entails the privilege of exemption
from the jurisdiction of the lay courts. The cleric acquires
likewise the privilege of the Canon ; so that the act of
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striking him with malice is excommmiication, ipso facto.

The tonsure also confers the power of holding a benefice at

the proper age. In our own country, it is hardly necessary
to say, these privileges are in abeyance ; and although the

form of giving the tonsure is always, under pain of sus-

pension, observed, the badge has not been habitually
assumed since the Church was under persecution.
The same rite which reclaims the youthful soldier of the

Cross from the service of the world, by imprinting Christ's

seal upon him, introduces him into the sanctuary by invest-

ing him with the robe of virginal purity, the symbol of the
'*new man'' regenerated after Christ's image. It is true

indeed, that b}^ entering the ecclesiastical state, and even

by receiving the minor orders, the return to a secular life

is not absolutely precluded ; but the Church presumes of

every one who voluntarily offers himself to her service,
that he has a deliberate intention of persevering in it,

although as yet she does not bind him by any irrevocable

engagements.
It is a short but exquisitely sweet and touching office,

that, by which our holy Mother consecrates the purposes
of such as would devote themselves to her ministries,
and obtain part in that choice promise :

^*
Beati qui habi-

tant in domo Tua, Domine ; in ssecula sseculorum lauda-
bunt Te." The sweet tones of the sweetest of psalmists
are never heard more touchingly than in this initiatory

rite, and the Church furnishes, as usual, a clue to the
^'
intention" in which she employs them by the annexation

of an antiphon. The psalms chosen are those two beauti-
ful ones, the 15th and the 23rd ; and wondrously does each
of them shroud, in that soft graceful disguise which the
words of an earlier dispensation throw over the truths of a
later, what may perhaps be called without affectation,
the

^^
sentiment" of the peculiar occasion. The 15th

psalm, which comes first, appears to be said in the person
of the candidate ; it immediately precedes the act of giving
the tonsure ; and embodies a prayer for help, and a
pledge of fidelity.

^' Presei*ve me, O Lord, for I have

put my trust in Thee. I have said to Thee, Thou
art my God, for Thou hast no need of my goods."
And then, of the wicked, (that is, of the children
of this world whose society he forswears,) ''I will

not gather together their meetings for blood-offerings,"
(the sacrifice of their goods to the gods of their idolatry,)
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"
neither will I be mindful/' (or make mention)

^^
of their

names with my lips ;" words, which the Christian eye
seems to recover (like some precious vein of metal for a
time overlaid,) in the exhortation of the Apostle to the

Ephesians,
'"
Let not" (wicked men and their works)

"
be

so inxLch as named among you, as becometh saints;" even
those

"
saints who are in His land," as the same psalm

proceeds ;

"'
to whom God has made wonderful all His

desires."
The key-note of this psalm, as used by the Church, is

found in the verse taken from a later portion of it ;

" The
Lord is the portion of my inheritance and of my chalice ; it

is Thou that wilt restore my inheritance to me."'"" These
loving words the candidate repeats, at the dictation of the

bishop, while the tonsure is being given, as if prolonging
the strain of the psalm which has gone before, and harp-
ing upon a favourite note ;

'" Tu es Qui restitues hsere-

ditatem meam mihi." With what especial force must
these sweet words strike on the hearts of those, our lately
reconciled brethren, whom the Church, if she so please,

may now or hereafter call into her service ! Exiles from
their true home, nay ''outcasts of the synagogue," their

Lord has taken them up,
"
pater mens et mater mea dereli-

querunt me, Dominus autem assumpsit me;"
" Dominus

pars hsereditatis mei et calicis mei ; Tu es qui restitues

hsereditatem meam mihi !"

After a short prayer that he, "the hair of whose head"
through {pro; for the sake of)

''
divine love, has been laid

aside, may remain always in the love of God, and without

spot for ever ;" the choir begins the antiphon of the follow-

ing psalm, in which the Church, now in her own person,

pronounces her words of maternal benediction upon the

child whom she has thus adopted into her closer em-
brace, and reminds him into what kind of privilege she
has elected him.

^' The earth is the Lord's, &c
who shall ascend into the mountain of the Lord, or who
shall stand in His holy place ? The innocent in hands
and clean of heart .... He shall receive a blessing
from the Lord and mercy from God His Saviour,"

(these are the words of the antiphon,) .... Nor is the

* We quote in English, because we are engaged with a translation ; but we
owe the reader an apology for depriving him of the original, the spirit of which
so evaporates in the best English rendering.
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concluding portion of that triumphant psalm less appro-

priate ;
where the angels in parted companies, like the two

sides of a choir, discourse with one another in notes of

jubilation, upon the entrance of the King of glory within

the heavenly portals. For the Church on earth is the

mirror, however dim, of the Church in heaven; and our

Lord, who vouchsafes to be represented by the weakest
of his members, is imaged (and all such images have a
most momentous reality) in His entrance into His glory,

by the admission within the sanctuary, which is the ter-

restrial covirt of heaven, of each one to whom the Church

opens her sacred gates. What a marvel is this Book of

Psalms ! How rich in its resources, how manifold in

its provisions ! No event is there, apparently, in the in-

calculable order of Divine Providence, no event ecclesias-

tical, national, domestic, personal, for which it is not pos-
sible to find a

^^

proper psalm.'' In joy and in sorrow, in

thanksgiving and in fear, in war and in peace, in times of

refreshing and in times of dearth, in life, at the hour of

death, and even after death—here is the treasury of the rich

things of God, the quiver of piercing shafts, the mirror of

the Church and of the soul, in which the Christian seems
to find his own case anticipated, his own needs expressed,
the unknown depths of his heart fathomed, his scattered

thoughts brought into shape, his stammering lips gifted
with utterance.

The 23rd psalm ended, the bishop proceeds to invest the
candidate with the garment of his estate. In practice, the
use of the surplice is not absolutely restricted to eccle-

siastics ; it is often worn by boys not yet tonsured, and by
those who take part in the duties of the choir in parish
churches. But such things are rather forced on us by our
necessities than consistent with the strictest views of eccle-

siastical propriety. At any rate, ecclesiastics alone wear
the surplice of right; in the case of others, it is matter of
toleration and indulgence.
The words in which the bishop confers the surplice, pre-

sent one of those instances of the vivid application of Scrip-
ture for which our offices are so remarkable.

^'
Induat te

Dominus novum hominem, qui secundum Deum creatus
est in justitia et sanctitate veritatis." A fitting introduc-

tion, indeed, to that state which may be truly called
the paradise of the Church, as the Church is the para-
dise of the world !
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We have scarcely left ourselves the space for going, as
could be wished, into the sequel of this wonderful series.

We need hardly acquaint the reader, certainly not if he be
a Catholic, that there are four minor, and three sacred,
orders in the Church : the Tonsure, as we have said, being
not an order, but a state; and the Episcopate, although in

one point of view a distinct order, as involving distinct

powers, yet being, in this enumeration, regarded merely as

the plenitude of the priesthood. How many of the orders are

to be accounted sacramental is one of the vexatse qusestiones
of theology ; that the priesthood is so, is

"
of faith ;'^ that

the Diaconate is so, is certain, though not of faith ; and

again it is certain that, in one sense, all the seven orders

are sacramental, as making up one sacrament, the
*'
Sacra-

mentum Ordinis,'' represented in the priesthood to which

they all conspire. Thus the office of the Ostiary, or Door-

keeper, is to guard the sanctuary from irreverent intrusion;
the symbol of his function being the keys of the church, by
which he is to admit the faithful and exclude the heretic

and excommunicate. Here, again, we are reminded of the

decay of discipline ; but the very existence of such offices

amongst us, is a solemn lesson and a venerable memento !

Again, the Lector, or Reader, who comes the next in

order, may instruct the catechumen for the sacraments, a

power involved in that which is conveyed to him at his ordi-

nation, of reading the sacred Scriptures and other religious
books in the church. The relation, again, of the Exorcist

to the priest is derived from his office of releasing the pos-

sessed, and thus qualifying them for the reception of the

Holy Communion, from which it is the great object of the

evil spirits to debar them. And here, again, we are re-

called to the earlv ages of Christianity, when the accursed

agency of evil spirits was, of course, most busy; though
reason enough is there to rejoice in the preservation of such

a remedy throughout all ages. Practically, indeed, the

work of the exorcist is merged in that of the higher orders;
in the priesthood and diaconate, to which is attached the

office of baptizing. The exorcist can only discharge his

proper functions by the express delegation of authority.
As we ascend in the scale, the bearing of the orders upon
the priesthood becomes still more evident. The acolyte,

who comes next to the exorcist, and immediately before

the 'sub-deacon, obtains, at his ordination, the right of

handling instruments and vessels which are used in the
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Holy Sacrifice, (although not those which come in imme-
diate contact with the Adorable Sacrament,) viz. the can-

dlestick, which bears the light of Christ, and the cruets,
which contain the wine and water before consecration.
These last however are delivered to him empty, that he
may understand his especial duty to be that of filling them.
It is properly the sub-deacon who ministers them, when
filled, through the deacon, to the priest.
The first of the sacred orders is the sub-diaconatc. The

Church marks the transition from the sanctuary to the
first step of the altar by circumstances of increased solem-

nity in the rite. At the opening of it, she reminds the
candidate that he is on the point of surrendering his liberty,
and bids him take heed to the seriousness of the action.
She calls upon him to observe that the engagements he is

about to contract are final and irrevocable ; and that they
involve the sacrifice of all, even the closest and most sacred
of human ties. '*Hactenus liber es,'' are her solemn words
of admonition,

'*

liceatque tibi pro arbitrio ad ssecularia

vota transire ; quod si hunc Ordinem suscipis, amplius non
licebit a proposito resilire ; sed Deo, cui servire regnare est,

perpetuo famulari, et castitatem, lUo adjuvante, servare

oportebit . . . Perinde, dum tempus est, cogitate." What
consequences to individuals and to the Church of God
are wrapped up in that next onward step ! What arts may
not the Enemy be expected to employ with the view of

diverting that steady eye and causing that devoted heart
to fail ! But more powerful than all his crafty seductions is

the memory of the words
**' Omnis qui reliquerit domum,

vel fratres, aut sorores, aut patrem, aut matrem, aut

uxorem, aut filios, aut agros propter nomen Meum, can-

tuplum accipiet, et vitam seternam possidebit."

Angels who have been witnesses of the conflict, are now
heralds of the victory. The court of heaven has ratified

the choice ; meanwhile the Church on earth is calling on
all her glorified fellow-citizens of the heavenly Jerusalem
to mingle their prayers with her own, that "'He who has

began a good work, may carry it on" to
perfection.^

'" Then
when they come up, the archdeacon places them in order.
Those to be ordained deacons, he puts on the epistle side ;

those to be ordained priests before the middle of the altar

with their faces turned towards it; which done, the bishop
kneels down against the faldstool, and all that are to be
ordained prostrate themselves on the ground. The as-

VOL, XX.—NO. XL. 16
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sistants and others standing by kneel down, and the
Cantors beghi the Litany, the choir answering, *'Kyrie
eleison," &c. Just before the close t)f the petitions in the

Litany, '^the bishop rises with his mitre, and turning
himself to those to be ordained, and holding in his left

hand his pastoral staff, while they remain prostrate, says,
* Ut hos electos benedicere digneris ; Te rogamus audi
nos/

'* He repeats this prayer thrice, adding, the second

time,
''

sanctificare/' and the third,
'^
consecrare.'^ The

sacred vessels which are given to the sub-deacons to be

touched, are the chalice and paten, empty, and the cruets
filled. The cruets, having been delivered (emptj^) at the
ordination of acolyte, are now re-delivered without any
form of words. In the words used on giving the chalice

and paten, there is an exquisite touch of reverence. When
the sjaiibols of the inferior orders were given, their names
were expressed at the time of the delivery.

^'

Accipe
urceolos,''

*'

Accipe ceroferarium,'' &c. The names of the

vessels, however, which are to be consecrated by the

sacramental Presence, are suppressed, as if through
awe ; and in lieu of any more definite specification , there
are these words :

^^
See Whereof the ministry is delivered

unto you ; therefore I admonish you, that you so demean
yourselves as to please God.'' Or as it is, still more awfully,
in the sacred language of the Church; *'Videte Cujus
ministerium vobis traditur ; ideo vos admoneo, ut ita vos

exhibeatis, ut Deo placere possitis."
The ordination of deacon differs less from that of sub-

deacon than the latter from the minor orders, and than all

from the priesthood. The sub-deacon (so far like the

cleric,) enters upon a new state ; but while the cleric con-
tracts no more than contingent, he binds himself by irre-

vocable, obligations. The priesthood is only more than his

order in that it is the highest grade, and in that it conveys
that Power over the Real, and over the Mystical Body of

our Lord to which the other orders are, though in different

degrees, but introductory and subservient. But even the
sub-deacon acquires, by anticipation, some of the privi-

leges, and enters upon some of the duties, of the highest
among the sacred orders. He first bears, of right, the title

of
'"

Reverend;" he is bound, under pain of sin, to recite

the Divine Office ; more than all, he becomes irrevocably

pledged to the state of continency. What more than all

this IS the deacon? 1. He is the immediate assistant of
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the priest at the Holy Sacrifice. 2. He has the plenitude
of the Lectors, as well as of the Acolyte's office ; he
can sing the Holy Gospel. 3. He acquires the power of

preaching by the express permission of the bishop. 4. Also,
under a similar condition, of baptizing. 5. In parts of the

Church where the chalice is allowed to the laity, it is his

office to dispense it.
"

Moreover, unlike the sub-deacon, he
receives his commission by the imposition of hands, and
the conversance of the Holy Spirit. Hence the order is

unquestionably, although not ^'defide," sacramental. The
badge of the Diaconate is the Stole, worn across the left

shoulder ; his proper vestment, the Dalmatic. He receives
the volume of the Gospels with power to read them ^'

in the
Church of God, as well for the living as for the dead."
But it is in conferring the priesthood that the Church

comes forth in the plenitude of her greatness. What
earthly power shall presume to vie with that which St.

John Ohrysostom rates above the dignity of angels ? The
angels indeed see their Lord face to face, but to them is

not given, as to the priest, the controul of His Very Body.
He vouchsafes, of His abundant condescension, to obey
the bidding of His creatures ; to descend, at their word,
upon our altars ; to contract Himself within the limits of

space. He, the Incomprehensible and Infinite, to be
handled by human hands, and to dispense Himself among
His people. This is the climax of His charity, the lowest

depth of His humiliation. In the Incarnation He veiled

His Deity; "at hie latet,'' as the hymn hath it, "simul
et Humanitas." And as if it were not enough to disrobe
Himself of power and of beauty, and all for love of us ; as
if it were a small thing to repose so meekly upon our

altars, it is in this Sacrament more than in any other part
of His dispensation to mankind, that He sustains an
almost ceaseless infliction of affi'ont and blasphemy. The
sufferings of the Cross are perpetuated from age to age in

the mystery which gives to men the proof and relish of its

blessedness. But, no ! there is still a difference. When
the cross was endured, no man stood with the Redeemer
to comfort Him ; none was there to sympathise with His
sorrows, but Blessed Mary His Mother, and faithful John
His friend, and loving Magdalene His disciple ; and even

they were^ debarred the privilege of ministering to Him,
and soothing His griefs. It is not so in what He suffers

now. The Blessed Sacrament, though it be the provoca-
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tive of the keenest insults, is also the incentive to the ten-

derest affection that awe permits. Has it not been thus

from the first ? Was not St. Ignatius the contemporary
of Luther and Cranmer ? and where has the Blessed Eu-
charist found a more faithful testimony, and a more loving
devotion—where have its glories been more signally

avenged against the blasphemous heresies of modern days,
than by that illustrious Order which venerates St. Ignatius
as its human Founder, though it bear no human name ?

If then it be here, in His act of sovereign pity, that our Re-
deemer suffers the greatest indignities, here also it is, that
those injuries are most extensively compensated by the de-
votion of His Church. O, why will not those humble and
affectionate spirits, (for such there are,) whom an envious
schism still keeps apart from us, why will they not break
their chains and disengage themselves from the ranks of
our Lord's enemies, and help us to praise and to serve
Him with a fuller acclamation, and a more copious love !

The Church then would impress on us her sense of the

majesty of those functions with which her priests are

charged, by the character of the rite through which she

conveys them. It is the longest of all the ordination

offices, the most varied in its features, the most arresting
in its tone, and the most awful in its accompaniments.

" It appertaineth to the office of a priest to offer sacrifice, to bless,
to preside, to preach, and to baptize. With great fear then is so

high a dignity to be approached, and care must be taken that those
who are chosen thereunto, should be recommended by divine wis-

dom, irreproachable morals, and a long continuance in well-doing.'*

Such are the words in which the candidates are ad-
dressed by the chief pastor; and the whole rite is con-
structed upon this high and mysterious view of the sacer-

dotal dignity. It differs from the others, 1st. in the double,
or rather triple, imposition of hands, that is to say, once
when he imposes his hands in silence : then, when he ex-
tends his hand, together with the Priests who are present,

saying, at the same time an appointed prayer : and lastly,
in the bestowal of the Power of the Keys at the end : 2nd.
in the consecration of the hands : 3rd. in the delivery of the

sacred vessels duly prepared for the Holy Sacrifice : 4th.

in the investiture with the stole and chasuble : 5th. in the

profession of faith: 6th. in the promise of obedience: 7th.
m the act of concelebration with the Bishop.
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This is but a dry and technical enumeration of privi-

leges so vast and wonderful ; but in such a case minute
criticism might seem almost to savour of irreverence.

Shall we transgress the bounds of this due religious deco-

rum, in drawing attention to one or two of those '^exquisite

touches/' as we have already called them, of graceful and
tender devotion, which are so characteristic of the rites of

our Holy Religion? Such then appear to us to be the

following, 1, When to the Bishop's inquiry at the open-
ing,

'"
Scis illos dignos esse?" the Archdeacon answers,

'^
Quantum humana fragilitas nosse sinit, et scio et testi-

ficor ;" &c., the Bishop rejoins,
*' Deo gratias." 2. When

he places the stole round the neck, it is with these words,
*'
Accipe jugum Domini ; jugum enim Ejus suave est, et

onus Ejus leve/' 3. After the new Priests have been

ordained, and have received communion at the hands of

the Bishop, he begins the following Responsory, which is

continued by the choir.
^^ JVow shall I no longei^ call

you sei'vants, hut friends, since ye know what I have

wrought in you." (St. John xv. 15.)
'' Ye are my

friends if ye will do what I command you. Alleluia."

4.
" Then the Bishop shall say to each priest kneeling

before him, while holding his hands,
' Dost thou promise

me and my successors, reverence and obedience ?
' And

he shall answer, 'I do.'
^

Then the Bishop holding the

hands of each between his oivn, kisses him, saying,
* The

peace of our Lord be ever with thee.'
" And he shall

reply, ''Amen."
And such were the rites of religion, upon which kings

and parliaments have felt themselves at liberty to lay their

rude and sacrilegious hands !

But in truth it is much more than grace and sweetness
and vividness and unction, which our offices have lost in

the course of their transmutation into the barren and life-

less forms, which Protestantism has substituted for them.
Into the question of Anglican ordinations, indeed, we have
no present wish to enter; yet one or two considerations
there are, arising immediately out of the subject before us,
to which we may be allowed to bespeak regard without

venturing too far on the province of controversy.
The Ordination-service of the Anglican Church con-

tains not one syllable from beginning to end about the

power and duty of sacrifice as an integral part of the

priestly functions. We do not determine whether this
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omission be in itself fatal ; most serions it undoubtedly is,

and a very significant evidence of the intentions of the
Church of England ; a proof that, whether or not she

means, or ever did mean, to give power over the
"'

Corpus
Reale" at ordination, (a question which we have no diffi-

culty in determining in the negative,) at least she is, as one

may say, ashamed of any such intention. Let us, then,
contrast with this most suspicious resei-ve the fulness and
richness of the Catholic rite. Let us remark how repeat-

edly in the course of it the Church insists upon the power
of sacrifice, as the very

"
differentia'^ of the priestly office.

First, in the address of the bishop to the newly-ordained,
the Church saj^s, in so many words,

'* Sacerdotem oportet

offerreJ' Next, in the Proper Preface, there is the

following allusion to the priesthood under the law :

"
Sic

et in Eleazarum et Ithamarum filios Aaron paternse

plenitudinis abundantiam transfudisti, ut ad hostias

salutares, et frequentioris officii Sacramenta, ministe-
rium sufiiceret sacerdotum." The words on giving the

sacred vessels are :

"
Accipe potestatem offerre sacri-

ficium Deo." And, lastly, in the final benediction, the

bishop says :

" Ut sitis benedict! in ordine Sacerdotali, et

oferatisplacahiles Hostias pro peccatis atque offensionibus

populi omnipotenti Deo.''

The only power which the Church of England explicitly
and specifically gives to her priests, is that over the

*^
cor-

pus mysticum," or in other words, the power of absolution.

Now, it is very remarkable that, in the Catholic Church,
this power is not given till the very last ; and subsequently
to the exercise of the priestly gifts of consecration and
sacrifice which have already been performed by the new
priest in conjunction with the bishop. It is also a fact, not
a little curious, that the form of words in which the Angli-
can Church ordains her priests, did not come into use in

the Church till the 11th century, and so constitutes a sig-
nal witness against her of the falsehood of her profes-
sion of exclusive deference to the earlier centuries.

The third imposition of hands, by which is given the

power of absolution, in a form common to the Chitrch of

England with ourselves, is not we, believe, by any divines

considered to be more than supplemental. Some few make
the matter of the sacrament to consist in the delivery of

the sacred vessels with the accompanying authority to offer

sacrifice ; but the majority lay the stress upon the second
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imposition of hands, on the ground, that of the various

ecclesiastical ceremonies in ordination, the imposition of

hands alone is directly named in scripture ; and that

moreover, neither the ^'traditio instrumentorum,'^ nor the

third, or supplementary imposition of hands, has ever found
a place in the Greek Church. In truth, it is often a marvel
to us, that men who attach so just an importance to the

right administration of the sacrament as many of those
who still cling to the Anglican Church, should feel, or

seem to feel, at ease on ground so obviously and almost

avowedly precarious as that which they occupy. They
rest, we believe, on the single plea of the Apostolical Suc-
cession ; a claim which we might concede them for the

sake of the argument, without so much as approximating
to a settlement of the whole question at issue. There still

remains against the pretensions of the Anglican Church, the
serious fact, that the present Ordinal, defective as it is, is the
successor to one more defective still, which was yet in use

long enough to vitiate the orders of a whole generation ; a
fact which,when added to the heretical intentions of the fra-

mers and users, and to undoubted negligences in the admi-
nistration of sacraments and sacramentals, might surely go
the length of raising at least a doubt upon matters relating
to the essentials of salvation. Yet the great moral divine
of later times has ruled, we know, that

"
in points of faith

and eternal salvation, not merely is it unlawful to follow
the less probable of two opinions, but even the more, nay
even the most probable.^ For in such cases we are obhged
to embrace the course of safety, and, by consequence, that

rehgion, which puts men into a condition of safety, namely,
the Catholic ; for all other religions being false, howbeit
some of them may have better warrant ofprobability than
others, must needs deprive their subjects of the sacraments
and other means necessaiy to salvation ; and thus involve,
in the case of each individual'^ (not protected by the plea
of invincible ignorance,)

*'
the wanton risk of his own ever-

lasting happiness.
' '

"''"

St. Alphons. Homo. Ap. Tr. 1. c. 3.
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NOTICES OF BOOKS.

I.— The Life and Speeches of Daniel O'ConneU, M. P. Edited bj his
Son John O'Connell, M. P. Author of " an Argument for

Ireland," &c. 8vo. vol. 1. Dublin : 1846.

TT is now about two years, since we took the liberty of suggesting
to Mr. John O'Connell,* the propriety, and indeed the duty, of

collecting and editing in an authentic form, the Speeches of his

illustrious father. It was impossible not to feel that he possessed

opportunities to which no other editor could aspire ; and we believed

that, if he neglected to avail himself of these opportunities, he would
leave a blank in the Library of Irish Eloquence, which no future
hand could hope to supply.
The volume before us is a first instalment of this labour of filial

love, and one for which the Irish public will be deeply grateful. It

is but part of what promises to be a prolonged, and, in the end, a
voluminous series ; for it professes to combine a memoir of Mr.
O'Connell's life, with the collected edition of his most important and

interesting speeches, the present volume only reacliing to the year
1813. But the comparatively moderate price at which it is issued,
will place it within the reach of many readers, for whom an equally
voluminous biography from the press of a fashionable London pub-
lisher, would be a sealed book, in the strictest sense of the word.

Gladly, however, as we welcome any work from Mr. John O'Con-
nell's pen, and especially a work which tends to illustrate the

genius and the labours of one to whom Ireland owes so deep a
debt of gratitude, still we cannot help regretting that he has
resolved on combining the Memoir with the Speeches of his father.

Not only should we, for our own part, have infinitely preferred a

separate Memoir and a separate collection of the speeches, but we

very much doubt whether, on the present plan, it will be possible to

do justice to either branch . of the subject, unless by carrying the

publication to such a length as will prove an effectual bar to its

circulation^ (even at the moderate price of the present volume,)

among those who have the best and most natural claim to its

contents. In the case of an obscure individual, or even of one who
had enjoyed a moderate share of celebrity, a combination of the
*' Life and Works" may be possible and is often desirable ; but the

* Dublin Review, vol. xvii. p. 30.*
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life of one wlio has lived so long (literally) before the world, will

itself demand a comprehensive and voluminous work ; and we shall

never be satisfied till we shall see an independent and authentic

collection of the great speeches of this last of classic Irish orators, to

range with the remains of the great masters of that generation,

among whom his youthful genius received its earliest inspirations.
We feel, however, that in considering a work whicii gives us so

many interesting particulars of a life whose every detail is fraught
with interest, and which collects and preserves so many of the

noblest monuments of Irish eloquence, it is neither fair nor generous
to indulge in these (perhaps fastidious) regrets. Nor would we have
referred to the subject at all, were it not that in our judgment the
interest of some of the speeches is materially weakened, and the
charm of their historical character broken by the interpolation of

passages of the memoir, and by the introduction of observations

and discussions from the pen of the editor, for the most part

bearing upon the topics of the present day. And this will hereafter

be still more a subject of regret, if, as we are led to hope from an

expression which occurs in the introductory pages, Mr. O'Connell
shall at some future day draw up a detailed history of his own
life.

But instead of discussing further what miglit have been best, we
shall rather express our gratification at obtaining so valuable an
accession to the materials for illustrating the character of the most
remarkable man of his generation. We had contemplated, and in

part prepared, a very full notice of Mr. John O'Connell's volume.
But the length at which we have entered upon former occasions*

into a review of the general characteristics of O'Connell's oratory,
induces us to suspend, till the work shall have made further progress,
our intended examination of his great speeches at the bar and in

the senate, and to content ourselves with culling a few anecdotes
from the early biography, which is written in a very affectionate

and at the same time manly spirit.

For those who have known O'Connell only in the days of his

literary and political greatness, it may require an effort of imagina-
tion to realize the following picture

—Daniel O'Connell learning his

alphabet.

" A poor hedge schoolmaster, by name David Mahony, may be given to fame
as the first person who taught Daniel O'Connell his letters, and the story of his
achievement is not withont a moral to those who have the instruction of children.

Happening in one of his rounds in quest of charitable assistance, to visit Carhen-
House, (the residence of Mr. O'Connel's father,) he had taken young Dan, then
four years old, upon his lap, and was playing with him, when perceiving that the

* See ante vol. vi. p. 140, et seq. Also vol. xv. Art. O'Connell and Brougham,
and vol. xvii. pp. 1—32. We must be allowed to regret the republication of
some of the speeches in this volume. There is one particularly which we are
sure Mr. O'Connell himself now regrets, and which should not have been re-

produced.
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child's hair, whicli was long, had got much tangled from exercise, he took out a
box-comb and combed it thoroughly, witliout hurting the child, as the rough
country maids scarcely ever failed to do. In gratitude for exemption from his
usual torture, the child readily consented to learn his letters from the old man,
and in the short space of an hour and a half learned the whole alphabet
thoroughly and completely."—p. 6.

The account of his later school-boy days is very interesting, and
illustrates the condition of Catholic education in Ireland at the
time.

*' At the age of thirteen Mi-. O'Connell and his brother Maurice, a year j-ounger
than himself, were sent to the school of the Rev. Mr. Harrington, a Catholic cler-

gyman, at a place called Redington, in the Long Island, two miles from Cove—
the first school publicly opened and held by a Catholic priest, since the penal
laws. At the expiration of a year, the two brothers were removed from tliis

school by their uncle Maurice, in order to be sent to the continent, to pursue
their studies at greater advantage. For this purpose they were embarked in a
brig bound to London, the captain of which was to land them at Dover,
whence they were to take the packet to Ostend. The tide being out at Dover
when the vessel arrived, those passengers who were in haste to land, had to do
BO through the surf on the open beach, and Mr. O'Connell's first acquaintance
with England, was marked by a ducking in the surf, the boat having capsized
through some mismanagement in beaching her. An opportunity ofi'ering in a
few days, the party proceeded to Ostend, and thence to I>iege, where however
a disappointment awaited them. Mr. O'Connell was found to have passed the

age wlien boys could be admitted as students, and they had to retrace
their steps as far as Louvain, there to await new instructions from home. The
difference in disposition between the two boys was here strikingly shown ;

Maurice
the younger, naturally enough, availed himself of his six weeks xmexpected holi-

days, (the interchange of communications between their then abiding place and
the remote shores of Kerry I'equiring that interval,) to indulge in all a boy's vaca-
tion amusements, while on the other hand, his brother, feeling no relish for

idleness, attended class in one of the halls of Louvain as a volunteer, and with
such assiduity, that ere the arrival of letters from home, he had risen to a high
place in a class of 120 boys. Their uncle's new orders were that they should go to
St. Omer's, whither accordingly they proceeded and remained a year, viz. from
early in the j'^ear 1791 till a similar period in the year 1792, when they were re-

moved to the English College of Douay for some months. Mr. O'Connell soon
rose to tlie first place in all the classes at St. Omer's. His two close pressing
rivals have since, each of them, reached the highest grade of their respective pro-
fessions. One of them became a Catholic priest, and lias been for many years the

Right Rev. Dr. Walsh, the respected Catholic bishop of the Midland district in

England. The other, his beloved friend and relative, lately deceased, Christopher
Fagan, went into the service of the East India Company, in which he rose to the
rank of general, and tilled that most important office—especially important in

India—Judge-Advocate-General of the Indian forces."—p. t>.

We cannot refrain from inserting the following letter of the

principal of St. Omer's, dated January 1792, and containing his

report upon the two boys then under his care. It is addressed to

their uncle Maurice.

"I begin with the younger Maurice; his manner and demeanour are quite
satisfactory, he is gentlemanly in his conduct, and much loved by his fellow-

students; he is not deficient in abilities, but he is idle and fond of amusement. I

do not think he will answer for any laborious profession; but I will answer for

it, that he never will be guilty of anything discreditable. At least such is my
firm belief.
" With respect to the other, Daniel, I have but one sentence to write about

him, and that is, I never was so much mistaken in my life as I shall be, miless
he be destined to make a remarkable figure in society."
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We would fain hope, that for the great majority of our readers,
it will not be necessary to proceed farther with our extracts. The
work is one which we are sure has already found its way into most of

the home-steads of Ireland, and we shall reserve till a future occa-

sion, our purpose of entering with that detail which its magnitude
demands, into the great subject of this and the coming volumes—
the Life and Speeches of Daniel O'Connell.

II,—America : its Realities and Resources ; comprising important
details connected icith the present Social, Political, Jgricultural, Com-

mercial, and Financial State of the Country, together with a Review

of the Policy of the United States that led to the War 0/ 1812 and the

Peace 0/ 1814; the Right of Search, the Texas and Oregon Questionsy

&c., &c. By Francis Wyse, Esq, 8vo. 3 vols. London, 1846.

PERHArs there is no country in the world regarding which it is so

difficult to procure precise and accurate information as America ;

at least, if we consider how much has been written, and how much
is still written every year, both on the country generally and on all

the great questions connected with its moral, social, and intellec-

tual condition. Of the great majority of publications regarding
America, which make their way among the reading public in this

country, it is scarcely too much to say, that they arc superficial in

the worst sense of the word. Many are written with no higher

object than to provoke a laugh at the expense of " Brother Jona-

than ;" many, more serious in their purpose, profess upon their

very title a predisposition to depreciate the character of the people
and institutions of the new country; while a third class, on the con-

trary, is so evidently apologetic as to defeat by the very tone which
it adopts the writer's effort to place those institutions in the most
favourable point of view which they are capable of presenting.
Even the solid and accurate accounts wliich have, from time to

time, made their appearance, soon become, in a community so new,
so fluctuating, and so essentially progressive as that of America,

antiquated, and out of date, and comparatively valueless, at least

as regards many minor, perhaps, but yet most practical and impor-
tant details of every-day life.

It is with great satisfaction, therefore, that we welcome the care-

ful and interesting volumes of our countryman, Mr. Wyse. We
regret very much that the crowded state of our pages places it

beyond our power to do more than call attention to its general
character, and its great merit as a minute and accurate repertory
of all that information, which is at once most useful, and most diffi-

cult to be procured elsewhere. For the newly-arrived Irish emi-

grant, and for those who are pondering upon the expediency of

such a step, the work is full of interest, because it abounds with
those practical details to which, above all others, the attention of an
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emigrant is directed—details not only of the condition of the

nation generally, but of almost every state of the Union ; or at

least of all those to which emigrants most commonly resort. If

Mr. Wyse's book had no other value than this, we should regard
it as a most important accession to our stock of transatlantic

reading.
It is divided into three volumes, and runs through the whol&

circle of social and political life in America. The opening chap-
ters of the first volume are devoted to an examination of all those

questions which are calculated to interest an emigrant, and which

may guide him either in considering the propriety of taking such a

step, or in determining how it may be taken with most security
and advantage. Though, indeed, it is wrong to assign this charac-

ter as specially belonging to the opening chapters, for the work is

filled throughout with details of the utmost interest to persons of

this class ;
and in every instance the author's statements are sup-

ported by official reports, and by authentic statistical returns.

Among the chapters which a stranger will find it his interest to

study, we must specially notice those upon the administration of

the civil law, on the relations of debtor and creditor, and on bank-

ruptcy and insolvency ;
and those on the currency, on banking,

discounting, interest, and the other details of public and private
finance. The condition of the new country as regards all these

particulars is so different from all to which the British or Irish

emigrant has been accustomed, that some safe and experienced
guide is indispensable, and such a guide will be found in Mr.

Wyse's pages. The work, too, is filled with most useful practical
hints to those who contemplate the purchase of land, who are

thinking of embarking in commerce, or who seek employment in

some dependent capacity, as clerks, shopmen, tradesmen of various

kinds, or even as labourers, whether in the towns or in the

country.
However, we should convey a very false impression of the

character of this work, did we leave it to be supposed that it is

confined to details such as these. On the great social and political

questions it will be found to contain much valuable information ;

on the question of slavery, and on the great political questions
which are now agitated between America and the mother country.
The second volume is almost entirely devoted to these interesting

subjects.
'

The third volume treats in detail the several States of the

Union, their history, their present condition, and their capabilities
and resources. The information contained in this volume is ex-

tremely varied, and it has this additional value, that it is scarcely
to be found in a collected form in any of the works accessible to

the mass of readers in this country.
There is but one drawback to the gratification which we have

derived from the perusal of these volumes : and we feel it
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the more sensibly, because we fear it is likely to prove a bar to the

popularity of the work among those for whom it would be most
beneficial. We allude to the unnecessary expression of his opinions

upon Irish politics
—

opinions, of course, which every man is free

to hold if it so please him ; but which we think it was uncalled for

and impolitic to introduce into a work with whose main subject they
have so little necessary connexion. It is right, however, to add
that this observation applies but to a single chapter, and that the
most valuable portion of the book is entirely free from such objec-
tions ; nor should we allude to it at all, were it not for the purpose
of suggesting that in a future and more popular edition, it may
with great advantage be modified or withdrawn.

Ill — The Illustrated Catholic Family Bible, 4to., Parts 1—4.

Glasgow: 1846.

This spirited publication is an attempt to supply a want which
has long been severely felt. The text and notes selected for this

Family Bible, are those of Haydock's Bible ; and the edition is

under the supervision of the Rev. W. Gordon of Glasgow.
The Illustrations, though not of the very highest order of excel-

lence, are extremely respectable ; and the general style of the

typography is such as may justly entitle the edition to the warm
support of the Catholic public.

IV.—Mores Catholici or Ages of Faith, Parts 17—19. London :

1846.

We need but register the progress of this invaluable repository of

all that is interesting in Catholic history, biography, and asceticism.

A little longer, and it will place within the reach of every reader,
what a few months since was an intellectual luxury, which only a
favoured few were permitted to enjoy.

V.— 1. Historical View of the Literature of the South of Europe. By
J. C. L. SisMOJvDi DK SisMONDi. Translated from the Original
with Notes and a Life of the Author, by Thomas Roscoe. Second
Edition, 12mo., 2 vols. (Bohn's Standard Library.) London :

1846.

2.— The Life of Lorenzo de Medici, called the Magnificent. By
William Roscoe. Eighth Edition. Revised by his Son Thomas
Roscoe. (Bohn's Standard Library.) London : 1846.

Had there been some far-seeing commercial prophet in the days
of the olden ** autocrats of the Row," to foretell that the lordly
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quartos in which they so much delighted, would, within a few'brief

years, be cut down to the dimensions of a thick and inelegant
duodecimo ; and that the price thereof would suffer a proportionate
diminution, so that the purchaser should have for a few paltry
shillings, what in the good old times would have cost him nearly
as many guineas ; we question whether the shock would not have
created a general bankruptcy. At all events we are certain that if

the volumes now upon our tables, with the prices marked upon
them had been set before one of those amiable gentlemen, he
would have run imminent risk of dying from the fright.

Certainly we could not ourselves, though our prepossessions are

all in favour of cheap literature, have anticipated such a prodigy
of cheapness as the Literature of Southern Europe. Indeed we could

hardly have imagined it possible to compress into two volumes of

type so perfectly readable as that employed in this publication, the

voluminous work of Sismondi ;
and even though we were satisfied

of the possibility of effecting this, we could hardly anticipate so

large a sale as would cover the immense expense of such an under-

taking.
There is, liowever, one means and only one of securing success—

to select for publication such works only, as, from their established

reputation, need but be placed within reach of every student,
however humble his means, in order to secure his becoming a pur-
chaser. AVe shall not be expected to express unqualified approval of

the works which stand at the head of this notice. On the contrary,
with all his learning, there is a great deal in Sismondi which we would

gladly expunge before we would place it in the hands of a young
student for whose principles we were interested ; and we consider

the Lorenzo de Medici, as falling far short in candour and good
feeling of Roscoc's later and more celebrated, though far from
faultless Life of Leo X. But take them as samples of the current

Literature, they are both works of the very highest order ;
and if

we advert to their defects at all, it is only to stimulate the growing
literary enterprise of our own body, and to urge the fact of the

immense circulation which these books, with all their errors, are

certain to attain, as a motive to induce us to endeavour to counter-

act their influence by publications of a contrary tendency—by
treading once more the ground which they have trodden, but

under the influence of a more Catholic spirit.

VI.— Goliath Beheaded tvith his own Sivord, or the Archdeacon s Errors

Refutedfrom his own Bible. By the Rev. William Sheehy, M. A^

A SHORT but spirited and well reasoned letter addressed to the

Rev. William Digby, on occasion of the publication of a series of
" Letters on the Confessional," which embrace all the ordinary

topics of Anti-catholic declamation.
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The writer of tlils timely reply is already favourably known
to our readers, by his interesting volumes,

" Reminiscences of

Home."

VII.— Sketches from Flemish Life; In three Tales, translated from
the Flemish of Hendrick Conscience. London: 1816.

We had prepared a notice of these very pretty and instructive

Tales, but the press of matter compels us to reserve it for a future

number. Meanwhile we cordially recommend them to all our

young readers, and indeed to all who would learn what the middle
life is among the Catholic people of Belgium.

YIU.— The History/ of Egitpt, from the Earliest Times till 'the Conquest

hy the Arabs, A. D. 640. By Samdel Siiarpe. A New Edition.

London: 1846.

The lateness of the period at which we have received this volume,
renders it impossible for us to say more than that it is a new
edition, upon which no trouble and no expense seems to have been

spared. It is executed with great elegance and care, and furnished

abundantly with all those appliances which a student wlio is chary
of his time most prizes, as indexes, tables of contents, marginal
summaries, dates, &c. It is an excellent Library Edition.

IX.—Authentic Account of the Occupation of Carlisle in 1745. By
Prince Charles Edward Stuart. Edited by George Gill Mounsey.
London, 1846.

This interesting and stirring narrative will well repay the reader.

The late period at which it reaches us, precludes us, for the present
at least, from doing more than call attention to it.

X.— The Lives of the Saints. By the Rev. Alban Butler. Vol. X.
Richardson and Son, London and Derby, 1846.

This edition, a prodigy of cheapness and accurate typography, is

rapidly progressing towards completion. Every day proves more

clearly that it is by such works, rather than by learned controversy,
the hearts of "those who are without," can be most effectually

gained ; and certainly if ever there was an auspicious time for the

dissemination of solidly useful Catholic works, it is the present.
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XI.— The Fourfold Dijiculty of Anglicanism, or tJie Church of England
tested hy the Nicene Creed. In a series of Letters. Bj J. Spencer
NoRTHcoTE, M. A., late Scholar of Corpus Christi College, Oxford.
London : Richardson and Son, 184G.

The author of this pamphlet is one of that band of illustrious

converts who have sacrificed so much for the truth, and are now

seeking with zeal and talent to advance her holj cause ; the ori-

ginality of their views is as remarkable as the variety of their

talents ;
but we think none of their publications are likely to be

more generally useful than the one now before us. Mr. North-

cote addresses a representative of a large class, those *' not exten-

sively acquainted with patristic, medisaval, or even modern

theology," who have "held what are called High Church prin-

ciples," and have been taught further to consider them " as the

surest, if not the only safeguard against the corruptions of popery,"
and from these he requires but one admission as a common ground
or basis for their argument.

" I shall only assume that you believe in the sacramental character of the
Christian Church, i. e. that you believe in the existence of a visible body upon
earth, the one appointed channel whereby grace is conveyed for the restoration
of fallen man, and from which it is therefore wicked and dangerous presumption
either wilfully to separate, or wilfully to continue separate."—P. 5.

Mr. Northcote speaks of this position, as one so undeniably form-

ing a " common ground" between him and his opponent, as to leave

him no doubt of its concession ; we remember the time when this

idea of the proper function and character of a Church, was pre-

cisely that which amongst Protestants in general it was most dif-

ficult to meet with,—when it was impossible to make any use of this

first stepping-stone in the argument, so loose, so shifting, so contra-

dictory, and often totally absurd, were the notions (we will not say
belief) of Protestants upon this subject. If the Oxford controversy
lias indeed settled this point, and dispersed the thousand illusions

which had taken the place in men's minds, of this true notion of a
Christian Church, it will have done good, and advanced the happy
time of England's conversion, beyond any calculation. For this

point once assumed, the consequences follow in the most straight-
forward and irresistible manner ; the four grand and ineffaceable

characters of the Church of Christ, One, Holy, Catholic and Apos-
tolic, are texts from whence flow naturally every defensive and
offensive argument ;

and most powerfully are they used by the

author of this pamphlet, than which we could recommend nothing
better to any one wishing to arrest and awaken the attention of a
Protestant friend, by an argument which should be concise as weU
as luminous, rather close than profound, strong and yet condensed.
From such an argument, it is not easy to disconnect passages, yet
as a sample of the author's style and mode of reasoning, we will
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give liis answer to the attempts most commonly made to retaliate

upon us the charge of want of "
unity."

" There are only two pleas, which I can at all anticipate, as likely to be urged
in reply to this statement: first, that, however it may be now, unity of faith has
not always been a characteristic of the Church of Rome; that, in former days,
there were disputes and divisions upon Christian doctrine between the Jesuits
and the Jansenists, fierce struggles between various religious orders, &c. And
secondly, that, even now, she tolerates difterences on matters of faith, as between
the Galileans and Ultra-montanes. In answer to the first of these objections, I

would say, it is undoubtedly true that there was considerable disagreement on
Christian docrine between the Jesuits and the Jansenists, just as there was
between the different parties in the Homobusian disputes of the fourth century,
or in the Nestorian and Eutychian controversies of the fiftli. And as long as
these dissensions lasted, so long the unity of faith was to a certain degree im-
paired, or, to speak more accurately, was, for a while, obscured ; but, by and bye,
in all these instances alike, the Church uttered her voice, and the false doctrines

gradually withered and died, or, if it still lived, it was no longer within her pale."—
P/j. 30, 31.

"Such has been the ordinary law of progress and decay in all heresies; and
future ecclesiastical historians will doubtless have to give the same account of
Jansenism. Jansenius sought to revive a heresy which had been already
anathematized; and though he brought it forward wrapt in a subtle disguise, yet
the divine instinct of the Church detected, and once more condemned it. Since
that time, none have dared publicly to enunciate any of the propositions which
were thus rejected; or when at any time such an attempt has been made, it has
at once been visited by the same censures; and 'even if traces of the spirit in
which these errors originated, or which they called into being, may perhaps at
times have been found lurking in qiiarters, where, nevertheless, there was no
outward disobedience to the Church, still this would be no more than one would
naturally expect to follow upon the public agitation and decision of any doctri-
nal question whatever—no more, in fact, than we know from history did follow
after the condemnation of the Arian heresy; just as when the sudden fall of
some fragment of rock has troubled the course of a mountain stream, though the
obstacle may be presently and effectually removed, yet some time must elapse
before the turbid waters ai-e restored to purity. However, if I may judge from
my own experience, I can safely aver that nothing is ever brought before the
ordinary Catholic in the course of his religious training, which is not blessedly
distinct in doctrine, and stamped with the undoubted seal of the Church's autho-
rity. Can you then, in honesty, bring forward a dispute, which has thus died
away without leaving a single practical hindrance in the path of Catholic be-

lievers, as in any way parallel to the divisions in the English Church? These are as
rife now as they were at the beginning, and on the very same points. Although the
two systems of doctrine struggling within her are absolutely antagonist, and there-

fore, if she have a distinct creed, one of them must needs be hostile to it; yet no
authoritative voice has denounced either as heresy: and if, as you contend, the
puritan system is the alien, it is so far from being subdued, that (spite of the

experience of the 17th century, and the recent movement in the Catholic direc-

tion,) we are told by persons well qualified to give an opinion, that, even at this

moment, there is nothing to prevent puritanism again getting the upper hand,
and re-modelling the Church of England.* Can it be said, in the same way, of

Jansenism, Lutheranism, or any other heresy that has befen once condemned,
that there is danger of its overrunnhig the Church of Rome ? Surely not."-"

Pp. 32—34.

Mr. Gresley's "Real Danger of the Church of England," pp. 29, 34. &c.

VOL. XX.—NO. XL. 17
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XII.—Algeria and Turns in 1845. Bj Caftain J. Clarke EIennedy,
18th (Royal Irish) Regiment. An Account of a Journey made
through the two Regencies. Bj Viscount Feilding and Captain
Kennedy. London : Henry Colburn, 1846.

This is a most amusing work, exactly the unprejudiced, hopeful,
lively account we are glad to have of Algeria, under its new con-

querors ; we have been so disgusted and horror-struck by the deso-

lating warfare carried on by the French, varied by acts of savage
atrocity, that we were beginning to lose sight of the great blessings
we have a right to expect, and which eventually must surely arise,
from the establishment of a Christian nation in the stronghold of
Mahomedanism. Certainly in many respects Captain Kennedy
gives us a pleasing picture of the prosperity of Algeria ; in spite of

the " razzias" which we read of day after day, he can still describe
such scenes as these within a few miles of Algiers

—at Deli

Ibrahim :

" The soil in the neighbourhood is excellent, producing the grain, fruits, and
vegetables of Europe of a quality equal, and often superior. The extent of land
at present under tillage is not great, owing partly to the scarcity' of labour, and
partly to the unsettled state of the country until within the last two or three

years, during which period the agricultural colonists have made more progress
than in the preceding ten. Comfortable farm-houses, with stables and offices,
have been erected, gardens and fields enclosed, and roads made, connecting the
farms with the highway: European ploughs and implements are seen in the

fields, with carts and waggons, made after the national pattern of the French,
German, or Spanish proprietor. Herds of cattle, and numerous flocks of sheep,
grazing on the hill-sides, are pleasing evidences of present prosperity." Were it not for an occasional party of Arabs going to market with the coun-

try produce, or returning from the city, it would be difficult to imagine from the
surrounding scene, that you are travelling in another quarter of the globe; the

languages of Europe are heard on every side, at each turn familiar faces meet the

eye, the peasant of the Midi, the discharged soldier, the clumsy Alsacian, and the
immistakeable air of the Parisian badaud, the Spaniard, at home so idle and lazy,
here an industrious colonist, who, in leaving his native land, has seemingly
shaken off the hereditary sloth which forms so prominent a feature in the Spanish
character, the Maltese, travelling from village to village with his little stock of

merchandize, the Pole, and the Ita.lian, are each known at once; and who is

there that would not recognize at a glance the group at the door of yonder farm?
the mother, stout, homely, and neatly dressed, knitting in the doorway, every
now and then restoring order with a sharp word, accompanied by a smile, that
almost cancels it, among a happy noisy crowd of little ones, whose flaxen hair,

light blue eyes, and roimd fair cheeks, SO delicately white, would teach you to

despise the power of an African sun, were it not for a second look at the bronzed
features of the mother."—/'/). 44—46.

There are many such descriptions, many such indications that

the colony will eventually flourish, steeped as its infancy has been
in blood ; but it is a drawback upon our hopes for the inhabitants

of this most unhappy continent, that wherever these occur, we find

also that the natives are disappearing and ceding the territory to

their European masters. The French have certainly much to learn,

even in their attempts to profit by our experience ;
tlius the well-

devised project for raising a body of native troops seems likely to
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fail, from want of tact in understanding the national character and

position in respect to their conquerors.

"The Zouaves were intended by Marshal Clausal, who raised the corps in

1830, to act the same part in Africa that our Sepoys play in Asia, and were

accordingly at first composed entirely of natives, taking their name from a war-
like tribe in the vicinity of Constantine. In a sliort time, however, the enlist-

ment of Frenchmen into the force was encouraged, and at the present time there

are but few natives, and their numbers are reducing every year."
—Pp. 49, 50.

But it was by no means our intention in so brief a notice as this,

to enter upon any serious subject ; we wished our readers to share

in the pleasure we received from the bright and pleasing view

Captain Kennedy has given us of this celebrated land, and in many
respects of its inhabitants ; take for instance the following trait in

the character of the people of Tunis :

"
During the morning the sooks are densely crowded, for in addition to the

aristociacy of the bazaars, who occupy the dens on either side, smaller traders
erect temporary stalls, and the space is filled with a throng of men, women, and
children—buyers, sellers, and idlers. A boy driving a laden donkey, or a horseman
forcing a passage through the crowd, shoixting

'•
balek, balek," at the top of his

voice, to clear the way, creates a momentary commotion; but, with this excep-
tion, the people are remarkably orderly, and, what is more, they are honest;
robberies from the person, or from the open shops, are almost unknown, notwith-

standing the apparent facilities, and the absence of any sort of police. Inside
the shops there is a much more tempting collection of merchandize than in
those of Algiers. Silk shawls, scarfs, and handkerchiefs, of rich and tastefully

arranged patterns, of brilliant colours, interwoven with gold; bernous, haicks,
and shawls, from the Jereed and the island of Gerbeh, of unrivalled texture and
softness, some entirely of wool, and others with an admixture of silk; weapons
of all kinds, showily ornamented with silver, coral, and ivory, but of a very
inferior description; the "shasheahs," or red caps, for which Tunis is famous
through the Turkish empire, and the ottos of rose, jasmine, and other essential

oils, which are prepared here, although very expensive, are of the best quality.'*

—Pp. 13, 14.

"Great spirit is given to the sooks by the itinerant salesmen who wander up and
down through the crowd, selling a most miscellaneous collection of goods by a
species of auction, bawling out the articles they ma}-^ have to dispose of, and men-
tioning the last price that has been offered by any of the lookers on—a most
enticing method of sale, as things you do not want, and would never go into a
shop to ask for, are thus brought under notice, and you are seduced into bidding
because they seem to be going for a trifle. One man we stopped had in his
hands a pair of antique burners for perfumes, a silk scarf over one arm, and a
second-hand Turkish carpet under the other. When the sale is effected, they
receive a small per-centage from their employer; and among this class dis-

honesty is almost unknown, notwithstanding the many temptations thrown in
their way to falsify the sale, or run off" with the valuable property often entrusted
to their care. More than once we saw a shabby ragged fellow walking about the

streets, offering valuable jewellery for sale among the crowd, half a dozen chains
around his neck, a ring on each finger, and his arms hung with bracelets, massive
rings for the ancles, and various female ornaments; any bystander was at liberty
to handle and examine them, and the idea of theft seemed as far away from the
minds of those who stood about him, as from that of the man himself, who pushed
with his precious burden unconcernedly through the mob."—Pp. 15, 16.

These people seem also to be most susceptible of kindness, capa-
ble of generous confidence and of unquestionable bravery ;

—a more
humane and civilized method of dealing with them, might abate the

ferocity they have hitherto shown, and open their hearts to the
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blessings of Christianity,
—the Annals of the Propagation of the

Faith, will show in how many instances this happy result has fol-

lowed from the gentleness of our missionaries ; may it please
heaven to increase their numbers and success. Captain Kennedy
and his fellow traveller seem to have been much influenced by the

fear of giving offence to the French inhabitants, by whom they
were often entertained with courteous hospitality ; but the book is

perhaps all the more amusing ; for it is full of Eastern customs,

lively scenes and pleasant descriptions, and we can most sincerely
recommend it.

XIII.—An Outline of Ecclesiastical and Civil History, exhihiting in

opposite pages and under corresponding dates, the principal Events

which have occurred since the Death of Christ. By the Rev. Edmund
WiNSTANLEY. Vol. 1. Loudou ; T. Jones, 1846.

This work, which was originally undertaken, as the author tells

us, for the immediate service of the English College of Lisbon, and
is now printed under ecclesiastical authority, is, so far as a cursory
examination will enable us to pronounce, very accurate. The first

volume embraces the first three centuries, and is arranged on
an excellent plan, the utility of which will, at a glance on the title

page, be appreciated by every student of history. We think this

work deserving of the attention of our Catholic colleges, where, we
know, the students have been obliged to have recourse to Protes-

tant works of this nature, though of inferior merit.

We are requested by Mr. Robertson, to call attention to an error

in the Advertisement to the second edition of his translation of

Schlegel's Philosophy of Rhetoric, page vii. line 9 from top
—for

"
Windischmann, a papist, and others," read "

Windischmann,
Papst, and others."
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INDEX TO VOLUME TWENTY.

Adamnnn, 492.

Algeria and Tunis in 1845, notice of, 530. .

Amator, bishop, 47t).

Amauld, Antony, his testimony to the Catholic

Church, 44.

Amauld, the family of, 53.

Amauld, Angelique, the site of her convent, how
now occupied, 57.

Athanasius, St., restored to his Patriarchate by
Pope Julius, 481.

Bibles, existing before Luther, 36.

Jieuibo, Cardinal, 40.

Book of Kells, 465, 468.

Books of Office, 500.

Books, notices of, 520.

Books, notices of, 257.

Boniface I. enforces the rights of the Holy See,
481.

BridijeU St., prayers to her, 469. j

Brownbill, Father Thomas, 431.

Bruce. Robert, his dying recommendation of the

monks, 9—his vigour of mind and body
during his age, and after signing the docu.

ment, 11—the nature of that document, 12.

Calvin, never married, 60.

Catholic, use of the name, 34.

Catholicity, its influence upon painting, 49—its

increase in Switzerland, 65—parallel between
it and Protestantism, 66—opinions enter-

tained of it by the Reformers of the 16th cen-

tury, 138.

Catholics vindicated from intolerance, 70.

Children, their power over the wicked, 446.
their love of holy Ordinances, 504.

Church, Catholic, in what degree she required
reform at the time of the Reformation, 4—her
condition worst in Scotland and the northern

provinces of Europe, 5.

— ' in Scotland, always befriended
Robert Bruce, 13—slanders against her doc-

trines, .32—dignified reception of recent con-

vert*, 102, what she requires of the faithful in

hearing mass, 110—charges brought against
her by Reformers, 141—her rapid increase,
220.

maintains the due medium

rous protests against sin, 232—her helps to

the penitent to bear his load, 233—her forms
of public confession, 249—the necessity which
exisis at present for allowing free inquiry,
369.

Church, Spanish, what has been her conduct
since her adversity, 362.

Church Anglican, her demeanour upon the
recent loss of so many members, 104—cannot
be said to contain a "

religion," 109—her ser-

vice not the service of the poor, 112—has
failed in all the ends and objects of a Church.
191—unity of form and teaching, 192—main-
tenance of sound doctrine, 199—authority over
her own people, 203.

freedom of action, 205—edu-
cation and care of the po<»r, 207—and Catho-

licity, 210—her doctrine of justification by
faith, 228—auricular confession opposed to

her spirit,237
—her peculiar genius, 243—mis-

taken by Dr. Pusey, 245.

forebodings concerning lier

future fate, in the Christian Year, 439—con-
tinuance of the movement towards true reli-

gion, 451—has unpoetized the Catholic ritual,
453.

Catholic, splendour and variety of her

between rigour and laxity, 227—her nume-

office books, 501.

Catholic, disciplines the passions and
affections, 453—in Ireland practices observed
in it before the year 600, 462.

Irish, before 600, proofs that the invoca-
tions of saints was practised in it, 461'—pos-
sessed the Liturgy in an unknown tongue,
470—venerated relics, 470—proofs other com-
munion with Rome, 481—her happy condi-

tion, 485—"causa major" in t;30. 486—her
first and chief bishops sent from Rome, 486—obstinacy of the Irish Church respecting the
time of Easter, 492.

Church, Lutheran, what has become of it,

156.

Confession, the practice of it contrary to the

spirit of the Anglican Church, 237.

Columba, St., requests prayers for his soul,
469.

Columbanus, St., his testimony to the holiness
of the Irish Church, 485—opposes the pope
in the time of keeping Easter, 494.
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Constant, Benjamin, his sentence concerning
the Catholic Church and I'rotestants, 39.

Conversions, recent, characteristics of them, 89

—great diversities of them, 91—motives for

them, 92.

Converts, recent, to Catholicism, their present
temper, 96— their difficulties, 97—present una-
nimity, 99.

recent, have been judged in an unkind

manner, 437.

Cranach, Lucas, Protestant painter, 49.

Curran, John Phil pot, new collection of his

speeches, 271—dilTerence in the style of his

eloquence, 275— its power, 27G—extract, 276—his style compared with Burke's, 282—spe-
cimen of his reasoning, 283— compared with

Sheridan, 284—and Grattan, 285—defects of

his style, 289.

Davis, Thomas, his poetry, 407.

JJ^Aubiifne's, M. his history of the Reformation,
31—its title a misnomer, 33—different esti-

mate ot it in England and abroad, 3.j—intro-

duces a false statement concerning Linacre,
38—also of Cardinal Bembo, 40—mistake
about Henry VIll. 41—Luther, 42—Pope
Adrian VI. 42—about the consequences of the

Reformation, 43—respecting painters, 49—
literature, 52—the Arnauld family, 53—Port-

royal, 54—his testimony to the increase of

Romanism, 65—description of him, 65.

Deaf and Du>hh, want of Catholic provision for

them, 292—their number, 292—their faith

destroyed in the Protestant institution, 293—
national institution for the education of, 294—gives to Catholic children an anti-catholic

education, 295—difficulty of eradicating it,

296—instances of the imperfect ideas of the

deaf mute, 299—their desire for insiructiou,
302 -multitudes of institutions for them in

foreign countries, 303—religious education
therein given, 304— plan of the proposed in-

stitution in Ireland, 305—extraordinary pro-

iiciency of several deaf-mute pupils of Pedro

Ponce, 310.

Deeds, royal confirmation of, 13.

Donovan, itvem'vAh, his work upon Rome, 120—
extracts from, J 23.

Dramas and Tales composed in Latin, by a

nun, 36,

Durer^ Albert, 50.

JSa«<<!r, time of keeping it, how settled in Ire-

land, 48(3,490.

England, well grounded hopes for the conver-
sion of, 87—the nobleness and simplicity of
her religious character, 184—since the Re-

formation, a constant tendency to re-action,
185.

Exorcist, office of, 512,

Faber, Mr. his pamphlet upon his conversion,
105.

Fenelon, bishop, his system respecting the pope's
temporal autiiority, 333.

Free Kirk, its
supporters great calumniators of

the Catholic Church, 3.

Gebelin, Le Court, 5.5.

Gineva, state of religion there, 34—intolerance
of its professors, 34.

Germany, state of religion there, 147—\iA.

Germanus, St,, sketch of his life and miracles,
476.

Graliam, John de, fraudulent transaction of his,
14.

Gregory II., Pope, 324—under him the (Ist) rise
o! temporal power of popes, 328.

Gregory III. applies for protection to Charles
M artel, 325

Gruel, M,, his charity to the deaf and dumb,
305.

Hood, Thomas, his poetry, 387—Miss Kilman-
segg, &c„ 400.

Hymns, Catholic, 46.

/mnjjna/ion, in modern education, its cultiva-
tion too little attended to, 107—attempts
made lately to amend this defect, 108—how
far they are made in a right spirit, 108.

Infants all baptized into the Catholic Church,
442—their love of the brute creation, 416,

Innocent IX., pope, 481, 482.

Institutions for the education of deaf and dumb,
the national, 294—multitudes in foreign
countries, 3 ):J—religious education conveyed
in them, 304— institution at Caen, 305—the

proposed institution in Ireland to be founded
on its plan, 305.

Intolerance of Protestants and Protestant com-
munities, 58—instances that have occurred
in England, 60—Catholics reproached with
it, on what grounds, 70 -other instances of
Protestant intolerance, 80.

lla, St., 469.

Jesuits, what philosophers they have produced,

their means of training novices, 431—
its results, 431.

Johnson, Dr. his admiration of the monks,
25.

Jurien, claims queen Elizabeth as a Protestant

saint, 44.

Jurisprudence of middle ages, 340,

Keble, Mr., his Lyra Innocentium, 442—the
Virgin and Child, his special vision, 447—his
Christian Year, 452—he made the Church of

England poetical, 452—his personal'character
and influence, 455—effect of his teaching upon
the rising generation, 456.

Kelts book of religious paintings contained in

it, 465—inscription in it, 468
Kirk, Free, most inimical to Catholics, 3—the

large collections she has wrung from the

people, 7.

Kitto, Dr. his work on the Lost Senses, 306—
his own deafness, 3()6—observations on his
own case, 311—disinclination to speech, 311—forms an idea of voice, 314— his sense of

percussions, 314—anecdote of his travels,
317.

Lamp of the Sanctuary, a tale, criticisms upon,
116.

Leo /., pope, 482.

Libraries of the monasteries, 23.

Linacre, Thomas, an unsupported anecdote

concerning him, 38.

Literature, how affected by religion, 52—its

low condition in France after the Reforma-
tion, 5.5.

Loan, Russo-Polish, 425.

Lotteries, State, a great injustice, 409—have
been replaced by other gambling, 410—to

what extent foreign lotteries endeavour to

replace them, 411—classes with which they
are most successful, 411—Austrian lotteries,
413—class lotteries, 417— ingenious* con-

trivance, 419— Prussian lotteries, 420—lotte-

ries for the re-payment of loans, 420—Baden
lottery, 423—prizes in them obtained in

England, 424—English money expended iu

them, 424—likely to increase, 426.
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Luther, Martin, 42—his music, 40—shares in
the error of coudemning the system of Ga-
lileo, 77

lAitheranism the same as rationalism, 149.

Lyra Innocentium compared with other works
by the same author, 434, absence of contro-

versy and bitterness, 43-3—extracts, 444.

Magazine, Banker's, 409—character of the spe-
culaiions they contain, 409—best speculations
divided into three classes, 413.

Maitland, Rev. S." R., vindicates the middle
ages with impartiality, 35.

Marriage most facilitated in Catholic coun-
tries.

Martin, St., of Tours, copy of his life reverently
treasured, 4G3—his miracles, 4(33—makes the

sign of the cross, 464.

St., proofs that he held the doctrine of
the intercession of the saints, 460—opportu-
nities lor knowing the true doctrine, 472—his

tolerance, 479—his cell, 479.

Mason, Mr., his consistent hatred of popery,
461—claims St. Patrick as a Protestant,
402— his equivocating explanation of St.

Patrick's dream, 407—attempts to prove two
early Irish Churches, 472—objects not so

much to Catholic doctrines as to their Roman
origin, 460—arguments produced by him
against the Roman Communion, 480.

ATass, the Sacrifice of the, 110.

Melancthon, his terror at the evils of the Re-
formation, 154.

urges his mother to keep her old

faith, 40.

Misquotations and translations slandering Ca-
tholics, 32.

Missionaries, Protestant and Catholic, 82:

Monasteries, where first established, 18—great
men produced in them, 28—activity of mind
to be found in them, 29—intellectual acti-

vity therein developed, 29.

Monk, origin of the word, 18.

Monks, the early Scottish, perfectly Catholic,
2—misrepresented by the followers of the
Free Kirk, 3—by a writer in the North
British Review, 4—who misquotes their car-

tularies, 6—falsely accused of improper acts
for raising money, 8—conclusion drawn from
a will of Robert Bruce, 9—they had de-
served his friendship, 13--Protestant vindi-
cation of them from the slanders of their ene-

mies, 15—their charity and knowledge ot

the healing art, 16—27.

their industry, 19—traces left of it, 19—their value as missionaries, 20—in re-

deeming slaves, 20—to society, 29—to agri-
culture, 29—their services to literature, 23,
28—their learning, 24—their morality, 25—
oppose the punishment of witchcraft, 76.

More, Sir Thomas, 71.

Music, has received greatest development from

Catholics, 45.

Natjoleon, Emperor, his parallel between Ca-
tholicity and Protestantism; 06.

Nenman, Mr. circumstances of his conversion,
89.

Northcote''s Fourfold Difficulty of Anglicfsm, or
the Church of England tested by the Nicene
Creed, notice of, 528.

Nuns, literary composition of one, in the mid-
dle ages, 36—story told by U'Aubigne of the

apostacy of nine of them, 64—martyrdom of

eleven, 64.

Oakeley, Mr., his conversion, 92.

O^Connell, Daniel, collection of his life and
speeches, anecdotes of his life, 520.

Office books of the Catholic Church, 500.

Orders, Holy, rite of administration of, 500—
first rite of, 508—four minor and three sacred

orders, 512^—subdiaconate, 513.

Ordinations, advantage in holding them more
publicly, .503—ordination of deacon, 514—of

priest, 515.
Ordiiuition in Anglican Church, 517.

Ostia-y or door-keeper, office of, 512.

Painters, Catholic, 49
Pantheism as professed in Germany, 155.

Patrick, St., anecdote of him, 407— his contem-
poraries, 471—St. Paulinas, 473—St. Ger-
manus, 473.

Paulimts, St., of Nola, 473.
Penance, Catholic doctrine of, 227.

Penitentiaries, ancient in Ireland, 465.

Persecution, religious, its great inexpediency^
360.

Poetry, 388.— 453.

Police, Pedro, the first who reduced education
of the deaf-mute to a system, 310.

Popes, how far in the exercise of their tem-
poral power they appealed to Divine right,
338.

Port-Royal, religion taught and maintained
there, 54—influence of its writers upon lite-

rature exaggerated, 50.

Prayers, for the conversion of England, have
been made efficacious, 84.

Priest, Catholic, his training while a boy, 506
ordination of, 515.

Priesthood, honours in all times granted to

them, 320—to the Christian priesthood, 3 '0.

Protestmits, French, their conduct at the French
Revolution, 170—their opinion of the present
condition of their churches, 172.

Puns, 391.

Pusey, Dr., his Sermon on Baptismal Regene-
ration, 228—is deficient in proposing no pro-
vision for the recovery of lost innocence, 228—

reparation of the mistake, 229—discrepancy
between his earlier and later writings, 230—
doctrine at present held, too lax, 231—endea-
vours to introduce the practice of confession,
2.35—impediments to it in the Anglican
Church, 'i3;f— first the want of celibacy in the
clergy, 239—other difficulties, 242—responsi-
bility he incurs in withdrawing men from the
true source of the sacrament, 240—misrepre-
sents Catholic doctrine respecting contrition,
250—Dr. Pusey 's present position, 251.

Reformation, retards for a time the arts and
sciences, 44—is immediately followed by a
revival of Arianism, 150.

its progress inquired into in
Switzerland, 158—Berne charged with Arian-
ism, 158—Geneva with " mere Socinianispi,"
160—is again charged and justifies the fact,
161—the Swiss Churches at present Arian,
163.

fate of it in France, 166, its

flourishing condition and subsequent failure,
166—early introduction of evil doctrine and
manners, 108—present condition, 171—its

progress in the Netherlands, 175—in Swe-
den, 180—Reformation not a popular move-
ment in England, 185— its effects in America,

Reformers of the 16th century, charges brought
by them against the Catholic Church, 142—
state of religion which they produced, 147—
became terrified to find Arianism revive, 151
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ana persecute it, 151—they quarrel amongst
themselves, 152—terrors into which they have
fallen. 154—those of Berne charged with

Arianism, 158—admit the charge in Geneva,
1G2—and persecute the orthodox 162—tierce

language of the English Reformers appealed
to by bishopsof the present day, 188.

Relici, still preserved m Ireland, 470—brought
from Rome, 489.

Revieiv, North British, attacks upon Monks,
3,0,0, 13,16,23.

Rome, best accounts of the city, written by Ca-
tholic clergymen, 121—charities of, 130.

Ronge, some account of him and bis schism,
78.

Roiisseau, J.J. his opinions of Geneva, 34.

See, Holy, its origin, 322—increase, 322—terri-

tories tiiially ceded by the Lombard monarch,
32ii—consolidated by Charlemagne, 326—con-
ferred no sovereignty on Charlemagne when
he was proclaimed emperor, 330- -temporal
power of Holy See a providential dispensa-
tion, 330—extends itself, 330—deposing
power exercised, 321—how accounted for,
321—in what manner exercised, 336—exer-
cised by a more special right over some

places, 337—upon what grounds, 337—on
the public jurisprudence of middle ages, 340—

^justified by circumstances of the times, 343—
beneficially exercised, 341.

See, Holy, proofs of the constant assertion of
its authority, 481—how exercised iu Ireland,
483.

Shirt, Song of the, criticism upon, 394.

Sleinmetz, Andrew, his ungrateful treachery,
428—gives the system of training amongst the
Jesuits, 430—his mental extravagance, 433.

Subdiaconate, order of, 513.

Sulfjicius, anecdote of his belief in intercession
of saints, 4 J6.

Tonsure, mode of conferring, 508.

Taddei, Rosa, an Italian improvisatrice, 133.

Usher, his bigotry, 40.

Vega, Father, 355.

Kjc//iciui, bishop, 491,

White, Blanco, enthusiasm with which he was
received by Protestants, 316—his opinions of
the English Church, 346—his early educa-
tion, 3.30—Catholic practices in his youih,
."^^i—accusations against the Spanish clergy,
35'J—blame incurred by those who admitted
him to orders, 364—accusation of immorality
against Spanish clergy, 372—his own insen-

sibility of conscience, 379—his general cha-
racter, 331,

Wj7//id, bishop, attests the true faith of North
Britain and Ireland, 493.

Wmstanley''s Outline of Ecclesiastical and Civil

History, notice of, 532
Witches, numbers burned since the Reforma-

tion, 74.

Zozimns, Pope, 482.

Zuinylim, his contradiction of doctrine, 41.
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